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Preface

The first Principles of Knowledge Representation and Reasoning conference, held in Toronto in

1989, was an experiment. With this, the third conference, we can safely say the experiment has

been a success: "KR" has established itself as the leading forum for timely, in-depth (KR papers

are twice as long as papers in the general AI conferences) presentation of new results in the theory

and principles underlying the representation and manipulation ofknowledge in computer systems.

KR' 92 continues the tradition of high standards and stringent reviewing established by the first

two conferences. There was a record number of over 300 papers submitted to the conference this

year, out of which the 67 in this volume were chosen for publication. The conference also

continues to maintain its international character with 26 papers in this volume from authors

outside North America.

Two important—and related—concerns of the conference committee this year were the need for

more productive connections between theory and implementation and for more attention to

representing knowledge in real domains. We believe the accepted papers this year successfully

reflect a broadening of the conference in these directions.

The relationship between theory and implementation in our field is a complex one. Unlike

application systems, whose ultimate purpose is (simply!) to satisfy some user community, research

systems are implemented for a variety of purposes, such as to explore a new system architecture,

experiment with a new inference procedure, or support a new kind of domain knowledge. It is

very hard to write a good paper about an implemented system, one that brings out the underlying

principles without getting lost in the details, yet grounds these principles in enough detail to be

believable. The three-paper session on implemented systems at this year's conference (see papers

by Brachman, Borgida, and Baader et al. on pp. 247-281) was a good beginning; we hope these

papers will serve as role models for future authors.

There is a strong temptation in our field to stand above the nitty-gritty of specific domains on the

high plateaus of pure logic. Unfortunately, this strategy runs the risk of irrelevance; we must pay

attention to representing knowledge in real domains both to find out what the real problems are

and to demonstrate that we have solved them. We are pleased that there are many papers in this

year's conference that address knowledge representation issues in planning, diagnosis, or natural

language processing and that focus on temporal, spatial, or numerical reasoning.

The largest single topic grouping this year (18 papers) is, as in previous years, nonmonotonic

logic. For an insightful and witty commentary on this phenomenon, we draw the readers'

attention to the abstract of Ray Reiter's invited talk, 'Twelve Years of Nonmonotonic Reasoning:

Where (and What) is the Beef?" at the end of this volume. The second abstract at the end of this

volume summarizes the panel organized by Ramesh Patil on the DARPA Knowledge Sharing

Effort. Knowledge sharing was a prominent topic at the 1991 conference; we predict it will

continue to be an important topic at future conferences.

We hope this collection and the associated meeting will serve to advance the state of art in our

field. We thank all of you who contributed papers, attended the conference, and read the

proceedings.

Bernhard Nebel Charles Rich William Swartout

Program Co-Chair Conference Chair Program Co-Chair
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Declarative Knowledge Representation in Planning and

Scheduling

Jacek Gibert

Department of Computer Science

The University of Melbourne

Parkville 3054, Australia

Abstract

In this paper we present the declarative approach

to applying knowledge representation systems to

solving practical planning and scheduling

problems. We propose a design methodology

based on the theory of combining functional or

logic programming languages within the

framework of artificial intelligence. We describe a

computer automated planning and scheduling

system which has been developed for Qantas

Airways Limited using this approach.

1 INTRODUCTION

Traditionally, two AI approaches are applied to problem

solving in planning and scheduling. These may be referred

to as classical planning and constraint based scheduling.

The first approach aims to find the sequence of actions

which transforms the planning problem, given by some

initial state of the world, to a desired state which

represents the solution. In the second approach, a solution

is found with a given sequence of actions which can

transform the initial state of the world into a constraint-

defined goal state. For many practical AI systems, the

application of classical planning is relatively simple and

efficient, and many heuristic search algorithms can be

readily adopted. In contrast, a lot of research effort is yet

needed to find a method for solving constraint based

scheduling tasks efficiently (Fox and Smith 1984),

(Garlick and Orenstein 1990), and some theoretical issues

of constraint based reasoning must be resolved (Guesgen

etal. 1987), (Freuder 1989).

Some planning and scheduling problems can be directly

formulated as a constraint satisfaction problem (CSP)

(Keng and Yun 1989). CSP is a well researched field of AI

(Shapiro 1987), in which planning and scheduling

Present address: Division of Building, Construction and

Engineering, CSIRO Australia, P.O. Box 56, Highett 3190, Australia

(jacek@pirat.mel.dbce.csiro.au).

problems can be expressed precisely and completely as

quantitative mathematical formulae. A factory scheduling

problem, for instance, can be expressed in CSP. It might

consist of a finite set of tasks which can be expressed as

mathematical formulae. Each formula has a number of

variables associated with it. Each variable has a finite

domain of values representing the range of possible

alternatives. A set of semantic constraints specifies the

consistent choices of bindings for these variables. The

goal is to find a valid simultaneous assignment of values

to all variables in all constraints. The n-queens and other

similar problems, where all constraints are known and

fixed, are considered good examples of applications of

CSP. However, this static approach to CSP is ineffective

when applied to those practical planning and scheduling

problems where one is faced with either an incomplete set,

or unions of independent sets of changing constraints.

Recent research has departed from the static view of CSP

to investigate dynamic CSP using advanced AI techniques

of action routines or agents (Prosser 1989). Complex

tasks such as scheduling, design or configuration, and any

real-time planning, rely on solving dynamic constraint

satisfaction problems. The key characteristic of dynamic

CSP is that variables in constraints can be dynamically

introduced or removed. Unfortunately, a major problem

with dynamic CSP is that it lacks simple and clear

declarative semantics, making it difficult for non-expert

users to form dynamic constraints and apply them to

achieve particular goals. The importance of clear

semantics for CSP in dynamic domains has been

demonstrated in (Georgeff and Lansky 1987) with the

design of a planning system that combined both

declarative semantics for constraint representation and

operational semantics for constraint execution.

Constraint logic programming (CLP) languages (Jaffar

and Lassez 1987), (van Hentenryck 1989), (Colmerauer

1990) naturally allow variables to be dynamically

introduced into constraints. The CLP formalism provides

a declarative framework for expressing dynamic CSP

using general mathematical procedures such as the

simplex algorithm (Jaffar and Michaylov 1987). The basis
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for the integration of constraint satisfaction and logic

programming in CLP can be briefly described as follows:

(1) a resolution based inference engine is augmented with

a single constraint satisfaction algorithm for testing

satisfiability of constraints on a particular domain;

(2) a constraint satisfaction algorithm is applied to

special types of predicates and the result of the

application is obtained in the form of a substitution;

(3) the use of the inference engine is restricted to

predicates that can be verified or falsified using only

substitutions.

However, the practical constraint solving capabilities of

CLP are often compromised by the trade-offs between the

applicability, completeness and efficiency of the general

mathematical procedure. Furthermore, the constraint

solving procedure is deeply embeded in the language of

logic programming. This raises the question of how to

represent the expert's knowledge about the domain

naturally and how to utilise multiple constraint solving

procedures.

In our approach, which is oriented towards declarative

knowledge representation, functional and logic formalisms

are combined in a language called Functional Horn

Clauses (FHC) (Gibert 1991). A complex dynamic CSP

can be solved by expressing declaratively the procedural

knowledge in the form of functional specifications, and

the deductive knowledge in the form of logic

specifications. The benefit of capturing the expert's

knowledge about the domain this way is most evident in

practical applications such as resource planning and

scheduling (Tate 1985). The user also has capabilities of

interactively defining special purpose constraints and

controlling when and how such constraints are to be

activated.

Based on this design methodology, we have successfully

implemented the the air crew trip pairing operation

(planning and scheduling of crew for a set of aircraft

movements) for Qantas Airways Limited. Our declarative

knowledge representation methodology is adaptable to

meet specific user requirements, and the knowledge base

can be maintained and modified by the users themselves.

That is, users can manipulate knowledge as and when

required on different levels of object abstraction by directly

manipulating data objects and their attributes, by changing

or declaring new functions on attributes, or by simply

changing or adding attributed rules to a rule base.

Section 2 explains the interactive trip pairing process.

Section 3 introduces attributed knowledge representation

formalism. Finally Section 4 describes the

implementation of the interactive trip pairing system.

2 INTERACTIVE TRIP PAIRING

The Interactive Trip Pairing (ITP) knowledge

representation and reasoning system was developed to plan

and schedule air crews for Qantas Airways Limited

(Qantas). Qantas is Australia's largest international air

carrier. It carries some 3.5 million passengers and covers

98 million kilometres annually. Qantas operates with

3,500 cabin crews (air stewards) and 1,000 pilots and other

technical crew.

Matching air crews with aircraft flight times and routes is

a complex planning operation. Industry and union

regulations covering the working hours of these operators

are extensive and very strict. It was also considered

important to Qantas' industrial relations to allow the crew

some input into scheduling. Previously the task had been

performed manually by a group of planners, and the

underlying philosophy of the ITP system was to enhance

the skills of the planners with an interactive tool which

would allow them to produce more efficient, cost effective

and flexible scheduling patterns.

The interactive AI approach to planning and scheduling of

crews and aircraft was seen by Qantas as a feasible

practical alternative to an optimization approach based on

linear algebra techniques, or an expert system approach

based on procedural programming techniques. Although

some optimization and expert systems can support basic

knowledge representation and reasoning functions, they

rely on the hard-coded algorithmic description of all

solutions for a given problem domain. Optimization

systems are limited to finding efficient solutions using

preprogrammed local and/or global cost evaluation

functions. Expert systems are limited to providing only

advisory, decision and diagnostic support strictly

implemented by the underlying imperative system. All

too often, after the considerable effort of building an

optimization or expert system for a practical planning or

scheduling problem, new knowledge about the problem

becomes available, rendering the system obsolete.

In its simplest form, trip pairing involves the allocation

of air crew to aircraft. The planning operation can be

viewed as a search for an acceptable assignment of

available air crew to all scheduled aircraft movements,

according to specified objectives, and in such a way that

the pairing does not violate work rules negotiated by

unions and regulations of aviation governing bodies.

Specifically, an interactive trip pairing process is defined

as a set of actions or functions to be performed for a given

aircraft schedule and a pool of available crews. Associated

with each action is a set of semantic constraints which

have to be satisfied before and after the action is

performed. Constraints describe the set of resources that

can be used to perform a given action, e.g. an air crew

pattern is constrained by aircraft movement patterns.
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Constraints also describe the time limits in which actions

can be performed, e.g. within the scheduled departure and

arrival times of aircraft. Deviations from the satisfactory

air crew schedule are expressed as constraint violations.

Constraints can be absolute (hard), e.g. all aircraft must

have two pilots with ranks of captain and first officer, or

preferences (soft), e.g. the third pilot may have the rank of

second officer. The hard constraints usually represent legal

crewing requirements, and violation results in a

rescheduling of the affected air crew patterns. The soft

constraints represent the crewing policies which could be

used, for example, as heuristics.

We note that most trip pairing constraints are dynamic

resource constraints because they are not only applied to

the values of the resource variables of action predicates,

but they are also rated on "relevance" to the solution. For

example, the pilot with the rank of second officer may

only partially provide a function of the third pilot on the

747-type aircraft and the flight engineer may be required to

complete the legal crewing requirement. One can express

this additional requirement by dynamically introducing a

"new" variable and its constraints in the solution as a

result of trip pairing the third pilot with the rank of

second officer on the 747-type aircraft. Here the crucial

problem is not just that the additional crew complement is

required but that different complements for the same

aircraft often need non-identical sets of additional crews.

Similarly, some of the available crews often provide more

than one function.

The initial design used selective information about the

application domain. This prototype system was used for

trials and training, and as more knowledge became

available the system was easily extended and refined to

become a full blown production system. The planning

operation has been installed in three Qantas sites: Cabin

Crew planning and scheduling. Technical Crew planning

and scheduling, and Corporate Strategy planning, each

having their own planning objectives and regulatory

constraints.

3 ATTRIBUTED KNOWLEDGE

REPRESENTATION

The formulation and handling of dynamic resource

constraints is explained in this section. Even though our

declarative formulation called attributed knowledge

representation is theoretically not more expressive than

other constraint reasoning methods, we gain practical

expressiveness. Our approach makes it easy to understand

constraint satisfaction, constraint manipulation, and

coding up of a domain knowledge.

The implementation of interactive trip pairing uses

hierarchical structuring of information along the lines

suggested by Sacerdoti (Sacerdoti 1977). Plans are

obtained as partial orders on planning and scheduling

actions performed interactively over attributed object trees.

The declarative semantics of the system is based on the

declarative formalism of FHC (Gibert 1991). An

equivalent operational semantics of the system is based on

an incremental FHC computation of values of the

attributes within an attributed object tree.

3.1 ATTRIBUTED OBJECT TREES

Attributes are associated with symbolic objects, which are

hierarchically organized as trees of attributed objects.

Attributes are used to specify information about objects

within the tree. In particular,

objects can be individual nodes or lists of other object

nodes, eg. an object node pattern links a series of duty

nodes (the time a crew spends on duty in an aircraft);

attributes and objects have types which affect the way

they can be attached to the tree, e.g. an object pattern

has an attribute called base for which the type is port

(crew home airport). Both the pattern and the port are

objects, and the attribute links the two.

some objects and attributes are defined externally to

the tree. They provide an effective means of

interaction with the outside world. For example port

is an external object which has number of external

attributes such as a name or a code., e.g. Tullamarine

Airport as a name, and MEL as a code. These are

defined in a separate ports database, rather than defined

by the user in the tree.

Attributed tree structures are often found to be a

computationally effective formalism for capturing the

inherent dynamics of knowledge about the physical world.

Attributed trees have been successfully used as data

structures in syntax directed translations based on

attributed grammars (Deransart et al. 1988). They have

also been applied to automata and natural language

processing, functional and logic programming.

Our motivation for using hierarchically organized

attributed tree structures is the need for the ability to

maintain conceptual order of knowledge representation.

For instance, an experienced planner organises his or her

trip pairing knowledge in such a way that crewing patterns

covering certain ports are dependent on various other

patterns covering these ports. In particular, a pattern can

consist of a number of crew members - pilots and/or cabin

crew - and remains constant for the duration of an aircraft's

movements. The nature of aircraft crewing is that not all

members of the crew will remain together for the duration

of their trip. A pattern is established by the Qantas

planners, and consists of the maximum number of crew

members that will remain together until they return to

Sydney on completion of the aircraft movement. The

number and roles of the members of the pattern is the

crew complement.
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To illustrate, assume the total crew requirement of a

particular aircraft is three pilots and five cabin crew. The

flight originates in Sydney and ends in Los Angeles. On

reaching Honolulu, two pilots and all the cabin crew

continue on to Los Angeles, but the third joins another

flight returning to Sydney and is replaced by a fourth

pilot. One pattern will therefore consist of the two pilots

and five cabin crew, the second of the pilot who returns to

Sydney and the third pattern will consist of the fourth,

replacement pilot. The total crew requirement can be

satisfied by pairing or listing the appropriate patterns to

the aircraft movement. However, the sum of all crew

complements may not exceed the total requirement of that

particular aircraft.

Two constraints need to be satisfied in this example:

pattern names must be unique,

the sum of the crew complements of all the patterns

assigned to the operation must be less than or equal to

the crew complement required for the operation.

These constraints impose dynamic semantical

dependencies between pattern objects in an attributed tree

of patterns. That is, only certain types of patterns can be

appended to the tree, and specifically those patterns which

have unique names and their complements are less than or

equal to the complement required to crew the aircraft.

Furthermore, the dependencies can change each time a new

pattern is appended - a clear example is that the crew

complement requires to be changed each time a new

pattern is added to the tree.

More formally, the structure of the attributed tree of

pattern objects imposes a partial order on a solution space.

A particular attributed tree of pattern objects is a solution

if the complement required to crew all aircraft are filled.

Attributed trees provide declarative formalism for

describing dynamic constraints on persistent objects such

as patterns, which undergo modifications of their attribute

values, as well as on tree structures. Therefore, a trip

pairing problem based on attribute evaluation can be

solved interactively, allowing the user to quickly find

acceptable - rather than optimum - solutions.

When searching for a solution interactively, a sequence

P],P2f— of patterns is constructed, each Pt being a

pattern object. A simplified trip pairing operation is

defined, called crew_aircrafty, which involves a single

aircraft movement. This operation is indexed with a

number of pattern objects, which are paired to the

designated object called aircraft movement, in the form of

a list Each pattern object is denoted by an object variable

Pattern. A pattern has an attribute name and a crew

complement associated with it, describing the pattern

name and the crew break down by role and number of crew

members respectively. The crew_aircraft[i} operation has

an attribute called r_crew which value Can be expressed in

terms of an attributed function

r_crew : Pattern -» C

where Pattern ' denotes the Cartesian product of all

pattern objects on the list of crew aircraft {;}, and C is a

set of all possible crew complements that could be

assigned to this aircraft movement. This function

calculates the crew requirement for the aircraft movements

paired with this series of patterns.

In this example of the trip pairing operation we consider

two semantic constraints for crew_aircraft{iy. the name

uniqueness constraint and the crew complement constraint.

In Figure 3.1.1 the crew_aircraft[i) operation is

represented by a rectangle connected by one edge to an

attribute node and another edge to a null terminated list of

pattern nodes. The pattern node is represented by a circle

connected to the two attribute nodes and subsequent

pattern node (denoted by the null symbol [] in this case).

Attributes are represented by oval nodes which hold two

pieces of information: either the name of the attribute or

the pointer to the function that computes its value, and

the last value computed. In our example, name and p_crew

are attribute names, p_crew is the crew complement, and

r_crew is a function pointer. The second semantic

constraint is represented as a shaded line with a node

representing the computation necessary to check the

constraint.

 

Figure 3.1.1 Object Dependency for a Single Pattern

Only the crew complement constraint is shown in the

above figure, and because there are no other patterns, the

name uniqueness constraint is satisfied.

Figure 3.1.2 demonstrates a sample attributed object tree

of an operation after the addition of a second pattern to

crew the aircraft. Both patterns now share the rcrew

attribute, as the crew requirement for the aircraft

movement might change after the addition of the new

pattern. In order to check the crew complement constraint

for the patterns, the values of pcrew attributes of the

patterns are added and then compared with a possibly new

value returned by r_crew function.
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Figure 3.1.2 Object Dependency for Two Patterns

When another pattern has to be considered because some

constraint was invalidated for the previous pattern, it is

preferable to reuse as many as possible of the valid

computations applied to the entire tree so far. However

this means that we have to withdraw those computations

done for last invalid pattern and all the conclusions drawn

from them. This process can be quite complicated and the

application of additional truth maintenance mechanisms is

required (Bessiere, 1991). Using hierarchical structure of

attributed trees guarantees the correct order of knowledge

acquisition and significantly simplifies the process of

truth maintenance.

3.2 DECLARATIVE REPRESENTATION

FORMALISM

A declarative representation formalism can be a powerful

tool for the systematic description, generation and

maintenance of complex knowledge based systems. The

definition of the attributed representation formalism is

based on declarative formalism of a combined functional

and logic programming language called Functional Horn

Clauses (Gibert 1991). Our approach involves an

application of the FHC computation to the evaluation of

values of attributes over a global hierarchically organized

tree structure of objects of the application domain. The

strength of this approach comes from its ability to

separate knowledge representation from inference strategy

which allows for a declarative style of specification for

both procedural and deductive knowledge.

Declarative knowledge specifications using combined

functional and logic programming languages can

sometimes be unusable as the computational formalism of

a knowledge based system because they can result in

excessive, even infinite computations. FHC solves this

by allowing declarative knowledge specifications to be

formulated with clauses containing recurrence expressions,

which obey the global and hierarchical organization of

attributed trees.

It is a feature of FHC that recurrences replace general

functional expressions in logical clauses. This guarantees

the existence of least Herbrand models and declarative

semantics (Apt and van Emden 1982), (Gibert 1991). It

can be shown that the process of attribution of tree-

structured objects in FHC also has declarative semantics.

Proof of this requires an extension of the declarative

semantics of FHC to cover functional dependencies of

attribute values in clauses.

The declarative representation formalism presented in this

paper can be informally described as constraint based

reasoning on representations of object properties by

attributes. That is, attribute values are constrained by

clauses and and computed by recurrences. Clauses

represent relations between attributes of recurrence

enumerated objects.

Formally, the structure of the attributed object tree is

determined by the disjoint union of defined and external

attributes of objects as follows. First, let Obj and Attr be

pairwise disjoint sets of names of objects and attributes

respectively. Val is the sum of values of all attributes of

relevant types. Dom(A) denotes domain of an attribute set

A. Decl denotes declaration mappings which associate a

set of attribute names with each object name. Let 0 be a

recurrence mapping which assigns a set of values to a

name from Obj and a non-negative integer, such that for

any non-negative integer i, the set Obji contains all names

of index i. Now for every set of attributes A of Decl(Obji)

there is a set of attributes A' ofDecl(Obji+j), satisfying

the condition Dom(A) = Dom(A').

Next, let X be an object variable, then use aAX to

represent the attribute field a of some object X. We can

extend FHC terms to attributed terms where:

sub-terms can be labelled using attribute names,

fixed arity is not required,

the syntactic distinction between function names and

attribute names can be removed, and

annotated object variables can indicate reference to

arbitrarily structured objects.

Due to the nested structure of the attributed terms, a

hierarchy of objects can be declared. For example, in the

case of the attributed term bA( aiAXj, ...,an*Xn ),

attributes a;, .... an are components of the attribute b.

Compound attribute names can be used to name the

components of an attributed term b*X. A component afXi

of an attribute term b*X can be denoted as afi/X within

the scope of the definition of the variable X as the

structured object ( ajAXj, ..., anAXn ).
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A recurrence hierarchy of attributed objects is defined as

follows: a finite ground attributed term is a simple

attributed object tree. An attributed object tree with index

ntl, is denoted by Tn. Any ground attributed term

belongs to a recurrence structured attributed object tree

with index n=l. Assume that we can construct %.! from

some attributed term / with the recurrence mapping 41. For

every recurrence object X occuring in t we define the value

of an attribute a as follows:

a^X{I}=<t.J(X{/-7})

where the mapping <t>; specifies a hierarchical functional

dependency of attribute values for X. Thus we construct

%. Furthermore with each recurrence object X we

associate its cartesian closure X* with the recurrence

mapping <J>. Such closure is only defined when each

mapping 4>/, 0</5n, is also defined. But given each

mapping <j>,\ 0<i<n, is total then the recurrence hierarchy

can be uniquely defined by taking the cartesian closure of

the domain of attributed object trees.

Let an attributive representationformalism be defined as a

tuple

J? = [Obj, Attr, Val. Decl, Dom, AF, AR]

AF is the set of attributed functions or recurrences. Each

element of AF is a multivalued function of multiple

arguments from Val into Val. AR is a set of attributed

rules or clauses which express constraints on values of

attributes of objects.

Definition: A specification in attributive representation

formalism A is a pair (!P, HQ consisting of a set of clauses

fPof AR and a set of recurrence relations %,olAF for a

hierarchy of attributed objects Tn built over J? as follows:

there is an atom p' in !Pand a ground substitution a, such

that

(1) if n=l, then p = p'(X)c for every object X in Tj,

(2) if n> 1 , then p = p'(X*)c for the cartesian closure X*

of every object X in Tn with the recurrence mapping

4>,

and p is a logical consequence of (¥, ^).

The graphical example of the crew aircraft {,} operation

can now be specified in our representation language as

follows:

TYPE crew_aircraft* :: LIST;

TYPE patternAcrew_aircraft* :: PATT;

TYPE r_crewAcrew_aircraft* :: (INT, INT, INT);

DEF pattern :- (nameApattern, p_crewApattern);

DEF patternAcrew_aircraft/7/ .'» [pattern |

crew_aircraft{i-1}J;

DEF crew_aircraft{0} > [] ;

DEF r_crewAcrew_aircraft{i} :- r_crewAcrew_aircraft{i-1}

- p_crewApatternAcrew_aircraft{i};

DEF r_crewAcrew_aircraft{0} > (1,1,1) ;

DEF unique(name, patternjist) >

FOR_ALL P::PATT IN patternjist

nameT o name.

for type declarations, function and attribute definitions.

The constraints are expressed declaratively by the

following clause:

Pair(patternAcrew_aircraft*) :-

r_crewAcrew_aircraft* >» p_crewApattern,

unique(nameApattern, crew_aircraft*).

The following sequence of goals could be used to perform

the crew_oircraft[i) operation:

?- Pair( (ak01, (1,0,1))Acrew_aircraft{1} );

yes

( r_crewAcrew_aircraft{1} » (0,1,0),

patternAcrew_aircraft{1} - [ (ak01, (1,0,1)) ] )

?- Pair( (bk01, (0,1,0))Acrew_aircraft{2} );

yes

( r_crewAcrew_aircraft{2) - (0,0,0),

patternAcrew_aircraft{2} - [ (bk01, (0,1,0)) ] )

The declarative semantics of the above specification can be

obtained by defining all functional dependencies and

logical constraints which characterise possible values for

the attributes of objects in the attributed object tree. For

instance, the declarative meaning of functional

dependencies of attribute values r_crew*crew_aircraft[i\ is

expressed using the recurrence definition. The declarative

meaning oi Pairipattern^crew aircraft ) is expressed as a

cartesian closure of a set of logical consequences of

predicate formulae Pair(pattern*crew_aircraft{i)) ranging

over all attribute values and object variables of the

recurrence defined list pattern^crewaircrafty). That is, the

clause implications must always be true for all currently

computed values of the attributes of the objects in the list.

3.3 OPERATIONAL SEMANTICS

The fundamental computational structure of operational

semantics is that of a recurrence attributed object tree. In

the tree, objects are connected by typed links. These links

connect disjoint sets of attributes of a recurrence defined

series of objects such that a set of attributes of the object

in the series depends on attributes of the preceding objects

of the series. We can use a bottom-up attribution

algorithm to successively evaluate the attributes in each
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series, starting with the first object of the series. Each

attribution step takes place in the context of the

hierarchical structure of other recurrence object series, and

uses evaluated attributes from these series.

For example, in the crew pairing operation, patterns are

composed of duties, which in turn are composed of sectors

etc. Each object in the series within the hierarchy has its

own set of attributes associated with it. All attributes

within a series of objects can also be grouped into their

own attribute series.

The soundness of the operational semantics is a direct

consequence of the hierarchical structure of a recurrence

attributed object tree. However the completeness can only

be guaranteed in those cases where we can statically

analyse functional dependencies between attributes of

objects in the tree in order to determine the grouping of

attributes into recurrence series. In general, as is the case

with general functional computations, there can be fully

recursive dependencies between objects in trees (e.g

rational trees) which make it impossible to subdivide

attributes into recurrence series. However, if functional

dependency cycles between attributes are restricted to

recurrences only, then we know from the declarative

semantics that unique and consistent attribute values can

be computed incrementally and systematically by

evaluating series of attributes within a hierarchy of

objects.

Flexible control of the bottom-up order of attribute

evaluation is possible by way of structural change to the

hierarchy of objects. For instance, the depth-first object

hierarchy is efficient for computing values of linearly

dependent attribute series, but if the recurrence

dependencies are not linear then breadth-first object

hierarchy is more desirable.

4 ITP SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

The operational role of the ITP system is to guide

planners in drawing scheduling patterns on the screen in

accordance with the rulebase. The system calculates duty

hours and crew allowances and other information required

in the planning process, which assists the planners to

evaluate costs of patterns, effects of changes to the rule

base, and the effects of changing arrival and departure

times of aircraft

There are two major parts to the ITP system: an attributed

rulebase system and an application interface system. The

attributed rulebase system is further divided into the

attributed functions module and attributed rulebase

module. The attributed function module uses functional

programming language AF to define attributes, data

objects and AF functions. The attributed rulebase module

uses logic programming AR language to express rules.

The application interface system consists of an interface

module, system engine and interface functions. The

interface module contains an application dependent front-

end which drives the display, handles external data

communication etc. The system engine drives the

attributed data and rulebase and handles all data objects.

The interface function module performs system level

computations required by the attributed data and rulebase

system.

Initial time to develop the prototype and undertake all field

research was twelve man months. After nearly two years

of implementation and refinement, the production system

has been successfully installed at three sites in Qantas, and

has been in operation for about two years. Adaptation of

the system for another airline takes about six man months

from user requirement specification to complete

installation.

4.1 ATTRIBUTED RULEBASE

IMPLEMENTATION

An important aspect in building the attributed rulebase

system was that die expert knowledge of the planners did

not have to be hard coded into the ITP system, but could

be declaratively represented using an attributed knowledge

representation language. As we have seen above, this

representation language is able to express the dynamic

structure of information about the planning and scheduling

processes, and support user requirements to infer and

reason about this information in a sound and complete

manner. The AF and AR languages accept structured

English statements, and the rules and functions can be

easily altered by the users to explore "what-if"

evaluations.

For example, the knowledge base is built using

statements like

Sydney is a base for Qantas.

Transit through the base port should be avoided.

If pattern contains 2 short rest periods between

last 3 consecutive duties then

the long rest period is required for this pattern

after this duty.

These statements are interpreted as functions in AF

(Attributed Functions) and clauses in AR (Attributed

Rules) which act as both constructors of and constraints

within the hierarchy of attributed object structures. For

instance, the last statement from the example above

determines and constrains the value of the attribute rest

period of object duty in the series duty structure of object

pattern. Note that the statement determines neither the

value of rest period of the current object duty nor the value

of rest period of the next object duty in the series when

the next object duty is appended to the series of duty

objects of the current pattern. Instead it simply

characterises the current pattern as one needing a long rest
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period before the next duty is appended. The value of the

attribute rest period influences the construction of the duty

object that can be appended to this pattern.

Declarative constructs used to build the rulebase closely

resemble logic clauses:

Given that expression [and|or] expression then

expression must be expression

otherwise expression.

This particular clausal form of the attributed rules has

been chosen because of the efficiency of its sequential

evaluation. The must be part of the rule usually

represents an actual constraint, and is therefore evaluated

first If this part succeeds, the evaluation of the entire rule

succeeds. Only if the must be part of the rule fails is the

optional Given that ... then part of the rule evaluated. If

the Given that ... then part of the rule succeeds, the rule

is so far invalidated and therefore the optional otherwise

part is evaluated. Evaluation of otherwise might succeed

which will validate the rule, however if it does not then

evaluation of the rule fails. If the Given that ... then part

of the rule fails, then the rule is not applicable.

Rules are sequentially applied to a series of objects in the

hierarchy. Rules can refer to a number of object series in

the hierarchy, but can only be effectively applied to

attributes of the current object in each series. Therefore all

attributes of objects preceding the current object must

already have been assigned values. If the rule is of the

correct form, and the objects and their attributes mentioned

in the rule exist, then the conclusion of the evaluation of

the rules can be expressed as true/false. If the conclusion

is true, the hierarchy of objects constructed to that point is

valid for that rule. If the conclusion is false, two types of

false conclusions can be drawn depending on the type of

rule - a complete rule failure for a formal rule or hard

constraint, or a warning for an informal rule or soft

constraint

Rule failures form a necessary part of any practical

scheduling, and play a very important part in interactive

plan generation for trip pairing. Inconsistencies of

violated hard constraints can be corrected either by the user

or by the system, and the differences in evaluation of hard

and soft constraints can be similarly controlled. Therefore

attributed functions can be related directly to rules in order

to decide what to do in the event that the rule is found to

be false. This can be done by using the otherwise

connective in a rule. For example, we could have the rule

as follows:

Given that pattern contains 5 rest periods

between duties then

the last one should be greater than 2 days

otherwise

recommend 2 day rest period for the last duty.

The complex meaning of this rule can be expressed

declaratively as follows:

(1) If it is false that the value of the attribute rest period

for the last duty object is greater than 2 days, and

(2) it is true that the given pattern object contains 5 rest

periods between duties, then the rule so far is false.

Thus the value of the otherwise part of the rule must now

be looked at to determine the logical value of the whole

rule.

(3) If the recommend 2 days rest periodfor the last duty

function returns true, then the whole rule becomes

true.

However if this function returns false, then the whole rule

is false.

The programming the attributed rulebase has parallels to

object oriented programming. The user can simply declare

the objects for consideration by the system, providing as

much information as desired. When prompted, the system

will then automatically compute all remaining values of

the attributes of the objects in order to combine objects

into an hierarchical structure.

The rulebase computation is implemented as an

incremental process of walking through the hierarchy of

the attributed object trees, then computing values for the

object nodes of the trees and their attributes. The values

are stored as indexed states within each node. A value in

the state for a node becomes final only when an

interpretation step has been completed successfully for the

hierarchy up to this indexed stage. The indexed state of

each node allows for an efficient "what-if' interpretation of

the rulebase. Rules and functions are simply computed

each time within the new instance of object nodes in the

hierarchy. If the computation fails, that instance is

returned to its previous state.

The correctness of the incremental interpretation process

relies on successful completion of previous interpretation

steps for all objects and attributes of the structure.

However, if for some reason an object is to be removed

from the hierarchy, the validity of the structure cannot be

guaranteed. There are two ways to avoid this problem. The

first is to reconstruct parts of the affected hierarchy and

recompute the entire structure from the beginning. This

method is computationally expensive. The second method

is to provide a set of attributed rules and attributed

functions to control and manage the removal of the

objects from within the structure. Such removal rules

have been successfully developed for the scheduling

process for Qantas.
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4.3 APPLICATION INTERFACE

IMPLEMENTATION

The application interface system constitutes a large part of

the ITP system. It consists of an interface module, system

engine and interface functions.

The interface module contains an application dependent

front-end, which is tailored to the particular application

domain. It cannot be readily changed by the planner

because changes must be made through the low-level

external function call interface of the C programming

language. However, it can be easily amended by the

programmer with minimal knowledge of the workings of

the ITP systems.

The system engine drives the attributed data and rulebase

and handles all data objects. It provides a suitable

development support environment, which helps the end-

users formulate planning or scheduling operations within

the data and rulebase system. The interface here consists of

the rulebase interpreter with the interactive stepper. The

stepper enables die user to monitor the evaluation of

rules, attributes and functions, as well as view the

attribution of object structures.

The rulebase interpreter was implemented using a standard

combination of pattern/template matching, recursive

grammar parsing and semantic attribute dependency

analysis. The production ITP system integrates the data

and rulebase system modules by means of the C compiler.

The compilation of the system can be done in two stages:

the data and rulebase compilation and the application

interface compilation. First, the attributed functions and

attributed rules from the data and rulebase module are

compiled into the C programming language code using

the purpose built compiler. Second, the resulting C code,

the interface functions and the general system code is

compiled into appropriate machine code using the C

compiler provided by the vendor of the hardware. After a

rulebase has been compiled into the system, user access

to the ITP system is mainly through the graphical

interface.

The interface function module performs system level

computations required by the attributed data and rulebase

system. Implementation of the interface system was

designed to be as flexible as possible to allow

development of different applications by building an

appropriate data and rulebase system. Most interactive

interface aspects of the system, from the graphical

interface to the rulebase, can be modified or enhanced by

way of the interface function module. The interface

functions module provides an interface to external calls to

functions in the C programming language and other low-

level system functions, through which the data and

rulebase system communicates. In addition, the interface

functions module provides the capability to alter the

physical implementation of data objects. This module

allows for full integration of the production system

implementation plus efficient tailoring of the system to

the specific requirements of the hardware.

The appendix demonstrates some complex scheduling

rules and illustrates the application interface specifically

designed for Qantas. The screen shows a partially

completed crewing pattern and pattern display window.

Pattern information, including the times and routes of

aircraft movements and crew details, is entered in the top

right hand comer window. The pattern information is then

displayed numerically in the window immediately below

this, and is represented graphically in the spider graph in

the top left hand window. Results of the evaluation of the

rulebase are displayed in the lower right hand window. The

control panel, on the lower left hand side, controls the

parameters of the system, such as selection of objects,

entry screens for external attributes etc.

User acceptance of the ITP system was dependent on an

interface that was as easy to use as the current manual

system, requiring minimal training or computer literacy,

and a computational ability to complete the task in

significantly less time. The system utilises screen buttons

for navigational and functional purposes, and places

graphical and textual displays at any screen location on a

dual screen display, and intercepts user actions as mouse

clicks on any screen.

5 CONCLUSION

An extensive range of implementations exist for planning

and scheduling. These implementations are mainly based

on optimization and procedural software-building

technology. AI approach to planning and scheduling is

becoming an acceptable practical alternative to the more

traditional optimization approach. Some example

implementations include the factory floor scheduling

system ISIS (Fox & Smith 1984) or BHP's steel

production scheduling system (Garlick and Orenstein

1990). The implementation of an AI based planning and

scheduling system for Qantas Airways Limited follows a

new knowledge representation approach to solving a

resource planning and scheduling problems.

A declarative methodology for applying a knowledge

representation system to planning and scheduling using

the attributive knowledge formalism has been developed,

where knowledge about an object in the application

domain could be represented in terms of its attributes.

This methodology is based on a combination of functional

and logic paradigms and a notion of object attribution to

describe complex outside world knowledge domains

declaratively.

Not all aspects of the declarative methodology have been

fully examined, and in particular whether it can be
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effectively applied to other practical application areas

dominated by special-purpose procedural methods such as

real number constraint solving or linear algebra based

optimization. This is a subject for future study.
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Abstract 1 Introduction

This paper studies a version of the job shop

scheduling problem in which some operations

have to be scheduled within non-relaxable

time windows (i.e. earliest/latest possible

start time windows). This problem is a well-

known NP-complete Constraint Satisfaction

Problem (CSP). A popular method for solv

ing these types of problems consists in us

ing depth-first backtrack search. Our earlier

work focused on developing efficient consis

tency enforcing techniques and efficient vari

able/value ordering heuristics to improve the

efficiency of this procedure. In this paper,

we combine these techniques with new look

back schemes that help the search procedure

recover from so-called deadend search states

(i.e. partial solutions that cannot be com

pleted without violating some constraints).

More specifically, we successively describe

three intelligent backtracking schemes: Dy

namic Consistency Enforcement dynamically

enforces higher levels of consistency in se

lected critical subproblems, Learning From

Failure dynamically modifies the order in

which variables are instantiated based on

earlier conflicts, and Heuristic Backjumping

gives up searching areas of the search space

that appear too difficult. These schemes are

shown to (1) further reduce the average com

plexity of the search procedure, (2) enable

our system to efficiently solve problems that

could not be solved otherwise due to excessive

computational cost, and (3) be more effective

at solving job shop scheduling problems than

other look-back schemes advocated in the lit

erature.

This paper is concerned with the design of recovery

schemes for incremental scheduling approaches that

sometimes require undoing earlier scheduling decisions

in order to complete the construction of a feasible

schedule.

Job shop scheduling deals with the allocation of re

sources over time to perform a collection of tasks.

The job shop scheduling model studied in this paper

further allows for operations that have to be sched

uled within non-relaxable time windows (i.e. earli

est possible start time/latest possible finish time win

dows). This problem is a well-known NP-complete

Constraint Satisfaction Problem (CSP) [11]. Exam

ples of such problems include factory scheduling prob

lems, in which some operations have to be performed

within one or several shifts, spacecraft mission schedul

ing problems, in which time windows are determined

by astronomical events over which we have no control,

factory rescheduling problems, in which a small set of

operations need to be rescheduled without revising the

schedule of other operations, etc.

A generic approach to solving CSPs relies on depth-

first backtrack search [24, 13, 2]. Using this paradigm,

scheduling problems are solved through the iterative

selection of a variable (i.e. an operation) and the ten

tative assignment of a value (i.e. a reservation) to that

variable. If in the process of constructing a solution,

a partial solution is reached that cannot be completed

without violating some of the problem constraints, one

or several earlier assignments have to be undone. This

process of undoing earlier assignments is referred to

as backtracking. It deteriorates the efficiency of the

search procedure and increases the time required to

come up with a solution. While the worst-case com

plexity of backtrack search is exponential, several tech

niques have been proposed in the literature to reduce

its average-case complexity [7]:

• Consistency Enforcing Schemes: [15] prune the

search space from alternatives that cannot par
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ticipate in a global solution . There is gener

ally a tradeoff between the amount of consistency

enforced in each search state1 and the savings

achieved in search time.

• Look-ahead Schemes: variable/value ordering

heuristics[2, 14, 16, 7, 9, 20] help judiciously de

cide which variable to instantiate next and which

value to assign to that variable. By first instan

tiating difficult variables, the system increases its

chances of completing the current partial solution

without backtracking [14, 9, 20]. Good value or

dering heuristics reduce backtracking by selecting

values that are expected to participate in a large

number of solutions [7, 20].

• Look-back Schemes:[22, 8, 12, 5] While it is possi

ble to design consistency enforcing schemes and

look-ahead schemes that are, on the average,

very good at efficiently reducing backtracking,

it is generally impossible to efficiently guarantee

backtrack-free search. Look-back schemes are de

signed to help the system recover from deadend

states and, if possible, learn from past mistakes .

Our earlier work focused on developing efficient con

sistency enforcing techniques and efficient look-ahead

techniques for job shop scheduling CSPs [17, 18, 9, 23,

21, 20, 19]. In this paper, we combine these techniques

with new look-back schemes. These schemes are shown

to further reduce the average complexity of the search

procedure. They also enable our system to efficiently

solve problems that could not be efficiently solved oth

erwise. Finally, experimental results indicate that the

schemes described in this paper are more effective at

solving job shop scheduling problems than other look

back schemes advocated in the literature.

The simplest deadend recovery strategy consists in go

ing back to the most recently instantiated variable

with at least one alternative value left, and assign

ing a different value to that variable. This strat

egy is known as chronological backtracking. Often the

source of the current deadend is not the most recent

assignment but one performed earlier. By changing

assignments that are irrelevant to the current con

flict, chronological backtracking often returns to sim

ilar deadend states. When this happens, search is

said to be thrashing. Thrashing can be reduced us

ing backjumping schemes that attempt to backtrack

all the way to one of the variables at the source of

the conflict [12]. Search efficiency can be further im

proved by learning from past mistakes. For instance, a

system can record earlier conflicts in the form of new

constraints that will prevent it from repeating earlier

mistakes [22, 8]. Dependency-directed backtracking is

aA search state is associated with each partial solution.

Each search state defines a new CSP whose variables are

the variables that have not yet been instantiated and whose

constraints are the initial problem constraints along with

constraints reflecting current assignments.

a technique incorporating both backjumping and con

straint recording [22]. Although dependency-directed

backtracking can greatly reduce the number of search

states that need to be explored, this scheme is often

impractical due to its exponential worst-case complex

ity (both in time and space). For this reason, sim

pler techniques have been developed that approximate

dependency-directed backtracking. Graph-based back-

jumping reduces the amount of book-keeping required

by fullblown backjumping by assuming that any two

variables directly connected by a constraint may have

been assigned conflicting values [5]. N-th order deep

and shallow learning only record conflicts involving N

or fewer variables. [4].

Graph-based backjumping works best on CSPs with

sparse constraint graphs [5]. Instead, job shop schedul

ing problems have highly interconnected constraint

graphs. Furthermore graph-based backjumping does

not increase search efficiency when used in combina

tion with forward checking [14] mechanisms or stronger

consistency enforcing mechanisms such as those en

tailed by job shop scheduling problems [20]. Experi

ments reported at the end of this paper also suggest

that N-th order deep and shallow learning techniques

often fail to improve search efficiency when applied to

job shop scheduling problems. This is because these

techniques use constraint size as the only criterion to

decide whether or not to record earlier failures. When

they limit themselves to small-size conflicts, they fail

to record some important constraints. When they do

not, their complexities become prohibitive.

Instead this paper presents three look-back schemes

which have yielded very good results on job shop

scheduling problems:

1. Dynamic Consistency Enforcement (DCE): a se

lective dependency-directed scheme that dynam

ically focuses its effort on critical resource sub-

problems,

2. Learning From Failure (LFF): an adaptive scheme

that suggests new variable orderings based on ear

lier conflicts,

3. Heuristic Backjumping (HB) a scheme that gives

up searching areas of the search space that require

too much work.

Related work in scheduling includes that of Prosser

and Burke who use N-th order shallow learning to

solve one-machine scheduling problems [3], and that

of Badie et al. whose system implements a variation

of deep learning in which a minimum set is heuristi-

cally selected as the culprit [1].

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.

Section 2 provides a more formal definition of the job

shop CSP. Section 3 describes the backtrack search

procedure considered in this study. Sections 4, 5 and

6 successively describe each of the three backtracking
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schemes developed for this study. Experimental results

are presented in section 7. Section 8 summarizes the

contributions of this paper.

2 Job Shop Constraint Satisfaction

Problem and Search Procedure

The job shop scheduling problem requires scheduling

a set of jobs J = {ji,--,jn} on a set of physical re

sources RES = {Ri, ...,Rm\- Each job ji consists of

a set of operations O' = {0{, ...,Olni} to be scheduled

according to a process routing that specifies a partial

ordering among these operations (e.g. 0\ BEFORE

o\)-

In the job shop CSP studied in this paper, each job

ji has a release date rdi and a due-date dd\ between

which all its operations have to be performed. Each

operation 0\ has a fixed duration du\ and a variable

start time st\ . The domain of possible start times of

each operation is initially constrained by the release

and due dates of the job to which the operation be

longs. If necessary, the model allows for additional

unary constraints that further restrict the set of ad

missible start times of each operation, thereby defining

one or several time windows within which an operation

has to be carried out (e.g. one or several shifts in fac

tory scheduling). In order to be successfully executed,

each operation 0\ requires p\ different resources (e.g.

a milling machine and a machinist) iZy (1 < j < p[),

for each of which there may be a pool of physical re

sources from which to choose, fly = {r'j, ...,r'.. , },

with r'ijk G RES(l < k < ?y) (e.g. several possible

milling machines).

More formally, the problem can be defined as follows:

VARIABLES:

A vector of variables is associated with each operation,

0\(\ < / < n, 1 < i < nj), which includes:

1. the operation start time, st\, and

2. each resource requirement, RL(1 < j' < p\) for

which the operation has several alternatives.

CONSTRAINTS:

The non-unary constraints of the problem are of two

types:

1. Precedence constraints defined by the process

routings translate into linear inequalities of the

type: st\ + du\ < st) (i.e. 0[ BEFORE 0) );

2. Capacity constraints that restrict the use of each

resource to only one operation at a time trans

late into disjunctive constraints of the form:

(VpV9/tfp ^ Rljq)sjstki-rduki < st'jVst'j+du'j < stk.

These constraints simply express that, unless they

use different resources, two operations Of and Oj

cannot overlap 2.

Additionally, there are unary constraints restricting

the set of possible values of individual variables. These

constraints include non-relaxable due dates and release

dates, between which all operations in a job need to

be performed. The model can actually accommodate

any type of unary constraint that further restricts the

set of possible start times of an operation. Time is

assumed discrete, i.e. operation start times and end

times can only take integer values. Finally, each re

source requirement R\i has to be selected from a set

of resource alternatives, fly C RES.

OBJECTIVE:

In the job shop CSP studied in this paper, the ob

jective is to come up with a feasible solution as fast

as possible. Notice that this objective is different from

simply minimizing the number of search states visited.

It also accounts for the time spent by the system de

ciding which search state to explore next.

3 The Search Procedure

A depth-first backtrack search procedure is assumed,

in which search is interleaved with the application of

consistency enforcing mechanisms and variable/value

ordering heuristics that attempt to steer clear of dead

end states. Search proceeds according to the following

steps:

1. If all operations have been scheduled then stop,

else go on to 2;

2. Apply the consistency enforcing procedure;

3. If a deadend is detected then backtrack (i.e. select

an alternative if there is one left and go back to

1, else stop and report that the problem is infea-

sible), else go on to step 4;

4. Select the next operation to be scheduled (variable

ordering heuristic);

5. Select a promising reservation for that operation

(value ordering heuristic);

6. Create a new search state by adding the new reser

vation assignment to the current partial schedule.

Go back to 1.

The default consistency enforcing scheme and vari

able/value ordering heuristics used in the procedure

are the ones described in [20]:

Consistency Enforcement: The consistency enforc

ing procedure is a hybrid procedure that differenti

ates between precedence constraints and capacity con

straints. It guarantees that backtracking only occurs

2These constraints have to be generalized when dealing

with resources of capacity larger than one.
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as the result of capacity constraint violations. Es

sentially, consistency with respect to precedence con

straints is enforced by updating in each search state

a pair of earliest/latest possible start times for each

unscheduled operation. Consistency enforcement with

respect to capacity constraints tends to be significantly

more expensive due to the disjunctive nature of these

constraints. For capacity constraints, a forward check

ing type of consistency checking is generally carried

out by the system. Whenever a resource is allocated

to an operation over some time interval, the forward

checking procedure checks the set of remaining pos

sible start times of other operations requiring that

resource, and removes those start times that would

conflict with the new assignment. The system fur

ther checks for consistency with respect to a set of

redundant capacity constraints, which can be quickly

enforced in each search state. This includes checking

that no two unscheduled operations totally rely on the

same resource over overlapping time intervals 3.

Variable/Value Ordering Heuristics: The de

fault variable/value ordering heuristics used by the

search procedure are the Operation Resource Reliance

(ORR) variable ordering heuristic and Filtered Sur-

vivable Schedules value ordering heuristic described in

[20] . The ORR variable ordering heuristic aims at re

ducing backtracking by first scheduling difficult opera

tions, namely operations whose resource requirements

are expected to conflict with the resource requirements

of other operations. The FSS value ordering heuris

tic is a least constraining value ordering heuristic. It

attempts to further reduce backtracking by assigning

reservations that are expected to be compatible with

a large number of schedules.

These default consistency enforcing schemes and vari

able/value ordering heuristics have been reported to

outperform several other schemes described in the

literature, both generic CSP heuristics and special

ized heuristics designed for similar scheduling prob

lems [20, 19]. These are efficient schemes that seem to

provide a good compromise between the efforts spent

enforcing consistency, ordering variables, or ranking

assignments for a variable and the actual savings ob

tained in search time. Nevertheless, because the job

shop CSP is an NP-complete problem, these proce

dures are not sufficient to guarantee backtrack-free

search.

The remainder of this paper describes new backtrack

ing schemes that help the system recover from dead

end states. It will be seen that, when the default

consistency enforcing scheme and/or variable order

ing scheme are not sufficient to stay clear of deadends,

look-back mechanisms can be devised that will modify

these schemes so as to avoid repeating past mistakes

(i.e.so as to avoid reaching similar deadend states).

4 Dynamic Consistency Enforcement

(DCE)

Backtracking is generally an indication that the

default consistency enforcing scheme and/or vari

able/value ordering heuristics used by the search pro

cedure are insufficient to deal with the subproblems

at hand. For this reason, when it reaches a deadend,

the system will generally start thrashing if it keeps on

using the same default mechanisms4. Theoretically,

thrashing could be eliminated by enforcing full consis

tency in each search state. Clearly such an approach is

prohibitively expensive. Instead, if one could heuristi-

cally identify small subproblems that are likely to be at

the source of the conflict and just check for consistency

among the variables in these subproblems, thrashing

could often be eliminated at a lower computational

cost. This is the approach described in this section. A

backtracking scheme called Dynamic Consistency En

forcement (DCE) is presented that dynamically iden

tifies small critical resource subproblems expected to

be at the source of the current deadend. Experimen

tal results reported in Section 7 suggest that, by selec

tively checking for consistency with respect to capacity

constraints among the operations in these small sub-

problems, this scheme is often able to quickly recover

from deadends.

When a deadend is detected, DCE checks for consis

tency with respect to capacity constraints in critical

resource subproblems, in order to approximate the full

extent of the current deadend and decide how far to

backtrack. The critical subproblems used by DCE con

sist of groups of operations participating in the current

conflict along with groups of critical operations identi

fied at an earlier stage. Below, we refer to the group(s)

of operations participating in the current conflict, as

the Partial Conflicting Set of operations (PCS): these

are the operations identified by the default consistency

enforcing mechanism as having no possible reserva

tions left in the current search state. The objective of

the backtracking scheme is to identify the most recent

assignment(s), which, if undone, will produce a con

sistent search state, i.e. a search state in which opera

tions in PCS have reservations that do not seem to con

flict with earlier assignments. To this end, DCE checks

for consistency with respect to capacity constraints be

tween operations in PCS and critical operations in a

so-called Dangerous Group (DG) of operations identi

fied earlier. At each level (while backtracking), the set

consisting of the union of the PCS, the DG and the set

of undone operations up to that level is referred to as

the Deadend Operation Set (DOS). While backrtack-

ing, DCE performs full consistency checking with re-

3See [20] for further details.

4 Experiments reported in [20, 19] consistency displayed

a dual behavior: the vast majority of the scheduling

problems were either solved without backtracking whatso

ever, or required an exponential amount of chronological

backtracking.
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spect to capacity constraints among operations in the

DOS. Generally, because the DOS may contain oper

ations requiring different resources, the backtracking

scheme checks for consistency with respect to capacity

constraints in several resource subproblems 5. During

backtracking the PCS and the DG remain the same

and the DOS varies as more undone operations are

unioned. At the end of a backtracking episode, DOS

has maximum size, call it DOSmax- Assuming that

the procedure was able to backtrack to a consistent

search state 6, DOSmax contains all the operations at

the origin of the deadend (and often more). DOSmax

is then saved for later use in a data structure referred

to as the Former Dangerous Groups (FDG). Details

regarding the management of this data structure are

provided in subsection 4.1. If a related backtracking

episode is later encountered by the system, DOSmax

can then be retrieved and serve as the DG for this new

episode 7. If a subsequent backtracking episode is un

related to any of the previous ones, then the DG for

this episode is empty.

The behavior of the DCE procedure is illustrated in

Figure 1. Each node represents a search state, la

beled by the operation that was last scheduled to

reach that state, the resource allocated to that op

eration, and the operation's start time. In this ex

ample, search is assumed to have reached a deadend

at depth D5. Operations in the PCS are those op

erations whose domains of possible start times were

identified as empty at depth D5 due to capacity con

straint violations. The resources associated with op

erations in the PCS are called the critical resources.

Although a PCS can in general contain operations as

sociated with more than one critical resources, it is

often the case that the operations in PCS require the

same resource (i.e., the deadend happened as a result

of capacity constraint violations on a single resource).

Upon encountering a deadend at D5, DCE backtracks

to £>4 and performs full consistency checking with re

spect to capacity constraints on the set of operations

DOS4 = PCS U DGuOm If there are still capac

ity constraint violations at D4, operation Oi is un

done, and full consistency checking is performed on

the new DOS, namely DOS3 = PCS UDGl)0,,Om

The procedure is repeated until a consistent DOS is

5 Because full consistency checking is expensive, if this

set is too large, two approaches can be taken to limit com

putational cost: (1) full consistency checking can be per

formed only for a subset of the DOS, or (2) k-consistency

[10] can be performed, where k is some predetermined

number.

6Clearly, there is no guarantee that the search state in

which DCE stops backtracking is a consistent search state.

Experimental results suggest however that this is often the

case.

7Two backtracking episodes are defined to be related if

they are due to capacity constraint violations on the same

resource and over close time intervals. Otherwise, they are

unrelated.

found (DOSmax = DOSi in this example). At this

point, the DOSmax is saved to be used in the DG for

the next related backtracking episode.

4.1 Management of Dangerous Groups

The purpose of the Former Dangerous Groups of oper

ations (FDG) maintained by the system is to help de

termine more efficiently and more precisely the scope

of each deadend by focusing on critical resource sub-

problems. Each group of operations in the FDG con

sists of operations that are in high contention for the

allocation of a same resource. Accordingly, whenever,

a conflict is detected that involves some of the opera

tions in one group, the backtracking procedure checks

for consistency among all operations in that group.

The groups of operations in the FDG are built from

the Deadend Operation Sets (DOS) obtained at the

end of previous backtracking episodes (DOSmax)- In

deed, whenever a backtracking episode is completed,

DOSmax is expected to contain all the conflicting

operations at the origin of this episode. Generally,

DOSmax may involve one or several resource subprob

lems (i.e. groups of operations requiring the same re

source). Each one of these subproblems is merged with

related subproblems currently stored in the FDG. If

there is no related group in FDG, the new group is

separately added to the data structure.

As operations are scheduled, they are removed from

the FDG.

4.2 Additional "Watch Dog" Consistency

Checks

Because groups of operations in the FDG are likely

deadend candidates, our system further performs sim

ple "watch dog" consistency checks on these dynamic

groups of operations. More specifically, for each group

G of operations in FDG, the system performs a rough

consistency check to see if the resource can still accom

modate all the operations in the group. This is done

using redundant constraints of the form: Max(lst\ +

du\, 0[eG)- Min(est'i, 0[ € G) > Eo|eG du'i where

est\ and lst\ are respectively the earliest and latest

possible start times of 0\ in the current search state.

Whenever such a constraint is violated, an inconsis

tency has been detected. Though very simple and in

expensive, these checks enable to catch inconsistencies

involving large groups of operations that would not be

immediately detected by the default consistency mech

anisms 8. Clearly, some inconsistencies can still escape

these rough checks.

'Notice that, when a "watch dog" check fails, PCS is

empty.
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Figure 1: The DCE Backtracking Scheme.

5 Learning From Failures (LFF)

Encounter of a deadend is also often an indication

that the default variable ordering was not adequate

for dealing with the subproblem at hand. Typically

the operations participating in the deadend turn out

to be more difficult than the operations selected by

the default variable ordering heuristic. It is therefore

a good idea to first schedule the operations partici

pating in the conflict that was just resolved. Learn

ing From Failure (LFF) is an adaptive procedure that

overrides the default variable ordering in the presence

of conflicts.

After recovering from a deadend (i.e. after backtrack

ing all the way to an apparently consistent search

state), LFF uses the Partial Conflicting Set (PCS) of

the deadend to reorganize the ordering in which op

erations will be rescheduled and make sure that op

erations in the PCS are scheduled first. This is done

using a quasi-stack on which operations in the PCS are

pushed in descending order of domain size (operations

with more available start times go first)9 . This orders

operations in terms of their criticality (most critical

operation on top) so as to ensure that, as S is popped,

the most critical operations will be scheduled first. As

long as S is non-empty, operations from S are popped

and successively scheduled, thus overriding the default

variable ordering.

6 A Backjumping Heuristic

Traditional

backtrack search procedures only undo decisions that

have been proven to be wrong/inconsistent. Proving

that an assignment is inconsistent with others can be

very expensive, especially when dealing with large con

flicts. Graph-based backjumping and N-th order shal

low/deep learning attempt to reduce the complexity of

fullblown dependency-directed backtracking by either

simplifying the process of identifying inconsistent de

cisions (e.g. based on the topology of the constraint

graph) or restricting the size of the conflicts that can

be detected. The Dynamic Consistency Enforcement

(DCE) procedure described in Section 6 also aims at

reducing the complexity of identifying the source of

a conflict by dynamically focusing its effort on small

critical subproblems. None of these techniques can be

expected to perform well when dealing with large com

plex 10 conflicts, either because they are too expensive

to run or because they deliberately overlook large con

flicts. Large complex conflicts can force the search

procedure to thrash, even when using procedures such

as DCE. In these situations, it may be worth undo

ing decisions that are not provably wrong but simply

appear overly restrictive. Clearly, the resulting search

procedure is no longer complete and may fail to find

solutions to feasible problems.

Texture measures such as the ones described in [9]

could be used to estimate the tightness of different

search states, for instance, by estimating the number

of global solutions compatible with each search state

11 . Assignments leading to much tighter search states

would be prime candidates to be undone. The Back-

jumping Heuristic (BH) used in this study is simpler

and, yet, often seems to get the job done. Whenever

the system starts thrashing, this heuristic backjumps

all the way to the first search state and simply tries

the next best value (i.e. reservation) for the critical op

eration in that state (i.e. the first operation selected

by the variable ordering heuristic). BH considers that

the search procedure is thrashing when more than 0

assignments had to be undone since the procedure be

gan or since the last time the system was thrashing,

9If a candidate operation is already on S, i.e. it is en

countered for a second time, it is pushed again as though

it had a smaller domain.

10There are conflicts involving large numbers of variables

that are easy to catch, as illustrated by the watch dog

checks described in Section 4.

11 A search state whose partial solution is compatible

with a large number of global solutions is a loosely con

strained search state, whereas one compatible with a small

number of global solutions is tightly constrained.
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where 6 is a parameter of the search procedure.

7 Experimental Results

Two sets of 40 scheduling problems each were gen

erated that differed in the number of major bottle

necks (one and two major bottlenecks respectively).

Each problem had 50 operations and 5 resources (i.e.,

10 jobs). All jobs were released at the same time

and had to be completed by the same due date. In

each problem, the common due date was set so that

all operations had to be scheduled within a rather

tight estimate of the problem makespan (see [20] for

details). These are the conditions in which the de

fault variable/value ordering and consistency enforc

ing schemes work least effectively (see study reported

in [20]). Among these 80 problems, we only report

performance on problems in which the default schemes

were not sufficient to guarantee backtrack-free search

12. This leaves 16 scheduling problems with one bot

tleneck, and 15 with two bottlenecks.

We successively report the results of two studies. The

first study compares the performance of three com

plete backtrack schemes: chronological backtracking,

2d-order deep learning, and the procedure combining

the DCE and LFF backtrack schemes described in Sec

tion 4 and 5. The second study compares a complete

search procedure using the DCE and LFF schemes

with an incomplete search procedure combining DCE

and LFF with the Backjumping Heuristic (BH) de

scribed in Section 6.

7.1 Comparison of Complete Search

Procedures

The two intelligent backtracking techniques, DCE and

LFF are complementary and were used in combina

tion, denoted by DCE & LFF, for experimentation to

assess performance13. Each of the problems in the

experiment set was run using chronological backtrack

ing, 2d-order deep learning [6] and the DCE & LFF

procedures advocated in Section 4 and 5. The results

reported here were obtained using a search limit of

500 nodes and a time limit of 1800 seconds (except for

deep learning, for which the time limit was increased

to 36,000 seconds 14). All CPU times reported below

were obtained on a DECstation 5000 running Knowl-

12 Clearly, performance in the absence of backtracking is

uninteresting, since our backtracking schemes would never

be invoked, i.e. CPU time remains unchanged.

"Besides the experiments reported below, additional ex

periments were performed to assess the benefits of using

DCE and LFF separately. These experiments show that

both techniques contribute to the improvements reported

in this section.

14This was motivated by the fact that our implementa

tion of deep learning may not be optimal.

edge Craft on top of Allegro Common Lisp 15.

Results for the one-bottleneck problems are reported

in Table 1. Chronological backtracking solved only 4

problems out of 16. Interestingly enough, deep learn

ing showed no improvement over chronological back

tracking either in the number of problems solved or

in CPU time. As a matter of fact, deep learning was

even too slow to find solutions to some of the prob

lems solved by chronological backtracking. This is at

tributed to the fact that the constraints in job shop

scheduling are more tightly interacting than those in

the zebra problem, where the improvement of deep

learning over naive backtracking was originally ascer

tained. On the other hand, DCE & LFF solved 10

problems out of 16 (2 out of these 10 problems were

successfully proven infeasible). As expected, by focus

ing on a small number of critical subproblems, DCE

& LFF is able to discover larger more useful conflicts

than 2d-order deep learning, while requiring only a

fraction of the time required by deep learning. Another

observation is that DCE & LFF expanded fewer search

states than chronological backtracking for the prob

lems that chronological backtracking solved. However,

each of the DCE & LFF expansions took slightly more

CPU time, due to the higher level of consistency en

forcement.

Results for the set of two-bottleneck problems are

reported in Table 2. Similar results are observed

here again: deep learning shows no improvement

over chronological backtracking and seems signifi

cantly slower. The difference between chronological

backtracking and DCE&LFF is not as impressive as

in the first set of experiments. This is probably be

cause both bottlenecks may have capacity conflicts at

the same time. DCE & LFF may then have problems

determining which one to consider first. As can be

seen from Table 2, chronological backtracking solved 7

out of 15 problems, whereas DCE &; LFF solved 8 out

of 15. On the problems solved by both chronological

backtracking and DCE & LFF, DCE k LFF turned

out to be slightly faster overall.

7.2 Complete vs. Incomplete Search

Procedures

Table 3 and 4 compare the performance of the com

plete search procedure using DCE & LFF against that

of an incomplete search procedure using DCE & LFF

in combination with the Backjumping Heuristic (BH)

described in Section 6. While DCE k LFF was able

to solve only 10 out of 16 one-bottleneck problems and

8 out 15 two-bottleneck problems, DCE & LFF com

bined with BH solved 14 one-bottleneck problems and

13 two-bottleneck problems. The only one-bottleneck

"Comparison between C programs and Knowledge Craft

programs suggests that the code would run 10 to 20 times

faster in C.
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Table 1: Results of One-bottleneck Experiments.

Exp.

No.

Chronological

Backtracking
DCE k LFF Deep Learn .ng

No. of CPU Resu 1t No. of CPU Result No. of CPU Result

(sec) Nodes (sec) Nodes (sec

1 500 1427 F 122 1232 S* 500 5756 F

2 500 1587 F 500 1272 F 500 5834 F

3 74 148 S 63 117 S 25 36000 F

4 69 152 S 52 120 S 69 391 S

5 500 1407 F 65 134 s 500 11762 F

e 500 1469 F 500 1486 F 500 8789 F

7 500 1555 F 59 130 s 500 9681 F

8 500 1705 F 41 145 s* 500 9560 F

9 53 108 S 53 102 s 53 122 S

10 500 1529 F 500 1536 F 500 9114 F

11 500 1460 F 85 1800 F 500 14611 F

12 500 1694 F 500 1131 F 500 21283 F

13 51 109 S 51 81 S 51 88 S

14 500 1762 F 63 138 s 500 18934 F

15 500 1798 F 69 142 s 500 9601 F

16 500 1584 F 500 1183 F 65 36000 F

S: Solved ; F: Failure; S*: Proved infeaslble

Time Limit: 1800 sec (Except Deep Learning)

Node Limit: 500

Table 2: Results of Two-bottleneck Experiments

Exp.

No.

Chronological

Backtracking
DCE i LFF Deep Learn Lng

No. of CPU Result No. of CPU Result No. of CPU Result

Nodes (sec) Nodes (sec) Nodes (sec)

1 500 1139 F 113 1800 F 18 36000 F

2 500 1444 F 425 1800 F 115 36000 F

3 84 175 S 109 202 S 84 811 5

4 56 123 S 56 112 S 56 213 S

5 51 101 s 51 113 s 13 36000 F

6 500 1531 F 321 1800 F 328 36000 F

7 500 1775 F 500 1357 F 500 2793 F

8 52 102 S 52 115 S 33 36000 F

9 500 1634 F 247 974 S 500 1519 F

10 500 1676 F 91 1800 F 26 36000 F

11 66 163 S 59 104 5 66 2240 S

12 56 139 S 58 104 S 58 281 s

13 54 129 s 52 91 S 54 28900 s

14 500 1676 F 346 1800 F 500 903 F

15 500 1522 F 324 1800 F 296 36000 F

S: Solved ; F: Failure; S* : Proved infeaslble

Time Limit : 1800 aec. (36000 sec. for Deep Learning)

Node Limit : 500

problems that were not solved by DCE k LFF k BH

are the two infeasible problems identified by the com

plete search procedure DCE k LFF. This is hardly a

surprise. While the addition of BH to DCE k LFF

enables the search procedure to solve a larger number

of problems, it also makes the procedure incomplete

(i.e. infeasible problems can no longer be identified).

Additional experiments combining BH with a simple

chronological backtracking scheme also indicate that

both DCE k LFF and BH contribute to the good

performance of DCE k LFF k BH. Results on two-

bottleneck problems (See Table 4) suggest that the

impact of the backjumping heuristic is particularly ef

fective on these problems. This is attributed to the

fact that two-bottleneck problems give rise to more

complex conflicts. Identifying the assignments partic

ipating in these more complex conflicts may simply

be too difficult for any exact backtracking scheme to

work. Instead, because it can undo assignments that

are not provably wrong but simply appear overly re

strictive, BH seems more effective at dealing with these

more complex conflicts.

8 Concluding Remarks

We have presented three intelligent backtracking

schemes for the job shop scheduling CSP:

1. Dynamic Consistency Enforcement (DCE), a

dependency-directed scheme, that dynamically fo

cuses its effort on small critical subproblems,

2. Learning From Failure (LFF), which modifies the

order in which variables are instantiated based on

earlier conflicts, and

3. a Backjumping Heuristic which, when thrashing

occurs, can undo assignments that are not prov

ably inconsistent but appear overly restrictive.
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Table 3: Results of One-bottleneck Experiments.

Exp.

No.
DCE i LFF DCE I LFF t BH

No. of CPU Result No. of CPU Result

Nodes (sec) Nodes (sec)

1 122 1232 S* 350 1800 F

2 500 1272 F 203 1124 S

3 63 117 S 63 123 S

4 52 120 S 52 116 s

5 65 134 S 65 144 s

6 500 1486 F 127 424 s

7 59 130 S 59 125 s

8 41 145 s* 457 1800 F

9 53 108 s 53 100 s

10 500 1536 F 67 170 s

11 85 1800 F 74 170 s

12 500 1131 F 164 616 s

13 51 81 S 51 92 s

14 63 138 s 63 149 s

15 69 142 s 69 158 s

1<? 500 1183 * 156 521 ?

S: Solved ;

Time Limit:

F: Failure

1800 sec.

; S*: Proved infeasible

Node Limit: 500

Table 4: Results of Two-bottleneck Experiments

Exp.

No.
DCE t LFF DCE & LFF S BH

No. of CPU Result No. of CPU Result

Nodes (sec) Nodes (sec)

1 113 1800 F 151 456 S

2 425 1800 F 371 1780 S

3 109 202 S 95 210 s

4 56 112 S 56 108 s

5 51 113 s 51 97 s

6 321 1800 F 420 1800 F

7 500 1357 F 159 534 s

8 52 115 S 52 96 s

9 247 974 s 423 1705 s

10 91 1800 F 440 1800 F

11 59 104 S 59 113 s

12 58 104 s 58 112 s

13 52 91 s 52 102 s

14 346 1800 F 239 512 s

15 324 1800 F 73 195 s

2. This research also points to the deficiencies of

dependency-directed backtracking schemes advo

cated earlier in the literature. In particular, com

parison with N-th order deep learning indicates

that this technique failed (in our set of experi

ments) to improve performance when applied to

job shop scheduling problems. This is because

N-th order deep learning uses constraint size as

the only criterion to decide whether or not to

record earlier failures. When deep learning lim

its itself to small-size conflicts, it fails to record

some important constraints; when it considers

conflicts of larger size, its computational complex

ity becomes prohibitive. Traditional backtracking

schemes never undo assignments unless they can

prove that they are at the source of the conflict.

When dealing with large complex conflicts, prov

ing that a particular assignment should be un

done can be very expensive. Instead, our experi

ments suggest that, when thrashing cannot easily

be avoided, it is often a better idea to use back-

jumping heuristics that undo decisions simply be

cause they appear overly restrictive. When using

such heuristics, search completeness can no longer

be guaranteed.
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S: Solved ;

Time Limit:

F: Failure; S*: Proved infeasible

1800 sec. Node Limit: 500

The significance of this research is twofold:

1 . Job shop scheduling problems with non-relaxable

time windows have multiple applications, includ

ing both manufacturing and space-related appli

cations. We have shown that our schemes com

bined with powerful techniques that we had pre

viously developed (1) further reduce the average

complexity of backtrack search, and (2) enable

our system to efficiently solve problems that could

not be solved otherwise due to excessive com

putational cost. While the results reported in

this study were obtained on problems that re

quire finding a feasible schedule, the backtracking

schemes presented in this paper can also be used

on optimization versions of the scheduling prob

lem.
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Abstract

In some temporal reasoning systems, inequa

tions can give rise to disjunctions of in

equations when variable elimination is per

formed. Motivated by this observation, we

extend previous research on temporal con

straints by considering disjunctions of in

equations (under the assumption that time

is dense.) We present results on consistency

checking, canonical forms and variable elim

ination for this new class of temporal con

straints.

1 INTRODUCTION

In recent years temporal reasoning has received much

attention from the artificial intelligence and database

community (see [SG88, Sno90] for surveys). This is

a rather natural trend since reasoning about time is

essential in many applications (e.g., natural language

understanding, planning, scheduling etc.). In the ar

tificial intelligence community in particular, some re

searchers have introduced binary constraint networks

as reasoning tools for problems involving temporal

constraints [A1183, VKvB89, LM88, DMP91, KL91,

Mei91]. Much of this work has its origins in previ

ous research on general constraint satisfaction prob

lems [Mon74, Mac77, DP88]. We follow this line of

work and extend it by considering a more expressive

class of temporal constraints.

In our work, time is assumed to be linear, dense and

unbounded. Points are the only time entities. Tempo

ral information is represented in terms of inequalities

and disjunctions of inequations. Two kinds of inequal

ities are allowed: (i) bounds on the distance between

two time points e.g., ti—tj < 5, and (ii) bounds on the

position of a time point on the time-line e.g., t\ > 5.

Inequations are constraints of the form a / /?. Sim

ilarly with inequalities, two kinds of inequations are

allowed: t\ — <j / r or t ^ r. Although inequations

have been considered in the past in the context of bi

nary constraint networks (e.g., by [VKvB89, Mei91]),

disjunctions of inequations have been neglected. How

ever, if one considers temporal formalisms or systems

with more expressive representation/query languages

(e.g., TMM [DM87], Telos [MBJK90] and the model

of [Kou92b]), then one cannot deal with binary in

equation constraints and avoid non-binary ones. In

such systems there are queries that can only be an

swered by eliminating variables from a set of tempo

ral constraints. But when variable elimination is per

formed, an inequation can give rise to a disjunction of

inequations.1

The basic properties of disjunctions of linear inequa

tions have already been studied by [LM89] who consid

ered generalized linear constraints (i.e., linear inequali

ties and disjunctions of linear inequations). [LM89] ob

served that disjunctions of inequations can be treated

independently of one another for deciding consistency.

An important consequence of this fact is that one can

decide in polynomial time whether a set of temporal

constraints is consistent. Building on the results of

[LM89], we were able to make the following contribu

tions:

• We applied the results of [LM89] to the case of

temporal constraints (section 3). In particular, we

developed algorithms for deciding consistency and

computing canonical forms for sets of temporal

constraints.

• We developed a variable elimination algorithm for

temporal constraints (section 4). This algorithm

can also be applied to the more expressive class

of generalized linear constraints.

• We showed that the presence of disjunctions of in

equations makes variable elimination intractable

(theorem 4.4). However, for the limited class of

simple temporal constraints (which corresponds

to the full point algebra of [VKvB89]) variable

'E-mail: koubarak@cs.toronto.edu

'Van Beek makes a very similar observation in the con

text of decomposable point networks [vB90a].
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elimination is tractable (corollary 5.1). The proof

of this result is indirect and demonstrates that a

decomposable constraint set equivalent to a given

set of simple temporal constraints can be found

in polynomial time (theorem 5.1). The decom-

posability of sets of simple temporal constraints

has been an open problem since [vB90a].

The organization of the paper is as follows. Section

2 introduces temporal constraints. Section 3 discusses

consistency checking and canonical forms for temporal

constraints. Section 4 presents our results on variable

elimination. Section 5 discusses variable elimination

for simple temporal constraints. Section 6 summarizes

our contributions and presents some directions for fu

ture research. Finally, appendix A contains the proofs

of the most important results.

2 TEMPORAL CONSTRAINTS

At first, we present a language £ for talking about

time. We consider time to be linear, dense and un

bounded. Points will be our only time entities. In

terval information will be represented in terms of end-

point information. Points are identified with the ra

tional numbers but our results still hold if points are

identified with the reals.

We begin by giving a formal definition of £. £ is a

first order calculus with equality. The logical symbols

of £ include parentheses, quantifiers, sentential con

nectives, a countably infinite set of variables V and =

(the equality symbol). The non-logical symbols of £

include a countably infinite set of constants (the ra

tional numerals), a function symbol — of arity 2 and

a predicate symbol < of arity 2. The symbols of £

are interpreted with respect to the structure T which

embodies our assumptions for time. T assigns to each

constant a member of the set Q (i.e., a rational num

ber). To function symbol — , T assigns the function

—q which is the subtraction operation over the ratio

nal. To predicate symbol <, T assigns the relation

<q ("less than") over the rationals.

A variable assignment v is a function v : V —► Q

where V is the set of variables of £. We use T |=

<j>\v\ to denote that the structure T satisfies <f> with

variable assignment v. Similarly, T (= a denotes that

the sentence a is true in the structure T. We will also

write <f> \= if) whenever T \= <j> D rp. Satisfaction and

truth for the structure T are defined in the usual way

[End72].

We will now restrict our attention to certain formulas

of £ which will be used to express temporal informa

tion. Temporal constraints are formulas of £ which fall

under any of the following categories:

• Inequalities: t\ — <j < r where ti,tj are variables

and r is a constant (zt or t2 can be omitted).2

• Disjunctions of inequations:

U ~ t\ # r, V • • • V tn - t'n / r„

where t%, • • -,fn,f|,- • -,?„ are variables and

i*i, • • • , rn are constants (i, or t\ can be omitted).

• true and false with the obvious semantics.

Using the above constraints equalities can be written

as conjunctions of two inequalities. Similarly, strict

inequalities can be written as conjunctions of an in

equality and an inequation.

A temporal constraint of the form *i — tj < r or

t\ — t-i £ r will be called atomic. A temporal con

straint of the form <i < t2 or <i ^ <2 is called simple.

Simple temporal constraints have the same expressive

power with the full point algebra of [VKvB89]. If c is

a disjunction of inequations then c denotes the com

plement of c i.e., the conjunction of equations obtained

by negating c.

For a set C of temporal constraints in variables

Xi,...,xn the solution set of C is defined as Sol(C) =

{(*! *n) • n € Q and for every c € C, T |=

c[xi «— Ti,...,x„ *— t„]}. Each member of Sol(C)

is called a solution of C. If C is a set of equalities in

n variables, the solution set of C is an affine subset

of Q". If C is a set of inequalities in n variables, the

solution set of C is a convex polyhedron in Qn. If C

is a set of disjunctions of inequations, the solution set

of C is Q" \ 5o/({c : c € C}).

A set of temporal constraints is called consistent or

satisfiable if and only if Sol(C) ^ 0. Two sets of con

straints are called equivalent if and only if they have

the same solution set. A set of constraints is the al

gebraic counterpart of the logical conjunction of its

members. Thus, in the following sections, we will fre

quently mix the terms "set of constraints" and "con

junction of constraints" .

Inequality constraints have so far been studied with

the help of constraint networks [LM88, vB90b,

DMP91, KL91, Mei91j. A binary constraint network is

a directed graph whose nodes represent variables and

whose arcs represent binary constraints between these

variables. For example, if the constraints between vari

ables z,- and Xj are i, — Xj < 3 and Xj — x,- < 0 then

arc j —► »' is labeled with 3 and arc »' —► j is labeled

with 0. Inequalities with only one variable are acco

modated in these networks with the introduction of an

auxiliary variable xo = 0.3

The notions of solution, consistency and satisfiability

can also be defined for constraint networks in the ob-

2For conjunctions of inequalities, we will usually write

<* < P < t instead of a < 0 A 0 < y.

3[DMP91] call this graph the distance graph of the con

straints. They reserve the term binary constraint network

for a different but equivalent representation.
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vious way. Two networks are called equivalent if they

have the same set of solutions. Let us now assume that

N and N' are networks with the same set of variables

X. If X{,Xj € X then cpi(xi,Xj) will denote the con

junction of the constraints between x, and x; in N . We

will say that N is tighter than N' (denoted N C N')

if and only if for each pair of variables r,-, xj € X,

CN(xi,Xj) ^= cs'(xi,Xj). For each network N there

is a unique equivalent network N' which is minimal

with respect to C. This network is called the minima/

network. If C is a set of inequalities then NETm(C)

denotes its minimal network representation. If TV is a

network then Constraints(N) will denote the set of

constraints represented by N.

Let us now compare the class of temporal constraints

considered in this paper to the classes considered pre

viously by other researchers. Inequalities have been

investigated thoroughly in the past [DMP91, VKvB89,

Mei91, KL91] but inequations have received less atten

tion. Inequations of the form 1\ ^ ti have been con

sidered by [vB90a] in the context of point networks.

Inequations of the form t\ — t?, ^ r or t ^ r1 (r, r'

are real constants) can be represented in the binary

constraint networks of [DMP91] and the generalized

temporal constraint networks of [Mei91]. In addition,

[Mei91] studies inequations of the form t^r(ra real

constant) in the context of point networks with almost-

single-interval domains. To the best of our knowledge,

no one has considered disjunctions of inequations so

far. Nevertheless, disjunctions of inequations are use

ful for the representation of several temporal situations

as it is demonstrated by the following examples:

• Jobs J\ and J 2 should not both start at the time

job J starts: J, ^ 71, V J, ^ J2,

• It took robots A and B at most five minutes to

finish job J; however, one of the robots worked

for a shorter time:

Atnd ~ Aicgi,, < 5, Btn& — Ihrgin ^ «i

Atnd — Altgin ^ 5 V Be„d ~ lhrgxn # 5

• Intervals i and j are not equal:4

»£ # 3L V iR ^ jR

• Let us assume that the following information is

given to a natural language understanding sys

tem. "David and Murray arrived at the acci

dent scene together. Murray left at least five

minutes later than Bill. Bill left at least three

minutes later than David. John and Bill did

not leave the scene together." If we assume that

scene{p,ti,tn) represents the fact that person p

was at the accident scene for an interval whose

endpoints are tL and Ir then this information can

be represented by the following first order logic

formulas (in clausal form):

scene(david, di, d/j), scene(murray, mi,mR),

scene(john,ji,jR), scene(bill, bL, bR),

&L < dft, mi < rriR, bi < bR, jL < jR,

di = mi, mR - 6r > 5, bR - d« > 3, 6/j j£ jr.

In these formulas, david, murray, John and bill

are constants different from each other (unique

names assumption [Rei80] ) but di , dR, . . .,bi, bR

are Skolem constants characterized only by the

given constraints.

Let us now assume that the query "What are

the possible times that John, David and Mur

ray were at the scene V is posed. To an

swer this query, we have to compute all 6-tuples

{Jl> Jr, Di, Dr, Mi, Mr) which satisfy the

following constraints:

DL < DR, Mi < Mr, bL < bR, JL < Jr,

DL = ML, MR-bR > 5, bR-DR > 3, bR $ Jr.

Obviously this answer set is infinite. In the tem

poral deductive database model of [Kou92b] this

query will be answered by returning a finite repre

sentation of the answer set.5 This representation

is computed by eliminating bi and Ir from the

above set of constraints to obtain:

DL < DR, Ml < MR, Jl < Jr, Dl = ML,

Mr-Dr>&, Jr-Dr?3 V Jr-Mr? -5.

The last example is important. It shows that an in

equation can give rise to a disjunction of inequations

when variable elimination is performed. This fact mo

tivated the work presented in the following sections.

3 DECIDING CONSISTENCY AND

COMPUTING CANONICAL

FORMS FOR TEMPORAL

CONSTRAINTS

In this section, we discuss two problems: (i) deciding

whether a set of temporal constraints is consistent, and

(ii) computing the first and second canonical form for

a consistent set of temporal constraints. Since most

of our results are consequences of [LM89], our presen

tation will be rather terse. The reader can consult

[LM89] and [Kou92a] for proofs and more details.

The following result of [LM89] shows that disjunctions

of inequations can be treated independently of one an

other for deciding consistency.

Lemma 3.1 (Independence of disjunctions of inequa

tions.) Let d be a set of inequalities and Cn be a set of

disjunctions of inequations. The set C{ U Cn is consis

tent if and only i/C,- is consistent and each disjunction

of inequations in C„ is consistent with the inequalities

in C{.

4 In this and the following example it and ir denote the

left and right endpoint of any interval i respectively.

&The TMM system [DM87] also offers a limited form of

this query answering capability. But TMM's representa

tion language does not support inequation constraints.
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This lemma is very important since it allows one to

avoid the combinatorial explosion resulting from trans

lating inequations into disjunctions of strict inequali

ties.

We will now define the first canonical form for tempo

ral constraints. In a temporal reasoning system (e.g.,

TMM or a system based on the model of [Kou92b]),

a canonical form can be useful for answering queries,

standardizing output and determining the equivalence

of two sets of temporal constraints. In previous work

on inequality constraints the role of a canonical form

was played by the minimal network representation

[DMP91]. Before we proceed, we need a few defini

tions.

A set of equalities in variables j/i ym , Z\ , . . . , x* is

in solved form if and only if it is

{yi = *;, + U, y2 = xh + r2, . . . ,ym = xjt + rm}

where yi , . . . , ym , ii , . . . , x* are distinct variables,

{xil,...,Xj,} C {xi xk} and n rm are con

stants. The variables yi , . . . , ym are called the elim-

triable or bound variables and x%, . . . , x» are called the

parameters of the solved form. A disjunction of inequa

tions is in solved form if and only if its complement is

in solved form.

A disjunction of inequations c is called d-precise (or

simply precise when C, is understood) if and only if

it is not implied by the inequalities in C„ and the

affine closure of Sol(d) D Sol(c) is Sol(c) (the latter

requirement simply says that c is given in its smallest

possible dimension).

A constraint c is redundant in the set of constraints C

if and only if Sol{C) = Sol(C - {c}).

A set C of temporal constraints in variables

Vi Vm, X\, . . . , Xk is in first canonical form if and

only if it does not contain redundant constraints

and consists of (i) a set of equalities Ct in vari

ables i/i Vm,Xi,. . .,Xk in solved form, (ii) a set

of inequalities C, in variables x\,...,xu which does

not contain any implicit equalities,6 and (iii) a set

of Cprecise disjunctions of inequations in variables

xi,...,Xk in solved form.

Figures 1 and 2 present an algorithm for computing the

first canonical form of a set of temporal constraints.

We now discuss this algorithm in detail and calculate

its time complexity.

In this and subsequent sections, complexity bounds for

our algorithms are calculated in terms of cardinality,

size and number of variables of constraint sets. The

cardinality of a set of constraints C is denoted by \C\.

The number of variables in a set of constraints C is de

noted by v(C). The size of a constraint set C, which is

denoted by ||C||, is the sum of the sizes of its elements.

Algorithm First_CanonicaLForm

Input: A set of temporal constraints C — Ce U Cj U Cn

where Ct is a set of equalities, C, is a set of inequalities

and Cn is a set of disjunctions of inequations.

Output: INCONSISTENT if C is inconsistent, other

wise a constraint set equivalent to C in first canonical

form.

Method:

Step 1: Detect possible inconsistencies in Ce U C,-.

N := NETm(Ce U C,).

If N contains an inconsistency then

Return INCONSISTENT

Endlf

Step 2: Find all implicit/explicit equalities of Ce U C,

and return them in solved form.

C\ := Equalitie8(N).

Step 3: Eliminate all bound variables from C, and Cn.

C} := 0; C\ := 0

For every equation y = x + r in C) do

For every c € C do

If y appears in c then

Substitute x + r for y in c

Simplify c and add it to C}

Endlf

EndFor

For every c € Cn do

If y appears in c then

Substitute x + r for y in c; Simplify c

jf c evaluates to 0 / 0 then

Return INCONSISTENT

£Ue

Add c to C\

Endlf

Endlf

EndFor

EndFor

Step 4: Remove redundant inequalities.

Call RedundantJnequalities(C})

Figure 1: Computing the first canonical form

6If C is a set of inequalities then x, — x} < r £ C is

called an implicit equality if and only if C \= x; — Xj = r.
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Algorithm First. Canonical.Form (continued)

Step 5: Determine which disjunctions of inequations

are not implied by the inequalities in C}. Transform

these constraints into precise ones.

Initialize C* to 0

For each c g C* do

Negate c to obtain a set of equalities E

N := NETm(E U C?)

If there is an inconsistency in /V then

Discard c (c is a tautology or it is

already implied by C\)

Else

E' := Equalities(N)

Negate the equalities of £" to obtain

a precise constraint c. Add c to C'.

Endlf

End For

Step 6: Remove redundancy from C*.

Call RedundantJnequations(C*)

Step 7: Return the normal form of C.

Return (CJ, C} , C*)

Figure 2: Computing the first canonical form

The size of a constraint is the number of atomic con

straints appearing in its disjunctive normal form. For

example, ||xi - *3 < 3|| = 1 , ||2 < xx - x2 < 3|| = 2

and ||xi /z) V ii/ r3\\ = 2. The following lemma

will be useful in calculating complexity bounds. Its

proof is an easy consequence of the previous defini

tions.

Lemma 3.2

/. For every set of constraints C, v(C) < 2 ||C||.

2. If C is a non-redundant set of inequalities then

\C\ < v(C)2 + v(C).

3. If C is a set of atomic constraints then \\C\\ = \C\.

4- IfC is a set of disjunctions of inequations in solved

form then \\C\\ < \C\ v(C).

Initially, the algorithm discovers whether there is an

inconsistency in the constraints Cr U Cj. This step

takes 0(v(Ce U C,)3) time. Step 2 computes the

solved form of all explicit and implicit equalities in

the constraints. This is done by algorithm Equal

ities which can be found in [Kou92a]. This step

takes time 0(v(Ce U Cj)3) and generates at most

\C\\ = 0(v(Ce UCi)) equalities. Step 3 eliminates all

bound variables of C\ from C,- U C„. This step takes

0(y{Ce U C,)(|C,| + \Cn\v(Cn))) time. Step 4 calls

algorithm Redundant-Inequalities (given in [Kou92a])

to remove redundant inequalities. This step takes

0(\Ci\v(Ci)3) time. Step 5 rewrites each disjunction

of inequations in its precise form. This step takes

0(\Cn\(v{d UC„)3) time. Step 6 calls algorithm Re

dundant-Inequations (given in [Kou92a]) removes re

dundancy from disjunctions of inequations. This step

takes 0(\C„\2 v(C„)2) time.

Using lemma 3.2, we can now conclude that the algo

rithm takes 0(||C|| ) time. Thus we have proved the

following theorem.

Theorem 3.1 Deciding consistency and computing

the first canonical form of a set of temporal constraints

can be done in 0(||C|| ) lime.

Example 3.1 For the constraint set {x6 — x3 =

7, X5 < x\, Xi < X5, X5 < X3, X3 < xj, X3 — xi <

4, x\ jt xj}, First-CanonicaLForm returns {n =

x\, xe = x3 + 7, x1 - x3 < 0, x3-x2< 0, xa - xi ^

0 V xa-x^O}.

The following uniqueness theorem is a consequence

of [LM89]. The assumption underlying the proof of

the theorem is that there is a fixed order of variables

and this order is taken into account consistently when

equations or inequations are transformed into solved

form (e.g., in example 3.1 the lowest numbered vertex

is always chosen to be a parameter).

Theorem 3.2 For equivalent sets of constraints in

the same set of variables, the algorithm

First-CanonicaLForm outputs identical canonical

forms.

The next theorem calculates the complexity of decid

ing whether a constraint is implied by a constraint set

in first canonical form.

Theorem 3.3 Let us assume that the first canonical

form of C is (Ce,Ci,Cn)- Then the following state

ments are true. For statements 2 and 3 we assume

that n and Xj are parameter variables.

1. C f= Xj — Xj = r if and only if Ce r= x,- — Xj = r.

This entailment can be checked in 0(|C7e|) time.

2. C |= x,- — Xj < r if and only if Ci \= x,- — Xj < r.

This entailment can be checked in 0(t;(C;)3) time.

3. If c is a disjunction of inequations, C (= c if

and only if d ^ c or Cn \= ^ <"»</ <? «'» the pre

cise form of c. This entailment can be checked in

0(v(C,)3+|C„|i;(C)v(Cn))iime.

Let us now assume that C is a set of inequalities and

compare the first canonical form of C with the mini

mal network NETm(C). The network NETm(C) can

be built in 0(v(C)3) time. It contains redundant con

straints, but this allows us to determine in constant

time whether an inequality is implied by C. On the

other hand, the first canonical form of C can be built

in 0(\C\v(C)3). It does not contain redundancy and

requires 0(v(C) ) time for answering the same query

(theorem 3.3). This suggests that the following combi

nation of the two representations can be advantageous.
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A set C of temporal constraints in variables

V\ Vm>*i, •••,** 1S m second canonical form if

and only if it consists of (i) a non-redundant set

of equalities Ct in variables jft , . . . , ym, «j, . . . , z* in

solved form, (ii) a set of inequalities C; in variables

*!,...,*» such that C, does not contain implicit equal

ities and d = Constraints(NETm(d)), and (iii) a

set of Cj-precise disjunctions of inequations in vari

ables x\ xt in solved form. The second canonical

form can be built in 0(||C||4) time by a variation of

the algorithm for the canonical form. In this case, de

termining whether an inequality is implied by C can

be done in constant time. Determining whether an

equality or a disjunction of inequations is implied by

C is as for the first canonical form.

4 VARIABLE ELIMINATION FOR

TEMPORAL CONSTRAINTS

In this section, we present an algorithm for eliminating

a variable from a set of temporal constraints. Variable

elimination is the algebraic counterpart of the quanti

fier elimination operation of Mathematical Logic and

the projection operation of Geometry. We will say

that the variable x\ has been eliminated from a set

of constraints C with variables X\, Zj z„ if C is

transformed into a new set of constraints C such

that x\ does not appear in C" and every solution

(semi's i •• ->xn) °f *ne constraints in C can be ex

tended to a solution (x°, x°, . . . , x°) of the constraints

inC

Let us first sketch a variable elimination algorithm for

inequality constraints. This algorithm, which is due to

Fourier [Sch86], is based on the following observation.

Any non-strict inequality involving a variable x can be

written in the form x < ru or x > r/ i.e., it gives an

upper or a lower bound on z. Thus if we are given

two inequalities, one of the form x < ru and the other

of the form x > rj, we can eliminate x and obtain

the inequality r/ < r„. Obviously, r/ < ru is a logical

consequence of the given inequalities. In addition, any

solution of r\ < ru can be extended to a solution of

the given inequalities (simply by choosing for x any

value between the values of rj and ru). Following this

observation, Fourier's elimination algorithm forms all

pairs x <ru and x > n, eliminates x and returns the

resulting constraints.

The same goal could have been achieved using the

adaptive consistency techniques discussed by [DP88]

in the context of finding backtrack-free solutions to

binary constraint satisfaction problems. If we want to

eliminate variables x\, . . . , xm from a set of inequalities

C represented by a binary constraint network N then

we could run the algorithm Adaptive-consistency of

[DP88] on N with arguments X\, . . . , xm. In the result

ing network the set of constraints between variables

xm+i , ■ • ■ , xn is equivalent to the set of constraints gen

erated by Fourier's algorithm.

Fourier's algorithm can be extended to cope with dis

junctions of inequations. The extension is based on

the following observation. Consider the constraints

x <ru,x > n and x ^ r V <j> where <j> is a disjunction

of inequations or false. Without loss of generality we

can assume that x does not appear in <f>.7 Let us elimi

nate x from the first two constraints to obtain r\ < ru.

Now consider a solution v of r/ < ru. If v satisfies <j>

then it can be extended to a solution of the original

constraints. If v does not satisfy 4> then it can be ex

tended to a solution of the original constraints if and

only if r, r/ and ru do not share the same value. As

a result, the constraint -><f> D r ^ ru V r ^ r/ or

equivalently ^ V r / r„ V r / r| must be included in

the resulting set of constraints not involving x. Note

that this constraint is also a consequence of the origi

nal constraints. Thus, if the variable to be eliminated

is z, our algorithm reduces to the following statement:

For all triples z < ru,x > r/ and z ^ r V <j> of input

constraints, add r; < ru and <j> V r ^ ru V r / rj in

the output constraints. Thus as in lemma 3.1, disjunc

tions of inequations can be processed independently of

one another when variable elimination is performed.

Example 4.1 Let us assume we want to eliminate

variable i\ from the set of constraints

{z3 < Xi, z5 < Xi, zi < z2, z8 # *i, x4 ^ Zl}.

Eliminating xi gives the inequalities {x3 < zj, x5 <

z3} and the disjunctions of inequations {x5 / x3 V

*5 # *2, "t ^ Z5 V Z5 / Zj, X4 £ X3 V Xt /

xj, z4 / zs V X4 / x2}. The latter set is equivalent

to {z5 / z2, x4?x3 V z4 ^ z3}.

Figure 3 gives our variable elimination algorithm. For

simplicity, the algorithm assumes that one-variable in

equalities are given as two-variable inequalities (with

the introduction of an auxiliary variable x0 which

is understood to be equal to zero). With very few

changes the same algorithm can be applied to the gen

eralized linear constraints of [LM89]. The following

proposition shows that the algorithm is correct. Its

proof is an easy generalization of the previous discus

sion and can be found in [Kou92a].

Theorem 4.1 Let C be a set of constraints in vari

ables xi,xj zn and C be the set of constraints

produced by algorithm Variable-Elimination when zt

is eliminated. If {x\,x%,. . .,x%) is a solution of C

then (x§,X3,...,z°) is a solution of C . Conversely,

every solution (z2, z§, . . ., zJJ) ofC can be extended to

a solution (x?, x%, .. . , z°) of C.

TThe constraint i ^ r V 4> is equivalent to -i(x =

r A -><j>) where -><j> is a conjunction of equalities. If we

substitute r for x in ->(j>, we obtain an equivalent constraint.
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Algorithm Variable-Elimination

Inputs: A set of constraints C = Ce U Ci U C„, in variables from the set X, in first canonical form.

A set of variables E to be eliminated from C.

Output: A new set of constraints in variables from the set E \ X.

Method:

Initialize Ce, C\ and C'n to 0.

For each variable x S X do

If x is the bound variable of equation e, € Ct then

Assign (Ce - {e,}) to C«, CJ to C,, CJ, to C„

Assign 0 to C'e, C't and CJ,

Elself x is a parameter in equation c, : y,- = x + r of C« then

Rewrite c,- as x = y,- — r

For each constraint c in Ce — {c,} (resp. d,C„) dfi

Substitute y,- — r for x in c

Add the resulting constraint to C'e (resp. C\, C'n)

EndFor

Assign C'e to Ce, C< to C„ C^ to C„

Assign 0 to C^, C; and C;

Else (the variable x appears only in Cj U C„)

|f there is at least one constraint x — Xj < rj in C, then

Jf there is at least one constraint x* — x < rt in C; then

For each constraint x* — x < r* in C,- do

For each constraint x — Xj < rj in Ci (i / t) do

Add constraint xt — Xj <rit+rj in CJ

For each constraint c€C„ which contains x do

Let c be x — x, ^ r, V <£ such that ^ does not involve x

Simplify xt - x, ^ rt + r, V Xj - x, £ r, - rj V <j>

and add it to C'n.

EndFor

EndFor

EndFor

Add all constraints of C,- which do not contain x to C\

Add all constraints of Cn which do not contain x to C'n

Else

Add all constraints of C, which do not contain x to C\

Add all constraints of Cn which do not contain x to CL

Endlf

Else

Add all constraints of C, which do not contain x to C\

Add all constraints of C„ which do not contain x to CJ,

Endlf

Assign C'e to Ce, CJ to C„ CJ, to C„

Assign 0 to Ce,C; and C;

Endlf

EndFor

Output Ce U Ci U Cn

Figure 3: An algorithm for variable elimination
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Although the input to Variable-Elimination is in first

canonical form, it is possible that its output is not.

This can happen only if an eliminated variable is a

parameter which appears only in C, U C„. When

this variable is eliminated, C,< does not contain im

plicit equalities (see [LHM89] foi a proof of this) but

may contain redundant constraints. For example, as

sume d is {xj < x\, x\ < 13, x% < i5, x5 < 13}

and the eliminated variable is x\. Then C[ is {x2 <

x3> x2 < *5. x& < ^3} *nd obviously x2 < £3 is redun

dant. There are also cases when the constraints C'n are

not precise or irredundant. For example, assume that

Ct U C„ is {x3 — xj < 2, xj — xi < 3, x^ > 5, X3 <

0, xt / X7}. After x3 is eliminated, we are left with

{x3-xi < 5, x7 > 5, x3 < 0, X3-X7 ^ 2 V X1-X7 ^

—3}. It is easy to see now that X3 — X7 ^ 2 is implied

by the inequality constraints. Consequently, if the out

put of Variable-Elimination must be returned in first

canonical form, redundancy must be eliminated from

C\, each c € C'n must be made precise and finally re

dundancy must be eliminated from C'n (in this order!).

Fortunately, in the remaining cases the output of Vari

able-Elimination is in first canonical form as it is

demonstrated by the following theorem (its proof can

be found in [Kou92a]).

Theorem 4.2 Let the inputs to algorithm Vari~

able-Elimination be CeUCiUCn andX. If all variables

of X are bound or parameter variables of the input

set Ce then the output sets C, and Cn are irredun-

dant. Moreover, the former set does not contain im

plicit equalities and the latter consists only of precise

constraints.

In what follows, we will assume that when a variable is

eliminated by Variable-Elimination, the resulting con

straint set C't UC,' UC'n is transformed into first canon

ical form before proceeding with the elimination of the

rest of the variables.8 Let us now investigate the com

plexity of Variable-Elimination.

Lemma 4.1 Let C = C,UCn be a set of temporal con

straints. Ifm variables appearing in d are eliminated

using algorithm Variable-Elimination and the result

ing set is C = C'i U C'n then |C/| < 2(r(C<) - m)2 and

|C,;|<|Cn|(V(Ci)-l)am.

Theorem 4.3 The algorithm Variable-Elimination

takes time polynonial in the size of the input constraint

set and exponential in the number of eliminated vari

ables.

The following theorem shows that variable elimination

is intractable. The source of this intractability is the

fact that the size of the output constraint set can be

exponential in the number of eliminated variables. The

following section examines a tractable case.

Theorem 4.4 For every m, k such that k > 4m we

can find a set of temporal constraints C of size \\C\\ <

k and m variables of C such that when these variables

are eliminated the resulting constraint set cannot be

represented by fewer than 2m disjunctions of inequa

tions and 2m inequalities.

Let us now consider variable elimination when the in

put constraint set is in second canonical form. In this

case, elimination of one (or many) variables is trivial

if these variables appear only in the inequality con

straints. This is a consequence of the fact that the

minimal network for a set of inequality constraints

is decomposable (this concept will be explained fully

in the following section) [DMP91]. In the remaining

cases, the situation is as for the first canonical form.

5 VARIABLE ELIMINATION FOR

SIMPLE TEMPORAL

CONSTRAINTS

In this section, we show that for simple temporal con

straints variable elimination is tractable. Our proof

is indirect and is based on the fact that a set of sim

ple temporal constraints can be transformed into an

equivalent decomposable constraint set in time poly

nonial in its size. This indirect proof is interesting

in its own right since it answers an open problem of

[vB90a].

A set of constraints C is called decomposable if and

only if it is A-decomposable for every A, 1 < A < v(C)

[DMP91]. A set of constraints is A-decomposable if

and only if every valuation u = {xi «— x\, . .., x\-i «—

i°_ j } of A — 1 variables which satisfies the constraints

applicable to x1,...,x^_1 (namely, those involving

only these variables) can be extended to a valuation

«' = {xi ■V -»*A-1 «- *A-1>*A x$} (for any

*In practice, it must be more efficient to simply remove

redundancy every time a variable is eliminated and post

pone the transformation of inequation constraints to pre

cise ones until the end of the algorithm.

variable x\) such that u' satisfies the constraints ap

plicable to xi, . . . ,x\.

The algorithm Decompose in figure 4 transforms a

set of simple temporal constraints into an equiva

lent decomposable constraint set (which is not nec

essarily simple). The algorithm proceeds in three

steps. At first, all equalities and inequalities which

are consequences of Ce and C,- are computed by De

ductive-Closure. This algorithm is not presented. For

the case of Ce it is trivial; for the case of Ct the path

consistency algorithm of [vB90a] (for the point alge

bra without ^) can be used to achieve the same ef

fect. The set returned by Deductive -Closure is decom

posable [vB90a]. In its second step, Decompose com

putes a decomposable constraint set C\ U C'n equiv

alent to d U C„. This is performed in a controlled

manner to avoid generating redundant constraints (see
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Algorithm Decompose

Input: A set of simple temporal constraints C = Ce U

d U C„ in first canonical form.

Output: A decomposable set of constraints equivalent

toC.

Method:

C'e := DeductivejClosure(Ct)

C\ := DeductivejClosure(Ci)

^:=0;C»:=0

For every c : x,-^ xt in C„ do

For every pair of constraints xj < Xj and

*i < *m in C{ do

Let c1 be xit ^ xi V xm ^ x; simplified

Mark it in c'

Add d to C\

End For

For every pair of constraints x\ < x* and

xt < zm in C'i do

Let c7 be x,- j£ x/ V xm ^ xj simplified

Add d to C*

EndFor

End For

For every c : xt ^ xj V xm ^ x/ in C„ such that

x* is marked do

For every pair of constraints xt < xt and

Xk < x, in CJ do

Let c' be x< ^ x; V x,± x\ V xm ^ x/

simplified. Add c7 to C„

EndFor

EndFor

C'n:=ClnUCl<JC*

Cnew := Implied-ConstraintsiC'^C'iUC'n)

Output C'e U Cnet(,

Figure 4: The algorithm Decompose

the following lemmas). Finally, Decompose takes into

account the equalities in C'e and generates the con

straints implied by the ones in C\ U C'n. This is

done by function Implied.Constrainls which is not pre

sented since it is straightforward: Cnew will contain

one constraint for each constraint c € C\ U C'n in pa

rameters xi,...,x;(/ < 5) and each combination of

(bound or parameter) variables z\ , . . . , z\ such that

Zi=Xi€C'e, i=l,...,/.

To show that the algorithm is correct, we need the

following lemmas. Appendix A contains the proof for

lemma 5.2. The proofs for the rest of the lemmas are

similar.

Lemma 5.1 Let c : z ^ y V <j> be a constraint in

C\ such that z has not been marked and <j> does not

contain z. If xa < z and z < xj are constraints of

C'i then there exists a constraint d £ C\ such that

tf (= *a / y V xb ? y V 4>.

Lemma 5.2 Let c : z ^ y V 4> be a constraint in C*

such that <t> does not contain z. If xa < z and z < Z)

are constraints ofC\ then there exists a constraint d 6

Cl U C\ such that d (= xa £ y V x» ^ y V <f>.

Lemma 5.3 Let c : z ^ y V <j> be a constraint in C*

such that 4> does not contain z. If xa < z and z < x\

are constraints of C'i then there exists a constraint d €

Cl such thai d |= xa ^ y V x» ^ y V ^.

The following lemma is used in computing the com

plexity of algorithm Decompose.

Lemma 5.4 If C — Ct U d U C„ is a set of simple

temporal constraints in first canonical form then De

compose returns a constraint set C'e U C,-„ such that

\C'e\ < \(v(Ce)2-v(Ct)) and |C,„| < |C,|6t;(C,)4 |C„| .

We will now state the main result of this section.

Theorem 5.1 The. algorithm Decompose takes time

0(\Ce\ v(Ci)4 \Cn\) and computes a decomposable

constraint set equivalent to the input one.

In fact, the previous theorem overestimates the run

ning time of Decompose. As can be seen from the

proof of lemma 5.4, a more precise upper bound is

0(ksv(Ci)*\Cn\) where Jb is the maximum number of

equations of Ce which involve the same parameter vari

able.

Variable elimination is a trivial operation for decom

posable sets of constraints. If C is a decomposable set

of constraints then variables x\, . . . , xm can be elim

inated from C by simply deleting all constraints of

C which involve these variables. However, lemma 5.4

implies that even in the case of simple temporal con

straints, a decomposable constraint set can contain

a rather big number of disjunctions of inequations.

Therefore this representation will probably be avoided

in practise.

The above observation has also the following conse

quence. If a variable is eliminated from a set of sim

ple temporal constraints, using Variable-Elimination,

the first canonical form of the resulting set has size

smaller than the size of the set obtained by first in

voking Decompose and then eliminating this variable.

The following corollary is now obvious.

Corollary 5.1 For simple temporal constraints, algo

rithm Variable-Elimination takes time polynomial in

the size and the number of variables of the input con

straint set (thus, it also takes time polynomial in the

number of eliminated variables).
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6 CONCLUSIONS References

This paper discusses consistency checking, canoni

cal forms and variable elimination for temporal con

straints. Our results extend previous work on tem

poral constraints by considering disjunctions of in

equations. This extension has been motivated by

the fact that in certain temporal formalisms (e.g.,

[DM87, Kou92b]) allowing inequations and disallowing

disjunctions of inequations compromises the ability to

answer certain queries. Although the emphasis of this

paper is rather theoretical, we plan to investigate the

performance of our algorithms in a real temporal rea

soning system based on the temporal database model

of [Kou92b]. Among other things, this will allow us

to determine cases in which the first canonical form is

more appropriate than the second one and vice versa.

This work can be extended in several ways. We are

currently considering other special cases of temporal

constraints with the intention to determine the exact

complexity of variable elimination for these cases. We

are also investigating the behaviour of our algorithms

in cases where constraints are added to the system

incrementally.

It would be interesting to study variable elimination in

temporal models involving both intervals and points.

Currently, we can solve this problem by translating

interval constraints to endpoint constraints and then

performing variable elimination. The challenge would

be to devise algorithms which avoid this translation.

Finally, our framework must be extended to deal with

other kinds of non-binary temporal constraints. For

example, "the duration of interval I exceeds the dura

tion of interval J" which is a constraint on four points

(the endpoints of I and J).
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A PROOFS

Lemma 4.1: When m variables are eliminated we

are left with v(C) — m variables. Therefore lemma 3.2

implies \d\ < 2(v(C<) - m)3.

For the second inequality, let C\ (resp. Cln) be the set

of inequalities (resp. disjunctions of inequations) pro

duced by Variable-Elimination when the /-th variable

is eliminated (1 < / < m). When the /-th variable x is

eliminated there are at most 2 ' * *'
/ v{Q) -l\ .
[4 J p*118 °i

constraints xt — x < r*, x — Xj < r;- in C\. Therefore

\Cl\ < |C„|(V(C,) - l)3, |C3| < |C»|(i;(Ck) - 2)3 <

so on. Finally,

IKC,)-i))2m.
\Cn\(v(Ci)- l)'(»(C,)-2)> and

|CTI<|c.lIEiMci)-0'<|c*l

eliminated variables. Notice that every step of Vari

able-Elimination takes time polynomial in the size of

the constraint sets generated in this particular step.

Lemmas 3.2 and 4.1 give \0't\ < \Ct\, |C/| <

8v(C0a < 2||C||a and \C'n\ < ||C„||(2||C,||)»» <

23m ||C||3m+1 . The theorem now follows because

IIC.II = \C't\ , \\C'A\ = \C'A and ||C;|| < \C'n\ v(C'n).

Theorem 4.4: Given m, k such that k > 4m,

the set C in variables Li,...,Lm, U\,. . . ,U„,

^1 1 • ■ • i Um< X\,..., Xm, Y\ , ■ ■ ■ , Ym is

C = Ui<i<md U C„ where d = {Li < Xt, X, <

U,K X,~£ t/3} and Cn = {\/ZiYi # *•}• I*»

us now eliminate variables Xi,. . .,Xm to arrive at

C = \Ji<i<m C<UCn where C\ = {Lt <U},U< Uf)

and Cn = {Y?=1 YitLiVYi? U{> : j{ = 1,2}. The

first canonical form of C is C" = \Ji<i<m C'i u Cn

where

m

C'^tyYitLi V U{'*Li: if = 1,2}

if the order of the variables is the one given above.

Obviously C" (and C") contains 2m disjunctions of

inequations and 2m inequalities. Now assume that

there exists a set of temporal constraints A such that

A ? C, Sol(C) = Sol(A) and \A\ < 2m + 2m (proof

by contradiction). If A' is the first canonical form of

A then \A'\ < \A\. But equivalent sets of constraints

have identical canonical forms therefore A' = C" thus

\A\ > 2m -f 2m which contradicts the assumption

\A\ <2m + 2m.

Lemma 5.2: Every constraint in C3 is of the form

H jt xi V xm ^ xi and has been generated by con

sidering inequalities xi < it and x* < xm of C[ and

the inequation x, ^ X* of C„ (for some fixed t, Jb, /, m).

We now have the following three cases to consider:

1. z = xi, y = xt.

Let us consider any pair of inequalities xa <

xi, xi < xt from C\ and the disjunction of in

equations xi ^ X,- V xm / Xi. These constraints

imply c" : xa ^ x< V x4 ^ xt V xm ^ x,-. But

notice that x„ < xt € C[. Thus Decompose con

siders xa < xt, xt < xm and x* / r, and adds

the constraint d : xa ^ xf- V xm ^ x< to C3.

Obviously, c1 \= c".

2. z = xt, y = xi.

Let us consider any pair of inequalities xa <

Xi, X{ < X( from Cx and the disjunction x,- /

*/ V xm ^ X|. These constraints imply c" :

xa ^ xi V X), ^ xi V xm £ xi. But if

Theorem 4.3: Assume C and C = C't U C'i U C'n

are the input and output sets and m is the number of

we consider x„ < ij, x,- < xj and Xj ^ xj,

we can see that i» ^ x„ V xj ^ xa € Cj[

and xjt is marked. Therefore Decompose considers
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xi < Xk, x/e < xm and n ^ xa V xj ^ x„ and

adds d : xa ^ n V xm £ xa V xj ^ xa to C;J.

Obviously, c7 ^= c".

3. z = xm, y = x/.

Let us consider any pair of inequalities xa <

xm, xm < x» from C,- and the disjunction xm ^

x, V x,- / X(. These constraints imply c" :

x0 ^ xj V x\, £ x\ V ii ^ i|. But notice

that xt < x» G C,'. Therefore Decompose con

siders xj < xt, n < xj and xjt / x, and adds

c7 : xj ^ x, V x» ^ x< to C*. Obviously, c7 f= c".

Lemma 5.4: There can be at most I o ) con"

straints in C'e. Thus \C'e\ < \{v(Ct)2 - v(Ce)). Simi

larly, |C'| < \{v{Cif - v(d)).

For every variable x there are at most ^(v(C,) — l)2

pairs of constraints y < x, x < z. Therefore |CJi| <

MQ) - l)a|C„|, |C7»| < \(v{d) - l)2|Cn| and

|^|<i(v(C,)-l)4|Cn|. Finally,

\C'n\<±{v(Ci)-l)4\Cn\.

Let us now turn to the function Implied.Constraints.

Let it denote the maximum number of equations of Ce

which involve the same parameter variable. Obviously

k < |C«|. Notice now that every constraint in C'n in

volves at most 5 variables. From each such constraint,

at most (k + l)5 constraints can be generated in Cntw.

Similarly, from each constraint in C- (which involves

at most 2 variables), at most (k + l)2 constraints can

be generated in Cnew.

Therefore \Cin\ < \Ce\2\C'i\ + |Ce|5 \Cn\ <

\C.fv(C{)*\Cn\.

Theorem 5.1: For every constraint set C and set of

variables X — \x\, . . . , xn}, the set of constraints in C

which involve only variables from X will be denoted

byC(X)oiC(x1,...,xn).

Initially we will show that C[ U C'n is decompos

able. C'i U C'n is 1-decomposable since it is consis

tent. We will now prove that it is decomposable for

each A such that 2 < A < v(C[ U C'n). Let us as

sume that there is a A, 2 < A < v(C,' U C'n) such

that C'i U C'n is not A-decomposable (proof by con

tradiction). In other words, there exists a valuation

u = {xi <— I®, ...,xx-i *— *a-i} aa^ variable xa

such that « satisfies C,- U C'n(xi, . . . , xa_i) but there

is no value x° such that u' = tiU {xa «— x°} satisfies

c;uc;(x1,...,xA_1,xA).

Let us now observe that Deductive.Closure re

turns a decomposable constraint set C\. There

fore C[ U C'n(x\, . . .,xx-i,x\) must contain at least

one constraint from Cn. Let us apply valua

tion u to C: U C'n(xi,. . .,x\-i,x\) to obtain C\ U

Cn{*%>••• i*x-\i **)■ ^ut now lemmtt 3.1 implies

that there exists a disjunction of inequations cq €

C4(x?, . ..,x°x_vxx) such that C{(*?, • ••,*!-», »a) U

{co} is inconsistent. Let c0 be ij ^ x° and

qf(sf,...,«S_ll«A) be x° < xA) xA < x° where

1 < p, ft, v < A — 1.

Since we have an inconsistency x° = x° = x° must

hold. Let us assume that c : xa / xp V ^ is the

constraint of C'n(xi, ..., x\) which results in c0 after

u is applied (4> does not contain xa).Now we have to

consider the following cases:

1- c G C„ or c € C* and xa has been marked. Then

Decompose considers Xp, < xa , xa < x„ and xj ^t

xp V <j> and generates c7 : x^ ^ xp V x„ /

xp V <j> \n C'n. Let us now note that u satisfies

d but falsifies </>. Thus x° / x° V x° # x° must

hold and therefore we have a contradiction with

x° = xj = x°. Thus the original assumption is

false.

2. c G C\ and x a is not marked. The proof for this

case is similar to the proof for the following case.

We only use lemma 5.1 instead of lemma 5.2.

3. c € C' and c is x\ ^ xp V x„ ^ xp where

1 < a < X - 1. In this case, lemma 5.2 tells us

that there is a constraint d £ C„ U C^ such that

c7 ^= xM ^ Xp V x„ / ip V x„ jt ip. Obviously

c' involves only variables from {xi xa-i} and

it is satisfied by u. Thus u must also satisfy d.

But observe that the form of c0 implies x% = x°p.

Therefore x° ^ x° V xj ^ x° which contradicts

our assumption.

4. c € C£.

The proof is similar to the one given for the pre

vious case. We now have to use lemma 5.3.

It is not difficult to see now that C'e U C,„ is decom

posable.

Finally, let us calculate the time complexity of Decom

pose. The calls to Deductive-Closure take 0(v(d)3)

time. The rest of the computation depends only on

the sizes of the constraint sets generated. There

fore lemma 5.4 implies that the algorithm takes

0(|Ce|5t>(C,-)4|C„|)time.
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Abstract

Ambiguous conclusions are inescapable in

temporal reasoning. Lack of precise informa

tion about what events happen when results

in uncertainty regarding the events' effects.

Incomplete information and nonmonotonic

inference result in situations where there is

more than one set of possible conclusions,

even when there is no temporal uncertainty

at all. In an implemented system, this am

biguity is a computational problem as well

as a semantic one. We discuss some of the

sources of this. ambiguity, which we treat as

explicit disjunction, in the sense that ambigu

ous information can be interpreted as defin

ing a set of possible inferences. Three ways of

handling this disjunction are to represent it

explicitly, to remove it by limiting the expres

sive power of the system, or to approximate

a set of disjuncts using a weaker form of rep

resentation. We have employed primarily the

latter two of these approaches to implement

an expressive and efficient temporal reason

ing engine that performs sound inference in

accordance with a well-defined formal seman

tics.

1 INTRODUCTION

Lack of precise information about what facts are true

when or what events happen when leads to ambiguity

about what is true at a given point in time. This can

be either direct (e.g., the library closed between 3:00

and 4:00, and I got there at 3:30) or the result of pro

jection or other inference (e.g., if my cab ride takes

too long and I miss my plane, I will not be in Wash

ington tomorrow). Nonmonotonic inference (e.g., the

persistence assumption or qualified causal projection)

* Author's current address: Department of Computer

Sciences, University of Texas at Austin, Austin, TX 78712

USA — schragCcs . utexas . adu

leads to situations where there is more than one set

of possible conclusions, even when there is no tempo

ral uncertainty at all [Hanks and McDermott, 1986].

In a formal system, this ambiguity is noted and dealt

with in some way, either by changing the semantics to

exclude it (e.g., by assigning a preference relation to

the possible models of a given theory [Shoham, 1988]),

or by simply acknowledging it (i.e., couching conclu

sions in terms of the set of possible models [Kauts,

1986]). In an implemented system, this ambiguity is a

computational problem as well as a semantic one.

In this paper, we discuss some of the sources of

this ambiguity, which we treat as explicit disjunc

tion, in the sense that ambiguous information can

be interpreted as defining a set of possible conclu

sions. We describe how these sources of disjunction

are dealt with in our current implementation of Dean's

Time Map Manager [Dean and McDermott, 1987,

Dean, 1986]. Briefly, we take one of three approaches.

• We represent the disjunction explicitly.

• We remove the disjunction by limiting the expres

sive power of the system.

• We approximate the disjunction by a weaker form

of representation that subsumes the disjunction.

The first of these approaches must be applied carefully,

because of the possibility of combinatorial explosion in

the set of disjunctions that must be represented. The

only representation of explicit disjunction we are con

sidering in tmm is in a context-switching mechanism

that would put responsibility for managing disjunctive

contexts largely in the user's hands; we briefly discuss

this approach in Section 6.

Primarily we make use of the latter two approaches in

the current TMM. We have found the use of weak rep

resentations to be of more general utility than was first

realised: the first application of this approach was to

model quantification over a set of total orders approx

imately [Dean and Boddy, 1988]. We recently have

extended the same approach (in fact using the same

representations) to represent disjunction arising from
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aspecta of the system semantics, specifically from the

use of the persistence assumption; we describe these

extensions in Section 5.

In the rest of this paper, we briefly discuss the ontology

and semantics of TMM, provide some specific examples

of the kinds of disjunction that arise, and demonstrate

the application and limitations of this approach.

2 TMM

Dean's Time Map Manager (tmm) [Dean and Mc-

Dermott, 1987, Dean, 1986] is an implemented tem

poral reasoning system, intended as a foundation for

building planning and scheduling systems, tmm in

cludes capabilities for reasoning about partially or

dered events, persistence and clipping, and simple

causal reasoning, all in the presence of incremental

change in a dynamic environment. We present a sim

plified but accurate description of the system's ontol

ogy and semantics below.

2.1 ONTOLOGY

A domain theory V includes a time map and a causal

theory.

The time map consists of a set of time points T and

a set of formulas. Time map formulas include the fol

lowing.

• Temporal relations between time points, denoted

by the binary infix predicates <, <, =, >, and >,

and the predicate distance(tl, t2, bounds), where

tl,t2 e T and bounds = [rl r2], where rl, r2

€ 8? are the bounds of a convex, closed interval.1

We represent temporal relations in our implemen

tation as constraints.

• Temporal propositions, holdso(tl, t2, P), where

tl, t2 € T and P G V, the set of propositions. The

interval between tl and t2 is called the observa

tion interval, throughout which the proposition is

believed to hold "by observation" and is not defea

sible. We refer to tl as the "begin" point of the

temporal proposition; to t2 as the "end" point.

Generically we refer to both as "endpoints." We

represent temporal propositions in our implemen

tation using time tokens.

In TMM all temporal propositions hold by obser

vation for every point in the observation interval.3

• Persistence assumptions, persists^ (tl, P) and

persists^ (t2, P), where tl, t2, and P appear in

some instance of the predicate holdso as above,

associating persistence with a specific temporal

proposition, persists^ and persists* refer to back

ward and forward persistence, respectively. We

associate persistence assumptions with time to

kens in our implementation.

The causal theory includes causal rules, intended to

encode the physics of a domain.

• Projection rules, project((Ai (Pi,...,P»)), E, R).

The propositions Pi P» are "antecedent"

propositions; E is a "trigger" proposition; R is

a forward-persistent "result" proposition. When

the conjunction of antecedents is believed to hold

throughout the trigger, the result also is believed

to hold starting immediately after the trigger. We

represent projection result propositions with time

tokens on the time map.

• Overlap chaining rules, (/\ (P1,...,Pjk)) =>t R.

The propositions Pi,..., Pi are antecedents; the

proposition R is a result. Whenever the conjunc

tion of antecedents is believed to hold, the result

also is believed to hold at the same time. This

was described in [Dean, 1986]. (We have exper

imented with overlap chaining in earlier /3-tmm

prototypes, but we do not include it in the imple

mentation described in [Schrag et al., 1992].)

2.2 TIME MAP DISPLAY

We display time maps in the examples to follow using

a pictorial notation. We represent a time point t by an

optionally labeled dot: • . We represent the observa-

t

tion interval of a time token with proposition P by two

time points, a connecting line, and optionally a label:

• • P. When the observation interval has

sero length it it will appear as a single point. We repre

sent persistence assumptions by backward and forward

pointing arrows on the time token's observation inter

val: * m • » . All time points are drawn

lOur implementation uses infinitesimals in a non

standard calculus that achieves the same effects as intervals

open on either end when desired.

'In the terminology of Shoham [Shoham, 1987] our tem

poral propositions are called "liquid.''

with respect to a fixed frame of reference where left-

to-right positioning indicates relative distance. Un

certainty in a time point's position is represented by

a dashed line: •)- ■ •■ In this case, the begin

point could be anywhere along the dashed line.

2.3 SEMANTICS

TMM implements an epistemic semantics, in the sense

that we may believe a proposition to hold at a point,

or we may believe it not to hold at that point, or we

may not believe either way. The failure of the excluded

middle in this semantics is useful for representing prob

lems where we have only partial information. Inference

from causal rules results in the addition of new tem

poral propositions to the time map, representing be

lief in propositions holding for new intervals of time.

Persistence is captured in a preference over models:
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we prefer models in which the appropriate facts per

sist over those in which they don't.3 When different,

equally plausible models exist for a given theory (none

of which is preferred over all the others) ambiguity re

sults. Partial orders and persistence are the direct

sources of ambiguity in our system.

Given a domain theory, we are interested in the fol

lowing kinds of conclusions.4

• holdso(tl, t2, P): P holds necessarily over the in

terval between points tl and t2.

• holdso(tl, t2, P): P holds possibly over the inter

val.

• Inferences about necessary temporal relations,

e.g., t3 <a t4 (t3 is necessarily before t4).

• Inferences about possible temporal relations, e.g.,

t3 <o t4.

• Boolean combinations of these.

To answer these queries, we also need the following

predicates.

• holds0o(tl, t2, P): P holds necessarily by obser

vation over the interval between tl and t2.

• holds0o(tl, t2, P): P holds possibly by observa

tion over the interval.

For each of the holds predicates (holds, holdso, holdso,

holdso, holdsooi and holdsoo). we have the following

equivalences.

holds(tl, t2, P) =

(tl < t < t2 holds(t, P))

holds(t, P) = holds(t, t, P)

We define necessity and possibility using quantifica

tion over the possible worlds, or sets of conclusions,

consistent with the user-supplied domain theory: a

conclusion is true necessarily iff it is true in every pos

sible world (universal quantification); it is true pos

sibly iff it is true in some possible world (existential

quantification). Within any given possible world, we

may ask merely holds(tl, t2, P), holdso(t3, t4, P), or

1 5 < t6, without quantification. A set of temporal re

lations that defines only a partial order on the set of

time points represents the simplest form of ambiguity

in the domain theory; we will discuss some cases of

this in detail in Section 4. The nonmonotonic persis

tence assumption results in more complicated forms of

ambiguity; we will discuss some cases of these in Sec

tion 5. Our definitions for holdso and holdso depend

on temporal relations, temporal propositions, causal

'For a more careful discussion of the use of model pref

erence for modeling persistence see e.g., [Shoham, 1988].

4 These formulas always are theorems (i.e., queries), not

axioms in the domain theory.

rules, and persistence. For temporal relations, the dif

ferent possible worlds are the total orders consistent

with a given partial order. All of the temporal propo

sitions (observations) in the domain theory hold nec

essarily. The results of causal rules whose antecedents

(and, for projection rules, the trigger event) hold nec

essarily also hold necessarily; the results of those whose

antecedents hold possibly also hold possibly. We define

the semantics for persistence below.

The ultimate extent of a temporal proposition's per

sistence in either direction, backward or forward, is

defined only in terms of when it is defeated by an

other temporal proposition. In this paper the only

form of defeat we discuss is clipping, in which a tem

poral proposition's persistence meets a contradictory

temporal proposition or its persistence. Suppose that

tl and t2 are tokens with contradictory propositions

and one or both of tl and t2 is persistent toward the

other. Then these persistences are clipped, as summa

rised in the picture below.

(case 1) P

(case 2) P

(case 3) P

-•-*- -iP

->P

-.P

tl t2

In case 1, the forward persistence of P is clipped at t2.

In case 2, the backward persistence of ->P is clipped

at tl. In case 3, both persistences are clipped: the

forward persistence of P ends and the backward per

sistence of ->P begins somewhere between tl and t2,

but we can't say where. Each point between tl and t2

where clipping may happen represents a different pos

sible world consistent with the domain theory. This is

the simplest form of ambiguity resulting from persis

tence; we discuss others in Section 5.

Using both backward and forward persistence and

treating their opposition in this way allows us to han

dle cases that using forward persistence alone does not.

Kauts [Kauti, 1986] describes the "parking lot prob

lem," in which an agent parks a car in a lot, leaves

for a time, and then returns finding the car missing,

having been stolen. Maximising only forward persis

tence results in believing that the car was stolen at the

last possible instant before the agent returned. Using

both backward and forward persistence and accepting

each of the possible worlds described for case 3 above

results in believing that the car could have been stolen

at any time while the agent was gone.

When a proposition persists necessarily to a point us

ing a given theory (i.e., when it is persistent and not

possibly clipped with respect to the point), we say that

it holds necessarily at that point.

We define holdso and holdso &> follows. Each defini

tion relies on identifying persistence clippers, holdso

relies on determining the absence of weak clippers: if

a persistence is not clipped approaching a point in any
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possible world, then it persists until that point in every

possible world, holdso relies on determining the ab

sence of strong clippers: if a persistence is not clipped

in every possible world, then it persists in some possi

ble world. For simplicity, we give definitions for propo-

sitional queries, not general query formulas. We define

holdso and holdso pointwise, relying on the equiva

lence given above for the point and interval forms of

holds(».e., whatever holds over an interval holds at ev

ery point in that interval and vice vena).

holdsQ(t, P) H

(holdsoa(t. P)

V (persists^ (begin, P)

A -i clippedbo(P. begin, t))

V (persistSf(enrf, P)

A -i clippedfo(P, end, t)))

A proposition P holds necessarily at a point t if it holds

either by observation necessarily or by persistence nec

essarily at t. P may hold by observation at t either

directly in the domain theory or indirectly from the

application of causal rules, clipped l« indicates that

a backward persistence assumption is clipped possibly

before it reaches a point, and clippedf o indicates that

forward a persistence assumption is clipped possibly.

holdso (t, P) H

(holdsoo(t, P)

V (persists^ (begin, P)

A -i clipped|,o(P, begin, t))

V (persistsf(end, P)

A -> clipped^ o(P. end, t)))

This definition inverts the quantifiers D and O (indi

cated using subscripts) in the definition for holdsD.

We define clippedf o and clippedfo as follows. The

backward cases (clipped ^ a and clippedfo) are exactly

symmetric.

clippedfa(P, persist-end, point) H

(holdsoa(t, ->P)

A persist-end <□ t

A t <□ point)

In other words, the observation interval of a clip

ping proposition must intervene between the endpoint

from which the persistence emanates (persist-end)

and the point of interest (point) in every possible

world. The picture below shows two cases for which

clipped^- n(P, tl, t2) is satisfied.

(case 1)

(case 2)

tl

-iP

-.P

clippedfo (P. persist-end, point) H

(holdsoo(«. --P)

A persist-end <o t

A (t <o point

V (persistS[j(c/»p-en4, -iP)

A -i clipped^ a(-iP. clip-end, point))))

In other words, the observation interval of a clipping

proposition must intervene between the endpoint from

which the persistence emanates and the point of inter

est in some possible world, or the backward persistence

of a clipping proposition must not be clipped itself be

fore it reaches the point of interest. The picture below

shows two cases for clippedfo(P. tl, t2).

(case 1)

(case 2)

tl

• -.P

-*-• -.p

•

ta

For causal inference, we also need to define holdso and

holdso for a conjunction of propositions, as found in

causal rules.

holdsQ(t. (A (Pi P*») H

(A ( holdsa(t. Pi) holdsa(t, P4)))

holdso(t. (A (Pi P»») H

(A < holdso(t. PO, . . ., holdso(t, P»)»

The version of TMM described in [Dean, 1986, Dean

and McDermott, 1987] and originally distributed from

Brown University, which we refer to as Vtmm," does

not conform to this semantics. In o>tmm, there was no

distinguished observation interval, and persistence was

represented by a constraint on a token's endpoints, as

in Example 1. Persistence clipping was implemented

by constraining persistent propositions further with re

spect to any contradictory temporal propositions.

Example 1: Persistence in ot-TMM.

persistsf(t2, P), so

tl < t2

tl t2

t3

t2

This constraint leaves open the question of whether

holds(t3, P) is satisfied—in some total orders it is, and

in some total orders it isn't, and the constraint is in

adequate to establish necessary persistence, o-tmm

used this implementation of persistence to determine

when temporal propositions hold, in the predicate tt

(for "true throughout"), and it used this tt predicate

as the basis for causal projection. Subsequently, Dean

and Boddy showed in [Dean and Boddy, 1988] that

this implementation is unsound: tt(t, t, P) holds in

cases for which there is no possible world in which
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holds(t, P).

In out new implementation of tmm, we never repre

sent the "endpoint of a persistence" explicitly; we sep

arate persistence assumptions from observations, and

we now use endpoints to represent observation inter

vals, exclusively. We will refer to our new implemen

tation as "/3-tmm." We describe /3-tmm more com

pletely in [Schrag et a/., 1992].

2.4 INFERENCE

As Dean and Boddy showed in [Dean and Boddy,

1987], reasoning about temporal propositions with

causal projection and partial orders by quantifying

over the set of consistent total orders, as in holdsn and

holds<> , is an NP-complete problem. We have followed

Dean's and Boddy's approach in implementing a deci

sion procedure which approximates the quantification

over possible worlds included in our semantics. As in

[Dean and Boddy, 1987], the approximation is sound

but incomplete (i.e., if the system infers holdsn(t, P),

the proposition P does in fact hold at the point t in ev

ery possible world, but sometimes this property will be

true and the system will not infer holdsD(t, P)). Also

as in [Dean and Boddy, 1987], the decision procedure

executes in polynomial time. We describe this decision

procedure in Section 4. The process of implementing

it has made clear precisely how the resulting system is

incomplete; we address this point in Section 4.

3 SOURCES OF DISJUNCTION

We have explicitly removed one source of disjunction

from TMM: we provide no way to assert an explicit

disjunction in the domain theory. You can say that

proposition P holds at time t, and that point tl is

ordered before point t2. You cannot express the fact

that tl and t2 cannot occur simultaneously (i.e., they

definitely are ordered one way or the other), or that

either P or Q holds at t3.

This leaves two main sources of disjunction. The first

is the temporal uncertainty resulting from unordered

time points. The uncertainty from any metric tem

poral relations that specify the distance between two

time points only as a range ultimately is reflected in

the ordering of time points, and clipping and projec

tion are determined entirely by that ordering. We give

some examples of situations with partial orders result

ing in ambiguity in Section 4.

The other main source of disjunction is a direct re

sult of the persistence assumption. Nonmonotonic rea

soning has been recognised by many people at many

times as a source of ambiguity and unintended con

clusions. (Most relevant to our work is Hanks and

McDermott's paper on applying nonmonotonic logic

to temporal reasoning [Hanks and McDermott, 1986].)

Unfortunately, nonmonotonic reasoning appears to be

too useful to dispense with. The persistence assump

tion says that things tend not to change unless some

thing makes them change. If we walk into a room, see

that the light is on, and walk out again, it seems both

reasonable and useful to conclude that the light was

on both before we got there and after we left. Con

tradictory information (e.g., walking into the room at

a later point and noticing that the light is off) will

lead us to draw different conclusions. The persistence

assumption can lead to ambiguous conclusions in a

wide variety of situations, a representative sampling

of which we discuss in Section 5.

4 AMBIGUITY RESULTING FROM

PARTIAL ORDERS

Inference involving partial orders and projection de

pends on knowing what facts hold at a given point

or over a given interval. The predicate holds (with

out quantification) is defined only with respect to to

tal orders. For a partially ordered time map we are

reduced to determining what facts might hold possi

bly or necessarily—i.e., in some or all of the total or

ders consistent with the given partial order—using the

predicates holdso and holdso- With even a very simple

causal model, this is an NP-complete problem [Dean

and Boddy, 1988]. The solution we have implemented

in /3-tmm is to approximate the necessary quantifica

tion, as first presented in [Dean and Boddy, 1987].

/3-tmm implements two holds definitions which to

gether provide a sound and incomplete, polynomial-

time decision procedure for answering these questions.

Each definition approximates a quantification over the

possible worlds consistent with the domain theory.

holdss (strong holds) is a sound and incomplete ap

proximation to holdso. We use holdss to identify a

subset of all propositions that necessarily hold over

a given interval. holdsw (weak holds) is a complete

and unsound approximation to holdso. We use holdsw

to identify a superset of all propositions that possibly

hold over a given interval.

The following definitions, like those for holdso and

holdso, apply to propositional queries, not general

query formulas. Note that these are interval-based def

initions, not point-based definitions as we used in our

semantics; this leads to a problem we discuss below.

holdss(pl. p2, P) H

(ho\dsoS(begin, end, P)

A (begin <a pi

V (persists^ (begin, P)

A -i clippedbw(P, begin, pi)))

A (end >a p2

V (persists^ (end, P)

, A -• clippedf W(P. end, p2))))
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We replace the quantifiers □ and O (indicated using

subscripts) in the definition for holdsn by the "approx

imate quantifiers" s and w. The remaining defini

tions (for holdswi clipped^ S) clippedfwi clipped^*, and

clipped^ w) similarly are in terms of intervals. (Again

we omit the clipped^ definitions which are exactly sym

metric to those for clippedf .)

holdsw(pl. p2, P) H

(holdsow(&e£tn, end, P)

A (begin <o pi

V (persists^ iejtn, P)

A -i clippedbs(P. begin, pi)))

A (end >o p2

V (persists^ (eni, P)

A -i clippedfs(P. end, p2))))

clippedfs(P, persist-end, point) H

(ho\dsos(begin, end, -iP)

A persist-end <o begin

A begin <q point)

clipped^ w(P. persist-end, point) H

(ho\dsow(begin, end, ->P)

A persist-end <o begin

A (begin <o point

V (ptrs'\stSfc(clip-end, ->?)

A -i clipped], $(-iP, clip-end, point))))

In our implementation we retain sound and complete

(not approximate) temporal relation inference. All of

the temporal propositions (observations) in the do

main theory hold strongly; the results of causal rules

whose antecedents (and, for projection rules, the trig

ger event) hold strongly also hold strongly; the re

sults of those whose antecedents hold weakly also hold

weakly.8

The fact that these definitions are interval-based

rather than point-based as in our semantics means

that the approximation always requires a single to

ken to span the whole query interval. Because of this,

holdsw will not succeed in some cases where it should,

according to the semantics we define in Section 2.3.

This makes an inference method which we have said

must be "complete" incomplete. Consider the follow

ing example.

Example 2: holdss is incomplete because it considers

only single tokens.

token (interval) definition for holds$i we do not believe

this (even weakly).

Our planned solution is to modify the definition of

holdsw (and holds*) to reason fully about overlapping

tokens. The will make both approximations—holdsw

and holdss—as accurate as possible, benefiting the in

ferential power of the system overall.

We now are prepared to characterise the incomplete

ness of holdss and the unsoundness of holdsw.

The definition of holdss relies on strong tokens (obser

vations), necessary temporal relations, and in the case

of persistence the absence of weak defeaters. holds* is

incomplete in two ways.

• It avoids combinatorics by looking for a single to

ken (or a single set of tokens) to span the query

interval for all possible worlds. It will fail in a case

where the interval is spanned by different tokens

(or sets) in different possible worlds.

• It relies, ultimately, on the over-achieving holdsw

to defeat the strong tokens' persistences.

The definition of holds* relies on weak tokens, possible

temporal relations, and in the case of persistence the

absence of strong defeaters. holdsw is unsound in two

ways.

• It avoids combinatorics by checking for a conjunc

tion of possibilities rather than a possible conjunc

tion. It succeeds sometimes when the conjuncts

are not mutually satisfiable.

• It relies, ultimately, on the under-achieving holdss

to defeat the weak tokens' persistences.

We note that making the strong inference component

of our system more incomplete probably doesn't make

inference as a whole less expensive. The weak compo

nent must be complete for the strong component to be

sound, and the (weak) results from weak causal infer

ence proliferate, creating more work. Also, less com

plete results from strong inference mean less defeaters

for weak inference, and more weak results. There prob

ably is a critical point at which weak defeaters over

whelm strong inference and make persistence practi

cally useless. The degree of proliferation of equally

plausible possible worlds is problem-dependent, and

we warn users about the sources of complexity in our

system, as well as doing as much as we can to limit

them.

tl t2

P covers the interval from tl to t2 in all possible

worlds, so holdso(tl, t2, P). However, with the single-

*A11 of the tokens in oar time map pictures hold strongly

unless otherwise indicated.
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Example 3: Unsoundness in holdsw can arise di

rectly from partially ordered timepoints, or indirectly

through projection.

distance(tl. t2, 3)

distance(t3, t4, S)

project(P, E, R)

tl

—«• P

ta

t3 t4

Rw

-iR

t5

P does not cover E in any possible world, so we do not

have holdso(t3, t4, P)—but the conjunction of possi

ble temporal relations in holdsw(t3, t4, P) is satisfied,

and it succeeds creating Rw, unsoundly. The source of

this problem is that while tl < t3 and t2 > t4 both

are possible, their conjunction is not.

This example also shows how the unsoundness of

holdsw contributes to the incompleteness of holdss

through weakly and unsoundly derived defeaters such

as Rw. We should have hold$o(t5, -iR), but ->R is

clipped weakly and unsoundly, and we are limited to

holdsw(t5, -iR).

Example 4: Contradictory tokens without any order

ing information result in unsound derivations.

projectfP, El, Rl)

project(-.P, El, R2)

project((Rl A R2), E2, R3)

P

• El

-.P

•-»- Rlw

9-*- R2W

• E2

When tl and t3 are ordered, we can then add the

constraint t2 < t3, and P no longer is believed weakly

after t2 or at t3, thus improving the approximation

of holdsw to holds<>.

Example 6: Unordered contradictory tokens where

one is necessarily true can be caught.

ti ta

-• -iP

t3

R3w

We can strengthen the definition of holdsw by mod

ifying it so that holdsw(t3, P) fails if holdss(t3, -iP)

succeeds.

5 AMBIGUITY RESULTING FROM

PERSISTENCE

The persistence assumption can be thought of as a

preference over the set of models (possible worlds)

satisfying a given domain theory: we prefer mod

els in which propositions persists as long as possible,

both backward and forward in time. When different,

equally plausible models exist for a given theory (none

of which is preferred over all the others) ambiguity re

sults. These ambiguities arise even in theories where

all temporal relations are precisely specified for every

point in the time map, as they are for all of the exam

ples in this section.

The ambiguities resulting from persistence that we dis

cuss in this section fall into three main categories.

• Ambiguity from mutually clipping propositions.

• Ambiguity from cycles of causal rules.

• Ambiguity from clipping overlap chaining an

tecedents on the basis of contradicted results.

Although P and -<P never are believed in the same

possible world, both are believed weakly covering El.

Both Rlw and R2W are derived soundly, but R3w is

derived unsoundly, because Rl and R2 actually never

occur in the same model.

Example 5: Pairwise contradictory tokens with some

ordering information can be caught.

distancen(tl, t3, 20)

5.1 AMBIGUITY FROM MUTUALLY

CLIPPING PROPOSITIONS

The simplest kind of ambiguity from persistence re

sults when two contradictory temporal propositions

persist in opposite directions, as discussed in Sec

tion 2.3. Besides the direct ambiguity over where the

persistences clip, as in Example 7 below, such ambi

guity also can result indirectly through the effects of

causal rules, as in Example 8.

tl t2

t3

-.P
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Example 7: Ambiguity from mutually clipping

propositions results in approximation.

ti ta

t3

In this example, P and -<P clip one another, somewhere

between tl and t2, but we cannot determine where.

In particular, we do not know which of them holds at

t3. We approximate the disjunction by saying that

both of them hold weakly.

Example 8: Incompleteness in holdss can arise from

opposing contradictory persistences.

project(P, E, R)

project(-iP, E, E)

P -.P

ti t2

R

t3

Our semantics says that the persistences for P and

->P clip at some point between tl and t2, but not

where. One of P or -iP covers E in all possible

worlds, so holdso(t3, R) is satisfied using the projec

tion rules. The strongest inference that TMM can make

is holdsw(t3, R).

5.2 AMBIGUITY FROM CYCLES OF

CAUSAL RULES

More complicated ambiguities arise when we consider

the interaction of persistence with causal rules involv

ing cycles, in which an eventual consequent under

mines one of the original antecedents. Only one of the

antecedent or the offending, contradictory consequent

holds in any possible world, but neither is preferred by

our semantics.

In the examples below we address this problem by in

troducing "weak clipping" for persistences undermin

ing causal rule antecedents. In projection, we weakly

clip the backward persistence of a token matching

a rule result that possibly would undermine the an

tecedent of another rule, at the point where it meets

the observation interval of a token that matches the

undermined rule's event. In overlap chaining, we clip

persistences as soon as they meet the observation inter

val of a token that matches any of the the undermined

rule's antecedents. In either case, until meeting one of

these weak clippers, the persistence holds strongly, if

it is not clipped by another token. We describe the ac

tion of this weak clipping approach, in which we again

use a weaker form of representation to approximate a

disjunction, for both kinds of causal reasoning in the

examples below. It is conservative and could be con

sidered rather heavy-handed, as we will discuss.

Example 9: Projection with backward persistence

can be ambiguous.

projectf-iR2, El, Rl)

project(-iRl, E2, R2)

El

E2

iR2

iRl

•-*- Rl (world 1

•-*• R2 (world 2

Each projection rule defeats the other's antecedent. In

possible world 1, -<R2 and Rl are believed; in possible

world 2, -iRl and R2 are believed. Our incremental

algorithm would fire strongly whichever rule it hap

pened to see first, making it unsound. Weak clipping

will ensure that both results are derived weakly. The

reason this is heavy-handed is that we have to clip the

contradictory persistences as soon as we see the trigger

event, whether the other antecedents are on the time

map or not, against the eventuality that they will be

asserted.

Example 10: A single projection rule, while not am

biguous, may have a difficult semantics to implement.

project(-iR, E, R)

-.R

E •-

tl

•-*■ R (impossible world)

The projection rule should never fire because the re

sult defeats the antecedent. Our semantics prefers a

world in which -iR persists back just until tl but not

to it. For the rule to fire there must be some, as yet

unknown, defeater for -iR that occurs after t2; we ac

knowledge an incompleteness in the domain theory.

Weak clipping will fire the rule weakly, which is un

sound, but that may be the best we can do.

In the examples involving overlap chaining below, we

represent the result propositions pictorially as lines

without endpoints: . (This is because they

are present on the time map only implicitly.)
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Example 11: Overlap chaining with persistence can

be ambiguous.

(P A Q) =>t -*

(MAI) =*t -*

Q

-• i

->P (world 1)

- -iM (world 2)

Each overlap chaining rule defeats one of the other's

antecedents. In possible world 1, -«P is believed and

P is clipped; in possible world 2, -iM is believed and

N is clipped. Weak clipping acts much as in Exam

ple 10, weakening persistence just before it one of the

antecedents. This is heavy-handed because we clip

contradictory persistences as soon as the antecedents

appears.

Example 12: Overlap chaining with just forward per

sistence can be ambiguous.

tl = t2

(P A Q) =>t -&

(M A I) =>t -iP

tl

t2

Q

i

-iP (world 1)

-iM (world 2)

This is like example 11 but shows that the problem

is not an isolated result of our introducing backward

persistence into/3-TMM.

Besides weak clipping, which introduces approxima

tion in a rather heavy-handed way, we can handle this

problem by detecting when a causal theory has cy

cles and try to prevent these kinds of ambiguities. We

do this by inspecting a directed acyclic graph (dag)

connecting rule antecedents to rule consequents. The

connections are made whenever antecedents unify with

consequents (rule chaining) or consequents' negations

(rule antecedent undermining). Whenever there exists

a cycle in the dag with at least one undermining con

nection, there is a potential for ambiguity. For this

potential to be realised, one of the antecedents of the

original rule must be satisfied using persistence, and

a contradictory consequent must intervene temporally

to defeat the original antecedent.

With this static rule analysis technique, we have iden

tified are two possible approaches to preventing this

kind of ambiguity.

• Reject rule sets that may result in it.

• Instead of rejecting rules, prohibit backward per

sistence for tokens that unify with undermining

results. (This algorithm currently is implemented

in /3-tmm.)

Either of these prevention approaches is sound, but

both limit functionality. Including the weak clipping

approach, all three overreact to prevent situations that

may never occur on the grounds that detecting these

specific situations is too expensive—we believe this

would require a non-incremental algorithm for firing

rules, which is impractical. All three approaches han

dle the ambiguous examples above.

5.3 AMBIGUITY FROM CLIPPING

OVERLAP CHAINING

ANTECEDENTS ON THE BASIS OF

CONTRADICTED RESULTS

We view overlap chaining as syntactic substitution.

We do not make overlap chaining results explicit as

time tokens on the time map, and they are present

only implicitly. We need to view overlap chaining

as syntactic substitution for the purpose of clipping

also. E.g., consider a rule (P A Q) =>t R- Since we

have clips(—iR, R), we also must have clips(-iR, (P A Q)).

That is, we need to clip belief in the conjunction (P A

q)-

When this conjunction holds strongly by strong persis

tence of both antecedents, we can use a weak clipping

approach similar to that described above for cycles of

causal rules. We apply weak clipping where the an

tecedents' persistence meets a contradictory observa

tion. Consider the following example.

Example 13: Clipping multiple strong overlap chain

ing antecedents on the basis of a contradictory obser

vation results in ambiguity.

(P A Q) =>t R

P

q

R

tl

-.R

t2

We clip both antecedents weakly beginning at tl,

avoiding a situation in which holdss(t2, (P A Q)) but

not holdss(t2, R). Nonetheless, we still do have

holdsw(t2, R); that is, clipping the antecedents effec

tively clips the result also.
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6 EXPLICITLY REPRESENTING

DISJUNCTION USING

CONTEXTS

Asserting temporal propositions weakly in the data

base as we do in our approximate decision procedure is

tenable when the temporal propositions are intended

to serve as a very conservative filter to limit beliefs

that are defeasible; it really is not valuable in itself for

deriving positive conclusions. Within the tmm system

we have applied this weak representation exclusively

to the results of causal reasoning, and we do not sug

gest that users attempt to manage explicit disjunctions

of temporal propositions in their problems by assert

ing each of the disjunct* as a separate weak token.

With our weak representation, all distinction among

alternatives that may be incompatible is lost, as all

individually valid contexts are combined into a single,

generally invalid context. Keeping compatible alter

natives separate requires a mechanism for managing

genuinely separate contexts.

We are contemplating a context management facility

for tmm, in which a context would be a transaction

stream recording a user's changes to the data base.

Users could branch from any point in a transaction

stream to create subcontexts, and we would maintain

these branching points to enable context-switching.

Switching between two such contexts might be expen

sive, though, because TMM might need to do a signif

icant amount of inference to account for the transac

tions executed since the contexts' most recent com

mon branching point. The responsibility for creating

and switching among these contexts rests in the hands

of users, who must be careful to avoid combinatorial

explosion of disjunctive alternatives in their problems

and unproductive context thrashing.

7 RELATED WORK

The generation and management of ambiguity in

causal and temporal reasoning has been investigated

in several domains, using various approaches, most ex

plicitly in recent work by Stein [Stein, 1990].

Recent theoretical work has characterised the com

plexity of reasoning with temporal algebras of various

degrees of expressivity. Vilain el a/. [Vilain et ol.,

1989] deal with Allen's interval algebra [Allen, 1983]

and two restrictions of it to point algebras, all of which

are non-metric. Dechter et ol. [Dechter et ol., 1991]

deal with a metric point algebra, with constraints over

both convex and non-convex intervals. Our graph of

points and constraints over convex intervals is concep

tually an instance of their "simple temporal problem"

(STP), for which inference about temporal relations

has worst-case cubic complexity. As Dechter et ol.

point out, the general version of this problem with con

straints over non-convex intervals (the "temporal con

straint satisfaction problem," or TCSP) is NP-hard.

This work does not address the issues that arise from

mapping propositions onto intervals of time in a tem

poral data base system, or persistence and causal rea

soning.

Since the introduction of TMM [Dean, 1986], other re

searchers have recognised the importance of reason

ing about time "from the side" in a temporal data

base management system, and have developed vari

ous other "time map managers" (generically speaking)

involving points or intervals, constraints, and partial

orders [Materne and Hertsberg, 1991, Ghallab, 1989,

Koomen, 1988, Muscettola, 1990, Drabble and Kirby,

1990]. The authors of mtmm [Materne and Hertsberg,

1991] seek to correct the confusion of persistence and

temporal uncertainty in q-tmm (mentioned in Exam

ple 1), but their solution is not as general as ours,

and their implementation was intended only as a pro

totype. TMM is set apart from all of these systems

by its stronger notion of persistence and its sound and

incomplete algorithm for temporal projection. This

orientation has given us our unique approach to man

aging disjunction.

Other authors [Nebel and Backstrom, 1992, Bylander,

1991] have referred to the work of Dean and Boddy

[Dean and Boddy, 1988] in discussing the complex

ity of various restricted classes of planning problems.

However, none of these researchers have directly ad

dressed the same problem or contributed to a solution

to the specific problem of causal reasoning with par

tially ordered events. To our knowledge, /3-TMM is

the first working implementation of sound polynomial

temporal reasoning with partially ordered events.

8 SUMMARY

In this paper, we have identified sources of disjunc

tion that must be considered in a temporal reasoning

system that handles partially ordered time points, for

ward and backward persistence, and two simple forms

of causal reasoning. These sources can be grouped

roughly into two classes: one corresponding to prob

lems arising from temporal uncertainty (partial or

ders); and the other arising from the nonmonotonic

persistence assumption. So far we have avoided a

third source of disjunction by restricting the expressive

power of the system—we do not permit the expression

of explicit disjunctive formulas in the domain theory.

We have demonstrated the application of a particu

lar approach to dealing with disjunction that uses a

weak representation that subsumes the set of disjuncts.

This weak representation has the advantage that it can

be computed efficiently, and the obvious disadvantage

that the system is now incomplete, though still sound.

This paper presents the first clear characterisation of

the sources of incompleteness in this approach, first
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introduced in [Dean and Boddy, 1988].

The techniques we have developed for managing dis

junction are crucial to our implementation of an ef

ficient temporal reasoning system. In particular, the

representation of a set of disjunctions by some sim

pler description of a larger set including those disjunc

tions is a powerful technique that has found repeated

use for handling disjunctions with a wide variety of

sources and characteristics. With a little care, the re

sulting system will retain the property of soundness,

which we regard as crucial to the implementation of a

practical system for temporal reasoning.
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Infinite Loops in Finite Time: Some Observations
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Abstract

Formulating physical theories using real-

valued space and time often raises the dif

ficult issue of clustered variation: states that

change their value infinitely often in a fi

nite interval, or infinite sequences of events

that occur in a finite interval. Some phys

ical theories permit nonsensical models un

less clustered variation is prohibited; others

force clustered variation to occur. This pa

per surveys a number of technical issues in

volved with clustered variation. We present

examples of theories where clustered varia

tion must be allowed and of theories where it

must be prohibited. We discuss the meaning

of plans containing infinite series of events.

We present constraints on real-valued fluents

and spatial fluents that guarantee discrete

variation of important associated states. We

discuss the dependence of this issue on the

choice of ontology.

1 INTRODUCTION

Viewed from a modern perspective, the great insight

in Zeno's paradoxes is that common sense is confused

about the infinite divisibility of space and time. On the

one hand, it seems absurd to suppose that two instants

or two points can be distinct and yet have no instant

or point between them. On the other hand, if space

and time are dense, then the arrow trying to reach its

goal or Achilles trying to catch up with the tortoise

must execute infinitely many movements, which does

not seem right either.

The mathematical problems here have been pretty well

settled since Zeno's time. For most purposes, it is

agreed, space and time can be modelled as 3t". Thus,

it is consistent to say both, "Achilles executes the ac

tion, 'Go to the current position of the tortoise' in

finitely many times," and "Achilles catches up to the

tortoise in finite time." This theory leads to para

doxes even stranger than Zeno's: the expression of

a discontinuous function as the infinite sum of con

tinuous functions; nowhere-differentiable continuous

curves; the Banach-Tarski paradox; and so on. Some

of these, such as Fourier series, are accommodated

within the language of physics; others, such as the

Banach-Tarski paradox, are considered mathematical

constructs without physical realization. The dividing

line between the two is generally left to the physical in

tuitions of the human understander. These intuitions

change over time, of course. A century ago, fractal

curves were mathematical monstrosities; today, they

are an important element of our descriptive language.

These problems arise anew in trying to characterize

commonsense domains for automated reasoners. A do

main theory that uses real-valued time must prescribe

which of the mathematically possible behaviors can,

in fact, occur. Particularly knotty problems are asso

ciated with clustered variation or chatter, a Boolean

fluent that change its truth-value infinitely often in a

finite time interval, or an infinite sequences of events

that occurs within a finite time interval. For example,

should a theory allow a light to be on during the in

terval t e [0, 1/2), off during t G [1/2,3/4), on during

t G [3/4,7/8), off during t € [7/8, 15/16) . . .? Should

it allow the execution of an infinite loop in which the

first iteration is executed in 1/2 second, the second in

1/4 second, the third in 1/8, and so on?

Some researchers (e.g. (Hayes 1985), (Fleck 1988),

(Kaufmann 1991)), noting that such clustering can nei

ther be perceived, due to the limited resolution of per

ception, nor actually occur, due to the quantization of

small-scale physics, have suggested that SJ" is a poor

model for space and time, and that another topology

should be found. However, the suggested alternatives

lead to constructs as peculiar as those encountered in

3?" (e.g. the definition of a "straight line" in (Kauf

mann 1991)) and there are basic physical phenomena,

such as rotation, that have not received any adequate

treatment in these theories. (Fleck's proposed topol

ogy may possibly be an exception, but it is not clear

how it can be used in physical theories.) Therefore,
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the suggestion of alternative topologies must be taken

at present as conjectural, I believe. The motivations

cited above are not promising leads toward better the

ories of space and time. Limited perceptual resolution

is better treated as an aspect of perception than as

an inherent feature of space and time (Davis 1989a).

The quantum theory is very far from a commonsense

understanding.

Alternatively, we could use real-valued space and time,

but impose a regularity condition. One such condition

was formulated (by me) as axiom 9 of (McDermott

1982). A Boolean fluent varies discretely if it never

has clustered variation; that is, if it changes its value

only finitely many times in any bounded time interval.

The "axiom of discrete variation" posits that every

Boolean fluent varies discretely.1

"The method of 'postulating' what we want has many

advantages; they are the same as the advantages of

theft over honest toil." (Russell 1919). Imposing the

axiom of discrete variation creates two serious difficul

ties. First, the axiom of discrete variation can only

hold if restrictions are placed on the the language of

states, the behavior of real-valued fluents, and the

shapes, motions, and placements of objects. For ex

ample, "the temperature of the tea being a rational

number" must be excluded as a possible state. The

function x(t) = ts\n(l/t) must be excluded as a possi

ble behavior, if the condition x(t) > 0 is to be allowed

as a fluent. This issue was discussed in (McDermott

1982), but not in depth.

The second difficulty is that a number of physical the

ories actually predict the occurrence of clustered vari

ation. These theories are idealizations, but they are

reasonable and useful idealizations, which can only be

avoided at substantial cost. The best known of these

(discussed in (Fleck 1988)) is the bouncing ball (Fig

ure 1). The simplest model of a ball bouncing on the

ground is that the ball is a rigid object, and that at

each bounce, the ball bounces up with a speed that

is a fixed fraction /j of the speed with which it hit.

Since the time between bounces is proportional to the

speed leaving the ground, it follows that the time be

tween bounces decreases in a geometric series, and that

therefore the ball attains perfect rest in a finite time,

having carried out infinitely many bounces. (Note that

this is different from a standard damped harmonic os

cillator, in which the frequency is constant, and the

system therefore in principle never reaches a state of

absolute rest.) Admittedly, this is an idealization; with

an actual ball, beyond a certain point, the system will

be dominated by the internal vibrations of the ball,

which have a fixed frequency. However, to take this

into account would require modelling the ball as an

elastic object, which greatly complicates reasoning.

Height

 

Time

*A similar but weaker rule was proposed in (Hamblin

1971). (Gallon 1987) discusses some philosophical treat

ments of clustered variation.

Figure 1: Bouncing Ball

This scenario, though peculiar, does not constitute an

inconsistency in the Newtonian theory of rigid solid

objects. The position and the velocity of the bouncing

ball approach a unique limit as the bounces go to zero,

so its state after the infinite series of bounces is well-

defined and easily categorized axiomatically.

One might propose that a reasoning system should

treat the ball as rigid except at times where it is pre

dicts clustered variation, where it should use a more re

alistic model. The problem is that in a general reason

ing system, the prediction of clustered variation may

be subtly hidden. Consider, for example, the following

problem: Given that a ball is at rest on a surface at

time t, is it possible that the ball was bouncing any

time before tl One can easily imagine (or build) a pro

gram that constructs the following chain of reasoning:

Suppose that the ball was bouncing before

t. Consider the last bounce B. If the ball

attained height x on B, then it would have

hit table with velocity v = y/2gx. But then

it would have bounced up again with velocity

fiv, which contradicts the assumption that B

was the last bounce. Therefore, the ball has

always been at rest on the table.

Note that the conclusion is not obviously absurd; there

is nothing that would force the withdrawal of a default

assumption, for example. Note also that the assump

tion of discrete variation is "hidden" in the assumption

that if the ball bounced, then there was a last bounce.

Neither the program nor its creator need ever do any

thinking about infinite sequences of events. Put the

point another way: a qualitative simulator, addressing

this system, would generate an envisionment graph in

which there was no transition from a bouncing state to

a rest state (Figure 2). Though the graph is correct, it

does not justify the conclusion that a ball that is now

bouncing will never be at rest, or that a ball that is

now at rest was never bouncing.

Thus, it was overkill to apply the axiom of discrete

variation to all fluents. A more reasonable approach

is to define "discrete variation" as an interesting prop

erty, and then to posit that specific key fluents have

this property. The problem, then, is to determine

which fluents can and should be so constrained.
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For several years, I have worked on formal characteri

zations of physical theories using real-valued space and

time. In each domain, the issue of clustered variation

has arisen in new ways and created new, peculiar prob

lems. In my experience, there are no general-purpose

regularity conditions that can be imposed on all the

ories of this kind. Rather, the issue must be thought

through separately for each theory, and for each fluent

in the theory. The regularity conditions to be imposed

depend on the range of physical phenomena consid

ered; the idealizations adopted; the kinds of fluents

considered as first-class entities; and the treatment of

other issues of space and time.

Accordingly, this paper does not attempt a general dis

cussion of clustered variation. Rather, it addresses a

number of technical issues that arise. Section 2 dis

cusses why clustered variation should sometimes be

prohibited. Section 3 presents further examples of nat

ural theories that generate clustered variation. Sec

tion 4 discusses infinite sequences of events. Section 5

presents conditions on the types of states, real-valued

fluents, shapes, and motions that are sufficient to guar

antee discrete variation. Section 6 discusses how the

necessity or impact of requiring discrete variation may

differ depending on how the world is carved up into

entities. Because of space limitations, some proofs are

omitted; they are found in (Davis 1991b).

2 WHY EXCLUDE CLUSTERED

VARIATION?

In (McDermott 1982) the axiom of discrete variation

is motivated by the following example. Suppose we

wish to prove the following theorem: "If day is always

followed by night, and night is always followed by day,

and it is now day, then it will always be either day

or night." This theorem cannot be proved because it

is not logically necessary. The following scenario is

consistent: Day from t=0 to t=l/2; then night from

t=l/2 to t=3/4; then day until t=7/8; then night until

t=15/16 . . .and, starting at t=l, a state that was nei

ther day nor night. In such a case, day would always

be followed by night and night by day, but eventually

it would be neither day nor night. (Compare, "If each

bounce of the ball is followed by another bounce, then

the ball will always be bouncing," which may be false.)

However, the proof goes through if we posit that "day"

and "night" vary discretely.

A sceptic, however, could claim that this is a weak ar

gument for requiring discrete variation. Suppose that

the conclusion, "It is always day or night" does not

follow from the premise "Day is followed by night and

night by day," what harm is there in that gap? Why

should one want to perform such an inference at all?

After all, the statement "It is always day or night," is

as reasonable an axiom, with as much direct evidence,

as "Day is followed by night, and night by day."

We therefore modify the example. Consider a finite

state system with four states numbered 0, 1,2, 3; an

action A, which adds 2 to the state, mod 4; and an

action B, which adds 1 to the state, mod 4 (Figure 3).

Now, given that the system is in state 0 in situation

SI and that only action A occurs between SI and S2,

infer that at S2 the system in an even-numbered state.

This may be a useful thing to infer. For example, ifyou

are playing a game against an opponent and you wish

to keep the game state out of odd-numbered states, it

is useful to know that you can do this indefinitely, as

long as you can prevent the occurrence of any actions

other than A. Another example: if the states are nodes

in an envisionment graph from a qualitative physical

reasoner, such as QP (Forbus 1985), then the usual

interpretation of the graph includes the inference that

the system will always be in a state that can be reached

on a path through the graph.

The problem is that the result does not follow, if clus

tered variation is possible. It is consistent with the

theory that, if action A occurs once over the first half

of the interval, and then a second time over the next

quarter, and a third time over the next eighth . . . then
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at time S2, after infinitely many iterations of A, the

system should be in either state 1 or state 3. And this

is not due to a gap in the logic; this really can happen

in systems where clustered variation is possible, such

as the bouncing ball. Any single transition "collision

with the ground" preserves the state "ball is moving"

but the infinite sequence of these transitions does not.2

Clearly, we cannot impose an axiom of the form "The

system must be in an even-numbered state," analogous

to the axiom "It is always day or night," the system is

allowed to be in odd-numbered states at times before

SI or after S2. One approach would be to add a frame

axiom, "The system cannot change from the parity of

the state between SI and S2 unless an action of type

B occurs." But such an approach could easily lead to

a horrific version of the frame problem. One can eas

ily construct networks in which each different subset

of actions generates a different partitioning of the net

work into strongly connected components. In such a

network, one would need a different frame axioms for

each such set of actions; 2* — 1 axioms for k different

actions. Since all these axioms are computable from

the network description, this is preposterously ineffi

cient. The only reasonable approach, therefore, is to

demand that the states of the network vary discretely,

in which case the conclusion follows directly.

A second example: Suppose we posit the following ax

ioms:

• Given that window W is in good repair in sit

uation 51, it will be broken in situation 52 if

and only if some object has hit it in the interval

(51,52].

• Object O is responsible for breaking window W if

and only if there is a situation 5 such that W is

in good repair up to 5 and O hits W in 5.

We would like to infer the rule that, if W goes from

being in good repair to being broken, then some object

is responsible for breaking it. Again, this is not a valid

inference. Consider the scenario where the window is

hit by some object at time t = 1; before that, it had

been hit at time t = 1/2; before that, at time t = 1/4

. . . Then certainly the window is broken at any time

t > 0. However, since each hit occurs after it is already

broken, no object is responsible for breaking it.

3 OTHER EXAMPLES OF

CLUSTERED VARIATION

Within reasonable theories of mundane physical do

mains, I have found three types of examples of clus

tered variation: bouncing rigid solid objects, idealized

 

Figure 4: Ball in Funnel

reflected light, and oscillators with a varying control

parameter.

Bouncing: Our original example above of clustered

variation was a ball bouncing to heights that reduce in

geometric progression. Other more complex examples

can be contrived: (1) The restoring force need not be

gravity; a ball bouncing off a surface, and returned by

an electric field or a spring will (in principle) behave

the same way. (2) A ball falling through a smoothly

curved funnel whose mouth is just as large as the ball

and has a vertical tangent will have infinitely many

bounces (Figure 4). (3) Consider a scenario where

a large block of mass M is moving towards a fixed

wall, and a small ball of mass m is bouncing between

them with a coefficient of restitution ft. Suppose that,

initially, the velocity of the block is i; and the velocity

of the ball is u (Figure 5). Let \i, m, and u be small

as compared to M and t>; specifically, let the following

two inequalities be satisfied

(1 - /i)2 > 4/im/M

2This inference may also fail in envisionment graphs

derived from theories with quantities of infinitely different

orders of magnitude. (Davis 1989b, p. 429)

u ~ 2fi

Then the ball will bounce between the wall and the

block infinitely often as the block converges in a finite

time to a distance from the wall exactly equal to the

diameter of the ball. The proofs of (2) and (3) are

given in (Davis 1991b).

Reflected light: Consider a rectangular box of di

mensions p x q whose internal sides are mirrors. A ray

of light is released from one corner of the box with an

gle 0. The coordinate c* where the ray hits the left wall

for the Jfcth time can thus be calculated as follows: Let

/t = 2ibptan 0. If \lk/q\ is odd, then ct = —/* mod 2q;

else ct = h mod 2q. However, if ptan B/q is irrational,

then no two values c, and Cj are equal; hence the points

ct are densely scattered along the line. (Figure 6)

If we modify the model to use a beam of limited width

and uniform intensity and imperfect mirrors that re

duce intensity by a fixed fraction, then the whole inter

nal surface will be lit up after finitely many reflections;
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Figure 6: Reflected ray of light

however, the intensity of illumination will be a fractal

function of position.

This clustered variation is spatial rather than tempo

ral, but, as we shall see further in section 5.3, the two

are closely related. If an object O is moving along the

side of the box, then the state "The front point of O

is illuminated" in the first case, or the state "The to

tal illumination of O is greater then K" in the second

case, may have clustered variation. The idealization

breaks down, of course, when we consider the finite

wavelength of light, the quantum nature of light in

tensity, or the finite speed of light, but in ordinary

applications, it is convenient to idealize away all of

these.

Variable frequency oscillation: Most physical os

cillators behave, at least around their equilibrium

point, like damped harmonic oscillators; that is, they

oscillate with fixed period, and exponentially decreas

ing amplitude. Such a system does not exhibit clus

tered variation, since its zero-crossings are evenly

spaced; in principle, it will cross zero infinitely many

times, but only over infinite time. However, if the pe

riod depends on an external parameter, and can be

made to go to zero by adjusting the parameter, then

clustered variation may be achievable. For example,

if you run your finger along a vibrating violin string,

then the frequency is inversely proportional to the dis

tance from the contact point to the bridge. In princi

ple, if you move your finger toward the bridge in such

a way that the distance from your finger to the bridge

is proportional to (/0 — t)4, then the string crosses the

center infinitely often. Note that the specified value of

the exogenous parameter here — the position of the

finger — is perfectly well-behaved mathematically.

Note that any single point on the string crosses the

center only finitely many times. Thus, the motion of

each single point generates only discrete variation; it

is the motion of the string as a whole that generates

clustered variation. (See section 6 for further discus

sion.) However, if two fingers are moved together on

the string, then the point at the meeting point crosses

the center infinitely often.

4 INFINITE SEQUENCES OF

EVENTS

In this section, we consider the analogue of clustered

variation for events and actions; should it be consid

ered possible for infinitely many events to occur with

out overlapping during a finite interval?

Certainly, if we admit event types such as uO moves

from PI to P2," or "O moves distance X in direction

D," then Zeno's paradoxes show that the occurrence

of infinite sequences of events is unavoidable. The mo

tion of the arrow from 0 to 1 entails the occurrence

of the infinite sequence, "Arrow moves from 0 to 1/2;

arrow moves from 1/2 to 3/4; ..." Though this looks

odd, it is actually not problematic; it is just a clumsy

way of speaking about a simple reality. As an analogy,

we may observe that, if the sequence of discrete events

"< A; B\ C\ D; E >" occurs then concurrent with oc

currence of event C are the occurrences of events such

as "< B;C >," "< C;D >", «< A;B;C >" ...The

fact that nine such events are occurring simultaneously

is not a problem, just a clumsy description.

The real problems begin when we switch from de

scriptive to imperative mode, and talk about plans

rather than event descriptions. Do we want to say

that Achilles can carry out the plan,

procedure PI

while (place(me) ^ 1)

move-to((l + place(me))/2)

starting at place=0 by running forward to 1? If so,

what about the plans

procedure P2

begin D := 1;

while (true) begin D := D/2;

goJbrward(D) end end

procedure P3(D)

begin go_forward(£>/2); P3(D/2) end

procedure P4(D)

begin P4(D/3); go_forward(L>/3); P4(D/3) end
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("move_to(A")" and "go-forward(D)" are taken to be

primitive calls to the effectors.)

Obviously, a plan interpreter implemented along the

lines of a conventional programming language inter

preter will bomb with each of these; they will either

go into an infinite loop that takes infinite time, blow

the stack, or run into underflow. However, if plans are

viewed as descriptions of actions to be reasoned about

rather than as programs to be blindly executed, then

it can be argued that these plans should be admitted

just as we admitted the event descriptions discussed

above.

In fact, there are natural definitions of the semantics of

planning languages that admits these plans as correct.

For example, most semantics for plans with condition

als and loops (e.g. (McDermott 1982) (Manna and

Waldinger 1986)) assume that the test is evaluated in

stantaneously, and that the body of the conditional

begins simultaneously with the conditional. If so, and

we idealize real arithmetic as perfect, then PI is valid.

P2 can be made valid if (a) the termination condition

on a while loop is interpreted as the condition under

which another iteration takes place, rather than a con

dition that must be false when the loop exits; and (b)

the time required for assignment statements is allowed

to become arbitrarily small. The recursive procedures

P3 and P4 are valid if a suitable minimal fixed-point

definition of recursion is used. (In effect, one defines

the execution of any infinitely deep calling sequence as

completed instantaneously.)

Why should we care what the semantics does, given

that no plan interpreter can execute these plans, and

no planner will ever come up with them? Actually,

these assumptions may not be true. At the interpre

tive side, it is not hard to imagine a plan optimizer

that could recognize one or another of these forms and

compile it into the instruction to move forward the

whole distance. (Compare "tail-recursion" optimiza

tion, which allows an infinite loop to be written re

cursively, without blowing the stack.) At the planning

side, it is not as obvious as it looks at first glance that

no planner will ever come up with these. If you apply

a GPS-like strategy to Achilles' problem of overtaking

the tortoise then the infinite loop

while (place(me) ^ place( tortoise))

move-to(place(tortoise))

is exactly what you generate. In fact, if the motion

of the tortoise is not known in advance and cannot be

extrapolated, all plans for overtaking the tortoise will

involve something like this. Achilles can overtake a

slowly moving butterfly, but he must make finer and

finer adjustments as he gets closer and closer. (His mo

tion will not, in general, observe the condition of piece-

wise analyticity discussed in section 5.) Of course, this

is only a truly infinite loop if one assumes infinitely

precise perception and motion, but these are natural

high-level idealizations of robotic behavior.

5 CONDITIONS ON FLUENTS

In this section, we consider how requiring discrete vari

ation affects the range of states and fluents that can be

considered. We consider fluents onto finite ranges (sec

tion 5.1) real-valued fluents (5.2); and spatial fluents

(5.3). We also show that guaranteeing discrete vari

ation also often involves restricting the local area, or

the universe as a whole, to contain only finitely many

objects. The primary significance of these results is

to provide safety conditions for exogenous parameters

in physical theories. If it is necessary to require the

endogenous parameters of a system to vary discretely,

then the exogenous parameters must be constrained so

that this requirement can be fulfilled.

To begin with, we present two equivalent formal defi

nitions of discrete variation.

Definition 1: A non-empty subset / of the real line

is an interval iff it satisfies the following condition:

if X € /, Y € /, and X < Z < Y then Z € I.

This includes open, closed, half-open, and single-point

intervals, bounded or unbounded.

Definition 2: An interval / is a zone of Boolean fluent

A if A has the same truth value throughout /. / is a

maximal zone of A if / is a zone of A and no interval

proper containing / is a zone of A.

Definition 3.A: A Boolean fluent A has discrete vari

ation if any bounded interval / contains only finitely

many maximal zones.

The above definition intuitively corresponds to the de

sired meaning of clustered variation. However, it uses

a high-order expression, posed in terms of the cardi

nality of a set of intervals, each interval being a set

of situations. This may make it difficult for the hu

man reasoner to use, and even more difficult for the

automated reasoner.

An alternative equivalent definition, expressible purely

in terms of situations,can be formulated:

Definition 3.B: Fluent A has discrete variation if,

for each situation S, A has a constant truth value

throughout some open interval (51, 5) ending in S and

a constant truth value throughout some open interval

(5, S2) starting in 5. Note that the condition "A has

a constant truth value throughout (SP, SQ)n can be

expressed purely in terms of situations.

constant^, SP, SQ) O

[SP < SQ A

Psx.sY SP < SX < SY < SQ =>

[holds(SA-,,4) «• holds(SY, A)]]].

discrete(A) *>
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[Vs3si,s2 constant(j4,Sl,S) A

constant(i4,5,52)]

Definition 3.B uses the same construction as axiom

9 of (McDermott 1982). The proof that these two

definitions are equivalent is given in (Davis 1991b).

(The following point has created some confusion: The

Skolem-Lowenheim theorem implies that "finiteness"

is not axiomatizable in a first-order theory. How, then,

can definition 3.B, a purely first-order statement, be

equivalent to 3.A, a finiteness condition? The answer

is that two are equivalent in the standard model of the

reals. The first-order axiomatization of the reals also

admits non-standard models; in these, 3.B is equiva

lent to the condition that A has a hyperfinite number

of maximal zones in any bounded interval.)

The following useful fact governing Boolean combina

tions of states is easily shown:

Theorem 4: If Al . . . Ak each has discrete variation,

then any Boolean combination of them also has dis

crete variation.

5.1 FLUENTS WITH FINITE RANGE

Let F be a fluent with a finite range D. The state

F(t) = c varies discretely for every constant c € D if

and only if F changes values only finitely many times

in each finite interval.

Let Fl . . .Fk be fluents with finite range and discrete

variation; let O be a k-place function, and let P be a k-

place relation. Then the fluent X(t)0(Fl(t) . . .Fk{t))

and the state \(t) P(Fl(t) . . .Fk(t)) vary discretely.

Recursively, any fluent or state define as a ground term

over Fl . . . Fk varies discretely.

5.2 REAL-VALUED FLUENTS

Real-valued fluents are trickier. The requirement that

F(t) change its value only finitely many times in a fi

nite interval is much too strong; it would rule out any

function that changed continuously, such as the iden

tity function F(t) = t. On the other hand, the require

ment that the state F(t) = c have discrete variation

for each constant c is much too weak. The function

F(t) =
{'-<

if t is rational

if t is irrational

has discrete variation for each state F(t) = c, but has

clustered variation for states F(t) > c.

We can rule out such anomalies by requiring that both

states F(t) = c, and F(t) > c have discrete variation.

But even this stronger condition does not allow us to

do everything we want to. For example, the function

F(t) = t and G(t) = t + *3sin(l/t) both satisfy this

condition. (Note that G(t) is monotonically increas

ing in a neighborhood of t = 0.) However, the state

G(t) > F(t) has clustered variation in the neighbor

hood of t = 0. We would like to be able to perform

basic operations on our fluents without worrying about

getting into trouble.

Luckily, there is a helpful theorem about power series.

First, two definitions:

Definition 5: A function /(x) on the reals is analytic

at point x0 if

i. /(x) is continuous and infinitely differentiable at

ii. The Taylor series

/(x0) + (x - *0)/'(*o) + %(* - *o)2/"(*o) + ■ ■ ■

converges to /(x) for all x in some neighborhood

of Xo-

(Contrary to an error in (McDermott 1982), condition

(i) alone does not guarantee discrete variation.)

Definition 6: A function / is analytic over an interval

7 if / is analytic at every point x G /.

The following theorems are well known:

Theorem 7: If / is analytic at xo, then the states

/(x) = c and /(x) > c vary discretely in a neighbor

hood of Xo.

Theorem 8: If / and g are analytic, then the func

tions f+g, f—g, fg and f(g(x)) are all analytic. The

integral and derivative of / are analytic. The quotient

f(x)/g(x) is analytic except for x where g{x) = 0. The

power fa(x) is analytic for all x if a is a non-negative

integer, and analytic for all x where /(x) > 0 for all

other a.

Remark: A lot ofgood functions are analytic for all x,

including polynomials, exponentials, sine and cosine,

and so on. The logarithm is analytic for all positive

x. Most real-valued functions that come up in practice

are analytic for almost all x.

One type of closure that cannot be achieved is closure

under solving differential equations. There are differ

ential equations that appear reasonable, but whose so

lutions include functions with clustered variations. An

example is the initial-value system.

y + y2 = 0.

x + y4x = 0.

y(-l/*) = -*; *(-l/>) = 0; x(-l/>) = -».

For r < 0, this has the solution y(t) = 1//; x(t) =

<sin(l/0-

The class of analytic functions, though large, is not ad

equate for AI applications, which model discontinuous

change. Often, the behavior of a fluent will change

suddenly as the result of a discrete event such as a

switch flipping, a collision of solid objects, a liquid
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P(I1)=F1; P(I2)=F3; P(I3)=F2.

The splice s(x) is marked by hatching

Figure 7: Splicing functions

reaching boiling point, and so on. If we posit that

such events occur only at discrete times, then we can

widen the class of functions to include the correspond

ing fluents as follows:

Definition 9: Let ? = {f\ , /2 . . .} be a collection

(finite or infinite) of real-valued functions. Let P(x)

be a function from the real line to T. Assume that the

state P(x) = /, varies discretely, for each /,-. We then

define the splice of P as the function s(x) = (P(x))(x)

(Figure 7)

Note that P may range over infinitely many different

fi, as long as it changes discretely.

Definition 10: A function s(x) is piecewise analytic

if there exists a collection T and a function P(x) such

that

i. P satisfies the conditions of definition 9 above.

ii. s(x) is the splice of P.

iii. Each /,- in the image of P is analytic over an open

set that contains the closure of P_1(/,).

Note: In condition (iii) above, /,• must be analytic over

the closure of P-1(/,), not just over F-1(/,). For

example, the function f(x) = xsin(l/x) is analytic

over (0, oo), but not at 0. Hence, the function defined

to be 0 for all x < 0 and xsin(l/x) for all x > 0 is not

considered piecewise analytic.

We then have the following theorems:

Theorem 11: If / is piecewise analytic, then the

states f(x) = c and f(x) > c vary discretely.

Definition 12: Function f(x) is near 0 at xq if either

/(i0) = 0, or if the limit of /(x) is 0 as x approaches

xq either from below or from above.

Theorem 13: Let /(x) and g(x) be piecewise an

alytic functions. Then / + g, f - g, f • g, f(g(x)),

max(/(i),ff(i)), min(/(x), g{x)), and the integral of/

are piecewise analytic. The derivative of/ is piecewise

analytic, assuming that the derivative is assigned an

arbitrary value at points where / is not differentiate.

g/f is is piecewise analytic as long as / is nowhere

near 0. fa is analytic as long as / is always positive

and nowhere near 0.

The proofs are immediate from theorems 7 and 8, to

gether with definitions 9 and 10.

There are some functions that might be useful that

are still not included in this definition, including di

vergent functions, like l/x or sec(x), and fractional

powers, such as y/x. If we need these, we can define

richer classes of functions. For example, these three

functions are included in the class of piecewise Dirich-

let functions. (See (Davis 1991b) for the definition of

this class.) This class has the following properties:

• If /(x) is piecewise Dirichlet then the states

/(x) = c and /(x) > c vary discretely.

• All piecewise analytic functions are piecewise

Dirichlet.

• Let f(x) and g(x) be piecewise Dirichlet func

tions. Then / + g, / - g, f ■ g, max(f(x),g(x)),

and min(f(x),g(x)), are piecewise Dirichlet. The

derivative of / is piecewise Dirichlet, assuming

that the derivative is assigned an arbitrary value

at points where / is not differentiable. g/f is

piecewise Dirichlet as long as / is nowhere equal

to zero, f is piecewise Dirichlet as long as / is al

ways positive. (Note that, unlike theorem 12, for

division and exponentiation / is allowed to con

verge to zero as long as it does not attain zero.)

However, the Dirichlet functions are not closed under

integration or composition.

By theorem 4, if the states f(x) = c and f(x) > c

vary discretely, then any finite Boolean combination

of these also varies discretely. But a finite Boolean

combination of inequalities is just a finite union of in

tervals. Thus, if 5 is the union of finitely many inter

vals, then the state f(x) G S varies discretely if f(x)

is piecewise analytic or piecewise Dirichlet.

What about more general states involving the value of

/(x)? Clearly, if a state P{y) has clustered variation

as a function of y, then it would be unreasonable to

expect P(f(t)) to vary discretely as a function of <;

even such a well-behaved function as f(t) = t, would

violate that condition. For example, we cannot ex

pect the state, "/(<) is a rational number" to vary

discretely. However, it is easily shown that any set of

real numbers that does not have clustered variation is

the union of a discretely varying collection of intervals.

We have already taken care of the case of a finite col

lection of intervals; the only remaining case, therefore,

is an infinite collection of discretely varying intervals,

such as "/(i) is an integer," or "sin(/(r)) > 0."

Let / be the union of infinitely many intervals with

discrete variation, and let f(x) be a function such

that f(x) > c varies discretely for each c. If /(x) is
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bounded over every bounded interval, then the state

f(x) G I varies discretely. (Note: a piecewise ana

lytic function must satisfy this condition; a piecewise

Dirichlet function need not.) If f(x) diverges for finite

x, then, in general, the state f(x) € I does not vary

discretely. Thus, a state such as "/(<) is an integer"

or usin(f(t)) > 0" has discrete variation for functions

such as f(t) = t or /(<) = e\ but not for /(i) = l/t.

We run into problems, though, if we have two scales,

one of which is the reciprocal of the other. In that case,

an infinite sequence of discrete intervals in the one cor

responds to a cluster point in the other. For example,

consider the relation on tones, "This tone is a C." If

we consider the series of higher and higher C-tones in

octaves, the frequencies form a discrete series of num

bers, but the wavelengths are clustered around zero; if

we consider lower and lower C-tones, the wavelengths

are discrete but the frequencies are clustered around

zero. (Going up an octave doubles the frequency and

halves the wavelength.)

It is true that both are discretely spaced on a loga

rithmic scale. However, a logarithmic scale can only

be used if zero and negative values are guaranteed to

be meaningless. We can get away with this if we are

using the scale only for wavelengths, but not if we wish

to use the same scale for non-positive quantities of the

same dimensionality, such as distances or coordinates,

Of course, whether the state Q(/(i)) has discrete or

clustered variation over time does not depend on of

the scale used to measure the range space of /. (For

example, whether the state "The string is vibrating

at the tone of C" varies discretely over a time period

is a physical fact, which does not depend on whether

we define C in terms of frequency or wavelength.) The

point is that it is not sufficient to require that the real-

valued fluents be well-behaved; it is also necessary to

show that the significant states in their range spaces

vary discretely; and this latter assumption is not one

that can be made universally.

5.3 SPATIAL FLUENTS

Reasoning about shape and motion raises problems

that are analogous to those of real-valued fluents, but

in a more complex setting. We wish to guarantee that

the times in which a moving point object are inside a

specific region vary discretely; that the times in which

two moving regions overlap, or abut, or are within a

given distance of one another vary discretely; and so

on. Ensuring these conditions requires restricting both

possible shapes and possible motions.

As in the one-dimensional case, we wish both to in

clude both a wide range of possible shapes and mo

tions, and to attain useful closure conditions. How

ever, I have not been able to prove discrete variation,

even over the set of shapes and motions generated by

simple kinematic theories, if one wants to include such

operations as the region "swept out" by moving region

R along motion M. The best results that I have been

able to prove are given below.

Definition 14: A region is a subset of 3t* . Thus, the

set of all /t-dimensional regions is V(9tk), where V is

the power-set operator.

Definition 15: An algebraic constraint is a constraint

of the form /(i) > 0 or /(x) > 0 where / is an alge

braic (multinomial) function. A semi-algebraic region

is the solution space of a finite Boolean combination

of algebraic constraints.

Theorem 16: Let R be a semi-algebraic region, and

let x(<) be a piecewise analytic function of time. Then

the Boolean fluent x(t) G R varies discretely.

Proof: Let R be defined by the Boolean combination

of the functions f\,h-..fk- The functions /i (x(0) are

piecewise analytic functions in t; hence each constraint

fi(xit)) > 0 varies discretely, by theorem 11. Hence,

by theorem 4, the Boolean combinations of these states

also varies discretely.□

Definition 17: The algebraic language of points and

k-dimensional regions is the first order language over

5?UP(3J*) containing the non-logical primitives '0',

T, 'plushy)', 'times(*,Y)', 'greater^, Y)', and

'in(Xi ...X*,R)'. This last primitive is a predicate

stating that the point with coordinates X\ . . . Xk is an

element of region R. The other symbols are defined for

real-valued arguments and have their usual meaning.

Definition 18: An algebraic property of regions

Rl • • ■ Rm is a formula in the algebraic language of

points and k-dimensional regions with open variables

RX ...Rk.

Examples:

i. The property "The minimum distance from R to

S is at least D," is algebraic, since it can be writ

ten (in two dimensions) as

^<w,Ar>eR ^<v,z>eS

(W - Y) ■ (W - Y) + (X - Z) ■ (X - Z) > D ■ D

(The subtractions above can easily be expressed

in terms of plus.)

ii. The property "The volume of R is greater than

3," is not algebraic. The definition of volume in

volves an integral, which is not an algebraic oper

ation.

Theorem 19: Consider a finite collection of objects

moving rigidly through space. If the shapes of the ob

jects are semi-algebraic, and the motions are piecewise

analytic, then any state corresponding to an algebraic

property of the regions they occupy varies discretely.

Theorem 19 is proven by combining theorem 16 above

with the classic result of Tarski (1951) that any alge

braic property is equivalent to a collection of algebraic
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constraints. Details are given in (Davis 1991b).

Definition 20: An analytic constraint is a constraint

of the form f(x) > 0 or f(x) > 0 where / is an analytic

function. A semi-analytic region is the solution space

of a finite Boolean combination of analytic constraints.

Theorem 21: Let R be a semi-analytic region, and

let x(t) be a piecewise analytic function of time. Then

the Boolean fluent x(t) G R. varies discretely.

Proof: Identical to proof of theorem 16.

Conjecture 22: Consider two objects that are mov

ing rigidly through space. If the shapes of the objects

are bounded and semi-analytic and the motions are

piecewise analytic, then any state corresponding to an

algebraic property of the regions they occupy varies

discretely.

Another issue concerns real-valued functions defined

over space, such as temperature or pressure. We would

like to guarantee that the values of such functions en

countered by an object moving through space are well-

behaved. We can achieve this with a generalization of

the notion of a piecewise analytic function:

Definition 23: Let s(x) and /i(x), h{x) ... be func

tions from St* to St. Let P be a function mapping each

of the functions fi to a region in St* such that

a. P is disjoint and exhaustive. That is, for each

x € St there is exactly one /* such that x G P(fi).

b. For all i, P(/j) is a semi-analytic region of St*.

c. Any bounded S C St* interesects P(fi) for only

finitely many i.

d. /,- is analytic over an open set that includes the

closure of P(fi).

e. For ieP(fi), «(*) = /<(*).

Then s(x) is said to be piecewise analytic.

Theorem 24: Let x(t) be a piecewise analytic func

tion from time to Rk , and let s(x) be a piecewise ana

lytic function from St* to St. Then s(x(t)) is a piecewise

analytic function of time.

Proof: Immediate from the definition and theorem

21.D

5.4 FINITELY MANY OBJECTS

If the universe contains infinitely many objects, then

states of the form "There exists an object with prop

erty P" may have clustered variation even if each in

dividual object is well-behaved. For example, suppose

there is an infinite collection of light bulbs, and bulb

#1 is on from t = 0 to t = 1/2, bulb #2 is on from

t = 3/4 to t = 7/8; bulb #3 is on from t = 15/16

to t = 31/32 and so on. Then the state "Some light

bulb is on" has clustered variation, even though each

individual light bulb is well-behaved.

Often, states of physical significance depend only on

objects that are in some bounded region. In that case,

it suffices to demand that there are only finitely many

objects in any bounded region of space-time. Suppose,

modifying the above example, we have a rule that a

room is illuminated just if it contains a lighted light

bulb. In that case, the state "The room is illuminated"

can be guaranteed to vary discretely by positing that

the state "Light bulb N is on" varies discretely for

each N, and that during any finite time interval there

are only finitely many light bulbs in the room.

Note that this condition is strictly stronger than the

condition, "At any instant, there are only finitely

many objects in any spatially bounded region," which

does not suffice to guarantee the desired result. Con

sider the following example. Syldavia is interested in

the state "There are no enemy aircraft in Syldavian

airspace." Freedonia has an infinite fleet of airplanes,

regularly spaced on an infinite landing strip. At time

t = 0, plane 1 flies from its spot on the landing strip

to Syldavia, returning to its spot by t = 1/2. Plane 2

does the same from t = 3/4 to t = 7/8, and so on. No

individual plane is doing anything extraordinary (ex

cept for going faster than the speed of light); nonethe

less, the state "There are no aircraft over Syldavia"

has clustered variation.

The condition of only finitely many objects in a

bounded region of space-time may, in turn, require re

strictions on processes that govern the behavior of the

objects. For instance, if we replace the airplanes of the

previous example by bullets fired from guns spread out

on the landing strip, with further guns firing faster bul

lets, then we must posit that the guns do not fire in

such a way as to send infinitely many bullets through

a finite space in finite time. This, note, restricts the

process allowed to happen over regions unbounded in

both space and time. (If gun / is at x = 24/ and fires a

bullet in the negative direction at time —22/ — 1/22/_1

at speed 22/, then the bullet will be between x = 0 and

x = -1 between the times -l/22/_1 and -l/22/.) Of

course, the guns here are superfluous; one can imagine

that the bullets have been pursuing these trajectories

since time immemorial, never looking in the least clus

tered until t = 0. All in all, it may simply be best

to posit that in all space-time there are only finitely

many objects.

Another example: suppose that the bouncing ball of

section 1 is slightly brittle, and that each time the ball

hits the ground a small piece breaks off whose size is

proportional to the energy of the collision. Then, after

the bouncing ball has attained a state of rest, the floor

will be littered with an infinite collection of diminish

ing objects, which can proceed to make trouble.

It is often useful to require that only finitely objects

exist in an bounded spatial region for reasons indepen

dent of temporal considerations. For instance, in the

blocks world, one would like to infer that, if a block is
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Figure 8: Infinitely Many Occluding Objects

on top of a tower of blocks, then it is resting on some

particular other block; this is guaranteed if there are

only finitely many blocks in the tower. Similarly, in

a theory of perception, one would like to infer that,

if there is an object blocking your view in a particu

lar direction, then there is a frontmost object in that

direction; again, this is guaranteed if there are only

finitely many objects in the neighborhood, and objects

are reasonably shaped. (Figure 8)

Yl

E>

Y2

Y3

Y1-Y4 are

all material.

 

Y2

x>

Y3

Yl has been Y4 has been

annihilated. annihilated.

Y2-Y4 remain. Y2,Y3 remain.

As blade X cuts through target Y, it first annihilates

the overall chunk Yl. Later, it annihilates Y4 as well,

leaving Y2 and Y3.

Figure 9: Cutting in terms of chunks

6 ONTOLOGY

What kinds of scenarios are considered examples of

clustered variation and what kinds of formal difficulties

are involved in such scenarios may depend critically

way in which the universe is divided into entities.

One example was mentioned in section 3. Suppose

I have a vibrating violin string, and I run my finger

to the bridge in a finite time in such a way that the

part of the string between the finger and the bridge

vibrates infinitely often. If we consider "The vibrating

part of the string" to be an entity, then the state :The

vibrating part of the string is to the left of center" has

clustered variation. However, if we take the individual

points on the string as primitive entities, then these

are all well behaved. Each point crosses the center

line a finite number of times, and then, being on the

far side of the finger, remains still.

In a recent paper axiomatizing the process of cutting

solid objects (Davis 1991a), I ran into a complex form

of this issue. The paper discusses an idealized model of

cutting in which the blade changes the shape of the tar

get by simply annihilating the material that it sweep

through. Two alternative ontologies for this model are

presented. The first ontology views the target as an

object whose shape is gradually modified by the blade

until it is split, at which time the original object ceases

to exists and two new objects come into being. In this

theory, there are three central axioms of change:

1. If an object exists from 51 to 52, then its shape

in 52 is equal to its shape in 51 minus whatever

has been carved out of it.

2. Object O ceases to exist in situation 5 if and only

if its shape is connected up until 5 and becomes

disconnected in 5.

3. Object O comes into existence in situation 5 if

and only if it is one connected component of an

other object 01 that ceases to exist in 5.

These axioms serve both as causal axioms and as frame

axioms. The first axiom is causal if something has been

carved out of the object, and is a frame axiom if noth

ing has. The second and third axioms are causal in

the direction "Change if condition" and frame axioms

in the direction "Change only if condition."

The second ontology takes a chunk of stuff as its pri

mary type of entity. There is one chunk for every con

nected subset of the material of an object; thus, there

are uncountably many chunks at any instant. A chunk

has a fixed shape. It ceases to exist when any part of

its material is penetrated by a blade. The one rule of

change in this theory is that a chunk is annihilated if

and only if it is penetrated by a blade. (Figure 9).

The first ontology is extremely sensitive to clustered

variation. Since dramatic discrete changes occur

whenever an object is split, the prospect of infinitely

splits occurring in finite time sends the whole theory

into conniptions. In a situation like figure 10, where,

intuitively, the blade cuts an infinite sequence of small

objects on the right off the large block at the left, the

theory does not permit the block on the left to exist

when the blade has reached the bottom. An object,

in this theory, can come into existence only be being

split off a previous object; and here there is no pre

vious objects, only a blur of previous objects. (Keep

in mind that the object changes identity each time

a split is complete.) It is therefore necessary, in this

theory, to enforce rigidly the condition of discrete vari

ation; specifically, we require that any bounded region

of space-time can contain only finitely many objects.

(It is an open problem to find reasonable restrictions

on motions and shapes sufficient to guarantee this con-
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1
 

The piece of Y on the left changes identity infinitely

often as X cuts through.

Figure 10: Anomaly in object theory.

dition.)

By contrast, these anomalies give no trouble to chunk

theory. In chunk theory, splitting looks exactly the

same as shape deformation; history consists purely of

a stream of chunks being destroyed. The predictions

of the theory are well-defined and reasonable for any

specification of initial shapes and motions that satisfy

basic topological constraints.

The two theories are provably equivalent in cases that

obey the restriction that any bounded region of space-

time contains only finitely many objects.

7 CONCLUSION

Perhaps the whole issue still seems spurious and irri

tating. However, if we follow the conventional practice

in knowledge representation of characterizing theories

rigorously, and the conventional practice in physical

reasoning of using real-valued time and space and us

ing simple physical approximations, then these prob

lems are unavoidable. Those researchers who have

tried to develop formal theories of physical reason

ing based on real-valued quantities will, I think, agree

that these infinitary paradoxes are not a side issue, of

interest only to those with a prurient taste for para

dox. Rather, developing such theories is like design

ing structures for the area around the San Andreas

Fault. Making a structure earthquake-proof is an ir

ritating distraction from the main task of building a

useful structure, but it is really not safe to ignore the

issue. Nor is there a simple formula that can be uni

formly applied; there are some general techniques, but

each new type of structure must be thought through

individually.
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Abstract

In this paper, we view planning as a spe

cial case of reasoning about indefinite fictions.

We treat actions as predicates defined over a

linear temporal order. This formalism per

mits the representation of concurrent activ

ity. Suppose we have a set of abstract actions

defined by Horn clauses from a set of basic

actions. Let us assume that an abstract ac

tion ^ has occurred, and ask whether a given

condition <f> is entailed by all the basic ac

tions that constitute ip. A countermodel to

this hypothetical implication is then a plan

for "doing ip and avoiding <f>.n We propose

a formalization of this problem using circum

scription, and argue that this is the correct

formalization if our action definitions include

recursive rules. We then investigate two tech

niques for solving the problem: (1) a special

type of inductive proof procedure, which is

sound but not complete; and (2) a decision

procedure that works for an interesting sub

class of the general problem. Because of the

use of recursive rules in our action definitions,

we can use these techniques to reason about

an abstract action that consists of "doing tf>

some finite number of times." We demon

strate the techniques on a simple example in

volving concurrent, repetitive actions.

1 Introduction

Planning problems often take the following form:

There is an abstract action that we wish to perform,

and a number of concrete ways to perform it. Some of

these concrete actions have negative consequences. Is

'The final version of the paper was prepared while the

second author was visiting the School of Computer Science

and Engineering, University of New South Wales, Kensing

ton NSW, Australia.

there some way to carry out the abstract action such

that the negative consequences do not occur?

For example, consider the situation facing Evelyn F.

Gregory in 1928. She was the owner of all the out

standing shares of the United Mortgage Corporation,

which in turn owned 1000 shares of the Monitor Securi

ties Corporation. The Monitor shares had appreciated

substantially in value, and Mrs. Gregory wanted the

United Mortgage Corporation to distribute them to

her as a dividend. But this transaction, if carried out

directly, would be taxable at ordinary income rates.

Was there some way to structure the transaction to

avoid this result? Mrs. Gregory's lawyer had an an

swer. A new company, named Averill, was created and

incorporated in Delaware, and the Monitor shares were

transferred to the Averill Corporation, in exchange for

which Averill issued all of its stock directly to Mrs.

Gregory. According to the Revenue Act of 1928, Sec

tion 112(i), these events were not taxable. Four days

later, the Averill Corporation was liquidated, and the

Monitor shares were distributed to Mrs. Gregory, its

sole stockholder. This distribution, although taxable,

would be treated as a capital exchange. Mrs. Gregory's

lawyer had thus succeeded in converting an ordinary

dividend into a capital gain, which was taxable at a

much lower rate. The Board of Tax Appeals agreed

with this characterization of the situation. Evelyn F.

Gregory, 27 B.T.A. 223 (1932).

In this paper, we will investigate a general approach

to planning problems of this sort. We assume that

we have a number of abstract actions which are

built up by definitions from a set of basic actions.

These actions, both abstract and basic, will be in

terpreted over a linear temporal order. For example,

' DistributeAssets(umc, efg, t\, t2)\ with <i < $2t might

be just such an abstract action. In addition, we will

define various queries over this linear temporal order.

For example, 'Tax(efg, <2)' might be just such a defined

query. Now consider the following implication:

Tax(efg, tz) <= DistributeAssets(umc, efg, <i, $2) (1)

We interpret this as a goal to be proven. It means:
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"If we assume that 'DistributeA8set8(umc, efg)' oc

curs over the interval from <i to <2i does it fol

low that 'Tax(efg)' is true at <2?" If the answer

is 'Yes', then we know that every possible combi

nation of basic actions that constitutes the defined

action 'DistributeAsset8(umc, efg, t\, <2)' results in a

situation in which 'Tax(efg,<2)' is true. Presum

ably, this is the conclusion that the Internal Rev

enue Service would like to establish. If the answer

is 'No', then we know that there is some combina

tion of basic actions that satisfies the definition of

the abstract action ' DistributeAssets(umc, efg, t\, ^2)'

in which 'Tax(efg, <2)' is not true. In other words,

there exists a counter-model to the hypothetical impli

cation in (1). This is the conclusion that the taxpayer

would like to establish.

We thus view planning as a special case of reason

ing about indefinite actions, a position with numer

ous antecedents in the AI literature. The first explicit

statement of the close relationship between "Plan

ning and Acting" was Drew McDermott's 1978 arti

cle with that title. "[Pjroblem solving is part of the

study of action,'" McDermott wrote [1978, p. 72].

"A problem is a difficult action." Within this tra

dition, various logics have been proposed for the rep

resentation of actions [McDermott, 1982; Allen, 1984;

Georgeff and Lansky, 1985; Kowalskiand Sergot, 1986;

Shoham, 1987; Manna and Waldinger, 1987].

By formalizing actions as predicates over a linear tem

poral order and allowing abstract actions to be built

up by means of definitions, we are able to give hierar

chical definitions of concurrent actions, and can rep

resent non-linear plans by giving incomplete informa

tion about the linear order. In this respect our work is

closely related to an early paper by Allen and Koomen

[1983] and a more recent paper by Eshghi [1988]. Allen

and Koomen represent an action by a conjunction of

predicates that hold over temporal intervals and can

be decomposed, in turn, into more primitive pred

icates over temporal intervals. Eshghi's representa

tion, using the Event Calculus of Kowalski and Sergot

[1986], has a similar expressive power. In addition, Es

hghi proposes a form of reasoning based on abduction

[Peirce, 1931] rather than deduction. Whereas Allen

and Koomen write the expansion of an abstract ac

tion as a necessary condition, Eshghi writes it initially

as a sufficient condition and then turns the implica

tion around by an abductive inference. This abduc-

tive approach to planning has subsequently been fol

lowed up by others [Shanahan, 1989; Missiaen, 1991;

Denecker et al., 1992].

Although our ultimate goal is to reason about actions

with the complexity apparent in legal domains (see

[McCarty, 1989; Schlobohm and McCarty, 1989]), our

objectives in the present paper are more modest. We

will study hypothetical implications in which the an

tecedent - e.g., 'DistributeAs8ets(umc, efg, <i, <2)' in

( 1) - is an action defined by a set of Horn clauses. The

work of Allen and Koomen [1983] and Eshghi [1988] es

sentially allows the definition of actions by a set of non-

recursive Horn clauses. We will extend this work by

allowing recursive definitions as well. There are many

situations in which recursive definitions are needed,

one of the most important being the representation

of repetitive actions. Given any action '^(ti,!^)', we

often want to talk about an action '/J(<i,<n)' which

consists of "doing A some finite number of times."

For example: "George ran around the track some fi

nite number of times." "The United Mortgage Cor

poration created some finite number of subsidiaries."

"The Monitor shares were transferred to Mrs. Gregory

through some finite chain of intermediaries." We can

obviously represent these actions if we allow recursive

definitions in our language. However, if we wish to

use a recursively defined action in the antecedent of a

hypothetical implication, as in (1), it is necessary to

go beyond first-order logic, as we will see in Section 2

of this paper.

Section 2, following our work in [McCarty and Mey

den, 1991], suggests that the proper way to formal

ize this problem is to circumscribe [McCarthy, 1980;

Lifschitz, 1985] the action definitions. We give a pre

cise characterization of the circumscriptive query prob

lem, and illustrate it with a simple example of an in

ference involving concurrent, repetitive actions. How

ever, circumscription is a second-order formalism. Can

we ever hope to compute the correct response to a cir

cumscriptive query? The answer is: Yes. The main

technical contribution of the present paper is the de

velopment of two techniques for deciding whether a hy

pothetical implication is entailed by the circumscrip

tion of a set of action definitions. The first technique,

presented in Section 3, is based on a special type of

proof by induction, and is therefore sound but not

complete. The second technique, presented in Sec

tion 4, is an actual decision procedure, which works

for a restricted, but useful, class of queries. We illus

trate the techniques in these two sections by solving

the simple problem introduced in Section 2.

In Section 5, we present another example which shows

how a planning problem can be solved by the con

struction of a countermodel to a hypothetical implica

tion. This example also shows how the "closed world

assumption" can be incorporated into our formalism.

Section 6 then compares our approach to related work.

2 Circumscribed Action Definitions

In a recent paper [McCarty and Meyden, 1991], we

suggested that indefinite information arises in common

sense reasoning from the circumscription [McCarthy,

1980; Lifschitz, 1985] of definite rules. We will review

our analysis briefly here, and then show how to extend

it to the case of indefinite actions.
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We begin with a Gedanken experiment. Suppose we

have a set of basic predicates: 'Block(z)', 'Red(z)',

'Green(z)', 'On(z,y)\ that express observable facts

about the world. Suppose we also have sufficient con

ditions for a set of defined predicates, as follows:1

ChristmasBlock(z) -t= Block(z) A Red(z) (2)

ChristmasBlock(z) <= Block(z) A Green(z) (3)

Above(x, y) <^ On(z, y) (4)

Above(z, y) <= On(z, z) A Above(z, y) (5)

Now imagine a two-person communication situation

in which the "speaker" applies these definitions to a

world of observable facts, and reports some of his or

her conclusions. For example, the speaker might re

port: 'ChristmasBlock(a)' and 'Above(a,b)\ It is

our job (as the "hearer") to make inferences about the

actual state of the world, even though we have not

observed it directly. Note that this is essentially an

abductive task [Peirce, 1931].

How should we formalize this problem? For the non-

recursive rules (2)-(3), Clark's Predicate Completion

[Clark, 1978] gives us the correct results. For example,

the following implication is entailed by the completion

of (2) and (3):

Red(a) V Green(a) <= ChristmasBlock(a),

and we can therefore conclude that 'a' is either 'Red'

or 'Green'. However, for the recursive rules (4)-(5)

the situation is more complex. Consider the following

hypothetical implication:

(3w)On(t»,b) <= Above(a, b). (6)

Intuitively, if we have been told that 'Above(a,b)' is

true according to the definition in (4)-(5), then we

ought to conclude that there is something on 'b'. But

the completion of (4)-(5) would give us:

Above(z, y) =>

On(z, y)

V (3z)[On(z, z) A Above(z, ;

(7)

and (4)-(5) and (7) together do not entail (6). The

solution to this problem is to use the circumscription

of 'Above' in rules (4)-(5), instead of using predi

cate completion. We refer the reader to [McCarty and

Meyden, 1991] for the details.

The extension of these ideas to action definitions

is straightforward. Suppose we have a set of basic

actions: 'A(z, tu t2)\ *B(x, y, tu «,)', 'C(y, t2)\ in

which x and y are object variables and <i and to are

order variables. Intuitively, 'A(z, t\, t2y asserts that

some observable fact about x is true over the time

interval from t\ to t2. We now add abstract actions:

'P(z, ti, <2)'t '&(*! V) *it *2)'i etc. Abstract actions are

denned by Horn clauses that are allowed to contain

order relations in their antecedents, but may not con

tain function symbols. For example, we could define

'P(z, *i, t2)' as follows:

P(Mi,fc) <= A(z,ti,*2) A <i<i2 (8)

'For clarity, we use boldface type for the defined predi

cates. We also use italic type for variables and roman type

for individual constants.

P(Mi,*a) <= A(z, <!,*,) A P(z,t3,t2) A (9)

h < <3 < h

The only difference between these action definitions

and the definitions studied in [McCarty and Mey

den, 1991] is the special treatment of order variables

and order relations, but this difference is quite sig

nificant. The relation '<i < $2' is interpreted over a

linear order, and it means: "<i is strictly less than

<2." In other words, '<' is both transitive and ir-

reflexive, and it satisfies the disjunctive constraint:

<i < <2 V t\ = t2 V <2<*i- Because of this constraint,

the order relations provide an additional source of in

definite information in our language.

As illustrated in (8)-(9), action definitions can be re

cursive. Thus the argument in [McCarty and Meyden,

1991] that Clark's Predicate Completion should not

be used as a formalization of our Gedanken experi

ment applies here as well. Instead, we will circum

scribe the defined actions. Let 7c be the set of action

definitions, and let P = <P\, P2, ■ ■ -,Pk > be a tu

ple consisting of all the predicates that appear on the

left-hand side of the rules in 7c. We denote the cir

cumscription of P in K(P) by Circ(K(P);P). When

we wish to talk about predicate completion, we write

Comp(R.) instead. Now let <t>, the query, be a positive

existential formula constructed from basic actions, ab

stract actions, and (possibly) order relations. If <f> con

tains no abstract actions, it will be called a basic query.

Let 4' be a conjunction of basic actions, abstract ac

tions, and (possibly) order relations. If there are free

variables in <f> or V', we assume that the goal <j><=ij> is

universally quantified at top level. The circumscrip

tive query problem is now: Circ(7c(P); P) |= <j><=ij>-

Although the hypothetical implication (1) in Sec

tion 1 satisfies our constraints on <f> and r/>, the ac

tion 'DistributeAssets(umc, efg, t\, t2)y is too complex

to analyze here. We will therefore consider a simpler

example, suggested by the following story:

Mermaids Get the Sack

Ethel and Daphne Mermaid are synchronized

swimmers in the employ of Sam Silverscreen,

movie mogul. On the set of "Swimming in the

Rain," Sam is giving Ethel and Daphne instruc

tions for the next scene. "What I want you to
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do today is very simple," Sam says. "Just keep

swimming laps of the pool. As soon as you fin

ish a lap, start the next. But, whenever you both

start a lap at the same time you must also finish

it at the same time. Don't stop till I tell you to."

"OK, boss," reply Ethel and Daphne (even their

speech is synchronized.)

"Lights! Camera! Action!" says Sam, and

the Mermaids start their synchronized swimming.

Sam retires to his office for a nap on the casting

couch.

When Sam returns some time later, he no

tices that Ethel has just completed a lap, whereas

Daphne is still half way through hers. "Cut!

Cut!" he yells when Daphne reaches the end of

the pool. "Did either of you stop swimming at

any stage?" he asks.

"No, boss," reply the Mermaids.

"Well, you're both fired anyway," says Sam.

Question: Why did the Mermaids get the sack?

Here is a formalization of the story: Let A(z, <i, i^)

represent the action in which Mermaid x swims one lap

of the pool over the time interval from <i to <2- The

situation that would lead to the Mermaids' dismissal,

assuming that neither stopped swimming, is then:

(3x,y,«i,«j,ns) (10)

[A(z, vu V2) A A(y, vu V3) A vi < V2 < V3]

Call this <f>. Sam Silverscreen knows that each Mer

maid has completed some finite number of laps, and we

can represent this situation recursively. Define the ab

stract action 'P(z, <i, <2)' by the Horn clauses in (8)-

(9). Then 'P(d, «i, 1*2)' is the action in which Daphne

swims some finite number of laps from «i to «2i and

'P(e, «i, U3)' is the action in which Ethel swims some

finite number of laps from t»i to 1*3. Figure 1 shows

the situation that Sam observes (and infers) when he

returns from his nap at time u3. Thus we need to

establish:

4> <= P(d,«i,tt2)AA(d,U2,«4)AP(e,ai,tJ3)A(ll)

tti < «2 < «3 < «4

If we can show that (11) follows from the circumscrip

tion of 'P' in (8)-(9), then we know with certainty

that the Mermaids disobeyed their instructions and

were (legally!) fired.

How can we show this? First, let us recall some re

sults from [McCarty and Meyden, 1991; Meyden, 1992

in press], which dealt with the simpler framework in

which there are no order relations:

Theorem 2.1 For arbitrary H, <f>, rj> not contain

ing order relations, the circumscriptive query problem

CircCR.(P);P) ^ <f> •*= V" ** not decidable. However,

the set {{K,4>,il>) \ Circ{H{P);P) £ <f> <= r}>} is re

cursively enumerable.

Thus, since adding order relations can only add to the

complexity of the circumscriptive query problem, we

cannot hope to have decidability in general, nor even

a complete proof theory, since we are dealing with an

undecidable set whose complement is recursively enu

merable. However, we also identified in [McCarty and

Meyden, 1991; Meyden, 1992 in press] a decidable sub-

problem:

Theorem 2.2 For arbitrary Tt, ip and basic queries

4>, none of which contain order relations, the circum

scriptive query problem Circ(7i(P);P) \= </> <= t/> is

decidable.

This gives us some hope that a similar result may hold

when we add order relations. This would suffice for a

solution of the Mermaid problem, since the query <j>

for this problem is basic. Unfortunately, the general

ization does not go through.

Theorem 2.3 For arbitrary %, rp and basic queries

<j> containing order relations, the circumscriptive query

problem Circ(7l(P);P) \= <f> <= ij> is not decidable.

Thus, adding order relations makes the circumscrip

tive query problem strictly more complex. However,

the complementary problem has not increased in com

plexity:

Theorem 2.4 For arbitrary H, ip, </> containing order

relations, the set {(ft,^,^) | Circ(K(P);P) £ ^ •$=

V1} is recursively enumerable.

Theorem 2.4 shows that the planning problem, as we

defined it in Section 1, is semidecidable: If there exists

a countermodel to the hypothetical implication <t><=ij),

then we will eventually be able to find it. But The

orem 2.3 and Theorem 2.4 together show that even

for basic queries </>, there is no possibility of a sound

and complete proof procedure for the circumscrip

tive query problem itself, since the set {(R, 4>,j>) \

CircCR.(P); P) f= $<=$} is not recursively enumer

able.

However, all is not lost. In the following two sections of

the paper, we will investigate two different techniques

that are capable of solving the problem: "Why did

the Mermaids get the sack?" In fact, as we will see at

the end of Section 4, the mermaid example happens to

belong to an interesting class of circumscriptive query

problems that are decidable in polynomial time!

3 Prototypical Proofs

The definition in (8)-(9) has a relatively simple form:

It consists of a nonrecursive Horn clause, (8), and

a linear recursive Horn clause, (9). Let us call this

a linear recursive definition. In this section we will

show how to solve the circumscriptive query problem

for linear recursive definitions, using a special type of
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A(d) A(d)
 

A(e) A(e)

Figure 1: Why Did the Mermaids Get the Sack?

inductive proof. Our solution is a novel application

of second-order intuitionistic logic ■programming [Mc-

Carty, 1988a; McCarty, 1988b; McCarty and Meyden,

1991; Nadathur and Miller, 1988; Miller, 1989].

The first step is to simplify the problem. Suppose we

apply predicate completion to (8) alone, to obtain the

following:

P(x, <i, h) =► A(x, «!, <j) A h<t2 (12)

We think of this as the prototypical defini

tion of 'P(x, <i, t^y, and write it in general as

'P(x; t)=>P°(x; t)'. Let V(P) be the collection of pro

totypical definitions for the recursively defined predi

cates in 7c. We now note the following simple fact,

which is proven in [McCarty, 1992]:

Theorem 3.1 If Circ(H(P); P)

Comp(H)UV(P) \= t^ip.

|= <f>-^il> then

Intuitively, if <j> follows from all possible expansions of

V', then it surely follows from the prototypical expan

sion of ip. A solution to the right-hand side of The

orem 3.1 is called a prototypical proof. If we fail to

find a prototypical proof, we have failed, period. But

if we succeed, we can then use the prototypical proof

to suggest an inductive proof for the left-hand side of

Theorem 3.1.

Finding a prototypical proof is a simple problem in

first-order intuitionistic logic programming [McCarty,

1988a; McCarty, 1988b; Nadathur and Miller, 1988].

The goal, <f><=i>, is a universally quantified implica

tion, so we can prove it by replacing all the universally

quantified variables with unique constants, asserting

the antecedent, V, into a hypothetical database, and

then showing that the conclusion, <f>, can be proven

from this hypothetical database. In the mermaid ex

ample, we assert:

P(d, ui, u2), A(d, u2, u4), P(e, Ui, u3),

Ui < U2 < U3 < u4

(13)

to see that this query succeeds with z = d, y — e, and

Vi = Ui for i = 1,3. Notice, however, that we need to

use (12) twice in this proof, once for each instance of

'P' in (13). Without the use of (12), we would only be

able to prove that

A(d, ui, u2), A(d, u2, u4), A(e, ui, u3),

ui < u2 < u3 < u4

(14)

implies (10). Our task, therefore, is to "strengthen"

the proof that (14) implies (10) into a proof that (13)

implies (10).

There are two ways to try to do this, and each ap

proach can be tried on each of the two instances of

'A' generated by (12) from (13). We thus encounter

a nondeterministic choice in the computation, and we

will simply describe here the successful branch. The

first approach uses predicate completion, and tries to

finish the proof by means of a disjunctive splitting pro

cedure [Loveland, 1991]. Let us apply this technique

to prove that

A(d, ui, u2), A(d, u2, u4), P(e, m, u3),

Ui < u2 < u3 < u4

implies (10). The completion of (8)-(9) is:

(15)

and try to prove (10) using (8)-(9) and (12). It is easy

P(Mi,t2)=> (16)

A(x,t1,t2)At1<t2

V(3t)[A(Mi,t) A P(x,<,i2) A h<t<t2]

We have already proven the desired result from the

first disjunct in (16), and we leave it to the reader

to show that the desired result also follows from the

second disjunct. The proof requires the use of the

linear order constraint: t < u2 V t = u2 V u2 < t, which

in turn requires another use of the disjunctive splitting

procedure. (The reader may wish to consult Figure 1

to see why this is so.)

The second approach is inductive. Returning to the

original definition of 'P(z, <i, h)\ let us apply predi

cate completion to (9) alone:
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(3<)[A(«, h, t) A P(x, i, <2) A ii « < <j]

(17)

and then replace all the instances of 'P' in (17) with

a predicate variable lX,i

X(», *,*)=» (18)

(3t)[A(x, tu t) A X(x, t, tz) A *i <t < h)

We call this second-order sentence the transformation

associated with 'P(z, <i, fe)', and we write it in gen

eral as lX(x;t)=>AA"(x;t)'. Thus 'AJT(z, tu <»)' de

notes the right-hand side of (18). Although (18) is

written as an implication, it should be viewed, quite

literally, as an operation that transforms any relation

between x and t that matches its left-hand side into a

relation between x and t that matches its right-hand

side. In particular, it can be used to transform the

prototypical relation 'P°(x;t)', and then used again

to transform the resulting relation, and so on. Intu

itively, if the proof of <f> is "preserved" under all such

transformations, then <f> must be true.

To formalize this argument, we need an induction

schema. Notice, in "strengthening" the proof of (10)

from (14) into a proof of (10) from (15), that we have

actually shown the following:

4> <*= A(d,tt1,tt2)AA(d,it2,«4)AP(e,tt1,t«3)A(19)

Let $ be the schema common to (11) and (19) in which

the first occurrence of 'P' in (11) is taken to be the

variable. Thus (11) would be written $(P), and (19)

would be written $(P°). Substituting 'JT and 'AJf '

into $ as well, we have:

Definition 3.2 The induction schema for $(P) is the

following sentence in second-order intuitionistic logic:

$(P) <= $(P°) A (VX)[*(AJS:) <= $(X)]

We now note a surprising fact: The fragment of

second-order intuitionistic logic that is needed for the

application of this induction schema has a complete

proof procedure (see [McCarty, 1992; Miller, 1989]).

The procedure is similar to the first-order proof proce

dure for universally quantified implications discussed

in [McCarty, 1988b]. To prove the second conjunct on

the right-hand side of Definition 3.2, we replace the

predicate variable '.X-' with a new predicate constant

'!X', we assert $(!X) into the rulebase, and we try to

prove $(A!X). If this proof succeeds, then we have

proven the goal: (VX)[$(AX) *= 9(X)].

Let us see how this works in the mermaid problem.

Carrying out the indicated substitutions, $(!X) is:

<f> <= !X(d, t»i, tfc) A

A(d, «2, in) A P(e, «i, «3) A

Ml < «2 < «3 < ttj,

(20)

and $(A!X) is equivalent to:

<f> «= A(d, ui, t) A !X(d, t, «2) A

A(d, U2, «4) A P(e, ui, u3) A

t»l<t<«2<«3<«4,

(21)

so we assert (20) and try to prove (21). But (21) is

itself a first-order universally quantified implication,

so we assert the right-hand side of (21), with variables

replaced by constants, and try to prove the left-hand

side. We leave it to the reader to verify that this proof

goes through. Note, in particular, that rule (20) is

essential to this proof, and that the predicate '!X' in

(20) unifies with the predicate '!X' in (21). Putting

all these pieces together - if we assume the induction

schema in Definition 3.2 - we have just succeeded in

proving $(P), which is simply an abbreviation of the

goal <t><=ip in (11).

The justification for our procedure is the following

soundness theorem for inductive proofs (see [McCarty,

1992]). Let S(P) be the set of all induction schemata,

i.e., the schemata given by Definition 3.2 for all linear

recursive definitions in "R, and all possible $ . Then:

Theorem 3.3 // Comp{7l) U S(P) \= 4><=i)> then

CircCR.(P);P)\=<j><=xl>.

It is interesting to compare Theorem 3.1 with Theo

rem 3.3. If we could always "strengthen V(P) to S(P),

then we would have a sound and complete proof pro

cedure for the circumscriptive query problem. But we

know from Theorem 2.3 and Theorem 2.4 that this

is impossible. Thus the construction of an appropri

ate induction schema in Definition 3.2 is necessarily a

heuristic step.

In the following section of the paper, we will establish

a stronger result, for a smaller class of problems.

4 A Decision Procedure

We have seen in Theorem 2.3 that when deeding with

order relations, the circumscriptive query problem is

not decidable, even if we restrict the query d> to be

basic, whereas this problem was decidable in the ab

sence of order relations (Theorem 2.2). We will show

in this section that it is possible to recover decidability

of basic queries containing order relations, provided we

impose a constraint on the rules It,. The program %

\s said to be regular if every rule in "R. is a linear rule

of the form:

Q(x; <!,<*) <=

R(x,y; tk-i,tk) A

ti<...<tk-i<ik

l)A (22)

in which the Bj are basic actions and R is an abstract

action, or a rule of the same form except that the ab

stract action R is omitted. Note that (8)-(9), the set
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of action definitions in the mermaid problem, is regu

lar. The main result of this section is that if the rules

It are regular, the the circumscriptive query problem

is decidable for basic queries.

The most important feature of regular action defini

tions is the fact that the basic actions in the body of

each recursive rule occur ■prior to the abstract action.

Our decision procedure exploits this fact by interleav

ing two operations: (i) an expansion of the abstract

actions using predicate completion, and (ii) a topo

logical sort of the order constants in each expansion.

Intuitively, we are searching for a model of if> in which

4> does not hold, i.e., a countermodel to the implica

tion 4><=r)>. If no such countermodel exists, then <j><=ij>

is entailed by Circ(R.(P); P). Although the models of

i/> are potentially infinite in number, it turns out that

we can determine the entailment of a basic query by

checking only a finite set of partial expansions. (This

approach will not work for general queries, but note

that we can always expand a query containing only

nonrecursive abstract actions into an equivalent basic

query.)

We will illustrate our decision procedure with the mer

maid example. The procedure is nondeterministic, and

we will only explore one of the branches of the search

tree. As in the proof procedure of Section 3, our start

ing point is the database shown in (13), which happens

to be topologically sorted. Let us add a marker '||' to

this database, and stipulate that all the actions to the

left of the marker must be basic and linearly ordered.

Since 'ui' is the unique minimal element in the linear

order, we can immediately move it to the left:

ui || P(d,ui,u2),A(d,U2,u4),P(e,ui,U3), (23)

U2 < u3 < u4,

We now have two abstract actions on the right that

contain ui, which is the maximal element in the linear

order on the left, so we cannot shift the marker further

until we have expanded these abstract actions. Let us

use (16) for the expansion, choosing a disjunct nonde-

terministically. Suppose we select the second disjunct

in each case. Then the two abstract actions in (23) are

replaced by:

A(d, ui, t), P(d, t, u2), ui < t < u2

and

A(e, ui, t'), P(e, t\ u3), m<t'< u3

Our database is now only partially ordered, and there

are two minimal elements, t and t', on the right side of

the marker. Suppose we continue the topological sort

by setting t = t' and mapping both of these elements

to the next point on the left side of the marker. We

then obtain:

P(d, t, u2), A(d, u2, u4), P(e, t, u3),

u2 < u3 < u4

The two basic actions 'A(d, ui, <)' and 'A(e, ui, <)' have

been shifted to the left here, since they are now com

pletely contained within the sorted segment of the

database.

Is it necessary to continue the search further along this

branch? Notice that the constant 'm' in (24) occurs

only on the left side of the marker. Therefore, however

the process of expanding and sorting is continued, the

two atoms on the left will be the only atoms containing

the constant 'ui'. Can these atoms contribute in any

way to the satisfaction of the query? Clearly they do

not satisfy the query on their own. Thus, if the query

is ever to be satisfied using these atoms, we would

need to introduce at least one more atom containing

the constant 'ui', and we have just argued that this

cannot happen. Thus, the two atoms on the left can

make no contribution to the satisfaction of the query,

and can safely be deleted. This leaves us with the

database:

t || P(d,i,u2),A(d,u2,u4),P(e,t,u3), (25)

u2 < u3 < u4

Notice that (25) is isomorphic to (23), which means

that our procedure has looped. We can thus safely

terminate the present branch of our search, and back

track to consider alternative expansions and alterna

tive topological sorts. We leave it to the reader to

verify that the remaining branches eventually entail

the query.

Although our argument for terminating the search in

this example may seem ad hoc, it can actually be ex

tended into a systematic procedure. This is done by

means of an equivalence relation on the left halves of

the partial expansions, which we now describe infor

mally. Notice that the left halves interact with the

right halves only through the constants in common to

the two halves. Every model produced by continuing

the expansion process from a partial expansion L\\R

can be written as L U S, where the order constants

of S are linearly ordered and "to the right" of L, ex

cept, possibly, for the constants C in both L and R.

Consider two left halves L and L', which share only

constants C with the right halves. Say L and V are

equivalent with respect to <j> if for every corresponding

right half 5 of a model, L U 5 satisfies <j> if and only if

V U 5 does. We show in [Meyden, 1992 forthcoming]

that for regular rules this yields an equivalence relation

of finite rank on the left halves of the partial expan

sions, so that these can be compactly encoded using

the representatives of these equivalence classes. This

reduces the query problem to checking a finite number

of partial expansions, and formalizes the type of loop

checking illustrated above.

A(d,ui,<),A(e,ui,t),u1<< || (24) This analysis leads to the following result:
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Theorem 4.1 If H. is a set of regular action defi

nitions and if <j> is a basic query, then the problem

Circ(R,(P); P) |= <f><=ip is decidable in deterministic

space o((M.|ft|)4W).

Notice that the space complexity of the query problem

depends exponentially on the size of <f>, but is polyno

mial as a function of the size of the hypothetical as

sertion if) and the rules "R.. Thus, if we take <j> to be

fixed and view i}> and H. as "data" , then the data com

plexity of our decision procedure is in PSPACE. In the

mermaid problem, this would correspond to taking the

test for dismissal, <fi, as fixed, and analyzing the im

plications of various scenarios as Sam returns from his

nap.

This complexity can be reduced to PTIME by a fur

ther reasonable restriction. Say that a conjunction of

abstract actions if> has k-bounded concurrency if every

model of ip obtained by expanding abstract actions

using the rules and topologically sorting satisfies the

following property:

For every point t there exist no more than k basic

actions A(x, u, v) with u < t < v.

Although this condition refers to an infinite set of ex

pansions, it turns out to be easily decidable, as shown

in [Meyden, 1992 forthcoming]. We then have the fol

lowing result:

Theorem 4.2 For a fixed basic query <f> and for ab

stract actions ip that have k-bounded concurrency and

contain no more than a fixed number of object con

stants, Circ(Tl{P); P) |= d>-^il> is decidable in polyno

mial time.

Note that our mermaid problem has 2-bounded con

currency and contains only two object constants, and

thus satisfies the conditions of Theorem 4.2 with k = 2.

Theorem 4.1 can be generalized in a variety of ways.

As we have already mentioned, decidability still holds

for queries 4> containing non-recursive defined predi

cates. Decidability is also preserved if one allows in the

body of regular rules defined predicates whose (possi

bly recursive) definition does not contain order vari

ables. We will use the latter extension in the next

section. We note, however, that the complexity result

stated in Theorem 4.2 does not apply to these exten

sions.

5 Counter-models as Plans

The mermaid problem is not, strictly speaking, a plan

ning problem. We can recast it as a planning prob

lem by asking whether there is any way for Ethel and

Daphne to bring about the scenario depicted in Fig

ure 1 without violating Sam's instructions. The in

ductive proof procedure in Section 3 and the decision

procedure in Section 4 then show that such a "plan" is

impossible. However, this is an artificial interpretation

of the story.

In this section, we will analyze a second example in

which a countermodel to the implication <f><=il> i8 easily

seen to be a plan for "doing ip and avoiding #." The

example also shows how the "closed world assumption"

can be incorprated into our formalism. Consider the

following story:

The Radioactive Robot

Two robots, Rl and R2, inhabit a suite of six

rooms, connected as indicated in Figure 2. Ini

tially, robot Rl is in room D and robot R2 is in

room F. We wish to swap the locations of the

robots. However, robot R2 is radioactive, and

if the two robots are ever in the same room at

the same time, Rl will also become contaminated

with radiation. It is therefore necessary to ensure

that the two robots are never in the same room

at the same time.

B

■i t-

D

^ h

E

-i h

Figure 2: The Radioactive Robot

To formalize this problem, we introduce a basic pred

icate 'In(i, y, ti,t2y which asserts that x is in room y

for a period of time starting at t\ and ending at t2.

We also use an abstract action 'Move(i, y, z, ti, ta)'

which asserts that x moves from room y to room z

over the time interval from <i to t2. We let the con

stants A, . . . , F denote the individual rooms. We then

define i/> to be the following conjunction:

Move(Rl,D,F,ui,«2)A

Move(R2,F,D,U!,u2)

(26)

and define <f> to be the following existential formula:

(3y,ti,t2,f1,f„*) (27)

[In(Rl, y, n,t2) A In(R2, y, t[, t'2) A

r-i <t<t2 M[ <t<t2).

Clearly, <j> describes the situation that we want to

avoid, i.e., a situation in which Rl and R2 are both in

the same room at the same time. Thus a countermodel
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to the implication ^•<=V>, if it exists, would give us a

way to swap the locations of the two robots without

violating the stated constraint.

We now define the predicate 'Move(x, y, z, t\, $2)'. Let

H(P) consist of the rules:

Move(x, y, z, tu t2) •<= (28)

In(a;, y, *i,t) A In(:c, z,t,t2) A

Conn(y, z) A <i < t < t2,

Move(x, y, z,tut2) «= (29)

In(x, y, ti, i) A Move(i, u, z, t, t2) A

Conn(y, u) A <i < < < t2,

together with the following rules to express the con

nectedness relations of Figure 2:

ConnO(A, B) <S= (30)

ConnO(B, C) •*=

ConnO(D, A) <=

ConnO(E, B) <*=

ConnO(F, C) <=

To ensure the symmetry of connectedness, we add the

rules:

Conn(x, y)

Conn(z, y)

ConnO(x, y)

ConnO(y, a;)

(31)

We now let P = <Move, Conn, ConnO> be the tuple

of predicates in the circumscription of "R,(P).

It is the circumscription of Conn and ConnO which

captures the closed world assumption for the rooms in

Figure 2. For example, predicate completion applied

to (30) yields:

ConnO(x, y) =» [x = A A y = B] V (32)

[x = B A y = C] V

[x = D A y = A] V

[x = E A y = B] V

[x = F A y = C]

However, to complete the specification of our problem,

we need to add the "unique names" assumption for the

constants A, . . . , F. Formally, we do this by adding the

theory UN which contains the fact 'cj ^ c,' for each

pair of distinct object constants c, and Cj . Note that

we do not apply the "unique names" assumption to the

order constants, nor to the skolem constants generated

by expanding abstract actions. Our query problem can

now be formulated as follows:

UN U Circ(H(P); P) \= <f> <= rf> (33)

The inductive proof procedure and the decision proce

dure of Sections 3 and 4 can both be adapted to handle

this slight modification of our original query problem.

To understand this formalization, consider the ab

stract action 'Move(R2, F, D, ui, U2)'. Using rule (29),

this action expands to:

In(R2, F, m, ti), Move(R2, n, D, tu u2), (34)

Conn(F, a;i), ui < ti < u2,

where x\ and t\ are skolem variables. Expanding the

Move action in (34) using rule (28), we obtain:

In(R2,F,u1,t1), (35)

In(R2, xt, m, t2), In(R2, D, i2, u2),

Conn(F, xi), Conn(xi, D), ui < <i < t2 < \i2.

Now notice that if we were to expand the fact

Conn(F, x\) in (35) using ConnO(A,B), we would

generate the equalities F = A and x\ = B. But UN

contains the assertion 'F ^ A', and therefore this ex

pansion implies a contradiction. In fact, the only ex

pansion of Conn(F, Xi) that does not result in an im

mediate contradiction is one in which x\ = C. How

ever, this means that the second Conn fact in (35)

now becomes Conn(C, D). Consistently expanding

this fact turns out to be impossible, since every expan

sion of Conn(C, D) generates an equality that contra

dicts the "unique names" assumption.

In short, because the rules for ConnO contain only

constants, every expansion of a fact Conn(x,y) will

"ground out" the variables x and y in one of the con

stants A, . . . , F. Thus the consistent expansions of an

action Move(R, Xi,xn,ti,t„) have the form

In(R,ci,t1,t2),

In(R,c2,<2,f3),

In(R,c„_i, t„_i,<„),

ti<t2<t3< ...<tn

where ci,C2,...,cn is a sequence of rooms A, ...,F

such that for each t, c,- and c,-+i are connected accord

ing to Figure 2. For example, the goal i/> for our prob

lem has an expansion in which robot Rl moves through

rooms D,A,B,C,F, starting in room D at time 'ui' and

switching rooms at times ti < ... <t*, and robot R2

moves through rooms F,C,B,A,D, starting in room F

at time *m' and switching rooms at times t\ < . . . < ^4.

This expansion is not yet a model, since the constants

U and t'j are only partially ordered. When we attempt

to topologically sort this partial order, of course, we

find that all the sorted models satisfy the condition <j>

that we wish to avoid. Hence this particular expansion

does not yield a plan for swapping the locations of the

two robots while ensuring that they are never in the

same room at the same time.

However, the reader can readily verify that the expan

sion in which Rl moves through rooms D,A,B,E,B,C,F

and R2 moves through rooms F,C,B,A,D does have
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topological sorts that avoid the undesirable condition

<(>. We need only guarantee that the interval over

which R2 is in room B is contained in the interval

in which Rl is in room E. We have thus found an ex

pansion of ij) that does not satisfy l<j>\ i.e., we have

found a countermodel to the implication l<t>-^ij>\ On

the other hand, if we altered the connectivity of the

rooms by deleting the rule ConnO(E,B) from (30),

then the planning problem would no longer be solvable.

In this case, the formula '</><=t/;' would be entailed by

UN U Circ(K(P); P).

Since the decision procedure in Section 4 proceeds by

attempting to construct a countermodel to the circum

scriptive entailment relation in (33), it may readily be

modified to output such a countermodel in case this

entailment relation fails. This modification yields a

procedure that solves the planning problem whenever

a solution exists, and reports unsolvability whenever

no solution exists. That is, the procedure is not only

correct, but it also guarantees termination.

6 Discussion

We have presented in this paper a novel technique for

reasoning about indefinite actions: We assume that

abstract actions are defined over a linear temporal or

der by a set of Horn clauses, "R., and we ask whether

a hypothetical implication, 4>-$=ij>, is entailed by the

circumscription of the defined predicates in "R-. If H,

is nonrecursive, this approach gives us an action lan

guage similar to the language proposed by Allen and

Koomen [1983] and a set of inferences similar to the

abductive inferences analyzed by Eshghi [1988]. How

ever, if Tt is recursive, we have a significant increase in

expressive power: We can define an action lR(ti, tn)'

which consists of "doing the action A(ti, t2) some fi

nite number of times." Although the general prob

lem Circ{Tl{P); P) \= <j>-$=tj> is not in RE, we have

developed two techniques for solving this problem in

cases that seem to be of practical importance: (1) an

inductive proof procedure for linear recursive defini

tions, which is sound but not complete; and (2) a de

cision procedure, which works for basic queries and

regular rules. We have also identified a natural condi

tion under which our decision procedure has PTIME

data complexity.

An alternative approach to the representation of

"doing a some finite number of times" is provided

by the a* construct of dynamic logic [Pratt, 1976;

Harel, 1979]. It is interesting to note that our "reg

ular rules" can express the class of "regular events"

which corresponds to the action modality of dynamic

logic, whereas ordinary temporal logic cannot express

this class of events at all [Wolper, 1983]. (It is

also interesting to note, in the AI literature, that

Rosenschein's formulation of planning problems in dy

namic logic [Rosenschein, 1981] omitted the a* con

struct!) Despite its expressiveness, dynamic logic

has been criticized within the AI community for its

rigid "change-of-state" semantics [Shoham and Goyal,

1988]. More closely related to our approach is the fam

ily of process logics proposed by Pratt [Pratt, 1979;

Harel et al., 1982], in which modal operators can refer

to the total trajectory in the execution of an action.

We have also argued in this paper that our formalism

for reasoning about indefinite actions permits an ele

gant statement of a certain type of planning problem:

A countermodel to the hypothetical implication (f><^il>

can be interpreted as a plan for "doing t/> and avoid

ing <j>.n The close relationship between circumscription

and abduction has been studied by Konolige [1992],

and our procedure for constructing countermodels

could also be viewed as a procedure for generating ab

ductive inferences. To see this, note that an expansion

of the predicates in V' could be viewed as an "expla

nation" of i/> in terms of the definitions in "R. Under

this interpretation, the goal <f> plays the role of a nega

tive "integrity constraint" [Eshghi and Kowalski, 1989;

Kakas and Mancerella, 1990], i.e., a sentence that must

be false in the abductive explanation. (If n integrity

constraints ->7i, . . . , ->I„ must be satisfied, construct

ing an abductive explanation of V" corresponds to find

ing a countermodel for the relation Circ(7c(P);P) |=

<f>-t=r/>, where <f> = Ji V ... V /„.) The main feature

that is lacking in these studies of abductive inference,

however, is a procedure for determining whether an

abductive explanation that satisfies the integrity con

straints, i.e., a countermodel, is impossible. This is

precisely the point of our inductive proof procedure in

Section 3 and our decision procedure in Section 4.

Moreover, most abductive theories of planning [Es

hghi, 1988; Missiaen, 1991; Denecker et al., 1992] have

adopted a different logical framework from the one pre

sented here, a framework that formalizes the effects of

primitive actions on the state of the world. Abductive

reasoning is then used within this framework to imple

ment a nonlinear goal-directed regression-style plan

ner. By contrast, our approach assumes that many

planning situations come equipped with standard (but

abstract) actions that are known to achieve certain

goals. The planning problem then reduces to the

problem of choosing appropriate expansions of these

abstract actions and finding an appropriate way to

schedule concurrent events. Of course, this is not the

complete AI planning problem. It appears that even

common simplified representations of planning, such

as the STRIPS formalism, cannot be conveniently en

coded using only definite rules. However, ours is not a

new view of planning. It dates back to the early work

of Tate [1977] and Sacerdoti [1977]. This view seems

to have been obscured in most recent logical theories

of planning.

We have focussed in this paper on reasoning about ab

stract actions, and have considered plans to be coun
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termodels, i.e., sets of basic actions in which the time

points are linearly ordered. However, our formalism

is amenable to nonlinear planning, in which one deals

with basic actions and partially ordered time points. A

non-linear plan represents a collection of linear plans,

namely those obtained by topologically sorting the

partial order. When dealing with non-linear plans, one

needs a variety of query modalities. For example, the

planner needs to be able to calculate whether there is

some refinement of the partial order under which the

plan is guaranteed to succeed. This is not the case

if the query <f> to be avoided holds in all the linear

plans corresponding to the non-linear plan. Depend

ing on the precise formulation of queries and actions,

this may be a nontrivial problem [Chapman, 1985;

Dean and Boddy, 1988]. For our formalism, even if t/>

contains no abstract actions, determining the validity

of the query <f>-4=ij> with respect to linear orders requires

consideration of all topological sorts of the partial or

der stated in ij>, potentially a very large set. We refer

the reader to [Meyden, 1992] for a study of the com

plexity of this problem, which finds surprisingly high

complexities, although certain interesting cases are in

PTIME.

To formulate a greater variety of planning problems,

we need, in addition, various modalities over actions.

We suggest the deontic modalities as an appropriate

set: P (permitted, in the "free choice'' sense), F (for

bidden), O (obligatory), and their respective nega

tions. We have studied these modalities in previous

work [McCarty, 1983; McCarty, 1986; Meyden, 1990;

Meyden, 1991]. In future work, we will show how to

combine a system of deontic logic with our present

techniques for the representation of indefinite actions,

and how to apply such a system in legal domains [Mc

Carty, 1989; Schlobohm and McCarty, 1989].
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Abstract 1 Introduction

Symbolic (AI) planning techniques and de

cision theory have complementary strengths

and weaknesses. Symbolic planning provides

a computational theory of plan generation,

but under unrealistic assumptions: perfect

information and control over the world and

a restrictive model of actions and goals. De

cision theory provides a normative model of

choice under uncertainty, but offers no guid

ance as to how the planning options are to be

generated.

Our goal is to integrate the two approaches

into a theory that preserves decision theory's

model of choice while exploiting the compu

tational techniques of symbolic planners. In

order to do so we must confront the rela

tionship between a symbolic planner's goals

and a decision-theoretic agent's utility func

tion. This paper focuses on a particular class

of goals: those involving a temporal dead

line. We provide a formal definition for dead

line goals, show how to represent partial goal

satisfaction, demonstrate how corresponding

utility functions can be built relative to those

goals, and suggest how the goal information

can be used to limit a planning algorithm's

inference.

Reasoning about and planning for an uncertain world

raises both representational and algorithmic problems:

we need to represent change, uncertainty, and value or

utility, and to use those concepts to represent various

plans of action. And given such a representation for

the world and for plans that might be executed in the

world, we further need an efficient way to generate

plausible plans, anticipate their results, improve their

performance, and choose the best option from among

them.

Decision theory addresses the representational prob

lem, providing a rational basis for choice under uncer

tainty. The framework starts with the agent's pref

erences over an abstract set of possible outcomes,

and guarantees the existence of probability and util

ity functions such that acting to maximize expected

utility is rational in the sense that it respects those

preferences. Note that the planner need not explicitly

perform the decision-theoretic analysis. It suffices that

the planner act according to the recommendations that

such an analysis would make.

Decision theory does not, however, constitute a theory

of reasoning about plans. The theory does not pro

vide a vocabulary for describing planning problems,

a method for generating options, or a computational

model for choosing among plan alternatives. It merely

dictates a rational choice given such a capability1.

The capabilities provided by symbolic planning and

decision theory are therefore complementary: the for

mer provides methods for representing planning prob

lems and generating alternative plans in response to

externally supplied goals (but under restricted condi

tions that don't include uncertainty); the latter pro

vides a method for choosing among alternatives and

a language that allows reasoning with uncertainty,

but provides (1) no guidance in structuring planning

'Thanks to Mike Wellman for many useful comments.

Haddawy was supported in part by a grant from the

graduate school of the University of Wisconsin- Milwaukee.

Hanks was supported in part by NSF Grant IRI-9008670.

'Decision analysis—the study of applying decision-

theoretic methodology—addresses these limitations, but in

a subjective and non-algorithmic fashion.
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Figure 1 : Goals as a means of communication

knowledge, (2) no way of generating alternatives, and

more generally, (3) no computational model.

The first step toward integrating these two methodolo

gies is to reconcile the two representations. Planning

problems are couched in terms of

• a set of operators that effect change in the world,

• a description of some initial world state (usu

ally expressed in some logical or quasi-logical lan

guage), and

• a goal state description.

Decision-theoretic problems are stated in terms of

• a probability distribution over possible outcomes

and,

• utilities over those outcomes.

The relationship between the probabilistic model of

the world and the operators and initial state has been

studied as a problem of probabilistic temporal infer

ence, e.g. [Hanks, 1990a] and [Haddawy, 1991a]. The

relationship between the goal state description and an

agent's utility model has received less attention.

We began analyzing this relationship in [Haddawy and

Hanks, 1990], in which we articulated the similarities

and differences between the two representations, gave

an abstract characterization of a utility function ex

pressing the notion of goal satisfaction, showed cir

cumstances under which the problem of planning to

achieve a goal state could be viewed as equivalent to

planning to maximize a utility function, and presented

several new forms for goal expressions that captured

concepts like partial satisfaction and deadlines.

This paper extends the analysis by considering a par

ticular class of goals: "deadline goals." We provide

a formal account of these goals and show how utility

functions can be easily specified relative to goals of

that form. We then show how they can be integrated

into a planning algorithm that can generate and refine

plan options in a principled way.

We begin by summarizing our framework for express

ing goals in a decision-theoretic framework.

2 The Role of Goals

Before we proceed with a formal analysis of goals and

utilities we need to define more precisely what role

these concepts will play in a planning system. [Had

dawy and Hanks, 1990] advanced the idea that goals

play two roles:

• they act as a device for communicating informa

tion about the planning problem and

• they act as a means of limiting inference in the

planning process.

In the first case goals can be communicated more easily

than utility functions, and in the second case the goals'

symbolic content can aid the search for good plans.

Figure 1 makes the relationship more clear: let us

assume some manager, who has a utility function over

outcome states. He is designing an agent, and has a

model of the agent's capabilities. The manager wants

to communicate information to the agent that will

cause it to act so as to increase the manager's utility;

he uses goal expressions to communicate that informa

tion to the agent. The agent combines these goal ex

pressions with other information it has about the world

(e.g. some situation-independent information like the

cost of various resources) to produce a utility function

that guides its actions.

Our research explores what the form of these goal ex

pressions should be, and how they can be assimilated

into a utility function. We are particularly interested

in the question of what constraints a goal expression

should place on the agent's utility function.

3 Syntactic forms for goals

Our previous work [Haddawy and Hanks, 1990] began

an analysis of symbolic goal expressions. We started
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with the idea that goals should have a symbolic con

tent as they do in classical AI planners, but added

an explicit temporal component to the goal and also

acknowledged the need for some representation of the

utility associated with partial satisfaction of the goal.

3.1 The Language Ctca

In order to talk about temporally qualified sentences

in a probabilistic setting, we need a logic that can rep

resent both time and probability. The logic of time,

chance, and action Ctca is well suited to our purposes.

A simplified version of the logic is described in [Had-

dawy, 1991b] and the full logic is described in [Had-

dawy, 1991a]. We describe here just that portion of

the language relevant to this paper.

To refer to facts and event types occurring in time, the

language defines two predicates:

• HOLDS(FA,tut2) is true if fact FA holds over

the time interval t\ to t2, and

• OCCURS(EV,ti,t2) is true if event EV occurs

during the interval /] to im

probability is treated as a sentential operator so it can

be combined freely with other logical operators. We

write Pt{4>) to denote the probability of a formula <f> at

time t. Although the language can represent the dy

namics of probability over time by allowing the proba

bility operator to be indexed by any time point, in this

paper we will only index it by the current time (now).

A model for Ctca consists of, among other things, a

collection of chronicles and a probability measure over

the chronicles. The probability of a sentence is de

fined as the measure of the set of chronicles in which

the sentence is satisfied.

3.2 Goal expressions

We begin by breaking a goal into atemporal and tem

poral components. The former indicates what is to be

achieved, the latter when it is to be achieved.

If ^ is a formula containing only HOLDS and OC

CURS predicates with temporal arguments t and t'

then there are two forms for goals, the existential and

the universal:

Vi,f'(ii <t <t' <t2) — <t>

where 4> is called the atemporal component and the rest

of the formula is called the temporal component. This

paper will be concerned only with the former type:

existential or deadline goals. Examples are

• Have block A on block B by noon.

3t,t'(now <t<t'< noon) A

HOLDS(on(A,B),t,t')

• Get all the rocks to the depot by noon.

3r, t'(now <t<t'< noon) A

Vr(ffOLZ?5(rock(r),i,i')

— #OIDS(loc(r,depot),t,i'))

Below we will provide some prototypical forms for ex

pressing partial satisfaction for deadline goals, and also

talk about the atemporal component in more detail.

But first we will introduce our goal-oriented utility

model.

4 The Form of Utility Functions

We express the agent's utility function at the top level

as a weighted sum of the utilities associated with its

top-level goals (each a formula as described above),

plus a "residual utility" component:

13(c) = £?=1kiUGi(c) + *rUR(c) (1)

The utility function is defined relative to a chronicle

c, which represents one possible outcome of a course

of events or plan2.

A chronicle can also be assigned a probability, making

the expected utility of a plan

EU(P) = ScU(c) x P(c\V) (2)

where P(c\V) is the probability that chronicle c will be

realized in the world, given that the agent is committed

to executing plan V. [Hanks, 1990b] discusses how to

define and compute this probability.

Returning to Equation 1 we note two main compo

nents:

• the n utility functions UG, associated with the

agent's n top-level goals, and

• the residual utility function UR.

Equation l's form implies that the agent's preferences

over the component goals are additive independent:

preferences over lotteries on the goals depend only on

the marginal probability distributions for the goals and

not on their joint probability distribution [Keeney and

Raiffa, 1976, Sect 6.2]. In other words we assume that

preference for a particular level of satisfaction for one

goal does not depend on the extent to which the other

goals are satisfied or on the level of residual utility.

This restriction means that we cannot represent con

junctive goals like "have the truck fueled and loaded

by 7AM" as two separate top-level goals, since presum

ably satisfying either one without the other affords low

utility but their conjunction affords high utility. We

are free to represent them as a single goal, however,

2[McDermott, 1982] defines chronicles in terms of a tem

poral logic, and [Hanks, 1990b] and [Haddawy, 1991a] ex

tend the notion to a probabilistic framework.
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and this paper discusses the case where a top-level goal

consists of a conjunction of symbolic subgoals that can

interact.

The residual utility function takes into account any

other resources produced or consumed in the course of

achieving the goal. Assuming that residual utility is

independent from goal utility implies that the cost of a

unit of resource (say fuel) consumed in achieving a goal

is the same regardless of which goal it was consumed

in achieving and regardless of the extend to which all

of the goals were satisfied.

We should note that the assumption of utility inde

pendence does not imply that that goals are proba

bilistically independent. Our assumption implies only

that the utility derived from satisfying one top-level

goal does not depend on the extent to which the other

goals are achieved. As an extreme example, the agent

may well have two conflicting goals P and ->P, each

with an associated utility function. Although the util

ities are by assumption independent, the agent will

discover that there is no chronicle in which both are

satisfied, therefore the utilities for two goals cannot be

realized simultaneously.

We will temporarily ignore the top-level utility func

tion U(c) as well as the residual utility function UR(c),

and concentrate on how to specify utility functions for

individual goals (the UGj(c) functions).

5 Utility Functions for Individual

Goals

We need to define the utility function for individual

goals in a way that allows partial satisfaction for both

the temporal and atemporal components. We moti

vate the development with an example.

Suppose we are employing a delivery agent whose task

it is to deliver two tons of rocks to the depot by 2pm.

He may require several trips to do so. How can we

structure his pay in order to encourage him to meet

our deadline as closely as possible? A reasonable way

to reward the driver is to pay him in proportion to

each quantity of rocks delivered on each trip, up to a

total of two tons. The pay for each delivery would be

discounted by an amount proportional to the amount

of time by which each delivery misses the deadline.

The amount the driver gets paid is then the sum of

the rewards for all the deliveries he makes up to two

tons. If the driver acts to maximize his expected pay,

we will also be maximizing our utility for the goal.

Generalizing from this example, we can think of the

pay structure as a utility function: we assign utility to

a delivery of rocks and we weight the value of the deliv

ery by a temporal coefficient representing how utility

decays after the deadline. Each individual delivery is

an event that changes some quantity associated with

the atemporal goal component (in this case the quan

tity of rocks delivered so far). We therefore need to

define utility in terms of changes in the value of the

atemporal component. Following sections will show

how this is done.

To derive the overall goal utility we sum the utilities

for the individual delivery events, assuming that the

utility associated with the increase in the number of

rocks at the depot resulting from each delivery is inde

pendent of any other changes in the number of rocks

that have occurred or will occur.

We will first show how to define utility over changes in

the degree of satisfaction of the goal's atemporal com

ponent, then discuss the form of the temporal weight

ing coefficient, and finally present the utility function

that results from combining the temporal and atem

poral components.

5.1 Utility Functions for the Atemporal

Component

The atemporal utility function represents the amount

of utility associated with changes that affect the extent

to which the goal's atemporal component is satisfied.

We can view it as a function whose domain is the set

of changes that can occur with respect to the atempo

ral component (e.g. changes in the number of rocks

delivered to the depot or the number of symbolic goal

conjuncts that are true). Notice that we cannot sim

ply assign utility to changes since the atemporal utility

must be bounded from above by a quantity represent

ing complete satisfaction of the goal. Thus we will

instead define it in terms of a degree of satisfaction

function dsa, that measures the degree to which the

atemporal component is satisfied at a time in a chron

icle. The degree of satisfaction is 0.0 if the atempo

ral component is completely unsatisfied and 1.0 if it

is completely satisfied. If we assume that the degree

of satisfaction of the atemporal component does not

decrease with time over the planning horizon, we can

define the atemporal utility associated with a change

in the goal's state as the difference between the two

dsa values.

This range of values will depend on the actual form

of the goal expression, and in this paper we give two

examples:

• symbolic attributes—a conjunction of symbolic

propositions like "a big red cylinder on the table,"

and

• quantitative attributes—the value of a real- or

integer-valued quantity like the truck's fuel level

or the number of items in a box.

Although quantitative attributes could be defined in

terms of a set of symbolic attributes, we can simplify

the associated dsa function by exploiting the structure
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of the quantitative attribute.

5.2 Symbolic Attributes

Here we consider how to define a function specify

ing the utility associated with partial satisfaction of

symbolic-attribute goals. A symbolic attribute is any

logical formula containing only HOLDS and OCCURS

predicates. For example, the goal of having block A

on top of a red block by noon would be represented as

3t,t'(now <t<t'< noon) A

3x HOLDS(On(A, x),t,t')A

HOLDS(Red(x),t,t')

We define the degree of satisfaction (dsa) function

for a symbolic-attribute goal in terms of a sequence

S of mutually exclusive and exhaustive formulas

(<7i,<72i ...,<7Vi) such that <r„ is the actual atemporal

component of the goal and <7j represents a greater de

gree of satisfaction than Oj if i > j. We associate

a degree of satisfaction value with each Oi such that

dsa(<7i) = 0 and dsa(<r„) = 1. (For brevity we will

eliminate the HOLDS and OCCURS predicates in the

specification of 5.) So for the above example, S might

be

o-i

->3xOn(A,x)

3xOn(A, x) A -^Red(x)

3xOn{A, x) A Red(x)

dsa (<Xj)

0.0

0.7

1.0

The simplest such function would be one that admits

no partial satisfaction of the goal:

o-i

-^3xOn(A, x) A Red(x)

3xOn{A,x)/\Red(x)

dsa(<r,)

0.0

1.0

The degree of satisfaction must actually be evaluated

at a point in time within a chronicle. To do so we

take the value to be the dsa value associated with the

(unique) formula that is satisfied in that chronicle at

that time. Since the formulas <r, are mutually exclusive

and exhaustive, we are guaranteed that exactly one of

them will be true at each time within the chronicle.

We use this definition of dsa to define the utility rela

tive to the atemporal component of a time in a chroni

cle as the difference between the degree of satisfaction

at that time and the highest degree of satisfaction at

any earlier time. The reason we use the highest degree

of satisfaction of any earlier time is that we do not

want to reward the agent for undoing then reaccom-

plishing the goal.

Defining the atemporal utility function in this way re

quires that the utility function is bounded and that all

preferences for lotteries over changes in degree of sat

isfaction at any time t are the same as preferences for

lotteries at any other time t'. The atemporal utility

function so defined ranges between zero and one.

Notice that the table of a,'s need not be complete in

that it need not specify degree of satisfaction values

for all possible changes. Missing entries indicate that

some potential changes in degree of satisfaction are

assigned zero utility. The second dsa function above

provides an example: there is no utility associated

with satisfying either conjunct in isolation; utility is

recorded only when all conjuncts become true.

For some specialized types of symbolic goal structures

the degree of satisfaction function may be defined more

succinctly. For example, if the atemporal component

is a conjunction of atomic formulas not sharing any

variables, and if utility is additive in the changes in

degree of satisfaction associated with each of the con

juncts, then we can define the degree of satisfaction

of each of the conjuncts individually, and the utility

associated with a time point in a chronicle is the sum

of the utilities associated with each conjunct.

5.3 Quantitative Attributes

A quantitative attribute is a special kind of symbolic

attribute: a logical formula containing only HOLDS

predicates in which the first argument expresses equal

ity or inequality between a term and a numeric quan

tity. An example of a quantitative-attribute deadline

goal is to have two tons of rocks at the depot by noon:

3t,t' (now <t<t'< noon) A

HOLDS{{= tons-rocks-at-depot 2),t,t')

The degree of satisfaction function over such an at

tribute could in principle be defined in the same way

as we did for symbolic attributes above, but such a

definition would be unmanageably large. Since degree

of satisfaction for quantitative attributes is simply a

function of the quantity's magnitude, we can define it

directly in terms of that magnitude. The degree of

satisfaction for the rock-delivery example would sim

ply be a function of the quantity of quantity of rocks

at the depot (again evaluated relative to a time point

in a chronicle).

With conjunctive quantitative attributes, things get a

little more complicated. Suppose we have the goal of

having 12,000 pounds of polystyrene, 480 pounds of

colorant, and 120 pounds of UV stabilizer at a plastics

manufacturing plant by time <2:

3t,t'(now <t<t' <t2) A

HOLDS((= poly 12,000), t,t') A

HOLDS{{= colorant 480), t,t') A

HOLDS((= UV 120), t,t')

These quantities were not chosen arbitrarily; they rep

resent the quantities of materials necessary to manu

facture 2000 units of a particular product. They need
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to be present at the plant in a particular proportion in

order to be useful. That is to say, only that quantity

that is present in the right proportion can be used.

This is a common characteristic of conjunctive quanti

tative attributes. Consequently, degree of satisfaction

will be a function of the maximum amount of the ma

terials that are present in the required proportion. In

this case, the necessary proportion is 100:4:1. So to de

rive the degree of satisfaction of a time in a chronicle,

we let

q = min(x/l00, y/A, z)

where x,y, and z are the quantities of polystyrene, col

orant, and UV stabilizer, respectively. Then if we re

quire 6 pounds of polystyrene to manufacture one unit,

the degree of satisfaction would be some nondecreas-

ing function of [IOO9/6J, normalized to range between

0 and 1.

To summarize, we have motivated the need for a func

tion that measures partial satisfaction of a goal's atem-

poral component, a function DSA,(i,c) that measures

the extent to which the goal is satisfied at a particular

time point within a particular chronicle. This function

is defined in a manner specific to the goal's type: for

symbolic goals the programmer supplies an appropri

ate dsa function, for quantitative attributes he supplies

a function that maps the quantity's value to a degree-

of-satisfaction level.

5.4 The Coefficient Representing the

Temporal Component

We have to represent partial satisfaction of the tem

poral component (deadline) as well, and we do so by

weighting the DSA, value by a temporal coefficient rep

resenting the extent to which the deadline was vio

lated. The coefficient for the temporal component is a

function CT, of the deadline and a time point. A dead

line goal states that we wish to achieve some state or

attain some level of a quantity by a given time. We

further assume that there is no value associated with

achieving the goal prior to the deadline. If that were

not the case we we could have specified an earlier dead

line. So the temporal coefficient will 0.0 at all times

prior to the deadline tj. After the deadline its value

will drop off as a function of time, representing the fact

that we prefer to have the goal satisfied by the dead

line. If we have a hard deadline, the value may be 1.0

at id but drop to 0.0 immediately. More generally, the

value will be a monotonically nonincreasing function

of time after the deadline—it need not be strictly de

creasing. A flat region on the coefficient function curve

over some time interval after the deadline represents

indifference about which time in that region the goal

is satisfied.

The reader may wonder why the temporal coefficient

is not symmetric in that it does not increase up to the

deadline then decrease as the deadline passes. To re

turn to the rock-delivery example, we define the dead

line as the first time at which the rocks actually be

come useful, and therefore before the deadline they

have no intrinsic value: if the deadline is noon, then

the only reason to deliver the rocks at any time prior

to noon is so they will in fact be at their destination

at the time they are to be used.

So why should early delivery be assigned lower utility?

Two reasons come to mind:

• Because if the rocks are delivered early there is

a chance that they will be stolen or otherwise be

made unavailable before the deadline.

• Because if the rocks are delivered early they will

have to be stored, which incurs some cost.

Our utility model covers both of these cases, but nei

ther of them bears directly on the utility associated

with the goal itself. In the first place, if there is some

probability that early deliveries will disappear, then

the plan projector (the module that generates possi

ble outcomes and assigns them probabilities) should

generate a plan outcome (chronicle) in which they dis

appear. In that chronicle the goal is not met at all,

and therefore the plan will be assigned lower utility.

The storage charge in the second case can be noted

by the projector as well, but this cost is appropriately

recorded in the residual utility function; it is not by

rights a cost associated with the delivery goal itself.

6 Combining the Temporal Coefficient

and the Atemporal Utility Function

So far we have defined the atemporal satisfaction func

tion DSA, and the temporal coefficient CTj, both of

which are functions over time points and chronicles.

To form the utility function for a deadline goal (which

is a function of the chronicle alone) we need to evalu

ate and combine DSA and CT values at selected time

points within the chronicle.

We first make the following assumptions about changes

in atemporal utility:

• A change in degree of satisfaction of the atempo

ral component at time t is utility independent of

changes at any earlier or later time.

• There are a countable number of changes in the

degree of satisfaction over the course of a chroni

cle.

Under these assumptions the appropriate expression

for computing a goal's utility is an additive utility

function:

UG,(c) = DSAi(c,<D)+ (3)

£ (DSA,(t, c) - mo*(D<f-<f DSA,-(«, c)) ■ CTf(r)
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where to is the time of the deadline. The basic form

of this utility function is similar to that presented

by Meyer [Keeney and Raiffa, 1976, Sect. 9.3.2] for

the utility of a consumption stream. The only dif

ference is that Meyer's formulation defines utility di

rectly in terms of consumption—which is the change

in the agent's wealth—while our dsa functions specify

this change in utility indirectly. Another minor differ

ence is that Meyer's formulation allows consumption

to be negative, indicating a loss of wealth, whereas

we are only interested in positive changes in degree of

satisfaction3.

Consider, for example, the goal to have two tons of

rocks at the depot by noon. We can use one of two

trucks. The big truck carries two tons in one load

but is slow: it will get all two tons to the depot by

2pm. The small truck carries only one ton but is fast:

it will get one ton there by 1pm and two tons there

by 2pm. Which plan affords higher utility? The an

swer depends, of course, on the utility decay associated

with missing the deadline compared to the utility de

cay associated with missing some rocks. Suppose that

the degree of satisfaction of zero tons is 0.0, the de

gree of satisfaction of one ton is 0.5 and the degree of

satisfaction of two tons is 1.0. Suppose further that

the temporal coefficient is a linearly decreasing func

tion that goes from 1.0 at noon to 0.0 at 3pm. So

ct(t) = 1 — </3, where t is the number of hours past

noon. Based on these values, the utility of the chroni

cle that results from using the big truck is (l)(l/3) =

1/3 and the utility of the chronicle that results from

using the small truck is (l/2)(2/3)+(l/2)(l/3) = 1/2.

Hence we prefer to use the small truck over the big

truck. This preference fits our intuition since based

on the specifications of the atemporal utility function

and the temporal coefficient, we associate some benefit

with having some portion of the two tons of rocks at

the depot earlier.

7 Using the Utility Functions to Rank

Plans

One of the main goals of the present work is to use in

formation in the utility function's symbolic structure

to guide the search for good plans, which generally

will involve demonstrating that one plan is preferable

to another. At worst establishing this relationship in

volves computing the expected utility of both plans, a

process that requires generating all possible outcomes

for each.

By exploiting the structure of the utility functions we

may be able to establish the same relationships with

out performing the full expected-utility calculation.

We do so by establishing relationships among the indi

vidual goals' symbolic components that indicate cor

responding relationships among the utility functions.

These relationships will typically take the form:

Suppose that one of the agent's goals is g

and that there are two formulas 4> and rp that

bear some relation to g. More particularly,

the truth of <j> indicates a high goal-related

utility whereas the truth of ip indicates a low

utility. Further suppose that there are two

alternative plans, V\ and Vi- If the proba

bility that <f> is true by some time t\ given

V\ is at least a, and if the probability that ip

is true for all times before ti given V% is at

least /?, and if a exceeds some function of /?,

<f>, ip, t\, and <2i then V\'s expected utility is

guaranteed to be greater than V2 's.

Having established a relationship of that form the

planner need only establish two probability bounds as

sociated with specific symbolic propositions in order to

eliminate one plan from further consideration.

This technique will ultimately have two advantages:

1 . it reduces the general problem of expected-utility

calculations to the more specific task of deciding

whether a particular probability exceeds a partic

ular threshold, and

2. it allows us to perform the expected-utility analy

sis incrementally—at each stage we can eliminate

some plans from consideration, again limiting the

amount of inference necessary to choose a good

course of action.

7.1 Bounds for Symbolic Attributes

We first look at establishing probability bounds for

deadline goals with symbolic atemporal components.

Let <j> and V be two symbolic attributes as described

above. Suppose our symbolic goal is

3t,t'(now <t <t' <<!) A

HOLDS(Oa(A,B), t, t') A HOLDS(On(B,C), t, t')

and we define the dsa function as follows:

dsa(i7,

-.On(A,B)A-1On(B,C)

On(B,C)A-On(A,B)

On(A,B)AOn(B,C)

0.0

0.5

1.0

3The expression for the continuous case is DSAi(c, <£>)+

the two formulas might be

<t> = HOLDS(On(A,B),t,t')

tP = ^HOLDS(On{B,C),t,t').

Now suppose that for plan V\ we can establish that

Pnow(3t,t' {t < t' < ti) A <t> I Vi) > a
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and for plan V2

Pnow(Vt,t'(t<t' <t2) rl>\V2)>P

Under what conditions can we say that plan V\ is

preferable to plan TV We must determine the low

est value of EU(T>i) and the highest value of EU(T>2)

consistent with these two constraints. Let 0$ be the

formula of lowest dsa consistent with <j> (in the exam

ple o$ = 0-3). We are guaranteed the existence of such

a formula since the <7j are exhaustive. The expected

utility of plan V\ is lowest if

1. with probability a i) a$ is achieved at time t\ and

ii) the goal is not partially achieved at any time

earlier than t\ , and

2. with probability 1 — a the goal is completely un

satisfied.

So by Equation 4 we have

EU(Pi) > a ■ dsa(^) • ct(<i) + (1 - or) ■ 0

Now let ay be the formula of highest dsa consistent

with conjunct V (<ty = '*)■ The expected utility of

plan V2 is highest if

1. with probability 0 i) 0^ is achieved by the dead

line and ii) the goal is completely achieved imme

diately after time t2, and

2. with probability 1 — 0 the goal is completely sat

isfied by the deadline.

Again by Equation 4:

EU(T>2) < fldsafo) + (1 - dsa(<jv))ct(r2)] + (1 - 0)

And we therefore know that TVs expected utility is

higher than TVs if

j0[du(<r*) + (1 - dsaf>*))ct(<2)] + (1-8)

a >

d«(o>)ct(<i)

The values for 0$ and a$ and the times i\ and t2 will

determine how useful our probability bounds are. A

low 1 1 and a <f> that is inconsistent with low utility cr,'s

will give us a high lower bound on EU(T>i). Similarly,

a high <2 and a ip that is inconsistent with high utility

<Tj's will give us a low upper bound on EUf^j)-

7.2 Bounds for Quantitative Attributes

Now suppose that our goal is stated in terms of some

quantity Q. Assume that the dsa is a monotonically in

creasing function of the quantitative attribute4. Sup

pose we know that for plan V\

Pnow(3t,t'(t<t' <U)A

HOLDS{{>Qk{),t ,t')\Vi)> a

and for plan V2

Pneu,(Vt,t'(t<t' <t2)^

HOLDS((<Qk2),t,t')\V2)>0

(where &i and k2 are constants). Under what condi

tions can we say that we prefer plan V\ to plan TV

The expected utility of V\ is lowest if

1. with probability a i) we achieve a level k\ for Q

at time t\ and ii) Q has value zero at all times

prior toil, and

2. with probability (1 — a) Q has value zero at all

times.

Under those circumstances we know that

EU(T>i)>q dsa(Jfe1)ct(t1)

The expected utility of plan V2 is highest if

1. with probability 0 i) Q attains level k2 by the

deadline and ii) the maximum possible value of Q

is attained immediately after t2, and

2. with probability 1—0 the maximum possible value

of Q is attained by the deadline.

Then we know that

EU(T>2) < 8 ■ [dsa(*2) + (1 - dsa(*2)) ■ ct(t2)] + (1 - 8),

and then V\ is preferred to T*2 if

8 ■ [dsa(ib2) + (1 - dsa(ta)) • ct(t2)] + (1 - /?)

dn(fci)-ct(*i)

a >

4A symmetric analysis can be performed for monotoni

cally decreasing atemporal utility.

7.3 Bounds for Strictly Ordered Atemporal

Attributes

Consider a goal with a symbolic atemporal component

attribute consisting of a conjunction of formulas that

do not share any variables. Suppose that the con-

juncts. can be ordered such that each conjunct dom

inates those later in the sequence in the sense that

achieving that conjunct is more important than achiev

ing all those later in the sequence. For example, if our

conjuncts are gi, g2, and g3 our strictly ordered atem

poral utility function would satisfy the constraint that

satisfying g\ is preferable to not satisfying it, regard

less of whether g2 or #3 are satisfied:

dsa(0i A g2 A g3) > dsa(->ffi A g2 A g3)

dsa(ffi A->ff2 Ag3) > dsa(-></i A g2 A g3)

dsafai A g2 A -></3) > dsa(->£i A g2 A g3)

dsa(ffi A ->g2 A ->g3) > dsa(->0i A g2 A g3)

dsa((/i Ag2 Ag3) > dsa(->pi A -></2 A g3)

dsa(ffi A ->g2 A g3) > dsa(-~>gi A ->g2 A g3)

dsa(ffi A -></2 A ->g3) > dsa(->£i A ->g2 A ~>g3)
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<?i

-iLoc(me,home)

Loc(me,home) A ->Possess(me,thai-food) A ->Possess(me,beer)

Loc(me,home) A -<Possess(me,thai-food) A Possess(me,beer)

Loc(me,home) A Possess(me,thai-food) A ->Possess(me,beer)

Loc(me,home) A Possess(me,thai-food) A Possess(me,beer)

tjsafgi)

0.0

0.4

0.5

0.8

1.0

Figure 2: Example atemporal utility function

dsa(<ji Aj2Aj3) >

dsa^! A 02 A->03) >

dsa(01 A g2 A g3) >

dsa (01 Aj2A --03 ) >

and likewise, given that g\ is true, it's always prefer

able to satisfy 02 regardless of 03 's state:

dsa{glA-lg2Ag3)

dsa(</! A -.02 A g3)

dsa(0i A -1J/2 A ->03)

dsa(0i A ->02 A ->03)

Finally we note that if 01 and 02 are both true then 03

is preferable to its negation:

dsa(0i A 02 A 03) > dsa(0! A02 A-i03)

Notice that we did not specify that 02 dominates 03

in cases where 01 is false. The reason is that we will

often assign zero utility to all states in which the most

important goal is not satisfied. For example, given the

goal to have block A on top of a red cylinder by noon,

it might do us no good to have obtained a red cylinder

if block A is not on top of it.

For a utility function of this form, we can prune away

suboptimal plans by considering each conjunct individ

ually in the priority order dictated by the dsa values.

Suppose we have two plans V\ and V2 such that for

plan Vi

Pnov,(3t, t' (t < t' < ti) A 01 I Vx) > a

and for plan V2

Pnow(Vt,t' (<<!'< t2) - -0! I V2) > /3.

Under what conditions can we say that plan V\ is

preferable to plan V-p. We have not specified what

the probability of the other conjuncts of the atempo

ral component is, so a lower bound on the expected

utility of V\ is

EU(7>i) > q • dsa(0i Ai -.j,) • ct(«i)

and an upper bound on the expected utility of plan V2

is

EU(7>2) <

0 ■ [dsa(-.0! Aj 0,) + (1 - dsa(-.0i A,- 0,))ct(i2)]+

(!-/?)■

So plan V\ is preferred to plan V2 if

a >

fldsa(-.gi A< 0O -I- (1 - dsa(^0i A< 0,))ct(t2)] + (!-/?)

dsa(0! Aj ->0,-)ct(<i)

These bounds are meaningful because the prioritiza

tion of the conjuncts of the atemporal component

means that satisfying the first conjunct dominates sat

isfying all the others:

dsa(0i Aj -.0,-) > dsa(i0i A,- g{)

so we can eliminate some suboptimal plans by just

using the probability of satisfying or not satisfying the

first conjunct. Once this has been done, we can use the

probability of satisfying the first and second conjuncts

versus the probability of satisfying the first conjunct

but not the second, and so forth. This means that

we initially consider only the consequences of plans

relative to the first conjunct, then relative to the first

two conjuncts, and so on until we have incorporated

all the conjuncts. At that point we can perform an

expected utility analysis of the remaining plans.

This ability to consider the conjuncts sequentially has

important consequences for the projection process.

[Hanks, 1990b] presents a probabilistic projection al

gorithm demonstrating that:

• it can be much cheaper to project a plan with

respect to a single proposition (like one of our

goal conjuncts) than it is to reason about all of

the plan's effects,

• it can be much cheaper to determine whether

the probability of a proposition exceeds a specific

threshold than it is to compute the exact value of

that probability.

7.3.1 Example

Let's consider an example. Suppose our goal is to be

at home by 6:00 with some Thai food and some beer:

3t,t'(now <t<? <6:00) A

#OIZ)S(Loc(me,home),i,<') A

HOLDS(Posness(me,tha.i-{ood),t,t') A

HOLDS(Possess(me,beeT),t,t')

Suppose we have the dsa function appearing in Fig

ure 2 and that the temporal coefficient function falls

off linearly from 1.0 at 6:00pm to 0.0 at 10:00pm, so

ct(i) = 1 — i/4, where t is measured in hours past

6:00pm. Now suppose we have two plans V\ and V2

such that for plan V\
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Pn0w(3t,t' (t <t' <6:00)A

#0ZZ>5(Loc(me,home), t,t'))

> a

and for plan Vi

Pnow(Vt,t'(t<t' <9:00) -

^HOLDS(Loc(me,home), t, t'))

V\ is preferred to Vi if

a >

1 - .75(3

A

So if /? = .9 then for any a greater than .8125 plan V\

will dominate P2, and plan P2 can be eliminated from

consideration.

8 Multiple Goals, Residual Utility,

and Computational Issues

The previous sections established bounds on the prob

abilities of outcomes that could be used to determine

whether one plan was preferred to another. These

analyses were performed on the utility functions for

individual goals, implicitly assuming that utility for

other goals and for resource consumption were the

same.

The assumption that global utility is linear additive in

the goal utilities (Section 4) makes explicit the trade

off between satisfying the top-level goals, and between

satisfying a goal and consuming resources. The as

sumption that resource consumption (counted in the

residual utility term) is independent of the goal util

ities means that we can regard resource consumption

as a goal as well. Take the two-goal case, for example,

for which we can write the equation for the expected

utility of a plan V as follows:

EU(P) = JbiEUj^) + *2EU2(7>) + JfcrEUr(7>) (4)

where

EU.-CP) = Ee*,UG,(c)P(c|7>).

Now suppose that we have already generated a plan

V\ and we know its expected utility EU(Pi ) = u\ .

Further suppose that we have begun generating an al

ternative plan V2, in particular we have generated a

subplan that achieves the first goal. From this subplan

we can compute

1. an upper bound on the utility associated with first

goal, EU1CP2) < «12, and

2. a minimum level of resource consumption which

provides us with an upper bound on residual util

ity, EUr(7>2) < ur2.

We can then calculate that for Vi to be preferred to

V\ it must at least satisfy goal two to the degree

EU2(7,2) > "1 ~ *'"» - *^2

which represents the required utility level for the sec

ond goal assuming no additional resource consump

tion. Examining the symbolic structure of the second

goal may indicate exactly what propositions must be

made true or what quantity level must be attained, and

by when, in order to attain that level of utility. The

ratio between kr and fc2 along with the residual utility

function indicates how efficiently the second goal must

be satisfied as well.

8.1 Plan generation and refinement

The results in previous sections all involved comparing

two complete plans; the relationships we provided re

duced the question of which was preferable in the sense

of maximizing utility to one of establishing a relation

ship between probabilities over the symbolic attributes

that comprise one of the goal expressions. The algo

rithm in [Hanks, 1990b] exploits both the symbolic

content of the relationship and the numeric threshold

to limit inference in establishing whether or not this

relationship holds. Therefore deciding which of two

partial plans is preferable may be considerably cheaper

than computing the expected utility of each.

The result earlier in this section demonstrates that

given one complete plan and a partial plan we can

characterize the interesting possible completions of the

partial plan—the ones that satisfy the remaining goals

with a certain probability and with a certain effective

ness if the second plan is to be preferred to the first.

Therefore deciding if a partial plan is worth pursuing

may be considerably cheaper than examining all of its

completions.

The question arises in general, however, as to what ex

tent these relationships can aid the planning process.

What can we say about the relationship between two

partial plans? We are limited in what we can say about

partial plans because the typical planning operations

used to complete the plans (e.g. adding or replacing

steps) may have an arbitrary effect on the plan's ex

pected utility. Therefore it will hard to be guarantee

that partial plan V\ is preferable to partial plan V2

regardless of how both of them are completed.

One special case of partial planning that is amenable

to our analysis is that in which the planner's only op

eration is to refine its current plan, which amounts to

replacing an abstract action in the plan with a more

specific version of that action. More precisely a re

finement operator can never increase the set of possi

ble outcomes consistent with the plan's execution, and

thus tends to resolve uncertainty about its quality. An

estimate of an abstract plan's expected utility might

be represented as an interval representing the possible

EU values that its completions might take. Refining

the plan would tend to narrow the interval. Compar

ing two abstract plans could then stop as soon as their
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expected-utility intervals no longer overlapped5, and

the width of the intervals for the components of the

utility function could point to areas of the plan that

would benefit from further refinement.

Although it is probably unrealistic to expect any plan

ner to employ only refinement operators, the idea of

modeling an execution system using a hierarchy of ab

stract actions is consistent with Firby's [1989] RAP

system, and the architecture for planning and execu

tion proposed in [Hanks and Firby, 1990]. We are cur

rently using that framework to pursue an implemen

tation of the ideas presented in this paper.

9 Summary and Related Work

Our goal in this work was to take intuitions about the

nature of goals as they have been used in symbolic

planning systems and recast the intuitions in a form

in which they might be exploited by decision-theoretic

planning algorithms. Our framework involves build

ing a utility model first by identifying the agent's top-

level goals plus the residual attributes that measure re

source consumption and production in service of those

goals. The assumption of utility independence among

these attributes means that their interactions can be

summarized by n + 1 numeric parameters represent

ing the relative weights for the n goals and residual

attributes.

For each of the goals one supplies a utility function

that divides into two components: the atemporal de

gree of satisfaction and the temporal weighting coeffi

cient. The former defines what it means to satisfy the

goal, either partially or fully. The latter indicates how

utility declines as a function of missing the deadline.

We demonstrated forms for the degree of satisfaction

function given some common goal types: making a

symbolic expression true and maximizing a quantity.

We then showed how the model's information, both

numeric and symbolic, could be exploited to compare

plans: to decide whether one plan's expected utility

was greater than another and to generate bounds on

the quality of a partial plan in order that it should be

chosen over an alternative.

A discussion of related work should begin with a

mention of multiattribute decision theory, especially

[Keeney and Raiffa, 1976]. What we have done is built

a multiattribute utility model for goal-oriented plan

ning problems that feature partial goal satisfaction and

deadlines.

Our discussion of strictly ordered goals was motivated

by the work in goal programming [Schniederjans, 1984]

a mathematical optimization technique that deals with

Or when the intervals narrowed to the point where

the distinction between the two did not warrant further

attention, as [Russell and Wefald, 199l] point out.

ordered conflicting goals.

In the AI literature the work closest to our own is

[Wellman and Doyle, 1991], which also analyzes the

relationship between goals and preference structures.

That paper confronts the question of what it means to

say that an agent has some goal. The most fundamen

tal difference between their work and ours is that they

begin by examining an agent's preference structure di

rectly and produce a definition of what it means to

say that an agent has a goal 7. In contrast, we adopt

various intuitive notions about goals at the outset (e.g.

that they are utility independent at the top level), and

structure the agent's utility function (and therefore his

preferences) to accommodate those ideas. Our work is

mainly oriented toward using the resulting structure to

build and exploit representations for concepts like par

tial satisfaction and temporal deadlines in the process

of building and comparing plans.

Etzioni [l99l] confronts the problem of decision-

analytic control: the decision of whether an agent

should plan further or act immediately in a given situ

ation. Etzioni 's model admits both partial satisfaction

of the goal and the idea that the value of achieving the

goal will tend to change over time. Both of these ele

ments are supplied directly to the model, in the form

of three functions:

• a function i(g) measuring the "intrinsic value" of

goal g,

• a function d(s, g) measuring the extent to which

goal g is satisfied in state s, and

• a function F(i(g)d(s,g),s) measuring the extent

to which the benefit of goal g should be realized

in state s.

The first two functions correspond roughly to our

atemporal component, the third to our temporal

weighting coefficient. Etzioni makes the same assump

tion we do about the independence of top-level goals.

Etzioni 's effort is mainly complementary to our own:

we provide specific forms for the functions i, d, and F,

which he assumes as inputs. We further show how to

exploit those functions to make effective plan choices

(which he does not), but we do not explore the rela

tionship between building and executing plans (which

he does).

10 Conclusion

Our goal is to establish a relationship between

decision-theoretic choice and symbolic planning, ex

ploiting the former's normative model of choice and

the latter's algorithms for plan generation and refine

ment.

This paper examined the relationship between utility

functions and goals, introducing the concept of a dead
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line goal and two accounts of what it means to satisfy

one partially.

Doing so required us to explain how to combine util

ities for individual goals into a single utility function

and how to combine expressions describing the extent

of satisfaction for a single goal's temporal and atem-

poral components into a single measure of goal satis

faction. We used this representation to demonstrate a

number of relationships between goal satisfaction and

utility maximization, and further showed how these re

lationships might be used to focus the process of plan

generation, projection, and refinement.
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Abstract

In this paper we compare the utility of repre

senting plans as total orders and partial or

ders, analyzing factors that influence relative

planner performance. Most previous work

has assumed that representing plans as par

tial orders is better than representing plans

as total orders. Our goal has been to more

accurately characterize the conditions under

which partial-order planning is actually su

perior. Two main results are presented in

this paper. First, we show that the poten

tial benefits of partial-order planning may be

retained when using highly expressive plan

ning languages, even though the cost of plan

extension may be intractable in the worst

case. Specifically, we illustrate how a conser

vative operator-ordering strategy can guar

antee tractability at the expense of intro

ducing unnecessary orderings. Second, we

study how solution density, solution cluster

ing, search strategy, and heuristics affect the

relative performance of our total-order and

partial-order planners.

1 Introduction

For many years, the superiority of non-linear planners

over linear planners has been tacitly assumed by the

planning community. In a previous paper [15] we ex

amined this intuition, specifically focusing on one as

pect of non-linear planning: the use of partially or

dered plans rather than totally ordered plans (see also

[8]). We argued that the only significant difference be

tween partial-order planners and total-order planners

is planning efficiency. We also pointed out that, in fact,

partial-order planning can be less efficient since the

search space of partially ordered plans can be larger

than that of totally ordered plans. However, we pre

sented a partial-order planner whose search space is

guaranteed to be no larger, and is possibly exponen

tially smaller, than a corresponding search space of

totally ordered plans. The key to this guarantee is

that the planner's search space is restricted to partially

ordered plans that are unambiguous; that is, plans

in which each precondition is either necessarily true

or necessarily false. In addition, we showed that for

a propositional planning language, the time cost per

node for our partial-order planner is not significantly

worse than the cost for a corresponding total-order

planner (both are polynomial). Since our partial-order

planner can search an exponentially smaller space than

the total-order planner but still requires only polyno

mial time per node, its overall planning efficiency can

be considerably greater.

In this paper, we describe two extensions to our pre

vious work. For more expressive planning languages,

it is known that the cost of extending partially or

dered plans can be intractable [4]. This suggests the

following question: does the theoretical advantage of

planning with unambiguous partially ordered plans

disappear with the introduction of more expressive

languages? We demonstrate here that the advantage

can be retained for unambiguous planners. Second,

we study some factors impacting the relative utility of

partial order planning that have not been previously

recognized in the literature. Specifically, we exam

ine how the relative performance of partial-order and

total-order planning can be affected by the choice of

search strategy and heuristic. We study the expected

performance relationship in detail for a particular ex

ample domain, identifying how general characteristics

of the search space impact the performance of our two

planners.

2 Background:

A Tale of Two Planners

This section reviews relevant terminology and theo

retical results established in our previous work [15].

To begin with, we assume that a library of opera

tors is available, where each operator has precondi

tions, deleted conditions, and added conditions; each
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Oadd + '. S—*Oie,—+A—B—+Oneed

P'

'.S—0<M-+Vadd—~A—*B-*Onted-+' F'.

P"

i S-+Odtl-*A-*Oadi—*-B-*oneed-*-F:

pill

'. S—-Odel—+-A-+-B
~*mOadd~*~Oneed~*' F

Figure 2: How TO extends a plan: Oadd is added to plan P to generate three alternatives.

TO(P,G)

1. Termination: If G is empty, report success and stop.

2. Goal selection: Let c = select-goal(G), and let

0„ced be the plan step for which c is a precondition.

3. Operator selection: Let Oadd be an operator in the

library that adds c. If there is no such Oadd, then ter

minate and report failure. Backtrack point: alt such

operators must be considered for completeness.

4. Ordering selection: Let Odei be the last deleter of

c. Insert Oadd somewhere between Odtt and Onted,

call the resulting plan P'. Backtrack point: all such

positions must be considered for completeness.

5. Update goals: Let G' be the set of preconditions in

P' that are false.

6. Recursive invocation: TO(P',G').

Figure 1: The TO Planning Algorithm

deleted condition must be a precondition. Each con

dition must be a non-negated propositional literal. A

plan consists of an ordered set of instantiated opera

tors, called steps. For convenience, a planning prob

lem is represented as a two-step initial plan, where the

first step asserts a set of initial conditions and the final

step has as its preconditions the user-supplied goals.

The planning process starts with this initial plan and

searches through a space of possible plans. A success

ful search terminates with a solution plan, i.e., a plan

in which all steps' preconditions are necessarily true.

The search space can be characterized as a tree, where

each node corresponds to a plan and each arc corre

sponds to a plan refinement. A total-order planner

searches through a space of totally ordered plans; a

partial-order planner is defined analogously.

Our first planning algorithm, TO, shown in Figure 1, is

a total-order planner. TO accepts an unfinished plan,

P, and a goal set, G, containing the preconditions of

steps in P which are false. The TO procedure first

checks whether the goal set G is empty. If so, the plan

is finished and the procedure terminates; if not, a goal

is selected from G. The function select-goal can be

any deterministic function that returns a member of

G. TO then selects an operator to achieve the goal and

inserts the operator into the plan, ordering it with re

spect to existing operators. The new operator can be

inserted anywhere between the point of requirement

and the operator which is the "last deleter". Specif

ically, as used in step 4, the last deleter of a precon

dition c for a step Onted is defined as follows. Step

Odet is the last deleter of c if Odei deletes c, Odei is

before One td, and there is no other deleter of c be

tween Odti and Oneed. In the case that no step before

Onecd deletes c, the first step is considered to be the

last deleter.

Figure 2 illustrates TO's plan extension process. This

example assumes that steps A and B do not add or

delete c. There are three possible insertion points for

Oadd in plan P, yielding the three alternative exten

sions, />', P", and P"'.

The pseudo-code in Figure 1 characterizes to's search

space by defining a depth-first procedure for enumer

ating possible plans. Both planners described in this

section can also be implemented as breadth-first pro

cedures, and in that case, both are provably complete

[16].

Our second planner, UA, shown in Figure 4, is similar

to TO in the way it selects goals and operators; note,

however, that UA is a partial-order planner. UA only

orders plan steps based on "interactions". Two steps
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Figure 3: How ua extends a plan: O^d is added to plan P to generate two alternatives. The example assumes

that Oadd interacts with step A.

UA(P,G)

1. Termination: If G is empty, report success and stop.

2. Goal selection: Let c = select-goal(G), and let

Onecd be the plan step for which c is a precondition.

3. Operator selection: Let Oadd be an operator in the

library that adds c. If there is no such Oadd, then ter

minate and report failure. Backtrack point: all such

operators must be considered for completeness.

4. Ordering selection: Let Odd be the last deleter of

c. Order Oa<ut after Odei and before Oneed. Repeat

until there are no interactions:

o Select a step Oint that interacts with Oadd-

o Order 0,„i either before or after Oa<td-

Backtrack point: both orderings must be

considered for completeness.

Let P' be the resulting plan.

5. Update goals: Let G' be the set of preconditions in

P' that are necessarily false.

6. Recursive invocation: UA(P', G').

Figure 4: The UA Planning Algorithm

in a plan are said to interact if they are unordered with

respect to each other and there exists a precondition c

of one step that is added or deleted by the other.1 The

significant difference between UA and TO lies in step

4: TO orders the new step with respect to all others,

whereas UA adds only those orderings that are required

to eliminate interactions. It is in this sense that UA is

less committed than to.

Figure 3 illustrates ua's plan extension process. As

in Figure 2, we assume that steps A and B do not

add or delete c; however, step A and Oadd interact

with respect to some other condition. This interaction

'As defined in [15], a step that deletes c interacts with

one that adds or deletes c because we require that every

condition deleted by a step must also be a precondition.

yields two alternative plan extensions: one in which

Oadd is ordered before A and one in which Oadd is

ordered after A.

Since UA orders all steps which interact, the plans in

its search space are unambiguous: each precondition in

a plan is either necessarily true or necessarily false. To

see this, consider that a plan is ambiguous only when

a precondition c is true in some linearizations and false

in others. This can only occur if there are two opera

tors that are unordered with respect to each other and

one operator has precondition c and the other adds or

deletes c. However, in this case, the operators inter

act, and they will be ordered by UA. Thus, since UA

starts with an unambiguous plan and each recursive

call to UA preserves this property, all plans in ua's

search space are unambiguous.

Because ua generates only unambiguous plans, there

is a tight correspondence between the two planners'

search spaces, as illustrated by Figure 5. Each plan

in ua's search tree corresponds to a non-empty set of

plans in TO's search tree, one to plan for each lin

earization of the UA plan. Furthermore, given any two

UA plans, the two corresponding sets of TO plans are

disjoint. Together, these two properties guarantee that

TO's search tree is at least as large as UA's search tree.

Formally, let treeua be the complete search tree for UA

on a given problem, let treeto be the complete search

tree for TO on the same problem, and let parent be a

function from a plan to its parent plan in a search tree.

Then we can define a mapping £ from plans in ireeuo

to sets of plans in treet0 as follows. Let U be a plan

in treeua and T be a plan in treet0', then T G C(U) if

and only if T is a linearization of U and either both U

and T are root nodes of their respective search trees

or parent(T) € C(parent(U)). £ satisfies the following

two properties.
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Figure 5: How £ maps from treeu0 to treeto

1. Totality property: For every plan U in treeua,

there exists a non-empty set {T\ , . . . , Tm } of plans

in tretio such that C(U) = {7i,...,Tm}.

2. Disjointness property: C maps distinct plans

in treeua to disjoint sets of plans in treeto', that

is, if U\,U2 6 treeua and f/i ^ f/2, then C(U{) D

£(^)
=

{}.

Intuitively, C maps a plan f/ in treeua to all lineariza

tions in treet0 which share a common derivation an

cestry. £ induces a partition on the nodes of treet0',

consequently, £ enables us to prove that for any given

problem, treet0 has at least as many nodes as treeua

[15].

How much larger is treeto than treeua? The mapping

described above provides an answer. For each plan U

in treeua there are | C(U) | distinct plans in treeto,

where | C(U) | is the number of linearizations of U.

The exact number depends on how unordered U is.

A completely unordered plan has a factorial number

of linearizations and a totally ordered plan has only

a single linearization. Thus, the only time that the

size of treeva equals the size of treet0 is when every

plan in treeua is totally ordered; otherwise, treeua is

strictly smaller than treeto, and possibly exponentially

smaller.

The relative efficiency of UA and TO also depends on

the time required for each planner to visit a node in its

search tree. In our previous work we showed that for

TO the amortized time cost per node in treeto is O(n),

where n is the number of steps in the plan at that node.

For UA, the amortized cost per node is only slightly

higher; specifically, the cost is O(e), where e is the

number of edges in the graph representing the partially

ordered plan at that node. Notice that n < e < n2.

(Throughout this paper, the term "cost per node" will

refer to the amortized time cost per node.)

3 How More Expressive Languages

Impact Performance

The primary advantage that UA has over TO is that

ua's search tree may be exponentially smaller than

to's search tree; UA only pays a small (polynomial)

extra cost per node for this advantage. However, thus

far we have assumed a very restricted planning lan

guage in which the operators are propositional. Most

practical problems demand operators with variables,

conditional effects, or conditional preconditions. With

a more expressive planning language, will the time cost

per node be significantly greater for UA than for TO?

One might think so, since the work required to identify

interacting steps can increase with the expressiveness

of the operator language used [7, 10]. If the cost of

detecting step interaction is high enough, the savings

that UA enjoys due to its reduced search space will be

outweighed by the additional expense incurred at each

node.

Consider the case for simple breadth-first search. (In

the next section, we discuss the implications of using

a more sophisticated search strategy.) In [15] we for

malized an overall efficiency comparison of UA and TO,

assuming a propositional language. Relevant aspects

of this comparison are repeated here; later in this sec

tion, we consider how our comparison is affected by

more expressive operator languages.

Let U be a plan in treeua, and denote the number of

steps in U by nu ; the number of edges in U is denoted

by eu. Then for each plan U that UA generates, UA

incurs time cost 0(eu), whereas, to incurs time cost

0(nu) • I C(U) I, where | C(U) | is the number of

linearizations of U . Therefore, the ratio of the total

time costs of TO and UA is as follows, where bf(treeua)

denotes the subtree considered by ua under breadth-

first search.

cost(TOt/)

cost(UAj/)

£I/6>/(lr....)Q(M-|^)l

'E/€»/(tree„.)
0(eu)

This cost comparison is specific to the simple propo

sitional operator language used so far, but the basic

idea is more general. UA will generally outperform

TO whenever its cost per node is less than the cost

per node for TO multiplied by the number of TO nodes

that correspond under £. Thus, UA can incur an expo

nential cost per node and still outperform to in some

cases. This can happen, for example, if the exponen

tial number of linearizations of a UA partial order is

greater than the exponential cost per node for UA. In

general, however, we would like to avoid the case where

UA pays an exponential cost per node and, instead,

consider an approach that can guarantee that the cost

per node for UA remains 0(e). The cost per node for

UA is dominated by the cost of updating the goal set

(step 5) and the cost of selecting the orderings (step

4). Updating the goal set will remain O(e) as long as

the plans are unambiguous; thus, it is only the cost of

maintaining the unambiguous property (i.e., step 4)

that is impacted by more expressive languages. Our

approach for efficiently maintaining this property relies

on a "conservative" ordering strategy in which opera
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tors are ordered if they even possibly interact.

As an illustration of this general approach, consider a

simple propositional language with conditional effects,

such as "if p, then add <f. Thus, an operator can

add or delete propositions depending on the state in

which it is applied. We refer to conditions such as "p"

in our example as dependency conditions. (Note that,

like preconditions, dependency conditions are also sim

ple propositions.) Chapman [4] showed that with this

type of language it is NP-hard to decide whether a pre

condition is true in a partially ordered plan. For the

special case of unambiguous plans, this decision can be

accomplished in polynomial time. Specifically, since

each precondition in an unambiguous plan is either

necessarily true or necessarily false, we can determine

the truth value of a given precondition by examining

its truth value in an arbitrary linearization of the plan.

In fact, this implies that updating the goal set G, in

step 5 of UA, can be accomplished in O(e) time sim

ply by examining a single linearization of the plan.

The only other step of UA possibly affected by the ad

ditional complexity of the language is step 4, where

orderings are introduced to remove interactions. How

ever, UA can resolve interactions in O(e) time if we

modify the definition of step interaction as follows: two

steps in a plan are said to internet if they are unordered

with respect to each other and there exists a precon

dition or dependency condition of one step that can

be added or deleted by the other step. So, for exam

ple, two steps interact if one step conditionally adds q

and the other has precondition q. Note that the first

step need not actually add q in the plan, and ordering

the two operators might be unnecessary. In general,

our definition of interaction is a sufficient criterion for

guaranteeing that the resulting plans are unambigu

ous, but it is not a necessary criterion. Nevertheless,

this conservative approach allows interacting steps to

be detected via a simple syntactic test that does not

increase the time cost of the ordering procedure (step

4).

Apart from the new definition of step interaction, the

UA algorithm remains essentially the same.2 Since TO

builds totally ordered plans, it can also handle this lan

guage without any significant modification and with

out any increase in the time cost per node. Thus, UA

and TO have exactly the same time cost per node for

this new language as they did for the original language,

O(e) and O(n), respectively. Moreover, the same rela

tionship holds between the two planners' search spaces;

namely, treeua is never larger than treeto and can be

exponentially smaller.

This example illustrates that the theoretical advan

tages that UA has over TO can be preserved for a more

expressive language. The same "trick" can be used

for other languages provided that the UA and TO algo

rithms remain essentially the same; specifically, both

algorithms must consist of the five steps outlined ear

lier. (For example, in [16] we do this for a language

where operators can have variables in their pre- and

post-conditions.) To see this, note that for a given UA

plan and a corresponding to plan, steps 1,2, and 3 of

the UA algorithm cost the same as the corresponding

steps of the TO algorithm. Step 5 of the UA algorithm

can be accomplished with an arbitrary linearization of

the plan, in which case it will cost at most 0(e) more

than step 5 of the TO algorithm. Thus, the only possi

bility for additional cost is in step 4. In general, if we

can devise a "local" criterion for interaction such that

the resulting plan is guaranteed to be unambiguous,

then step 4 can be accomplished in 0(e) time.3 By

"local", we mean a criterion that only considers oper

ator pairs to determine interactions; i.e., it must not

examine the rest of the plan.

In general, UA can be expected to outperform TO pro

vided that the cost of extending unambiguous, par

tially ordered plans is not significantly greater than

that of extending totally ordered plans. However, the

addition of unnecessary orderings can sometimes in

crease the size of ua's search tree.4 The magnitude

of this increase depends on the specific language, do

main, and problem being considered. Nevertheless, we

can guarantee that ua's search tree will never be larger

than to's.

The larger lesson here is that the cost of plan extension

is not solely dependent on the expressiveness of the

operator language, it also depends on the nature of

the plans that the planner considers. So, although

the extension of partially ordered plans is NP-hard

for languages with conditional effects, if the planner is

restricted to unambiguous plans, then this worst-case

situation is avoided.

4 How Search Strategy Impacts

Performance

ua's search space can be exponentially smaller than

To's search space, but what does this mean in prac-

2We note that to maintain completeness, TO and UA

must be slightly modified so that dependency conditions

can also become subgoals [18, 5]. This modification is

straightforward (e.g., [14]) and is largely irrelevant to the

discussion here.

sAs in our previous paper, we assume that the size of

the operators and the operator library is fixed for a given

domain. So, for example, a local procedure for determining

whether two operators interact will take constant time.

4It might appear that unnecessary orderings are dis

advantageous in that they artificially limit the execution

flexibility of the solution plan. However, using a post

processing step whose time complexity is polynomial in

the size of the solution plan, it is possible to remove un

necessary orderings, producing a "maximally'' unordered

plan.
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Figure 6: ua and TO Performance Comparison under Depth-First Search

tice? The actual performance of a given planner de

pends not only on the size of its search space, but also

on the particular search strategy used.

For breadth-first search, the analysis is simple[15]. Af

ter completing the search to a particular depth, both

planners will have explored their entire trees up to

that depth. Both UA and TO find a solution at the

same depth due to the correspondence between their

search trees.5 Thus, the degree to which UA will out

perform TO, under breadth-first, depends solely on the

"expansion factor" under £, i.e., on the number of lin

earizations of ua's plans.

Depth-first search is generally more practical than

breadth-first search, but is more difficult to analyze.

Notice that for the case of breadth-first search, the

two planners are synchronized after completely explor

ing each level, in the sense that for each plan explored

by UA, all and only the corresponding plans are ex

plored by TO. However, under depth-first search, UA

and TO are not guaranteed to explore corresponding

subtrees, since choices made by the two planners are

not necessarily synchronized. Specifically, it may be

the case that the search trees are enumerated in such

a way that corresponding plans are not considered in

the same order. In fact, since the planners terminate

after finding a solution, it may be the case that the

two planners end up exploring entirely different sets of

plans (except for the root plan).

Empirically, we have observed that UA does tend to

outperform TO under depth-first search, as illustrated

by the experimental results in Figure 6. The first

graph compares the mean number of nodes explored

by UA and TO on 44 randomly generated blocksworld

problems; the second graph compares the mean plan

ning time for UA and TO on the same problems and

demonstrates that the extra time cost per node for

UA is relatively insignificant. The problems are par

titioned into 4 sets of 11 problems each, according to

minimal solution "length" (i.e., the number of steps

in the plan). For each problem both planners were

given a depth-limit equal to the length of the shortest

solution.6 Since the planners make nondeterministic

choices, 25 trials were conducted for each problem.

There are several plausible explanations for the ob

served dominance of UA. As we have pointed out, ua's

search tree is never larger than TO's search tree, and

in fact, in conducting the above experiments we ob

served that it was typically much smaller. However,

search tree size alone is not sufficient to explain ua's

dominance. In particular, the density and distribution

of solutions can affect the relative performance of UA

and TO under depth-first search.

The solution density of a search tree is the proportion

of nodes that are solutions.7 If the solution density for

TO's search tree is greater than that for ua's search

tree, then to might outperform ua under depth-first

*For perspicuity, we ignore the fact that the number of

nodes explored by the two planners on the last level may

differ, assuming that the planners stop when they reach

the first solution.

*Since the depth-limit is equal to the length of the short

est solution, an iterative deepening [12] approach would

yield similar results. Additionally, we note that increasing

the depth-limit past the depth of the shortest solution does

not significantly change the outcome of these experiments.

7This definition of solution density is ill-defined for in

finite trees, but we assume that a depth-bound is always

provided, so only a finite subtree is explicitly enumerated.
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Figure 7: Uniform solution distribution,

with solution density 0.25
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Figure 8: Non-uniform solution distribution,

with solution density 0.25

search even though TO's search tree is actually larger.

For example, it might be the case that all UA solu

tion plans are completely unordered and that all failed

plans are totally ordered. In this case, each UA solu

tion plan corresponds to an exponential number of TO

solution plans, and each UA failed plan corresponds to

a single TO failed plan. The converse is also possi

ble: the solution density of ua's search tree might be

greater than that of TO's search tree, thus favoring UA

over TO under depth-first search. For example, there

might be a single totally ordered solution plan in ua's

search tree and a large number of highly unordered

failed plans. Since each UA failed plan corresponds to

a large number of TO failed plans, the solution density

for TO would be considerably lower.

For our blocksworld domain, experiments indicate that

the observed dominance of UA under depth-first search

is not due to UA having a greater solution density than

TO. We compared the solution densities for UA and

TO using a randomized search strategy, a type of Las

Vegas algorithm [3], that we refer to as "iterative sam

pling" (c/. [13]). The iterative sampling strategy ex

plores randomly chosen paths in the search tree until

a solution is found. To select a path, the system tra

verses the tree from the root to a leaf, choosing ran

domly at each branch point. If the leaf is a solution

then search terminates; if not, the system returns to

the root and selects another path. The same path

may be examined more than once, since no memory

is maintained between successive trials. Iterative sam

pling can be used to estimate the solution density in a

tree, assuming that the tree's branching factor is rela

tively uniform.

In our experiments we found that when both UA and

to use iterative sampling, they expand approximately

the same number of nodes on our set of blocksworld

problems.8 This result suggests that the density of

solutions in the two trees is not significantly different.

This is not surprising, since every linearization of a UA

solution plan is a solution plan for TO, and similarly for

*The iterative sampling strategy was depth-limited in

exactly the same way that our depth-first strategy was. We

note, however, that the performance of iterative sampling

is relatively insensitive to the actual depth-limit used.

failed plans. Furthermore, at least in the blocksworld,

there is no a priori reason to suppose that the number

of linearizations for a solution plan should be greater

than the number of linearizations for a failed plan.

Thus, for this domain, it seems reasonable to suppose

that the two planners' solution densities are similar.9

Of course, we are not suggesting that this is true for

all domains; indeed, it is straightforward to design do

mains where the two planners' solution densities differ

significantly.

Since solution density is insufficient to explain ua's

dominance under depth-first search, we need to look

elsewhere for an explanation. We hypothesize that

the distribution of solutions provides an explanation.

We note that if the solution plans are uniformly dis

tributed among the leaves of the search tree, then both

planners can be expected to search the same number of

nodes. This is illustrated by the search tree schematic

in Figure 7. Consequently, to explain the observed

dominance of UA over TO the solutions must not be

uniformly distributed, that is, solutions must tend to

cluster. This hypothesis makes sense, since for many

types of problems, a decision near the top of the search

tree can lead to an entire subtree of failed plans, as il

lustrated in Figure 8.

Our experiments with iterative sampling are consistent

with this explanation. The fact that there is no differ

ence between UA and TO under iterative sampling, but

that there is a difference under depth-first search sug

gests that solutions are non-uniformly distributed. To

see this, suppose that treeua has a given solution den

sity and non-uniform distribution. We expect treeto

to be larger than treeua but to have a similar solu

tion density and a distribution that is no more uni

form. Consequently, depth-first search will perform

relatively poorly on treet0 since there is a greater cost

associated with each incorrect choice. On the other

hand, iterative sampling should perform similarly on

both trees, since it is much less sensitive to the distri

bution of solutions.

Although our blocksworld domain may be atypical, we

'Other factors could conceivably explain our results, for

example, the trees might have highly non-uniform branch

ing factors. However, this seems unlikely.
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conjecture that our results are of general relevance.

Specifically, for distribution-sensitive search strategies

like depth-first search, one can expect that UA will

tend to outperform TO. For distribution-insensitive

strategies, such as iterative sampling, non-uniform dis

tributions will have no effect. We note that while it

erative sampling is a rather simplistic strategy, there

are more sophisticated search strategies, such as itera

tive broadening[9], that are also relatively distribution

insensitive.

5 The Relative Importance of

Heuristics

In the previous sections we investigated the advan

tage that ua has over TO for the case of uninformed

search strategies. Our previous work [15] has also sug

gested that the utility of partial-order planning might

increase with the use of certain types of heuristics. In

order to investigate this, and to gauge the relative im

portance of heuristics, we evaluated the performance

of UA and TO under a standard planning heuristic dis

cussed in our previous work.

The "min-goals" heuristic selects amongst alternative

plan extensions by preferring the extension with the

fewest false preconditions (i.e., fewest goals). Figure 9

shows the impact of this heuristic on the behavior of

UA and TO under depth-first search. This result is con

sistent with our observations in the previous section,

where UA outperforms to under depth-first search. Al

though the heuristic biases the way the two planners'

search spaces are explored, it appears that its effect

is largely independent of the partial-order/total-order

distinction, since both planners are improved similarly

on a percentage basis. For example, under depth-first

search on the problems with solutions at depth six, UA

improved 88% and TO improved 87%. Thus, we find

no evidence that UA exploits this heuristic more effec

tively than does TO, although in [15] we pointed out

that this was theoretically possible. (We note that a

planner which is less committed than UA might better

realize this possibility.)

Notice also that TO with min-goals outperforms UA

without min-goals. Although the effectiveness of min-

goals is domain dependent, we find it interesting that,

in these experiments, the use of min-goals makes more

difference than the use of partial-orders. After all, the

blocksworld domain originally helped motivate the de

velopment of partial-order planning and most subse

quent planning systems have employed partial-orders.

While not deeply surprising, this result does help rein

force what we already know: more attention must be

paid to specific planning heuristics such as min-goals.

The effect of combining iterative sampling and min-

goals is shown in Figure 10. Under this strategy, UA

and TO perform equally well, consistent with the be

havior described in the previous section. The figure

also shows the impact of min-goals on iterative broad

ening [9]. This more sophisticated search strategy ini

tially behaves like iterative sampling and evolves into

depth-first search as the breadth-cutoff increases [13].

Iterative broadening is distribution-insensitive in its

early stages, but as the breadth-cutoff increases, it be

comes more sensitive to solution distribution. How

ever, it is not surprising that ua and TO perform sim

ilarly under iterative broadening in our experiments,
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since solutions were found very early on.

The performance of both UA and TO under either

search strategy in Figure 10 is significantly better than

under depth-first search with min-goals as shown in

Figure 9. (Note that the two graphs in Figures 9

and 10 have very different scales.) One reason for this

difference is that when min-goals mistakenly favors a

node not on a solution path, depth-first search explores

the entire subtree below that node (c/. [17]). In con

trast, if either of the two iterative techniques makes a

mistake early in the search, the cost of the mistake is

relatively small.

There is a caveat to our experimental results. For

simplicity, we implemented iterative sampling in such

a way that it is not complete when used with min-

goals. (In fact, we removed a problem from our ran

domly generated set because iterative sampling with

min-goals would never terminate.) In our implemen

tation, only those plan extensions with the fewest goals

are considered at each choice point; however, the strat

egy can be made asymptotically complete by using

the heuristic to probabilistically bias the search, rather

than using it to prune alternatives. In any event, our

results clearly illustrate the utility of this heuristic in

our blocksworld domain, since on 43 of our 44 prob

lems, a solution exists in the subspace preferred by the

heuristic.

6 Related Work

McAllester and Rosenblitt [6] define a systematic non

linear planner, SNLP, that is very similar to UA in that

it introduces orderings until a plan is unambiguous.

However, their motivation is quite different. UA and

TO were designed to facilitate a comparative analy

sis of total-order and partial-order planning. SNLP,

on the other hand, was designed to illustrate the con

cept of systematic search, i.e., the same plan is never

considered more than once. Unlike SNLP, neither ua

nor TO maintain an explicit causal link structure and,

therefore, are not guaranteed to be systematic. It is

unknown whether the advantage of guaranteeing sys-

tematicity is worth the extra cost of maintaining a

causal link structure for each plan. As Kambhampati

[1 1] points out, systematicity is not guaranteed to have

a direct correlation with the efficiency of planning.

Barrett, Soderland, and Weld [1, 2] build on

McAllester and Rosenblitt's work, comparing a version

of the partial-order SNLP planner with two total-order

planners derived from it. In particular, they examine

how partial-order and total-order planning compare

for problems with independent, serializable, and non-

serializable goals. Our work is complimentary since we

examine a different set of issues, namely, how solution

density and distribution, together with search strat

egy, affect the relative performance of partial-order

and total-order planning.

7 Conclusion

While we have considered only two relatively simple

planners, our study has examined issues of general rel

evance and has achieved two main results.

First, we argued that the potential benefits of partial-

order planning may be retained even with highly ex

pressive planning languages. Although plan exten

sion may be intractable in the worst case, conservative

operator-ordering strategies can guarantee that plan

extension remains tractable at the expense of intro

ducing unnecessary orderings. Specifically, we showed

that for a language with conditional effects, the cost of

ua's plan extension remains O(e), yet its search space

may still be exponentially smaller than that of TO.

This paper has also studied the fundamental utility

of partial orders as a knowledge representation frame

work. Most previous work has assumed that represent

ing plans as partial orders is better than representing

plans as total orders. Our goal has been to better

characterize the conditions under which partial-order

planning is actually superior. Our work is the first to

study how solution density, solution clustering, search

strategy, and heuristics affect the relative performance

of planners based on total-orders and partial-orders.

We have conjectured that the relative advantages of an

unambiguous partial-order planner over a correspond

ing total-order planner depend critically on a number

of factors. For example, our experiments suggest that

distribution-sensitive search strategies, such as depth-

first search, can benefit more from partial orders than

can search strategies that are distribution-insensitive.

Our observations regarding the interplay between plan

representation and search strategy raise new concerns

for comparative analyses of planners. Historically, it

has been assumed that representing plans as partial

orders is simply "better" than representing plans as

total orders. The results presented in this paper begin

to tell a more accurate story. As we have pointed out,

there are a variety of subtle factors that can affect the

relative advantages of a particular planning style.
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1 Introduction

Imagine a robot that accepts commands in English.

Suppose a user says "Pick up the book behind you".

The robot turns around and sees a book. It must, in

fer that when the user spoke, this book was in the

same place it is now. Since the robot was facing the

other way at that time, the book was behind the robot,

and therefore it is the book the user referred to. The

inference goes something like this: "The only thing

that's happened here since the user spoke is my turn

ing around. Turning around wouldn't move the book,

so when the user spoke the book was in the same place

it's in now". Notice that the robot is not trying to pre

dict the future; it is making an inference about a past

situation, one that it could not observe at the time.

Notice also that the inference is in two parts: first

find the relevant events, then show that none of these

events could have moved the book.

The second part of this inference demands a solution

for the frame problem: the problem of showing that a

given action will not change a given fluent, without ex

plicitly listing all the fluents the action does not change

(Hayes 1986). Most proposals for the frame problem

rely on a default rule: anything that isn't known to

change will remain the same. Haas (1987) and Schu

bert (1990) have argued that persistence should not

be inferred entirely by default; we need axioms stat

ing that certain actions do not change certain fluents.

However, that does not mean that for each action we

list every fluent that it does not change. Instead we

list, for each fluent, the set of actions which can change

that fluent. The axiom that lists these actions is called

an explanation closure axiom. If an event e is not on

the list of events that can change the fluent, we infer

that it will not change the fluent. Davis (1990) seems

to have discovered the same idea independently.

We divided the problem of inferring persistence into

two parts: finding the relevant events, and showing

that they do not change the fluent. AI workers usu

ally concentrate on the second part of the problem.

For example, they assume that a plan is given and

they try to show that the actions in the plan will not

change a given fluent. In the world of everyday life,

finding the relevant events can be hard. Some of the

events might be actions of other agents, and predicting

them will take us into deep waters. I will consider a

simple case: the robot is the only agent who can move

things from place to place, and the robot does not need

to make inferences about the future, only the past. If

the robot's actions are the only relevant events, and

the robot is reasoning about the past, then the robot

can remember all the relevant events. However, this is

not enough. In order to construct a list of all relevant

events in an interval /, the robot must not only remem

ber the events; it must infer that there were no other

relevant events. Suppose that [A\, ...,An] is a list of

all actions that the robot remembers performing dur

ing interval /. The robot must be able to infer that

since it always remembers the actions it performs, the

list [A\, ...,An] contains all the actions it performed

during interval /. This is an example of autoepistemic

reasoning: the robot knows that its knowledge of its

own past actions is complete, so it infers that the ac

tions it knows about are the only ones that happened.

Moore (1985) recognized the importance of autoepis

temic reasoning, and proposed an autoepistemic logic

to capture such reasoning. However, I will argue that

Moore's system does not capture the autoepistemic

reasoning needed in this case. I propose instead that

the robot's observation of its own knowledge is a pro

cess like perception. Having observed its own knowl

edge, the robot can make inferences from this obser

vation using (once again) ordinary monotonic logic.

I have implemented these ideas by building a simu

lated robot, which accepts commands in English and

executes them. The robot uses reactive planning (Agre

and Chapman 1987; Chapman 1991). It looks at its

surroundings, chooses its next action on the basis of

what it sees, executes the action, and then looks again.

The motivation for reactive planning is that predicting

the effects of actions is very hard. Agre and Chapman

wrote programs that played video games, and it was

hard to predict the future because the games included

enemies who acted in unpredictable ways. My robot
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does not have this problem. Its environment includes

only one other agent, the user, and the user has a very

limited ability to change the environment. The robot

still has great difficulty in predicting the effects of its

actions, but for a different reason: because of its ig

norance of the present state of its environment. The

robot does not start with a map of its environment;

it learns about the environment by perception. Given

this limited knowledge, the robot cannot create de

tailed plans for the future. Suppose I go to the library

and I bring the robot along to help me look for books.

We come in the door and I tell the robot, "Get me a

copy of Herstein's Topics in Algebra" . The robot has

never been in this library before, and it cannot be sure

that the library even has a copy of Herstein. It cannot

find a list of actions and predict that when it has fin

ished executing those actions in the order given, it will

have a copy of Herstein in its hand. But it can think of

a sensible thing to do first. Looking around for a card

catalog would be a good choice. If the robot doesn't

try to plan far ahead, but merely decides what to do

next, it is using reactive planning. This is the why the

robot does not need to predict the future. However,

it still has to reason about the past, as we saw in the

"Pick up the book behind you" example.

2 Reactive Planning and Logic

Our robot does reactive planning in first-order logic. It

does not prove that by executing plan P, it can achieve

goal G. Instead it proves that by executing an action

A, it can get closer to achieving goal G. Advocates

of reactive planning seldom worry about exactly what

"closer" means, but if we are serious about logic we

need to specify the meanings of our predicates. Let us

consider exactly what the robot proves before it acts,

and why we expect the robot to achieve its goal.

Our robot has a set of commands: instructions that it

can send to its effectors. Executing a command will

result in some kind of action (perhaps unsuccessful),

and the execution will be completed in a finite time.

We can describe the result of executing a command by

the relation r(c, Si,Sa), which means that if the world

is in state si and the robot executes the command c,

it is possible that when the execution is complete, the

world will be in state si. The execution of a command

always produces some result, though it may not be

useful; so for every c and s\, there exists Sj such that

r(c,si,S2). Notice we are not assuming that only the

robot's actions can change the world. That would be

a very strange assumption for a reactive planner. We

are assuming that the new state depends on both the

initial state and the command that the robot executes.

It may be that the differences between the new and

old states are largely due to forces outside the robot's

control (Schubert 1990).

A goal is just a set of states: the states in which the

goal is achieved. For each goal there is a set of states

in which the goal is not achieved, but it is still possible

for the robot to achieve the goal. We say that the goal

is accessible from these states. Some of these states are

closer to the goal than others, so for each goal g there

is a partial order on states. We write S2 <g «i , which

means the goal g is accessible from states s\ and s?,

but in S2 the robot is closer to achieving the goal than

in «i. Suppose the goal g is to reach a certain point P.

For each state s we might define d(s) as the length of

the shortest obstacle-free path from the robot's present

location to P. We could then say that «2 <g «i holds

iffd(s2) < d(si).

Let g be a goal and sq a state from which the goal is

accessible. Consider a sequence of states soiSi>*2> —

such that Si+i <g Sj for t > 0. That is, each state is

closer to goal g than the one before. We postulate that

there must exist an n such that the goal is achieved

in state sn. In other words: if the robot keeps getting

closer to the goal, eventually it gets there. Suppose

that at time t the world is in state «i, and executing

command c will produce a state that is closer to the

goal g. That is, for every s-> such that r(c, «i,*2)> we

have «2 <g s\. Then we say that executing c at time/

will bring the robot closer to goal g.

Suppose the robot is given a goal g at time ti, and the

world is in a state s\ from which g is accessible. The

robot tries to find a command c such that executing c

in Si will bring the robot closer to goal g. If it finds

such a command, it will execute the command at time

<i. The execution will be complete at some time t^,

and the world will be in a new state S2- The robot

then goes back to the top of the loop: it tries to find a

command c such that executing c in s? will bring the

robot closer to goal g. According to our postulates,

the robot will eventually reach a state sn in which the

goal is achieved.

On this account, it is clear how one would produce

a formal proof of correctness for a reactive planner.

First define the effects of the commands by the relation

r(c,*i,«2); then for each goal g, define the relation

*'2 <g &\ and show that it satisfies the postulates; then

show that the robot always chooses a command that

brings it closer to the goal. This account is of course

simplified. We have not allowed for the time spent in

planning, and we have limited our goals to predicates

on single states. However, this is enough to make the

point: logical analysis applies to reactive planners just

as well as other planners. It is possible to give a precise

analysis of the notion of getting closer to a goal, and

to prove that, a reactive planner will eventually reach

its goal.

3 The Robot's Domain

The robot's environment is inside a building. The

rooms contain tables and books, and the doorways
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may be labeled with numbers. The space in each room

is divided into squares like a checkerboard, and the

robot moves one square at a time. The user gives com

mands by typing English and pointing with a mouse.

For example, one may type "Put this book here" . The

words appear above an image of the room the robot

is currently in, seen from above. The user draws an

arrow from the word "this" to a book, and from the

word "here" to a point in the room.

The robot has an internal clock, whose reading is a

rational number. I will use the phrase "time N" to

mean "the time when the robot's clock reads N", with

the understanding that N is a number. The robot uses

two coordinate systems. It has an egocentric coor

dinate system: a Cartesian coordinate system whose

origin is always the present location of the robot. The

sensors report the locations of objects using egocentric

coordinates. The robot also has a fixed coordinate sys

tem. When the user starts the robot, the internal clock

reads 0.0, and the robot chooses its present location as

the origin of the fixed coordinate system. Since space

is merely a checkerboard, the robot can rely heavily on

dead reckoning. It has only to remember its own ac

tions since time 0.0, and do some arithmetic, in order

to compute its present location in the fixed coordinate

system. In a realistic robot, dead reckoning is still im

portant, but its accuracy is limited. The robot might

use dead reckoning to approximate its present position

in a fixed coordinate system, and then match nearby

objects against known objects to get a more accurate

location (Davis 1990).

Suppose there is a book in front of the robot, 3

squares to the right and 4 squares ahead. The robot's

sensors will report this with two atomic sentences:

book(book\) and ec(6oo£l, 3, 4, 87.5). The second and

third arguments of ec are egocentric coordinates of the

book. The last argument gives the time of the obser

vation. The constant bookl will reappear in all fu

ture reports about the same book. Such a constant

is called a sensor name. If the sensors always use the

same sensor name to denote the same object, then the

robot can always recognize the books (and also the

tables). Vere's Basic Agent also has the ability to rec

ognize all the objects it encounters (Vere 1991). This

is clearly unrealistic: books and tables often look much

alike, and the problem of showing that this book here

is the same one the robot saw before should be left to

the reasoner, not solved automatically by the sensors.

However, given that the robot can always convert ego

centric coordinates to fixed coordinates, and objects

don't move unless the robot moves them, it would be

fairly easy for the robot to identify objects by their lo

cation. It must find the fixed coordinates of the object,

and then check for a known object that ought to be at

those coordinates. I have implemented this treatment

for one type of object (doors), and it would be easy to

extend it to other objects.

The robot's actions are simple:

• advance - advance one square.

• turn(D) - turn and face in direction D. D is left,

right, or behind.

• grasp(X,Y) - grasp the object at egocentric co

ordinates (X,Y). (X,Y) must be a neighboring

square (that is, -1 < X < 1,0 < Y < 1).

• release - release the object you are grasping.

The user cannot move objects, so the robot can be

certain that if it puts an object somewhere, the object

will stay put. The same thing is often true for human

beings in the world of everyday life. If I put a book

on my desk, and come back an hour later, I can be

pretty sure of finding it where I left it. This is not

just good fortune. We expend a lot of effort to make

sure that objects will stay put, because planning would

be very difficult if they didn't. We set up barriers:

stout walls and doors with locks. We also set up social

conventions: if I have a habit of wandering into other

people's offices and taking things, I am likely to end

up in jail. So the "stay-put" property is not just an

arbitrary simplification of the robot's domain. It holds

in large parts of the everyday world, and it is essential

to human planning.

Since the robot plans to acquire knowledge, it must un

derstand how its own sensors operate. The robot can

see any object that is in the same room, has an egocen

tric Y coordinate > 0, and is not concealed by a wall.

All corners are right angles; aside from this constraint,

the shape of a room can be arbitrarily complex. If the

robot is told "Get the book on the table in room 5",

it may have to perform an elaborate search of room

5 to find the table. In general, when the robot sees

an object it perceives all the properties of that object.

There are two exceptions: to read the title of a book or

the number on a doorway, the robot must be directly

in front of the book or the doorway. So if the robot

is looking for a book with a given title, it must travel

around the room to inspect each book.

The program that drives the robot is written in Pro

log. One can of course use Prolog to implement any

kind of reasoning, but this program uses it in the most

direct way: the robot's knowledge consists of definite

clauses, and the robot uses Prolog's depth-first, left-

to-right theorem-proving algorithm. Most of the code

is declarative: each clause can be read as a sentence

of first-order logic, and the robot's conclusions follow

from these sentences. There are minor extensions to

Prolog's logic: for example, the robot uses the familiar

device of proving (P —* Q) by asserting P, proving Q,

and then retracting P.

When the user enters a command, the robot parses

it and builds a semantic representation, which it uses

as a goal for planning. The representation includes
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definite and indefinite descriptions. Finding the refer

ents of these descriptions involves planning to acquire

knowledge. Immediately after parsing the input, the

robot turns completely around, so that it can see the

arrows the user has drawn from words to places in the

room. This gives the knowledge it needs to identify

the referents of descriptions like "this book" .

The robot now enters its planning and acting loop.

The arguments of this loop include the goal and the

time T when the robot completed its last action. It

first tries to use information acquired after the last ac

tion to identify the referents of descriptions. Next it

tries to prove that the goal has been achieved. If it

fails to prove this, it tries to find an action which, if

executed at time T, will bring it closer to the goal.

Strictly speaking the action will not be executed at

time T, because the planning process itself takes time.

Since nothing moves until the robot acts, this makes

no difference. Having chosen an action, the robot ex

ecutes that action and returns to the top of the loop.

Suppose the user says "Put this book on this table".

The robot identifies the book and the table and goes

and gets the book. Now it must find the egocentric

coordinates of the table, so that it can carry the book

to the table. Suppose the robot discovers that the ta

ble is no longer visible because the robot has turned

its back. It can infer the egocentric coordinates by re

membering the last time it saw the table, remembering

the actions it has performed since that time, and pre

dicting how those actions will change the egocentric

coordinates of the table.

4 Introspection

The robot cannot always observe the effects of its own

past actions, so it needs to infer them. The first thing

it must do is to find out what actions it performed

and when. Given times Tl and T2, the robot wants

to form a list of all triples f(A,T3,T4) such that the

robot executed A from time T3 to time T4, and the

interval (T3,T4) overlaps the interval (T1,T2). If the

robot performs an action A from time T3 to T4, it will

record the sentence exec(6, 713, n4), where the term 6 is

the robot's name for the action A, and 03 and JI4 are

numerals denoting the numbers T3 and T4. That is,

the robot remembers its actions. Let r»i be the nu

meral denoting the number Tl, and «j the numeral

denoting the number T2. The robot can form the de

sired list of triples by executing the following Prolog

goal at T2 (or later):

1

findall(f(A,T3,T4),

(exec(A,T3,T4),overlap(T3,T4,ni,n2)),

L)

Notice that this works only if two conditions are ful

filled: the robot executes the "findall" after T2, and

the last two arguments of "overlap" are numerals. If

the robot executes the "findall" at some time TO before

T2, the resulting list will not contain any actions be

tween TO and T2 - because the robot does not know

about its own actions before it executes them. The

robot concludes that it will not perform any actions

between TO and T2 - which may well be false. Now

suppose the last two arguments of "overlap" are not

numerals. For example, the robot's language might

contain the term internal(H,M), which denotes the

reading of the robot's internal clock when the time is

M minutes past hour H (I omit the date for brevity).

If the robot's internal clock reads 729.5, and the robot

knows that internal(12,15) = 729.5, then the robot

knows that it is now 12:15. If the robot wants to find

out what actions it performed between 8:15 and 9:15,

it might execute the following:

findall(f(A,T3,T4),

(exec(A,T3,T4),

overlap(T3,T4,internal(8,15),internal(9,15)),

L)

Suppose the robot does not know the numerical val

ues of the terms internal(8,15) and internal(9,15) - in

other words, it has not synchronized its internal clock

with the clock on the wall. Then the "overlap" goal

will fail, producing an empty list of triples. The robot

concludes that it performed no actions between 8:15

and 9:15 - which may well be false.

With careful programming, we can ensure that goal

(1) is always called after time T2, and the last two

arguments of "overlap" are always numerals. But the

program will be fragile - careless modification might

easily lead to calling (1) at the wrong time, or with the

wrong arguments, and deriving a false conclusion. We

can avoid this fragility by making the assumptions ex

plicit in the program, so that violating them will lead

to failure instead of false conclusions. We do this by

adding a new source of beliefs: introspection. Percep

tion tells the robot about events in the outside world,

while introspection tells the robot about events in its

own head. In particular, suppose the robot finds all

provable instances of a goal G. Introspection will cre

ate a belief that describes the goal G, the time when

the robot searched for provable instances, and the re

sult. Given this information, we can explicitly check

that the search for actions between Tl and T2 occurs

after T2, and the last two arguments of "overlap" in

goal G are numerals.

In order to represent "I found all provable instances of

goal G at timeT", the robot's representation language

must include a term that denotes G. Since G is a wff of

the robot's representation language, the language must

include names for its own wffs. That is, it must include

quotation. The robot uses a quotation device due to

McCarthy (1979). For each variable x in the language
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there is a constant 'x, and in the intended model of

the robot's beliefs, the constant 'x denotes the vari

able x. For each n-ary functor / of the language there

is an n-ary function letter '/. In the intended model

of the robot's beliefs, the function letter '/ denotes a

function that maps n expressions ei,...,e„ to the ex

pression f[t\, ...,en). For example, the function letter

'-> denotes a function that maps each wff to its nega

tion, and the function letter 'A denotes a function that

maps two wffs to their conjunction.

It is easy to see that this notation allows us to form a

name for every expression of the language, by attach

ing the symbol ' to each functor of the expression. For

example, the term 'f{'x) denotes the term f(x). We

can also include variables under quoted function let

ters. We can write (3n.numeral(n) A believe( p(n}))

to indicate that the robot believes an atomic sentence

with predicate letter p and a numeral n as its argu

ment. Suppose we are given a quoted term that de

notes another term - say, 'f('a). We can find the term

it denotes by removing the quotation marks to get f(a).

Now suppose that at time T the robot finds all prov

able instances of a goal P, and the result is a list of n

instances, Psi,...,Ps„. Having performed this opera

tion it can learn by introspection "I found all provable

instances of P at time T, and the instances I found

were Psi,...,Ps„". In order to state this information,

it is convenient to introduce an introspection predi

cate similar to Prolog's "findall". Let T be a term,

P a goal, L a list, and N a number. search(T,P,L,N)

means that:

• At time N the robot searched for all provable in

stances of goal P.

• It found a list of instances Psi,...Ps„.

• The list L contains the denotations of the terms

Tsi,...,Ts„.

For example, suppose that at time 50.0 the robot calls

the goal

search("fCA,'T3,'T4),
•execCA,T3,,T4),'overlap(T3,T4,,40.0,T>0.0)),

L,

N)

If the only action between time 40.0 and time 50.0 was

an advance in the interval from 45.0 to 46.0, the robot

will get back L=[f(advance,45.0,46.0)].

Using this predicate we can state the axiom that the

robot will use to find a list of all actions it performed

between time Tl and T2. Let numeral(Nl,Tl) mean

that Nl is a numeral denoting the number Tl. Let

actions(L,Tl,T2) mean that L is a list of all triples

f(A,T3,T4) such that the robot executes A from T3

to T4 and the interval (T3,T4) overlaps the interval

(T1.T2). We write

actions(L,Tl,T2) :-

numeral(Nl,Tl),

numeral(N2,T2),

searchCfCA/T3,T4),

*execCA,T3,'T4),'overlap(T3,'T4,Nl,N2)),

L,

N),

T2 < N.

This axiom says that if the robot finds all provable

instances of the goal (exec(A, T3, T4), overlap(T3,

T4, Hi, 712)) at time N, if nj and n-2 are numerals, and

if time T2 is before N, then the robot will find all the

actions it performed between Tl and T2. Suppose the

robot tries to use this axiom, and the time N is before

T2. The search goal will return a list L that contains

no actions between N and T2. The goal T2 < N will

fail, and the robot will not draw the (possibly false)

conclusion that it will execute no actions between time

N and time T2.

Axiom (4) says that under certain conditions, the

robot knows all correct solutions for a certain goal.

That is, the solutions the robot knows are the only

ones that exist. Clark (1978) described a general tech

nique for this kind of reasoning. For each pure Prolog

program P, he defined a set of first-order axioms called

the completion of P. He showed that if the completion

is true, then for any goal G in the language of that

program, the solutions found by the program are the

only ones that exist. Our robot cannot use Clark's

technique, because the completion of the robot's pro

gram will normally be false. Since the robot's program

changes as perception creates new beliefs, we should

phrase this more carefully: for most times T in the

robot's lifetime, the completion of the robot's program

at time T is false. This is true for two distinct reasons.

First, the completion of the program says that the ac

tions the robot knows about are the only ones it ever

executes. At time T, the robot knows only about the

actions it performed before T, so the completion says

that the robot will never perform any actions after

T. This will be false for most T. Second, the com

pletion entails the sentence i\ ^ to, where ty and t?

are any two distinct ground terms in the language of

the program. There exists a numeral N such that the

sentence internal(12,15)=N is true; but the comple

tion contradicts this, because N and internal(12,15)

are two distinct, terms. The axiom (4) handles these

two problems by explicitly ruling out the troublesome

cases. The principle "The solutions I know are the

only ones that exist" can be very useful, but it holds

only in certain very restricted circumstances. We need

a notation that allows us specify these circumstances,

on a case-by-case basis. Clark's technique does not

allow us to specify the circumstances tightly enough.

It does not allow us to say "The predicate "exec" is

complete for those cases where its last argument is <
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T" or "The predicate "overlap" is complete for those

cases where its last two arguments are numerals" .

Moore's autoepistemic logic is also inadequate for our

purposes, for similar reasons. The belief operator of

autoepistemic logic has no time argument, so we can

not say that at time T the robot knows about all ac

tions it performed before T. There is no quantifica

tion over terms of the representation language, so we

cannot say "The last two arguments of the predicate

"overlap" are numerals" . In fact most of the work is

limited to the propositional case, which is useless for

our purposes.

Despite these technical differences, it is interesting to

contrast the intuitions behind Moore's work and the

present paper. Moore believed that introspection is

similar to logical deduction, and he devised an "au

toepistemic logic", which combines introspection and

deduction in one system. My intuition is that intro

spection is not much like deduction - it is more like

perception of the external world. Certainly introspec

tion resembles deduction in one way: both operate

inside the robot's head, requiring no input from the

external world. However, introspection also resem

bles perception in a very important way. As Moore

(1985) pointed out, introspection is indexicol. When

the robot uses introspection to discover that it believes

P, what it learns is "I believe P now". In the same

way, when the robot uses perception to discover that it

is standing in a room, what it learns is "I am standing

in a room now" .

The work on autoepistemic logic includes soundness

theorems, which guarantee that if the premisses are

true, the conclusions derived by autoepistemic logic

are also true. It is easy to check that the beliefs cre

ated by introspection are true, so we are not losing

precision by doing autoepistemic reasoning without an

autoepistemic logic.

5 Explanation Closure

Let us apply explanation closure to the robot's do

main. Let ec(B,X,Y,T) mean that (A',V) are the

egocentric coordinates of object B at time T. Let

fc(B,X,Y,T) mean that (X,Y) are the fixed coordi

nates of object B at timeT. Suppose the robot knows

what its own fixed coordinates were at time Tl, and

it has a list of all actions that it performed between

Tl and time T2. It uses explanation closure to find its

own fixed coordinates and direction at T'2. An advance

action increments (or decrements) the X (or Y) coor

dinate by 1 - depending on the robot's direction. This

action leaves the direction unchanged. The turn action

changes the robot's direction and leaves the fixed co

ordinates unchanged. Any action that is not equal to

turn or advance leaves the fixed coordinates and direc

tion unchanged. There is of course no need to Itsl the

actions that leave the coordinates unchanged. In fact

there are two, but if there were a dozen or a hundred it

wouldn't matter: the explanation closure axiom lists

only the actions that do change the coordinates.

The robot also needs to know which room it is cur

rently in. The robot can recognize doorways, and as

it travels around the building it records which room

each doorway leads to. Each time it passes through a

doorway, it finds out which room it has just entered. If

it has never entered this room before, it chooses a new

constant to denote the new room. The robot records

that at time T it entered room Ft. Now suppose the

robot needs to know what room it is in at time T2.

If it entered room Rl at time Tl, and it has not en

tered any room between Tl and T2, it must still be

in room Rl at T2. The robot always records the fact

that it entered a room, so it can argue as follows: "If I

had entered a room between Tl and T2 I would know

about it; so if I don't remember entering any room be

tween Tl and T2, 1 am still in room Rl at T2". The

following axioms support this line of reasoning.

5

robot.in_room(Rl,T2) :-

enter.room( Rl ,T1 ),

Tl < T2,

not.enter.room(Tl ,T2).

6

not.enter.room(T0,T2) :-

numeral(N0,T0),

numeral(N2,T2),

search ('Tl,

(,enter.room('R;Tl);between('Tl,Nl,N2)),

D.
T3),

T2 < T3.

Note that the interval (T0,T2) must be before T3, the

time when the robot executes the search.

Suppose that the robot wants to find the fixed coor

dinates of a book B at time T. Only the robot can

move the book, and when the robot moves a book it

always sees the book it is moving. Therefore the book

will always be where it was the last time the robot saw

it. Of course there might be no last time - the robot

might want to know where a book was before the first

time the robot saw it. Since the robot cannot move

the book before seeing it, its location before the robot

saw it must have been the same as its location the first

time the robot saw it. For example, the user might say

"Get the book on the table in room 5". Suppose the

robot has never been to room 5, and has never seen the

book the user is referring to. When it gets to room 5

it sees a book sitting on the table. It can reason as fol

lows: "Since this is the first time I've seen that book,

it must have been on that table when the user spoke.

Therefore that is the book the user referred to".

If the robot, sees an object X at time T, it records this

fact, by adding a sentence see(X,T) to its knowledge
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base. The second argument of "see" is a numeral de

noting the time T. The first argument is a sensor name

for the object X. Suppose the robot sees object X at

time Tl, and Tl < T2. To verify that Tl was the

last time before T2 when the robot saw X, the robot

must show that it did not see X between Tl and T2.

It follows the usual line of reasoning: "If I saw X be

tween Tl and T2, I would know about it; so if I don't

remember seeing X between Tl and T2, I did not see

it". 8ensor.name(C) means that C is a sensor name.

denotes(T.X) means that the term T denotes the en

tity X. The program includes an axiom schema for this

predicate. If T is a term and QT is the quote name of

T, then the sentence

denotes(QT,T)

is an axiom. We can now state the axioms for inferring

the fixed coordinates of a book at one time, given the

coordinates at another time.

8

not_seen(Book,T0,T2) :-

denotes(C,Book),

sensor.name(C),

numeral(N0,TO),

numeral(Nl,Tl),

search('Tl,

Csee(C;Tl),between(N0,Tl,N2)),

D.

T3),

T2 <T3.

9

fc(Book,X2,Y2,T2) :-

see(Book,Tl),

Tl < T2,

not_seen(Book,Tl,T2),

fc(Book,X2,Y2,Tl).

10

fc(Book,Xl,Yl,Tl) :-

see(Book,T2),

not_seen(Book,-1.0,T2),

Tl < T2.

The first axiom says that if the robot, cannot prove a

sentence of the form see(C,Tl), where C is a sensor

name for the book and Tl is a numeral for a time be

tween TO and T2, then the robot did not see the book

between TO and T2. The next axiom says that if the

robot saw the book at Tl, Tl < T2, and the robot did

not see the book between Tl and T2, then the book's

coordinates at T2 are the same as its coordinates at

Tl. The final axiom says that if the robot did not see

the book at any time before T2, and Tl < T2, then the

book's coordinates at Tl are the same as the book's

coordinates at T2.

This example shows that in some cases, it is easier to

predict the effects of past actions than of future ac

tions. The reason is that the robot knows a good deal

about the past from observation. If the robot wants to

infer the present location of a book, it does not need

to consider its own past actions - it merely reasons

that the book is where it was when the robot last ob

served it. A similar situation arises if the robot wants

to know what object (if any) it was grasping at a past

time T. After each action the robot scans its surround

ings, and if it is grasping an object it will see that it is

grasping that object. So the robot can always answer

the question "What was I was grasping at time T?"

without reasoning about the effects of its own actions.

The robot uses inference only as a substitute for per

ception, and it never tries to infer something that it

can find out by looking.

However, closer consideration shows that even when

reasoning about the past, the robot cannot always use

axioms (8-10) to prove that a book remains in one

place. The problem is that sometimes the robot must

reason about a book it has never seen - and if it has

never seen an object, it has no sensor name for that

object. Suppose the user says "Go get the book on the

table in room 5". The robot chooses a new constant

c to denote the referent of "the book on the table in

room 5", and it assumes that the user described this

object correctly: it is a book, and is on a table in

room 5 at the time when user types his command. The

robot sets out for room 5 to find the book. It is using

reactive planning, so after each action it considers the

situation and decides what to do next. When the robot

is halfway to room 5, it must infer that the book c is

still in room 5, and therefore it should continue going

toward room 5. The robot cannot prove a goal of the

form not_seen(c, <i,<2)> because the constant c is not

a sensor name. In fact the robot has no sensor name

for the book c until it reaches room 5, so it cannot

use axiom (9) or (10) to prove that this book remains

where it was when the user typed his command.

The solution is of course to use an explanation clo

sure axiom, which describes the possible ways that a

book could move from one room to another. We de

fine the predicate movejiothing.to_new_room(Tl,T3),

which means that the robot did not carry any ob

ject from one room to another in the interval (T1.T3).

When the robot enters a room, it records this fact, and

when the robot is grasping an object, it can perceive

this. Therefore we write the following axiom.

11

move_nothing_to.new_room(Tl,T3) :-

numeral(Nl,Tl),

numeral(N3,T3),

search ('T2,

fenter-room('R.,'T2),

'grasping('X,*T2),

'between(Nl,"T2,N3)),

0,

TK),
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TK > T3.

Suppose the robot needs to know the present location

of a book. Applying axiom (11) will take time that

is at least proportional to the number of times the

robot has entered another room between Tl and T3.

Applying axiom (9) or (10) will take constant time, as

suming certain optimizations given below. Also, note

that (11) applies only in the case where the robot has

not moved any object to another room in the interval

(T1,T3). A more general axiom would allow the robot

to form a list c\, ...,c„ of all objects that it moved to

another room in the interval (T1,T3), and then prove

that a given object was not moved because it is not a

member of that list.

Our treatment of autoepistemic reasoning is senten

tial. The robot describes its own beliefs by describing

the sentences that represent them. It does not use (for

example) sets of possible worlds. If we already have

a program that uses sentences to represent its beliefs,

then the sentential approach is the simplest and most

obvious. Why introduce new entities called "propo

sitions", if we can do the job with an entity that is

already there in the program? This argument, aside, it

is hard to see how one could reproduce the program's

reasoning in a non-sentential theory. In stating axiom

(8), it is crucial to distinguish between sensor names

and other constants that denote objects - such as the

ones the robot uses to name objects described by the

user. It is not clear how to represent such a distinction

without explicitly talking about terms and sentences.

6 Implementation

The program is written in SICSTUS Prolog, except

that the simulated environment and the graphics are

in C. The implementation is mostly straightforward,

but two issues are worth mentioning.

It seems desirable for the robot's database to contain

information that is as recent as possible. Suppose the

robot wants to find its own fixed coordinates at time

tl, and the most recent known coordinates are at time

to <ti- After finding the coordinates at <i the robot

will save them in its database. Suppose the robot later

needs to find its own fixed coordinates at time U > t\\

it can use the known information about t\, and it need

not recompute the effects of the actions it performed

between to and t\. The same technique applies to sev

eral other predicates.

Suppose the robot needs to find its own fixed coor

dinates at <2i and the last known coordinates were at

time ti. The robot must form a list of all actions it per

formed between t\ and t^. To do this the robot must

call "findall", and that takes time proportional to the

total number of actions executed so far - even though

the length of the resulting list of actions is the number

of actions executed between t\ and /t- This is intolera

ble; it means that the longer the robot continues to op

erate, the slower it will get. My solution to this prob

lem is to ensure that the unit clauses exec(A,T3,T4)

appear in the Prolog database in a fixed order: most

recent first. I then use a conditional cut (O'Keefe 1990,

p. 234) to terminate the search after the first clause

exec(A,T3,T4) such that T4 < Tl. This ensures that

all solutions are found, but the time to execute findall

is independent of the total number of actions the robot

has ever executed.

This approach yields reasonable speed. Running SIC-

Stus version 2.1 on a SPARCstation 1, I recorded the

time needed to choose the next action for 184 primitive

actions, rounded down to the nearest 1/8 of a second.

The environment consists of a hallway with six doors,

opening on rooms that contain books, tables, and a

clock. Most of the times are under a second, all but

one are under two seconds. There is a clear tendency

to slow down over time. This is to be expected, since

the robot's knowledge base grows as it travels around

and learns more about the environment.

Schubert (1990) described an algorithm for explana

tion closure that combines goal-driven and data-driven

inference. He was interested in predicting the effects of

a proposed plan (plan tracking, as he called it), rather

than inferring the unobserved effects of actions that

the robot has already executed. He used a default in

ference procedure that works roughly as follows: if a

condition held at i < k, and it is not explicitly marked

as changed (or possibly changed) at some point be

tween i and k, it persists until k. Schubert's inference

procedure used defaults, but its conclusions are logical

consequences of the explanation closure axioms, which

are written in ordinary first-order logic. So Schubert's

procedure is not a theorem-prover for a new logic - it

is a special-case theorem-prover for standard logic.

In order to ensure the soundness of his defaults, Schu

bert had to make data-driven inferences. He had to be

certain that before the algorithm applied default rules

at step k, the data-driven inferences had already found

every condition that might have changed since i, and

marked it - either marked it as "definitely changed",

or else marked it as "possibly changed" . This allowed

him to prove that if a condition was not marked, the

explanation closure axioms implied that the condition

had not changed between t and it. This in turn meant

that the conclusions of the default rules were logical

consequences of the explanation closure axioms.

Our procedure also uses a combination of goal-driven

and data-driven inference. When the robot goes

through a doorway, it finds out what room it has just

entered and records the information for later use. If

the robot needs to know what room it is now in, it

will use axiom (5) to find the last room it entered,

and (6) to confirm that it has not entered any other

room since. This is similar to Schubert's procedure.

The difference is that axiom (6) explicitly says "If the
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robot cannot remember entering another room in the

interval (T0.T2), then it did not enter another room".

In Schubert's work this kind of knowledge exists only

in the mind of the programmer - it is not stated in the

program's knowledge base.

7 Conclusions

Explanation closure allows us to solve the frame prob

lem without using the nonmonotonic rule "Assume

things don't change unless you know they do". Ex

planation closure offers an alternative to that particu

lar rule - not an alternative to nonmonotonic reason

ing in general. It is possible and probably necessary

to write the explanation closure axioms themselves in

some logic that allows generalizations with exceptions.

If we are trying to describe the everyday world, we may

find that there are a large number of events that could

possibly change a given fluent, but most of them are

very unlikely. That is, we may encounter the qualifi

cation problem (Shoham and McDermott, 1988). We

may wish to omit all but the most common causes

of change from the explanation closure axiom. Then

the explanation closure axiom will have exceptions:

sometimes the fluent will change, even when none of

the events listed in the explanation closure axiom oc

curred. To allow for these exceptions, the axiom must

be written in something other than first-order logic.

The same point applies to introspection. Our robot

uses introspection to infer that an object is still in the

last place he saw it. This kind of reasoning is surely

common in everyday life, but it is fallible: sometimes

an object disappears when you thought you had left it

in a safe place. So axiom (9) must allow exceptions,

and it too must be written in something other than

first-order logic.

Granted that we need a logic for nonmonotonic rea

soning, it is far from obvious which problems require

that logic. It is commonly assumed that we must solve

the frame problem with a nonmonotonic logic, or else

give up all hope of a logical solution. Explanation clo

sure gives a simple and efficient solution with ordinary

logic. The case of autoepistemic reasoning is more sub

tle. It is clear that the reasoning is non-monotonic: if

I add a sentence P to my beliefs, I can no longer use

autoepistemic reasoning to infer that I don't believe P.

However, autoepistemic reasoning does not automat

ically imply autoepistemic logic. We have seen that

if we regard the observation of one's own beliefs as

something like perception, we can give a precise anal

ysis of autoepistemic reasoning without using a new

logic. And this technique is easy to implement.
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Abstract

We describe the ucpop partial order plan

ning algorithm which handles a subset of

Pednault's ADL action representation. In

particular, ucpop operates with actions that

have conditional effects, universally quan

tified preconditions and effects, and with uni

versally quantified goals. We prove UCPOP is

both sound and complete for this represen

tation and describe a practical implementa

tion that succeeds on all of Pednault's and

McDermott's examples, including the infa

mous "Yale Stacking Problem" [McDermott

1991].

1 Introduction

The investigation of techniques for reasoning about ac

tions and plans is split into two camps. One camp has

looked at formal characterizations of languages for de

scribing change while another has attempted to build

actual planners, often losing a precise understanding of

their programs in a forest of pragmatic choices. A few

researchers have described complete algorithms rigor

ously, but all these approaches suffer from one of two

liabilities.

• Either the planners only handle the restrictive

STRIPS representation {e.g., tweak [Chapman

1987] and snlp [McAllester and Rosenblitt 1991]),

• or the planners represent plans as totally ordered

sequences of actions (e.g., Rosenschein's [1981]

and Kautz's [1982] bigression planners, and Mc

Dermott's [1991] Pedestal).

Since consensus suggests that partial order planning

is preferable to total order approaches [Minton et al.

1991, Barrett et al. 1991, Barrett and Weld 1992], we

pondered the void in the space of rigorous planners.

McDermott [1991] clearly believed our quest doomed:

"if you want a completeness theorem for your planner,

you had better build a linear planner."

In this paper we show McDermott was overly pes

simistic. We describe ucpop, a Partial Order Planner

whose step descriptions include Conditional effects and

Universal quantification.1 Both universal and existen

tial quantification are permitted in the step precondi

tions, effect preconditions, effect postconditions, and

goals. Although UCPOP assumes a closed world (ac

tions cannot add or delete from the fixed universe of

objects) and does not allow domain axioms or disjunc

tive preconditions, it is considerably more expressive

than other rigorous partial order planners.

The UCPOP algorithm starts with an initial, dummy

plan that consists solely of a "start" step (whose ef

fects encode the initial conditions) and a "goal" step

(whose preconditions encode the goals), ucpop then

attempts to complete this initial plan by adding new

steps and constraints until all preconditions are guar

anteed to be satisfied. The main loop makes two types

of choices: supporting "open" preconditions and re

solving "threats."

• If UCPOP has not yet satisfied a precondition (i.e.,

it is "open"), then all step effects that could pos

sibly be constrained to unify with the desired

proposition are considered, ucpop chooses one ef

fect nondeterministically3 and then adds a causal

link [McAllester and Rosenblitt 1991] to the plan

to record this choice.

• If a third step (called a "threat") might possibly

interfere with the precondition being supported

by the causal link, then UCPOP nondeterministic

ally chooses a method to resolve the threat: either

by reordering steps in the plan, posting additional

subgoals, or by adding new equality constraints.

yoo-see-pop
lThe name, which we pronounce as

an anagram of the capitalized letters.

2In fact, domain dependent information can be used to

guide the choice. Backtracking ensures that all choices will

be eventually considered.
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Once UCPOP has successfully created and protected

a causal link for every goal in the plan, it halts and

returns a solution.

1.1 Money at Home, Wisdom at Work

Adopting an example from [Pednault 1988], suppose

we had a single briefcase, B, and wanted to use it to

move objects. Pednault formalizes this simple domain

with three operators: MovB(l), for moving a briefcase

and its contents, Putln(x) for putting an item x in the

briefcase, and TakeOut (x) for removing items from the

briefcase. Our version of these operators is seen below:

TakeOut(x)

Prbcond :

Effects :

Putln(x.l)

Precond :

Effects :

MovB(m,l)

Precond :

Effects :

x^B

-■In(x)

x^B A At(B,l) A At(x,l)

In(x)

At(B,m) A m/1

At(B,l)

At(z,l)Vz | In(z) A z^B

-nAt(B.B)

-iAt(z.m) Vz | In(z) A z ^ B

We now demonstrate how ucpop generates plans with

these actions. Since the algorithm is nondeterministic,

we assume a convenient order; in practice, some back

tracking might be required to find a correct plan. Our

example begins with three items: a briefcase B, a pay

check P, and a dictionary D. All three start at home,

with the briefcase containing the paycheck. The goal

is to have the paycheck at home and the dictionary at

the office. The initial plan is depicted as follows:

At(P,home)

At(B, office)

Start Goal At(D, office)

In each diagram we use italics to represent open pre

conditions which are treated as subgoals. When these

preconditions are still open (i.e., have not been satis

fied), we display them next to the step that requires

them. Steps, which are instances of operators, are

written in typeface. Arrows between steps denote

causal links, showing which subgoals a step has satis

fied.

UCPOP selects the goal At(B, office), satisfying it by

creating a new MovB(?ml, office) step and making a

causal link from it to the Goal step.3

At(B,office)

ucpop then selects the subgoal At(D, office), creat

ing another link from the same step used in the

previous goal. This adds a subgoal In(D) to the

MovB(?ml,office) step:

Al(B.office)

Goal At(P,home)Start MovB(?mCoffice)

"mi

The next goal selected is At(P,home). Since the pay

check is at home to begin with, ucpop can use this

fact to satisfy the final goal as well; UCPOP records

this decision by adding a link from Start as shown:

AtjB.office)

Start MovB(?ml .office) Goal

***»„ ~^A«D.cfficeT?

***%MA/rP,fa>mfV*

The dashed link denotes a threat from the NovB step:

if the paycheck is left in the briefcase, then moving the

briefcase will negate the initial condition, At(P,home),

and jeopardize the supported goal. UCPOP eliminates

the threat by posting a subgoal ->In{P) which, in turn,

is satisfied by adding Takeout (P) to the plan:

At(B,office)

Start

In<DL ,
MovB(?ml,office)

TakeOut(P,
tySilothHP)

 

ucpop then selects the subgoal In(D) and creates a

causal link from another new step PutIn(D,?ml), en

suring that the dictionary is in the briefcase before the

briefcase is moved. The new step also generates two

more subgoals to ensure that the briefcase and dictio

nary are spatially coincident:

At(B,office)

Start

AliB.home)

At(D,home) <„/m

PutIn(D,horne4--»»- MovB(?mI,office)

TakeOut(P;
■ySWolhHP) At(D,office)

AKP.home)

Finally, UCPOP generates two more links from the

initial Start step to satisfy the preconditions of the

Putin step. This also causes the free variable ?ml

to become bound to home. Since no more unsatisfied

subgoals are found and since no threats are detected,

UCPOP halts with the following partially ordered plan:

AtjD.home)

Start

At(P,home)

joal At(D, office)

^CM{BM"^ MIn(D,bome)±^MovB(?l

TakeOut(P) -~Notln(P)

AtjP.home)

At(B,office)

inl.officc) Goal 

Although this creates another subgoal At(B,?ml) we

have omitted it and its links for simplicity.
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Run Time Unifies Plans

Briefcase 510 177 12

U Briefcase 670 160 11

Homeowners 580 48 24

Sussman 690 233 12

U Sussman 1810 1065 20

YSP 2410 1768 20

Figure 1: These data are taken from an implementa

tion of UCPOP on an IBM RS/6000 model 520. Times

are in milliseconds.

1.2 Pragmatics and Implementation

The ucpop algorithm has been implemented in Alle

gro Common Lisp and runs on a variety of platforms.4

To maintain completeness we use A* or IDA* search to

implement the exploration of nondeterministic choices.

Figure 1 shows the actual run times for the brief

case example and others found in the literature [Mc-

Dermott 1991,Pednault 1986,Pednault 1988,Sussman

1975]. The number of unifications and the total num

ber of partial plans that ucpop considered when solv

ing a particular planning problem are also shown.

The problems in figure 1 are summarized as follows:

• Briefcase. Pednault's conditionalized briefcase

domain. The "U" before a problem indicates the

use of universal quantification in postconditions,

as described in this paper.

• Homeowners. You bought a home, turn on

the water, and water pours out of holes in the

wall. You can paste over the holes and/or fix the

plumbing. However, pasting holes before fixing

the plumbing is useless [Pednault 1991].

• Sussman. We tested on two versions of the

Sussman anomaly. The "U Sussman" problem

foregoes the clear(b) axiom and instead uses

Vx -ion(x,b), introducing numerous subgoals.

• YSP. McDermott's Yale Stacking Problem, a

variation of the Sussman anomaly that uses the

above predicate.

We observe that UCPOP found the Yale Stacking Prob

lem quite easy, repudiating McDermott's [1991] belief

that it would be "almost impossible for a nonlinear

planner, (p 405)" The combinatorics of handling uni

versal preconditions and multiple interacting steps are

exemplified by increasing time.

1.3 Overview

In this paper we make the following contributions:

*Send mail to aeldCcs . Washington, edu for information

on acquiring the code.

• A clear and simple description of the UCPOP plan

ning algorithm.

• A proof of UCPOP's soundness.

• A proof of UCPOP's completeness.

In the next section we review Pednault's ADL (the

language UCPOP uses to represent actions) and detail a

few simplifying assumptions. We then (sections 3 and

4) describe a representation for partially ordered plans

and present the UCPOP algorithm. Section 5 presents

our core results: proofs of soundness and completeness.

The paper concludes with a brief discussion of related

work.

2 Representing Actions

Frustrated with the restrictive STRIPS representation

but frightened by the prospect of implementing a plan

ner for the full situation calculus, we gravitated natu

rally toward Pednault's [1986,1989] Action Description

Language (ADL). ADL is essentially a reformulation

of the situation calculus into action schemata, akin to

the add and delete lists of STRIPS [Fikes and Nilsson

1971]. ADL is more expressive than STRIPS yet less

expressive than full, first-order logic.

2.1 Action schemata

The semantics of ADL are based on the algebraic

structures (models) used to characterize states of the

world. An action, a, in ADL is a set of state pairs

-<a,ty where action a can be executed in state s to

produce state t. The association between a state s

and state description <p is indicated by the "models"

symbol |= and is written s \= 4>. An action schema

in ADL, which more closely resembles the add and

delete lists of STRIPS, characterizes a set of possi

ble actions. Schemata are described by four optional

groups of clauses:

1. Precond, the preconditions,

2. Add and Delete, a set of formulae describing

the set of tuples to be added (deleted) to the in

terpretation of some relations R in the resulting

state t, and

3. Update, a set of relations describing how func

tions change in t from s.

Pednault's version of our MovB(m,l) schema is then:

MovB(l)

Add: At(B,l)

At(z,l) Vz | In(z) A z^B

Delete: At(B,m)

At(z,m) Vz | In(z) A z^B

We merge the two Add and Delete categories into

a single Effects category. The notion of "adding" a
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tuple for R() is encoded as before. Deleting a tuple

from R() is encoded by asserting -^R(). We note that

this technique is merely a syntactic variant of Ped-

nault's action representation. In this paper we also

forbid the use of the Update category as well as dis

junction in preconditions.5 We insist that all neces

sary preconditions be explicitly stated. This diverges

from Pednault's [1986] approach, where he assumed

preconditions could be inferred from the world state.

Free variables in schemata are implicitly existentially

quantified, serving as placeholders for future interpre

tations. Finally, equality constraints can only involve

variables or variables and constants. All constants

are assumed unique; their value cannot be changed

through actions.

2.2 Secondary preconditions

Pednault represents action schemata internally as sets

of causation and preservation preconditions collec

tively known as "secondary preconditions." Intu

itively, a causation precondition of an action A for

some relation R, E^, specifies all conditions under

which A will cause R to be added to the world state.

The preservation preconditions of an action A and re

lation R, n£ completely specify the conditions under

which jR is not deleted from the world state; hence, the

conditions that "preserve" the truth value of R. For

example, the following is a preservation condition for

At(u, v) with respect to action MovB(m,l):

the metric functions and equality constraints. Next,

we realized that generating a complete, disjunctive,

secondary precondition was unnecessary in many cir

cumstances. For example, not all disjuncts might be

required for a particular planning task. We then de

vised an algorithm that constructed the secondary pre

conditions dynamically, introducing constraints and

logical connectives only when absolutely necessary.

2.3 Steps and Effects

Instead of representing an action schemata as a com

plex set of secondary preconditions, we convert action

schemata into canonical tuples called steps and effects.

These tuples permit UCPOP to quickly identify the rel

evant parts of each add or delete condition when gen

erating (or extending) a secondary precondition. We

believe this results in a considerably more efficient re

gression process (see the comparison to PEDESTAL in

section 6).

Definition A step S is a triple -</>, c,(3>- where p,

the step preconditions, is a set of quantified literals;

e, the step effects, is a set of effects; and, (3, the step

constraints, is a set of equality constraints on free vari

ables in p.

The notations ps , Ps and es refer to the sets p, /? and

e within step S. ps are the common preconditions

among all effects e. The equality constraints in (3 ap

ply to all formulae used in the effects e as well as the

preconditions p. The binding constraints /3 are repre-

nAt?JvC'l) - ",Ktt = BAv ~ mMu # BAv = mAln(u))] sented as a set of (possibly negated) pairs, either (u, v)

^u"v" or ~>(u, v). The former indicates that the free variables

The first disjunct above corresponds to moving the

briefcase from location m, thus affecting At(B,m). The

second disjunct corresponds to moving any item z

that is in the briefcase, thus affecting At(z,m). En

suring that neither disjunct holds true thus preserves

the value of At(u, v) whenever a MovB is executed.

McDermott [1991] represented action schema as sec

ondary preconditions to create a provably complete,

total-order planner for ADL. While generating these

secondary preconditions is straightforward (given the

techniques found in Pednault's thesis [1986]) the re

sulting expressions are often unwieldy, containing mul

tiple disjunctions, equality constraints and functionals.

McDermott simplified these formulae through the use

of heuristic rules for efficiency purposes. The resulting

algorithm, however, sacrificed completeness and pro

duced anomalous behavior for some simple tasks.

We chose a different approach. Our key insight was to

first separate the logical connectives and relations from

"While our implementation now successfully handles

disjunctive preconditions and we have almost finished im

plementing a class of metric updates, we have not extended

our proofs to these cases.

(or constants) u and v must codesignate, i.e., u and v

unify in any well-formed formula. The latter, ->(u, v)

indicate non-codesignation, i.e., u and v can not unify

in any well-formed formula. The set of bindings /3 thus

specify an equivalence relation (written "«^") on plan

variables and constants. We will say that a pair (u, v)

is CONSISTENT WITH A SET OF BINDINGS /3 when V, » V

holds true under the relation ?zp . Similarly, -i(u, t>) is

consistent when it « v does not hold true under «p .

Each effect e G es is then represented as follows. The

notations ps, 0e and Be refer to the sets p,/3 and 9

within effect E.

Definition An effect E is a triple -<,p, 9, /3y where

p, the effect preconditions, is a set of quantified liter

als; 8, the effect postconditions, is a set of quantified

literals; and (3, the effect binding constraints, is a set

of equality constraints on free variables in p and 8.

The step and effect tuples clearly distinguish between

the logical connectives and equality constraints re

quired by secondary preconditions. When the UCPOP

algorithm wants to generate part of a causation pre

condition for some relation R, it looks for an effect

tuple e = -<p, 9, /3>- where 9 h R. Recall that the cau
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sation precondition E£ dictates all conditions under

which an action A will cause R to become true. Since

the effect e captures at least one possible way in which

the action A can generate R, (i.e., 6e h R), it must be

true that pe A 0e h E^. UCPOP can then post the

conjuncts of pe as new subgoals and B, as new con

straints that must be met by the plan. If the action A

were newly instantiated from an action schema into a

step 5, UCPOP would also post the subgoals p, and 6,.

These new goals represent a nondeterministic choice

(i.e., the choice of one disjunct of EjJ), corresponding

to the decision to make sure that effect e will be the

true cause of R. If this later proves impossible, UCPOP

backtracks.

For example, consider a step -<p, £, By describing the

action MovB(m,l). The precondition, p = {At(B,m)},

specifies that the briefcase must first be at some lo

cation m. The binding constraints, 0 = {->(m, l)}, re

quire that the origin and destination be distinct. The

effects, e, specify that both the briefcase and its con

tents move after execution of MovB(m.l). This set t is

written below, following the internal representation of

effects as tuples of the form ~<p,9,0y:

f VzX{ln(z)},{-.At(z,m),At(z,l)}, {-(z.B)}^, \

\ X0, {-.At(B,m),At(B,l)}, 0V J

Note the use of the quantifier Vz to indicate that the

free variable z in the first effect tuple is to be univers

ally, not existentially, quantified.

3 Representing Plans and Problems

With a totally ordered sequence of steps, it is fairly

easy to identify the first step that causes some propo

sition c to be true in the world. We call this step the

SOURCE OF c; if c is true in the initial world state, we

refer to the dummy step, So, as the source. With par

tially ordered steps, things are more complex and it

is useful to explicitly record the intended source for a

proposition during planning. Elaborating on the work

of Tate [1977], McAllester [1991], and others we define:

Definition A CAUSAL LINK is a quadruple

-<Si,e,r,Sj y, denoted Si-^Sj, where r is a (possi

bly negated) precondition of Sj (or a precondition of

one of its effects), and e is an effect of Si, and 3q G 8e

such that q unifies with r.

To aid in its decision-making, UCPOP maintains a list

of causal links from effects of steps to goals and sub-

goals. These links represent the assumptions upon

which a plan P relies and are a crucial aspect of par

tially ordered PLANS.

Definition A PLAN is quadruple -<<S, B, O, Cy, where

S is a set of steps, B is a set of binding constraints on

free variables in S, O is a set of ordering constraints

{Si < Sj | Si, Sj € S}, and C is a set of causal links.

Pednault's plans [1986] only included steps and order

ing constraints. Our representation denotes the im

portance of separating the equality constraints from

all other logical connectives. The equality constraints

from secondary preconditions are gathered and kept in

a single set, B. No goals are ever posted for satisfying

equality constraints. Instead, they are immediately

checked against B for consistency. If at any time dur

ing the planning process this set becomes inconsistent,

the plan is eliminated from consideration; ucpop then

backtracks. Plan tuples can be used to represent the

problem being solved as we now explain.

Definition A PLANNING PROBLEM a is a quadruple

-<A,Z, U, Ty where A is a set of action schemata, T is

a set of literals indicating the "initial conditions, " T is

a set of quantified clauses indicating the "goals, " and

U is a universe of discourse for variables in A, I, and

r.

To assure systematic establishment of goals and sub-

goals that have universal quantified clauses, we map

these clauses into a set of corresponding ground

clauses.

Definition The universal base T of a first-order

clause is defined recursively as follows:

• T(A) — A if A contains no quantifiers.

• T(3aji...znA) =3zi...z„T(A),

• T(V«X . . . xn3Vl ...ynA)=3yJ1... j£T(A') where

A' is a conjunction of formulae identical to A,

one for each possible interpretation of the Xi un

der a universe U . The j/j are renamed to unique

names y\ .

For example, suppose that A = {3xAbove(x, A),

Vy3wOn(y, w)}. Let the universe of discourse for A be

the pair of blocks, {A, B}. The universal base T(A)

is the set of three elements:

{3xAbove(x, A), 3w'On(A, w'), 3w'On(B,w')}

Each clause within T(A) is said to be "universally

ground." This reformation of universally quantified

clauses is similar to the use of Skolem functions, y =

f(x), for existentials y and universals x. Recall that

Skolem functions eliminate universals x by replacing

existentials y with dummy functions f(x) that pro

duce the corresponding values for each instance of a

universal. Whereas Skolem functions are applied from

the inside out, the universal base is applied from the

outside in.

The universal base of a set of clauses is isomorphic

to the image of all Skolem functions over some set of

clauses A. Instead of using y = /(z), we enumer

ate the set {/(zo)i f{xi)i • ■ • > f(xn)} for each z< in the

range of f(x) and then generate the appropriate set of
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clauses A' through substitution on the corresponding

universal x, then rename y to y' . Renaming prevents

name conflicts in alternating quantifiers. We assume

that the universe, U, and hence the universal base is

finite.

Definition Let a = -<A.,2,U,Ty denote a planning

problem. The GOAL PLAN of a, written g-planfaj, is

a plan -<S, B, O, Cy where S = {S0, Soo}, O = {S0 <

Soo}, B = C = 0, the initial step, So introduces a 's ini

tial conditions but has no preconditions or constraints

and the goal step, Soo , has a 's goals as preconditions,

but has no effects or binding constraints.

In the next section, we describe an algorithm, UCPOP,

that takes the goal plan of a problem as input and

systematically adds steps and constraints until it finds

one that solves the planning problem. In section 5 we

prove that ucpop is sound and complete.

4 The UCPOP Planning Algorithm

At the very heart, UCPOP is a theorem prover that

resolves step preconditions against effect postcondi

tions. It reduces all quantified formulae into univers

ally ground propositions and then manipulates them to

create and extend secondary preconditions. These pre

conditions are then "satisfied" by creating causal links

and then protecting them from effects of other steps.

A common subroutine of UCPOP is used throughout

the algorithm:

Definition MGU(p, q) is a function that returns the

most general unifier of literals p and q. _L is returned

if no such unifier exists.

When A is a set of clauses, the notation A\MGU(p, q)

represents the set of clauses A' resulting from apply

ing the substitution 6\MGU(p, q) to every clause 6 £ A.

The form of a general unifier is taken to be a set of

pairs {(u, v)}, indicating that u and v must codesig-

nate to ensure that p and q unify. This will allow us to

treat binding constraints (3 as a conjunction of general

unifiers.

For example,

MGU(/n(P),/n(z)) = {(*,/>)}

HGU{In{D),In(D)) = 0

MGU(At(x, y), In(x)) = A.

4.1 Algorithm overview

The ucpop algorithm (figure 2) takes three inputs: a

plan -<S, B, O, Cy, an agenda of outstanding goals G,

and a set of action schemata A. Each entry on the goal

agenda is a pair, -<c, Sy, in which 5 denotes a plan step

and c denotes a precondition of that step [Pednault

1986]. If c is an equality constraint on variables (u, v),

we rename the variables to (u,,vt) and then add the

Algorithm ucpop(P = <S, B, O, Cy, G, A)

1. Termination: If G is empty, report success and

return P.

2. Goal selection: Choose a goal -<c,Sy£ G. If a

link S{ ■*-» S exists in C, fail (an impossible plan).

Note that c is universally ground.

3. Operator selection: Nondeterministic-

ally choose any existing (from S) or new (instan

tiated from A) step S, with effect e and a univers

ally ground clause p 6 T(0e) where MGU(c,p) ^J_.

If no such choice exists then fail. Otherwise, let

C = C U {S,'-^S}, & = B U MGU(c, p) U p. U /3S. ,

O' = OU{S, < S}, G' = G- -<c,Sy, and let

S'=S\J{S,}.

4. Subgoal generation: If effect e has not al

ready been used to establish a link in C with

bindings MGU(c,p) then let G' = G and for each

a € T(pe\HGV(c,p)) add -«r, S.y to G' . If 5, g S,

for each a G T(ps\HGU(c,p)) also add -<<r, S,y to

G'.

5. Causal link protection: Let / be a causal link

Si^*Sj in C. Let S* be any step with an effect

e* and postcondition p E 0ek. Step St threat

ens link / with clause up 6 T(p) if possibly

Si < Sk < Sj when MGU(-ig,up) ^± is consistent

with B. For all such St, e^, / and vp such that Sk

threatens / with vp, nondeterministically do one

of the following (or, if no choice exists, fail):

(a) Promotion If possibly Sj < Sh, let O' =

OU{Sj <Sk}.

(b) Demotion If possibly Sk < Sit let O' = OU

{Sh < Si}.

(c) Separation Let O' = O U {Si < Sk < Sj}

then nondeterministically

i. Choose constraints (}' on existentially

quantified variables such that MGU(-ig, vp)

= ± and let B' = B' U p, or

ii. Choose a precondition r € T(p£j,\

MGU(-.g, t^)) and let G' = Q' U

{^r,Shy}.

6. Recursive invocation: If B' is inconsistent then

fail; else call ucpop(^5', B\ O', Cy, G', A).

Figure 2: The UCPOP partial order planning algorithm

handles actions with universally quantified precondi

tions and effects as well as conditional effects yet is

sound and complete.
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constraint to B (constants remain unchanged). Vari

able renaming is done when an action schema is first

instantiated as a step in the plan (line 3 of ucpop),

following the use of "fresh variables" in [McAllester

and Rosenblitt 1991].

When used at the top level to solve a planning problem

a = -<A,Z, U, IV, the algorithm is called with a's goal

plan, its universally ground goals, and its schemata:

ucpop(g-plan(a),T(r),A). Note that while the goal

agenda G is a set of tuples <c,S>- where c must be

achieved by step S, we sometimes use an abbreviation

for top-level goals. For example, we often write T(r)

rather than the more cumbersome

{-(c,S„HVc€T(r)}

Our algorithm depends on the following assumptions:

• The initial world state is complete.

• The universe of discourse U is fixed and finite.

• All changes to the world state are dictated by ac

tions and explicitly stated.

• Actions are deterministic.

• Actions are consistent, i.e., no action will add

both <f> and -<4> to any consistent world state under

any condition.

• All relations R are regreasively ascertainable ev

erywhere [Pednault 1986], i.e., the truth value of

every relation R at some step 5« can be deter

mined solely by the actions and the initial state.

The UCPOP algorithm continually refines an incom

plete plan P until all goals and subsequent subgoals

are satisfied. These refinements include the addition

of new steps to S, the constraining of free variables

through additional codesignation bindings in B, and

the ordering of steps via constraints in O. Lines 3

and 4 dynamically introduce portions of causation pre

conditions. Line 5 chooses how to create disjuncts of

preservation conditions for some relation q. These rely

heavily on the structure of effects and steps.

4.2 Efficiency concerns

The ucpop algorithm is clearly exponential. To im

prove efficiency, the ucpop implementation distin

guishes between static and dynamic propositions and

avoids copying the static world description in each par

tial plan. The universe of discourse is implemented

as a static, typed hierarchy of LISP objects. Univer

sal quantification is handled "lazily," using an itera

tion abstraction that dynamically expands universal

clauses to cover more and more cases (similar to the

plan transformation rule 4.11 in [Pednault 1986]). A

closed world assumption is adopted to prevent a large

es0 that would normally have several ->p effects. The

codesignation constraints 3 are implemented as mono-

tonically converging equivalence classes, similar to the

union-find algorithm. Partial orderings on steps are

simple lists of pairs (Si , Sj ) ■<=>■ Si < 5} , a departure

from the current trend of complex temporal databases.

UCPOP uses A' search (with the same evaluation func

tion) on every space of partial plans. Although there

are numerous hooks for domain dependent heuristics,

we haven't yet systematically explored their use; we

believe that this avenue offers the greatest opportu

nity for performance improvement.

5 Formal Properties

In this section we prove that ucpop is sound and com

plete. We adopt the model-theoretic semantics ofADL

and refer the reader to [Pednault 1986] for a complete

description.

5.1 Formalizing Solutions

Soundness implies that every plan produced by UCPOP

is a solution to the original problem. Completeness

implies that, if there is a solution to some problem a,

ucpop will find it. Both of these concepts rely on the

definition of a SOLUTION. We construct this definition

by starting from notions of world states, then defining

what it means to execute actions, execute plans, and

finally converging on the formal concept of solution.

Recall that states s of the world are algebraic struc

tures, i.e., models in logic. Steps, which are instances

of ADL action schemata, are modeled by a set of state

pairs -<*, ty where the step can be executed in state 5

to produce state t. A set of types T describes collec

tions of objects in U. Each type U £ T is a fixed set

of objects {oo,Oi,...,On} C U. Types may overlap;

for example, block might be a type representing all

known blocks in U and physob might be a set of all

physical objects. Types play an important role when

determining the scope of universal quantifiers.

We use a primitive state-based model of time where

all actions are atomic and cannot overlap. Thus, the

temporal history of the world is represented by a linear

sequence of states separated by single actions.

Given these concepts, we now define what it means to

execute a step. We have slightly changed the definition

in [Pednault 1986] to correspond to our notation and

assumptions. Deterministic actions insist that every

state s exists in only one pair -<s,ty in an action a.

Whereas Pednault assumed a set of initial states, we

assume one complete initial state.

Definition Let {S<}"_0 be a sequence of steps Si and

let W be a state of the world. The result op exe

cuting {5i}JL0 IN W, written RESULT({5i}?_0W),

is defined recursively as follows:

• RESULT({5i}?=0,W) =W

• Result({5<}J,=0,W) = t such that
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-<Rbsult({5<}7=o1iVW)i*>- is a state pair in the

action Sn ■

The previous definition says nothing about whether

it is feasible to "execute" an action in some state. It

only details what happens to a state 5 when the action

is applied to produce state t. We now define the no

tion of executability for partially ordered plans. First,

we define a mapping from partially ordered to totally

ordered plans:

Definition Let a = -<A, J, U, IV denote a planning

problem. A totally ordered sequence of steps {Si}"_0 is

a GROUND topological sort of a plan ~<S, B, O, Cy

if there is a bijection, f, fromS to the steps in {5»}"_0,

f is a homomorphism with respect to the ordering con

straints O, there exists a global substitution Q that

binds all unbound variables and is consistent with B,

and for every step S in the plan, f(S) = S\Q.

Given this, we can map partially ordered plans into

sets of totally ordered plans, and then define what it

means to execute each one:

Definition A step A = -<p, e,(3y, representing a set

of possible actions, is EXECUTABLE IN A STATE s if

and only if s \= p\ and Pa is consistent with s. A plan

P = -<S, B, O, C>- is EXECUTABLE IN INITIAL STATE I

if, for every ground topological sort {Si}™=0of P, each

step Si is executable in state Result({Sj})~o,Z).

Recall that a planning problem is a collection of action

schemata, initial conditions, universe, and goals.

Definition A plan Q — -<«Sj,f3j,(9,,£j>- is an EN

HANCEMENT of a plan P = -<Sp,Bp,Op,£py for a

planning problem a = -<A,Z, U, IV if and only if

Sp C Sv Op C Ov Bp C B„ and Cp C £,.

Definition A solution to a planning problem a =

-<A,J,U,Ty is a plan P = -<S,B,0,Cy where P is

an enhancement o/g-plan(ct), P is executable in W,

and all Si € S are instances of action schemata in A.

Note that if P is a solution, it follows that

Result({5<}?=0,I) f= T since />«, = T and 5«, is

executable.

5.2 Soundness

Our proof of soundness relies heavily on Pednault's

causality theorem [1986] which is akin to a version of

Chapman's modal truth criterion [Chapman 1987] for

plans with conditional actions. We restate the causal

ity theorem here for convenience:

Theorem 1 Pednault's Causality Theorem. A con

dition <p will be true at a point p during the execution

of a plan if and only if one of the following holds:

1. An action a is executed prior to point p such that

(a) E* is true immediately before executing a.

(b) II' 15 true immediately before the execution

of each action b between a and point p.

2. ip is true in the initial state and 11° u true imme

diately before the execution of each action a prior

to point p.

Proving soundness means demonstrating that the

UCPOP algorithm is correct, i.e., that every answer

from ucpOP(g-plan(a),T(r), A) is a correct solution

to the planning problem.

We use a standard technique for recursive algorithms,

proving that a loop invariant holds before and after

every recursion. We use this to show that this invariant

holds whenever UCPOP halts. The invariant we use is

defined as follows.

Definition (The ucpop Loop Invariant) // the sub-

goals in the goal agenda G are satisfied by P, then P

will be a solution to a.

Lemma 2 The ucpop loop invariant holds on the ini

tial call to ucpop (g-plan(a), T(r), A).

Proof. Trivially, if the goals G = T(T) are satisfied for

step Soo , then T is satisfied and P would be a solution.

D

Lemma 3 // the loop invariant holds before an itera

tion of UCPOP, it will hold afterwards.

Proof. By corollary 3.29 of Pednault's thesis [1986],

we can replace goals in G (a subset of his "agenda" )

with the causation preconditions of steps in P whose

effects achieve those goals and the preservation precon

ditions of steps that might threaten the goals. Then,

by Pednault's causality theorem [Pednault 1991], if

these preconditions are satisfied, the original goals G

are satisfied. We now argue that ucpop correctly per

forms these goal transformations.

The condition <p and the "point p" of the causality

theorem match the variable c and the step S from line

1 of ucpop. The action a refers to the new or existing

step S, from line 2 of UCPOP. Note that the new steps

S, are instantiated from A and that this is the only

place where new steps are introduced. Also, note that

case 2 of the causality theorem is handled by choosing

step So in line 2 of UCPOP.

UCPOP diverges from a direct, procedural encoding of

the causality theorem as a result of the following ob

servation. Instead of requiring that the entire cau

sation preconditions E£ be generated and posted as

a subgoal, it is sufficient to post another condition p

that subsumes the more complex formulae, i.e., where

p \- £° . These p constraints are exactly those formulae
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stored in step and effect tuples which, mentioned ear

lier, are syntactic transformations of action schemata.

Following the assumptions of UCPOP we can translate

the causation preconditions from Pednault's thesis and

rewrite them as follows:

£° =
V

2a

x=y

J**V

P.Aft

v«e*. | ».!-¥>

False «-» x and y are unique constants,

True otherwise.

False *-* x and y are the same constant,

True otherwise.

The operator selection line of UCPOP chooses an effect

c where MGU(c.p) ^X and p G T(0«). Since MGU(c,p)

returns a general unifier and T(0e) returns a set of for

mulae p such that 6e h p, if MGU(c, p) ^J. then 8e h c.

Thus, substituting <p for c, UCPOP correctly chooses

one disjunct, for effect e, of the secondary precondition

££. Since UCPOP works with action schema, it dynam

ically adjusts the set of actions a represented by the

schema by also introducing the constraints MGU(c, p).

Following corollary 3.29, ucpop replaces the original

goal c with pe (line 4) and records this decision as a

causal link S,-^S.

Equality constraints a = b for the step 5, which are

derived by a disjunction of /9e's, are handled as follows.

UCPOP renames the variables to a, = b, and then adds

them to B (line 3, B' = B U MGU(c, p) U 0e U /3S. )• If B

ever becomes inconsistent, at least one of the equality

"goals" is not met. This mimics the secondary precon

dition S" = False. Otherwise, any grounding of the

free variables in a consistent set of constraints B would

satisfy the equality goals, subsuming E!J=y = True.

Thus B is a syntactic translation of goals of the form

a = 6 at some step 5 and ucpop correctly posts this

subset of the causation preconditions for step S, and

effect e. This depends upon our assumption that all

free variables are existential and that all constants are

unique. We conclude that ucpop correctly handles

case (1), subcase (a) of the causality theorem.

Case (1), subcase (b) and case (2) of the causality the

orem require preservation preconditions for all steps b

that possibly come between step 5, and S in the plan

that requires c to be true at S. Again, we rewrite these

preconditions in terms of our assumptions and tuples,

as follows:

n» =

"x=y

TTa

/\ ^pt V -0.

V«6e. | «.H*>

False «-» x and y are the same constant,

True otherwise.

False «-> x and y are unique constants,

True otherwise.

ucpop handles subcase b as follows. It either (1) intro

duces additional step ordering such that subcase b no

longer applies, or (2) follows the previous intuition and

posts goals ->q such that -<q h HJ for all such actions a.

Lines 5a and 5b of ucpop handle the former approach.

Line 5c, in conjunction with the conditions of line 5,

handle the latter (following the previous argument for

causation preconditions).

By [Pednault 1986, corollary 3.29], satisfying the

newly revised goal agenda G' is equivalent to satis

fying G. UCPOP only recurses when B' is consistent

and it only introduces new steps from A. Since the

loop invariant holds before the execution of UCPOP

every ground topological sort of the original plan P

would be executable if G were satisfied. By corollary

3.29 and the fact that the action preconditions for S,

are introduced in line 4, P' must also be executable if

the new G' were satisfied. Since UCPOP monotonically

increases the set of binding constraints, causal links

and steps, each iteration returns an enhancement of

g-plan(a). Thus, P would be a solution if G' were

true. D

Lemma 4 If the loop invariant holds before an iter

ation of UCPOP and then UCPOP halts, the invariant

still holds.

Proof. UCPOP halts in line 1 when the goal agenda G

is empty, without performing any modifications. Since

no structures are modified the loop invariant must still

hold after UCPOP halts.

Theorem 5 (Soundness) Let a = -<A, J, U, Ty be a

planning problem. If UCPOP(g-plan(a), T(r), A) re

turns a plan P then P is a solution for a.

Proof. The previous lemmas combine to form a sim

ple inductive argument that the ucpop loop invari

ant holds whenever ucpop halts provided that it is

invoked with UCPOP(g-plan(a),T(r), A). Since the

goal agenda is empty when ucpop halts, no additional

conditions are required for P to be a solution. Thus,

any plan P returned by ucpOP(g-plan(a),T(r), A)

must be a solution to a in and of itself. □

5.3 Completeness

Before stating the completeness theorem, we present a

few useful corollaries of the soundness theorem.

Corollary 5.1 Let a - -<A, I, U, Ty be a plan

ning problem. If {S»}™_0 is a solution to a

then for 2 < k < n, {Si}"_fc is a solution to -<A,

Rbsult({S<}J-01,I), U, Ty.

In other words: if an n step plan is a solution to a

planning problem with initial conditions J, then the

last n — 1 steps are a solution to the modified plan

ning problem which starts with the initial conditions

derived by executing the first step in I.
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Proof. Follows directly from the definition of

RBSULT({Si}J,=0,I). a

Definition A plan P = -<S, B, O, £>- is FULLY sup

ported if every step Si € S is fully supported. A step

S is FULLY SUPPORTED tn P if its preconditions ps are

fully supported. A precondition r of a step Sj is FULLY

supported in P if there is a causal link Si-^*Sj € C,

Si < Sj € O and effect e is fully supported. An effect

e of step S is fully supported in P if S is fully sup

ported and every precondition r G pe is fully supported.

Corollary 5.2 Let a — -<A.,I, U,Ty be a planning

problem. 7/ucpOP(g-plan(a),T(r), A) return* apian

P then P is fully supported.

Proof. Follows from the soundness theorem. Note

that each link (line 3) records decisions made by

ucpop as to which steps and effects satisfy which pre

conditions. □

Theorem 6 (Completeness) Let a = -<A,I, 17, IV

be a planning problem and let {Si}"_0 be a solution to

a with no extra steps. With the appropriate search

strategy UCPOP applied to g-plan(a) will return a so

lution, P, such that {5j}"_0 is a ground topological

sort of P.

Proof. We use induction on the number of steps

in the totally ordered solution. To finesse issues of

search control, we use {Si}"_0 as an oracle to guide

the construction of the partially ordered plan; McDer-

mott [1991] refers to this as a clairvoyant algorithm.

A* or IDA* search [Korf 1985] is used to maintain

completeness in our implementation.

Base Case: {St}*=o A k = 2.

This means that no plan steps (besides the dummy

initial and goal steps) are necessary to achieve the

goal, i.e., I h T. Thus a call to clairvoyant

UCPOP (g-plan(a),T(r), A) will result in operator se

lection (step 3) consistently choosing So as the estab

lishing step and making causal links solely to this ini

tial step. Since no new steps are added, none of the

links can be threatened. Thus UCPOP will terminate

with a solution, P, that has no additional steps, satis

fying our need to have the sequence be a ground topo

logical sort of P.

Inductive Step: {$}?_„ A* > 2.

Given a solution {S»}"_0 with at most k — 1 steps, i.e.,

n < k, we assume inductively that clairvoyant UCPOP

correctly generates a solution, P, such that {5t}"_0 is a

ground topological sort of an enhancement of P. Now

consider the solution {Si}*_0 to the planning problem

-<A, 1, U, IV; we show that UCPOP finds a correspond

ing solution here as well.

Let a' be the planning problem -<A, Result(Si, I),

U, Ty. By inductive assumption and corollary 5.1,

clairvoyant UCPOP(g-plan(a'), T(r), A) will return a

solution Pa = -<Sa, Ba, Oa, Ca>- when given the k — 1

step sequence {Si}*_2 as guidance. Pa is very close to

the plan that we are seeking, but the initial step of

Pa is doing double duty — it is acting as the source

for propositions that either So or Si provide in the

original totally ordered solution. To distinguish these,

we define three subsets of the causal links in £a.

We first denote a set Lq of links whose source propo

sitions c remain unchanged from the original initial

conditions Z until after the step Si is executed. Thus,

Si does not delete any of these propositions (al

though it may add duplicates which are absorbed by

Result(Si,I)):

• L0 = {Si-SSj | t = 0

Result(Si,I) \=c }.

Zf=c

Another, distinct subset of links Laa contains links

whose source propositions must be added by the exe

cution of step Si- If a proposition c is not in the initial

conditions J, but is in Result(Si, J), and since Si is

the only step executed between these two situations, c

can only be caused by some effect e in Si :

• Let Ladd = {Si'-^Sj | i = 0Al|tcA

Result(Si.I) ^=c}

A third set L^ti contains links whose source proposi

tions must be "deleted" by the execution of step Si-

If a proposition c was contained in the initial condi

tions I, but is absent in Result(Si, J), then c must

be deleted by one of Si's effects since Si is the only

step executed between these two situations:

• Let Ldti = {Si-^Sj

Result(Si.I) |tc}

= 0 A I(=c A

Now consider the execution trace of all choices made

by ucpop in constructing Pa. We can use this trace,

in conjunction with the above sets of links, to care

fully guide ucpop in solving the original problem a,

producing a plan with n + 1 = k steps. The only dif

ference between a' and a is in the initial state, J. We

will thus have to intervene, guiding UCPOP whenever

it wants to create a link from the initial state. Other

wise, all goals and threat elimination can proceed as

in the execution trace of Pa.

Whenever a link was chosen from Lq for Pa, UCPOP

is guided to create a link from the original, initial

conditions captured by an effect in So- Whenever a

link So-^Sj was chosen from Laa or Ldti to create Pj,

UCPOP is guided to create a corresponding link Si-^Sj

from a new step, Si, which is identical to the step Si

in the sequence {St}*_0. All other links can proceed as

before. Finally, after the execution trace from Pa is ex

hausted, ucpop will have additional goals of the form
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-<c,Si>-. Since Si was executable in Result(So,I),

these can be satisfied by links from the initial state

J without posing new threats. UCPOP is then guided

to create these links. The final result is an enhance

ment of g-plan(a) and it must executable in the initial

state since it is nearly identical to Pa, except for the

step Si, which we know is executable. Thus, we have

constructed a solution to a that contains a ground

topological sort {5j}*_0. Thus, ucpop is complete. □

6 Related Work

Our work was directly motivated by that of Chap

man [1987] and McAllester and Rosenblitt [1991] on

the foundations of partial order strips planning. The

basic SNLP algorithm [Barrett et al. 1991], based on

the work of McAllester, was derived from Chapman's

TWEAK [1987] and Tate's NONLIN [1977]. These

partial-order planners use action representations based

on the STRIPS formalism. Chien [Chien and De-

Jong 1992] introduced conditionals into TWEAK and

proved an incremental convergence to soundness. The

work is parallel to our efforts on proving ucpop sound.

Pednault provides an elegant theoretical foundation

for total order planning with ADL in [Pednault

1986,Pednault 1988]. This work is extended to han

dle partial order plans in [Pednault 1991]. Although

ucpop was developed independently from [Pednault

1991], pages 243-244 of that document provide an in

formal description of lines 3-5 of our algorithm. Ped

nault 's theory of planning and action transcend our

implementation as it encompasses incomplete initial

states, nondeterministic actions, functional updates,

and disjunctive preconditions. While Pednault did

pose a rule-based, plan enhancement algorithm, no

complete implementation of his theory has yet been

attempted. We have selected a large subset of this

language, but are still far from total coverage.

McDermott's Pedestal [1991] was the first implemen

tation of a planner using ADL, but Pedestal used a

total order plan representation. McDermott proved a

simple version of his algorithm complete, but frustra

tion with performance issues led him to pursue heuris

tic variations that sacrificed completeness. We believe

that the fundamental problem with Pedestal is its

brute force generation of entire preservation and cau

sation preconditions at runtime. Since these formulae

tend to be fraught with redundant formulae and con

straints, heuristic simplification is the only recourse.

Instead of generating the entire secondary precondi

tions as suggested by Pednault [Pednault 1986] and

implemented by McDermott [1991], ucpop divides

these preconditions into separate logical, equality, (and

in our current extensions) metric functional aspects;

this allows specialized solvers to deal with the con

straints in an optimized fashion.

Our work follows that of Collins and Pryor [1992]

where they extended SNLP to handle conditional ef

fects. They did not, however, consider universal quan

tification in either preconditions or effects nor did they

prove soundness or completeness.

7 Future Plans

We have enhanced the algorithm to handle disjunctive

preconditions and have almost completed the exten

sion which allows Updates of monotonic metric func

tions. A high priority is to extend our formal results

to the augmented algorithm. We also wish to allow

actions that create and destroy objects in the universe

of discourse U.

We are surprised by ucpop 's performance on the sim

ple problems on which we have tested it and we plan

to investigate performance issues more thoroughly.

Doubtlessly, ucpop 's speed is largely a function of

the simplicity of the classic test problems. Although

we have described our algorithm nondeterministically,

any actual implementation of it must search. It is

manifest that good search techniques are the key to

efficient planning. As a result, we believe that ucpop

affords an excellent platform for experimentation with

search control heuristics [Barrett 1992,Knoblock 1991]

and speed-up learning techniques [Minton 1988,Et-

zioni 1990b,Etzioni 1990a]. We have therefore devel

oped a model and language for supporting search con

trol heuristics in ucpop (similar to that in prodigy

[Minton et al. 1989]). Although fully implemented,

our model for search control is still being tested; we

plan to report our findings in the near future.

8 Conclusions

This paper presents a clean and elegant algorithm for

partial order planning with an expressive action rep

resentation, ucpop handles a large subset of ADL,

including actions with conditional effects, universally

quantified preconditions and effects, and universally

quantified goals. We prove that ucpop is sound and

complete and briefly describe our full implementation.

We believe that ucpop's simplicity and efficient im

plementation makes it an excellent vehicle for further

research on planning and learning.
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Abstract 1 Introduction and Motivation

Classical planners presuppose complete and correct in

formation about the world. This paper provides the

syntax and semantics for uwl, a representation for

goals and actions that facilitates planning with incom

plete information about the world's state. While the

expressive power of uwl is limited compared to previ

ous work on logics of knowledge and belief, uwl has

the advantage of being easily incorporated into plan

ning algorithms. We describe a provably correct plan

ning algorithm based on UWL. To demonstrate UWL's

expressive power we encode a subset of the UNIX1

domain (planning to achieve UNIX goals, using UNIX

shell commands as primitive actions), which is difficult

to capture using existing planning languages.

Classical planners (e.g. [Chapman 1987,Fikes and

Nilsson 1971]) presuppose correct and complete in

formation about the world. Assuming correct infor

mation means that every proposition entailed by the

planner's world model is in fact true in the world. The

converse of this assumption is the assumption of com

plete information: every proposition that is true in the

world is entailed by the planner's world model. This

paper provides the syntax and semantics of UWL, a rep

resentation for goals and actions that does not assume

complete information on the part of the planner.2 A

planner might have incomplete information about the

world state, its own actions, or exogenous events (e.g.

the actions of other agents). We focus on incomplete

but correct information about the world state.

This departure from classical planning raises a number

of fundamental questions:
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'UNIX is a trademark of AT&T Bell Labs.

• How do we represent the goal of obtaining infor

mation? (e.g. "determine the color of door-1")

Are "information goals" different from the stan

dard goals used in classical planning?

• How do we represent actions whose primary func

tion is to obtain information rather than to change

the world's state (e.g. SENSE-COLOR)?

• Actions that change the world provide us with

information as well. For example, one way of de

termining the color of a door is to paint it blue.

How do we decide which action to use in order

to satisfy an information goal (e.g. SENSE-COLOR

versus PAINT)?

• Can we extend classical planning algorithms to

allow for information goals and sensing actions?

2uwl stands for the University of Washington

Language.
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1.1 A Motivating Example

Consider the problem of satisfying the goal (color

door-1 blue). A classical planner will check whether

its current state satisfies the goal and, if necessary,

create a plan that changes the state to one in which

the goal is satisfied. If the planner's world model is

incomplete, however, the goal may actually be satis

fied in the world but this fact will not be true in the

world model. Thus the planner has two options: try

to change the world in order to satisfy the goal, or

try to elaborate the model by sensing whether (color

door-1 blue) is true in the world.

Is sensing necessary? Painting the door blue (with no

sensing) seems to satisfy the goal, so why bother with

sensory operations? There are a number of possible

reasons: the planner may have no blue paint, or the

blue paint may be needed to achieve a different goal;

painting an already-painted door may have a harmful

side effect (e.g. the door will be covered with noxious

wet paint), etc. There is a deeper reason, though.

Suppose that the planner is told that the hidden trea

sure it is seeking is located behind "the blue door."

Painting a door blue does not satisfy the goal of find

ing "the blue door"— it merely obscures the identity

of the appropriate door. In general, if a planner is

given a definite description that is intended to identify

a particular object, then changing the world so that an

other object meets that description is a mistake. The

appropriate behavior is to scan the world, leaving the

relevant properties of the objects unchanged until the

desired object is found.

The goal (color door-1 blue) is ambiguous when

provided to a planner with an incomplete world model.

Should the planner change the world to make this goal

true, or should it sense whether it is true, leaving

door-l's color unchanged? UWL provides a way to

represent the types of goals and actions involved.

Goals and actions of this sort frequently ap

pear in the UNIX domain (planning to achieve

UNIX goals, relying on UNIX commands as prim

itive actions). An agent's model of its UNIX

environment is invariably incomplete, giving rise

to information goals such as (active. on neal

june.cs.Hashington.edu) sensory actions (e.g.,

finger, Is, pwd, etc.), and actions that change the

world state (rlogin, mv, cd, etc.) Thus, the UNIX

domain provides a natural test of the expressiveness of

UWL.3

3 1 11 fact, the design of UWL was originally motivated

by the project of building a softbot (software robot) for

UNIX [Etzioni and Segal 1992].

1.2 Contributions

The research contribution of the uwl language stems

from the following novel features:

• uwl allows for an incomplete world model and for

conditional plans.

• uwl actions may change the state of the world,

the state of the agent's knowledge, or a combina

tion of the two.

• UWL goals may include specifications of both de

sired states of knowledge, desired states of the

world, and injunctions against changing certain

aspects of the world state.

• The language is tractable; we describe an imple

mented planner for UWL.

• UWL is expressive enough to encode a nontrivial

subset of the UNIX domain.

1.3 Organization of the Paper

Section 2 provides the syntax and semantics of UWL.

Section 3 describes extensions to the SNLP algo

rithm [McAllester and Rosenblitt 1991,Barrett and

Weld 1992] allowing it to generate plans involving sen

sory operations. Section 4 demonstrates the expressive

power of uwl by encoding a subset of the UNIX do

main. The paper concludes with a discussion of related

work, the limitations of uwl, and directions for future

work.

2 The Language

UWL is an extension of the STRIPS language [Fikes

and Nilsson 1971]. Section 2.1 describes the syntax of

UWL, Section 2.2 follows with a specification of its se

mantics. Section 2.3 discusses how to use the language

to formalize the notion of an information goal.

2.1 Syntax

A BNF syntax for UWL appears in Table 1. The novel

features of the language are: using annotations to dis

tinguish causal effects from observational effects and

goals of information from goals of satisfaction, an ex

plicit notion of a proposition's state being neither true

nor false, the explicit representation of information

that is unknown at plan time but will be provided

at run time by sensing actions, and conditional plan

steps that exploit this run-time information.

The definitions for planning problems and for a plan

that solves a planning problem are typical of STRIPS-

like systems: a planning problem consists of an initial

state, a goal state, and a set of operator schemas. A

plan is a totally ordered set of steps, which are ground

instances of the operators. Every plan will contain an
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planning-problem := Goal: goals Initial: literal* Actions: operator*

plan : := pcond | vcond \ step plan \ c (the empty plan)

truth-value : := T| U| F

prtd : : = a constant symbol designating a predicate name

const : := a constant symbol designating something in the world

var : :=: a symbol of the form "?c" designating a variable

rvar : := a symbol of the form "!c" designating a run-time variable

vc : : = var | const

rvc : := rvar \ var \ const

vtv : ;
—

var | truth-value

rviv := rvar \ var | truth-value

content := (pred vc*)

rcontent : :— (pred rvc*)

literal : := {content . vtv)

rliteral : = (rcontent . rvtv)

goals : ;
—

((satisfy literal) | (hands-off content) | (find-out literal))*

postconditions := ((cause literal) | (observe rliteral))*

operator : : = Name: name Preconds: goals Postconds : postconditions

step : = an instance of an operator with no unbound variables

pcond : := (pcond content (plan) (plan))

vcond := (vcond (rvar = const) (plan) (plan))

Table 1: BNF specification of UWL.

initial step and a goal step. The initial step's precondi

tion set is empty and its postcondition set asserts the

problem's initial state. The goal step's precondition

set consists of the problem's goal state, and it has no

postconditions. Defining plans in this way means that

we don't need to talk about a problem's goals being

satisfied; instead we talk about every step's precondi

tions being met. This is what we mean by a correct

plan, and defining correctness is the focus of our dis

cussion of a plan's semantics.

Before moving to the discussion of a plan's seman

tics we should give intuitive definitions for the syn

tactic constructs that extend strips: the distinction

between causal and observational postconditions, the

concept of a run-time variable, the additional truth

value for propositions, and the conditional plan con

structs.

The first extension involves dividing an operator's ef

fects into those that change the world (the cause an

notation), and those that change the planner's state of

information (the observe annotation)4. Causal post

conditions correspond to STRIPS' adds and deletes.

Observational postconditions come in two forms,

corresponding to the two ways the planner can

gather information about the world at run time:

it can observe the truth value of a proposi

tion, (observe ((P c) .

tify an object that has

(observe ((P !x) . T)).

!v)), or it can iden-

a particular property,

4Causal postconditions imply a corresponding observa

tion: we assume that if an operator causes P to become

true the planner knows that P becomes true.

The variables !v and !x are run-time variables, used

to refer to a piece of information that will not be

available until execution time. We require that each

observe postcondition contain exactly one run-time

variable and that each cause postcondition contain

no run-time variables.

Conditional plan steps use this run-time information.

We introduce two conditional constructs correspond

ing to the two forms for observe postconditions: if the

planner observes the truth value of a proposition P us

ing a run-time variable !v, it can then build a plan

conditional on this information using the construct

(pcond P V\ V-i) where the plan V\ will be executed if

the proposition turns out to be true at execution time,

and V2 will be executed otherwise.

The second form for observe postconditions binds its

run-time variable to an object that satisfies a particu

lar property. The planner can condition on which ob

ject the variable will be bound to using the construct

(vcond (!* = K) V\ Vi) where V\ will be executed if

the execution system binds variable !x to constant K;

otherwise Vi will be executed.

Our next extension to STRIPS involves annotating pre

conditions (and thus goals) with satisfy, hands-off ,

or find-out. We will discuss these annotations in

more detail, but the intuition is that a satisfy pre
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condition can be achieved by any means, causal or ob

servational. The precondition (find-out (P . T))

means roughly that the planner wants to determine

that P is true, but does not want to change P's state

in doing so. (We may want to discourage the plan

ner from finding out that a chair is blue by painting it

blue, for example.)

A precondition of the form (hands-off P) is a dif

ferent sort of constraint: it says nothing about P's

truth value, but demands that the plan do nothing

to change P's state. Section 2.3 discusses how these

annotations relate to the intuitive notion of an infor

mation or knowledge goal.

Our final extension to the language extends the truth

values a proposition can take on: propositions can be

either true T, false F, or "unknown" U. Truth values of

U apply to propositions about which the planner has

incomplete information: those that are not mentioned

in the initial state and which no subsequent plan step

has changed.

2.2 Semantics

Our discussion of the meaning of UWL plans centers

around a definition of what it means for a plan to be

correct—informally, that it will actually achieve the

goals that it was constructed to achieve. Intuitively a

correct plan is one in which every precondition is true.

In a totally ordered ground plan without condition

als or run-time variables, this definition is straightfor

ward:

Definition 1 (Correctness (strips version)) A

plan V is correct just in case every precondition of ev

ery one of its steps is true. A step Sj 's precondition P

is true just in case there is some step Si , i < j that has

(P . T) as a postcondition, and there is no intervening

step St, i < k < j that has (P . F) as a postcondition.

We need to extend this definition to include condi

tional plans, explicit truth values, and precondition

and postcondition annotations.

2.2.1 Plan branches

The STRIPS definition of correctness admits only one

course of execution for the plan: Si, S2, Intro

ducing conditionals means that the actual course of

execution may not be known at plan time. We there

fore introduce the idea of a plan's branches. A branch

through a plan is a sequence of non-conditional steps,

representing one possible course of execution. Associ

ated with a plan V is a set of branches, branches(T'),

representing all possible courses of execution. We de

fine a plan's branch set using the four possible defini

tions of a plan from Table 1:

1. branches(f) = 0

2. branches(5 V) =

{Sb I b € branches(P)}

3. branches((pcond P Pi Vi)) =

{Sp; b I 6 G branches(7>i)} U

{\%;6 j be branches^)}

where Sp is a step with no preconditions and

the single postcondition (observe (P . T)) and

where S~ is a step with no preconditions and the

single postcondition (observe (P . F)).

4. branches((vcond (!x = K) Vi V2)) =

{S;b I b € branches(T*i)} U branches^)

where S is a step with no preconditions and the

single postcondition (observe ((!x = K) . T)).5

Now each branch of the plan is a totally ordered

ground sequence of steps; we will say that a plan V

is correct just in case every branch in branches^) is

correct.

2.2.2 Matching and truth values

We still cannot apply the STRIPS definition of correct

ness to a plan's branches for three reasons:

1. Preconditions and postconditions have explicit

truth values: an operator can require that P be

false or cause its truth value to change to un

known.

2. A precondition can be satisfied through the bind

ing of a run-time variable: a step St's precondi

tion (P K) may be satisfied by a prior step Si with

postcondition (P !x) and an intervening step Sj

with postcondition (!x = K).

3. Preconditions can have annotations that restrict

the form of the steps that can appear in the plan,

find-out preconditions will generally be satisfied

by observe postconditions, for example.

We address the second complication by defining what

it means for two propositions (presumably one step's

precondition and another step's postcondition) to

match:

Definition 2 (Matching) Suppose that <S, has a

postcondition whose propositional content is Pi, and

St has a precondition whose propositional content is

P2, and i < k. P\ matches P2 if

• Pi ami P-j are identical: the predicates are the

same and in every argument place they have ex

actly the same constant or run-time variable, or

• Pi and ?2 are identical except that Pi has a run

time variable !x in an argument place, and P2

has a constant K in the corresponding argument

place, and there is a step Sj, i < j < k with a

5Steps with postconditions of this form occur only as a

result of "unfolding" conditionals.
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postcondition of the form ((!x = K) . T), and

there is no step occurring between j and k with

a postcondition of the form ((!x = L) . T) for

any constant L.

We now deal with the problem of defining what it

means for a plan containing explicit truth values and

annotations to be correct. Recall that a precondition

will be annotated with one of satisfy, hands-off, or

find-out, and a postcondition will be annotated with

cause or observe. Our precondition annotations are

intended to convey the following information:

• (satisfy (P . v)) Make P have truth value v by

any means—causal, observational, or some com

bination.

• (hands-off P) Do not change the value of propo

sition P.

• (find-out (P . v)) Ascertain whether or not

P's truth value is v. This can be accomplished

in one of two ways:

- By using a step that has a observational post

condition that matches P, or

— By using a step that has a causal postcon

dition that matches P, as long as that step

serves some other purpose in the plan.

The tricky part is to formalize the meaning of "serves

some other purpose." To do so we start with the idea

of a postcondition supporting a precondition. The first

part of the definition is similar to the STRIPS notion of

a postcondition making a precondition true.

Definition 3 (Postcond. supports precond.)

Suppose that step i has a postcondition with anno

tation a.i, propositional content p, and truth value U

and thai step k has a precondition with annotation a*,

propositional content pk, and truth value tk- Step i's

postcondition supports step k 's precondition only if

1. i < k,

2. pi matches pk (in the sense defined above),

8. t, = tii, and

4- there ts not step j—i < j < k—that has a post

condition whose propositional content matches pk-

There is one way in which a precondition can be sup

ported without a supporting step t: a truth value of

U can be satisfied if there is no step that affects the

proposition.

Definition 4 (Precondition supported)

A step k 's precondition is supported just in case ei

ther

1. There is a step i with a postcondition that supports

the precondition (as defined above), or

2. The precondition's truth value tk is U and there is

no step i < Jfc with a postcondition that matches

the precondition's proposition pk-

The definitions so far do not mention the precondi

tion's annotations, so we will define a "valid" precon

dition to be one that is supported in a manner that

respects its annotation. We define what acceptable

support is for each of the three precondition annota

tions.

Definition 5 (Valid precondition) Consider a

precondition of step k with annotation a*, proposition

pt, and truth value tk6

1. If Ok = satisfy then the precondition is valid just

in case it is supported.

2. If Ok = hands-off then the precondition is valid

just in case there is no step i < k with a postcon

dition with annotation cause thai matches pk-

S. If ak = find-out then the precondition is valid

just in case either

(a) it is supported by a postcondition whose an

notation is observe, or

(b) it ts supported by a postcondition of some step

i whose annotation is cause, but step i also

has a postcondition that supports some pre

condition by satisfying either item 1 or item

3a.

The idea behind the definition for find-out precon

ditions is to disallow a step appearing in a plan if its

only purpose is to support find-out preconditions us

ing its causal postconditions. If the step is in the plan

for some other reason—either because it causes some

other proposition that needs to be satisfied or because

it observes some proposition that needs to be satis

fied or found out—it can then validate the find-out

precondition as well.

The definition of a correct plan follows directly from

the definition of a plan's branches and the definition

of a valid precondition:

Definition 6 (Correct plan) A plan's branch is

correct just in case every precondition of every step

in the branch is valid. A plan is correct just in case

every one of its branches is correct.

2.3 Discussion

One of the most fundamental questions we address is

what is the precise meaning of the informal notion

of an "information goal." UWL provides two alter

natives amenable to precise specification and simple

implementation, but there are certainly many more.

5If ai, = hands-off then tk is undefined.
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Our first alternative is to represent the information

goal "determine that the proposition P is true" as

the conjunction (satisfy (P . T)) and (hands-off

P). This encoding can be too restrictive, in some

cases, in that it disallows plans in which P is for

tuitously achieved. Suppose that a plan contains a

step Si that was inserted into the plan because it

achieved goal G, and that step also caused P to be

true as a side effect. Defining information goals in

terms of hands-off means that this plan does not sat

isfy the goal (satisfy (G . T)) and (satisfy (P .

T)) and (hands-off P), even though at the end of

the plan it is the case that G is true and that P's truth

value is known to be T. The problem is that 5, causes P

to be true, even though the step served to satisfy the

other goal as well, and that violates the hands-off

annotation.

To illustrate this sort of difficulty, consider the goal

of printing the file paper.tex. The final step in a

plan to achieve this goal is lpr, the UNIX command

that sends a postscript file to the printer. One of

the preconditions to lpr determines that the argu

ment to the command is indeed a file. If we ex

press this precondition as the conjunction (satisfy

(isa file. object ?file) . T) and (hands-off

(isa file. object ?file)), then we effectively dis

allow the creation of the postscript file at an earlier

step. Yet, that is precisely what we need to do (via

the commands latex and dvi-ps). A more appropri

ate encoding of the precondition is (find-out (isa

file. object ?file) . T).

In general, we can represent an information goal sim

ply as (find-out (P . v)). This encoding is less re

strictive since, as in the above example, P's truth value

can change as a side effect of achieving a different goal.

Neither alternative is guaranteed to be satisfactory in

all cases, and UWL is not committed to using either one

exclusively. In the UNIX domain we have found that

find-out is useful for writing operator preconditions

and that the hands-off and satisfy combination is

useful for expressing top-level goals (see Table 3). De

veloping a complete taxonomy of information goals is

an area of future research.

3 Partial-Order Planning

We have worked to keep UWL close to the familiar

STRIPS representation in order to build on the long

standing body of work on planning algorithms using

that representation (see [Allen et al. 1990] for a sur

vey). In this section we present SENSp a provably

sound partial-order planning algorithm for uwl based

on SNLP [McAllester and Rosenblitt 1991,Barrett and

Weld 1992,Hanks and Weld 1992]. We believe SENSp

is complete subject to one simplifying assumption.

The basic operation of SENSp follows that of SNLP,

but a number of important extensions are made to

handle the features of uwl. In this paper, we focus

on two issues: extending the notion of a causal link to

planning with incomplete information, and generating

conditional plans.

3.1 Causal Links

SENSp inherits the notion of a causal link from SNLP

and earlier planners (e.g. [Warren 1974,Tate 1977]).

Causal links are used to record why a step was in

troduced into a plan and to prevent other steps from

interfering with that purpose. If a step Si achieves a

proposition p to satisfy a precondition of step Sj , that

dependency is recorded by the causal link Si—*Sj .

Following McAllester, we say that a link Sf^*Sj is

threatened if some step 5* might be ordered between

Si and Sj, and St has a cause postcondition that

matches p according to the plan's variable-binding con

straints. A precondition p of a plan-step Sj is an open

condition of the plan if there is no causal link Si~*Sj .

A plan is said to be complete if it has no open condi

tions and no threatened links, snlp is sound, system

atic, and complete (as long as backtracking explores all

nondeterministic choice points using a strategy such as

iterative deepening) [McAllester and Rosenblitt 1991].

The SENSp algorithm extends the notion of a casual

link to handle the uwl's annotated preconditions and

postconditions. The postconditions of a UWL operator

are split into a cause list and an observe list. Since an

observe postcondition does not change that proposi

tion's state in the world, these conditions cannot pose

a threat to any causal links; thus threat detection con

siders only cause postconditions, which correspond to

STRIPS add and delete lists.

3.2 Hands-off Goals

SENSp handles goals of the form (hands-off (P

?x)) by adding a causal link between the plan's initial

step and its goal step. The link's "content" is (P ?x),

but the variable ?x is interpreted as universally quan

tified. As a result, any step that might be added to the

plan that has a cause postcondition (P ?y) (for any

variable ?y or any constant) will be considered a threat

to that link, and will not be added to the plan. An

observe postcondition of (P ?y), on the other hand,

is not considered a threat to the link, and can therefore

be added to the plan. Thus hands-off preconditions

are implemented trivially by exploiting standard tech

niques for detecting and resolving threats on links.

3.3 Find-out Goals

Find-out preconditions can be achieved by a step's

observe postcondition or, when the step has some

other purpose, by a cause postcondition. The actual

algorithm to achieve this is moderately complex, but
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the two basic ideas are:

1. SENSp branches and separately considers the two

ways of establishing the find-out goal, back

tracking to ensure completeness.

2. To achieve find-out goals using a cause postcon

dition the algorithm first tries to add causal links

to support all preconditions without find-out an

notations (adding new steps to the plan if neces

sary). Then it tries to add links supporting all

remaining goals without adding new steps to the

plan.

3.4 Run- time Variables

For the purpose of matching preconditions and post

conditions, SENSp treats run-time variables as con

stants whose values are not yet known: they are not

allowed to match with other constants or with differ

ent run-time variables (cf. [Olawsky and Gini 1990]).

Run-time variables can match ordinary variables, but

SENSp adds ordering constraints which ensure that

the value of a run-time variable is not used until it has

been observed.

For example, suppose we wish our kitchen table and

chair to share the same color. Further, suppose that

while we don't know the color of the table, we don't

want to change it. We can express this goal as follows:

Goal:

(satisfy ((color chair ?c) . T))

(satisfy ((color table ?c) . T))

(handsoff (color table ?tc))

Let there be only three possible actions: we can obtain

paint of any color, we can paint any object with any

color that we have, and we can sense the color of any

object.

lame: (SEHSE-COLOR ?obj ! color)

Preconds :

Postconds: (observe ((color ?obj ! color) . T))

lame: (GET-PAIIT ?color)

Preconds :

Postconds: (cause ((have-color ?color) . T))

lame: (PAIIT ?obj ?color)

Preconds: (satisfy ((have-color ?color) . T))

Postconds: (cause ((color ?obj ?color) . T))

SENSp will immediately construct a causal link

f

So -* Soo to enforce the hands-off goal.7 Next,

SENSp explores the two ways to satisfy the goal that

the table have color ?c, i.e. by introducing either

Clarity demands abbreviations in this example; e.g.,

^table denotes the proposition (color table .. . ), etc.

a PAINT or SENSE-COLOR operation. If SENSp de

cides to paint the table, it will quickly realize the

threat to the hands-off link and backtrack. Thus

a (sense-color table ! color) step will be added

(which we shall denote as step S,) along with the

causal link S, ^* eSoo- Since S, has only observe

postconditions, it does not threaten the earlier link.

Next, SENSp might try to achieve the fact that the

chair has color ?c. Since the variable ?c is also men

tioned in the goal proposition, (color table ?c),

which has been achieved, SENSp has recorded that ?c

must codesignate with the run-time variable ! color

which is bound by the sense-color step. In other

words, SENSp needs to make the chair have the color

corresponding to the value of ! color. As before,

there are two possibilities, PAINT and sense-color.

If SENSp attempts to use SENSE-COLOR, it will re

alize that it must construct a conditional plan—we

cover this case in the next section, so for now, as

sume that SENSp chooses to paint the chair. Thus,

SENSp adds a paint step (Sp) and the causal link

Sp c—?ir5oo. Since this PAINT step uses the run-time

variable, SENSp constrains S, < Sp.

At this point all the original goals have been sup

ported, but the paint step has an unsatisfied pre

condition, so SENSp needs to achieve (have-color

! color). The only way to do this is with a GET-

PAINT step, so GET-PAINT is added to the plan as step

HC

Sg along with the causal link Sg—*Sp. Since this GET-

PAINT step also uses the run-time variable, SENSp

constrains S, < Sa. The final plan is thus:8

(sense-color table ! color)

(get-paint ! color)

(paint chair ! color)

3.5 Generating Conditional Branches

SENSp uses a variant of Warren's WARPLAN-C tech

nique for generating conditional plans [Warren 1976].

The basic idea is that conditionals are inserted into the

plan only when SENSp needs to constrain the value

of a run-time variable. The algorithm must be care

ful as to how it makes the constraint, however, since

it has to obey the requirement that a run-time vari

able be observed before it is used. The algorithm first

chooses one value k for the run-time variable !v, gen

erates a conditional step (vcond (!v = k) ...),then

continues planning. It later generates a plan for the

other branch (without the equality constraint), then

combines the two.9

8 For brevity, the steps in a plan are indicated by their

names only.

9Since writing this paper, we have learned of indepen

dent work on the synthesis of conditional plans which could
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For example, consider a small modification to exam

ple above: instead of a completely general GET-PAINT

operator, suppose that getting green paint requires a

distinct operator, MAKE-GREEN-PAINT, which mixes

blue paint and yellow paint to create green. The GET-

PAINT operator suffices to get all other colors.10

lane: (HAKE-GREEN-PAINT)

Preconds :

(satisfy ((have-color blue) . T))

(satisfy ((have-color yellow) . T))

Postconds: (cause ((have-color green) . T))

Name: (GET-PAIIT ?c)

Preconds :

Postconds: (cause ((have-color ?c) . T))

Equals: (<> ?c green)

As before, SENSp will construct the hands-off link,

and add a sensing operation to determine the color of

the table, and as before, let us assume that it adds a

PAINT step to paint the table. Now, however, when

it attempts to support the precondition (have-color

! color) for the paint, it will attempt to constrain the

run-time variable !color with the constant green. Thus,

it will create two copies of the plan, one in which Icolor

is constrained to equal green, and one in which it is

constrained not to equal green. The two plans will

be independently completed in a manner analogous

to the first example, and the merged plan is created

by extracting the sensing operation and adding the

conditional step (Table 2).

It is tricky to ensure soundness and completeness for

an algorithm that generates conditional plans. So

far we are confident of completeness subject to an

important simplifying assumption: that the operator

schemata for sensing actions (those with observe post

conditions) have no preconditions.11 At this point pro

ducing correct plans requires us to have operators, like

GET-PAINT, which will work for all cases not covered

by more specific operators. In future work, we will

consider ways of weakening this restriction, either by

producing 'conditionally correct' plans, or by declaring

ranges on the possible values of run-time variables.

4 UWL and the UNIX Domain

In [Etzioni and Segal 1992] we describe the project

of building soflbots (so/fware robots): programs that

improve our algorithm; see the discussion of [Peot and

Smith 1992] in section 5.

10The 'Equals' slot in the last operator description is an

extension to uwi. that allows codesignation and noncodes-

ignation constraints on variables to be asserted.

nThis assumption is powerful because it frees SENSp

from subgoaling to achieve observation steps. Subgoaling

complicates completeness because the sensing actions can

interfere with the steps to be taken after the conditional.

interact with software environments by issuing com

mands and interpreting the environments' response.

We believe that software environments such as oper

ating systems or databases are a pragmatically con

venient yet intellectually challenging substrate for AI

research. To support this claim, we have developed

a softbot for the UNIX operating system that uses

uwl to represent its actions (UNIX commands such

as finger or cd) and goals. The softbot generates and

executes plans to achieve the uwl goals it receives as

input. The design and development of UWL validates

our claim that softbots provide fertile testbeds for AI

research. In addition, the ability to encode UNIX com

mands and goals in UWL demonstrates the language's

expressive power (see Table 3 for an illustration). We

have represented over twenty UNIX commands as UWL

operators, and are in the process of encoding many

more.

Models of some UNIX commands (e.g., cd, rm) can

actually be encoded as plain STRIPS operators. How

ever, due to the dynamic nature and sheer size of the

UNIX environment, information about it is necessar

ily incomplete. For example, users continually log in

and out, and the number of files accessible through

the Internet is staggering. Consequently, many of

the most routine UNIX commands (e.g., Is, pwd,

finger, lpq, grep) are used to gather information.

Such commands cannot be represented by strips op

erators but are naturally encoded in UWL (see Table 3).

Information goals arise frequently in the UNIX do

main. Consider, for example, the goal of removing a

file named core-dump. There are several ways to sat

isfy this goal. One is to find a file named core-dump,

using Is, and remove it. Another is to rename an ar

bitrary file to core-dump, using mv, and remove that

file. The first alternative is obviously the one intended.

UWL forces the correct interpretation by representing

the goal as:

(and (find-out ((filename !file core-dump) . T))

(satisfy ((file.object !file) . F)).

The observe postcondition of Is satisfies the

find-out goal, whereas the cause postcondition of mv

does not. This goal will only be satisfied when some file

named core-dump exists. Naturally, stipulating that

all core-dump files should be removed would require

universal quantification.

While UWL has turned out to be a convenient language

for our softbot, it does not address a number of issues

that arise in representing UNIX commands including

the need for universally quantified preconditions and

postconditions, and the fact that other agents (partic

ularly humans) are continually changing the world's

state by logging in and out, creating new files, etc.

We are currently extending uwl to include universal

quantification. We plan to address the dynamic nature

of the UNIX domain by allowing the softbot to detect
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Plan Pr

(get-paint yellow)

(get-paint blue)

(sense-color table ! color)

(make-green-paint )

(paint chair green)

Plan PF

(sense-color table ! color)

(get-paint ?c)

(paint chair ?c)

Final Plan

(sense-color table ! color)

(vcond (! color = green)

( (get-paint yellow)

(get-paint blue)

(make-green-paint)

(paint chair green))

( (get-paint ! color)

(paint chair ! color)))

Table 2: Subplans for both branches and the final, conditional plan.

and update its incorrect beliefs about the world. In

addition, we are developing learning algorithms that

will enable the softbot to model the variability of its

world over time. Based on this learned model, some

of the softbot 's observations will persist (e.g., a new

workstation has been added to the network) whereas

others (e.g., the printer is out of paper) will be for

gotten quickly. See [Etzioni et al. 1992] for a more

comprehensive discussion.

5 Related Work

[McCarthy and Hayes 1969] argues for a formalization

of the notion of "knowledge" as the basis for a theory

of plans. This approach has led to the development

of a rich body of logical work within AI [Morgenstern

1988,Moore 1985]. 1? [Moore 1985] introduces a first-

order modal logic of knowledge and action, developing

the idea of informative actions that supply an agent

with additional information about the world. [Morgen

stern 1987] develops a more expressive theory of action

and planning, and specifically addresses the problem

of knowledge preconditions for the performance of ac

tions and plans. She considers the expression of com

plex plans using sequential, conditional, iterative, and

concurrent constructs, and axiomatizes their knowl

edge preconditions. She does not, however, address

the problem of how these plans might be generated.

[Drummond 1986] presents a framework (plan nets)

that allows for the representation of sensory actions.

The occurrence of an event entails a set of beliefs,

which is partitioned into two subsets. The external-

results describe the external, physical efTects of the

event, while the internal-results describe those changes

that affect only the agent's world model. However, the

precondition and goal languages presented do not pro

vide any way of distinguishing between internal and

external results, so the distinction between sensory

and non-sensory actions is of limited use. Again,

the problem of plan generation is not considered.

[Drummond 1989] presents another version of the plan-

net formalism. This version does not make the dis-

,3Logics of knowledge also appear in the philosophical

literature (e.g., [Hintikka 1962]).

tinction between sensory and non-sensory effects, but

it does provide a rich language for expressing goals.

A goal may be any arbitrary boolean combination of

propositions, and may also include the meta-predicates

maint(p) (p must be true throughout the plan), ach(p)

(p must become true at some point during the plan),

and obt(p) (p must become true at some point and re

main true until the end of the plan). The language

is used only for the specification of goals. Although

the top-level goals can be annotated, operator pre

conditions are restricted to be conjunctions of simple

propositions.

Our work is close to that of [Olawsky and Gini 1990],

which specifically considers the problem of planning

with an incomplete initial world-state description.

Their approach uses deferred planning: when a propo

sition's truth value is needed but unknown they sus

pend the planning process, execute a plan to learn its

value, then resume planning. Their action representa

tion is essentially like STRIPS. Although they discuss

sensory actions, there is no distinction in their rep

resentation between sensory and non-sensory actions.

The examples they give are greatly simplified by the

fact that their domain contains a single operator that

achieves every proposition, which allows them to avoid

the complex issues that arise when some proposition

is a sensory effect of one action and a causal effect of

another.

[Peot and Smith 1992] presents a variant of SNLP for

the construction of conditional non-linear plans. Their

action representation also uses a three-valued logic,

and allows actions to have multiple, mutually-exclusive

sets of outcomes. However, they do not provide for a

distinction between observational and causal effects of

actions, or treat sensing explicitly. It is possible that

their planning algorithm could be extended to work

with UWL.

Universal plans [Schoppers 1987] and Gapps [Kael-

bling 1988] provide methods for constructing exhaus

tive conditional plans. However, the representation

languages employed do not allow explicit description

of sensing actions. Rather, it is assumed that complete

sensory information is available at every point during

the execution of the plan in order to select the correct
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UNIX goals:

Determine if neal is on june.cs.washington.edu:

Goal: (find-out ((active. on neal june.cs.sashington.edu) . T))

Determine if the file with name "paper.tex" contains the word "theorem:"

Goal: (satisfy ((name 'somefile paper.tex) . T))

(hands-off (name ?somefile paper.tex))

(satisfy ((file. contains. string ?somefile theorem) . T))

(hands-off (file. contains. string ?somefile theorem))

UNIX operators:

lame: FINGER

Preconds: (find-out ((isa machine ?machine) . T))

(find-out ((isa person ?person) . T))

Postconds: (observe ((active. on ?person ?machine) Iboolean))

Name:

Preconds

MV

(find-out ((isa file. object ?file) . T))

(find-out ((isa directory. object ?dirl) . T))

(find-out ((isa directory. object ?dir2) . T))

(find-out ((name ?file ?name) . T))

(find-out ((parent. directory ?file ?dirl) . T))

(satisfy ((protection ?dirl readable)) . T)

(satisfy ((protection ?dir2 writable)). T)

(satisfy ((current. directory softbot ?file ?dirl)

Postconds: (cause ((parent. directory ?file ?dirl) . F))

(cause ((parent. directory ?file ?dir2) . T))

T))

Name:

Preconds

GREP

(find-out ((isa file. object ?file) . T))

(find-out ((isa directory. object ?dir) . T))

(find-out ((name ?file ?name) . T))

(find-out ((parent. directory ?file ?dir) . T))

(satisfy ((protection ?file readable) . T))

(satisfy ((current. directory softbot ?dir) . T))

Postconds: (observe ((file. contains. string ?file ?string) Iboolean))

Name : VC

Preconds: (find-out ((isa file. object ?file) . T))

(find-out ((isa directory. object ?dir) . T))

(find-out ((name ?file ?name) . T))

(find-out ((parent. directory ?file ?dir) . T))

(satisfy ((protection ?file readable) . T))

(satisfy ((current. directory softbot ?dir) . T))

Postconds: (observe ((character. count ?file I char) . T))

(observe ((word. count ?file Iword) . T))

(observe ((line. count ?file lline) . T))

))

Table 3: Sample representations of UNIX goals and operators.
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action.

[Ram and Hunter 1992] discusses the application of

knowledge goals as a means of controlling inference.

They develop a theoretical framework for describing

the explicit desire for knowledge, and illustrate it on

examples from natural language understanding and

machine learning.

6 Conclusion

This paper contains two fundamental observa

tions. First, we showed that information goals and

information-gathering actions can be represented in a

simple and elegant manner by annotating the precon

ditions and postconditions to standard STRIPS opera

tors. The proximity of UWL to the STRIPS language

enabled us to extend the SNLP planning algorithm to

one that generates correct plans in the presence of in

complete information. In addition, we have developed

a soft bot that relies on UWL to represent a subset of

the UNIX domain (see Table 3 for an illustration).

The softbot generates and executes plans to achieve a

wide range of UNIX goals, demonstrating the utility

and expressiveness of UWL [Etzioni el al. 1992]. Sec

ond, we showed that posing an information goal to a

planner implicitly dictates that the state of the propo

sition in question should be protected in the process of

planning to achieve that goal. This observation is crit

ical to choosing actions appropriately in domains (such

as the UNIX domain) that contain both information-

gathering actions and actions that change the world's

state. We discussed two ways to encode information

goals in UWL; future work will explore other ways to

do so.
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Abstract

We define the SAS+ planning formalism,

which generalizes the previously presented

SAS formalism. The SAS+ formalism is com

pared with some better-known propositional-

planning formalisms with respect to expres

siveness. Contrary to intuition, all for

malisms turn out to be equally expressive in

a very strong sense. We further present the

SAS+-PUS planning problem which general

izes the previously presented, tractable SAS-

PUS problem. We prove that also the SAS+-

PUS problem is tractable by devising a prov-

ably correct polynomial time algorithm for

this problem.

1 Introduction

Much effort has gone into finding more and more gen

eral formalisms, mainly logic-based, for plans and ac

tions and also into finding reasoning methods for these.

Although such formalisms may be important for mod

elling problems and comparing different approaches we

most probably have to identify subproblems and devise

tailored algorithms for these in order to overcome the

computational difficulties involved. This approach has

also been advocated by Bylander [1991b] and Sande-

wall [1992].

Results on the computational complexity of planning

has been practically non-existent until some five years

ago. Chapman [1987] proved that first-order plan

ning is semidecidable. Dean and Boddy [1988] proved

NP-hardness of temporal projection, even under se

vere restrictions, and claimed these results to carry

over also to plan validation and planning. However,

see Nebel and Backstrom [1992] and Backstrom and

Nebel [1992] for a discussion of these results. By-

lander [1991 a] investigated the complexity of propo-

sitional STRIPS planning under certain restrictions

and found that plan existence is PSPACE-complete

in the general case. He reported a few tractable sub

cases, however. Erol et al. [1992a, 1992b] extended

the results by Chapman and Bylander and presented

a more systematic and complete tabulation of com

plexity results for STRIPS plan existence under vari

ous restrictions. Korf [1987] analysed how the search

space can be pruned when the problem enjoys certain

properties, but there is never an exponential speed-up

in any of these cases. Furthermore, hierarchical ab

straction and task reduction can reduce the complex

ity significantly under certain conditions [Korf, 1987,

Knoblock, 1990], but see Bacchus and Yang [1992]. Fi

nally, there are many results on the complexity of tem

poral reasoning (see, for example, Golumbic [l992]).

Somewhat in contrast to most planning research

within AI we have focussed on planning problems

where the action representation is relatively simple,

but where the problem size makes computational com

plexity an important issue. Such problems occur, for

example, in sequential control.1 Although our results

are generally applicable sequential control is our main

intended application area. There seems to be mutual

benefits from combining research in AI planning and

sequential control. On the one hand many problems

in sequential control seem to be planning problems.

On the other hand application problems in sequential

control can gain new insight into which formal restric

tions on planning problems are relevant to real appli

cations. In fact, the restrictions used in the SAS+-PUS

problem (Section 4) stem from a toy example within

sequential control. When applying planning to sequen

tial control problems we will have to emphasize prov

able correctness and tractability more than has usually

been the done in AI [Passino and Antsaklis, 1989,

Astrom et al., 1991].

We have concentrated on propositional planning since

many, if not even most, planning problems can be ad

equately modelled using finite domains. By diverting

'Sequential control is a subdiscipline of the area discrete

event dynamic systems (DEDS) within automatic control.

So far there are no 'standard' methods for solving DEDS

problems. A brief discussion of some methods that have

been attempted appears in Klein and Backstrom [l99l].
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slightly from the traditional STRIPS formalism and

by drawing inspiration from sequential control prob

lems we have managed to identify some problem re

strictions that are different in nature from those used

by other researchers. We have previously advocated

a bottom-up research strategy, starting with some

tractable problem and generalizing this as much as

possible by removing or replacing restrictions, while

retaining tractability. We started with the SAS-PUBS

problem [Backstrom and Klein, 1991b] which we gener

alized to the SAS-PUS problem [Backstrom and Klein,

1991a]. The SAS+-PUS problem presented in this pa

per is a further step along this strategy. We have been

using a non-standard formalism, the SAS+ formalism,

which we have now managed to compare formally to

some more 'standard' formalisms.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.

First we present the SAS+ formalism. Then we show

that this formalism is equally expressive as some other

'standard' formalisms for propositional planning. Fi

nally, we show that the previously presented, tractable

SAS-PUS problem can be generalized to the new, more

expressive formalism, yielding the SAS+-PUS prob

lem, which is also tractable. The formal definitions

and proofs must be kept brief in this paper, but all

details and full proofs appear in Backstrom [1992].

2 The SAS+ Formalism

2.1 World Modelling

We use the simplified action structures (SAS+)

formalism, which is a slight modification of the tra

ditional STRIPS formalism [Fikes and Nilsson, 1971].

There are mainly two details that differ between the

SAS+ formalism and the STRIPS formalism. In

stead of propositional atoms we use multi-valued state

variables and instead of using only pre- and post

conditions for actions we also use a prevail-condition.

The SAS+ formalism is actually a restricted version

of the more expressive action structures formalism

[Sandewall and Rdnnquist, 1986, Backstrom, 1988a,

1988b].

A multi-valued, discrete state variable can, in prin

ciple, be replaced by a number of two-valued state

variables (propositional atoms). However, there are at

least three good reasons for using multi-valued state

variables. Firstly, many applications are more nat

urally described in this way, especially in sequential

control. Secondly, we have been able to identify cer

tain restrictions on planning problems that seem rel

evant to real problems and that reduce the compu

tational complexity considerably, but that would not

have been easy to identify using a standard formalism.

Thirdly, it will be a smaller step to generalize the state

variables to structured domains like the integers or in

terval valued domains [Backstrom, 1988a, 1988b]. To

the contrary, a propositional atom is easily modelled

as a two-valued state variable.

The prevail-condition of an action expresses what the

action requires to hold during its whole occurrence,

but which it does not affect. For sequential plans there

is, in principle, no need to distinguish the prevail-

condition from the pre-condition, but it has concep

tual advantages to do so. Although not an issue in

this paper, we are also concerned with parallel plans,

where the prevail-conditions play an important role

[Backstrom and Klein, 1991a, 1991b].

Definition 2.1 A SAS base-structure $ =

(M,S,"H) is defined by:

• a set M = {»i, . . .,im} of state variable in

dices;

• a space 5 = 5,, x . , . x Sim of total states,

where for each jeAf,

— Sj is a domain of mutually exclusive values

for the jth state variable and

— Sj~ = 5, U {u} is the extended domain

for the jth state variable,where u denotes the

undefined value,

and the space S+ = S* x ... x S* of partial

states is implicitly defined;

• a set of action types H where each h £ H is of

the form h = (b, e,f) G S+ x 5+ x 5+ such that

— b denotes the pre-condition of h,

— e denotes the post-condition of h and

— f denotes the prevail-condition of h. D

We write s[i\ to denote the value of the tth state vari

able in a state s. We also write s C t if the state s is

subsumed (or satisfied) by state t, it.,

sQt iff Vi € M, s[t\ = u or s[i\ = t[i\.

An action is an instance (or occurrence) of an action

type. There may be several distinct actions of the

same type.

We define a SAS* -structure as a SAS base-structure

with certain additional restrictions. Firstly, we require

that all state variables that have a defined value in the

pre-condition of an action type must have a defined

but different value in the post-condition (Rl). That

is, an action cannot change a state variable from a de

fined value to the undefined value and it must either

change a variable or not define it at all in the pre-

and post-conditions. Variables that are defined but

not changed should go into the prevail-condition. Sec

ondly, the post-condition and the prevail-condition of

an action type must not define the same state variables

since an action cannot both change a state variable and

require it to be constant (R2).
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Definition 2.2 A SAS base-structure $ = (M,S,H)

is a SAS+-structure iff the set of action types H

satisfies the following restrictions:

(Rl) for all h G H and for all i G M, if b(h)[t\ ^ u,

then b(A)[t] # e(A)[t] ?£ u

(R2) for all h G H and i G M, either e(/»)[t] = u or

f(fc)W = u. D

2.2 Example: The Blocks World

In this section we model the blocks world in the SAS+

formalism in order to give some intuition for the for

malism. To keep the example small we assume there

are only three blocks: A, B and C. For each block we

introduce two state variables: one telling the position

of the block and one telling whether the block is clear,

that is, whether there is some other block on top of it.

The 'clear' variable is used to avoid having to quantify

over the positions of all other blocks. We define the

set of state variable indices as

MBw = {PosA, ClrB, PosB, ClrB, PosC, ClrC}.

The corresponding state variable domains are Sp0,A =

{B,C,T}, Sp0.B = {A,C,T} and Sp0,c =

{A, B,T}, where A, B, C and T denote block A, block

B, block C and the table respectively, and ScirA —

ScirB — SctrC — {F.T}, where F and T denote false

and true respectively. We let Sbw denote the corre

sponding set of total states. We write states as tuples

of the form

(PosA, ClrB, PosB, ClrB, PosC, ClrC)

where the indices mark the positions of the correspond

ing variable values. For instance, the scenarios in Fig

ure 1 are represented as the states

and

respectively.

s0 = <B,T,T,F,T,T)

«* = <B,T,C,F,T,F)

(a) The initial state s0 (b) The goal state «*

Figure 1: Some sample blocks world scenarios

Table 1 describes the action types for moving block A.

AfromBtoC moves A from the top of B to the top of

C. The position of A is changed from B to C, the clear

status of B is changed to true and the clear status of

C must be true before moving A and will be false after

the action. We also require that A is clear during the

whole action since we cannot move a block that has

some other block on top of itself. The other action

types for moving block A are defined analogously.

To make the example somewhat more interesting we

introduce some additional action types. We allow two

blocks to be moved simultaneously if one is on top of

the other. The action types DmvABTC moves the

blocks A and B, as a two-block stack, from the ta

ble to the top of block C. We define other action

types moving two blocks in the same way. Some sam

ple such action types are shown in Table 2. Note

that ABfromTtoC is not the same action type as

BAfromTtoC. We also introduce the action Shake,

which shakes the whole table, with the effect that all

blocks end up lying directly on the table.

2.3 Plans

Definition 2.3 A non-linear plan over a $ =

(M,S,7i) is a pair {A, -<) such that A is a set of ac

tions over 7i and -< is a strict partial order on A.

D

Given a plan A = (A, -<), we write CS(A) to denote

the set of all action sequences a = (ai, . . .,an) such

that {alt . . . , an} = A and a is a linearization of A,

ie., if at -< ai, then k < I. Given an action sequence

a = (ai,...,a„) and an action a, we define (a;a) =

(ai,...,a„,a).

Definition 2.4 Given two states s,(£ S+, we define

for all »' G M,

(*(Btm=(t[i\ if'M*u
v \ *[>1 otherwise.

The function result gives the state resulting from ex

ecuting an action sequence and is defined recursively

as:

rtsult(s, ()) = s

result(s, (<5;a)) =

result(s, a) ® e(a) if b(a) C result(s, a)

and f(a) C result(s, a)

(u, . . . , u) otherwise. □(

This definition of the result function 'solves' the frame

problem [Hayes, 1981, Brown, 1987] by employing the

STRIPS assumption, which is sufficient in this re

stricted formalism.

An action a is admissible wrt. a state s iff b(a) |Z s

and f(a) C s. An action sequence a = (ai,...,a„)

is admissible wrt. a state s iff ai is admissible

wrt. 8 and for 1 < k < n, at is admissible wrt.

result(s, (ai, . . . ,ak-i)). In addition, the empty ac

tion sequence is admissible wrt. any state. We also

define

ACS(A,8) = {a G C5(A) | a is admissible wrt.fi}.
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action type

AfromBtoC

AfromCtoB

AfromBtoT

AfromCtoT

AfromTtoB

AfromTtoC

(B,u,u,F,u,T)

(C,u,u,T,u,F)

^B,u,u,F,u,ui

(C,u,u,u,u,F)

0",u,u,T,u,u)

(T,u,u,u,u,T)

(C,u,u,T,u,F) (u,T,u,u,u,u)

(B,u,u,F,u,T) Aj.T.u.u.u.u)

fT, u,u,T,u,ui (u,T,u,u,u,u}

(T.u.u.u.u.T) (u,T,u,u,u,u)

(B,u,u,F,u,u) (u,T,u,u,u,u)

(C,u,u,u,u,F) (u,T,u,u,u,u)

Table 1: Action types for moving block A in the blocks world example.

action type

ABfromTtoC

BAfromTtoC

Shake

(u,u,T,u,u,T)

(T,u,u,u,u,T)

(u,u,u,u,u,u)

(u,u,C,u,u,F)

(C.u.u.u.u.F)

(T,T,T,T,T,T)

(B,T,u,u,u,u)

<",u.A,T,u,u>

(u,u,u,u,u,u)

Table 2: Some more complex action types for the blocks world.

Definition 2.5 A SAS+ planning problem in

stance is a tuple II = ($,«0i**) such that $ is a

SAS+-8tructure and «o,«* G S+ denote the initial

state and goal state respectively. A plan A over $

solves n iff

1. ACS(A,s) = CS(A) and

2. s* Q result(s0,a) for all d € CS(A).

More specifically we distinguish four different prob

lems. The SAS+plan existence problem is: given

an instance II, decide whether there exists some plan A

over $ such that A solves II. The SAS+plan search

problem is: given an instance II, find a plan A over

$ that solves II, or answer that there is no such plan.

We also define the bounded plan existence (search)

problem as the plan existence (search) problem with

the additional requirement that only plans (A, -<) such

that \A 1 < K for some parameter K given together

with II count as solutions. D

Furthermore, we say that a plan A is a minimal plan

solving an instance II if there is no other plan solving

II that contains fewer actions than A.

3 Three STRIPS Formalisms for

Propositional Planning

In this section we will compare the SAS+ formal

ism with three better-known formalisms that all de

rive more directly from STRIPS [Fikes and Nilsson,

1971]. We call these formalisms Classic Propositional

STRIPS (CPS), Propositional STRIPS with Negative

goals (PSN) and Ground TWEAK (GT).

The CPS formalism is essentially STRIPS restricted

such that both the initial and goal states as well as

the pre-condition and the add- and delete-lists are sets

of propositional atoms and no further formulae may

be derived within a state. The PSN formalism gen

eralizes the CPS formalism by also allowing negative

pre-conditions and negative goals. This formalism ap

pears, for example, in Bylander [1991a]. The GT for

malism is the TWEAK formalism [Chapman, 1987]

restricted to ground literals. This formalism general

izes the PSN formalism by also allowing partial initial

states. We define these formalisms as follows.

Definition 3.1 An instance of the PSN planning

problem is given by a tuple II = {(V, 0),T, G) where

• V is a finite set of atoms;

• O is a finite set of operators of the form

(ip, rj, a, 6) where

- <p C V is the positive precondition,

- t) C V is the negative precondition,

-a C V is the positive postcondition (the

add-list),

- S C V is the negative postcondition (the

delete-lisi),

- ipr\ri = ar\6 = 0;

• I C V is the initial state;

• Q = {G+,G~) is the goal where

- G+ Q V is the positive goal,

- G~ CV is the negative goal,

- g+ng- =0. a

An instantiation of a PSN operator is called a PSN

action. Given a PSN action a we write <p(a) to de

note the pre-condition of the corresponding operator
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and analogously for the other three conditions. The re

sult of executing a sequence of PSN actions is defined

recursively as

resultpsN(S, ()) = 5,

resvlipsff(S, (a;a)) =

TUa(a)-6(a)

(

if <p(a) C T and

otherwise ,

where T is an abbreviation for resiiItpsN(S,a)-

A PSN action a is PSN admissible wrt. a state

S C 7> iff <p(a) C 5 and r}(a) n S = 0. PSN admis

sible action sequences and ACSpsn(S,A) is denned

correspondingly.

Definition 3.2 Given an instance II = {{V,0),I,Q)

of the PSN planning problem, a plan A = (A, -<) such

that A is a set of PSN actions solves II iff both

1. ACSpsn(I,A)=CS(A);

2. for all a € CS(A), both

(a) G+ CresultPSN(X,a),

(b) G~ D resultpSN(I, a) = 0. □

Instances of the CPS problem can be viewed as in

stances of the PSN problem having Q~ = 0 and q = 0

for all operators.

Definition 3.3 An instance of the GT planning

problem is given by a tuple II = ((V, 0),1,Q) where

• V is a finite set of atoms, implicitly defining a

finite set of literals £ = V U {->p | p G V}\

• O is a finite set of operators of the form

{pre, post) where

— pre C £ is the precondition,

— post C £ is the postcondition,

— pre and post are consistent and pre n post —

0;

• 1 C £ is the initial state;

• Q C £ is the goal;

• Z and £7 are consistent,

where a state S C £ is consistent iff there is no p G P

such that both p€ S and ->p G 5. D

The concept GT action and the abbreviations pre(a)

and post(a) for GT actions are defined analogously to

the PSN case. The function Neg : 2C -» 2C is defined

for states such that

Neg(S) = {p | -rp S S} U {-.p | p G S},

CPS PSN GT SAS+

Partial goals

Partial init. states

Neg. preconds.

Neg. goals

Multi-valued state

variables

• • •

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Table 3: A comparison of the CPS, PSN, GT and

SAS+ formalisms.

that is, Neg(S) denotes the negation of S. The re

sult of executing a sequence of GT actions is defined

recursively as

resultGT(S, ()) = S,

resvltGT{S, (a;a)) =

T U post(a)

- Ncg(posi(a)) if pre(a) C T,

T otherwise ,{
where T is an abbreviation for resrtltaT(S,a).

A GT action is GT admissible wrt. a consistent

state S C £ iff pre(a) C S. GT admissible action

sequences and the notation ACSgt(S,A) are defined

analogously to the PSN case.

Definition 3.4 Given an instance II = ((V, 0),X,Q)

of the GT planning problem, a plan A = (.4, -<) such

that A is a set of GT actions solves II iff both

1. ACSGT{I,A)=CS{A),

2. Q C resultGT(I, a) for all a G CS(A). D

The SAS+ formalism introduced in Section 2 can be

viewed as the GT formalism generalized to multi

valued state variables instead of literals.

A comparison of the four formalisms appears in Ta

ble 3. It seems that the CPS, PSN, GT and SAS+ for

malisms are successively more and more expressive, in

this order. This turns out not to be the case, however.

All four formalisms are in fact equally expressive for

sequential planning. Below we sketch the proof that

the plan existence problems in these formalism poly

nomial^ reduce to each other, thus establishing an

equivalence result. This does not seem quite sufficient

for claiming that the formalisms are equally expressive,

however, since this allows for some anomalous cases.

Suppose there are two search problems X and 3^ (for

instance, the plan search problem expressed in two dif

ferent formalisms) such that their corresponding deci

sion (existence) problems polynomially reduce to each

other. Although the problems reduce to each other it

may be the case that the instances of y have minimal

solutions that are exponentially bigger than the solu

tions for the corresponding instances of X . That is,
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although the decision problems polynomially reduce

to each other, the search problems do not. To handle

such anomalous situations without losing generality we

do not consider two problems equally expressive un

less also the solutions for corresponding instances are

of size polynomially bounded in each other. The full

proof [Backstrom, 1992, Chapter 5] uses a novel type of

reduction (three-stage polynomial reduction) to cope

with this problem.

Theorem 3.5 The plan existence problem expressed

in either of the CPS, PSN, GT or SAS+ formalisms can

be polynomially reduced to the plan existence problem

expressed in any of the other three formalisms. D

Proof sketch: We prove the existence of the poly

nomial reductions a-d in Figure 3.2 The reductions

a, b and c are straightforward. The only non-trivial

reduction is d, which can be done in two steps, first re

ducing SAS+ plan existence to GT plan existence and

then reduce the latter to CPS plan existence. Any

state variable can be simulated by a number of propo-

sitional atoms. However, in order to assure that the re

duction is polynomial we may use only 0(log n) atoms

for a domain of size n. This can be achieved by letting

the atoms constitute a binary encoding of the state

variable values. GT plan existence can be reduced to

CPS plan existence by mapping each literal onto two

distinct atoms, it., for any atom p in an instance of

the GT problem, p and ->p are distinct atoms in the

corresponding CPS instance. Q

PSN

a > \ V

/ \

CPS GT

\ /
s. /d \

/
-

SAS+

Figure 2: Reductions between the plan search prob

lems in the four formalisms.

These reductions are not invariant wrt. to fur

ther restrictions, though. For example, negative pre

conditions do add to the expressiveness if there are no

delete-lists.

The equivalence between SAS+ planning and PSN

planning also let us immediately conclude that un-

2The equivalence of CPS and PSN plan existence can

be implicitly derived from Bylander's results [1991a, The

orems 1 and 2] that both these problems are PSPACE-

complete.

restricted SAS+ plan existence is PSPACE-complete

since PSN plan existence is PSPACE-complete [By-

lander, 1991a, Theorem l].

4 The SAS+-PUS Planning Problem

4.1 The Problem

We have earlier presented some restricted planning

problems: the SAS-PUBS problem [Backstrom and

Klein, 1991b] and the SAS-PUS problem [Backstrom

and Klein, 1991a]. These were defined using SAS-

structures, which are more restricted than SAS+-

structures. In particular, both the initial and goal

states were required to be total (all state variables

defined). Furthermore, actions were not allowed to

change a state variable from undefined to some defined

value, but only from a defined value to some other de

fined value. The restriction to total goal states in the

SAS-PUBS and SAS-PUS problems is a more serious

restriction than it might appear. Trying to plan with

partial goal states using a planner only allowing to

tal goal states may lead to exponentiality in the worst

case. Below we will define the SAS+-PUS problem,

which is the generalization of the SAS-PUS problem

to SAS+-structures, thus overcoming these problems.

The SAS+-PUS planning problem is subject to three

restrictions called post-uniqueness, unariness and

single-valuedness (hence the acronym PUS). Post-

uniqueness expresses that two different action types

must not change the same state variable to the same

value. Unariness expresses that every action type must

change exactly one state variable. Single-valuedness,

finally, expresses that all action types requiring the

same state variable to remain constant during their

occurrence must also require the same constant value.

For example, single-valuedness prevents us from hav

ing two action types such that one requires a certain

room to be lit during its occurrence while the other

requires the same room to be dark.

Definition 4.1 Given a SAS+ structure $ =

(M,S,7i), a set of action types H' C 7i is

• post-unique iff for all h,h' € H' , if e(/i)[i] =

e(/»')[t] / u for some i € M, then h = h';

• unary iff for all h € H', there is some i£M such

that h affects t and for no j / i does h affect j

and

• single-valued iff there is some state ?«< £ S such

that f(/») E f«/ for all h 6 H' . O

For a somewhat more elaborate discussion of these

restrictions, see Backstrom and Klein [1991a, 1991b]

and Backstrom [1992]. Most other researchers [By-

lander, 1991a, Erol tt al, 1992a] have only stud

ied local restrictions on action types, like restricting
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the number of pre-conditions or disallowing delete-

conditions. Unariness is such a local restriction, while

post-uniqueness and single-valuedness are global re

strictions on the whole set of action types.

Definition 4.2 A SAS+-structure * = (M,S,H) is

a SAS+-PUS-structure iff Ji is unary, post-unique

and single-valued. The SAS+-PUS planning prob

lem is the restriction of the SAS+ planning problem

to SAS+-PUS structures. D

States are written as four-tuples of state variable val

ues. For instance,

(H,T,u,F)

denotes the state where the steam pressure is high (it.,

sufficiently high for operation), there is coffee in the fil

ter, we do not know what is in the cup (or if there is

anything at all in it) and there is milk, not foam, in the

milk steamer. The available action types are described

in Table 5. We have assumed that a heat-steam ac-

4.2 Example: The Cappucino Brewer

In order to give some intuition for the restrictions on

the SAS+-PUS problem we present a small example

that can be modelled as a SAS+-PUS problem. The

example is based on a very simple idea of how a Cap

pucino brewer could work. This example is chosen for

illustrative purpose only and, as we will see below, the

SAS+-PUS formalism is not sufficiently expressive to

model this example adequately. The brewer (see Fig

ure 3) consists of a steam container, a coffee supply,

a coffee filter and a milk steamer. In order to brew a

Steam

Container

 

Figure 3: A simplified cappucino brewer

cup of espresso there must be coffee in the filter and

steam in the steam container. If the milk in the milk

steamer has been steamed to foam we might also top

the espresso with milk foam, thus getting a cappucino

(ignoring sugar and cocoa powder). We assume there

is always coffee in the coffee supply and always milk

or milk foam in the milk steamer. The state variables

and their domains are described in Table 4.

Index Description Domain

1

2

3

Steam Pressure

Coffee in filter

Cup content

{High, Low]

{Trite, False]

{Nothing, Espresso,

Cappucino]

{True, False]4 Milk steamed

action type b e f

heat-steam (u,u,u,u) (H,u,u,u) (u,u,u,u)

(u,F,u,u) (u,T,u,u) (u,u,u,u)

(u,u,N,u) ju.ii.E.u) (H.T.u.u)

(u,u,u,u) (u,u,u,T) (H,u,u,u)

(u,u,E,u) (u,u,C,u) (u,u,u,T)

dispense

brew

steam-milk

fill-foam

Table 4: State variables for the cappucino brewer

Table 5: Action types for the cappucino brewer

tion heats the steam (or water) in the steam container

until reaching operational pressure, whatever pressure

(or water temperature) it starts from. Similarly, a

steam-milk action can be executed even if there is al

ready foam in the milk steamer. A dispense action

dispenses coffee into the coffee filter. A brew action

brews espresso into the cup if the steam pressure is

sufficient and there is coffee in the filter. Finally, a

fill-foam action fills the cup with milk foam.

We assume the initial state is

so = (u,F,N,u),

that is, we know nothing about the steam pressure and

we do not know if there is milk or foam in the milk

steamer. We do know, though, that both the coffee

filter and the cup are empty. To brew an espresso we

set the goal

se = (u,u, E,u)

and to make a cappucino we set the goal

BC = (u,u,C,u).

In both cases we only specify the content of the cup

and leave all other state variables undefined ('don't

care')—that is, both se and sc are partial goal states.

A plan for making a cup of cappucino might look as in

Figure 4. This plan has only one action of each type

so we use the action-type names also as names for the

actions. Both the brew-coffee action and the steam-

milk action must be preceded by the heat-steam action

to make certain that the steam pressure is operational.

Coffee must be dispensed into the filter before brewing

and we must ensure that the milk is steamed to foam

before releasing it into the cup. Finally, the coffee must

be brewed (released into the cup) before releasing the

milk foam into the cup, otherwise the result will not

be a cappucino—but more like a cafe au lait.
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Cheat-steam

Figure 4: A plan for making a cup of cappucino

This is hardly an adequate modelling of the cappu

cino brewer. For example, we cannot model both that

the coffee in the filter becomes used and that coffee

is released into the cup when brewing; modelling this

would require non-unary actions. Another problem—

perhaps not so desperately needed in this example—is

that we could not require the cup to be at different

positions when filling it with coffee and milk foam re

spectively. On the other hand, post-uniqueness does

not seem to prevent us from modelling the brewer.

Although the restrictions on the SAS+-PUS problem

seem very severe, they still allow for some interesting

problems to be modelled (see Section 5.3 where a vari

ant of the blocks world example from Section 2.2 is

modelled).

5 Solving the SAS+ Problem

5.1 Intended Minimal Plans

Later on in this section we will present an algo

rithm that finds minimal plans solving instances of

the SAS+-PUS problem. In order to understand the

algorithm we must first introduce the concepts i-ckain

and intended minimal plan (IMP). The IMPs for an

instance of the SAS+ problem correspond exactly to

the minimal plans for this instance. Hence, the defini

tion of IMPs can be used as the specification for the

planning algorithm.

Definition 5.1 An action sequence a = (oi, . . . , a„)

is an i-chain from s to t iff (1) e(at)[»] ^ u for 1 <

k < n, (2) b(ax)[i] C s[t\, (3) t[t\ C e(an)[t] and (4)

b(at)[i] C e(at_!) for 1 < * < n. If t[i] C s[i], we also

regard () as an i-chain from s to t. D

Since a single-valued set of action types can only spec

ify one defined value for each state variable to be de

fined in the prevail-conditions of the action types, it is

practical to insert a shorthand to denote these unique

values. We define

fa = Uh€7<f(A),

which is well-defined since "H. is single-valued.

Definition 5.2 Given a SAS+-PUS planning problem

II = ({M,S,7i),so,si,)l a plan A = (-4,-<) over II is

an intended minimal plan (IMP) for II iff there are

sets T\ , . . . , F\m\ C A such that

1. for each i G M, there is an i-chain n in A from

«o to **;

2. for each a G A and for each i G M, a € Ti iff

f(a)[i] # u;

3. for each i € M, if T\ ^ &, then there is a minimal

i-chain a, in A from «o to fa such that a, X a for

all a G Ft;

4. for each i G M, if Ti ^ 0, then there is a minimal

i-chain /?,• in A from f« to «* such that a -< p\ for

all a G Ti\

5. A is minimal wrt. the above and

6. -< is a minimal strict partial order on A satisfying

the above. O

We will see later in this section that any minimal plan

solving some instance of the SAS+-PUS problem is

isomorphic to the IMPs for this instance. Hence, any

minimal SAS+-PUS plan (or IMP) can be understood

as follows.

For each » G M there is at most one main goal, s*[i],

and one subgoal, f«[i]. Furthermore, there are three i-

chains: 7,-, a,- and /?,-. The i-chain 7< achieves the main

goal s*[i] from the initial state so[«]> the i-chain a*

achieves the subgoal f«[i] from the initial state and the

i-chain /?,• achieves the main goal fromf«[i]. Except for

the case where f(a)[»] = u for all actions a in the plan,

7,- is not strictly needed since 7j = (5j ;/?,) in this case.

As an example, consider a domain <S,- = {1,2, 3, 4} and

let «o[«] = 1, **[«] = 3 and f«[i] = 4. The actions of the

plan that affect i can then be viewed as in Figure 5.

The various i-chains for i are then as follows:

&i = (ai,a2,a3),

Pi = (flUi^s, ae),

7i = (&i\p\) - (01, •••,«»«) •

This is a worst-case scenario in the sense that no min

imal plan for this instance have more actions affecting

i. Note, for instance, that a, passes through s*[i] and

that fa cannot go directly from f«[i] to «*[i] without

passing sq[i\. Both these phenomena are caused by the

post-uniqueness.

If we instead let f« = 2 and «+[»'] = 4, we have the

following i-chains:

ati = (ai),

Pi = (a2,as),

ji = («,;&) = (a!, a2,a3).

Furthermore, if fa = «o[«] or fa = **[*]i then a,- = () or

Pi = () respectively. In the case where so[i\ = **[i] ^

fa we have two i-chains from «o[«] to «*[«], namely ()

and (a* ;/?;). Either of these is a possible choice for
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Figure 5: The actions affecting an index i in an IMP

in the worst case.

7i, but it must be one of these in order to satisfy the

minimality requirement in Definition 5.2.

An interesting property of the IMPs and, hence, of

the minimal SAS+-PUS plans is that each prevail-

condition need only be achieved one, that is, each on

serves all actions a in the plan having a defined prevail-

condition for i. The set Ti collects together all such

actions for each i G M.

As a consequence of the properties discussed above, we

make the interesting observation that no IMP contains

more than two actions of each type.

As we claimed above, it can be proven that the IMPs

correspond exactly to the minimal plans for instances

of the SAS+-PUS problem.

Theorem 5.3 Given an instance II of the SAS+-PUS

problem, any IMP for II is a minimal plan solving II

and if II has a solution, then there exists some IMP

for n. □

Proof sketch: Let II be an instance of the SAS+

problem and also suppose A is an IMP for II. For every

d G C5(A), we prove by induction over the length

of d that it is admissible wrt. so, so ACS(so, A) =

C5(A). Then prove result(8o,a) = s* for all d G

C5(A). Hence, A is a plan solving II.

For the converse case, suppose A is a plan solving II.

We can prove that there is some plan A' solving II

that does not have any mutually unordered actions

with the same effect. Further prove that there exist

some subset of the actions in A' that constitute and

IMP for II.

Finally we can prove by contradiction that any IMP

for II is a minimal plan solving II since we know from

above that every minimal plan contains some IMP.

The detailed proof of the above theorem appears in

[Backstrom, 1992, Appendix B].

5.2 Algorithm

Algorithm 5.1 finds minimal plans solving SAS+ in

stances.

finds a minimal plan whenever there is one

Algorithm 5.1

1 procedure BuildChain(H, sp, *t, »', A, T, R, U);

2 begin

3 if 8r[i\ Q «f[i] then return ();

4 else

5 Find h G H such that h[i] = st and instan

tiate as a;

6 if no such a or type(a) G U then fail;

7 else

8 C *- BuildChain(H, sF, b(a), i, A, T,

R,(UU{iype(a)}));

9 A*-A\J{a};Ti-TU{a};

10 if C ± () then

11 Order Lasi(C) before a in R;

12 return (C,a)\

13 end BuildChain;

1 procedure i5/on(A/,/f,soi«*)i

2 begin

3 A — 0;T <- 0; R — 0; F{i *- 0;

4 for i G M loop

5 7,- «- ButldChatn(H, 80 , **, »", A, T, R, 0) ;

6 while T £ 0 loop

7 Select arbitrary a G T and let T «- T - {a};

8 for i G M loop

9 iff(a)[t]/u then

10 if Fi = 0 then

11 if 7,- = (oi, . . . , an) such that 1 < Jb <

n and

f(a) C e(ajt) then

12 a,- «- (ai,...,at);

13 /?i <— (ajt+i,. ..,a„);

14 else d,- <— BuildChain(H,so,f(a),i,

A,T,R,0);

15 if «*[t] = u then 8t «- ();

16 else fa «- (BuildChain(H, f(a), «0,

i,A,T,R,0);yi);

17 if/J'^O and 7,- ^() then

18 Order Lasi(B') before First(yi)

in R;

19 Fi «- Ft U {a};

20 if d, / () then

21 Order Last{&i) before a in R;

22 if ^ ? 0 then

23 Order a before First(di) in R;

24 if 72 is not irreflexive then fail;

25 else return (A,R);

26 end Plan;

The algorithm works by implementing Definition 5.2.

Procedure BuildChain constructs a minimal t-chain
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from 8p to st- The main procedure. Plan, works some

what similar to the GPS algorithm [Newell and Simon,

1963], but it works on several goals simultaneously and

when working on a goal, it does not continue with

all subgoals of this goal before continuing with other

goals.

We assume below that Plan is called with M — M,

II = H and so and s* as given in some instance II =

((A4,S,W),«o,«*) of the SAS+-PUS problem.

To understand how the algorithm works one must first

understand how BuildChain works. Procedure Build-

Chain takes two states, s? and st , and a state variable

index, i, as main parameters. Its purpose is to con

struct an t-chain from Sf to st using new actions of

types in H but not in U. If this succeeds, then Build-

Chain returns such an i-chain a and, as a side effect,

adds the actions in a to the sets A and T and adds

its chain order -<a to R. If there is no such t-chain,

then BuildChain fails, it., the whole algorithm reports

failure. BuildChain constructs the t-chains recursively

from the end in a straightforward way. The only sub

tle detail is the use of the set U, which is used to avoid

looping. U is only used when BuildChain calls itself

recursively and, hence, is always the empty set when

Plan calls BuildChain. Whenever BuildChain instan

tiates some action type h it adds h to U before the

next recursive call. Hence, if an action of type h is

needed also in a subsequent recursive call, then this

can be detected by inspection of U. If this is the case,

then the t-chain constructed so far defines a loop in

the state space so, because of post-uniqueness, there

cannot be any i-chain from sp to st- If this situation

was not detected, BuildChain would continue gener

ating an infinite number of duplicates of this action

sequence, denning an infinite loop.

Procedure Plan follows Definition 5.2 closely. The

variables are used as follows. The set A is used to

accumulate all actions generated and will finally cor

respond to the set of actions in the final plan, if there

is one. The purpose of the set T will become evident

below. The relation R is used to accumulate temporal

constraints between the actions and will finally corre

spond to the plan order, except that R will not contain

any transitive 'arcs'. The Fi sets correspond to the Ti

sets in Definition 5.2. Finally, for each i £ M, %•, d,-

and Pi will contain the t-chains dictated by require

ments (1), (3) and (4) respectively in Definition 5.2.

The loop in lines 4-5 implements requirement (1) and

stores the resulting t-chains in the 7,- variables. The

while loop in lines 6-23 is the heart of the algorithm

and implements requirements (2)-(4). It works as fol

lows. BuildChain assures that every action ever in

serted into A is also inserted into T, even when Build

Chain is called from within the body of this while loop.

Hence, every action a ever inserted into A (and, thus,

into T) is eventually removed from T and processed

by the body of this while loop in the following way.

For each i G M, Plan tests whether f(a)[t] ^ u. If

this is not the case, then requirements (3) and (4) are

trivially satisfied. Otherwise, lines 10-19 assure that

there exist t-chains d, and /?,- as required by (3) and

(4) respectively and that a is added to F^ Lines 20-23

assure that a is ordered wrt. to d, and /?,• as required

by (3) and (4). The non-trivial part occurs in lines

10-19. The test in line 10 assures that lines 11-18 are

executed at most once for each t G M and that this

happens for the first action removed from T that has a

defined pre-condition for t. Line 11 tests whether the

t-chain 7,- can be split into two t-chains that satisfy

requirements (3) and (4). If this is the case, then 7,-

is split and the resulting t-chains are stored in d,- and

Pi—hence, no new actions need be introduced. Other

wise, BuildChain is called twice to construct new such

t-chains. However, if «*[t] = u, then it constructs the

empty t-chain. It does not construct an entirely new t-

chain from f(a) to «* in the other case either. Instead,

it constructs a new t-chain from f(a) to «o and con

catenates this with 7i to form Pi. Since the actions in

7i are 'reused' this is actually a minimal t-chain satis

fying requirement (4). Finally, line 24 tests whether R

is irreflexive, thus assuring that R+ is a partial order.

Theorem 5.4 If there is a plan solving an instance H

of the SAS+-PUS problem, then Algorithm 5.1 returns

a tuple (A, R) such that (A, R+) is a minimal plan

solving H and otherwise it fails. D

The correctness of this theorem should appear plausi

ble from the discussion above and the proof appears

in Backstrom [1992, Chapter 4].

The algorithm does not compute the transitive closure

of R since this operation would dominate and increase

the complexity figure. However, most applications are

not likely to require the transitive closure anyway and

it could easily be computed if needed. Furthermore,

the plans found by the algorithm are maximally par

allel [Backstrom and Klein, 1991a, 1991b].

The algorithm is proven sound and complete.

Theorem 5.5 Algorithm 5.1 has a worst case time

complexity of 0(m7n2) time, where m is the number

of state variables and n is the maximum domain size

(number of values) of any state variable. O

Proof: We first analyse procedure BuildChain. Each

chain of recursive calls of BuildChain instantiates only

action types affecting one index, i, and no action type

is instantiated more than once, which the variable U

is used to keep track of. Hence, post-uniqueness guar

antees that there are at most n consecutive recursive

calls of BuildChain, each taking at most O(h) time.

Hence, BuildChain takes O(hn) time, where h is the

number of action types in H .

We can now analyse procedure P/oi». We first make

the observation that \A\ G 0(h) and |.ft| G 0(h2) since
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no IMP contains more than two actions of each type.

It is also reasonable to assume that h € &(mn) since

it would otherwise not be a concise encoding [Garey

and Johnson, 1979].

We assume that R is implemented as an adjacency ma

trix so the variables can be initialized in 0(h2) time.

The loop in lines 4-5 runs in O(mhn) time. We note

that lines 11-18 runs at most m times and take O(hri)

time, giving a total execution time of 0(mhn). Lines

20-23 take 0(1) time so the whole while loop takes

0(mhn) time. R can be tested for irreflexivity in

O(hm) time by topological sorting. Obviously, Plan

runs in 0(mhn) time, which simplifies to 0(m2n2).

a

A more elaborate proof appears in [Backstrom, 1992,

Chapter 4].

Although this algorithm solves a more general problem

than the previous SAS-PUS algorithm it, surprisingly,

exhibits a better complexity figure (the SAS+-PUS al

gorithm subsumes the SAS-PUS algorithm, of course).

The main motivation for tractability is that the P, U

and S restrictions impose sufficiently much structure

on the problem so that search can be avoided. Fur

thermore, the algorithm can even be modified to run

in 0(m2n) time [Backstrom, 1992, Chapter 4].

An analysis of the complexity of planning for other

subproblems of the SAS+ problem appears in Chap

ter 5 of Backstrom [1992].

5.3 Blocks World in SAS+-PUS

Although the SAS+-PUS problem may seem very re

stricted, it is sufficiently expressive to solve a variant

of the blocks-world problem. Gupta and Nau [l99l]

defined the elementary blocks world problem (EBW)

and proved that finding minimal plans for this problem

is NP-hard. The restricted problem, EBW-, where

blocks may not be moved directly from one stack to an

other is not quite so hard, however. Bylander [1991a]

has shown that the plan existence problem is tractable

for EBW". Moreover, the EBW" problem can be en

coded as an instance of the SAS+-PUS problem (using

the same technique as Bylander) so we can even find

minimal plans for instances of EBW- in polynomial

time. Furthermore, any plan solving an instance of

EBW" also solves the corresponding instance of EBW

and is at most twice as long. Hence, the SAS+-PUS al

gorithm can be used as an approximation algorithm for

EBW producing plans that are most twice the length

of a minimal plan. Finding such an approximation

takes 0(n4) time where n is the number of blocks.

This is further discussed in Backstrom [1992, Ch 5].

6 Conclusions

We have presented the SAS+ planning formalism,

which overcomes some serious problems in our previ

ous SAS formalism. We have shown that, contrary to

our intuition, the SAS+ formalism is equally expres

sive as some 'standard' propositional formalisms, like

ground TWEAK. However, the SAS+ formalism has

conceptual advantages over traditional STRIPS for

malisms for some application domains. Furthermore,

the SAS+ formalism made it possible to identify cer

tain restrictions that give tractability and are natu

ral to express in this formalism, but that appear very

unnatural if expressed in the traditional formalisms

[Backstrom, 1992, Chapter 5]. Finally, we have pre

sented an algorithm that finds minimal plans in poly

nomial time for a restricted version of the SAS+ plan

ning problem, the SAS+-PUS problem. Hence, the

tractability result for SAS-PUS planning carries over

also to the more expressive SAS+ formalism and, sur

prisingly, the new algorithm even exhibits a better

complexity figure.
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Abstract

In the literature, authors mostly talk about

influence diagrams that are regular, no-

forgetting and having one value node. In

this paper, a less restrictive concept of influ

ence diagrams, i.e, the concept of stepwise-

decomposable influence diagrams is intro

duced and studied.

As a knowledge representation scheme,

stepwise-decomposable influence diagrams

are more natural than no-forgetting influence

diagrams not only because they are less re

strictive, but also because they corresponds

exactly to stepwise-solvability.

Stepwise-decomposable influence diagrams

are advantageous for the following reasons.

Firstly, they enable the representation of

knowledge about a piece of information be

ing irrelevant to a decision, and consequently

enable us to prevent the decision tables

from being unnecessarily large at the prob

lem formulation stage. Secondly, stepwise-

decomposability allows us to clearly establish

the relationship between influence diagram

evaluation and Bayesian net computations.

Thirdly, because of the relationship, we have

the freedom to evaluate an influence dia

grams in a number of ways, while Shachter's

arc reversal and node reduction algorithm

is only one of them, and not necessarily

the most efficient one. Finally, stepwise-

decomposable influence diagrams provide a

convenient setting for investigating when an

arc into a decision node can be harmlessly

removed by a preprocessing step. This en

ables us to prevent, in the evaluation process

the decision tables from being unnecessarily

large.

On a more ab

stract level, stepwise-decomposable influence

diagram also lead to a simple and insightful

mathematical theory of influence diagrams,

particularly efficient and easy to understand

algorithms.

1 INTRODUCTION

Influence diagrams were introduced by Miller et al

(1976) and Howard and Matheson (1984) as a graphi

cal representation of decision problems. In comparison

with decision trees (Raiffa 1968), influence diagrams

are more intuitive and can be easily understood by

people in all walks of life and degrees of proficiency.

They are equally precise and more structured, thus

allow more efficient treatment by computers.

An influence diagram is an acyclic directed graph with

three types of nodes: chance nodes, decision nodes,

and a single value node. They respectively represent

random quantities, decisions to make and the utilities

of alternatives.

In a one decision maker situation, decisions are made

sequentially. So, if an influence diagram is a represen

tation of a single decision maker's view of the world,

then it is reasonable to require it to be regular, that is,

all the decision nodes are ordered (Howard and Math

eson 1984 and Shachter 1986).

Arcs into a decision node are interpreted as indica

tions of information availability (Howard and Mathe

son 1984). More specifically, an arc from a node a to a

decision node d means that the value of (the variable

represented by) a is known at the time the decision d

is to be made. The lack of an arc from a to d means

that information about a is not available at the time

when d is to be made. Thus, if an influence diagram

represents a single decision maker who does not forget

information, any decision node and its parents must

be parents of subsequent decision nodes (Howard and

Matheson 1984). If it is the case, the diagram is said

to be no-forgetting (Shachter 1986).

A drawback of interpreting arcs into decision nodes as

indications of information availability is that knowl

edge about a node being irrelevant to a decision can
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not be represented. Information about a node a may

be irrelevant to a decision d even if it is available at

the time the decision d is to be made. See section 2

for an example.

This inability to represent irrelevancies results in deci

sion tables of sizes exponential in the number of deci

sion nodes and their parents. Suppose there are 10

decision nodes, and every decision node have three

chance node parents that they share with only sub

sequent decision nodes. Also suppose all the nodes

have two possible values. Then the size of the decision

table for the last decision nodes is 239.

In this paper, we interpret arcs into decision nodes as

indications of potential functional dependency. More

specifically, the existence of an arc from a to d means

that the decision d potentially depends on the value of

a, while the lack of an arc from a to d implies that

information about a is irrelevant to the decision d.

Under this interpretation, it is no longer reasonable

to require that any decision node and its parents be

parents of all the subsequent decision nodes. In other

words, the no-forgetting requirement has to be lifted.

We also allow influence diagrams to represent situa

tions where more than one person is making the de

cisions. As a consequence, the regularity requirement

has to be lifted, for there may be groups of decisions

which can be made in any relative orders. See section

2 for an example.

The one-value requirement is also lifted in this paper

for technical convenience and for simpler and more ef

ficient algorithms.

Lifting of the one-value-node requirement, regularity,

and the no-forgetting requirement leads to a very gen

eral concept of influence diagrams (section 2).

Usually influence diagrams in the most general sense

are not stepwise-solvable. That is, in general, they can

not be evaluated step by step by considering one deci

sion at a time. One has to consider potentially all the

decisions at the same time. The complexity of doing so

may be prohibitive. For this reason, we shall impose a

new requirement called stepwise-decomposability (sec

tion 5) on influence diagrams.

Even though the ability to represent knowledge about

a node being irrelevant to a decision is an impor

tant motivation for studying stepwise-decomposable

influence diagrams, it is not the most important one.

The most important motivation for studying stepwise-

decomposable influence diagrams is that they lead to a

simpler and more insightful mathematical theory of in

fluence diagrams. They also lead to simpler and more

efficient algorithms.

The organization of the paper is as follows. Section

2 introduces a very general concept of influence di

agrams and gives a brief exposition of its semantics.

The computational problem of evaluating an influence

diagram is defined in section 3, together with some

other technical concepts. In section 4, an attempt is

made to formalize the intuitive concept of stepwise-

solvability. Stepwise-decomposable influence diagrams

are introduced in section 5. In section 6, we show that

evaluating stepwise-decomposable influence diagrams

amounts to computing marginal probabilities in lo

cal Bayesian nets. It is also shown that, in a sense,

stepwise-decomposability and stepwise-solvability are

equivalent. In section 7, the issue as to when an arc

into a decision node can be harmlessly removed by a

preprocessing step is addressed. Conclusions are pro

vided in section 8.

2 INFLUENCE DIAGRAMS:

DEFINITION AND SEMANTICS

Let us begin by giving a definition of influence dia

grams. Our definition is more general than all the

definitions in the literature to the best ot our knowl

edge.

An influence diagram 7 is a triplet I = (V, A, V), where

1. The first component V is a set of nodes, which

partitions into a set of chance nodes C, a set of

decision nodes D, and a set of value nodes U;

2. The second component A is a set of arcs in V,

which, together with V, constitutes a connected

acyclic directed graph G = (V, A)1, in which all

the value nodes are leaves; and

3. The third component V is a set of conditional

probabilities {P(x|ir(x)) : x € CUU}, where x(x)

denotes the set of all the parents of x2.

According to this definition, an influence diagram con

tains the conditional probabilities of all the chance

nodes and value nodes, but not the decision nodes.

The conditional probability of a value node t; is ob

tained from a value function. More specifically, P(v =

uo|x(v) = Xo) is 1 if vo is the expected value when

the parents w(v) of v assume the values Xo, and it is

0 otherwise (see the example below.).

Briefly, the semantics of an influence diagram are as

follows. Decision nodes represent decisions to be made,

chance nodes represent random variables that are rel

evant to the decision problem, and value nodes repre

sents the utilities of alternatives.

'In this paper, well known graph theory terms such as

connected acyclic directed graphs, parents, children, non-

descendants, leaves, and roots will be used without giving

the definitions. The reader is directed to Lauritzen et al

(1990) for exact definitions.

2Note that when x is a root, t(i) is empty. When it is

the case, P(x|x(z)) stands for the prior probability of x.
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Figure 1: A representation of the oil company problem in terms of influence diagrams.

Arcs into chances nodes and value nodes represent

probabilistic dependence. They are thus called condi

tional arcs. A value node or a chance node x depends

on its parents w(x) in the way as specified by the con

ditional probability P(x\ir(x)). On the other hand, it

is independent of all its nondescendants given all its

parents.

Arcs into decision nodes denote potential functional

dependence. They are thus called decision dependency

arcs. The existence of an arc from a node a into a

decision node d means that the decision d depends on

information about a, in the sense that different values

of a may result in different decisions about d even when

the values of the other parents of d are fixed. On

the other hand, the lack of an arc from a to d means

that information about a is irrelevant to the decision

d . That is, given the values of all the other parents of

d, the value of a does not affect the decision d at all.

Note that our interpretation of arc into decision nodes

is different from the one in the literature (Howard and

Matheson 1984, Shachter 1986), where an arc from

a node a to a decision node d was interpreted as an

indication that information about a is available at the

time when the decision d is to be made. Thus such arcs

were called informational arcs. A drawback of this

interpretation is that knowledge about a node being

irrelevant to a decision can not be represented (see the

following example).

In an influence diagram, decisions at decision nodes are

made based on the values of their respective parents

and are made to maximize the expected value of the

sum of all the value nodes.

Figure 1 shows an example influence diagram. As a

convention, decision nodes are drawn as rectangles,

chance nodes as circles, and value nodes as diamonds.

The story goes as follows.

An oil company is considering whether or not it should

open up operations in a new area. The company will

first decide whether or not to order a seismic structure

test. Based on the test results, the company will decide

whether or not to open the operation. When oil and

gas are produced, the company will then decide its gas

and oil sale policies according to market information

and the quality of gas and oil produced. All those

decisions are to be made to maximize the company's

profit.

The root chance nodes are "gas", "oil", "gas-market"

and "oil-market". The test results depend on the de

cision to test and the seismic structure, which in turn

depends on quality and quantity of gas and oil under

ground.

If ordered, the test will cost the company some money.

The operation itself has a cost too. The company can

make a certain amount of money from selling gas as

well as from selling oil. Gas (oil) sales depends on gas

(oil) sale policy, the quantity of gas (oil ) and the gas

(oil) market. The company's profit is the sum of gas

sales and oil sales minus test cost and operation cost.

To simplify the problem, we have assumed that the

quality and quantity of gas and oil that will have been

produced are the same as the quality and quantity of

gas and oil underground. We have also assumed that

costs in selling gas and oil are absorbed in gas and oil

sales.

In this example, one normally will not concern one

self with the "test-result" when making the "gas-sale-

policy" , for at that time one knows the quantity and

quality of gas produced, which, plus market informa

tion, are all what s/he needs to make the decision.

Information about "test-result" is irrelevant to the de
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cision "gas-sale-policy" , even though it may be avail

able. Because we interpret arcs into decision nodes

as indications of potential functional dependency, we

are able to represent such a piece of knowledge by not

drawing an arc from "test-result" to "gas-sale-policy" .

Also in the example, it may be the case that "gas-sale-

policy" is made by people in the "gas department",

and "oil-sale-policy" is made by people in the "oil de

partment", while "operation" is made by the execu

tive board of the company. So, even though both the

decision "gas-sale-policy" and the decision "oil-sale-

policy" will be made after the decision "operation",

they can be made in any relative order. This supports

abandoning of regularity.

To end this section, we introduce two concepts that

will be useful later. A parametric influence diagram is

simply an influence diagram, except that some of its

conditional probabilities contains parameters— vari

ables of the problem that do not appear in the under

lying graphical structure.

A Bayesian net is an influence diagram without deci

sion and value nodes.

3 Computations in influence diagrams

In this section, we specify what we want to compute

in an influence diagram.

Let I ■=■ (V, A,V) be an influence diagram, where V

partitions into C, D, and U. For any variable i£V,

let Qx denote the frame of x, i.e, the set of possible

values of x. For each decision node d G D, the decision

maker is to decide upon a function, called the decision

function for d, from the Cartesian product n*e»(d) ^*

of the frames of the parents of d to the frame fij of d

itself. A collection of such functions, one function for

each decision node, constitute a policy for the influence

diagrams.

A function / : rixeifd) ^* ~* ^<* can ^e represented

by the conditional probability Pf(d\x(d)) defined as

follows:

P,(d=d0\w(<0 = *o) = { J
iff(X0) = d0

otherwise,
(1)

where d0 stands for a value of d and Xo stands for an

array of values of variables in x(d). Given a policy S,

we shall use Ps{d\w(d)) denote the conditional proba

bility that represents the decision function fd € S for

d.

Given a policy for S for /, a decision node d of / can be

viewed as a (deterministic) chance node with the con

ditional probability Ps(d\n(d)). The value nodes can

always be viewed as chance nodes. Consequently, the

influence diagram / itself can be viewed as a Bayesian

net. Let us denote it by Is- The prior joint probabil

ity (Zhang and Poole 1992) of the Bayesian net Is is

denoted by Pjs or simply Ps. Explicitly, Ps is given

by

Ps(C,D,U) = [ J] P(«W«))](II ft(«W«)M-

x£CUU x€D

(2)

For any x€CUU, the conditional proba

bility P(x|:r(x)) is given as part of the specification

of the influence diagram, while for any x£D the con

ditional probability Ps(x|ir(x)) is given by the policy

S.

Let v be a value node of I. Let Pjf denote the marginal

probability of v under Ps. The expectation Es(v)3 of

t> is given by

Es(v)= J2 PS(v0)v0.

t>o€n.

The value Vs(I) of / given a policy S is defined by

The optimal expected value V(I) of I is defined by

V(I) =def max{Vs(I)\S is a policy for /}. (3)

The optimal value of an influence diagram without

value nodes is zero.

An optimal policy So of I is one that satisfies

VSo(I) = V(I). (4)

For an influence diagram without value nodes, all poli

cies are optimal.

In this paper we shall only consider variables with fi

nite frames. Hence there are only finite possible poli

cies. Consequently, there always exists at least one

optimal policy. To evaluate an influence diagram is to

1. find an optimal policy, and

2. find the optimal expected value.

4 STEPWISE-SOLVABILITY

The decision function space of a decision node d is the

^ {/ : (Ilreir(d) ^*) ~~* ^<*} °^ a" tne P088''3'6 deci

sion functions for d. The policy space of an influence

3 Note that Es{v) is not a function of v. Rather it is a

number. The notation is standard in Probability Theory,

where the expectation of a random variable £ is written as
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diagram is the Cartesian product of the decision func

tion spaces of all the decision nodes.

A naive way to evaluate an influence diagram is to ex

haustively search through the policy space. The com

plexity of doing so may be prohibitive. Hence, it would

be desirable that an influence diagram be stepwise-

solvable, i.e, it can be evaluated by searching through

the decision function space for one decision node at

a time, without ever having to consider the Cartesian

product of the decision function spaces for any more

than one decision nodes.

In this section, we shall formalize the concept of

stepwise-solvability and illustrate that not all general

influence diagrams are stepwise-decomposable. In the

next section, we shall describe a subclass of influence

diagrams that are stepwise-solvable.

To formally define the concept of stepwise-solvability,

we need first introduce two other terms. Let d be a

decision node in an influence diagram. Suppose, for

a moment, that the decision functions for all other

decision nodes are given. Each decision function for d,

together with those decision functions for all the other

decision nodes, constitutes a policy for the diagram,

and thus results in an expected value of the diagram.

The decision functions for d can be ranked according

to the corresponding expected values. This ranking is

called the conditional ranking of the decision functions

for d given the decision functions for all other decision

nodes.

To replace a decision node d by a deterministic node

characterized by a function / : rixcirdi) ®* ~~* ^d 1S *°

replace d by an new random node with the same name

and the same frame, and to set P(d\ir(d)) to be the

conditional probability that represents / in the sense

of equation (1).

An influence diagram is stepwise-solvable if it contains

only one decision node, or there exists a decision node

d, called a candidate decision node, such that

1. the conditional ranking of the decision functions

for d given the decision functions for all other de

cision nodes is independent of those decision func

tions, and

2. if d is replaced by a deterministic node charac

terized by a decision function of d , the resulting

influence diagram is stepwise-solvable.

 

<>

-€>
m

Figure 2: Two influence diagram skeletons that are

not stepwise-solvable.

To find an optimal decision function for d, one first

replaces all other decision nodes by deterministic nodes

characterized by arbitrary decision functions, resulting

in an influence diagram with only one decision node d.

One can then find an optimal policy for d by searching

through the decision function space of d. Because d is a

candidate decision node, the optimal decision function

for d such found does not depend on the choices of

decision functions for the other decision nodes.

A directed graph G = (V, A), with a partitioning of V

into C, D, and U is called a influence diagram skele

ton. From a given influence diagram skeleton, many

influence diagrams can be defined by specifying the

frames of the variables and the conditional probabil

ities of the variables in C and U given their parents.

On the other hand, an influence diagram has only one

corresponding influence diagram skeleton.

An influence diagram skeleton is stepwise-solvable if all

the influence diagrams that can be defined from it are

stepwise-solvable.

The two influence diagram skeletons shown in Figure

2 are not stepwise-solvable. One can easily construct

from them influence diagrams that are not stepwise-

solvable. The idea is that the value function can be

so defined that it can not be separated into the sum

mation or a multiplication of a function of d\ and a

function of d2-

In the next section, we shall introduce the concept

of stepwise-decomposability. One result of this pa

per is that stepwise-decomposability is equivalent to

stepwise-solvability.

5 STEPWISE-DECOMPOSABLE

INFLUENCE DIAGRAMS

If an influence diagram is stepwise-solvable, then it can

be evaluated as follows. Let d be a candidate decision

node. First find an optimal decision function for d in

the way as specified in the next paragraph, replace d by

a deterministic node characterized by the optimal de

cision function, resulting in another stepwise-solvable

influence diagram /' with one less decision node. Then

recursively apply the procedure to evaluate /'.

In this section, we introduce stepwise-decomposable

influence diagrams. We need the concepts of moral

graph and m-separation. The moral graph rn(G) of

a directed graph G is the undirected graph obtained

from G as follows: for each node of G, marry all the

parents of d, i.e add an edge between every pair of its

parents, and ignore all the directions. See Lauritzen

and Speigehalter (1988) for more on this concept. If
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(l)Body

(2)T»a

Figure 3: Tail and Body.

two nodes a and 6 of a directed graph G are separated

in the moral graph m(G) by a set X, we say that a

and 6 are m-separated by X in G.

Let 7 be an influence diagram skeleton and d be a deci

sion node in I. Let nond(d) denote the set of decision

nodes that are not descendents of d, and let nond*(d)

be the set of the parents of the nodes in nond(d) and

the nodes in nond(d) themselves.

An influence diagram skeleton

is stepwise-decomposable if for each decision node d,

the nodes in nond*(d) are either parents of d or are

m-separated from d by the parents of d. An influence

diagram is stepwise-decomposable if its skeleton is.

The influence diagram in Figure 1 is stepwise-

decomposable.

Remark: A no-forgetting influence diagram skeleton

(Shachter 1986) is an influence diagram skeleton in

which (1) there is only one value node; (2) there is

a directed path that contains all the decision nodes

and the value node, with the value node coming

last; and (3) each decision node and its parents are

parents of all subsequent decision nodes. It is evi

dent that the no-forgetting property implies stepwise-

decomposability. So, all the theorems and algorithms

for stepwise-decomposable influence diagrams apply to

no-forgetting influence diagrams as well.

We now proceed to define the technical terms tail and

body for stepwise-decomposable influence diagrams.

Let I = (V, A,V) be a stepwise-decomposable influ

ence diagram, and let d be decision node. Let m(G)

be the moral graph of the directed graph G = (V, A).

Let Gi be the undirected graph obtained from m(G)

by removing all the nodes in ir(d) of d. The down

stream Yd of d (more accurately, of r(d)) is the set

of all the nodes of G\ that are connected to d, with

d itself excluded. The upstream Xd of d is the set of

nodes of G\ that are not connected to d .

Let Ga be the undirected graph obtained from m(G)

by removing all the nodes in Yd- Let r"(d) be the set

of nodes in ir(d) that are connected, in Gi, to at least

one node in Xj.

The tail I*d of / w.r.t. d is the influence diagram

obtained from I by restricting it to the set Z =def

Yd U {d} U (?r(d) - x'(d)). Particularly, the tail Pd con

tains and only contains the conditional probabilities of

the chance an value nodes in Z.

The tail I*d of I is a parametric "influence diagram"4

over Z. Some of the conditional probabilities of this

influence diagram, hence its optimal expected value,

contain potentially all the variables in ir'(rf) as param

eters. Let Vd^{d)) denote the optimal expected value

of/*.

The body Id of I w.r.t. d is the influence diagram

obtained from / by

1. restricting it to the set Xd U Jr'(d). Particularly,

the conditional probabilities of nodes not in Xd U

x'(d), or equivalently, of nodes in Z, are removed.

2. creating a new value node v and drawing an arc

to v from each node in x'(d), and

4 Here, we put the term influence diagrams in quotes

because the tail I'd may not be an influence diagram in the

strict sense. The "prior probabilities" of some of the roots

may not sum to 1. Fortunately, this fact does not affect

our theory at all. For the sake of simplicity, we choose to

stick to the term rather then come up a more accurate one.
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3. setting the conditional probability P(v\ir'(d)) to

be the conditional probability that represents the

function Vd(ir'(d)) in the sense of equation (1).

Figure 3 illustrate the concepts of tail and

body. In the influence diagram shown in Fig

ure 1, "oil-sale-policy" (osp) is a decision node.

The tail w.r.t. "oil-sale-policy" is shown in

Figure3 (2), which contains the prior probabil

ity P(oil-market) and the conditional probability

P(otl-sales\operation, oil-sale-policy, oil-market, oil),

where "operations" and "oil" are parameters. Let

V0',p( operation, oil) be the optimal expected value of

the tail. The body w.r.t. "oil-sale-policy" is shown

in Figure 3 (1), where the conditional probability

P(y\oil, operation) of the newly introduced value node

v given "oil" and "operation" represents the function

V*,p(operaiion, oil).

Note that if an influence diagram contain only one

decision node, then its body does not contain any de

cision node. This fact will be used in the evaluation

algorithm of the next section.

A influence diagram is simple if it contains only one

decision node. The influence diagram in Figure 3 (2)

is simple.

A decision node is a leaf decision node if none of it

descendants are decision nodes. The following propo

sition is straightforward.

Proposition 1 Suppose an influence diagram I is

stepwise-decomposable and d is a leaf decision node of

I. Then

1. The tail Id of I w.r.t. d is a simple influence

diagram.

S. The body 1% of I w.r.t. d is a stepwise-

decomposable influence diagram.

6 EVALUATING

STEPWISE-DECOMPOSABLE

INFLUENCE DIAGRAMS

In this section, we present a recursive algorithm which

evaluates stepwise-decomposable influence diagrams in

a stepwise fashion by considering one decision at a

time and by computing conditional probabilities in lo

cal Bayesian nets that correspond to sections of the

diagram. Let us begin with simple influence diagrams.

6.1 EVALUATING SIMPLE INFLUENCE

DIAGRAMS

Suppose 7 is a simple influence diagram. Let d denote

the only decision node and let vi , vm be the value

nodes. An optimal decision function for d can be found

by searching through the entire decision function space

for d. More specifically, we can proceed as follows.

For each possible decision function / : Ilreirrd) ^* ~*

fld for d, replace d by a deterministic node character

ized by /, resulting in a Bayesian net //. For t from

1 to m, compute the marginal probability P//(v,-) of

V,- in the Bayesian net Ij, and the expectation /£/,(«,)

from Pi{(vi). The value Vj(I) of I given the decision

function / can now be obtained by using

m

After the value Vj(I) having been computed for all

the decision functions / for d, pick one such function

/o whose corresponding value V}0(7) is the maximum.

Then /o is an optimal decision function for d.

The above procedure has transformed the problem of

evaluating the simple influence diagram I into the

task of computing the marginal probabilities in the

Bayesian nets Ij . The problem of computing marginal

probabilities in Bayesian nets has been under extensive

study in recent years. See Pearl (1986), Lauritzen and

Speigehalter (1988), Shafer and Shenoy (1988), Jensen

et al (1990), and Zhang and Poole (1992) for elegant

algorithms.

Note that as a by-product of finding an optimal policy

for a simple influence diagrams, its optimal expected

value is also determined.

6.2 THE GENERAL CASE

Let I be a stepwise-decomposable influence diagram

and let d be a leaf decision of I. The tail Id of /

is a simple influence diagram5. The parents of d in

Vd are the nodes in ir(d) — ir'(d). Some conditional

probabilities of l\ may possibly contain nodes in ?r'(<f)

as parameters. Thus, an optimal decision function for

d in the tail Id depends on the nodes in *'(d), as well

as nodes in ir(d) — Jr'(d). For each value of x'(d), we

get an optimal decision function for d in Jj. Let x'(d)

run through all its possible values, we get a function

from rirgirfd) ^* to ^d- ^et us ca" *ne functi°n an

optimal decision function for d in the original influence

diagram I.

Two influence diagrams are value-equivalent if they

have the same optimal expected value.

Theorem 1 Suppose I is a stepwise-decomposable In

fluence diagram. Then

1. An optimal decision function for a leaf decision

node d and an optimal policy of the body Id of I

w.r.t. d constitute an optimal policy for I itself.

See footnote 4.
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2. The influence diagrams lhd and I are value-

equivalent.

The proof of the theorem can be found in the appendix.

The theorem suggests the following procedure EVAL

UATE^) for evaluating a stepwise-decomposable in

fluence diagram I.

Procedure EVALUATE(I):

• Input: I - a stepwise-decomposable in

fluence diagram.

• Ouput: an optimal policy for / and the

optimal expected value V(I) of /.

1. If / does not contain decision nodes, then

N-EVALUATE(J),

2. Else And a leaf decision node d, and

• S-EVALUATE(iJ),

• EVALUATE^),

. V(I) - V(P4).

where S-EVALUATE is a procedure that evaluates

simple influence diagrams. It takes a simple influence

diagram, returns its optimal expected value and an

optimal policy. N-EVALUATE is a procedure that

computes the expected value of an influence diagram

without decision nodes.

Several remarks are in order.

1. Theorem 1 and Proposition 1 together have shown

that stepwise-decomposable influence diagrams

are stepwise-solvable. So, an influence diagram

skeleton is stepwise-solvable if it is stepwise-

decomposable. For any influence diagram skele

ton that is not stepwise-decomposable, it is

not hard to build from it an influence diagram

that is not stepwise-solvable6. Therefore, as

far as influence diagram skeletons are concerned,

stepwise-decomposability and stepwise-solvability

are equivalent.

2. All the tail influence diagrams encountered by the

EVALUATE procedure are simple, and they cor

respond to disjoint sections of the original influ

ence diagram. Furthermore evaluating a simple

influence diagram is just a matter of computing

marginal probabilities in Bayesian nets7. It is

"If an influence diagram skeleton is not stepwise-

decomposable, then there are portions of it looks like one

of the diagrams in Figure 2. Thus, influence diagrams that

are not stepwise-decomposable can be constructed from the

skeleton.

7As stated in footnote 4, the tail I'd may not be an

influence diagram in the strict sense. So, the "Bayesian

nets" here may not be Bayesian nets in the strict sense

either. The "prior probabilities" of some of the roots may

not sum to 1. Fortunately, this fact has little impact on

the computations involved.

in this sense that we say we have transformed

the problem of evaluating stepwise-decomposable

influence diagrams into problems of computing

marginal probabilities in local Bayesian nets.

3. In the context of no-forgetting influence diagrams,

Shachter (1988, 1990) has pointed out an optimal

decision for a leaf decision d can be computed from

E(v\d,ir(d)). After an optimal decision function

d is computed, he suggests to replace d with a

deterministic node characterized by the decision

function, and repeat the procedure for the remain

ing decision nodes. This approach is inefficient,

because computations in the tails are repeated,

possibly many times.

4. In implementing the procedure EVALUATE(I),

one can use a number of approaches for comput

ing marginal probabilities in Bayesian nets. On

the other hand, the node reduction algorithms in

the literature (Shachter 1986, Smith 1989, Shenoy

1990, and Ndilikilikesha 1991) correspond to only

one of those approaches, and not necessarily the

most efficient one.

7 REMOVABLE DECISION

DEPENDENCY ARCS

When disussing the evaluation of no-forgetting influ

ence diagrams, Shachter (1988, 1990) and Tatman and

Shachter (1990) have pointed out that an optimal de

cision function for a decision node d does not neces

sarily depend on all the parents of d. Shachter (1988,

1990) has developed a linear time algorithm to find,

for a given decision node d, parents of d that would

not appear in an optimal decision function for d.

In this section, a formal definition of the concept of re

movable decision dependency arcs are provided. One

type of removable decision dependency arcs, namely

unaccompanied arcs, will be graphically characterized

independent of any evaluation algorithm. This charac

terization leads to a simple algorithm for finding all the

unaccompanied decision dependency arcs. It can be

proved that unaccompanied arcs are the only remov

able decision dependency arcs that can be recognized

using only graphical information.

In our terminology, Shachter 's algorithm only finds the

unaccompanied arcs for a given decision node, while

ours finds all the unaccompanied arcs in one sweep.

Let us first introduce the concept of decision equiva

lence for influence diagrams. Two influence diagrams

with the same nodes are decision- equivalent if they are

value-equivalent and the parents of value nodes and

chance nodes are the same in both influence diagrams.

Two influence diagram skeletons are decision-

equivalent if influence diagrams built from them by

specifying the same frames for the same nodes and
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(i)

(2)

Figure 4: Removable arcs: The arc C3 —► cfe, c\ —► d% and c\ —» dj are removable.

the some conditional probabilities for the same value

nodes and chance nodes are decision-equivalent.

Intuitively, two influence diagrams being decision-

equivalent means that the influence diagrams are iden

tical, except that the decisions may be made on the

basis of potentially different information. The condi

tional probabilities are the same, the decisions are to

be made are the same, and if optimal decisions are

made in both cases, the resulting expected values are

the same.

Suppose 7 is a stepwise-decomposable influence di

agram. A decision dependence arc a —► d from a

node a to a decision node d is removable if the re

moval of the arc for the influence diagram results

in a stepwise-decomposable influence diagram that is

decision-equivalent to I.

Let a be a parent of a decision node d in a stepwise-

decomposable influence diagram I. Arcs from a to

nodes in Yj and arcs from nodes in Yd to a are said

to accompany the arc a —* d. The arc a —> d can be

accompanied by any number of arcs. When the is ac

companied by no arcs, we say that it is unaccompanied.

In the influence diagram shown in Figure 4, Vj, = {«}.

The arc C2 —♦ ^3 is accompanied by the arc c? —► v.

There is no arc either from C3 to v or from v to C3. So,

C3 —► dz is unaccompanied.

Theorem 2 Suppose I is a stepwise-decomposable

influence diagram. Let I' be the influence dia

gram obtained from I by removing some unaccompa

nied decision dependency arcs. Then I' is stepwise-

decomposable and it is decision-equivalent to I. In

other words, unaccompanied arcs are removable.

Proof: It suffices to show that I and I' are value-

equivalent. We can assume, without the loss of gen

erality, that there has been only one unaccompanied

arc removed from /. Because of Theorem 1 , we can as

sume that the decision dependency arc a —► d removed

is such that d is a leaf decision node.

Because a —♦ d is unaccompanied, none of the condi

tional probabilities of the tail l\ contains the node a

as a parameter. Thus there exists an optimal policy

on d that does not depend on a. Therefore there is an

optimal policy for I, in which the decision function for

d does not depend on a. Let us call such a policy an

a —* d ignoring policy.

Any policy of /' can be thought as a policy for I, an

a —► d ignoring policy. So, the optimal expected value

of /' is less than or equal to that of /. On the other

hand, an a —► d ignoring policy for I can be viewed as

a policy for V as well, which yields the same expected

value for /' as for /. So, the optimal expected value of

I can not be strictly greater than that of/'. Therefore

I and I' have the same optimal expected value. The

theorem is thus proved. D

In the influence diagram shown in Figure 4 (1), c3 —►

^3 is unaccompanied, and hence is removable. The arc

Ci —► di is not unaccompanied (removable) at the be

ginning. But it becomes unaccompanied (removable)

after the removal of ci —» c/2, which is unaccompa

nied (removable). We call such decision dependency

arc potentially unaccompanied arcs.

Here is an algorithm which finds all unaccompanied

and potentially unaccompanied decision dependency

arcs of a stepwise-decomposable influence diagram

skeleton J. The second argument Collector is initially

empty.

Procedure UNACCOMPANIED-ARCS(7, Collector)

1. If there is no decision node in 7, return

Collector.

2. Else And a leaf decision node d, compute

Yd, and

• Find all the arcs from n(d) that are

unaccompanied. Let A be the set of

all such arcs, and let B be the set of

the nodes in ir(d) that appear in the

arcs of A.

• Set Collector! = A U Collector.

• Remove from I all the nodes in Yd]

introduce an new node v into the re

sulting diagram; and draw any arc

from every node in ir(d) — B to v.

Let I' be the resulting skeleton.

• UNACCOMPANIED(/',

Collectorl).

Going back to our example, after the removal of c3 —►

^3, the the node C3 becomes barren, and hence can be

removed (Shachter 1986). After the removal of unac

companied arcs and the barren node created because
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of the removals, the influence diagram in Figure 4 (1)

becomes the one in Figure 4 (2).

Remark. For any decision dependency arc in a

stepwise-decomposable influence diagram skeleton, it

is not hard to build an influence diagram from the

skeleton such that the arc is not removable. Take the

skeleton in Figure 4 (2) for instance, the arc c^ —♦ d is

accompanied by cj —* v. We can define the conditional

probability />(v|c2, ^3, da) in such way that optimal po

lices for c?3 always depend on c^. Thus, unaccompanied

arcs are the only removable arcs that can be recognized

using only graphical information.

8 CONCLUSIONS

Stepwise-decomposable influence diagrams have been

introduced. Modeling with stepwise-decomposable

influence diagrams enables use to represent knowl

edge about a piece of information being irrelevant to

a decision, and consequently enables us to prevent

the decision table from being unnecessarily large at

the problem formulation stage. Evaluating stepwise-

decomposable influence diagrams amounts to comput

ing conditional probabilities in local Bayesian nets that

correspond to disjoint sections of the original influence

diagrams. There are a number of ways to compute con

ditional probabilities in Bayesian net. Shachter's arc

reversal and node reduction algorithm corresponds to

only one of those ways, and not necessarily the most ef

ficient one. Stepwise-decomposable influence diagrams

also prove to be a convenient setting for studying re

movable decision dependency arcs. Consequently they

allow us to prevent, in the evaluation process, the de

cision tables from being unnecessarily large.

Stepwise-decomposability is an interesting property.

It captures the essence of the concept of stepwise-

solvability from the viewpoint of graph theory. It leads

to a simple and insightful mathematical theory of in

fluence diagrams, particularly efficient and easy to un

derstand algorithms. It also leads to a natural way

of exploiting asymmetries in evaluating influence dia

grams (Qi and Poole 1992).
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Appendix: Proof of Theorem 1

To prove Theorem 1, we need the following lemma of

stepwise optimization.

Let X, Y, and Z be three mutually disjoint sets of

variables with finite frames. Let T be a finite collec

tion of real-valued non-negative functions of X and Y,

and Q a finite collection of real-valued non-negative

functions of V and Z. Let h(X,Y) be a non-negative

function of X and Y .

The following propo

sition says that to find two functions / and g to max-

imize the sum J2x,Y /(*> YKEz §{Y, Z) + h(X, Y)),

one can proceed by trying first to find a function go

that maximizes the sum ^2Z g(Y, Z) for every value of

y, and then to find a function / that maximizes the

sum £x,y f(X, Y){J2z 9o(Y, Z) + h(X, Y)}.

Lemma 1 If go £ Q is such thai for any value ofY,

£ g0(Y, Z) = maxt€C £ g(Y, Z),

and if /o € T is such that

£ /«»(*. yn£ »°(y> z) + *(*, Y))

X,Y Z

= maxnT £ f(X, Y){£ g0(Y, Z) + h{X, Y)},

X,Y Z

then

£ fo(X,Y)(£g0(Y,Z) + h(X,Y))

X,Y,Z

= maxjer^g £ f(X)(£ g(Y, Z) + h(X, Y).

X,Y

Proof: It is evident that the left hand side is less than

or equal to the right hand side. So, we need only show

that the right hand side is no larger than the left hand

side. Actually,

™*ter,,zo £ /(*- y)(£ 9(Y, Z) + h(X, Y))

X,Y Z

< maxnr>t(iQ{Y, /(*, Y)(£ g0(Y, Z) + h(X, Y))}

X,Y Z

= mai/€? ]T f(X, Y)(£ g0(Y, Z) + h(X, Y)

X,Y Z

= £ MX, Y)(£ gQ(Y, Z) + h(X, Y)).

X,Y Z

Therefore, the lemma is proved. □
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Suppose / = (V,A,V) is a stepwise-decomposable in

fluence diagram. Let d be leaf decision node of I. Let

sets Xd, Yd and x'(d) be as defined in section 5. Let

X = Xd, Y = jr'(d), and Z = YdU{d}U(*(d)-*'(d)).

Then X, Y and Z constitute a partition of the set V

of all the nodes of I.

Lemma 2 No node in ir'(d) is a parent to any node

in Xd-

Proof: Any node a 6 "^(d) is a parent of d. If a were

also a parent of some x £ Xd, then x and d would be

connected by an edge in the moral graph m(G), where

G = (V, A) is the directed graph underlying /. This

Contradicts the definition of Xd- Q

Let vi, ...., vn be all the value nodes of J, among them

"i, ■•••! fm ("» < n) are all the values nodes in Z (i.e

in the tail rd), and i>m+i, ...., vn are in X UY. Let t;

be the newly introduced value node of the body Id.

Define functions h{X,Y) =dtj fm+i + ■•■■ + v„, and

fs(X,Y) =dtj

n p(*w*)) n Ps{*w*%

t€((CuU)n(XuY))

gs(Y,Z)=def

re(£>n(Xuy»

n p(*i»(*))Ps(<*wd))5>.

*€((CuC/)nZ) i=i

Define the prebody 1% of / w.r.t. d to be the influence

diagram obtained from / by restricting it to XUY, i.e

by removing all the node outside X UY and their con

ditional probabilities when applicable. Given a pol

icy S, let fd be the decision function for d, and let

Sj = S — {fd}- Then S|J is a policy for the prebody

$■

The joint probability Ps that S determines over all

the nodes V of / will be rewritten as Psj from now

on. The meanings of the symbols Es,i, Ps" ip , and

Esr jp are defined accordingly.

Because of the definition of a prebody, we have that

for any value node Vj (m < j < n) in the prebody /J ,

Es>,i>(»j) = £/5(*,>>/. (5)

X,Y

Lemma 3 1. For any node x G X (i.e in the pre-

body Ipd),

PsA*) = Ps>,l>(*)-

2. For any value node vj € X,

EsAvi) = ^s;,/; («;)•

Proof: Because of Lemma 2, the first assertion can be

obtained by a series of barren node removal (see, for

example, Shachter 1988). The second assertion follows

from the first one immediately. D

This corollary follows from Lemma 3 and equation (5).

Corollary 1 For any value node vj € X,

EsA»i) = T,MX,Y)vj-

X,Y

Amongst all the decision functions in S, gs(Y, Z) only

depends on the decision function fd for d. On the other

hand, fs(X, Y) depends on the decision functions in

Sj only. In the sequel, we shall rewrite fs as for, and

9saagj4.

Lemma 4 Let Vd*(Y) (remember that Y = ^(d)) be

as defined in section 5. Then

max}i1£gfd(Y,Z) = Vdt(Y).

z

Proof: The proof readily follows from the definition

of the function gs or gj4 . □

Proof of Theorem 1: Because of the definition of

the functions f$' and gjt and Corollary 1, we have

^EsAvi) = 2>s,/(w«)+ £ EsA*i)

«=1 i=l i=m+l

= E fs>(X>Y)gu{Y,Z) +

X,Y,Z

E £ fs:(x,Y)Vi

X,Y ;=m+l

= '£fs>{X,Y)(Eg/t(Y,Z) + h(X,Y))

X,Y

Therefore the theorem follows from Lemma 1 and

lemma 4.
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Abstract

We investigate the problem of reasoning with

imprecise quantitative information. We give

formal semantics to a notion of approximate

observations, and define two types of entail

ment for a knowledge base with imprecise in

formation: a cautious notion, which allows

only completely justified conclusions, and a

bold one, which allows jumping to conclu

sions. Both versions of the entailment rela

tion are shown to be decidable. We inves

tigate the behavior of the two alternatives

on various examples, and show that the an

swers obtained are intuitively desirable. The

behavior of these two entailment relations is

completely characterized for a certain sublan

guage, in terms of the logic of true equality.

We demonstrate various properties of the full

logic, and show how it applies to many situ

ations of interest.

1 Introduction

In almost any situation involving quantitative infor

mation, some of the information is bound to be ap

proximate and imprecise. Moreover, such imprecision

can easily cause inconsistencies. Consider, for exam

ple, the following knowledge base KB:

Bill is 1.8 meters tall.

John is half a head taller than Bill.

A head is 0.2 meters.

Although the information in this knowledge base is

not intended to be completely precise, we might nev

ertheless want to conclude from it that John is 1.9

meters tall. It is clear that we want to view this con

clusion as being only an approximation of the truth.

In particular, if we later obtain the additional piece

of information "John is 1.88 meters tall," we do not

want to conclude that the resulting knowledge base

KB' is inconsistent; rather, we view this as a problem

due to inaccurate measurement. This shows that we

cannot interpret "is" in approximate observations as

true numeric equality, because we would end up de

ducing that the above knowledge base is inconsistent,

thus enabling arbitrary conclusions.

The need for dealing with approximate information

arises in many other contexts. We often want to say

that a certain quantity (such as a probability) is very

close to zero, without committing to a particular value.

The technique of e-semantics [Pea88] is based on this

concept (see Section 6.3). When dealing with statisti

cal information, we often use statements of the form

"90% of birds fly;" however, we do not wish to in

fer that the number of birds is divisible by 10, as we

could if we interpret this statement as "precisely 90%

of birds fly." It is more appropriate to interpret it as

"approximately 90% of birds fly." (See [GHK92] for

a thorough discussion.) Problems relating to the in-

transitivity of the perceptual indistinguishability rela

tion in human observations [SKLT89] can also be for

mulated and circumvented using approximate equality

(see Section 6.2).

In this paper, we introduce a logic which enables us to

deal with and reason about imprecise information and

the inconsistencies that usually accompany it. Our

logic extends standard real arithmetic with notions of

approximate equality and inequality. We formalize ap

proximate equality to allow some small but unspecified

discrepancy between the values being compared.

Our main interest is in making deductions from knowl

edge bases, so we focus here on what we call approx

imate entailment, where we view "KB approximately

entails <p" as meaning that we have reasonable justifi

cation for concluding ip given the knowledge base KB.

For example, if we are interested in buying John a

jacket, and we are given the knowledge base KB above,

we would certainly think it justified to proceed under

the assumption that John is about 1.9 meters tall. The

problem becomes more difficult when we ask for infer

ences from the extended knowledge base KB' above.
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We present two different entailment relations that we

call cautious entailment and bold entailment. They dif

fer in the degree to which they allow the agent to "leap

to conclusions;" i.e., in the degree of default reasoning

they incorporate. The knowledge base KB1 cautiously

entails that "John is approximately between 1.88 and

1.9 meters tall." Thus, given contradictory informa

tion, the cautious approach assumes the answer could

be anywhere in between. On the other hand, the bold

approach, given the same knowledge base, would be

able to conclude that "John is approximately h meters

tall" for each h between 1.88 and 1.9; any reasonable

number can be used as a "guesstimate."

From this example, it is clear that cautious entailment

is nonmonotonic: by adding additional information to

the knowledge base KB, we lose the ability to deduce

that "John is approximately 1.9 meters tall." On the

other hand, bold entailment is usually monotonic in

the sense that adding new data to the knowledge base

does not force us to withdraw conclusions. From the

knowledge base KB' we can still deduce that "John

is approximately 1.9 meters tall." However, the bold

logic is not a standard monotonic logic. Although we

can deduce both that "John is approximately 1.9 me

ters tall" and that "John is approximately 1.88 me

ters tall," we cannot deduce their conjunction (see

Section 5.2 for more details). At first, this might

seem strange. But the intuition here is that, although

we can work with any reasonable assumption about

John's height, we do not want to work with contradic

tory assumptions simultaneously.

Both types of entailment can be reduced to the va

lidity of a formula in the language of real closed fields

[Tar51], and therefore are decidable. The decision pro

cedure, however, does not give us much insight into the

properties of entailment. To gain this insight, we con

sider several examples, and present general properties

of our notion of approximate entailment. These show

that approximate entailment agrees with our intuition

in many situations. For example, we show that infer

ences made by either one of our entailment relations

are always consistent with those obtained by taking

approximate equality to be true equality. However,

if the knowledge base is inconsistent with equality, as

with KB1 above, it entails only "reasonable" conclu

sions. We provide an elegant characterization of these

entailment relations for a large sublanguage of our full

language; in particular, the characterization justifies

our choice of the names "bold" and "cautious." As

a corollary to this characterization, we show that if

our data is consistent even if approximate equality is

treated as true equality, then we typically get precisely

the conclusions that we get from true equality. Our

characterization also shows that, for a large subclass

of formulas, cautious entailment reduces to a variant

of preference semantics [Sho87] (see Section 5.2).

While most of the paper focuses on issues concern

ing measurement, our approach is actually much more

general. Given a notion of exact inference from a

knowledge base with precise information, we can use

our framework to extend it to a notion of approximate

inference from a knowledge base of imprecise informa

tion. The notion of exact inference could well be prob

abilistic or nonmonotonic. In particular, we can apply

these ideas to e-semantics ([Pea88, GMP90]) and to

the problem of computing degrees of belief from sta

tistical information [GHK92] (see Section 6.3).

2 Syntax and Semantics

Since we want to focus on the basic issues arising from

the problem of approximate numerical information,

we restrict ourselves to considering a relatively sim

ple framework where these issues arise. We begin with

a core language £, consisting of:

• the standard arithmetic operations of +, — , x,/,

• the standard equality and inequality relations =

and <,

• a constant symbol dr for each real number r (in

our examples, we typically write, say, 0.1, rather

than d0,i),

• a countable collection ci.cj,... of uninterpreted

constant symbols.

We form the set of terms by closing off the constants

under +,— , x and /. The set S of precise expressions

consists of formulas of the form t = t' and t < t' for

terms t and t'. The language C is formed by closing

off S under conjunction, disjunction, and negation.

In order to form the approximate language C" , we aug

ment the language C with the approximate equality and

inequality relations «s and <. The set A of approximate

expressions consists of formulas of the form t tat' and

t <t' for terms t and t' . The language C" is formed

by closing off £ U A under conjunction, disjunction,

and negation.

We interpret C in the standard fashion. Terms are in

terpreted over the reals, with an additional undefined

value i (used to deal with the problem of division by

zero). The symbols +, -, x, /, =, < receive their stan

dard interpretation (extended to deal with t), and the

constant dr is interpreted as the real number r.

Definition 2.1: A model t; for £ is a function assign

ing an element in R U {i} to each term, and a truth

value to each formula, as follows:

• for each uninterpreted constant c<, t>(c,-) € R,

• for each constant dr, v(dr) = r € R,

• for each term t o t', where o e {+,— , x,/}, we

have v(t o t') = v(t) o v(t') in the standard way,

with the following exceptions:
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- if v(t') = 0, then v(t/t') = i,

- if v(t) = i or v(t') — i, then v(t o t') = i.

• if ~ is one of = or <, then v(t ~ t') is true if both

v(t) and v(t') are in R and t/(t) ~ w(f'); otherwise

w(i ~ t') is false,

• v is extended to Boolean combinations of precise

expressions in the standard way. I

One might wonder why we take division to be a prim

itive operation in our language (at the cost of hav

ing to deal with i), rather than defining it in terms

of multiplication. The problem arises due to subtle

interactions between division and the semantics of ap

proximate equality, in such terms as a/b where 4«0.

This is particularly relevant in such applications as e-

semantics. It turns out that the only way to handle

such expressions appropriately is to allow division as

a primitive operation (see Section 6.3).

To understand the interpretation of w and <, we first

need to consider how we want to interpret a statement

such as: "Bill is approximately 1.8 meters tall." We

view such a statement as describing a measurement

of Bill's height, taken with some unknown degree of

inaccuracy. Thus, we take this to mean that Bill's

height is within r of 1.8 meters, for some unknown

tolerance r. In general, the tolerances for different

measurements may be completely independent. We

enforce this in our semantics by interpreting « and <

in a nonstandard, context-dependent manner; for each

expression e 6 A, there is a tolerance r(e) associated

with c.1

Definition 2.2: The tolerance function r is a function

from A to R+ = [0,oo). Let T denote the set of

tolerance functions. I

In this definition, we have chosen to allow 0 as a legal

tolerance value; that is, the range of a tolerance func

tion is [0,oo), not (0,oo). While this issue may seem

minor, it has a number of side effects. For one thing,

it allows us to state stronger theorems, with simpler

proofs. But it also affects our ability to make certain

inferences. We discuss this issue further in Section 5.1.

In order to relate the meaning of expressions in Ca to

the semantics of C, we need the following definition.

Definition 2.3: For a formula <p G Ca, and a fixed

tolerance function r, we define ip[r] G C to be the same

'In some cases we may know that tolerances are related

in some way. For example, we may know that different

measurements were taken with the same measuring device,

and therefore have the same maximum error. This issue

was dealt with in [GHK92] by explicitly subscripting «

and X so that each w, denotes a different approximate

equality relation. For the sake of simplicity, we have chosen

not to extend the logic to express relationships between

tolerances.

as ip, except that every approximate expression t « t'

is replaced by the expression |t — *'| < dr(«wt') and each

expression t ^ t' is replaced by (t — t') < dT(t-<t')- I

For example, if tp is c\ w C2, and r is such that r(ci «

ca) = 0.1, then <p[r] = |ci - ca| < do.i- Let r0 to be

the tolerance function that assigns tolerance 0 to all

expressions. Note that <p[to] is precisely the result of

interpreting all occurrences of "approximately equals"

in (f as true equality. We say that <p is consistent with

equality if <p[tq] is consistent.

Definition 2.4: An augmented model M for Ca is a

pair (v,t), where v is a model for C and r is a tolerance

function. For a formula (p £ Ca, we define M ^ ip if

« 1= <pM- ■

Note that r(e) for expressions e that do not appear in

a formula (p has no affect on the truth value of <p: if r

and r' agree on all expressions that appear in <p, then

for any v, we have (v, r) (= <p iff (t>, t7) ^= <p.

We define validity for £w as usual: rp is valid if M \= ip

for all models M. The validity problem for Ca is of

little interest, as the following example suggests.

Example 2.5: Let ip be (c « 1) =*■ (2 x c » 2), and

the model M = (v,r), for v(c) = 1.1, r(c » 1) = 0.1,

and r(2 x c w 2) = 0.15. Then M £ y5. and therefore

ip is not valid. I

In fact, as the following theorem shows, if we restrict

attention to (Boolean combinations of) approximate

expressions not involving division (which allows us to

avoid all the complications of dealing with t), the only

valid formulas are those that are propositionally valid

if we treat every approximate expression as a distinct

primitive proposition.

Theorem 2.6: Let ip G £" be a Boolean combination

of approximate expressions not involving division. Let

a(ip) be the propositional formula that results from re

placing each approximate expression e in ip by a prim

itive proposition pe. Then ip is valid over models of

C iff a{<p) is propositionally valid.

Thus, rather than considering validity, we concentrate

on a different notion that we call approximate entail

ment.

3 Approximate Entailment

Given a knowledge base of approximate measurements,

when should it entail a statement <p such as "John is

approximately 1.9 meters tall"? We do not want to

view <p as necessarily representing an actual measure

ment that was taken of John's height. Rather, we

want it to be a useful working assumption. For ex

ample, if we are interested in buying John a suit, we
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may well be content with an approximate estimate of

John's height. We do not expect formulas entailed by

the knowledge base to be completely accurate. More

over, we will rarely know exactly how accurate they

are, since that depends on the accuracy of our ini

tial measurements, which we do not typically know.

However, we would like to have the property that the

smaller the errors in the knowledge base, the smaller

the errors in formulas entailed by the knowledge base.

This is in the spirit of the standard e-6 definition of

limit.

Notice that it may not be possible to have all toler

ances grow arbitrarily small simultaneously. For exam

ple, if our knowledge base consists of (c » 1) A (2c «

2.1), it is clear that both relevant tolerances cannot

be arbitrarily small at the same time. We there

fore introduce the concept of minimal tolerance func

tion. Intuitively, this is one that chooses the smallest

possible tolerances while still keeping the knowledge

base consistent. We say that a tolerance function r

is consistent with KB if KB[r] is satisfiable. We say

that r < r' for two tolerance functions r, r1 if for all

e € A, r(e) < r'(e), and there exists some e £ A

such that r(e) < r'(e). We also define ||r|| to be

sup{|r(e)| : e 6 A}. The tolerance function r) is mini

mal for KB if it is in the closure of tolerance functions

consistent with KB and there is no smaller tolerance

function consistent with KB.

Definition 3.1: A tolerance function rj is said to be

minimal for KB if

1. for every e > 0, there exists a tolerance function

r consistent with KB such that ||r — t)\\ < e,

2. there does not exist another tolerance function r

such that r < t) and r is consistent with KB.

Let Q(KB) be the set of tolerance functions minimal

for KB. |

Recall that r0 is the tolerance function that assigns

tolerance 0 to all expressions. It is easy to see that if

KB is consistent with equality, then r0 is the unique

minimal tolerance function for KB. Thus, the notion

of minimal tolerance function becomes interesting only

for knowledge bases that are inconsistent with equality.

Example 3.2: The "inconsistent" height knowledge

base KB' from the introduction, written formally in

our language, is the conjunction: (cb « 1.8) A (cj *

CB+Cff/2)A(cj? « 0.2)A(cj « 1.88), where cb denotes

Bill's height, cj denotes John's height, and c# denotes

the height of a head. Let r be a tolerance function

such that r(e) = 0 for any irrelevant expression e (not

one of the four above), and let t\, t^, 73, t+ denote the

values assigned by r to the four expressions above.

Let f denote (ri,...,^). It is easy to see that KB*

is consistent iff t$ > 0.02 — T\ — rj — T3/2. Thus, if

f = (0,0,0,0.01), then r is not a minimal tolerance

function for KB1 because it violates condition 1. On

the other hand, if f = (0.03,0,0,0.01), then r is not

minimal because it violates condition 2: there exists

a smaller tolerance function consistent with KB' that

assigns (0.02,0,0,0) to the relevant expressions. This

last tolerance function is in fact minimal for KB' , as

is the one that assigns (0.01,0,0.02,0) to the relevant

expressions. And generally,

Q(KB') = {t:t< = 0.02 - n - t* - 73/2,

r(e) = 0 if e is irrelevant} . |

We now give an example of a formula KB for which

the set of tolerances consistent with KB is not closed,

and some minimal tolerance function is not consistent

with KB.

Example 3.3: Let KB be (ci x c3 w 1) A (cx « 0),

and let t\ — t(c\ x cj « 1) and t-i — r(ci « 0). It is

clear that for any value of r\ and any t^ > 0, KB[t] is

consistent. Therefore, one minimal tolerance function

for KB is r0, which is inconsistent with KB. Note

that the tolerance function t' for which r[ = 1 and

T2 = 0 is also consistent with KB (and therefore fulfills

condition 1). And, although r0 < r1, there does not

exist a tolerance function r < t* which is consistent

with KB. Therefore, r1 is also a minimal tolerance

function, and il(KB) = {r0,r'}. |

Remark 3.4: Although a minimal tolerance function

for KB is not necessarily consistent with KB, it is the

case that KB is satisfiable (i.e., some tolerance function

is consistent with KB) iff Q(KB) ^ 0. From this point

on, we consider only satisfiable KB's. |

Using the concept of minimal tolerance functions, we

can now define entailment. Before we give the for

mal definitions, we give a little intuition. We would

certainly like a knowledge base of the form c « 1 to

entail, say 2c « 2. Recall from Example 2.5 that

(c w 1) =► (2c « 2) is not valid. However, given a

tolerance t\ for c ss 1 , we can clearly find a tolerance

75 for 2c « 2 to make it true, namely, 2t\ . This is the

key idea in our notion of entailment. Roughly speak

ing, we want it to be the case that KB entails <p if, given

a tolerance function r that makes KB true, we can find

a tolerance function r' that makes <p true. Clearly we

want to put some constraints on r' (for otherwise from

c as 1 we could infer c « 2). We require that the closer

r is to a minimal tolerance function, the closer t1 is

to To. This corresponds to the intuition we described

earlier, that the smaller the errors in the knowledge

base, the smaller the errors in the conclusion. Note

that we do not try to describe how r' must go to r0 as

a function of how r gets small.

We can now define the first of our two notions of en

tailment.
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Definition 3.5: We say that KB cautiously entails

<p, written KB )pse <P, if for every minimal tolerance

function rj G Q(KB) there exists some function / :

T —* 7", and some e > 0 such that:

• for every tolerance function t such that ||-f- — *7M <

£, we have KB[r] |= y>[/(r)],

• for every

sequence (Tn)^L1 such that limn-too Tn = 17, we

have limn-^oo /(rn) = tq. |

The reader might wonder why we insist that /(rn) con

verge to To , rather than to a minimal tolerance func

tion. The reason is that, even if we have a knowledge

base that is inconsistent with equality, we want the

formulas entailed by the knowledge base to be consis

tent with equality, since we want our conclusions to

be useful working assumptions. Thus, if we have a

knowledge base KB such as (c « 0) A (c as 0.1), then

we do not want to conclude KB, as we would be able

to do if we just required that /(rn ) approach a min

imal tolerance function rather than r0. As we shall

show, although KB does not cautiously entail KB, it

does cautiously entail 0 ■< c < 0.1, which seems more

reasonable.

Bold entailment replaces most of the universal quan

tifiers in the definition of cautious entailment by exis

tential quantifiers.

Definition 3.6 : We say that KB boldly entails <p,

written KB |=S(, <p, if either KB is unsatisfiable, or there

exists some function / : T —► 7", some minimal toler

ance function t) G Q(KB), and some decreasing se

quence (O^Lj such that the following all hold:

. for all n, KB[rn] (= y>[/(r»)],

• rn is consistent with KB for all n,

• lim„_ooTn = »?and lim„_oo/(rn) = Ti). I

Note that we restrict attention only to the tolerance

functions r" in the first clause above, rather than re

quiring that this condition hold for all tolerance func

tions r. The latter would also give us a reasonable no

tion of entailment. We chose our condition because it

leads to a bolder notion of entailment; that is, it allows

strictly more formulas to be entailed by a knowledge

base. We have tried to make bold entailment as liberal

as reasonably possible, while making cautious entail

ment as conservative as reasonably possible. Clearly

other intermediate notions of entailment are possible.

As the names suggest, (ssc C |=sj when viewed as

relations on formulas. As Example 3.9 demonstrates,

the containment is proper.

Proposition 3.7: For KB, tp€C", if KB |we tp then

KB t*t <p.

We begin by showing a simple example of entailment.

Example 3.8: The consistent height knowledge base

KB from the introduction, written formally in our lan

guage, is

(cB w 1.8) A (cj as cB + cH/2) A (cH as 0.2) .

If we interpret as as =, we can deduce that cj, John's

height, is 1.9 meters. As we might hope, using both

cautious and bold entailment, KB entails that cj as

1.9. Since \ae Q fct , it suffices to show this for

cautious entailment. We proceed as follows: Since

KB is consistent with equality, the only minimal tol

erance function for KB is To. Let 7-1,75, ts be the

relevant coordinates of the tolerance function r for

KB. We choose (/(r))(c/ as 1.9) = n + 75 + r3/2,

and /(r)(e) = 0 for all other expressions c G S.

Clearly, if limn—oo Tn = t0, then lim„_oo f(jn) = t0.

Moreover, for any valuation v, if |v(cjj) — 1.8| < r\,

\v(cj)-v(cb)-v(cb)/2\ < T2, and |i;(cH)-0.2| < r3,

then \v(cj) - 1.9| < n + T3/2 + t2 = f(r)(cj as 1.9).

Thus, if (v,t) \= KB, then (v,/(r)) |= cj as 1.9. It

follows that KB )ase cj as 1.9, as desired. I

The following example helps explain the difference be

tween bold and cautious entailment. Intuitively, cau

tious entailment allows no unjustified default assump

tions about the relationships between the tolerances

in the knowledge base, whereas bold entailment allows

arbitrary assumptions about these relationships.

Example 3.9: Consider the the knowledge base KB'

from Example 3.2. This knowledge base is clearly in

consistent with equality, so using true equality we can

deduce anything. What can we deduce using approxi

mate entailment? Recall from Example 3.2 that

Sl(KB') = {t:u = 0.02 - n - r3 - r3/2} .

It is easy to see that for any model (v, r) consis

tent with KB' such that r G il(KB'), we must have

1.88 < v(cj) < 1.9; moreover, every value in the range

[1.88, 1.9] is attained in one of these models. It follows

that KB («<; 1.88 <cj ■< 1.9, and that we cannot get

better bounds on cj using cautious entailment. Thus,

given contradictory information as to John's height,

the cautious approach allows us to deduce only that

the value of cj is somewhere in the interval.

On the other hand, using the function / assigning

(f(T))(cj «*h) = T4- (0.02 - n - Tj - 73/2) for any

1.88 < h < 1.9 and zero elsewhere, we can deduce

KB' }pst cj as 1.88, KB' (s»» cj as 1.89, and in gen

eral, KB' facj as h for every h G [1.88, 1.9]. Thus,

the bold approach allows us to deduce any value for

John's height in the permissible range; we may use any

reasonable working assumption for John's height. I

The two approximate entailment relations are de

fined for a particular language £ and a semantics

for it. Clearly the definitions make perfect sense for

a far richer language, for example, one with first-

order quantification and with interactions between tol

erances. (We remark that the decision procedure in
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the next section also holds for this extended language,

although our characterizations in Section 5 do not.)

More interestingly, these relations can be extended to

other semantics and other notions of satisfaction. The

first clause in both of the approximate entailment def

initions is based on the standard notion of satisfaction

for precise formulas—KE{t] \= f[f{r)\. We can re

place the symbol ^ is this statement by a nonmono

tonic notion, for example, or a probabilistic notion

such as "holds with probability 1." This extension

is explored further in Section 6.

4 A Decision Procedure for

Approximate Entailment

In this section, we present decision procedures for the

problems of deciding whether KB (=sc tp and whether

KB (wj tp. Our decision procedures will be based on

reducing these questions to the validity of certain for

mulas over the reals. We need first present the defini

tion of a real closed field (see, for example, [Sho67]).

Definition 4.1: An ordered field is afield with a linear

ordering < , where the field operations + and x respect

the ordering: that is, x < y implies x + z < y + z, and

if x, y are positive (where an element x is positive if

z > 0) then so is x x y. A real closed field is an ordered

field where every positive element has a square root

and every polynomial of odd degree has a root. |

Tarski [Tar51] showed that the theory of real closed

fields coincides with the theory of the reals (under

formulas containing only +, x,<,= and constants

0, 1, —1). He also proved that the theory is decidable.

Ben-Or, Kozen, and Reif [BKR86] extended this result

to show that the complexity of the decision problem is

exponential space.

When defining C" , we allowed a constant dr for every

real number r. Clearly, we cannot extend the decision

procedure to formulas containing such constants. We

therefore define a formula tp to be rational if for every

constant dr mentioned in tp, r is a rational number.

Theorem 4.2: Given rational formulas tp, KB G Ca,

we can in polynomial time construct formulas V>6 and

i>e over the vocabulary {0,1,+, x,<} whose length2 is

linear in that of tp and KB, such that

• KBr*ctpiff(R,0,l,+,x)t1>e,

• KB^n<piff{R,0,l,+,x)\=r{)h.

From the results of [Tar51] and [BKR86] mentioned

above, we immediately get:

2The length of a rational formula <p is defined as the

length of tp written as a string of symbols, where the length

of dq, where q = a/b and a and b are integers, is the sum

of the lengths of the binary representations of a and 6.

Corollary 4.3 : For KB, <p rational formulas, the

problem of deciding whether KB fee <P (resp. KB (wj tp)

is in exponential space.

5 Properties of Entailment

Although we have a decision procedure for approxi

mate entailment, it does not give us much insight into

the properties of these relations. In this section, we ex

plore these properties in greater depth. We begin by

showing the connection between approximate entail

ment and standard entailment in C (the logic of true

equality). This gives a complete characterization for a

large fragment of our language. We then use this char

acterization in order to relate approximate entailment

to standard nonmononotonic formalisms.

5.1 Characterization

What kind of inferences can we make using our two no

tions of entailment? Most importantly, the inferences

we make are always consistent with equality: they are

always a subset of those we would obtain if we were to

treat approximate equality as true equality. This is an

important property; if it is consistent to interpret ap

proximate equality as equality, then we do not want to

conclude anything that would be inconsistent with this

intepretation. One might also hope that for consistent

knowledge bases, the converse also holds. This is in

fact the case for bold entailment, and under certain

conditions also for cautious entailment. Thus, we get

all and only "reasonable" conclusions from knowledge

bases consistent with equality. If this were the whole

story, then there would be no need to introduce ap

proximate equality at all. However, as we have already

observed, some of the most interesting applications of

approximate reasoning arise precisely when the knowl

edge base is inconsistent with equality. In this case, we

do not want to be able to infer everything (as we could

if we did not view equality as approximate). We will

see, in fact, that the inferences that are lost are the

"undesirable" ones.

Our goal is to characterize what we can infer in gen

eral. Roughly speaking, we want to show that a knowl

edge base KB cautiously entails tp if tp is true for every

minimal tolerance function for KB; on the other hand,

KB boldly entails <p if tp is true for some minimal tol

erance function.

In order to relate entailment to the truth of formulas

in C, we first need a result that shows that entailment

is, in some sense, continuous in the tolerance function.

Proposition 5.1: Let KB and tp be two sentences

in £a. Let rn be a decreasing sequence of tolerance

functions such that limn^oo t" — V, «»<f W f be a

function such that limn_0o /(r") = To- U> for every

n, KB[t»] \= <p[f(rn)), then KB[rj\ \= tp[r0].
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We can now give half of our desired characterization.

Theorem 5.2: Suppose <p, KBeC™.

• If KB fa <p then for all t) € fl(-O), we have

KBU (= <p[r0].

• If KB fa ip then for some tj € il(KB), we have

KB[ri\ t= <p[ro].

Note that if A"5[ro] is consistent (i.e., the knowledge

base is consistent with equality), then Q(KB) = {ro}.

Thus, as a corollary to Theorem 5.2, we get that our

inferences are always consistent with equality:

Corollary 5.3: // KB fa <p (reap., KB fa <p) then

KB[t0] t= <p[T0].

This result is important, because it says that we can

not conclude anything (using either notion of entail

ment) that we could not have concluded by viewing

approximate equality as equality.

The converses to Theorem 5.2 and Corollary 5.3 do

not hold in general, nor do we want them to. If KB[n]

is inconsistent, then KB[rj] |= <p[to] for all <p, but we do

not want to conclude KB fa <p for all y>. In the case

of bold entailment, such inconsistencies are the only

problem.

Definition 5.4: We say KB is mm-consistent if KB[n]

is consistent for all n £ Q(KB). I

The knowledge-base in Example 3.3 is not min-

consistent.

Theorem 5.5 : // KB is mm- consistent, then

KB fa <p iff KB[rj\ \= <p[rQ] for some n £ il(KB).3

This result characterizes fa for min-consistent

knowledge bases KB, and provides some justification

for our calling this entailment "bold." It also lets us

prove that, as long as our knowledge base is consistent

with equality, then bold entailment lets us conclude

precisely what we can conclude by viewing approxi

mate equality as equality.

Corollary 5.6: If KB[tq] is consistent, then KB[tq] |=

ip[T0] iff KB fa <p.

We can prove results analogous to Theorem 5.5 and

Corollary 5.6 for cautious entailment. However, we

must place some restrictions on formulas, as the fol

lowing examples show.

The first example shows that we cannot deal with for

mulas that use precise equality.

3 If we were to require that the range of a tolerance func

tion is (0, oo), so that m is not a a legal tolerance function,

this theorem would not hold. Additional assumptions, sim

ilar to the well-behavedness assumptions below, would be

necessary.

Example 5.7: Let KB be c « 0 and y? be c = 0. The

knowledge base is consistent with equality; therefore

Q(KB) = {ro}. From KB[to] we can infer <p[ro] (the

two are, in fact, equivalent). However, it is not the

case, nor do we want it to be, that KB («c ip. We

point out that for the bold logic it is the case that

KB fa <p* |

The second example shows that we cannot deal with

formulas that mention division either. Here the prob

lem is the possibility of division by zero.

Example 5.8: Let KB be c « 0 and <p be -<(l/c V 0).

Clearly KB is consistent with equality. Moreover, it

is easy to see that c = 0 f= ~>(l/c > 0): according to

our semantics 1/0 = i and i > 0 is false. However, it

is also easy to see that KB does not cautiously entail

<p: for all r with r(c « 0) > 0, there is no choice of r'

such that (c « 0)[r] |= (-.(1/c V O))^.5 I

Therefore, in order to obtain the desired results, we

cannot allow precise equality and division in KB or

<p. But, as the following three examples show, further

restrictions are necessary as well.

Example 5.9: Let KB be ((c ss l)A(c+l $ 2))V(c fa

0). Clearly, Sl(KB) = {r0}. From KB[t0] we can infer

c = 0, and thus KB boldly entails c « 0. We might also

hope that KB cautiously entails c w 0, but this is not

the case. Let i\ = r(c « 1) and rj = r(c + 1 « 2). For

any t such that T\ > ti, we can easily see that there

are models (v, r) \=- KB such that v(c) is within t\ of 1.

Thus, KB |^c c « 0. All we can deduce using cautious

entailment is KB fa (c ss 1) V (e M 0). Note that

this is, in fact, a reasonable conclusion if we are being

cautious in assuming relationships between different

tolerances. I

Example 5.10: It is easy to see that c ss 0 \&e 2c as 0;

we simply define the function / in the definition of

cautious entailment so that /(r) = It. Similarly,

c » 0 |we dr x c « 0 for any r. However, if d is

another uninterpreted constant in the language, then

c«0(fecc'xc«0 (although fi(c w 0) = {ro} and

0 = 0^^X0 = 0). The reason is that for every

tolerance function r such that t(c m 0) > 0 and every

constant B > 0, there is some model (v, r) such that

v(d x c) > B. We cannot place an a priori bound

on the tolerance required for d x c » 0 in terms of

t(c * 0). I

Example 5.11: Let KB be (c w 0) V (c « 1) and <p

be

[(c«0)A((dg6 0)V(d*c(c-l)))] V

[(c w 1) A ((d w 0) V (d (ft c(c - 1)))]

4 In fact, it is easy to see that if KB is min-consistent,

and KB fa <p, then KB fa <p[r0].

5 This problem might seem to be an artifact of our par

ticular semantics for division by zero. However, similar

examples can be constructed for other choices.
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Under true equality, the second conjunct in each dis

junct of tp is implied by the first, so that KB[tq] f=

<p[to\. Under approximate equality, on the other hand,

the situation is very different: As we show in the full

paper, KB \tic tp. To see why at an intuitive level, re

call that the first clause in the definition of cautious

entailment requires us to find a function / such that

A"5[r] ^ <p[f(j)], for every r small enough. For any

r small enough, we can easily find v and v' such that

(v,r) |= c » 0 and (v',r) (= c ss 1. We must there

fore have (v, /(r)) |= (d 96 0) V (d w c(c - 1)) and

(t/,/(r)) (= (d * 0) V (d tjb c(c - 1)). However, we

cannot define f(r)(d « 0) and /(r)(d « c(c - 1)) so

that both implications hold. Essentially, the problem

is that the two expressions d as 0 and d «s c(c — 1)

appear both negated and unnegated in tp, inducing in

teractions between the two tolerances. I

These three examples essentially characterize the rea

sons why we do not get an analogue to Theorem 5.5 for

cautious entailment, even for the restricted language.

To make this precise, we need some definitions.

Definition 5.12: The constant c is said to be bounded

by KB if KB implies dr ■< c ■< dT> for some constants

r and r'. I

Notice that the constant d is not bounded by the KB

c ss 0 in Example 5.10.

Definition 5.13: Let <p be a formula in £a. We say

that an expression e £ A appears positively (resp., ap

pears negatively) in <p if there is an instance of e which

is in the scope of an even (resp. odd) number of nega

tions. We say that <p is strictly independent if there

is no expression e that appears both positively and

negatively in <p. I

Note that the formula ip in Example 5.11 is not strictly

independent. Strict independence might seem, at first

glance, to be a harsh restriction. But this is not the

case. Consider, for example, (c ss 0) A (c 56 0). This

formula is not strictly independent, but the almost

identical formula (c as 0) A (c + 0 fjb 0) is. In general,

it is simple to transform any <p to a strictly indepen

dent formula tp', that, apart from interactions between

different tolerances, is equivalent.

Definition 5.14: The pair KB, tp is said to be well-

behaved if

• neither KB nor tp contain any division operations

or precise equality expressions,

• KB is negation free,

• all the constants in tp and KB are bounded by KB,

• tp is strictly independent. |

How reasonable is the assumption of

well-behavedness? Since we are mainly interested in

knowledge bases with approximate information, not

allowing precise equality in this context does not seem

unduly restrictive. Not allowing division is, of course,

a nontrivial restriction, but still seems to cover many

interesting examples. As we have seen, strict indepen

dence is a very mild restriction. Although for general

knowledge bases we want negations, in this case we

are reasoning only about quantitative relations among

measured quantities and numerical constants. It seems

reasonable to expect that the information we have in

such a knowledge base would be positive. Finally, al

though the assumption that all constants that appear

be bounded may seem restrictive, note that the bounds

can be arbitrarily large. In practice, we often do have

some bounds on the size of constants, perhaps not very

precise. For example, if we are talking about heights

of people, we surely have a lower bound of 0 and an

upper bound of 3 meters. It should not hurt to add

such bounds to the knowledge base. We therefore be

lieve that in practice, knowledge bases will often be

well-behaved (or can easily be made so). As we now

show, well-behavedness is sufficient to guarantee that

we avoid the problems in the examples above, as well

as other difficulties.

Assuming well-behavedness, we can now prove that if

an assertion holds at some minimal point, then it also

holds for any sequence tending to that point.

Proposition 5.15: Let KB, tp be well-behaved, and let

rj be a tolerance function such that KB[rj\ is satisfiable.

If KB[rj\ |= tp[r0], then there exists a function f and

some € > 0 such that for allr such that \\t— i;|| < e, we

have KB[t] f= <p[f(r)], and for all sequences Tn such

that lim„_oo Tn = r), we have limn-too /(*■") = ro-

We can now prove the following analogues to Theo

rem 5.5 and Corollary 5.6.

Theorem 5.16: // the pair KB,tp is well-behaved,

then KB |ssc tp iff KB[rj\ \= <p[t0] for all t/ € Sl(KB).

Corollary 5.17: If KB, tp are well-behaved and KB[to]

is consistent, then KB f«c tp iff KB[to] \= <p[ro].

We can also show that the assumptions of Theo

rem 5.16 are stronger than those of Theorem 5.5:

Lemma 5.18: If KB is bounded and negation-free

then KB is min-consistent.

We do not have an elegant characterization of bold

entailment in the case where KB is not min-consistent,

nor for cautious entailment in the case where tp and KB

are not well-behaved. As our various examples show,

we still get reasonable entailments even when these

conditions are not met.
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5.2 Preference semantics

Our characterization theorems emphasize the impor

tance of minimal tolerance functions. Tolerance func

tions consistent with a knowledge base KB are pos

sible combinations of measurement errors that could

have led to the formation of KB. Since we prefer to

believe that the errors made were as small as possible,

we can view the ordering < on tolerance functions as

denning a preference relation on tolerance functions,

in the spirit of [Sho87]. Therefore, for the fragment

of our language for which the characterization theo

rems (Theorems 5.5 and 5.16) hold, approximate en

tailment reduces to reasoning in the preferred mod

els. Using these results, we can now show that for

well-behaved formulas, cautious entailment is closely

related to Shoham's notion of preferential entailment

[Sho87].

Definition 5.19: For two augmented models M =

(«,r) and M' = (v'.r7), M < M' if r < r1 . The

augmented model M is a preferred model of KB ifM (=

KB and there is no other augmented model M' such

that W < M and M' (= KB. KB preferentially entails

<p, written KB |=< ip, if for any preferred model M of

KB, M (= y>[r0].6 I

Theorem 5.20: For well-behaved KB, <p the following

are true:

• An augmented model M = (v, t)) of KB is a pre

ferred model of KB iff t) 6 Sl(KB).

• KB\vc<p iff KB (=< ip.

We can view minimal tolerance functions as frames of

mind, and models v for C as possible worlds. In the

frame of mind corresponding to the minimal tolerance

function 77, the agent believes ip if KB[rj\ |= <p[Tb]. In

the cautious approach, the agent believes only deduc

tions made in all frames of mind. In the bold approach,

the agent believes deductions made in any frame of

mind. Note, however, that the agent can believe <p in

one frame of mind and %i> in another, while not believ

ing tpAtl> in any frame of mind. Therefore, it is possible

that KB (=s4 ip, KB fa rp, while KBfa<ph i/>.

Using the terminology of [KLM90], what this discus

sion has shown is that bold entailment is not closed

under the And rule. We have also shown that nei

ther bold nor cautious entailment is closed under the

Reflexivity rule: it is not necessarily the case that

KB fa KB or that KB fa KB. Our characterization

theorems suggest why this should be so: formulas on

"Shoham's notation for M preferred to M' is M' < M.

We choose to represent preference as M < M' in order to

maintain consistency with the notation for tolerance func

tions. Moreover, this is not quite Shoham's definition of

preferential entailment. The exact analogue of Shoham's

definition would have M \= tp, not M [= <p[to].

the left-hand side of (=sj or (=sc are evaluated with

respect to minimal tolerance functions; formulas on

the right-hand side are evaluated with respect to r0.

Therefore, for KB inconsistent with equality, KB will

not entail itself (nor would we want it to). Several ex

amples have demonstrated that cautious entailment is

nonmonotonic: adding information to the knowledge

base can cause inferences to be lost. Interestingly, bold

entailment is monotonic for a large fragment of the lan

guage. Both fa and ^c are closed under most of

the other rules suggested in [KLM90] (under certain

restrictions such as strict independence). We discuss

this issue in more detail in the full paper.

6 Applications

6.1 Error propagation

So far, we have only looked at very simple examples,

with two or three quantities of interest, and very few

interactions between them. In real-world situations,

there will be many different quantities, each of which

will be relevant in a variety of computations. This can

cause complex interactions, as shown in the following

simple example.

Example 6.1: Consider a robot operating in a blocks

world, whose primitive actions are: grasp (g), ungrasp

(u), and move arm (m). Suppose that the robot has

estimates on how long these tasks take. Such esti

mates are clearly useful in the context of planning.

Let cg « 2, cu ss 1.5, and cm ss 5 be the estimates for

the time taken by these three actions, respectively. As

sume that a particular plan r (raise block) requires one

grasp and one move action, so that the robot estimate

that cr « cg + Cm, whereas plan / (lower block), re

quires one move and one ungrasp, so that c\ w cm +c„.

The robot can deduce that KB \ne cr « 7 A c/ « 6.5.

Now suppose that the robot executes plan r, mea

sures the time it actually takes, and discovers that

it takes 7.5 seconds. The robot would like to use this

measurement as a new approximation for how long

this plan usually takes. It therefore adds cr ss 7.5 to

KB, obtaining KB'. The robot can now conclude that

KB1 f«4 cs « 2.5 A cj « 6.5; this corresponds to the

case that the mistaken estimate was for action g, and

therefore the time for plan / is unaffected. Alterna

tively, the robot can conclude KB1 fci, (cg « 2)A(c„, w

5.5) A (cj » 7), corresponding to the case that the mis

taken estimate was for action m. Yet another alterna

tive is that KB" fa (c, w 2) A (cm « 5) A (cj « 6.5),

corresponding to the case that the cause of the dis

crepancy was overhead in plan r. Any intermediate

assignment of errors is also possible. Note that each of

these alternatives corresponds to a scenario that "ex

plains" the discrepancy between the estimated time

for the plan and the actual time for the plan by as

suming that the estimates were as correct as possible,

and making the minimal change required to account
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for the discrepancy. If the robot is not willing to leap

to any of these conclusions, then it could use cautious

entailment, and obtain ranges for the estimated time

for each action and plan. I

We see that the process of considering the different

causes for the discrepancy, and deducing from those

how the times for different plans could be affected, is

done automatically by approximate entailment. Es

sentially, errors are propagated back to their possible

sources, and then forward to their logical conclusions.

This type of reasoning is useful in many other appli

cations. For example, it arises in complex numerical

computations, where each subroutine can introduce er

rors (such as rounding errors), which then propagate

in many ways, affecting more than one result.

6.2 Measurement theory

The problems of inexact measurement and numerical

inaccuracies have been extensively investigated in the

field of measurement theory. While there are many

points of commonality between our approach and mea

surement theory, there are also some significant dif

ferences. Measurement theory investigates the issue

from an axiomatic standpoint. Their measurement

data typically contains relative observations about the

objects being measured. For example, if we are mea

suring the heights of people, we may observe that John

is taller than Bill. The general theory attempts to find

axioms guaranteeing that numbers that "satisfy" the

observations in an appropriate sense can be assigned

to the objects. Thus, they start from axioms, rather

than models, as we do.

When dealing with inexact measurement, the prob

lems encountered typically involve intransitivities.

Consider the following classic example [LR57]:

Example 6.2: Let c„ denote a standard cup of coffee

that contains n granules of sugar. The agent cannot

differentiate between c„ and c„+i by taste; therefore,

its KB will contain c„ » cn+i for every n. However,

for some m, the agent will be able to tell that cm is

sweeter than ci , so KB will contain ci -< cm • I

Intuitively, from the point of view of measurement

theory, this problem arises because each measurable

quantity c, has a "true value," and an interval around

it that the agent cannot differentiate from the true

value. It is shown [SKLT89] that if the -< relation sat

isfies certain axioms, then we can find an assignment

v and a threshold function 6 such that taking c,- ss c;

iff v(c,) € [v(cj) — 6(cj),v(cj) + 6(cj)] is consistent

with all the observations. Such a pair (v, 6) is called a

threshold representation.

This shows another key difference between our ap

proach and measurement theory. Measurement theory

associates the "tolerance" 6 with a quantity such as Cj,

whereas we associate a tolerance with a measurement

such as Ci w Cj, viewing each measurement as hav

ing its own (independent) uncertainty. However, we

can capture the measurement theory notion of toler

ance in our approach if we put additional constraints

on our tolerance function r. In particular, we could

require for each variable c,-, the tolerances of all com

parisons involving c, are the same; i.e., for all j and k,

we could require that r(ck « c,) = t(cj « c,). Thus, a

threshold representation corresponds to an augmented

model with some additional constraints on the toler

ance function, so axioms that guarantee the existence

of a threshold representation also guarantee the exis

tence of such an augmented model.

6.3 Probabilistic entailment

Another important type of numerical information is

probabilistic knowledge. An agent may frequently use

probabilities to deal with its uncertainty about the

truth of various sentences. For example, in [Nil86],

Nilsson suggests a framework for probabilistic logic,

which, for the case of prepositional logic, is essentially

as follows.

Consider a finite propositional language over the

propositions pi , . . . , p* • There are K = 2* truth as

signments, or worlds, for this language; let us denote

them by wi, . . . , wk- Given a probability distribution

■k over the K worlds, we define the probability of a

propositional sentence a to be

*(<*) = £ *(w«) (1)

UI.^O

The agent's knowledge base consists of a set of con

straints on the probabilities of different sentences; for

example, Jr((pi V pa) A ->P6) < 0.4. Using probabilis

tic entailment, the agent deduces constraints on the

probability of a sentence a from the probabilistic con

straints in the knowledge base.

In our framework, we define the constant c,- to be the

probability ir(wi). Any constraint on the probability

of sentences can be replaced by a constraint referring

only to the constants c,, using Equation (1). Thus, the

problem of probabilistic entailment can be expressed

in C. But what happens if the numbers appearing in

the probabilistic constraints are not known to be pre

cise? As Nilsson points out, "just as it is possible to

assign inconsistent true-false truth values to sentences,

it is also possible to assign them inconsistent probabil

ities." He suggests the heuristic, based on a geomet

ric interpretation, of moving to a "nearby" consistent

probability distribution. This is, in fact, the effect of

using approximate equality (instead of true equality)

to represent the constraints, and using our framework

for approximate entailment.

The same framework for assigning probabilities to

propositional sentences is also used in Pearl's e
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semantics [Pea88]. The goal of e-semantics is to pro

vide probabilistic semantics for default reasoning—

defaults of the type "birds fly" are interpreted as

meaning "almost all birds fly," and are given se

mantics using the conditional probability of the "fly"

given "bird" (where "fly" and "bird" are propositions

in the language). However, the statement ir{fly A

bird)/*(bird) = 1 does not accurately represent the

meaning of the sentence "almost all birds fly," since it

is inconsistent with the existence of non-flying birds.

Pearl's solution to the problem is essentially equivalent

to representing that sentence as ir(flyAbird)/ic(bird) «

1 (using the transformation of n into constants c,- as

described above).7 Using this representation, Pearl

defines a notion of c- entailment, written f=t. As we

now show, our notion of cautious entailment agrees

with e-entailment, except when the knowledge base is

declared inconsistent by the e-semantics approach. In

this case, cautious entailment can tolerate the incon

sistency and still provide reasonable answers.

Theorem 6.3: Let A be a set of defaults and a a sen

tence in the language of e-semantics. Let KB and ip

be their respective analogues in Ca, using the transfor

mation described above. Then ifil(KB) = {r0}, then

A (=e a iff KB K <p.

Note that this equivalence holds only if the knowledge

base is consistent arbitrarily close to tq. If this is not

the case, then e-semantics would declare the knowl

edge base to be inconsistent, allowing arbitrary de

ductions. Consider, for example, the following variant

(from [Pea88]) of the famous lottery paradox [Kyb61].

Example 6.4: A large number of people buy tickets

for a lottery that will have a single winner. Let c<

represent the probability that person i will win. The

probability that any one person will win is very low.

Therefore, we might choose to represent our knowledge

in e-semantics using the statement c,- fa 0. However,

we know that one person will certainly win, leading

to the conclusion c\ + ca + . . ■ + Cft = 1, where N

is the number of people participating in the lottery.

The resulting knowledge base is inconsistent in the e-

semantics framework. However, using our approach,

this inconsistency is avoided, and the knowledge base

can be used for making inferences. I

Both Nilsson and Pearl have suggested specific non

monotonic variants of their basic logics. Our formal

ism easily extends to encompass these proposals. Both

proposals use the same basic idea: instead of looking

at all probability distributions over worlds consistent

7We cannot represent this formula as it (fly A bird) «

x(bird). Assume, for example, that we also knew that most

things axe not birds, that is, x(bird) ss 0. Then, for any

r such that r(T(6ircQ w 0) < r(r(fly A bird) » *(bird)),

the assertion x(flyAbird) w x(bird) would be trivially true.

This is not the case for the original assertion above.

with the constraints, one should look at one partic

ular "special" one—the probability distribution satis

fying the constraints that has maximum entropy (see

[GMP90] for more details). This leads to nonmono

tonic notions of inferences: we leap to the conclu

sions sanctioned by the distribution of maximum en

tropy consistent with our information, although they

may not be sanctioned by other distributions consis

tent with our information. We can easily extend our

framework to deal with nonmonotonic inferences, and

thus capture these nonmonotonic approaches. As be

fore, let KB,ip € £* represent the knowledge base

and desired conclusion in our framework. Recall that

the first condition in the definition of cautious entail

ment states that, for every r, KB[r] f= <p[f(r)]. Until

now, we used \= to denote the standard notion of en

tailment. Instead, we can replace (= by ^me, where

\=mb allows any inferences which hold in the model

v of KB[t] having maximum entropy (where we now

view v as a probability assignment, so that talking

about its entropy makes sense), leaving the remainder

of the definition unchanged. The key point here is that

the choice of inference rule is completely orthogonal to

our treatment of approximate equality. Our approach

can be applied to any notion of inference rule, to con

vert a logic for reasoning about equality to one for

reasoning about approximate equality.

A final example of the generality of this framework

uses yet another language and inference mechanism.

In [GHK92], we present a technique which deduces de

grees of belief from a first-order knowledge base aug

mented with statistical information about the domain.

That is, given such a knowledge base KB and a for

mula <p, we define the notion of the degree of belief

in <p given KB, denoted Pioo(<p\KB) (see [GHK92] for

details). The statistical information has the form "the

proportion of flyers among birds is 90%;" this type

of information is usually based on some sort of sta

tistical sampling, and is therefore only approximate.

Moreover, as pointed out in [GHK92], if we were to

interpret the statistical statement above as being pre

cisely true, we would deduce that the number of birds

is a multiple of 10, an inference which is surely unde

sirable. Therefore, approximate equality rather than

precise equality is used in [GHK92]. However, there is

no analogue to (cautious or bold) entailment. Rather,

the approach of [GHK92] can be viewed as using an

analogue to validity (for an appropriate nonstandard

notion of (=). Since, as we have seen, very few inter

esting deductions regarding approximate inference can

be made using validity, not much can be deduced if we

have approximate equality in both <p and KB. As an

example of this phenomenon, suppose KB is "10% of

birds are yellow, 20% of birds are green, and no birds

are both yellow and green," and <p is "30% of birds

are yellow or green." Using the approach of [GHK92],

we cannot deduce Pr0O(y>|A'B) = 1. Moreover, this

approach could not deal with inconsistent numerical
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information in KB. By using the approach outlined in

this paper, one could define both a bold and a cau

tious version of PrTO , and deal with these issues in a

satisfactory way.

7 Conclusions

We have presented a logic for approximate reasoning,

and denned two notions of approximate entailment

used to make default deductions from an imprecise

knowledge base. One might ask why we should bother

designing a new logic, rather than using say, a variant

of relevance logic [AB75], fuzzy logic [Zad75], or any

one of a number of nonmonotonic logics. Each of these

logics has some properties that we view as desirable in

our setting. The use of relevance logic would block

the deduction of arbitrary formulas from an inconsis

tent knowledge base. Fuzzy logic would allow us to

express the notion of approximate equality (although

in a way that is very different from that captured by

our semantics). Nonmonotonic logics allow the type of

nonmonotonic behavior we want in the height knowl

edge base mentioned above. However, since these log

ics were not designed specifically to handle approxi

mate measurement, none of them can capture all the

situations in which we are interested. Threshold rep

resentations and semantics based on intervals can be

used to directly express approximate quantities. In

fact, Parikh's [Par83] theory of vague reals is a logical

framework for doing this. However, as we explained in

Section 6.2, approximate quantities differ from approx

imate measurements. Moreover, Parikh's framework

requires observations to be given in terms of ranges

rather than exact numbers; this is not always feasible.

Our logic has many interesting and intuitive proper

ties. We concentrated on demonstrating these proper

ties for a particular language (the language of arith

metic), and for the classical notion of entailment.

However, we also showed variants of our logic for prob

abilistic and even nonmonotonic logics. We view this

logic as providing a general and coherent framework

for dealing with approximate information and the nu

merical inconsistencies that usually accompany it.
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Abstract

We describe an interval logic for reasoning

about space. The logic simplifies an earlier

theory developed by Randell and Cohn, and

that of Clarke upon which the former was

based. The theory supports a simpler on

tology, has fewer defined functions and rela

tions, yet does not suffer in terms of its useful

expressiveness. An axiomatisation of the new

theory and a comparison with the two origi

nal theories is given.

1 Introduction

The use of interval logics for the representation of

time are well known in AI research - see for exam

ple Allen (1984) and Allen and Hayes (1985) although

their development and history extends back much fur

ther in philosophical literature, see for example Ham-

blin (1967, 1971). However, despite the intuitive con

nection that can be drawn between space and time in

terms of such logics, until fairly recently, little work in

AI has centred on the development and use of interval

logics for space.

We describe an interval logic that can be used to reason

about space. The similarity of the title with Clarke's

(1981) paper 'A calculus of individuals based on 'con

nection' ', is not accidental. In Randell and Cohn

(1989, 1992) and in Randell (1991) we used Clarke's

theory as a foundation to build a theory that sup

ported some basic intuitions about the nature of space,

time and processes. Although this theory is formally

sound, in use, we found some features of both Clarke's

theory and our own proved problematic. This led to a

re-evaluation of the original theory which is presented

below.

The structure of the rest of this paper is as follows.

In sections 2 and 3, we give a brief overview of the

original theory, and point out the various problems we

encountered that led to the development of the revised

theory. In section 4 we give the axiomatised theory,

drawing out the contrasts with the original theory. In

section 5 we discuss the implications of introducing

atomic regions into the theory, and in section 6 we

discuss related and further work.

2 Overview of the original spatial

theory

The original theory (see Randell and Cohn 1989, 1992

and Randell 1991) is based upon Clarke's (1981, 1985)

calculus of individuals based on "connection" and is

expressed in the many sorted logic LLAMA - see Cohn

(1987).

The ontological primitives of the theory include phys

ical objects, regions and other sets of entities. These

and other specialisations of these primitive sets of en

tities are all treated as sorts in the theory and are

subsequently embedded in a complete Boolean lattice,

forming a sort hierarchy. However, given the scope of

this paper, we shall limit the overview of the original

theory to that which applies to space, while reminding

the reader that what follows is but a small part of a

much larger theory.

The basic part of the theory assumes a primitive

dyadic relation: C(x, y) read as 'x connects with y'

which is defined on regions; this is axiomatised to

be reflexive and symmetric. In terms of points inci

dent in regions, C(x,y) holds when regions x and y

share a common point. Using the relation C(x,y), a

basic set of dyadic relations are defined. These rela

tions describe differing degrees of connection between

regions from being disconnected, to being externally

connected, allowing partial overlap, one region being

a tangential part of the other, or a nontangential part,

and so on. All degrees of connection from being ex

ternally connected to sharing mutual parts and thus

being identical are formally defined.

The theory also supports a set of functions that de

fine the Boolean composition of regions, and a set of

topological functions that allow for the explicit repre
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sentation of the interior, the closure and the exterior

of particular regions. We also extend the basic the

ory outlined by Clarke by including a further set of

dyadic relations that are used to describe regions be

ing either inside, partially inside, or outside another.

Several variants are denned.

The spatial part of the theory represents but a part of a

much larger theory, which is now briefly covered. The

theory enables the user to describe states, events and

processes. For this a set of ternary relations are intro

duced that enable one to relate pairs of bodies using

the dyadic relations mentioned above over time. These

are subsequently used to create a set of envisioning ax

ioms in the general theory, which impose constraints

upon the manner in which bodies can vary in their

degree of connection over time. These form the basis

of processes described in the theory, where processes

are described in terms of stipulated sequences of direct

topological transitions allowed between sets of objects.

These processes can either be reasoned about using a

direct theorem proving implementation of the theory,

or by using a simulation program - see Cui, Cohn and

Randell (1992) for further details.

3 Problems

There are several problems that have arisen during

our course of research using the original theory. These

can be conveniently classified under three distinct, but

related headings: conceptual, pragmatic and compu

tational. We shall discuss these in turn.

A common question asked of us concerning the original

theory was why we needed to introduce the topological

distinctions between the types of regions assumed by

the general theory. From the naive point of view, it

seemed odd to have open, semi-open and closed regions

as a model for regions. This point simply reflects a gen

eral concern made by writers in both philosophy and

science, that a remoteness exists between the facts of

actual observation and the descriptive language used.

In Philosophy, this has resulted in a strong interest

in developing languages with a clear primitive obser

vational or phenomenal content; languages that can

be directly related to the world around us (Hamblin

1971). For example, in terms of content, it seems odd

that two regions can be distinct, but that each occu

pies the same amount of space, as in the case where we

take an open region, and its closure.1 Moreover, given

the explicit use of different types of topological regions

for describing space, we have the odd result that if a

body maps to a closed region of space (which is a natu

ral association), its complement is open, and that if we

consider a body which is broken into two parts, then

we have a problem how to split the regions so formed,

since any closed interval that is split into two must

have a semi-open part, and which is which?2 From the

standpoint of our naive understanding of the world,

this topological structure is arguably too rich for our

purposes, and in any case appearing in this formal the

ory, it poses some deep conceptual problems.

Given the choice between two possible theories used

for formally representing space, the ease by which a

person can understand and use the theory must be

taken into account. The basic part of the original the

ory, concerning regions required the user to be famil

iar with general topology, both in order to understand

the theory, and for any person wishing to extend the

theory. We thought this restriction could be eased,

but this required a change in the ontology of regions

assumed by the original theory, and changes in the

extant axiomatisation.

Clarke's (1981, 1985) calculus of individuals is sim

ply presented as an unsorted first order theory, and

as such, questions of implementation are understand

ably not addressed. However, in our case, we had to

keep implementational and efficiency questions to the

fore. We decided to use a sorted logic, since their effec

tiveness in reducing the search space for many prob

lems in automated reasoning is well known. Also we

wanted to keep our syntax as clear as possible, by ab

sorbing all the monadic predicates in the theory and

pushing these into the sortal part of the logic. We

originally decided to implement our original theory

using Cohn's (1987) sorted logic LLAMA, but this re

quired much groundwork first, since the logic requires

the user to first specify the positions of the sorts in

the sort hierarchy3. This required us to first prove

in the sorted theory, for any two potential sorts (be

ing the monadic predicates of the unsorted theory),

whether they were disjoint or whether one subsumed

the other. This proved to be a particularly difficult and

tedious task, which was made especially difficult given

the spartan nature of the primitives used in the theory,

which meant even basic theorems could prove difficult

to tease out. Part of the problem simply lay in the

number of potential subsorts, of the sort REGION, we

had defined, and again this in part stemmed from the

topological basis of the theory stemming from Clarke's

theory4 .

1 A very clear example of this was suggested by Antony

Gallon, who pointed out that the northern hemisphere,

with or without the equator includes the same amount of

regional space - the former being a closed region, the latter

an open one

2It is interesting to note too that the same difficulties

for space also arise in the temporal model, for example,

deciding whether the order of intervals should be either (

], or [ ). See Galton (1990) for further discussion.

3However, more recently, LLAMA has been relaxed

and only partial sort information need be specified - see

Cohn(1992).

4 By having three kinds of regions (open, closed, semi-

open), the number of sorts was immediately increased

threefold.
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Taking all these factors into account we eventually de

cided to investigate how the theory could be simplified;

this is presented below.

4 The new theory

The new theory, like the original theory, is based

upon Clarke's calculus of individuals based on "con

nection" and again is expressed in the many sorted

logic LLAMA. Reasons of space mean that we can

not give full details of the sorted logic assumed below.

However, for the purposes of reading this paper, all

the reader should bear in mind is that LLAMA allows

arbitrary ad hoc polymorphism, and that the variables

are not explicitly typed, but that their associated sorts

are derived implicitly from their argument positions in

specified formulae. We will occasionally highlight cer

tain sortal restrictions; in this case sorts in the theory

will be indicated by strings of upper case letters, e.g.

REGION, SPATIAL and NULL.

The ontological primitives of the (extended) new the

ory include physical objects, regions and other sets

of entities. These and other specialisations of these

primitive sets of entities are all treated as sorts in the

theory and are subsequently embedded in a complete

Boolean lattice, forming a sort hierarchy. However,

here, by restricting ourselves to a theory describing

space, we shall only concern ourselves with those sorts

that specialise the sort SPATIAL.

Regions in the theory support either a spatial or tem

poral interpretation. Informally, these regions may be

thought to be potentially infinite in number, and any

degree of connection between them is allowed in the

intended model, from external contact to identity in

terms of mutually shared parts.

The basic part of the formalism assumes one primitive

dyadic relation: C(x,y) read as 'x connects with y'.

For the basic part of the theory, the individuals can

be interpreted as either spatial or temporal regions,

but as we are describing a theory for space, a spatial

interpretation is assumed in the pictorial model we

give in Figure 1. The relation C(x,y) is reflexive and

symmetric. We can give a topological model to inter

pret the theory, namely that C(x,y) holds when the

topological closures of regions i and y share a common

point.5 Two axioms are introduced.

VxC(x.x)

V*y[C(*,y)-C(y,*)]

Using C(x,y), a basic set of dyadic relations are de

fined: 'DC(x,y)' ('x is disconnected from y'), 'P(x,y)'

5 In Clarke's theory and in our original theory, when two

regions x and y connect, they are said to share a point in

common; thus the interpretation of the connects relation

in the new theory is weaker.

('x is a part of y'), 'PP(x.y) ('x is a proper part of

y'), 'x = y' ('x is identical with y'), lO(x,y)' ('x over

laps y'), lDR(x,y)' ('x is discrete from y') 'PO(x.y)'

('x partially overlaps y'), 'EC(x,y)' ('x is externally

connected with y)\ 'TPP(x,y)' ('x is a tangential

proper part of y') and 'NTPP(x,y)' ('x is a nontan-

gential proper part of y'). The relations: P,PP,TPP

and NTPP being non-symmetrical support inverses.

For the inverses we use the notation $-1, where $

€ {P,PP,TPP and NTPP}. Of the defined relations,

DC,EC,PO,=,TPP,NTPP and the inverses for TPP

and NTPP are provably mutually exhaustive and pair-

wise disjoint. The complete set of relations described

above can be embedded in a relational lattice. This

is given in Figure 1. The symbol T is interpreted as

tautology and the symbol J_ as contradiction. The

ordering of these relations is one of subsumption with

the weakest (most general) relations connected directly

to top and the strongest (most specific) to bottom.

For example, TPP implies PP, and PP implies ei

ther TPP or NTPP. A greatest lower bound of bot

tom indicates that the relations are mutually disjoint,

for example with TPP and NTPP, and P and DR.

This lattice corresponds to a set of theorems (eg.

Vxy[PP(x, y) — [TPP(x, y) V NTPP(x, y)]]) which we

have verified.

DC(x,y)=<,e/-C(x,y)

P(x,y)=de/Vz[C(z,x)-C(*,y)]

PP(x, y)=deJ P(x,y)A-1P(y,x)

x = y=de/ P(x,y)AP(y,x)

0(x,y)=de/ 3z[P(z,x)AP{z,y)]

PO(x, y) =dt} 0(x, y) A -P(x, y) A -P(y, x)

DR(x,y) =def ->0(x,y)

TPP(x, y) =def PP(x, y) A 3z[EC(z, x) A EC(r , y)]

EC(x, y) =def C(x, y) A -0(x, y)

NTPP(x, y) =deJ PP(x, y) A ^3z[EC(z, x) A EC(z, y)]

P-I(x,y)=de/P(y,x)

PP"1(x,y)=de/PP(y,x)

TPP-1(x,y)=de/TPP(y,x)

NTPP-1(x,y)=(ie/NTPP(y,x)

In the original theory, several other defined rela

tions (missing here) were defined. These were the

set of relations: "TP(x,y)' ('x is a tangential part

of y'), lNTP(x,y)' ('x is a nontangential part of

y'),'TPI(x, y)' ('x is the identity tangential part of y'),

and, 'NTPI(x, y)' ('x is the identity nontangential part

of y'). We also omit in the new theory the set of topo

logical functions introduced by Clarke, and adopted

by us in the original theory. In this revised theory,

we make no formal distinction in our model between

open, semi-open and closed regions used to interpret

this part of the formalism (as was done in the original

theory), so for example now the identity relation does

not split into two specialisations here, as it did in the

original theory to account for the differences between

types of regions. A similar rationale applies for the ex

plicit, introduction of the tangential part and nontan-
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PO(a,b) TPP(a,b)

(30

EC(a,b)

0®

DC(a,b)

0®

Figure 1: A lattice defining the subsumption hierarchy of the dyadic relations denned solely in terms of the

primitive relation C(x,y).

gential part relations mentioned above - see Randell

(1991), Randell and Cohn (1989), Randell and Cohn

(1992) for further details.

Excepting the definition for the complement of a re

gion, the Boolean part of the new theory follows the

original theory, and Clarke's. The Boolean functions6

are: 'sum(x,y)' which is read as 'the sum of x and

y', 'Us' as 'the universal (spatial) region', 'compl(x)'

as 'the complement of x\ 'prod(x,y)' as 'the product

(i.e. the intersection of x and y' and 'diff(x,j/)' as

'the difference of a; and y'. The functions: 'compl(x)',

lprod(x,y)' and 'diff(x,y)' are partial but are made

total in the sorted logic by simply specifying sorts re

strictions and by introducing a new sort called NULL.

The sorts NULL and REGION are disjoint.

6o(x) =def iy[$[ct(y)] means Vz[$(or(x)]]; thus, e.g.,

the definition for prod(z,y) is translated out (in the ob

ject language) as: Vxyz[C(z,piod(x,y)) >-* 3w[P(w,x) A

PKj)aC(z,«i|

sum(x, y) =de/ iy[Vz[C(z, y) ~ [C(z, x) V C(z, y)}]}

compl(x) =de/ ty[Vz[[C(z,y) ~ -iNTPP(z,z)]A

[0(2(y)~-P(z,*)]]]

Us=de/iy[Vz[C(z,y)]]

prod(x,y) =de/ tz[Vu[C(u,z) <-♦

3t>[P(t,,x)AP(t;,y)AC(u,t;)]]]

diff(x,y) =deJ tw[Vz[C(z, w) ~

C(z, prod(x, compl(y)))]]

Vxy[NULL(prod(x,y)) - DR(x,y)]

In Clarke (1981, 1985) (and also in our original theory)

the complement definition is defined so that a region y

connects with the complement of region x if and only

if y is not a part of x. This has the formal consequence

that no region is connected with its own complement.7

However, this result is not formally derivable in the

new theory, and moreover must not be so given the new

interpretation. This arises from the new interpretation

for the connects relation, since every region (which is

7 Here we are assuming certain restrictions oni. In the

unsorted theory assumed by Clarke, this amounts to x not

being identical to the universal region - our constant Us.
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not identical to the universal region) will be connected

with its own complement. In fact this difference is re

flected in the theorem: VxEC(x,compl(x)) which con

tradicts the related theorem described above.

An additional axiom is then added to the new theory

which stipulates that every region has a nontangential

proper part:

Vx3y[NTPP(y,x)] (i)

This axiom mirrors a formal property of Clarices' the

ory, where he stipulates that every region has a non-

tangential part, and thus an interior (remembering

that in Clarke's theory a topological interpretation is

assumed).

4.1 One piece regions

Clarke's theory supports a model where regions may

topologically connected (i.e. in one piece) or discon

nected (in more than one piece). A definition for a

connected region is given - which states that a region

is disconnected iff it cannot be split into two disjoint

parts. The same type of model supporting either in

dividual connected or disconnected regions appears in

the new theory, only here the definition for an indi

vidual connected region does not need to incorporate

the distinction between topological types of regions,

i.e. being open, semi-open or closed. The definition

simply states that an individual region is connected if

it cannot be split into parts whose union is that re

gion, and where these parts are not connected to each

other8, i.e.

CON(x) =def Vyz[sum(y, z) = x -+ C(y, z)]

4.2 Proper and Improper regions

A proper region is defined to be a region that has a

nontangential proper part, and an improper region, a

region that is not a proper region. In the basic theory,

where we allow space to be continuously decomposed

into a set of nontangential proper parts, every region

becomes a proper region, and no region an improper

region. However, in section 5 we discuss the possibility

of adding atoms into the formal theory, and by positing

atoms, improper regions can be defined. Examples of

improper regions would be single atoms, and various

clusters of atoms forming strings, rings, and sheets in

3-space. As the possibility of defining these objects

requires atoms to be posited, and that the question

of whether or not atoms can be included is a complex

one, we refer the reader to section 5 where this matter

is discussed in more detail.

"The original definition in Randell and Cohn (1989) had

to be modified since it referred to the closure of a region.

4.3 Inclusion vs Containment

As with the original theory (but missing in Clarke) a

primitive function 'conv(x)' ('the convex-hull of x') is

defined and axiomatised. We assume here that conv is

only well sorted when defined on one piece regions.

VxP(x,conv(x))

VxP(conv(conv(x)), conv(x))

VxVyVz[[P(x,conv(y) A P(y, conv(z))] — P(x,conv(z))]

VxVy[[P(x, conv(y)) A P(y, conv(x))] — 0(x, y)]

VxVy[[DR(x,conv(y)) A DR(y, conv(x))] ~

DR(conv(x), conv(y))]

We use this function to define a set of relations

which describe regions being inside, partially in

side and outside, e.g. 'INSIDE(x,y)' (x is inside

y'), 'P-INSIDE(x,y)' ('x is partially inside y') and

'OUTSIDE(x, y)' ('x is outside y'). This particular set

of relations extends below DR(x, y) in the basic theory.

The developed theory actually supports many speciali

sations of these particular relations, with, for example,

one region being wholly outside, or just outside, or just

inside, or wholly inside another - see Randell and Cohn

(1989, 1992) and Randell (1991). However, here we re

strict the set of defined relations to the specialisations

given above, their inverses, and the set of relations

that result from non-empty intersections. The set of

base relations for this particular set are finally gen

erated by defining a further set of specialisations of

these relations using the EC and DC relations. In the

interest of space, only a subset of the constructible de

fined relations are given below. However the interested

reader should have no difficulties actually generating

the formal definitions from the schema given below.

Here are the formal definitions for the named relations

introduced above, together with their inverses:

INSIDE(x, y) =def DR(x, y) A P(x, conv(y))

P-INSIDE(x.y) =dtJ DR(x,y) A PO(x,conv(y))

OUTSIDER, y) =de} DR(x,conv(y))

INSIDE-^x.y) =deJ INSIDE(y,x)

P-INSIDE-^x.y) =deJ P-INSIDE(y,x)

OUTSIDE"1^, y) =dtJ OUTSIDER, x)

A new set of base relations (using the relations defined

immediately above) are constructed according to the

following schema:

a_/?(x, y) =dtj a(x, y) A 0{x, y)

where: a e {INSIDE, P-INSIDE, OUTSIDE}, and

0 € {INSIDE" J , P-INSIDE" l , OUTSIDE" » } , except

ing where o = INSIDE and 0 =INSIDE"1 Each of

these 'composite' relations then split into two variants,

the case where x and y EC, and the case where they

DC. This finally gives rise to the new set of base re

lations in the extended theory, which now number 22
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instead of 8 in the revised basic theory (cf. 23 and 9

in the original theory).

Two functions capturing the concept of the inside and

the outside of a particular region are also definable

(where 'inside(x)' is read as 'the inside of x', and

'outside(x)' as 'the outside of x' respectively:

inside(x) =def ty[Vz[C(z, y) <- 3u>[INSIDE(uj, x)A

C(z, «,)]]]

outside(x) =dej iyftz[C(z,y) «- 3u>[OUTSIDE(u;,x)A

C(z,u>)]]

4.4 Geometrically Inside vs Topologically

Inside

In the previous section the DR relation is specialised to

cover relations describing objects being either inside,

partially inside or outside other objects. However this

ignores some useful distinctions that can be drawn be

tween different cases of bodies being inside another.

In this case we separate out the case where one body

is topologically inside another, and where one body is

inside another but not topologically inside - this we

call being geometrically inside. The important point

of one body being topologically inside another is that

one has to 'cut' through the surrounding body in order

to reach and make contact with the contained body.

In the geometrical variant this is not the case.

 

Figure 2: The distinction between being topologically

and geometrically inside. The dotted lines appearing

here and in Figure 3 indicate the extent of the convex

hull of the surrounding bodies.

TOP-INSIDE(x,y) =deJ INSIDE(x,y)A

Vz[[CON(z) A C(z, x) A C(z, outside(y)] -* 0(z, y)]

GEO-INSIDE(x, y) =deJ INSIDE(x,y)A

-■TOP-INSIDE(x,y)

It is also possible to specialise the relation of being ge

ometrically inside - in this case setting up definitions

to distinguish between the following pictorial represen

tations - Figure 4:

In order to make this formal distinction we first set

up a stronger case of a connected or one-piece region

to that assumed above. The important part of the fol

lowing definition is the P(conv(sum(u, w)), x) literal in

the consequent of the definiens. This condition ensures

that the connection between any two parts of a region

whose sum equals that region, is not point or edge

 

Figure 3: Two variants of being geometrically inside.

In the right hand figure the two 'arms' meet at a point.

connected. That is to say it ensures a 'channel' re

gion exists connecting any two connected parts. This

notion of being connected mirrors and simplifies our

previous definition of a quasi-manifold - in this case

we use the concept of a convex body rather than use

topological and Boolean concepts in the earlier defini

tion - see Randell and Cohn (1989).

CON'(x) =def CON(x)A

Vyz[ sum(y, z) = x — C(y, z)] -*

3vw[P{v, y) A P(u>, z) A P(conv(sum(u, u»)), x)]]

Now we give the formal distinction between the two

cases of being geometrical inside. In the first case a

'channel' region exists connecting the outside of the

surrounding body with the contained body, in the sec

ond case the surrounding body has closed forming (in

this case) a point connection. In both cases we can see

how in contrast with the notion of being topologically

inside, it is possible to construct a line segment that

connects with both the surrounding body and the con

tained body without cutting through the surrounding

body. Definitions distinguishing between the two cases

are as follows, where the open and closed variants re

spectively refer to the first and second cases described

above.

GEO-INSIDE-OPEN(x,y) =def GEO-INSIDE(x,y)A

CON'(sum(inside(y), outside(y)))

GEO-INSIDE-CLOSED(x,y) =def

GEO-INSIDE(x,y)A

CON(sum(inside(y), outside(y)))A

-<CON'(sum(inside(y),outside(y)))

4.5 Theorems in the new theory

As mentioned above, some important differences exist

between both Clarke's and the original theory, and the

new theory. For brevity we shall subsume our origi

nal theory under Clarke's, when making the contrast.

Where a difference arises between some theorem of

Clarke's and our own original theory, we shall make

this explicit. First we demonstrate how the topolog

ical distinction drawn between open, semi-open and

closed regions sanctioned in Clarke's theory cannot be

made in the new theory. For Clarke, two regions x

and y are identical iff any region connecting with X

connects with y and vice-versa, i.e. Vxy[x = y —
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Vz[C(z,x) <-► C(z,y)]]; however in the new theory, an

additional theorem concerning identity becomes prov

able which is not a theorem in Clarke's theory. This

is: Vxy[x = y *-* Vz[0(z,x) «-► 0(z,y)]]. The topolog

ical model used in Clarke's theory, together with the

absence of boundary elements as regions, explains why

this formula is not derivable. For example, given the

closure of region x and its interior, then any region

overlapping the closure of x, overlaps the interior of

x, and vice-versa, (remembering that overlapping re

gions entail that they share a common interior point)

but from this we cannot allow the interior of x to be

identical with its closure, which would follow if the re

lated formula were to be a theorem in Clarke's theory.

The next important difference between Clarke's and

the new theory is the formula: Vxy[PP(x, y) —*

3z[P(z,y) A -iO(z,x)]] which is provable in the new

theory, but not in Clarke's. Given Clarke's theory sup

ports open, semi-open and closed regions as a model,

it becomes clear why this formula is not provable in

Clarke's theory, since while the interior of a region is

a proper part of its closure, (and boundaries are not

regions) there is no other part of the closure which

does not overlap the interior. If one adds the con

dition that the regions in question are closed, then,

the formula is true of Clarke's theory, but this condi

tion is waivered in the new theory. Another related

formula is: Vxy[PO(x,y) — [3z[P(z,y) A --0(z,x)] A

3w[P(w, x)A-yO(w, j/)]]], which is a theorem in the new

theory but not in Clarke's. A counter example arises

in Clarke's theory where we have two semi-open spher

ical regions, x and y (with identical radii), such that

the northern hemisphere of x is open and the south

ern hemisphere is closed, and the northern hemisphere

of y is closed and the southern hemisphere open. If x

and y are superimposed so that their centres and equa

tors coincide, then x and y will partially overlap, but

no part of x is discrete from y, and vice-versa. Both

these theorems in the new theory show that a positive

Boolean difference exists between y and x when x is a

proper part of y. Again in Clarke's theory this result

only follows when both x and y are closed regions.

In the new theory, Vx EC(x, compl(x)) holds; this con

trasts with the theorem: VxDC(x,compl(x)) in both

the original and in Clarkes' theories. Also here it is

worth pointing out that in the original theory (which

included Clarke's set of topological operators) we in

cluded the axiom: VxEC(cl(x),cl(compl(x))) which

ensured that the closure of x externally connected with

the closure of the complement of x, where x was re

stricted so that it was not the universal region.9

Other interesting theorems are: Vxyz[[C(z,y) A

9It turns out that if we assume the universal region is

topologically connected (which is a definable concept in

Clarkes' theory) and that x is not the universal region, we

can prove this as a theorem. We are indebted to Laure

Vieu who demonstrated the proof to us.

-nC(z.x)] — 3w[P(w, y) A ->0(w,x) A C(z,w)]},

and Vxy[[PP(x,y) A Connected(y)] — 3z[P(z,y) A

EC(z,x)]]. Note for the latter formula to be a theo

rem, an additional restriction on variable y is required,

namely that y is a place-holder for a one-piece region.

Readers familiar with either Clarke's theory, or our

own original theory may be wondering what happens

to the relations TP and NTP which are excluded here.

In the new theory, we find that if we defined these

relations and added them to the extant set, the two

relations would give rise (on the assumption that x is

not identical with the universal spatial region) to the

theorems: VxTP(x, x) and Vx->NTP(x, x) respectively.

The latter indicates that no positive instance of the

relation NTP which is not a case of NTPP can arise

in any model of the new theory. Thus we omit NTP

and TP for reasons of symmetry and neither relation

appears in the relational lattice depicted in Figure 1.

4.6 Transitivity Tables for the new theory

A transitivity table is defined as follows. Given a par

ticular theory E supporting a set of mutually exhaus

tive and pairwise disjoint dyadic relations, three indi

viduals, a, 6 and c and a pair of dyadic relations R\

and #2 selected from E such that Ri(a, b) and R->(b, c),

the transitive closure #3(0, c) represents a disjun ction

of all the possible dyadic relations holding between a

and c in E. Each /^(a, c) result can b e represented

as one entry of a matrix for each R\(a, b) and Ri(b, c)

ordered pair. If there are n dyadic relations supported

by E, then there will benxn entries in the matrix. T

his matrix is called a transitivity table. A well known

example of a transitivity table appears in an imple

mentation of Allen's temporal logic (Allen 1983); we

also give a transitivity table for our original theory in

(Randell, Colin and Cui 1992) and in (Randell and

Cohn 1992).

The new transitivity table is essentially the same as

the original one excepting that the new matrix for the

basic set of base relations has only one relation cover

ing the identity relation, and not two as before. The

new table is easily constructed by simply eliminating

the row and column labelled NTPI, eliminating every

NTPI entry which appears in each cell, and replacing

TPI with =. The table is an 8 x 8 matrix (64 cells)

averaging ss 3 entries per cell. For the basic exten

sion to this table (including the inside, partially inside

and outside relations) the matrix increases to 22 x 22

(484 cells) averaging fa 9 entries per cell. On these

two examples, the increase in the number of base re

lations does not appear to increase the complexity of

the number of entries in the cells generated. The ex

tended transitivity table furhter increases to 30 x 30

(900 cells) with the specialisation of the inside relation

covering the distinction between being topologically

inside and being geometrically inside. Note that this

does not exhaust the maximal number of base rela
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Figure 4: A pictorial representation of the base rela

tions and their direct topological transitions.

tions that can be generated from the definitions given

in this paper - for we have not taken into account the

distinction made between the two defined cases of one

region being geometrically inside another.

As each cell in a transitivity table corresponds to a

theorem, computing these large transitivity tables is a

non-trivial task - see Randell, Cohn and Cui (1992).

We have recently simplified this task by using a pro

gram that uses a bit-string model to generate all pos

sible transitivity table configurations for a given set of

base relations. The original 9x9 table has been for

mally proved, and the program constructed to generate

the larger 22 x 22 table conforms with the predicted

entries for the 8x8 table.10

4.7 Envisioning axioms in the new theory

As mentioned above, we express different sets of base

relations in the form of a set of envisioning axioms.

These stipulate direct transitions that are allowed be

tween pairs of objects over time. A pictorial represen

tation of the basic set of base relations and their direct

topological transitions in the new theory is given in

Figure 4.11

For the basic set of base relations - the set

DC,EC,PO,=, TPP,NTPP and the inverses for TPP

and NTPP, no practical difference arises from that

used in the original theory (using the set of 9 base

relations). This arises simply because in the domains

we modelled we simply mapped the named individu

als to closed regions, thus eliminating the base relation

NTPI which is only true for open regions. However,

if we add NTPI into the envisioning axioms, then the

number of paths connecting nodes in the graph for

10The generation of the 22 x 22 table took 2 days CPU

time on a Sun Sparc IPC.

11 Note that here as in the network used in the original

theory, we have assumed that the regions depicted have

nontangential proper parts. This means no direct transi

tion from e.g. EC to identity is allowed which would arise

if both regions were atomic.

the 9 base relations compared with that for the graph

generated from the new theory (with 8 base relations)

reduces from 17 to ll.12

4.8 Models and structures for the new theory

We have already given one model for the new the

ory, interpreting the C relation in terms of two regions

whose closures share a common point. However, other

models exist. We could simply state that two regions

connect, when it is not possible to 'fit' another distinct

region between the two, or alternatively to say when

the distance between them is zero. Clarke (1981) only

suggests the point based topological interpretation as

one possible interpretation for his axiomatisation.

For the new theory there is an important meta-

theoretic restriction concerning Boolean sums or

unions of regions, namely that infinite unions cannot

be allowed. If infinite unions are allowed, the theory

becomes inconsistent. The proof sketch is as follows.

In the theory we have an axiom that ensures every re

gion has a nontangential proper part, and a theorem

that states that if region x is a proper part of region

y, then there exists another region z that is part of y,

but is disjoint with x. From both of these, it follows

that every region is subdivided into an infinite set of

nontangential proper parts. However if we take the in

finite union of all the nontangential proper parts of y,

then in the limit this union becomes identical with y.

However, the definition for NTPP requires no region

to externally connect with y, but y now identical with

the infinite union of all its nontangential proper parts,

must externally connect with its own complement -

which is inconsistent. Viewed another way this result

simply illustrates the fact that (on pain of contradic

tion) interiors (in the topological sense of the term)

cannot be explicitly introduced into the theory. In

fact it can be shown that by adding the definition (for

the interior of region x):

int(x) =rfe/ ty[Vz[C(z, y) <- 3u>[NTPP(u>, x) A C(r, w)}\

and positing the existence of interiors, a formal con

tradiction is generated.

4.9 Comparisons with the Classical Calculus

of Individuals

Readers familiar with Leonard and Goodman's (1940)

(classical) calculus of individuals will notice similar-

12This assumes that a legitimate path connects the node

NTPI with the nodes TPI,PO,TPP,NTPP and the inverses

for TPP and NTPP. Ontologically speaking this is the most

liberal result where we allow regions to change their topo

logical type over time, i.e. from non-open to open as in

for example the path Unking TPI and NTPI. Other less

liberal linkages may well be envisaged which would reduce

the number of connections between nodes.
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ities between this calculus and the new calculus de

scribed above. In the classical calculus, DR is axioma-

tised to be irreflexive and symmetrical, and is used

to create a set of dyadic relations and Boolean op

erators defined on individuals. No analogues of DC

and EC (defined in Clarke's calculus) are defined in

the classical calculus. With the weaker relation C this

distinction can be made. The new theory contains,

as part of its complement definition, a conjunct that

mirrors the definition for complementation in the clas

sical calculus, i.e. the formula: Vxy[0(x,compl(y)) «-»

-iP(x,y)]. This conjunct forces the following formula:

Vxy[P(x,y) «-» Vz[0(z,x) —► 0(z,y)] to be a theorem

in the new theory; in fact this equivalence mirrors the

definition for P in the classical calculus, where P is

defined solely in terms of O. The new theory straddles

between Clarke's and the classical calculi of individu

als.

5 Atomic regions: a discussion

In Randell, Cui and Cohn (1992) we allowed atomic

regions or atoms to be introduced into the ontology.

Atoms were defined as regions with no proper parts,

and an existential axiom was added that ensured ev

ery region had an atom as a part. In the intended

model, atoms were understood to be 'very small' re

gions. Atoms were then used in the definition of what

we called the skin of a region. This skin is comparable

to the notion of a mathematical surface, except that

unlike a surface proper, the skin of a region was un

derstood to have non-zero thickness. The definition

for the skin of a region simplified the analogous defini

tion given in Randell (1991), and in Randell and Cohn

(1992); and was a direct result of our new theory.

As the basic theory supports a model with a continu

ous decomposition of regions into nontangential proper

parts (being a direct consequence of axiom (i) above),

some restriction was necessary to avoid building in

consistency into the theory. Axiom (ii) used below

consequently replaced axiom (i). The basic extension

was presented as follows:

ATOM(x) =it} Vy[P(y,x) -* y = x]

Vx[-.ATOM(x) — 3y[ATOM(y) A P(y, x)]]

VxhATOM(x) — 3y[NTPP(y, x)]]

skin(x) =de} iy[Vz[C(z,y) «-+ 3v[ATOM(t>)A

TPP(t;,x)AC(*,t;)]]]

(ii)

5.1 Small is not beautiful: problems posed

by atoms

Unfortunately, it turns out that even given the re

striction imposed by axiom (ii ) above, this is not

sufficient to stop inconsistency arising in the atomic

variant of this theory. The discovery of this came as

something of a surprise, since the axioms and defi

nitions used seemed intuitively correct, until the dis

covery of the contradiction forced us to look deeper

into the axiomatisation. The proof is as follows. As

sume an arbitrary atom, call it b. Assume b is not

identical to the universe, then b has a complement,

and EC(b,compl(b)) follows. However, since b is an

atom, then everything connected to b, connects with

compl(b). From the definition of P, P(b,compl(b)) also

follows. P(b,compl(b)) implies 0(b,compl(b) ), which

implies -iEC(b,compl(b)). Thus EC(b,compl(b)) and

-iEC(b,compl(b)) - contradiction - QED. The prob

lem lies with the definition of P, which (in the in

tended domain) is false for atoms, for it is not true

that just because every region connected to an atom

is connected to its complement, that atom is necessar

ily part of its complement.

Now it turns out that Clarke's theory is immune from

this problem for the following reasons: (i) his defi

nition for complement (being different) ensures that

-C(x,compl(x)) follows, and (ii) because of the exis

tence of interiors in his theory. This latter feature

ensures the existence of some region that (connects

with itself but) does not connect with its complement.

And thus it does not follow that an atom posited in

Clarke's theory (being identical to its own interior) is

part of its own complement. The explicit introduction

of (topological) interiors into Clarke's calculus ensures

his theory is (at least on this point) sound, but given

we sought to eliminate this explicit characterisation

of open, semi-open and closed regions other solutions

must be sought.

5.2 Small is not beautiful: solutions

Below we give three potential solutions to the prob

lem posed by admitting atoms into the domain. Two

of these require that atoms be introduced as a prim

itive sort, while the third keeps atoms as a definable

sort but introduces points. This section covers work

in progress, so the proposed solutions must viewed in

this light.

The first solution is to make atoms a primitive sort,

that is to say we do not give a formal definition for

atom as above. Atoms are then allowed to have regions

as parts which we call particles, but with the restric

tion that particles always occur in atoms and do not

appear in non-atomic regions without also being em

bedded in atoms. Thus what we call atoms here are

really pseudo-atoms since they contain proper parts.

The idea is that for most practical modelling purposes

(pseudo) atoms are considered to be the most primitive

entity that is explicitly referred to. The contradiction

arising from positing atoms now dissolves. Because

atoms now have proper parts, this means that it is no

longer true that every region which connects with an

atom connects with its complement.

Given atoms are represented as a primitive sort, we

need to axiomatise their properties. First we stipu
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late that any two atoms that overlap become identical.

Next we add the definition for a particle, together with

an axiom that every atom has a particle as a proper

part:

V*y[[ATOM(z) A ATOM(y) A 0(x, y)] — x = y]

PARTICLE(z) =de/ 3y[ATOM(y) A PP(x,y)]

V*[[ATOM(z) — 3y[PARTICLE(y) A PP(y, *)]

Vi[[-.ATOM(z) A -.PARTICLE(i)] —

3y[P(y,z)AATOM(y)]]

The second solution takes atoms and the summation

operator as a primitive sort and function respectively

and then defines the part/whole relation in terms of

summed regions. First we axiomatise C as before and

define C on atoms. Then we define the relations DC,

= and EC for atoms. (Here it is useful to remember

that atoms can only be disconnected, externally con

nected or be identical.) Axioms defining the standard

properties of the summation operator are then given,

together with an axiom that ensures that if two atoms

are disjoint, their sum is not an atom:

DC(x,y)=<,e/-C(*,y)

x = y =de/ Vz[C(z, x) *-* C(z, y)]

EC(x,y)=dtfC(x,y)A^(x = y)

Vz8um(z,z) = x

Vzy[sum(z, y) —► sum(y, x)]

Vzyz[sum(z, sum(y, z)) = sum(sum(x, y), z)]

Vzy[-.(z = y) -> ->ATOM(sum(a;, y))]

REGION(z) =deJ Vy[C(y,x) ~

3z[AT0M(z) A P(z, x) A C(y, z)\)

Note that for the first group of formulae presented im

mediately above, all the variables are of sort ATOM;

this restriction is relaxed in the second group where all

the variables are of sort SPATIAL (remembering that

ATOM is a subsort of SPATIAL in this theory).

Next we start to define the set of binary relations which

are true for non-atomic regions:

P(z, y) =dej 3z[y = sum(r, z)]

0(x,y) =deJ 3z[P(z,z) AP(z,y)]

EC(z,y)=de/-0(a;,y)A

3zu[ATOM(z) A ATOM(u) A P(z, x)A

P(u,y)AEC(z,«)]

The reader should now be able to complete the set of

binary relations defined on non-atomic regions, using

the earlier set of definitions as a guide. The rest of

the axiomatisation then follows as before, excepting

of course that the summation operator does not now

appear as a definition.

The third solution keeps atoms as a defined sort, but

also introduces points as a new primitive sort into the

ontology. The general idea is to rework the definition

of the part/whole relation in terms of points instead

of regions and connection as before.

First the new sort POINT is stipulated to be pairwise

disjoint with REGION and NULL. A new primitive

relation 'IN(z,y)' read as '(point) x is incident in (re

gion) y' is then added; this replaces the primitive C

relation used above. IN is axiomatised to be irreflex-

ive and asymmetrical13. Then we define both the C

and P relation in terms of points, instead of regions as

before:

Vz-.IN(z,z)

Vxy[IN(*,y)^IN(y,x)]

C(*,y)=de/3z[IN(z,*)AlN(z,y)]

P(z,y)=de/Vz[IN(z,z)-IN(z,y)]

The crucial point(!) here is that the formula:

Vxy[P(x, y) <-♦ Vz[C(z, x) —«• C(z, y)]] is now not prov

able; this serves to block the proof which generated

the contradiction described above.

The rest of the axiomatisation then follows that given

in the main body of this paper. Note here that we have

chosen to replace C with IN as the primitive dyadic

relation upon which this axiomatisation is built. It is

certainly possible to axiomatise C as before and then

axiomatise IN in terms of C and P, i.e. stipulating that

two regions connect iff they share a common incident

point, and stipulating that one region is part of an

other iff every point incident in the former is incident

in the latter. Our choice is simply based on ontolog-

ical parsimony, for while connection can be defined

in terms of incidence, incidence cannot be defined in

terms of connection.

6 Related and Further Work

We have already mentioned Clarke's calculus of indi

viduals, our earlier work of which this present theory

is a simplification, and Allen's and Hamblin's work on

interval logics. The only other work of which we are

aware, that uses Clarke's theory for describing space,

is Aurnague (1991) and Vieu (1990). Other work on

the description of space using a body rather than a

point based ontology, can be found in Laguna (1922),

Tarski(1956) and Whitehead (1978). There have been

some attempts in the qualitative spatial reasoning lit

erature to employ Allen's interval logic, for describing

space, see for example Freksa (1990) and Hernandez

(1990), but here a stronger primitive relation used,

which does not allow the full range of topological re

lationships to be formally described as given in both

Clarkes' and our original and new theories. Apart from

the question raised by adding atoms to the theory, we

are currently working on the question as to whether

the new theory supports decidable subsets. We have

13Note that the two axioms for IN are not required in a

sorted logic.
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already indicated some extensions to this new logic

above, including a temporal extension and extending

the ontology further to be able to reason about bodies

and describe, states, events and processes. For other

extensions to the spatial theory itself, work described

in Randell (1991) can also be included. For example,

we could add a metric extension to the theory, using

either a distance function, or alternatively by adding a

ternary relation (along the lines of Van Benthem 1982,

appendix A) that gives comparative distances between

objects.

7 Conclusions

The new theory gains over Clarke's theory and the

original theory we developed from several viewpoints:

ontologically (the explicit distinction between open,

semi-open and closed regions is eliminated), defini

tional (there are fewer defined predicates, and fewer

axioms), metatheoretically (there are fewer entries in

transitivity tables, and fewer nodes in the the sort hi

erarchy), and computationally (for comparable theo

rems, there are fewer formulae in the search space,

and fewer nested functions to address in definitions).

The major difference at first sight is ontological par

simony, but we argue that the loss of granularity is

not important when modelling physical domains, since

physical objects correspond to 'closed' regions, and

boundaries can be modelled using 'skins'.
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Abstract

We show that the type of reasoning per

formed by Forbus' (1985) Qualitative Process

(QP) program can be justified in a first-order

theory that models time and other measure

spaces as real-valued quantities. We consider

the QP analysis of a can of water with a

safety valve being heated over a flame. We

exhibit a first-order theory for the microworld

involved in this example, and we prove the

correctness of the first two transitions in the

envisionment graph. We discuss the possibil

ity of deriving the closure conditions in the

theory via non-monotonic inference.

One way to increase confidence in a reasoning program

is to show that its reasoning corresponds to valid in

ferences in a logical theory. Such a correspondence

has been shown for many physical reasoners. The cal

culations of QSIM (Kuipers 1986) correspond to the

orems in real analysis; (Duchier 1991) exhibits first-

order proofs of these. Likewise the reasoning in NEW

TON (de Kleer 1977) and ENVISION (de Kleer and

Brown 1985) can be shown to be valid for a simple

physical theory, easily formalized in first-order logic, in

which time and other physical parameters are viewed

as real-valued quantities (Rayner 1991), (Davis 1990).

However, no adequate logical analysis has hitherto

been given for the Qualitative Process (QP) program

(Forbus 1985). In QP, processes start and end, and the

physical system changes its topology over time. Hence,

formulating the needed closed-world assumptions on

processes and influences has seemed daunting. This

paper closes the gap by characterizing inference in QP

in a monotonic theory based on real analysis. There

are two key points:

• For each parameter, the theory must give an ex

haustive enumeration of the types of processes

and parameters that can influence it. These ax

ioms resemble to the kind of frame axioms ad

vocated by Schubert (1991), which give neces

sary conditions for a fluent to change its value.

They are also analogous to the circumscription

over causes of change discussed in (Lifschitz 1987).

• Since QP uses only qualitative information as to

the direction of change and influence, it is possible

to combine influences using only existential crite

ria. A parameter may change in some direction if

some influence pushes it in that direction. It must

change in a direction if some influence pushes it

in that direction, and no influence pushes it in the

opposite direction.

Though QP theory centers on continuous parameters,

these theories can be extended to include discrete

change as well, as we shall show below.

Let us clarify the relation of the axiomatization here

to QP. There is essentially no knowledge of physics

built into QP. Rather, the QP representation gives a

language in which (certain) physical theories can be

expressed and associated physical situations can be

described; and the QP algorithm uses the information

to predict physical behavior over time. The user of

QP must input both the specific scenario and also the

physical theory to be used. Thus, the axioms that are

common across all uses of QP are limited: they include

the axioms of real analysis, some basic axioms of tem

poral reasoning, and a few general axioms constraining

the possible behavior of a physical parameter, and re

lating it to the influences on it. The other physical

knowledge needed is all part of the user specification.

In this paper, we show that one particular physical

QP theory and one associated scenario can be ex

pressed axiomatically, and that the inferences derived

by the QP program can be justified as sound inferences

from the axiomatization. It should be clear by analogy

how other QP theories and scenarios could likewise be

translated into axiomatic form. We do not, however,

attempt to give a complete, formal characterization of

how such a translation could be done in general. Such

a characterization would be needed for a formal verifi

cation of the correctness of the QP program. However,

it is not needed for our purpose in this paper, which is
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to show how theories and inferences like those in QP

can be expressed and justified in formal logic.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 1 provides

a high-level view of the axiomatics. Section 2 deals

with some fine points in defining certain properties

of real-valued parameters. Sections 3 and 4 give a

detailed analysis of a simple physical system combining

continuous and discrete components: a boiling can of

water with a safety valve. Section 3 presents a general

language for QP theory and an axiomatization of the

particular microworld used for this example. Section

4 specifies the particular scenario and shows that the

predictions of QP theory can be justified in the logic.

Section 5 discusses the application of non-monotonic

logic to this theory. Section 6 discusses some features

of the theory, and presents the conclusions.

1 Structure of the Theory

The ontology of QP follows familiar lines. The time

line and other measure space, such as temperature and

mass, are taken to be isomorphic to the real line. The

time line does not branch. (Branching in envision-

ments is expressed by disjunctive uncertainty in pre

diction, rather than to actual branching in time.) The

logic uses two kinds of temporal entities: situations,

which are instants of time, and time intervals, which

may be closed or open, bounded or unbounded.

A fluent associates values in some range with instants

of time. A fluent with range {TRUE, FALSE} is called

a Boolean fluent or state. A fluent from time to a mea

sure space is called a parameter. If A is a state and 5

is a situation, then the predicate "holds(5, A)" means

that A is TRUE in 5. If F is a fluent other than

a state, then the function "value_in(S, F)" gives the

value of F in situation S. Alternatively, as a notational

convenience, if term r(oi . . .at) denotes a fluent, we

may add the situation as an additional argument, in

the form r(aj . . . at,S). This will mean the same as

either "holds(S,r(ai .. .at))", if t is a state, or as

"value_in(S, r(a\ . . .at))", if r is not a state. For ex

ample, we may say that Valve 1 is open in situation sO

either in the form "holds(sO, open(valvel))" or in the

form "open(valve l,sO)".

A function or a predicate defined on a particular space

may be extended in the natural way to take arguments

that are fluents with range in that space. For example,

if "square(X)" is a function mapping the reals to the

reals, and F is a real-valued fluent, then "square(F)"

is the fluent that, at any given instant gives the square

of the value of F at that instant. If ">" is a predicate

with two real valued arguments and Fl and F2 are

real-valued fluents, then "Fl > F2" is the state that

holds whenever the value of Fl is greater than the

value of F2.

value_in(S,square(F)) = square(value_in(S, F)).

holds(S,Fl > F2) o

value_in(S,Fl) > valueJn(S, F2).

Equality and inequality are exceptions to this. "Fl =

F2" and "Fl ^ F2" are sentences, stating that Fl

is the same fluent as F2, or Fl is a different fluent

from F2, respectively. The state of the current value

of Fl being equal to the current value of F2 is de

noted "eql(Fl, F2)"; the state of the two values being

different is denoted "neql(Fl,F2)".

A process is a particular category of state. For pro

cesses, we use the special predicate "active(5, F)"

(process P is active in situation 5); this is synony

mous with "holds(5, F)" Besides processes, there are

events, which occur over finite, non-point, intervals.

We write "occur(7, F)" to mean that event E occurs

over interval I. In this theory, we deal only with state,

fluent, process, and event types, rather than tokens.

Finally, there are physical objects. We use this term

loosely to include practically any entity of physical in

terest that does not fall into the other categories. For

example, in modelling water flowing through a tank,

one object could be a particular "piece" of water that

comes in at one time and goes out at another; another

object could be "the water in the tank", which has a

mass that changes over time.

A axiomatic QP theory contains axioms of the follow

ing forms:

1. Process definitions. Necessary conditions and

sufficient conditions (they need not be the same)

for a process of a given type to be active in a given

situation.

2. Direct Influences. For each parameter that is

influenced directly, an exhaustive enumeration of

the processes that influence it, with the directions

of influence.

3. Indirect Influences. For each parameter that

is influenced indirectly, an exhaustive enumera

tion of the parameters that influence it, with the

directions of influence.

4. General axioms of influence. Two axioms re

lating the behavior of a parameter to the influ

ences on it:

A. A parameter F can only change in direction

G (up or down) if there is some influence on

F pushing it in direction G.

B. A parameter F must change in direction G if

there are influences on F in direction G, and

there are no influences on F in direction —G.

5. Well-behavedness conditions. Parameters

must observe certain constraints as functions of

time. Parameters and their first derivatives must

be piecewise continuous; they cannot asymp

totically approach a value without attaining it;
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and order relations between parameters may not

change infinitely often in any finite interval (Davis

1992).

6. Unique names axioms. Axioms specifying that

objects, processes, and parameters with different

names are unequal.

7. Real analysis. The theory of the real line.

8. Discrete fluents: In theories with discrete flu

ents, necessary conditions and sufficient condi

tions for each discrete fluent to change its value.

9. Events: In theories with events, necessary con

ditions and sufficient conditions for each event to

occur.

10. Discontinuities: For each parameter, necessary

conditions and sufficient conditions for the pa

rameter to be discontinuous in a given situation.

These are analogous to the axioms governing dis

continuous velocity in (Rayner 1991).

The example in this paper contains the discrete fluent

of the valve being open or closed, but it contains no

events or discontinuous parameters. Thus, it contains

axioms of category (8), but none of category (9), and

in category (10) only the axiom that all parameters

are always continuous.

2 The meaning of "direction of

change"

There is a technical problem in defining what it means

for parameter to be "increasing," "decreasing," or

"constant" at an instant of time. Most of the literature

on qualitative reasoning uses the sign of the derivative

of the parameter at the instant, which works as long

as everything can be assumed to be everywhere dif-

ferentiable. However, this assumption does not seem

reasonable within all domains we would like to address

in QP. Consider, for example, cutting a string support

ing a weight at time t = 0. The acceleration changes

instantaneously (up to the precision of the model) from

0 to —g, so the velocity is not differentiable at t = 0.

How we should characterize its behavior at t = 0 de

pends on how we characterize the state of the string.

If the string is whole for t < 0 and broken for t > 0,

then we should say that the downward velocity is in

creasing at t = 0; if the string is whole for t < 0 and

broken for t > 0, then we should say that the velocity

is constant at t = 0. How we want to characterize the

string may in turn depend on considerations external

to the QP analysis, such as the geometric theory.

One might be tempted, from this example, to refuse

to deal with characterizing behavior at an instant, and

demand that characterizations refer to open intervals.

But that will hardly do. Very often, parameters are

in a constant state only for an instant, such as a ball

thrown in the air at the top of its path. Avoiding this

would necessarily create a lot of clumsiness.

The solution we propose is as follows: Assume that

every parameter is differentiable at every instant both

from the right and from the left. We define the "true

derivative" to be, disjunctively, either the derivative

from the right or the derivative from the left. The dis

junction allows the logic to "pick" whichever value will

fit in better with the rest of the theory. "Increasing,"

"decreasing," and "constant" are then defined in terms

of the sign of the "true" derivative. Thus, the down

ward velocity of the weight may be either increasing or

constant at t = 0, whichever fits better with the rest

of the world state. It cannot be decreasing, though.

Note that this means that there can be two parameters

Fl and Fl that are always equal, but Fl is increasing

at a time that F2 is decreasing. Thus, "increasing"

and "decreasing" are properties of physical parame

ters, not of the associated functions of time.

3 The axiomatic theory

This section gives an axiomatic theory for the follow

ing example: A can of water is heated over a flame.

The can has a safety valve with two states, open and

closed. The valve opens when the pressure in the can

exceeds a certain fixed pressure; it closes when the

pressure drops below another (lower) fixed pressure.

The processes we will model are the heat flow from

the flame to the can, the heat flow from the can to

its contents, the boiling of the water, and the flow of

steam from the can through the safety valve to the

outside air. We treat the flame as a heat reservoir, ca

pable of supplying arbitrary heat-flow without being

affected, and the outer air as a gas reservoir, capable

of absorbing arbitrary gas-flow. We ignore the heat

flow to the outside air. We make the idealization that

water changes from liquid to gas only during a boiling

process.

We use a sorted first-order logic with equality. The

sorts of variables is indicated by the first letter of

the variable name. We use the following sorts: situa

tions (5), real-numbers (X, Y), signs (G), parameters

(F), processes (P), states(.4), objects(O). The signs

are "pos", "neg" and "zero". For a microworld with

events, it would also be necessary to include events

and intervals.

The theory below contains only the physics needed for

this particular example, and thus does not satisfy the

"no function in structure" principle. Obvious exten

sions within the same general microworld, such as the

processes of melting, freezing, condensing, or liquid

flow, have not been included. However, it can be seen

that these could be added with minor modifications to

the analysis of this example.
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3.1 Formal Language

The following non-logical primitives are used. Predi

cate symbols are labelled "[P]"; function symbols are

labelled "[F]".

Arithmetic: We use the basic arithmetic functions

and the order relations with their usual meaning. We

use "pos" , "neg" , and "0" for the three signs; the arith

metic functions are extended to these in the usual way.

General properties of parameters and states:

holds(5,.A). State A holds at time 5. [P]

valueJn(5, F). Value of parameter F at time 5. [F]

oncside.deriv(.F, 5, X,G). F is differentiable from the

side indicated by sign G at time 5, and the deriv

ative from that side is X . [P]

direction(F). The fluent of the sign of the direction in

which F is changing. [F] constant.) [F]

good_param(F) [P] F is a well-behaved parameter.

Influence:

dJnfluence(P, F). The fluent of the sign of the direct

influence of process P on parameter F in each

situation. 0 if no influence. [F]

iinfluence(f 1, F). The fluent of the sign of the

indirect influence of parameter Fl on parameter F

in each situation. 0 if no influence. [F]

influence^, F, 5). The fluent of the sign of the net

influence of Q on parameter F in situation 5.

Q may be either a process or another parameter. [F]

directJnfluence(F). F is the sort of parameter that is

subject to direct rather than indirect influences. [P].

Invariants:

boiling_point(0). Boiling temperature of object O. [F]

heat_reservoir(0). O is a heat reservoir. [P]

gas.reservoir(0). O is a gas reservoir. [P]

vconn(OV, 01,02). OV is a valve connecting 01 with

Ol [P].

tconn(01,02). Ol is thermally connected to 02. [P]

open_diff(OVr). Pressure difference sufficient to open

valve OV. [F]

close_diff(OV'). Pressure difference small enough that

valve OV will close itself [F].

Parameters: temp(O), heat(O), press(O), lmass(O),

gmass(O). These are functions mapping an object to

parameters: respectively, its temperature; its heat; the

pressure of its gaseous part; the mass of its liquid part;

and the mass of its gaseous part. [F]

Object States:

open(O). State of valve 0 being open. [F]

conduit(OC,01,02). State of OC serving as a

conduit connecting 01 with 02. [F]

Processes:

heat_flow(0 1,02). Process of a heat flow from 01

to 02. [F]

boiling(O). Process of object O boiling. [F]

gas_flow(0l, 02, OC). Process of a flow of gas from

01 to 02 through conduit OC. [F]

Envisionmeats: These are primitives that are useful

in describing envisionments. They are not used

either in the axioms describing the microworld or in

the axioms describing the scenario. They are defined

in axioms E.1-E.4. Envisionments are described in

terms of "modes" , which are states. We use variables

with initial letter M for modes.

throughout(51, 52,^4). State A holds over the open

interval (51,52). [P]

dense(51,52, A). State A holds over a dense subset of

the interval (51,52). [P]

borders(A/i4, MB,S). Mode MA borders mode MB

in situation 5. [P]

transition(MO, T, Ml, M2 . . . Mk). Mode MO may

transition to one of Ml ... MJfc. If the Boolean

argument T is "terminal," then MO may be a

terminal state; otherwise it cannot be. [P]

3.2 Microworld Theory

We now enumerate the axioms for our microworld, or

ganized according to the outline in section 1.

1. Process Definitions: We include here a number

of atemporal axioms and state coherence axioms (ax

ioms constraining the states that can hold in a single

situation) constraining relations and states strongly

associated with activation conditions.

1.1 [ tconn(05, OD) A

temp(05, 5) > temp(OD, 5) ] =>

active(5,heat.flow(05, OD)).

(Sufficient condition for heat flow: If source OS is

thermally connected to destination OD and OS

is hotter than OD, then heat will flow from OS

to OD.)

1.2 active(5, heat.flow(05, OD)) =>

[ OS £ OD A tconn(05, OD) A

temp(05, 5) > temp(0O, 5) A

-iactive(5,heat_fiow(OZ>, OS)) ]

(Necessary conditions for heat flow: For heat to

flow directly from OS to OD, they must be ther

mally connected; OS must be at least as hot as

OD; and there must not be heat flow in the other

direction.)

1.3 tconn(01,02)o tconn(02,01).

(Thermal connections are symmetric.)

1.4 active(5,boi!ing(OB)) O

[ lmass(0fl, 5) > 0 A

temp(0B,5) = boiling.point(OB) A

direction(heat(OS),5) = pos.]

(Necessary and sufficient conditions for boiling:

An object OB will boil iff it is partially liquid and

is at its boiling point and its heat is increasing.)
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1.5 \mass(OB,S) > 0 =>

temp(OB,S) < boiling-point(OB).

(Constraint: An object can be partially liquid

only if its temperature is below the boiling point.)

1.6 active(S,gas_flow(01, 02, OC)) <*

[conduit(OC,01,02,S) A gmass(01,S) > 0 A

press(01,S) > press(02,S)]

(Necessary and sufficient condition for gas-flow:

Gas flows from Ol to 02 through OC if and only

if OC is a conduit between 01 and 02, and Ol

is partially gaseous, and the pressure in 01 is

greater than that in 02.)

1.7 conduit(OC, 01, 02,5)0

conduit(0C,02,01,S).

(The conduit relation is symmetric in the two

ends.)

1.8 lmass(0,S) > 0 A gmass(0,S) > 0.

(Masses are non-negative.)

1.9 gmass(O) = 0 => press(O) = 0.

(If there is no gas, there is no pressure.)

2. Direct Influences

2.1 [directJnfluence(F) => i_influence(F, 5)=0] A

-•directJnfluence(F) => d_influence(F, 5)=0] A

directJnfluence(F) o

3o F=heat(0) V F=lmass(0) A F=gmass(0)].

(Division of parameters into those that are di

rectly influenced and those that are indirectly in

fluenced, and an enumeration of the directly in

fluenced.)

2.2 dinfluence(P,heat(0),S) =pos«

->heat_reservoir(0) A 3oi P=heat_flow(01,0)

(Heat in objects that are not reservoirs is in

creased by incoming heat flow, and nothing else.)

2.3 dinfluence(P,heat(0), S) = neg O

-•heatjeservoir(O) A 3oi P=heatJlow(0,01)

(Heat in objects that are not reservoirs is de

creased by outgoing heat flow, and nothing else.)

2.4 ->d_influence(P,lmass(0),S) = pos.

(There are no processes, within this theory, that

tend to increase liquid mass.)

2.5 dJnfluence(P,lmass(0),S) = neg o

P=boiling(0)

(Liquid mass is decreased by boiling, and nothing

else.)

2.6 dinfluence(F, gmass(O), S) = pos ■»

[-"gasjeservoir(O) A

[P=boiling(0) V

3o2,oc P=gas_flow(02, 0,0C)}]

(Gas mass is increased by boiling and by incoming

flow.)

2.7 dJnfluence(P, gmass(O), S) = neg o

->gas_reservoir(0) A

3o2,oc P=gas_flow(0,02,0G)

(Gas mass is decreased by outgoing flow.)

3. Indirect influences

3.1 iJnfluence(F,temp(0),S) = pos o

F=heat(0) A -.active(S,boiling(0))

(Heat is a positive influence on temperature, as

long as the object is not boiling.)

3.2 ->iJnfluence(F,temp(0),S) = neg.

(There are no negative indirect influences on tem

perature.)

3.3 iJnfluence(F,press(0),S) = pos o

F=gmass(0) V

gmass(0, S) > 0.0 A F=temp(0)]]

i Heat and gaseous mass are positive influences on

pressure.)

3.4 ->i_influence(F,press(0),S) = neg.

(There are no negative indirect influences on pres

sure.)

4. General axioms of influence.

4.1 influenced, F, S)=G O

[[directJnfluence(F) A active(5, Q) A

dinfluence(Q, F, 5)=G] V

[-"directJnfluence(F) A

G=iinfluence(Q, F) ■ direction(C?, S)]]

(Definition: Q influences parameter F in direction

G in situation S if Q is a process active in S that

directly influences F in direction G, or if Q is a

parameter whose change in S indirectly influences

F in direction G.)

4.2. G=direction(F, S)^ 0 =>

3q influence^, F, S) = G.

(A parameter F can only change in direction

G ^ 0 (pos or neg) if there is some influence on

F pushing it in direction G.)

4.3 [3<j influence^, F, S)=G A

->3<3 influence^, F,S)=-G] =>

G=direction(F,S).

(A parameter F must change in direction G if

there are influences on F in direction G, and there

are no influences on F in direction —G.)

5. Well-behavedness conditions: Parameters in

any QP domain are assumed to be well-behaved: piece-

wise continuous; differentiable everywhere from the

right and from the left; attaining any value approached

asymptotically; and not changing order relations in

finitely often in finite period. In the domain of our

example, we make the further assumption that param

eters are everywhere continuous. These properties are

abbreviated in the predicate "good-param(F)". The

longer version of this paper [Davis, 91] contains de

tailed mathematical axiomatizations of these proper

ties.

5.1 Vf good.param(F).

(All of the parameters are well behaved and con

tinuous.)
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5.2 good_param(F) =>

3g,x one_side_deriv(F, 5, X, G) A

sign(A")=direction(F, 5).

(Partially determined definition of direction: F is

changing in direction G if G is the sign of either

the derivative from the left or from the right. See

section 2.)

6. Unique names: Processes and parameters of dif

ferent names are different entities. We omit the de

tailed enumeration, particularly since these axioms are

not actually needed for our proof.

7. Real analysis: The usual axioms for real analysis.

These are not enumerated here.

8. Discrete changes (Valves):

8.1 [vconn(OV, 01,02) A

press(01,5) - press(02,5) > open.diff(OV)] =>•

open(OV,5).

(A valve OV must be open if the pressure differ

ence exceeds the "open pressure.")

8.2 [vconn(OV,01,02) A

press(01,5) - press(02,5) < close.diff(OK)] =>

->open(OV,5).

(A valve OV must be closed if the pressure differ

ence is less than the "close pressure.")

8.3 [51 < 52 A vconn(OK,01,02) A --open(OV, 51)

A open(OV, 52)] =>

3s 51 < 5 < 52 A

press(01,5) - press(02,5) > open.diff(OV).

(Frame axiom: The valve opens only if the pres

sure attains the open pressure.)

8.4 [51 < 52 A vconn(OK, 01,02) A open(OV,51) A

-■open(OV, 52)] =>

3S 51< 5 < 52 A

press(01,5) - press(02,5) < close.diff(OV).

(Frame axiom: The valve closes only if the pres

sure difference falls under the close pressure.)

8.5 0 < close.diff(OV) < open_diff(OV).

(The close pressure is less than the open pressure.)

8.6 vconn(OV, 01,02)=*.

[conduit(OK, 01, 02, 5) -»■ open(OV, 5)].

(A valve is a conduit for gas flow just if it is open.)

Definitions of Envisionment Primitives: These

are definitions of the temporal primitives used in the

descriptions of envisionment graphs.

E.l throughout(51,52,yl) o

[51 < 52 A V5 51< 5 < 52 => holds(5, A)).

(State A holds throughout the open interval

(51,52).)

E.2 dense(51,52,>l) •»

Wsa.sbSI < SA < SB < 52 =>

35Z SA<SZ <SB A ho\ds(SZ,A)].

(State A holds on a dense subset of (51, 52).)

E.3 borders(M4, MB, 5) <=>

[[holds(5, MA) A 3Si>s throughout(5,51, MB)]

V

[holds(5, Mfl) A 3si<s throughout(51,5,A/J4)]]

(In state 5, the system goes from mode MA to

mode MB.)

E.4 transition(M0,T,Ml,M2...A/fc) ■»

[Vs holds(5, MO) =>

[[T=terminal A VSa>s holds(5,4, MO)] V

3si [51 = 5 V throughout(5,51, MO)] A

[borders(M0,Ml,51) V ...V

borders(M0,Mib,51)]].

(If the system is in mode MO then it may change

to mode Ml or to mode M2 ... or to mode Mk or,

if T is "terminal" it may remain in MO forever.)

4 Scenario Description and

Envisionment

In this section, we first give a formal account of our

sample scenario. Second, we define the first two modes

of the system. Third, we prove that mode 1 must

be followed by mode 2. (In the more extended paper

[Davis, 91] we prove the first two mode transitions of

the system.

4.1 Scenario Description

SCI injscenario(O) O

0=oflame V O=ocan V O=owater V 0=ovalve V

0=outside_air.

(Enumeration of the objects in the scenario. Note:

owater is the collective H2O in the can, both liquid

and steam. This decreases as steam is released

through the valve.)

SC.2 injBcenario(O) =>

[heat-reservoir(O) <=> O=oflame].

(The flame is the only heat reservoir.)

SC.3 in-scenario(O) =>

[gas_reservoir(0) O 0=outside_air].

(The outside air is the only gas reservoir.)

SC.4 tconn(0,ocan) o 0=oflame V O=owater.

(The flame and the water are the only things ther

mally connected to the can.)

SC.5 tconn(O.owater) O 0=ocan.

(The can is the only thing thermally connected to

the water. We ignore any heat flows involving the

valve or the outside air.)

SC.6 vconn(ovalve,owater,outside-air).

(The valve is a valve connecting the water in the

can to the outside air.)

SC.7 conduit(OC,owater,OD,5) =>

OC=ovalve A OZ?=outside_air.

(The valve is the only conduit from the water in

the can to the outside air. The statement that
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the valve is a conduit when open is in axiom 8.6

above.)

SC.8 distinct(oflame, ocan, owater, ovalve,

outsidcair).

(Unique names.)

SC.9 boiling-point(ocan) > temp(oflame,51) =

temp(oflame,52) > boiling.point(owater).

(The temperature of the flame is constant, greater

than the boiling point of water, and less than the

boiling point of the can.)

SC.10 press(outside_air,51) = press(outside_air,52)

(The pressure of the outside air is constant.)

SC.ll open_pressure =

press(outside.air,5) + open_diff(ovalve).

close.pressure =

press(outside_air,5) + close_diff(ovalve).

(Landmarks on the pressure of the steam in the

can to open or close the valve.)

4.2 Mode Definitions

MD.l holds(5,model) <*

temp(owater,5) < temp(ocan,5) <

temp(oflame,5) A

temp(owater,5) < boiling-point(owater) A

lmass(owater,5) > 0.0 A

gmass(owater,5)=0.0 A

press(owater,5) < open.pressure A

-open(ovalve).

(The water is liquid and not boiling, the valve is

closed.)

MD.2 holds(5,mode2) •»

temp(owater,5) < temp(ocan,5) <

temp(oflame,5) A

temp(owater,5) = boiling_point(owater) A

lmass(owater,5) > 0.0 A

press(owater,5) < open.press A

->open(ovalve).

(The water is boiling, the valve is closed.)

4.3 Proof of the first transition

The presence of the two coupled heat flows, from the

flame to the can, and from the can to the water, gives

rise to complexities in the predictions and the proof.

It is perfectly consistent with the above theory that

the can should either attain the temperature of the

flame, or that it should attain the temperature of the

water. (These are achievable states even if axioms 1.1

and 1.2 are changed to read that no heat flow can oc

cur unless there is a temperature differential.) In fact,

the temperature of the can can do anything it wants

to as long as it stays between the temperature of the

flame and the temperature of the water. If the can

gets as hot as the flame, then the heat-flow from the

flame to the can may cease. It can only cease for an

instant, though, because the heat flow from the can to

the water will bring down the temperature of the can

immediately. Similarly, if the can gets as cool as the

water, then the heat flow from the can to the water

will cease, and the temperature of the water will stop

rising; but, again, this can only happen for an instant.

(This problem was called "stutter" in [Forbus, 85].)

Therefore, some of our results are stated, not in the

form "Such and such a condition must hold through

out an interval," but in the form, "The condition must

hold over a dense subset of the interval." It is possible

to prove mathematically that these conditions must,

in fact, hold almost everywhere on the interval. How

ever, since this stronger conclusion does not give us

any additional leverage, we have not included it in the

proof below.

Lemmas of purely mathematical content are merely

stated and not proven.

Lemma 1:

temp(owater,5) < temp(ocan,S) =>

active(5,heat_flow(ocan,owater)).

(If the water is cooler than the can, there must be a

heat flow from the can to the water.)

Proof: 1.1, SC.5. □

Lemma 2:

temp(ocan,5) < temp(oflame,5) =J>

active(5,heat_flow(oflame,ocan)).

(If the can is cooler than the flame, there must be heat

flow from the flame to the can)

Proof: 1.1.SC.4. D

Lemma 3:

[good-param(Fl) A good_param(F2) A

throughout(51,S2,eql(Fl,F2))] =>•

dense(51,52,eql(direction(Fl),direction(i;,2)))

(Mathematical. If parameters F\ and F2 are equal

throughout the interval (51,52) then their directions

have to be equal on a dense subset.)

Lemma 4:

[good-param(F) A

throughout(51, 52,eql(direction(F),0))] O

3X throughout(51,52,eql(F,X)).

(Mathematical: A parameter is constant over an open

interval just if its direction is always 0.)

Lemma 5:

throughout(51, 52,eql(temp(oflame),temp(ocan))) A

throughout(51,52,temp(ocan) > temp(owater)) =>

throughout(51,52,heat_flow(oflame,ocan)).

(If the can and the flame are the same temperature

and hotter than the water throughout an open interval,

then there must be heat flow from the flame to the can

throughout the interval. Note: This does not apply to

a closed interval.)

Proof: By Lemma 1 , there is a heat-flow from the can

to the water. By 2.3, SC.l, SC.2, this is a negative

influence on heat(ocan).
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By SC.9. temperature(oflame) is constant, so, by as

sumption, temperature(ocan) is likewise constant. By

Lemma 4, the direction of temperature(ocan) is 0.

By SC.9 and 1.4, the can is not boiling. By 3.1,

3.2, heat(ocan) is an influence and the only influence,

on temperature(ocan). By 4.1, 4.3, the direction of

heat(ocan) is 0. Since we know that there is a neg

ative influence on heat(ocan), by 4.3, there must be

a positive influence on heat(ocan). By 2.2, this must

be a heat flow into ocan. By 1.2 and SC.4, the only

possible heat flow into ocan is from oflame.D

Lemma 6:

direction(temp(0),5)=pos ^

3oi active(5,heat_flow(01,0)).

(The temperature of O can increase only if there is a

heat flow into it.)

Proof: From 3.1, 3.2, 4.1, 4.2, the temperature of O

can increase only if the heat of O increases. From 2.2,

4.1, 4.2, heat(O) can increase only if there is a heat

flow into O.D

Lemma 7:

direction(temp(0),5)=neg =>•

3oi active(5,heat_flow(0,01)).

(The temperature of O can decrease only if there is a

heat flow out of it.)

Proof: From 3.1, 3.2, 4.1, 4.2, the temperature of O

can decrease only if the heat of O decreases. From 2.3,

4.1, 4.2, heat(O) can decrease only if there is a heat

flow out of O.

Lemma 8:

throughout(51,52,temp(oflame) > temp(ocan)) A

throughout(51,52,eql(temp(ocan), temp(owater))) =>

3s 51 < S < 52 A active(5,heat.flow(ocan,owater)).

(If the can and the water are the same temperature

and cooler than the flame throughout an open interval,

then there is heat flow from the can to the water at

some time during that interval.)

Proof: By Lemma 2, there is a heat flow from oflame

to ocan. By 1.2 and SC.4, the only possible heat flow

out of ocan is to owater.

We prove by contradiction that at some time between

51 and 52 there must be a heat flow from ocan to owa

ter. Suppose not. Then, from the above remark, there

is no heat flow out of ocan. By 2.3, there is no nega

tive influence on the heat of ocan, and by 2.2 there is

a positive influence. By 4.3, the heat of ocan is rising

throughout the interval (51, 52). By SC.9 and 1.4, the

can is not boiling, so by 3.1 and 3.2, the heat of the

can is the unique influence on temperature. Therefore,

by 4.3, the temperature of the can rises throughout

(51,52). By Lemma 3, since the assumptions spec

ify that the temperature of ocan and owater are equal

throughout (51,52), it follows that the temperature

of owater is rising at a dense subset of (51,52). By

lemma 6, there must be a heat flow into owater from

somewhere. By 1.2 and SC.5, the only possible source

for a heat flow into owater is ocan; but by assump

tion there is no such heat flow. This completes the

contradiction.D

Lemma 9:

[throughout(51,52,temp(oflame) > temp(ocan)) A

throughout(51,52,temp(ocan) > temp(owater)) A

throughout(51,52,temp(oflame) > temp(owater))] =>

3s 51 < 5 < 52 A active(5,heat_flow(oflame,ocan)) A

active(5,heat_flow(ocan,owater)).

(If the temperature of the can is (not strictly) between

the temperature of the flame and the temperature of

the water throughout an open time interval, then at

some time in between there must be both heat flow

from the flame to the can, and heat flow from the can

to the water.)

Proof: There must be some subinterval SA,SB of

51 , 52 throughout which one of the following holds:

• temp(oflame) > temp(ocan) > temp(owater).

By lemmas 1 and 2, the two heat flows are active.

• temp(oflame) = temp(ocan) > temp(owater).

By lemmas 1 and 5, the two heat flows are active.

• temp(oflame) > temp(ocan) = temp(owater).

By lemmas 2 and 6, the two heat flows are

active. D

Lemma 10:

Wsasb throughout(5i4,5fl,Al) =►

3S SA < S < SB A holds(5,J42)] =>

\?sa SB throughout(54,5fl,>ll) =>

dense(5,4,5S,yl2)].

(Mathematical. If every interval satisfying A\

throughout contains a point satisfying .42, then ev

ery interval satisfying A\ contains a dense collection

of points satisfying i42.)

MODE1.1:

throughout(51, 52,model) =>

dense(51, 52,heat_flow(oflame,ocan)) A

dense(51,52,heat_flow(ocan,owater)).

(If mode 1 holds throughout an interval, then there is

heat flow from the flame to the can and from the can

to the water over a dense subset.)

Proof: Immediate from MD.l, Lemmas 9 and 10. □

Lemma 11:

[active(5,heat_flow(ocan,owater)) A

-iactive(5,boiling(owater))] =>■

direction(temp(owater,5)) = pos.

(If there is a heat-flow from the can to the water, and

the water is not boiling, then the temperature of the

water is rising.)

Proof: By 1.2 and SC.5, there cannot be any heat flow

out of the water. By 2.2, 2.3,4.1, and 4.3, heat(owater)

must be increasing. By 3.1, 3.2, this is the only influ

ence on the temperature of the water. By 4.1 and 4.3
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temp(owater) must be rising. □

Lemma 12:

good.param(F) AG^flA

dense(51,52,eql(direction(F),G)) =>

throughout(51 , 52 ,neql(direction(F) , -G)).

(Mathematical: If direction(F) has non-zero value G

over a dense subset of (51,52), then it cannot be —G

anywhere on (51,52).)

MODE1.2:

throughout(51,52,model) =>•

dense(51, 52,eql(direction(temp(owater)),pos)) A

throughout(51,52,neql(direction(temp(owater)),neg))

(In mode 1 , the temperature of the water is increasing

over a dense set, and it is never decreasing.)

Proof: MODEM, MD.l, Lemmas 11 and 12. D

Lemma 13:

[good_param(Fl) A good.param(F2) A 51 < 52 A

value_in(51,Fl) < valueJn(51,F2) A

value_in(52,Fl) > valueJn(52, F2)] =>

3sa 51< SA < 52 A

value_in(5.4, Fl) > valueJn(5i4,F2) A

[direction(Fl,5i4)=pos V direction(F2, SA)=neg]

(Mathematical: If Fl < F2 at time 51 but Fl is

greater than F2 later, then there is a time later when

Fl is greater than F2 and either Fl is increasing or

F2 is decreasing.)

Lemma 14:

temp(oflame,5) > temp(ocan,5) > temp(owater,5) =>•

Vsi>s temp(oflame,51) > temp(ocan,51) >

temp(owater,51).

(If the temperature of the can is (not strictly) between

the temperature of the flame and the temperature of

the water, then these inequalities will hold at all future

times.)

Proof: By contradiction. Suppose that this does not

hold for some particular 5 and 51 . Then in 51 either

(a) the water is hotter than the can; or (b) the water

is not hotter than the can, but the can is hotter than

the flame. We consider these two possibilities in turn.

A) By lemma 13, there is some time SA between 5

and 51 during which the water is hotter than the can

and the temperature of the water is increasing. But

(lemma 6) the temperature of the water can increase

only if there is heat flow into the water, which is im

possible by 1.2 and SC.5.

A) By lemma 13, there is some time 5.4 between 5 and

51 during which the can is hotter than the flame and

the temperature of the can is increasing. But (lemma

6) the temperature of the can can only increase if there

is heat flow into the can, which means (1.2 and SC.4)

that the water must be hotter than the can, contrary

to assumption.

This completes the contradiction. D

Lemma 15:

temp(owater,5) < boiling-point(owater) =>

direction(lmass(owater),5) =

direction(gmass(owater),5) = 0.

(If the water is cooler than boiling temperature, then

neither liquid mass nor gas mass are changing.)

Proof: From 1.4, the water is not boiling in 5. From

2.4, 2.5, 4-1, 4.2, the liquid mass of the water is not

changing. From 2.6, 2.7, 4.1, 4.2, the gas mass of the

water is not changing either. □

MODE1.3:

holds(5,model) =>

direction(lmass(owater),5) =

direction(gmass(owater),5) = 0.

(In mode 1, neither liquid mass nor gas mass is chang

ing)

Proof: Immediate from Lemma 15.D

Lemma 16:

[gmass(owater,51) = 0.0 A

fV5 51 < 5 < 52 =*■

temp(owater,5) < boiling-point(owater)]] =>•

press(owater,52) = press(owater,51).

(If no part of the water is gaseous at 51, and the tem

perature of the water remains below boiling until 52,

then there is no change in pressure.)

Proof: If the pressure changes between 51 and 52,

then by lemma 4, it must have a non-zero direction

at some time in between. From 3.3, 3.4, 4.1, 4.2, the

pressure can change only if the gas mass is changing or

if the gas mass is greater than 0.0 and the temperature

is changing. From Lemma 15, the gas mass is never

changing. From lemma 4, this implies that the gas

mass remains equal to 0.0 throughout (51,52). Thus

the result follows.

MODE1.4:

holds(5,model) ^- direction(press(owater),5) = 0.

(In mode 1 there is no change in pressure.)

Proof: Immediate from lemma 16.0

MODE1.5

holds(5,model) ^ 3s>si ->holds(5,model)

(Mode 1 cannot be a final state.)

Proof: Suppose that mode 1 were a final state. Then,

by MODE1.2, the temperature of owater would be for

ever rising. By definition, a well-behaved parameter

that moves forever in one direction approaches infinity,

so the temperature of owater would eventually exceed

boiling-point(owater). But then the system would no

longer be in model, which is inconsistent. D

Lemma 17:

good-param(F) A XI < valuein(5,F) < X2 =>

3Si>s throughout(5,51,A"l < F < X2).

(Mathematical: If F has value X strictly between XI

and X2 in situation 5, then it continues to lie between
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XI and X2 for some interval after 5.)

Lemma 18:

good-param(Fl) A good_param(F2) A

throughout(51,52, Fl < F2) =>

valueJn(51,Fl) < value_in(51,F2) A

value_in(52,Fl) < valueJn(S2,F2).

(Mathematical: If a non-strict inequality holds over an

open interval, it holds at both end points.)

Corollary 19:

good.param(Fl) A good_param(F2) A

throughout(51,52, eql(Fl,F2)) =>

valuein(51,Fl) = valueJn(51,F2) A

valuein(52, Fl) = value_in(52, F2).

(If two parameters are equal over an interval, they are

equal at the endpoints. Corollary of lemma 18.)

MODE1.6: transition(model,nonterminal,mode2).

Mode 1 must transition to mode2.

Proof: By M0DE1.5, mode 1 cannot be a final state.

Let 5 be a state in which mode 1 holds, and let 51 be

the greatest lower bound of all situations greater than

5 in which mode 1 does not hold. Then mode 1 holds

in 5 and over the open interval (5,51); but either

mode 1 does not hold in 51 or there is no interval

(51,52) such that mode 1 holds throughout (51,52).

Let us begin by considering what is the situation in

51. If 51 = 5, then, of course, mode 1 holds in 51.

Suppose 51 > 5, so that mode 1 holds throughout

the interval (5,51). By lemma 14, in 51 the tem

perature of the water must still be less than or equal

to the temperature of the can, and the temperature

of the can must be less than or equal to the temper

ature of the flame. By lemma 18, the temperature

of the water in 51 is less than or equal to the boil

ing point of water. By MODE1.3, MODE1.4, and

lemma 4, the liquid mass, the gas mass, and the pres

sure are all constant over the interval (5,51), so by

lemma 19 they are unchanged in 51. Therefore the

constraints lmass(owater,51) > 0.0, gmass(owater,51)

= 0.0, press(owater,5) < open-pressure must all hold.

By 8.3, since the pressure stays less than open.pressure

throughout (5,51], the valve cannot open.

Putting these together, we conclude that in 51, either

the temperature of the water has reached the boiling

point and the system is in mode 2, or it has not and

the system is in mode 1. In the first case, there is

a transition from mode 1 to mode 2. We will show

that the second case is impossible by considering what

happens in short intervals following 51. By lemma

17, if the temperature of the water is below boiling in

51 then there is an interval (51,52) during which it

remains below boiling. By lemmas 15 and 16, the di

rections of change of the liquid mass, the gas mass, and

the pressure are zero throughout (51,52). Hence, by

lemma 4, these parameters remain constant. By same

argument as above, the valve remains closed through

out (51,52). Hence, the system remains in mode 1

throughout (51,52), contrary to assumption.D

5 Non-monotonicity

Crawford and Etherington (1992) propose that non

monotonic inferences in predictive reasoning can be

divided into two classes:

1. Non-monotonic inferences used in model-building.

Example: If a theory does not specify any actions

that cause guns to be unloaded, then infer a gen

eral rule that there are no actions that cause guns

to be unloaded. The non-monotonic inferences in

(Sandewall 1989) fall in this category.

2. Non-monotonic inferences used in simulation. Ex

ample: If a gun is loaded in situation 5, infer

that, in this specific situation, the gun will still

be loaded after waiting (or after an unspecified

period of time.)

To these two categories, it seems reasonable to add a

third:

3. Non-monotonic inference in defining the scenario.

Examples: Given a description of a blocks-world

situation, infer that the only blocks in the sit

uation are those specifically named in the de

scription. Given a description that specifies that

"load", "wait", and "shoot" occur during some

interval, infer that these are the only events that

occur.

An orthogonal categorization divides non-monotonic

theories into:

A. Non-monotonic theories that serve, in effect, as

abbreviations for monotonic theories. Examples:

The causal theories of (Lifschitz 1987) and (Lin

and Shoham 1991). The application of the closed-

world assumption to databases (Reiter 1978).

B. Non-monotonic theories that express uncertain

and defeasible inference. Example: Tweety, be

ing a bird, can fly.

The latter distinction is not a sharp one, and is more

a difference of objective and outlook than a technical

distinction. On the whole, categories (1) and (3) above

tend to be associated with category (A), and category

(2) tends to be associated with category (B), though

there are many exceptions.

It is easily seen that inferences of categories (1) and

(3) and of type (A) can be used to simplify the initial

statement of the theory. Clearly many of the closure

conditions in the theory and in the scenario descrip

tion can be omitted and derived via non-monotonic

inference of a standard kind. Specifically:
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1. When it is possible to state conditions that are both

necessary and sufficient for the activity of a process, it

will suffice just to state them as sufficient conditions.

That they are also necessary can then be derived by

circumscribing "active". For example, in axioms 1.4

and 1.6, one could just state the axiom with the left-

pointing arrow, and derive the right-pointing arrow by

circumscribing "active" .

2. In the enumeration of influences, it would be pos

sible just to state axioms of the form "Process P or

parameter Fl has influence G on parameter F2," and

then derive that these are the only influences by cir

cumscribing "dunfluence" and "iJnfluence".1 For ex

ample, in the above theory, one would replace axioms

2.2 and 2.3 by the axioms

->heat_reservoir(0) ^

d_influence(heat_flow(01,O),heat(O),pos).

-iheatjeservoir(O) =>

dinfluence(heat_flow(0,01),heat(0),neg).

3. Every ground instance of the unique-names axioms

in the theory and in the scenario description can be

derived via the unique-names assumption.

4. It is probably possible to derive the frame axioms

7.3 and 7.4 by choosing a suitable causal language and

applying circumscription to the causal axioms 7.1 and

7.2, along the lines of (Lifschitz 1987) and (Lin and

Shoham 1991).

5. The exhaustive enumeration of the heat and gas

reservoirs in the scenario (SC.2) can be achieved by

stating that the flame is a heat reservoir and that the

outside air is a gas reservoir, and then circumscrib

ing over those two predicates. Likewise, the exhaus

tive enumeration of thermal connections (SC.4) can be

achieved by stating that the flame is connected to the

can, and the can to the water, and then circumscribing

over that predicate.

Non-monotonic inference thus allows us to start with

a theory that is simpler. It is also more additive, in the

following sense: If we wish to add a new process to the

theory, all that is required is to add axioms describ

ing its activation conditions and its influences and to

"re-run" the circumscription. By contrast, adding a

new process to the monotonic theory will, in general,

require rewriting the closure conditions. Consider, for

example, adding "freezing(O)" as a new process and

"solid-mass(O)" as a new parameter. In the mono-

tonic theory, axiom 2.6, which states that the only neg-

'This circumscription of d .influence was suggested in

dependently by Yoav Shoham at the IFIP Workshop of

Knowledge Representation and Qualitative Reasoning, Is-

lamorada, Fla., Feb. 1992. Shoham also showed that it was

possible to derive non-monotonically the condition that the

value a parameter depends functionally on the values of its

direct influences. However, in our theory we did not need

that condition.

ative influence on liquidjnass(O) is boiling(O), must

be weakened to read that the only negative influences

are boiling(O) and freezing(O). By contrast, none of

the axioms of the non-monotonic theory become false.

Likewise, expanding the scenario by adding new ther

mally connected objects would require rewriting SC.4

and SC.5 in the monotonic theory, but only requires

adding the new objects in the non-monotonic theory.

This non-monotonic theory would be considerably

stronger than is necessary. For example, circumscrib

ing "iJnfluence" and "d.influence" would not only gen

erate the needed conclusion that the only influences

on the parameters of interest are those enumerated; it

would also generate the unnecessary conclusion that

that the only influences of the parameters and pro

cesses of interest are those enumerated. Similarly, the

application of domain closure to the class of objects

would generate the conclusion that the objects enu

merated are the only ones that exist; whereas all we

need is that they are the only objects involved in the

scenario.

Inferences of category (2) and type (B) are more prob

lematic. The modification of the theory so that the

closure assumptions are merely defeasible inferences

seems attractive in many instances. For example, the

assumption that all the relevant influences on a param

eter have been enumerated could be made a defeasible

inference, that could be withdrawn if the observed be

havior of a parameter violated the predicted behavior.

If it is observed that the water is not heating up, con

trary to prediction, then we must posit that the closure

assumption was mistaken and some additional process

is active. In terms of circumscription, this would re

quire circumscribing "active" over a theory that in

cluded these very observations. However, this kind

of inference tends to be prone to anomalies like the

Yale Shooting Problem, and a careful analysis would

be required to determine whether the theory leads to

all and only the reasonable conclusions. (Crawford

and Etherington 1992) make some suggestions on this

problem.

6 Remarks on the theory

Some particular features of the above theory and in

ference process are worth noting.

The theory largely achieves the objective of locality. It

would be possible to posit two separate scenarios run

ning simultaneously side by side, and to reason about

them separately. It would even be possible to posit

that these same objects were involved in an entire sep

arate collection of parameters and process (e.g. electri

cal processes). The validity of the proof above would

not be affected as long as these additional processes

and parameters do not influence our original processes

and parameters. (Influence in the opposite direction

would be OK.) Nowhere did either the theory or the
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scenario description assert that these are the only ob

jects in the world, or that these are the only processes

or process types.

As remarked above, the monotonic theory does not

have the property of additiviiy, either in expanding

the list of processes known to affect a given parame

ter, or in expanding the list of objects in a scenario.

This additivity can be largely achieved, however, if the

monotonic theory is derived from an underlying non

monotonic theory.

The natural form of reasoning in this theory has a

somewhat different flavor from the reasoning in QP,

even in doing the same task of prediction. QP al

ways starts with a complete qualitative description of

some mode, and calculates the next mode. In using

the logic, the natural way to proceed is to develop

lemmas that start with partial characterizations of a

situation or interval, and derive other partial charac

terizations of that time and future times. For example,

lemma 14 posits a constraint on all future situations,

given certain characteristics of the starting situation.

QP, so to speak, works vertically from one time period

to the next; logical inference works most comfortably

horizontally, building up constraints among intervals

of time. (There is a large overlap among the lemmas

used in proving various transitions. For example, once

the lemmas above have been established, the proof of

the transitions out of mode 2 is only about one third as

long as the above proofs of the transitions from mode

1 to mode 2.)

For this reason, certain inferences that require special

mechanisms in QP do not require any special treat

ment in the logic. For example, it is a fact that the

cycle of the valve opening and closing while the wa

ter boils away cannot persist indefinitely, though it

may cycle arbitrarily many times, since the liquid mass

drops throughout and must eventually attain zero.

This fact cannot even be expressed in a simple en-

visionment graph. (There are techniques that can be

added to QP to handle this (Weld 1986).) However, in

the logic, it takes the form of the lemma, "If, through

out an interval interval, the liquid mass is alway pos

itive and always dropping, then the interval must be

finite," which is a simple consequence of axiom 5.8.
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Abstract

Analogical representations have long been

of interest to the knowledge representation

community. Such representations provide

compact encodings of information that can

be cumbersome to represent and inefficient

to manipulate in sentential languages. In

this document, we address the problem of

using analogical representations effectively

in automated deduction systems. The pri

mary contribution is a formal framework

for combining analogical and deductive rea

soning. The framework consists of a set

of generic operations on analogical struc

tures and accompanying inference methods

for integrating analogical and sentential in

formation. The capabilities of the frame

work are demonstrated for the task of rea

soning to extend incomplete maps. The ex

amples presented here have all been solved

automatically by an implementation of the

integration framework.

1 Introduction

Analogical representations have long been of interest

to the knowledge representation community [8, 9, 22,

23]. The attraction of analogical representations lies

with their ability to store certain types of information

that humans can readily process but are problematic

for sentential reasoning systems. Although the power

of analogical representations has been acknowledged

for many years, little progress has been made in under

standing how to exploit the computational advantages

that these representations can provide.

Analogical representations encompass both explicit di

agrams (as in [6, 7]) and representation structures that

are diagram-like. Although this latter class is not

easily defined, diagram-like representations share with

real diagrams the property of certain structural corre

spondences with the domain being modeled. It is pre

cisely such correspondences that make analogical rep

resentations useful. For example, a two-dimensional

street map could be represented by graph-theoretic

structures in which nodes correspond to intersections

and arcs corresponds to road segments. Such a repre

sentation is analogical with the world being mapped

in two ways. First, paths between nodes in the graph

corresponds to road connections in the world being

modeled. Second, there is a correspondence between

the existence of objects in the world and objects in the

representation. For example, all roads are represented

in the graph; thus, the closure of the set of roads is

implicit. In contrast, expressing such closure informa

tion sententially would require an explicit statement

that the given roads constitute all roads.

The work described in this paper applies equally well

to both diagrams and diagram-like structures. For this

reason, we will not distinguish further between the two

types. The terms diagram and analogical representa

tion will be used interchangeably throughout the doc

ument.

While analogical representations have received much

attention in recent years from psychologists [10, 11,

12], there have been few advances in understanding the

computational aspects of analogical reasoning. Until

recently, most computationally-oriented work has fo

cused on properties of particular classes of diagrams

(e.g., Venn diagrams [21, 20], Euler circles [24], quali

tative reasoning [5, 7, 18], geometry [8]), ignoring more

general aspects of reasoning diagrammatically. This

document addresses the broader question of domain-

independent inference techniques for reasoning involv

ing analogical representations. The work encompasses

both reasoning about and with diagrams. The former

involves extraction of information from a diagram and

amounts to a passive use of diagrams; the latter fur

ther supports modifications to diagrams as a result of

the reasoning process, thus constituting an active use

of diagrams.

Reasoning with and about diagrams should not be ac

complished by simply translating the diagram contents
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into a sentential language, nor vice versa. Analogical

structures provide compact representations of infor

mation that is cumbersome to express sententially but

generally lack the expressive power of sentential lan

guages. Since sentential theories are a more general

representational technology, it is tempting to trans

late analogical structures into first-order sentences en

masse. But this strategy would compromise the effi

ciency of the representation system since the special

ized inference mechanisms for the analogical structures

are replaced by general-purpose deductive methods;

this point is borne out by the experimental results of

[13, 15]. Here, we adopt a hybrid approach in which

separate analogical and sentential subsystems co-exist

and inference rules for translating information between

the two are denned.

Our hybrid framework is based on a set of generic op

erations for manipulating analogical structures along

with corresponding inference rules that invoke the op

erations. The operations and rules were chosen for

their capacity to increase overall reasoning compe

tency through the appropriate use of analogical infor

mation. The framework supports both the incorpora

tion of diagrammatic information into the sentential

reasoner and the modification of diagrams to reflect

information deduced by sentential reasoning; in other

words, both reasoning about and with diagrams.

One particular class of analogical representations to

which we apply our work is that of office-building

maps. We are currently using an implementation of

our framework in the construction of a hybrid map-

learning architecture for the SRI mobile robot [16].

For concretenes, we focus on examples from this ap

plication; the work, however, applies to all types of

analogical structures. Our examples employ schematic

map diagrams whose exact representations are left un

specified; the choice of a particular representation is

immaterial to the research presented here.

2 The Hybrid Framework

In this section, we describe the analogical and senten

tial subsystems along with criteria for their integra

tion. Specific integration rules are presented in Sec

tions 3-4.

2.1 Analogical Subsystem

The details of the analogical component will vary for

different applications. Our formal framework isolates

the integration methods from the specifics of any par

ticular application through the use of an abstract char

acterization of the information stored in the analogi

cal system. Since we are interested in reasoning with

maps, we employ examples from that domain here.

A typical hallway map used by a mobile robot might

contain the kind of information displayed in the fol

lowing diagram:

owner:Ralph

type:ottice

U1,JU7l

V type:hall

JU\

type:of1ice

_JWL.

The constants V and ?/, are symbolic names assigned

to the hallway and the three openings on it in the given

scene. These objects and the relationships among

them are identified by the robot's perceptual interpre

tation mechanism, which detects relevant geometric

properties and segments sensory input into meaning

ful units (e.g., groups line segments and intersegment

spaces into objects such as corridors and significant

openings). We use the term diagram element for such

objects. Prior knowledge about the scene was used to

determine the remainder of the information in this di

agram, namely that certain £/, are offices and that the

leftmost office belongs to Ralph.

For any particular class of applications, there will be a

fixed ontology of elements and a fixed set of properties

of interest. We consider two classes of properties: sym

bolic labels for diagram elements and analogical rela

tions among diagram elements. Formally, we can rep

resent the information about labels and relations for

diagram elements that is stored in an analogic repre

sentation S as a set of first-order models Ms ■ While a

diagram records only those relationships and elements

that are known to exist, each of these diagram models

constitutes a possible completion of the partial infor

mation provided by a diagram. For example, the type

of [/j and the owners of U2 and f/3 are unspecified

in the above diagram; a diagram model would fully

specify those relations.

Diagram models consist of a set of analogical relations

A and a set of label relations L over a universe U.

Each member of A is a binary relation E, x E,, with

E, C U the set of diagram elements; each member of

L is a relation E, x Ei, with E\ C U the set of labels.

Using the "displayed" format of [2, Section 1.3], we

write these models as (U, A, L, E,,E{).

For the scene described by (1), the diagram elements

are {V, U\, (72, CM- We choose the label relations

TYPE(u,/) and OWNS(u,l), and the analogical rela

tions BES(u, v) (the opening u is next to the opening

v) and lNHALL(u,v) (opening u is in hall v). The la

bel set contains {Closet, Office, Ralph, Paul, Cyril} and

possibly other values. The choice of relations and el

ements is important in determining what information

in the analogic structure is abstracted in the hybrid

system; here, for example, whether an opening is to

the right or left of another opening is apparent from

the structure, but not in the models.
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A key feature of analogical representations is their ca

pacity to implicitly embody constraints that other rep

resentations must make explicit. For example, the map

structures embed the following constraints:

• Each opening has at most 2 adjacent openings.

• Objects can have exactly 1 type.

• Individuals can own offices but not closets.

• At most one person can own a given office.

These diagram constraints can be built into the rep

resentation structures directly or into the operations

that manipulate the structures, depending on the

given implementation. For example, a bit-map rep

resentation of (1) would embed the first constraint di

rectly through its spatial composition; the third con

straint would most likely be enforced by operations

that manipulate the structure. Either way, diagram

constraints are necessarily reflected in diagram mod

els. For instance, all diagram models for (1) can have

only one type relation for a given diagram element,

due to the second constraint above.

In diagram (1), all objects of relevance (the openings

and the hall itself) have been noted and the analogical

relations BES and INHALL are fully determined. Al

though there is type and ownership information miss

ing, the structure of the diagram is complete. Not

all diagrams share this completeness. When generat

ing maps from perceptual input, noise or faulty sen

sors may both cause objects of interest to go unde

tected and leave analogical relations only partially de

termined. In such circumstances, we say that the di

agram contains structural uncertainty. We formalize

this notion as follows.

Definition 2.1 (Determined Relation) A set of

models M defined over a class of relations R =

{ri,...rm} determines a relation r,- £ R iff every

model in M agrees on the extension o/r,-.

Definition 2.2 (Structural Uncertainty) A dia

gram S with models Ms is structurally uncertain iff

some analogical relation of the models is undetermined.

The following diagram constitutes a variation on the

scene described by (1) in which there is structural un

certainty between U\ and [/3. Here, both the BES and

INHALL relations are undetermined. Dashed lines in

dicate regions of structural uncertainty:

owner:Ralph

type:office type:office

(73 !

V type:hall

(2)

As will be seen, our framework provides the means to

apply sentential information about a diagram in order

to both ascertain the composition of areas of structural

uncertainty and flesh out the partial characterizations

given by the diagram models for the relations in LUA.

2.2 Sentential Subsystem

The sentential subsystem employs a first-order lan

guage

C = (VA,VL,E„E,,--)

and a corresponding proof theory. For simplicity, we

use the diagram elements E, and labels E\ as standard

names for themselves in C. The predicates Va are

interpreted by the analogical relations of the diagram

models, and Vl by the label relations. In addition,

there may be other predicates and constants that have

an indirect relation to the diagram - for example, the

predicate NBR(x,y) representing the office-neighbour

relationship between two people. This predicate would

be related to the diagram predicates Va U Vl by an

axiom such as

\/x,y. NBR(x,y) =

3u, v. TYPE(u, Office) A TYPE(t;, Office)

AOWNS(u, x) A OWNS(v, y) A BES(u, v) .

(3)

Similarly, the predicate RESIDES(x,h) representing

the relationship of an individual x having an office in

hallway h would be defined as

Var.A. RESIDES(x,h) =

3u. INHALL(u, h) A TYPE(u, Office) (4)

A OWNS(u, x) .

We refer to axioms of this sort as grounding axioms.

As an example of the expression and use of sentential

information relative to diagrams, consider the follow

ing statements:

Paul and Cyril have offices in hall V.

Ralph and Paul are not neighbours.

Given the grounding axioms (3,4), these statements

can be translated into the following formulas of £:

RESIDES(Cyril,V) A RESIDES(Paul,V)

-.JVBR(Raiph, Pauf) .
(5)

With respect to diagram (1), the first statement im

plies that U2 and U3 are offices, one each owned

by Cyril and Paul. This conclusion follows since

{Ui, Ui, £^3} constitutes the set of all offices in V and

Ralph is known to own U\ . Deduction of this result

requires information that is implicit in the diagram's

structure, namely that each office can be owned by

only one individual. With the second statement, the
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only possible configuration of the scene is:

owner.Ralph

type:office

V type:hall

ownerCyril

type:office

_iU2i_

owner: Paul

type:office

,U3JUJL

(6)

Sentential information can also be used to reduce

structural uncertainty in diagrams: given the sen

tences Ralph and Cyril are neighbours and Cyril is

Paul's only neighbour, the diagram (6) follows from

(2)-

2.3 Integration Criteria

In order to determine whether a given integration

method behaves in an appropriate fashion, it is nec

essary to provide a semantic account of the over-all

hybrid system.

From a model-theoretic perspective, the merging of

a diagram S with a set of sentences T that describe

the diagram amounts to restricting the models of S

to those that are compatible with T. Compatibility

here means that the diagram model can be expanded

to a model for T by providing interpretations for the

predicate, function, and constant symbols of £ that do

not overlap the diagram model.

Definition 2.3 (Restricted Models) Lei T be a

collection of sentences in C describing properties of a

diagram S and let Ms be the models of S defined for

the sublanguage (VA,VLtE»,El) of C. The restriction

of Ms relative to T, written as Ms(T), is the set of

models (U,A,L,E,,Ei) G Ms for which some expan

sion (U, A,L,E,,Et,- ■ ■) is a model of T.

The models in Ms(T) characterize the total informa

tion content in the hybrid system for the domain mod

eled by the analogical structures. The challenge is to

provide both derivation rules for determining formulas

of C that are logically entailed by Ms(T) and update

rules for modifying S to eliminate diagram models not

contained in Ms(T).

In general, the analogical structures may have weaker

representational capabilities than is required to cap

ture the information content of Ms(T). Consider the

diagram (1) and the sentential theory

To = {RESIDES(Cyril, V), RESIDES(Paul, V)} .

These two sources of information jointly imply that Ui

and U3 are offices, one each owned by Pau7 and Cyril;

however, it is undetermined as to who owns which one.

Every model in Ms(T0) either has both (f/2, Cyril)

and (t/3,Pauf) or both (C/2,Paui) and (U3, Cyril) in

its OWNS relation. However, this information cannot

be fully manifest in the diagram since it is not definite

about who owns which office and the diagram does not

admit disjunctive information about ownership.

Rather than seeking an analogical structure with the

models Ms(T), the best that can be attained is a struc

ture that adequately represent Ms(T):

Definition 2.4 (Representational Adequacy)

An analogical structure Q adequately represents a set

of diagram models M iff M C Mq and there is no

other diagram R such that M C Mr and Mr C Mq.

For example, when S is the diagram (1) and To is as

defined above, the following diagram adequately rep

resents Ms(Tq):

owner: Ralph

type:office

jU1t

type:office type:office

.U3

V type:hall

U2

J L J L

(7)

This diagram extends (1) to include the information

that U-2 is an office but does not include any new in

formation about ownership.

Soundness and completeness for inference in our hy

brid system can be defined using the concepts of re

stricted models and representational adequacy.

Definition 2.5 (Soundness) A diagram update rule

is sound iff for diagram S and theory T it generates

only diagrams whose model set contains Ms(T). A

derivation rule is sound iff it generates only sentences

whose model set contains Ms(T).

We will say that a collection of both diagram update

and derivation rules is sound precisely when each of

its members is sound.

Definition 2.6 (Completeness) A set of derivation

and update rules is derivationally complete for S and

T iff any valid sentence of Afs(T) can be derived by

the sentential subsystem. The set is diagrammatically

complete iff it can generate a diagram that adequately

represent Ms(T).

3 The Inferential Calculus

The inferential calculus underlying our hybrid frame

work is defined relative to a class of domain-

independent diagram operations. In this section, we

describe both the inference rules and operations. We

focus exclusively on diagrams without structural un

certainty; diagrams with structural uncertainty are

considered in Section 4.
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3.1 Diagram Operations

Two classes of diagram operations are required for our

inference rules: reflection and extraction procedures.

Reflection procedures provide a means of inserting in

formation into an analogical structure. For each la

bel predicate P(u, v) we require a reflection proce

dure INSERT. P(u,v) such that for ei,e2 € E, U £j,

the predicate P(e\,e2) holds in all models of the di

agram obtained by executing INSERT.P(ei,e2). That

is, when applied to a diagram S with model set Ms,

INSERT. P(ci,ej) yields a diagram S' with model set

MS' = {m€Ms | m|=P(ei,ej)} .

For diagrams without structural uncertainty (the fo

cus of this section), insertion procedures for Va are

unnecessary.

Extraction procedures provide access to the contents

of the analogical structure for use by the sentential

subsystem. As noted above, whole-scale translation

of the analogical structures into first-order sentences

is infeasible. Instead, we wish to provide access to

the information in the analogical structures on an as

needed basis, whereby information is accessed as re

quired for individual deduction steps rather than all at

once. The two key types of information stored within

diagrams are (1) analogical and label relationships for

diagram elements, and (2) closure information about

those relationships.

For each diagram predicate P(u,v), we require an ex

traction procedure EVAL.P(u, v) for evaluating ground

instances relative to the diagram S. These evaluation

procedures provide the sentential reasoner with infor

mation about primitive relationships in the analogi

cal structures. The procedure behaves as follows for

ei,e3€E. U Et:

EVAL.P(e ,c2)= I ft

true \lMs\=P{ex,e2)

false ttMs\=iP(eue3)

unknown otherwise

Closure information for a diagram S is generated by

two classes of procedures. Let P[x] represent an in

stance of a predicate in Vi U Va that contains the

single variable i, such as BES(x,Ui). (For simplic

ity, we restrict attention here to predicates contain

ing only one variable.) With respect to the dia

gram 5, the procedure CLOSURE+..P[x] generates the

set of diagram elements that possibly satisfy P[x]

(called the minimal superclosvre) while the procedure

CLOSURE-.P[x] generates the set of elements that

definitely satisfy P[x] (the maximal subclosure).

Definition 3.1 (Closures) Let P[x] be a nonground

instance of a predicate in Vl U Va- The minimal

superclosure of P[x], denoted by CLOSURE"1". P[x],

and the maximal subclosure of P[x], denoted by

CLOSURE •/'[*], are defined with respect to a diagram

S as follows:

CLOSURE*.P[z] =

{e € Ei U E, | m(= P[e] for some m e Ms)

CLOSURE". ,P[:r] = {ee£|U£, | Ms \= P[e]}

The procedures CLOSURE"1". .P[z] and CLOSURE" .P[x]

give minimal upper- and maximal lower-bounds, re

spectively, for the precise set of values that satisfy

P[x]. This set is fixed for a given diagram only when

the relation P[x] is determined by the models of S (in

the sense of Definition 2.1). In terms of the sentential

language C, determination of P[x] is equivalent to the

condition that for mi,m2 € Ms'-

Ve € E. U Ei. mi \= P[e] = m2\= P[e] . (8)

When a predicate P[x] is determined by a diagram,

the maximal sub- and minimal superclosures are both

equal to the exact closure. However, sub- and super-

closures are useful sources of diagram information

when the predicate is not determined, as will be made

apparent in Section 3.2.3.

Note that since we are considering only diagrams with

out structural uncertainty in this section, all analogical

predicates are necessarily determined.

3.2 Inference Rules

The inferential component of the integration frame

work consists of rules of evaluation, domain enumera

tion and reflection. Evaluation and domain enumera

tion utilize information from the diagram as provided

by the extraction procedures to derive new sentences

describing properties of the diagram. The reflection

rule permits the insertion of sentential consequences

derived from T into the diagrams using the reflection

procedures.

In the definition of the inference rules, we use the no

tation a\ to represent the expression a with all occur

rences of the expression 6 replaced by c.

3.2.1 Reflection

The reflection rule sanctions the transfer of informa

tion from the sentential to the analogical subsystem.

Let T h <f> represent the deducibility of a sentence <j>

from a set of sentences T using the proof theory of the

sentential subsystem.

Definition 3.2 (Reflection Rule) Let T be a sen

tential theory and S an analogical structure. If T h

R(t\,-.,tk)fort1,...,tk G E,UE, andReVAUVL

then R(t\, . . . ,<t) can be reflected into S by executing

INSERT.R(*i ,...,«*)■
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3.2.2 Evaluation

The evaluation rule sanctions replacement of ground

instances of a predicate R € Va U Vl by either true or

false, in accordance with the contents of the analogical

structure. In the case where the relationship denoted

by R is undetermined, the evaluation process has no

effect.

Definition 3.3 (Evaluation Rule) Let <j> be a for

mula that contains an instance R(ti, ...,**) of a pred

icate R£VaVVl- If EVAL.R(ti, . . . ,tk) = 6 where

6 G {true, false) then evaluation of R(t\, . . .,tt) in <i>

yields </>eR(Ut._,itky

3.2.3 Domain Enumeration

The domain enumeration rules allow the elimination

of quantifiers in certain cases through the introduc

tion of an appropriate domain of values that covers

the relevant instantiations of the quantified variable.

Consider the assertion

3u. BES(u, U2) A OWNS(u, Paul) (9)

relative to diagram (1). The interpretation of this for

mula is that the diagram element owned by Paul is lo

cated beside U2. The conjunct BES(u, C^) limits the

possibilities for this diagram element: according to (1),

the element must be either Ui or U3. As such, the for

mula OWNS(Ui , Paul)VOWNS(U3, Paul) follows from

(9). Similarly, the universally quantified formula

Vu. INHALL(u, V) D TYPE(u, Office) (10)

can be viewed as a statement about the predi

cate TYPE(u, Office), with INHALL(u,V) serving

as a filter on the set of relevant instantiations of

the quantified variable. According to the diagram

(1), the only values that satisfy INHALL(u, V) are

{Ui,U2, U3} (i.e., the exact closure of INHALL(u, V)

is {£^1,^2.^/3})- Thus, the conjunction

/\ TYPE(d, Office)

deiUx.U3.U3}

is equivalent to (10) with respect to models for diagram

(!)■

We refer to the technique used above for applying clo

sure information to eliminate quantifiers as domain

enumeration. Domain enumeration does not apply to

all predicate instances containing a quantified variable.

The formula 3u. -iBES(u, U\) A TYPE(u, Cioset) il

lustrates this point. In this case, the exact closure

for BES(u, U\) is not an appropriate restriction of the

terms of C; elimination of the existential quantifier

using the exact closure would lead to unsound conclu

sions.

For existential quantifiers, the domain used in domain

enumeration must include all bindings for which the

embedded formula (e.g., BES(x, U2) A OWNS(x, Paul)

in (9)) may have truth value true; this guarantees that

all relevant instantiations of the quantified variable are

covered. For universal quantifiers, the domain should

exclude values for which the embedded formula is al

ready determined to have truth value true. We call a

predicate instance whose exact closure satisfies these

conditions focus expressions for the given quantified

formula. In essence, a focus expression prunes from

consideration those bindings of a given quantified vari

able that do not provide useful information.

To formalize the concept of focus expressions, we in

troduce definitions for the polarity and definiieness of

predicate instances in a formula.

Definition 3.4 (Polarity) An instance of a predi

cate in a formula o is called positive if the instance

maps to an unnegated literal in the conjunctive nor

mal form of <j> and is called negative otherwise.

Definition 3.5 (Definiteness) An instance of a

predicate in a formula <f> is called definite if the in

stance maps to a literal in a clause of length one in

the conjunctive normal form of <f> and is called indefi

nite otherwise.

We will combine the notions of polarity and definite

ness, referring to individual instances as negative in

definite or positive definite as appropriate. The expres

sion INHALL(u, V) is a negative indefinite instance in

(10) and a positive definite instance in

3u. INHALL(u, V) A TYPE(u, Closet) .

Definition 3.6 (Focus Expression) Ifip is a quan

tified formula (eitherVz. a or3z. a) containing a pred

icate instance P[z] then P[z] is a focus expression for

\j> iff either

• t/> has the form Vz. a and the occurrence of P[z]

is negative indefinite, OR

• ip has the form 3z. a and the occurrence of P[z]

is positive definite.

The domain enumeration rule is formally defined as

follows.

Definition 3.7 (Domain Enumeration Rule) //

vj is a quantified expression, either 3z. a or Vz. a,

containing a focus expression $[2] with maximal sub-

closure D~ and minimal superclosure D+ then domain

enumeration for x[i and $[z] yields:

Vtf> ifyj is 3z. a

d€D+

.true

A (a?Wi tit ,sVz- ° •

dec-
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Note that when applying domain enumeration to a

universally quantified formula Vz. a[z], the embedded

formula a[z] need not be fully retained. Instead, the

simplification of a[z] in which the focus expression is

replaced by true suffices, since the focus expression has

truth value true for all terms in its maximal subclosure.

For example, INHALL(u, V) D TYPE(u, Office) can

be reduced to the expression TYPE(u, Office). Focus

expressions must be retained for existentially quanti

fied formulas: by definition the maximal superclosure

may contain terms that are not in the exact closure

(and hence do not satisfy the focus expression).

Domain enumeration could be extended to make use

of nonatomic focus expressions. For example, the con

junction BES(x, U5) A TYPE(x, Office) could serve as

a focus expression in the formula

Var. BES(x,Us)ATYPE(x, Office) D OWNS(x,Ev&) .

The intersection of the maximal subclosures for the

individual conjuncts would serve as a more restricted

(and hence more useful) domain for the universally

quantified variable x. Similalry, the disjunction

BES{x,UA) V BES(x,U6) could be employed as a fo

cus expression in

3z. {BES(x,U4)VBES(x,U6)) A OWNS(x,Ann) .

The appropriate domain in this case would be the

union of the minimal superclosures for each disjunct.

Straightforward extensions of Definitions 3.6-3.7 sup

port this generalization; we forego their technical

statement in this paper.

3.3 Example

We illustrate the workings of our integration rules by

applying them to the scenario presented in Section 2.2,

namely diagram (1) with sentential theory

To = {^NBR(Ralph, Paul),

RESIDES(Cyril, V), RESIDES(Paul, V)} .

A derivation schematic, including both diagrams and

sentences, is provided in Figure 1.

Consider first the given formula RESIDES(Paul, V).

Rewriting using definition (4) yields formula S2 in the

figure. The predicate INHALL(u, V) is a focus ex

pression in S2 and its exact closure in diagram (a)

is { t/i , f/2 . t/3 } - Domain enumeration using this fo

cus expression yields formula S3. Diagram (a) con

tains the information that U\ and U3 are offices, thus

TYPE(Ui, Office) and TYPE(U3 , Office) in S3 can be

replaced by true using the evaluation rule. In addition,

since the diagram indicates that Ralph owns U\ , evalu

ation can be used to rewrite OWNS(Paul, U\) to false.

This evaluation step exploits the diagram constraint

that ownership is unique. The evaluations combined

with tautological simplification produce formula S4.

Expansion of the given fact ->NBR(Ralph, Paul) using

definition (3) gives formula S6 in the figure. This for

mula contains the focus expression OWNS(Ralph, x)

whose exact closure in diagram (a) is {U\}; domain

enumeration is applied to produce formula S7. Evalu

ation of the expression TYPE{U\ , Office) with respect

to diagram (a) leads to formula S8, which contains

the focus expression BES(U\ , y) whose exact closure is

{1/2}- Domain enumeration for BES(Ui , y) yields for

mula S9, which along with S4 entails OWNS(Paul, U3).

Application of the reflection rule to this atom yields

the second diagram (b).

The formula S12 is obtained from the given for

mula RESIDES(CyriI, V) by applying the same steps

used from SI to S4 above. The ownership of C/3

was undetermined in the original diagram; however,

OWNS(Cyril, U3) is necessarily false since the new di

agram (b) indicates that the owner of C/3 is PauJ. Eval

uation can be applied to the formula SI 2 using dia

gram (b) to derive S13. Note that this last deduc

tion could not be made from S12 and the sentence

OWNS(Paul, C/3) alone; again we need the diagram

constraint that ownership is unique. Finally, the con

tents of this last formula can be reflected to produce

the diagram (c), which adequately represents Ms(To).

4 Structural Uncertainty

Consider the diagram

owner:Ralph

type:office

owner: Paul

type: office 

V type:hall

(11)

containing a region of structural uncertainty between

elements U\ and U3 . This diagram has models in which

there are zero, one, two, etc, diagram elements in the

uncertain area. Without further information, there

is no way to determine which of these models cor

responds to the actual situation that the diagram is

intended to represent.

Accounting for structural uncertainty requires a slight

generalization of the inferential calculus presented in

Section 3. First of all, reflection operators must be

provided for the analogical predicates Va so that di

agrams can be modified to incorporate new analogi

cal relations determined by the sentential subsystem.

The definitions of the remaining diagram operations

and the various inference rules remain unaltered but

the definition of minimal superclosure requires elabo

ration. Because the minimal superclosure of a pred

icate must include all possible values for which the

predicate holds, it is necessary to consider whether el

ements inserted in structurally indeterminate regions

could satisfy the given predicate. In contrast, the def

inition of maximal subclosure is not affected by struc

tural uncertainty since diagram elements that do not

appear in all models are not included in the maximal
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DIAGRAM SENTENCES

(?\ owner:Ralph

>4/ type:oftice

jWL

V type:hall

j"»L

type:office

_|U3|-

INHALL(u. V): {Ul, U2. U3}

TYPE(U1. Office): true

TYPE(U3, Office): true

OWNS(Paul, Ul): false

. RESIDES(Paul, V) S1

J 1 Definition

__ 3u. DMHALL(u, V) a TYPE(u, Office) a OWNS(Paul, u) S2

Dom Enum 1

V TYPE(d, Office) a OWNS(Paul. d) S3

d€ {U1.U2.U3} i

Eval 1

[TYPE(U2, Office) a OWNS(Paul. U2)] v OWNS(Paul. U3) S4

© owner: Ralph

type:office

jU1L

V type:hall

-> NBR(Ralph, Paul) S5

1 Definition

V x,y.-. (TYPE(x.Office)A TYPE(y.Office) a OWNS(Ralph,x) a OWNS(Paul.y) ABES(x.y)] S6

OWNS(Ralph,x): {Ul} => Dom Enum 1

Vy. -,(TYPE(Ul,Office)A TYPE(y,Office)A OWNS(Paul.y) a BES(Ul,y)) S7

TYPEfUl.Office): true => Eval T

Vy. -,(TYPE(y.Office) a OWNS(Paul.y) ABES(Ul.y)) S8

BES(Ul.y): (U2) => Dom Enum |

-iTYPE(U2,Office)v -.OWNS(Paul,U2) S9

# FromS4

OWNS(Paul.U3) S10

JU2L

owner: Paul

type:office

.U3 .
Reflect

OWNS(Cyril.U3): false =

© ownenRalph owner:Cyril owner:Paul

type:oftice type:office type:office

RESIDES(Cyril, V) S11

i Similar to S1-S4

[TYPE(U2, Office) a OWNS(Cyril. U2)] vOWNS(Cyril, U3) S12

Eval |

TYPE(U2,Office) a OWNS(Cyril,U2) S13

Reflect

jU1L

V type:hall

JU2| IU3L

Figure 1: An Example Derivation
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subclosure.

4.1 Minimal Super-closures with Introduced

Names

To account for structural uncertainty in diagrams, we

exploit a technique of the natural deduction calculus

for dealing with existential elimination. With this cal

culus, the existential quantifier of a formula 3x.0[x]

can be eliminated by introducing a new individual con

stant c for x, yielding <f>[c]. The justification for the

introduction is that, since c does not appear elsewhere

in the proof, it can refer to an arbitrary individual.

We employ the same principle in formulating minimal

superclosures for diagrams containing structural un

certainty. Consider diagram (11) relative to the sen

tence 3x. BES(Ui,x). It could be that U3 is next to

U\ , or that there is an intervening element Ii situated

to the right of U\. The minimal superclosure must

take both of these cases into account, yielding the set

Employing names for hypothesized individuals intro

duces a complication to the diagrams, since we have

heretofore assumed that all elements were "standard

ized apart," receiving different names if and only

if they were distinct. This is not the case with

hypothesized individuals; for example, if we were

later to perform domain enumeration on the sentence

3y. BES(U3,y), introducing the name I2, it could be

the case that both I\ and I2 refer to the same individ

ual. To account for naming and identity, we assume

that the diagram keeps track of introduced names and

their possible referents.1

When the exact closure of an analogical predicate P[x]

is determined by the diagram models (i.e., condition

(8) is satisfied), the minimal superclosure reduces to

the exact closure. Otherwise, the minimal superclo

sure consists of those diagram elements that satisfy the

predicate in any diagram model, along with an intro

duced name for a hypothesized element. Even though

multiple elements can appear in regions of uncertainty

and there may be more than one such region in a dia

gram, only one introduced element is required for the

minimal superclosure. Restriction to one such element

is possible because the purpose of domain enumeration

is to identify a solitary element satisfying the matrix

of the existentially quantified formula.

Definition 4.1 (Minimal Superclosure for Va)

Lei P[x] represent an instance of a predicate in Va lhat

contains the single variable x. The minimal superclo

sure of P[x], denoted by CLOSURE+.P[z], is defined

for a diagram S as

{e€E,l)E. J Ms\=P[e]}

'In other words, diagram operations must track equal

ities and inequalities for introduced names.

when P[x] is determined by Ms, otherwise

{e€EiUE, I m\= P[e] for some m G Ms} U {/*}

where Ik is an introduced name.

The minimal superclosure for BES(U\ , x) relative to

diagram (11) is {f/3,/1}, where /1 is an introduced

name.

The new definition of minimal superclosure is used as

before in domain enumeration except that when an

element name It is introduced for a minimal superclo

sure, the diagram is modified to include inequalities

between Ik and all current diagram elements. The

referent of an introduced It may be determined by fu

ture sentential reasoning steps, possibly leading to the

insertion of a new diagram element via the reflection

rule. Such a situation arises in the example presented

below.

4.2 Example: Structural Uncertainty

Consider diagram (11) and the theory

Ti = {NBR(Ralph, Cyril), NBR(Paul, Cyril)} .

Every model in Ms(T\) has exactly one element be

tween U\ and U3, with this element being labeled as

the office of Cyril. We show how a new diagram that

reflects this information can be generated using the

integration calculus.

Applying the same steps used to derive S8 from

->NBR(Ralph, Paul) in Figure 1, we generate the fol

lowing pair of formulas from Xi :

3x. BES(Uux) A TYPE(x, Office) A OWNS(Cyril, x)

(12)

3*. BES(U3, x) A TYPE(x, Office) A OWNS(CyriI, x) .

(13)

As noted above, the minimal superclosure for

BES(Ui,x) relative to diagram (11) is {U3,h}. Do

main enumeration for the focus expression BES(U\,x)

in (12) yields

BES(Ui , U3) A TYPE(U3, Office) A OWNS(Cyril, U3)

V

BES(Ui ,Ii)A TYPE(h , Office) A OWNS(Cyril, h)

(14)

along with the naming constraints U3 ^ h and U\ ^ h .

Evaluation of OWNS(Cyril, U3) with respect to the di

agram returns false (since ownership is unique), thus

(14) simplifies to

BES(Ui , /1) A TYPE(/i , Office) A OWNS{Cyril, h) .

(15)

The conjuncts in this formula can be reflected to pro
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duce the new diagram

owner Ralph owner:Cyril

type:office type:office

U1 11

ownenPaul

type:office

._IWI_

V type:hall

(16)

Here, a new diagram element has been created to serve

as the referent of the introduced name I\ .

In diagram (16), the expression BES(x,U3) has min

imal superclosure {/i,/2}> for some introduced name

I2. Domain enumeration for BES(x, U3) in (13) gives

BES{U3, h) A TYPE(h , Office) A OWNS(Cyril, h)

V

BES(U3, h) A TYPE(I2, Office) A OWNS(Cyril, I2)

(17)

along with the inequalities I2f^U\, I2^U3, and

Since the current diagram indicates that Cyril owns I\

(and cannot own I2 since I2 £h), the evaluation rule

can be applied to eliminate the second disjunct of (17).

Further evaluations lead to the formula BES(U3,I\),

thus establishing that the introduced name I2 does not

refer to a realizable diagram element. Reflection of this

last atom yields the diagram (6), which adequately

represents Ms(T\).

4.3 A Troublesome Example

The new definition of minimal superclosure does not

always lead to an adequate representation of the re

stricted class of diagram models. Suppose that we re

late sentences (12,13) to the following diagram D:

owner:Ralph

■ type:office

L JWL

V type:hall

owner:Paul

type:office

.-1^1. J

(18)

The models Md(T\) are adequately represented by a

diagram similar to (6) but with regions of uncertainty

to the left of U\ and to the right of U3 . As we will show ,

our integration calculus cannot produce this diagram.

The minimal superclosure for BES{U\,x) is again

{^3. ^1} as was the case in the previous example (pro

vided we reuse I\ as the introduced name) and we

can similarly derive the formula (15) from (12). How

ever, since I\ could be located on either side of U\ we

cannot insert a new element into the diagram as the

referent of I\ . This inability to situate I\ leads to a

different minimal superclosure for BES(U3,x), namely

{^1.^2} (again we reuse the same introduced name

from the previous example). Domain enumeration for

BES(x, U3) in (13) now gives

BES(U3, Ux) A TYPE{UX , Office) A OWNS(Cyril, U^)

V

BES{U3, h) A TYPE{I2, Office) A OWNS(Cyril, I2)

with the inequalities I2 / Ui and I2 ^ U3. Note that

in this case, the inequality I2 ^ l\ is not added since

I\ does not refer to a current diagram element.

At this point, no modifications to the diagram are

possible, and no further derivations by the senten

tial subsystem lead to any reflections back to the di

agram. While the atoms BES(U\,h), BES(U3,I2),

OWNS(Cyril, h) and OWNS(Cyril, I2) are all deriv

able, they have no effect on the diagram individually.

In combination though, they constrain I\ = I2 to be

the unique office situated between U\ and U2. Gen

erating a diagram that adequately represents Mp(Ti)

requires reasoning by cases about the possible loca

tions of introduced elements and is beyond the scope

of the integration calculus presented in this paper.

5 Properties of the Framework

The integration framework satisfies the following prop

erties.

Proposition 5.1 (Soundness) Reflection, evalua

tion and domain enumeration are sound.

An inference rule that derives a formula ip from a given

formula <f> is equivalence-preserving with respect to a

class of models M when M ^= <t> = rp.

Proposition 5.2 (Equivalence) Domain enumera

tion using exact closures for a diagram S is an

equivalence-preserving inference rule with respect to

the models of S.

The proofs of the propositions are quite straightfor

ward; we defer them to a longer version of the paper.

The integration rules are neither derivationally nor

diagrammatically complete. The central problem is

that the rules focus on properties of individuals and

their relationships with other individuals, failing to

account for embedded diagram constraints. Dia

gram constraints are certainly made use of at times.

In going from S3 to S4 in Figure 1, the unique own

ership constraint made it possible to conclude that

OWNS(Paul,Ui) had truth-value false, given that

OWNS(Ralph,Ui) held in diagram (a). However, it

is impossible to directly reason with the diagram con

straints.

In the remainder of this section we briefly consider the

issue of completeness for propositional sentential the

ories. We note that the discussion is also of relevance

to those first-order theories that can be reduced to
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propositional theories through appropriate use of the

domain enumeration rule.

Derivational completeness demands the derivability

in the sentential subsystem of any sentence valid in

Ms(T). Suppose we pick a propositionally-complete

refutation strategy for the sentential subsystem. Is

the resulting system complete? The answer is "no."

Consider the following set of statements:

OWNS(Pzul, Ui) V

OWNS(Ralph,Ui) V

OWNS(Cyril, U{) V

OWNS(P&uI, U2)

OWNS(Ralph, U2)

OWNS(Cyril, U2)

Given the embedded property of unique ownership,

these sentences are inconsistent with respect to any

diagram in our class of maps. Even so, it is not al-

way possible to derive the empty clause. In particular,

no refutation is possible given a variation of diagram

(1) in which all ownership information has been re

moved. Because the uniqueness constraint on owner

ship is embedded in the representations and operations

of the analogical structures, the integration rules pro

vide no means of relating this constraint to the sen

tences above.

Derivational completeness can be attained by extend

ing the evaluation rule to sets of literals. Define:

EVAL'(/lf ■■•/„) =

f inconsis if Ms |= ->(/i A ■ ■ • A /„)

1 unknown otherwise

Using this evaluation procedure, we can apply total

narrow theory resolution [25] as a refutation-complete

derivational procedure. This procedure is a variant

of hyperresolution in which a set of literals, one from

each clause of the resolution, are tested for consistency

against the diagram; if they are inconsistent, the result

of the resolution is a clause consisting of a disjunction

of the remainders of each resolved clause.2

Diagram completeness is generally harder to achieve

than derivational completeness because it requires

the sentential subsystem to be complete for atomic

consequence-finding. Consider the theory:

T = {OWNS(Paul, U3) V OWNS(Cyril, U3)}

relative to diagram (1). Given the embedded diagram

constraint that ownership applies only to offices, it is

possible to derive TYPE(l/3, Office) by refutation. But

TYPE(U3, Office) cannot be derived as a consequence

of the diagram and T. Arriving at this conclusion re

quires a form of reasoning by cases that our framework

2Although we can achieve derivational completeness us

ing theory resolution in a refutation system, in practice we

might not want to use theory resolution directly, since it

is a multiple-clause inference rule. It would be more effi

cient to consider a variation on the Davis-Putnam method

in which branches are closed when they contain a set of

atoms that are inconsistent according to the diagram.

does not currently support. As noted above, reasoning

by cases is also required to overcome the form of di

agram incompleteness that arose in Section 4.3. This

capability presents an interesting avenue for further

research.

6 Summary

We have described a domain-independent formal

framework for integrating sentential and analogical

representations. We illustrated the workings of the

framework for the application of reasoning sententially

to extend the information content of maps, both with

and without structural uncertainty. The integration

rules of the framework are sound as well as derivation-

ally complete in the propositional case.

The integration framework has been implemented on

top of the KLAUS automated deduction system [26]

using the method of universal attachment [14, 15] to

formulate the integration rules. The system has been

successfully applied to problems involving reasoning

with maps, including the examples presented in this

paper. Much work remains to be done on control issues

for the implementation. In particular, the ordering of

domain enumerations can greatly impact the efficiency

of reasoning.

There has been a resurgence of interest in computa

tional models for diagrammatic/visual reasoning dur

ing the past few years. Most similar in nature to our

research is the work on Hyperproof [1]. The Hyper-

proof system combines sentential reasoning with dia

grammatic representations of a chessboard containing

blocks. In Hyperproof, much of the complexity under

lying the integration of diagrammatic and sentential

information is implicit in the system; in contrast, our

research has sought to provide a domain-independent

inferential framework in which all aspects of integra

tion are made explicit. A second difference relates to

control: the inference rules presented here automati

cally combine sentential and diagrammatic reasoning,

while Hyperproof requires user interaction to guide the

reasoning process.

The work of [17] presents a computational model for

reasoning with diagrammatic representations but em

phasizes the emulation of human reasoning about vi

sualization. Computational imagery [19] defines a rep

resentational framework for reasoning with both visual

and spatial information but does not address the con

nection to deductive inference.

Our work also overlaps to a certain extent with re

search in the hybrid reasoning community [4, 3]. Other

than our specialization of hybrid reasoning to analogi

cal representations, the main difference between the

material presented there and the hybrid framework

presented here is the latter 's emphasis on reflecting

derived information back into analogical structures.
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Abstract

Converting complex equations into simpler,

more tractable equations usually involves

approximation. Approximation is usually

done by identifying and removing insignifi

cant terms, while retaining significant ones.

The significance of a term can be determined

by order of magnitude reasoning. In this pa

per we describe NAPIER, an implemented or

der of magnitude reasoning system. NAPIER

defines the order of magnitude of a quantity

on a logarithmic scale, and uses a set of rules

to propagate orders of magnitudes through

equations. A novel feature of NAPIER is the

way it handles non-linear simultaneous equa

tions, using linear programming in conjunc

tion with backtracking. We show that order

of magnitude reasoning in NAPIER is, in gen

eral, intractable and then discuss an approxi

mate reasoning technique that allow it to run

fast in practice. Some of NAPIER's inference

rules are heuristic, and we estimate the error

introduced by their use.

and a good initial guess is required to ensure conver

gence to a solution. Hence, scientists and engineers

still strive to identify appropriate approximations so

that the resulting equations are as simple as possible.

In addition, numerical methods are sometimes inappli

cable. For example, during conceptual design, exact

numerical values for exogenous quantities are usually

unavailable because most of the details of the design

are unspecified. Under such circumstances, an engi

neer needs to fall back on analytical methods, thereby

highlighting the role of appropriate approximations.

The approximation process usually involves identify

ing and removing insignificant terms, while retain

ing only the significant ones. Consider the follow

ing example, previously discussed in [Bennett, 1987;

Raiman, 1991], from the domain of acid-base chem

istry. An important task in this domain is to find

the concentration of H+ ions in a solution. The con

centration of ions in solution depends on the dynamic

equilibrium resulting from competing chemical reac

tions. Consider dissolving an acid, AH , in water. The

two reversible reactions that occur, corresponding to

the ionization of AH and H^O, are shown in Figure 1.

1 INTRODUCTION

Mathematical models are pervasive in science and en

gineering. Both analytical and numerical techniques

have been used to solve the equations resulting from

such models. Analytical methods are applicable only

to restricted classes of equations (e.g., linear systems).

To apply analytical techniques to more complex classes

of equations, scientists and engineers have had to find

ways of approximating the equations to convert them

into a simpler form.

With the advent of fast digital computers, the classes

of equations that can be solved by numerical (rather

than analytical) methods have grown considerably.

However, numerical methods are not a panacea; they

have their limitations too. For example, solving sys

tems of non-linear equations can be time consuming,

AH ^ H++A~

HiO v& H++OH~

Figure 1: Ionization reactions that occur on dissolving

AH in water

The equilibrium concentrations of the three ions

(H+,0H~,A~) and the acid (AH) are determined

by the equations shown in Figure 2. Square brackets

denote concentrations; Ca is the initial concentration

of the acid; Kw is the ion product of water; and Ka is

the ionization constant of the acid.

As has been pointed out in [Bennett, 1987; Raiman,

1991], solving this set of equations analytically for

[H+] results in a cubic equation which is difficult to

solve. In fact, in problems involving polyprotic acids,

i.e., acids that can yield more than one H+ ion, the
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Charge balance:

Mass balance:

Acid ionization equilibrium:

Water ionization equilibrium:

[H+) = [A-] + [OH-]

Ca = [A~] + [AH]

Ka[AH] = [A~][H+]

Kw = [OH~][H+]

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

Figure 2: Equilibrium equations for the ionization reactions.

closed form solution for [H+] can involve equations of

degree five or higher, making the solution significantly

harder.

An alternative to the above approach is to approxi

mate the equations, and hence simplify them. For ex

ample, a chemist might guess that the acid is strong,

so that [A~] > [OH~] and [A~] > [AH]. This justi

fies reducing the first equation to [//*] = [A~] and the

second equation to Ca = [A~], leading to a straight

forward solution.

The reasoning following the assumptions that [A~] ^>

OH~] and [A~] » [AH] is very nicely formalized in

Raiman, 1991]. But how are these assumptions jus

tified? In [Bennett, 1987], Bennett suggests that such

assumptions are justified by domain specific inference

rules. In this paper we present a domain-independent

method for justifying such assumptions. In particular,

we define the order of magnitude of a quantity on a log

arithmic scale. We show how the order of magnitude of

exogenous quantities like Ca , Kw , and I\a can be prop

agated through a set of equations like Equations 1-4 to

compute orders of magnitudes of the remaining quanti

ties like [H+], [OH~], [A~], and [AH]. The computed

orders of magnitude of [A~], [OH~], and [AH] can be

used to justify the above assumptions and simplify the

equations.

The reasoning technique described here has been im

plemented in a program called NAPIER.1 NAPIER has

been successfully tested on multiple examples in the

domain of electromechanical devices, with the number

of equations per example ranging from about 25 to a

little over 150.

In the next section, we define the order of magnitude

of a quantity and present rules for propagating orders

of magnitude. We show that these rules can be used to

infer orders of magnitudes of quantities related by a set

of non-linear simultaneous equations. Next, we show

that, in general, order of magnitude reasoning is in

tractable, and then present an approximate reasoning

technique that make it efficient in practice. Since some

of the order of magnitude reasoning rules are heuris

tic, we next estimate the error introduced by their use.

We conclude with a discussion of related work.

2 ORDER OF MAGNITUDE

REASONING IN NAPIER

Order of magnitude reasoning in NAPIER is a form

of interval reasoning. The order of magnitude of a

quantity q (denoted om(q)) is defined as follows:

om(q) = [logj \q\\ (5)

where the base, 6, of the logarithm is chosen to be the

smallest number that can be considered to be "much

larger" than 1 . The choice of b is clearly domain and

task dependent. In this paper we assume that 6 = 10.

Note that the order of magnitude of a quantity, q, is in

dependent of its sign, and hence om(q) = om(—q). In

what follows, we assume that the signs of all quantities

have been determined, to the extent possible, prior to

any reasoning about orders of magnitude using stan

dard constraint satisfaction techniques.2

2.1 INFERENCE RULES IN NAPIER

Given the orders of magnitude of q\ and q2, NAPIER

computes bounds on the orders of magnitude of arith

metic expressions involving 91 and q2, using the rules

shown in Figure 3. The rules for (q\+q2) and (q\ — q2)

assume that q\ and 92 have the same sign so that the

magnitudes of q\ and q2 are actually being added or

subtracted, respectively. The rule for (qi ± 92) is ap

plicable to a sum or difference of q\ and 92 when the

sign of at least one of qi and 92 is unknown.

The rules for (q\ * 92) an<l {<l\lIt) (rules 1 and 2) fol

low directly from Equation 5 and the rules of interval

arithmetic [Moore, 1979]. For example, if om(qi) = ni

and om(q2) = n2, it follows that 6n> < |?il < 6n,+1

and 6"a < |^2| < 6"3+1. Using interval arithmetic,

we get b"l+n' < \qi * q2\ < 6ni+n2+2, and hence

"l + "2 < om(qi *q2) <ni + n2 + l.

Like rules 1 and 2, rules 3a and 4a are also based on

Equation 5 and interval arithmetic. Note, however,

that these rules predict larger intervals for (q\ + q2)

and (qi — q?) than interval arithmetic predicts under

the same restrictions on q\ and q2. For example, if

1 John Napier (1550-1617), a Scottish nobleman, is cred

ited with the first discovery of logarithms.

This assumption is unnecessarily strong. For example,

if a and 6 are positive, constraint satisfaction alone is un

able to deduce the sign of 0—6. However, if om(a) > om(b),

then a — b can be deduced to be positive.
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1.

2.

3.

5.

om(qi) + 0771(92) < 0771(91 * q2) < 0771(91) + 0771(92) + 1

0771(91) - 0771(92) — 1 < om(q\/q2) < 0771(91) — 0771(92)

o 1 /!»>■» I n. 1 <** nmts*. _l_ rt— 1 <*** /)ml/i. 1 _L 1 if simf /•. 1 ^— .

a)

b)

c)

a)

b)

c)

a)

b)

c)

i) - om(q2) - l S om(ql/q2) S <>"H9U - om(q2)

om(qi) < om(qi + q2) < om(qi) + 1 if om(qi) = om(q2)

0771(91 + q2) = 0771(91) if 0771(91 ) > om(q2)

om(qi + q2) = 0771(92) if om(gi) < om(q2)

om(qi — q2) < 0771(91) if om(qi) = om(q2)

om(qx — q2) — om(qi) if 0771(91) > 0771(92)

0771(91 — q2) = 0771(92) if 0771(91) < 0771(92)

om(oi ± q2) < om(qi) + 1 if om(<7i ) = om(q2)

om(qi ± q2) = om(qi) if om(qi) > om(q2)

om(qi ± q2) = om(q2) if om(gi) < 001(92)

Figure 3: Rules for order of magnitude reasoning

om(gi) = 0771(92) = n, then interval arithmetic pre

dicts that (91+92) is bounded by 26" and 26n+1, while

NAPIER predicts n < 0771(91 +92) < n + 1, which is

equivalent to saying that (91 +92) lies between 6" and

6n+2. This larger interval is a consequence of NAPIER

being able to represent only intervals whose end points

are integer powers of the chosen base. Further note

that rules 3a and 4a are correct only if the base is

greater than 2. This is reasonable given our heuristic

for selecting the base (viz., 2 is unlikely to be consid

ered to be "much larger" than 1).

Unlike the rules discussed thus far, rules 3b, 3c, 4b,

and 4c are not guaranteed to be correct, but are

heuristic rules. They are all based on the intuition

that adding or subtracting a "small" quantity from a

"large" quantity does not significantly affect the larger

quantity. Since the base in Equation 5 is chosen as the

smallest number that can be considered to be "much

larger" than 1, the above intuition justifies these rules;

the order of magnitude of a quantity is not affected by

adding or subtracting quantities of a smaller order of

magnitude. The inclusion of these heuristic order of

magnitude rules differentiates NAPIER from standard

interval reasoners. In Section 5, we estimate the error

introduced by the use of these heuristic rules.

Finally, rule set 5 merely encompasses both rule sets 3

and 4. It is used to infer the order of magnitude of a

sum or difference of two quantities when the signs of

at least one of the two quantities is not known. To de

termine the order of magnitude of a sum or difference

of two quantities, NAPIER selects the appropriate rule

set from rule sets 3, 4, and 5, depending on the opera

tion (sum or difference) and the signs of the two quan

tities. For example, consider the equation 93 = 91+92.

If 91 and 92 have the same sign, then rule set 3 is used

to infer 0771(93); if 91 and 92 have opposite signs, then

rule set 4 is used to infer 0771(93), since the magnitude

of 93 is really the difference of the magnitudes of 91

and 92; and if the signs of at least one of 91 and 92 is

unknown, then rule set 5 is used to infer 0771(93).

2.2 SET OF SIMULTANEOUS

EQUATIONS

Until now, we have focussed exclusively on how

NAPIER uses a single equation to propagate orders

of magnitudes, i.e., how om(q\op q2) is computed from

om(9i ) and 0771(92). However, the rules in Figure 3 can

also be used to compute orders of magnitudes of quan

tities related by a set of (possibly non-linear) simulta

neous equations. NAPIER uses these rules to convert a

set of simultaneous equations into a set of constraints,

where each constraint is a disjunction of a set of linear

inequalities. Each equation in the set of simultaneous

equations contributes a constraint as follows:

1. Product and quotient terms contribute a single set

of linear inequalities according to rules 1 and 2,

respectively. For example, 93 = 91 +92 contributes

the following set:

{0771(91) + 0771(92) < om(qz),

0771(93) < 0771(91) + 0777(92) + 1}

2. Sum and difference terms contribute a disjunction

of three sets of linear inequalities, using rule sets 3,

4, or 5, as applicable. Each disjunct corresponds

to one of the rules (a, b, or c) in the applicable

rule set. For example, assuming that 91 and 92

have the same sign, the equation 93 = 91 — 92

contributes the following disjunction:3

{0771(93) < 0771(91), om(9i) = 0771(92)}

V

{0771(93) = 0771(91), 0771(91) > 0771(92) + 1}

V

{0771(93) = 0771(92), 0771(91) < 0771(92) - 1}

corresponding to rules 4a, 4b, and 4c, respectively.

NAPIER uses this set of constraints to compute bounds

on the orders of magnitudes of the quantities. Since all

3Since the order of magnitudes are integral, 0771(91) >

0771(92) is equivalent to 0771(91) > 0771(92) + !.
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ini = Ka[AH]

int = [A~][H+]

Kw = [OH~][H+]

[H*] = [A-] + [OH~]

Ca = [A~] + [AH]

 

3a 3b 3c 3a 3b 3c 3a 3b 3c

Figure 4: A backtrack tree.

the inequalities in the constraints are linear inequal

ities, NAPIER uses linear programming [Hillier and

Lieberman, 1980], in conjunction with backtracking,

to compute order of magnitude bounds. Backtracking

is necessary to handle the disjunctions. We describe

this algorithm next.

2.3 BACKTRACKING ALGORITHM

Let E denote the set of simultaneous equations being

processed. NAPIER's backtracking procedure is best

visualized as a depth-first traversal of a backtrack tree.

Each level in the tree (except the root level) corre

sponds to one of the sum or difference terms in E. The

root level corresponds to all the product and quotient

terms in E. Each internal node has three children,

corresponding to the three disjuncts in the constraint

contributed by the sum or difference term at the level

of the node's children. Each node in the tree has an

associated set of linear inequalities defined as follows:

1. The set of inequalities at the root node consists

of the union of the sets of inequalities contributed

by each product and quotient term in E.

2. The set of inequalities at each non-root node con

sists of the union of (a) the inequalities at the

node's parent; and (b) the inequalities in the dis

junct associated with that node.

Starting at the root node, NAPIER traverses the back

track tree in a depth-first manner. At each node it

checks the consistency of the inequalities at that node.

If the set is inconsistent, it immediately backtracks to

the node's parent. If the set is consistent and it is a

non-leaf node, it continues its depth-first traversal. If

the set is consistent and it is a leaf node, it uses the

inequalities to find the maximum and minimum val

ues of the order of magnitude of each quantity. The

bounds computed at each of the consistent leaf nodes

are combined so that the lower bound of each quantity

is the least lower bound and the upper bound is the

greatest upper bound.

Since the inequalities at each node are linear, NAPIER

uses the Simplex linear programming algorithm [Hillier

and Lieberman, 1980; Press et al., 1989] to check their

consistency, and to compute the order of magnitude

bounds at leaf nodes. However, from Equation 5 it

follows that the order of magnitude of a quantity is

integral. Hence, instead of using linear programming,

NAPIER should use integer programming [Hillier and

Lieberman, 1980]. Unfortunately, integer program

ming is known to be intractable [Karp, 1972], which

leads to severe restrictions on the number of equations

and the size of the backtrack tree that can be handled.

Hence, to avoid such restrictions, NAPIER uses linear

programming.

It is important to note that, while bounds computed

by linear programming are not guaranteed to be tight4,

they are guaranteed to be correct: upper bounds will

be greater than or equal to integer programming upper

bounds, and lower bounds will be less than or equal in

teger programming lower bounds. In addition, we have

found that, in practice, linear programming bounds

are usually integral, in which case there is no loss of

solution quality.

2.4 EXAMPLE

We now illustrate the above procedure using Equa

tions 1-4. Let us assume that the exogenous orders of

magnitude are as follows: om(Kw) = —14, om(Ka) =

—2, om(Ca) = —5. This corresponds to a moderately

strong solution of a strong acid. The backtrack tree re

sulting from these equations is shown in Figure 4. The

equations associated with each level are shown on the

left of the tree. Note that Equation 3 had to be split

into two product expressions, with the introduction of

an intermediate variable int. The rules (and hence the

disjuncts) associated with each non-root node are dis

played near each node. Nodes that are filled in are

4 A bound 6i, interpreted as an interval, is said to be

tight with respect to a bound bj if 6i and b 2 are identical.

b\ is looser than 62 if 61 contains 63.
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the inconsistent nodes. For example, the left most leaf

node can be seen to be inconsistent using the follow

ing line of reasoning. Applying rule 3a to Equations 1

and 2, we get

om([OH-]) = om([A-]) = om([AH])

om([A~]) < om(Ca) < om([A-])+ 1

om([A-]) < om{[H+]) < om([A~]) + 1

Since om(Ca) = —5, it follows that the least value of

om([y4-]) is -6. Hence the least values of om([OH~])

and om([H+]) are also -6, and hence the least value of

om{[OH-)[H+]) is -12. But rule 1 applied to Equa

tion 4 requires that:

om([OH-][H+]) = om(rYw) = -14

which leads to a contradiction.

Of course, NAPIER doesn't need the above line of rea

soning to infer inconsistencies; it reaches the same con

clusion using linear programming.

The only consistent set of inequalities at the leaf nodes

is the middle most leaf node, corresponding to assum

ing that om([A~]) > om([OH~]) and om([A~]) >

om([AH]). The quantity bounds calculated at this

node are as follows:5

om([H+]) = -5

om([OH-]) = (-10,-9)

om([AH)) = (-9,-7)

om([A-]) = -5

Since [A~] is at least two orders of magnitude greater

than [.4/7], and at least four orders of magnitude

greater than [OH~], a chemist is justified in mak

ing the assumptions that [A~] > [OH~] and [A~] »

[>4//]. These assumptions can then be used to simplify

the equations, as discussed earlier.

A slight variation of the above example illustrates

the importance of having such justifications. Sup

pose that, instead of having om(Ca) = —5, we had

om(Ca) = —8. This corresponds to a weak solution of

the same strong acid. Using this new value for om(Ca),

NAPIER predicts the following bounds on the orders

of magnitude:

om([H+]) = -7

om([OH-]) = (-8,-7)

om([AH]) = (-14,-12)

om([A~]) = -8

These values justify the assumption that [A~] ^>

[j4//], but the other assumption, [A~] >> [OH~], is

seen to be completely unjustified. This means that

only Equation 2 can be simplified. Hence, NAPIER is

a useful tool in justifying the order of magnitude as

sumptions that scientists and engineers make in sim

plifying equations.

iom(q) = (/, u) represents the fact that / < om(q) < u

In addition to its role in justifying order of magni

tude assumptions, NAPIER's predictions can also be

used directly. For example, if all the chemist is inter

ested in is the approximate pH of the solution6, then

NAPIER's predictions can be used directly: in the first

case, the pH is between 5 and 4; in the second case, the

pH is between 7 and 6. Note that NAPIER was able

to make these predictions using approximate values of

C0, Kw, and Ka. This feature makes it particularly

useful during conceptual design.

3 ORDER OF MAGNITUDE

REASONING IS INTRACTABLE

The backtracking algorithm described in the previous

section, generates a tree whose worst case size is ex

ponential in the number of sum and difference expres

sions. In this section we show that order of magnitude

reasoning using the rules in Figure 3 is intractable,

even if orders of magnitude are not required to be in

tegral. This means that NAPIER can do little better

than generate a backtrack tree whose worst case size

is exponential.

We start by defining the decision problem correspond

ing to finding the maximum order of magnitude of a

quantity:

Definition 1 fORDER OF MAGNITUDE REASON-

ING^ Let E be a set of equations, and let V be the

set of quantities used in E. Let X C V be the set of

exogenous quantities, with known orders of magnitude.

Let q G V be a quantity and let B be an integer. Let

8 : V —» {+, — , unknown) be a function that assigns

signs to the quantities in V . (Quantities with unknown

signs are assigned "unknown.") Assuming that the or

der of magnitude of a quantity is not required to be

integral, is the maximum value of om(q), derived us

ing the rules in Figure S on the set E, greater than or

equal to B?

We now state the following theorem without detailed

proof:

Theorem 1 The ORDER OF MAGNITUDE REASON

ING problem is NP-complete.7

The proof of this theorem is based on a reduction from

an arbitrary instance of 3SAT. Briefly, the reduction

introduces a quantity for each literal in the instance

of 3SAT. Equations are added to ensure that quanti

ties corresponding to complementary literals have the

property that the order of magnitude of one of them

must be 0 and the order of magnitude of the other one

must be 1. The mapping between truth assignments

8The pH of a solution is defined to be — log10[/f'+].

7See [Garey and Johnson, 1979] for a comprehensive

introduction to the theory of intractability.
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Example

number

Number of

equations

Number of

+/— terms

Time (sec) on an Explorer 11

AH equations With causal ordering

1 2b 11 2733 2.0

2 31 11 2435 1.0

3 45 14
- 2.9

4 60 24
- 2.7

5 80 25
- 37.2

6 110 32
-

35.9

7 111 32
- 94.6

8 119 35
- 20.4

9 145 43 - 45.2

10 163 50
-

21.0

Table 1: NAPIER's run times with and without causal ordering.

and orders of magnitudes is straightforward: a literal

is true if and only if the corresponding quantity's order

of magnitude is 1. Additional equations involving the

above quantities and the special quantity q are then

introduced, and the bound B is defined to ensure that

the maximum value of om(q) is greater than or equal

to B if and only if all the clauses are satisfied. See

[Nayak, 1992] for details.

Assuming P ^ NP, Theorem 1 tells us that, in the

worst case, NAPIER will have to generate a backtrack

tree whose size is exponential in the number of sum

and difference terms. Unfortunately, the exponential

blow up does occur in practice. We have used NAPIER

in the domain of electromechanical devices, as part

of the automated model selection system described in

[Nayak et a/., 1992]. Table 1 summarizes NAPIER's

[•erformance on models of ten different devices (see

Nayak, 1992] for a description of the devices).

The second column in this table shows the total num

ber of equations in each example, while the third col

umn shows the the total number of sum and differ

ence terms. The fourth column shows the time it took

NAPIER to run its backtracking algorithm on the com

plete set of equations.8 NAPIER was given a maximum

of one hour to solve each example; a "-" entry in col

umn four denotes that NAPIER could not solve the

example in an hour. As is clear from the table, only

the two smallest examples could be solved in under an

hour, each taking over 40 minutes. Hence, NAPIER

appears to be quite impractical, except for the small

est examples. To make it practical, we now develop an

approximate reasoning scheme for NAPIER that trades

off accuracy for speed.

4 APPROXIMATION

ALGORITHMS IN NAPIER

The backtrack tree developed by NAPIER is, in the

worst case, exponential in the number of sum and dif-

The fifth column will be discussed in the next section.

ference terms in the set of equations under considera

tion. Hence, to make NAPIER practically useful, it is

important to decrease the number of sum and differ

ence terms that are handled at any one time. We now

discuss a method for doing this, based on a dependency

ordering of the equations.

4.1 ORDERING THE EQUATIONS

The dependency ordering of equations that we con

sider is the causal ordering, described in [iwasaki and

Simon, 1986]. The causal ordering specifies the order

in which equations are to be solved, and identifies min

imal sets of equations that must be solved simultane

ously. The causal ordering can be viewed as a directed

acyclic graph. Each node in the graph consists of a

set of equations that must be solved simultaneously.

There is an edge from node nt to node ri2 if the equa

tions at n? use a quantity whose value is determined

by the equations at ii\.

NAPIER processes the equation sets in the order spec

ified by the causal ordering: equation sets earlier in

the ordering are processed first. NAPIER bounds the

orders of magnitudes of the quantities used in an equa

tion set, and uses these bounds as exogenous bounds

for equation sets later in the ordering.

The use of the above dependency ordering has a sig

nificant computational advantage. A large set of equa

tions, with many sum and difference terms, can often

be broken down into many small sets ofequations, with

each equation set having very few sum and difference

terms. Hence, NAPIER can process each equation set

in the dependency ordering very fast. Column five in

Table 1 shows the time it took NAPIER to solve the

ten examples using causal ordering. It takes NAPIER

from a few seconds to under two minutes to solve each

of these examples, showing that causal ordering has

made NAPIER practical for large sets of equations.
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Example # Amar Example # &max

1 11 6 7

2 11 7 4

3 9 8 5

4 7 9 6

5 7 10 6

Table 2: Maximum value of A for each example.

4.2 LOSS OF ACCURACY

The drawback of using the dependency ordering is that

global constraints can be lost, leading to excessively

loose bounds on the orders of magnitudes. Consider,

for example, the set {yi = n * x2,ift = x3/yt,y3 =

yi*V7), and let xi,x2, and x3 be exogenous with orders

of magnitude 0. The dependency ordering generated

from this set of equations is:

{j/2 = x3/yi }

/ \

{yi = X! * x2} —<■ {y3 = I/i * 1/2}

Using this dependency ordering, NAPIER computes

the order of magnitude of y3 as follows: from the first

equation it computes om(yi) to be between 0 and 1;

from the second equation, and the calculated bound on

om(yi), it computes omfo) to be between -2 and 0;

and from the third equation and the calculated bounds

on om(yi) and om{y2), it computes 001(5/3) to be be

tween -2 and 2. However, if all three equations were

considered simultaneously, NAPIER computes ombfa)

to be between -1 and 1.

The reason for the looser bound in the first case stems

from not enforcing some global constraints. For exam

ple, the lower bound of om(y3) can be -2 only when

om(yi) = 0 and om(y2) = -2. However, when om(y\)

is 0, the second equation dictates that the lowest that

om(y2) can be is -1. This fact is lost when the third

equation is processed by itself.

More generally, the above problem occurs when a

quantity, like y3, depends on two or more quantities,

like y\ and y2, whose values have been determined

by equations that are earlier in the causal ordering.

In using these previously determined values, NAPIER

disregards any additional constraints that might hold

between those values. Hence, bounds computed based

on these values may not be as tight as possible.

NAPIER can partially address this problem by com

bining adjacent sets of equations in the dependency

ordering. This allows more equations to be handled

simultaneously, so that more global constraints can

be incorporated. However, combining adjacent sets of

equations can lead to an increase in the number of sum

and difference terms that must be handled simultane

ously. Hence, adjacent sets are combined only when

the number of sum and difference terms in the result

ing set does not increase beyond a threshold (call this

threshold A).

Combining adjacent sets of equations, as described

above, also allows us to partially empirically evalu

ate the effect of causal ordering on accuracy. We ran

NAPIER a number of times on each of our examples,

using increasing values of A, allowing a maximum of

15 minutes per run. Table 2 shows the maximum value

of A used for each example. We then compared the

bounds that were computed without combining adja

cent sets with the bounds that were computed with

the maximum setting of A. Interestingly, we found

that there was no loss of accuracy—the bounds com

puted with and without combining adjacent sets were

identical.

To understand the reason for this somewhat surpris

ing result, we now analyze the source of the additional

constraints on previously determined values. Let us

assume that om(p3) is computed using previously com

puted values of om(pi) and om(p2). Additional con

straints on the values of otn(pi) and om(p2) stem from

one of two sources: (a) om(p\) and om(p2) are deter

mined simultaneously; and (b) the value of om(pi) is

used in computing the value of om(p2), i.e., the val

ues of one of these quantities depends on the value of

the other. Point (a) manifests itself as a node in the

causal ordering which contains more than one equa

tion. Point (b) manifests itself as multiple paths be

tween two nodes in the causal ordering.

Hence, if the causal ordering, viewed as a graph, sat

isfies the following two properties:

1. each node contains exactly one equation; and

2. there is at most one path between any two nodes;

then we can show that there will be no additional con

straints between previously determined values. Hence,

there is no loss of accuracy in using the causal order

ing.

Table 3 shows how closely the causal orderings gener

ated from our examples match the above two proper

ties. The second and third columns of this table show

the maximum and average number of equations per

node, respectively. One can see that, in all cases, the

average number of equations per node is very close to

1. The fourth column shows the minimum number of

edges that must be removed from the causal ordering

to ensure that there is at most one path between any
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Example

number

Equations per node # of extra

edgesMaximum Average

1 7 1.27 1

2 7 1.24 0

3 7 1.15 1

4 1 1.00 0

5 12 1.29 1

6 18 1.29 2

7 17 1.26 6

8 9 1.25 2

9 18 1.21 3

10 16 1.10 0

Table 3: Properties of the causal ordering graph

two nodes. One can see that, in most cases these num

bers are very small. Hence, the above analysis provides

us with some insight into the reasons underlying the

fact that, in our examples, the bounds computed with

and without combining adjacent sets are identical.

5 ERROR ESTIMATION

In this section, we estimate the error introduced by the

use of the heuristic rules introduced in Section 2.1.

We then analyze some alternate order of magnitude

rules that seem intuitively plausible, and show that

these rules introduce unacceptably large errors. The

analysis is done using probability theory and is based

on interpreting each quantity as a random variable.9

5.1 ESTIMATING THE ERROR OF

HEURISTIC RULES

We start by analyzing rule 3b. Let Q,Qi, and Qi

be quantities such that Q = Q\ + Q2- Let fql and

/q3 be the probability density functions of Q\ and Q2,

respectively, and let /q, ,q, be their joint probability

density function. (Briefly, /g,(gi) is the probability

that Qi lies between q\ and q\+dqi, and /q,,q3(9i,92)

is the probability that Q\ lies between q\ and q\ +dq\,

and Q2 lies between q? and 92 + dq%.) Since Q =

Qi + Q2, it follows that the probability that Q lies

between / and «, for any values / and u, is:

Prob{l < Q < u} =

/OO ftl-Jl

/ fq^qMy^^dq^dqi

■00 Jl—qt

(6)

Let us now assume that om(Qi) = nj and 001(^2) =

n2, with ni > rij. Under these conditions, rule 3b

states that om(Q) = m, i.e., 6"1 < Q < 6n,+1. To

estimate the error, e(Rule 3b), in rule 3b, we must

calculate the probability that Q lies outside the region

9See [Davenport, 1970] for an introduction to probabil

ity theory and random variables.

from&ni to6"1+1:

e(Rule 3b)

= I - Prob{bnt < Q < bni+l}

,00 .fc-i + '-f,

= 1-/ / fQi,Q3(Qul2)dq2dqi (7)

J— oo Jbnl —qi

To evaluate this integral, we make the following as

sumptions:

Assumption 1: Qi and Q2 are independent random

variables. Hence, the joint probablity density of

Qi and Q2 is just the product of the individual

probablity densities:

/Qi,Q»(9i.92) = /q,(9i)/<33(«2) (8)

Assumption 2: Q\ and Q? are uniformly distributed

on the intervals [6n',6n' + 1) and [6n»,6na+1), re

spectively:

/Q.WU " \ 0 otherwise

JQ^q2> \ 0 otherwise

Using these assumptions, we get the following result

(see [Nayak, 1992] for details):

f(Rule 3b) = - 6 +,\ (9)v ' 26n'-"»(6- 1) v '

Hence, under Assumptions 1 and 2, the error in rule 3b

is maximum when (n\ — n2) is minimum, i.e., (r»i —

r»2) = 1, which occurs when quantities of consecutive

orders of magnitude are being added. When 6 = 10,

the maximum error is 6.11%. The error in rule 4b can

also be shown to be (6+ l)/26ni~n'(6- 1) in a similar

way.

5.2 ALTERNATE ORDER OF

MAGNITUDE RULES

The above error estimation techniques can also be used

to analyze the alternate order of magnitude reasoning
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/

rules shown in Figure 5. We have selected these rules

because they seem intuitively very appealing. How

ever, while these rules may appear intuitively appeal

ing, they are also unacceptably error-prone.

1') om(qi * q2) = om(qi) + om(q2)

20 om(qx/q2) = om(qi) - om(q2)

3a') om(qi + q2) = om(qi) if om(q\) = om(q2)

Figure 5: Alternate rules for order of magnitude rea

soning.

In particular, we can use the techniques in the previous

section to show that:

((Rule 1') = l-(61n&-6+l)/(6-l)2(10)

((Rule 2') = 1/2 (11)

((Rule 3a') = 1 - (fc - 2)2/2(6 - l)2 (12)

Substituting 6=10 into the above equations tells us

that the error in rule 1' is 82.68%, the error in rule 2'

is 50%, and the error in rule 3a' is 60.49%. We believe

that these errors are unacceptably large, and hence

have chosen not to include these rules in NAPIER.

6 RELATED WORK

Order of magnitude reasoning has been widely stud

ied in AI. Murthy [Murthy, 1988] was the first to pro

pose the use of a logarithmic scale for the order of

magnitude of a quantity. In that paper, he also pro

vides rules of inference to infer new orders of magni

tude from old ones. Some of these rules are similar

to ours. For example, he includes rules 3b, 3c, 4b,

and 4c. However, instead of 1, he proposes the rule

om(qi * q2) = om(qi) + om(q2) (which is rule 1'), and

instead of rule 3a, he proposes the rule om{q\ + q2) =

om(qi) when om(qi) = om(q2) (which is rule 3a). As

we saw in Section 5.2, the estimated error in these rules

is too large, and hence we have chosen not to include

them in NAPIER. Unlike our work, Murthy provides

no analysis of how his inference rules can be used to

find the order of magnitudes of quantities related by

sets of simultaneous equations. In addition, we also

analyze the complexity of order of magnitude infer

ence, and present an approximate reasoning technique

that works well in practice.

Raiman [Raiman, 1991; Raiman, 1986] explores the

foundations of symbolic order of magnitude reason

ing. He defines a variety of order of magnitude scales,

such as Close and Comparable, built out of the basic

order of magnitude granularities, Small and Rough.

He introduces ESTIMATES, a system to solve order

of magnitude equations. The primary difference be

tween NAPIER and ESTIMATES is one of emphasis:

NAPIER can be viewed as providing justifications for

making order of magnitude assumptions; ESTIMATES

can be viewed as a formalization of the use of such

order of magnitude assumptions to symbolically ma

nipulate and simplify equations.

Order of magnitude reasoning in the O(M) formalism

[Mavrovouniotis and Stephanopolous, 1987] uses a pa

rameter e to represent the largest quantity that can be

considered to be "much smaller" than 1. This is anal

ogous to the parameter 6 in NAPIER (i.e., 6 = 1/e).

However, there are a number of differences between

O(M) and NAPIER. First, the O(M) formalism is

based on order of magnitude relations between quanti

ties. Hence, it works best when equations involve only

links (links are ratios of quantities). NAPIER, on the

other hand, is based on the order of magnitudes of the

quantities themselves, and hence works with any alge

braic equations. This is advantageous because it is not

always possible to convert equations into equations in

volving only links. Second, O(M) requires equations

to be converted into assignments, which allow a new

relation or range to be inferred from already known

relations. This is a serious restriction since equations

can be converted to assignments only in the absence

of simultaneous equations. As we have seen, NAPIER

does not have this restriction.

NAPIER is also related to interval reasoning dis

cussed in [Moore, 1979; Simmons, 1986; Sacks, 1987].

NAPIER can be viewed as interval reasoning in which

the end points of the interval are restricted to a par

ticular set of points of the form 6", with specified base

6, and any integer n. The drawback of this restric

tion is that under certain conditions, compared to in

terval reasoning, the bounds inferred by NAPIER are

unnecessarily loose (e.g., see the discussion of rule 3a

in Section 2.1). The advantage of this restriction is

that, unlike traditional interval reasoners, NAPIER is

able to use sets of non-linear simultaneous equations

to infer quantity bounds. In addition, the ability to

simultaneously process all the equations in a set al

lows NAPIER to exploit global constraints to compute

tighter bounds (see Section 4). Another distinguish

ing characteristic of NAPIER, which classifies it as an

order of magnitude reasoning system rather than just

an interval reasoner, is the use of heuristic rules (e.g,

rule 3b).

7 CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we described an implemented order of

magnitude reasoning system called NAPIER. NAPIER

defines the order of magnitude of a quantity on a log

arithmic scale and uses a set of rules to propagate or

der of magnitudes through equations. A novel fea

ture of NAPIER is its handling of non-linear simulta

neous equations. Since the order of magnitude rea

soning rules are all disjunctions of linear inequalities,

NAPIER is able to use linear programming, in conjunc

tion with backtracking, to find bounds on the order of
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magnitudes of quantities related by sets of non-linear

simultaneous equations.

We also showed that order of magnitude reasoning us

ing NAPIER's rules is intractable. Hence, NAPIER

uses an approximate reasoning technique, based on

causal ordering, leading to a practically useful system.

This approximate reasoning technique trades off ac

curacy for speed, though in practice there does not

appear to be any loss of accuracy.

Some of NAPIER's rules are heuristic rules, and we

have estimated the error introduced by the use of these

rules. We have also shown that intuitively appealing

alternate heuristic rules lead to large estimated errors.

NAPIER has been extensively used in an automated

model selection system described in [Nayak et al.,

1992]. We believe that NAPIER will find wide spread

applications in different aspects of engineering and sci

entific problem solving.
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Abstract

Given a system of agents that interact by ex

changing messages, we address the issue of

understanding the content of the messages

sent, and how this content interacts with

agents' knowledge. We investigate very sim

ple multi-agent systems, and describe various

logics and semantics for ascribing content to

messages. The main theme of this paper is

that, as we consider more general classes of

system, several subtleties arise and more ex

pressive logics are required. The most expres

sive scheme we consider in detail uses two in-

dexical terms, "I" and "You" , which, roughly

speaking, refer to the sender and recipient(s)

respectively.

1 Introduction

Consider a collection of autonomous agents that in

teract by exchanging messages. What do these agents

actually say to each other? At one level, messages are

simply bit strings sent along wires, radio-wave modu

lations, visible signals, and so on. Of course, at this

low level, the state of the agents themselves consists of

values stored in memory, sensor readings, and so on.

More abstract characterizations of the agents are also

possible. In artificial intelligence, we believe that it

can be useful to speak in terms of various mental atti

tudes, such as agents' knowledge, beliefs, desires, and

intentions. Analogously, we would like a high-level de

scription of the meaning and purpose of messages used

in communication.

Of course, there is a vast amount of work in this

general area already; for instance, speech act theory

(e.g., [CP79]). However, existing work makes most

sense at a rather abstract level, where concepts such

as belief and intention are essentially taken as primi

tives. However, what happens if we want to deal with

actual systems, i.e., real hardware and software? The

problem is that there is, as yet, no comprehensive the

ory telling us how to ascribe mental concepts to to

agents. How can we determine what a given machine

"desires"?

This general goal—relating abstract concepts to real

systems—is a worthwhile one. After all, people clearly

find it useful to reason about simple systems in terms

of the abstractions: My alarm clock tells me, each

morning, that "It is six o'clock"; I know, but do not

care, about the more detailed description in terms of

electronic timers and loud harsh noises. It is often

argued that this way of viewing the world is relevant

to artificial intelligence (e.g., McCarthy in [McC79]).

Another compelling reason for understanding how the

abstractions can be grounded in reality is the follow

ing. Many people believe that it will be easier to design

complex systems in terms of such intuitive notions such

as beliefs and goals. But the final product of thinking

like this is not an actual system, but rather, a high

level specification. It is therefore important to under

stand when a real system is faithful to such an ab

stract description; without this, we cannot determine

whether a proposed implementation is "correct."

This approach in this paper differs from most other

work studying formal models for communication by

our insistence on being able to ascribe "content" to

messages sent in concrete systems of simple agents.

To do this, we build upon another theory that shares

the same basic philosophy; namely the model used in

distributed systems (e.g., [CM86, DM90, HM90]) and

artificial intelligence [RK86] for ascribing knowledge to

agents. We review aspects of this theory in Section 2.

One key idea arising from this work on knowledge in

distributed systems is that of knowledge-based proto

cols [CM86, DM90, HZ87]. A knowledge-based proto

col is a program or specification that gives precondi

tions for agents' actions in terms of knowledge. For

example,

If ->(K<p V K-np) then Send-message(m)

instructs an agent to send a message m if it doesn't

know whether some assertion (p is true or not.1 (Pre-

1In this example, Kip is interpreted as "the agent knows
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sumably, whoever receives m is supposed to respond

by returning information about tp.)

We want to extend the theory of knowledge ascrip

tion so that we can also ascribe semantic content to

the messages sent between agents. One motivation for

this concerns knowledge-based protocols. As we have

seen, these describe the preconditions for agents' ac

tions in an abstract and intuitive way. But the actions

themselves, which typically involve sending messages,

are specified quite concretely. This is a curious mix of

high-level specification using knowledge and specific

implementation details. (Moses [Mos92] also discusses

this issue.) The problem seems to be easy to fix, at

least conceptually. Instead of describing the agents'

actions in terms of which bits are actually sent, we

should describe messages in terms of what they tell

other agents in the system.3 The above protocol might

be presented more intuitively as:

If ^(K(p V K^<p) then TtU{-(K<p V K-^<p)).

One goal of this paper is to look at how we might

formalize this, by understanding what it means to tell

other agents something, and how this abstract message

content relates to the real messages agents send.

How hard is it to ascribe content to messages? One in

tuition concerning messages is that they convey infor

mation about the world. So it might appear as if any

logic for reasoning about the state of a system could

be adopted as a "logic of message content." However,

we show that things are not always this simple. In Sec

tion 2, we introduce a model for message-passing sys

tems, and in Section 3 we look at what "content" might

mean in this context. It turns out that, in certain

types of system, messages contain information about

the identity of the sender. We argue that a satisfac

tory formalism should give semantics to an indexical

pronoun "F for talking about the sender itself. This

claim is related to work in [Les91, GH91] which argues

for a similar indexical name in logics of knowledge.

However, once the system attains a certain level of

complexity even "F will not be enough: messages can

also contain information about how the sender identi

fies the recipient. We discuss this in more detail later

and show that one solution is to add an additional in

dexical, which we call "You" because it refers to the

recipient. These two indexicals are ubiquitous in nat

ural language, and there are various philosophical the

ories surrounding them; our contribution is to show

how they arise out of attempts to understand message

content in a very simple and concrete context. We can

also use the model to delineate the conditions under

which indexicals like "You" play a significant role. It

is interesting to note that "You" does not play a role

ifi." The notation we use later is similar, although more

complex.

3Moses, in [Mos92], proposes a more radical solution—

eliminating explicit communication actions entirely.

in the knowledge of agents per se. The language and

semantics for message content that we give is therefore

a strict extension of the corresponding epistemic logic:

the assertions that messages make are captured in a

richer formal language than that used for knowledge.

The logic with the two indexicals "F and "You" is

not the end of the story. As we consider increasingly

general systems, other subtleties arise. Each restric

tion we relax seems to involve a more sophisticated

and less natural concept of what a message "means" .

There does not seem to be a clean answer to the prob

lem of ascribing message content in general. Perhaps

the main contribution of this paper is to demonstrate

some of the subtleties, and to identify some boundaries

(in terms of assumptions we make about the system)

beyond which certain difficulties arise.

The final part of this paper, Section 4, discusses

two specific applications for a semantic approach to

message content. First, we re-examine the idea of

knowledge-based protocols, and suggest how to incor

porate message content. Second, we discuss how a

theory of message content can be used to give a new

account of "honesty" , which we contrast with the def

inition used by Fagin and Halpern in [FH88].

2 Preliminaries

2.1 Message-passing systems

We use a relatively simple model for multi-agent

message-passing systems, much of which is based on

similar definitions in [CM86, DM90, HM90] and else

where. We begin by assuming there is a finite set of

agents, A. These are the individuals we are reasoning

about, such as robots or nodes in a distributed system.

Although it is slightly restrictive, we assume that the

set of agents in a system is fixed.

At any point in time, each agent in A is in a particular

internal ("local") state. We can think of a state as

consisting of values in registers, information about the

program being executed, perhaps a clock, and so on.

The set S includes all possible agent states.

Agents interact by sending discrete messages, from

some set M. In many cases the messages can be

thought of simply as bit strings, although we will not

be using this fact. Indeed, we completely ignore any

structure the set M might possess.

How do agents send messages? In our model, we con

sider agents that can choose among several different

communication channels. The key idea here is that of

a port, which is a particular distinct way to send (or

receive) messages. Examples include:

• an "audio" port—i.e., saying something out loud,

or hearing a message,

• radio transmission frequencies,
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• separate lines (wires) connected to nodes in a dis

tributed system,

• a postal or electronic-mail address.

Let P be the set of all ports in the system. We suppose

that each agent a has a fixed set of outgoing ports,

Out(a) C P and another (not necessarily disjoint) set

of incoming ports In(a) C P. A channel is a tuple

(a,pa,b,pb), where pa € Ovt(a) and pj, € In(b). We

can think of a channel being as actual communication

path, which a and b access using pa and pj respectively.

Notice that one port can access many channels (for

broadcast or multicast messages). We say a message

is sent (or received) on a channel if it is sent (received)

on the corresponding port.

Using this framework, we consider how the system

might evolve through time. In this paper time is taken

to be discrete, and so is modeled by the natural num

bers JV. At each time point an agent receives some

messages, enters a new local state, and then sends

some messages. A global state, g, models the state of

the entire system at one moment of time. Formally, we

take a global state to be a mapping from A to triples

(a, Rec, Sent) where a G S and Rec, Sent C (M x P).

By g(a) = (a, Rec, Sent) we mean that agent a has just

received the messages in Rec (so if (m, p) € Rec then

he received m along port p € In(a)), entered the new

local state a, and sent the messages in Sent.

A run r of a system has two components: a set of

channels Chan(r), and a consistent mapping from JV

to global states. (We explain the notion of consistency

below.) A pair pt = (r,t), where t € JV, is called a

point, Points is the set of all points. In our model, a

run represents one possibility for how the system state

might change with time. In fact, we formally define a

system to be a set of runs. This is a reasonable defi

nition, because by specifying all possible behaviors we

have captured all observable properties. In practice we

usually describe the set of runs implicitly using some

compact specification. The most natural description is

to list the system's components (agents, states, ports,

messages), the possible initial configurations, the pro

tocol the agents follow, and the way the channels work.

Not every run models a legitimate system behavior,

so we must restrict attention to runs that are consis

tent with our common-sense understanding of agents

and communication. To begin with, every message

received should be preceded by a corresponding send

along an appropriate channel. That is, suppose a has

received m along port p at the point (r, t). Then there

must exist an a' who sent m along some port p' in

the same run but at an earlier time. Furthermore,

(a'jp1, a, p) must be in CTion(r). If we also require that

the message be sent in the immediately previous time

step (i.e, at the point (r, t — 1)) then we say communi

cation is round-based. In round-based communication

every message reaches its destination in one step if it

arrives at all. To simplify the results in this paper,

we always assume round-based communication unless

indicated otherwise.

We also want to enforce the idea that each agent is,

independently, following some deterministic program.3

To do this, we assume that there is a state-transition

function, v : SxV(M x P) —» S, which determines the

new state an agent enters as a function of its previous

state and the messages it has just received.4 That is,

if v(s,Rec) = s' and an agent who was in a at the

previous time step receives precisely the messages in

Rec, this agent should enter state a'. Similarly there

must be some fixed communication protocol, which

determines the messages an agent sends as a function

of its current local state.

There are two other restrictions that we make use of

occasionally, but do not assume in general:

• No forgetting. A system has no forgetting if, from

any agent's local current local state, it is possible

to recover both the agent's previous state and the

last messages the agent received.

• Knowing the time. Agents know the time if any

state in S appears in points (r, t) for at most one

time t. One way of ensuring this is if each agent

has a "clock" as part of its local state.

2.2 Knowledge—Semantics

In the model just described there is no concept of

knowledge built in. What else is necessary before we

can talk about what agents know? The answer to this

question, found in such work as [CM86, DM90, HM90],

can be divided into several stages. Our review is very

brief, and some familiarity with the area is assumed.

The few nonstandard details in this section and the

next are taken from [GH91, Gro92].

The first stage is purely semantic, and is an instance

of the well-known idea of possible-worlds models for

knowledge. Suppose that the system is actually at

point pt, and that agent a is in state a. Let us first

suppose that a is the only agent who could ever be in

state a (for example, a might have a unique identifier

or "name" that is always part of its state). What does

a know? Consider any other point pt' in which a is

also in state a. So far as a can tell, the system could

really be at pt'—o simply cannot distinguish pt from

pt' (if it has some way of making the distinction, the

relevant extra information should be included in a's

state). On the other hand, if pt' is a point in which

a would not be in a, then presumably a can recognize

The assumption of determinism is made to simplify the

statement of later results. We could present our work in

the context of nondeterministic programs, but little more

of interest would be added.

4We use V(X) to denote the power set of a set X.
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that pt' is impossible. This reasoning leads to a well-

known model of knowledge as the set of points that an

agent considers possible; here this is the set of points

in which a is indeed in state s.

Things are more complex if more than one agent could

be in state s. Consider a point (r, t) in which another

agent a' is in s. Should a consider (r, t) possible? The

answer depends on whether a knows who he is—if he

does not, he should consider (r, t) possible because it

is consistent with the fact that "some agent is in a."

So in general we must be careful to take into account

agents' knowledge about who they are. This issue,

which can become quite complex, is discussed in great

detail in in [Lew79, Les91, GH91, Gro92]. However,

in this paper all we really need is the main conclusion

from this work. This is that knowledge is better mod

eled as a set of (point, agent) pairs (i.e., as a member

of V(Points x A), which we denote KS). More specif

ically, ks{s) € KS consists of all {jpt?,a') such that a'

is in state s at pt'.6 We would say that someone in

state s thinks the system might be at point pt' (just as

before) and, furthermore, thinks that he might be a'

(in point pt'). Adopting this more complete model of

knowledge from the start will make the transition to a

logic for reasoning about message content much easier.

Later we make use of the idea that one knowledge state

can contain more knowledge than another. There are

many reasonable ways to formalize this; we use two.

The first, and most obvious, is to order KS by set

inclusion. If ks C ks' then ks certainly represents

more knowledge because it rules out more possibilities.

However this condition can be too strong. In particu

lar, it is inconsistent with the idea that an agent might

know more in some circumstances than it does in oth

ers. (It is easy to check that if s\ ^ s2 are any two

states an agent might be in, then ks(si) and ks(s2)

will be incomparable under C.) For example, using

C we are never able to say that an agent learns more

by receiving a message than it would if the message

did not arrive (because in the latter case it learns that

"the message did not arrive" ). Similarly, if an agent

discovers that a certain proposition (p is true we can

not say that it then has more knowledge (intuitively,

this is because it no longer knows that it doesn't know

tp). It seems that C misses a useful distinction be

tween knowledge about the "external world" and (of

ten less interesting) knowledge solely concerned with

the agent's local state. If knowing that "the message

did not arrive" conveys no information about the rest

of the system, perhaps it should be ignored when com

paring knowledge states. Similarly, knowledge about

one's own ignorance is less interesting than new knowl

edge about other agents. Later, we need to compare

knowledge states in a way that ignores "irrelevant"

knowledge such as "the message did not arrive" . There

are several reasonable definitions that allow this. We

use one that is based on C, but which ignores differ

ences in possible (point, agent) pairs that are entirely

local to the agent's current state. Formally, we have:

Definition 2.1: Two pairs ((ri,t),a) and ((r3,t),a)

are essentially equivalent, written ((ri,t),a) *

((r2, t), a), if fi and r2 are identical in all respects for

times < t, except that the state of agent a at time t can

differ in the two runs.6 We say that a knowledge state

ksi is essentially as strong as fcaj, written ks\ ■< ks2,

if every element of ksi is essentially equivalent to some

element of ks2. Finally, ksi « ks2 if both ksi < ks2

and ks2 :< ksi. I

2.3 Knowledge—A logic

The next stage towards a theory of knowledge is to

construct a formal language. To do this, we first need

a way of referring to properties the system might pos

sess (the propositions), and we need to decide how the

agents refer to each other (the names).

Definition 2.2: An interpreted system, IS, is a sys

tem (as defined in Section 2.1) together with the fol

lowing.

• A set Pr of proposition symbols. These will be

used to talk about interesting properties of the

system.

• A truth assignment function *. The function

it : Points x Ax Pr-* {true, false} interprets the

propositions, by telling us at which (point, agent)

pairs they are true.

• A set JV* of names. These are the symbols used to

refer to an agent or a set of agents.

• A name interpretation function r : Runs x A x

JV -» V(A). By r(r,a,n) =Bwe mean that, in

run r, agent a uses the name n to refer to the set

of agents B.

Because k and r depend on an agent as well as a

point or run, this definition allows indexical proposi

tions and names (i.e., propositions and names whose

truth value or denotation depends on the identity of

the agent we are reasoning about). The proposition

"I have red hair" and the name "The person sitting

beside me" are indexical. Objective propositions and

names, whose denotation is independent of the agent,

are simply a special case of the definitions given. For

instance, the proposition "The sun is shining" and the

5Strictly speaking, ks(s) depends on the system we are

investigating. We suppress this dependence in this and

later notation.

"The possibility that the agent's internal state can differ

at t might have repercussions for the rest of the system later

on, if the difference affects the messages that the agent

decides to send. This is why we do not require agreement

for times after t.
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name "The president of the United States" are objec

tive in this sense.

The names and propositions used are chosen by us, as

external observers, to help us reason about the sys

tem. In principle we can choose any collection of

names and propositions whatsoever, although some

choices will turn out to be less effective than oth

ers. However, there are some special names that are

so generally useful that we assume that they are al

ways present. To understand what these names are,

notice that agents often need to reason about "the

set of all agents on the other end of channels con

nected to a particular port." So we need a way of

referring to agents' associated ports within the logic.

To do this, we assume a fixed class of port names

PN= {pi,P2,P31 ■ ••}• In any run r, an agent a asso

ciates each of his ports p € In(a) U Out(a) with some

port name a(r,a,p) € PN. To simplify things further,

we assume that (1) agents associate different names

with distinct ports, and (2) every agent "knows" the

names it assigns.7 In our logic we use port names just

as any other name, to denote a set of agents. Roughly

speaking, relative to agent a the name p< denotes all

agents on the other end of channels which a accesses

using the port associated with p*. We give the for

mal definition for the case of a port p € Out(a). If

a{r,a,p) = pi, we have

T(r,o,pj) = {a! : 3p' with (a,p,a',p') € Cftan(r)} .

There are two things to note about port names and the

mapping a. First, these names are indexical—a uses

Pi for the set of agents attached to one of its channels;

for other agents, the same name refers to one of their

ports. Even for a fixed agent a, the definition allows

the correspondence between a's port names and the

ports themselves to vary from run to run. The reason

is that other agents might not know what names a

uses, and so will consider several different mappings

between a's ports and names to be possible.8

Another special name we use is I. This has a fixed

denotation: r(r, a, I) = a always. Thus, I gives every

agent a convenient way of referring to "himself."

It is also useful to include some compound propositions

and names. First, if ni and nj are names we will

assume the composition ni o 112 is also. Relative to

(pt, a), it denotes all agents that are named ni by some

agent whom a names n2. Second, given two names, the

TFormally, let ((r,i),a) and ((r', *')><*') both be in ks(s)

for some state s e S. Then the mapping a between ports

and port names must be the same for a in r as for a' in r'.

8It is somewhat imprecise to speak of "the names an

agent uses" since names are ascribed by us, not the agents.

However, the agent's programming will cause it to use its

ports in certain ways, and it is useful to choose names that

reflect this. In this sense, some names are indeed implicit

in the system, in the ways ports are used.

expression "ni C n2" is a legitimate proposition. It is

true if the denotation of ni is contained in that of n2.

Finally, we use the vocabulary of names and proposi

tions as the heart of a formal language for reasoning

about agents' knowledge. We have in mind a fairly

standard modal language:

• All propositions in Pr are formulas.

• If n is a name, both K^ip, read as "every agent

named n knows ip" and K^tp, "some agent named

n knows <p" are formulas. If p always denotes just

one agent, we drop the superscript.

• 0<p, read "at the next time step ip" , is a formula,

as is 0~<p, "at tne previous step <p." Other tem

poral modalities can be added if desired.

• Boolean combinations of formula are allowed.

The clauses relating the language to our semantics (in

terpreted systems) are also fairly standard. Some of

the relevant definitions include:

• (Propositions in Pr.) IS,(r,t),a ^= q if

jr((r,t),a,q) = true.

• (Name comparisons.) IS, (r,t),a ^ ni C n2 if

r(r,a,ni)CT(r,o,n2).

• (Everybody knows.) lS,(r,t),a |= K^ip, if, for

all a' € T(r,a,n), we have IS,ks(s) (= (p, where

s is the local state of a' in (r, t). This notation

means that tp must be true at every (point, agent)

pair in ks(s).

• (Temporal modalities.) IS,(r,t),a |= Ov if

IS,(r,t + l),a\=<p.

3 Message content

A theory of message content should tell us how to as

cribe a semantic structure of some sort, the content,

to each message in a system, and should provide a

logic for reasoning about the chosen semantics. There

are very general two criteria we can use when evaluat

ing proposed theories. First, the content ascribed to a

message m should reflect the role m actually plays in

the system. Second, the theory should be simple and

intuitive. Unfortunately, as we discuss shortly, these

conditions are in partial conflict.

It is often said that messages are important because

they act as state transformers. To understand this,

recall our assumption that agents' actions are deter

mined by some fixed state-transition function. Shifting

viewpoint slightly, we can regard this function instead

as a family of state-transition functions, each indexed

by possible messages that an agent can receive (and,

of course, the ports they are received on). The func

tion V(m,p) describes how agents change state upon re

ceiving message m from port p. At first glance, V(m,p)
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looks like an excellent candidate for the "content" of

message m, when received along p. It captures every

property of the message's reception that is relevant

to the evolution of system we are studying. So the

state-transformer semantics for message content is as

powerful as we could hope for. A suitable logic for this

semantics would probably be related to dynamic logic

[Har79].

Nevertheless this is not the approach we take in this

paper, because we would prefer a simpler and more

intuitive theory. Consider the example in the intro

duction, concerning an agent a who sends a message

m precisely when he is uncertain about the truth of an

assertion ip. Is the content of m "I don't know whether

V?"? Under the state-transformer semantics the answer

might be no, because the content will reflect the re

cipients' reactions as well. For instance, if a recipient

sometimes discards the message without reading it, the

ascribed content must reflect this. This is somewhat

unintuitive. The notion of message content we use in

informal reasoning seems to involve relatively straight

forward assertions such as "I don't know whether <p",

and not functions from states to states that take into

account all possible ways the recipient might process

the message.

How can we get a more natural theory? Our answer

is to settle for a weaker connection between a mes

sage's content and the effect it has on its recipients.

Instead of trying to capture precisely how a recipient

reacts to the message, we look for theories of message

content that tell us how much knowledge the recipient

could possibly gain (i.e., if it were to extract the max

imum possible information from the message). When

we judge a theory against this criterion—that the as

cribed content only needs to capture, somehow, the

knowledge that an agent could gain—there are at least

two interesting outcomes.

• Inadequacy. A theory is inadequate if there is

some knowledge transfer that the theory cannot

explain. One way of demonstrating inadequacy is

to find two messages that are ascribed the same

content, but which are capable of carrying dif

ferent information to an agent who might receive

them.

• Completeness. Conversely, we would like to be

able to say when a message's content captures

all interesting information that might be gained.

One way of making this precise is to show that

the content of a message is enough to compute

some (preferably tight) bound on the knowledge

resulting from message reception.

It turns out that the most straightforward and intu

itive theories of message content are inadequate un

less we consider very restricted types of system. This

tradeoff between generality and simplicity is the main

theme of much of this section.

3.1 Singly-connected systems—semantics

We begin in a fairly simple setting, because it simplifies

the presentation of some key ideas. Throughout this

subsection, we consider systems that we call singly-

connected. A system is singly-connected if, in any one

run, there is at most one channel connecting any two

agents. Simple systems are often singly-connected—it

can be inefficient to provide more than one channel

between two points. It turns out that, by making this

assumption, we can discuss message content largely in

terms of the agents themselves (whereas, as we see in

Section 3.3, a general treatment requires more explicit

reasoning about channels and ports).

For the moment, we will make one other assumption—

that every channel is unreliable in the following sense:

Definition 3.1: Unreliability. A system is unreliable

if the following is true, for all messages m. Suppose m

was sent over the channel (a,pa,b,pb) at point (r, t).

If o receives (resp., does not receive) m at (r,t + 1),

then there is another run r' which is identical to r in

all respects up to time t + 1, except that a did not

receive (resp., did receive) m at (r',t + 1). I

Unreliability does not simply mean that messages

sometimes fail to arrive. For now, we do not want to

consider systems in which an intelligent adversary de

cides whether to deliver messages or not. The problem

with such systems is that an agent might gain useful

information just from the fact that m was delivered,

which might bear no interesting relation to the knowl

edge and goals of the messages's sender. The definition

just given avoids this, by requiring that messages are

delivered (or not) independently of other properties of

the system.

For later reference, we also define what it means for a

communication in a system to be reliable.

Definition 3.2: Reliability. A system is reliable if the

following is true, for all messages m. If m is sent over a

channel (a,pa, b,pb) at point (r,t), then b must receive

m at (r, t + 1) along pt- I

Reliable channels are a bit harder to deal with than un

reliable channels. The problem with reliable channels

in synchronous systems an agent gains useful informa

tion when he does not receive a message. We discuss

this issue later.

The approach we take in this section is to look at three

proposals for a "semantics for message content" for

singly-connected channels with unreliable communica

tion. Each proposal is more powerful, although more

complex, than the previous one. In Section 3.2 we

present a logic for reasoning about the most powerful

of the three semantic models.

Our first intuition about a message m is that it tells its

recipient something about the state of the system when
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m was sent. This leads to the following definition:

Definition 3.3: Objective semantics. Let IS be an

interpreted system, and m a message in IS. The 06-

jective content of m, os(m), is the set of all points in

which m was sent. I

For instance, if my alarm clock rings each day at six

o'clock, the objective content of the alarm is "It is six

o'clock." The objective semantics is very natural but

is also quite weak. Problems arise whenever there is

doubt about who sent a message, who might receive

a message, or what channels connect the sender and

recipient. Consider the following example:

Example 3.4: Suppose that, at time 0, exactly one of

agents a or b knows a fact ip. The agent who knows <p

sends message m and the other agent sends m'. Sup

pose c receives m along port p. It can surely learn

that the agent who is connected by p—either a or 6,

although c doesn't necessarily know which one—knows

<p. Of course, c would have learned something else had

m' arrived instead. The objective semantics for mes

sage content cannot explain the difference between the

two cases, because os(m) = os(m'). (Both contents

are just the set of all time 0 points, because both mes

sages are always sent by someone.) I

The main problem here is that the sender's identity

is not fixed. We do not simply want to reason about

the set of points where m was sent—we also want to

reason about who the sender was. This motivates the

following definition:

Definition 3.5: KS-semantics. Let IS be an inter

preted system, and m a message in IS. The KS-

content of m, ks(m), is the set of pairs (pt,a), such

that agent a sends m at point pt. I

Notice that message contents using KS-semantics are

the same structures we use for modeling agent's knowl

edge states (hence the notation). This is intuitive: we

can interpret it as saying that messages convey some

of the sender's knowledge, which includes knowledge

about his identity as well as "objective" knowledge.

Furthermore, the KS-semantics is reasonably power

ful. It cope with the previous example; the content of

message m is basically "I know tp" . We say that a mes

sage rn is addressed if it is always received by the same

agent (i.e., in every run). For addressed messages, the

KS-semantics is complete in a certain sense, which is

formalized in the following theorem. The main idea of

this theorem is that if an agent receives m then we can

use m's content to calculated a bound on the agent's

resulting knowledge state. This bound is also a func

tion of the agent, its previous state, and the port it

received the message on. But the main point is that

the only property of the message itself that we need

is the content—all other properties have been success

fully abstracted away.

Theorem 3.6: Let IS be any singly-connected in

terpreted system with unreliable message delivery, in

which all messages are addressed. There exists a func

tion 0 : A x KS x KS x P -> KS with the following

property.

Suppose a, in state *before> receives the single message

m with content ks(m), along port p. The subsequent

state of a, *after> satisfies

(3(a,ks(sbeton),ks(m),p) X fc«(saft„).

We can replace •< by « in any system with no forget

ting, in which agents know the time.9

Proof: Here, /3(a,ks(sbeton),ks(m),p) consists of all

pairs ((r, t), o) such that there exists a', with (1) ((r, t—

l),a) 6 **(abefore), (2) ((r,t - l),o') € ks(m), and (3)

a' is connected to a via port p in r.

Consider any ((r,t),a) G 0(a,ks(sbefon),ks(m),p).

We know that a was in state ^before at (r> * "" *)> by

definition of fca(sbefore)- Also, by our definition of mes

sage content, m was sent by a' at (r, t — 1). While it

is possible that this message was never delivered, the

assumption of unreliable communication ensures that

there is another point, (r', t), which is identical to (r, t)

in all respects before time t except that m was in fact

delivered. Because m is addressed, the message is de

livered to o. Notice that ((r', t), a) « ((r, t), a). By the

third clause in the definition of /? and the assumption

of single-connectedness, the message is delivered along

port p. By determinism, a must enter state Safter in

run (r',t), and so ((r',t),a) 6 fcA(safter) M required.

Now, suppose that the system has no forgetting and

agents know the time. Consider a pair ((r, t),a") in

fcs(safter) (that is, the state of a" at (r, t) is Rafter)- By

the definition of no forgetting, we know that a'"s previ

ous state was «before> and the last message it received

was m (along port p). Because m is addressed, we

must have a" = a. Because a knows the time, it must

have received this message in the current time round.

Therefore, ((r, *),<*") € P{a,ks(sbeton),ks(m),p). The

result follows. |

We remark that this theorem can be easily restated to

take account of points in which a receives more than

one message. On the other hand, the assumption that

messages are addressed is important. Consider the

following two examples:

9In general, we do need to use ;< (and not C) for com

paring knowledge states in this result. In addition to the

knowledge about the system state that m conveys, the re

cipient also learns the bare fact that "I just received a mes

sage." By itself, this is just not interesting—because com

munication is unreliable, it does not tell the agent anything

additional about the rest of the system. Our definition of

< ignores such purely internal knowledge.
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Example 3.7: Suppose that in every run, at time 0,

agent a sends two messages: m is sent along a fixed

port pa, and ml is sent along whichever port (which

may or may not be pa) is connected to another agent

b. Notice that m is not addressed, because a's port pa

might have been connected to someone else. If agent

b receives m along pt, he learns that (a,pa,b,pb) is a

channel in the system. However b cannot learn this

if he receives m' instead. Nevertheless, KS-semantics

gives both messages the same content: the set of all

pairs ((r,0),a), for every run r in the system. There

fore, the KS-semantics is inadequate in this case. I

Example 3.8: Suppose agent a sends two messages:

the first, m, is via a port connected to both b and c,

whereas the second message, m', can only be received

by d. Suppose that, before these messages were sent,

all of b, c and d were in the same state. Note that

these three agents are not even certain of their own

identity—for instance, b thinks it might be d, because

it doesn't have any information to the contrary. Later,

if b receives m, it learns something: that it isn't d (it

will still think that it might be c). It would not learn

this if it had received m'. Nevertheless, both m and

m' are ascribed the same content by KS-semantics. I

In the first of these examples the recipient of m learned

something about how it is connected to other agents,

and in the second it learned something about its own

identity. A powerful semantics for message content

needs to reason about who the recipient might be, as

well as who the sender is. To do this, we modify KS-

semantics by making the recipient explicit as well:

Definition 3.9: Double-indexical semantics. Let IS

be an interpreted system, and m a message in IS.

The double-indexical content of m, written c(ro), is

the set of all triples {pt, a, a') such that agent a sends

m at point pt, along a channel connected to a'. In the

following, we use C to denote V{Points x A x A). I

This semantics is very powerful, coping easily with the

two previous examples. We get an analogue to Theo

rem 3.6 in which messages do not need to be addressed.

Theorem 3.10s LetIS be any singly-connected inter

preted system with unreliable message delivery. There

exists a function 0' : KS x C x P -> KS with the fol

lowing property.

Suppose a, in state «before> receives the single message

m with content ks(m), along port p. The subsequent

state of a, safter, satisfies

0'(ks{she(OTe),c(m),p) < **(5after)-

We can replace ;< by w in any system with no forget

ting, in which agents know the time.

Proof: We take /3'(Jts(abefore), c(m),p) to consist of

all pairs ((r,t),a') such that (1) ((r,i - l),o') G

Mjbefore), and there exiSt8 another a8ent a" 8Uch that

(2) ((r,i - l),o",o') 6 c(m) and (3) o" is connected

to a' by port p in r. The rest of the proof is similar to

that given for Theorem 3.6, and is omitted. I

The double indexical semantics are also appropriate

in systems with reliable channels. In such systems,

agents gain useful knowledge from the non-arrival of

messages. (If o would send me a message if he knew

ifi, and I don't get a message, then I learn that a did

not know <p.) We can deal with this quite easily—all

we need to do is regard "silence" simply as another

message! The content of "silence" is just all triples

((r,t),a,o') for points (r,t) in which a does not send

anything to a'. Of course, "silence" is usually not an

addressed message, and so it is not entirely surprising

that this strategy does little good when we use KS-

semantics. But with double-indexical semantics, we

can prove an analogous theorem to the above. We

omit details in the interest of brevity.10

3.2 A logic for singly-connected systems

The semantic analysis just given is only half the

story—we also want a formal logic for reasoning about

messages and agents. In this section, we give a brief ac

count of how this might be done using double-indexical

semantics. Of course, many different logics can be con

structed based on a single semantic model; there is a

tradeoff is between expressive power and simplicity. As

our main goal is to understand some of the basic prin

ciples, the specific logic we present emphasizes simplic

ity. (See also [FV86, Bie90] for some related discussion

of properties of knowledge in systems of communicat

ing agents.)

Our new logic is an extension of the epistemic logic

discussed earlier. In addition to being able to reason

about knowledge, we want to talk about sending and

receiving messages, and the content of these messages.

We do this by adding new modal constructs:

• ^n,pV> read M "some agent with name n has just

received a message with content ip, along the port

it calls p." We discuss the form of <p shortly.

• 5npv, read as "some agent with name n has just

sent a message with content tp, along the port it

calls p."

• Analogously, H^pf and Sn>py> talk about all

agents with a given name.

What is the syntax of formulas <p appearing after one

of these operators? These formulas should talk about

10There are two main differences in the reliable chan

nel theorem. First, the bound on knowledge gained is a

function of all the messages sent, including silences. Sec

ond, we can use the simpler C definition for comparing two

knowledge states when stating the bound.
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a message's content, which is a set of (point, agent,

agent) triples. Recall that, in the logic for knowledge,

formulas are interpreted over (point, agent) pairs.

In that logic we use indexical names and proposi

tions that are interpreted relative to the agent (the

"knower"). So it seems reasonable that a logic for

message content should have more indexical symbols;

some will be interpreted relative to the sender and oth

ers relative to the recipient.11

We formalize this as follows. Suppose we have fixed

a vocabulary Pr and N for reasoning about knowl

edge, together with the interpretation functions ir and

t. Our vocabulary for message content includes all

these symbols, and they are interpreted relative to the

sender (the first agent in a triple). For instance, rela

tive to (r,a,a'), the name n denotes r(r,a,n). Notice

that the name I refers directly to the sender (a). How

ever, we also add new names to be interpreted relative

to the recipient. For each name n in N (resp., propo

sition q € Pr) we allow a new symbol, rr (resp, qy).

The denotation of nY at (r,o,a') is just T(r,a',n).

The name Iy , which for convenience we write as You,

refers directly to the recipient of a message.

The new language is constructed in a straightforward

way, extending the underlying epistemic logic. Essen

tially, we begin with the basic propositions and name

comparisons (using C), and close under the boolean

connectives and all of the modal operators (epistemic,

message, and temporal). There is one extra condition.

The new symbols (those with superscript Y) have been

given a meaning only when we are reasoning about the

content of a message. So these symbols should only

appear in contexts where they clearly make sense—

immediately after one of the four new message modal

operators.15 It follows that the class of formulas that

can appear after a message operator strictly contains

the class of formulas that appear after knowledge op

erators. This just reflects the fact that knowledge and

content are different semantic objects.

It should be clear how the new language is interpreted

over our semantics, because we have already discussed

how the names and basic propositions are interpreted

relative to (point, agent, agent) triples. The truth con

ditions for the new modal operators are also straight

forward. For instance:

• IS,(r,t),a,a' (= fin,pV if there is some a" in

the denotation of n at ((r,t),a,a') who has just

received a message m, along the port he associates

11 It is also possible to have indexicals that are inter

preted relative to both agents simultaneously. For exam

ple, we might have a name We that refers to the set of

both the sender and recipient. To keep things simple we

do not discuss this possibility any further in this paper.

13By "immediately after", we mean that there can be

no intervening knowledge modalities. It turns out that

temporal modal operators do not cause any problem.

with the name p, and IS, c(m) f= tp. (That is, tp

is true at each one of the triples in the content

e(m)).

We do not yet have a complete axiomatization or deci

sion procedure for this logic. Axiom systems for tem

poral and epistemic reasoning are well known. How

ever, there will be additional rules for dealing with the

message modalities. For instance, the axiom

(if you send a message, you know you are sending it)

turns out to be valid. Another fairly straightforward

axiom that is valid only in systems with reliable com

munication is

5I,p^ * O^SomeportV'

where Someport is an special indexical associated

with all possible incoming channels. In words: If I

send a message over port p, the agents on this port

will receive it (over one of their ports—but I don't

necessarily know which) one time step later.

The most interesting new axioms are the "substitu

tion" principles. Consider an agent a sending a mes

sage m whose content, tp, refers to the indexical You.

We might expect a to actually know tp, but this cannot

be the case because tp refers indexically to the recip

ient. (In the logic we have defined, tp does not have

any semantic meaning at all unless we are reasoning

about the content of a message.) However, it is true

that a knows something that is closely related to tp.

Suppose the message is sent along the port a thinks

of as p. Then a doesn't think of the message's re

cipient simply as You, but instead uses the name p.

This suggests that the formula tp', formed by replac

ing all occurrences of You by p, is indeed known by

the sender. Somewhat more generally, let /if (tp) be

formed from tp by replacing all indexicals ny, that are

not within the scope of any modality in^, by nop.

Then, so long as the name p refers to a single agent

and if tp has no indexical propositions, the formula

is indeed valid.13

There is a corresponding rule for message reception,

although it is valid only in systems with no forgetting.

If an agent receives a message with content tp, we need

to replace all the indexical references to the sender by

the the actual port the message was received on. We

define nf(tp) to be like tp, except that all indexicals

ny are replaced by simply n, and all the other names

uThe generalization to names denoting many agents and

to indexical propositions is not difficult, although the nec

essary transformation of tp is much more cumbersome.
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n' are replaced by n' o p. Then, in systems with no

forgetting,

*!,pV=>#iCr(/4,(¥0)

is valid. (Again, this simple form of the axiom needs

modification if p can denote many agents or if <p uses

indexical propositions symbols.)

3.3 More general systems

So far we have only considered singly-connected sys

tems. All our definitions make perfect sense even with

out this assumption, and the logic is still useful. How

ever Theorem 3.10 will fail. Consider this example:

Example 3.11 : Suppose there are two channels,

(a,Pa,b,pb) and (a,pa',b,pb'), between agents a and

b. If a knows a certain proposition ip, it sends to along

pa and m! along pb\ if a doesn't know ip, the ports and

messages are reversed. So if b receives m along pt he

learns that a knows <p; obviously, he will not learn this

if he receives m' instead. However the double-indexical

contents of m and m' are the same: namely, the triples

((r,0),a,6) for all runs r. I

To regain a completeness result analogous to Theo

rem 3.10, we need a notion of message content that

deals more directly with the ports that agents use. It

turns out that sets of triples, (pt,a,p), such that agent

a sends the message along port p in point pt, give ap

propriate semantics.14 It is not hard to see how this

proposal can cope with the example. Because this

semantics does not deal with the recipient directly,

it is somewhat less intuitive than double indexical-

semantics. Nevertheless, it would be straightforward

to develop a suitable logic.

Even this proposal is far from being an "ultimate" se

mantics for message content. So far, the classes of

systems we have been considering have been fairly

limited—we have made several explicit assumptions

and others are inherent to the basic model for systems

that we are using. When we drop these assumptions,

new subtleties arise. We close this section by briefly

mentioning two of the more interesting issues.

• More complex channel behavior. In many systems,

the channels are neither reliable or unreliable in

the sense we have been using these terms. For

example, consider a channel which is subject to

failures, although once it fails no messages ever

get through again. Or suppose we generalized our

model so that messages could be delayed for more

than one time step (which by itself is not such a

difficult extension). We can easily imagine chan

nels in which the delay depends on the number

other messages being sent at the time.

"Note that this is more general than double-indexical-

semantics, because from pt, a, and p we can work out who

the possible recipients are.

The problem in such cases is that the mere fact

that a message arrives can convey interesting in

formation, because we learn about properties of

the channel. In the first case above, we learn that

every message sent earlier along the same channel

should have arrived also. In the second example,

receiving a message very soon after it was sent

tells the recipient that very few (other) messages

are currently being sent, and this might say a lot

about the overall system state.

A semantics for content that treats information

gain due to channel behavior is likely to be even

more complex than those we have discussed. It is

also likely to be fairly system-dependent, because

there are many different behaviors we might en

counter.

• Cryptography. Often agents send encrypted mes

sages to enhance security. Suppose an agent re

ceives an encrypted message m, but does not pos

sess the correct decryption key. We would like

to say that the agent learns next to nothing from

to, because without the key it looks just like a

random bit string. What definition of "content"

would match this intuition? Perhaps we would

like to say such things as "Only if you know the

right key will you learn. . . " .

Unfortunately, the framework we have presented

does not deal with encrypted messages very well.

The problem is with the model of agents' knowl

edge that we have been using. As is well known,

this logic does not taken into account the fact that

agents have limited computational ability. So an

agent does not need a key to "understand" an en

crypted message—the plaintext is usually implicit

in the code. (After all, in principle one could try

all reasonable messages and all reasonable keys,

and eventually find the, often unique, pair that

produces the encrypted message.)

We need to build a semantics for message content

on top of a theory of knowledge in cryptographic

settings (see, for instance, [MW85, Bie90]). This

is work in progress.

4 Applications

Is a theory of message content useful? Here we discuss

two possible applications.

4.1 Abstract protocols

We have already mentioned the concept of knowledge-

based protocols, where the preconditions for agents'

actions (in particular, sending messages) are specified

using conditions on the agents' knowledge. We can

use an understanding of message content to specify

the messages on a similarly abstract level. Not only

will such a specification be more intuitive, but it may
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also allow us to reason about more properties of the

system within a formal logic. We illustrate how this

extended concept of knowledge-based protocol might

be used with an extremely simple example.

Consider agents arranged in a ring—each has two out

going ports, one connecting to each of its neighbors.

Initially, each agent chooses one port as its "left" port,

and labels the other as its "right" port. The choices are

made independently and so are not necessarily consis

tent with each other (a's left neighbor might consider

a to be on his left, for instance).

Sometimes, it is important that the labeling be con

sistent. As a first step towards attaining consistency,

consider how we would design a simple protocol to

check for local consistency. (We say that the labeling

is locally consistent for a if the right neighbor of a's left

neighbor, and the left neighbor of a's right neighbor,

are both just a itself.) To check local consistency the

agents need to communicate with each other. It seems

obvious what the necessary messages should say: ev

ery agent needs to tell his left (right) neighbor that

he is his left (right) neighbor. A message saying "You

are on my left" should be enough. We can formalize

this in a knowledge based-protocol that uses high-level

message content, as follows:

If Aj start then TeH (left, You Cleft)

rc«(right,YouC right)

Here, start is true when only when time is right to

do the consistency check. The precondition Kjstart

ensures that the agents send the messages only when

they are supposed to. Tell (left, You C left) instructs

the agent to send a message, along the port it asso

ciates with the name left, whose content is (at least)

You C left. In words, ■ You are on my left port."

The formula describing local consistency, relative to

any agent, is I C left o right A I C right o left. For

brevity, we call this formula consistency. Consider a

system in which every agent's protocol satisfies the

above knowledge-based specification. If communica

tion is reliable then such formulas as

Klett8tart^

0(*I,left(You S left) V 1% left(You C right))

are valid throughout the system. (In words: If the

agent on my left knows start, then at the next step I

will receive a message from my left, telling me whether

I am on the sender's right or left.) Using such assump

tions (as well as other properties of the system, such

as that every port is connected to at most one channel,

and the assumption of no forgetting) we can conclude

within the logic that

(Kj^start) A consistency => OK^^consistency.

(All is a name that denotes all agents in the system.)

That is, the protocol fragment does what we want—

if the system is locally consistent, everyone will learn

this. If an interpreted system is an implementation of

this abstract protocol, in the sense that the ascribed

knowledge and content agrees with the protocol, it will

also satisfy this conclusion. It is easy to verify that a

protocol in which the message sent along the left and

right channels are distinct, although the same for ev

ery agent, is in fact an implementation of the abstract

protocol.

4.2 Honesty

Once we have a logic for message content, we can give

an account of honesty. Suppose messages are in fact

formulas in the logic, or can be interpreted as such.

Then not only does the message have an ascribed se

mantic content; it also makes an explicit claim about

what this content is. Our suggestion is to simply to

say that a message is honest if the ascribed content

does, in fact, entail the claim that is being made.

A subtly different definition sometime used is that a

message is honest just if the sender knows that the

claim made by the message is true (see [FH88]). The

main difference between this definition and ours arises

because, as we have seen, message content is some

times more than just an assertion about some agent's

knowledge. The definition of honesty based on knowl

edge cannot cope properly with indexical uses of names

like You. We have suggested that quite complex no

tions of content will be needed at times; our definition

of honesty generalizes easily whereas the second defi

nition does not.

Suppose that we restrict attention to messages that

can be thought of as being about knowledge (for in

stance, by using KS-semantics). The two definitions

are still not equivalent. Consider a run r in which

an agent a sends a message m, and knows that the

claim being made is true. But suppose that, in fact,

a would have sent m no matter what it knew. Is m

honest? By our definition it is not, because the con

tent of m reflects all the situations in which m might

have been sent. (Since m is always sent, its content

is likely to be very uninformative.) According to the

other definition, m was sent honestly. Therefore there

is a difference between saying that a message is honest,

and saying that a particular instance of sending that

message was honest. Presumably, both viewpoints are

useful in different circumstances; the definition based

on content is best suited to the former.

5 Conclusion

We have discussed how one might ascribe "content" to

messages in simple systems of interacting agents.

One conclusion is that the issue is unexpectedly com

plex, and how good a proposed notion of content is
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depends on the precise nature of the systems being

considered. By working in a formal model of message-

passing systems, we can identify the conditions under

which any particular theory is appropriate.

Message content does not always concern objective

facts about the world. Messages also convey informa

tion about the identity of the sender and recipient. We

have given a simple theory that deals with this issue

satisfactorily in many cases. Our logic uses indexical

terms, such as I and You, which have a strong intu

itive correspondence to their natural language coun

terparts. Interestingly, for us these terms and their

semantics arise naturally out of of the models we inves

tigate. This contrasts with other studies of indexicals,

such as [Kap77], which are typically based on linguistic

or philosophical theories of human communication.
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Abstract

Motivated by the problem of coordination among

multiple agents, we are concerned with the process

by which agents can make local decisions that lead

to global conventions. While ultimately we are after

a mathematical theory, here we summarize results of

quantitative simulations that we have carried out. In

each of these experiments, 100 agents start with a

random strategy (in most experiments the strategy is

single bit). To preclude statistical accidents, each ex

periment consists of a large number of trials. In each

trial, a large number of times random pairs of agents

meet and observe each other. The various experi

ments differ along a number of dimensions: the basic

function by which each agent updates its strategy,

the frequency with which it is allowed to update the

strategy, the amount of memory it has, the amount of

information exchanged in meetings, and the symme

try of interactions. We are interested in quantitative

results about the efficiency of convention evolution

given different properties of such dimensions. Some

of our results are intuitive; others are highly surpris

ing. Although our primary aim here is to report on

the results of these experiments, we include also a few

preliminary insights that we have gained from these

experiments.

1 Introduction

In multi-agent AI systems, such as multi-planner sys

tems, it is crucial that the agents agree on certain

rules, in order to decrease conflicts among them and

promote cooperative behavior. Without such rules,

the most simple goals might become unattainable by

any individual agent, or at least not efficiently attain

able (just imagine driving in the absence of traffic

rules). These rules strike a balance between on the

one hand allowing agents sufficient freedom to achieve

their goals, and on the other hand restricting them

so that they don't interfere too much with one an

other. We assume that the importance of such rules

in a multi-agent system is incontroversial, and will

not waste further valuable space on motivation.

Some of these rules are social laws, designed and

imposed ahead of time; traffic laws are an exam

ple. Previous papers (see [6], [7]) have investigated

some aspects of this off-line design of a social law.

Not all rules can be legislated in advance, however.

This is either because the characteristics of the soci

ety are unknown, or because they change over time.

In such cases, it is often important that the society

converge on a global convention. For example, dif

ferent database implementors use different formats;

when databases of different types are to be consoli

dated, a costly process of format conversion must take

place. For this reason certain conventions, namely

standards, emerge over time.

This paper is concerned with the design of a multi-

agent system in a way which promotes rapid conver

gence towards conventions. The only impediment to

achieving this immediately is the inability to impose

a standard through a central broadcast; instead, in

dividual agents occasionally meet and observe each

other, and based on this local information may up

date their strategy. We are interested in the effect

on convergence of various update functions, and the

impact of a number of variables such as the amount

of memory, the frequency of update, the amount of

information exchanged in pairwise interactions, and

the symmetry of interactions.

Ultimately, we are after a mathematical theory.

Research in a number of other fields seems relevant to

our work. This includes works in mathematical eco

nomics [3], spin glass theory in physics [4], population

genetics in mathematical biology [1], and leader elec

tion in distributed systems [8]. So far we have found

only superficial similarities between these works and
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our results. One of our immediate research goals is

the development of a general framework in which to

unify this other work and our own. It is tempting to

adopt an existing mathematical model, but we have

felt strongly that we do not understand the phenom

ena sufficiently to make this commitment. Instead,

we have performed a large number of computer sim

ulations, in which we tested various choices.

update function. The difference among the differ

ent experiments is in this function, as well as certain

additional parameters, such as the frequency with

which agents are allowed to update the strategy, and

the amount of memory they have. (In addition, for

pragmatic reasons experiments vary somewhat in the

number of trials and in the number of iterations in

each trial.)

2 Overview of the experiments 2.2 The basic strategy-update func

tions

We were interested in investigating the simplest set

ting in which conventions arise; it turned out that

even this simple setting gives rise to quite complex be

havior. We should start by being more precise about

what we mean by a convention. Although the pur

pose of this paper is not a mathematical theory, we

should mention that one elegant definition of conven

tion is based on the definition of a coordination prob

lem. That in turn can be defined in economic terms,

using the notions of payoff functions and Pareto opti-

malily. Since our aim here is different, we only men

tion that our setting can in fact be defined in this

fashion, and refer the reader to Lewis's [5] for more

details on this line of thought.

2.1 The basic setting

While the relation between our experiments and the

general notion of convention is beyond the scope

of the paper, the experiments themselves are easy

enough to describe. All experiments involve exactly

100 agents.1 In almost all experiments, the "con

vention" is the simplest one imaginable, a single bit.

Each agent starts with a randomly generated bit (we

have taken care to use a reliable random-bit gener

ator). Then, in repeated iterations, a randomly se

lected pair of agents meet and observe each other's

bit (in some experiments more information is ex

changed). The number of iterations in each trial

ranges from 800 to 100,000. To preclude statistical

accidents, each experiment consists of a large num

ber of trials, ranging from 800 to 4000.

In almost all experiments we assume a homoge

neous society,2 in which all agents employ the same

'This number is interesting, since it contrasts with experi

ments on computational ecologies by Huberman and colleagues

(cf. [2]), in which tens of thousands and even millions of agents

were needed in order to demonstrate phenomena of interest

to them; they were not interested directly in the evolution of

conventions.

2Some results concerning the non-homogeneous case will

appear in a pending paper.

We have experimented with a large number of ways in

which agents update their strategies. Many of these

turned out to be unilluminating; here we will describe

some that did lead to insights. As will become appar

ent, while we have covered a lot of ground, many other

update functions are possible. We return to this in

the final section. In this subsection we describe the

basic strategies explored; in the next section we de

scribe a number of experiments, which modified the

basic strategies and varied a few parameters.

Assume the following definitions. A meeting be

tween two agents is called a success if their strategies

at that time agree, and a failure otherwise. In any

given trial, at each point in time let good^j) denote

the number of successes j experienced while using the

» strategy (t = 0, 1) from the beginning up to that

point. Similarly, let badi(j) denote the number of

failures of the i strategy for agent j up to that point.

We define the frequency of success of strategy i for

agent j up to that point by prob^j) = ,00^ffw(j)-

We assume that goodt and badi are initialized to 1 for

t = 1,2 for all agents.

Consider the following methods for strategy up

date:

1. (Internal statistics). Adopt the strategy i with

Probabili* rroK&WiLuV

S. (External statistics). Adopt the strategy i with

probability that is the proportion of i's encoun

tered in other agents so far.

S. (Internal majority). Adopt the strategy t if

pro6,(j) > probl_i(j), and remain with your cur

rent strategy in the case of equality.

4- (External majority). Adopt the strategy » if so

far it was observed in other agents more often

than the strategy 1 — i, and remain with your

current strategy in the case of equality.
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Figure 1: Internal Statistics: Idealizing Agents

We encourage the reader to speculate on these

methods of update before reading on, and try to pre

dict which of those will result in the most rapid con

vergence. We are not too proud to admit that our

own predictions were very poorly matched by the ex

perimental results.

3 Initial experimental results

3.1 Internal statistics

In this case we get a truly inefficient convention evo

lution. For example, among 4000 trials each of which

included 100000 iterations, we got that in only 136 of

the trials at least 80% of the agents reached a con

vention (the same bit/strategy).

We experimented with one modification of that

approach, in which we considered idealizing agents,

agents that ignore their previous failures. These

agents adopt the 0 option at a particular point with

probability good*(°)d+njlldl(j)- These idealizing agents

turn out to converge on a convention much faster than

those that use full internal statistics. These results

are demonstrated by Figure 1. The x coordinates in

Figure 1 correspond to the number of iterations in

each trial, while the y coordinates correspond to the

number of trials from among 800 trials in which at

least 80% of the agents reached a convention.

3.2 External statistics

In this case we get (again) a truly inefficient conven

tion evolution. For example, in no trial of 5000 itera

tions did we get that at least 80% of the agents agree.

Even when we lowered the threshold, and asked only

that at least 55% of the agents agree, we were success

ful in only 481 trials out of 800 trials of 5000 iterations

each.

3.3 Internal majority

This option is significantly better than all options dis

cussed so far. In 1701 from among 4000 trials of 800

iterations each we got that more than 85% of the

agents reached a convention.

3.4 External majority

This option is by far the best basic option among

those we have tested. In 3010 from among 4000 trials

of 800 iterations each we got that more than 85% of

the agents reached a convention. In 3801 from 4000

trials of 1600 iterations each, we got that more than

95% of the agents reached a convention.

3.5 Modified external statistics

The results so far might suggest a rule of thumb,

namely to base one's strategy deterministically on

majority measures, rather than to flip coins. We

conclude this section with a result that cautions

against blind application this rule. Consider again

the method of external statistics, which was shown to

be very ineffective. It turns out that a simple mod

ification of it is significantly superior to the internal

majority method (though still inferior to the external

majority method). In this modification an agent still

uses the external statistics criterion, but applies it

only when it observes in another agent a strategy dif

ferent from its own; in other cases it leaves its strategy

unchanged. The results we obtained are that in 3403

trials from among 4000 trials of 1600 iterations each,

more than 95% of the agents reached a convention.

In a similar experiment in which there were only 800

iterations, in 2045 trials from among 4000 we got that

85% of the agents reached an appropriate convention.

In the next section we will look more closely at the

effects of frequency of update and other parameters;

the reason for including this result here was to cau

tion the reader against premature conclusions.

4 Modifications of the basic

experiments

In this section we are concerned with the effects on

convention emergence of various parameters such as

frequency of update and amount of memory. In all

of these experiments we modify the external majority

update function, the one that performed best among

the basic functions tested.
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Figure 2: The effects of update frequency
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Figure 3: The effects of memory restarts

4.1 The effect of update frequency

The first type of modification we consider is con

cerned with update frequency. In the previous section

we assumed that each agent updates3 its behavior at

each iteration. However, in some systems agents up

date their behavior in a less frequent manner. We

investigated the effects of update frequency on the ef

ficiency of convention evolution. We found that when

the frequency of update decreases, then the efficiency

of convention evolution decreases. Our results can be

illustrated by Figure 2. In this figure, the x coordi

nates describe the distance between iterations where

update is performed, while the y coordinates describe

the number of trials from among 4000 trials of 1600

iterations each where more than 95% of the agents

reached a convention.

4.2 The effect of memory size

Here we investigate the effects of memory size on the

efficiency of convention evolution. We consider two

forms of limited memory.

4.2.1 Periodic memory restarts

One type of limited memory is a memory that is

restarted from time to time. When the memory

is restarted, the agents' current strategies (the ones

they will now start with) are not forgotten, but pre

vious history is. This might be in particular interest

ing in systems which stop operating for a short while

from time to time. For example, a society might be

interested in a particular coordination only in some

periods of the year, where agents are assumed to for

get what they have exactly seen in the previous pe

riods although they still remember their current (lat

est) strategy. We investigated the efficiency of con-

3By 'update' we mean the application of the update func

tion; the result need not be a change in strategy.

vention evolution as a function of the frequency of

memory restarts. We found that when the distance

between iterations where the memory is restarted de

creases, then the efficiency of convention evolution

decreases. This can be illustrated by Figure 3. The x

coordinates of this graph correspond to the distance

between iterations where the memory is restarted.

The y coordinates describe the number of trials from

among 4000 trials of 800 iterations each, in which

more than 85% of the agents reached a convention.

The reader may be tempted to treat this as an 'ob

vious' result; however, full memory is not always an

advantage. Sections 4.2.2 and 4.3 provide some exam

ples; here is another example. We ran an experiment

in which agents restarted their memory always and

only after changing their strategy. In that case the

evolution of convention was even more efficient than

in the case of full memory (the external majority of

section 3); in 3298 from among 4000 trials of 800 it

erations each, more than 85% of the agents reached

a convention.

4.2.2 Limited memory windows

A more continuous form of limited memory is one in

which each agent at each time keeps a limited win

dow into its past experience, and bases the majority

rule on only that window. We have considered two

forms of windows, one in which it remembers the last

n iterations in which it participated in a meeting,

and another in which the agent remembers the last n

iterations, regardless of whether it participated in a

meeting in those.

Our results of these two experiments are illustrated

in Figures 4 and 5, respectively. In both of these

figures the x coordinates describe the size of mem

ory window, and the y coordinates correspond to the

number of trials from among 4000 trials of 800 iter

ations each, in which more than 85% of the agents
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Figure 4: Limited Memory (latest observations)
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Figure 5: Limited Memory (latest iterations)

reached a convention. Note that, somewhat surpris

ingly, in both cases it pays to forget, though some

minimal memory is essential (in the first case this

minimum is in fact equal to 2 iterations, and there

fore this can be seen more easily in the second case).

4.3 Co-varying memory size and up

date frequency

We have so far varied update frequency and memory

independently; we now show that these two param

eters interact. Consider the results from section 4.1,

where we showed that the rate of convention evolu

tion is a monotonic increasing function of update fre

quency. We now show that decreasing memory blocks

the degradation of convergence with the decrease in

update frequency. Specifically, in this experiment we

adopted the memory-restart model, and varied to

gether the memory-restart frequency and the update

frequency. The general result we obtained is that

when update becomes infrequent (there is a long de

lay between strategy updates), then it is better to

restart the memory from time to time than to rely on

the whole memory. Our results are illustrated in Fig

ure 6. The x coordinate of this figure corresponds to

the update frequency, which is equal to the number

3500
•
.•••••

3000
•

2500

2000

1500

1000

500

..»

50 100 150 20(

Figure 6: The case where update frequency = mem

ory restart frequency

of iterations between consecutive memory restarts.

That is, in this case, we had a single interval which

served both as the update frequency and the memory

restart frequency. The y coordinates correspond to

the number of trials from among 4000 trials of 1600

iterations each in which 95% of the agents reached a

convention. It is illuminating to compare Figure 6 to

Figure 2 (where full memory is assumed); when the

update frequency drops below about 100 iterations,

it becomes better to use the statistics of only the last

window than to rely on the entire history.

4.4 Communicating past history

Up until now we have assumed that agents do not

communicate any information to other agents except

their current strategy. In this experiment we test the

effect of more elaborate communication. Specifically,

we assume that when agents meet, they exchange

their full prior histories. We assume that agents give

similar weight to their experience and to that of oth

ers: after a communication act each agent updates

its history of observations according to the average of

its experience and that of the other agent (of course,

the statistics of the two agents will diverge again in

the future). To make things interesting, we do not

assume that any pair of agents engage in this full

disclosure when they meet. Rather, we define the

notion of extroversion radius, which crudely captures

the fact that agents tend to confide in only some other

agents. Specifically, we number the agents 1, 2, . . . , n,

and when the radius of extroversion is r it means that

agent t exchanges full information in its encounters

with agent j iff j G [i — r..i + r](mod n); with other

agents the exchange is only the current strategy.

We investigated the relation between the radius of

extroversion and the efficiency of convention evolu

tion. We found that a small radius of extroversion

increases the efficiency of convention evolution in a
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Figure 7: The effects of communication

significant manner relative to the single bit exchange

case. However, a big radius of extroversion does not

provide additional help, and thus not worth the addi

tional cost. We demonstrate our results in Figure 7.

The x coordinate in that figure corresponds to the

extroversion radius. The y coordinate describes the

number of successful trials (more than 85% of the

agents reached a convention) from among 4000 trials

of 800 iterations each.

4.5 Asymmetric interactions

In all of the previous results we assumed that when

agents meet then they are able to observe each other's

strategy. The other symmetric case where both

agents who meet cannot observe each other is vac

uous. However, an interesting complementary case is

the asymmetric one, when only one of the agents who

meet can observe the other's strategy. This asymmet

ric case seems at first much similar to the symmetric

one. In fact for most types of behaviors the efficiency

of convention evolution will simply decrease by a fac

tor of 2. However, we can show interesting qualitative

differences between the symmetric and asymmetric

case.

For example, the trivial option of memory restart

at each iteration will lead to nothing in the sym

metric case (the situation will remain as the initial

one) but will converge to an appropriate convention

in the asymmetric one. In some cases the fact that

there are less updates in the asymmetric case will lead

to qualitative differences between the symmetric and

asymmetric cases when the number of iterations in

each trial is relatively small. Consider for example

an update function where an agent chooses the op

tion 0/1 if in the two latest iterations it was involved

with it observed (in other agents) the option 0/1 re

spectively (and otherwise it remains with its current

strategy). If we look at the result of applying this up

date function along 800 iterations in the symmetric

and asymmetric cases, we get: This update function

gives extremely good results in the symmetric case

(much better than relying on full memory), but it is

worse than relying on full memory in the asymmetric

case. We will expand on this in a longer version of

this paper.

4.6 More complicated decisions

Up until now we assumed that the agents must de

cide on a binary value; a natural extension is con

cerned with more complicated decisions. What hap

pens if the agents must agree on one option among

more than two available options, that is, on some

thing more complicated than a bit? How does the

number of options (potential conventions) effect the

efficiency of convention evolution?4

Our general results are as follows. What we find is

that adding more potential conventions decreases the

efficiency of convention evolution in a less than loga

rithmic fashion. In addition we find that the absolute

amount of success in convention evolution decreases

in less than logarithmic fashion: In order that the

number of successes of convention evolution will de

crease by factor of 2, we need to increase the number

of potential conventions by a factor of more than 4,

and in order to decrease it by a factor of 3 we need to

increase the number of potential conventions by a fac

tor of more than 8.5 Intuitively speaking, our results

point to the following encouraging fact: the efficiency

of convention evolution is not affected too badly by

an increase in the number of potential conventions.

Our specific results are illustrated in Figure 8. The

x coordinate describes the number of potential con

ventions, while the y coordinate describes the number

of successful trials (more than 85% reached a conven

tion) from among 4000 trials of 800 iterations each.

5 Conclusions

In this paper we shared with the reader results and

observations about the efficiency of convention evolu

tion. The understanding of the efficiency of conven

tion evolution is an important step for the design of

non-trivial multi-agent systems. Our current results

shed light on the effects of different elementary agent

4 We still assume the external majority update rule, but now

the agent adopts a strategy (option) that was observed more

often than all of the other strategies.

5 We have verified these basic results also in the case of lim

ited memory.
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[7] Y. Shoham and M. Tennenholtz. On the Syn

thesis of Useful Social Laws for Artificial Agent

Societies. In Proc. of AAAI-92, pages 276-281,

1992.

[8] M. Yamashita and T. Kameda. Computing on

Anonymous Networks. In Proc. 7th ACM Symp.

on Principles of Distributed Computing, pages

117-130, 1988.

Figure 8: The effects of the number of potential con

ventions

behaviors and system characteristics on the efficiency

of convention evolution. Some of these results can be

used directly when designing artificial systems, while

others can be used in order to explain or predict the

behavior of societies and as a result to enable useful

participation in them.

There is still much to be done. First, more experi

ments are needed in order to explore additional inter

esting phenomena concerning the efficiency of conven

tion evolution. We would like to test our experimen

tal results against certain real-world phenomena, such

as fashion fads. Finally, as mentioned before, the de

sirable goal is a mathematical theory which explains

results such as those discussed above, and, better yet,

predicts new ones.
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Abstract

This paper describes a benchmark problem

which must be solved if we are to construct

autonomous agents which are able to engage

in description-based communication. The

problem is framed in terms of a communi

cation scenario called the divided reference

scenario. We describe representations of the

communicating agents' mental states at crit

ical points in this scenario. We also discuss

the inferential requirements needed to allow

an agent to autonomously construct these

representations.

1 Introduction

This paper is concerned with designing a transaction

language to allow autonomous agents to exchange in

formation about newly discovered objects [23,26]. As

an agent explores a domain, the agent may be unaware

of the existence of an object until the agent actually

encounters the object. When the agent does encounter

the object, the object will not have a standard name.

Consequently, it is not obvious how the agent would

be able to tell another agent about the object.

An agent could attempt to dynamically generate stan

dard names by linking them to the object's location.

For instance, if an agent always knew its own location,

then it would know the location of any object that it

approached and could therefore generate a description

of the form "the object at location x,y, z." There are

two complications with this idea. First, more than one

object could have the same location, such as a con

tainer and its contents. Second, objects can change

location. One could consider adding a time parame

ter as part of the object's name such as "the object

at location x, y, z at time i." But now, since an ob

ject could have different locations at different times,

*The author can be reached electronically at

aaidaQcacs . usl . edu.

it would have different descriptions at different times,

and agents would be faced with the problem of deter

mining when different descriptions applied to the same

object, leading us into the complexities of description-

based communication (which is the topic of this pa

per).

Another way to enable an agent to refer to an un

named object could be by "pointing" in some fash

ion. The agent need not literally point with a finger.

All that is needed is some way for the agent to high

light the object so that the receiving agent can sense

which object is being highlighted. This method ap

pears to require some type of co-presense among the

agents; the sending agent cannot usefully point to an

object which the receiving agent cannot see. Possibly,

there are ways around this limitation. For instance,

the sending agent might be able to transmit an image

of the scene to the receiving agent and then highlight

the object being referred to by using an electronic cur

sor.

This paper investigates a description-based approach

to solving this problem. The approach is suggested by

drawing an analogy to a similar communication prob

lem in natural language [9,1,19]. In natural language,

objects which do not have names can be referred to

by use of descriptions. Roughly, a description is a

specification of a set of properties that an object has

which distinguishes it from other objects in the do

main. Given an object to which an agent intends to

refer, a description is satisfactory if the properties it

specifies uniquely match the object relative to the do

main of discourse. A description is faulty otherwise.

This paper analyzes some of the knowledge representa

tion (KR) requirements needed to support description-

based communication between autonomous agents.

For concreteness let us assume a domain with the fol

lowing characteristics.

1. The domain has a finite number of objects.

2. Multiple agents, who have standard names,1 explore

the domain.

'Grove and Halpern [14], in an effort to weaken this
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3. Agents, for the most pait, acquire knowledge of ob

jects in the domain by discovering them as they ex

plore the domain.

4. Agents may wish to exchange information about ob

jects that they encounter.

5. Objects do not have standard names.

6. Objects have properties and the properties have stan

dard names.

7. No two objects in the domain have exactly the same

properties.

This type of domain presents a realistic model in which

to study description-based communication. In this do

main, simpler forms of reference are not possible be

cause objects do not have standard names. On the

other hand, description-based reference seems feasi

ble. If agents had complete knowledge of the objects

and their properties in this domain, then by assump

tions 6 and 7, they could use descriptions (specifica

tions of sets of properties) to uniquely signal which ob

jects they want to refer to. Since agents do not have

complete knowledge of domain objects and their prop

erties, an agent cannot be sure that a description it

generates is satisfactory. Because of this uncertainty,

there is always potential for a reference identification

failure (RIF).

A RIF occurs when one agent, the sending agent, uses

a description intending to refer to some entity, but the

receiving agent is unable to identify, or misidentifies,

the sending agent's intended referent. Since RIF's ap

pear to be inherent to description-based communica

tion, we shall focus on requirements for the diagnosis

of, and recovery from, RIF's.

2.1 The Divided Reference Scenario

This section describes a benchmark problem which

must be solved if we are to build autonomous agents

that engage in description-based communication. For

concreteness, we use a particular domain that has the

seven characteristics listed in section 1. Part of the

domain is shown in Figure 1. The initial state of the

domain is described below.

There are two agents, Agent 1 and Agent 2,

initially outside of a barn. The barn has two en

trances — a front entrance and a rear entrance.

Inside of the barn, there is a tractor near each en

trance. The barn is large (or perhaps, L-shaped)

and if an agent sees a tractor at one entrance,

then the agent will be unable to see the tractor

at the other entrance. Since the agents are out

side of the barn, they have not seen the tractors

and do not know of their existence. The trac

tor at the rear entrance of the barn is obviously

broken and an agent will notice this if it sees the

tractor.

 

front

 

 

2 Basic Considerations

In order to implement a fully functional description-

based transaction language, one must develop algo

rithms to detect and recover from RIF's whenever they

occur. Both detection of, and recovery from, RIF's is

difficult. RIF's in autonomous-agent communication,

and in human communication, cannot always be de

tected directly. A RIF may manifest itself as some

other kind of anomaly which is subsequently diagnosed

as a RIF [13].

The cause of a RIF, once diagnosed, is always a mis

conception (c.f., section 3.2). Consequently, to recover

from a RIF, an agent must correct the misconception

and resume communication from that point on.

assumption, introduce explicit names for agents into the

semantic domain of a possible worlds logic. They state

"quantifying-in over agents is replaced by quantifying-in

over names (p. 309)." This is a standard device in syntac

tic logics [15,25,22] of belief. Konolige's bullet operator is

a related device [12, p. 217].

Figure 1: A Barn with Agentl and Agent2 near the

Front and Rear Entrances, Respectively.

The following scenario consists of five events and leads

to a RIF which is difficult to diagnose. This kind of

scenario could potentially occur in any domain that

has the seven characteristics described in the intro

duction. Therefore, the diagnosis problem for RIF's is

a general problem inherent to description-based com

munication.

Event 1: Agentl enters the barn using the front en

trance, sees the tractor at the front of the barn,

and then exits the barn.

Event 2: Agentl tells Agent 2 that there is a tractor

in the barn.

Event 3: Agent2 enters the barn using the rear en

trance, sees the broken tractor near the rear en

trance of the barn, assumes that this is the trac

tor that Agentl referred to, and then exits the

barn.

Event 4: Agent2 says to Agentl that the tractor is

broken.
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Event 5: Agent 1 notices an apparent discrepancy

between his own beliefs and those of Agent2.

In the third event, Agent2 misrecognizes one tractor as

being the same as a different tractor. At this point,

Agent2 acquires an existential misconception. The

fourth event describes an occurrence of divided ref

erence; Agent2 is unwittingly refering to two objects.

Finally, in the fifth event, there is the first indication

of a communication anomaly. Agent 1 notices an appar

ent discrepancy in belief about whether 'the tractor'

is broken.

 

2.2 The Problem

How can we design Agent 1 so that it can recover from

the RIF in the scenario just described?

2.2.1 The Detection Problem

First, let us describe the detection problem. The rele

vant causal events in the scenario are as follows.

1. Agent 2 sees an object that Agent 1 does not know

about.

2. Agent2 makes a recognition error, thereby acquiring

an existential misconception.

3. Agent2 uses a faulty description (divided reference).

4. Agent 1 notices an apparent belief discrepancy.

But Agent 1, not being psychic, must determine the

cause of the apparent belief discrepancy. From

Agent l's perspective, the discrepancy could be caused

by one of three states of affairs listed below. Let the

notation P(x) stand for the proposition x is broken.

1. Agent 1 is correct in not believing P(x) and Agent 2 is

incorrect in believing P(x).

2. Agent 2 is correct in believing P(x) and Agentl is in

correct not believing P(x).

3. Agentl and Agent2 are talking about different things.

The three possible causes are shown in Figure 2 where

the arrows indicate a possible causal relationship. In

the first two cases, the apparent belief discrepancy

is really caused by an actual belief discrepancy. In

the third case, at least one of the agents has a mis

conception (Agent2 in this example) which causes a

RIF, which in turn causes the apparent belief discrep

ancy. Since the misconceptions are existential miscon

ceptions [21], they cannot be characterized as belief

discrepancies where one agent believes P(x) and the

other does not.

2.2.2 Existential Misconceptions

Hirst [16] offers an informative taxonomy of varieties

of states of existence that must be describable in a

KR formalism for natural language applications. How

ever, Hirst's taxonomy does not include circumstances

Figure 2: Three Possible Causes of an Apparent Belief

Discrepancy.

where an agent has incomplete knowledge of an ob

ject's existence [21]. I call these situations existential

misconceptions. Here we note two kinds of existential

misconceptions that are relevant to description-based

communication.

The first type of existential misconception is compres

sion. This occurs when an agent unwittingly believes

that two distinct objects are one. In representational

terms, this causes the agent to compress the informa

tion for two objects onto one mental representation.

Agent2 suffers from a compression misconception.

The second type of existential misconception is disper

sion. This occurs when an agent thinks there are two

or more objects when in reality there is only one ob

ject. In representational terms, the agent unwittingly

disperses the information for the one real-world ob

ject among more than one mental representation. For

example, the Greek astronomers did not realize that

Hesperous and Phosphorous were the same object —

the planet Venus. For another, biologists, for some

years, did not realize that serotonin and enteramine

were the same compound — 5-hydroxitryptamine.

Compression and dispersion misconceptions are for

mally defined in terms of an agent's internal represen

tations in section 4.2.

2.2.3 KR Requirements for Detection and

Diagnosis

One of the KR requirements to allow Agentl to diag

nose the cause of the apparent belief discrepancy is

that Agentl must be able to explicitly represent each

of the three possible causes shown in Figure 2. The

first two possible causes are actual belief discrepancies

and are not difficult to represent. The third possible

cause — the actual cause in this example — is Agent2

being in the state of having an existential misconcep

tion. This is more difficult for Agentl to explicitly

represent [21]. Sections 3 and 4 of the paper develops

theory and notation needed to do this.
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2.2.4 Recovery

The root cause of the RJF in the divided reference sce

nario is Agent2's existential misconception. One way

to recover from a RIF after the misconception is diag

nosed is for Agentl to give Agent2 information which

can be used to correct the misconception, and then to

restart the original reference process after that.

2.2.5 Plan of the Paper

This paper is organized around constructing represen

tations of Agent l's model of Agent 2 at three crucial

points in the divided reference scenario. First, we rep

resent Agent l's model of Agent2 at the time the discrep

ancy is discovered but before it is diagnosed. Second,

we represent Agentl's model of Agent2 after diagnosis.

Third, we represent Agentl's model of Agent2 after re

covery. The theory underlying these representations is

presented in section 3. The representations themselves

are presented in section 4. Finally, the inferential re

quirements needed for an agent to autonomously con

struct the representations are presented in section 5.

3 Reference and Internal

Representation

This section discusses the relationship between the

reference process and internal representation in the

context of the divided reference scenario. Figure 3

schematically depicts a portion of the agent's mental

states after the events 1, 2, and 3 take place. The fig

ure is incomplete in that it does not show each agent

as having a model of the other agent's mental state.

This deficiency will be addressed later.

For now, let us explain the figure. After Agentl enters

the barn through the front entrance and observes the

tractor at that entrance, the agent will create a symbol

(which we shall notate as "SI") to represent that trac

tor. Arrow 1 indicates that Agentl uses this symbol to

represent the tractor at the front entrance. The arrow

is not part of the agent's knowledge base, but is part

of the vocabulary of an external language to allow an

observer to describe the agent's mental state.

After Agentl tells Agent2 that there is a tractor in the

barn, Agent2 will construct a representation (which we

shall notate "S2") for the tractor that Agentl referred

to. This is arrow 2 shown in Figure 3. We use a dashed

arrow to indicate that the nature of the representation

relationship between "S2" and the tractor is less direct

than the relationship between "Si" and the tractor.

After Agent2 enters the barn from the rear entrance,

Agent2 will construct a representation (which we shall

notate as "S3") for the tractor at the rear of the barn.

This representation relationship is indicated by ar

row 3. Arrow 3 is a solid arrow, just as arrow 1 is,

because the nature of the representation relationship

Barn

Front Rear

broken

bc3
^-

»»

Agentl

2 **.

Agent2

SI

Figure 3: Mental Symbols and the Representation Re

lationship.

between "S3" and the tractor at the rear of the barn is

one of direct perception. There is an equality sign be

tween "S2" and "S3" to indicate that the agent treats

the distinct representations as representing the same

object.

3.1 Individuating Sets

Appelt and Kronfeld [2] have applied the term individ

ual object representations (IOR's) to representations

such as "SI", "S2", and "S3". In their terminology,

"SI" and "S3" are discourse IOR's and "S2" is a per

ceptual IOR. Discourse IOR's are created by informa

tion acquisition through a discourse process and per

ceptual IOR's are created by information acquisition

via a perceptual process.

It is natural to model an agent's inference procedure

as exhaustively computing inferences involving iden

tity, symmetry, and transitivity of equality. In this

circumstance, ground terms in the agent's knowledge

base can be partitioned into equivalence classes based

on the agent's equality relation. Two ground terms

are in the same equivalence class for an agent if the

agent believes that the expressions are equal. These

equivalence classes are called e-classes in [21] and t'nrft-

viduating sets in [2]. The latter term is more informa

tive about the purpose of the equivalence class from

the viewpoint of the agent. In particular, the agent

treats the class as a representational unit that stands

for a unique individual. Because of these considera

tions, we can think of the individuating set {52, S3}

as a structure which is at the tail of arrows 2 and 3.

3.1.1 Divided Reference

From the previous discussion, it is clear that Agent2 is

using the single individuating set {S2, 53} to represent

two distinct entities in slightly different ways. Conse

quently, when Agent2 uses the description the tractor,

there is a case of unwitting divided reference. Agent 2
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is intending to refer to the entity that Agent l referred

to during the second event and Agent 2 is also intend

ing to refer to the entity Agent2 saw at the rear of the

barn. Once this divided-reference event occurs, the

RIF is certain to occur because there is not a unique

intended referent for Agent2's description. The root

cause of the divided-reference event is Agent2's exis

tential misconception.

In the Appelt/Kronfeld model, their referring schema

is undefined for this circumstance. For them the sym

bol "S2" is an IOR that denotes tractorl and "S3" is

an IOR that denotes tractor2. Since "S2" and "S3"

are elements of the same individuating set, but their

denotations are discrepant, the set has no referent [2,

p. 643]. Therefore, their referring schema is undefined

for this situation and cannot be applied. Agent2, in

their analysis, is in fact not referring at all! The basic

problem is that the Appelt/Kronfeld framework can

not describe agents who have compression misconcep

tions.

Regardless of whether one calls it "reference," the di

vided reference scenario can and will happen. If one

wants to build a description-based communication lan

guage for autonomous agents that works, one must

have a method to model this scenario.

domain of discourse (K, and Kr). The sending agent

uses an encoding process to construct a description for

o. This encoding process takes as input an entity in

the sending agent's model, A',, that represents o and

produces a description, D, that uniquely matches o

relative to K,. D is then sent to the receiving agent

who then applies a decoding process to D which op

erates relative to the receiving agent's model Kr. The

decoding process in the receiving agent, if successful,

will flag an entity in KT as representing o. If the re

ceiving agent does not flag a unique representation for

o, then there is a RIF. It is reasonable to assume that

the description generating and decoding processes in

the sending and receiving agents have been debugged.2

Therefore, with respect to this model, the causes of

RIF's are due to either one or both of the agents hav

ing inaccurate or incomplete knowledge of the domain

of discourse.

In general, if a RJF occurs, it is caused by a miscon

ception in either the sending agent or receiving agent.

Not all misconceptions leading to RIF's are existential

misconceptions, but these are the ones that are dif

ficult to represent. An agent cannot understand the

cause unless it can explicitly represent the content of

the misconception.

Domain of

Discoursesending Agen t Receiving Agent

i
1 0

t
1

generate

D

decode

Figure 4: A Process Model for Reference and Refer

ence Identification.

3.2 Causes of RIF's

Figure 4 depicts a process model for definite reference

[7]. Analysis of the model shows that RIF's are caused

by at least one of the communicating agents possessing

inaccurate or incomplete knowledge of the domain of

discourse.

The figure shows a domain of discourse, a sending

agent, and a receiving agent. The domain of discourse

is shown in the middle of the figure. The arrows in

the figure indicate the directionality of the informa

tion flow. The domain of discourse contains an object,

o, that is the sending agent's intended referent. Each

agent uses its own knowledge base to represent the

3.3 A Distinction Between Representation

and Denotation

It is tempting to model the representation relationship

in terms of denotation. For instance, Nilsson [24, p.

37] attempts to formalize the concept of representation

by directly linking it to the denotational apparatus of

predicate calculus. Similarly, Appelt and Kronfeld [2]

speak of the denotation of IOR's and individuating

sets. Unfortunately, the arrows in Figure 3 depict the

representation relationship and not the denotation re

lationship. With respect to individuating sets, the ar

gument is clear.

1. Mental tokens can simultaneously represent more

than one object (e.g., the individuating set {52, 53}

simultaneously represents tractorl and tractor2 for

Agent2).

2. Symbols in a language (mental or otherwise) can for

mally denote at most one object.

3. Therefore, denotation is not a natural way to formal

ize representation.

As we mentioned, Appelt and Kronfeld would ar

gue that the type of individuating set exemplified by

{S2.S3} has no denotation. The present paper agrees

2This would not be true if either the sending or re

ceiving agent were human. Humans are obviously error

prone when they generate descriptions under real-time con

straints [9,8]. Similarly, it is easy to imagine humans mak

ing errors when decoding descriptions. I also do not want

to imply that the description generation process is simple

[10].
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but also points out that the individuating set does in

fact represent two distinct entities.

3.3.1 IOR's

With respect to IOR's, Appelt and Kronfeld claim that

IOR's like "S2" and "S3" have denotations. In partic

ular, they would say that "S2" denotes tractorl and

"S3" denotes tractor2 for Agent 2. With respect to per

ceptual IOR's, such as "S3" , the claim seems initially

plausible but it requires that the agent be guaranteed

to generate a distinct perceptual IOR for each distinct

object it observes. In this example, we would have

to guarantee that Agent2 never generates "S3" when

it is looking at an object that is not tractor2. Be

cause distinct objects may appear identical in various

situations (e.g., identical pennies or identical twins),

it seems unlikely that a perceptual system could ever

be constructed that is guaranteed to always generate

distinct IOR's for distinct object, unless it always gen

erated a new IOR for anything that it observed.

With respect to discourse IOR's such as "S2", the

claim that these IOR's have denotations is less plau

sible. Consider the following example. Suppose, after

the third event, that Agent2 says to a third agent, who

has knowledge of neither tractorl or tractor2, that

the tractor is broken. We have already established

that Agent2's act of reference is divided. Therefore,

if the third agent were to construct a discourse IOR,

intending to denote what Agent2 referred to, it would

not denote a unique object.

3.3.2 The Individuation Principle

The Appelt/Kronfeld model operates in a framework

where denotation is equated with representation and

that is why their model breaks down in circumstances

of divided reference. The philosophical foundations

of their model are discussed in Kronfeld [19, p. 141]

where he explicitly describes the reference process in

terms of the construct of denotation.

. . . the speaker has a mental representation

denoting what he believes to be a particular ob

ject, and he intends the hearer to come to have

a representation denoting the same object ... (p.

141)

Kronfeld [19] goes on to be even more explicit.

Reference, according to this view, is by virtue

of denotation — the crucial relation between

mental representations and objects, (p. 141)

The view that internal representations denote objects

is termed the individuation principle. Kronfeld [19, p.

41] attempts to prove that the individuation principle

must be true by making reference to what he calls the

trivial principle. The trivial principle states that for

a particular belief, an agent either holds the belief or

does not hold the belief. The problem with the triv

ial principle is that it is based on a folk psychological

conception of belief ascription. This conception breaks

down in circumstances where agents have existential

misconceptions. For comparison, consider the state

ment: Either the U.S. won the Gulf war or the U.S.

did not win the Gulf war. The statement is clearly

debatable, but if the trivial principle were true with

respect to winning a war, then the statement would

have to be true.

With respect to belief ascription, Kripke's [18] puzzle

about belief presents a direct challenge to the trivial

principle. Kripke describes a person named "Pierre"

who, as a child in France, read about London and came

to believe that London is pretty. However, the books

that Pierre read were in French and Pierre refers to

London by the name "Londres." Pierre will respond

affirmatively to the question, when posed in French,

"Is London pretty?" As an adult, Pierre learns En

glish and lives in London, but never comes to realize

that the London he lives in is the "Londres" he read

about as a child. Pierre lives in an unattractive part of

London and would respond negatively to the question,

posed in English, "Is London pretty?"

Kripke invokes two principles, one of disquotation and

the other of translation. By the disquotation principle,

if Pierre truthfully answers affirmatively to the ques

tion "Is London pretty?" then Pierre believes that

London is pretty. From the translation principle, it

follows that the semantic content of a question is un

changed if it is accurately translated from one language

to another. Because of these principles, we must inter

pret Pierre's responses as indicating both that Pierre

believes that London is pretty and that Pierre does

not believe that London is pretty. Since this conclu

sion seems to be inconsistent, it appears that one of

the principles (translation or disquotation) leading to

the conclusion is be false. Alternatively, the trivial

principle could be false.

3.3.3 Summary

In summary, the Appelt/Kronfeld model attributes

the use of two kinds of representational structures to

agents, namely, IOR's and individuating sets. The

present paper uses those structures but gives them

a representation-based semantics. The original Ap

pelt/Kronfeld model uses a denotation-based seman

tics. For reasons stated in section 3.3.2, the claim that

the denotation-based semantics must be used is sub

ject to challenge. For reasons stated in section 3.3.1,

this semantics presents an inaccurate model common-

sense representation. For purposes of comparison, let

me state the two alternatives below.

Denotation-based Framework. Agents have

beliefs by maintaining expressions in a formal
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language in their knowledge bases. The ground

terms which appear in these knowledge bases

denote ordinary3 individuals.

I advocate the representation-based framework [17].

This framework uses the metaphor of commonsense

representation. The representation-based framework

makes weaker claims about the nature of represen

tations in an agent than does the denotation-based

framework. The denotation-based framework appears

to make false claims to which the representation-based

framework is uncommitted.

Representation-based Framework. Agents

have beliefs by maintaining expressions in a for

mal language in their knowledge bases. The

ground terms which appear in these knowledge

bases represent ordinary individuals.

3.3.4 Significance of the Distinction

The choice of theoretical framework affects the choice

of which predicates are used in the external representa

tion language to model the arrows shown in Figure 3.

Let the expression Da(o,s) mean that agent A uses

the internal symbol s to denote object o. For compar

ison, let the expression Ra(o,s) mean that agent A

uses the internal symbol s to represent object o. The

denotation predicate must satisfy the following prop

erty.

VoiVo2Vs DA (oi , s) A DA(o2, s)=>0!= o2

In other words, an agent cannot use one internal sym

bol, or IOR, to denote two different entities. A repre

sentation predicate does not have this restriction. The

trade-off is that the representation statement makes a

weaker statement. It is important to study the util

ity of these weaker statements. We may need different

kinds of representation predicates to describe different

kinds of representation relationships. In what follows,

I use a quotational logic [25,15,21,22] with a denota-

tional semantics and I use two kinds of representation

predicates.

4 Formally Representing Mental

States

This section characterizes the KR requirements for the

RIF diagnosis problem in circumstances of divided ref

erence. To do this we need to represent Agentl's men

tal state at two different points. First, we need to

represent Agentl's mental state at the end of the fifth

event when the apparent belief discrepancy is first de

tected. Next we need to represent Agentl's mental

3 By "ordinary" individual, I mean something mundane

like Fido, the dog, rather than some subtle semantic entity

like the set of all situations in which Fido occurs.

state after Agent 1 has correctly diagnosed the cause of

the discrepancy.

Once the KR requirements are stated, we can specify

the inferential aspects of the diagnosis problem.

4.1 Notational Conventions

We shall describe the mental states of Agent 1 and

Agent2 using an external language. This language

is predicate calculus with quotation. Sentences and

terms are added to the conceptualization [12, p. 9]

and the predicate calculus syntax is augmented with

a consistent naming convention for the sentences and

terms that have been added to the conceptualization

[11, p. 76]. To do this we will use a standard quota

tion operator. In recognition of the Appelt/Kronfeld

[2] distinction between discourse IOR's and perceptual

IOR's, we introduce generic processes of information

acquisition into the conceptualization — namely, the

processes of direct perception and description decoding.

In order to make statements about individuating sets,

we introduce a function symbol "set" that is used to

create terms that denote sets. The expression "(set

'S2 »S3)" denotes the set {S2.S3} that contains the

two symbols "S2" and "S3". As syntactic sugar we

write {52,53} instead of the expression "(set 'S2

'S3)".

The formulas in this paper assume that we, as God-like

observers, know which symbols the agents are using.

In the absence of this knowledge, we would need to

modify the formulas to replace the particular symbols

with existentially quantified variables. However, when

we model an agent as it represents a second agent's

belief state, we shall not assume that the first agent

knows which symbols the second agent uses. Also, if

a symbol is a standard name for an entity, we assume

that all agents use the symbol to represent the entity.

Let us introduce two representation predicate symbols:

repa and repc. These stand for representation in a

direct sense and representation in a collective sense,

respectively. To say that an agent uses an IOR to rep

resent an object as the result of some process of infor

mation acquisition (such as perception), we use the 4-

place predicate symbol "rep<i" • Expression { 1 } states

that Agentl uses the IOR "SI" to represent tractorl

as a result of direct perception.

{1} (rep,} Agentl tractorl 'SI direct-perc)

It is also useful to write that Agent2 uses the individ

uating set {52,53} to collectively represent tractorl

and also tractor2 as shown in expressions {2} and {3}.

{2} (repc Agent2 tractorl {52, S3})

{3} (repc Agent2 tractor2 {S2.S3})

The intuition behind this terminology is that the set
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of IOR's in an individuating set collectively represent

the object in question. Table 1 shows constant symbols

used and their denotations.

Table 1: The Meaning of the Basic Constant Symbols

in the External Language.

Symbol Denotation

Agent 1 Standard name for the first agent.

Agent2 Standard name for the second

agent.

tractorl The tractor at front of barn (not a

standard name).

tractor2 The tractor at rear of barn (not a

standard name).

direct-perc Standard name for the process of

direct perception.

des-decode Standard name for the process of

description decoding.

The 2-place predicate symbol "bel" states that a for

mula resides in an agent's knowledge base. Formulas

are named by prefixing a single quote mark to them.

This is an abbreviation for treating formulas as lists

and using the function symbol "list" to create terms

that denote lists. For instance, the expression "(list

'A 'B)", is abbreviated as "'(A B)" and denotes the

list "(A B)".

4.2 Formal Definitions for Existential

Misconceptions

We now define compression misconceptions in terms

of the relationship between an agent's internal repre

sentations and reality. In representational terms, if an

agent uses one e-class to represent two distinct entities,

then the agent suffers from a compression misconcep

tion.

{4} Vo 3e 3oj 3<?2 (repc o o\ e) A

(repc i O) e) A

0% £ Oi

•» (compress a 0\ 02 e)

In the above formula, the letters a, e, and o stand for

agent, e-class, and object, respectively.

Dispersion misconceptions are defined in a similar

manner. In representational terms, if an agent uses

two distinct e-classes, or individuating sets, to repre

sent the same object, then the agent suffers from a

dispersion misconception.

{5} Vo 3ei 3ea 3o (repc a 0 ei) A

(repc a o «j) A

ei ?£ e2

O (disperse a 0 e 1 ej)

Algorithms to test for and classify existential miscon

ceptions are given in [21].

4.3 Representing Mental State

Let us describe Agent2's mental state both in the pre-

sense of the compression misconception and what it

would be if it were actually reflecting the state of re

ality.

At the end of the third event in the divided refer

ence scenario, Agent2 uses the IOR "S2" to represent

tractorl as a result of description decoding. Similarly,

Agent2 uses the IOR "S3" to represent tractor2 as a

result of direct perception. As external observers, we

can describe this using expressions {6} and {7} below.

{6} (repd Agent2 tractorl 'S2 des-decode)

{7} (repd Agent 2 tractor2 'S3 direct-perc)

Agent2 believes that these IOR's are equal and, in a

generic sense, is using the individuating set {52, S3}

to collectively represent both tractorl and tractor2.

This was stated in expressions {2} and {3}. Since

tractorl is distinct from tractort, it follows from for

mula {4} that Agent2 has a compression misconcep

tion.

If Agent2's model of the situation were accurate, ex

pressions {8} - {11} would describe his mental state.

{8} (repd Agent2 tractorl 'S2 des-decode)

{9} (repd Agent2 tractor2 'S3 direct-perc)

{10} (repc Agent2 tractorl {52})

{11} (repc Agent2 tractor2 {53})

If Agent 1 is to recover from a RIF that is caused by

Agent2's compression misconception, then it would be

natural for Agent 1 to try to get Agent2 to revise his

mental state to match this description.

4.4 Representing Agent l's Initial Model of

Agent2

We now write down a representation for Agentl's

model of Agent2's mental state at the end of the

fifth event, but before Agentl has correctly identified

and diagnosed the existential misconception. Expres

sion {12} states that Agentl models Agent2 as having

two distinct IOR's, one perceptual and one discourse-

based, which represent tractorl. Agentl models these

IOR's are being contained in an individuating set for

Agent2. The individuating set {51} is part of Agentl's

vocabulary of term-expressions which Agentl uses to

represent tractorl; the symbol "tractorl" is not part

of Agentl's vocabulary.

The rationale for constructing this representation is

as follows. First, Agentl believes that Agent2 has a

representation for the object that Agentl told Agent 2

about. Second, Agentl believes that Agent2 saw this
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object when Agent2 entered the barn. Therefore,

Agent2 should have generated an IOR for each of

these information-acquisition processes. Furthermore,

Agentl believes that Agent2 should have recognized

that these IOR's represent the same object and should

therefore be included in the same individuating set.

{12} (bel Agentl

»(3e (3ai (3»2

(repd Agent 2 {Si} Si des-decode) A

(repd Agent2 {Si} «2 direct-perc) A

»1 / «S A

«i 6 e A

at € e A

(repc Agent2 {Si} e))))>

Agent l's model of Agent2 is inaccurate in two ways.

First, Agentl, not knowing about tract or2, does not

model Agent2 as having a representation for tractor2.

Second, Agentl does not model Agent2 as having a com

pression misconception. We have seen that Agent2 uses

one individuating set (namely, {S2,S3}) to represent

two distinct entities (namely, tractorl and tractor2),

but Agentl models Agent2 as using one individuating

set, e, to represent one entity as a result of two differ

ent information acquisition processes.

4.5 Representing Agent l's Model of Agent2

after Diagnosis

After Agentl successfully diagnoses the existential mis

conception as the cause of the apparent belief dis

crepancy, Agent l's model will more accurately describe

Agent2's actual mental state. In particular, expres

sion {13} describes what Agent l's more accurate model

of Agent2's mental state would look like.

{13} (bel Agentl

' Oei 3s\ 3«2 3o

(repd Agent2 {Si} s\ des-decode) A

(repd Agent2 o sj direct-perc) A

»1 # «2 A

ji e «i a

«2 € «i A

o ^ {SI} A

(repc Agent 2 {Si} ei) A

(repc Agent2 o t\) A

-'3e2 (repc Agentl o 62)))

Expression {13} partially represents the situation de

scribed by node 3 in Figure 2. It also represents the

situation depicted in Figure 3. In particular, Agentl

models Agent2 as:

1. representing tractorl as a result of description de

coding.

2. representing some object o as a result of direct per

ception.

3. representing that 0 is different than tractorl.

4. using one individuating set to represent two distinct

entities (i.e., having a compression misconception).

Furthermore, Agentl models itself as not having a rep

resentation for the object o.

4.6 Representing Agent l's Model of Agent 2

after Recovery

Once Agentl has diagnosed the RIF as resulting from

divided reference stemming from a compression mis

conception, Agentl can construct a representation of

the unknown object. Let us assume that Agentl's IOR

for this object is the symbol "S4" and that Agentl's

individuating set for this object is {S4}. For our pur

poses, recovery from the RIF is achieved when Agentl

provides Agent2 with information sufficient to remove

the misconception. Agentl's model of Agent2 would

then be described by expression {14}.

{14} (bel Agentl

' (3ei 3e2 3si 3«2

(repd Agent 2 {Si} *j des-decode) A

(repd Agent2 {S4} J2 direct-perc) A

»i ^ »] A

ei # «a A

*i € ei A

»2 G «j A

ei ft e2 = 9 A

(repc Agent2 {Si} e,) A

(repc Agent2 {S4} e2)))

5 Inferential Requirements

With the representations in the previous section, the

inferential requirements for the diagnosis and recovery

problem for divided reference can now be more pre

cisely stated. First, a note on terminology: when we

use a phrase like "representation {12}" we mean the

representation inside of Agentl's knowledge base that

is described by expression {12}.

There are three parts to the specification. First, spec

ify an inference process, along with required back

ground knowledge, to allow Agentl to initially con

struct representation {12}. Second, specify an infer

ence process, along with required background knowl

edge to allow Agentl to replace

representation {12}, with representation {13}. Third,

specify a set of communication actions which Agentl

can take in order to change Agent2 's mental state of

Agent2 so that the mental state is correctly described

by representation {14}.

5.1 Constructing the Initial Model

This section sketches how Agentl might initially con

struct representation {12}. In the divided reference

scenario, the agents generated IOR's as a function of

their observations and the messages they received —

that is, by processes of information acquisition. For

example, during the first event Agentl acquired beliefs
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about a tractor as a result of an information acqui

sition process applied to observing the tractor. Simi

larly, during the second event, Agent 2 acquired beliefs

about a tractor as a result of an information acquisi

tion process applied to being informed of the tractor's

existence. These are instances of the description decod

ing processes and the direct perception processes first

mentioned in section 4.1.

Expressions {15}, {16}, and {17} below isolate the

important subparts of expression {12}.

{15} (rep<j Agent2 {Si} «j des-decode)

{16} (repjj Agent2 {Si} 3j direct-perc)

{17} (repc Agent2 {Si} e)

Devising an inference process to allow Agent 1 to au

tonomously construct the equivalent of {15} and {16}

is straightforward. «i and «2 stand for IOR's that have

been created directly as a result of processes of infor

mation acquisition. Therefore, Agentl can model the

construction of these IOR's within Agent 2 if Agentl

has two kinds of information. First, Agentl needs a

model of each of the information acquisition processes

that control the construction of these IOR's — one

for description decoding and one for direct perception.

Second, Agentl needs to know the inputs to these pro

cesses. Let us call these information-acquisition in

put events. With respect to determining input events,

Agentl has the following information:

1. There is a tractor in the barn.

2. Agentl tells Agent2 that there is a tractor in the

barn.

3. Agent2 enters the barn.

The information in the second expression allows Agentl

to determine two things: 1) there was an instance of

a description decoding process for Agent2; 2) the in

put event to the description decoding process was the

statement there is a tractor in the barn. This infor

mation is sufficient to enable Agentl to construct ex

pression {15}. Namely, Agentl uses its simulation of

Agent2's description decoding process as applied to this

input event in order to generate the representation. In

a similar fashion, the combined information in the first

and third expressions enables Agentl to determine that

there was an instance of a direct perception process

for Agent2 and that the input to this process was the

observation of a tractor. An implementation of a pro

gram to construct statements like { 16} by modeling an

agent's perceptual processes appears in [21, p. 347].

One way for Agentl to construct a representation

equivalent to expression {17} is for Agentl to simulate

Agent2's recognition process. This is because the act

of Agent2 concluding that «i and s? represent the same

object, and therefore belong to the same individuating

set, is a kind of recognition process for Agent2.

Expression {12} was constructed because Agentl's in

formation about inputs to Agent2's information acqui

sition processes are inaccurate. In particular, Agentl

concludes, perhaps by default, that the perceptual in

put for Agent2 in the third event of the scenario is

tractorl, but it is actually tractor2.

5.2 Constructing the Other Representations

In section 5.1, Agentl was equipped with three things:

1 . The ability to simulate Agent2's processes of infor

mation acquisition — both description decoding

and direct perception.

2. The ability to simulate Agent2's recognition pro

cess.

3. Knowledge of the input events to these processes.

This apparatus allowed Agentl to autonomously con

struct representation {12}. This apparatus can also

be used to construct representations {13} and {14}.

The construction method is based on two ideas. First,

it is easier to delete a flawed representation and build a

new representation from scratch, rather than to revise

an existing flawed representation. Second, the new

representations are constructed the same way that the

initial representation was constructed. Namely, input

events are selected to be used as inputs to the simu

lations of the information acquisition and recognition

processes. It follows from these strategies that Agentl

will not try to modify representation {12} to construct

the representation {13}. Instead, Agentl will try to

construct representation {13} from scratch.

5.2.1 Constructing the Model after Diagnosis

The detection and diagnosis problems were initially

described in sections 2.2.1 and 2.2.3. We stated that

one of the KR requirements to allow Agentl to diag

nose the cause of the apparent belief discrepancy that

appeared at the end of the divided reference scenario

is that Agentl be able to represent that Agent 2 has

a compression misconception. This representation is

given in expression {13}. This section discusses how

Agentl might replace representation {12} by represen

tation {13} after learning of the belief discrepancy.

Agentl needs to infer that Agent2 has observed a trac

tor other than tractorl, and that Agent2 subsequently

made the faulty recognition decision of concluding that

this other tractor is the same as tractorl. We cannot

explain how Agentl can make this inference, but given

that Agentl has made the inference, we can explain

how Agentl can autonomously construct representa

tion {12}. Below we list the important subparts of

representation {13}.

{18} (repd Agent2 {Si} $\ des-decode)

{19} (repd Agent 2 o s? direct-perc)
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{20} (repc Agent2 {Si} ei)

{21} (repc Agent 2 o d)

{22} ->3ej (repc Agentl o ej)

Let {51} be the individuating set that Agentl uses

to represent tractorl and o be the existentially quan

tified variable that Agentl uses to stand for the un

known tractor. Agentl can construct expression {18}

in exactly the same way as expression {15} was con

structed. Expression {19} is constructed in the same

manner as expression {16}, except that the input event

for the simulation of the direct perception process is

Agent2's observation of the unknown tractor. Unfor

tunately, the unknown tractor2 is sufficiently similar

to tractorl to cause Agent2 to make a faulty recogni

tion decision. Agentl can construct expressions {20}

and {21} by simulating Agent2's recognition process.

The inference requirements to derive expression {22}

are different than those for the previous expressions.

In order for Agentl to conclude that it does not have

a representation for object o, Agentl must infer that

o is different from every object that it does have a

representation for.

5.2.2 Constructing the Model for Recovery

After diagnosis, Agentl now knows the actual situa

tion in the tractor domain. In particular, there is a

tractor which Agentl does not have an explicit rep

resentation for. This provides enough information to

allow Agentl to construct a representation of that trac

tor. Let us arbitrarily call this representation {54}.

Agentl can now construct representation {14} in three

steps. First, Agentl simulates Agent2's description de

coding process when given the input event of being told

about tractorl. Second, Agentl simulates Agent2's di

rect perception process when given the input event of

observing tractor2. Third, Agentl simulates Agent2's

recognition process where a faulty recognition decision

is not made.

Agentl now has the information to correct Agent2's

compression misconception. First, Agentl tells Agent2

to erase its previous representation. Next Agentl sup

plies Agent2 with the appropriate input events to its

information acquisition processes along with the warn

ing to avoid a faulty recognition decision.

6 Conclusions

This divided reference problem applies to any agents

that commmunicate using descriptions in domains

containing newly discovered objects and is not spe

cific to human communication in natural language. In

such a domain, standard names cannot be used. To my

knowledge, there was previously only one proposal for

a computational model of reference that does not de

pend on standard names. This is the Appelt/Kronfeld

proposal [2]. Unfortunately, their reference schema is

undefined for situations of divided reference. The cur

rent paper develops the theory of IOR's and individ

uating sets, maps out representations for one of the

communicating agent's mental state at crucial points

in the divided reference scenario, states inference re

quirements for an agent to be able to operate in this

kind of task domain, and sketches methods which may

be used to meet these requirements.

6.1 Limitations of the Current Work

The representations used in section 4 assumed that

Agentl modeled Agent 2 as explicitly using mental

structures like individuating sets and IOR's. This

amounts to attributing to Agentl knowledge of a the

ory of commonsense representation. I believe this is

a reasonable design decision for building autonomous

agents that can communicate with other autonomous

agents, but it should be acknowledged that previous

formalisms have been rightfully criticized for doing this

unwittingly [5]. If one were modeling human belief as

cription, the methods of [4,6,3], which are based on

folk-psychological metaphors, or the analogical mech

anisms of [20,22], might be more appropriate. Unfortu

nately, since so little is known about metaphor-based

inference, a metaphor-based or analogy-based belief

model cannot, at the present time, be used as the ba

sis of a technology for constructing autonomous agents

that engage in description-based communication.
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Abstract

Most recent key developments in research on

knowledge representation (KR) have been of

the more theoretical sort, involving worst-

case complexity results, solutions to techni

cal challenge problems, etc. While some of

this work has influenced practice in Artifi

cial Intelligence, it is rarely—if ever—made

clear what is compromised when the transi

tion is made from relatively abstract theory

to the real world. CLASSIC is a state-of-the-

art description logic with an ancestry of ex

tensive theoretical work (tracing back over a

decade to KL-ONE), and several novel con

tributions to KR theory. Basic research on

CLASSIC paved the way for an implementa

tion that is now used in practice, including

by users not versed in KR theory. In moving

from a pure logic to a practical tool, many

compromises and changes of perspective were

necessary. For the first time, we report on

this transition and articulate some of the pro

found influences practice can have on rela

tively idealistic theoretical work. We have

found that CLASSIC is quite useful in prac

tice, and strongly retains most of its original

spirit, but much of our thinking and many

details had to change along the way.

1 INTRODUCTION

In recent years, the research area of knowledge repre

sentation (KR) has come to emphasize and encourage

what are generally considered more "theoretical" re

sults, such as novel logics, formal complexity analyses,

and solutions to highly technical challenge problems.

In many respects, this is reasonable, since such results

tend to be clean, presentable in small packages, easily

built upon by others, and directly evaluable because

of their formal presentation. But lurking in the vir

tual hegemony of theory and formalism in published

work is the tacit belief that there is nothing interesting

enough in the reduction of KR theory to practice to

warrant publication or discussion. In other words, it

seems generally assumed that theoretical contributions

can be reduced to practice in a straightforward way,

and that once the initial theoretical work is wrapped

up, all of the novel and important work is done.

Experience in building serious KR systems challenges

these assumptions. There is a long and difficult road

to travel from the pristine clarity of a novel rule of

inference or a new logic to a system that really works

and is usable by those other than its inventors. Events

along this road can fundamentally alter the shape of

a knowledge representation system, and can instigate

substantial amounts of new theoretical work. My goal

here is to attempt to show some of the key influences

that KR practice can exert on KR theory. In doing so,

I hope to reveal some important contributions to KR

research to be made by those most concerned with the

reduction to practice. In order to do this, I will lean

on our experience with CLASSIC, a modern description

logic. CLASSIC has seen quite concretely both ends of

the theory-to-practice spectrum: on the one hand, it

was developed after many years of KL-ONE-inspired re

search on description systems, was initially presented

as a clean and simple logic, has a formal semantics,

etc.; on the other, it has also been re-engineered from

an initial LISP implementation to C, and is used in a

fielded industrial product on an everyday basis (mak

ing classic one of at most a few KR systems to be

moved all the way into successful practice). Our sub

stantial system development effort has made it clear to

us that moving a KR idea into real practice is not just

a small matter of programming, and that significant

research is still necessary even after the basic theory

is in place.

After first giving a brief introduction to the goals and

design of our system, I will summarize the "theoret

ical" classic as originally proposed (and published).

I will then briefly explain our transition from research

design to production use. Rather than give a po

tentially unrevealing historical account, I will subse
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quently attempt to abstract out five general factors

that caused important changes in our thinking or in

the system design, giving concrete examples of each in

the evolution of CLASSIC:

1. general considerations in creating and supporting

a running system;

2. implementation issues, ranging from efficiency

tradeoffs to sheer complexity of building a feature;

3. general issues of real use by real people, such as

learnability of the language and error-handling;

4. needs of particular applications; and

5. the unearthing of incompleteness and mistakes be

cause of the unforgiving nature of programming.

While some of these concerns may seem rather

prosaic, the point is that they have a hitherto

unacknowledged—and substantial—influence on the

ultimate shape, and certainly on the ultimate true

value of any knowledge representation proposal. There

is nothing particularly atypical about the research his

tory of CLASSIC; as a result, the lessons to be learned

here should apply quite generally in KR research.

2 THE ORIGINAL CLASSIC

While potential applications were generally kept in

mind, CLASSIC was originally designed in a typical re

search fashion—on paper, with careful attention paid

to formal, logical properties, and without much re

gard to implementation or application details. This

section outlines briefly the original design, before we

attempted to build a practical tool based on the formal

logic (for more details on CLASSIC, per se, see [2, 4]).

2.1 GOALS

CLASSIC was designed to clarify and overcome some

limitations in a series of knowledge representation lan

guages that stemmed originally from work on KL-

one[3, 6]. Previous work on nikl [10], krypton [5],

and KANDOR [12] had shown that languages empha

sizing structured descriptions and their relationships

were of both theoretical and practical interest. Work

on KL-ONE and its successors grew to be quite pop

ular in the US and Europe in the 1980's, largely be

cause of the semantic cleanliness of these languages,

the appeal of object-centered (frame) representations,

and their provision for some key forms of inference not

available in other formalisms (e.g., classification—see

below). Numerous publications in recent years have

addressed formal and theoretical issues in "kl-one-

like" languages, including formal semantics and com

putational complexity of variant languages (see, for

example, [9]). However, the key prior implemented

systems all had some fundamental flaws (e.g., NIKL

had no assertion mechanism; krypton was so general

as to be unusable; KANDOR handled individuals in a

very incomplete way), and the CLASSIC effort was in

large part launched to design a formalism that was free

of these defects.

Another central goal of CLASSIC was to produce a com

pact logic and ultimately, a small, manageable, and

efficient system. Small systems have important advan

tages in a practical setting, such as portability, main

tainability, and comprehensibility. Our intention was

eventually to put KR technology in the hands of regu

lar technical (non-AI) employees within AT&T, to al

low them to build their own domain models and main

tain them. Success on this account very strongly de

pends on how simply new technology integrates into an

existing environment and how easy it is to learn how

to use it, not to mention reasonable and predictable

performance. Our plan was to take computational

tractability seriously, but not to the point of dogma

tism. If a proposed construct caused a key operation

to become undecidable or intractable, we would first

determine how critical it was to our users, and remove

it if it were not important. If it were too critical to give

up, we might propose an incomplete algorithm, but we

would have to be very careful about any such proposal

(we learned much more about what this meant as time

went on, as we shall see). All in all, because of our de

sire to connect with extremely busy developers work

ing on real problems, simplicity and performance were

paramount in our thinking from the very beginning.

Finally, CLASSIC was designed to fill a small number

of specific application needs. We had had experience

with a form of deductive information retrieval, most

recently in the context of information about a large

software system [8], and needed a better tool to sup

port this work. We also had envisioned CLASSIC as

a deductive, object-oriented database system (see [2];

some success on this front was eventually reported

in [14] and [7]). It was not our intention to provide

some generic "general knowledge representation sys

tem," applicable to any and all problems, classic

would probably not be useful, for example, for arbi

trary semantic representation in a natural language

system, nor was it intended as a "shell" for building

an entire expert system. But the potential gains from

keeping the system small and simple justified the in

ability to meet arbitrary (and too often, ill-defined) AI

needs—and it was most important to have it work well

on our target applications.

2.2 THE DESCRIPTION LANGUAGE

classic is based on a description logic, a formal logic

whose principal objects are structured terms used to

describe individual objects in a domain.1 Descriptions

'We use the term description logic to better capture the

essence of the approach than terms like "terminological

logic," which have had some prior use. These logics do
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are constructed by composing operators from a small

set and specifying arguments to these operators. For

example, using the operator ALL (a way to restrict

the values of a property to members of a single class),

we might construct the description, "(something) all

of whose children are female" :

(ALL child FEMALE) .

Descriptions can then be asserted to hold of individu

als in the domain, associated with names in a sym

bol table, or used in simple rules. Because of the

formal, compositional structure of descriptions, cer

tain inferences follow both generically—one descrip

tion can be proven to imply another—and with re

spect to individuals—a description can imply certain

non-obvious properties of an individual.

In classic, we call our descriptions concepts, and indi

vidual objects in the domain are modeled by individu

als. To build concepts, we generally use descriptions of

properties and parts, which we call roles (e.g., child,

above), classic also allows the association of simple

rules with named concepts; these are considered as-

sertional, forward implications—in other words, sim

ple universal statements about members of the class

designated by the concept. For example,

ATiT-EMPLOYEE

=>

(AND (AT-LEAST 1 payroll-acct-no)

(ALL payroll-acct-no 6-DIGIT-INTEGER))

would mean "An AT&T employee has at least one pay

roll account number, all of which are 6-digit integers."

classic's description-forming operators are based on

the key constructs seen in frame representations over

the years. These operators have cleaned up ambigui

ties in prior frame systems, and are embedded in a fully

compositional, uniform description language. The op

erators in the original design ranged from conjunc

tion of descriptions (AND); to role "value restrictions"

(ALL); number restrictions on roles (AT-LEAST, AT-

MOST); a set-forming operator (ONE-OF); and oper

ators for forming "primitive" concepts (PRIMITIVE,

DISJOINT-PRIMITIVE), which have necessary but

not sufficient conditions. CLASSIC also has a role-filling

operator (FILLS) and an operator for "closing" roles

(CLOSE),2 although these were originally only appli

cable to individuals.

much more than just form terms. In addition, the broader

term encompasses other related, but historically different

work, such as omega [1], which has much in common with

the KL-ONE-based languages.

2Role fillers for classic's individuals are treated under

a "non-closed-world" assumption, in that unless the KB is

told that it knows all the fillers of a certain role, it assumes

that more can be added (unless the number restrictions

forbid it, in which case role closure is implied).

2.3 OPERATIONS ON CLASSIC

KNOWLEDGE BASES

The description language allows the formation of the

basic expressions that are used to define named con

cepts, create rules, and describe individual objects in

the domain. In order to create new concepts and as

sign descriptions to individuals, etc., the user interacts

with the CLASSIC system by means of a set of knowl

edge base-manipulating functions.

Generally speaking, operations on a CLASSIC knowl

edge base (KB) include additions to the KB and

queries.3

Additive (monotonic) updates to the KB include the

definition of new concepts or roles,4 specification of

rules, and assertion of properties to hold of particu

lar individuals. One of the principal contributions of

CLASSIC is its ability to specify incomplete information

on individuals; for example, assertions like

Leland € (AND (AT-LEAST 1 child)

(ALL vorks-for

(ONE-OF Great-Northern

Double-R-Diner) ) )

are possible ("Leland has at least one child and

works for either the Great Northern or The Double-R

Diner"). Thus, individual objects are not required to

be in the restricted form of simple tuples or complete

records.

CLASSIC can also answer numerous questions about

a KB, including whether one concept subsumes an

other, whether an individual is an instance of a con

cept, whether two concepts are disjoint, and various

retrieval types of queries (e.g., fetch the properties of

an individual, fetch all the instances of a concept).

These general operations on CLASSIC knowledge bases

were characteristic of the system throughout its evo

lution, although specific operations changed in inter

esting ways, as discussed later.

2.4 INFERENCES

A key advantage of CLASSIC over many other systems is

the variety and types of inferences it provides. Some of

the standard frame inferences, like (strict) inheritance,

are part of classic's definition, but so are several oth

ers that make description-logic-based systems unique

3As we shall see later, one of the results of the evolu

tion being discussed here is our extension of these opera

tions to include retraction, although in the original version

of classic, nothing was said about removing or changing

information.

*By "definition" here, we mean the association of

a CLASSIC description with an atom in a symbol ta

ble, e.g., SATISFIED-GRANDPAREHT = (AND PERSON (ALL

grandchild MARRIED)).
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among object-centered KR systems. Among classic's

inferences are

• "completion" inferences: logical consequences of

assertions about individuals and descriptions of

concepts are computed; there are a number of

these inferences CLASSIC can make, including in

heritance, combination of restrictions on concepts

and individuals, and propagation of consequences

from one individual to another;

• contradiction detection: inherited and propagated

information are used to detect contradictions in

descriptions of individuals, as well as incoherent

concepts.

• classification and subsumption inferences: concept

classification, in which all concepts more general

than a concept and all concepts more specific than

a concept are found; individual classification, in

which all concepts that an individual satisfies axe

determined; and subsumption, i.e., whether or not

one concept is more general than another.

• rule application: when an individual is determined

to satisfy the antecedent of a rule, it is asserted

to satisfy the consequent as well.

2.5 OTHER THEORETICAL ASPECTS OF

CLASSIC

Since the original design of classic proceeded mainly

from a theoretical standpoint, other formal aspects of

the logic were explored and developed. CLASSIC had

a traditional formal semantics (details are not critical

here), similar to the semantics of related languages.

While this was mostly a matter of formal "hygiene,"

we felt that having an intuitive and natural formal ac

count of what things meant would be of help to users.

Given our desire for compactness and performance,

we were also concerned with the computational com

plexity of the inferences to be provided by CLASSIC.

While no formal proofs were published, we deter

mined that subsumption—the key inference—was at

worst polynomial, when applied to expanded defini

tions (and when SAME-AS was applied to functional

roles only; see Section 4.2.1).5 It also seemed clear

at the time that a complete inference system could be

implemented for our simple language, especially since

this kind of system had been built severed times be

fore. Indeed, by the time the logic was first published,

a prototype implementation was almost finished.

5Nebel later showed that description logics with ex

pandable definitions were intractable [11]. But this result

had little practical consequence for other languages in the

kl-one family, just as similar results have had no real con

sequences for programming languages like Standard ML.

Concept hierarchies never got deep enough to allow the

term-expansion exponential to take over.

2.6 ANTICIPATING IMPLEMENTATION

The final form of the orginal CLASSIC proposal to some

extent anticipated building a practical tool. Two con

cessions were made directly in the language. First, we

allowed the formation of concepts that could compute

their membership using test functions to be written in

the host programming language. These would act as

primitive concepts, in that their necessary and suffi

cient conditions would not be visible to CLASSIC. But

they would allow the user to make up for CLASSIC'S

limited expressive power in some cases. Second, we

specified a class of individuals in the language called

"host" individuals, which would allow direct incorpo

ration of things like strings and numbers from the host

programming language. Many previous KR languages

had failed to make a clean distinction between numbers

and strings borrowed directly from the implementation

and objects totally within the representation system.

CLASSIC cleared this up even in the initial formal de

sign.

2.7 THE RESULT: "PURE" CLASSIC

Prior to the completion and release of an implemen

tation and its use in applications, CLASSIC thus had

the description language grammar illustrated in Fig

ure 1—this is roughly the version of CLASSIC published

in 1989 [2], and was the initial basis for discussions

with our development colleagues (see below). Using

descriptions formed from this grammar, a user could

define new named concepts and roles, assert that cer

tain restricted types of descriptions applied to indi

viduals, and create rules. Numerous straightforward

types of KB queries were also available.

Even at this point, the CLASSIC logic made a number

of important contributions, including full integration

of host language objects in the formal specification and

semantics, a fully compositional description language,

and the ability to assert partial information about in

dividuals. In this respect, the work was worth pub

lishing; but in retrospect it was naive of us to think

that we could "just" build it and use it.

3 THE TRANSITION TO

PRACTICE

Given the simplicity of the original design of CLAS

SIC, we held the traditional opinion that there was

essentially no research left in implementing the sys

tem and having users use it in applications. In late

1988, we concluded a typical AI programming effort,

building a CLASSIC prototype in COMMON LISP. As

the research LISP version was nearing completion, we

began to confer with colleagues in a development or

ganization about the potential distribution of clas

sic within the company. Despite the availability of
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<concept-expression> ::=

<realm> ::=

<individual-expression>

<rule> ::=

THIHG I CLASSIC-THIHG I HOST-THIHG I <concept-name> I

(and <concept-expression>+) I

(ALL <role-name><concept-expre8sion>) I S

(AT-LEAST <po8itive-integer><role-name>) I

(AT-MOST <non-negative-integer><role-name>) I

(SAME-AS (<role-name>+)(<role-name>+)) I

(test <function> [<realm>]) I

(ONE-OF <individual-name>+) I

(PRIMITIVE <concept-expre8sion> <index>) I

(disjoint-primitive <concept-expression> <group-index>

HOST I CLASSIC

<concept-expression> I <individual-name> I

(FILLS <role-name> <individual-name>) I

(CLOSE <role-name>) I

(AND <individual-expression>+)

<concept-name> =*• <concept-expression>

% built-in names

% conjunction

i universal value restriction

% minimum cardinality

% maximum cardinality

% role-filler equality

% procedural test

% set of individuals

% primitive concept

<index>)

% role-filling

% role closure

% conjunction

Figure 1: The Original CLASSIC Grammar (comments in italics).

a number of AI tools, an internal implementation of

classic held many advantages: we could maintain it

and extend it ourselves, in particular, tuning it to our

users; we could assure that it integrated with exist

ing, non-AI environments; and we could assure that

the system had a well-understood, formal foundation

(in contrast to virtually all commercially available AI

tools). Thus we initiated a collaborative effort to cre

ate a truly practical version of CLASSIC, written in C.

Our intention was to develop the system, maintain it,

create a training course, and eventually find ways to

make it usable even by novices. Meanwhile, as the C

effort progressed, we began to develop our first appli

cations using the lisp prototype.

The issues and insights reported in the next section

arose over an extended period of time, in which we

collaborated on the design of the version of CLASSIC

to be released, and developed four substantial and dif

ferent types of applications, two of which were more or

less along the lines we expected, and two of which were

not originally anticipated (a configuration application

and a limited NL application). We developed interim

versions of the CLASSIC system and received feedback

from users all along the way. Thus the "transition

research" reported here was stimulated both by the

need to construct a usable system in general and by

the demands of real users in real applications.

4 FEEDBACK FROM PRACTICE

TO THEORY

The process of implementing, re-implementing in C,

and having application builders use CLASSIC and pro

vide us with feedback, resulted in significant changes.

Some of these arose because of simple facts of life of

providing real software to real people, some arose be

cause it is impossible to anticipate many key needs

before people start to use a system, and some arose

because it is almost impossible to truly complete the

formal analysis before you begin building a system.6

Here we outline some of the factors that had direct

influence on technical aspects of CLASSIC.

4.1 CREATING AND SUPPORTING A

SYSTEM

Even if the setting is not a commercial one, the intent

to create and release a system carries certain obliga

tions. In the case of CLASSIC, our development col

laborators made one thing very clear: do not release

software of which you are unsure. In particular, it is

important not to include features in an initial release

that you might choose later to remove from the lan

guage. Once someone starts to use your system, it is

almost unpardonable to release a future generation in

which features that used to be supported no longer

are (at least with respect to the central representation

language constructs). In our case, this forced us, for

example, to abandon an operator we were considering

that would allow the expression of concepts like "at

least one female child." In the general case, such an

operator rendered inference intractable and we wanted

(as best we could) to avoid known intractability. How

ever, if our users demanded it, we would have been

happy to provide a reasonable partial implementation.

Unfortunately, we did not have a handle on an incom

plete algorithm that we could guarantee would only

improve its completeness with subsequent releases.7

"This is by no means to say that such prior formal anal

yses are not also critical to the success of a project. Here

my intention is simply to focus on the unheralded role that

implementation and use play in the success and ultimate

shape of KR systems. In a subsequent paper, we hope to

address in a more balanced fashion the mutually support

ing roles played both by theoretical and practical concerns.

7 It is equally critical that an incomplete algorithm have

a simple and understandable description of what it com
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Upward compatibility dictated that even with incom

plete algorithms, subsequent versions of the system

would still make at least all inferences made in ear

lier versions. Thus, we were better off from this per

spective in keeping the language simple, and left this

construct out of the initial released version.

There were other influences on the evolution of clas

sic because of this prosaic, but important type of con

straint. For a while, we had contemplated a role in

verse construct (see Section 4.2.2). While we had not

designed such a construct into the original specifica

tion, it appeared to be potentially very useful in our

applications. We worked out several solutions to the

problem, including a fairly obvious and general one

that allowed inverses to be used for any role at any

time. However, the cost appeared to be very high,

and it was not even clear that we could implement the

most general approach. As a result, we were forced to

abandon any attempt to implement role inverses in the

first released version of classic. We were not totally

confident that we could stick with any initial attempt

through all subsequent releases, and we did not want

to start with an awkward compromise that might be

abandoned later.

Another consideration is harder to be technical about

or to quantify, but was equally important to us. As

the system began to be used, it became clear that we

needed to be as sure as possible that our operators

were the best way to carve up the terminological space.

In description logics, there are many variant ways to

achieve the same effect, some of which are more elegant

and comprehensible than others. Since we intended to

put our software in the hands of non-experts, getting

the abstraction right was paramount. Otherwise, ei

ther the system would simply not be used, or a second

release with better operators would fail to be upward

compatible. In classic's case, we put a great deal

of effort into an assessment of which operators had

worked well and which had not in previous systems.

4.2 IMPLEMENTATION

CONSIDERATIONS

There were at least two aspects of the implementa

tion effort itself that ultimately ended up influencing

the language and operation design. One was the sheer

difficulty of implementing certain inferences, and the

other was the normal kind of tradeoff one makes be

tween time and space.

4.2.1 Complex operations

We began our implementation by attempting to con

struct a complex subsumption algorithm that included

SAME-AS relations between roles. For example, we

wanted to be able to detect that a concept that in

cluded

(AND (SAME-AS (boss) (termis-partner))

(SAME-AS (tennis-partner) (advisor)))

was subsumed by (i.e., was more specific than) a con

cept that included (SAME-AS (boss) (advisor));

in other words, that someone whose boss is her tennis-

partner, and whose tennis-partner is her advisor, must

of necessity be someone whose boss is her advisor.

Because SAME-AS could take arbitrary role paths,

roles could possibly be unfilled for certain individu

als, and roles could have more than one filler, this

made for some very complex computations in support

of subsumption. Cases had to be split, for example,

into those where roles had some fillers and those where

they had none, and less-than-obvious multiplications

and divisions had to be made. More than once, as

soon as we thought we had all cases covered, we would

discover a new, more subtle one that was not covered.

When we finally came to a point where we needed a

result from group theory and the computation of a

factorial to get some cardinalities right, we decided to

abandon the implementation.

As it turns out, our attempts at a straightforward and

efficient solution to what appeared to be a tractable

problem were thwarted for a deep reason: full equality

for roles is undecidable. This result was later proved

by Schmidt-Schauss[13]. Thus, our implementation

enterprise could never have fully succeeded. The end

result of all of this was an important change to the

CLASSIC language (and therefore needed to be reflected

in the semantics): we moved to distinguish between

attributes, which could have exactly one filler, and

other roles, which could have more than one filler.

SAME-AS could then be implemented efficiently for

attributes, and the language was appropriately re

stricted to reflect the dichotomy. In the end, the dis

tinction between attributes and multiply-filled roles

was a reasonably natural one, given the distinction be

tween functions and relations in first-order logic, and

the common use of single-valued relations in feature

logics and relational databases.8

Other aspects of CLASSIC evolved for similar reasons.

For example, while our original specification for a

TEST concept was conceptually sufficient, we left it to

putes. Otherwise, users will invariably expect certain con

clusions to be drawn when the algorithm in fact will miss

them. Such mismatched expectations could be disastrous

for the acceptability of the product. We were strongly told

that it was better to eliminate a construct than to have a

confusing and unintuitive partial implementation of it.

8Attributes correspond to columns in relations, whereas

multiply-filled roles would most easily correspond to two-

column relations. These correspondences turned out to

be of great use to us when we subsequently attempted to

interface CLASSIC to a relational database [7].
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the user to specify (optionally) a "realm" (i.e., CLAS

SIC or HOST). This made the parsing and structure

normalization more complex—and different—for con

cepts that had TESTs than for those that did not.

(It was also the only case of a concept construct for

which the user had to specify a realm at all.) In order

to make the code more simple and reliable (and the

interface more uniform), we eventually substituted for

TEST two different operators (TEST-C, TEST-H),

which would each be unambiguous about its realm.9

4.2.2 Implementation tradeoffs

The compromises on space and time to be made when

creating computer programs are well known. And in

most cases, decisions made because of space or effi

ciency should not be of consequence to the system's

functional interface. However, some tradeoffs can be

extremely consequential, and yet never occur to de

signers of an unimplemented language.

One tradeoff that affected our user language involved

the form and utility of role inverses. If one could afford

to keep backpointers from every filler back to every role

it fills, then one could have an (INVERSE <role>)

construct appear any place in the language that a role

can. This would be quite convenient for the user and

would contribute to the uniformity of the language—

but it would also entail significant overhead. An al

ternate view is to force users to explicitly declare in

advance any role inverses that they intend to use at

the same time the primitive roles are declared. Then,

backpointers would be maintained only for explicitly

declared roles. The point here is not which approach is

best, but rather that practical considerations can have

significant effects on a pure language that never takes

such things into account. Given the large difference

between the two approaches, and inferential difficulty

that results from including inverses in the language,

we chose to exclude them altogether from the first re

lease. The latest version of CLASSIC (Version 2.0) now

has them, since we have had a chance to think hard

about the interplay between language, operation, and

implementation design.

4.3 SERVING THE GENERAL USER

POPULATION

Real use of a system, regardless of the particular ap

plications supported, immediately makes rigorous de

mands on a formalism that otherwise looks good on

paper. I consider two types of issues here: (1) can

users comprehend and become facile with the logic you

are using? and (2) critical features for usability of the

system itself.

In retrospect, we should have done this also for the

ONE-OF construct, but have yet to do so.

4.3.1 Learnability/Usability of the Language

Concepts like "usability" are admittedly vague, but

it is clear that users will not stick with a system if

the abstractions behind its language and interface do

not make sense. Formal semantics makes precise what

things mean, and it behooves us to provide such formal

bases for our logics. However, how simple a language

is to learn and how easy it is to mentally generate the

name of a function to be used are more likely the real

dictators of ultimate success or failure.

In the CLASSIC world, this meant (among other things)

that the language should be as uniform as possible—

the more special cases, the more problems. Just being

forced to think about this led us to an insight that

made the language better: there was in general no

good reason to distinguish between what one could say

about an individual and what one could use as part of

a concept. The FILLS constructor should have been

equally applicable to both; in other words, it makes

sense to form the general concept of "an automobile

whose manufacturer is Volvo," where Volvo is an in

dividual. In the original specification, we thought of

role-filling as something one does exclusively in indi

viduals. The one sticking point to a generalization was

the CLOSE operator, which did not make much sense

for concepts; but as we see below, the thinking about

CLOSE that was instigated by user concerns eventu

ally led us to determine that it was mistakenly in the

language in the first place. As a result, the types of

descriptions allowable as definitions of concepts and

for assertions about individuals could be merged.

There were other simplifications based on generic user

concerns like understandability that helped us derive

an even cleaner logic. For example, the PRIMITIVE

and DISJOINT-PRIMITIVE concept-forming oper

ators, which we found problematic for non-experts in

actual use, were removed from the language and better

instantiated as variants on the concept-defining inter

face function. The conceptually adequate but awk

ward arguments to DISJOINT-PRIMITWEs were

also simplified; we decided to use global rather than

local partitions of disjoint definitions.

Finally, we found that as we attempted to bring our

logic to potential users, they urgently needed tutorials

and sample knowledge bases—much more than they

needed "bells and whistles" in the system. The more

examples and guidance on "tricks of the trade," the

better (although somewhat ironically, people at the

same time seem to demand that less be necessary to

read in order to get started). While it is common for us

as researchers to spend most of our time extending the

coverage of a logic, making an implementation faster,

or building a graphical user interface, the most ele

gant formal system in the world is almost meaningless

to users unless supporting infrastructure is available.

In our case, we went so far as to write an article dis
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cussing typical knowledge bases, useful tricks, ideas in

our logic that would be difficult for non-KR people,

and a conventional methodology for building classic

KB's[4]. We also collaborated on an internal train

ing course, and developed sample knowledge bases for

distribution with the system.

4.3.2 System Features

Even with a perfectly understandable and intuitive

logic, a minimal, raw implementation will be almost

impossible to use. In general, our customers told

us, the system's development environment (for build

ing and debugging knowledge bases) was a make-or-

break concern. For example, logics discussed in pa

pers do not deal with issues like error-handling, yet

real users can not use systems unless they get mean

ingful error-reporting and reasonable error-handling,

especially when the KR system is embedded in a larger

system. As a result of direct and strong feedback from

users, the released version of CLASSIC had extensive

error-handling, including well-documented error codes

and rational and consistent error returns.

One of the key aspects of error-handling that arose in

our applications was the need to roll back the effects of

an update that caused an inconsistency in the knowl

edge base. Since CLASSIC was able to do elaborate

propagation and rule-application, a long and ramified

inference chain may have been triggered before a prob

lem was found, and unless every piece of that chain

were removed, the knowledge base would be left in an

unwanted state. This need led us to consider ways to

unravel inferences, including a database-style "com

mit" operation (i.e., the knowledge base would never

be changed until all inferences concluded successfully).

We eventually settled on a more conventional AI ap

proach using dependencies, which gave us a general

facility that not only would guarantee the KB to be

left in a meaningful state after an error occurred, but

would allow the user direct retraction of facts previ

ously told. This was the basis for an extremely useful

"what if facility in our configuration application. As

it turned out, the availability of such a retraction ca

pability was critical in "selling" the application to its

sponsors.

Another generic area that needs attention is explana

tion of reasoning; this has generally been ignored by

the KR community. If users are to build nontrivial

KB's, they will need help in debugging them. They

will need to know why an inference failed, or why

a conclusion was reached. While the expert systems

community may have learned this lesson, it is an im

portant one for us in general KR as well. Our users

made a very strong case to us that such a feature was

critical to their successful construction of knowledge

bases. While we learned this lesson in evolving the

released version, there was no real explanation code

in the first release. We have recently, however, made

significant progress on a simple explanation facility for

CLASSIC inferences, and this now appears in the most

recent version of the system.

Another key point of tension between theory and prac

tice is the notion of an "escape " for the user, e.g., a

means to get around an expressive limitation in the

logic by resorting to raw LISP or C code. As mentioned

above, we reluctantly included in the original specifi

cation a TEST construct, which allowed the user to

resort to code to express sufficiency conditions for a

concept. In the original paper, we did not technically

include TESTs in concept definitions, since no formal

semantics was available for it. But our view was that

this was not intended to be a general programming in

terface, and in the end we did develop guidelines for

use (e.g., avoidance of side-effects) that could guar

antee that TEST-defined concepts could fit into our

formal semantics, even if the code itself is opaque to

CLASSIC.

As it turned out, TEST-concepts were one of the ab

solute keys to successful use of classic. In fact, they

not only turned out to be a critical feature to our

users, but as we observed the patterns of tests that

were written in real applications, we were able to as

certain a small number of new features that were miss

ing from the language but fundamental to our applica

tions. First, we discovered that users consistently used

TESTs to encode simple numerical range restrictions;

as we mention below, this led us to create MAX and

MIN constructors for our concept language. Later, in

one significantly large and real-world application, we

found only six different patterns of TEST concepts,

with over 85% of these falling into only two types; one

was computing via a function a universal restriction on

a role (actually, a numerical range), and the other was

computing a numerical filler for a role (a simple sum).

We are now making additions to classic to accom

modate these common patterns of usage, and expect

that the new version of the same knowledge base will

be substantially simpler, and less prone to error (the

original TESTs were written to achieve some of their

effects by side-effect, which we can now eliminate).

Thus, while our original fear was that an escape to

LISP or C was an embarrassing concession to imple

mentation, and one that would destroy the seman

tics of the logic if used, our TESTs were never used

for arbitrary, destructive computation. Rather, this

mechanism turned out to be a means for us to mea

sure specifically where our original design was falling

short, all the while staying within a reasonable formal

semantics.10

10 As evidence of the continuing general lack of appreci

ation of the more theoretically inclined towards pragmatic

issues, consider that one of the reviewers of our 1989 pa

per [2] called TESTs "an abomination." Yet, not only

were they undeniably critical to our users, we managed

to keep them in line semantically, and also learned from
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4.4 MEETING THE NEEDS OF

PARTICULAR APPLICATIONS

As soon as the system is put to any real use, mis

matches or inadequacies in support of particular ap

plications become very evident. In this respect, there

seems to be all the difference in the world between the

few small examples given in research papers and the

details of real, sizable knowledge bases. As mentioned,

we took on four significant and different types of ap

plication. While the demands from each of them were

somewhat different, they clearly did not demand that

we immediately extend CLASSIC to handle the expres

sive power of full first-order logic. In fact, the limited

number of extensions and changes that arose from the

interaction with individual applications are useful in

all of them, and all stay within the original spirit of

simplicity.

Among the first needs we had to address was the

significance of numbers and strings. Virtually all of

the applications needed to express concepts limiting

the values of roles that had HOST values in them, as

in, for example, "a manager whose salary is between

20000 and 30000." On the one hand, this need vindi

cated our original decision to integrate host informa

tion in a serious manner.11 On the other, as mentioned

above, the need to create TEST-concepts to test sim

ple ranges like this showed us that we would have a

hard time measuring up to almost any application that

used real data (especially if it came from a DBMS).

Thus, the most recent versions of CLASSIC have new

concept types that represent ranges of HOST values.12

These are integrated in a uniform manner with other

concept constructors, and the semantics accounts for

them.

Another major consequence of dealing with a signifi

cant application is the reality of querying the KB. Our

original design of CLASSIC (as is the case with virtu

ally all frame systems) paid scant attention to queries

other than those of the obvious sort, e.g., retrieving

instances of concepts. Once we began to see CLAS

SIC as a kind of deductive database manager, we were

them some key things to do to make our system even more

usable.

11 We should point out that integration here is not just

a simple matter of allowing numbers or strings in roles; it

has ramifications for the language syntax and parsing, part

of the concept hierarchy must be built automatically, data

structures for CLASSIC individuals need to be carefully dis

tinguished from arbitrary LISP structures, etc.

1 MAX and MIN have instances that are numbers; e.g.,

(MAX 25) represents the set of integers that are less than

or equal to 25. These are used to restrict the value of a

filler of a role; for example, we could use MAX to specify

the value restriction on a person's age, as in (AND PERSON

(ALL age (MAX 25))). AT-LEAST and AT-MOST, On

the other hand, restrict the number of fillers of a role, not

their values.

forced to face the problem that our querying facilities

were very weak. This led to the design of a substan

tial query language for CLASSIC, which can handle the

needed object-oriented queries, as well as the SQL-style

retrievals that are so common in the real world of in

formation management. While this is not profound

(although the query language we developed has some

novel features and is itself an important contribution),

the key point is that it was the attempt at application

that made us realize that an entire critical component

was missing from our work.

Two other consequences of this sort bear brief mention.

First, our simple notion of a TEST was sufficient to

get us off the ground. Our intention was to pass the

individual being tested to the function as a single ar

gument. As it turned out, our users needed to pass

other items in as arguments. For example, if the test

was a simple function to compute whether the value

of a role was greater than some number, the number

would have to be built directly into the test function;

this in turn would lead to propagation of many almost-

identical functions—unless we provided the ability to

pass in additional arguments. We have done so in the

latest versions of CLASSIC.

Second, our original design of rules was a sufficient

foundation, but it required a named concept to exist

as the left-hand-side of the rule. As soon as some of

our users tried to use this, they found that they had to

construct concepts artificially, just to serve to invoke

the rules. While this posed no conceptual problem

for the logic, and no semantic aberration, it became a

practical nightmare. Thus, it was important to extend

our rules to allow a filter; in other words, the rule could

be associated with the most general named concept for

which it made sense, but only fired when a filtering

subcondition was satisfied. This now avoids needless

creation of artificial concepts.

4.5 UNDERSTANDING WHAT LOOKED

GOOD ON PAPER

Probably more commonly than researchers would

like to admit, theoretical KR papers—especially for

conferences—are not always what they seem. While

theorems and formal semantics help us get a handle

on the consequences of our formalisms, they do not

always do a complete job (it is also not unheard of

for them to contain mistakes). Our experience has

been that several parts of our original formalism were

clarified substantially by the experience of having to

implement an inference algorithm and have it used on

real problems. In each case, a change was necessary

to the original formal work to accommodate the new

findings.13

13In a sense, issues like those mentioned in this section

are a result of less than complete formal analysis before
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For example, we had originally proposed that CLOSE

could appear in a description applied to an individual,

to signal that the role fillers asserted by the description

were the only fillers. Thus, one could assert of Dale,

(AND (FILLS friend Audrey)

(FILLS friend Harry)

(CLOSE friend));

this was to mean that Audrey and Harry were Dale's

only friends. The semantics characterized this as a

simple predicate closure operation. However, once a

real knowledge base was constructed, and users started

interacting with the system, we discovered a subtle or

dering dependency: pairs of CLOSE operators could

produce different effects if their order were reversed.

This led us to discover that our original characteriza

tion of CLOSE was in general wrong. In reality, it

had an autoepistemic aspect, and thus closing roles

had to become an operation on an entire knowledge

base, rather than a concept-forming constructor. It

was thus removed from the description language and

made a knowledge base operation.

We had a small number of similar experiences with

other aspects of the language, for example, TEST con

structs. Given when they would be invoked, it even

tually became clear (thanks to a key user's discovery)

that TESTs, which were originally two-valued func

tions, had to be t/iree-valued—since CLASSIC supports

partial information about individuals, it is possible for

a test to "fail" at one point and succeed later, even

with strictly monotonic additions to the KB. If the

test truly failed the first time, and the individual were

determined not to satisfy a description based on this

failure, nonmonotonicity would be introduced in an

inappropriate way. Thus functions now need to tell

their caller if the individual provably satisfies the test,

provably fails it, or currently fails but could possibly

succeed later.

5 REAL CLASSIC

The result of the long and arduous trail implied above,

from typical research paper to practical system, was a

significant improvement in the classic language and

the clarity of operations on a CLASSIC knowledge base.

The grammar was simplified and made more uniform

(see Figure 2), and the semantics was adjusted to be

truer to our original intention. KB operations were

implementation and use. The point is that because of the

complexities and subtleties of real-world problems, and the

extreme difficulty of anticipating in the abstract what real

users will want, this type of effect is inevitable, and a criti

cal contribution of practice over pure "theory." The history

of KR in AI is fraught with the discovery of bugs and in

adequacies in prior published formal papers, even though

the originals were considered correct by both authors and

reviewers.

streamlined and made more useful, and error-handling

and retraction were added. The resulting system is

unarguably superior to the original in every way: it has

new constructs that meet real needs, substantial parts

of it have been validated by use, the overall interface

makes more sense, it is cleaner and more elegant, and

it is devoid of flaws that were subtly hidden in the

original.

The effects of the pragmatic factors I have described

here are varied, and not easily classified. But they

are clearly substantial and were critical to the success

and ultimate form of CLASSIC. To summarize, here are

some of the most important changes that were driven

by the attempt to "reduce" the system to practice and

put it to the test of real use:

• language improvements: distinction between at

tributes and multiply-filled roles; SAME-AS ap

plicable to attributes only and efficiently com

putable; arguments for TEST-concepts; three-

valued TESTs; completely compositional lan

guage with no order dependencies; equal de

scriptive power for individuals and concepts; nu

meric range concepts; rules have filter conditions,

no longer requiring artificial concepts; realms

of TEST-concepts unambiguous and TEST con

structs made uniform with other parts of lan

guage;

• interface improvements: primitive and disjoint

primitive definition as KB operators; disjoint

primitive specification simplified; CLOSE as a

KB operator; sophisticated query language and

implemented query processor;

• system features: comprehensive error-reporting

and handling; explanation facility; renaming of

concepts.

6 LESSONS

Although a complete formal specification of a knowl

edge representation system (including an algorithmic

specification of the inferences that the system is re

quired to perform and a computational analysis of

these inferences) is vitally important, the presence of

a formal account is not sufficient for the success of the

system. There is no guarantee, for example, that a for

mally tractable knowledge representation system can

be effectively implementable, as it may be exceedingly

difficult to code the inference algorithms or other por

tions of the system efficiently enough for use or per

spicuously enough to tell if they are correct. Even

then, there is no guarantee that the resulting system

will be useful in practice, even if it appears at first

glance to meet some apparent needs. Finally, getting

the formal specification really right is an extremely dif

ficult task, especially for systems that perform partial

reasoning or which have non-standard but useful con
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<concept-expression> ::

<individual-expression>

<mle> ::=

THING I CLASSIC-THING I HOST-THING I <concept-name> I

(AND <concept-expression>+) I

(ALL <role-name><concept-expression>) I

(at-LEAST <positive-integer><role-name>) I

(at-MOST <non-negative-integer><role-naine>) I

(FILLS <role-name> <individual-name>+) I % added for uniformity

(SAME-AS (<attribute-name>+) (<attribute-name>+)) I % clarified

(TEST-C <function><arg>*) I % clarified; arguments added; S-valued

(TEST-H <functionXarg>*) I % clarified; arguments added; S-valued

(ONE-OF <individual-name>+) I

(MAX <number>) I % added

(MIN <number>) % added

:= <concept-expression> I <individual-name> % made uniform with concepts

(<concept-name><filter concept-expression>) =*■ <concept-expression>

% made more practical

Figure 2: The Resulting CLASSIC Concept Language (with comments).

structs. All told, the implementation and use of the

system is a vital complement to work on knowledge

representation "theory." It can illuminate problems

in the formal specification, and will inevitably provide

real problems for the theory side to explain.

Our experience with classic has taught us this lesson

in some very specific ways. Any hope of having the sys

tem make a real impact (e.g., in a product) rested on

some very practical considerations that in some cases

were impossible to anticipate before interacting with

developers. We learned through extensive interaction

with our developers that issues like upward compat

ibility and simplicity were in some ways much more

important than individual features. We learned that

attention to complexity (although not maniacal con

cern with it) was very much worth the effort, because

of the critical impact of performance and predictability

on acceptance of the system. We also learned that we

could not afford to be totally rigid on any point—be it

language features, complexity, or names of functions—

without jeopardizing potential use of the system. The

feeling of the CLASSIC group is that the resulting sys

tem is clearly far better than anything we could have

built in a research vacuum. And the effort of reducing

our ideas to a practical system generated a great deal

of research—on language constructs, complexity, and

even formal semantics—-that was not only interesting,

but important simply by virtue of the very fact that

it arose out of real problems.

At a more strategic level, one very important lesson

for us was the significance of a certain kind of con

servatism. We could have invested a large amount of

time designing features and providing expressive power

(and implementation complexity) that would have, as

it turned out, gone completely to waste. On the flip

side, our users gave us clear and direct evidence of

features that they did need, and that we were not pro

viding, via our TEST construct, which, to be honest,

surprised us both in its criticality and in the simple

and regular ways in which it was used—not to mention

the smallness of the number of needed extensions. All

told, our decision to start with a small (but not hope

lessly impoverished) language, with room for growth in

a reasoned fashion, was clearly a successful one. While

such emphasis on simplicity might not necessarily be

right for all projects, given the constraints under which

product developers live, it is a key issue to consider

when the practice that we are "reducing" to is not

just for AI research but for development and product.

In sum, a number of key factors of a strongly pragmatic

sort show that logics that look good on paper may have

a long way to go before they can have any impact

in the real world. These factors range from upward

compatibility and system maintenance to implemen

tation tradeoffs and critical system features like error-

handling and explanation. They include learnability

of the language and occasional escapes to circumvent

limitations of the system. While individual gains in

classic derived from attention to these practical con

cerns may each have been small, they all added up,

and made a big difference to success of the system as

a whole. It is quite clear that if practical concerns

were ignored, the resulting system would have had at

best limited utility. In fact, in general in our field, it

seems that the true theoretical work is not done until

the implementation runs and the users have had their

say.
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Abstract

It is argued that considerable benefits can be

obtained by making KR&R systems easily ex

tendable, so that new language constructs can

be added on a per-application basis. In or

der to achieve this extensibility we need tech

niques for formally specifying the extensions,

and for modularly and locally modifying the

implementations. We present two such tech

niques applicable to the family of reasoners

based on Description/Terminological Logics,

namely natural semantics rules of inference,

and the protodl customizable KBMS ar

chitecture. The bulk of the paper aims to

demonstrate the efficacy of these techniques,

together with some heuristics for their use,

by showing how we could reconstruct a pre

viously proposed description logic: Devanbu

and Litman's extension to CLASSIC, called

clasp, designed to reason about actions and

plans. In the process, we uncover a few de

ficiencies in the original proposal, and pro

vide for the first time a formal semantics for

CLASP.

1 Introduction and Aims

Knowledge representation and reasoning systems usu

ally manage information about individuals, related

by binary relationships (called roles and attributes

— the latter are functional roles) and grouped into

classes. The family of terminological or descrip

tion logic reasoners1 is distinguished by the fact

that the classes in question are intensional entities

with a compositional structure, which allows them

to be involved in inferences. In fact, class defini

tions can be seen as variable-free terms, called de

scriptions, which are built up from identifiers us

ing term/description constructors. For example,

'See [Woods & Schmolze, 1992] for a review.

the description and (PROCEDURE, all(params,ARRAY-

VARS) , at-least( 3, params)) is composed, using the

constructor and, from three subterms, and denotes

individuals in the intersection of the respective deno

tations:

• PROCEDURE

— the name of a description defined elsewhere;

• at-least( 3, params)

— individuals with at least three fillers for the

params role;

• all (params, ARRAY-VARS)

— individuals all of whose params fillers are in

stances of the description ARRAY-VARS.

Reasoning with descriptions is based on a logic built

around the subsumption relationship, which corre

sponds to entailment between unary predicates.

There is convincing evidence that it would be useful

to have the ability to extend easily KR&R systems

with new kinds of inferences. In addition to earlier ar

guments for this stance (e.g., [Greiner & Lenat, 1980,

Genesereth 1983, Lenat & Guha, 1990,

Rowley et al, 1986, Gaines 1991]), we mention two

particular benefits we would hope to achieve: It

would facilitate the design and implementation of

domain-specific DL-reasoners that are now being

proposed in the literature, such as ones deal

ing with time (e.g., [Schmiedel, 1990]), planning

(e.g., [Devanbu & Litman, 1991, Heinsohn 1992]), and

constraint-networks (e.g., [Weida & Litman, 1992]).

And it would provide an alternate approach to

the the well-known expressiveness vs. compu

tational cost standoff in KR&R system design

[Doyle & Patil, 1991]: start with a limited language

and extend it when its boundaries impinge; but tai

lor the extension to the specific problem being solved,

so that in the case of highly intractable, or even un-

decidable language constructs, one can implement a

subset of the valid inferences — those needed for the

application at hand. Assuming that extensibility is

a desirable property, how can we achieve it? In look

ing around for an analogy, we find that modern pro
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gramming language theory and compiler technology

(PL&C) (e.g., [Aho et al, 1986]) supports language ex

tensibility: for example, to add a case-statement to

an Algol-like language we can first specify its syntax,

type-correctness rule, and semantics; and we can then

change the compiler implementation by modifying

some of its modules (e.g., lexical/syntactic/semantic

analyzers, intermediate code generator) but usually

not others (e.g., symbol table, code generator). An

important feature of the compiler modification is that

changes tend to be local and systematic, such as adding

a new clause to LEX or YACC parser generator, or

adding a new case to the syntax-directed translation

scheme. It is also significant that the changes correlate

with the formal specifications. Contrast this with the

work needed to change something like the first For

tran and its monolithic compiler, or, regretfully, most

current KR&R systems.

The aim of this paper is to demonstrate that we are

on the way to achieving a similar desirable state of

affairs in KR&R, if we focus on the relatively homoge

neous family of Description Logic Reasoners. Specifi

cally, this paper aims to provide (further) evidence for

the following claims: (1) The inferences that are per

formed by a DL-reasoners should be extended through

the addition of new, possibly domain-specific, descrip

tion constructors. (2) Natural semantics axiomati-

zations, as used in [Borgida 1992a], are a useful al

ternative way to present the semantics of DLs. (3)

PROTODL [Borgida k Brachman, 1992] offers an archi

tecture for effective DL reasoners that allows DL im

plementations to be built up from small components,

which are either prefabricated or need to be filled in

by the implementors. (4) The previous techniques,

combined with heuristic guidelines for their use, can

lead to a more systematic approach to specifying and

implementing extensions to DLs, resulting in systems

that are more likely to be correct and useful.

The above claims are empirical in nature: we argue

for them by showing that the techniques mentioned

can be used to achieve useful results. In the pre

viously cited papers we have shown how natural se

mantics and PROTODL can be used to describe the

CLASSIC system [Borgida et al, 1989]. In this paper,

we propose to revisit CLASP - Devanbu and Litman's

DL to support reasoning about actions and plans

[Devanbu k Litman, 1991]. In some sense this is an

independent test of the proposed approach, applied to

a practically significant system: CLASP was used in

a Software Information System [Devanbu et al, 1991].

By being able to reconstruct the actual implementa

tion of CLASP, we provide evidence for claim (3), and

by finding lacunae and alternatives not considered in

the original paper on CLASP, we give additional cre

dence to claims (1),(2), and (4).

Our plan is to introduce the techniques for specifying

and implementing extensions using a simple and famil

iar example: the language construct at-most, which

bounds the number of objects that can be related by

relationships. We then revisit clasp 's methods for

representing states and actions, and after uncovering

some difficulties with actions, we specify and imple

ment a new proposal. Next, we consider how plans,

and especially plan steps - which are sequences of ac

tions - can be added to our reasoner, and show how

the implementation in [Devanbu k Litman, 1991] can

be reproduced in our framework.

2 DL Reasoners

In addition to defining classes of individuals, descrip

tions can be used for a number of purposes, such as

abstracting commonalities of other sets of descriptions,

providing "descriptive" answers rather than just enu

merations of values, and ascribing incomplete infor

mation to individuals. For example, we can state

that some procedure being planned, HewSort, has

at least two parameters, by ascribing to it the term

at-least (2 ,params ) , and we can do so without having

to know yet their exact identity. (See [Borgida 1992b]

for a survey of DL applications.)

DL-based systems perform several different kinds of

reasoning using descriptions: determining whether one

description subsumes another, whether two descrip

tions are mutually disjoint, classifying a new descrip

tion in the hierarchy of previously defined ones, testing

individuals for membership in concepts, etc.

These kinds of reasoning are based on the subsump-

tion relationship between descriptions (written as C

=>• D), and the recognition of individuals by descrip

tions (written b —► C). It will also be convenient to

introduce a derived judgment between descriptions,

called equivalence (HC = D), which is defined as

h C ^^- D and r- D =► C. In this paper we con

centrate exclusively on subsumption reasoning, though

our other work also considers reasoning with individ

uals.

The key advantage of DLs over First Order Predi

cate Calculus is the syntactic differentiation of spe

cial kinds of assertions and the computational effi

ciency which comes from special purpose procedures

being used instead of general theorem proving. The

following syntax is the starting point of the fam

ily of DLs implemented by the PROTODL system

[Borgida k Brachman, 1992]:

;; the inconsistent description

<De8cription> ::=

<Obj-Desc>

| NOTHING

<Obj-Desc> ::=

<class identifier>

| and(<Obj-Desc>+) ;; intersection

I ANY-OBJECT ;; the class of all objects

<role> ::= <identifier> | <attribute>

<attribute> ::= <identifier>
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One can therefore see protodl as a system which

knows about conjunction, and how to expand defini

tions, i.e., it knows about inheritance.

We will introduce the techniques for specifying and

implementing extensions to PROTODL through a sim

ple example: suppose that we had already extended

the above system to handle the constructors prim, all

and at- least2, and we now want to add the at-most

constructor.

"JY" h any-object = at-moat(oo,p)
MAX

noth-

MAX

n > m

r and(at-most(m,p),at-least(n,p))

= NOTHING

n < m

MAX h at-most (n,p) =>• at-most (m,p)

2.1 Specification of DL reasoners

The intended meaning of at-most(4,params) is that

it can be consistently applied only to individuals that

have no more than 4 fillers for the params role. This

can be expressed formally in the familiar notation

of denotational semantics. We suggest however an

additional presentation, using inference rules in the

natural-deduction style. Their general form is illus

trated by —;—n7—\ itr—7C i a rule describ-
* I- all(p, c) => all(p, d) '

ing the inference that more restrictive ranges for roles

create more specific descriptions. (Here p is a variable

of type role, and c and d are variables of type descrip

tion.) The denominator — part below the line — of

a rule is a sequent of the form h a => /3, expressing

the judgment that description /3 subsumes a, while the

numerator of the rule is a set of other sequents or gen

eral conditions relating to the variables appearing in

them.

The rules of inference involving at-most are presented

in Figure 1. These rules are fairly obvious; for exam

ple, MAXO-ALLO indicates that requiring all the fillers

of a role to be members of the inconsistent/empty con

cept is equivalent to requiring zero role fillers, while

isa-MAX says that a smaller limit on the number of

fillers is more restrictive.

2.2 Extending the PROTODL implementation

The PROTODL software architecture was designed to

facilitate adding new description constructors, with

out undue loss of efficiency in implementation. PRO

TODL, along with many other DL implementations,

has chosen to support a particular approach to rea

soning with DLs: pre-computing inferences at the time

information is told to it (e.g., "normalizing and pre-

classifying descriptions") so that when questions are

asked, the answering process is relatively straightfor

ward and fast.3 Therefore, description processing has

2 A primitive description, prim(C), corresponds to a

natural land in the sense that it has no necessary and suffi

cient conditions; the other constructors were illustrated in

our earlier example.

3As it turns out, PROTODL can also be used if some

inferences are left to be done at question-answering time,

but this issue will not be discussed here.

conj-

MAX

MAXO

-ALLO

h and(at-most(n,p),at-most(k,p))

at-most (mtn(n,k) ,p)

at-most (0,p) = all(p,NOTHiNG)

Figure 1: Inference rules for at-most

several steps: Parsing — (parse tree) —► Horaal-

ization — (normalized storage structure) —► Classi

fication— (lowest existing subsumers) —► ExtentDe-

termination — (individuals satisfying this description)

—► RecordKeeping. To extend PROTODL with a new

constructor, K say, the "programmer" is required to

decide on data structures for storing information about

parsed and normalized descriptions built using K, and

provide five new procedures — Parse-K, NormalizeJC,

Conjoin-K, Subsumes-K, RecognizesJC — which will

be incorporated into the first four stages above.

In the case of at-most, we will want to add an extra in

teger field to the record structure holding the at-least

and all restrictions of a role; we also add a couple of

functions, AddJLTMOSTand Get-ATMOST, to access

this field. Parsing is straightforward because our pre

fix operator syntax leads to a simple recursive descent

parser.

Subsumption reasoning — the focus of this paper

— is implemented using the functions NormalizeJC,

Conjoin-K and Subsume-K, based on the notion of

normalization: converting descriptions to a form in

which "structural subsumption" can apply. The

idea of structural subsumption is that in consider

ing two descriptions that are conjunctions of many

sub-terms, it is only necessary to compare for sub

sumption sub-terms built with the same constructor4.

For this reason, in the case of the constructor

at-most, we would for example expand out any

occurrence of at-most(O.p) or all(p, nothing) to

and(at-most(0,p), all(p,NOTHING)) so that we do

not have to look at all-restrictions when checking for

4 Note again that PROTODL does not enforce this ap

proach - it is only a heuristic that we have found to work

well in almost all the cases we have tried.
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function Conjoin_K(T,This) =

;; conjoins the new term K-(T) onto the already-normalized description This

old :=

if old / nil

get-K (This) ;; find the part of This dealing with constructor K

then if (T occurs syntactically in old) or SubsumesSame_K (T,old)

then signal redundant exception

else ;; obtain a possibly stronger constructor by combining T with old

T := ConjoinToSame-K (T,old)

SubsumesDifferent_K (T,This) ;; T is implied by other constructors in Thisif

then signal redundant exception

else T:= ConjoinToDifferent_K [T,This) ;; obtain a possibly stronger T

if type(T) ^ K ;; the stronger description might involve another constructor than K

then post T to ImplicationsQueue ;; for later processing

else if Inconsistent-K (T,This) ;; T is inconsistent with the rest of This

then signal inconsistent exception

else Add-K |(T,This) ;; add the description to the normalized descriptor This

FindOtherlmplic&tions-K (T,This,ImplicationsQueue)

;; add any additional constructors implied by T and This.

Figure 2: Standard implementation of ConjoinJC

at-most-restrictions. Conversely, normalization elim

inates obviously redundant subterms, as in the case

when we have two at-most-constraints on some role.

The normalization of a description and the expan

sion of abbreviations introduced by defined names is

driven by two pre-defined procedures for the built-in

constructor and, namely Normalize-AND and Con-

join-AND. The basic algorithm of Normalize-AND(C),

for example, consists of repeatedly normalizing each

subterm, built with constructor K say, and then

adding its information to the new concept being built

up:

ID := copy of ANY-OBJBCT

;; a concept with no restrictions yet

For every subterm K(T) of C do

T-norm := Hormalize-K(T) ;

Conj o in_K ( T-norm , HD ) ;

return(ID)

In the case of terms built with the construc

tor at-most (e.g., at-most(2,params)), Normal-

ize-ATMOST is trivial, since the argument — the

number 2 — is not composite, and parsing has already

detected errors like negative integers and undefined

roles.

Suppose we want to conjoin the

term at-most (2, params) to a normalized description

ND. If ND already has an at-most restriction on that

role, the new one may be implied by the old one (e.g.,

at-most(l,params)), in which case the new one can

simply be discarded as redundant; or the new one can

be combined with the old one, taking the minimum

of the values. We may have to repeat this process

with other constructors: an all (params, nothing) re

striction present in ND means that we really should

have at-most (0, params). Moreover, we must check

if the addition of the new construct would make

the concept inconsistent: in this case, verify that

there is no at-least (n .params) with n higher than

2. Finally, we must consider the possibility that

adding this constructor may imply some other one

(e.g., adding at-most (0, params) requires adding

all(params, nothing) ).

By analyzing the normalization algorithms for a large

number of constructors we have arrived at the more

refined understanding of the ConjoinJC procedure

shown in Figure 2, which uses half-a-dozen other,

smaller procedures. The purpose of these is to make

the process of constructing the implementation more

systematic and less error prone. In some ways, such

procedures resemble the "protocol of inference" intro

duced in [Rowley et al, 1986].

Note that in the case of at-most, although not neces

sarily for all constructors, the various subprocedures

needed can be easily seen as implementing various

rules of inference:

e SubsumesSame-ATMOST checks that the integer

bound of the subsumer is higher, according to rule

isa-MAX.

e ConjoinToSame-ATMOST implements rule conj
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MAX, by returning the min of the two numbers.

• SubsumesDifferent-ATMOST and ConjoinToD-

ifferent-ATMOST are not needed because an

all(p,nothing) restriction will take care of post

ing an at-most(0,p) constraint (see below). For

this reason, the corresponding code can be edited

out from Conjoin-ATMOST.

• Inconsistent-ATMOST checks if there is a higher

at-least bound, as per rule noth-MAX.

• FindOtherlmplications-ATMOST checks, accord

ing to rule MAXO-ALLO, to see if a there is a noth

ing all-constraint present when the at-most-

bound is 0; if not, it adds such a term to be and-ed

to the concept.

As we remarked above, when adding the at-most con

structor to PROTODL, we will have to go back to the

implementation of the all constructor, and modify one

of its procedures, namely FindOtherlmplications-ALL,

so that it posts an at-most(0,p) constraint to the list

of new additions whenever an all(p,NOTHING) is en

countered.

The procedure ConjoinJC and its components, are

used in several places in the PROTODL implementa

tion. For example, the procedure Subsume-K has the

following standard implementation, re-using subproce-

dures SubsumesSame-K and SubsumesDifferent-K:

function Subsumes_K(T,lowerConcept) =

(i) Consider first what individuals look like, before con

sidering descriptions and their denotation, (ii) Intro

duce new description constructors (even domain spe

cific ones), when the ground language does not perform

all desired inferences.

if SubsumesSame-K (T,get_K(lowerConcept))

then return true

else

if SubsumesDifferent-K |(T,lowerConcept)

then return true

else return false

For K=at-most we therefore have that Sub-

sume-ATMOST is just a macro call to Subsume-

SameJLTMOST.

3 Revisiting CLASP

Suppose that PROTODL has already been extended

(using the techniques described above) to a language

DLo, with such standard constructors as prim, all,

at-least, etc.

In turn, clasp is intended to extend DLo by managing

information about states, actions, and plans. We will

first examine how clasp's state and action descrip

tions are added to DLo, and then turn to the more

complex case of plan expressions.

Throughout, we follow two simple heuristics:

3.1 CLASP states and actions

CLASP adopts a propositional representation for states

of the world: a particular situation s is described by

a collection of propositional symbols {p, q}, such as

{phone1-off-hook, phoneS-ringing)). This approach is

modeled by creating individuals s for world states, and

providing for every propositional symbol p a primi

tive concept P. Then proposition p holds in s iff s is

a known instance of concept P. For example, phone1

is ringing in the world represented by the individual

state s iff s is an instance of the (primitive) con

cept Phonel-is-Ringing, which is a subconcept of

the special (domain-specific) concept any-state. (It

will be useful to have an operation Parents such that

Parents(s) returns the set of concepts of which the in

dividual s is an instance.) Although it is possible to

consider more elaborate state descriptions (e.g., ones

involving parameters), we adopt here the original ap

proach in order to concentrate on the other aspects of

the extension.

An individual action then connects two states: the

start and end ones 5. CLASP chose to represent this

as a DLo object, with two attributes: start and

and. An action concept must then be subsumed

by and(all(start,ANY-STATE), all(end,ANY-STATE)).

Generic actions (like MakePhonelRing) have pre- and

post-conditions, which are just all-restrictions on the

states filling the start and end attribute respectively.

In order to do traditional planning, actions need also

to record "delete" and "add" lists — which are (con

joined) states in this case, clasp does this through

two more attributes, add and delete. The individ

ual fillers of these are irrelevant for individual actions.

Therefore, an action concept such as MakePhonelRing,

might be described by the DLo concept

and(prim(ACTION),

all(start, Phonel-is-Functioning),

all(end, Phonel-is-Ringing),

all(add, Phonel-is-Ringing),

all(delete, Phonel-is-Not-Ringing))

So far, everything is modeled in DLo- However, there

is further semantics to actions: the end state's propo

sitions are obtained from the start state's through

the familiar STRIPS add/delete process: for ev

ery individual action y we have Parent5(y.end) =

Parenta(y.start) + Porenta(y.add) — Pare,nts(y.delete).

5 Since actors do not figure in our inferences, we ignore

them henceforth.
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any-

ACT

h ANY-ACT = act(ANY-STATE,ANY-STATE,

ANY-STATE,ANY-STATE))
Definition of ANY-ACT

nothl- h t =^- NOTHING

ACT h act(t, _, _, .) =*■ NOTHING

noth2-
t- e =*■ NOTHING

ACT h act(_, e, -, .) => NOTHING

noth3-
1- a =*■ NOTHING

ACT h act(_, _, O, .) =^ NOTHING

noth4- hc=*- X , h d =>■ Z , b7 ANY-STATE =*■ X

ACT h act(_, e, _, d) =^ nothing

isa- h i=*-i' , h e =*• e' , ho=>o', h d =► d'

ACT h act(t,e,o, d) => act(t',e',o',d')

Pre-conditions cannot

be false

Post conditions cannot

be false

Add-lists cannot be

false

Delete list and post

condition cannot over

lap

This is the definition

used in CLASP.

conj-

ACT

norm-

ACT

h and( act(s,e,a,d), act(s',e',a',d'))

act(and(s,s'),and(e,e'),and(a,a'),and(d,d'))

I- act(_,e,a,_) = act(_,and(e,a),a,_)
Add-list strengthens

the postcondition

Figure 3: Axioms denning the semantics of act

While clasp did reason in this way about indi

viduals, inferences can also be drawn about ac

tion concepts. For example, certain combinations

of all-restrictions are incoherent: if the delete

list includes a part of the post condition (e.g.,

and(... all(end,C),all(delete,C))), or the postcon

dition and the add-list are mutually inconsistent

(e.g., and(all(end, at-most(2, rings)), all(add,

at-least(3,rings))). It is however impossible to ex

press in DLo conditions which would make such com

binations of all-restrictions incoherent. We choose

therefore to extend the language with new construc

tors), for which additional, specialized inferences can

be performed. One possibility is to introduce a 4-

place constructor, act, whose four arguments repre

sent the pre, post, add and delete state descriptions.

The definition of MakePhonelRing in this new notation

would be act( Phonel-is-Functioning, Phonel-is-Ringing,

Phonel-is-Ringing, Phone 1-is-Not-Ringing).

3.2 Specifying the semantics of actions

Based on experience with both the specification and

implementation of DLs, we suggest the following

heuristics in writing down rules expressing the seman

tics of a new constructor K (heuristics which have in

fact been followed in Figure 1 for K=at-most):

(1) Identify (or introduce) some concept that corre

sponds to the top of its subsumption hierarchy, and

give any equivalences with it. (2) Identify the circum

stances under which the constructor is involved in an

inconsistent description - one denoting the empty set.

(3) Define the so-called structural subsumption rule(s)

for K: when does K(a) subsume K(/?)? (4) Define

the result of conjoining K(a) to K(/3). (5) Give infer

ences drawn from the combination of K with each of

the other term constructors; look particularly for sub

sumption and conjunction rules; preferably, present

rules as manipulations of a description to a normal

form where structural subsumption can apply.

Applying this strategy to act, we get the axioms

in Figure 3. Note that if we wanted to maintain

a connection between the new kinds of actions and

ordinary DLo attributes (so that action individu

als will still have start and end states associated

via attributes), we can add an axiom, attribs-ACT,

that mandates a connection between these features:

I- and^ctfs^a^J.alltstart.s'^alHend.e'))

act(and(s,8'),and(e,e'),a,d)
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3.3 Implementing actions in PROTODL

As discussed earlier, we must provide implementations

of procedures Normalize-ACT, Conjoin-ACTand Sub-

sumes-A CT, with the last two in fact being composed

from smaller procedures. As in the case of the at-most

constructor, the functions written for act correlate

well with the rules of inference given.

Normalize-ACT recursively invokes Normalize-AND

on its four arguments, and then replaces the tuple

(a, e, a, d) by (s, Conjoin-AND(e,a),a,d), as per rule

norm-ACT. The result is a 4-tuple to be stored in the

extended data structure for normalized descriptions.

Procedure Inconsistent-ACT checks if the least

common subsumer6 of e and d is more specific

than ANY-STATE (see rule noth4-ACT), while Svb-

sumesSame-ACT and ConjoinToSame-ACT imple

ment rules wa-ACT and conj-ACT respectively.

ConjoinToDifferent-ACT needs to look for all restric

tions on the special attributes start and end, which

then need to be incorporated as per rule attribs-ACT.

Conversely, FindOtherlmplications-ACT uses the ar

guments of act to strengthen the corresponding all

restrictions.

Conjoin-ACT follows the implementation in Figure 2,

except that since SubsumesDifferent-ACT is empty in

this case, the corresponding IF-THEN is eliminated.

Such minor editing of Conjoin-K improves efficiency.

Finally, rule attribs-ACT indicates that when new all-

restrictions are found on attributes such as start,

their effect on act will have to be taken into account.

For this reason, one of the existing procedure for all,

namely FindOtherlmplications-ALL has to be modi

fied accordingly.

Note the relatively simple and systematic approach to

building the implementation of act based on the rules

of inference we suggested. In fact, one can argue that

every rule of inference can be implemented in some

procedure provided for by PROTODL. Moreover, all but

one of the description constructors in CLASSIC have ef

ficient implementations that directly follow the rules

of inference in the same way as for act. Current re

search considers the issue of automatically generating

these procedures from restricted rules of inference.

4 Plans and action chains

A particular execution of a plan (a plan individual in

stance) is also an ordinary DLo object, carrying three

pieces of information: the initial and goal states of

the "execution" of the plan, and the chain of states

leading from one to another. Three attributes, ini

tial , goal and steps, record this information. Steps

however are not regular object individuals — they

are sequences of action objects called scenarios in

[Devanbu & Litman, 1991], and these are a key con

tribution of CLASP.

Since scenarios are no longer regular objects a

la DLo _ they are sequences - we must extend

the language at the top level to deal with them:

<Description>::=<Scenario-Desc>, rather than

<Obj-Desc>::=<Scenario-Desc>.

Classes of scenarios (called "plan expressions" in

[Devanbu & Litman, 1991]) are described using a reg

ular expression-like notation, which we represent as

follows:

<Scenario-Desc> ::= single(<Act-Desc>)

| seq(<Scenario-De8c>,<Scenario-De8C>)

| altern(<Scenario-Desc>,<Scenario-Desc>)

j loop(<Scenario-Desc>)

The constructor single takes as argument a sin

gle action description and denotes the set of ac

tion individuals that are its instances7; seq and al

tera represent sequencing ("concatenation") and al

ternation ("union") respectively, while loop will in

dicate repetition one or more times8. Therefore

seq (single (Dial) ,loop (Ring)) represents the class

of scenarios consisting of one dialing action followed

by one or more ringing actions, where for every action

in a scenario, its final state is the initial state of the

succeeding action.

Once again, we introduce a top for the hierarchy,

ANY-ACT-SEQ, and present in Figure 4 rules of infer

ence for the new constructors, grouped into the cate

gories suggested by our heuristics.

The rules for expressing equivalences of action se

quence concepts are more numerous, and include rules

for stating that constructor seq is associative, that al

tera is both associative and commutative, as well as

the following:

h seq(a,altern(/?,7)) = altern(seq(a,/J),seq(a,7))

I- seq(altern(/3,7),a) = altern(seq(/?,a),seq(7,a))

I- loop(a) = altern(seq(loop(a),a),a)

I- loop(a) = altern(seq(a,loop(a)), a)

ha = altern(seq(a,/3),7)

I- a = altern(seq(7,loop(/3)),7)

'This function is potentially useful for many other pur

poses in a DL reasoner [Cohen et al, 1992].

TThe original CLASP language did not have a special

constructor for this case, but we use abstract syntax here,

rather than surface syntax.

8Axioiuatization for zero or more times is just more

tedious.
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•ingle .•q altern loop

any.K

H a => nothing

t- any-act-seq

loop(single(any-act))

„ a => nothing
1- »«q(a,/3) => nothing

H /3 => nothing

a =^ nothing a =^ nothing

•ingle(n) => nothing

1- «eq(a, /3) => nothing

altern(ar, ji) => /3 loop(a) => nothing

isa_K
a=>0 1- a =*• o' , h /3 =» /3'

l-o=>7, 1-0 => 7

1- altern(a, 0) => 7
a=>a'

•ingl«(a) =*■ «lngl«(/3) 1- •eq(ar, 0) => »eq(ot', p')

1- a ==> altern(/3. 7)

loop(a) =>• loop(cr')

conj_K
H and(single(<t),single(a'))

= single(and(a,a'))

(- and(seq(«ingle(«),/))),

•eqf.ingl^ar'),^)
h and(altern(o,0),7)

seq(»ingle(«nd(n,a),

«nd(/3,/>')))

altern(and(a,7),

«.d(^,7))

Figure 4: Four classes of rules for plan expression constructors

This set of axioms is sufficiently complicated that we

would be happy to have something like the following

result

the first action. (We remark that this aspect of the

semantics of action sequences was not considered in

[Devanbu & Litman, 1991].)

Theorem 1 The rules presented in Figure 4 are a

sound and complete axiomatization for subsumption

of arbitrary object-sequence (not just action-sequence)

concepts, when the operators seq, and, altern and

loop are interpreted, in the natural way, as concate

nation, set intersection, set union, and Kleene-closure

without null sequence.

In fact, this theorem can be proven using results from

the field of Formal Languages [Salomaa 1991]. We

do remark however that although such completeness

proofs are very desirable and provide insights, they

are usually very difficult because non-standard proof

techniques are required in the absence of negation.

The above semantics is however still incomplete for

actions: it ignores the fact that for two individual ac

tions to be executed in sequence we need the end state

of the first one to be the same as the start state of the

second action, in the sense that the same propositions

hold in each state. For this reason we need to add the

following rule of inference, ACT-SEQ:

(-seq(single(act(-,el,-,-)),single(act(s2,-,-,-)))

seq(single(act(-,and(el,s2),-,-)),

single(act(and(s2,el),-,-,-)))

This rule can then be used together with the vari

ous equivalence rules to propagate information to ac

tions throughout the plan. Among others, this can

lead to discovering incoherent plans, as in the case

of a sequence of actions where the start state of the

second action is inconsistent with the end state of

4.1 Implementing plan expressions

In contrast to act, the implementation of plan expres

sion descriptions is much more complicated, due to

the fact that there is no known normal form for reg

ular expressions. Instead, the original implementors

of CLASP used their knowledge of data structures and

computer science to construct a kind of deterministic

finite automaton that represents regular expressions of

actions, and then reasoned with it. We now proceed

to show how this implementation of plan expressions

can be realized in protodl.

One could try to construct the deterministic automa

ton directly, but it is handled more efficiently by build

ing recursively from the regular expression a non-

deterministic automaton (one with null-transitions),

and then making it deterministic in one single final

pass.

The implementations of NormalizeSINGLE, Normal-

izeJSEQ, Normalize-ALTERN and Normalize-L0OP

therefore build up a non-deterministic automaton with

null-transitions, according to a standard algorithm,

such as the one presented in [Aho et al, 1986]. For

example, NormalizeSINGLE/single (A)) returns two

states connected by a single transition, labeled by Nor-

malize-ACT(A).

Since all other reasoning will be done with deter

ministic finite automata, the remaining procedures

(such as ConjoinSINGLE, ConjoinSEQ, ... , Sub-

sumeSINGLE, etc.) are not needed in this case.
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To actually perform the needed inferences, we augment

the abstract syntax of the language with another con

structor, top-plan-exp, which dominates the topmost

plan expression constructor, and we put all the work

in the implementation of top-plan-exp:

NormalizeJTOPEXP uses the above Normalize func

tions to create the non-deterministic finite automa

ton, and then exactly the algorithm described in

[Devanbu & Litman, 1991] is used to make it "deter

ministic". In addition, according to rule ACT-SEQ,

we need to perform the following for each node in the

automaton: conjoin to the post-condition of the ac

tion on every incoming arc the disjunction of the pre

conditions occurring on the outgoing arcs; and con

versely, for the pre-conditions of outgoing axes.

Inconsistent-TOPEXP eliminates arcs with inconsis

tent actions on them. If as a result no final state is

reachable, the plan expression is inconsistent.

SubsumesSame.TOPEXP behaves as in

[Devanbu & Litman, 1991]: it computes the intersec

tion automaton and checks for the absence of (Hon-

final, Final) states.

ConjoinToSame.TOPEXP, which was also absent in

[Devanbu & Litman, 1991], just builds the intersection

deterministic finite automaton.

SubsumesDifferent-TOPEXP, Conjoin ToDiffer-

ent.TOPEXP and FindOtherlmplications.TOPEXP

are all left empty.

This completes the implementation of plan expression

reasoning for subsumption. We can now turn to the

specification and implementations of plans themselves

— remember that plans have plan expressions as steps;

since these pose no additional novel problems, we omit

this excercise.

Note again that the implementation of plan expres

sion reasoning presented here is not novel: except

for some additional inconsistency checking, it is taken

from [Devanbu & Litman, 1991]; nor was it made any

easier by the use of PROTODL. In fact, the significance

of this exercise lies exactly in demonstrating that the

PROTODL framework, while apparently quite restric

tive, is sufficiently powerful to accommodate a very un

usual implementation technique, which was proposed

entirely independently of the PROTODL development

effort.

5 Conclusions and Caveats

Let us revisit the claims made at the beginning of this

paper:

(1) Focusing on the extension of DLs through the ad

dition of new constructors.

The heuristic of adding new constructors led us to

act, which performed new inferences regarding the in

teraction of post-conditions and add/delete lists. It

also provides additional advantages: in the original

clasp, the subsumption relation between actions is

determined by the subsumption rules of DLo: an ac

tion is more specialized iff its pre and post-conditions

are more specialized, as are its add and delete lists.

This is however by no means the only possible arrange

ment. For example, in object-oriented specifications

and languages, such as Eiffel [Meyer 1988], the more

specialized action needs to have a precondition that

is no stricter, so that it can be invoked anywhere the

more general action could be invoked. This approach

could easily be taken in our reconstruction by using

the foliowings subsumption rule for act:

\-t: he hd: d'

(- act(t', e, a, d) => act(*,e',o',d')

and implementing it appropriately in Subsumes-

Same-ACT. In contrast, there would seem to be no

way to encode action concepts in DLo/classic while

still obtaining this "contravariant" subsumption rule.

Similarly, it can be argued that a more specialized ac

tion could have a less restrictive delete-list: since it

is agreed that more specialized actions have stronger

post-conditions, then, all other things being equal,

having fewer propositions deleted makes the post

condition stronger. Once again, the new constructor

could be implemented with this new semantics, while

the semantics of subsumption for all in DLo could not

be altered just for the role delete

A second advantage of extending the language, rather

than building a new system on top of an exist

ing DL-reasoner as done in [Devanbu & Litman, 1991,

Heinsohn 1992, Weida & Litman, 1992], is that the re

sulting system is "orthogonal": the new kinds of de

scriptions can be combined with the old ones, as role

restrictions for example.

(2) Natural semantics specifications.

For any language, it is beneficial to have alternative

formalizations, which can be proven equivalent (see

[Hoare & Lauer, 1974]). Axiomatic specifications ap

pear to have the advantage (not demonstrated here,

but shown in [Borgida 1992a]) of describing incom

plete reasoners more easily than denotational seman

tics. The rules of inference presented in this paper

are "natural", elegant and concise. (For compari

son, we invite the reader to give corresponding se

mantics for clasp in First Order Logic, say.) Com

pared to other axiomatic approaches, they have ad

vantages such as the existence of PL&C tools like Ty-

pol [Despeyroux 1984] for rapid prototyping in Prolog,

and the suitability of natural deduction proofs for ex

planation (see [Borgida 1991]).

(3) The PROTODL system.

While elsewhere we show how constructors in clas

sic can be added to PROTODL, here we showed how
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protodl can be used to implement the subsumption-

reasoning of CLASP. Note that the original CLASP sys

tem was built as a layer on top of CLASSIC, rather

than by modifying the classic implementation it

self. Presumably, classic's implementation was too

daunting to modify, clasp could have been added

to most other existing DLs, but we strongly suspect

that they would not have been any easier to mod

ify. We emphasize that our extension performs the

same efficient, custom-made actions (ignoring the "im

provements" we made — see below) as originally pro

posed in [Devanbu & Litman, 1991]: there is no meta-

interpreter to slow things down, and we are in fact

not paying any measurable additional run-time price

for having used protodl. Note also that this was

achieved by the simple addition of two abstract syntax

constructors, for single and top-plan-exp. As de

tailed in [Borgida & Brachman, 1992], the PROTODL

system comes with built-in algorithms of general use

in DL processing, including implementations of inher

itance and classification algorithms, efficient manage

ment of large transitive is-a and disjointness hierar

chies, symbol table management, error reporting, etc.

Presumably, the implementors of clasp had to repro

duce most of these for their extension.

The present works differs from most earlier work on

extensible or modifiable

reasoners [Greiner & Lenat, 1980, Genesereth 1983,

Lenat & Guha, 1990, Rowley et al, 1986] by focusing

on DLs (and thereby gaining considerable leverage);

and it differs from KRS [Gaines 1991] (which admit

tedly considers many other issues), by protodl's

much more detailed system architecture, its empha

sis on constructing efficient reasoners, the connection

with formal specifications, and especially the system-

atization described below.

(4) Systematization: The heuristic classification of

our rules was suggested by the different kinds of proce

dures that protodl asks the implementor to provide

or modify. These often correlate well with implemen

tations, as seen for act, but there must be room for

imaginative work, as shown for plan expressions. The

advantages of our systematic approach of building a

system from components are supported by the follow

ing improvements over the original CLASP proposal:

(a) The original clasp system appears to assume that

users of the language will not be defining inconsis

tent actions, plans, etc. While they may not do so in

tentionally, experience with building large knowledge

bases indicates that it is essential to check for such

conditions. During the search for rules of equivalence

with NOTHING, we have identified a number of addi

tional cases where actions and plan expressions can

be inconsistent, such as those expressed in rules noth4-

ACT, norm-ACT. The search also led us to consider the

more general inference rule ACT-SEQ, dealing with ac

tion chains.

(b) By explicitly thinking about the interaction of act

and all we were led to discover the inference which led

to rule norm-ACT.

(c) Plans are regular DLo concepts; therefore plans

can be conjoined with and. This involves conjoining

the restrictions on the attributes initial, goal and

steps, with the restriction on steps being a plan ex

pression. Therefore, we need to be able to conjoin

plan expression! Because clasp does not have an ex

plicit and operator applicable to plan expressions, the

original paper did not consider this operation. On the

other hand, we came up with the idea when seeking to

implement Conjoin.TOPEXP.

In conclusion, by reconstructing, and incidentally im

proving upon, the innovative and significant work on

clasp, we claim to have provided evidence for the

thesis that our approach helps develop new descrip

tion logics and their implementations, through the pro

cess of extending PROTODL, in a systematic and less

error-prone way. This work cannot and does not make

any sweeping claims to generality: there are other ap

proaches to implementing efficient DL reasoners, (e.g.,

[MacGregor 1990, Donini et al, 1991]); and we have no

proof that one cannot build bad implementations us

ing protodl, nor that all good implementations can

be easily built with it.

There remains of course a lot of work to be done, espe

cially concerning the extension of protodl using new

role-constructors.
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Abstract

We consider different methods of optimiz

ing the classification process of terminologi

cal representation systems, and evaluate their

effect on three different types of test data.

Though these techniques can probably be

found in many existing systems, until now

there has been no coherent description of

these techniques and their impact on the per

formance of a system. One goal of this paper

is to make such a description available for fu

ture implementors of terminological systems.

Building the optimizations that came off best

into the KRIS system greatly enhanced its ef

ficiency.

1 INTRODUCTION

Terminological representation systems can be used to

represent the taxonomic and conceptual knowledge of

a problem domain in a structured and well-formed

way. To describe this kind of knowledge, one starts

with atomic concepts (unary predicates) and roles (bi

nary predicates), and defines more complex concepts

and roles using the operations provided by the con

cept language of the particular formalism. In addition

to this concept description formalism, most termino

logical representation systems also have an assertional

component, which can be used to express facts about

a concrete world.

Of course, it is not enough to have a system that just

stores concept definitions and assertional facts. The

system must also be able to reason about this knowl

edge. An important inference capability of a termi

nological representation system is classification. The

classifier computes all subsumption relationships be

tween concepts, i.e., the subconcept-superconcept re

lationships induced by the concept definitions. In this

paper we consider only optimizations for the classifi

cation process. We do not take into account problems

that are specific to assertional reasoning. This concen

tration on the terminological component is partially

justified by the fact that this is the part that partakes

in most reasoning activities of almost all systems—

which means that the efficiency of this reasoning com

ponent is crucial for the overall behavior of the system.

The first terminological representation system, KL-

ONE [Brachman and Schmolze, 1985], was an imple

mentation of Brachman 's work on structured inheri

tance networks [Brachman, 1977]. In the last decade

many knowledge representation systems based on

these ideas have been built, for example BACK [Pelta-

son, 1991], CLASSIC [Patel-Schneider et al., 1991],

KANDOR [Patel-Schneider, 1984], KL-TWO [Vilain,

1985], K-Rep [Mays et al., 1991], krypton [Brach

man et al., 1985], KRIS [Baader and Hollunder, 1991],

LOOM [MacGregor, 1991], MESON [Edelmann and Ows-

nicki, 1986], nikl [Schmolze and Mark, 1991], sb-one

[Kobsa, 1991], and YAK [Cattoni and Franconi, 1990].

Moreover, formal aspects of terminological represen

tation languages have been thoroughly investigated,

with the highest emphasis having been placed on the

decidability and complexity of the subsumption prob

lem (see, e.g., [Levesque and Brachman, 1987; Nebel,

1988; Schmidt-Schaufl, 1989; Patel-Schneider, 1989;

Nebel, 1990b; Schmidt-SchauB and Smolka, 1991;

Donini et al., 1991a; Donini et al., 1991b]). As a result

of these investigations, it is known that subsumption

determination is at least NP-hard or even undecidable

for reasonably expressive languages. The developers

of terminological representation systems usually have

reacted to this problem in one of the following two

ways. On the one hand, there are systems such as

classic which support only a very limited terminolog

ical language, but employ almost complete reasoning

methods. On the other hand, systems such as LOOM

provide for a very powerful language, but the reason

ing is incomplete, which means that not all existing

subsumption relationships are detected.

The only system that does not make this compromise,

i.e., that provides complete algorithms for a very ex

pressive concept description language, is KRIS. Ob

viously, this means that KRIS will need exponential
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time for worst case examples which, on the one hand,

are not expressible in the less expressive systems, and

which are, on the other hand, treated more efficiently,

but less completely, by systems with fast and incom

plete algorithms. However, it is not a priori clear

whether this also implies that KRIS has to be less ef

ficient for "typical" knowledge bases. In particular, it

might at least be fast in cases where its full expressive

power is not used, or where incomplete algorithms are

still complete. The empirical analysis of terminolog

ical representation systems described in [Heinsohn et

a/., 1992] seems to preclude this possibility, though.

KRIS turned out to be much slower than, for exam

ple, CLASSIC, even for knowledge bases that are in the

scope of classic's concept language, and for which

classic's subsumption algorithm is complete.

One aim of the present paper is to demonstrate that

this bad performance of KRIS is not mainly due to the

use of complete subsumption algorithms, but instead

to the fact that the tested version was the first imple

mentation of an experimental system where efficiency

considerations only played a minor role. For this pur

pose we shall consider possible optimizations of the

classification process on three different levels. The op

timizations on the highest level are independent of the

fact that what we are comparing are concepts defined

by a terminological language. On this level, classi

fication is considered as the abstract order-theoretic

problem of computing a complete representation of a

partial ordering (in our case the subsumption hierar

chy) by making as few as possible explicit compar

isons (in our case calls of the subsumption algorithm)

between elements of the underlying set (in our case

the set of all concepts occurring in the terminology).

Optimizations on the next level still leave the sub

sumption algorithm unchanged, but they do employ

the fact that we are not comparing abstract objects

but instead structured concepts. At this level sub

sumption relationships that are obvious consequences

of this structure can be derived without invoking the

subsumption algorithm. On the third level, the ac

tual subsumption algorithm is changed so that it can

benefit from the information provided by subsumption

relationships which have previously been computed.

The effects these optimizations have on the classifica

tion process are evaluated on three different sets of

test data. As in [Heinsohn et a/., 1992] we consider

both existing knowledge bases used in other projects

and randomly generated knowledge bases whose struc

ture resembles those of the real knowledge bases. Since

the first level of optimizations can be done in an ab

stract order-theoretic setting, these optimizations are

also evaluated on randomly generated partial orderings

(see [Winkler, 1985] for a description of the generation

process we have used).

It should be noted that we do not claim that all the

presented optimizations are novel. Most optimiza

tions can probably be found in many of the exist

ing systems (see e.g. [Lipkis, 1982; MacGregor, 1988;

Peltason et a/., 1989; Woods, 1991; Ellis, 1991]). How

ever, until now it was not possible to find a coherent

description of all of them, and there were no empirical

studies on their exact effects. A second motivation for

this work is to make such a description available for

future implementors of terminological representation

systems.

2 COMPUTING THE

SUBSUMPTION HIERARCHY

In the first level of optimizations we are concerned

with computing the concept hierarchy induced by the

subsumption relation. More abstractly, this task can

be viewed as computing the representation of a partial

ordering. For a given partial ordering1 < on some set

P, -< shall denote the precedence relationot<, i.e., -< is

the smallest relation such that its reflexive, transitive

closure is identical with < . Obviously, x -< y iff x < y

and there is no z different from x and y such that

x < z < !/• If a; < y, we say that x is a successor of

y and y is a predecessor of z. Similarly, if x -< y, we

say that x is an immediate successor of y and y is an

immediate predecessor of x .

Given a set X and a partial ordering < on X, comput

ing the representation of this ordering on X amounts

to identifying -<onX. (If < is a total ordering, this

task is usually called sorting.) The basic assumption

here is that the partial ordering is given via a compar

ison procedure, and that the comparison operation is

rather expensive. For this reason, the complexity of

different methods to compute the precedence relation

is measured by counting the number of comparisons.

Of course, the number of other operations should not

be too high as well.

In our case, X is the set of concepts defined in a ter

minological knowledge base, and < is the subsump

tion relation between these concepts. The assumption

that the subsumption test is the most expensive oper

ation is justified by the known complexity results for

the subsumption problem [Donini et al., 1991a]. To be

more precise, the subsumption relation is only a quasi-

ordering, i.e., it need not be antisymmetric. For the

following discussion, this is mostly irrelevant, however.

There is only one place in the algorithms where this

fact has to be taken into account.

The worst case complexity of computing the represen

tation of a partial ordering on a set with n elements is

obviously 0(n2) because it takes n x (n — 1) compar

isons to verify that a set of n incomparable elements

is indeed a flat partial order. Since subsumption hi

erarchies typically do not have such a "pathological"

'A partial ordering is a transitive, reflexive, and anti

symmetric relation.
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structure, considerably less than n x (n — 1) compar

isons will almost always suffice.

Below, we describe and analyze four different meth

ods to identify the representation of a partial order

ing, namely, the brute force method, the simple traver

sal method, the enhanced traversal method, and the

chain inserting method. Average case analyses of these

methods seem to be out of reach since one does not

know enough about the structure of "typical" termi

nological knowledge bases, and since it is not even

known how many different partial orders exist for a

given number of elements [Aigner, 1988]. For this rea

son, the different methods are compared empirically.

All methods we describe are incremental, i.e., assum

ing that we have identified the precedence relation

-<i for Xi C X, the methods compute for some el

ement c £ X — Xi the precedence relation <i+\ on

Xi+i = X{ U {c}. The two most important parts of

this task are the top search and the bottom search.

The top search identifies the set of immediate pre

decessors in X{ for a given element c, i.e., the set

Xilc := {x £ Xi | c -< x}. Symmetrically, the bot

tom search identifies the set of immediate successors

of c, denoted by Xi]c.

To be more precise, the procedures for top search that

we will describe below compute the set {x £ Xi \ c <

x and c ^ y for all y -<,• x}, which in most cases is the

set Xilc. Because the subsumption relation is only a

quasi-ordering, there is one exception. The concept c

can be equivalent to an element x of X,-, i.e., c < x

and x < c. In this case, the top search procedures

will yield {x} instead of Xilc. To take care of this

case, we test x < c whenever the top search procedure

yields a singleton set {x}. If this test is positive, c is

equivalent to x, and we know that Xilc = Xilx, and

Xi\c = X^x, which means that we don't need the

bottom search phase. Otherwise, the result of the top

search procedure is in fact Xilc.

Given the set Xilc, X,Tc, and -<,•, it is possible to

compute the precedence relation -<j+i on X,-+i = X, U

{c} in linear time. In fact, one just has to add -<-links

between c and each element of Xilc, and between each

element of X,Tc and c. In addition, all -<-links between

elements of Xi]c and Xilc have to be erased.

2.1 THE BRUTE FORCE METHOD

The top search part of the brute force method can be

described as follows:

1. Test c< xfor all x £ Xt.

2. Xilc is the set of all x £ Xi such that the test

succeeded and for all y -<, x the test failed.

The bottom search is done in the dual way.

This method obviously uses 2 x \Xi\ comparisons for

the step of inserting c in X,-. Summing over all steps

leads to n x (n — 1) comparison operations to compute

the representation of a partial ordering for n elements.

Further, this is not only the worst-case, but also the

best-case complexity of this method.

2.2 THE SIMPLE TRAVERSAL METHOD

It is obvious that many of the comparison operations

in the brute force method can be avoided. Instead of

testing the new element c blindly with all elements in

Xi , in the top search phase the partial ordering can be

traversed top-down and in the bottom search phase

bottom-up, stopping when immediate predecessors or

successors have been found. This leads us to the spec

ification of the simple traversal method.

The top search starts at the top2 of the already com

puted hierarchy. For each concept x £ Xi under con

sideration it determines whether x has an immediate

successor y satisfying c < y. If there are such suc

cessors, they are considered as well. Otherwise, x is

added to the result list of the top search.

In order to avoid multiple visits of elements of Xi and

multiple comparisons of the same element with c, the

top search algorithm described in Figure 1 employs

one label to indicate whether a concept has been "vis

ited" or not and another label to indicate whether the

subsumption test was "positive," "negative," or has

not yet been made. The procedure top-search gets

two concepts as input: the concept c, which has to be

inserted, and an element x of Xi, which is currently

under consideration. For this concept x we already

know that c < x, and top-search looks at its direct

successors with respect to -<< . Initially, the procedure

is called with x = T. For each direct successor y of x

we have to check whether it subsumes c. This is done

in the procedure simple-top-subs?. Since our hierarchy

need not be a tree, y may already have been checked

before, in which case we have memorized the result

of the test, and thus need not invoke the expensive

subsumption procedure subs?. The direct successors

for which the test was positive are collected in a list

Pos-Succ. If this list remains empty, x is added to the

result list; otherwise top-search is called for each pos

itive successor, but only if this concept has not been

visited before along another path.

The bottom search can be done again in the dual way.

It is interesting to note that this top search is in prin

ciple the same as the one described by Lipkis [Lipkis,

1982], who implemented the first classification algo

rithm for kl-one. The bottom search described by

Lipkis, however, is more efficient than the one given

here.

2 We assume that our concept hierarchies always contain

. top element T and a bottom element _L.
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top-search(c.x) = simple-top-subs?(y,c) =

mark(i , "visited" ) if marked?(y, "positive")

for all y with y -<,• x do then Result <— true

if simple-top-subs?(y,c) elsif marked?(y, "negative" )

then Pos-Succ <— Pos-Succ U {y} then Result <— false

fi elsif subs?(y,c)

od then mark(y, "positive")

if Pos-Succ is empty Result «— true

then Result «— {x} else mark(y, "negative")

else for all y g Pos-Succ do Result «— false

if not marked?(y, "visited") fi

then Result *— Result U top-search(c,y) fi

fi fi

od

fi

Figure 1: Top search phase of the simple traversal method

2.3 THE ENHANCED TRAVERSAL

METHOD

Although the simple traversal method is a big advan

tage compared with the brute force method (see Fig

ure 5 (a)), it still does not exploit all possible informa

tion. First, during the top search phase, we can take

advantage of tests that have already been performed.

Second, in the bottom search phase, we can use the

information gained during the top search as well.

Of course, a dual strategy is also possible, i.e., per

forming the bottom search before the top search and

exploiting the information gathered during the bottom

search phase. Analyzing Figure 5, it becomes quickly

obvious that this strategy would be less efficient, how

ever. In fact, for the simple traversal method—where

the top and bottom phase are done in a symmetric

way—the top search phase turns out to be a lot faster.

Thus it is better to start with this phase because the

information gained thereby can then be used to speed

up the slower bottom search phase.

When trying to take advantage of tests that have al

ready been performed during top search one can either

concentrate on negative information (i.e., that a sub-

sumption test did not succeed) or on positive informa

tion (i.e., that a subsumption test was successful).

To use negative information during the top search

phase one has to check whether for some predecessor

z of y the test c < z has failed. In this case, we can

conclude that c ■£ y without performing the expensive

subsumption test [MacGregor, 1988]. In order to gain

maximum advantage, all predecessors of y should have

been tested before the test is performed on y. This can

be achieved by using a modified breadth-first search

where the already computed hierarchy is traversed in

topological order, as described by Ellis [1991]. Alter

natively, one can make a recursive call whenever there

is a predecessor that has not yet been tested. This

is what the procedure enhanced-top-subs? described

in Figure 2 does. If we replace the call of simple-top-

subs? in top-search by a call of enhanced-top-subs?,

we get the top search part of the enhanced traversal

method.

enhanced-top-subs?(y,c) =

if marked?(y, "positive")

then Result «— true

elsif marked?(y, "negative")

then Result <— false

elsif for all z with y <i z

enhanced-top-subs?(z ,c)

and subs?(y,c)

then mark(y, "positive")

Result «— true

else mark(y, "negative" )

Result «— false

fi

Figure 2: Top search phase of the enhanced traver

sal method. The procedure top-search is adopted

from the simple traversal method, but instead of sim

ple-top-subs? it calls enhanced-top-subs?

The enhanced top search procedure just described

makes maximum use of failed tests. Alternatively, it is

possible to use positive information. Before checking

c < y, one can look for successors z of y that have

passed the test c < z [MacGregor, 1988]. If there ex

ists such a successor, one can conclude that c < y

without performing an actual subsumption test. Al

though we are only interested in minimizing the num

ber of comparison operations, it should be noted that
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instead of searching for a successor that has passed the

test it is more efficient to propagate positive informa

tion up through the subsumption hierarchy. This can

be achieved by an easy modification of the procedure

simple-top-subs?. When the call "subs?(y,c)" yields

true, not only y is marked "positive," but so are all of

j/'s predecessors. Obviously, this technique cannot be

combined with the enhanced top search described in

Figure 2 since it reduces the number of subsumption

tests only if there are predecessors which have not yet

been tested, and enhanced top search tests all prede

cessors before making a subsumption test.

Neither of these alternatives is uniformly better than

the other one, which can be seen by considering the

examples described in Figure 3 and 4.

 

Figure 3: The new element c is a direct successor of y

In the first example, the top-search using negative in

formation makes n+ 1 tests: it first tests X\, then goes

to y, but before testing it, it tests all its direct pre

decessors, i.e., X2, ■ ■ -,xn. The top search using posi

tive information makes two tests: first ij and then y;

the positive result of this second test is propagated to

zj, . . . ,xn.

 

Figure 4: The new element c is a direct successor of

y\ , but not a successor of j/2> xi , ■ • • i *n

In the second example, the top search using negative

information needs only two tests: first it tests yi , then

goes to X\, but before testing ii its direct predecessor

y? is tested. The negative result of this test prevents

xi,...,x„ from being tested. The top search using

positive information tests n + 2 nodes: first yi , then

all its successors x\,. . .,x„, and finally y2-

However, we have observed significant performance

differences for the two different top search strategies.

For the random knowledge bases, the method using

positive information was only slightly better than the

simple traversal method (less than 5%). For this rea

son, we have also considered a "hybrid method" which

propagates positive information up, and negative in

formation down the hierarchy (but does not test all

predecessors before testing a node). Propagating neg

ative information down is again achieved by an easy

modification of simple-top-subs?. When the call of

"subs?(y,c)" yields faise, not only y is marked "neg

ative," but all of y's successors. The hybrid method

turned out to be a lot better than just propagating pos

itive information, but it still needed slightly more tests

(approx. 5%—10%) than the enhanced top search for

all but one of the random knowledge bases. On five of

the six realistic knowledge bases the "hybrid method"

was insignificantly faster than the enhanced top search

(less than 1%). On the remaining realistic KB, the hy

brid method needed 10% more comparisons. Although

these results do not seem to be conclusive in favor of

the "hybrid method" or the enhanced top search, it is

obvious that the use of negative information leads to

a significantly greater reduction of comparisons than

the use of positive information.

Now we turn to the bottom search phase of the en

hanced traversal method. Of course, optimizations

dual to the ones described for the top search can be

employed here. In addition, the set X{[c can be used

to severely cut down the number of comparisons in the

bottom search phase. As mentioned by Lipkis [1982],

the search for immediate successors of c can be re

stricted to the set of successors of Xi[c. In fact, the set

of candidates for X,|c is even more constrained. Only

elements that are successors of all x G Xi[c can be im

mediate successors of c [Ellis, 1991]. This optimization

is achieved by an easy modification of the procedure

enhanced-bottom-search (which is dual to enhanced-

top-search): the test "marked?(y, "negative")" is aug

mented to "rnarked?(y, "negative" ) or y is not a succes

sor of all x £ X{[c." The remaining problem is how to

implement the second part of this test. One possibility

is to mark the successors of the elements of X.-Jc in an

appropriate way, and then test these labels. Another

possibility, which we have used in our tests, is to equip

each concept in Xi with a list of all its predecessors in

Xi, and test whether Xi[c is contained in the list of

predecessors of y.

As a result of this optimization, the number of neces

sary comparison operations can be cut down to a frac

tion compared with the simple bottom search strat

egy. Interestingly, we observed a further reduction of

comparison operations in case of the real knowledge

bases when searching top-down starting at AT,|c in

stead of searching bottom-up. For the random knowl

edge bases, no such difference was observed, however.

The effects of the simple and enhanced traversal
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Figure 6: Number of comparison operations relative to brute force method for realistic knowledge bases

method for the random knowledge bases and the real-

isitc knowledge base as test data are displayed in Fig

ures 5 and 6. These graphs present the number of nec

essary comparisons relative to the brute force method

for the top search and the bottom search phase, as well

as for the entire classification process.

2.4 THE CHAIN INSERTING METHOD

Sorting a set of elements that is linearly ordered can

be either done by incrementally searching the already

ordered sequence linearly or by using binary search. In

the former case, we inevitably end up with quadratic

complexity, while in the latter case 0(n x logn) is a

possibility. Of course, it seems attractive to transfer

the latter technique to our problem, an idea that leads

to the chain inserting method.

In order to specify the method, we first define the no

tion of a chain covering of a partial ordering. A chain

covering is a partition of a partial ordering into chains,

i.e., totally ordered subsets. Provided we have a chain

covering of the set X{, it is possible to identify the sets

Xi\c and Xijc by binary search in all chains. For a

given chain Cj of the covering Xi = C\ U • • • U Cm,

binary search is used to find the least predecessor and

the greatest successor of c in Cj. Since the underlying

ordering < is only a partial ordering on X, the new

element c to be inserted into the chain Cj need not

be comparable with all elements of Cj . For this rea

son one needs two binary search phases for each chain.

The first one asks c < x, and treats negative answers

as if they would mean c > x. This phase yields the

least predecessor of c in Cj. The other phase is dual,

and yields the greatest successor of c in Cj . The set
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of these least predecessor (resp. greatest successors)

for all chains of the covering yields a superset of Xi\c

(resp. Xi\c). The set Xi[c (resp. Xi]c) is obtained by

eliminating the elements which are not minimal (resp.

maximal) with respect to <j. As a further optimiza

tion, propagation of positive and negative information

of successful and of failed tests in the existing sub-

sumption hierarchy is used to make some of the explicit

subsumption tests during binary search superfluous,

after one or more chains have already been searched

through.

We have also considered a "hybrid" method that em

ploys chain inserting for long chains and enhanced

traversal afterwards. The idea here is that by binary

search in long chains one gets rather quickly into the

"center" of the partial ordering, from which propaga

tion of positive and negative information should have

the greatest effect.

It is, of course, advisable to use chain coverings with

a minimal number of chains. Unfortunately, the com

putation of minimal chain coverings is nontrivial and

takes more than quadratic time [Jungnickel, 1990].

Nevertheless, simple heuristics permit the incremental

construction of chain coverings that are almost opti

mal. The heuristic we have used to update the chain

covering when a new element c is inserted proceeds as

follows. After the sets X{[c and Xi]c have been com

puted, c is inserted in the longest chain satisfying one

of the following conditions:

1 . Binary search has yielded both a least predecessor

and greatest successor in the chain, and they are

successive elements of the chain. In this case, c is

inserted between these two elements in the chain.

2. Binary search has yielded a least predecessor (or

greatest successor) in the chain, and it is the least

(resp. greatest) element of the chain. In this case,

c is inserted below (resp. above) this element in

the chain.

If there is no chain satisfying one of these conditions,

a new chain consisting of c is created. In our experi

ments, the chain coverings obtained this way were less

than 10% suboptimal.

The empirical results concerning the performance of

the chain inserting method are not conclusive. To our

surprise, the chain inserting method turned out to be

less efficient than the enhanced traversal method on

the random and real knowledge bases, even though it

is still a lot better than the simple traversal method.

The "hybrid" version using chain inserting for long

chains and enhanced traversal afterwards also turned

out to be less efficient than the pure enhanced traver

sal method. On the other hand, for tests on randomly

generated partial orders the chain inserting method in

some cases showed a much better performance than

the enhanced traversal method. A reason for this be

havior could be that, compared to the realistic knowl

edge bases we used in our tests, the randomly gener

ated partial orders have a much higher connectivity

(which means that propagation of positive and neg

ative information has more effect) and permit longer

chains (which makes binary search more important).

The chain inserting method may thus become more in

teresting for knowledge bases defining a relatively deep

hierarchy. Additionally, it seems possible to exploit the

chain covering in order to implement storage compres

sion techniques as described by Jagadish [1989].

3 OBVIOUS SUBSUMPTION

RELATIONSHIPS

In this section we describe some further techniques

for avoiding subsumption tests by exploiting relations

which are obvious when looking at the syntactic struc

ture of concept definitions.3 These pre-tests require

only little effort but can speed up the classification

process significantly. We consider three different opti

mizations which apply to different stages of the classi

fication process.

The first technique can be used prior to the top search.

It applies when the description of the concept c that

we want to insert is conjunctive (which is the case for

the majority of concepts, in particular if we consider

the existing real knowledge bases). If this description

mentions x explicitly as a conjunct, then it is obviously

the case that c < x. We call such concepts x told sub-

sumers of c. Of course, if x is also a conjunctively

defined concept, it may have told subsumers as well,

and these (and their told subsumers, etc.) can be in

cluded into the list of told subsumers of c. It is rather

easy to compile this list while reading in the concept

definitions. The information that c is subsumed by its

told subsumers can be propagated through the exist

ing hierarchy (X,-, -<,•) prior to the top search, e.g., by

pre-setting the markers used in the traversal method

to "positive" for the told subsumers and all their pre

decessors. A prerequisite for this optimization tech

nique to be effective is that the told subsumers of c

are already contained in X,. This can be achieved by

inserting concepts following the so-called "definition-

order." This order can be formally defined as follows:

We say that a concept i directly uses a concept y iff y

occurs in the definition of x. Let "uses" be the tran

sitive closure of "directly uses." Then x comes in the

definition-order after y if i uses y.

Assuming that concepts are inserted in the subsump

tion hierarchy following the definition-order, another

optimization can be applied. The bottom search phase

can be completely avoided if a primitive concept (i.e., a

concept that is described by giving only necessary con-

3These techniques are probably used in all systems, see,

e.g. [Peltason et at., 1989].
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conditions) has to be classified. In fact, such a con

cept c can only subsume the bottom concept and con

cepts whose definitions use c. Since the second type of

possible subsumees is not yet present in the actual hi

erarchy when inserting along the definition-order, the

result of the bottom search is just the bottom con

cept -L. Considering the fact that in realistic KBs

the majority of concepts (60%-90%) are primitive, this

optimization can save most of the subsumption calls

during the bottom search phase. Combining the two

optimization techniques led to a saving of 10% to 20%

with respect to the pure enhanced traversal method

for the realistic knowledge bases. In case of the ran

dom knowledge bases, the savings where even greater,

as can be seen from Figure 7.
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Figure 7: Number of necessary comparisons when ex

ploiting obvious subsumption relations relative to pure

enhanced traversal method for random KBs

A final optimization technique can be used as a pre

test before calling the subsumption algorithm. It

makes use of the fact that a concept c is subsumed

by a primitive concept x if, and only if, the completely

expanded form of c contains the "primitive component

of z" (see [Nebel, 1990a, p. 54—56]) as a conjunct. By

extracting and caching the "primitive components" of

all concepts, it becomes possible to check whether a

subsumption relation is possible by comparing the sets

of primitive components. If this test gives a negative

result, the subsumption algorithm need not be called.

Although such a test overlaps with computations the

subsumption algorithm does, it is much faster than the

subsumption test. For this reason, this pre-test pays

off" if most of the subsumption calls can be avoided,

which was indeed the case for our test data. Our ex

periments indicate that the number of calls of the sub

sumption algorithm can be again reduced by 50%-60%,

if this technique is applied.

4 THE SUBSUMPTION

ALGORITHM

In this section we consider two possible optimizations

of the subsumption algorithm, and describe the effects

they have on the performance of classification for our

test knowledge bases. Let us first reconsider the two

types of subsumption algorithms usually implemented

in terminological systems.

In almost all terminological representation systems

other than KRIS structural subsumption algorithms are

employed (e.g. classic, loom, back). Such algo

rithms basically proceed as follows. First, the concepts

are normalized, i.e., they are transformed into equiva

lent normal forms. Subsumption between normalized

concepts is a kind of structural comparison where each

subexpression of the first concept must have a counter

part in the other concept. This algorithmic technique

allows one to develop efficient subsumption algorithms

which are easily shown to be sound. However, for ex

pressive terminological languages these algorithms are

usually not complete, and it is not clear how the tech

nique could be extended in order to build complete

structural subsumption algorithms.

Using a different paradigm, in the past years sound

and complete subsumption algorithms for a large class

of terminological languages have been developed (e.g.

[Schmidt-Schaufi and Smolka, 1991; Hollunder et al.,

1990]). Most of these algorithms are designed as sat

isfiability checking algorithms. These algorithms are

model generation procedures, and are similar to first-

order tableaux calculus, with the main difference that

the specific structure of concept descriptions allows

one to impose an appropriate control that ensures ter

mination. Since a concept A subsumes a concept B if,

and only if, ->A n 5 is not satisfiable, i.e., there does

not exist an interpretation which interprets ->A n B as

a non-empty set, a satisfiability algorithm in fact can

be used to solve the subsumption problem. In order

to check whether a given concept C is satisfiable, the

tableaux-based algorithm tries to generate a finite in

terpretation in which C is interpreted as a non-empty

set. This generation process is complete in the sense

that if it fails, i.e., an obvious contradiction occurs, we

can conclude that C is not satisfiable; otherwise C is

satisfiable. An obvious contradiction in the model gen

erating process occurs, for example, if some element is

constrained to be both instance of a "primitive com

ponent" and its complement—which is impossible.

It is well-known that subsumption of concepts defined

in a cycle-free terminology can be reduced easily to

subsumption of concept terms which do not refer to

other concept definitions of the terminology (so-called

expanded concept terms) [Nebel, 1990a]. For concep

tual simplicity both types of subsumption algorithms

are usually described in the literature as taking ex

panded concept terms as arguments, which precludes
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the exploitation of previously computed subsumption

relationships.

4.1 THE OPTIMIZATIONS

However, almost all terminological representation sys

tems take advantage of previously computed subsump

tion relationships. To illustrate how this can be done

for a structural subsumption algorithm, suppose that

C and D are normalized concept descriptions. As men

tioned above, structural subsumption between C and

D means to find for each subexpression C" of C a cor

responding subexpression D' of D. Often, in turn,

these subexpressions have to be tested for subsump

tion. In case C and D' are concept names of possibly

defined concepts, and we already know a subsump

tion relationship between C" and D", it is not neces

sary to call the subsumption algorithm recursively for

(the expanded form of) C" and D1 . Thus, it is rather

natural and straightforward to incorporate the use of

already computed subsumption relations into a struc

tural subsumption algorithm. It should be noted that

it is an essential requirement not to completely expand

the concept definitions before checking subsumption.

Further, it is necessary to classify the concepts accord

ing to the "definition-order" mentioned in the previous

section.

In contrast to other terminological systems, KRIS em

ploys a satisfiability algorithm to determine subsump

tion relationships between concepts. Since a satisfia

bility algorithm does not recursively call subsumption

algorithms but satisfiability algorithms, it is not obvi

ous how to exploit previously computed subsumption

relationships. A closer look, however, reveals that a

satisfiability algorithm may detect a contradiction ear

lier during model generation if previously computed

subsumption relationships are taken into account. To

see this, suppose that we already know that a defined

concept A subsumes a defined concept B. If during the

model generation an element is constrained to be both

instance of -<A and B, a contradiction can be detected

without expanding the definitions of A and B. Again,

this approach only works if the concept definitions are

not expanded before starting to check satisfiability.

If expansion is done "by need" during the satisfiability

test, one has to decide in which order to expand the

concept names. It is easy to see that this order may

have considerable impact on the runtime behavior. For

example, assume that we are testing A n B for satisfi

ability where in the TBox A is defined by a very large

concept description and B is defined to be ->A n C.

If B is expanded first, the contradiction between A

and -<A is detected at once. On the other hand, if A

is expanded first, detecting the contradiction between

the large descriptions associated with A and its nega

tion may be rather time-consuming, depending on the

structure of the description.

One way of avoiding this problem is to expand con

cept names according to the inverse of their definition-

order, which in the above example would mean that we

expand B before A, because the definition of B refers

to A. Of course, this means that for each expansion

operation one has to go through the list of all expand

able names, and look for a maximal one with respect

to the definition-order. For our tests we have used an

other solution, which avoids searching for a maximal

name, but may use more space. Here one expands in

arbitrary order, but when a name is expanded it is not

removed, but just marked as expanded. If, in our ex

ample, A is expanded before B, we then still have the

name A, and as soon as B is expanded it yields the

contradiction with ->A.

In order to gain experience in how to optimize the

satisfiability algorithm to be employed in KRIS, we im

plemented the following three versions.

1. The first one takes completely expanded con

cept descriptions as input. Since these de

scriptions do not contain names of defined con

cepts, obvious contradictions can only be de

tected between "primitive components," i.e., con

cept names which are not defined in the TBox.

2. The second one successively expands the concept

descriptions during model generation, but keeps

the names, as described above. This allows the al

gorithm to detect obvious contradictions not only

between primitive components but also between

names of defined concepts.

3. The third version is a refinement of the second

one in that already computed subsumption rela

tionships are taken into account when looking for

obvious contradictions.

4.2 EMPIRICAL RESULTS AND

ANALYSIS

It turns out that the first version is significantly slower

than the second one, a result we did expect. The main

reason for this behavior is that the number of recur

sive calls of the satisfiability algorithm is reduced due

to obvious contradictions detected between names of

defined concepts. As a consequence, the runtime of

the second version is reduced by 40-60% relative to

the first version (see Figure 8, which displays the re

sults for the random knowledge bases).

A result we did not expect is that the behavior of the

third version is no better than of the second, which

means that trying to exploit already computed sub

sumption relationships does not pay off. The reason

for this behavior seems to be that—at least for the test

data—only a few contradictions are detected by using

already computed subsumption relationships. This is

indicated by the fact that the number of recursive calls

of the satisfiability algorithm does not significantly de-
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Figure 8: Runtime and number of recursive calls of the second and third version's satisfiability algorithm relative

to the algorithm taking completely expanded concept terms as input (first version)

crease when going from the second to the third version.

However, the test of whether a set of negated and un-

negated concept names is contradictory w.r.t. already

computed subsumption relationships is more complex

than just searching for complementary names, which

explains that the third version's runtime behavior is

even slightly worse than the second one's (cf. Figure 8).

This result is all the more surprising since using com

puted subsumption relationships during classification

is an optimization technique employed by most termi

nological systems. The reason why it may pay off for

other systems could be that these systems first normal

ize, and during this normalization phase auxiliary con

cepts may be introduced. For example, assume that

C is defined by the description 1R.A fl V/2.5, and D

by VR.A. The normalization procedure may introduce

a new concept name E, define it as A f\ B, and mod

ify the definition of C to VR.E. Now the subsump

tion relationship between A and the auxiliary concept

E—which is found first if the terminology is classified

according to the definition-order—immediately entails

that D subsumes C. Thus classification of the termi

nology with the auxiliary concepts allows one to ex

ploit previously computed subsumption relationships

more often. On the other hand, it has the disadvan

tage that in general a lot more concepts have to be

classified.

Another interesting behavior we observed is due to

the interaction between different optimization tech

niques. The optimizations described in the previous

two sections try to avoid subsumption tests, whereas

the present section is concerned with speeding up the

subsumption test. Ideally, one could expect that these

optimizations are independent. This means that the

overall speedup factor is the product of the speedup

factors of the individual optimizations. This can only

be true if the optimizations apply uniformly to all sit

uations, however.

If the optimizations apply to special cases only, sub

sumption avoidance optimizations and subsumption

test optimization may aim at similar special cases

and lead to the situation that subsumption tests are

avoided which have neglectable computational costs in

any case.

If we take the second or third version's satisfiabil

ity algorithm, the exploitation of obvious subsump

tion relationships caused by conjunctive definitions,

i.e., the first optimization technique mentioned in Sec

tion 3, does no longer speed up the classification pro

cess significantly. This is due to the fact that such

subsumption relationships can now be easily detected

by the satisfiability algorithms. For example, let C

be a concept that is defined to be the conjunction of

C\, . . ■ , Cm, where the d are defined concepts as well.

The obvious subsumption relationship between C,- and

C is immediately detected by the second and third ver

sion of the satisfiability algorithm, due to an obvious

contradiction between C, and ->C,.

5 CONCLUSION

We have described and analyzed different optimization

techniques for the classification process in terminolog

ical representation systems. Interestingly, two of the

most promising techniques, namely, the chain inserting

method for computing the representation of a partial

order and the exploitation of already computed sub

sumption relations in the subsumption algorithm, did

not lead to the expected performance increase in case

of realistic knowledge bases.

As a result of our empirical analysis, the optimiza

tion techniques that came off best were incorporated

in the kris system. Whereas the unoptimized version
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was orders of magnitude slower than the fastest system

tested in [Heinsohn et al., 1992], the new version has

now a runtime behavior similar to that of the other

systems on the test data used there.
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Figure 10: Runtime performance for large random

knowledge bases

Figure 9 displays the runtime of the new KRIS ver

sion for the realistic knowledge bases and contrasts

them with the runtime figures given in [Heinsohn et

al., 1992]. Figure 10 gives the results for large random

knowledge bases.4

It should be noted, however, that all the knowledge

bases used in the test are formulated using quite lim

ited terminological languages. An interesting open

problem is the development of further optimization

techniques for more powerful terminological languages

4The description of the runtime behavior of the systems

in [Heinsohn et al., 1992] refers to system versions as of

1990 and does not necessarily reflect the performance of

more recent versions.

containing also disjunction and negation and of spe

cific optimization techniques for assertional reasoning.
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Abstract

Terminological systems, such as KL-ONE

and K-Rep, are widely used in AI to represent

and reason with concept descriptions. They

compute subsumption relations between con

cepts and automatically classify concepts into

a taxonomy. Each concept in the taxonomy

describes a set of possible instances which

are a superset of those described by its de

scendants. One limitation of current systems

is their inability to handle complex compo

sitions of concepts, such as constraint net

works where each node is described by an

associated concept. For example, plans are

often represented (in part) as collections of

actions related by a rich variety of temporal

constraints. The T-REX system integrates

terminological reasoning with constraint net

work reasoning to classify such plans, produc

ing a "terminological" plan library. T-REX

also introduces a new view of plan recogni

tion as a process which dynamically parti

tions the plan library by modalities, e.g., nec

essary, possible and impossible, while actions

are observed. Plan recognition is guided by

the plan library's terminological nature. Al

though this work focuses on temporal con

straint networks used to represent plans, ter

minological systems can be extended to en

compass constraint networks in other do

mains as well.

1 INTRODUCTION

Terminological knowledge representation (TKR) sys

tems support automatic classification of definitional

•Robert Weida is also with IBM Thomas J. Watson

Research Center, Yorktown Heights, NY.

'Diane Litman is also with AT&T Bell Laboratories,

Murray Hill, N J.

taxonomies based on subsumption inferences. In a def

initional taxonomy, each class describes a set of possi

ble instances which are a superset of those described

by its descendant classes. We compute subsumption

(subset relationships) between classes according to the

structure of their definitions, i.e., structural subsump

tion. Thus, classification via structural subsumption

endows a taxonomy with formal meaning. Classifi

cation ensures that the proper location of any class

within the taxonomy is uniquely determined from its

definition. This in turn supports automatic detec

tion of redundant, inconsistent and vacuous defini

tions. Classification also facilitates incremental con

struction of taxonomies, enforcement of semantics,

type-checking and pattern matching. For elaboration

on these benefits, see [Brachman and Schmolze, 1985,

MacGregor, 1991, Woods, 1986].

While terminological systems are widely used in many

application areas, to date they have focused on rep

resenting structured conceptual descriptions, or con

cepts. A critique of contemporary TKR which ar

gues for greater expressiveness is [Doyle and Patil,

1991]. One limitation of current terminological sys

tems, e.g., BACK [von Luck et al, 1987^ CLAS

SIC [Borgida et al, 1989], K-Rep [Mays et al., 1991b],

and LOOM [MacGregor and Bates, 1987], is their in

ability to represent and reason with complex compo

sitions of concepts, such as constraint networks where

each node is described by a concept.

Plans are central to many areas of AI. In this paper we

present a knowledge representation system that com

putes subsumption among plans represented as collec

tions of temporally related actions. In particular, we

employ a plan representation which uses temporal con

straint networks in the style of [Allen, 1983]. We show

how to extend the ideas of structural subsumption

and classification found in TKR systems to automati

cally organize these plans into a definitional taxonomy

which constitutes a "terminological" plan library. The

advantages obtained from representing knowledge in

standard terminological systems are achieved here as

well. Our approach is similar in spirit to previous work
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on plan subsumption [Devanbu and Litman, 1991,

Wellman, 1990], but provides a much richer tempo

ral representation language. We also use our notion

of constraint network subsumption to develop a new,

terminological approach to plan recognition. While

terminological plan systems have been applied in the

areas of plan synthesis [Wellman, 1990] and plan re

trieval [Devanbu and Litman, 1991], the application of

terminological reasoning to the area of plan recogni

tion has previously been unexplored.

The definitional plan taxonomy provides a natural ba

sis to guide plan recognition. Many plan recogni

tion systems infer agents' plans from their actions by

searching libraries of possible plans for suitable (per

haps nondeductively inferred) matches. We introduce

a new view of plan recognition as a process which

dynamically partitions the plan library into modali

ties, e.g., necessary, possible and impossible, according

to observations of the environment. We also lever

age the taxonomy's enforced semantics to minimize

the number of plans that must be examined. Our ap

proach unifies representation and reasoning work in

plan recognition and terminological reasoning.

A prototype plan recognition system, called T-REX,

serves as a testbed for our ideas. T-REX integrates

and builds upon existing systems for TKR and tem

poral reasoning. It represents and reasons about ac

tions using K-Rep [Mays ei al., 1991a] and temporal

relationships using MATS [Kautz and Ladkin, 1991].

The T-REX plan taxonomy is separate from the K-Rep

concept taxonomy at present, but K-Rep's readily ex

tensible architecture will make it easy to incorporate

plans directly within the concept taxonomy.

Although we focus on temporal constraint networks

used to represent plans, our methods apply to any

kind of constraint network where we can define sub

sumption operations on the nodes and arcs, and hence

on the networks themselves. We call such networks

terminological constraint networks. In Section 6, we

outline an approach to terminological reasoning with,

and recognition of, N-dimensional spatial descriptions.

2 REPRESENTATION OF PLANS

Plan descriptions typically include preconditions, ef

fects, a body composed of steps to carry out the plan,

and some constraints. Following [Kautz, 1991], we will

concentrate on plan recognition via plan bodies and

their relationship via abstraction. We define a plan

body as a collection of steps along with some tempo

ral constraints between pairs of steps. Each step has

a type of action associated with it. Action types are

represented by generic concepts in K-Rep [Mays et al.,

1991a], which we shall call action concepts. Together,

these concepts constitute an action taxonomy. We as

sume that the taxonomy includes every type of action

which appears in a plan, or is observed during plan

recognition. Hence, action types are considered dis

joint if there is no action type that they both sub

sume (note that subsumption is reflexive). K-Rep also

represents instantiated action concepts, or action in

stances. When there is no ambiguity, we may simply

refer to action concepts and action instances as ac

tions. Each temporal constraint is an arbitrary dis

junction of Allen's exhaustive set of 13 primitive tem

poral relationships between intervals: before, meets,

during, overlaps, starts, finishes, equals, and inverses

of the first six relationships [Allen, 1983]. A plan net

work is a temporal constraint network [Allen, 1983]

whose nodes correspond to time intervals when the

steps of the plan's body occur. Hence, an action con

cept is associated with each node. Plans may be em

bedded as macro actions within other plans (but not

within themselves). Any temporal constraint on a step

with a macro action can be propagated to each substep

within that macro by appropriate use of a constraint

propagation algorithm such as Allen's [Allen, 1983].

Following precedent, e.g., [Kautz, 1991], we draw ex

amples from the cooking domain. By convention,

generic concept names are prefixed by c-. Names of in

stances are formed by concatenating a concept name

with a unique number and stripping off the leading

C-. All example plan descriptions in this paper will

be constructed from action concepts in the taxonomy

shown in Figure 1. Note that although we just use de-

[C-PUT-TOGETHER-SM

[C-PUT-TOGETHER-CM

 

^€PUT-TOGETHER-SCM)

[C-MAKE-MEAT)—(CMJJAKE-CHICKEN)

[C-MAKE-MARINARA)

[C-MAKE-PESTCj

jCMJJAKE-ALFREDd)

JC-MAKE-ZITI)

[C-MAKE-SAUCE

"4
[C-MAKE-NOODLES^-g^MAKE-FETTUCtil)

^-MAKE-SPAGHETTI)

;c-bol •)

Figure 1: A Definitional Action Taxonomy

scriptive names, concepts and their instances are really

represented in greater detail in K-Rep. For example,

action concepts have roles such as agent and object.

When a concept definition specifies necessary and suf

ficient conditions for class membership, K-Rep deter

mines the concept's proper location within the tax

onomy using classification. Such concepts are shown

without an asterisk in Figure 1.

Figure 2 diagrams a simple plan to assemble chicken

marinara. To simplify our diagrams, we omit trivial

constraints and some other constraints which can be

inferred via transitivity, and we label nodes with the

names of associated action concepts. Plans denote a

set of possible plan instances, which have bodies com

posed of action instances and nondisjunctive tempo
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ral constraints, chosen in accordance with the plan.

When possible, we write networks as a sequence of

nodes separated by constraints. The following might

be an instance of the plan in Figure 2:

• MAKE-CHICKEN 12 {before} MAKE-MARINARA54

{before} PUT-TOGETHER-CM27.

r- '

(c-MAKE-CHICKBN )•«.

{before, after} ~"^C-PUT-TOGETHER-CM )

•

(c-MAKE-MARINARA )*

ASSEMBLE-CHICKEN-MAR1NARA

Figure 2: A Simple Plan Network

3 TERMINOLOGICAL

REASONING WITH PLANS

Set theoretically, one plan subsumes another just in

case every possible instance of the second is also an

instance of the first. In this paper, we restrict our

attention to inferences via plan bodies. Then struc

tural plan subsumption can be characterized solely in

terms of graph matching. Plan subsumption is based

on subsumption between nodes and subsumption be

tween arcs. We define node subsumption and temporal

constraint subsumption as follows:

Definition 1 Node Nl subsumes node N2 iff the con

cept associated with Nl subsumes the concept o/N2.

Definition 2 Temporal constraint CI subsumes tem

poral constraint C2 iff CI 's disjuncts are a superset of

C2's disjuncts.

Clearly, whenever C2 describes some temporal rela

tionship then CI must describe it as well, e.g., be

fore or after subsumes (1) before, and (2) after, as

well as (3) before or after. For plan networks, ore

subsumption follows immediately from temporal con

straint subsumption. In other applications, we might

use K-Rep concepts to represent the semantics of arcs.

Structural subsumption between terminological con

straint networks such as plan networks entails an ap

propriate mapping:

Definition 3 A subsumption mapping from termino

logical constraint network Tl to terminological con

straint network T2 maps every node Nl of Tl to a

distinct node N2 of T2 such that Nl subsumes N2,

and every arc between a pair of nodes in Tl subsumes

the arc between the corresponding nodes in T2.

In the case of plan networks, Definition 3 assumes that

all nodes correspond to atomic actions, i.e., any macro

actions have already been fully expanded and con

straints on nodes with macro actions have been propa

gated to the constituents. Then we have the following

theorem, proved in [Weida, 1992], which formallyjusti

fies the subsumption algorithm presented in Section 4.

Theorem 1 Terminological constraint network Tl

subsumes terminological constraint network T2 iff

there exists a subsumption mapping from Tl to TS.

The Appendix defines a plan library from which this

paper's examples are drawn. Figure 3 illustrates how a

heat-noodles plan network subsumes an ASSEMBLE-

SPAGHETTI-marinara plan network (after expansion

of the latter's boil-spaghetti macro action). Dashed

arrows indicate the subsumption mapping from nodes

in the subsumer to nodes in the subsumee. Notice that

the two plans differ in the number and specificity of

their actions, as well as the specificity of the relevant

constraint. This is analogous to structural subsump

tion in TKR, where a concept may specialize its par

ents) by further constraining their roles (constraints)

and/or adding additional roles (constraints).

fc-MAKENOODLES

v r—■
{before, meet*]

■♦{cheat I

HEAT-NOODLES

V \

)

^*"^{h*far*, mrru)

(c-MAKB-MARINARA )*"*"

ASSEMBLE-SPAGHETTI-MARINARA

Figure 3: Plan Subsumption

In practice, we cannot expect that all temporal rela

tions will be made explicit in our input. To compare

temporal networks properly, we require a constraint

propagation procedure such as Allen's [Allen, 1983]

to close the temporal networks by making explicit

any implicit temporal relationships. Allen's constraint

propagation algorithm is sound, but unfortunately not

complete [Vilain et al., 1989]. This is important be

cause our ability to compare different plans in light

of their temporal constraints depends on the extent to

which the temporal constraints are made explicit. As a

result, we are faced with several standard alternatives:

(1) Adopt an approximation algorithm such as Allen's,

and live with the possibility that some plan subsump

tion relationships may remain undetected. There is a

family of variations on Allen's algorithm which pro

duce successively better approximations, but only at

increasingly exorbitant cost. (2) Use an exact, pre

sumably exponential, algorithm. This may be reason

able for relatively small problems. (3) Restrict the
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expressiveness of temporal constraints so that exact

solutions can be obtained tractably. For example, Vi-

lain, Kautz and van Beek [Vilain et al., 1989] identi

fied a subset of Allen's interval calculus derived from

a point-based representation which admits complete

polynomial-time constraint propagation. T-REX cur

rently exercises the first option. We expect that prac

tical experience will educate us as to the best choice.

Structural plan subsumption allows T-REX to auto

matically classify plan taxonomies strictly according

to the semantics of the plans. Figure 4 shows a plan

taxonomy constructed by T-REX using the set of plan

definitions presented in the Appendix. The root of the

plan taxonomy is the trivial plan, PLAN. Taxonomies

formed by classifying plan networks, like terminologi

cal constraint networks in general, enjoy all the ben

efits of classification cited in Section 1 . Furthermore,

as plan libraries grow in size and scope, their organi

zation and maintenance becomes increasingly critical.

Search procedures can utilize the definitional place

ment of plans within a taxonomy for accurate and ef

ficient results. Also, since most present day plan li

braries are organized by hand, the clerical demands

placed on the plan librarian may become burdensome.

Our experience with knowledge engineering shows that

when confronted with large quantities of information,

the enforced semantics of the terminological approach

offers significant advantages [Mays et al, 1991b].

4 COMPUTING SUBSUMPTION

Computing subsumption between the concepts associ

ated with nodes amounts to querying K-Rep. In our

case, the concept taxonomy will be constructed in ad

vance, so the results can be retrieved in constant time

(we can precompute the transitive closure of the sub-

sumption relations for each concept). Temporal con

straints can be represented as bitstrings of length 13,

so subsumption between them can also be determined

in constant time.

The crux of the plan subsumption problem is to es

tablish a suitable mapping from one plan network to

another. This problem is clearly in NP, and there is

a polynomial time transformation from directed sub

graph isomorphism, which is NP-complete, to sub

sumption mapping between terminological constraint

networks. Thus we have:

Theorem 2 Subsumption mapping between termino

logical constraint networks is NP-complete.

Details of the proof are in [Weida, 1992].

We share the view of Doyle and Patil, who argue

against the restricted language thesis that KR systems

should limit their expressiveness to achieve polynomial

worst-case response times [Doyle and Patil, 1991]. It is

important to observe that in our instantiation of the

subgraph isomorphism problem, both the nodes and

the arcs are "labeled," so powerful heuristics can be

brought to bear. As Sowa noted, albeit in a different

context: "The labels help to guide the pattern match

when it is going to be successful, and a mismatch of la

bels can cause it to fail quickly when there is no chance

of success. Therefore, the labels speed up the pattern

matching in many cases."

Terminological network subsumption exemplifies the

well-known constraint satisfaction problem (CSP). In

CSP, we are given a set of variables (corresponding

to nodes in the putative subsuming network), and our

task is to instantiate each variable with values from

a specified domain (nodes in the putative subsumee),

subject to certain constraints (for plan networks, the

action types of the nodes plus the set of temporal re

lationships described by the arcs).

We now summarize an algorithm to decide whether

some terminological constraint network Tl subsumes

another one T2:

1. Macro Expansion: Expand each macro node

by replacing it with its constituent nodes (recur

sively). Propagate constraints on a macro node

to each of its constituents using a procedure such

as Allen's.

2. Closure: Close both networks via constraint

propagation.

3. Preliminary Analysis: For each node Nl in Tl,

determine which nodes in T2 are subsumed by Nl

according to the concept taxonomy. Call those

nodes the potential images of Nl. If the number

of potential images for any node in Tl is zero,

return false. Otherwise, sort the nodes of Tl in

increasing order of potential image count to help

guide the subsequent graph matching process.

4. Matching by Backtracking: Using the prelim

inary analysis for heuristic guidance, extend the

mapping from Tl to T2 one step at a time. Each

extension consists of selecting an additional node

Nl from Tl and associating with it an additional

node N2 from among its potential images, such

that the constraints on all nodes selected from T2

continue to respect the constraints on the corre

sponding nodes from Tl. When each node from

Tl has been mapped to a distinct node from T2,

return the mapping. At any point, if there is a

node from Tl which cannot be so mapped, back

track. If the backtracking process is exhausted

without finding a suitable mapping, return false.

T-REX currently implements this algorithm, which

is sound, and complete to the extent that constraint

propagation on T2 is complete. Similar to an existing

algorithm for production rule subsumption [Yen et al.,

1991], it employs well-known CSP techniques. CSP

has been widely studied, and improvements are possi-
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Figure 4: A Definitional Plan Taxonomy

ble. The preliminary analysis that restricts a node's

image to be one of its potential subsumees is an ex

ample of the node consistency technique. Many other

powerful CSP methods such as those based on arc con

sistency are available [Mackworth, 1977]. Choosing

the optimal mix is domain-dependent and largely still

a black art [Kumar, 1992]. For example, we will exper

iment with the tradeoffs involved in interleaving search

to achieve (partial) arc consistency with the backtrack

ing, in using intelligent (e.g., dependency-directed)

backtracking, and in exploiting domain-specific tech

niques.

5 PLAN RECOGNITION

We now exploit the plan library's definitional nature

to guide plan recognition. By searching for suitable

mappings between the observations and the plans, we

can assign the plans modalities, e.g., necessary, pos

sible and impossible, that indicate their status with

respect to the observations. This process, which par

titions the plan library by modality, is unique to our

work. We shall examine plan recognition under vary

ing assumptions about the accuracy and monotonicity

of the observations.

An observation represents a determination that ac

tions^) have occurred and/or that temporal con

straint^) hold between actions. The system records

its observations in a network similar to plan networks

which we call the observation network. Action in

stances are associated with the nodes of an observation

network. In general, the observation network may be

an inexact or incomplete model of the events.

As events unfold and observations are made, the ob

servation network is updated, yielding successive ver

sions. An update may entail extension and/or refine

ment. Extensions add new actions and/or temporal

constraints, while refinements further constrain exist

ing actions and/or temporal constraints. More gener

ally, observations can be retracted or generalized.

We make a complete library assumption that each ob

served action is directed towards fulfilling a plan or

plans in the plan library. Consequently, at least one

plan is possible at all times and at least one plan will

eventually prove necessary. Until Section 5.4, we fur

ther make the single plan assumption that the obser

vations will ultimately be fully accounted for by a sin

gle plan (they may also be partially accounted for by

more general plans). Both assumptions are common

in the field of plan recognition. The latter is the most

restricted version of Kautz's minimum cardinality as

sumption, which always prefers to account for observa

tions with the smallest number of plans [Kautz, 1991].

It is often reasonable to suppose that observed actions

are related.

Terminological plan recognition is based on potential

subsumption relationships between the observations

and plans in the plan library. We will say that a

plan is possible with respect to the observations if it

might eventually subsume the observations, i.e., per

haps pending suitable further observations. When a

plan cannot subsume the observations under the pre

vailing assumptions, the plan is impossible. A possible

plan which actually subsumes the observations is also

necessary. Stronger plan recognition results may fol

low from cardinality assumptions, e.g., due to the com

plete library assumption, we know that when only one

plan remains possible, it is effectively necessary. For

convenience, we refer to plans which are possible but

not necessary as optional. Before any observations are

made, all plans are optional except for PLAN, which is

trivially necessary. Afterwards, both the plan defini

tions and the prevailing assumptions interact with the

observations to determine the modality of each plan.

The recognition process relies on the definitional na

ture of the plan taxonomy to partition the taxonomy

into three connected regions. Figure 5 illustrates the

division of the plan taxonomy into necessary (N), op

tional (0), and impossible (I) regions. Since the tax

onomy is definitional, we need not compare every plan

with the observations to accomplish the partitioning,

e.g., except for PLAN, a plan is not possible unless one

of its parents is possible.

 

Figure 5: Modalities in a Definitional Plan Taxonomy
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5.1 PERFECT OBSERVATIONS

Let us begin with the stringent assumption that the

observation network is perfect. In our framework, this

implies that the types of observed actions are leaves

in the action taxonomy and that observed temporal

relationships are nondisjunctive. The observation net

work may be extended with additional actions, as well

as with temporal constraints between the additional

actions or between an additional action and a previ

ously observed action. Existing actions and temporal

relationships may not be modified or retracted.

The perfect observation assumption is sometimes quite

justified. For instance, we can flawlessly capture a

user's interactions with software systems such as op

erating systems or graphical user interfaces. Indeed,

we view user interfaces as a likely application for our

ideas.

Suppose we have the following plan network with two

actions (also shown in Figure 3 and in the Appendix):

• HEAT-NOODLES:

C-MAKE-NOODLES {before, meets) C-HEAT

It subsumes the following (unrelated) observation net

works, among others:

• OBS-1: make-spaghettiI {before} BOIL2

• QBS-2: MAKE-ZITI3 {meets} BAKE4

Thus, both of the preceding observation networks li

cense the conclusion that the HEAT-NOODLES plan is

necessary.

Intuitively, a plan is possible with respect to the ob

servations if it subsumes or might eventually subsume

them, i.e., it is necessary or optional. We introduce in

verse subsumption to characterize optional plans which

directly reflect the present observations:

Definition 4 An inverse subsumption mapping from

terminological constraint network T2 to terminological

constraint network Tl maps every node N2 of T2 to

a distinct node Nl o/Tl such that N2 is subsumed by

Nl, and every arc between a pair of nodes in T2 is

subsumed by the arc between the corresponding nodes

in Tl.

An optional plan network P which enjoys an inverse

subsumption mapping from the observations will ac

tually subsume them if we subsequently observe nodes

and arcs subsumed by the as yet unobserved portion

of P. Since an inverse subsumption mapping consti

tutes direct evidence that a plan may be in progress,

we will call such plans directly optional. The next ob

servation network, which consists of a single action, is

potentially subsumed by HEAT-NOODLES in this way:

• OBS-3: MAKE-SPAGHETTI5

For example, OBS-3 would become subsumed by heat-

noodles if a C-BOIL action were observed to occur

after the MAKE-SPAGHETTI5. Hence, the status of

heat-noodles would change from directly optional

to necessary. On the other hand, an observation of

make-chicken would render heat-noodles not di

rectly optional, given that a make-chicken action is

not subsumed by any action in HEAT-NOODLES.

There is one other class of optional plans, not cov

ered by Definition 4, which may eventually subsume

the observations. To see this, consider again OBS-3,

now in the context of the portion of Figure 4 detailed

in Figure 6 (which shows the pertinent subsumption

mapping). The make-spaghetti5 has no counter-

(c MAKE-CHICKEN )»^

ASSEMBLE-CHICKEN-MARISARA

~>

<b+re,4l*) ^♦^ J^T-PUT-TOGETHER CM )

(cMAKE-MARINARA )"^~ * " •

\^^

,♦'

'

, ^

•
•
•(CMAKE-CHICKEN >«_^

ib^r^^

tjUT.txfc,,} ^CJUTTOGETHER-SCM )

(C-MAKE-MARINARA J-*^ ^

(C-MAKE-SPAGHETTI J ■(C-BOILj

ASSEMBLES&C-M .

Figure 6: Indirect Optionality

part in the assemble-CHICKEN-marinara plan, nor

have we observed any other action in that plan. A no

tion of possibility based on inverse subsumption alone

would lead to the conclusion that ASSEMBLE-CHICKEN-

marinara is "impossible." However, it admits the

possibility that the agent is following the assemble-

S&C-M plan. This seems somewhat paradoxical since

ASSEMBLE-CHICKEN-MARINARA subsumes ASSEMBLE

S&C-M. Based on our evidence that the latter is op

tional, we want to sanction the indirect conclusion that

ASSEMBLE-CHICKEN-MARINARA is also optional. T-

REX therefore recognizes a supplemental class of op

tional plans. Any plan which does not enjoy an inverse

subsumption mapping from the observations, but does

subsume an optional plan, is itself indirectly optional.

Now, we can formally define potential subsumption:

Definition 5 Plan network P potentially subsumes

observation network 0 under perfect observation iff (1)

P subsumes O, or (2) there exists an inverse subsump

tion mapping from O to P, or (3) there exists a plan P'

such that P subsumes P' and P' potentially subsumes

O.
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Potential subsumption expands the notion of actual

subsumption, i.e., subsumption entails potential sub-

sumption but the converse is not true. The three cases

cover the necessary, directly optional, and indirectly

optional plans, respectively. That potential subsump

tion precisely captures our idea of possibility is stated

in the following theorem, proved in [Weida, 1992]:

Theorem 3 Under the complete library, single plan

and perfect observation assumptions, a plan is possible

iff it potentially subsumes the observations.

Given OBS-3, we can now see that our recognition

methodology will partition the plan taxonomy in Fig

ure 4 into the following modalities:

Directly Optional: heat-noodles

HEAT-SPAGHETTI

BOIL-NOODLES

MAKE-PASTA-DISH

MAKE-SPAGHETTI-PESTO

MAKE-SPAGHETTI-MAIUNARA

BOIL-SPAGHETTI

ASSEMBLE-SPAGHETTI-MARINARA

ASSEMBLE-S&C-M

Indirectly Optional: make-meat-dish

MAKE-MEAT-MARINARA

ASSEMBLE-CHICKEN-MARINARA

Impossible: MAKE-FETTUCINI-ALFREDO

Note that the recognition of MAKE-FETTUCINI-

ALFREDO as impossible depends crucially on the com

plete library and single plan assumptions. Of course,

given a wide range of cooking plans, OBS-3 alone would

render many of them impossible.

If observation network OBS-3 is extended to include an

instance of c-boil occurring after make-spaghetti5,

the following plans change from directly optional to

necessary: HEAT-NOODLES, HEAT-SPAGHETTI, BOIL-

NOODLES and boil-spaghetti. By contrast, if obs-3

is instead extended to include an instance of MAKE-

chicken (temporally unconstrained), then HEAT-

NOODLES, HEAT-SPAGHETTI, BOIL-NOODLES, MAKE-

PASTA-DISH, MAKE-SPAGHETTI-MARINARA, BOIL-

SPAGHETTI, and ASSEMBLE-SPAGHETTI-MARINARA

change from directly optional to indirectly optional,

while MAKE-SPAGHETTI-PESTO changes from directly

optional to impossible.

Note that our recognition methodology is not limited

to plans. Definition 4 simply specifies that termino

logical constraint network T2 satisfies a subnetwork

of 77. Likewise, Definition 5 applies generally to any

pair of terminological constraint networks, P and 0.

5.2 MONOTONIC OBSERVATIONS

Now we permit imprecise observations, including ac

tion instances of arbitrarily abstract type and/or dis

junctive temporal constraints, along with refinement

of prior observations. The type of an action instance

in the observation network may be refined to a more

specific type * Similarly, an observed temporal con

straint may be refined to a subset of its disjuncts.

This framework poses more of a challenge. An ac

tion instance in the observation network which is not

subsumed by a certain action in a plan network may

later be refined to the point that it becomes subsumed

by that action, and similarly for temporal constraints.

For motivation, consider the following pair of plan net

works, neither of which subsumes the other (as defined

in the Appendix and illustrated in Figure 4):

• BOIL-NOODLES:

c-MAKE-NOODLES {before, meets} C-BOIL

• HEAT-SPAGHETTI:

C-MAKE-SPAGHETTI {before} C-HEAT

Also consider the following pair of observation net

works:

• QBS-4: MAKE-NOODLES6 {before, meets) BOIL7

• QBS-5: MAKE-SPAGHETTI8 {before} HEAT9

Notice that OBS-4, which is subsumed by boil-

noodles, would become subsumed by HEAT-

SPAGHETTI if MAKE-NOODLES6 was refined to be of

type C-MAKE-SPAGHETTI and the temporal constraint

was refined to {before}. Conversely, OBS-5, which is

subsumed by heat-spaghetti, would become sub

sumed by BOIL-NOODLES if HEAT9 was refined to be

of type c-boil.

The possibility of refinement forces us to expand the

conditions under which a plan is deemed possible. A

plan is possible if the observations are consistent with

it or may become so. Potential subsumption of the ob

servation network by a plan network under monotonic

observation depends on compatibility of actions and

temporal constraints. We formalize this notion with

respect to structural subsumption and our complete

ness assumptions by the following series of definitions.

Definition 6 A pair of concepts (constraints) are

compatible iff there exists a concept (constraint) which

they both subsume.

Thus C-HEAT is compatible with C-BOIL and vice versa.

Recall that subsumption is reflexive.

Definition 7 An instance I and a generic concept G

are compatible iff the type of\ is compatible with G.

Thus HEAT27 is compatible with C-boil and con

versely.

Definition 8 Temporal constraints are compatible iff

the intersection of their disjuncts is non-empty.

The type of an instance is the conjunction of the con

cepts which subsume it.
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The constraint {before, during} is bidirectionally com

patible with {during, after}.

Of course, when an observed action or constraint is

incompatible with a certain action or constraint in the

plan library, their incompatibility is impervious to fu

ture refinement of the observation (recall our assump

tion that the action taxonomy is complete).

Compatibility for a pair of terminological constraint

networks, such as a plan network and an observation

network, can be decided as follows:

Definition 9 A pair of nodes (arcs) are compatible

iff the associated concepts (constraints) are compatible.

Definition 10 There is a compatibility mapping

from terminological constraint network Tl to termi

nological constraint networkT2 iff every node of Tl is

compatible with a distinct node of T2, such that every

arc between a pair of nodes in Tl is compatible with

the arc between the corresponding nodes in T2.

Finally, we can give a more general definition for po

tential subsumption, which is implemented by T-REX:

Definition 11 Plan network P potentially subsumes

observation network 0 under monotonic observation

iff (1) there exists a compatibility mapping from P to

O, or (2) there exists a compatibility mapping from Oto

P, or (3) there exists a plan P' such that P subsumes

P' and P' potentially subsumes O.

Intuitively, a plan network is possible if the observa

tion network can be extended and/or refined so that

it is subsumed by the plan network. Definition 11 is

formally justified by the following, proved in [Weida,

1992]:

Theorem 4 Under the complete library, single plan

and monotonic observation assumptions, a plan is pos

sible iff it potentially subsumes the observations.

Returning to our motivating example, Definition 11

shows that boil-noodles and heat-spaghetti po

tentially subsume observation networks obs-4 and

OBS-5. In particular, the full partitioning of the plan

taxonomy in Figure 4 given obs-4 is:

Necessary: heat-noodles

BOIL-NOODLES

Directly Optional: heat-spaghetti

MAKE-PASTA-DISH

MAKE-FETTUCINI-ALFREDO

MAKE-SPAGHETTI-PESTO

MAKE-SPAGHETTI-MARINARA

BOIL-SPAGHETTI

ASSEMBLE-SPAGHETTI-MARINARA

ASSEMBLE-S&C-M

Indirectly Optional: make-meat-dish

MAKE-MEAT-MARINARA

ASSEMBLE-CHICKEN-MARINARA

In contrast, the partitioning resulting from OBS-5 is:

Necessary: heat-noodles

HEAT-SPAGHETTI

Directly Optional: Bon>NOODLES

MAKE-PASTA-DISH

MAKE-SPAGHETTI-PESTO

MAKE-SPAGHETTI-MARINARA

BOIL-SPAGHETTI

ASSEMBLE-SPAGHETTI-MARINARA

ASSEMBLE-S&C-M

Indirectly Optional: MAKE-MEAT-DISH

MAKE-MEAT-MARINARA

ASSEMBLE-CHICKEN-MARINARA

Impossible: make-fettucini-alfredo

Under the single plan assumption and monotonic ob

servation, the set of plans that are optional (directly or

indirectly) decreases monotonically as observations oc

cur. In that case, the effect of each new observation is

to change the status of zero or more plans to necessary

or impossible. For example, if MAKE-NOODLES6 in

obs-4 is refined to be of type C-MAKE-SPAGHETTI and

the temporal constraint refined to {before}, the plans

HEAT-SPAGHETTI and boil-spaghetti change from

directly optional to necessary, while make-fettucini-

alfredo changes from directly optional to impossi

ble. If HEAT9 in obs-5 is refined to be of type C-BOIL,

the plans boil-noodles and boil-spaghetti change

from directly optional to necessary.

Notice that under the complete library assumption and

monotonic observation the candidate plans will have

temporal constraints and constraints on their actions

which are the intersection of the constraints in the ob

servations with constraints in the plan library. We

intend to enhance T-REX to propagate these new con

straints through the observation network, improve the

plan library partitioning if it can, and repeat the cycle

until arriving at a fixpoint. This requires T-REX to

coordinate inferences in K-Rep and MATS.

As before, our recognition methodology for monotonic

observations applies to any type of terminological con

straint network, not just plans.

5.3 UNRESTRICTED OBSERVATIONS

T-REX actually provides for arbitrary modification

and retraction of observations. To reach any useful

conclusions, it is necessary to assume in advance that

generalization and retraction will not happen. Thus

our existing definition of potential subsumption un

der monotonic observation still applies. When allow

ing nonmonotonic observations, however, plans con

sidered "necessary" given some observation network

may revert to optional status later on. Indeed, seem

ingly "impossible" plans may later become possible.

If an observed action instance is modified, it is au

tomatically reclassified by K-Rep. Nonmonotonic ob

servation could have unfortunate performance conse
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quences. We must effectively be able to undo any con

straint propagation in the observation network, since

the justification may cease to exist. Retraction in the

observation network is currently done by recomputa-

tion. Presumably it could also be supported via truth

maintenance, but the cost of tracking dependencies

may not be worthwhile.

5.4 SIMULTANEOUS PLANS

When the single plan assumption is violated, T-REX

accounts for the eventuality that more than one plan is

underway. First, it must be able to relate the observa

tions to a group of plans. T-REX (conceptually) places

the nodes from several plans into one plan network,

preserving the original constraints on those nodes. Re

lationships between nodes taken from different plans

are unconstrained. Thus, a multiple plan network al

lows its constituent plans to be interleaved in any way.

A set of plans accounts for all observed actions iff

there is a compatibility mapping from the observation

network to their multiple plan network. T-REX also

needs a way to explore the set of possible plan com

binations. Kautz's minimum cardinality assumption

addresses this problem. His implementation simply

considers plans pairwise when a single plan does not

suffice to explain the observations, and failing that,

three at a time and so on, ad infinitum [Kautz, 1991].

As a first cut at improvement, T-REX only considers

those multiple plan networks that have a compatible

action for every observed action.

As an example, consider observation network obs-6:

• qbs-6:

MAKE-FETTUCINllO {before} MAKE-NOODLES 11

{before} MAKE-ALFRED012 {before}

MAKE-ALFRED013

Since no single plan can account for the observations,

T-REX infers that three possible sets of two (inter

leaved) plans can account for OBS-6:

1. {make-fettucini-alfredo,

make-fettucdmi-alfredo)

2. {make-fettucini-alfredo, make-pasta-dish}

3. {make-pasta-dish, make-pasta-dish}

6 N-DIMENSIONAL SPATIAL

CONSTRAINT NETWORKS

The constraint satisfaction problem characterizes

many important problems in AI and computer science

at large [Kumar, 1992]. Often it is formulated in terms

of constraint networks. Our methods apply whenever

it is useful to reason about structural subsumption be

tween constraint networks or to recognize partial in

stances of constraint networks via potential subsump

tion. We now sketch an application to descriptions of

spatial configurations.

Disjunctions of Allen's 13 primitives capture all pos

sible relationships between intervals along a single di

mension. While Allen's scheme was designed for the

temporal domain, it is equally appropriate for one-

dimensional space. Moreover, as pointed out in [Muk-

erjee and Joe, 1990], arbitrary relationships in N-

dimensional space can be modeled by n-tuples of

Allen's constraints. As a first approximation to spatial

relationships, we associate objects and locations with

rectilinear bounding boxes aligned to the axes, i.e., we

consider the projections onto the axes as intervals, and

then use Allen's relations on them.

The alignment can in fact be varied [Mukerjee and

Joe, 1990]. The following constraint network specifies

a c-square whose bounding box is disjoint from that

of a c-rectangle in 2-dimensional space:

• C-SQUARE {{before,

rectangle

after}, {before, after}) C-

Orthogonal constraint networks maintain relationships

along each axis. Constraint propagation can be ap

plied independently in each dimension to discover, for

example, that if there is an object which is properly

contained in the c-square then it is spatially disjoint

from the c-rectangle.

Our idea of constraint network subsumption extends

to multiple dimensions: constraint CI subsumes con

straint C2 iff each component of CI subsumes the

corresponding component of CS as defined previously.

Thus, the preceding description subsumes the follow

ing one, which says that a C-SQUARE is left of and

above a c-RECTANGLE (assuming normal interpreta

tion of the x and y axes, respectively):

• c-square ({be/ore}, {after}) c-rectangle

Based on subsumption, we can automatically classify

a library of such spatial descriptions.

Our formulation of potential subsumption also extends

directly to multiple dimensions. Spatial subsumption

and potential subsumption may be useful for computer

vision and graphics tasks. Potential subsumption can

recognize spatial configurations of objects described

by library entries from partial observations recorded

in orthogonal observation networks.

7 CURRENT DIRECTIONS

We are currently focusing on extending the expres

sive power of our representation and developing associ

ated algorithms for plan subsumption and recognition.

For example, a plan may have equality constraints be

tween roles of its action concepts to ensure, e.g., that

the spaghetti which is formed in one step is the same
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spaghetti later boiled. Equality constraints in plans

resemble role value maps in standard TKR [Brachman

and Schmolze, 1985]. We would also like to take ad

vantage of MATS' facility for reasoning with metric

(as well as qualitative) temporal information. In ad

dition, we are exploring the inclusion of state descrip

tions, e.g., preconditions and effects of plans and their

constituent actions in plan networks, along with states

in observation networks. We will use this information

to perform plan recognition which includes chaining on

preconditions and goals of actions and plans. Finally,

as a concrete application for our work, we are con

sidering use of T-REX to enhance the capabilities of

the FAME expert system [Apte et a/., 1992]. FAME's

problem solving components and user interface are all

constructed on top of, and integrated through K-Rep.

FAME is particularly hospitable to T-REX since all of

FAME's input and output is already done via presen

tation and acceptance of K-Rep concepts.

8 RELATED WORK

Our work in plan subsumption draws upon TKR

[Brachman and Schmolze, 1985], as well as Allen's

temporal logic [Allen, 1983]. Schmiedel [Schmiedel,

1990] has described an ambitious attempt to ex

tend terminological logic with temporal semantics

by integrating both Allen's temporal logic and

Shoham's [Shoham, 1987]. Although he offers no al

gorithm, Schmiedel does suggest a few "preliminary

hints" (his words), including a definition of subsump

tion which corresponds to ours. His work did not con

sider temporal constraint networks as first class enti

ties, nor did he address either recognition or the no

tion of potential subsumption. In addition, an im

portant development in reasoning with compositions

of terminological concepts is [Yen et a/., 1991], which

integrates TKR with a production system.

Previous work on plan subsumption allowed plans

that were either atemporal and used for plan syn

thesis [Wellman, 1990] or restricted to the relation

ship of temporal sequence and used for information

retrieval [Devanbu and Litman, 1991]. T-REX's plan

subsumption is similar in spirit to CLASP [Devanbu

and Litman, 1991], which described plans as action

sequences by means of regular expressions. However,

by using Allen's temporal logic, T-REX supports si

multaneous actions. T-REX also captures finer se

quential relations than CLASP, which, for example,

makes no distinction between before and meets. Fi

nally, T-REX plan networks can be composed nicely

from binary constraints, making for a compact and

facile notation. Regular expressions are comparatively

unwieldy monolithic structures. On the other hand,

CLASP supports disjunction and looping. Besides T-

REX, there are two projects currently extending TKR

to handle plans. RAT [Heinsohn et a/., 1992] focuses

on the representation of complex state descriptions,

while PROTODL [Borgida, 1992] reconstructs CLASP

using natural semantics.

While there have been many approaches to plan recog

nition, e.g., [Allen and Perrault, 1980, Carberry, 1990,

Cohen and Levesque, 1990, Litman and Allen, 1987,

Pollack, 1990, Sidner, 1985], our work is most closely

related to that of Kautz [Kautz, 1991]. Our plan recog

nition technique, like Kautz's, is deductive, and incor

porates the use of a plan abstraction taxonomy (as

well as the traditional hierarchy decomposing plans

into constituent actions). Both approaches are also re

stricted compared to other techniques in that they do

not chain on state information (e.g. preconditions and

effects), and have strong assumptions such as plan li

brary correctness and completeness. Kautz gave a for

mal theory of plan recognition, along with more prac

tical algorithms that approximate his theory. A ma

jor contribution was his logical characterization of the

completeness assumptions. Unlike Kautz's approach,

we extend work in TKR to formalize and automate the

organization of the plan taxonomy. Moreover, we di

rectly exploit the library's definitional nature to guide

plan recognition. We also use an underlying TKR

system, K-Rep, to represent and reason with the ac

tions and objects that are the building blocks of plans,

whereas atomic actions and objects in [Kautz, 1991]

and many other approaches lack defined semantics.

Thus our approach allows the plan recognition sys

tem to share the advantages of existing terminological

ontologies. Finally, Kautz computes the possible con

sequences of each observed action independently and

records them in separate graph structures which are

combined by repeated graph-merging operations. We

determine possible consequences from the observation

network as a whole, on a context-dependent basis.

9 CONCLUSION

We extend the scope of TKR by showing how to com

pute structural subsumption relationships among con

straint networks, such as temporal networks used in

plan representation. In the case of plans, we use K-

Rep to define subsumption on structured action con

cepts and we also define subsumption on temporal

constraints. This allows us to automatically organize

a plan library into a strict taxonomy, thereby eas

ing search and maintenance tasks. We further exploit

the plan library's terminological nature in a new and

promising approach to plan recognition that partitions

the plan library by modality. Our framework supports

arbitrary revision of prior observations. We have ex

plored our ideas in T-REX, a system whose modular

architecture utilizes state of the art components: K-

Rep for standard TKR and MATS for temporal rea

soning. Our ideas apply to constraint networks in gen

eral, and we have proposed a representation, subsump

tion and recognition facility for configurations of ob

jects in N-dimensional space.
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APPENDIX

The following definitions were used by T-Rex to con

struct the plan taxonomy in Figure 4. The function

"defplan" takes three arguments. Informally, the first

argument names the plan type being defined. The

second argument is a list of plan steps. Each step

specifies a label for the step and a constraint on its

action type. Any action instance satisfying the con

straint must be subsumed by the action type. The

third argument is a list of temporal constraints. Each

constraint specifies a disjunction of Allen's 13 tempo

ral relationships between the temporal intervals asso

ciated with the two designated plan steps. For ex

ample, the first definition states that any instantia

tion of the plan heat-noodles satisfies the following

constraints: it contains an action instance of type C-

MAKE-NOODLES; it contains an action instance of type

C-HEAT; the temporal interval associated with the first

action instance is before or meets the temporal interval

associated with the second. Also note the use of the

plan boil-spaghetti as a macro action in the defini

tion of assemble-spaghetti-marinara.

(defplan HEAT-NOODLES

((si C-MAKE-NOODLES)

(s2 c-heat))

((si (before meets) s2)))

(defplan boil-noodles

((si c-make-noodles)

(s2 c-boil))

((si (before meets) s2)))

(defplan HEAT-SPAGHETTI

((si c-make-spaghetti)

(s2 c-heat))

((si fce/ores2)))

(defplan BOIL-SPAGHETTI

((si c-make-spaghetti)

(s2 c-boil))

((si before s2)))

(defplan make-pasta-dish

((si c-make-noodles)

(s2 c-boil)

(s3 c-make-sauce))

((si (before meets) s2)))

(defplan MAKE-SPAGHETTI-MARINARA

((sl C-MAKE-SPAGHETTi)

(s2 c-boil)

(s3 c-make-marinara))

((sl (before meets) s2)))

(defplan ASSEMBLE-SPAGHETTI-MARINARA

((bs BOR-SPAGHETTl)

(s3 C-MAKE-MARINARA)

(s4 C-PUT-TOGETHER-SM))

(((s2 bs) (before meets) s4)

(s3 (before meets) s4)))

(defplan MAKE-SPAGHETTI-PESTO

((sl C-MAKE-SPAGHETTI)

(s2 C-MAKE-PESTO)

(s3 C-BOR,))

((sl (before meets) s3)))

(defplan MAKE-FETTUCINI-ALFREDO

((sl C-MAKE-FETTUCINI)

(s2 C-MAKE-ALFREDO)

(s3 C-BOR,))

((sl (before meets) s3)))

(defplan MAKE-MEAT-DISH

((sl C-MAKE-MEAT)

(s2 C-MAKE-SAUCE)))

(defplan make-meat-marinara

((sl c-make-meat)

(s5 c-make-marinara)))

(defplan ASSEMBLE-CHICKEN-MARINARA

((sl c-make-chicken)

(s2 c-make-marinara)

(s3 c-put-together-cm))

((sl (before after) s2)

(sl before s3)

(s3 after s2)))

(defplan assemble-s&c-m

((ms c-make-spaghetti)

(b c-bor)

(mc C-MAKE-CHICKEN)

(mm c-make-marinara)

(pt c-put-together-scm))

((ms before b)

(b before pt)

(mc before pt)

(mm before pt)

(mc (after before) mm)))
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Abstract

We specify a model-theoretic semantics for de

faults in terminological logics using Shoham's

framework of preference semantics. The seman

tics contains specificity as a precedence criteria

between defaults and yields a disjunctive skep

ticism in case of non-resolvable conflicts. The

primary aim of the semantics is the default en

tailment of descriptions. We indicate, however,

several possibilities of an extension towards de

fault subsumption. To establish a connection be

tween the semantics and the actual computation

of inferences we introduce the syntactic notions

of default spaces and conflicts. We show that

they provide a sound though not complete syn

tactic characterization of default entailment. We

also sketch the integration of an additional prece

dence criterion, namely anteriority, and give a

fixed-point characterization of preferential entail

ment.

1 INTRODUCTION

In this paper we specify a preference semantics for defaults

in terminological logics (TL). Our motivation for doing so

is our aim to integrate defaults into the terminological rep

resentation system back. Consequently, our investigations

are not purely theory driven and we will leave aside some

issues that might be interesting from the viewpoint of non

monotonic logics but seem less relevant in the context of

TL-systems.

Terminological logics typically distinguish between defini

tions, descriptions, and rules. A definition has the form

t„ = t and expresses that the name tn is used as an ab

breviation for the term t. There are two types of terms in

terminological logics, namely concepts (unary predicates)

and roles (binary predicates). In a description an object is

described as being an instance of a concept (o :: c). Rules

have the form c\ —» c2 and stipulate that each instance of the

concept ci is also an instance of the concept c2. Note that

from a theoretical point of view definitions and rules can

both be reduced to terminological formulas ti C t2 saying

that t2 subsumes ti . (Thus, t„ = t can be rewritten as t C

t„ A t„ C t.) In the following we use a for descriptions, 6

for subsumptions, and 7 for arbitrary TL-formulas.

The terminological logic of back v5 is specified by the

following syntax (tp are primitive terms, t„ term names):

c — T , J_ , cp , cn , -1 Cp , ci n C2 , r:o ,

V r:ci , > n r:ci , < n r.c\

ri~ , n

ti ct2

"■n , -> r,

'2 . eh

,0:: c

p I
ri n r2 ,

.rile

Note that the fact that two object 01 and 02 stand in the

relation r, i.e. that 02 is a role-filler for r at 01 is expressed

as 01 :: r:o2.

We assume the usual modeltheoretic semantics where a

model M of a set of TL-formulas r is a pair (D,I). The

interpretation function []z maps concepts into subsets of

the domain D, roles into subsets of D x D, and object-names

injectively into D, respecting the following equations (we

use r(d) to denote {e : {d, e) G r}):

[±Y

HpI1

[t\nt2]J

[Vr : c]1

D

= [<i]Jn[<2]3

[> nr

[< w c]1

oY

{d

{d

{d

{d

lrY(d)c[cY}

\[rY(d)n[cY\>n}

\[rY(d)n[cY\<n}

[oY e [rY(d)}

[rrY

In -r2Y

IcVY

[r\cY

= {(d,e):(e,d)€[rY)

= [r]Jn(Dx{cY)

Satisfaction of formulas is then defined as follows:

Mj=i2Ct, iff \hY C[t{Y

M\=o::c iff [o]z € [c]1

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

(9)

(10)

(11)

(12)

(13)

(14)
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A structure M is a model of a formula 7 iff M |= 7; it is

a model of a set of formulas r iff it is a model of every

formula in T. A formula 7 is entailed by a set of formulas

T (written r \= 7) iff every structure which is a model of T

is also a model of 7. A set of TL-formulas r is satisfiable

iff it has a model, otherwise it is inconsistent.

An application is modeled in TL by a list of definitions,

rules, and descriptions, i.e. a set of TL-formulas r. On the

basis of such a modeling, the following types of queries are

meaningful:

• Is a term ti more special than a term t2, i.e., is ti

subsumed by t2?

r |= ti c ta

• Is an object o an instance of concept c (object classifi

cation)?

T(=o:: c

• Are two objects 01 ,02 related by a role r, i.e., is 02 a

role-filler for r at 01?

r \= 01 :: r:o2

• Which objects are instances of a concept c (retrieval)?

• Is a description a inconsistent with the modeling (con

sistency check)?

Is T U {a} inconsistent?

Note that, from a theoretical point of view, these queries

are all reducible to entailment of subsumptions or descrip

tions. Furthermore, entailment of descriptions can be re

duced to entailment of subsumption. From an implementa

tion oriented perspective, however, special algorithms are

needed for processing different types of queries in order

to guarantee efficient performance (confer, for example,

[Kindermann 90] for the issue of retrieval).

Definitions, descriptions, and rules can only be used to

model strict knowledge about a domain. In most applica

tions, however, arises the need to model rules that are not

strict but allow for exceptions. It is exactly this kind of

knowledge that we think should be modeled by defaults.

We will therefore integrate defaults of the form ci ~» C2 as

a fourth kind of knowledge into TL.1 We can paraphrase

such a default as "whenever an object is an instance of ci

it is also an instance of c2 unless this is in conflict with

other knowledge". (A conflict occurs when an object is

an instance of two disjoint concepts.) We thus view de

faults as a means to derive additional information for an

object from the strict information available. Consequently,

we will focus on inferences on the object level, whereas

much literature has stressed default consequences on the

terminological level (e.g., [Padgham 89]).

Note that, because of their rule-format, defaults "inherit"

all the problems inherent in rules, in particular the problem

of disjunction and the lifting problem. We will deal with

these issues in detail in Section 3.

Our conception of defaults has rather drastic consequences

for the status of conflicts in TR-systems. In the current

BACK-system conflicting information is simply rejected.

Since all knowledge is regarded as strict the conflict can

only arise from incorrect modeling: either the definition

of a term or a rule is not correct, or the object description

itself is wrong. But if by defaults an object is an instance

of two disjoint concepts we just have to assume that it is

an exception to one of the defaults. Since we cannot reject

conflicting information in this case we have to find a way to

resolve the conflict. Due to this new status of conflicts we

see three major tasks involved in the integration of defaults

into terminological logics: the semantic task consists in

specifying the meaning of defaults: when is a TL-formula

entailed by a set of TL-formulas r and a set of defaults A.

In doing so we have to decide how to handle conflicting

defaults, i.e., we have to check whether our semantics is

compatible with our intuition about default behavior.

Defining the set of entailed formulas is one thing, comput

ing it is something else. The computation of consequences

induced by strict rules is straightforward: derivable infor

mation can be collected incrementally since entailment is

monotonic. As a consequence of the non-monotonicity of

defaults, determining which information is really derivable

is non-trivial—either all applicable defaults are determined

in advance or derived information has to be revised in the

course of computation. We call this task the computation

task.

Related to the computation task is the revision task.

Whereas the computation task is concerned with deriving

entailed formulas for a given r and A, the revision task has

to deal with incrementally extending I". This task arises

since TL-systems usually cache information derived from r

and support incremental modeling of descriptions.

In this paper we will focus on the semantic task. We will fol

low Shoham's approach and specify a preference semantics.

In Sections 4 and S we will then provide a sound though in

complete syntactic characterization of our semantics which

serves as a basis for the computation task. We will not say

anything about the revision task, however.2

2 THE PREFERENCE SEMANTICS

Shoham presents a general framework for non-monotonic

logics: define a preference relation C on the models of a

logic; then a model M 1 is preferred iff there is no model M2

such that Mi c M2 and a set of formulas r preferentially

entails 7 (written r t=c 7) iff all preferred models of Tare

models of 7 [Shoham 88].

In the following we will thus specify a preference relation

on TL-models. Before we can do so, however, we have to

decide how to handle conflicting defaults. We think that the

'This format of defaults in terminological logics was first pro

posed by Pfahringer in [Pfahringer 89].

2The revision task is related to the general problem of revis

ing descriptions. Kindermann has investigated this problem in

[Kindermann 92].
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framework of terminological logics provides specificity as

a straightforward criterion for conflict resolution. In order

to define this notion we start with a definition of defaults:

Definition 1 A default 6 has theform c\ ~* C2 where ci and

C2 are arbitrary concepts. We say that c\ is the premise of

6 (written 6P) and that c2 is the conclusion of6 (written 6e).

Now we can define a precedence relation on defaults reflect

ing their specificity with respect to the hierarchy resulting

from the terminology and the rules:

Definition 2 Let T be any set of TL-formulas and 5i , &i

any defaults. We say that 6\ precedes &i wrt T (written

Si -<r h)iffT |= 6lp C hP A T £ hP E V

Now our resolution strategy will be roughly the following:

a default 6 is cancelled if it conflicts with a default 6' which

precedes it.

Note that the precedence relation is a partial order on de

faults which can be computed from a given set of defini

tions, rules, and defaults by using standard subsumption al

gorithms. Note further that additional precedences between

defaults might be specified by the user to refine this order

ing. As long as the resulting precedence relation remains a

partial ordering this extension can easily be integrated into

the general approach presented here.3

Now that our intuition has been stated we can begin to

specify the preference relation on models which is supposed

to express our intuition in formal terns. The basic idea is to

prefer models with as few exceptions as possible. Note that

we do not compare arbitrary models, however. Two models

will be comparable only if they have the same domain D.

Thus exceptions refer to the individuals of the underlying

domain. Furthermore, we assume the usual "Unique Name

Assumption", reflected in the stipulation that interpretation

functions 1 map object-names injectively into D. We thus

compare what Bossu and Siegel call discriminant models

[Bossu, Siegel 85].

We now define exceptions and ful fillers of defaults:

Definition 3 Let 6 be any default and M any structure with

domain D.

The set of exceptions to 6 in M is defined as

EM(S) ^{deD:de [6P]X A^ [6e]x).

The set o/fulfillers/or 6 in M is defined as

FM(6) = {d€D:de \6PY A d e [SCY).

Since we will compare two models with respect to their

exceptions it is useful to define two sets: one set containing

those entities which are exceptions to a default in one model

but not in the other; and one set containing those entities

which fulfill a default in one model but not in the other.

Since it is also important to which defaults the entities are

exceptions we will rather focus on sets containing entity-

default-pairs.

'Additional precedences will impact the redundancy of de

faults, however (cf. Section 3.3).

Definition 4 Let M) and M2 be any models with common

domain D. The set o/malus pairs ofMi with respect to M2

is defined as

El*{(6,d):deEMl(6)\EMl(6)}.

The set of bonus pairs of Mi with respect to M2 is defined

as

F^{{6,d):d€FMl(S)\FM7(6)}.

We can then define exception-preference as our first prefer

ence criterion between models.

Definition 5 Let T be any set of TL-formulas, Mi and M2

any models ofT, andA any set ofDefaults. M2 is exception-

preferred to Mi wrt T and A (written Mi Ce M2) iff

1. Mi and M2 are discriminant models over the same

domain D,

2. E\±E\,

3. V(«, d) £ E\ : 3(6', d')eE\: 6' -<r 6.

In other words, if M2 contains an exception which is no

exception in Mi this exception must be justified by being

an exception at a preceded default.

Note that exception-preference captures the classical

minimization principle of Circumscription, namely the

minimization of the extensions of abnormality predi

cates [McCarthy 86, Gelfond et al. 89]. Our exception-

preference indeed minimizes the exception sets.

Proposition 1 Let T be any set ofTL-formulas, M 1 and M2

any discriminant models ofT over the same domain D, and

A any set ofDefaults. IfE\ is empty but E\ is not, then Mi

C£ M2.

Proof: Condition 1 and 2 in definition 5 are satisfied by

assumption, condition 3 is trivially true since E\ is empty.

D

Note further that exception-preference gives rise to a partial

pre-ordering over the set of finite models. It corresponds to

an aggregation of the precedence relation between excep

tional defaults. This kind of aggregation is called elitism

aggregation in [Cayrol et al. 92] and proved to yield a par

tial pre-ordering provided that the underlying precedence

relation is bounded, i.e. has no infinite strictly increasing

chains. This is clearly the case in the context of TL if we

consider finitely many defaults and finite domains.

We will illustrate the effect of exception-preference by an

example. We use the following notational conventions in

our example: we only list the "relevant" aspects of the "rel

evant" models. Thus, if a model has the entry c (c) in the

column of an object-name o this means that the interpreta

tion of o is (not) an element of the interpretation of c in this

model. We then list the exceptions and sometimes the ful-

fillers in the model: the entry in the column E, indicates the

exceptions to default <5, in the model. We mark preferred

models with * and occasionally use o to indicate models
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0 0 E, E2 E3 F, F2 F3

71: 0:: ci nc3 *Mj: C2 C4 0 0 {0} 0

6\\ C\ ~> C2

62'. C2 ~» C4

*M2: C2 C4 0 {«}

0

0

0 {«}

0

0

0 {0}

0M3: c2 C4 {0}

0

0

0$» '■ C3 ~» -• C4 0M4: C2 C4 W W
M3 Ce Mi, M4 Cf M2

Figure 1: Fulfillers are Needed to Cope with Default-Chains.

which would be preferred if our definitions were weaker.

The following example illustrates exception-preference and

the effect of specificity:

0 Ei E2

7i: c2Cci

72: 0 :: c2

Mi: c3

*M2: C3

0 {0}

{0} 0

6\". C\ ~* C3

62'. C2 "-+ -> C3

Mi Ce M2 (because of specificity)

Ko:: --Cc

The exception criterion allows to prefer models with as few

(and as least specific) exceptions as possible. However, this

criterion is not sufficient to capture the intuitive view that

as much defaults as possible must be fired.4 Consequently,

we need an additional criterion, calledfulfillment criterion,

for maximizing the fulfillcr sets.

Definition 6 Let T be any set of TL-formulas, Mi and

M2 any models of T, and A any set of defaults. M2 is

fulfillment-preferred to Mi wrt T and A (written M\ Cf

M2) iff

1. Mi and M2 are both discriminant models over the same

domain D,

2. E\± E\,

3. V« : 3(6, d)eE*UEl^ FMl(6) C FMj(6).

The example in Figure 1 shows that fulfillment-preference

is needed to deal with conflicting default-chains. This is

due to the fact that wherever you "cut" a chain of defaults

you get away with one exception. If you take into account

fulfillers, however, the models that fulfill as many defaults

in the chain as possible are preferred.

Now we can finally define A-preference between models:

Definition 7 Let T be any set of TL-formulas, M\ and M2

any models of T, and A any set of defaults. M2 is A-

preferred to Mi wrt T (written Mi Ca M2) iff

1- Mi Ce M2or

Something similar to the condition of closure by default in

ference in Reiter's Default Logic (default extensions are closed

by default inferences).

2. M2 (£b Mi A Mi Cf M2.

A model M\ is A-preferred iff there is no model M2 such

that Mi Ea M2.

A-preference has the desirable property of being bounded

(cf. [Shoham 88]):

Proposition 2 Let T be any set of TL-formulas and A any

set ofdefaults. Ca is anti-symmetric andbounded, i.e. there

is no infinite sequence ofmodels M| Q M2 C4

Proof: Anti-Symmetricity follows from the condition E\

^ E\ in definitions 5 and 6.

Boundedness follows from the fact that if Mi Ca M2 then

there is at least one exception (6, d) in E\, i.e., there is one

exception in M\ which is no exception in M2. Exceptions

are thus mininimzed along the precedence (Za until they

finally reach a local minimum. Thus no infinite chain is

possible. O

From this we can immediately proof the following propo

sition:

Proposition 3 Let T be any satisfiable set of TL-formulas,

A any set ofdefaults, and a\, 02 any descriptions. The set

ofA-preferred modelsfor T is non-empty.

Proof: By assumption T is satisfiable, i.e., the set ofmod

els of r is not empty. Since these models can not form a

cyclic or infinite chain of A-preferences (Proposition 2), at

least one of them must be a preferred model. □

3 A-ENTAILMENT

Having specified the preference relation between models we

will now define A-entailment. We will separate between A-

entailment of descriptions and of subsumptions, however.

The reason for doing so will become obvious below.

3.1 DESCRIPTIONS

We define A-entailment in the usual manner, except that we

restrict it to descriptions:

Definition 8 Let T be any set of TL-formulas, a any de

scription and A any set ofdefaults. T A-entails a (written

r [=a oc) iffoil A-preferred models ofT are models of a.
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When motivating the integration of defaults into tl we said

that their main function was to increase the information that

can be derived about an object. Since the set of preferred

models is a subset of the set of models it is obvious that

r \= a implies r (=A a. More interesting than this lower

bound of the A-entailed descriptions is the upper bound.

In particular we want to know whether a satisfiable set of

of TL-formulas can become inconsistent when defaults are

added.

Proposition 4 Let V be any satisfiable set ofTL-formulas, A

any set ofdefaults, and a\ , 07 assertionalformulas. Thus,

ifTU {at\ , a{\ is inconsistent then T |£A ai or T |£A <*2.

Proof: Assume the opposite, i.e. both ai and «2 are A-

cntailed. That is all preferred models ofT satisfy ai and c*2.

Since DJ {e*i , 07} is inconsistent there cannot be any such

model, thus the set of preferred models of V must be empty.

But from Proposition 3 we know that r, being satisfiable,

has at least one preferred model. Q

After these general results let us consider some more exam

ples to get a grasp of the details of A-entailment. We men

tioned above that defaults "inherit" from rules the problems

of disjunction and lifting. Let us begin with the disjunction

problem.

Since we defined rules ci —► 02 as equivalent to sub-

sumptions ci C C2, rules behave like material implica

tions. In other words ci —* C2 is equivalent to T —► -<

C1C2 U . Rules thus introduce implicit disjunction and

negation, even if the underlying TL does not contain dis

junction or negation at all. As a consequence, a simple

forward-chaining algorithm testing which premises ofrules

are subsumers of a concept and then adding there con

clusions is incomplete (it misses contraposition, for ex

ample). To avoid this problem the semantics of rules

can be weakened as shown in [Schild 89]. Thus, the

TL-systems back [Quantz, Kindermann 90] and classic

I Brachman et al. 91] treat rules not as material implications

but as forward-chaining rules, loom [MacGregor 91], on

the other hand, treats rules (though not defaults) as material

implications, and we think that this is the intuitively correct

interpretation. As a consequence, we currently investigate

the extension of rule-inferences in BACK.

Now due to our definition of exceptions, defaults also re

semble material implications: an object is an exception to

a default 6 if it is an instance of 6P but not of 6C—in other

words, it is no exception if it is either an instance of ->6P or

of 6C. A default 6 is thus weakly equivalent to the default

T ~> -i6p U 6C—only weakly because of our definition of

specificity (for details see Section 3.3). As a consequence,

contraposition is valid in certain circumstances as illustrated

by the following example:

Another illustration for the disjunctive conception of de

faults is provided by the following example:

0 0 E, E2

71: O" Cl *M,: C2 C3 0 0

Si: ci n C2 ~> C3 M2: C2 C3 {0} 0

h: Ci n -1 C2 ~» Cj *M3: C2 C3 0 0

Na 0:: C3 M4: C2 Cl 0 W

3.2 LIFTING

The second heritage from rules is the lifting problem. Sub-

sumption between concepts can be "lifted" to subsumption

between quantified concepts (cf. [Royer, Quantz 92]):

ci C cj \= Vr : ci C Vr : C2

ci CC2 ^= > nr : c\ C> nr : ci

ci \Z ci |= <nr:c2 Q< nr : c\

The "exchange" of ci and C2 in the last entailment is due

to < n being a MON[ quantifier, whereas V and < n are

MOATT(cf. [Quantz 92]).

This is important since algorithms have to "expand" the

concepts when computing consequences of rules. Thus,

even though the concept V r:ci is not subsumed by ci itself,

it contains cj embedded in a quantificational restriction.

To deal with this issue, rule application can be either re

stricted to explicitly mentioned role-rillers like in classic.

It seems that the results presented in [Baader, Hollunder 92]

and [Donini et al. 92] can be used to specify a semantics for

this conception of rules (Peter Patel-Schneider, personal

communication). Alternatively, rules can be applied to em

bedded concepts as specified in [Schild 89] an implemented

in BACK.

The relevance of this issue for defaults is illustrated by the

following A-entailments for A= {ci ~» C2}:

o :: Vr : ci \=& o :: Vr : C2

o ::> nr : ci |=a o ::> nr : C2

o ::< nr : C2 ^=a ° ••< nr '■ ci

Thus, in the following example o is known to have a filler

of type ci at r. Though there is no object-name denoting

this filler we get the expected A-entailment, since we use

the domain D and not the object-names themselves to de

termine the exceptions. We thus avoid skolemization on

the sematic level and the severe problems investigated in

[Baader, Hollunder 92].

d E,

71 : 0 : : > 1 r:ci *Mi: C2 0

Si: Cl -v-* C2 M2: C2 {d}

Na 0 : : > 1 r:c2

0 Ei

71 : 0 :: c2 Mi: ci

*M2: ci61 : ci ~» -1 C2 0

Mi Cfi M2, [=ao:: -> ci

To deal with the problem on a syntactic level we propose

the following lifting strategy:

Definition 9 Let 61,62 be any defaults. 62 is directly lifted

from 6\ (written 6\ —* 62) iff
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1. 61 = qr : S\p ^* qr : 6ic where q is > n or V, i.e.

MONI.or

2. fa = qr : 6\c-~* qr : 6\p where q is < n, i.e. MONl.

62 is liftedfrom 61 (written 61 —► 62) iff

1. 6\ = 82 or

2. 363 : 6\ —* 63 A 63 —* 62.

Now the obvious question to ask is whether the "lifting

completion" of a set of defaults changes its meaning. To

answer this question we need to specify, however, when

two sets of defaults have the same meanings.

33 DEFAULT SUBSUMPTION

We have so far restricted our attention to the A-entailment

of descriptions. We did so because we think that these

are the inferences most needed in actual applications. It

is, however, also interesting to consider the general prop

erties of default theories, in particular to characterize the

precise differences between strict entailment and default

entailment. We will thus indicate how our theory can be

investigated in this direction and we will sketch the impact

of this investigation on default subsumption.

Let us begin with the notion of redundancy. Intuitively, a

set of defaults A' is redundant wrt a set of defaults A iff

A U A' yields the same consequences as A. There are,

however, three possibilities to define this formally:

1 . Consider a given set rand define A2 as being redundant

wit. Ai iff r A-entails the same descriptions from Ai

and Ai U A2.

2. Define redundancy by quantifying over T, i.e., all r

have to A-entail the same descriptions from Ai and

Ai UA2.

3. Additionally quantify over super sets of defaults, i.e.,

all r have to A-entail the same descriptions from all

A3 and A3 U A2, where Ai C A3.

Obviously, each definition imposes stronger conditions on

redundancy than its predecessor. The last definition cor

responds to Morreau's definition of default entailment and

has some desirable logical properties (e.g., monotonicity)

[Morreau 92]. We suppose, however, that the strong re

strictions imposed by it will hardly yield any redundancies

at all. We make no choice for a particular definition of

redundancy in this paper. Rather we indicate the relevant

aspects for redundancy.

The most obvious aspect is the conceptual content of a

default. Thus a default 6' is conceptually redundant wrt. a

default 6, iff all r yield the same strict consequences when

unified with {6P C 6e] and with {Sp C 5C,6'P C 6'c).

Note that T ~> ->6P U 6C, ->5C ~+ ->6P, and V r.6p ~> V r.6c

are all conceptually redundant wrt. 6.

The conceptual content of a default is not the only aspect

relevant for redundancy, however. Consider for example

the default 6\ = c\ ~> C2 n C3. The defaults 62 = c\ ~* ci

and 6\ = ci ~> C3 are conceptually redundant wrt. 6\ but

they clearly change the A-cntailed descriptions. The reason

is that they can be refuted separately while this is obviously

not possible for 61 :

0:: c\ n ->C2 ¥{61) o:\Ci

o :: c\ n -1C2 \={6ui2,6,} o::c3

Morreau uses this example to distinguish between theories

that view defaults as inference tickets and normalcy theories

[Morreau 92]. Obviously, our theory belongs to the former

group.

Another important issue for redundancy is the precedence

relation between defaults. Thus, adding a default will have

consequences, if it precedes some other default. Conse

quently, there is an important difference between 6\ = T ~+

-1 ci U C2 and 62 = ci ~> C2. Since we defined precedence

via subsumption of premises, &i can precede other defaults,

whereas 6\ cannot.

To sum up, redundancy of defaults depends on several fac

tors. In particular, lifted defaults are not necessarily redun

dant. This fact is important for the syntactic characteriza

tions provided in Sections 4 and S, since it is one source of

incompleteness.

Let us now turn to the question of default subsumption. The

notion of redundancy can obviously used to define default

subsumption. But first let us consider why we restricted

Definition 8 of A-entailment to descriptions. A model sat-

ifies ci C C2 iff [cj]1 C [C2]1. Now one certainly would

expect entailment of the default subsumption c\ C. c2 from

a default ci ~» C2. But as soon as we have a set of tl-

formulas entailing the existence of at least one exception

to the default, [cj1 C [C2]1 would be false in all models

and thus also in the preferred ones. We thus need to define

default subsumption separately.

One possible definition of default subsumption reduces it

to redundancy: or more precisely to one of the possible

definitions of redundancy. We could say that r A-entails ci

C C2 for a set of defaults A iff ci ~* C2 is redundant wrt. A.

We would thus get different results of default subsumption

depending on the version of redundancy we choose.

Anotherway of tackling default subsumption is to ignore the

descriptions in T. This is in line with the general reluctance

against the influence of descriptions on term subsumption.

Usually, the information available on an object o is not used

in the classification ofa concept containing r:o. We can thus

say that a subsumption 0 is A-en tailed by T iff all preferred

models of the subsumptions in r are models of 0.

Obviously, this gives the required entailment of ci C cz

from a default ci -— c2. The definition yields unintuitive

results in case of conflicting defaults, however. Since a set

of subsumptions has no existential impact at all, a model

can always be constructed as having the empty set as its

domain. Since this model has no exceptions at all it is
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always a preferred model, and in particular it is preferred

to any model with at least one exception. Thus conflicting

defaults yield incoherent concepts, even when a precedence

holds between them. We would thus get C2 C X as default

subsumption of C2 C ci for the defaults {ci ~> -1C3, c\ ~»

C3}.

The most obvious definition for default subsumption, and

the one most in line with the approach presented here,

consists in reducing default subsumption completely to A-

entailment of descriptions. We thus say that q C. c2 is

A-entailed from T iff o:: c2isA-entailedfromru{o :: ci}.

4 CONFLICT RESOLUTION

We will now turn our attention towards the computational

task. So far we have illustrated the effects of our semantics

by presenting small examples. In order to construct algo-

rihms, however, we need to find general statements express

ing the effects in case of conflicting defaults. In general we

need a characterization of A-entailment in syntactic terms,

thereby abstracting from the underlying model-theoretic se

mantics. We see this section as a first step in this direction.

We emphasize, however, that our syntactic characteriza

tions are sound but not complete. We will sketch how

completeness might be achieved, but we can also imagine

to take the incomplete syntactic characterization as a basis

for implementation.

Let us start with two general remarks concerning conflicts

in TL. First, conflicts do not necessarily derive from two

defaults but can be caused by an arbitrary number of de

faults. To see why, just consider the concept V r:c n V r.->

c n > 1 r:T, Here three components together cause the

inconsistency of the concept: two value-restrictions for r

which are disjoint and a minimum-restriction which asserts

the existence of at least one filler for r. Note that these com

ponents are not mutually disjoint, however. In general we

can construct inconsistencies caused by an arbitrary num

ber of components by arbitrarily embedding the conflicting

components as value restrictions:

Vri:Vr2:cnVri:Vr2:-'cn V n: > 1 r2:Tn > 1 r^T.

The other important aspect of conflicts in TL is that they

are not necessarily local: due to the impact of value restric

tions at role-fillers, two object descriptions can be locally

consistent at two objects, but cause a conflict if one object

is a role-filler at another object. In the following example

we thus have a conflict between two defaults at different

object:

02 E, E2

71 : 01 :: ci n r.02

T2: 02 :: c2

6\i c\ ~> V r:c3

Mi:

M2:

C3 0

{01}

{02}

0

&l'. C% ~» -> C3

We begin with a characterization of the strict information

available at an object for a given set of tl-formulas:

Definition 10 Let T be any set of TL-formulas and o any

object-name. We define the most specific description 0/0

wrt T (written nr(o)) os the concept zfor which T p= o :: c

and there is no c'such that rf=o::c'Ar^=c'Cc.

Now the most obvious case of conflict resolution occurs

when a default is not applied because it contradicts strict

information. Furthermore, we are not interested in defaults

yielding no additional information wrt strict information.

We thus define applicability of a default at an object:

Definition 11 Let T be any set of TL-formulas, 6 any de

fault, and o any object-name. 6 is applicable at o wrt Tiff

T W t*r(o) Q6pn -^6e and T )f= ur(o) C ->6P U 6C.

As pointed out above, defaults must be considered from a

"global" perspective. We therefore introduce the notion of

a default space in which sets of defaults are assigned to

several objects at once:

Definition 12 Let T be any set of TL-formulas and A

any set of defaults. A default space £ over A is a set

{(01, Ai) . . .(o„,A„)}. (o,-,Aj) (I < i < n) is called a

component of"Land (oi , 6)for 6 € A,- an atom ofL. There

is at most one component {oi , A,- ) for each o, in £, andfor

all atoms (o, 6) 6 is applicable at o and 36' 6 A : 6' —► 6.

A default space £ is a subspace of a default space £' iff

£ ^ Z' and for each component (o,A) in £ there is a

component (o1, A') in I.'such that A C A'.

Having thus defined default spaces we now have to define

the result ofapplying a default space to a set of TL-formulas

(note that the conceptual value of a default 6 is ->6P U 6C):

Definition 13 Let T be any set ofTL-formulas, Aany set of

defaults, and £ any default space over A. The application

o/£ to Fis defined as

£(r) = T u {o :: nA : (o, A) € £}.

where n{$, , . . . , 6n } = (-<6lp U 6U) n . . . n (->6np U 6ne).

So far we did not say anything about the consistency of

default spaces. We will therefore turn our attention towards

conflicts:

Definition 14 Let T be any set ofTL-formulas, A any set of

defaults, and £ any default space over A. £ is a conflict wrt

T iffHJ") is inconsistent. Otherwise £ is consistent wrt T.

£ is a minimal conflict iff it is a conflict and all subspaces

ofZ are consistent.

We can then proof that A-entailment complies with the in

tuition that defaults not involved in any conflict should be

applied:

Proposition 5 Let T be any set ofTL-formulas, Aany set of

defaults, 6 any default in A, and o any object-name. If 6 is

applicable at o and there is no minimal conflict over A in

which (o, 6} is an atom, then F ^A o .7 ->6P U 6e.
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Proof: Assume otherwise, i.e., there is a preferred model

Mi in which [o]Zl g [->6P U 6e]Xl. Clearly, [o]1' is an

exception to 6 in Mi. Sine 6 is applicable at o there are

models M2, however, which are like Mi, except that in

them [o]1' € [~<6P U 6C\1'1 and thus [o]12 is no exception

to 6. Since Mi is a preferred model, i.e. Mi £A M2, there

must thus be other exceptions in the M2 making up for the

exception in Mi (see Proposition 1).

Assume that there is exactly one such exception [o']z to

a default 6' in all the M2. Since we characterized the

M2 as differing from Mi only wit. [o]1' e [->6P U 8C]12

the exception must depend on this property, i.e., whenever

[o]J € Mp U 6C]J then [o']1 g [-^6'p U 6'J1. But this

means thatru{o :: ->6pU6e, o' :: -<6'pU6'e} is inconsistent

and hence that {{o, {6}), (o', {6'})} is a minimal conflict.

To end the proof, consider the case in which there are differ

ent exceptions in the M2. Since there must be one in each

model their disjunction is induced by [o]1 € \->6p U 6c]1,

hence all together are inconsistent and we get a conflict. (If

the M2 contain more than one additional exception each we

can construct several conflicts.)

Finally, assume that the exceptions do not correspond to

object-names but are implicit role-fillers. But then we get

the conflict by taking a lifted default at o. □

We now investigate the case of conflicting defaults. Note

that a minimal conflict can be resolved by removing one

single default:

Definition 15 Let £ be any minimal conflict.

(o, 6) of I, is a resolution ofL.

Any atom

The essence of conflict resolution is then to decide, which

default has to be removed. Here we can use again our notion

of default precedence defined in terms of specificity:

Definition 16 Let T be any set of"XL-formulas, £ any min

imal conflict, and p\ = (o\ , 6\), pi = (o2,fa) two resolu

tions ofi. We say that p\ is preferred to pi wrt L (written

Pi -<s. Pi) iff fa <T fa- A resolution p\ is preferred wrt £

iff there is no pi such that pi<?.pi.

Before continuing let us consider some examples of con

flicts. We begin with three defaults applicable at one object,

such that one pair of defaults is compatible, while the other

two pairs form conflicts.

In the first example fa conflicts with a preceded default 6\

which in turn conflicts with 63:

0 0 E, E2 E3

7i : C2 Q ci

72: 0 :: c2 n c3

61 : c\ ~» C4 n C5

Mi : C4 0

M2 : C4 cs {0}

M
{0}

{0} 0

{0}M3 : C4 C5

62'. C2 ~> ~* C4

fa: C3 ~* -■ C5

*M4 : £4 cs 0 0

M2 Ce M4, M3 Ce M4

Mi Ce M4 (because of specificity)

^=Ao :: -> C4 n -. cs

We can interpret this example by saying that £1 is cancelled

by 62 and that 61 and 63 remain active. In the following

example 63 does not conflict with 61 but instead with the

preceding default fa:

0 0 El E2 E3

71 : C2 Q ci

72: 0 :: C2 n c3

6\ '. ci ~> -i C4

fa: C2 —* C4 n cs

fa: C3 ~* -1 C5

*Mi : C4

M2 : C4

C5 w
{0}

0

cs

cs

cs

{0}

{0}

{0}

0

M3 : S4 0

0

{0}

M2 Ce M4, M3 Ce M4

* M4 : £4 0

In this example none of the defaults is active: 61 is cancelled

by fa whereas fa and fa neutralize each other. Finally, we

consider an example which is just like the previous one

except that 63 here precedes fa.

0 0 E, E2 E3

71 : c2 C ci

72: c3 C c2

73: 0:: c3

Mi : C4 C5

CS

0

Mz : C4 {0} {0}

{0}

{0}

0

M3 : C4 cs

cs

0

0

w
Si: c\ ~> -1 C4

fa: C2 ~> C4 n cs

*Mj : £4 0

fa: C3 ~» -1 C5

M2 Z1e M4, M3 VZe M4

Mi He M4 (because of specificity)

Na-1 cs :: -> C4 n 0

In this example fa is cancelled by fa and can thus not cancel

61 anymore—61 and fa are active.

We will now formalize our intuitive talk about active, can

celled, and neutralized defaults. Our formal definitions

will not cover the above examples and hence the semantics

completely. In general we will cancel more defaults than

actually necessary thus guaranteeing soundness but lacking

completeness:

Definition 17 Let Tbe any set of TL-formulas.o any object-

name, and 6 any default applicable at o wrt I\ We say that

6 is active at o iff there is no conflict "Lfor which (o, 6) is a

preferred resolution.

Note that this definition misses the fact that a default can

be active even if it forms a preferred resolution, namely

when the default preceding it is cancelled in some other

conflict. In other words, not every default which should be

active according to the semantics is active according to this

definition.

The above definition gives a sound syntactic characteriza

tion, however, as shown by the following proposition:

Proposition 6 Let T be any set ofTL-formulas, A any set

of defaults, 6 any default in A, and o any object-name. If 6

is active at o then T ^=A o , -.«5P U 6c

Proof: The beginning of the proof is identical to the proof

for Proposition S and we end up with a minimal conflict £

in which (o, 6) is an atom.
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In each of the M2 there is thus one atom (o', 6') ofE such that

[</]Zl is an exception to 6' in M2(but [o']1' is no exception

to 6' in Mi). Since no M2 can be preferred to M\ , no 6' can

precede 6. Hence (o, 6) must be a preferred resolution of Z.

But this is a contradiction to the assumption that S is active

ato. O

The opposite of active defaults are cancelled defaults:

Definition 18 Let Y be any set of TL-formulas, o any object-

name, and 6 any default applicable at o wrt T. We say that

6 is cancelled at o iff (o, 6) is a preferred resolution for a

conflict £ and there is another resolution pzofL such that

Pi -<iPi.

Note that this definition misses the fact that a cancelled de

fault can become active again when the cancelling default

is cancelled itself. In other words, some defaults are can

celled according to this definition without being cancelled

according to the semantics.

A third category comprises the neutralized defaults. The

distinction to cancelled defaults can be illustrated by the

following example:

0 O E, E2

Ti: 0 :: ci n ci *Mi: <=3 C4 0 \o\

Si: c\ ~» C3 n C4 M2: C3 CA w w
h: C2 ~» -1 C3 n C4 *M3: C3 C4 W 0

r=*
0 :: C4 M4: C3 C4

W H

If two defaults neutralize each other they do not loose all

their force. Rather their disjunction is still "active". This

is a consequence, of defining A-entailment via satisfaction

in all preferred models. A cancelled default is not fulfilled

in any preferred model; an active default is fulfilled in all

preferred models; in each preferred model at least one of a

set of neutralized defaults is fulfilled.

Definition 19 Let T be any set ofTL-formulas, A any set of

defaults, and Z any consistent default space over A. £ is

a neutralization iff it is a subspace of a minimal conflict

X' wrt. T containing all atoms (o, 6) of U for which 6 is

neither active nor cancelled at o.

Obviously, since we have too many cancelled defaults we

get too few neutralizations. But again we have a sound

characterization of A-entailment:

Proposition 7 Let T be any set ofTL-formulas, Aany set of

defaults, £ any neutralization, and o any object-name. If

(o, {&[,..., 6n}) is a component ofL and n > 1 then T \=&

0.7 -.6ipU6ieU... U^Snpu6ne.

Proof: Since £ is a subspace of a minimal conflict there

are two possibilities.

First assume that {{o,{6\,...,6n})} is itself the minimal

conflict. Since n > 1 there are at least two defaults 61 , &i

forming the conflict at o. Now assume a model M 1 in which

[o]1' g [-x5ip U 6Xc U ->*2P U hcY\ and in which [oj1' is

thus an exception to both 61 and h- Clearly, Mi cannot be

preferred since we can construct a model in which [o]J is

only an exception to one of these.

To end the proof assume that Z contains more than just

(o,{6i,...,6n)). But then {(o,{6u. ..,6n})} is not a

conflict and hence a model in which [o]z is an exception to

all 61,. . .,6„ cannot be preferred either. □

Given a set of TL-formulas and a set of defaults we can

thus collect the defaults active at objects and the neutral

ized defaults. These collections can then be turned into

descriptions:

Definition 20 Let T be any set of TL-formulas and A any

set ofdefaults. We define

6 is active at 0} andAA = {o:: ->6P U6C

NA = {o :: ^6lp U Sle U . . . U ^Snp U Snc :

(o, {61 , . . . , 6„})is a component ofa

neutralization A n > 1 }

We can now summarize our sound syntactic characteriza

tion of A-entailment by using Propositions 6 and 7:

Proposition 8 Let T be any set ofTL-formulas, A any set

ofdefaults, and a any description.

IfT U AA U NA |= a then T f=A a.

Our syntactic characterization is incomplete since we have

loo many cancelled and too few active defaults. We could

fix this shortcoming by refining the corresponding defini

tions. There is another source of incompleteness, however,

namely lifting. In order to remedy this shortcoming we

would have to characterize a lifting-completion for a set

of defaults. Alternatively, we could integrate some kind

of skolemization. Due to the arguments presented in Sec

tion 3.2 and [Baader, Hollunder 92], however, we think this

will be a rather non-trivial task.

We think that our syntactic characterization has some justi

fication on its own: it is comparatively easy and complies

with the semantics in case ofbinary, transitive conflicts. We

think that these kinds of conflicts are the ones most likely

to occur in realistic applications though this intuition has to

be checked empirically, of course.

5 ANTERIORITY

So far we considered specificity as the only precedence cri

terion between defaults. Obviously, there are other prece

dence criteria that might be taken into account for conflict

resolution. Thus it might be argued that cancelling a de

fault involved in many conflicts is preferrable to cancelling

one involved in only one conflict. To take another exam

ple, if an object is strictly known to be an instance of a

premise of a default this default should have more impact

than one where the object is only defeasibly known to be an

instance of the premise. We will thus consider exemplarily

the integration of an additional precedence criterion into

our semantics: the criterion of anteriority aims at capturing
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the application ordering between defaults which depending

on the subsumption hierarchy induced by strict knowledge.

It provides an implicit forward chaining interpretation of

defaults — a view closer to the interpretation of defaults in

Reiter's Default Logic.

Note that from a methodological point of view, we still

carry on with a multi-criteria approach. As many pref

erence criteria as wanted can be integrated, adopting for

example the aggregation principle of Grosof [Grosof 91].

In his approach, given a partially ordered family of prefer

ence relations, the global preference between two entities

is given by the strongest (according to the partial ordering)

individual preference relation in which the two entities are

strictly comparable.

5.1 ANTERIORITY PREFERENCE

The following example illustrates the effect of anteriority:

r = {C3 C C4,ci C 04,03 n C5 C ±,o:: ci n C2}

61 — Ci ~» C3

fa = C4 ~» C5

Ml = {ci(d), C2(d),C4(<0, <*(<*)}

M2 = {ci(d),C2(d), 03(d), 04(d))

E\ = m,d)),Ei={(62,d))

Fi = {(fa,d)},F?={(6i,d)}

Both Mj and M2 are preferred models. However, M2 is in

tuitively preferable to M 1 because it contains globally more

specific knowledge than Mi . The conclusion of 6\ is more

specific than the prcmisse of fa, fa should be preferentially

cut in the conflict

In a first approximation, one default 6 will be said ante

rior to one set of default links A whenever the premise of

6 is monotonically entailed by both the premises and the

consequents of the defaults of A. However, this condition

miss the object reasoning level. Indeed default links can be

"chained" even if they don't tell about the same object. For

example, in the example below, we want 61 to be anterior

to fa:

r = {</ :: ci,o :: r : o'}

8\ ~ C\ ~» C2

62 = > lrc2 ~» C3

There is a logical implication between o' :: C2 (consequence

of 6\ ) and o :: > 1 r cj. In case of conflicts, 6\ would

be preferred, again because it provides with most specific

descriptions.

Consequently, anteriority has also to abstract description

dependencies at the object level, namely dependencies be

tween a quantified description and a non quantified one at

a role filler5. We thus propose the following definition of

anteriority-preference.

Note that due to the restricted negation in BACK V5 we do

not consider negative dependencies.

Definition 21 Let T be a set of terminological formulas.

Let us define the following description dependency rules

for every role term r in T :

c —* c (identity) (15)

c —► > nr : c (generalization) (16)

<nr:c —* c (no — particularization) (17)

Vr : c —► c (all — particularization) (18)

Definition 22 Let T be any set of TL-formulas. Let A be

a set of defaults. The anteriority relation wrt T and A,

written -<a .is the least partial pre-ordering on A verifying

thefollowing conditions:

1- fa -<a fa iff fa belongs to a least subset A' o/A such

that:

r |= ni>€&,(6'pne(6'e))n62P 09)

r V= rveA,(«'p) c hP (20)

wherefor every default 6' ofA', £(6' e)followsfrom S'e

by application of the description dependency rules.

2. If 6' is a liftedform ofb\ and 6' -<a fa then 6\ ■<& fa.

Definition 23 Let V be any set ofTL-formulas, Mi and M2

any discriminant models ofT with the same domain D, and

A any set of Defaults. M2 is anteriority-preferred to Mi

wrt T andA (written M 1 ca M2) ifffor every (6\ , o\ ) in E\

, there exists (fa, 02) in E\ such that b\ -<a ^2-

In the following we call "anteriority preference semantics"

the preference defined by exception, fulfillment and anteri

ority, in this priority order.

5.2 A FIXED-POINT CHARACTERIZATION

Anteriority can be used to define a stratification of the set

of defaults. The stratification is given by the least total pre-

ordering which extends the partial pre-ordering -<u. The

first stratum is constituted by the defaults of A which are

minimal for -<A (in short, <4 -minimal), the second stratum

by the set of defaults minimal for -<A in A minus the first

stratum, etc...

Definition 24 Let T be a set of TL-formulas. Let A be a

set of defaults. We define a partition of A into anteriority

strata (A* , 1 in {l,n}) asfollows.

1. Aq is the empty set.

2. For every i < n, A,+i is the subset of <A-minimal

defaults ofA\uj={ (A;).

We thus get immediately a computation strategy for de

riving the formulas entailed by T and A wrt anteriority

preference semantics. The idea is to consider the defaults

of the first stratum, to fire a maximal subset of them con

sistently, by solving conflicts in the stratum according to

specificity, then to iterate on the second stratum and so on.
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The question is whether this intuitive procedure is sound

and complete wrt anteriority semantics. We only are able

to give some partial answers.

First we have no reason to expect completeness. Because

the stratification ordering extends the initial anteriority par

tial pre-ordering,a stratification-based procedure may intro

duce new preferences between conflicting defaults. 6 Sec

ondly, we need to cope with inferences at implicit objects.

One approach for that is some kind of "skolemization", i.e.,

introducing explicit names for the objects implicitly defined

by existential descriptions.

Skolemization is problematic because, as known from first-

order logic, it does not preserve logical equivalence (not

even monotonic).(It only preserves (un)satisfiability, which

makes it adequate for refutation methods such as Resolu

tion Principles, but not for direct proof methods.) Adequat

skolemization would thus introduce skolems in a way which

guarantees at least monotonic logical equivalence. This in

volves searching for "minimal characteristic descriptions"

on which skolemization could be safely done.

Instead we will rather follow the approach of lifting defaults

adequately, as discussed in Section 3.3. The problem of

default lifting consists in the fact that due to precedences

between defaults, lifted defaults can be non-redundant. To

cope with this problem a default 6 should be lifted at an

object o only if the most specific description of o is non

redundant with other descriptions at objects o; at which the

default is directly applicable. This motivates the following

definitions.

Definition 25 Let T be a set ofTL-formulas, 6 a default, o

an object name, 63 = >n r:6p ~» > n x6c, and Sy - V r:6p

6 is Arable at o wrt T iffT ^= ur(o) Q 6P.

6 can be existentially lifted at o wrt T iff:

1. 63 isfirable at o wrt T;

2. there are no other objects (o, , i=l...n) such that, for

every i, r (= o* :: r.o and 6 isfirable at o,.

6 can be universally lifted at o wrt T iff:

1. 6v isfirable at o wrt T ;

2 . there is no set ofobjects Co,- ,iinI),andno descriptions

an at o,- such that t \= oj :; r.o, r ^= a* and o :: f*r(o)

followsfrom the descriptions { a*, o, :: r.o, i in I }

alone.

We now try to give a syntactic characterization of pref

erential entailment, which looks similar to the notion of

extension of Reiter's Default Logic. The essential differ

ence comes from the particular handling of lifted default

links.

6It is easy to show that the definition of anteriority-preference

is monotonic wrt to the anteriority pre-ordering between defaults.

Thus extending the anteriority relation diminishes the number of

preferred models. See [Cayrol et al. 92] for details on this point.

Definition 26 AsetE ofTL-formulas is a default extension

ofT and A iffE is a maximal consistent set ofTL-formulas

containing T verifying thefollowing closure conditions :

1. If 6 in A isfirable at an object o wrt to E, then o :: 6e

belongs to E ;

2. If Sin A can be lifted at an object o wrt to E, then o ::

6'c belongs to E, where S' is the liftedform of 6.

The above characterization is obviously a non-monotonic

fixed-point definition, due to non-monotonicity ofthe lifting

conditions in 25. We get, however, some partial monotonic-

ity wrt anteriority. If a default can be fired or lifted at o wrt

to E and A* , then it can be also wrt to A,- foreveryj>i. The

key point is that, if addition of a new default Si gives a new

description which defeats a firability condition at 61 then

necessarily &i <a h (anteriority was intended to reflect all

possible logical dependencies between defaults). This is

enough to justify a stepwise computation of default exten

sions according to the anteriority strata. Resulting default

extensions then can be shown to be anteriority preferred,

in a sense similar to the definition of anteriority preference

between models (knowledge sets are considered instead of

models). The proof relies upon general results stated in

[Cayrol etal. 92].

The problem of computing default extensions on a given

anteriority stratum still remains, however. In particular a

notion of exception-preferred extensions has to be formal

ized (in a way similar as above) to prove the following

conjecture: a formula is preferentially entailed wrt to ante

riority semantics iff it is monotonically entailed from every

exception- and anteriority-preferred default extension.

6 CONCLUSION

We have presented a preference semantics for defaults in

terminological logics. This semantics contains specificity

as a precedence criterion between defaults and thus allows

overwriting of defaults. The semantics yields disjunctive

skepticism in case of non-resolvable conflicts.

In order to find a connection between the semantics and the

computation task we have investigated two different ap

proaches. First we introduced the notion of default spaces

and conflict. We have then defined the notions of active,

cancelled, and neutralized defaults which provide a sound

syntactic characterization of default entailment. The in

completeness is due to the fact that cancelled defaults can

become active when the cancelling defaults are cancelled

themselves. Furthermore, lifted defaults which are nec

essary to deal with implicit objects are redundant only in

certain contexts. To obtain a complete syntactic character

ization the definitions of active and cancelled defaults as

well as the conditions for default lifting have to be refined.

This is a non-trivial task, however.

Our first approach thus uses a top-down strategy where the

set of all possible conflicts is determined in advance and a
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resolution procedure is applied to construct preferred con

sistentdefault spaces. Our second approach contains a fixed

point characterization of default inferences. This exploits

a third preference criterion, anteriority, capturing some for

ward chaining interpretation of defaults links. The charac

terization is monotonic wit. to strict anteriority, which sug

gests an incremental computation wit to anteriority strata.

Here again, soundness ofthe procedure is conjectured (with

partial preferences, completeness is false in general).

We see our syntactic characterizations as a good start

ing point for prototypical implementations in TL-systems.

These implementations should be used to gather experi

ences concerning the use of defaults in applications. We

see in particular a need to evaluate the adequacy of the

precedence criterion between defaults, the frequency and

complexity of conflicts, and the effect of forward chaining

of default rules on the overall performance. It might turn

out that complex conflicts which can be constructed in the

ory do not occur frequently in practical applications and

that hence incomplete algorithms are useful enough.

Moreover an investigation on the usability of defaults in

machine translations [Schmitz, Quantz 92], has shown that

in this application defaults should be seen as constraints

rather than inference rules. Instead ofapplying defaults and

resolving conflicts the system should return the defaults vi

olated by certain descriptions. The exceptions induced by

several possible descriptions of an object are then evaluated

outside the TL-system to find the most acceptable solution.

A similar strategy of external conflict resolution is assumed

in the loom applications (Bob MacGregor, personal com

munication).
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Abstract

We consider the problem of integrating Rei-

ter's default logic into terminological repre

sentation systems. It turns out that such an

integration is less straightforward than we ex

pected, considering the fact that the termino

logical language is a decidable sublanguage

of first-order logic. Semantically, one has the

unpleasant effect that the consequences of a

terminological default theory may be rather

unintuitive, and may even vary with the syn

tactic structure of equivalent concept expres

sions. This is due to the unsatisfactory treat

ment of open defaults via Skolemization in

Reiter's semantics. On the algorithmic side,

we show that this treatment may lead to

an undecidable default consequence relation,

even though our base language is decidable,

and we have only finitely many (open) de

faults. Because of these problems, we then

consider a restricted semantics for open de

faults in our terminological default theories:

default rules are only applied to individuals

that are explicitly present in the knowledge

base. In this semantics it is possible to com

pute all extensions of a finite terminological

default theory, which means that this type of

default reasoning is decidable.

1 Introduction

Terminological representation systems are used to rep

resent the taxonomic and conceptual knowledge of a

problem domain in a structured and well-formed way.

To describe this kind of knowledge, one starts with

atomic concepts (unary predicates) and roles (binary

predicates), and defines more complex concepts using

the operations provided by the concept language of the

particular formalism. In addition to this concept de

scription formalism, most of these systems also have

an assertional component. One can for example state

that an individual is an instance of a concept, or that

two individuals are connected by a role.

In terminological representation formalisms, the con

cept descriptions are interpreted as universal state

ments, which means, unlike frame languages, they do

not allow for exceptions. As a consequence, the system

can use descriptions to automatically insert concepts

at the proper place in the taxonomy (classification),

and it can use the facts stated about individuals to de

duce to which concepts they must belong (realization).

For example, one could define the concept Mammal as

an Animal that feeds its young with Milk, where feeds-

young-with is used as a role. If the concept Platypus1

is defined as an Animal that lives-in the Water, feeds

its young with Milk, and reproduces with Eggs, then

the system will recognize that Platypus is a subcon-

cept of Mammal.

However, commonsense reasoning is often based on as

sumptions that may ultimately be shown to be false.

In our example, one might want to assume by default

that Mammals reproduce Viviparously. Only if it is

known that a specific mammal reproduces with eggs,

should this assumption be cancelled. If one wants to

use terminological systems for this kind of common-

sense reasoning, one needs a formalism that can handle

such default assumptions, but does not destroy the def

initional character of concept descriptions—because

otherwise the advantage of automatic concept classifi

cation, etc., would be lost (see [3]). Besides the gen

eral arguments for the importance of reasoning with

defaults, which can be found in the nonmonotonic rea

soning literature, the need for embedding defaults into

terminological representation formalisms is also sub

stantiated by the fact that this is an important item

on the wish list of users of terminological representa

tion systems (see e.g. [20]).

Several existing terminological systems, such as BACK

[18], CLASSIC [4], K-Rep [14], loom [17], or SB-ONE

'We are taking this as our exceptional animal, in view

of the fact that last I.ICAI was in Australia, and not in the

Antarctic.
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[12], have been or will be extended to provide the user

with some kind of default reasoning facilities. How

ever, as the designers of these systems themselves point

out, these approaches usually have an ad hoc charac

ter, and are not equipped with a formal semantics. For

example, defaults in the FAME system, which is built

using K-Rep, "will not be complete (or even consis

tent)" ([14], p. 11) unless the user is very careful when

using them. In classic, "a limited form of defaults

can be represented with the aid of rules and test func

tions." However, the user is warned to "use this trick

with extreme caution" ([4], p. 45,46).

Our arguments for the importance of default exten

sions for terminological representation languages so

far were given from the viewpoint of the terminologi

cal systems community. However, these investigations

may also be of interest for research in nonmonotonic

reasoning itself. Most nonmonotonic reasoning for

malisms (e.g. Reiter's default logic [23], Circumscrip

tion [15]) use full first-order predicate logic as their

base language. In this general form, the formalisms

are usually highly undecidable (see e.g. [23] Theo

rem 4.9). For this reason, work on decision procedures

for decidable subcases was mostly restricted to propo-

sitional logic (see e.g. [11]), thus leaving the wide gap

between propositional logic and full first-order logic al

most unexplored. Since most terminological represen

tation languages can be viewed as decidable subclasses

of first-order logic—but are nevertheless much more

expressive than propositional logic—they can serve as

interesting test cases for nonmonotonic reasoning for

malisms. We shall see that this not only applies for

algorithmic, but also for semantic considerations.

We shall here consider the problem of integrating Re

iter's default logic into a terminological representation

formalism. This treatment of defaults in terminolog

ical systems has already been proposed by Brachman

and Schmolze [5], but to the best of our knowledge,

this proposal was never followed up. Reiter's default

rule approach seems to fit well into the philosophy of

terminological systems because most of them already

provide their users with a form of "monotonic" rules.

These rules can be considered as special default rules

where the justifications—which make the behaviour of

default rules nonmonotonic—are absent.

At first sight, one might think that, from a semantic

point of view, the proposed integration should be un-

problematic. In fact, the terminological representation

language we shall consider (see Section 2) is a sublan

guage of first-order logic, and Reiter's semantics has

been formulated for full first-order logic. However, on

closer inspection it turns out that one runs into severe

problems, due to the unsatisfactory treatment of open

defaults by Skolemization (see Section 3).

A similar problem arises when considering the integra

tion from the algorithmic point of view. In the abstract

of their paper on how to compute extensions for de

fault logic, Junker and Konolige [10] write that their

method is applicable if the default theory "consists

of a finite number of defaults and premises and clas

sical derivability for the base language is decidable."

A related formulation can be found in the abstract

of Schwind and Risch's paper on the same topic [25].

Since our base language is decidable, and we certainly

do not want to have infinitely many default rules, these

methods seem to apply in our case. However, a closer

look at the papers reveals that by "a finite number

of defaults" it is meant "a finite number of closed de

faults." But the default rules we want to consider are

open defaults. In fact, as already pointed out by Reiter

([23], p. 115) "the genuinely interesting cases involve

open defaults." In Section 4 we shall show that, with

our (decidable) terminological language as base lan

guage, a finite set of premises and open defaults may

lead to an undecidable default consequence problem,

if the open defaults are treated as proposed by Reiter

([23], Section 7.1).

Because of the semantic as well as algorithmic prob

lems posed by Reiter's treatment of open defaults,

we shall consider a restricted semantics for open de

faults in our integration: default rules are only applied

to individuals that are explicitly present in the asser-

tional part (ABox) of the knowledge base. Though

one may thus lose some intuitive default inferences,

this treatment of default rules is akin to the treatment

of the monotonic rules in terminological systems such

as classic.

With this restricted semantics, a finite set of open de

faults stands for a set of closed defaults that is fi

nite as well. Thus the above-mentioned methods of

Schwind and Risch and of Junker and Konolige can

be applied to compute extensions (see Section 5). In

order to make these methods more efficient, one has to

solve certain algorithmic problems for the terminolog

ical language. For Junker and Konolige's methods one

has to find minimal proofs for assertional facts—which

can be seen as an abduction problem for ABoxes—and

for Schwind and Risch's method one must find maxi

mal consistent sets of assertional facts. In Section 6 we

shall point out how the tableaux-based methods for as

sertional reasoning developed in our group ([8, 1]) can

be modified to solve these problems.

2 The Representation Formalisms

First we shall briefly review the terminological lan

guage ACCT [9] and Reiter's default logic. Then ter

minological default logic is defined as the specialization

of default logic to ACCT. Finally an example will illus

trate why Reiter uses Skolemization in his semantics

for open default theories.
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2.1 The terminological language ACCT

Terminological knowledge representation formalisms

can be used to define the relevant concepts of a prob

lem domain (terminological knowledge), and to de

scribe objects of this domain with respect to their re

lation to concepts and their interrelation with each

other (assertional knowledge). Depending on which

constructs are allowed for building concept descrip

tions we get different terminological languages. In the

present paper we restrict our attention to the language

ACCT.

Definition 2.1 The terminological part of the lan

guage ACCT consists of the following concept descrip

tion formalism. The concept terms of this formalism

are built from concept, role and attribute names us

ing the constructors conjunction (C n D), disjunction

(C U D), negation (-•C), exists-restriction (3R.C),

value-restriction (iR.C), and agreement (u = v).

Here C, D stand for concept terms, R for a role or at

tribute name, and u,v for finite sequences of attribute

names.

The assertional part of our language allows us to as

sert facts concerning particular objects. These objects

are referred to by individual names, and we can state

that an object belongs to a concept (written C{a)), or

that two objects are related by a role or attribute (writ

ten R(a,b)). Here a,b stand for individual names, C

for a concept term, and R for a role or attribute name.

A finite set of such facts is called an ABox.

The semantics of an ABox can either be given directly

by denning interpretations and models, or by a trans

lation into first-order logic. In order to make the fact

explicit that we are dealing with a sublanguage of first-

order logic, we choose the second option.

Concept names are considered as symbols for unary

predicates, and role and attribute names as symbols

for binary predicates. Consequently, concept names

A are translated into (atomic) formulae A(x) with

one free variable, and role and attribute names R

into (atomic) formulae R(x,y) with two free vari

ables. The attributes have to be interpreted as par

tial functions, which can be expressed by a formula

Vx, y, z: (f(x, y) A f(x, z) —► y = z) for each attribute

name /.

Concept terms are also translated into formulae with

one free variable. The semantics of conjunction,

disjunction, and negation are defined in the obvi

ous way, i.e., (C l~) D)(x) := C{x) A D(x),(C U

D)(x) := C(x) V D(x), (--C)(x) := -.C(i). For value-

restrictions we define (V/?.C)(x) := Vy: (R(x,y) —*

C(y)), and the semantics of exists-restrictions is given

by (3R.C)(x) := 3y: (R(x,y) A C(y)). Let « =

/l • ' • fm i and " = 9l • ■ • 9n be sequences of at

tributes. The agreement construct built from these

sequences is translated into the formula (u == v)(x) :=

3yi,..,ym,zi,...z„: (/i(*,yi) A ■ ■ fm(ym-i,ym) A

gi(x, zx) A...y„(z„_i,zn) A ym = zn).

The individual names of the Abox are considered as

constant symbols. In terminological systems one usu

ally has a unique name assumption, which can be ex

pressed by the formulae a ^ b for all distinct individual

names a,b. The formula corresponding to the asser

tional fact C(a) (resp. R(a, b)) is obtained by replacing

the free variable(s) in the formula corresponding to C

(resp. R) by a (resp. a,b). To sum up, an ABox is

translated into a set of first order formulae consisting

of the translations of the ABox facts, the formulae ex

pressing unique name assumption, and the formulae

expressing that attributes are partial functions.

The basic inference service for ABoxes is called in

stantiation. It answers the question of whether (the

translation of) a given ABox fact C(a) is a (logical)

consequence of (the translation of) a given ABox A.

If the answer is yes we say that a is an instance of

C with respect to A (A ^= C(a)). Algorithms which

solve this inference problem have, for example, been

described in [8, 1].

2.2 Reiter's default logic

Reiter [23] deals with the problem of how to formalize

nonmonotonic reasoning by introducing nonstandard,

nonmonotonic inference rules, which he calls default

rules. A default rule is any expression of the form

a ■ Pi , ■ ■ ■ , Pn

7

where a, fa, . . . , /3„, 7 are first-order formulae. Here

a is called the prerequisite of the rule, fa, . . . ,/?„ are

its justifications, and 7 is its consequent. For a set of

default rules T>, we denote the sets of formulae occur

ring as prerequisites, justifications, and consequents in

V by Pre{V), Jus(t>), and Con(2>)) respectively.

A default rule is closed iff a, /?i ,...,/?„ , 7 do not con

tain free variables. A default theory is a pair (W,X>)

where W is a set of closed first-order formulae (the

world description) and V is a set of default rules. A de

fault theory is closed iff all its default, rules are closed.

Intuitively, a closed default rule can be applied, i.e.,

its consequent is added to the current set of beliefs, if

its prerequisite is already believed and all its justifica

tions are consistent with the set of beliefs. Formally,

the consequences of a closed default theory are defined

with reference to the notion of an extension, which

is a set of deductively closed first-order formulae de

fined by a fixed point construction (see [23], p. 89). In

general, a default theory may have more than one ex

tension, or even no extension. Depending on whether

one wants to employ skeptical or credulous reasoning,

a closed formula 6 is a consequence of a closed default

theory iff it is in all extensions or if it is in at least one

extension of the theory. In general, this consequence
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relation is not even recursively enumerable (see [23],

Theorem 4.9).

Reiter also gives an alternative characterization of an

extension, which we shall use, in a slightly modified

way, as the definition of extension. Here and in the

following, Th(T) stands for the deductive closure of a

set of formulae T.

Definition 2.2 Let E be a set of closed formulae, and

(W,2>) be a closed default theory. We define

E0:=W

and for all i > 0

Ei+1 := Ei: U {T I a : p\ , . . . , 0n/y € V, a G Th(Ei),

and-,pu...,^pn$Th{E)}.

Then Th{E) is an extension of(W,T>) iff

oo

Th(E) = U Th(Ei).

1=0

Note that the extension Th(E) to be constructed by

this iteration process occurs in the definition of each

iteration step. Since we are only adding consequents

of defaults during the iteration, any extension Th(E)

of (W, V) is of the form Th(W U Con{V)) for a subset

V ofD. This set is called the set of generating defaults

of the extension. Another easy consequence of the def

inition is that (W,X>) has an inconsistent extension iff

W is inconsistent.

Reiter defines extensions of arbitrary default theories

(W,V), i.e., default theories with open defaults, as

follows. First, the formulae of W and the consequents

of the defaults are Skolemized (see [23], Section 7).

Second, a set V of closed default rules is generated

by taking all ground instances (over the initial signa

ture together with the newly introduced Skolem func

tions) of the defaults of V. Now E is an extension

of (VV, V) iff E is an extension of the closed default

theory (W',V), where W" is the Skolemized form of

W. The reason for Skolemizing before building ground

instances will be explained by an example in Subsec

tion 2.4.

2.3 Terminological default theories

A terminological default theory is a pair (A,T>) where

A is an ABox and V is a finite set of default rules

whose prerequisites, justifications, and consequents are

concept terms. Obviously, since ABoxes can be seen as

sets of closed formulae, and since concept terms can be

seen as formulae with one free variable,2 terminological

default theories are subsumed by Reiter's notion of an

open default theory.

2The concept terms occurring in one rule are assumed

to have identical free variables.

However, as for ABox reasoning without defaults,

we are not interested in arbitrary formulae as conse

quences of a terminological default theory (,4,Z>), but

only in assertional facts of the form C(a), where a is

an individual name occurring in the original ABox A.

2.4 Why is Skolemization necessary ?

The following example shows that intuitively valid

consequences would get lost if one did not Skolem-

ize. Suppose that our ABox consists of the fact

that Tom has some child who is a doctor, i.e., A =

{(3child.doctor)(Tom)} . By default we want to con

clude that doctors usually are rich persons, and usually

have children who are doctors. Thus V consists of the

default rules

doctor : rich-person doctor : 3child. doctor

rich-person 3child. doctor

Skolemization of the world description A yields A' —

{chiId(Tom, Bill), doctor(Bill)} , where Bill is a new

Skolem constant, whereas Skolemization of the con

sequent of the second default yields a unary Skolem

function, say child-of. It is easy to see that the cor

responding closed default theory has exactly one ex

tension, and that this extension contains the asser

tional facts that Tom has a rich child and a grandchild

who is a doctor, i.e., (3child.rich-person)(Tom), and

(Edn7d.3chj7d.doctor)(Tom). Intuitively, this comes

from the fact that the closed defaults obtained by in

stantiating our open defaults with the Skolem constant

Bill are applicable. Without these ground instances,

the above facts could not have been deduced by de

fault. To deduce by default that the grandchild of Tom

is not only a doctor, but also a rich one, the first de

fault has to be instantiated by the term child-of(Bill) .

3 Problems Caused by Skolemization

In addition to the problem that Skolemization usually

destroys the nice compositional character of our con

cept formulae, it is also problematic for more severe

reasons to be presented below. We shall give three ex

amples which demonstrate that Reiter's treatment of

open defaults is problematic, from an intuitive as well

as a formal point of view.

Our first example shows that the Skolemization of the

world description may lead to counterintuitive conse

quences of the default theory. Consider the following

concept term which can be used to express that an

adult man is married to a woman or is a bachelor

(Bspouse .Woman) L) Bachelor.

We assume that our ABox asserts that the individ

ual Tom belongs to this concept term, and that he is

married to the woman Mary. In addition, we take the

following default (without prerequisite)

: -"Woman

->Woman
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which corresponds to a still-prevailing male chauvin

ism in linguistic usage. In order to know with what in

dividuals this default hac to be instantiated, we have

to Skolemize our ABox facts. Translated into tradi

tional first-order syntax, these facts yield the world

description

{(3y: spouse(Tom, y) A Wbman(y)) V Bachelor(Tom),

spouse(Tom, Mary),

Wornan(Mary) } .

The Skolemized version of the first formula is

(*) (spouse(Tom, Gordy) A Wornan( Gordy))

V Bache/or(Tom),

where Gordy is introduced as a new Skolem constant.

Because of the disjunction in this formula, our Skolem

ized world description does not imply Womaj](Gordy).

Thus the chauvinistic default can fire, and we get

-<Woman(Gordy). Together with the formula (*) this

yields Bachelor(Tom) as a consequence of our default

theory, which is rather surprising since our ABox ac

tually contains a female spouse of Tom.

As already pointed out by Poole, the reason for this

strange behaviour comes from that fact that "we have

lost the context of what the Skolem constants repre

sent" ([21], p.907), in our case the context that Gordy

was originally introduced to stand for a female spouse

of Tom. Poole proposes to keep track of this context

by using Hilbert's e-symbol.

Although Poole's approach may avoid the problem in

the above example, it is of no avail in our next exam

ples. These examples demonstrates that, due to the

problems caused by Skolemization, the consequences

of a default theory depend on the syntactic form of

the world description, i.e., for identical sets of open

defaults, logically equivalent world descriptions may

lead to different results.

In our second example we consider concept terms C\ :=

3R.(AV\B) and Ci :— 3R.A where R is a role name and

A,B are concept names. Obviously, if we assert that

an individual a is in the first term this implies that it is

in the second one as well. For this reason, the ABoxes

Ai := {Ci(a)} and A2 ■= {Ci(a),C2(o)} are logically

equivalent. When Skolemizing the first ABox, we get

a single new Skolem constant 6 which is ii-related to a

and lies in A n B, whereas when Skolemizing the sec

ond ABox we get two Skolem constants c and d, both

J?-related to a, but where c lies in Af\B and d lies in A.

Now consider the (open) default A : ->B/->B. For the

Skolemized version of A\ , this default is instantiated

with a, 6, whereas for the Skolemized version of A2 it

is instantiated with a,c,d. Obviously, the default rule

cannot fire for 6 and c, because their being in A l~l B is

inconsistent with its justification. On the other hand,

this default rule can be applied to d, because being in

A is consistent with being in ~<B. For this reason, d

is put into.-iB, which shows that the Skolemized ver

sion of A2 has (3R.->B)(a) as a default consequence,

whereas this fact cannot be deduced by default from

the Skolemized version of A\ . Technically, the reason

for this behaviour is due to the fact that, before the ap

plication of the default, the individuals c and d might

be identical (which is the reason why the two ABoxes

are logically equivalent) whereas this is no longer pos

sible after the default has been applied.

The third example is similar to the second. It is

quite obvious that the concept terms 3R.(A U B) and

(3R.A) U (3R.B) are equivalent. Let A\ be an ABox

where a is asserted to be in the first concept term,

and A2 one where a is asserted to be in the second

concept term. When using a standard Skolemization

method, the first ABox yields one new Skolem con

stant, and the second ABox yields two. Now it is easy

to see that the corresponding instantiations of the de

fault rule A U B : C/C can only fire for the Skolemized

version of the first ABox. Consequently, we have a in

3R.C as a default consequence of the first ABox, but

not of the second one, even though these two ABoxes

are equivalent.

Lifschitz [13] proposes a treatment of open defaults

which avoids Skolemization by working with classes of

models instead of sets of formulae in the definition of

default extensions. Obviously, working with models

means that logically equivalent formulae must yield

the same results. This shows that Lifschitz's approach

can overcome the problem pointed out in the previous

two examples, even though it was not motivated by the

problems connected with Skolemization (see footnote

1 in [13]: "Skolemization ... is irrelevant for this dis

cussion.") Lifschitz's motivation was to make it possi

ble to derive by default universally quantified formu

lae of the form Vx: C(x), which is not possible with

Reiter's approach, but which is not necessary in our

context (because the terminological inference service

is only meant to derive new ABox facts, i.e., formulae

of the form C(a)). From our point of view, the main

problem of Lifschitz's approach is that working with

models means that it becomes even harder to get algo

rithms for computing extensions. Another problem of

his approach is that one gets rather unexpected con

sequences, due to the fact that models of different car

dinality are treated separately. For example, assume

that one has formulae > 3 and < 2 expressing that a

model has at least 3 and at most 2 elements, respec

tively, which would, for example, be available in con

cept languages allowing for number-restrictions and a

universal role, i.e., a role U that satisfies Var, y: U(x, y).

The default theory consisting of an empty world de

scription and the closed defaults

<2

C(a)

and —

C(a)

has C(a) as consequence, which means that this ap

proach makes a case analysis with respect to the car

dinality of models. But for other cases, Lifschitz's ap
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proach still does not make case analysis. For example,

the theory consisting of an empty world description

and the closed defaults

A(a):

and

■nA(a) :

C(a) C{a)

does not have C(a) as a consequence.

4 An Undecidability Result

In addition to the semantic problems caused by

Skolemization, we shall now show that, for our base

language ACCT, this treatment of open defaults also

leads to an undecidable default consequence relation,

even though ACCT is decidable. This is achieved by

reducing the word problem for semigroups [22] to the

consequence problem of a default theory.

Let E be a finite alphabet, and let R = {(«i, v\), . . . ,

(u„, v„)} be a finite set of relations presenting a semi

group over E. In the following we shall treat the ele

ments of E as attribute names. The semigroup presen

tation is used to define a finite set of open defaults as

follows. For any / £ E and for any relation (ui, t/,) € R

we have defaults

A:

Vf.A

and

Ui = Vi

If we want to decide whether the words u, v are equiv

alent with respect to R, we take the ABox Au,v '■—

{A(a),(u = u)(a),(v = v)(a)} as our world descrip

tion.

Proposition 4.1 With respect to the set of defaults

induced by E and R, the ABox fact (u = v)(a) is a

default consequence of Au,v iff u and v are equivalent

with respect to R.

Intuitively, the world description puts a into A, and as

serts sequences of attributes u, t; starting from a. The

implicit individuals lying on these sequences are made

explicit by Skolemization. The first type of defaults

puts all individuals reachable from a by a sequence

of attributes into A, and the second type identifies

individuals which can be reached by the respective se

quences Ui and v, from an individual in A, thus sim

ulating application of relations from R. (It should be

noted that the consequences of this second type of de

faults are also responsible for the introduction of new

implicit individuals.)

Since a formal proof of the proposition is straight

forward but rather tedious, we shall just illustrate it

by an example. Consider the semigroup presentation

R = {(f9,9f)} over the alphabet E = {f,g}. This

presentation is transformed into the default rules

V/.-A' Vg.A

and

A :

fg = gf

Obviously, the words fgg and ggf are equivalent with

respect to R. If we want to obtain this equiva

lence as a consequence of applying the above default

rules, we take the Abox Ajgs<ggj = {A(a),(fgg =

fgg)ia),(ggf — ggf)(a)} as our world description.

Translated into first-order logic and then Skolemized,

this ABox yields the world description

{ ^(o),

/(a, &i) A g(bx , 62) A g(b2,b3),

g(a, ci) A g(ci , c2) A /(c2, c3),

Vx, y, z: (f{x,y) A f(x, z) — y = z),

V*, y, z: (g(x, y) A g(x, z) -* y = z)},

where the last two formulae are expressing that /, g

are interpreted as partial functions, and b\ , . . . , C3 are

Skolem constants. Note that these formulae have al

ready been used to simplify the rest of the ABox, and

that redundant equalities have been removed. We

want to show that 63 = C3 is a consequence of the

default theory.

The translated and Skolemized form of the conse

quent fg = gf of the third default is f(x,h\(x)) A

g{hl(x),h2(x))Ag{x,k1(x))Af(k1(x),k2(x))Ah2(x) =

Ar2(x), where h\, h2, k\, k2 are unary Skolem functions.

Since A(a) is in our world description, the third

default, instantiated by a, is applicable, and

yields /(a, /ij(a)) A ff(/»i(a), h2(a)) A g(a,ki(a)) A

f(kl(a),k2(a)) A h2(a) = k2(a). The formulae which

express that /, g are partial functions yield /11(a) = 61,

h2(a) — b2, and ki(a) = C\.

Applying the second default, instantiated by a, we

get Vy: (y(a,y) —+ A(y)), which in turn yields A(c\).

Now we can apply the third default, instantiated

by ci, which yields f(cit /»i(ci)) A ff(Mci),Mci)) A

g(ci, ki(ci)) A f(ki(ci), k2(ci)) A/i2(ci) = *2(ci). Be

cause of the formulae expressing that /, g are partial

functions we get c2 = fci(ci),C3 = k2(ci), and, using

the additional fact &i(«) = Ci, also k2(a) = h\(c\).

To sum up we have b2 = h2(a) = k2(a) = /»i(ci),

c3 = fc2(ci) = /i2(ci), and y(62,63) as well as

g(h\(ci),h2(ci)). This yields 63 = h2(cy) — C3, which

is what we wanted to show.

Since the word problem for semigroups is in general

undecidable, the proposition shows that our termino

logical default theories in general have an undecidable

consequence problem.

Corollary 4.2 The consequence problem for an open

default theory is in general undecidable, even if one

has a finite set of defaults and the base language is

decidable.

It should be noted that the default rules used in the

reduction are monotonic (i.e., they do not have jus

tifications). Consequently, the default theory has ex
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actly one extension, which shows that the undecid-

ability result is independent of whether one wants to

employ skeptical or credulous reasoning. In addition,

this shows that the consequences of rule applications

in the CLASSIC system would become undecidable, if

classic applied rules not only to individuals explicitly

present in the ABox, but also to implicit individuals.

This result for classic rules has already been men

tioned by Nebel and Smolka [19], but without proof.

In the next section we shall see that the restriction to

explicit individuals leads to a decidable consequence

relation even if one allows nonmonotonic default rules

instead of classic's monotonic rules.

5 Computing Extensions

Because of the problems caused by Skolemization in

Reiter's treatment of open defaults, we now propose a

restricted semantics for open default theories: default

rules are only applied to individuals that are explicitly

mentioned in the ABox.

Definition 5.1 In the restricted semantics for termi

nological default theories, an open default of a termi

nological default theory (A,V) is interpreted as repre

senting the closed defaults obtained by instantiating the

free variable by all individual names occurring in A.

Because the ABox A and the set of open defaults V

are assumed to be finite, we end up with a finite set

of closed defaults. Since our terminological language

is decidable, the methods of Junker and Konolige, or

of Schwind and Risch can be applied to compute all

extensions (according to our restricted semantics).

In principle, both methods depend on the fact that

any extension of a closed default theory (A,V) is of

the form Th(A U Con(V)) for a subset V of V. If V is

finite, there are only finitely many such subsets, and

the only problem is to decide which of these generate

an extension. In fact, if the base language is decidable,

one could even use for this purpose the iteration pro

cess described in the definition of an extension. This

is so because decidability of the base language makes

each iteration step effective, and the iteration process

terminates because there are only finitely many con

sequents to be added. However, with this method one

has to consider all the (exponentially many) subsets

of V. The two methods which we shall describe be

low try to avoid considering all subsets, thus making

the search for (the sets of generating defaults of) all

extensions more efficient.

5.1 Junker and Konolige's method

Junker and Konolige [10] translate a closed default the

ory (A,V) into a Truth Maintenance Network (TMN)

a la Doyle [6]. The nodes of the TMN are the conse

quents C-p, and the prerequisites and negated justifi

cations Cp of the defaults. A default a : f3\ , . . . , Pn/f

of V is translated into a nonmonotonic justification

(in(a), <>«<(-./?! , . . . , -./?„) -» 7) of the TMN. In order

to supply the truth maintenance system with enough

information about first-order derivability in the base

language, each prerequisite and negated justification

of a default gives rise to several monotonic justifica

tions of the TMN. These justifications are of the form

(in(Q) —* q) where q € Cp, and Q is a minimal subset

of Cp such that A U Q entails q—i.e., A U Q ^= q but

A U Q' )fc q for every proper subset Q' of Q.

Junker and Konolige show that there is a 1-1-corre-

spondence between admissible labelling^ of the TMN

thus obtained and extensions of the default theory, and

they describe an algorithm which computes all admis

sible labellings of a TMN. Given such an admissible

labelling, the set of generating defaults of the corre

sponding extension consists of the defaults whose con

sequents are labelled "in."

In order to make the translation of terminological de

fault theories into TMNs effective, one has to show

how to compute the above mentioned monotonic jus

tifications of the TMN. First note that the elements of

Cp U C-p are admissible assertional facts. This is ob

vious for the prerequisites and the consequents of our

instantiated defaults, and for the negated justifications

it follows from the fact that the concept language has

negation as an operator. For this reason, A U Q for a

subset Q of C-p is an admissible ABox of our language,

and the entailment problem A U Q \= q for q G £p

is an ordinary instantiation problem. As mentioned

in Section 2, the instantiation problem is decidable

for our language. A brute force algorithm could just

compute all subsets Q of C-p such that AUQ entails

q € C-p, and then, for each q, eliminate the ones which

are not minimal. Of course, this simple algorithm is

very inefficient, and thus not appropriate for actual

implementations.

Because A U Q entails an assertional fact C(a) iff

AU Q I) {~<C(a)} is inconsistent, we need a solution

of the following problem: Let A, B be ABoxes. Find

all minimal subsets Q of P such that A U Q is incon

sistent. Since a similar algorithmic problem has to

be solved for the method obtained from Schwind and

Risch 's characterization of an extension, we defer the

description of a more efficient solution of this problem

to a separate section.

A characteristic feature of Junker and Konolige's

method is that—after the computation of the minimal

sets Q—it is completely abstracted from derivability

in the base language. This may be advantageous from

a conceptual point of view, but it can be problematic

from the algorithmic point of view. In fact, one has

to compute the corresponding minimal sets for all ele

ments q in C-p, even though this information may not

contribute to the computation of an extension.
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5.2 A method based on a theorem by

Schwind and Risch

Schwind and Risch [25] give a theorem which charac

terizes those subsets V of V which are sets of generat

ing defaults of an extension of a closed default theory

(VV, V). They use this characterization for computing

extensions of propositional default theories. In this

subsection, we shall show how to apply the theorem

to computing extensions of terminological default the

ories.

Before we can formulate the theorem we need one more

piece of notation.

Definition 5.2 Let W be a set of closed formulae,

and V be a set of closed defaults. We define Vo = 0

and, for i > 0,

Vi+l = Vi U {d = a : ft, . . .,/?„/7 | d € V and

WUCon(Di)(=a}.

Then V is called grounded m VV iffV = (J,~o'P«-

This definition of groundedness differs from the one

given in [25], but it is easy to see that both formula

tions are equivalent. The advantage of our formulation

is that it can directly be used as a procedure for de

ciding groundedness, if V is finite and the entailment

problem in the base language is decidable. If T> is not

grounded in VV, then Ui^o ^» *s tne largest subset of

V that is grounded in VV.

The iteration process described above corresponds to

the iteration in the definition of extensions, with the

main difference that it disregards the justifications.

The second condition given in the following theorem

makes up for this neglect.

Theorem 5.3 (Schwind and Risch) Let ( VV, V) be

a closed default theory. A subset V of V is a set of

generating defaults of an extension of (W,V) iff the

following two conditions hold:

1. V is grounded in VV.

2. For all d eT> with d = a : px , . . . , pn/-y we have

deV iffWl)Con(D} (= a and for alii, 1 < i < n,

WUCon(V)fc-ipi.

If T> is finite, and the entailment problem in the base

language is decidable, this theorem provides us with

an effective test of whether a subset V of V is a set

of generating defaults of an extension of (W,V). We

shall now describe a method based on this theorem

which allows us to compute (the sets of generating

defaults of) all extensions without having to consider

all subsets of V.

If VV is inconsistent then there is only one extension,

namely the set of all formulae. In the following, we

shall without loss of generality assume that VV is con

sistent. Now, let V\, . . .,Vm be all maximal subsets

of V such that VV U Con(2>,) is consistent. Since VV

is assumed to be consistent, extensions are consistent

as well, which means that a generating set of defaults

of an extension is a subset of one of the Vi . The idea

underlying our method is to start with these maximal

sets Vi, and successively eliminate defaults violating

the first condition of the theorem, or the "only if

part of the second condition. If no more defaults can

be eliminated, the "if part of the second condition is

tested.

Figure 1 describes the procedure for computing all ex

tensions of a closed default theory. This procedure uses

the following subprocedures which have not explicitly

been described:

• Decide whether VV is consistent.

• Compute all maximal subsets V of V such that

VV U Con(D') is consistent.

• Compute the largest subset Vo of V that is

grounded in VV.

• Compute all maximal subsets V" of Vo such that

VVUCon(2>") )£->&.

The first subprocedure is a direct application of the de

cision algorithm for entailment in the base language.

The third subprocedure is simply obtained by imple

menting the definition of groundedness.

The other two procedures depend on an algorithm for

the following problem, which will be considered in the

next section: Let A,B be ABoxes. Compute all maxi

mal subsets Q of B such that A U Q is consistent.

In fact, the second subprocedure is a direct application

of such an algorithm. For the fourth subprocedure,

note that WUCon(2>") £ -.# iff WUCon(D")U{/9i}

is consistent.

6 Computing minimal inconsistent

and maximal consistent ABoxes

This section is concerned with the following algorith

mic problems: Given two ABoxes A,B, find all mini

mal (resp. maximal) subsets Q of B such that A U Q

is inconsistent (resp. consistent).

Since consistency of ABoxes in our language is decid

able, there is the obvious "brute-force" solution which

tests consistency of A U Q for all subsets Q of B, and

then takes the minimal inconsistent (maximal consis

tent) ones. In the following we shall describe a more

efficient method of finding these minimal (maximal)

sets. The method is an extension of the tableaux-

based consistency algorithms for ABoxes described in

[1, 8]. The idea of employing tableaux-based methods

for such purposes was already used in [16, 25], but they
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Compute-All-Extensions(W , V)

begin

if W is inconsistent

then print "Inconsistent world description"

else for all maximal subsets V of V such that W U Con(V) is consistent

Remove-Defaults(W, V, V);

end

Remove-DefauIts(W, V, V)

begin

let Z>0 be the largest subset of V that is grounded in W;

if W U Con(T>o) [= -*/?, for some justification /?,■ € Jus(X>o)

then let d = a :/?i,... , /?„/7 be the corresponding default;

Remove-Defaults(W, V, V0 \ {d});

for all maximal subsets V" of V0 such that d € 2>" and W U Con(D") |£ -./?,•

Remove-De/aults(W, 2>, 2>");

else if for each a : ft , . . . , /3n/y eV\V0 either .4 U Con(V0) [taor^U Con(X>0) (= -<ft for some i

then add T>q to the list of generating sets of defaults;

end

Figure 1: Procedure for computing the generating sets of defaults of all extensions of the closed default theory

(W,T>). Proviso: V is finite and entailment in the base language is decidable.

restricted themselves to propositional logic, which is a

much easier case.

In order to decide whether an ABox A is consistent,

the tableaux-based consistency algorithm tries to gen

erate a finite model of A- In principle, it starts with

A, and adds new assertional facts with the help of

certain rules until the obtained ABox is "complete,"

i.e., one can apply no more rules. Because of the

presence of disjunction in our language, a given ABox

must sometimes be transformed into two different new

ABoxes, with the intended meaning that the original

ABox is consistent iff one of the new ABoxes is con

sistent. Formally, this means that one is working with

sets of ABoxes instead of a single ABox. It can be

shown that, the transformation process always termi

nates, and that A is inconsistent iff each of the finitely

many complete ABoxes derived from A are "obviously

contradictory."

Now assume that A, B are ABoxes, and we want to find

all minimal (resp. maximal) subsets Q of B such that

.4U Q is inconsistent (resp. consistent). We start with

applying the tableaux-based consistency algorithm to

AU B. Let Ai , . . . , Am be the complete ABoxes ob

tained this way. If one of these is not obviously contra

dictory, AUB is consistent, and there are no minimal

inconsistent sets to compute (resp. B is the maximal

consistent set). Otherwise, we want to know which el

ements of B can be dispensed with without destroying

the property that all complete ABoxes contain an ob

vious contradiction (resp. which elements of B have to

be removed to get at least one complete ABox without

obvious contradiction).

For this reason, it is important to know which facts

in B contribute to a particular obvious contradiction.

To this purpose we introduce a propositional variable

for each element of B, and label assertional facts with

"monotonic" boolean formulae built from these vari

ables, i.e., propositional formulae built from the vari

ables by using conjunction and disjunction only. In

the original ABox A U B, the elements of A are la

belled with "true," and the elements of B are labelled

with the corresponding propositional variable. If, dur

ing the consistency test, n assertional facts with labels

^ii • ■ -»0n giye rise to a new fact, the new one is la

belled by 4>\ A ... A <f>n. Since the same assertional

fact may arise in more than one way, we also get dis

junctions in labels. Again, we end up with complete

ABoxes A\, . . -,Am, but now all assertional facts oc

curring in these ABoxes have labels.

More formally, we shall now describe a labelled consis

tency algorithm for ABoxes AUB consisting of "hard"

facts A and of "refutable" facts B. For ease of pre

sentation, we restrict ourselves in this formal descrip

tion to the terminological language ACC where we do

not have attributes and agreements. Later on, we

shall point out how the algorithm can be extended

to ACCT.

Without loss of generality we assume that the concept

terms occurring in AliB are in negation normal form,

i.e., negation occurs only directly in front of concept

names. Initially, the elements of A U B are labelled

with monotonic boolean formulae as described above.

We shall refer to the label of an assertional fact a by

ind(a). Starting with the singleton set {AVB}, the

transformation rules of Figure 2 are applied as long as
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Let M be a finite set of labelled ABoxes, and let Ao be an element of M. The following rules

will replace Ao by an ABox Ai or by two ABoxes A\ and Ai- These new ABoxes either contain

additional assertional facts, or the indices of existing assertional facts are changed. In order to

avoid having to distinguish between these two cases in the formulation of the rules, we introduce

a new notation. An ABox is extended by an assertional fact with index <j> means the following: If

this fact is already present with index vj, we just change its index to \j> V <f>. Otherwise, it is added

to the ABox and gets index <f>.

The conjunction rule. Assume that (C f~l D)(a) is in Ao, and that Ao does not contain assertions C(a)

and D(a) whose indices are both implied by jnd((Cn D)(a)). The ABox A\ is obtained by extending

Ao by C(a) with index ind((C n D)(a)) and by D(a) with index ind((C n D)(a)).

The disjunction rule. Assume that (CU£>)(o) is in Ao, and that «4o does not contain C(a) or D(a) whose

index is implied by ind((C U D)(a)). The ABox Ai is obtained by extending ,4o by C(a) with index

ind((C U D)(a)), and the ABox Ai is obtained by extending Ao by D(a) with index ind((C U D)(a)).

The exists-restriction rule. Assume that (3R.C)(a) is in Ao, and that Ao does not contain asser

tions R(a,b) and C(b) whose indices are both implied by ind((3R.C)(a)). If Ao contains assertions

R(a,b) and C(b) for some individual b then A\ is obtained by extending Ao by R(a,b) with index

ind((3R.C)(a)) and by C(b) with index ind((3R.C)(a)). Otherwise, one generates a new individual

name b, and obtains Ai from Ao by adding R(a,b) and C(b), both with index ind((3R.C)(a)).

The value-restriction rule. Assume that (V.ft.C)(a) and R(a, b) are in Ao, and that Ao does not contain

an assertion C(b) whose index is implied by ind((VR.C)(a)) A ind(R(a,b)). The ABox Ai is obtained

by extending Ao by C(b) with index ind((VR.C)(a)) A ind(R(a,b)).

Figure 2: Transformation rules of the labelled consistency algorithm for ACC.

possible. Since there cannot be an infinite chain of rule

applications (see [2] for a proof), we finally end up with

a finite set of complete ABoxes, i.e., ABoxes to whom

no more rules apply. As for the unlabelled consistency

algorithm, the original ABox is inconsistent iff all these

complete ABoxes contain an "obvious" contradiction,

called clash. For ACC, the only clash case is the pres

ence of an assertional fact A(a) and its negation ~>A(a)

for an individual name a and a concept name A.

The labels occurring in the complete ABoxes have the

following important property.

Proposition 6.1 Let Q C B, and consider the val

uation which replaces the propositional variables cor

responding to elements of Q by "true" and the others

by "false." If we remove from the complete ABoxes

obtained by applying the labelled consistency algorithm

to AUB all facts whose labels evaluate to "false" then

we end up with the complete ABoxes which would be

obtained when starting an unlabelled consistency algo

rithm with AUQ.

Using the labels, whether after such a removal each of

the remaining complete ABoxes still contains an obvi

ous contradiction can easily be checked by considering

the following monotonic boolean formula.

Definition 6.2 (Clash formula) Let A\, ■ ■ -,An be

the complete ABoxes obtained by applying the labelled

consistency algorithm to A U B. A particular clash

A(a),->A(a) £ Ai is expressed by the propositional for

mula ind(A(a)) A ind(-<A(a)). Now let ^1,1, ■ ■ ■ , V'i.ti

be the formulae expressing all the clashes in Ai- The

clash formula associated with AU B is

n ki

We have used conjunction when expressing a single

clash because both assertional facts are necessary for

the contradiction. Now recall that we need at least one

clash in each of the complete ABoxes to have inconsis

tency. This explains why disjunction is used to com

bine the formulae expressing the clashes of one com

plete ABox, and why the formulae corresponding to

the different complete ABoxes are combined with the

help of conjunction.

Proposition 6.3 Let if) be the clash formula associ

ated with A U B, let Q C B, and let u be the valua

tion which replaces the propositional variables corre

sponding to elements of Q by "true" and the others by

"false." Then A U Q is inconsistent iff vj evaluates to

"true" under ui.

Thus the minimal (resp. maximal) subsets Q of B such

that AuQ is inconsistent (resp. consistent) correspond

to minimal (resp. maximal) valuations making the

clash formula vj "true" (resp. "false"). Here "minimal"

and "maximal" for valuations is meant with respect
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to the partial ordering ui\ < u>2 iff wi(p,) < u>2(Pi) f°r

all propositional variables pi, where we assume that

"false" is smaller than "true."

It is easy to see that the problem of finding maxi

mal valuations making a monotonic boolean formula

"false" can be reduced to the problem of finding min

imal valuations making a monotonic boolean formula

"true." In fact, for a given monotonic boolean for

mula ip and a valuation u, let ipd denote the formula

obtained from ip by replacing conjunction by disjunc

tion and vice versa, and let ud denote the valuation

obtained from u> by replacing "true" by "false" and

vice versa. Then u is a maximal valuation making ip

"false" iff ud is a minimal valuation making V"d "true."

It should be noted that the problem of finding mini

mal valuations of monotonic boolean formulae is NP-

complete. In fact, if ip is in conjunctive normal form,

this is just the well-known problem of finding minimal

hitting sets [24, 7]. On the other hand, if ip is in dis

junctive normal form, the minimal valuations can be

found in polynomial time. However, transforming a

given monotonic boolean formula into disjunctive nor

mal form may cause an exponential blow-up.

The rules of the labelled consistency algorithm as de

scribed have the unpleasant property that deciding

whether or not a rule is applicable is an NP-hard prob

lem. In fact, the preconditions of the rules include an

entailment test for monotonic boolean formulae, which

is NP-hard. However, one can weaken the precondi

tion by testing a necessary condition for entailment

(e.g. occurrence of the index in the top-level disjunc

tion) without destroying the property stated in Propo

sition 6.1. In this case, the rules will in general pro

duce longer formulae occurring as indices, but the test

whether a rule applies becomes tractable.

In the remaining part of this section we shall sketch

how the above described algorithm can be extended to

handle the attributes and agreements of AUCT.

Attributes in exists- and value-restrictions are treated

like roles. Applying the exists-rule to two assertional

facts (3f.C)(a) and (3f.D)(a) introduces two differ

ent individual names c, d with the assertional facts

f(a,c),f(a,d). If / is an attribute, this means that

c and d have to be interpreted as the same individual.

This shows that we can no longer have a unique name

assumption for the individuals which are introduced

by rules. For this reason, we shall now distinguish

between "old" individuals, i.e., individuals present in

the original ABox A(JB, and "new" individuals intro

duced by rule applications. New individuals are not

subjected to the unique name assumption. In order

to make the constraint that c, d have to be interpreted

by the same individual explicit, the consistency algo

rithm for ACCT (see [9]) identifies these two individual

names, e.g., by replacing every occurrence of c by d. In

the labelled consistency algorithm, instead of making

an actual replacement, we just introduce an equality

fact c — d. Of course, this equality has to be equipped

with an index, in the same way as other facts are. Here

the fact c = d gets index ind(f(a, c)) Aind(/(a, d)) if it

is newly introduced, otherwise one takes the disjunc

tion of its old index with ind(f(a, c)) A ind(/(a, d)). In

case ind(f(a,c)) A ind(f(a,d)) implies the old index,

nothing has to be changed.

With the help of the equality facts, it is easy to for

mulate an agreement rule. In principle, the agree

ment rule applied to (/i ■ ■ /m = gi ■ • gn)(o) intro

duces the assertional facts /i(a, cj), . . . , fm(cm-i, cm),

9i(a,di),. . . ,gn{dn-i,dn) and cm = dn, where Ci,...,

dn are new individual names. Applicability of this

rule, and the indices of the new facts (or new indices

of existing facts) are defined analogously to the other

rules.

The equality facts define an equivalence relation on

individual names, which has to be taken into account

when firing rules or looking for clashes. Premises of

rules have to be read modulo this equivalence. For ex

ample, this means that the value-restriction rule may

be applicable to the facts (Vi?.C)(a) and R(a',b), if

there are equalities a = «o.«i = 02,...,an = a' in

the ABox. Of course, the indices of these equalities

have to contribute to the new index of C(b) as well.

On the other hand, this rule need not be applied if

there exists an assertional fact C(b') and equalities

b = b0,bi = b2,...,bm = b' such that ind((Vfl.C)(o))A

ind(R(a', 6)) A ind(a = a0) ... A ind(a„ = a') implies

ind(C(6')) A jW(6 = 60) . . . A ind(6m = 6').

Similarly, there is a clash if A(a) and -<A(a') is in the

ABox, along with equalities a = a0, a\ = 02, . . . , a„ =

a'. Because we still have unique name assumption

for the old individuals, the equalities may cause an

other kind of obvious contradiction. We have a clash

if a, a' are old individuals and there are equalities a =

do, ai = 03, ..., On = a' in the ABox. The index asso

ciated with this clash is ind(a = ao)A. . .Aind(an = a').

To sum up, we thus have a solution of the two algo

rithmic problems described at the beginning of this

section . Together with the methods of Section 5 this

give us effective procedures to compute all extensions

of terminological default theories.

7 Conclusion

We have investigated the integration of Reiter's default

logic into a terminological representation formalism,

and have shown that the treatment of open defaults

by Skolemization is problematic, both from a semantic

and an algorithmic point of view. For this reason, we

have considered a restricted semantics where default

rules are only applied to individuals explicitly present

in the knowledge base. This treatment of default rules

is similar to the treatment of monotonic rules in many
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terminological systems, which means that users of such

systems are already familiar with the effects this re

striction to explicit individuals has. However, because

of the nonmonotonic character of default rules, this

restriction may sometimes lead to more consequences

than would have been obtained without it.

With respect to the restricted semantics, the meth

ods of Junker and Konolige and of Schwind and Risch

for computing all extensions of a default theory can

be applied. We have shown how the algorithmic re

quirements for Junker and Konolige 's method (i.e.,

the computation of minimal inconsistent sets of as-

sertional facts) and for an optimized algorithm based

on a theorem of Schwind and Risch (i.e., the compu

tation of maximal consistent sets of assertional facts)

can be solved by an extension of the tableaux-based

algorithm for assertional reasoning.

According to Reiter's semantics the specificity of pre

requisites of rules has no influence on the order in

which defaults rules are supposed to fire. To realize

this additional feature one could either consider an

appropriate selection of admissible extensions, or use

prioritized default theories.
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Abstract

The KL-ONE concept language provides

role-value maps (RVMs) as a concept form

ing operator that compares sets of role fillers.

This is a useful means to specify structural

properties of concepts. Recently, it has

been shown that concept languages provid

ing RVMs together with some other common

concept-forming operators induce an unde-

cidable subsumption problem. Thus, RVMs

have been restricted to chainings of func

tional roles as, for example, in CLASSIC.

Although this restricted RVM is still a use

ful operator, one would like to have addi

tional means to specify interaction of gen

eral roles. The present paper investigates

two concept languages for that purpose. The

first one provides concept forming operators

that generalize the restricted RVM in a dif

ferent direction. Unfortunately, it turns out

that this language also has an undecidable

subsumption problem. The second formal

ism allows to specify structural properties

w.r.t. roles without using general equality

and is equipped with (complete) decision pro

cedures for its associated reasoning problems.

1 INTRODUCTION

Concept languages based on KL-ONE [Brachman and

Schmolze, 1985] are mostly used to represent the ter

minological knowledge of a particular problem domain

on an abstract logical level. To describe this kind

of knowledge, one starts with atomic concepts and

roles, and defines new concepts using the operations

provided by the language. Concepts can be consid

ered as unary predicates which are interpreted as sets

of individuals, and roles as binary predicates which

are interpreted as binary relations between individu

als. Examples for atomic concepts may be Human and

Female, and for roles friend and enemy. Many termino

logical formalisms concentrate on the following three

categories of operators to build a terminology:

• Boolean connectives (l~l, U, and ->) that allow con

cepts to be combined without any direct refer

ence to their internal structure. For example, if

the logical connective conjunction is present as a

language construct, one may describe the concept

Woman as "humans who are female", and repre

sent it by the expression Human n Female.

• Role-forming operators that allow new roles to be

defined. For example the composition (o) allows

the role "friend of enemy" to be represented by

enemy o friend.

• Operators on role fillers that allow the 'inter

nal' structure of the concepts to be operated

on. Many languages provide quantification over

role fillers which allows, for example, the con

cept "human with a friend" (resp., "human with

only female friends") to be described by the ex

pression Human n 3friend.Human (resp., Human n

Vfriend. Female). An interesting subclass of op

erators on role fillers are the operators for role

interaction. The frequently used number restric

tions can be seen as a degenerated form to spec

ify role interaction (on one role). For exam

ple, the concept Lucky-Human could be defined

as 3>100friendn3<2enemy. As soon as an individ

ual belonging to this concept has two role fillers

for enemy, it can be deduced that they are equal.

The kind of models that can be specified by the oper

ators considered so far is quite restricted. If a concept

C is satisfiable, then it is satisfiable by an interpreta

tion that arranges its individuals in a tree structure.

For example, it is possible to require that the mem

bers of a concept have role fillers for a role R, say an

individual a, and a role 5, say 6. But it is not possi

ble to specify that a equals b or that a and 6 have any

common (transitive) role-filler, or that their respective

role-fillers are in any relation to each other.

So there is a need for additional means to specify

role interaction. The classical prototypes of this kind
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of operators are the structural descriptions and role-

value maps (RVMs; see Section 3 for a definition) that

are discussed and motivated, e.g., in [Brachman and

Schmolze, 1985].

An RVM would allow one to specify that the set of all

friends of an individual is equal to the set of all enemies

(which may be true for some people if one looks at

some never ending soap operas): enemy =rvm friend

where enemy and friend are roles.

In [Schmidt-SchauB, 1989; Patel-Schneider, 1989] it

has been shown that a concept language with RVMs

and a few other common operators has an undecid-

able subsumption problem. As a reaction on this dis

appointing negative result, RVMs have been restricted

in existing systems to attribute agreements, see, e.g.,

[Borgida et ai, 1989]. Attributes are functional roles

and are sometimes also called features. I.e., they have

at most one role filler per object. Let best-friend and

main-enemy be attributes. Then an individual belongs

to the concept main-enemy =rvm best-friend if it does

not have a main enemy, or if it does not have a best

friend, or if its best friend is at the same time its main

enemy.1

In this paper several other operators for specifying in

teraction of role and attribute fillers are investigated.

The existential role/attribute agreement can be used to

specify that there is at least one enemy that is also a

friend: 3(enemy = friend). If this operator is restricted

to attribute chainings it is just the same-as operator

in CLASSIC.

The expression 3(enemy o best-friend = friend o

best-friend) represents that there is at least one enemy

and one friend who have the same best-friend. The uni

versal agreement is used in the expression V(enemy o

best-friend = friend o best-friend) to formalize that the

best-friends of all friends and enemies are the same.

On attribute chainings this construct agrees with the

RVMs.

The existential role/attribute disagreement can express

that there is at least one enemy and one friend that

are not identical: 3(enemy ^ friend). The expression

V(enemy ^ friend) says that each member has only true

friends and true enemies—there is no filler that is both

a friend and an enemy.

Although it is at least not obvious how RVMs (on

roles) can be simulated by this group of operators, it

turns out that the existential and universal agreements

lead to an undecidable subsumption problem (Section

3), too.

Section 4 introduces a new concept language which is

able to relate fillers of role/attribute chainings. The

main idea is to replace the general "=" (resp., "^")

'Actually, in CLASSIC the same-as operator requires

the existence of one main-enemy and one best-friend.

above, by abstract, not further defined predicates or

by predicates of a concrete domain. In [Baader and

Hanschke, 1991a] we already proposed an extension

scheme with concrete domains, but there, the predi

cates are only applied to chainings of attributes. The

present paper generalizes this extension scheme con

siderably.

As an example, consider the classic (toy) domain of

families. Let age, spouse, and husband be attributes,

child a role, and Male, Human not further defined con

cepts. Then a family could be represented by

Woman = Human n Female

Man = Human n ->Female

Family = 3husband.man l~l Bspouse.woman n

Vchild. human

The specification can be further refined by enforcing

that there is a marriage certificate and that children

are younger than their parents.

Normal-family = Family n

V(child o age > spouse o age) n

Bhusband , spouse. marriage-certificate

Here the concrete predicate ">" and an abstract bi

nary predicate marriage-certificate are used to formu

late the additional requirements.

Section 5 sketches sound and complete reasoning algo

rithms (see Section 6 for a proof) for this expressive

concept language with attribute (dis)agreements and

the new structural description operators that are based

on predicates.

The concept language ACCT is the basis for the two

extensions and is defined in the next section.

2 THE BAISC LANGUAGE

This section introduces the language ACCT as a pro

totypical conventional concept language. It will be the

starting point for the extensions described in the fol

lowing sections.

Definition 2.1 (T-box syntax) Concept terms are

built from concept, role, and attribute names using

concept-forming operators. If C and D are syntactic

variables for concept terms and R is a role or attribute

name, then

C n D (conjunction),

CiiD (disjunction),

->C (negation)

3R.C (exists-in restriction), and

Vfl.C (value restriction)

are concept terms.

Let A be a concept name and let D be a concept term.

Then A = D is a terminological axiom. A terminol

ogy (T-box) is a finite set T of terminological axioms
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with the additional restrictions that no concept name

appears more than once as a left hand side of a defini

tion, and T contains no cyclic definitions.2

A concept name that does not occur on the left side of

a concept definition is called primitive. □

Please note that the exists-in and the value restrictions

are not only defined for roles but also for attributes.

The next definition gives a model-theoretic semantics

for the language introduced in Definition 2.1.

Definition 2.2 (T-box semantics) An interpreta

tion I for AC.CT consists of a set dom(2) and an

interpretation function. The interpretation function

associates with each concept name A a subset A1 of

dom(X), with each role name R a binary relation R

on dom(I), i.e., a subset of dom(J) x dom(l), and

with each attribute name f a partial function fx from

dom(I) into domfl). For such a partial function fx

the expression f (x) = y is sometimes written as

(x,y)€fx.

The interpretation function—which gives an interpre

tation for atomic terms—can be extended to arbitrary

concept terms as follows: Let C and D be concept

terms and lei R be a role or attribute name. Assume

that Cx and D1 are already defined. Then

1. a£(CU D)x iffaeC1 or a G D1 ,

oe(Cnfl)1 iffae Cx and a G Er ,

a G (-C)1 iffae dom(l) \ CJ ,

2. ae (VR.C)1 iff

for all y with (x, y) G Rx we have

y G Cx, and

a e (3R.C)X iff

there exists y with (x,y) G Rx

and y€ Cx .

An interpretation I is a model of the T-box T iff it

satisfies Ax = Dx for all terminological axioms A =

DinT. D

An important service terminological representation

systems provide is computing the subsumption hierar

chy, i.e., computing the subconcept-superconcept re

lationships between the concepts of a T-box. This

inferential service is usually called classification. The

model-theoretic semantics introduced above allows the

following formal definition of subsumption and satisfi

ability.

Definition 2.3 (T-box services) Let T be a T-box

and let C, D be concepts. Then D subsumes C with

All extensions of ACCT in the present paper involve

attribute/role chainings, which are built from role and

attribute names with the binary, associative infix op

erator o which is interpreted according to

(a,b)€(RioR2)xi«

there is a c with (a, c) G Rx and (c, b) G Rx

The special attribute name c is always interpreted as

identity.

In addition to the formalism defined so far, there is an

assertional component (A-box) to draw terminological

inferences about individuals.

Definition 2.4 (A-box syntax) Let OB be an al

phabet of individuals. If C is a concept and R is a

role or attribute, and a, b are individuals, then

a = b

a±b

a:C

(a,b):R

are assertional axioms.

assertional axioms.

(equality),

(negated equality),

(membership assertion), and

(role-filler assertion)

An A-box is a finite set of

a

An interpretation of an A-box is an interpretation 1

of ALCT that in addition assigns to each individual

a G OB an element ax G dom(I).

An interpretation I satisfies an equality (a negated

equality) a = 6 (a ^ 6) if a1 = bx (ax ± bx), it satis

fies a membership assertion a : C if ax G Cx , and it

satisfies a role- or attribute-filler assertion (a,b) : R if

(ax , bx) G Rx • It satisfies an A-box A if it satisfies all

assertional axioms in A.

An interpretation 1 is called a model of A w.r.t. a

terminology T if it is a model of T and satisfies A.

In particular, there is no unique name assumption

(UNA) (a £ b does not imply ax j: b1). Since in

equality assertions are allowed, the UNA can be easily

simulated—if needed for selected individuals. Finally,

the model-theoretic semantics is the basis for the for

mal specification of the reasoning services of the asser

tional component.

Definition 2.5 (A-box services) Let a T-box T be

given. An A-box is called consistent if it has a model

w.r.t. T. An object a is a member of a concept C

w.r.t. an A-box A if all models T of A satisfy a : C,

too. O

Note that a is a member of C w.r.t. A iff A U {a : ->C}

is not consistent.

respect to Tiff C QD holds for all models! ofJ. 3 EQUALITY BASED OPERATORS

A concept C is satisfiable if there is a model T of T

that satisfies C, i.e., Cx is not empty. □

2See [Nebel, 1989; Baader, 1990] for a treatment of

cyclic definitions in concept languages.

In this section a concept language based on ACCT

with additional concept forming operators, called ex

istential and universal role/attribute (dis)agreements,
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is formally defined. These concept forming operators

are based on equality and negated equality. This is

quite different to the operators introduced in Section

4. As for RVMs, the subsumption problem in a concept

language with these additional language constructs is

undecidable.

Let u =rvm v be the original RVM construct, where u

and v are two, possibly empty, chainings of roles and

attributes. An individual a belongs to the concept

u =rvm v iff the two sets of (transitive) role-fillers

of u and t; are identical. Formally, an interpretation

extends to the RVMs according to:3

a G (u =RVM v)x iff axux = axvx

Note that each of the following constructs is different

from the RVM construct.

Definition 3.1 (equality-based operators)

The new concept forming operators based on equality

and negated equality are defined as follows. Let u and

v be two role chainings. Then

V(u = v) (universal agreement)

V(u ^ v) (universal disagreement)

3(u = v) (existential agreement)

3(u ^ v) (existential disagreement)

are concept terms with the following semantics:

a € V(« = v)x iff

for all b, c with (ax ,bx) G v1 and

(ax ,cx) G u1 we have bx = c*

a G V(u 5* v)x iff

for all b, c with (a , 61) £ v1 and

(ax ,cx) G ux we have b1 ^ c1

a G 3(ti = v)x iff

there exists b with (ax,bx) G v1

and{ax,bx)eux

a G 3(u # v)x iff

there exist b, c with (ax ,bx) £vx □

and(ax,cx)eux and bx ? c1

If u and v are attribute agreements, u =rvm « and

V(u = v) are equivalent concepts. This is not the case

if u and/or v would contain a role. Moreover, it is at

least not obvious how RVMs with roles can be simu

lated by the equality-based operators. Unfortunately,

ACCT together with the constructs of the previous

definition has an undecidable subsumption problem,

too.

This will be shown by a reduction of the word problem

for semi-groups to the subsumption problem in the

concept language. First, the definition of the word

problem is recalled. Let E be a finite alphabet, let E*

be the set of finite, possibly empty words over E, and

let e be the empty word. Then a set S = {/,• = r^; /j,

r,- G E*, i = 1, . . . , m} is called a finite presentation of

a semi-group. This set induces a binary relation —>s

on E*:

u—*sv iff

there are words u/i, W2 G E*, and an

/ = r G S such that u = wilw? and

v = wirw2-

By ~5 we denote the reflexive, transitive, and sym

metric closure of —+5. It is well known that a finite

presentation S exists consisting of seven equations over

a two-element alphabet, E = {a, 6} say, such that it

is undecidable for two words u and v whether u ~s »

holds or not (see, for instance [Boone, 1959]).

Now let this system 5 be given. For the two elements

a, b G E two attributes a, b are introduced, respec

tively. Let start, left, right be additional attributes,

let back, forth be additional role names, and let A be

a fresh concept name. Then for two given words u,

v G E* the following concept definition schema is in

troduced

EqUi„ = 3(left = start o u) n 3(right = start o»)n

3(forth = start)

For any model J (of the terminology up to this point)

satisfying Eq*,.../«,...*„ there are (not necessarily dis

tinct) objects, e, ao, ai, ••• ,Om, bo, bi, ■•• ,bn such that

1. (a,_i,ai) G /?,forO < i < m, and (6,_1,61) G gf ,

for 0 < » < n

2. ao = 60, (c,a0) G start, (c,a0) G forth, (c,am) G

left, and (c,bn) G right.

This attribute/role structure is depicted in Figure 1.

h h 81 82

—»1— a0=b0—- bl—•

  

Figure 1: Representing u and t;

The concept definition Top = AU->A introduces a name

for the universal concept. A single equation / = r G S

can be modeled by a concept Equation;=r defined by

the following schema:

Equation,_r = (3/.Top => 3(1 = r)) n

(3r.Top => 3(1 = r))

3 For a binary relation r and an object a the expression

ar is defined as the set {6; r(a, b)}.

where the expressions of the form A => B are abbre

viations for (~>A) U B. The concept 3/.Top is satisfied
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by an element x G dom(I) iff /7(x) G dom(I), i.e., the

partial funtion I1 is defined on x.

Assume that the model J satisfies Equation,_r and that

cio G Equation,.,.. Then it is easy to show that qq G

Equation,_r, Iw G E*, and (/u;)z(ao) G dom(J) implies

(ru;)z(ao) G dom(I).

The presentation 5 = {ei, . . . ,e-j} can now be easily

represented as

LocalS = Equation l"l . . . Equation

But how can this restriction be imposed on each el

ement x for which there is a w G E* such that

wx(ao) = x? Since the concept language provides no

transitive closure or cyclic definitions, the element c

in Figure 1 is used as a 'relay that refreshes' the re

striction. Consider, the following concept definition

schema:

Loop^ = Vforth.V<r.3(back o forth = e) n

V(forth o <r o back = e)

Any model of the concept Equ „ n Loopa n Loop^ leads

fn f2 fl 81 82 8m

*m-~— ...——aj-»— aQ = ho ——b] ——...—»-bn
 

Figure 2: Repeating back and forth

to a role/attribute structure as depicted in Figure 2.

More precisely, c has all the x as role fillers for forth

that can be reached from ao by a word w G E* • Now

it is easy to impose the requirements of S on each of

these elements: GlobalS = Vforth. LocalS

Proposition 3.2 Given two words u, v G E*

Equ „ n Loopa n Loop^ n GlobalS subsumes

3(left = right)

iff u ~s v.

Proof.

1) Assume that u ~s v:

Let J be a model of the above concept definitions,

and let c be in (Equ „ nLoopa nLoopjj n GlobalS)1.

Relying on the above construction it is easy to prove

the following:

If w1 is defined on startI(c), and w^sw' or

w'^sw then w1 (start1 (c)) = ty'I(startI(c)).

By definition there is a finite derivation of u ~s t;

in terms of the symmetric closure of —>s and thus,

uz(startz(c)) = vI(startI(c)) and left^c) = rightz(c).

By definition: c G 3(left = right).

2) Assume that not u ~$ v:

It is easy to verify that the interpretation constructed

below is a model of the above concept definitions and a

counter example to the subsumption relation in ques

tion.

Let dom(J) = £*, U {c} where E", is the set of

equivalence classes induced by the congruence relation

~s- The partial functions a1 and b are defined as

left multiplications for all [x] G E*,

■*([«]) = M and bX([*]) = [*«]•

The other roles and attributes are defined as suggested

by the construction:

1. Ieftx(c) = [«], right1 (c) = [v], and start1 (c) = [e],

2. (c, x) G forth , for every x G E} , and

3. (x, y) G backz if (y, x) G forth1. D

Corollary 3.3 The subsumption problem in a concept

language based on ACCT and extended by the equality-

based operators universal and existential agreement is

undecidable. D

This result shows that, as long as equality is in

volved, it is wise to restrict oneselfs to attribute

(dis)agreements.

4 OPERATORS WITH

PREDICATES

It is easy to see (for example by a comparison with

CLASSIC) that the subsumption problem remains de-

cidable if the equality-based operators are restricted

to chainings of attributes. The reduction in the unde-

cidability proof in the previous section relied heavily

on the possibility to specify cyclic role structures (for

instance, 3(back o forth = c)).

In this section two ideas are developed that remove

the capability to specify this kind of cyclic structure

from the concept language. The first idea is to replace

the equality in the equality-based operators by unin

terpreted, possibly negated n-ary predicate symbols.

The second idea is to split the interpretation domain

into two separate domains: the abstract and the con

crete domain [Baader and Hanschke, 1991a]. Role and

attribute fillers can now be restricted by predicates of

the concrete domain, too. But concepts are always

subsets of the concrete domain.

Together with attribute (dis)agreements the abstract

and the concrete predicate based operators are a pow

erful, still decidable, means to specify structural prop

erties.
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4.1 CONCRETE DOMAINS

Before the concept forming operators are introduced

the notion "concrete domain" has to be formalized.

Definition 4.1 A concrete domain X> consists of a

set dom(V), the domain of V, and a set pred(D),

the predicate names of V. Each predicate name p

is associated with an arity n, and an n-ary predicate

pvCdom(V)n. □

An important example is the concrete domain H of

real arithmetic. The domain of H is the set of all real

numbers, and the predicates of H. are given by for

mulae which are built by first order means (i.e., by

using logical connectives and quantifiers) from equal

ities and inequalities between integer polynomials in

several indeterminates.4 For example, x + z2 = y is an

equality between the polynomials p(z, z) = x + z2 and

q(y) = y; and x > y is an inequality between very sim

ple polynomials. From these equalities and inequali

ties one can e.g. build the formulae 3z(x + z2 = y)

and 3z(x + z2 = y) V (i > y). The first formula

yields a predicate name of arity 2 (since it has two

free variables), and it is easy to see that the associated

predicate is {(r, s); r and s are real numbers and r <

s). Consequently, the predicate associated to the

second formula is {(r, s); r and s are real numbers}

= dom(n) x dom{H).

To get inference algorithms for the extended concept

language which will be introduced below, the concrete

domain has to satisfy some additional properties.

For technical reasons the set of predicate names of the

concrete domain is required to be closed under nega

tion, e.g. , if p is an n-ary predicate name in pred(V)

then a predicate name q in pred(D) has to exist such

that q^ = dom(V)n \ pv . In addition, a unary

predicate name is needed which denotes the predicate

dom(V).

The property which will be formulated now clarifies

what kind of reasoning mechanisms are required in the

concrete domain. Let p\, ..., p* be k (not necessarily

different) predicate names in pred(V) of arities r»i, ...,

ni,. Consider the conjunction

Awu(0).
i=i

Here x^ stands for an n,-tuple (i[ , ...,£«,) of vari

ables. It is important to note that neither all variables

in one tuple nor those in different tuples are assumed to

be distinct. Such a conjunction is said to be satisfiable

iff there exists an assignment of elements of dom(V) to

4 For the sake of simplicity it is assumed here that the

formula itself is the predicate name. In applications, the

user will probably take his own intuitive names for these

predicates.

the variables such that the conjunction becomes true

inX>.

For example, let pi(x,y) be the predicate 3z(x +

z2 = y) in pred(TJ), and let P2(x,y) be the predicate

x > y in pred(ft). Obviously, neither the conjunction

Pi (z. y) A P2(x, y) nor P2(x, x) is satisfiable.

Definition 4.2 A concrete domain V is called admis

sible iff(i) the set of its predicate names is closed un

der negation and contains a name for dom(D), and

(ii) the satisfiability problem for finite conjunctions of

the above mentioned form is decidable. D

The concrete domain V, is admissible. This is a con

sequence of Tarski's decidability result for real arith

metic [Tarski, 1951; Collins, 1975]. For the linear case

(where the polynomials in the equalities and inequali

ties have to be linear) there exist more efficient meth

ods (see e.g. [Weispfenning, 1988; Loos and Weispfen-

ning, 1990]).

4.2 THE ADDITIONAL OPERATORS

With the above formalization of concrete domains the

extension ACCFPiV) of ACCT which is parametrized

by an admissible concrete domain V can be defined.

The new concept forming operators can be seen as

generalizations of the value restriction and the exists-

in restriction.

Definition 4.3 (syntax of ACCTV(V)) The

concept formalism of ACCT is extended by the follow

ing new concept forming operators. Let u\, ■ ■ ■ , un be

role/attribute chainings. Then

V«i, ■ ■ • , un.p (generalized value restriction)

3«i, • • • , Un.p (generalized exists-in restriction)

are concept terms in each of the following cases: The

term p which is called restrictor

1. is a predicate of the concrete domain with arity n,

2. is of the form p or ->p, where p is an abstract

predicate of arity n,

3. is a concept term and n = 1, or

4- is "=" or "£", n is 2, and uj, u-i are chainings

of attributes. □

In addition to defining the interpretation of the new

operators, the interpretation function has to take care

of the concrete domain. This somehow makes the def

inition complicated at first glance.

Definition 4.4 (semantics of ACCTV{V))

The differences of interpretations of ACCT and the

extended language are as follows:

The set dom{X), which is called abstract domain for

this language, is iequired to be disjoint to dom(D).
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Because attributes and roles link the abstract with the

concrete domain their interpretation is liberated: An

attribute f is interpreted as a partial function

fx : dom(l) —► dom(I) U dom(2>)

and a role r as a binary predicate

r1 C dom(I) x (dom(I) U dom{V)).

An abstract predicate p ofarity n is interpreted asp1 C

dom(I)" and {->p)T as dom(l)n Xp1, and a concrete

predicate p is interpreted as pr = pv .

It remains to define how the new operators are inter

preted:

a €(Vm, ■••,«,,*)* iff

for allyi,--,yn with (x,yi) € tif , • • -,

(x,yn) e u* we have (ui,-~,Vn) 6 p*

a€ (3ui,--,un.p)J iff

there exists yi,--,yn with (x,j/i) € u\,

■ ■ ■, (*i yn) e ul and (yi > • • • . yn) € p1

The assertional component of the extended formalism

allows additional forms of assertional axioms. These

are the predicate assertions p{a\ , • • • , a„) where p can

be an abstract, a negated abstract, or a concrete pred

icate ofarity n. They are satisfied by an interpretation

Iiff(af,-..,nr)e/.

As already mentioned the membership problem can be

reduced to a consistency test. Since a concept term C

subsumes a concept term D iff a : -<C n D is inconsis

tent, the subsumption problem can also be reduced to

a consistency test. The next section presents a decision

procedure that answers in finite time the consistency

problem of this extended language. So, the following

theorem holds:

Theorem 4.5 Assume that an admissible concrete

domain V is given. Then there exist decision proce

dures for the consistency, the subsumption, and the

membership problem in ACC!FV(V). □

5 THE BASIC ALGORITHM

This section presents an algorithm that decides in fi

nite time whether a given A-box Ao is consistent or

not. The algorithm is a generalization of the technique

that was introduced in [Schmidt-SchauB and Smolka,

1991] and further elaborated, e.g., in [Baader and Han

schke, 1991b; Baader, 1991; Hollunder et al, 1990]

Roughly, the algorithm proceeds as follows. It starts

with a given A-box A, and applies transformation rules

to A that make the knowledge represented by the as

sertions more explicit. Ultimately, one of the following

two situations occurs:

1 . The A-box becomes "obviously contradictory" , or

2. all knowledge has been made explicit.

In the latter case the A-box is called complete and

describes directly a model of the original A. In the

other case A is inconsistent.

Sometimes it is necessary to make a case distinction

during the transformation process, since disjunctions

occur (implicitly and explicitly) in the formalism. So,

a transformation step may transform a single A-box

A in two new A-boxes B\ and £?2- In this case A is

inconsistent if both B\ and Bi are inconsistent. For

that reason, the algorithm operates with sets of A-

boxes rather than a single A-box. If the consistency

of an A-box A has to be checked, the algorithm is

initialized with the singleton set Mo = {Ao} where

Ao is the unfolded (see below) version of A-

5.1 UNFOLDING

Let a terminology T and an A-box Ao be given. To

simplify the presentation, the A-boxes are first normal

ized by the unfolding rule. It replaces a concept name

C by its definition t if the concept definition C = t is

in T. Because terminologies do not contain cycles this

rule can only be applied finitely many times. After

all the defined concepts have been replaced, the ter

minology is not needed any more for the consistency

test.

5.2 TRANSFORMATION RULES

This section presents the transformation rules that op

erate on the set Mo- They generate a finite sequence

(see the next section for a proof of the finiteness) of

sets Mi, M2, M3, ■ ■ ■ Mk of A-boxes.

5.2.1 Pushing Negation

The negation rules propagate negation ("-1") towards

the leaves of the concept terms. Recall that -i is

a complement operator w.r.t. dom(J) and that at

tributes and roles link the abstract domain with the

concrete domain. So it is convenient to introduce

a global complement operator ~. It is defined by

~/r = (dom(J) U dom(D)n \ p1 where p is a restrictor

with arity n (Definition 4.3).

-■(snt) -.(sUi)-1 -is

s ->s U -d

->Vvi,--,vn.p

-.s n -it

-3vi,--

P

,vn-p

3*i
• t'n Vvi

5.2.2 Transformation Rules

Whereas the previous rules are rewriting rules that

operate on (sub)terms the following rules operate on
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the level of assertions. For these remaining rules the

expressions of the form

premises

consequences

have to be read as follows: if there is an A-box A in

the current Mi that fulfills the premises, then the suc

cessor Mi+i is obtained by adding the consequences

to A. A rule must not be applied in an A-box A with

a particular instantiation of the premises if the rule

has already been applied with the same instantiation

of the premises in that A-box. Neither must it be ap

plied if the A-box contains an obvious contradiction

(see Section (5.2.4).

If vertical bars "|" occur in the consequence of a rule,

this means that the A-box A 6 Mi to which the rule is

applied has to be replaced with new A-boxes for each

of the alternatives that are separated by the bar(s).

So, in these cases Mi+i contains more A-boxes than

its predecessor Mi.

The Operator Rules

These rules split concept terms into its immediate sub-

terms and generate new assertions.

(Rn)

(RU)

a : sHt

a : s,a :t

sUa:t

(RV)

a : s | a : t

This rule transforms the affected A-box into two

A-boxes.

(a,bi) :«!,-••, (a, 6„) : w„,a : Vt>i ■■■vn.p

(&i. ■■•.*!») -P

A premise (a, b) : v is fulfilled if

1. a = 6 and v is c or

2. there is a (a,c) : R in the A-box, v splits

into Rv' where R is an attribute or role, and,

recursively, (c, d) : v' is fulfilled.

a :3»i ■••«„./»

(a,6i) :vi,--,(a,bn) :vn,(bi,

Here the 6j are fresh individuals.

The Role and Attribute Rules

-,f>n)-P

The (R3) rule may generate new assertions of the form

(a, b) : v where v is a chaining of attributes or roles.

It may also cause forks. These are pairs of attribute-

filler assertions (a, 6) : /, (a, c) : / with b ^ c. These

configurations are treated by the following rules:

(Ro)

(a, 6): Rov

(Re)

(a, c) : R, (c, b) : v

Here c is a fresh individual.

(a,b):e

(R-~)

(a,61):/,(a,62):/

&i = 62

if / is an attribute.

The ~ Rules

The following rules deal with the global complement

operator if it occurs at the top level in an assertion.

(R~V)

(oi.---.On) ; ~P

(R~7>)

ai : T I ■•• I an : T | (a1,---,an) : p

if p is a concrete predicate and ~p is the comple

ment of p w.r.t. dom(T>) (since V is admissible p is

also a predicate of the concrete domain), and T is

a specific concept name that is always interpreted

as dom(I).

(fll|-'-.fln): ~P

ai :V I ••■ |o„ :X> | {au ■■ -,an) : y

if p is a concept term and n = 1 or its is an ab

stract predicate.

(R~=)

(01,02) : ~=

(ai,o2) :^

(R~#)

(fll,Q2) :~^

(ai,a2) :=

The Domain Rules

The abstract and the concrete domain are disjoint.

This may lead to obvious contradictions. The domain

rules try to make explicit the domain to which an in

dividual belongs.

(TCPT)

(oi.---.On) ■ P

01 :T,--',On :T

if p is a primitive concept or an abstract predicate.

(RRT)

(RVT)

(ai,a2) : R .

if R is a role or attribute.

oi :T

(Pl.---.Qn) ■ P

ai :V,--,an :V

if p is a concrete predicate different from V.

The Identification Rule

The attribute agreements and the functional charac

ter of the attributes may lead to equality assertions.

These are treated by the following rule:

(R=)

(a, 6): =

replace a by 6 in the affected A-box

o = 6

5.2.3 The Strategy

In order to get a terminating algorithm the order in

which the rules may be executed has to be restricted.

Identifications of individuals have to take place as soon

as possible. So the "role and attribute rules" and the

identification rule are executed with the highest prior

ity.

If a transformation rule has been applied to some as

sertions and later some individuals in these assertions
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are replaced during applications of the (R=) rule, the

transformation rule must not be applied again to these

assertions (although the premises are not exactly the

same).

5.2.4 Obvious Contradictions

A single A-box A is obviously contradictory in each of

the following cases:

Primitive Clash: The A-box contains a pair of as

sertions of the form a : p,a : ~>p where p is an

abstract predicate (resp., a concept term) and a

is a tuple of individuals (resp., an individual).

Domain Clash: The A-box contains a : T, a : V.

Equality Clash: The A-box contains a^ a.

Concrete Domain Clash: The A-box contains

predicate assertions at : pi, . . . , an : pn where

the pi are concrete predicates and the satisfiabil

ity test of the concrete domain says that the above

conjunction is not satisfiable.

5.3 SUMMARY OF ALGORITHM

The following procedure, written in a pseudo program

ming language, summarizes the consistency test of A-

boxesof ACCTV{V).

Algorithm 5.1 (consistency test) The procedure

takes an A-box A as an argument and checks whether

it is consistent or not.

define procedure check-consistency (A)

Ao '■= \mio\&(A)

r :=0

Mo := {Ao}

while 'a transformation rule is applicable to Mr'

do

r := r+ 1

Mr := apply-a-transformation-rulef.Mr-i^

od

if 'there is an A G Mr that is not obviously

contradictory'

then return consistent

else return inconsistent

□

6 THE PROOF

In this section termination, soundness, and complete

ness of the consistency test (Algorithm 5.1) are proved.

Together, these facts imply that the algorithm is a de

cision procedure for the consistency of an A-box A.

Proposition 6.1 Assume that Algorithm 5.1 is ap

plied to A. Then

1. the algorithm always computes in finite time a set

Mr of A-boxes each of which is complete or obvi

ously contradictory, and

2. the initial A-box is inconsistent iff all A-boxes A £

Mr contain a clash.

Proof. The proposition is a consequence of the four

lemmata (6.2, 6.3, 6.4) stated and proved below. O

As already mentioned, unfolding terminates, because

terminologies are acyclic. Since unfolding does not

change the satisfiability of an A-box, this preparatory

step is neglected in the proof.

The while loop of Algorithm 5.1 reduces the semantic

problem of consistency for the A-box Ao to a sim

ple syntactic problem for a finite set Mr of A-boxes.

This syntactic problem is to check whether there is an

A-box in MT that is not obviously contradictory. In

order to show the correctness of the reduction, termi

nation is proved first.

Assume that a computation using the algorithm is

given and that in a single execution of the loop body

the A-boxes B\,. ■ .,Bn, n > 0, have been derived by

an application of one of the transformation rules to an

A-box A. Then the 5, are called descendants of A.

Lemma 6.2 (termination) The algorithm always

computes a complete set of A-boxes Mr infinite time.

Proof. Assume that a possibly infinite computation is

given. In order to show termination it suffices to prove

that there is no infinite sequence of A-boxes Aq,Ai, ...

where Ai+i is a descendant of .4,-.

This sequence with the associated applications of

transformation rules defines a sequence of trees So, 6\,

... as follows:

1. The initial tree So consists just of the edges /? —►

v{a : C) where a : C is a membership assertion in

Ao and /? is an additional root.

2. For an individual a let a^ denote the individ

ual name that stands in place of a after all re

placements of the rule (R=) up to Ak have been

performed.

Each time a transformation rule is applied to an

A-box, Ak say, generating new membership as

sertions bj : Bj, j — 1, . . .,/, the tree 5,+i is con

structed from Si. This is done by adding edges

u{a : .A) —* u{bj : Bj), j = 1 /, where the

u(bj : Bj) are new nodes and a^ : A occurs in

the (instantiated) premise of the transformation

rule (there is always exactly one such assertion).

If individuals are replaced, this is not done in the tree.

So Si conservatively extends 6,+i .

Note that not every application of a transformation

rule leads to a new Si (consider for example the rule
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(Ri—►). But, it is easy to observe that the computation

of an infinite sequence of descending A-boxes (as the

one above) leads to an infinite sequence of trees with

an increasing number of nodes.

If the S's are considered as sets of edges,

A= (J 6t

1=0,1,3,...

is a tree, too. If it can be shown that A is finite, this

yields a contradiction and the proof is done.

Assume that A is infinite.

1) The mapping |.| from nodes to naturals is induc

tively defined as

1. \V(b:B)\:=\B\

2. \p\ := 1, if p is an abstract or a concrete predicate,

a primitive concept, =, or ^.

3. \BnC\:=\A\ + \B\,

\BUC\:=\A\ + \B\,

\3vi,...,vn.p\ := H + l,

JV-di , . . . , t>„ .p| := \p\+ 1,

H>|:=M*2 + 1,

N>|:=W*2

has the following nice property: j/(a : .A) —► u(b : B)

implies \v(a : A)\> \u(b : B)\.

This implies that the depth of A (defined as the num

ber of edges in the longest directed path) is bounded

by

max{|«/(a : C)\\ v{a : C) occurs in 6q) + 1.

2) It remains to show that the tree is finitely branching.

Let a node v(a : C) be given. If C is not a generalized

value restriction, the node has exactly one descendant.

This holds because the transformation rule applied to

the assertion related to this node has exactly on asser

tion in its premise, and, by definition, rules are only

applied once per premise.

If C is a generalized-value restriction Vui, . . . , un.p,

where p is not a concept term then the node does not

have any successor, because only new membership as

sertions lead to new nodes.

So a node v{a : C) where C is a value restriction VR.C

is the last kind of node that could have infinitely many

immediate successors. The rule (RV) is applied once to

this assertion per attribute-filler or role-filler assertion

(a,b):R.

Since the "role and attribute rules" are executed with

a priority higher than the priority of (RV), the node

has only one descendant, too, if R is an attribute.

Let a node v of the form v{uq : V72.C) be given where

R is a role and C is a concept. Note that this is the last

remaining case. All other kinds of nodes have already

been proved to have only finitly many successors. As

sume that v has infinitely man descendants.

Observation 1: To get these infinitely many descen

dants the computation has to generate infinitely many

role-filler assertions of the form (ao, 6) : R. These come

1. either from an assertion c : 3tii, . . . , un.p or

2. an assertion (a',b) : R has been generated from

an assertion c : 3«i, . . . , un.p and, later, the indi

viduals 'a and a0 have been identified.

In both cases c is linked to ao through a directed

path labeled with attributes. Let N be the infinite

set of nodes belonging to the generating assertions

c : 3«i, . . .,un.p, and let F be the infinite set of gen

erated R role fillers of ao.

Note that there can be only finitely many exceptions

(ao,6) : R that are not generated from a node in N.

Observation 2: Let b € F. Now observe that all

individuals d that can be reached from b through a

directed path of attribute/role assertions cannot be

reached from another b' € F, b' ^ 6.

Observation 3: If i/(a : A) is any node in A and i/(b :

B) is any other node below i/(a : .A) then a equals 6 or

there is a directed path from a to 6.

Let (ao , 6) : R, b € F be one of the generated asser

tions. Then there does not exist an attribute/role path

from b to ao-

Together with the contraposition of Observation 3 this

implies that the infinitely many nodes in N are not

descendants of v in A.

These infinitely many nodes must be descendants of

the finitely many nodes in .4o- Consider the subtree

A' of A that is obtained by taking all pathes from the

nodes in D to the root /?.

Since A has finite depth, A' has finite depth. Now

assume that there is an infinite branch in A' at a node

u{b : B). Then, as above, B is a value restriction

VR.'C with a role R' , and there are infinitely many

role-fillers for b. Only finitely many are not generated

by the rules (R3) and (Ro).

So, there are at least two nodes in the infinite N that

are in different subtrees of u(b : B) belonging to gen

erated role-fillers 6i and 6„ of 6 w.r.t. R' .

Analog to Observation 2, the set of individuals reach

able from 6i and 62, respectively, are disjoint. But ao

is reachable from both 61 and 62 because of observa

tions 3 and 1: contradiction. So, A' is finite which

contradicts the infinity of N. So, v has only finitely

many descendants and A is finite,too. □

To prove the second part of Proposition 6.1, the notion

of contradictory A-boxes is introduced. It is the syntac

tic equivalent to inconsistent A-boxes. The definition
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is by induction on the relation "descendant" which has

just been proved noetherian. An A-box A occurring

in the computation is contradictory with respect to a

computation iff

• A does not have descendants and is obviously con

tradictory, or

• all descendants of A are contradictory.

Please note that according to this definition ,4o is con

tradictory iff after the loop in Algorithm 5.1 all A-

boxes in Mr are obviously contradictory.

Lemma 6.3 (soundness) An A-box that is contra

dictory with respect to a given computation is incon

sistent.

Proof. The proof is by induction on the definition of

contradictory, with a case analysis according to the

transformation rule applied. Assume that a contradic

tory A-box A is given. It has to be shown that it does

not have a model.

1) If A does not have a descendant, it must be obvi

ously contradictory and cannot have a model.

2) For the induction step, assume to the contrary that

A has a model J. It has to be shown that at least

one of the descendants of A has a model. This will be

a contradiction to the induction hypothesis, because

all descendants of contradictory A-boxes are contra

dictory.

This shall only be demonstrated for the case of the

(RV) rule. The other cases can be treated similarly.

Assume that the rule has been applied to the axioms

(a, by) :vi, ■■■, (a,bn) : vn, a : Vvi ■ -Vn.p generating

the descendant B. Please note that B is a superset

of A and that the only axiom in B that is not in A

is (6j , • • • , bn) : p. Hence, it suffices to show that I

satisfies 6 : C. This is an immediate consequence of

the definition of the generalized value restriction. D

Lemma 6.4 (completeness) If the initial A-box Aq

is not contradictory with respect to a given computa

tion, it has a model.

Proof. If Aq is not contradictory then there is an A-

box B D Ao in Mr that is not obviously contradictory.

Next an interpretation I of B is defined:

1 . Because the clash rule related to the concrete do

main is not applicable, there is a variable assign

ment a that satisfies the conjunction of all oc

curring axioms of the form P{x\, . . .,x„). The

interpretation I interprets all x with x : V in B

as ct(x).

2. The domain dom(J) consists of all the objects x

with x : T in B.

3. Let p be a primitive concept or an abstract pred

icate. Then (ai , . . . , a„) £ p1 iff (ai , . . . , a„) : p

occurs in B. The domain rules ensure that all aj

belong to dom(I).

4. Let R be a role or attribute. Then (a, 6) € R1 iff

(a, 6) : R is in B. This is well defined even if R is

an attribute, because of the transformation rule

(Rj—►), which is not applicable to B. The domain

rules ensure that a belongs to dom(I).

It is straightforward, but tedious, to show by induc

tion on the size of the axioms that Z is not only an

interpretation but also a model of B.

Here only the case of the generalized value restriction

is demonstrated:

Assume a : Vvi ■ -vn.p is in B. Let any ob

jects 6i, ..., b„ be given. If (a,&i) G v\,

■ ■ -, (a, 6„) € vj the transformation rule (RV)

ensures that {b\ , . . . , 6„) : p is in B. By in

duction hypothesis, I satisfies this assertion.

Since the 6,- were arbitrary, by definition, I

satisfies the generalized value restriction.

Finally, Ao C B is used to deduce that J is also a

model for Ao □

7 CONCLUSIONS

In [Schmolze, 1989] a family of concept languages is

presented which is also based on n-ary predicates. One

motivation for this formalism is that some concepts

are more naturally expressed in terms of n-ary pred

icates. The terminological formalisms of the present

paper are more "object centered" and use predicates

only to specify role interaction. It is not clear for which

members of the family of concept languages presented

in [Schmolze, 1989] decision procedures for the com

mon reasoning services exist.

In the present paper concept forming operators to

specify interaction of roles and attributes have been

studied. It has been shown that universal and ex

istential role/attribute (dis)agreements lead in gen

eral to an undecidable subsumption problem. Nev

ertheless, an expressive concept language with sound

and complete reasoning algorithms has been presented

that allows to specify interactions on the basis of ab

stract and concrete predicates as well as attribute

(dis)agreements.

The TAXON system implements a superset of the

concept language ALCFV{V). The system is writ

ten in CommonLisp and has been implemented in the

ARC-TEC project (Acquisition and Representation

and Compilation of TEChnical Knowledge) [Bernardi

c/ ai, 1991]. It is mainly used in an application in

mechanical engineering (ARC-TEC) dealing with the

production planning of lathe workpieces and a project
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TOOCON (TOOls for model-based CONfiguration)

that develops a configuration system for low-voltage

switch boards.
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Abstract

One of the main characteristics of logical rea

soning is its high computational complexity.

Approximation is one possible way to over

come this problem that has recently received

significant attention in the AI literature. The

approximation method we propose relies on

the definition of two sequences of sets con

verging to the set of strings that represent

the reasoning problem. One sequence con

tains only supersets of the target set, while

the other one contains only subsets. From the

logical point of view the approximating sets

represent either sound or complete forms of

reasoning. The approximating sets are care

fully designed both from the computational

and from the semantical point of view. Our

goal in this paper is to use this method for the

approximation of reasoning problems typi

cal of concept description languages. Con

cept languages are abstractions for several

languages in Computer Science and AI. In

this paper we demonstrate our approxima

tion method for the two concept languages

ACE and ACQ. The method we propose has

both a syntactic and a semantic account.

1 Introduction

One of the main characteristics of logical reasoning is

its high computational complexity. Although signif

icant exceptions exist, most of the logical problems

which are interesting from the point of view of AI are

computationally unfeasible (polynomially intractable)

or even undecidable.

Approximation is a technique which is commonly used

in many areas of Computer Science to deal with the

computational intractability of problems. The ma

jor difficulty about introducing approximation in rea

soning problems is in that it is very hard to find a

measure of the approximation which is not depen

dent on the particular problem at hand. Neverthe

less, some approaches to the approximation of logi

cal problems have recently appeared in the AI litera

ture. Levesque's [18] architecture based on incomplete

reasoning, Frisch's [13, 14] limited inference systems,

Crawford and Kuiper's [8] access-limited logic, Kautz

and Selman's [16, 28] knowledge compilation and Dean

and Boddy's [9] anytime algorithms, further investi

gated by Russell and Zilberstein in [26] and by Gins

berg in [15], are among the most valuable approaches.

The present authors proposed in previous works [5, 7,

6] a general technique for the approximation of com

plex reasoning problems. A reasoning task is modeled

as the problem of deciding whether a string x belongs

to a set V (e. g. the set of satisfiable propositional

formulae) or not. The method we defined for approx

imating a reasoning problem, or equivalently the cor

responding set V, relies on the definition of two se

quences of sets {T>0,t>i, ...,Vm) and (D0,©1,. . .,Vn)

having the following properties:

• D0 C X>! C • • ■ C Vm = V = Vn C 2>n_1 C • • • C

X>°;

• the length n,m of the sequences is polynomial

with respect to the input of the problem;

• the elements of both sequences are defined by

means of a semantics closely related to that of

• deciding whether the input string x belongs to V°

or not (or loosely, deciding membership in V°)

is a polynomial problem; the same holds for T>0.

In general deciding membership in V and in "Di

gets exponentially harder as » grows, but it is not

harder than deciding membership in V.

The reasoning task is performed in an incremental

fashion, by deciding membership in sets X>, and 2?J

of both sequences for increasing indexes i,j, starting

with » = j = 0. If we prove membership in any 2>,,

then we have also proved membership in V ; on the

other hand if we disprove membership in any Z>' , then

we have also disproved membership in 2>.
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There are clearly two possibilities in using this method:

either we are able to solve the reasoning problem in a

reasonable amount of time (tipically for small indeces

i,j), or i,j get too big and we run out of computing

resources. Since the reasoning problems taken into

account are polynomially intractable, the latter case

will be frequent, therefore it has to be analyzed very

carefully.

The whole purpose of our research on approximation

is the study of how to give a meaningful answer in this

case. We believe that such a meaningful answer has

to be grounded on a simple semantics and justified by

intuitive arguments. In this way we want to obtain

an understandable reasoning system whose precision

is arbitrary, but depends on the computational effort

that has been spent. The system is realized by means

of a stepwise procedure that can be interrupted at any

step in such a way that the information obtained so far

gives interesting semantic insights. Following ideas of

Levesque [17, 18, 19], we grounded the semantics for

approximation on a multivalued logic.

In our previous works we approximated several sets

of great interest in AI. In [5] we dealt with the set

{(T;j) | T, 7 are propositional formulae and T ^ 7},

in [7] with the set {7 | 7 is a satisfiable formula of the

modal system K} and in [6] with the set {(A; 7) | A

is a propositional default theory and 7 credulously

follows from A}. Our method is to some extent in

dependent on the complexity of the reasoning task.

The complexity of the reasoning problems represented

by these sets is co-NP-complete, PSPACE-complete

and Ej-complete, respectively. Other basic reasoning

tasks of propositional, modal, autoepistemic and non

monotonic logics have been approximated in the same

papers.

Our goal in this paper is to show that our method can

be used for the approximation of reasoning problems

typical of concept description languages. The inter

est in concept description — also called terminological

— languages originated from the study of knowledge

representation systems, such as KL-ONE (see [4]). Con

cept languages are (generally decidable) sublanguages

of predicate logic that are abstractions for several lan

guages in Computer Science and Artificial Intelligence.

The importance of concept languages in data modeling

[4], object oriented data bases [2] and logic program

ming [1] has been stressed by several authors.

The computational complexity of concept languages

has been extensively studied by many authors (see

[3, 10, 11, 12, 21, 22, 23, 27]). In particular, it has

been shown that reasoning is polynomially intractable

in many interesting cases, and that tractability de

pends on small variations of the expressiveness of the

language. A big effort has been spent in the design

of "maximally polynomial languages", i.e. polyno

mial languages such that no expressiveness can be

added without losing tractability. Other researchers

(see [20, 24]) proposed incomplete or unsound reason

ing systems based on non-standard semantics in order

to simplify reasoning tasks for concept languages.

In this paper we focus our attention on the languages

belonging to the AC- family (see [27] for an overview

on the family) and in particular on ACE and ACC. As

shown in [11], these languages are representative of a

wide class of concept languages.

The structure of the paper is as follows: in the fol

lowing section we recall the basic notions on concept

languages and introduce multivalued logics for approx

imation in first-order languages. In Sections 3 and 4

we demonstrate our approximation method for the two

languages ACE and ACC, respectively. Finally, in Sec

tion 5 we compare our work with other approaches ap

peared in the literature and we draw some conclusions.

The Appendix contains the proofs of the theorems.

2 Preliminaries

In this section we introduce some technical notions

that are necessary for explaining our method for the

approximation of reasoning in concept languages.

2.1 Concept Languages

In this subsection we summarize the syntax and se

mantics of concept description languages.

Concept languages are decidable sublanguages of pred

icate logic, designed for dealing with concepts. A con

cept is a monadic predicate that can be built up of

two kinds of symbols, primitive concepts and roles.

Primitive entities can be combined by various language

constructors yielding complex concepts. A primitive

concept is simply a symbol, like female, that is used

to represent a class of individuals all having a com

mon property, like being female. A primitive role is a

symbol, like friend, that is used to represent a binary

relation among individuals, like friendship. A typical

example of language constructor is the universal quan

tification V. The symbol Vfriend.female is a composite

concept that represents the set of individuals having

all the friends being female. Other typical language

constructors are the existential quantification 3 and

the boolean connectives l~l, U, ->. Another example of

composite concept is 3friend.->female, that represents

the set of individuals having at least one friend be

ing not female. In this paper we focus our attention

on the two languages ACE and ACC belonging to the

AC- family (see [27]).

Throughout this section we denote primitive concepts

with the letters A,B, concepts (either primitive or

composite) with the letters C, D and primitive roles

with the letter R.
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The syntax of the language ACC is the following:

CtD —► T 1 1 1 A | ->A | CHD | CUD | V/J.C | 3R.C

The special symbols T and J. stand for the universal

concept and the empty concept, respectively. All the

individuals belong to T, while no individual belongs

to -L. Although the standard syntax of ACC allows

negation in front of any concept, due to the presence

of disjunction we don't lose any generality by allowing

negation only in front of primitive concepts. Examples

of well-formed ACC concepts are:

(3R.A) n (3R.(-<A n VR.3R.A))

and

3R.3R.VR.(A U B).

ACS is another interesting language, whose syntax is a

restriction of that of ACC. In particular the construct

C U D is not allowed in ACE, therefore the first of the

two ACC concepts above is also an ACS concept, while

the second is not.

The semantics of concept languages is usually given

by defining a domain of interpretation U, by assigning

to every primitive concept a subset of U and to every

primitive role a subset of U x U and by defining a rule

for each constructor. For the purpose of this paper

we prefer to define the semantics of ACS and ACC by

translating any concept C into a first-order sentence

T(C) and interpreting it with the classical semantics

of first-order logic. As an example, the ACC concept

D = (fl n Vi2.A) U 3R.->B is translated into the first-

order formula

(B(a) A Vxfl(a, x) -* A(x)) V (3yR{a, y) A -£(y))

where a is a constant symbol. In general the trans

lation from a concept C into the corresponding first

order formula is obtained by applying the following

rewriting rules to C:

T(C) —> *(C,a)

$(T, x) —► true

$(_L, x) —► false

Q(A,x) —► A(x)

*(-.yl,x) —► ^A(x)

*(Cr\D,x) —> $(C, x) A <*•(£>, x)

$(CUD,i) —► *(C, x) V <S>(D, x)

*(VR.C,x) — Vyfl(x,j,)-**(C\y)

*(3rt.C,x) —♦ 3yR(x,y)A$(C,y)

where a is a constant symbol, y is a variable symbol

and x is either the constant symbol a or a variable

symbol. We assume that the new variables introduced

by the last two rules are fresh. A concept C is satis-

fiable iff its translation T(C) is a satisfiable sentence,

unsaiisfiable otherwise. As an example, the concept

VR.A is satisfiable, while the concept (VR.A) H 3R.-<A

is unsatisfiable. It is immediate to show that this se

mantics is equivalent to the more standard semantics

for concept languages as found, for example, in [27].

In this paper we are interested in analyzing satisfiabil

ity problems, although the computational complexity

of other reasoning tasks like subsumption and instance

checking has been extensively studied in the literature.

The complexity analysis has shown that satisfiability

checking is PSPACE-complete for ACC [27] and co-

NP-complete for ACS [10].

2.2 Multivalued Logics for Approximation

In this subsection we define a generalized notion of in

terpretation of first-order formulae. The main charac

teristic of the new form of interpretation relies on the

fact that the truth values assigned to an atom a and to

its negation ->a aren't necessarily complementary. In

particular we generalize to a first-order language the

method we proposed in [5] for the prepositional case.

Let £ be a first-order language and V be the set of

all the sentences built on C which are satisfiable. We

are interested only in decidable reasoning tasks, hence

we assume some suitable restrictions on £ so that V

is decidable. Our goal is to define two sequences of

sets converging to V, in the sense specified in the In

troduction. We also want to characterize the elements

of those sequences from the semantical point of view.

In order to simplify our semantic definitions, it is use

ful to consider a fixed domain of interpretation for the

models of a formula. One simple way to obtain this is

to concentrate only on Herbrand interpretations. To

this end, we assume that the sentences built on C are in

Skolem Normal Form. We are interested only in study

ing the satisfiability of sentences, therefore we don't

lose generality by appealing to the Herbrand theorem.

We recall that the Herbrand Universe Uh of a formula

4> is the set of terms that can be built using the con

stant and function symbols occurring in <f>. The Her

brand Base Bh of <j> is the set of ground atoms built

applying predicate symbols occurring in <j> to terms of

the Herbrand Universe. A Herbrand interpretation of

the language C used in <f> is a pair / =< I+,I~ > of

subsets of the Herbrand base Bh which partition B^ .

In other words I is built using two rules:

Rule 1 I+or = Bh;

Rule 2 /+ n J" = (J.

The subset I+ represents the set of atoms a of Bh

which are true in J, while /" represents the set of

atoms a of Bh whose negation is true in /. Since

there are only two possibilities for an atom, namely

it may belong either to I+ or to I~ , we are entitled

to call the partition I a S-interpretaiion of C. A 2-

interpretation / satisfies an atom a (I \= a) iff a € /+

and satisfies a negated atom ->a (/ \= ->a) iff a €

/" . The satisfaction of complex sentences is defined

using the standard rules for disjunction, conjunction

and universal quantification:
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V-rule 7 |= a V /? iff 7 (=aor I \=- (3;

A-rule 7|=aA/?iff7|=aand7t=/?;

V-rule / (= VX.7O) iff I \= 7(1) for all I € Uk.

We are not interested in rules for the interpretation of

complex negated formulae, since it is always possible

to "push" the negation in front of atoms.

The main idea of our semantic notion of approximation

is to define interpretation of formulae without using

one of Rule 1, Rule 2. This idea is not completely

new. Levesque in [18, 19] defines an interpretation

of propositional formulae in which Rule 2 may not

hold1. We define a 3-interpretation of £ to be a pair

7 =< 7+,7~ > of subsets of Bh such that Rule 1

holds and Rule 2 may not hold. In other words it is

possible that both an atom and its negation are satis

fied by /, hence a formula like aA->a could be satisfied

by a3-interpretation. The term 3-interpretation is jus

tified by the fact that there are 3 possibilities for each

atom a of Bh: 1) a 6 7+, a# r,2)a$ /+, a e T ,

3) a € 7+, a G I~ . Intuitively, in the last case we

have a contradictory interpretation of the atom a. In

terpretation of complex formulae is defined by means

of V-rule, A-rule, V-rule.

The notions of satisfiability and entailment are defined

in the usual way for both forms of interpretation. A

formula 7 is 2-satisfiable [3-satisfiable] if there exists

satisfying it. A

by a formula T

a 2-interpretation [3-interpretation

formula 7 is 2-entailed [3-entailed

if all the 2-interpretations [{{-interpretations] satisfy

ing T satisfy also 7. The notion of 3-satisfiability is

trivial, since every formula is 3-satisfiable. On the

other hand 3-entailment is sound and not complete wrt

2-entailment. In the propositional case 3-entailment

has an interesting computational property noticed by

Levesque in [18, 19]: it can be checked in polynomial

time for formulae in conjunctive normal form. As sug

gested by the same author, 3-entailment can be used

as a first approximation of propositional entailment,

which is a co-NP-complete problem. Propositional

3-entailment can also be defined proof-theoretically,

since it can be modeled by a Hilbert-style calculus

without modus ponens rule.

In a previous work [5] we generalized the idea of

Levesque by reintroducing Rule 2 in a limited way.

In that paper we dealt with the propositional case,

now we are going to give the definition for the first-

order case. Let 5 be a subset — even not proper — of

the Herbrand base Dh.

Definition 1 (S-3-interpretation) An S-S-

interpretaiion of C ts a pair I =< 7+,7~ > where

both 7+ and I~ are subsets of Bh, such that

Rule 1 I+ur = Bh;

1 Loosely speaking, the Herbrand Base of a propositional

formula is the set of the boolean variables occurring in it.

Rule 2' /+nrns = 0.

Intuitively, an 5-3-interpretation is a 2-interpretation

of the atoms of 5, while it is a 3-interpretation of

the remaining atoms. Notice that, for any 5, a 2-

interpretation is always an 5-3-interpretation, while

the latter is always a 3-interpretation. Satisfaction

of complex sentences is defined by means of V-rule,

A-rule, V-rule. Notice also that if 5 ^ %, then for

mulae which are 5-3-unsatisfiable exist. In particular

5-3-unsatisfiability of a formula always implies its 2-

unsatisfiability, since the set V of 2-satisfiable formu

lae is a subset of the set of 5-3-satisfiable formulae,

for any 5 C Bh . More precisely, if 5 C 5' C 7?^ , then

5-3-unsatisfiability implies 5'-3-unsatisfiability. Using

this characteristic of 5-3-satisfiability we can define

a sequence of sets converging to V. As an example

we used this method in [5] for approximating the set

Vprop °f 2-satisfiable propositional formulae. In the

propositioned case 5 is a set of boolean variables and

5-3-satisfiability of a formula T can be checked in time

0(|T|-2'5I).

The incremental solution of a satisfiability problem,

i. e. to decide whether a sentence belongs to the set

V, is defined via a sequence (P0,!)1, . . -,Vn), where

V is X>, Z>* is the set of 5; -3-satisfiable sentences,

(So , 5i , . . . , 5n) is an increasing sequence of subsets of

Bh and Sn is Bh- The sequence of sets defined in

this way fulfils the desiderata about an approximation

schema we listed in the Introduction. In the following

sections we give concrete examples of choice of the se

quence (So, 5j ,..., 5n), in the context of the languages

ACS and ACC.

So far we were concerned with the definition of a se

quence of supersets of V converging to it. We want

now to give a semantic definition for a converging se

quence of subsets of V. To this end we introduce the

definition of 5-1-interpretation, which is dual to 5-3-

interpretation and modifies Rule 1.

Definition 2 (5-1-interpretation) An S-l-

interpretation of C is a pair I =< I+,I~ > where

both I+ and I~ are subsets of Bh, such that

Rule 1' 7+ U /" = 5;

Rule 2 7+ n 7" =0.

An 5-1-interpretation is a 2-interpretation as long as

the atoms of 5 are concerned. There is only one pos

sibility for an atom a not in 5: a £ 7+, a £ I~.

This justifies the term 5-1-satisfiability. In [5] we

used this definition for approximating the set Vprop.

In the propositional case 5-1-satisfiability implies 2-

satisfiability. More precisely if 5 C 5' C Bh, then

5-1-satisfiability implies 5'-l-satisfiability. The prop

erty of a formula T of being 5-1-satisfiabile can be

decided in time 0(|T| • 2'5').
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Taking into account the interpretation of first-order

sentences, we define Terms(S) to be the set of all the

terms that can be generated by using the functions and

constants which appear in atoms of S. Notice that this

is in general a subset of the Herbrand Universe. We

define S-1-interpretation by means of V-rule, A-rule,

and the following

V'-rule I (= Vx.7(i) iff 7 |= 7(f) for all t G

Terms(S).

As we show in the following sections, we are not inter

ested in sets S containing all the ground instances of a

predicate symbol. S- 1-interpretation with the V-rule

would be trivial, since no sentence can be satisfied.

The intuition behind the V-rule is that we are ig

noring objects that are not in the intended domain of

interpretation.

3 Approximation in ACS

In this section we define a method for approximating

the task of deciding satisfiability of an ACE concept.

The method is based on a syntactic manipulation of

concepts that simplifies the task of checking their satis

fiability. The syntactic manipulation is given a precise

semantics in terms of 5-1- and 5-3-interpretations.

The method we are going to present is based on the

idea of approximating an ACE concept by means of

two sequences of "simpler" ACE concepts. There are

two ways in which a concept can be simpler than an

other one: a concept can be approximated either by

a weaker concept or by a stronger one. A concept D

is weaker than C if it represents a class with weaker

properties, i. e. a less specific class. On the other hand,

stronger concepts represent more specific classes. Both

kinds of approximated concepts carry interesting infor

mation. In fact, if we can prove that a weaker concept

is unsatisfiable, then the unsatisfiability of C is also

proved. Proving the satisfiability of a stronger con

cept implies the satisfiability of C. One of the two

sequences defining the approximation contains only

weaker concepts. It starts with a very rough approx

imation and is improved in a stepwise process, giving

"stronger and stronger" approximations and eventu

ally converging to the original concept. The second

sequence is dual, and contains only stronger concepts.

As an example, let's consider an unsatisfiable ACE

concept, called dummy in the following

(Bfriend.tall) n

Vfriend.((Vfriend.doctor) n Bfriend.-idoctor).

It denotes the (empty) set of the individuals having at

least one friend tall and all the friends having all the

friends doctor and at least one friend having a friend

who is not a doctor.

For obtaining concepts approximating dummy we syn

tactically simplify it by substituting complex subcon-

cepts with simpler ones, where a subconcept D of an

ACE concept C is a substring of C being an ACE con

cept. The depth of D is the number of universal quan

tifiers occurring in C and having D in their scope. For

example, the depth of the subconcept 3friend.->doctor

of dummy is 1, while the depth of Bfriend.tall is 0.

We define the depth of a concept to be the maximum

depth of its existentially quantified subconcepts. The

depth of dummy is 1.

Using the notion of depth we define the sequence of

weaker approximated concepts. The »-th weaker con

cept is obtained by replacing every existentially quan

tified subconcept of depth greater or equal than i with

the primitive concept T. As an example, taking into

account dummy we obtain the sequence of concepts:

T n Vfriend.((Vfriend. doctor) n T)

(Bfriend.tall) n Vfriend.((Vfriend.doctor) n T)

— dummy.

The elements of the sequence are denoted as

dummyj , dummyj , dummy? , respectively and are all

unsatisfiable. Notice that the first two concepts are

both satisfiable, while the third one is unsatisfiable.

The sequence of the stronger concepts is obtained by

substituting J. instead of T. Its elements are denoted

as dummyj , dummyj- , dummy? , respectively.

Formally, we associate to an ACE concept C of depth n

two distinct sequences o~T = Cj , . . . , C„+1 and a1, =

Cq ,.. ., C£+l of ACE concepts. For each i (0 < » <

n), every concept Cj [C/-] of the sequence <rT [<rx]

is obtained from C by substituting every existentially

quantified subconcept of C which is in the scope of at

least i universal quantifiers with the concept T [A.].

Moreover C^+l = C^+1 = C. Notice that, for each

i (1 < i < n + 1) the depth of Cj [Ct] is strictly less

than i.

The semantics of the approximation will be addressed

later on, but at this point we would like to make some

intuitive considerations on the simplified concepts. As

we noticed in Subsection 2.1, proving the satisfiabil

ity of a concept C is equivalent to proving the exis

tence of an object a having the property represented by

the first-order formula T(C). If existentially quantified

subconcepts of depth 0 occur in C, then it is necessary

to consider objects related to a. As an example, when

we deal with the concept dummy we need to consider

the existence of a friend of a being tall, because of the

subconcept Bfriend.tall of C. Let's call c this friend.

Deeper existentially quantified subconcepts may also

contribute to the generation of objects that have to be

considered. Continuing our example, the subconcept

Bfriend. -"doctor of dummy makes it necessary to take

into account the existence of a friend of c — let's call

it /(c) — not being a doctor. Intuitively, focusing on
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simplified concepts means ignoring the properties of

objects which are "far away" from a. As an example,

considering dummyj frees us from taking into account

the object /(c), while when we consider dummyj we

don't even have to deal with the object c. This intu

ition will be clarified when we will analyze the seman

tics of the concepts in the approximating sequences.

Now we want to give a couple of important properties

of the sequences ar and <7X , that are useful for defining

our approximation schema.

Theorem 1 (monotonicity of o~T and a1) For

each i (0 < i < n + 1), if Cj is unsatisfiable then Cj

is unsatisfiable for all j > i, hence C is unsaiisfiiabte.

For each i (0 < i < n + 1), if C^ is satisfiable then

Cj is satisfiable for all j > i, hence C is satisfiable.

The proofs of all theorems are in the appendix.

Observation 2 (convergence of <rT and a-1) IfC

is unsatisfiable then there exists an i (0 < * < n + 1)

such that Cj is unsatisfiable. If C is satisfiable then

there exists an i (0 < i < n + 1) such that C^- is

satisfiable.

The above properties suggest a method for deciding

in an incremental fashion the satisfiability of an ACS

concept C. We may start by deciding the satisfia

bility of Cq\ if Cq is unsatisfiable, then by Theo

rem 1 we are guaranteed that C is unsatisfiable as

well. Analogously, if Cq is satisfiable, then we know

that C is satisfiable. If neither of the two cases hap

pens, then we decide the satisfiability of Cj and C/-,

and so on. Clearly we have a definite answer as

soon as we prove either unsatisfiability of some Cj

or satisfiability of some C/-. Referring to the no

tation defined in the Introduction, we approximate

the set T> of satisfiable ACS concepts of depth n by

means of two sequences of sets (Po>^ii ■ • -,Pn+i) an^

{V°,V\...,Vn+l), where V{ [V*] is the set of ACS

concepts C whose stronger [weaker] form C$- [Cj] is

satisfiable.

We want now to make some considerations on the com

putational cost of deciding satisfiability of an ACS

concept in such an incremental fashion. Donini et al.

show in [10] that the problem of checking the satis

fiability of an ACS concept whose depth is linear in

its length is co-NP-complete. In the same paper it is

shown that the satisfiability of any ACS concept hav

ing depth m can be checked in time proportional to

/ • 2m, where / is the length of the concept. In other

words, the nesting of existential and universal quanti

fiers is the crucial measure of the complexity of satisfia

bility checking. Our method for checking satisfiability

of an ACS concept C considers simplified versions of

C of increasing depth and may use existing algorithms

for checking their satisfiability. The complexity of the

whole method is 0(l2 • 2m) even if satisfiability cannot

be decided until the unsimplified concept C is taken

into account. In the worst case the complexity of our

method is therefore comparable to that of the existing

algorithms. Since the problem is co-NP-complete, we

don't expect any algorithm to be significantly better

than ours in the worst case.

We are now interested in giving a clear semantics to

our approximation schema. This is particularly im

portant, since as we stressed earlier it is not always

possible to obtain in a reasonable amount of time a

definite answer to the problem of checking the satisfi

ability of an ACS concept. Therefore the meaning of

each step of the approximation should be very clear,

since in general we can afford only an approximate

solution.

In order to give a semantic account to the approxima

tions of ACS concepts, we are now going to use the no

tions of 5-3- and S-1-interpretation introduced in Sub

section 2.2. As we noticed earlier, 5-3-interpretations

lead to a complete (and in general unsound) definition

of satisfiability. Analogously, Theorem 1 shows that

satisfiability of the concepts of the sequence crT is com

plete and unsound wrt the satisfiability of the original

concept C. Our goal is to show that 2-satisfiability

(or simply, satisfiability) of each concept Cj is equiv

alent to 5,-3-satisfiability of C for a suitable subset

Si of the Herbrand Base of the Skolem Normal Form

SNF{T{C)) of T(C). An analogous result will be ob

tained for a concept Cf- and 5j-l-satisfiability of C.

As we said in Subsection 2.1, the semantics of an ACS

concept C can be defined in terms of a first-order for

mula r(C). Since we are only interested in satisfiabil

ity properties, we take into account the Skolem Normal

Form SNF(T(C)) of T(C). The Herbrand Universe

of SNF(T(C)) can be stratified in a very simple way

by taking into account the increasing complexity of

its terms. This stratification delivers another simple

stratification on the Herbrand Base. More precisely,

let Uh be the Herbrand Universe of SNF(T(C)). This

universe can be stratified with the following policy:

Let Uq be {a} and U{ be the set of all the terms which

can be formed using a, Skolem constants of Uh and

functions of Uh of arity strictly less than i. Clearly it

holds that U0 C Ux C . . . C Un+i = Uh. Notice that a

function of arity i comes from the skolemization of an

existential quantifier of depth i. This stratification of

the Herbrand Universe of SNF(T(C)) induces a strat

ification So C Si C . . . C Sn+i = Bh on its Herbrand

Base Hi, defined in the following way:

Si = {A(t) | A is a primitive concept and t G £/,}

U {R(ti,t2) | R is a role and f^tj € Ui).

A clarifying example is in order. Let's consider again

the concept dummy
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(Bfriend.tall) n

Vfriend.((Vfriend. doctor) n 3friend. -"doctor)

and the related first-order formula T(dummy), in

which we use obvious abbreviations for the predicate

symbols

(3xF(a, x) A T(x)) A VyF(a, y) -

(Vz(F(y, z) - D{z)) A {3uF(y, u) A -,£>(«)))

The following formula is the Skolem Normal Form

SNF(r(dummy)) of r(dummy)

F(a,c)AT(c)AVy(F(a,j/)^

(V*(F(y, *) - £>(*)) A F(y, f(y)) A -£>(/(y))))

In 57VF(r(dummy)), c is a new constant symbol

that replaces the variable x, while /() is a new func

tion symbol —having arity 1— replacing the variable

u. The Herbrand Universe Uh of SN F(T'(dummy))

is the set of all the terms that can be obtained

from a,c and /(). The Universe Uh is stratified

into the three sets [/0 = {a},U\ = {ayc],Ui =

{a,e,/(a),/(c),/(/(a)),...}.

Notice that the Si turns out to be equal (up to Skolem

functions and constants renaming) to the Herbrand

Baseof5NF(r(CT)).

As we saw before the concept dummy is unsatisfiable.

We noticed informally that its unsatisfiability can only

be proven by taking into account the properties of the

friends of the friends of a: All the members of this

class should be doctors, while one of them is not a

doctor. As a consequence, dummy is unsatisfiable,

but its simplified versions dummyl and dummyj are

both satisfiable. As a semantic counterpart, we no

tice that SNF(T(dummy)) is unsatisfiable and this

follows from the existence of a term of the form /(c)

which denotes the friend of the friend c of a. Actually

SNF(r(dummy)) is both So-3- and Si -3- satisfiable,

where a concept C is S,-3-satisfiable if SNF(T(C)) is

5-3-satisfiable with S = S,i . This can be easily shown

by noticing that the atom D(f(c)) does not belong to

Si, hence it is possible to define a Si-3-interpretation

/ = (/+,/-) such that D(f(c)) e I+,D(f(c)) e /".

This kind of interpretation "hides" the reason of in

consistency of the concept dummy, which is therefore

Si-3-satisfiable. This argument obviously holds also

for the stratum So-

The above example shows that it is possible to relate

Sj-3-satisfiability of a concept C of ACS to satisfiabil

ity of the i-th element Cj of the sequence aT . The

following theorem formalizes this result.

Theorem 3 For all i (0 < i < n + 1) C is St-3-

satisfiable iff Cj is satisfiable.

What this theorem says is that our approximation

schema based on the analysis of syntactically simpli

fied concepts readily corresponds to the semantic idea

of focusing on subsets of the Herbrand Base which are

defined by a simpler universe. This characterization

of the approximation process could not be obtained if

we were to use the more standard semantics for AC-

languages (see the Appendix) based on extension func

tions, since we could not introduce the notion of com

plexity of terms.

The above correspondence between Si-3-satisfiabiIity

of a concept C of ACE and satisfiability of the i-th

element Cj of the sequence <rT can be easily extended

to the dual case of 5,-1 -satisfiability. Similarly to the

previous case, it is possible to show that the approxi

mation of the satisfiability of a concept C through the

sequence a1- can be interpreted as 5,-1-satisfiability of

the translated concept SNF(T(C)). This follows from

the equivalence of the Herbrand Base of SNF(r(Cj-))

and the Herbrand Base of SNF(T(C?)).

Theorem 4 For all i (0 < i < n + 1) C is Si-1-

satisfiable iff C^- is satisfiable.

Notice that the difference between Sj-1- and 5,-3-

interpretations relies on the interpretation of atoms

not belonging to the stratum 5,-. As an example, in

each Si-1-interpretations / of the concept dummy it

holds D(/(c))£/+,D(/(c))g/-.

We want to conclude this section by making some con

siderations about the choice of the subsets 5,- of the

Herbrand Base of SNF(T(C?)) defining our approx

imation schema. Donini et al. show in [10] that the

number of primitive concepts and roles used is not a

source of complexity in AC£. More precisely, decid

ing the satisfiability of an ACS concept C is a co-NP-

complete problem even if a single primitive role and

no primitive concepts but T occur in C. This fact has

an important impact in the choice of an approxima

tion schema for ACS concepts. In particular it shows

that, if the subset 5 of the Herbrand base contains

all the ground instances of a single atomic role, then

deciding 5-3-satisfiability of an ACS concept is still

co-NP-complete. Therefore the sets 5 defining the ap

proximation schema must be designed so that the real

source of complexity — which is the depth of concepts

— is addressed.

4 Approximation in ACC

In this section we define a method for approximating

the task of deciding satisfiability of an ACC concept.

Like the method illustrated in the previous section,

also this one is based on a syntactic manipulation of

concepts that is interpreted in terms of 5-1- and 5-3-

satisfiability.
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A first obvious question is: can we plainly use the

method introduced in Section 3 for the purpose of ap

proximating ACC concepts? We notice that ACC with

out existential quantifiers has at least the expressive

ness of propositional calculus. As a consequence decid

ing satisfiability of ACC concepts without existential

quantifiers is an NP-hard problem. This implies that

the method defined for the approximation of an ACS

concept leads — when used for ACC concepts — to

polynomially intractable problems from the very first

step of the approximation. In our opinion an effective

method for the approximation of ACC should address

both sources of complexity of this language (see [11]):

the complexity of existentials, also present in ACE,

and that of disjunction, present in the existential-free

fragment of ACC.

The source of complexity of disjunction is also present

in the propositional calculus. The method we proposed

in [5] for approximating propositional satisfiability (see

also Subsection 2.2) relies on the use of 5-1- and 5-3-

satisfiability, in which sets 5 containing more and more

boolean variables are taken into account. This corre

sponds to a stratification So Q Si C . . . C 5„+i = Bh

of the Herbrand Base Bh , in which each stratum con

tains all the ground instances of a predicate symbol.

As we noticed at the end of the previous section, such a

stratification cannot be used for the approximation of

ACC, which must instead be based on the complexity

of the terms of the Herbrand Universe. It is therefore

natural to combine both ideas for the approximation

of ACC.

Let's start again with a concrete example and consider

the following ACC concept:

D = (A n -.4) U ((VR.A) n 3R.-A)

D is unsatisfiable, because it is the union of two unsat-

isfiable ACS concepts. D can be approximated either

by substituting the existentially quantified subconcept

3R.->A with T or by replacing the primitive concept A

and its negation -<A with T. Moreover both methods

can be combined. Each of the following ACC concepts

is weaker than D and satisfiable:

S.,o =

DU,o

0.T, =

(T n T) U (Vfl.T n T)

(A n ->A) U (VR.A n T)

(T n T) U (Vfl.T n 3R.T)

The first subscript denotes the set of primitive con

cepts that are substituted by T, while the second one

denotes the depth of the approximation. In general,

given an ACC concept C of depth n built on the set

A of primitive concepts, a set P C A and an index

0 < t < n + 1, we denote with the symbol Cp, the

ACC concept obtained from C by means of the follow

ing rules:

1. substitute each (positive or negative) occurrence

of a primitive concept not in P with the concept

T, thus obtaining the concept C";

2. substitute every existentially quantified subcon

cept of C" which is in the scope of at least i uni

versal quantifiers with the concept T.

The concept Cpt is obtained by substituting ± instead

of T. Let Pi , P2 be two subsets of A and let x'i , ij be

two indexes such that 0 < ii,ft < n+ 1. Let C be

an ACC concept and Ci = Cp { , Cj = Cj3 , two

approximations of C. We say that C\ ■< Ci holds iff

both P\ C P2 and »'i < 13 hold. We define the rela

tion ■< only between pairs of weaker approximations

and pairs of stronger ones. This relation is a partial

order in the set of the approximations of an ACC con

cept. The following are two interesting properties of

this relation:

Theorem 5 (monotonicity) Let P be a subset ofA

and i be an index such that 0 < x < n + 1. // Cp,-

is unsatisfiable then any subconcept D of C such that

Cpt X D is unsatisfiable. IfCpt is satisfiable then any

subconcept D of C such that Cpt < D is satisfiable.

Observation 6 (convergence) IfC is unsatisfiable,

then there exists a subset P of A and an index i (0 <

i < n + 1) such that Cpt is unsatisfiable. If C is

satisfiable, then there exists a subset P of A and an

index i (0 < i < n + 1) such that Cpt is satisfiable.

The above properties are analogous to Theorem 1 and

Observation 2 for ACS. Following the argument of

Section 3, we say that any ACC concept C can be

approximated by means of an increasing (wrt ■<) se

quence of weaker concepts Cpt. This corresponds to

a weak approximation of C. A strong approximation

can be obtained by considering an increasing sequence

of concepts Cpi-

It can be shown that satisfiability checking of a sub-

concept Cp, or Cpt can be done in time proportional

to 2'pl '*. This property entitles us to perform an argu

ment similar to that of Section 3, in order to show that

our method for checking satisfiability of ACC concepts

in an incremental fashion has a complexity comparable

to the standard algorithms (see [27]).

From the semantical point of view it is possible to char

acterize this form of approximation in terms of 5-3-

and 5-1-interpretations. Let C be an ACC concept and

n be its depth —■ defined exactly as in the case of ACS

concepts. The stratification Uo C U\ C . . . C (7n+i =

Uh of the Herbrand Universe Uh of SNF(T(C)) is de

fined as in the previous section. We define the subset

Spti of the Herbrand Base Hb of SNF{Y(C)) to be the

following set:

{A(t) I A is a primitive concept in P and t G U{}

U {R(tuh) \Risa. role and ti,t? e Ui)
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We say that C is Sp?j-3-satisfiable iff it is S-3-

satisfiable for S = Spj. The intuition behind this

definition is that we are confining our attention only

to a subset of the set Si defined in Section 3. In par

ticular we want a unary atom A(t) to be in Spti only

if the concept A belongs to the set of privileged prim

itive concepts P. In this way we are limiting both

sources of potential complexity: disjunction and exis

tential quantification. Contradiction cannot arise from

roles, since ACC does not support negation on roles. In

an analogous way we define Sp^-S-satisfiability. The

following properties formalize the relations between

syntax and semantics:

Theorem 7 For all i (0 < a < n + 1) and P C A the

concept C is Spyi-S-satisfiable iff Cpt is satisfiable.

Theorem 8 For alii (0 < i < n + 1) and P C A the

concept C is Spj-J-satisfiable iff Cpt is satisfiable.

We conclude this section by noticing that the method

we proposed for the approximation of ACC concepts is

in some sense underspecified, since we gave no criteria

for choosing subsets P of the set of primitive concepts.

This topic deserves future research: precise criteria

and heuristics have to be developed.

5 Related work and conclusions

In this paper we have shown a method for the ap

proximation of satisfiability problems in the concept

description languages ACS and ACC. The method is

based on a simple semantics defined on top of a mul

tivalued logic, but it has also an intuitive syntactic

characterization. This is not, however, the first time

that non-classical semantics are used in order to deal

with the high complexity of reasoning.

The idea of gaining tractability by using weaker se

mantics and inference procedures has already been

used by several researchers. The first ones have prob

ably been Levesque [17], with his work on implicit and

explicit belief, and Frisch [13, 14] with his work on in

ference without chaining. Both works define reasoners

that are sound and incomplete wrt classical seman

tics but which are completely characterized by a non-

classical one. Moreover, the entailment relations in

these semantics can be computed in polynomial time.

Patel-Schneider has generalized the work of Levesque

in two directions. In [25] he presents a decidable first-

order logic based on a simple type of first-order rele

vance logic. In [24] the same author devises a poly

nomial^ tractable terminological logic based on a 4-

valued semantics. This is the first use of weaker se

mantics for concept languages.

As pointed out by the same authors, these systems suc

cessfully managed to lower the complexity of the infer

ence tasks, they are far too weak in sanctioning con

clusions to be useful in many situations. They also ar

gued that these weak semantics are the building block

on top of which more inferential capabilities should

be added, without losing tractability. This is exactly

the direction of research we are pursuing in our work.

What we have shown is that 1) a very weak semantics

can be used as the starting step of high complexity

decision problems and 2) on top of this we can define

increasingly more complete procedures that are based

on stronger semantics. Moreover, we have also pre

sented a dual semantics being stronger than the clas

sical one. What we gained with our approach is the

ability to characterize with a precise semantics a wide

class of incomplete or unsound inference procedures.

The idea of using both sound and complete approxi

mations has also been used by Kautz and Selman in

[16, 28]. They apply this idea to concept languages

in [28], proposing to simplify syntactically concepts so

that inference is computationally simpler. As an ex

ample, they propose to approximate a concept of the

concept language TC with the best pair of its approx

imating TC~ concepts. Reasoning in TC is NP-hard,

while it is polyomial in TC~ (see [3]). Kautz and Sel

man do not take into account the issue of refining the

approximation, which means that their approximating

concepts cannot be improved like in our framework.
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Appendix: proofs

Some of the proofs given in the following use the stan

dard semantics of concept languages based on exten

sion functions. Now we briefly recall this semantics

(for more details see [27].

An interpretation I = (A1, -1) consists of a set A1

(the domain) and a function • that maps every con

cept to a subset of A1 and every role to a subset of

A* x A1 such that T1 = AJ, ±z = 0, (C n D)1 =

C1 n D1, (-^A)1 = A1 \ A1, (VR.C)1 = {a € A1 |

V6.(a,6) G Rz — 6 6 C2}, and (3R.C)1 = {a G A1 |

36.(a,6)GflIA6GCx}.

A concept C is satisfiable if and only if there exists an

interpretation I such that Cx is non empty. We say C

is subsumed by D (C Q D) if for every interpretation

I we have C1 C D1 .

In order to prove some of the results of the paper we

need the following lemma. Let C be an ACC concept

and D one of its subconcepts, we denote with C(D/G)

the concept obtained by replacing every occurrence of

D in C with the concept G.

Lemma 9 Let C be an ACC concept and D one of

its subconcepts which is not in the scope of any -i op

erators. Let G be another ACC concept. If D C G

then C(D/G) is satisfiable if C is satisfiable. On the

other hand, if G C D then C is satisfiable ifC(D/G)

is satisfiable.

PROOF: The proof is done by induction on the struc

ture of C. In the base case we have that C = D, thus

C(D/G) = G and D C. G then satisfiability of C im

plies satisfiability of C(D/G). In the general case we

have to show that all the language constructors except

negation preserve this property. In particular D C G

implies CTlD C C'nG, C'UD C C'UG, 3R.D C 3R.G

and VR.D Q Vfl.G. The proof is straightforward for

all cases. A dual argument holds for the case of G Q D.

a

PROOF of Theorem 1:

it follows from Lemma 9. In on case we are replacing

subconcepts of C with T and it is always the case

that a concept is subsumed by T. Furthermore, even

if ACS allows negation, we never replace subconcepts

which are under the scope of -i operator so the proof

of Lemma 9 still holds. In the other case, in which

we replace subconcepts of C with J., the other part of

Lemma 9 is used. □

Dealing with an 5-3-interpretation M, when an atom

a G Bh \ S belongs both to M+ and to A/-, we say

that a is mapped into inconsistent.

PROOF of Theorem 3:

(only if part) Suppose that Cj is satisfiable, i.e. that

SNF(T{CJ)) is satisfiable. Let M = (M+,M~) be

an Herbrand model of SNF(T(C?)). We define an

Si-3-interpretation N = (N+,N~) ofSNF(r(C)) ac

cording to the following rules:

• for each atom a G Si :

- ae M+ =>a£ 7V+;

- a G M~ =>• a G N~\

• for each atom a G Hi,\Si: a G N+ and a G N~ .

Notice that ./V is necessarily an 5,-3-interpretation of

SNF(T(C)), since the Herbrand Base of 5^F(r(C7))

is equal to 5». We now show that N is also an Si-2>-

model, thus proving that C is 5,-3-satisfiable. Since

SNF(T(C)) is an universally quantified formula, it is

sufficient to show that N satisfies all its ground in

stances. We split the proof in two subcases:

1. all the variables of SNF(T(C)) are bound to

terms belonging to {/,-. In this case for every in

stance g of SNF(r(C)) there exists a correspond

ing instance h of SNF{T{Cj)), where the same

variables are bound to the same terms. More pre

cisely, all the atoms of h belong to 5,-, and h is

obtained from g by substituting some of its sub-

formulae with T. All the atoms occurring in these

subformulae are instantiated on terms of Uk\Ui,

where k > i and Ut is a stratum of the Herbrand

Base of SNF(T(C)). Therefore all these atoms

belong to St \Si, hence are mapped into incon

sistent by N. Since M |= SNF{T{Cj)), we know

that M (=A, hence N \= h. Since g differs from

h in some literals which are anyway mapped into

inconsistent by N, it follows that N \= g.

2. at least one variable of SNF(T(C)) is bound to

a term not belonging to t/,. By definition of N,

we know that all the atoms instantiated to those

terms are mapped by N to inconsistent. Since

the Herbrand Universe of SNF(T(Cj)) is equal

to [/,, some instances g ofSNF(T(C)) do not have

a corresponding instance of SNF(T(Cj)). Let us

consider an instance g' of SNF(T(Cj)) obtained

from g by binding any variable not bound to terms

belonging to Ui to terms of £/,• in an arbitrary way.

From the previous item we know that N ^= g'.

Remember all the atoms instantiated to terms not

belonging to Ui are mapped into inconsistent by

/V. Therefore g differs from g' in some literals

which are mapped into inconsistent by N, hence

it follows that N (= g.

(if part) Suppose that C is 5,-3-satisfiable, i.e. that

SNF{T(C)) is S.-3-satisfiable. Let N = (N+,N-)

be an $-3 Herbrand model of SNF(T(C)). We de

fine an Herbrand interpretation M = (A/+,M~) of

SNF(T(C?)) according to the following rule. For each

atom a G S<:

• aG N+ => a G A/+;
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• ae N~ a £ M~

Notice that M is necessarily an Herbrand interpre

tation of SNF(T(C?)), since the Herbrand Base of

SNF(T(C?)) is equal to S*. We now show that M is

also an Herbrand model, thus proving that Cj is sat-

isfiable. Since SNF{Y(Cj)) is an universally quan

tified formula, it is sufficient to show that M sat

isfies all its ground instances g. Let h be any in

stance of SNF(T(C)) which corresponds to g, where

the same variables are bound to the same terms. Since

N (= SNF(X(C)), we know that N \= h. Moreover h

is obtained from g by substituting each occurrence of

T with a formula. Since T occurs always positively in

g and is satisfied by M, it follows that M ^ g. □

Dealing with an 5-1-interpretation M, when an atom

a 6 Bh \ S belongs neither to M+ nor to M~ , we say

that a is mapped into undefined.

PROOF of Theorem 4:

(only if pari) Suppose that Cf- is satisfiable, i.e. that

SNF(Y(C±)) is satisfiable. Let M = {M+,M~) be

an Herbrand model of SNF(T(C±)). We define an

S,-l-interpretation TV = (N+,N~) ofSNF(r(C)) ac

cording to the following rules:

• for each atom a € Si :

- aeM+ => ae N+;

- a € M~ => a € N~;

• for each atom a £ Hi, \Sf. a £ N+ and a £ N~ .

Notice that N is necessarily an Sj-1-interpretation of

SNF(T(C)), since the Herbrand Base ofSNF(r(C±))

is equal to 5,-. We now show that N is also an

S,-l-model, thus proving that C is Sj-1-satisfiable.

Since SNF(T(C)) is an universally quantified for

mula, it is sufficient to show that N satisfies all its

ground instances. We recall that, by definition of S-

1-satisfiability, we have only to consider ground in

stances of SNF(T(C)) in which variables are substi

tuted by terms of the set Terms(Si), which are the

terms occurring in the set Si, i.e. are the terms

of U,. Therefore we know that all the variables of

SNF(T(C)) are bound to terms belonging to f/» . This

implies that for every instance g of SNF(T(C)) there

exists a corresponding instance h of SNF{t(CJ~)),

where the same variables are bound to the same terms.

More precisely, all the atoms of h belong to 5, , and h

is obtained from g by substituting some of its subfor-

mulae with J_. Since M \= SNF(T(C?)), we know

that M \= h, hence N \= h. Notice that ± is not sat

isfied by N, therefore N \= g even if the subformulae

in which g differs from h are not satisfied. Since this

is the "worst" case, it follows that N ^ g.

(if pari) Suppose that C is 5,-1-satisfiable, i.e. that

SNF(T(C)) is Sj-1-satisfiable. Let N = (N+,N~)

be an $-1 Herbrand model of SNF(T(C)). We de

fine an Herbrand interpretation M = (M+,M~) of

SNF(T(Ci~)) according to the following rule. For each

atom a G Si :

• a€ N+ a G Af+;

a € M";

Notice that M is necessarily an Herbrand interpre

tation of SNF{Y(Cj-)), since the Herbrand Base of

SNF(T(C±)) is equal to Si. We now show that M

is also an Herbrand model, thus showing that Of- is

satisfiable. Since SNF(r(Ci~)) is an universally quan

tified formula, it is sufficient to show that M sat

isfies all its ground instances g. Let h be any in

stance of SNF(T(C)) which corresponds to g, where

the same variables are bound to the same terms. Since

N \= SNF(T(C)), we know that N \= h. Moreover h

is obtained from g by substituting each occurrence of ±

with a formula. All the atoms occurring in this formula

are instantiated on terms of Ut\Ui, where k > i and

Uk is a stratum of the Herbrand Base of SNF(T(C)).

Therefore all these atoms belong to Sk \ Si , hence are

mapped into undefined by N. Since M maps ± into

0, it follows that M ^= g. O

PROOF of Theorem 5:

The same proof of Theorem 1 applies also in this case.

In fact, we only allow negation in front of primitive

concepts. Hence, we never replace subconcepts that

are in the scope of the -i operator.

PROOF of Theorem 7:

The proof is very similar to that of Theorem 3 with

the additional complication of replacing some of the

primitive concepts and their negation with T. This

is however already taken into account when we define

the Herbrand base Ht, of a simplified concept Cpt. In

fact, Hb will only contain atoms of concepts appearing

in Cpt and, even in this case, is equal to 5/>p,-. Hence,

the same proof of Theorem 3 applies.

PROOF of Theorem 8:

The proof is very similar to that of Theorem 4 since

similar considerations to the ones done in the proof of

Theorem 7 hold.
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Abstract

We investigate the use of epistemic opera

tors in the framework of concept languages

(also called terminological languages). The

results of this work have a twofold signifi

cance. From the point of view of epistemic

logics, our contribution is to have identified

an effective procedure for the problem of an

swering epistemic queries posed to a knowl

edge base expressed in the concept language

ACC. From the point of view of concept lan

guages, the most relevant aspect of our work

is that we have reconstructed in logic sev

eral common features of existing knowledge

representation systems. Epistemic operators

provide a highly expressive query language;

allow for the treatment of several database

features, such as closed world reasoning and

integrity constraints; and finally can give a

formal characterization of some procedural

mechanisms, such as trigger rules, usually

considered in frame-based systems.

1 Introduction

A substantial amount of research has been carried out

in the last decade with the aim of providing a logical

reconstruction of frame-based knowledge representa

tion languages. Much of this work has taken place

in the context of concept languages (also called termi

nological languages or term subsumption languages).

An important part of it has been concerned with both

the study of reasoning techniques (e.g. subsumption

algorithms) in concept languages, and the characteri

zation of their computational complexity. Recent re

sults [3, 4, 5, 13, 18] indicate that the crucial properties

of a first order characterization of concept languages

are now well understood, with regard to both expres

sive power of language constructs, and computational

complexity of reasoning.

Nevertheless, it is a common opinion that several issues

have still to be addressed in order to build principled

practical systems based on concept languages (see for

example [7, 20]). The following issues, among others,

are considered especially important:

• providing knowledge representation sys

tems based on concept languages with powerful

and sophisticated querying capabilities;

• making concept languages able to interface with

databases;

• providing a formal account of several mechanisms

generally used in implemented systems, such as

trigger rules [2, 21] or default rules, that are not

directly expressible in first order logic.

Recent work on data and knowledge bases exploits

the use of epistemic operators for improving both the

expressiveness of knowledge representation languages

and their associated querying facilities. In particular,

it has been argued that queries should be permitted

to address aspects of the external world as represented

by the knowledge base, as well as aspects of what the

knowledge base knows about the external world (see

[10, 12, 16]).

The need for such a distinction is evident when a

knowledge base contains incomplete information about

individuals. Incompleteness may come in via existen

tial quantification: for example, a knowledge base may

know that the individual susan has at least one male

friend (because it was told so), without knowing who

this friend is. Incompleteness may also arise from dis

junction: for example, a knowledge base may know

that andrea is a person, and that all persons are either

male or female,1 without knowing exactly andrea's

sex.

The aim of our work is to propose a formal framework

for adding epistemic operators to concept languages.

Our opinion is that such a framework is the appropri

ate one for studying several extensions of concept lan-

1 Notice that this is just a piece of knowledge and not

an integrity constraint.
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guages in order to go beyond their first order formal

ization, and to meet the most important requirements

for the design of principled practical systems based

on concept languages. Here we focus on the use of

epistemic operators both in the query language, which

allows also for the treatment of integrity constraints

and closed-world reasoning, and in the formalization

of trigger rules.

The basic building block of our proposal is the defi

nition (Section 2) of a new concept language, called

ACCK, obtained from ACC [18] (a powerful concept

language including conjunction, disjunction, and nega

tion of concepts, together with existential and uni

versal quantification on roles) by adding an epistemic

operator in the spirit of [10, 12, 16]. One result of

our work is the design of a technique (Section 3)

for answering epistemic queries expressed in ACCK.

The technique is an extension of the tableaux-based

method described in [4], which has been proved ex

tremely useful for solving several reasoning and com

plexity problems in concept languages.

Our study shows that epistemic operators can be very

useful for the design of more powerful knowledge rep

resentation systems based on concept languages. In

particular, we show that epistemic operators enhance

the expressive power of query languages, without in

creasing the computational complexity of query an

swering (Section 4). In addition we have found in

teresting cases where the use of epistemic operators

allows one to express queries (not expressible in first

order logic) that both have natural interpretations and

are strictly less costly than their first order counter

parts. Moreover, epistemic operators make several ba

sic features of database systems available within con

cept languages (Section 5), allowing for the construc

tion of knowledge representation systems where part

of the knowledge is expressed using database models,

with no mismatch between different portions of the

knowledge base. Specifically, such operators can be

used to query the knowledge base under the closed

world assumption, to express integrity constraints over

a knowledge base, and to make concept languages at

least as expressive as relational database languages.

We also show (Section 6) how ACCK, can be used to

provide a semantical characterization of a procedural

mechanism considered in several frame-based systems,

namely, trigger rules.

2 Epistemic Concepts and Knowledge

Bases

We make use of the concept language ACC (see [4, 18])

to define a knowledge base.2 Concept languages allow

one to express the knowledge about the classes of in

terest in a particular application, through the notions

of concept and role. Intuitively, concepts represent

the classes of objects in the domain of interest, while

roles represent relationships between concepts. Com

plex concept expressions can be defined by means of

a number of language operators, applied to primitive

concepts and roles.

The syntax and semantics of ACC are as follows. We

assume that two alphabets of symbols, one for prim

itive concepts, and one for primitive roles, are given.

The letter A will always denote a primitive concept,

and the letter P will denote a role, which in ACC is

always primitive. The concepts (denoted by the let

ters C and D) of the language ACC are built out of

primitive concepts and primitive roles according to the

syntax rule:

C,D — A\ (primitive concept)

T| (top)

-LI (bottom)

cnD\ (intersection)

CUD\ (union)

-c\ (complement)

VP.C| (universal quantification)

3P.C (existential quantification)

2 Although we restrict our attention to ACC, our frame

work can be applied to other languages as well.

In the following, we use parentheses whenever we need

to disambiguate concept expressions. For example, we

shall write (3P.D) n E to mean that the concept E is

not in the scope of 3P.

Let A, called the domain, be a countably infinite set

of symbols pi,p2.- • •> called parameters. An interpre

tation 2 is a function that maps every concept to a

subset of A and every role to a subset of A x A, in

such a way that the following equations are satisfied:

T1 = A

I1 = 0

(C n Df = cx n D1

(CUD)1 = CXVDX

(-C)1 = A\CX

(VP.C)1 = {Pi€A\

Vp2:(Pl,p2)ePZ- p2ec1}

(3P.C)X = {p, €A|

3P2 : (Pl.Pz) G P2 A P2eC1}.

An interpretation I is a model for a concept C if C1 is

nonempty. A concept is satisfiable if it has a model and

unsatisfiable otherwise. We say that C is subsumed by

D if C C D1 for every interpretation T.

Let O be an alphabet of symbols, called individuals.

Syntactically, instance-of relationships are expressed

in terms of membership assertions, each one either of

the form C(a) (meaning a is an instance of C) or

P(a,b) (meaning a is related to b by means of P),
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where a and b are individuals, C is a concept, and P

is a role.

Formally, the meaning of membership assertions is

specified as follows. Let 7 be a fixed, injective function

from O to A (i.e. each individual is associated with

a unique parameter), and I be an interpretation. An

assertion C(a) is satisfied by X if 7(a) 6 Cx . Similarly,

an assertion P(a,b) is satisfied by I if (7(a), 7(6)) £

P1 . A finite set of membership assertions is called an

.4£C-knowledge base. An interpretation I is a model

of a knowledge base E if I satisfies all its assertions.

E is satisfiable if it has a model. The set of models of

E is denoted as A4(E). E logically implies a (written

E |= a), where a is a membership assertion, if every

model in Af(E) satisfies a.

In so-called terminological systems, the knowledge

base also includes an intensional part, called terminol

ogy, expressed in terms of concept definitions, which

are usually assumed to be acyclic (i.e. in the definition

of concept C neither direct nor indirect reference to

C itself may occur). It is well known that any reason

ing process over knowledge bases comprising an acyclic

terminology can be reduced to a reasoning process over

a knowledge base with an empty terminology, since

one can substitute every concept name in the asser

tions with the corresponding definition (see [14] for a

discussion on this topic). For this reason, without loss

of generality we conceive a knowledge base as just a

set of assertions.

In the standard approach, querying a knowledge base

E means asking whether C(a) (or P(a,b)) is logically

implied by E. The semantics associated with concept

languages is an open world semantics: the answer to a

query Q will be YES if Q is true in every model of E,

HO if Q is false in every model, and UNKNOWN otherwise.

The use of epistemic operators in the query language

allows for a more sophisticated interaction with the

system, as we will see in the next sections. Generally

speaking, we follow [16], and use Kfi to mean that the

system knows that /? is true in every model of E. We

now introduce the language ACCK,, which is an exten

sion of ACC with epistemic operators and is defined

by the following syntax (where C, D denote concepts,

R denotes a role, A denotes a primitive concept and

P a primitive role):

C,D —► A\CV\D\CUD\-iC\

Vfl.C I 3R.C I KC

R —► PIKP.

We give the semantics of ACCK- by adapting the se

mantics presented in [10, 12, 16] to the framework of

concept languages. An epistemic interpretation is a

pair (I, W) where I is an interpretation and W is a

set of interpretations such that the following equations

are satisfied:3

Ti,w

iI.W

Ai,w

pl.W

(CnD)1^

(C u Df'w

(WR.Cf'w

A

0

A1

P1

CZ,W n jjl.W

cJ,Wyj£iLtW

A\(f'w

{px € A ;

Vp2.(puP2)eRx'w->P2€CI'w}

(3R.Cf-w = {pi€A|

3P2.(P1)P2)€/Zr-VVA p,GCIW}

jew

(KC)X'W

(KPjl.w

Notice that, since the domain is fixed independently

of the interpretation, it is meaningful to refer to the

intersection of the extensions of a concept in different

interpretations. It follows that KC is interpreted in W

as the set of objects that are instances of C in every

model belonging to W. In this sense, KC represents

those objects known to be instances of C

An .4£C/C-knowledge base T is a finite set of member

ship assertions whose concepts and roles belong to the

language ACCK,. An epistemic model of T is a pair

(I,W), where I € W and W is any maximal set of

interpretations such that for each J G W, every asser

tion of T is true in (J, W). T is said to be satisfiable if

there exists an epistemic modei of T, unsaiisfiable oth

erwise. T logically implies an assertion a if a is true in

every epistemic model of T. Note that, if E does not

contain epistemic operators, it is an *4£C-knowledge

base, and its epistemic models are the pairs (I, W),

such that W is the set Af(E) of ordinary models of E.

Let T be an ,4;CC£-knowledge base and let E be an

,4£C-knowledge base (hence E is first order). An

epistemic E-model of T is a pair (I,Af(E)) with

I G .M(E) such that every assertion in T is true in

(Z,A4(E)). T is said to be E-satisfiable if there exists

an epistemic E-model of T, H-unsatisfiable otherwise.

Let C be an .4£C£-concept, we write T f«s C(a) to

mean that every epistemic E-model of T satisfies C(a),

and we write E \z C(a) to mean E |«s C(a).4 It is

easy to verify that E (=»£ C(a) if and only if the ^^Ac

knowledge base EU {->C(a)} is E-unsatisfiable. Let us

now introduce the notion of answer to a query.

3 Notice that if one discards K and W in the equations,

one obtains the standard semantics of ACC.

4Since E is first order, this means that for every model

2 € A<(E) the membership C(a) is true in (I, MCE)).
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Definition 2.1 Given an ACC-knowledge base E, an

ACCK-concept C, and an individual a, the answer to

the query C(a) posed to £ is YES if E (« C(a), HO if

E f« ~'C(a), and UHKHOWM otherwise. Moreover, the

answer set of C w.r.t. E is the set {a € Os | E (as

C(a)}, where Os is the set of individuals appearing

in E.

We end this section with an example illustrating three

epistemic queries.

Example 2.2 Consider the .4£C-knowledge base Ei

and the following three ACCIC-queries:

Ei = {FRIEHD( John, susan), FRIEHD(John, peter),

LOVES(susan, peter), LOVES(peter,mary)

VLOVES.-.Male(john),

Married (1 3FRIEHD.Hale(susan),

Male(peter), ->Married(mary)}.

Query 1: 3FRIEHD.Male(susan), i.e., is there a friend

of susan's who is male? Answer: YES.

Query 2: 3KFRIEHD.KMale(susan), i.e., is there

someone that is known to be both a friend of susan's

and male? Answer: HO.

Query 3: 3KL0VES.->KMarried(susan), i.e., is there

someone that is known to be loved by susan that is

not known to be married? Answer: YES (peter).

The answer to Query 1 is justified by the explicit as

sertion 3FRIEHD.Male(susan). The answer to Query

2 is explained by the fact that {p | (y( susan), p) 6

(KFRIEHD)IVV} is empty, for any model (I, W) of

Ei. In other words, the knowledge base knows that

susan has a male friend, but it does not know who

he is, and therefore, when taking the intersection of

the extensions of FRIEHD in the models of Ei , all the

pairs (7( susan), p) are ruled out. On the other hand,

the answer to Query 3 is YES, since the knowledge

base knows that susan loves peter, and it does not

know that peter is married, because peter is not in

(KMarried)r'Vv.

3 The Calculus for Query Answering

The problem of designing methods for epistemic query

answering is dealt with in [10, 16]. In [16], a procedure

is presented that is sound and complete if the query

satisfies some syntactic constraints. However, not all

epistemic concepts belonging to ACCK satisfy such

constraints (for example, the formula corresponding to

3F.->KC(a) is not admissible in [16]). On the other

hand, the method proposed in [10] has been conceived

within a more general framework, and its specializa

tion to the case of concept languages does not provide

an effective procedure. It follows that none of these

approaches can be directly applied in our setting.

As we said in Section 2, one way to answer epis

temic queries posed to an .4£C-knowledge base E

is to check whether the .4£C/C-knowledge base ob

tained by adding to E the negation of the query is

E-unsatisfiable. In this section we present a general

method for the problem of checking whether an ACCK-

knowledge base is E-satisfiable, where E is an ACC-

knowledge base.

Let V be a set of variables. The elements of V will be

denoted by x, y, while the elements of O U V (called

objects) will be denoted by w, z. Finally, the elements

of O will be denoted by a, 6. A constraint is a syntactic

structure of one of the forms:

w.C, wRz,

where C is an «4£C£-concept and R is an ACCK-iole.

A constraint system is a finite set of constraints of the

above forms.

In order to assign a meaning to constraints, we need

the following definitions. An assignment a() is a func

tion from OUV into A, such that a\o = 7, i.e. a is

an extension of 7 to variables. Let (I, W) be an epis

temic interpretation, and let a be an assignment. The

triple (2,W,a) is said to satisfy the constraint w.C

if a(w) 6 CI,W . Similarly, (Z, W, o) satisfies the con

straint wRz if (a(w),a(z)) G R ' . Let 5 be a con

straint system, and let £ be an .4£C-knowIedge base.

(I, W,a) is a solution of 5 if (I, W, a) satisfies all of

its constraints. S is said to be H-solvable if there is a

triple (I, A4(£),a) that is a solution of S. If there is

no such solution, then S is said to be H-unsolvable.

Given an .4£C-knowledge base E, we define 5e to be

the constraint system that includes one constraint a: C

for each assertion C(a) of E, and one constraint aRb

for each assertion R(a,b) of E (see [8]). The next

proposition shows that answering a query posed to a

knowledge base E can be reduced to checking a par

ticular constraint system for E-solvability.

Proposition 3.1 Let E be an ACC-knowledge base,

C be an ACCK-concept, and a an individual. Then

E (« C{a) iff 5£ U {a: ->C} is Z-unsolvable.

An «4£C£-concept is said to be simple if every comple

ment appearing in it is either of the form ->A or of the

form ->KC, where C is simple. Every ,4£CAC-concept

can be rewritten in linear time into an equivalent sim

ple concept. In the rest of the paper we assume to deal

only with simple concepts.

We say that wRz holds in a constraint system S if

either

1. R is P, and wPz G 5, or

2. R is KP, w,z€0, and wPz € S.

When checking the satisfiability of a constraint sys

tem, the following set of completion rules are used (S

denotes a constraint system):
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1. S —n {w:Cu u>:C2}US

if w. C\ n C2 is in S, and w: C\ and

to: C2 are not both in 5;

2. 5 —u {w:D}u5

if w.CiU C2 is in S, neither to: Ci

nor W.C2 is in S,

and D = Ci or D = C2;

3. 5 —3 {wRx, x:C}US

if to: 3/2.C is in 5, there is no z such

that both wRz and z:C are in S

and r is a new variable;

4. 5 —v {z:C}US

if w.VR.C is in 5, id/Zz holds in S,

and z:C is not in S.

Proposition 3.2 Let E be an ACC-knowledge base,

and S, S' be two constraint systems. Then:

1. If S' is obtained from S by application of one of

rules —>rti —*3> ->v> then S is E-solvable if and

only if S' is E-solvable.

2. If S' is obtained from S by application of the —+u-

ru/e, then S is E-solvable if S' is E-solvable. Con

versely, if S is E-solvable and the —►u-r"'e w ap

plicable to S, then it can be applied in such a way

that it yields a E-solvable constraint system.

A constraint system is said to be complete if no rule

is applicable to it. Any complete constraint system

obtained from a constraint system S by applying the

above rules is called a completion of S. Notice that,

due to the presence of the —>u-rule, more than one

completion can be obtained starting from a constraint

system.

We denote by Os the set of individuals appearing in

a constraint system S. Moreover, if a is an individual,

then we denote by S[x/a] the constraint system ob

tained from S by substituting every occurrence of the

variable x with the individual a.

We now introduce the notion of E-clash, which intu

itively corresponds to an explicit contradiction in con

straint systems. Then, we exploit such a notion in

order to derive a sufficient and necessary condition for

a constraint system to be E-solvable.

Definition 3.3 A constraint system S contains a E-

clash if at least one of the following conditions holds:

1. S contains a constraint of the form w: J.,-

2. S contains two constraints of the form

w.A, w:-iA;

5. S contains a constraint of the form a: KC, and

there is at least one completion of Sv; U {a: ~<C}

without ^.-clashes;

4- S contains a constraint of the form a:-<KC, and

every completion of Se U {a: ->C} contains a E-

clash;

5. S contains a constraint of the form aKPb, and

aPb $ 5S;

6. S contains x:-<KC, x:KC, xKPy, or wKPx,

and for each a € Os U {1}, every completion of

S[x/a] contains a T,-clash, where t is an individ

ual in 0\Os-

Proposition 3.4 Lei E be an ACC-knowledge base,

and S be a constraint system. Then S is H-solvable

if and only if there exists at least one completion of S

that contains no E-clash.

Proof. The proof is by induction on the number k of

occurrences of the epistemic operator in the constraint

system. If k = 0, then the claim trivially follows from

the results in [1]. If k > 0, then let Hi be the following

induction hypothesis: any complete constraint system

with h < k occurrences of the epistemic operator is

E-solvable if and only if it contains no E-clash. Let S

be a complete constraint system with ib occurrences of

the epistemic operator. We must show that

1. if 5 contains no E-clash, then it is E-solvable, and

2. if 5 is E-solvable, then it contains no E-clash.

Proof of (1). Suppose S contains no E-clash. We con

struct a triple (I,M{T.),a). First of all, a is defined

by:

• a(w) = y(w) if to is an individual;

• a(x) = 7(a) if w if x is involved in at least one

epistemic constraint in S (i.e., such that x: -iKC,

x:KC, xKPy, or wKPx is in 5), and a is any

individual in Os U {1} such that S[x/a] does not

contain any E-clash (there must be such an a,

otherwise S would contain a clash of type 6);

• a(x) = p if x is not involved in any epistemic con

straint, and p is any parameter that is assigned by

a neither to an individual in Os nor to a variable

y in S such that y ^ x.

Secondly, J is defined as follows:

• for every primitive concept A and every parameter

p, let p £ Ax if and only if there isaui such that

a(w) = p, and w: A is in S;

• for every primitive role P and every pair p\ , p2 of

parameters, let (pi,p2) G P1 if and only if there

are w,z such that a(w) = p\, a(z) = p2, and wPz

is in S.

• the interpretations of complex concepts and roles

are derived from the semantic equations given in

Section 2.
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We show that (Z,.M(E),a) satisfies every constraint

in 5, i.e. S is E-solvable.

Consider any constraint of the form wPz. By the

construction of a and I, it is easy to verify that

(a(w).o(z)) € Pz>4(£).

Consider any constraint of the form w.C. We proceed

by a secondary induction on the form of C, considering

as base cases T, A, -<A, KC, and ~<KC.

If C is of one of the forms T, A, ->A, then it follows

by the construction of a and I that a(w) G CX'M^>.

Consider any constraint of the form a: ->KC. Since

S does not contain any E-clash, there is at least

one completion of Se U {a: ->C} which does not con

tain any E-clash. Since the number of occurrences of

the epistemic operator in Se U {a: ->C) is less than

Jb, by the induction hypothesis H\ and by Proposi

tion 3.2, Ss U {a: ->C) is E-solvable, which means

that there is a model J of E, such that 7(a) G

(->C)J-MV\ and hence 7(0) g CJ-M^K Since J €

M(Z), 7(a) * nj€M(X)CJ'M(S)> hence. by defini

tion of (KCf>MW, 7(a) g (KC)1'**15). Therefore,

(I,X(E),a) satisfies a:-.KC.

Consider any constraint of the form a.KC. Since

S does not contain any E-clash, every completion of

Se U {a: ->C} contains a E-clash. Since the number of

occurrences of the epistemic operator in Se U {a: ->C}

is less than k, by the induction hypothesis !l\ and

by Proposition 3.2, Se U {a: ~>C} is unsolvable, which

means that for every model J of E, 7(a) G CJ,M(S\

i.e. 7(a) € C\jeM(S)CJMm, and hence 7(a) G

{KCf<MW. Therefore, (Z,A*(E),a) satisfies a:KC.

Consider any constraint of the form x: KC. Let a be

the individual in Os U {1} such that a(x) = 7(a)

(notice that by the construction of a, S[x/a] does

not contain any E-clash). Since S[x/a] does not con

tain any E-clash, every completion of Se U {a: ->C)

contains a clash. Recall from the previous case that

the last condition implies 7(a) G C]jeM(Z)^'^'M^'

and hence 7(a) G (KC)Z"M(E). It follows that

a(x) G (KCJI,,M(x:), that is, (I,X(E),o) satisfies

i:KC. The other forms of epistemic constraints,

namely x:-<KC, xKPy, and wKPx can be treated

analogously.

Now consider the following induction hypotesis Hy.

for every proper subconcept D of a concept C, every

constraint z: D is satisfied by (Z,.M(E),a).

Suppose u;: C is in S and C has the form DUE.

Since 5 is complete, both w. D and w: E are in S.

By the induction hypothesis //2, (Z, Af(E),a) satisfies

both constraints, and therefore, (I,Af(E),a) satisfies

u;: Z? n £ too. The remaining forms of constraints,

namely, EUD, 3R.D, and VR.D, can be treated anal

ogously.

In conclusion, we have shown that the triple

(2,.M(E),a) is a solution of 5, and therefore S is E-

solvable.

Proof of (2). Suppose S contains a E-clash. We now

consider each type of clash in turn, and show that if 5

contains a clash of that type, then it is E-unsolvable.

1,2. If 5 contains a clash of type 1 or 2, then it is

clearly E-unsolvable.

3. Suppose S contains a constraint of the form a: KC,

and there is at least one completion of Se U {a: ->C}

without E-clash. By the induction hypothesis H\

and by Proposition 3.2, Se U {a: -<C} is E-solvable,

i.e. there is a triple (2,.M(E),o) that satisfies all

the constraints of Se U {a:-<C}, and in particular

a:->C. Therefore, 7(a) g CI>M&\ which implies

that 7(a) g fVeA4(E) CJ'M(-S). It follows that the

constraint a: KC cannot be satisfied by any triple

(2,A4(E),a), and therefore S is E-unsolvable.

4. 5. If S contains a E-clash of the form a: ->KC or of

the form aKPb, then we can proceed analogously to

case 3.

6.1. Suppose S contains a constraint of the form

x:-<KC, and for each a G Os U {*}, S[x/a] contains a

E-clash, where 1 is an individual in O not appearing in

5. This means that for each a G Os U {1}, either every

completion of SE<J{a: ->C) contains a E-clash, or every

completion of S[x/a] \ {a:-<KC} contains a E-clash.

By the induction hypothesis H\, this implies that for

each a G Os U {*} , either Se U {a: -i(7} is E-unsolvable,

or S[x/a] \ {a: KC} is E-unsolvable. We show that S

cannot be satisfied by any triple (J,Af(E),a).

Let us assume that the triple (Z,.M(E),a) is a so

lution of S, with a(x) = p, and there is a b G Os

such that 7(6) = p. Obviously, (I,«M(E),a) is a so

lution of S[x/b] too, which means both that the con

straint 6:->KC is satisfied by (T,.M(E),a)—i.e. that

Se U {b- ~>C} is E-solvable—and that every constraint

in S[x/b] \ {b: -<KC} is satisfied by (I,Af(E),a)—i.e.

S[x/b] \ {b: -<KC} is E-solvable—which is a contradic

tion.

Let us assume that the triple (I, ,A/i(E),a) is a solution

of S, with a{x) = p, and there is no 6 £ Os such that

7(6) = p. It is possible to show that in this case there is

a solution (I', .M(E),a') of S such that a'(x) = y(i).

It follows that (I', A<(E),a') is a solution of S[x/t],

too, which is again a contradiction as in the previous

case.

6.2, 6.3, 6.4. If S contains a E-clash of the form x:KC,

xKPy, or wKPx, then we can proceed analogously to

case 6.1. D

The results reported in [1] show that it is decidable

whether a constraint system that does not include any

epistemic constraint is E-solvable. In particular, it
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is shown that the number of completions obtainable

from such a system is finite. Based on this fact, one

can easily prove that the number of completions of an

.4£CAC-constraint system is also finite. Observe that,

in order to decide whether a complete constraint sys

tem 5 has a E-clash or not, a finite number of E-

satisfiability checks suffices, each involving a constraint

system whose number of epistemic constraints is less

than the number in S. Therefore, one can show by

induction that the above rules provide us with an al

gorithm for checking an ,4£C£-constraint system for

E-solvability.

Proposition 3.5 Let E be an ACC-knowledge base.

Then it is decidable whether an ACCK. constraint sys

tem S is H-solvable or not.

This in turn implies that we have an effective method

both for checking whether E \a C(a), and for com

puting the answer set of C w.r.t. E. The next section

discusses in more detail the computational complexity

of the method.

4 Complexity and Expressiveness

In this section we first address the computational com

plexity of answering _4£C/C-queries. Then we discuss

how the epistemic operator can be used in the for

mulation of interesting queries to an ,/4£C-knowledge

base.

Using a technique based on constraint systems, both

satisfiability and subsumption of .4£C-concepts are

are proved in [18] to be PSPACE-complete problems.

That paper also presents a linear space algorithm for

these problems. The basic idea behind the algorithm

is that, although the whole constraint system involved

in the computation may have exponential size, it is

possible to keep track of only a polynomial part of it

at a time. These parts, called traces, are mutually in

dependent, and can be checked for a clash separately.

In [1] a PSPACE algorithm for checking the satisfiabil

ity of an .4£C-knowledge base E is given, which again

is based on the constraint system calculus. Since for

any .4£C-concept C we have E f= C(a) if and only

if the .4£C-knowledge base E U {-<C(a)} is unsatisfi-

able, it follows that answering .4£C-queries to an ^ac

knowledge base can be done in polynomial space, too.

The algorithm for deciding the satisfiability of ACC

knowledge bases consists of two steps: in the first one,

which we call precompletion, all the information re

garding each individual is collected in a single con

straint; in the second step these constraints are sep

arately tested for satisfiability using the linear-space

algorithm for concept satisfiability given in [18].

However, when the query is an .4£CAC-concept, the

above method is no longer valid. In fact, because of

the presence of the K operator, the satisfiability of

constraint systems obtained from the precompletion

cannot be done by considering the constraints on each

individual separately. For example, the satisfiability

of a constraint of the form a:3KP.KC depends on

the assertions on other individuals in the knowledge

base. For instance, its satisfiability follows from the

two assertions: P(a,b) and C(b).

In the calculus shown in Section 3, this possibility is

taken into account by the condition for a E-clash of

type 6. In fact, getting back to the above example, the

constraint a:3KP.KC is processed creating the two

constraints aKPx and x:KC, and checking whether x

can be substituted with an individual without running

into a clash.

Nevertheless, answering ,4£C/C-queries can be done in

PSPACE. In fact, it is still possible to devise an algo

rithm that uses polynomial space by keeping a table

with the information concerning substitutions. Such

a table has a boolean value for every subconcept of E

and of the query C, and every individual in 0%. The

value of an entry (D,a) is true whenever the comple

tion process of 5s U {a: ->C} would add the constraint

a: D as the result of a substitution [x/a] in a constraint

x:D. Notice that a table represents the set of con

straints on individuals that are common to all traces

of a completion.

The algorithm generates a table and then considers the

constraint system Ss U {a: ->C) U T, where T is the set

of constraints represented by the table. At this point

the algorithm performs the same two steps of the algo

rithm for ACC, but for a more complex verification of

clashes in the traces, where all the six types described

in the previous section are considered. Clashes of type

1,2,5 are found by inspection. Clashes of type 3,4 re

quire a recursive call to the algorithm. Finally in the

check of clashes of type 6, substitutions which intro

duce constraints not already present in the table are

disallowed. If there are no allowed substitutions lead

ing to a trace with no E-clash, the table is discarded

and the algorithm restarts with a new one. If no ta

ble leads to the construction of a completion with no

E-clash, the constraint system Se U {a:-<C} is not E-

solvable.

The size of the table is polynomially bounded by

(|E| + \C\) x |Os|, where |E|, |C| and |0S| denote the

size of E, C and 0£, respectively. Since each recur

sive call requires a new table but reduces the number

of K operators, the number of tables that are simul

taneously needed is bounded by the nesting of the K

operator. Therefore, we can conclude that adding the

K operator to the query language does not change the

complexity class of query answering.

Proposition 4.1 Let E be an ACC-knowledge base,

C be an ACCK. concept, and a be an individual. Then

checking whether E f« C(a) is PSPACE-complete.
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The analysis of the query answering algorithm allows

us to make an interesting comparison between reason

ing with epistemic concepts and reasoning with con

cepts involving collections of individuals. A construct

for collection of individuals, sometimes called "ONE-

OF," has been considered in [2] and [9]. If «i,.. .,«,,

are individuals, then the concept {a\, ... ,an) is inter

preted as the set consisting of the elements denoted

by a\,...,an. Now, the intuition is that a concept

of the form KC can be considered equivalent to the

concept {ai , . . . , a„ } , where a i , . . . , an are exactly the

individuals for which E f= C(<ij) holds. Indeed, we

have proved that if £ is any sublanguage of ACC, CK is

the language obtained from £ by adding the constructs

KC, ->KC, and KP, and CO is the language obtained

from £ by adding the constructs {ai,. . . ,a„) and

->{ai,...,an} for concepts, and {(ai,6i), . . . ,(an,6„)}

for roles, then the two problems of querying an £-

knowledge base using CK-concepts and using CO-

concepts are in the same complexity class. In particu

lar, Proposition 4.1 implies that reasoning in ACCO is

PSPACE-complete, which represents a new complex

ity result for concept languages.

The previous considerations allow us to conclude that

the use of epistemic operators does not substantially

increase the complexity in query answering. This is

extremely interesting, especially in light of the greater

expressive power gained (see also next section). In the

rest of this section we show how the use of the epis

temic operator allows us to express queries that have

both natural interpretation and good computational

properties. In particular, we have found that there

are situations where the use of the epistemic operator

helps lessening the computational complexity of query

answering.

Consider the following three queries posed to the ACC-

knowledge base Ei of Example 2.2:

Query 4:

3FRIEND.(Married n 3L0VES.->Married)(john).

Answer: YES.

Query 5:

3KFRIEND.K(Married l"l 3L0VES.--Married)(john).

Answer: 10.

Query 6:

3KFRIEND.K(Married l"l 3L0VES.->KMarried)(john).

Answer: YES.

Query 4 asks whether John has a married friend

who loves an unmarried person. At first glance,

since susan and peter are the only known friends of

John, it seems that the answer to the query is to be

found by checking whether either Ei \= Harried n

3L0VES.->Married(susan) or Ei |= Married n

3L0VES.->Married(peter).

Since Ej [£ Married(peter), we have in particular

that Ei |£ Married l~l 3L0VES.-iMarried(peter), and

since Ei ^ 3L0VES.->Married( susan), it follows that

Ei £ Married n 3L0VES.->Married(susan).

Reasoning in this way would lead to the answer MO.

On the contrary, the correct answer to the query

is YES, and in order to find it, one needs to rea

son by case analysis. In fact, the query asks if

in every model M of Ei there is an individual,

say z, such that FRIEKD(john, z), Married(z), and

3L0VES.->Married(z) are true in M. Obviously, in

every model M of Ei, either Married(peter) or

-■Married(peter) is true. In the first case, it is easy to

see that z is simply peter (and the unmarried person

he loves is mary), while in the second case z is susan

(and the unmarried person she loves is just peter).

Therefore, such an individual z exists in every model

of Ei, and the query gets the answer YES.

Note that, even if none of the individuals related to the

individual John through the role FRIEND is in the con

dition requested by the query, it happens that the com

bination of the assertions on the individuals (susan

and peter) in the knowledge base is such that in ev

ery model either one or the other is in that condition.

On the other hand, Query 5 asks whether there

is an individual, say z, such that in every model

M e X(Ei), both FRIEND(john,z) and Married n

3L0VES.->Married(z) are true. It is easy to see that

no such z exists in Ei, and therefore the answer is NO.

Query 6 is similar to Query 5, but the concept

-■Married is replaced with the concept -<KMarried.

In this case, since ->KMarried(peter) holds in Ei, we

have that the above mentioned individual z exists. In

particular, it is susan, and therefore the answer is YES.

Queries 4,5 and 6 show how the K operator is able to

modify the semantics of a query (note that, apart from

the presence of K, the queries are identical).

Queries 4, 5, and 6 show how to use the K operator to

modify the semantics of a query (note that they dif

fer only in the occurrences of the K operator): Query

4 respects the standard first order semantics of con

cept languages, Query 5 uses an intuitionistic seman

tics which rules out the reasoning by case analysis,

and finally, Query 6 makes use of a sort of negation as

failure.

As another example of this fact consider the following

pair of queries:

Query 7: (3L0VES.->Male) U (--3L0VES.T)(john).

Answer: YES.

Query 8: K(3L0VES.->Male) U K(-*3L0VES.T)(John).

Answer: NO.

The difference between Query 7 and 8 is similar to

the difference between Query 4 and 5. Query 7 asks

whether in every model M £ A4(Ei) the assertion
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(3L0VES.->Male) U (->3L0VES.T)(john) is true.

Again, reasoning by case analysis, one realizes that

such a query gets the answer YES: indeed, due to

the assertion VLOVES.-'Male(john) in Ei, for every

model M of Ei, either 3L0VES.->Male(john) is true

in M, or ->3L0VES.T(john) is true in M. On the

other hand, Query 8 asks whether it is the case that

3L0VES.->Male(john) is true in every model M G

Af(Ei), or whether -<3L0VES.T(john) is true in every

model M € .M(Ei). Therefore, the answer to Query 8

is NO.

The above examples (Queries 5 and 8) show that the

use of K may allow us to express queries whose an

swer does not require reasoning by case analysis. In

[6], we analyze in detail the situations where this kind

of reasoning makes deductions in concept languages

problematic from the computational point of view.

For example, we prove that the problem of checking

if E f= C(a), when E is an .4/3-knowledge base and C

is an ./4;C£-concept, is coNP-hard w.r.t. the size of E.5

On the other hand, we have the following result:

Proposition 4.2 Let E be an AC-knowledge base, a

be an individual, and C be an ACEK-concept where

the only qualified existential quantifications are of the

form 3K.R.KE. Then checking whether E \a C(a) can

be done in polynomial time w.r.t. the size o/E.

Notice that if C is an ,4££-concept, and $(C) is the

.4££AC-concept obtained from C by replacing every oc

currence of the construct 3R.E with 3KR.KE, then

E (« $(C)(a) implies E ^ C(a). From this observa

tion and the above theorem we can derive an inter

esting property: the algorithm for checking whether

E |=3 $(C)(a) is a tractable, sound and incomplete

procedure for checking whether E [= C(a).

Following the above idea, we can use the K operator

to build sound and incomplete query answering pro

cedures for any concept language. Given a knowledge

base E and a query C, both expressed in a language

C, the query can be replaced by a suitable concept

*£(C) in the language CK such that E f« Vc(C)(a)

implies E ^= C(a) and deciding E |ss VdC)^ can

be done more efficiently w.r.t. the size of E. The ad

vantage compared to other incomplete procedures is

the precise semantical characterization of the source

of incompleteness.

bAC£ is the sublanguage of ACC that consists of all

simple concepts which do not contain the union constructor

"U", whereas AC consists of all ACS concepts that only

contain existential quantifications of the form 3R.T.

5 Closed World Reasoning, Relational

Databases, and Integrity

Constraints

The reason for the open world semantics of concept

languages is that they are generally used in appli

cations where incomplete information have to be ac

counted for. For example, even if all the known friends

of John are male, one does not want to conclude that

all friends of John are male.

On the other hand, there are situations where it is

natural to query a knowledge base under the closed

world assumption. It is important to note the differ

ence between assigning a closed world semantics to the

knowledge base and allowing one to pose queries un

der the assumption that part of the knowledge base is

complete.

We argue that the use of epistemic operators as de

scribed in the previous sections is a natural way to

achieve such a flexible way of interacting with the

knowledge base. Referring to the knowledge base Ei

of Example 2.2, consider the following examples:

Query 9: VFRIEND.3L0VES.T(john).

Answer: UNKNOWN.

Query 10: VKFRIEND.K3L0VES.T(john).

Answer: YES.

Query 9 gets the answer UNKNOWN because there is a

model of Ei where John is related to an individual

z and z is not an instance of the concept 3L0VES.T.

On the other hand, the reading of Query 10 is as fol

lows: is it true that for every individual z known to be

related to John through the role FRIEND, it is known

that 3L0VES.T(z) holds Et? It is easy to see that the

answer to this query is YES.

The above example shows that the use of K allows one

to pose queries to a knowledge base E under the as

sumption that E has complete knowledge on a certain

individual a and a certain role P (John and FRIEND in

the example), i.e. under the assumption that for every

pair (a, 6) such that E J£ P(a,b), P(a,b) is false in

E. Notice that this is not the same as assuming that

the knowledge about every role is complete, like for

example in [13].

In [11] the problem of translating Circumscription into

epistemic theories is discussed. We show here that our

query language allows us to achieve at least the expres

sive power of the (naive) Closed World Assumption

(CWA) (see [15]). We do so by considering knowledge

bases expressed in the simple language ACo, whose

concepts are formed according to the rule:

C, D —► A | -vl | C n D | VR.C.

More complex languages and more powerful forms of

closed world reasoning (e.g. Careful CWA) require a
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more sophisticated treatment, which is outside the

scope of this paper.

Let E be an «4£o-knowledge base, C be any ACC-

concept, and a be an individual. E entails C(a) under

the CWA, written E ^QWA ^(a)> ^ ^(a) 's true m

every minimal model of E.

Given a simple .4£C-concept C, we define the ACCK-

concept C as follows:

1. A = KA

2. ^=->K,4

3. (CTl£>) = KCnKD

4. (CUD) = KUUKD

5. (3P.C) = 3KP.C

6. (VP.C) = YK.P.C.

Proposition 5.1 Let E be an ACo-kiwwledge base,

C be an ACC-concept, and a be an individual. Then

E NcWA ^(a) '/ ana' on^y *f ^ N C(a)- Moreover,

checking i/E (« C(a) can 6e r/onr in polynomial time.

One interesting consequence of the above result is

that epistemic queries allow us to achieve the expres

sive power of relational query languages. Let us call

ACCK+ the language whose syntax is as follows (C,

D denote concepts, R, Q denote roles, and a denotes

an individual):

C,D —* A\{a} \Cr\D\CUD\^C\VR.C\

3R.C | KC

R —+ P\Q

Q,QX — KP\QnQx\QuQl\QoQl\^Q\

Q'\Q~\

where {a} denotes the concept whose extension is con

stituted by the single individual a (see Section 4), o

denotes role concatenation, Q* denotes the transitive

closure of Q, and Q~Y denotes the inverse of Q.

An «4£C/C+-query over a knowledge base E is an ex

pression of the form

(zi,...,xn\tp)

where ip is a first order formula whose free variables

are among xit...,xn, whose constants are symbols

in Os, and whose atomic formulas are of the form

KC(t) or KQ(s,t), where C is an >t£CAC+-concept,

Q is an ACCIC+-io\e or is the predicate symbol =,

and s,t are either constants or variables. The an

swer set of the above ACCK-+-query is the set of

tuples (di ,...,<!„), where each aj € C?s, such that

E^0[xi/ai, . . . ,x„/a„]. We are using here a straight

forward extension of the |« relation defined in Section 2

to the case where the right hand side argument is a

formula. Obviously, a corresponding extension of the

method described in Section 3 is needed in order to

evaluate ,4£C/C+-queries.

ACCK+-queries constitute a superset of relational

calculus queries [19]. Indeed, let us denote with

rdb(E) the relational database obtained from the ACo-

knowledge base E as follows. First, for every primitive

concept A in E, we introduce a relation rei(i4) of arity

1, and for every role R in E, we introduce a relation

rel(R) of arity 2. Second, let rel(A) consist of the tu

ples (a) such that a: A is in the completion 5e,6 and

let rel(R) consist of the tuples (a, 6) such that aRb is

in 5e. It is possible to show that, for every satisfiable

^4i3o-knowledge base E, and for any relational calculus

expression r over rdb(E), there is an ACCfc+-queiy q

over E such that the set of tuples in the answer to

r is equal to the answer set of q. This proves that

ACCK,+ has at least the expressive power of the rela

tional calculus.7

Another interesting feature of ,4£C£+-queries is that

they provide a formal setting for extracting informa

tion from a knowledge base where part of the knowl

edge is expressed in a concept language, and part is

stored in a relational database.

A further aspect that is usually considered in data

bases but not in concept languages, is that of integrity

constraints, which are sentences specifying the set of

admissible database states. In [16] it is argued that

integrity constraints are naturally viewed as epistemic

sentences specifying what the knowledge base is sup

posed to know about a particular aspect of the world,

rather than a direct property of the world.

For example, if the we want to rule out those knowl

edge bases which are uncertain about the sex of every

person who is known to be student, we cannot simply

state that every student has a sex. Rather, we need to

specify that for every known student a, the knowledge

base either knows that a is a male, or knows that a is

a female.

In order to represent this idea in our setting, we pro

pose to model integrity constraints as ACCtC concepts.

Definition 5.2 An integrity constraint is an ACCK.-

concepi. Given an ACC-knowledge base E and an in

tegrity constraint C, E satisfies C iffor every individ

ual a £ Oe, E \a C(a). If IC = {Cx, . . . ,C*„} it a set

of integrity constraints, then E is said to be legal with

respect to IC if E satisfies C, for each » 6 {1, . . . , n}.

For example, the previous integrity constraint can be

expressed as:

(-.KStudent) U (KMale U K->Male).

"Note that, due to the language constructs of ACo.

there exists exactly one completion of Sc.

7ACCK+ is actually more expressive, since transitive

closures cannot be expressed in the relational calculus [19].
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Notice that integrity constraints satisfaction (i.e.

checking whether a knowledge base is legal w.r.t. a set

of integrity constraints) can be easily realized through

the calculus presented in Section 3.

6 Formalizing Trigger Rules

Up to now we have considered only knowledge bases

constituted of assertions on individuals. Many practi

cal systems for building knowledge based applications,

such as CLASSIC [2], or CLASP [21], provide an ad

ditional mechanism, called trigger rules, for specifying

the knowledge base. Roughly speaking, trigger rules

have the form: "if an individual is proved to be an

instance of C, then derive that it is also an instance

of D," where C, D are concepts (see [2]). The behav

ior of trigger rules is usually described in terms of a

forward reasoning process that adds to the knowledge

base the assertion D(a) whenever C(a) is proved to

hold. Let us call procedural extension of E w.r.t. to

T the knowledge base resulting from such a forward

reasoning process on a set of assertions E and a set of

trigger rules I\

Trigger rules in the context of frame-based systems

are often defined informally. Attempts to precisely

capture the meaning of such rules are based either on

viewing them as knowledge base updates (see for ex

ample the TELL operation of [10]), or on ad hoc se

mantics (see [17]).

Our aim in this section is to show that trigger rules

can be nicely formalized in our setting. To this end,

we regard the specification <J> of a knowledge base as

constituted by a pair (E, *), where E is a set of mem

bership assertions in A CC, and * is a set of epistemic

sentences (representing trigger rules), each one of the

form KC => KD, where C and D are ACC-concepts.

An epistemic interpretation (I, W) satisfies the sen

tence KC => KD if (KC)IVV C (KD)J-W. Extending

the definition given in Section 2, an epistemic model

of (E, *) is a pair (I, W), where I € W and W is any

maximal subset of M{£.) such that for each J € W,

(»7,VV) satisfies every sentence in *.

Intuitively, the set of epistemic sentences <* restricts

the set of models of E to the maximal subsets that

satisfy every sentence in *. Because of the form of such

sentences, it can be shown that there exists only one

maximal subset W of .M(E) such that for all J £ W,

(»7,W) satisfies every assertion in (E, *). Moreover,

it can be shown that such W coincides with the set

of models of the procedural extension of E w.r.t. the

trigger rules represented by ♦.

Example 6.1 Consider the .4£C-knowledge base 4> =

(E, ¥) (inspired by an example in [2]):

E = {EATS(susan, chips), Student(susan)}

* = {KStudent => K(VEATS.JunkFood)}.

One can verify that for every epistemic model (I, W)

of <&, we have 7(susan) € (VEATS.JunkFood)r'W

and j( chips) € JunkFood1, , i.e., both the as

sertion VEATS. JunxFood(susan) and JunkFood(chips)

are logical consequences of <t>, as one would expect.

Notice that, since trigger rules are used only in one

direction, they are not expressible by logical implica

tions. Indeed, our formalization with the epistemic op

erator correctly captures this intuition. Consider for

instance the knowledge base $' = ({-iB(a)),{KA =>

KB}), and observe that there exists an epistemic

model (I,W) of*' such that y(a) g ->AJ . Therefore,

->i4(a) is not a logical consequence of $'.

We now turn our attention to the problem of deciding

whether the specification (E, ¥) of a knowledge base

is satisfiable or not. In order to provide a calculus for

such a problem, we add to rules 1-4 of Section 3 a new

propagation rule, dealing with the sentences in ♦. The

new propagation rule is as follows:

5. 5 —=> {a:D}L)S

if (KC => KD) is in *, a: D is not

in S, and every completion of S U

{a: ->C} contains a E-clash.

The above rule, together with rules 1-4 of Section 3,

provides a sound and complete calculus for the satisfi

ability of (E,¥). Indeed, it can be shown that (E,*)

is satisfiable if and only if there exists at least one com

pletion of (E, *) without E-clash (note that the only

possible E-clashes in this cases are either of type 1 or

of type 2). Moreover, it can be shown that the calcu

lus can be turned into an algorithm that again works

in PSPACE.

In addition to the above method for checking the sat

isfiability of a knowledge base (E, *), where 9 is a set

of trigger rules, a complete account of the procedural

extension requires a method for the construction of a

new knowledge base as a result of the application of a

set of trigger rules. To this purpose it is possible to

devise a refined version of the above rule, which in

crementally adds the consequences of trigger rules to

the knowledge base E. This modification is straight

forward in principle and we do not present it here for

lack of space.

7 Conclusions

In the present paper we have presented a framework

for adding epistemic operators to concept languages.

By enriching concept languages with an epistemic op

erator, to distinguish what is known to the knowledge

base as opposed to what is true in the external world,

we have been able to formally characterize several as

pects of frame-based systems.

In particular, we have considered the use of the epis
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temic operator in the query language, and shown that

this richer query language may be used to reduce the

complexity of reasoning within knowledge bases. In

addition, by virtue of the epistemic operator one can

naturally specify forms of closed-world reasoning in the

queries, as well as integrity constraints, and compare

the query language with relational algebra. Finally, we

have shown how to formalize procedural mechanisms

such as trigger rules.

However, several aspects of frame-based systems still

remain to be explored, for example representing

object-oriented database structures, default properties

of concepts, and rule-oriented knowledge structures.

Perhaps, the most important aspect of this work is

that a single representation mechanism allows for the

treatment of a large number of features, which seems

encouraging if we are to bridge the gap between the

oretical work on frame-based languages and imple

mented systems.
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Abstract

I present a computational model of nega

tion in natural language that allows a com

puter program to simulate logical inferences

that people draw as the result of understand

ing sentences with explicit negative informa

tion. I demonstrate that Boolean proper

ties of natural language can be successfully

modeled with knowledge representation for

malisms with Boolean semantics.

1 INTRODUCTION

Handling negation in natural language is crucial be

cause negation dramatically affects reasoning, entirely

different conclusions may follow from a sentence that

involves negation than from the sentence that does not;

and because negation abounds in both written and

spoken language. I present a formal, computational

model of general semantic properties of negation in

natural language. This model allows the UNO * natu

ral language processing system to simulate logical in

ferences that people draw as the result of understand

ing sentences with explicit negative information. My

model demonstrates that Boolean properties of natural

language can be successfully modeled with knowledge

representation formalisms with Boolean semantics.

The problem of computationally handling negation in

natural language has not been addressed systemati

cally. No approach accounts for the general semantic

properties of negation captured by my model. Previ

ous research on the semantics of negation belongs to

one of the following three categories:

1. Propositional negation,

2. Negation as failure,

3. Others, other approaches to negation.

'The acronym UNO derives from two words:

Unification, the main operation in the formalism presented

in this paper, and A'egO, the Latin word meaning deny.

The limitation of modeling negation in natural lan

guage with a propositional negation, a truth-

functional operator on logical formulas, is addressing

only negation of sentences, while in natural language

any content category can be negated. A simple op

erator mapping truth values into truth values cannot

account for the properties of negation of such semanti-

cally complex categories as determiners, adjectives, or

adverbs. Also, sentential negation accomplished with

the operator It is not the case that is rather rare in

natural language [Horn, 1989].

Propositional negation is present in logic-based

approaches to natural language processing.

Within the framework of the unification-based ap

proaches to grammar, negation is investigated as a

means of increasing the expressability of formalisms

for describing constraints on grammatical relations

[Kasper and Rounds, 1986] [Moshier and Rounds,

1987] [Dawar and Vijayashanker, 1989], [Johnson,

1990]. Negation is viewed as a propositional opera

tor in a meta-language based on logic. One conclusion

of this research was that negative constraints on par

tially specified data structures cannot be propagated

via unification if negation is given a classical interpre

tation [Pereira, 1987]. This problem is known as the

non-monotonicity of negation, or as failure of upward

closure under subsumption.

The formalism presented in this paper can be used for

describing and computing negative constraints. The

data structures are partially specified, yet negative

constraints can be propagated via unification. The

problem of the non-monotonicity of negation does not

seem to arise; the formalism can handle Pereira's ex

ample illustrating the problem [Iwariska, 1992].

Propositional negation is also present in knowl

edge representation formalisms because their se

mantics are usually based on logic [Brachman et al.,

1985] [Bobrow and Winograd, 1985] [Schmolze, 1989].

There appears to be no knowledge representation for

malism that would offer a semantically clean comple

ment operator on the representation of concepts. An
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other limitation of the available knowledge represen

tation formalisms is that they either do not handle

quantifiers at all, or handle very few quantifiers, typi

cally involving the determiners some and every only.

The second type of negation present in the literature,

negation as failure [Clark, 1978], lacks semantics

and goes beyond first-order reasoning [Reiter, 1985]

[Lifschitz, 1987] [Geffner, 1989].

The negation of [Karttunen, 1984] is a binary opera

tion on feature structures and lacks semantics.

[Nakazawa et al., 1988] offer two negations with dif

ferent semantics, one for atomic values and one for

complex features, which is counterintuitive. They do

not specify how the unification of negated complex fea

tures should proceed.

[Padgham, 1989] characterized the complement opera

tion in her Boolean lattice of types by a paraphrase of

the complement law of a Boolean algebra. Inferencing

in her inheritance network consists of traversing vari

ous links, including negative links, which means that

reasoning lacks semantics.

[Schwartz, 1989] defined three different negations for

scalar predicates such as tall, short, and very short.

This proliferation of negations is unjustified because

the underlying semantics of all scalar predicates is the

same.

[Horty and Thomason, 1990] allow for complex

Boolean combinations of properties of individuals in

their inheritance networks. They do not provide se

mantics of their theory or its implementation. An

other problem with their approach is that they re

place negated nodes with 'positive' ones; for example,

a property node unoccupied gets replaced with another

property node available. This does not work in gen

eral; for example, it is not clear what should replace

not green.

This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 discusses

the scope of the proposed model; Section 3 presents

one of the two knowledge representation formalisms

on which the UNO representation of natural language

is based; Section 4 discusses the UNO representation

of natural language, the algorithm for representing

knowledge derived from natural language sentences

and drawing inferences, and the UNO natural language

processing system; Section 5 sketches future work; Sec

tion 6 contains conclusions.

2 PROPOSED MODEL

2.1 CHARACTERISTICS OF NEGATION

My model accounts for the following general semantic

properties of negation in natural language:

1. Expressions of eleven syntactic categories can be

negated;

2. Negation of determiners and verb phrases reverses

entailment of sentences;

3. Negation of a verb phrase may affect any part of

the sentence;

4. Negation of scalar predicates has a less than in

terpretation.

The sentences in Table 1 illustrate the first property

of negation in natural language.

Table 1: The UNO Representation Accounts for the

Negation of Eleven Content Categories: Determiner,

Adjective, Common Noun, Proper Noun, Adverb,

Verb, Verb Phrase, Noun Phrase, Preposition, Prepo

sitional Phrase, and Sentence.

 

Sentences with Explicit Negation

Not many dogs like cats

John is very unhappy, indecisive, but not stupid

Noncitizens have very few political rights"

John, and not Mary, walks fast

Tommy is a very, but not extremely, small baby

Mary truly dislikes him

John doesn't love Mary a lot

John likes dogs, and not cats

He is not in, but near, Warsaw

John is in the garden, and not in the park

It is not the case that John walks fast

The second property of negation is illustrated by the

following example. The sentence Every student works

hard entails the sentence Every student works. When

the determiner every in these sentences is negated, the

direction of entailment gets reversed: the sentence Not

every student works entails the sentence Not every stu

dent works hard [Barwise and Cooper, 1981].

The third property of negation is illustrated by the

sentence John doesn't love Mary a lot which may be

interpretated as one of the following:

1. John loves Mary but less than a lot,

2. John loves someone else,

3. Someone else loves Mary,

4. John likes, and not loves, Mary.

The fourth property of negation is illustrated by the

sentence Mary doesn't have many records which is

usually understood as asserting that Mary has fewer

records than many.

My logical negation corresponds to Horn's descriptive

negation [Horn, 1989]. He distinguishes two types of

negations— descriptive and metalinguistic. The de

scriptive negation corresponds to the typical reading

of a sentence. In the sentence Mary doesn't have many

records, it produces the interpretation that Mary has
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fewer records than many. Horn defines metalinguis

tic negation as 'a device for objecting to a previous

utterance on any grounds whatever.' In some cases,

metalinguistic negation has the same effect on logi

cal inferences as descriptive negation; for example, the

contrastive construction John, and not Mary, is sleep

ing entails the falsity of the sentence Mary is sleeping.

My model accounts for such contrastive construction

cases of metalinguistic negation.

2.2 REQUIREMENTS

My model fulfills the following three requirements:

1. Must mimic logical inferences in natural language;

2. Should parallel natural language;

3. Should be semantically clean.

The first requirement means that if a sentence is

judged by speakers of English to entail another sen

tence, then the representation of these two sentences

must preserve this entailment relation.

The model should parallel natural language in two as

pects: 1) negation, conjunction, and disjunction in

natural language should be modeled by the operations

with provable semantics; 2) semantic properties at

tributed to a syntactic category as a class should be

reflected by the representation.

For example, determiners as a class have a property of

affecting the direction of entailment of sentences. Se

mantic peculiarities of the determiners every and some

are responsible for the fact that the sentence Every

student works hard entails the sentence Every smart

student works hard, but when the determiner every

is replaced with the determiner some, then the direc

tion of entailment of these sentences is reversed: the

sentence Some smart student works hard entails the

sentence Some student works hard.

It is also the semantic properties of individual de

terminers that determine whether it is possible for

a pair of sentences of the form Det\ N VP and

Deti N not VP to be true. For example, the deter

miner many is such that it is possible that Many people

like cats is true and Many people don't like cats is true;

the determiner most is such that it is impossible that

Most people like cats is true and Most people don't like

cats is true.

The third requirement means that data structures uti

lized by the model and the operations on these data

structures should have provable semantics.

2.3 SUBSET OF ENGLISH

I investigate a substantial subset of English that in

volves sentences with complex expressions— quanti

fied noun phrases with complex determiners, noun

phrases involving proper nouns, complex common

nouns modified by complex adjectives, complex verbs

modified by complex adverbs, complex adjectives mod

ified by complex adverbs, and Boolean combinations

of expressions in all eleven syntactic categories.

2.4 FORMAL BASIS

I have chosen a complement operator in a Boolean al

gebra [Keenan and Faltz, 1985] as a formal, seman

tic model of negation in natural language because

this mathematical model uniformly accounts for cross-

categorial negation and captures the intuition that

there is only one descriptive negation in natural lan

guage. Boolean properties of natural language make

it desirable to have a natural language processing sys

tem whose underlying computational formalism is a

Boolean algebra with the set-theoretic semantics. Sets

underlie semantics of many syntactic categories of nat

ural language: common nouns, verbs, and adjectives

can be thought of as denoting sets of persons or objects

that possess properties denoted by the words; adjec

tive and adverbs are functions mapping sets of objects

into sets of objects; determiners are functions map

ping sets of objects into sets of sets of objects, and

the denotations of proper nouns are sets of sets of ob

jects [Dowty et al., 1981] [Barwise and Cooper, 1981]

[Keenan and Faltz, 1985] [Hamm, 1989].

I propose a representation of natural language, the

UNO representation, based on two knowledge repre

sentation formalisms with Boolean semantics (these

formalisms will be referred to as UNO formalisms):

1. A Boolean algebra of e-terms2,

2. Qualitative scales.

The Boolean operations of the UNO formalisms, meet,

join, and complement, simulate conjunction, disjunc

tion, and negation in natural language.

The formalism of the Boolean algebra of e-terms builds

upon [Ai't-Kaci, 1984], a semantically clean version

of semantic-network-style knowledge representation. I

extended his lattice of e-terms to a Boolean algebra by

constructing a complement operator on e-terms. The

resulting formalism is a knowledge representation for

malism with Boolean, set- theoretic semantics. Given

explicit representations of concepts, it can compute

explicit representations of their conjunctions, disjunc

tions, and complements.

The formalism of qualitative scales, a formalization of

quantitative scales [Horn, 1989], captures the seman

tics of scalar predicates, expressions of natural lan

guage that denote certain quantitative values. Exam

ples of scalar predicates are the determiner many and

verb like. Scalar predicates are interesting because

negation of scalar predicates has a 'less-than' inter

pretation and because the entailment relation holds

between concepts that are denotations of lexically sim

ple items, eg. love entails like-— if one loves cookies,

2The notion of e term is defined in Section 3.
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then one also likes cookies. The formalism of qualita

tive scales will not be described here; I refer readers to

[Iwanska, 1992].

My approach to automating inferencing in natural lan

guage is similar to Montague's [Dowty et al., 1981] in

that I translate natural language sentences into a se-

mantically clean representation, and model inferences

by performing the operations with provable mathe

matical properties on this representation.

2.5 LIMITATIONS OF THE MODEL

There are a number of limitations of my model that

result from the necessary and deliberate idealizations

of the problem of negation in natural language. I only

marginally address metalinguistic negation. I ignore

pragmatics: 1) I do not distinguish between negative

prefixes such as dis or un; 2) I offer a marginal ac

count of the interaction of the scope of negation and

quantifiers3. 3) I ignore the problem of presupposition.

My model covers a limited subset of English. I ignore

temporal information in English sentences. I do not

address intensional properties of natural language or

the problem of non-logical reasoning.

3 BOOLEAN ALGEBRA OF

c-TERMS

3.1 LATTICE OF c-TERMS

[A'it-Kaci, 1984] formalized and operationalized se

mantic networks. He constructed a complete, distribu

tive lattice of finite sets of first-order terms, called

(-terms. Semantically, e-terms are sets of objects in

the interpretation universe, and the lattice operations,

ne (e-meet) and Ue (e-join), compute terms whose

denotations are their set-intersections and set-unions.

The operations l~l, and Ue induce an ordering rela

tion C.c on terms which reflects term subsumption,

semantically, set-containment.

[ a(k -> vl: b,

■ -> a(k -> vl)) ]

Figure 1: An e-Term T with a Single V-Term t

An e-term consists of a finite number of elements called

ifr-terms (see Figure 1). A V-term improves the notion

of a PROLOG term [Sterling and Shapiro, 1986] [A'it-

Kaci and Nasr, 1985] in that neither the number nor

3 [Horn, 1989] argues convincingly that the problem of

determining the relative scope of negation and quantifiers

is pragmatic, and not logical. In [Iwanska, 1992], I have

formulated a more adequate criterion of the occurence of

the wide scope of negation than the criterion offered in

[Horn, 1989].

the order of its attributes is fixed, and atomic head

symbols are unifiable. A V'-term is a record-like struc

ture: it has a head which is a primitive type symbol,

and a body which is a possibly-empty list of attribute-

value pairs uniquely associating labels with terms. Se

mantically, primitive types are sets of objects in the in

terpretation universe; the smallest type is false, and

the largest rrue; A, V, and -> is the meet, join, and

complement operation on primitive types. Labels are

functions mapping sets of objects into sets of objects.

Addresses of a V-term are ordered sets of its labels.

For example, the V-term t in Figure 1, has the type a as

its head, two attributes with labels it and m; the value

of the first attribute is a primitive type b, and the value

of the second attribute is a V-term with the primitive

type a as its head and one attribute with label Jfc and

value b; the V'-term t has three explicit addresses: {Jfc},

{m}, and {m, Jfc}; variables mark addresses that core-

fer (coreference is structure sharing); the variable vl

marks the coreference of the addresses {Jfc} and {m, Jfc}.

Semantically, the V'-term r stands for the subset of ob

jects of type a on which function Jfc returns objects of

type b and function m returns objects in the denota

tion of a(Jfc => b); coreference further constrains this

set to those objects for which both functions Jfc return

the same objects.

Ti = [a(Jfc=>a), 6] T2 = [6(m=>o)]

7i Ue T2 = [o(Jfc => a), b, b(m => o)] =

[a(k=>a),b] = T1

Ti n,T2= [(oA6)(Jfc=>a,m=> o), 6(m=>o)] =

[i(m=>o)] = r2

noteTi = [-.a, a(Jfc=>-.o)] n,.[-i&] =

[(-.a A -.6), (a A -.&)(*=> -.a)]

Figure 2: Examples of Boolean Operations on e-Terms

The operation Ue on e-terms deletes subsumed ele

ments from the union of the elements of the terms.

The operation l~le on e-terms deletes subsumed ele

ments from the pairwise unification of the elements

of the terms. Figure 2 shows examples of these op

erations. The sample terms are in the subsumption

relation T2 Qe T\, '•*•■ T\ subsumes T2 (T2 entails

Ti).

Subtyping relation can be defined and computed via

a set of type equations. For example, the fact that

cats and dogs are animals, and that dobermans are

dogs, and therefore dobermans are also animals, can

be encoded by the following two equations

animal

dog

[ cat, dog ]

[ doberaan ]

I will sometimes omit subscripts on the operations; in

the expression not R, if R is a primitive type, then not

is -i, if R is an e-term, then not is note .
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3.1.1 Negative Information

Ait-Kaci sketched two ways of handling negative infor

mation in his calculus: inequalities among subterms

to be built into the unification algorithm and comple

mented types. A complemented type ti \ <2 specifies

anything that subsumes <i but does not subsume t2.

There are a number of problems with handling nega

tive information via such complemented types. Com

plemented types do not produce an explicit comple

ment term. Complemented types do not parallel nat

ural language: 1) they are functions of two argu

ments, yet negation in natural language is an unary

operator; 2) they stand for complex Boolean expres

sions; for example, the interpretation of the comple

mented type (animal \ cat) is defined as those ele

ments of the type animal that are not cat, which cor

responds to a complex Boolean expression animal and

not cat. Complemented types are sketched only. The

join operation on complemented types is not defined

and one cannot mimic natural language expressions

that involve both negation and disjunction. Inequal

ities among subterms is a special case of type com

plementation. For example, the complement of a rp-

term a(l => vl : b, k => vl) should contain a ^-term

a(l => b, k => b) such that the subterms at the ad

dresses {/} and {k} are not equal.

type a belong to the denotation of t; an example of

the coreference constraint in t is the fact that both

functions k return the same objects. In a complement

term, at least one of these orthogonal constraints does

not hold. I separate type constraints from corefer

ence constraints by relaxing the coreference constraint.

The operation of relaxing coreference constraints in

a V'-term results in another r/'-term, called maximum

term, such that it has the same addresses and type

constraints as the original term but no two addresses

corefer (see Figure 3).

[ not a,

a(k -> not b),

a(m <■> not a) ,

a(m -> a(k »> not b)),

a(k -> b, [ a(k -> vl: b

■ -> a(k -> b)) \ n -> a(k -> vl)) ] ]

Figure 4: A Complement of the e-Term T in Figure 1

3.2 f-COMPLEMENT

My e-complement operator solves the problems with

the complemented types of Ait-Kaci. Given an e-term

T, this unary operator with Boolean, set-complement

semantics produces an explicit e-term not T such that

no element in the denotation of T belongs to the de

notation of not( T, i.e., T l"le notf T = [ false ]; at the

same time, T U, nott T = [ true ].

If T = U"=1 {*,} is an e-term, then its complement

is defined as notCr(T) = ner"=1 notfa), i.e., it is the

result of the ne operation on the e-terms that are

complements of the elements of T. Figures 2 and 4

illustrate e-complement for the terms 7\ and T.

r
nax

(*)=

not(tma*

(*))--

a(k -> b. [ not a,

■ => a(k »> b)) a(k

a(»

=>

=>

not b),

a),not

a(» -> a(k -> not b)) ]

Figure 3: The Maximum Term of the V-Term t in

Figure 1 and its Complement

The complement operator on rp-terms separately

negates two orthogonal constraints that a V'-term rep

resents: 1) type constraints, and 2) coreference con

straints. For the term t in Figure 1, an example of

the type constraint is the fact that only elements of

The complement of the maximum term of a ^-term

represents negating type constraints only. I define a

complement operation on such maximum terms as fol

lows: for each address in the maximum term, I con

struct the largest (according to the subsumption re

lation) term built around this address, and replace

the type at this address by its complement; each such

new term has the same type constraints as the original

maximum term, except for the type at the address it

is built around; Figure 3 shows the complement of the

maximum term of the ^-term t.

There is no simple way of representing negation of

coreference constraints. I use for this purpose com

plemented types of Ait-Kaci. A complemented type

t \ [t], where t is a V'-term, represents the fact that

no object satisfying the coreference constraints of the

term t belongs to the interpretation of this comple

mented type. Such complemented types will appear

in a term only as the result of negation.

I prove [Iwariska, 1992] that such an unary operator

on e-terms possesses the necessary Boolean properties

[Keenan and Faltz, 1985]. As a consequence, this op

erator reverses the direction of the ordering relation in

the algebra: 7\ C<r T2 iff notlr(T2) Ce, notCr{T\).

The cost of computing the complement of a singleton

e-term is polynomial in the size of its element (the

number of coreference classes of a term). In general,

this cost is exponential due to the disjunctive nature

of e-terms.
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4 THE UNO REPRESENTATION

OF NATURAL LANGUAGE

4.1 COMMON NOUNS, VERBS, AND

ADJECTIVES

I represent a lexically simple common noun, verb, and

adjective by a singleton e-term whose only element is

a primitive type. For example, a common noun baby,

the verb walk, and the adjective red are represented by

the following e-terms:

[ baby ] [ walk ] [ red ]

The UNO representation provides a clean, formal way

to define and compute two types of entailment rela

tions between lexically simple items. The first, exem

plified by the entailment between dog and animal, can

be defined and computed by the formalism described

in Section 3. The second, the entailment relation be

tween the elements of a qualitative scale, for example,

the entailment between scalar verbs like and love, can

be defined and computed by the formalism of qualita

tive scales [Iwariska, 1992].

Complex common nouns, verbs, and adjectives are rep

resented by e-terms with modifiers: their labels are

functions that modifiers stand for. For example, a

complex verb walk fast is represented by the term

[ walk (speed «> fast) ]

The UNO representation of complex common nouns,

verbs, and adjectives reflects their semantics and mim

ics the human intuition about the entailment relation

between simple and complex expressions. If a woman

walks fast, then she also walks, and the term represent

ing walks fast entails the term representing walks. If a

woman is walking fast, then she is not walking slowly.

The UNO representation accounts for this fact because

the scalars fast and slowly are inconsistent.

Adjectives modified by adverbs pose a problem. I want

to represent a complex noun very small baby by the

term

[ baby (size ■> small (adv »> very)) ]

The human intuition about the relation between very

small baby and small baby is mimicked: if something is

a very small baby, then it is also a small baby, and the

representation parallels this entailment. Similarly, the

representation mimics the fact that if something is an

extremely small baby, then it is also a very small baby

because the scalar adverb extremely entails the scalar

adverb very. The result of negating the property of

very small baby also matches intuition. If something

is not a very small baby, then it is a small, but not

very small, baby, or it is a baby that is not small, or

it is not a baby at all. The complement of the term

representing very small baby contains three elements

that give just that:

[ baby (size ■> small (adv «> not very)),

baby (size => not small) ,

not baby ]

The problem is that the adverb very is a function and

does not stand for a set of objects. I will allow for

this semantic impurity in the UNO representation be

cause satisfying the requirement Must mimic logical

inferences in natural language takes precedence over

satisfying the requirement Should reflect semantics of

different syntactic categories of natural language.

4.2 NOUN PHRASES, DETERMINERS

I represent noun phrases involving proper nouns by e-

terms with Boolean combinations of primitive types.

For example, a proper noun Mary and a noun phrase

Mary or Mark are represented by the following terms:

[ «ary ] [ mary, mark ]

Representing quantified noun phrases involves repre

senting determiners. Determiners are scalars [Horn,

1989] [Iwariska, 1992] whose ordering relation (entail

ment) is in general context-dependent [Barwise and

Cooper, 1981]. The formalism of the Boolean algebra

of e-terms allows one to encode the semantics of first-

order definable determiners. For example, the seman

tics of the determiners every and some are encoded by

the following type equations

set "■> [ enpty-set , cons ] .

dets ==> true(sem -> set _meet (noun => set,

verb »> set,

set_meet »> set)) .

every "■> dets(sem »> set _neet (noun «> vl:set,

set_meet »> vl)) .

some »-> dets (sea »> set_meet(set_meet -> cons)) .

The type set allows one to represent sets in linked list

notation. Both every and some are instances of the

type dets (determiners). The semantics of every in a

quantified sentence S = Det N VP is such that the

intersection (set-meet) of the denotation of N and the

denotation of VP must be the denotation of N itself

[Barwise and Cooper, 1981]. This is encoded as the

coreferentiality between the noun and the set-meet at

tributes. The semantics of some is such that the re

sulting intersection must be nonempty, or cons in the

linked list representation of sets.

The UNO representation of the semantics of determin

ers allows one to compute the entailment relation on

determiners by performing the e-operations on their

representations. For example, it can be computed that

if the denotation of a noun is not empty, then ev

ery entails some, and that not some entails not every.

The ordering relation on determiners gives a basis for
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computing entailment of sentences with quantified ex

pressions. For example, if the denotation of the noun

student is not empty, then the sentence Every student

walks entails the sentence Some student walks, and the

sentence No student walks entails the sentence Not ev

ery student walks.

In the representation of noun phrases, determiners are

represented by e-terms. For example, the determiner

not very many is represented by the term

not many (adv ■> very)

I represent a quantified noun phrase of the form

Det Noun by the term

np(det -> T(Det),

n -> T(Moun))

where T(Det) and T(Noun) are terms representing

the determiner Det and noun Noun.

Quantifiers in natural language are denotations of

noun phrases [Barwise and Cooper, 1981] [Hamm,

1989]. Monotonicity of a quantifier defines the di

rection of entailment of sentences involving this quan

tifier in the subject noun phrase position. Left rnono-

tonicity defines the direction of entailment when

nouns in subject noun phrases are in the entailment

relation, and right monotonicity when verb phrases

of the sentences are in the entailment relation.

[Barwise and Cooper, 1981] and later [Hamm, 1989]

observed that internal negation (roughly, negation of

the verb phrase) and external negation (roughly, nega

tion of the determiner in the subject noun phrase po

sition) of a quantifier reverse its right monotonicity,

and that internal negation of a quantifier preserves

and external negation reverses its left monotonicity.

The UNO representation accounts for these two facts.

The reversal of left monotonicity follows from reversing

the direction of entailment between the representation

of determiners, and the reversal of right monotonic

ity follows from reversing the direction of subsump-

tion between verb phrases4. Determiners are scalars

whose direction coincides with the right monotonicity

of quantifiers [Iwariska, 1992]. The UNO system can

not automatically determine the direction of the right

monotonicity of quantifiers involving proper nouns5 or

the direction of the left monotonicity. I assume that

they are given as part of input.

4.3 VERB PHRASES

I represent verb phrases by e-terms. For example, the

verb phrases love Mary and love Mary a lot are repre

sented by the terms

4The representation of verb phrases is shown in the next

section.

5[Barwise and Cooper, 1981] also stipulate the direction

of the monotonicity of quantifiers involving proper nouns.

[ love(np ■> mary) ] [ love(np

adv

«> Mary,

«> a_lot) ]

If one loves Mary a lot, then one also loves her. The

representation matches the intuition: the term repre

senting love Mary a lot entails the term representing

love Mary. The negated verb phrases not love Mary

and not love Mary a lot are represented by the terms

not [love(np ■> mary)] not [love (np

adv

■> aary,

»> a_lot)]

If one does not love Mary, then one also does not love

her a lot. Again, the representation matches this intu

ition: the term representing not love Mary entails the

term representing not love Mary a lot.

The UNO representation of verb phrases captures the

property of negation of affecting any part of the sen

tence, here any part of the verb phrase. The com

plement of the term representing the verb phrase in

the sentence John doesn't love Mary a lot contains the

elements that correspond to those different interpreta

tions of the sentence:

[ not love,

love(np => not nary),

love(adv => not a_lot) ]

The first element corresponds to the interpretation like

and not love because the scalar like is consistent with

the scalar not love; the second element corresponds to

the interpretation love someone else; the third element

corresponds to the interpretation loves, but less than

a lot.

Representing verb phrases as c-terms provides a com

putational vehicle for accounting for one of the char

acteristic properties of negation in natural language,

that it reverses entailment of sentences.

4.4 SENTENCES

A declarative sentence asserts that an individual or a

set of individuals possesses certain properties. For ex

ample, the sentence John doesn't walk very fast asserts

that John has a not walk very fast property. A sen

tence whose subject noun phrase is a negated proper

noun asserts that the denotation of this proper noun

contains a property complementary to the property de

scribed by the verb phrase [Barwise and Cooper, 1981].

For example, the sentence John and not Mary walks

asserts that Mary possesses a property of not walking.

I utilize Montague's uniform treatment of proper

nouns and quantified noun phrases [Dowty et al.,

1981]: their denotations are sets of properties ex

pressed in natural language by nouns, verbs, and ad

jectives which are naturally encoded as sets of e-terms.

I represent sentences by knowledge base rules defined

below.
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Definition 1 (Knowledge Base Rule)

NP > { P\, . . . , Pn } is a knowledge base rule,

where

NP is the UNO representation of a proper noun, a dis

junction of noun phrases, or a quantified noun phrase,

Pi are t-terms representing properties that the denota

tion of NP is known to possess.

The sentence Every student works hard is represented

by the KB rule

np(det »> every,

n => student) -> { [ work ( adv -> hard) ] }

This rule encodes the fact that the set of individuals

denoted by the quantified noun phrase Every student

possesses a single property of working hard.

4.5 INFERENCE

Both UNO formalisms are used to represent sentences

and compute their truth-values by computing the en

tailment relation between the representations of their

subject noun phrases and verb phrases. In case of

quantified noun phrases, I utilize the fact that the en

tailment relation on determiners is directly relevant to

the entailment of sentences. The algorithm for repre

senting and updating knowledge derived from actual

sentences uses the concepts defined below.

Definition 2 (NP-stronger than or equal to)

Let Si = NPi Verbi be a sentence, NP\ and NP2 be

1. either Boolean combinations of proper nouns such

that T(NPi) and T(NP2) art their UNO repre

sentations, or

2. quantified noun phrases NPi = Det\ Noun\ and

NP2 = Det2 Noun2 such that T(Deti), T(Det2),

T(Nouni), andT(Noun2) are terms representing

Deti, Det2, Nouni, and Noun2 respectively

NPi is np-stronger than or equal to NP2 iff

1. NPi is left monotone increasing, and

(a) for proper nouns, T(NPi) C« T(NP2)

(b) for quantified noun phrases,

T(Deti) Ce T(Det2), and

T(Nouni) Qt T(Noun2)

2. NPi is left monotone decreasing, and

(a) for proper nouns, T(NP2) Ce T(NPi)

(b) for quantified noun phrases,

T(Det2) C.e T(Deti), and

T(Noun2) Ct T(Nouni)

Definition 3 (NP-weaker than or equal to)

NP\ is np-weaker than or equal to N P2 if and only if

NP2 is np-stronger than or equal to NP\.

In the sentence Some bright students don't walk,

the term representing some bright students is np-

stronger than or equal to the term representing

some students because some is left monotone increas

ing, [some] C, [some], and

[ student(adj => bright)] Ct [student].

Definition 4 (V-stronger than or equal to)

Let Si = NPi Verbi be a sentence, Verbi and Verb2

be verbs with T(Verbi) and T(Verb2) as their UNO

representations.

Verbi is v-stronger than or equal to Verb2 iff

1) NPi is right monotone increasing and

T{Verbi) C£ T(Verb2), or

2) NPi is right monotone decreasing and

T(Verb2) QeT(Verbi)

In the sentence Many students don't walk, the term

representing don't walk is v-stronger than or equal

to the term representing don't walk fast because many

is right monotone increasing, and

[not walk] Cf not walk(adv => fast).

Definition 5 (Relevant Property) Let

1. T be on t-ierm

2. Ht be an e-term such that its elements are head

types of the elements ofT

3. NPkb --> {■■■ P ■■■} be a KB rule

4- Hp be an e-term such that its elements are head

types of the elements of P

Property P is relevant for T iff

HT ne HP £ [false], or HT Ut HP = [true].

The property [ work(adv => hard) ] is relevant for

[ work, sing(adv => loud) ] because

Ht n« Hp = [work, sing] n, [work] = [work] jt

[false] .

Definition 6 (Updating Operation)

Let S = NPi Verbi be a sentence,

NPkb --> { ... P ...} a KB rule.

The updating operation for Verbi and a property P

relevant for Ver6i is

ne if NPi is right monotone increasing

Ue if NPi is right monotone decreasing

If the input sentence is John doesn't walk and the KB

contains the following rule

John —> { not walk(adv -> fast) }

then the updating operation is n, .

The UNO system uses the following algorithm for rep

resenting and applying knowledge derived from actual

natural language sentences.
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Processing a True Sentence: An Algorithm for

Updating Knowledge Base

Input:

1 . A true sentence S whose subject noun phrase and verb

phrase are represented by the terms New-NP and

New-Verb respectively; if the subject noun phrase is

quantified, then New-NP is the term

np(det —> New-Det, noun => New-Noun)

2. Existing knowledge base KB (a set of KB rules)

Step 1: Check if S is entailed by KB

1. Find a KB rule NP --> { Pi, . .. , P„ } such that

NP is np-stronger than or equal to the New-NP

(a) If one of the properties Pi . . . Pn is v-stronger

than or equal to the New-Verb, then go to Step

3 (5 is entailed by KB)

(b) If one of the properties Pi . . . Pn, say Pi, is rel

evant to New-Verb and Pi l~le New-Verb =

[ false ], then go to Step 3 (S contradicts KB)

2. If no such rule is found, then

(a) If New-NP is quantified, then compute the

truth-value of S according to the semantics of

the determiner New-Det:

i. Compute the denotations of New-Noun and

New-Verb: they are sets of those individu

als that possess a property subsumed by the

New-Noun and New-Verb respectively.

ii. If the semantic condition of the determiner is

satisfied, then go to Step 3 (5 is entailed by

KB).

Otherwise go to Step 2.

(b) Otherwise go to Step 2.

Step 2: Update the KB

., Pn)1. Find KB rules R = NP - - > { />,,

such that

- NP is np-weaker than or equal to New-NP

- one of the properties is relevant for New-Verb

2. If no such R is found, then add a new rule

New-NP > { New-Verb } to KB, and go to

Step 3.

Otherwise process each rule R individually:

Replace each property Pi relevant for New-Verb

with the result of the updating operation on P, and

New-Verb. If for any two rules the updated prop

erties are in the v-stronger-than-or-equal-to relation,

then remove the property from the rule whose left-

hand side is np-weaker than or equal to New-NP.

Step 3: Output updated KB

The examples below illustrate the algorithm. Each ex

ample consists of a set of sentences to be processed in a

given order, and a set of queries to the knowledge base.

After processing each subsequent sentence, I will show

both the updated knowledge base and the answers to

the queries computed by the UNO system.

4.5.1 Sentences Whose Noun Phrases Involve

Proper Nouns

Input sentences:

Si =John and not Mary walks

52 =John sings or speaks

53 =John walks fast but speaks slowly

54 =John doesn't walk very fast

Queries to the KB:

Qi =Does John walk fast ?

Q2 =Does Mary walk fast ?

Q3 =Does John sing ?

Qi =Does John sing or speak ?

Q5 =Does John walk very fast ?

After processing Si, KBi contains two rules

John —> { [ walk ] }

mary —> { [ not walk ] }

Qi Qi Oa 0* Q>

Unknown No Unknown Unknown Unknown

After processing S^, KB2 contains two rules

john —> { [ walk ] , [sing, speak] }

mary —> { [not walk] }

0, & Q* 9*
Qs

Unknown No Unknown Ves Unknown

After processing 53, KB3 contains two rules

john --•> { [ walk(adv ••> fast) ],

[ speak (adv »> slowly) ] }

mary —> { [ not walk ] }

Notice that the old property sings or speaks is replaced

by a stronger property speaks slowly.

0: 02 Q3 Q* Q*

Yes No Unknown Yes Unknown

After processing 54, KB± contains two rules

john —> { [ walk (adv «•> last (adv »> not very)) ],

[ speakCadv »> slowly) ] }

nary —> { [ not walk ] >

Qx Qi <?3 <?4 <?5

Yes No Unknown Yes No

4.5.2 Sentences Whose Noun Phrases Involve

First- Order Definable Determiners

Input Sentences:

Si = Every smart student works

S2 —Every student works hard
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Queries to the KB:

Qi —Dots every smart student work hard ?

Qi =Does every student work ?

Qz =Does every student work hard ?

After processing Si , KB\ contains one rule

np(det => every,

n «> student (adv »> smart)) —> { [ work ] }

Qi Q2 Q3

Unknown Unknown Unknown

After processing 52, KBi contains one rule

np(det => every,

n => student) -> { [ work(adv -> hard) ] }

Notice that the left-hand side of the KB rule is up

dated.

0, Q? Q3

Yes Yes Yes

4.5.3 Sentences Whose Noun Phrases Involve

Determiners that are not First-Order

Definable

Input Sentences:

Si =Not very many dogs like cats

52 =Not many dogs like cats

53 —Not many dogs love cats

Queries to the KB

Qi =Is it true that not many dogs like cats ?

Q-2 =Is it true that not many dogs love cats ?

After processing Si, KBi contains one rule

np(det ■> not many (adv »> very),

n => dog)

—*

{ [ like(np -> cat) ] }

Qi Qi

Unknown Unknown

After processing 52, KBi contains one rule

np(det ■> not many,

n -> dog) --> { [ likeCnp -> cat) ] }

Oi Q2

Yes Yes

After processing 53, KBi remains unchanged because

it entails this sentence.

In the UNO representation of natural language sen

tences, only lower boundaries of a finite number of

properties are explicitly stored in the KB. Each ex

plicit property accounts for an infinite number of prop

erties that an individual or a set of individuals pos

sesses, which accounts for an infinite number of sen

tences entailed by the KB. For example, the UNO rep

resentation of a single property walk extremely fast ac

counts for the properties walk very fast, walk fast, walk,

walk or dance, etc.; at the same time, this single prop

erty accounts for the lack of the properties not walk,

walk fast but not very fast, etc.

4.5.4 Computing Truth-Values of Sentences

Given a sentence 5, the UNO system can assign its

truth-value: the sentence 5 is true if it is entailed by

the KB; the sentence 5 is false if it contradicts the KB;

the truth-value of the sentence 5 is otherwise unknown

(the KB does not contain enough information to assign

5 a truth value).

The UNO system cannot always determine the truth-

value of sentences involving determiners that are not

first-order definable because it cannot represent their

semantics explicitly. It can, however, account for some

inferences. For example, after processing the sentence

Very many students don't walk, UNO can infer that

the sentence Many students don't walk fast is true.

4.5.5 Contradictions

The UNO algorithm system identifies sentences that

contradict the existing knowledge base, but at this

point, such sentences are ignored. However, it is an

important feature of the UNO representation that con

tradictions admitted in the KB remain local. For ex

ample, given the contradictory KB below

john —> { [ walk ] , [ not walk ] , [ student ] }

mary —> { [ not walk ] >

bob —> { [ dress (adv »> well) ] >

the UNO system will be confused about the truth value

of the sentence John walks, but it will correctly rea

son about the other properties of John, and about the

properties of Mary and Bob.

4.6 IMPLEMENTATION

My model of negation is implemented as part of the

UNO natural language processing system (see Fig

ure 5) written in COMMON LISP. Three modules,

Reader, Dictionary, and Parser, are modules of the

BILING system [Iwanska, 1989].

The Reader module contains functions breaking in

put text into documents, paragraphs, sentences, and

words. The Dictionary module contains functions

creating, updating, loading, and checking consistency

of the 2700 root English dictionary, and functions per

forming morphological analysis. The Parser mod

ule contains functions implementing a chart parser

that produces both syntactic parse trees and the UNO

semantic representation. The Knowledge Repre

sentation module consists of the Boolean alge

bras module and the Knowledge Base Inter

preter. The Boolean algebras module implements
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the UNO knowledge representation formalisms and

some standard Boolean algebras such as predicate cal

culus and powerset of a set. This module also contains

functions deriving the disjunctive normal form of a

complex Boolean expression independently of its alge

bra, and functions creating the representation of the

element in a particular algebra that a complex Boolean

expression stands for. The Knowledge Base Inter

preter implements the interpreter of the sets of type

equations described in Section 3.1. The Inference

Engine module implements the algorithm discussed

in Section 4.5.

Embedding reasoning with explicit negative informa

tion into the system capable of handling real linguis

tic data did not degrade its performance. Process

ing examples discussed in Section 4.5 on a SPARC-

1 workstation took 0.4 seconds of the System Run

Time. This time includes: reading input file, break

ing the input into documents, paragraphs, sentences,

and words, performing morphological analysis of ev

ery word, producing syntactic parsing and the UNO

semantic representation for each sentence and query,

creating and updating dynamic knowledge base, and

answering queries.

insight into addressing some of these problems. Many

modal operators and temporal expressions are scalars,

and the UNO system can correctly compute entail

ments such as the entailment between not believe and

not know, or between never and not always.

It is straightforward for the UNO system to be ca

pable of scalar implicature [Horn, 1989], one type of

non-logical, cancellable inference in natural language.

This inference is a consequence of the incompleteness

of people's knowledge and social norms of politeness,

and is extremely common in natural language. Two

examples of scalar implicature are: 1) the sentence

Some swans are white which non-logically implicates

Not all swans are white, but is logically consistent with

All swans are white; and the sentence He is not ex

tremely bright which can 6 convey the meaning He is

stupid. I provide two out three elements necessary for

handling scalar implicature: a computational model

of the semantics of negation in natural language dis

cussed in this paper, and a computational model of the

semantics of scalar predicates discussed in [Iwariska,

1992]. The missing part is a theory of scalar implica

ture implemented as a function recognizing conditions

that trigger and cancel scalar implicature.

Dictionary

entries

Meta

Dictionary

Grammar

Static

Knowledge

Dynamic

Knowledge

Input

Reader

g

Hctionary

Parser

 

Knowledge

Representation

I
Boolean

Algebras

[nterpreter

Inference

Engine

i_____ ______________J

Figure 5: The Architecture of the UNO Natural Lan

guage Processing System

5 FUTURE WORK

6 Conclusion

I have presented a formal computational model of

negation in natural language implemented as part of

the UNO natural language processing system. The

model allows the system to represent and reason with

sentences with explicit negative information. I have

demonstrated that Boolean properties of natural lan

guage, both in terms of representation and inference,

can be successfully modeled with knowledge represen

tation formalisms with Boolean semantics.
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Abstract

Event-based models of belief update like those

proposed by Perrault, Appelt and Konolige are

largely compatible with the proposals advanced

in the literature on formal approaches to dis

course interpretation, especially the recent work

by Asher and Kamp, yet allow a close integra

tion between the processes tracking the atten-

tional state and performing intention recognition,

and, once augmented with a more expressive rep

resentation for events and situations, afford a

formalization of phenomena like discourse seg

mentation and focus shift. The logic presented

in this paper, besides allowing reasoning about

the way conversational events group in conver

sational threads, is also appropriate as a target

of a formal translation procedure, so that a dis

course interpretation procedure alternative to the

DRS construction algorithm can be specified.

1 INTRODUCTION

Work on intention recognition by Allen, Cohen, Levesque,

Perrault, and others [Cohen and Perrault, 1979; Allen

and Perrault, 1980; Grosz and Sidner, 1986; Carberry,

1990] and especially recent work by Cohen and Levesque

and Perrault [Cohen and Levesque, 1986; Perrault, 1990;

Appelt and Konolige, 1988] led, in the words of Perrault

([Perrault, 1990], p. 162) to "a theory of speech acts in four

parts:"

1. an account of propositional attitudes

2. a theory of action and its relation to attitudes

3. a description of the effects of locutionary acts on the

mental state of the participants

4. definitions of the performance of illocutionary acts as

the performance of [an] action . . .by a speaker holding

certain intentions, resulting in an update of the mental

states of speaker and hearer.

In the literature on discourse understanding after Stal-

naker, on the other hand, [Stalnaker, 1972; Lewis, 1979;

Webber, 1978; Kamp, 1981; Heim, 1982; Reichman, 1985;

Grosz and Sidner, 1986; Groenendijk and Stokhof, 1990]

one finds widespread support for the hypothesis that the

participants in a conversation share at any moment an infor

mation state which gets updated as the conversation goes

along, and the thesis that ' . . .the meaning of a sentence re

sides in its information change potential',1 that is, that the

meaning of a sentence is a function from information states

to information states. The best known among these models,

DRT, is being developed by Asher and Kamp [Asher, 1991;

Kamp, 1990] into a model of belief update, in which in

formation states are explicitly identified with mental states

with a certain structure.

The two paradigms appear tantalizingly close, yet I am not

aware of any work aimed at bridging the remaining gap.

In this paper I present some preliminary work towards a

model of discourse state change which is derived from the

work on intention recognition yet incorporates the main

insights of the account of belief developed by Asher and

Kamp, mainly motivated by facts about reference. I claim

that a model in which utterances are explicitly treated as

actions does not simply afford a closer integration between

the processes tracking the attentional state and perform

ing intention recognition;crucially, it also gives the oppor

tunity of formalizing a number of phenomena that at the

moment DRT is not capable of handling, including the or

ganization of utterances into discourse segments and the

way the 'focus of attention' shifts during the conversation

[Grosz, 1977; Linde, 1979]

The content of the paper is as follows: In the next sec

tion I present the data about reference and discourse in

terpretation that motivated this work. I then present the

account of belief given by Kamp, and the work on belief

update by Perrault, Appelt and Konolige. In order to ob

tain from the action-based paradigm a representation with

the structural characteristics required by Kamp, and that

can be used to accomplish the same task, I have taken as a

'This particular quotation is from [Groenendijk and Stokhof,

1990], but statements to this effect can be found in [Barwise and

Perry, 1983; Devlin, 1991], and elsewhere.
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starting point a situation-theoretical logic, Episodic Logic

[Schubert and Hwang, 1990], which can be used as a trans

lation for natural language utterances and which incorpo

rates a notion of accessibility analogous to that of DRT. I

present this logic in section 5, together with my augmen

tations (mostly constructs for incorporating an account of

belief revision inspired by that of Appelt and Konolige).

1 then introduce the main proposal of the paper, that of

introducing situation-like objects called Discourse States

to satisfy Kamp's requirements about the representation of

mental states. I briefly present the process by which dis

course states get introduced and augmented in section 7,

and in section 8 I show how the model allows the formal

ization of a number of discourse interpretation processes,

including focus shift.2

2 THE DATA

The aim of the TRAINS project [Allen and Schubert, 1991]

is to develop a natural language understanding system able

to engage in conversations with a human user (the man

ager) whose task is to develop plans for transporting goods

by train. The role of the system in these conversations is

to assist the manager in developing the plan. An example

of the kind of tasks the manager has to develop plans for is

given in (1).

(1) I have to get one tanker of orange juice to Avon, and

a boxcar of bananas to Corning, by 3pm.

An important characteristic of the TRAINS project is the

decision of relying on transcripts of actual conversations in

order to get an accurate picture of the pragmatic aspects of

discourse understanding. At the moment, our corpus con

sists of twelve transcripts3 of conversations between two

speakers, in which one speaker plays the role of the system

and the second speaker plays the role of the manager. The

'manager' and the 'system' are separated by a wall, and

communicate via microphone; each has a copy of the map

in Fig. 1.

The discussion in this paper will be concerned, for the most

part, with the fragment of the transcript in (2). The man

ager's utterances are marked with 'M', the system's utter

ances with 'S'. The identification numbers of the utterances

consist of two parts: the first number is the turn number,

while the second indicates the utterance position within its

turn.4

(2)

13.1 M: not at the same time

13.2 ok

13.3 We're gonna hook up engine E2 to the

2 In [Poesio, 1992] I discuss more in detail how the model

presented here has been used to develop an account of attentional

state change related to, although not identical with, the model

proposed by Grosz and Sidner [1986]

'Collected by James Allen and Derek Gross.

*This notation is due to David Traum.

 

Figure 1: The map used by the participants in the conver

sation.

boxcar at Elmira,

13.4 and send that off to Coming

13.5 now while we're loading that boxcar with

oranges at Coming,

13.6 we're gonna take the engine E3

13.7 and send it over to Corning,

13.8 hook it up to the tanker car,

13.9 and send it back to Elmira

14.1 S: okay

14.2 We could use one engine to take both

the tanker and the boxcar to Elmira

15.1 M: oh,

15.2 we can do that?

16.1 S: yeah

29.1 M: okay,

29.2 great

29.3 while this is happening,

29.4 take engine El to Dansville,

293 pick up the boxcar,

29.6 and come back to Avon

30.1 S: okay

31.1 M: okay

3 1 .2 then load the boxcar with bananas

The definite descriptions "the boxcar" in 13.3 or "the

tanker car" in 1 3 . 8 are instances of immediate situation use

of definite NP's, which occurs when the object referred to is

visible to both speaker and hearer in the situation of utter

ance, and is furthermore unique ([Hawkins, 1978], p.110).

The plan discussed in (2) involves two boxcars, one in

Elmira and one in Dansville. In 2 9 . 5 the focus of attention

is apparently Dansville, since the reference to "the boxcar"

is unambiguous even though three other boxcars are present

in the map. Yet, Dansville clearly isn't the focus of atten

tion during the whole dialogue, since another boxcar is dis

cussed in 13 . 3-16 . 1, and at no moment in the discussion

do the manager and the system seem to perceive an am

biguity, not even when "that boxcar" is used in 13. 5.5 In

order to model the immediate situation use, we need to rep

resent the fact that the speaker's attention is focused at cer

tain times on some objects or situations, and that thisfocus

of attention changes during a conversation [Grosz, 1977;

5The interpretation of "the tanker car" in 13 . 8 also seems to

involve a reference to the current focus of attention, but this case

is less clear-cut because only one tanker car exists in the domain.
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Linde, 1979].

Grosz and Sidner [1986] proposed that the changes in atten

tions state are the result of ". . .a set of transition rules that

specify the conditions for adding and deleting spaces (p.

179)." Because Grosz and Sidner's intention is to develop

an abstract rather than a processing model of discourse

structure (p. 176), they do not address questions like: What

form are the transition rules rules going to take? Under

which conditions are they going to be applied—when, for

example, does an utterance trigger a transition rule? How

do the transition rules relate to the rules for modifying the

intentional and linguistic structures? Without an answer to

these questions, however, it is hard to understand clearly

what the theory predicts. A formal theory of discourse

must provide an answer to these questions; yet, little has

been attempted by way of a formal proposal for modeling

focus shift.6

The fragment in (2) displays an instance of another well-

known phenomenon, namely, the fact that when a defi

nite description is used anaphorically,7 the only antecedents

considered are those in the same 'discourse segment* [Re-

ichman, 1985; Grosz and Sidner, 1986; Fox, 1987]. Both

"the boxcar*' in 14 . 2 and "the boxcar" in 31 . 2 are cases of

anaphoric use, yet "the boxcar" in 31 . 2 is unambiguous.

Finally, (2) illustrates the need for interaction between

the processes tracking attentional state and those perform

ing intention recognition as recognized early on by Hobbs

[1979]. Consider 31.2, for example. If the interpretation

of the anaphoric definite "the boxcar" were to take place

before intention recognition has been performed, the dis

course segment which 31.2 is a part of would not have

been determined yet, hence all potential referents ought to

be considered. Conversely, if intention recognition were

to take place before the referent for "the boxcar" has been

identified, the plan reasoner ought to verify which action

among all the actions involving boxcars in the plan is be

ing discussed. That this interaction takes place is a rather

compelling arguments aganst having the algorithm for be

lief update depend on syntactic information only.

3 BELIEF UPDATE IN DRT

In recent years, Asher, Kamp and others have been devel

oping a theory of belief update based on the claim that

some characteristics of mental states like belief suggest that

belief states are structured in a way reminiscent of drs's

[Asher, 1991; Kamp, 1990]. What this attempt appears to

be leading to is, in effect, an attempt of reformulating the

DRT theory of anaphoric interpretation in terms of opera

tions on belief states, thus offering a welcome opportunity

to link the theory with theories concerned with other as

pects of discourse reasoning.

It's not possible to provide more than a brief summary

of either DRT or this recent work here; I'll refer the in

terested reader back to [Kamp, 1981; Heim, 1982; Kamp

and Reyle, 1990] for an introduction to DRT and for most

motivations. I'll follow Kamp's presentation rather than

Asher's, merely because I'm more familiar with it. Kamp

states rather clearly that much of his treatment is derived

from Asher's work.

Kamp aims at developing "...a theory of belief which does

justice to (i) the intentionality of beliefs and (ii) to the fact

that their identity conditions are stricter than those of the

corresponding sets of worlds." ([Kamp, 1990], p.30). He

argues that the study of anaphoric elements can provide im

portant clues about the likely form and organization of our

attitudes; his key observation is that "the intended interpre

tation of such elements typically links them, and therewith

the content of the sentence in which they occur, with the

interpretation of the sentences preceding it." (p.34)

This would seem to indicate that some of the organizing

principles of DRS are at play in the organization of beliefs

as well. DRT is articulated around a system of rules—the

so-called construction algorithm— which maps discourses

belonging to the language into certain "interpretive struc

tures". The output structures are called "Discourse Repre

sentation Structures" or "DRS's." The algorithm begins by

adding the syntactic structure of the sentence to the current

DRS. The rules are applied to the syntactic structure, and

add discourse referents and conditions to the DRS. For ex

ample, the construction algorithm applied to sentence (3)

results in the DRS in (4) ([Kamp, 1990], p.38):

(3) A whale beached near St.Diego.

(4)

xep z

whale(x); event(e);

place(p); in(e,p); San Diego(z); near(p,z);

e:beached(x)

"But see [Kamp, 1983; Pinkal, 1986].

7According to Hawkins, we have an anaphoric use when the

definite article is used to refer to an object explicitly 'entered into

the memory store' by a previous NP ([Hawkins, 1978], p.86).

An important reason why Kamp feels DRS are an appro

priate model of attitudes is their organization in discourse

referents and conditions, and in particular, the fact that the

discourse referents can act as links between conditions that

originate in distinct sentences. A second reason why DRT

appears to be a useful point of departure for a theory of at-

titudinal structure lies in its concern with the incremental

character of language interpretation, and, therewith, of the

assimilation of information by verbal means. Thus ". . . It is

tempting to see DRT as providing a model of the process by

which the recipient of a discourse acquires new beliefs as

he takes in successive sentences."(p.40). Kamp thus pro

poses the following two principles about attitudinal states:

(Al) : Only the belief state as a whole determines well-

defined truth conditions

(A2) : Complex attitudinal states must be assumed to

be organized "around" the intentional elements they

share.
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These two principles provide the motivation for much of

the development in the next sections.

A minimal requirement for the representation of attitudi-

nal states is that it be able to distinguish between those

components of the state that function as beliefs and those

that function as desires. Kamp notes that we cannot model

the cognitive state of an agent simply by assuming pred

icates of the form Bel(<b), for this would get us into an

infinite regress: what is, in fact, Bel($)l A belief? Kamp

argues that the fact that certain attitudes are beliefs (desires,

etc.) is an inseparable part of the attitude themselves—their

mode. He thus proposes to model attitudinal states in the

following way:

(A3) : Complex attitudinal states have the structure of sets

of pairs, where each pair consists of (i) a mode indica

tor (e.g., belief, desire) and (ii) a DRS. The different

DRS's may share the same discourse referents even

when they modes differ. Such sets of pairs are called

articulated DRS's.

For example, utterance (3) would result in the following

belief:

(5) {Bel,

xep z

whale(x); event(e);

place(p); in(e,p); San Diego(z); near(p,z);

e:beached(x)

Kamp also introduces for each mode indicator M a corre

sponding two-place predicate M which takes as first argu

ment discourse referents representing beings endowed with

consciousness, and as second argument discourse referents

representing propositions, so that bel(Af) is also included

in the language.

The theory of belief developed by Asher and Kamp in

cludes a convincing account of a number of problems,

among which the problem of the relation between beliefs

and the outside world raised by De Re beliefs and the prob

lem of belief sharing, that I won't have room to discuss here

but are ultimately crucial for a theory of reference.8 This

makes it desirable to preserve the crucial insights of this

theory. Kamp is deliberately vague on the axiomatization

of belief he has in mind, but I won't be concerned with

this issue here. Kamp himself points out what this theory

needs the most: (i) an account of the logical force of atti

tudinal modes and a "higher order" part of the attitudinal

state which consists of beliefs about how the agents came

to acquire their beliefs, to allow for belief revision; and (ii)

a better account ofpractical reasoning and how it integrates

with the construction algorithm. This last point, of course,

is related to the problems I observed in section 2— keep

ing track of the shifts in focus of attention and the relation

between discourse segment recognition and reference.

As we will see in the next section, the work on action-

8I discuss my use of (some of) these constructs in [Poesio,

1992].

based models of belief update concentrated on precisely

these issues. This provides one motivation for attempting

a marriage of the two theories. In addition, a model like

Perrault's (that I will present in the next section) can be

upgraded into a formalism which allows for talking about

discourse segments and focus shifts, which are problems

directly related to Kamp's main concern, reference inter

pretation.

4 ACTION-BASED MODELS OF BELIEF

REVISION

The aim of the work on intention recognition of Allen, Co

hen, Levesque, Perrault and others is to model the process

by which a hearer gets to recognize the speaker's inten

tions in uttering a sentence. As the literal intention of an

utterance can be rather different from the actual intention,

recognizing these intentions may require complex reason

ing. The representations of belief and action used in this

literature have been developed to model this reasoning.

The unifying characteristic of these models is the assump

tion that by uttering a sentence, a speaker is performing a

speech act [Austin, 1962; Searle, 1969]. A declared goal

ofsome recent research, most conspicuosly the work ofCo

hen and Levesque [Cohen and Levesque, 1990], is to derive

the properties of speech acts observed in the earlier litera

ture from general properties of actions, instead of stipulat

ing illocutionary acts as primitives: "Utterance events are

. . Just a special case [of events] in which what is changed

is the mental states of speakers and hearers." (From the

introduction to [Cohen et al., 1990], p.8.) Hence, part of

the task of those engaged in this line of research is to de

velop a model of actions from which the general properties

of conversations may be derived. For the purposes of this

paper, the relevant aspect of the models of action proposed

in this literature, is that the occurrence of an event results

in certain states holding at the time after the event. This

allows to write axioms specifying what the occurrence of a

conversational event9 tells about the intentions and/or be

liefs of the speaker. For example, Cohen and Levesque's

axiom for the use of declarative sentences states that if it

is mutually known by speaker S and hearer H that e is an

event of uttering sentence s to H in which S is the agent,

that s is a declarative sentence with content p, and that H

is attending S, then after the utterance it becomes the case

that the H believes it is mutually believed that the speaker

intends the hearer to recognize his intention that the hearer

believes that the speaker believes that p is true:

(6) MKs.//(Utter(H,s,e) & AGT(S,e) & Attend(H,S) &

declarative(s,p))

9It is one of the assumptions of my work that linguistic

items other than complete sentences —for example, discourse

markers—may also result in changes in the discourse state. For

this reason, I use in the paper the term conversational event to

indicate those components of a discourse which result in a belief

update. Speech acts are one type of conversational events.
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z> after(e, BMBHsGsBhGsBhBsP)

(Where Gxp reads "x has the goal p" and Bxp reads "x has

the belief that p.") Also resulting from a conversational

event is a state of the hearer believing that a certain event

occurred: Perrault calls this the Observability axiom ([Per

rault, 1990], p.172):

Observability :

I- DOva & DOj,^Obs(x) => B,^iDOwa

In this formula, DOxta reads "x did a at time t," while

BxfP reads "x believes at time t that p."

Perrault's main concern in [Perrault, 1990] is how one gets

to infer, say, B#p from axioms for declarative sentences

like (6). Perrault argues against Cohen and Levesque's for

malization of the effect of conversational events in terms

of monotonic axioms, on the grounds that it is impossible

to find a weak enough belief that the illocutionary force of

a declarative sentence can be characterized by H achieving

that belief as a result of the sentence. Perrault proposes

instead a persistence theory of belief, according to which

the effects of speech acts are formulated as defaults in the

sense of Reiter [Reiter, 1980], and in which it is assumed

that old beliefs persist and that new ones are adopted as a

result of observing external facts, provided that they do not

conflict with old ones. Perrault assumes a weak S5 formal

ization of belief, to which Observability and the following

two axioms are added:

Memory : I- BXJtp => Bx^BXi,p

Persistence (P) : h Bx^.iB,^p r> B^ip

Perrault also provides two default rules, one for declara

tives and one for Belief Transfer (a => fi stands for ^ in

Reiter 's notation):

Declarative : DOx,,(p.) => BXJp

Belief Transfer : BXt,Byilp => Bx,p

Discussing the latter two rules or the choice of weak S5 as

the basis for a formalization of belief would bring me too

far beyond the scope of this paper. I will instead concen

trate on whether Perrault's proposal gives us the right tools

for correcting the problems with the DRT model of update

that I mentioned in section 3.

Let us compare the two theories of belief update: if we ig

nore discourse referents and concentrate solely on adding

conditions, we can characterize the DRT model in terms

of Perrault's axioms as follows: in the model proposed by

Kamp, (i) the rule for declaratives is a non-defeasible ver

sion ofPerrault's default rule; (ii) there is no notion of time,

hence no memory axiom about what happened 'in the past';

(iii) persistence is assumed and is, as in Perrault's case, non

defeasible; and (iv) observability doesn't hold, that is, the

occurrence of a conversational event is not included among

the beliefs resulting from that conversational event.

The first advantage of Perrault's theory is that it allows for

a much more intuitive treatment of declaratives. And as

far as reference issues are concerned, I will note first of all

that Perrault's model does allow for a natural formulation

of focus shift rules along the lines sketched in the following

axiom, whose intended interpretation is: If x utters a , and

some other conditions occur, then the focus ofattention will

be shifted to p. (I will provide a more precise formulation

of the idea in section 8.)

(7) h DCva & <t> 3 ByM focus = 0

In addition, as we will see in section 6, including a version

of Observability, together with an improved event ontol

ogy, allows for an account of discourse segmentation.

I believe these are good reasons for adopting an account of

belief update like that proposed by Perrault. This theory,

however, fares less well in terms of capturing Kamp's ob

servations about the structural properties of belief, or for

that matter as a theory of utterance representation. Per

rault's logic is not really suited to serve as a translation

language appropriate to deal with semantic phenomena like

tense, quantifiers, etc. As far as the first problem is con

cerned, the key idea will be to introduce the notion of situa

tion from Situation Theory: the result of the occurrence of

a conversational event is not simply going to be inferring

new beliefs holding after the conversational event, but also

to organize these beliefs into a discourse state with cer

tain constituents. Introducing situation theory will result

in a natural solution for the discourse segments problem as

well. In the next section I will present a version of Situation

Theory, called Episodic Logic, which also includes a lan

guage that can be used as the target of a formal grammar,

thus fixing the other problem with Perrault's formalism.

Before doing that, however, there is something more to be

said about Persistence. I mentioned before that both DRT

and Perrault's theory assume older beliefs to persist with

out revision. This feature of the theories is not desirable,

because it results in belief revision never taking place—

former beliefs always hold true, and block the acquisition

of new beliefs through the rule for declaratives when this

would generate in a conflict— and is in fact mentioned by

Kamp as one of the problems with the DRT construction al

gorithm. However, Perrault's formalization of Persistence

as an axiom, rather than as a default, is not a necessary

feature of event-based models of belief update. It is in

stead forced upon him by his choice of Default Logic as his

nonmonotonic framework; in Default Logic, treating Per

sistence as a default might create conflicts with the default

rule for interpreting declaratives, thus originating multiple

extensions.

Appelt and Konolige proposed a nonmonotonic logic called

HAEL (Hierarchical AutoEpistemic Logic) to fix thix prob

lem [Appelt and Konolige, 1988]. HAEL is meant to model

an agent's belief state, and is based on the idea of imposing

an ordering on the facts of a theory t representing what

the agent believes, thus inducing a hierarchy of subtheo
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ries To -<...-< T; -< .... The 'lowest' subtheories include

the facts believed with stronger evidence. The language

of HAEL consists of a standard first-order language, aug

mented by an indexed set of unary modal operators L,-. The

formula L# is to be read as "p is an element of subtheory

t,-." This leads to restricting the use of L,- to the subtheories

Xj for; < i, as well as to the following conditions:

1. If 0 e Tj, and Xj < T„ then Lfi e Tt

2. If 0 <f. Tj, and T, -< T„ then -£,-0 e 7",

3. If 0 e 7), and Xj -< t,-, then 0 e Tt

If we extend HAEL's language to include a class of modal

self-belief operators indexed by time Lo,o, ...Lo.t Lo,»

...L,-,, we can give a formulation of Persistence which

avoids the problems with Perrault's:10

Persistence (HAEL) L;>iL;/& z> L,>jO

According to this version of Persistence, self-beliefs 'main

tain their strength' across time, so that older beliefs with

strong evidence persist, whereas the weaker ones may be

overridden by newest beliefs. The self-belief operators

indexed by theory allow for a formalization of the fact

noted by Kamp that attitudinal modes have different 'log

ical force'. This can be done by using, instead of a single

attitude mode for belief Bel, an indexed set of them Belo

...BeU. I will show in the next section how I propose to

incorporate these ideas into Episodic Logic.

5 EPISODIC LOGIC

Due to the fact that it is being developed as the translation

language for an English GPSG grammar [Schubert and Pel-

letier, 1982; Schubert and Hwang, 1990], Episodic Logic11

is a fairly conservative version of Situation Theory[Bar-

wise and Perry, 1983; Devlin, 1991], both in its syntax

and in its semantics. The language of Episodic Logic is a

conventional typed language with restricted quantification,

abstraction and adverbial operators; on the semantic side,

Episodic Logic is closer to the logic proposed by Kratzer

[Kratzer, 1989] than to the mainstream version of Situation

Theory as exemplified, say, in [Devlin, 1991].

The interesting aspect ofEpisodic Logic, as far as this paper

is concerned, is the fact that its language allows reference

to situations. Situations are collections of facts reflecting

not so much how the world is organized, but rather how

we organize our information about it. More specifically,

the language of Episodic Logic includes operators for talk

ing about truth at a situation. The * operator is similar

to the f= relation of more mainstream versions of Situation

Theory. The fact [f * s] , to be read / characterizes s, is

equivalent to s fc= / in the notation used by Devlin, and is

true in a model iff the fact / is true in the situation denoted

by s. In addition, Episodic Logic also includes a 'stronger'

** operator, which allows us to talk about complete char

acterizations of situations: The fact [f ** s] is true if and

only if / is a complete characterization of s, that is, if for

all expressions g such that / f= g, [g ** s] iff / ■ g. The

* and •• operators can be used to write axioms describing

reasoning about situations; most of the axioms in the rest

of the paper have in fact the form

[4> * s] A ...[¥ * 3'] => [6 * 3"]

All versions of Situation Theory include constructs for talk

ing about events. The fact that events have temporal lo

cations is described in Episodic Logic using the predicate

at-about: at-about (e, 1) reads "the event e has tem

poral location 1." (For simplicity, I consider only tempo

ral locations here.) The ** operator is used to character

ize events: thus, the translation of "John left" in Episodic

Logic is as in (8). This expression reads that e is an event

of John leaving which takes place at location l.12

(8) (3 e at -about (e, 1) a before (1, now)

[leave (John) ** e])

The set of logical operators of Episodic Logic that I will

use also includes the kind-forming operator K [Schubert and

Hwang, 1990], a set of temporal predicates which includes

before, a causal predicate cause, a subepisode-of rela

tion between situations analogous to the part-of e\ a ei

relation used by Barwise and Perry [Barwise and Perry,

1983], and a constituent-of predicate between objects

and situations also analogous to that used by Barwise and

Perry.

It is assumed in Episodic Logic, as in DRT, that certain

NP's introduce discourse referents in the current discourse

state. The approach taken in Episodic Logic is however in

spired by the work in Dynamic Semantics [Barwise, 1987;

Groenendijk and Stokhof, 1990; Rooth, 1987]: the se

mantic valuation procedure takes an additional parameter,

called the state, and existentials and definite descriptions

are treated as quantifiers, but they result in the addition of

a new discourse referent to the state.

As far as the problem of belief revision is concerned, the

focus of this paper is not to propose a new theory for choos

ing between extensions in belief revision, but to show that

with the adoption of a more sophisticated ontology and

some straightforward additions to the language we can ob

tain from the event-based models of belief revision a model

of discourse interpretation compatible with the basic ideas

of DRT and yet which allows for an intuitive treatment of

several interesting discourse phenomena. Therefore, all I

10This axiom is mine.

"The term 'episode' was originally introduced to have a sep

arate term for abstract situations. Currently, episode is synony

mous with situation.

12In (8), as in the rest of the paper, 'e' variables like e or ce

to denote events, and V variables like s or ds for statives. I

also adopt the Episodic Logic convention of using square brackets

for infix operators like +*. Finally, I use throughout 'numbered

variables' ce31 .2, e31 .2 etc. when presenting the translation of

utterance 31.2
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am going to do is to adapt the language ofHAEL seen in the

last section to my purposes, since HAEL seems to be the ap

proach to formalizing belief revision most compatible with

Kamp's proposal, as I understand it13 As suggested in the

previous section, I am going to add to the language a fam

ily of modal self-belief operators Beh ■ ■ .Belt, analogous to

the modal L, operators of Appelt and Konolige, and play

ing the role of Kamp's Bel mode; and a correlated family of

belief relations believeo ...believe,-, much as proposed

Kamp. I will call the resulting language £LH. For example,

Perrault's observability axiom can be rephrased as stating

that a (conversational) event y of S telling H that <I> re

sults in the hearer acquiring a belief x characterized by H

believingi that S told H that * . The resulting belief is

described in £LH by the following formula;

(9) (3 x at-about (x, 1)

[believei (H,

((3 y at-about (y,l'J

[tell(S,H,* ) ** y])

** x]))

a cause (x,y)

In this paper I will only use believeo and believei •

I will be deliberately vague about the semantics of belief,

since Kamp and Ashcr haven't yet presented a detailed pro

posal. As for the rest of Perrault's axioms, I'm going to

adopt (the defeasible version of) Persistence and Memory,

but I will discuss these in section 6 after introducing some

additional concepts. I will ignore the problem of formaliz

ing intentions.

6 DISCOURSE STATES AND

CONVERSATIONAL EVENTS

This section will be dedicated to showing how the situation-

theoretic framework presented in the previous section can

be used to incorporate Kamp's postulates about belief (Al)

and (A2) in an event-based representation. In the next sec

tion I will discuss how the construction procedure is de

fined.

As we said in the previous section, Perrault's observability

axiom results in the belief described by (9). For example,

utterance 31.2 in (2):

31.2 M: then load the boxcar with bananas.

translates into the following £LH expression (I will discuss

in section 7 how the translation is obtained), to be read:

a belief of the system bs31 . 2 holds at temporal location

1, of the system believingi that the manager instructed the

system to load the boxcar with bananas.

(10) (3 bs31.2 at-about (bs31. 2,1)

[believei (sys,

((3 ce31.2 at-about (ce3 1.2,1')

[instruct (man, sys,

(3 e31.2 at-about (e31. 2,1")

[ (the y boxcar (y) a

constituent-of (y , S )

[sys

( (with (K banana) ) (load y) ) ] )

** e31.2]))

** ce31.2])

** bs31.2]))

a cause(ce31.2,bs31.2)

In Perrault's axiom, the persistence axiom ensures that the

beliefs held by H prior to a conversational event still hold af

ter it, unless those beliefs are revised. A form of this axiom

analogous to Persistence(HAEL) could easily be formu

lated using £LH (see section 4). However, as I mentioned

before, this formulation fails to capture Kamp's claim that

the mental state of the participants in a conversation does

not consist of isolated attitudes, but of a coherent set of

attitudes about the same objects. The language of situa

tion theory instead does allow us to formulate the claim, as

follows:

Discourse State Principle (DISP) : At the beginning of

the conversation, and then after each conversational

event, a CP (reorganizes a subset of her beliefs/desires

relevant to the conversation in a situation called Dis

course Slate1*. The Discourse State includes, min

imally, the belief that the conversational event oc

curred.

This principle ensures that at any moment in the conver

sation the mental state of each participant includes a 'con

nected' structure playing a role similar to that of the root

DRS in Kamp's proposal. Actually it does more, because it

also takes into account a problem not considered by Kamp,

namely, how the the thoughts relevant to the conversation

are kept separate from the other beliefs.

The fact that a new discourse situation ds' 'results' from

the hearer's incorporating the new belief into the set of

'relevant mental states' which hold at the temporal loca

tion 1 subsequent to a conversational event ce which took

place when the discourse state was ds is represented in

£LH by the expression r (ds, ce) = ds' . The r operator

allows the formulation of Discourse State Change Axioms

(DSCA's), usually defeasible, formalizing the process by

which the new discourse state gets defined. Perrault's per

sistence postulate is an especially important case ofthe kind

of knowledge that is formulated in terms of discourse state

change axioms; it translates as follows:

11An alternative would be using a probabilistic logic in which

beliefs are augmented with probabilities. Schubert and Hwang

are working on formalizing a version of Episodic Logic which

includes a probabilistic version of material implication.

14I use the term Discourse State, rather than Discourse Situa

tion, to avoid confusion with [Barwise and Perry, 1983; Devlin,

1991], in which the term is used to indicate what I call here con

versational event.
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Persistence:

[believe; (A, d> ) * s] a

[believei (A, r(s,e) - s') * 3'] ^

[believe,(A,<fr ) * s']

The following DSCA plays instead the role of Perrault's

Memory axiom:

Memory:

[believe, (A, <I> ) * s] a

[believei (A, r(s,e) = s') * s'] =>

[believeo(A, [believe,- (A, 4> ) * s]) * s']

Other Discourse State Change Axioms specify how the fo

cus of attention shifts as a result of a conversational event,

and what kind of intentions are going to be part of the dis

course state resulting from a certain conversational event. I

show in section 8 how discourse state change axioms have

been used to formalize a theory of focus shift and a pro

posal concerning intention recognition which involves us

ing knowledge about the current state of the conversation.

According to the Discourse State Principle, the occurrence

of 31 . 2 results in a belief which translates in the following

£LH expression:

(11) (3 ds31.2 at-about(bs31.2,l)

[believei (sys,

[(3 ce31.2 at-about(ce31.2,l')

[instruct (man, sys,

(3 e31.2 at-about(e31.2,l")

[ (the y boxcar (y) a

constituent-of (y,£)

[sys

( (with (K banana) ) (load y) ) ] )

** e31.2]))

** ce31.2]))

a r(ds31.1,ce31.2) = ds31.2

* ds31.2]))

Finally, let us consider the problem of modeling discourse

segmentation. The organization of conversational events

into discourse segments, I claim, is the result of a second

situation-forming principle, according to which agents tend

to group events into larger units. This phenomenon, ev

ident in the process of understanding narratives [Nakhi-

movsky, 1988; Webber, 1988; Hwang and Schubert, 1992;

Kameyama et al., 1992], has been formalized in Situa

tion Theory by adding a new object to the ontology, the

Course ofevents [Barwise and Perry, 1983]. I use the pred

icate subepisode-of (e, coe) to assert that e is part of the

course of events coe. I call the courses of conversational

events conversational threads.

The effect of this principle on conversations can be formal

ized as follows: Grosz and Sidner proposed that whether a

hearer inserts an utterance into a certain discourse segment

depends on whether the intention(s) expressed by that ut

terance (the discourse purpose) are related to the intentions

expressed by the discourse segment. Grosz and Sidner pro

pose that intentions may be related in two different ways:

when the discourse purpose is part of the satisfaction of

another discourse purpose, the second purpose is said to

dominate the first; if, instead, satisfying one intention is a

prerequisite for satisfying a second one, the first intention

is said to satisfaction-precede the second intention.

We may use the dominance and satisfaction-precedes re

lations between the discourse purposes expressed by con

versational events to define derived relations among those

conversational events, that I will call dominance* and

satisfaction-precedes*. In this way we can formulate

the following principle governing the process by which a

hearer achieves the belief that a conversational event is part

of a conversational thread:

CT Membership Principle (CTMP):

A conversational participant achieves the belief that a

conversational event is part of a conversational thread

iff the belief that that conversational event is domi

nated* or satisfaction-preceded* by another conver

sational event in that conversational thread is part of

the discourse state of that participant.

The following SLH expression translating the belief origi

nated as the result of the occurrence of 31 .2 revises (11)

to incorporate the proposal that each event, including con

versational events, is a subepisode of a course of events:

(12) (3 ds31.2 at-about(bs31.2,l)

[believei (sys,

(3 ce31.2 at -about (ce31. 2,1') a

subepisode-of (ce31 .2, coel)

[instruct (man, sys,

(3 e31.2 at-about(e31.2,l") a

subepisode-of (e31 . 2 , coe2)

[(the y boxcar (y) a

constituent-of (y,5)

[sys

( (with (K banana) ) (load y) ) ] )

** e31.2]))

** ce31.2])

a r(ds31.1,ce31.2) = ds31.2)

* ds31.2]))

7 THE REVISED MODEL OF

DISCOURSE INTERPRETATION

I propose a process of building the discourse state resulting

from an utterance in three steps: first syntactic/semantic

interpretation takes place, resulting in an SLH expression

called Logical Form (LF); then rules which play the role of

the DRS construction rules produce expressions like (12);

finally the rest of the pragmatic interpretation occurs.15

lsThere are reasons to believe that the process by which the

interpretation of a sentence is added to the discourse state is ac

tually incremental, in the sense that some pragmatic processing

takes place before a complete interpretation for the sentence is
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The Logical Form is generated by a GPSG grammar which

uses £LH as its target language but otherwise follows

the principles proposed in [Schubert and Pelletier, 1982;

Schubert and Hwang, 1990]. The Logical Form of 31 . 2 is

the following £LH expression:

(13) (decl

(3 e31.2 at-about (e31.2,1") a

subepisode-of (e31 . 2 , C )

[ (the y boxcar (y) a

constituent-of (y,5)

[sys ((with (K banana)) (loady))])

** e31.2]))

At this point in the interpretation neither the course of ac

tion of which e31 . 2 is a part, nor the situation of interpre

tation of the boxcar have been determined, so that the LF

at this point is only partially determined. (This is indicated

by the use of the parameters C and S.) The interpretation

is going to be completed by the pragmatic processes, as

discussed in [Poesio, 1992] and in section 8.

What kind of denotation to give to logical forms is still an

open question. Not every type of utterance can be assigned

a truth value as its denotation, and there is a fair amount of

consensus that even in those cases in which this is possible

(e.g., in the case of assertions), it is a much better strategy

to assign an utterance a value which reflects its potential for

context change [Heim, 1982; Barwise, 1987; Rooth, 1987;

Groenendijk and Stokhof, 1990]. Different systems have

been proposed, which we are currently considering. The

simplest possibility would be to treat LF expressions as re

lations from situations to situations, as in the system pro

posed by Barwise and Rooth.

Each utterance is represented

by a pair (logical form,context), in which the context in

cludes the speaker and addresses of the utterance and its

temporal location. This pair is input, together with the pre

vious discourse state, to Conversational Event Generation

Rules which finally produce the belief shown in (12). This

system is thus closer to Kamp's than to Perrault's, in which

presumably one would have rules producing an assertion of

the form DQ,,,a after an utterance, from which assertion a

belief would then be derived by means of the Observabil

ity axiom. The following Conversational Event Generation

Rule is used to interpret declarative utterances:

(14) OB: ((decl (3 e <t> (e) [¥ ** e])),(S,H,T»,

Ds ~>

(3 ds at-about (ds,l) a T < 1

[believej (H,

(3 ce at-about (ce,l') a T = 1' a

obtained. There is evidence, for example, that referential ex

pressions affect the parsing process; furthermore, our transcripts

contain sequences in which multiple utterances by both speakers

occur, each with clear pragmatic effects, before a complete inter

pretation is obtained. We are working on a revised version of the

model presented here that takes these facts into account.

subepisode-of (ce, C)

[tell(S,H, (3 e d> (e) [¥ ** e]))

** ce ] ) )

* ds ]

a r(Ds,e) = ds)

After a new discourse state is created, new beliefs and in

tentions may get added to it as the result of further prag

matic inferences, resulting for example from the process of

interpreting definite descriptions or the process of intention

recognition. Examples of these pragmatic processes will be

given in the next section.

8 PRAGMATIC PROCESSING WITH

DISCOURSE STATES

In this section I show how the model I have proposed can be

used to formalize various types of discourse interpretation

processes.

8.1 MODELING FOCUS SHIFT

Focus shift in our dialogues is apparently controlled by two

principles. First of all, it appears that speaker and hearers

perform a 'situation forming' operation not just to reor

ganize the discourse state after conversational events, but

more in general whenever an event occurs—for example,

to assess the state of the world after the action of sending

engine El to Dansville, and this affects their use of refer

ence. I am going to use the r operator to formalize this

operation as well. Secondly, we observed the following

principle:

Follow the movement: part of the intended effect of an

utterance describing a movement action is to make the

location 'at the end' of the movement the new 'posi

tion to look at' (i.e., the position described by there).

In the model of discourse change we have presented, this

principle can be formulated as follows:16

[believe,- (y,r(ds,e) =ds') *ds'] a

[believe,- (y,

[tell(x,y, intend(x,e' :move(z,p) ) ) ** e])

* ds' ] a

[believe,- (y, r(es,e' ) =es') *ds'] 3

[believei (y,soa(x,y) = place (p,es' ) ) *ds']

Whereplace(p,e') isthesubepisodeofes' (the situation

'resulting' from the action of moving z to p) consisting

of the facts true at p, and soa (x, y) denotes the current

situation of attention, if any (which plays a role similar to

Barwise and Perry's 'object we are attending to' ([1983],

pag. 87)).

16All the unbound variables are to be taken as universally

quantified.
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Let us see now how these principles work in interpreting

utterances 29 . 4 -29 . 5 in (2). The CE generation rules pro

duce the following translation for 29 . 4:

(15) (3 ds29.4 at-about(bs29.4,l)

[believei (ays,

(3 ce29.4 at-about (ce2 9. 4,1') a

subepisode-of (ce29.4,coel)

[instruct (man, sys,

(3 e29.4 at -about (e2 9. 4,1") a

subepisode-of (e2 9.4, coe2)

[sys ( (to Dansville)

(take El))]

** e29.4]))

** ce29.4])

a r(ds29.3,ce29.4) = ds29.4)

* ds29.4]))

Because of the 'follow the movement' principle, the ob

ject of attention shifts to Dansville in the discourse state

resulting from the conversational event generated by the

utterance of 29 . 4; i.e., the following fact is inferred:

[believei (sys,

[soa(man,sys)

* ds29.4]

place (dansville, es) ] )

where es is the state of the world resulting from the occur

rence of the event of moving the boxcar to Dansville, and

place (dansville, es) is the subepisode of es consisting

of the facts true at the spatial location Dansville in es.

Consider now the belief resulting from 29.5:

(16) (3 ds29.5 at-about(bs29.5,l)

[believei (sys,

(3 ce29.5 at-about (ce29.5,D a

subepisode-of (ce29 . 5, coel )

[instruct (man, sys,

(3 e29.5 at-about (e29. 5,1") a

subepisode-of (e2 9 . 5, coe2 )

[ (the y boxcar (y) a

constituent-of (y,5)

[pickup (sys, y) ** e29.5]))

** ce29.5])

a r(ds29.4,ce29.5) = ds29.5)

* ds29.5]))

The possibility of interpreting the definite "the boxcar"

here as referring to the boxcar in Dansville (let us call

that bl) is licensed by a (defeasible) principle for anchor

ing identifying situations called PAIS1 in [Poesio, 1992],

which formalizes the immediate situation use of definite

descriptions. PAIS1 says that if a speaker uses a referring

expression "the P," and if the attention of the CP's is cur

rently focused on the situation f , then it is plausible that f

be the identifying situation for "the P." This is formalized

by the following defeasible axiom schema:

(PAIS1)

[believei (y/

[tell(x,y, (the z P(z) a

constituent-of (z,5 )

Q(z))) ** e]) * s] a

[believe,- (y, r(s',e) » s) * s] a

[believe,- (y,soa(x,y) - f) * s] id

[believei (y, anchor (i ,f)) * s]

(The statement anchor (S ,f) 'fixes' the interpretation

of the parameter S to f.) PAIS1 allows the hearer to

draw the inference that the identifying situation for z is

place (dansville, es) :

[believei (y»

anchor (5 , place (dansville, es) ) ) * ds29.5]

since the object denoted by the variable y is a constituent

ofplace (dansville, es) , and there is only one boxcar in

that situation, the hearer can also infer that

[believei (sys,y - bl) * ds29.5]

8.2 INTENTION RECOGNITION

The process of recognizing the speakers' intentions and

how they relate to each other is very complex. Discussing

the process of intention recognition in detail would require

a separate paper. I would simply like to show here that the

approach presented above allows for a relatively straight

forward formalization of a proposal about intention recog

nition presented in [Poesio, 1991].

Conversational Analysts [Sacks el al., 1974; Levinson,

1983] have suggested that the conversational participants

have extensive knowledge both about the 'global structure'

of specific types of conversations (in our case, plan elab

oration conversations) and about their 'micro structure,'

structured around Adjacency Pairs like Question-Answer

or Inform-Acknowledge. This knowledge tells them about

the preferred continuations, given the current discourse

state, and plays an important role in recognizing the con

versational events occurring in a conversation. This idea

is equivalent to stipulating that the conversational partici

pants know about 'default recipes for action', that I called

Discourse Scripts.11 At every moment, the CP's know that

the current discourse state represents a certain position in

the currently active discourse script; this tells them what

the 'preferred next move' will be. A discourse script for

plan conversations might look like this:

PLAN-CONVERSATION [man , sys ]

INTRODUCE TASK [man]

DISCUSS RECIPE [man, sys]

APPROVE RECIPE [man, sys]

CLOSING [man, sys]

Only very few additions to the language I have been us

ing are needed in order to use it to describe the knowledge

"The name is probably due to David Traum.
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encoded in d-scripts. The 'current position' in a d-script

is represented by including into the discourse state asser

tions of the form state (CT) = N, where CT is a conver

sational thread, and N one of the positions within a con

versational thread. The notion of 'current' conversational

thread is also useful: this can be encoded by facts of the

form current-ct - ctl.

With these two additions, we can code d-scripts as defea

sible £LH axioms predicting the intention a CP expects to

see fulfilled by the next utterance, unless a different in

tention is explicitly signalled. For example, the following

defeasible axiom formalizes the expectations of the system

at the beginning of the conversation, when the manager is

supposed to introduce the task. The manager expects the

system to reply with an acknowledgment to her report; this

originates a new conversational thread subordinate to the

plan conversation.

(17) [believe; (sys,r (ds,ce) = ds' ) *ds'] a

[believe,- (sys,

[tell (man, sys, <I> ) ** ue]) * ds'] a

[believe,- (sys,

subepisode-of (ce,ct) ) * ds] a

[believe,- (sys, state (ct) - 0) * ds] a

[believe,- (sys, plan-conversation (ct)) * ds]

[believei (sys,

(3 ie at-about(ie,l)

[intend (man,

describe-task-to(man,sys,<D ))

** ie] ) )

* ds'] A

[believei (sys,

Oct' introduce-task-AP(ct') a

at-about(ctM')

dominates * ( ct , ct ' ) a

state (cf) - 0))

* ds' ] A

[believei (sys,

current-ct = ct) * ds']

9 CONCLUSIONS

I have shown how the event-based approach to belief revi

sion can be used to solve some problems with the approach

to belief revision based on DRT, and how to solve some

representational problems related to reference phenomena

by adopting the richer ontology of events and situations

proposed in representation Situation Theory. The result

ing model allows a formalization of a number of discourse

interpretation processes.

At this stage I was mainly concerned with developing a

representation that would enable me to deal with our tran

scripts; thus the formalization of the logic is not yet com

plete. The two main concerns in this direction are the pre

cise characteristics of the theory of belief and the behavior

of the theory of plausible reasoning I have adopted.

A detailed analysis of one of our transcripts, with all the

inferential steps, is almost complete, and will be included

in a future TRAINS Technical Note. The new implementa

tion of the reference module ofTRAINS incorporating these

ideas is also under way.
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Abstract

While the task of answering queries from an

arbitrary propositional theory is intractable in

general, it can typically be performed efficiently

if the theory is Horn. This suggests that it

may be more efficient to answer queries us

ing a "Horn approximation"; i.e., a horn the

ory that is semantically similar to the original

theory. The utility of any such approximation

depends on how often it produces answers to

the queries that the system actually encounters;

we therefore seek an approximation whose ex

pected "coverage" is maximal. Unfortunately,

there are several obstacles to achieving this goal

in practice: (i) The optimal approximation de

pends on the query distribution, which is typi

cally not known a priori; (ii) identifying the op

timal approximation is intractable, even given

the query distribution; and (Hi) the optimal ap

proximation might be too large to guarantee

tractable inference. This paper presents an ap

proach that overcomes (or side-steps) each of

these obstacles. We define a learning process,

AdComp, that uses observed queries to esti

mate the query distribution "online" , and then

uses these estimates to hill-climb, efficiently,

in the space of size-bounded Horn approxima

tions, until reaching one that is, with provably

high probability, effectively at a local optimum.

1 Introduction

Many performance systems compute answers to queries

based on the information present in a knowledge base.

Unfortunately, this can involve reasoning from an ar

bitrary propositional theory, which is inherently in

tractable (assuming P £ NP) [Coo71, GJ79]. We de-

"Some of this work was performed at the University of

Toronto, where it was supported by the Institute for Robotics

and Intelligent Systems, and by an operating grant from

the National Science and Engineering Research Council of

Canada. Both authors thank Bart Selman, Alon Levy, Rad

ford Neal, Sheila Mcllraith, Narendra Gupta and the anony

mous referees for providing many helpful comments on this

paper.
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Figure 1: Flow Diagram of />S0(S,W,E)

addressing E ^? o~

scribe a technique that "approximates" an arbitrary the

ory, transforming it into a representation that admits

more efficient, if less categorical, reasoning [EBBK89].

In particular, our work extends the "knowledge compi

lation" method of Selman and Kautz [SK91]: Given a

general propositional theory E, their compiler will com

pute a pair of "bracketing" Horn theories S and W, with

the property that 5 |= E |= W . Figure 1 shows how the

resulting "compiled system" PS = PSa{S, W, E) uses

these bracketing theories to determine whether a query <r

follows from E. If W |= <r, PS returns "yes"; otherwise,

if 5 Y^ <7, then PS returns "no". Notice that these are

the correct answers; i.e., W |= <r guarantees that E ^ cr,

and S \fc a guarantees that E \fc a. Moreover, these

tests are efficient; in fact, linear in the size of S, W and

a [DG84], provided ->o is Horn.2

This paper extends [SK91]'s interesting results by ad-

1 We call each such S a "Strengthening" of the initial the

ory, and each such W an "Weakening" . We assume each

general theory is in clausal form — i.e., expressed as a set

(conjunction) of clauses, where each clause is a set (disjunc

tion) of atomic literals, each either positive or negative. A

theory is Horn if each clause includes at most one positive

literal.

2 We can actually allow the query a to be a conjunction of

"Horn-dual" propositions (CHD), where a proposition a is a

Horn-dual iff its negation -><r is horn. Notice CHD strictly

includes CNF.
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dressing several unresolved issues.

Issue 1 : Which a? It is not clear what PS should do

if W J£ a and S \= er. For instance, we can consider

various different classes of performance systems, each

identified by its superscript: In particular, a PSIDK sys

tem will simply return IDK (for "I don't know") in this

situation, PS will "guess" at an answer, while the

sound PSSND will spend as long as necessary to compute

whether E (= o~.

Of course, we want this problematic situation to occur

rarely; we therefore prefer S and W theories that cover

a maximal number of queries, as this means a minimal

number of queries will fall through to the final a stage.

[SK91] suggests restricting S (resp., W) to be a "weak

est Strengthening", sw (resp., a "strongest Weakening",

w,), which are the obvious extrema:

««,(£, S) <==>

VT[S(=T|=E& Horn(T)] => S = T

w,(E,W) <=►

VT[Y,\=T\=W k Horn(T)] W = T

That article argues that such extrema are appropriate,

as they cover a maximal number of queries. (To illus

trate this idea, let W be a weakening that is not the

strongest one — i.e., E |= w, |= W where W ^ w,.

Then there are queries a such that PS(S, w, , E) would

return Yes quickly, but PS(S, W, E) will fall through to

the problematic a(E, <r) step.)

There are, however, several complications associated

with these extrema.

Issue 2: Intractable Compilation. The task of

finding either extremum is intractable [SK91, p906],

meaning they cannot be found efficiently (if P ^ NP).

Issue 3: Multiple Strengthenings. There can be

several weakest strengthenings. (For example, {a} and

{6} each qualify as a weakest strengthening for aV6; i.e.,

each satisfy sw( {a V 6}, • ).)

Issue 4: Exponentially Large Weakening. The

cost of the first step of the PS(S, W, E) process — viz.,

determining whether W |=7 a — is linear in the size

of W; unfortunately (the unique) strongest weakening

id, can be exponential in the size of the initial E. This

means the resulting PSa(S, w, , E) system can still be in

tractable (even if we use a trivial a = IDK, that simply

returns IDK), as its first step can require exponential

time.3

The rest of the paper presents an algorithm, AdComp,

that addresses (and/or explicitly side-steps) each of these

concerns. Section 2 describes this algorithm and shows

how it deals with most of the issues; Section 3 then

discusses several extensions to cope with the remaining

points. The proof that AdComp works correctly appears

in Appendix A.

3 Notice that we encounter different problems when seek

ing optimal weakenings and strengthenings: There is a unique

optimal weakening, but its size can be exponentially larger

than |E|. By contrast, there can be many different optimal

strengthenings; however each is essentially the same size as

E; Subsection 2.4.

2 The AdComp Algorithm

The basic idea underlying our approach is to learn a

reasonably-sized approximation that is likely to be good

enough for the anticipated queries. Subsection 2.1 first

motivates this approach; the rest of the section describes

the AdComp algorithm ("ADaptive CoMPiler") that im

plements these ideas. Subsection 2.2 states the funda

mental theorem that specifies AdComp 's functionality

(whose proof appears in Appendix A). Subsection 2.3

provides the statistical foundations to motivate why

this algorithm is feasible. Subsections 2.4 and 2.5 then

present further details of the structure of the AdComp

algorithm; and Subsection 2.6 discusses the algorithm's

computational efficiency.

2.1 Our Approach

Tractable Inference. Given our objective of finding a

representation of the given theory that admits efficient

reasoning, we will (for now) consider only polynomial-

sized weakenings (as this guarantees that IV f= a can be

answered efficiently) and to PSlDK (S, W, E) systems (as

they are guaranteed to run efficiently, simply terminating

with IDK whenever W ^ a and S }= cr). These restric

tions avoid the problems mentioned Issue 1 (Which

a?) and Issue 4 (Exponentially Large Weaken

ing); Extension 6 in Section 3 will later return to these

issues.

To state this more precisely: Given any propositional

theory E, define Approx^(E) to be to the set of all Horn

approximations of E whose sizes are at most K, i.e.,

(S,W) GApproxx(E) <=^>

S \= E (= W k Horn(W) k Horn(5) k

\S\<K k \W\<K

where the size of a horn theory \T\ is the number of

clauses in T.A We identify each such Horn approximation

(5, W) G Approxx(E) with the associated performance

system PSlb* (S, W,E).

Utility of Horn Approximations. ISSUE 3 (MULTI

PLE Strengthenings) noted there are many possible

weakest strengthenings of a given theory; there are also

many different A'-sized strongest weakenings. How can

we decide which to use? We adopt a pragmatic posi

tion: the optimal system is the one that has the best

expected performance over the natural distribution of

queries, based on a scoring function. For now, we define

the scoring function to be simply the approximation's

coverage.6 Given any approximation (S, W) and query

<r, let c((S, W), a) *U d(W, a) + (1 - d(S, a)) where

d(T, <t)
dej / 1 if T (= a

otherwise

4 As the number of literals in each clause is at most L

(where L = total number of variables), this measure is within

a constant factor of the other obvious ways of measuring the

size of a theory.

5 Extension 6 in Subsection 3 considers other scoring func

tions. Notice higher scores are preferable.
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Hence, c((S, W), c) = 1 iff c is "covered" by (5, W), in

that either W }= <r or 5 J£ a.

This cost function evaluates (5, W) 's performance for

a single query. Our approximations, however, will have

to solve an entire ensemble of problems; we clearly pre

fer the approximation that is best overall. We therefore

define the "utility of the approximation (5, W)" to be

the expected value of this c({S, W), •) scoring function,

over the natural distribution of queries.

To state this more precisely: Given Q, the set of all

possible (CHD) queries, let P: Q >-* [0, 1] be the station

ary distribution of the queries, where P(q) is the proba

bility of encountering the query q £ Q. Then the utility

measure used to evaluate an approximation T = (5, W)

is its expected score with respect to P,

C[T] ^ £[e(T,«r)] = £ P(<r) x c(T, <r) .

<7€C

Our basic goal is to identify an "optimal X-sized

approximation", which is an approximation Y„pt €

Approx#(E) whose expected score is maximal:

Topt G Approxjr(E) &

VTeApproxtf(E) C[T,p,] > C[T]

Hence, we are seeking a (reasonably-sized) horn ap

proximation that is good for the given distribution of

queries. Unfortunately, there are two major obstacles to

achieving this goal; these are described in the next two

points, and then addressed in the next subsections.

Learning. First, under the realistic assumption that

the distribution P is unknown, there is no a priori way

of determining the values of C[ • ] , and hence of determin

ing which T is optimal. Fortunately, we can use learn

ing techniques (read "statistical methods") to reliably

estimate this distribution, and then use these estimates

to compute a near-optimal approximation; see Subsec

tion 2.3.

Hill-Climbing. Second, even given this distribution

P, the task of finding an optimal approximation is in

tractable; this is the essence of Issue 2 (Intractable

Compilation). The AdComp process, defined below,

avoids this problem by hill-climbing in the space of horn

approximations, climbing from some initial approxima

tion to successively better ones, until reaching a local

peak.

2.2 AdComp's Behavior

The basic code for the AdComp algorithm appears in

Figure 2. Its inputs are an initial theory E, error

and confidence parameters t, 6 > 0, and a resource

bound, the polynomial function K(). Its output is a

near-optimal approximation {Sn,Wm), as specified be

low. AdComp observes a sequence of queries,6 printing

'These queries are from the user of the performance sys

tem, who is posing queries relevant to one of his application.

In general, we need only assume that he is drawing these

queries from a stationary distribution, and that this is the

same distribution that will be used later, when the resulting

performance system PSa(Sn, Wm,E) is actually being used.

out an answer (Yes, Ho or IDK) to each, as it computes

its approximations of E.

AdComp makes use of a particular set of transfor

mations, Ts D Tw , each mapping approximations to

approximations. Subsections 2.4 and 2.5 define these

transformations more precisely; for now just observe that

each rs 6 Ts maps strengthenings to strengthenings

and the set NeighS[5] = {rs(5) | ts g Ts} defines 5's

neighbors. Similarly, each tw G Tw maps weakenings

to weakenings, and W's neighbors are NElGHWflV) =

{tw(W)\t*€Tw}.

In essence, AdComp first computes an initial Si and

then climbs from Si to one of its neighbors, 52 G

NeiqhS[5i], if S2 is statistically likely to be superior

to Si, based on the sequence of observed queries. This

constitutes one hill-climbing step; in general, AdComp

will perform many such steps, climbing from 5j to 52

to 53, etc., until reaching a near optimal Sn. In parallel

with this process, AdComp also uses these queries to

hill-climb from an initial (computed) W\ to a neighbor

W2 G NeighW[Wi], and then on to W3 G NeighW[W2],

etc., until reaching a near optimal Wm. AdComp re

turns the resulting (Sn,Wm), whose expected score is,

with probability at least 1 — 6, at an "e-local optimum"

with respect to these transformations Ts U T :

Theorem 1 The AdComp(E, e, 6, K() ) process in

crementally produces a series of weakenings (Wi,W2,

• • • , Wm) and (independently) a sequence of strengthen

ings (5i,52, • • • , 5„) such that, with probability at least

1-6,

1. each successive approximation has an expected score

that is strictly better than its predecessor's; i.e.,

q(5i+1,^)] > cKSi,Wj)}

C[(SitWj+1)] > CKSuWj)]

and

2. the final approximation (5„, Wm) is an e-local opti

mum; i.e., Us expected score is within e of the best

expected score among its neighbors:

VreTs: C\(Sn,Wm)] > C[ (r(S„), Wm) ] - €

Vt£Tw: C[(Sn,Wm)] > C[ (Sn,r(Wm)) } - e.

Moreover, AdComp requires only polynomial time (and

hence only a polynomial number of samples) to decide

whether to move from 5,- to 5,+i (resp., from Wj to

Wj+i) or terminate with a final Sn (resp., with a final

Wm). □.

(The proof appears in Appendix A.)

2.3 Statistical Foundations

Notice first that C[{Si,Wj)] = D[Wj] + (1 - D[5,]),

where

D[T] = E[d(T, <r)] = J2 p(") x d(T' *)

is the likelihood that the theory T will entail a query,

over the distribution of queries. As we are only consid

ering transformations that affect only one of Wj or Si ,

an approximation (Si,Wj) is, with probability at least
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Algorithm AdComp( E, 6, e, K() )

Init:j<-0, Si «- InitialS(Eh, Ejv), (Wi.fti) «- InitialWN( E# , HN, #(E)),

FoundGoodS «— False, FoundGoodW <— False

Loop

• j «- j + 1, NeighS - {ff(Sj)}t, NeighW - {r^.O^CV,)}!

2 , 2j2jt2 max{|NEiGHS|, |NeighW|}

?lD 36

(1)

/* Get Samples, Print Answers */

Get rij samples, Cfy = {<t\,<ti, . . . , trn.} from the user

For each sample <7j G Q;- do

If for some W G {W,-} U NEIGHW, W (= <r,

then Print V, : Yes"

Elself for some S' G {S;} U NeighS, S' £ or,-

then Print V< : Ho"

Else Print V,- : IDK"

End For

/* Iterate or Terminate, wrt Strengthenings */

If -"FoundGoodS then

If for some S' G NEIGHS,

diS^W-dP.Qi) > \ (2)

then Sj+i <— S',

Else /* Here, d(Sj, Q,) -d(S', Q,) < j for all S' S NeighS */

FoundGoodS <— True

Sfinal *~ Sj

End If

/* Iterate or Terminate, wrt Weakenings */

If -"FoundGoodW then

If for some W' G NEIGHW,

«*(*,<},) -dft.q,) > i (3)

then Wi+i <- V , fi;+1 <- UpdateN(Wj , fij )

Else /* Here, <i(W', Q_,) - d(U,, Q}) < f for all W' e NeighW */

FoundGoodW <— True

''final * "j

End If

Until: FoundGoodS ft FoundGoodW

Return PSIDK (Sfinal, W/lW> E)

End AdComp

Figure 2: Basic AdComp algorithm (see description in Subsection 2.2)
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1 — 6, within f of a local optimum if Wj is within e

of a locally optimal weakening, and Si is within f of a

locally optimal strengthening, each with probability at

least 1 — | . We can therefore decouple the task of find

ing a good strengthening from that of finding a good

weakening, and handle each separately.

We would like AdComp to climb from a current Sj to

a new Sj+i G NeighS[Sj] if Sj+i is statistically likely

to be strictly better than Sj. (Similarly, from W,- to

Wi+i G NeighW[W,], etc.) The next subsections define

appropriate sets of transformations, Ts and Tw ; the

rest of this subsection specifies when to make each such

transition.

When is Sa better than Sg? By definition, Sa is bet

ter than Sff whenever D[5a] < D[5/j], or equivalently,

when D[ Sg ] - D[ Sa ] > 0. The value of D[ 5^ ] - D[ Sa ]

depends on the distribution, P, which unfortunately is

unknown.

We can however use a set of samples to estimate this

quantity, and then use statistical methods to bound our

confidence of the accuracy of these estimates. To do

this, let the variable A,- = d(Sg, <fi) — d(Sa, <?i) be

the difference in the coverage between Sg and Sa, for

the query <7j. As each query is selected according to

a fixed distribution, these A,s are independent, identi

cally distributed random variables whose common mean

is fi = D[Sg ] — D[Sa ], which is the quantity we want to

estimate. Now let

1 -

Yn = - ^2 d(Sg ,<t>)- d(Sa , (Ti)

= «*(S!{«r,}?al)-rf(5a,{»«}r-i)

be the sample mean of n samples.7 This average will

tend to the population mean /iasn-t oo; i.e., /i =

lim„~oo Yn. Chernoff bounds [Che52] provide the prob

able rate of convergence: the probability that UY„ is

more than ft + /?" goes to 0 exponentially fast as n in

creases; and, for a fixed n, exponentially as /? increases.

Formally,8

Pr[Yn>n + B] < e-2""'

Pr[Yn>n-P] < e-2n0'
(4)

The AdComp algorithm uses these formulae and the

observed values of various d(Sj , a) and d(r£(Sj), <r),

to determine both how confident we should be that

D[5j] > D[5'] and also whether any "Ts-neighbor"

of Sj (i.e., any t^(Sj)) is more than c better than Sj.

(Of course, similar conditions apply for strengthenings:

Wa is better than Wg whenever D[ Wa ] - D[ Wg ] > 0,

etc.) See the proof in Appendix A.

2.4 Finding a good Horn Strengthening

A "horn-strengthening" of the clause 7 = { ai, . . . , a*,

7Notice d(T, Q) = j£, £ffeg<*(T, «r), for any theory T

and any set of queries Q.

*See [Bol85, p. 12]. N.b., these inequalities holds for essen

tially arbitrary distributions, not just normal distributions,

subject only to the minor constraint that the random vari

ables {d, } be bounded.

->4i, . . . , -16/ } is any maximal clause that is a subset of

7 and is Horn — i.e., each horn-strengthening is formed

by simply discarding all but one of the positive literals.

Here, there are k horn strengthenings of this 7, each

of the form 7,- = {aj, -<bi, . . . , ->&/}. (E.g., the 2 horn

strengthening of the non-Horn clause 7 = aVbV->cV->d

are 71 = a V ->c V ->d and 72 = b V ->c V ->d.)

We can write E = E# U Ew , where each element of

E# is a Horn clause, and each element of E/v = {7'}^!

is a non-Horn clause. [SK91] proves that each weak

est strengthening is of the form S0 = E/f U E^, where

E^ = {7* }J^.j such that each 7* G Ejy is a horn-

strengthening of some 7* G E#. By identifying each

Horn-strengthened theory with the "index" of the posi

tive literal used (i.e., 7*^ = {a} , -*b\ , . . . , -■oj,-}), we can

consider any Horn-strengthened theory to be a set of the

form 5y(1)>i(2)>...J(m)) = EH U {7-(1),7/(2), • • •>*$„,)}•

Notice that each of these strengthenings Si is "small",

in fact, \Si\ = |E|.

We can navigate about this space of Horn-

strengthened theories by incrementing or decrement

ing the index of a specific non-Horn clause: That

is, define the set of 2m transformations Ts =

{rj",rJ^"}]T,_1 where each r£ (resp., rj~) is a func

tion that maps one strengthening to another, by in

crementing (resp., decrementing) the "index" of kth

clause — e.g., rt+(5(3,9 ik,...,5>) = S(3,9 ik+i 5),

and r(f(S(8,9,...,ik,...,5)) = S<s,9,...,<»-i,...,S)- (Of course,

the addition and subtraction operations wrap around.)

The AdComp process, therefore, starts with an ar

bitrary horn-strengthening — here, the Smi,...,!) re

turned by InitialS(E/j ,E^r) — and then hill-climbs in

this space of horn-strengthened theories, using the set of

Ts transformations defined above. It will terminate on

reaching an Sj which is an e-local optimum. (Notice this

Sj is not necessarily a weakest strengthening.)

2.5 Finding a good Horn Weakening

[SK91] proves that there is a unique optimal weak

ening, id,, and presents the lub algorithm for

computing it. Their algorithm is equivalent to

InitialWN(E# , Ew, 00), using the process shown in

Figure 3. The final w, = lMTiALWN(Etf ,EN,oo) is

the set of all horn implicates of the initial theory. It is

easy to see that this w, will have the largest possible

D[ • ] value over all weakenings, for any distribution. Un

fortunately, it can also be exponentially larger than the

original theory [KS92].

As mentioned above, we avoid this potential blow

up by considering only weakenings of size at most

K = K(E), where K() is a user-supplied polynomial

function.9 Our goal, therefore, is to find the weaken

ing of this size that is maximally categorical, over the

distribution of queres.

AdComp perforris a (tractable) hill-climbing search

through the space of if-sized Horn weakenings of E,

attempting to find one that has good empirical cover

age (an €-locally optimal expected score). As we are

To avoid degeneracies, we will assume that A"(E) > |E|.
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Algorithm InitialWN( HH, Ejv, K)

W «- T.H; n*-Ew; Done «- True; j *- 0

Repeat

3 «- 3 + 1

For each u; 6 W , and each n € n

If u> and n resolve

Then Let A be the resolvent of w and n

If /* A is NOT subsumed by any clause in Wuil */

VaeWUfl: a g A

Then Done <— False

/* Remove from W, Q all clauses that A subsumes */

W — {weW\\<£ w}

Q «- {n€ft|Ag n}

If A is horn,

Then /* add A to W */

W <- W U {A}

Else /* A is non horn; add A to O */

Q *- fi U {A}

End If

End If

End If

End For

Until Done or \W\ = K or |ft| = K or j = K

Return (W,Cl)

End INITIALWN

Figure 3: InitialWN Algorithm, adapted from lub in [SK91, p907]

only considering reasonably-sized theories, the result of

this search is a useful Horn weakening of S from which

we can perform tractable inference, thus addressing Is

sue 4 (Exponentially Large Weakening).

AdComp uses the InitialWN algorithm to gen

erate an initial bounded weakening (W^.fii) =

InitialWN(Eh,I;^,X). (Notice this process is effi

cient, as InitialWN will perform at most K iterations.)

AdComp then uses a "1-step variant" of InitialWN

to climb to successive weakenings. In particular, given

(Wj,(lj) at iteration j, AdComp will consider climb

ing from Wj using the transformations10 Tw[Wj,Qj] =

{Tfci.m.fca }hi,h3eWj;n1e{ij, where Thl<niih3{Wj) returns

• {}, if hi does not resolve with m.

Otherwise, let A be the result of resolving hi with

m.

• {}, if A is not horn, or if A is subsumed by any

element of Wj .

Otherwise,

• Wj U {A} — {r}k}k, if A is horn and subsumes each

m €

such 77.)

Otherwise,

• Wjl){\}, d\Wj\<K.

Otherwise,

Wj. (Of course, there must be at least one

10We write the set of transformations as T [Wj, il}] to

indicate that it depends on the current weakening and its

non-horn complement, (W]tUj) and so can change from one

weakening W} to the next, W>+i.

• WjU{A} — {/»2}> if A is horn and does not subsume

any clause in Wj (i.e., T),, „, j,, replaces /12 with A

in Wj). a.

The resulting set of weakenings

( W = Thl>ni>ka(Wj)k *

NeighW(WJ) = < W rhliniMeTw[Wj,Qj]

[ bW±{)

includes all and only the non-{} values ■0»1,ni,fc3(W})-

Example: Imagine InitialWN returned the initial pair

Wi = { -.a, -.6, d }

fti = { a V 6 V -<c, a V c V ->d }

and let K = 3, meaning Wi is filled to its capacity. Here,

there are |Wijj x |QX| x |Wi| = 3 x 2 x 3 = 18 different

transformations:

Tw[WuSli] =

^-10, aviv-ie, -<o

'T-ia, aVeV-id, -ia

r-i4, oVcV-id, -10

T-io, aVtv-ic,-ii

T-ia, aVcV-«l, ->6

T-io.oViv-ie.d

T-.o, aV»V-id, d

Td, aVcV-.d, d

Notice most transformations are degenerate, sim

ply returning {} — including all 3 of the form

T"d,oviv-.c, (Wi) = {} as d does not resolve with a V6V->c.

The three transformations r(ji „vcv-id, ■ are also degen

erate, as the resolvent of d and a V c V ->d, namely

aV c, is not horn. (But see Issue 5 in Subsection 3.)
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To illustrate a non-degenerate transformation, observe

T--.a,ov»v-.e,d(Wi) = {bV->c, ->a, -.6}. Here, as \Wi\ =

K, we had to remove one element of W\, namely d, to

make space for &V->c, the resolvent of -<a and aVfcV->c. If

K had been larger, then r-,aav4v-.c,d(W^i) could simply

add in this new b V ~>c, producing the 4-e/emeni weak

ening {b V ->c, ->a, ->b, d}. □

If one of the W = *%, ,•»!.*»W) G NeighW(Wj)

neighbors passes Equation 3 and becomes the new "cur

rent weakening" Wj+i, AdComp will use the UpdateN

process to compute a new fij+i- UPDATEN first resolves

each clause in the new Wj+\ with each clause in ilj,

then forms Qj+i by adding all the unsubsumed non-Horn

clauses to Clj , and removing all subsumed clauses. (This

is like the set of Tw[Wj,ilj] = {"Tn.m.ka} transforma

tions, but adding non-horn clauses to fij, rather than

horn clauses to Wj.) To keep |fy+i| < K, UpdateN

may have to delete an existing clause from Qj before

adding a new resolvent. (This choice is arbitrary; we

could, for example, simply remove the "oldest" clauses

in fl;- until the size bound is reached. Of course, there

are many other approaches.)

Example: To continue with the earlier example, sup

pose r-,0j0V»v-.e,d(Vvri) = {bV-ic, -<a, ->b} passes Equa

tion 3 and so becomes Wi- To compute Q2, Up

dateN first resolves each h G Wi with each n £ flj

(producing { b V ->c, a V -ic, a V 6 V ->d, c V -<d }),

then adds to f2i the non-horn propositions, forming

{ a V 6 V ->c, a\/ cV -id, a V b V ->d }. It then removes all

subsumed clauses, leaving ^2 = { aVeV-*f, aV6V->d}.

a

Notice each resulting theory W can have no more

clauses than Wj; hence, \W'\ < \Wj\ < K. Moreover,

there are only 0(K3) possible transformations and each

of these new weakenings can be computed efficiently.

2.6 Efficiency

Each of AdComp 's individual steps is tractable:

The only potentially problematic steps involve asking

whether T (=?<r, where T is Sj, ts(Sj), Wj or rw (Wj).

However, as each of these theories is horn and of bounded

size (at most K), each of these computations is efficient.

As an important aside, notice that AdComp is us

ing this battery of efficient tests to approximate the in

tractable E ^ a test: correctly concluding that E \= a

whenever either Wj |= a or tw(Wj) |= a for any

Tw e jw | ^j that £ ll a whenever Si |£ a or

rs(Si) £ <r for any rs € TS . AdComp will return IDK

only if none of these tests succeeds — i.e., if Wj ^ a and

rw(Wj) £ a for all rw G Tw , Si \= a and r5(5<) \= a

forallr5GT5.

AdComp can perform at most IT^Wj.Q,]! + \TS\

such derivations for each sample query, which is also a

polynomial in the relevant parameters. Observe, more

over, that each iteration of the AdComp process can

involve only a polynomial number of samples (n;- from

Equation 1). The only part of this process that is not

necessarily bounded by a polynomial is the number of it

erations required. However, this is not necessarily prob

lematic, as AdComp is essentially an anytime system

[DB88], returning successively better and better horn

approximations.

In fact, our AdComp can be viewed as a natural ex

tension of the anytime compiler discussed in [SK91], as

each system runs in parallel with a performance system

that is using the current best approximation to return re

sponses to the queries presented. AdComp differs (1) by

using the set of observed queries to guarantee with prov-

ably high probability that each of the approximations

truly is an improvement over its predecessors; (2) by

avoiding the intractable E ^ a test while learning; and

(3) by guaranteeing that the approximations produced

will admit tractable inference.

3 Extensions

This section discusses various extensions to our basic

approach and the AdComp algorithm shown in Figure 2.

Extension 1. Minor Adjustments: AdComp uses a

single value of K to bound the sizes of Wj and fij and as

the time limit for the InitialWN process. An obvious

variant would permit the user to supply several values,

to separately specify the different size constraints and

time bound.

Notice also that AdComp could perform a quick

post-processing on the final strengthening S„ (resp., fi

nal weakening Wm), to convert this horn theory into a

possibly smaller horn theory by resolving its clauses to

gether and removing all subsumed expressions.

Extension 2. AdComp works in "batch" mode —

using a collection of n,- (Equation 1) samples to de

cide whether to iterate from Sj to Sj+i or to stop im

proving the strengthening, and also whether to iterate

from Wj to Wj+i, etc. [GJ92] presents PALO, a re

lated algorithm (but designed for a different task) that

can make these decisions after each individual sample.

PALO can potentially require fewer samples on each it

eration than AdComp, as PALO will consider climb

ing to a (probabilistically) better element or terminat

ing, after seeing each sample. We have designed an al

gorithm, AdComp*, that basically uses PALO's tech

niques, but handles AdComp's application, and con

firmed that AdComp* does satisfy Theorem l.11

Extension 3. In general, AdComp must compute the

values of d(W' , a) - d(Wj , <r) for each W' that is a Tw-

neighbor of Wj . We can always obtain this information

by constructing these neighboring Ws, and using them

to compute the relevant values of d(W', <r). Alterna

tively, there are often ways of computing these values,

based only on running the original Wj . As an example,

imagine that Wi \= a, and let {/i,} C Wj be c's support

in Wj (i.e., {hi} \= <r). Clearly W' \= c will hold for

each W' G NeighW(W}) whenever {/»<} C W' as well.

Hence, we can guarantee that d(Wj, a) — d(W', a) = 0

11 We chose to present the simpler AdComp version for

pedagogic reasons, as AdComp* is much more difficult to

explain.
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in this context. (Of course, this same idea also applies

to computing the values of d(S{, <r) — d(S' , it).)

Extension 4. We can consider using other transforma

tions, especially when seeking an optimal weakening. For

example, [KS92] suggests a way of shrinking the size of

some horn weakening by adding new vocabulary terms

to the initial theory; it would be easy to also include

transformations that implement this idea. Other recent

papers, including [DE92], propose other techniques for

finding good (not necessarily horn) approximations.

Extension 5. The set of T transformations described

in Subsection 2.5 will not always allow AdComp to ex

plore the entire space of K-sized weakenings. Consider,

for example, the theory E = Wi U fti, where

Wi = {^aVc, -.fcVc}

fti = {oVt}.

Notice that all transformations in T^Wi.fti] are de

generate, as there are only two resolvents of elements

in Wi with elements in fti (viz., a V 6 and 6 V c) and

neither is horn. As W\ has no neighbors, AdComp can

not consider any alternative weakenings, meaning it will

necessarily miss the superior weakening, Wopt = {c}.

However, notice that we could have reached this

Wopt weakening in two steps, if we had used transforma

tions that could produce new non-horn clauses. Given

such transformations, we could then form the new pair

(W2,ft2), where W2 = W\, and ft2 = { aVt, bVc, aVc}.

Now, by resolving the clauses in W2 with those in ft2,

we would produce the desired W$ = {c} (along with

ci3 = {bvc}).

Unfortunately, there is a basic problem with this

approach: The score of any weakening/non-horn-

complement pair (W, ft) depends only on the observed

categoricity of the weakening part W (i.e., on the val

ues of d(W, tr) used to approximate D[ W ]). This means

that the score of (W, ft') is necessarily the same as the

score of (W, Cl), even though Cl' is different from Cl. Thus,

(W, CI') can never be strictly better than (W, Cl), and so

AdComp will never climb to it. This is why AdComp

does not even generate these equal-cost neighbors.

There is an obvious alternative. Given (W, Cl), the al

ternative AdComp i algorithm produces new non-horn

components, {ft,}, as well as new weakenings, {Wj}.

Just like AdComp, this algorithm also compares the val

ues of d(W, Q) with each d(Wj, Q), over a prescribed set

of queries Q. If any W G {Wj} passes the Equation 3

test, AdCompi will climb to this new weakening. Oth

erwise, if none of the alternative weakenings {Wj} looks

much better, AdComPi will randomly pick one of the al

ternative non-horn theories, Cl' G {Cli}, and climb "side

ways" to the weakening-pair (W, Cl'). This produces a

new neighborhood — a different set of neighboring weak

enings {Wj} and of neighboring non-horn components

{ftj}. AdComPi will then compare Ws score with each

its neighbors, and climb to an W" G {Wj} if d(W", Q')

is sufficiently better than d(W, Q') for the (new) set of

sample queries Q' . If none qualify, AdComPi will again

walk side-ways, to one of the neighboring Cl" G {ftj};

and so forth.

Of course, we may not want to wander about on

this equal-score plateau forever. The AdComp2 vari

ant will permit only MaxPlateauWalks steps before

terminating its search for a good weakening, where

MaxPlateauWalks G Z+ is a user-specified parame

ter. Another variant is ADC0MP3: If none of the

WjS appears better, ADC0MP3 will stochastically de

cide whether to walk to a new Cl' G {Cli} (with prob

ability PlateauWalkProb) or to terminate. Here, this

PlateauWalkProbG [0, 1] is a user-specified parameter.

Each of these three variants will have to prevent loop

ing (i.e., walking from Cli to ft2 to . . .and back to Cli),

perhaps by imposing some ordering on the ft, theories,

and only going from ft,- to a new ftj+i with a strictly

larger value. Also, each variant may use some bias on

the set of ft,s, to prefer some over others.

Extension 6. The AdComp process uses the function

K(-) to bound the size of the weakening. In essence, this

function quantifies how much time the user will allow

the system to spend in answering a query, before insist

ing that it stop and return IDK. Hence, by selecting an

appropriate K(•) function, the user can direct AdComp

to the class of approximations that optimizes his implicit

utility measure which embodies a particular tradeoff be

tween efficiency and categoricity.

In general, the user may want to use a more general

measure for ranking different approximations, which can

depend on other factors as well. For example, is complete

accuracy important? If not, how does it tradeoff with

time concerns? Is incompleteness (in the form of using

"IDK" ) better than errors? ... or are these two equally

bad?

We can provide the user with greater flexibility

by allowing him to specify his own scoring function,

Ci : ApproXoo(E) xfii-tR, where c,(T, a) indicates how

well the approximation T does at solving <r.12 Following

[GE91], we allow this scoring function to be a combina

tion of various factors, including accuracy, categoricity

and efficiency. Given any such c,-, our goal is to find

the performance system (call it PSC . ) whose expected c,-

score is maximal.

To illustrate the range of possible scoring functions,

we can, for example, define cq to be a scoring function

that imposes a very high penalty for incorrect or incom

plete answers. If this penalty is sufficiently high, the op

timal PSCo system will necessarily be sound and complete

with respect to E, meaning it will have to use a = SND.

The AdComp system presented above implicitly uses a

different function, call it Ci, that does not impose as se

vere a restriction: As it does not insist on completeness

but does require (poly-time) efficiency, Ci prefers perfor

mance systems that return IDK if the approximation

does not cover the query. Hence, the ci -optimal perfor

mance system uses a = IDK rather than a = SND,

in addition to imposing a limitation on the size of the

approximations.

A slightly different criterion, encoded by the c2 func

tion, would explicitly use both computational time and

12The set ApproXoo(E) = U*li Approx*(E) includes all

horn approximations, of arbitrary size.
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categoricity to rank approximations: c?((S, W) a) is the

time PS — PS(S, W, E) spends answering a if PS finds

a definite answer, or a large negative value, B, if PS

returns IDK. Here the size of B could indirectly deter

mine, for example, whether a = IDK was better than

a = SND, and also the allowed size of the W set.

This suggests a way of addressing Issue 1 (Which

or?): viz., by using a variant, call it AdComp0, that

searches for a good a-function in parallel with its search

for good weakenings and strengthenings. The particular

d function specified will determine whether the optimal

performance system should use a = SND or a = GUE

or a = IDK, or possibly some other pre-defined a func

tion. (See [GS92].)

Future Work. First, we are currently implementing

AdComp and plan to test it empirically in order to

determine just how categorical and efficient it really

is, both on real world problems and on "hard" cases

[MSL92]. We also plan to compare AdComp with other

theorem proving processes, including incomplete systems

like GSAT [SLM92]. We anticipate that these studies will

give us insights on many of the issues mentioned above,

including the different ways of handling the "plateau

problem" mentioned in Extension 5. Second, we are

currently looking for a less sample-hungry variant of

AdComp, perhaps based on a statistical stopping cri

terion that is less generous than the Chernoff bounds

(Equation 4). A third extension is to find better sets of

transformations, especially for moving about the space

of horn weakenings. We will also consider other types

of non-Horn approximations: syntactically defined for

mula from which derivation is efficient. The final task

is to extend these ideas from prepositional logic to full

first-order predicate calculus.

4 Conclusion

It is often critical for an agent to use its knowledge to

produce answers efficiently. Unfortunately, this task is

intractable in general. [SK91] presents a way around

this problem, describing an algorithm that produces a se-

mantically similar Horn approximation from which many

queries can be answered efficiently. Our paper extends

that work by providing a more utilitarian objective func

tion, one that prefers approximations that produce an

swers efficiently to most anticipated queries. It then de

fines the AdComp algorithm, that effectively finds near

optimal approximations: AdComp uses a set of queries

to estimate the distribution of anticipated queries, then

uses this information to hill-climb in the space of possi

ble approximations until reaching one that is, with high

probability, near a local optimum. We also discuss var

ious extensions to this algorithm, to permit it to use a

more general user-specified utility measure, which can

embody the user's tradeoffs between efficiency and accu

racy, etc.

Our approach differs from earlier approaches to the

ory approximation in a number of significant ways:

[1] AdComp uses a set of observed queries to "learn"

an approximation that is essentially at a local opti

mum within the class of possible approximations; [2] this

near-optimal approximation is guaranteed to perform

tractable inference; and [3] AdComp learns this near-

optimal approximation without computing answers to

queries using original theory, meaning it can find effec

tive approximations efficiently.

A Proof of Theorem 1

Theorem 1 The ADCoMP(E,e, 6, K) process incrementally

produces a series of weakenings (Wo, W\ , . . . , Wm) and (inde

pendently) a sequence of strengthenings (So, Si ,... ,Sn) such

that, with probability at least 1—6,

1. each successive approximation has an expected score that

is strictly better than its predecessor's; i.e.,

q(s,+1,w})] > cMSi.w,)]

C[(Si,w1+1)] > q(s„w})]

and

2. the final approximation (Sn, Wm) is an t-local optimum;

i.e., its expected score is within t of the best expected

score among its neighbors:

Vr£Ts: Cl(Sn,Wm)] > C[ (r(5„), Wm) ] - t

Vr£Tw: C[(S„,Wm)] > C\ (Sn, r(Wm)) ] - t .

Moreover, AdComp requires only polynomial time (and hence

only a polynomial number of samples) to decide whether to

move from S, to S,+i (resp., from W} to Wj+\) or terminate

with a final Sn (resp., with a final Wm). Q.

Proof: Subsection 2.6 above already established

AdComp's computational efficiency.

To prove parts 1 and 2 of the theorem: Consider first a

single iteration of the AdComp algorithm, and consider

only the strengthenings. Notice there are two ways that

AdComp can make a mistake:

1. If some S' € NeighS appears to be better than Sj

but is not; or

2. If some S' € NeighS is really more than e better

than Sj , but appears not to be.

Let

35' G NeighS. d(Sj, Qj) - d(S', Qj) > f

andD[S;-]<D[5']

35' 6 NeighS. d(Sj, Qj) - d(S', Qj) < \

andD[5']<D[5i]-€

be the respective probabilities of these events. Now ob

serve that

Pi = Pr

M = Pr

Pi < E Pr

S'ZNtighS

< £ e-2"'(*)

S'tNcighS

d(Sj,Qj)-d(S',Qj)>^

andD[S']-D[Sj]<0

(5)

< |NElGHS|e

= |NeighS|

_2 (jL In a £ "3 m^xj\Nm,tkS\, \N.,gkW\) \ , , \3

3*

2j2ir2max{\NeighS\, \NeighW\)

1 3(5

— i"2j2 2 7T2
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Line 5 uses Chernoff bounds (Equation 4).13 Similarly,

d(S,,Qi)-d(S',Qi)<l

andD[57]-D[5']>e .

1 36

A <
S'CNeighS

S'tNeighS
~ j22x*

Hence, the probability of ever making either mistake

at any iteration is under

1 36 1 3<5

+

Ej ,• _ T—s 10 0 10 0

3 *2

it2 4^ j2 " fl"2 6

The same arguments, mutatis mutandis, hold for find

ing good weakening: the probability of either climbing

to an inferior weakening, or stopping at a weakening

that is not an e-local optimum, is also bounded by 6/2.

Hence, the probability of either making a mistake for

the strengthenings, or weakenings, is under | + | = 6,

as desired. □.

Random Graphs. Academic
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Abstract

A widely-used way to deal with the in

tractability of various deduction problems is

based on identifying their tractable cases.

Current techniques for this are highly prob

lem specific. We present a new technique that

obtains powerful tractability results for many

different problems. Our technique is based

on a notion of partial consistency for logical

theories. Any set of theories for which a fixed

level of partial consistency can guarantee log

ical consistency provides a tractable class of

deduction problems. We apply this technique

to obtain tractability results in the areas of

constraint satisfaction problems, databases

with incomplete information and disjunctive

logic programming.

1 INTRODUCTION

It is well known that deductive reasoning in a knowl

edge representation system becomes more difficult as

the representation language becomes more expressive

[Levesque and Brachman, 1985]. Deductive reasoning

(or deduction) is intractable1 even for the very weak

representation language of propositional logic [Cook,

1971]. Since practical knowledge representation sys

tems need more expressive representation languages

[Doyle and Patil, 1991], this intractability of deduc

tion is a serious problem.

A widely-used approach to deal with this intractability

is based on identifying those representation languages

for which deduction is provably tractable. For exam

ple, the frame description language TC~ that allows

only AND, OR, and SOME operators has a polynomial

'Email: dalal@cs.rutgers.edu

xFor the purpose of this paper, a problem is "in

tractable" if the corresponding decision problem is either

NP-Hard or CoNP-Hard [Garey and Johnson, 1979], oth

erwise the problem is "tractable", "easy" or "simple".

time algorithm for detecting subsumption between de

scriptions [Brachman and Levesque, 1984]. Another

well known example is the relational data model that

allows only positive atomic facts to be explicitly repre

sented, such that querying such databases is tractable

[Codd, 1970]. Although many such tractable cases

have been independently identified for various kinds

of deduction problems, their descriptions are highly

problem-specific and do not seem to apply to one an

other.

In this paper we present a very general characteriza

tion that can be used for identifying tractable cases

of many different kinds of deduction problems. We

also present some new tractable cases that have been

obtained using our characterization. We also present

three widely-differing applications to illustrate the

power and generality of our approach.

The basic idea behind our approach is as follows. The

problem of deduction in knowledge representation is

a variant of the consistency problem, i.e., determining

whether any given logical theory is consistent. Con

sistency can be determined easily in absence of any

disjunctive information. One way to deal with dis

junctions is to use some form of case-analysis, i.e., as

suming that some particular proposition is true and

then propagating its consequences. It is possible to

determine whether a theory is consistent by allowing

unlimited nesting of assumptions. By restricting the

depth of such nesting, we obtain a notion of partial

consistency for logical theories. Any collection of the

ories for which a fixed level of partial consistency can

guarantee logical consistency provides a tractable class

of deduction problems. Our notion of partial consis

tency for logical theories is similar to but much more

general than that for constraint satisfaction problems

[Freuder, 1978].

The plan of rest of the paper is as follows. In the next

section we give some basic definitions and terminol

ogy. In Section 3, we present tractable, but incom

plete, methods to detect inconsistency and to propa

gate facts in logical theories. These methods are used
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1. f AV =* f 5. a A V =► a A [V]g

2.

3.

f vv> => V 6. aVV =► oV[ft

tA^ =► V> 7. x / x =» f

4. tvv> =» t 8. x = x =$► t

9. ^A((aA^i)V(a

iliV((aV^i)A(a
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Mh)V...)

V V2) A . . .)

,w) =>■ p(ff,

= 1/ A [VIS

=*• a A V A (V>i V V>2 V . . .)

=*■ a V V V (Vi A V2 A . . .)

x,tu) A->p(t7,j/,W) A x^y

10.

11.

12.

Figure 1: Rewrite rules for FPF

in Section 4 to obtain levels of partial consistency. We

also present an algorithm for achieving higher levels of

consistency. In Section 5, we define a notion of intri

cacy and use it to characterize tractable cases of de

duction. The next three sections contain applications.

In Section 9, we generalize the notion of partial con

sistency to directional consistency. We also generalize

the entire framework in the next section. Due to space

limitations, detailed discussion and all the proofs have

been relegated to [Dalai, 1992b].

2 PRELIMINARIES

We restrict to first-order predicate calculus with equal

ity but without functions symbols (other than con

stants) and variables [Mendelson, 1964]. Let C de

notes the set of all formulas in this language. Without

loss of any generality, we assume that the only logi

cal connectives are V, A, and 1, and that all formulas

are in negation normal form, i.e., all negation symbols

are in front of the atoms. For technical reasons, we

assume a total ordering -< among all the constants in

C. We denote constant symbols by 0,6, etc., pred

icate symbols by p, q, etc., literals (atoms and their

negations) by a,0, etc., formulas by ip,a, etc., and

theories by T, E, etc. The complement operator ~ on

literals is defined as follows: if a = p(ai, . . . , a*) then

~a = -ip(ai, . . . ,Ojt), and if a = ->p(oi, . . . ,a*) then

~a = p(ai,...,afc). We assume that there are two

special literals, t (true) and f (false), that are com

plements of each other. For any set, A, of literals,

~«4 denotes the set containing the complement of each

literal in A.

For any theory T, we use lits(r) to denote the set

of all atoms (and their negations) that occur in T;

facts(r) to denote the set of all unit formulas in T;

and nf(r) to denote the set of all non-unit formu

las in T, i.e., the set (r - facts(r)). For example,

if T = {p(a), ->q(b), p(6) V ->q(a)}, then lits(r) =

{p(a), ->p(a),p(b), ->p(6),g(a), ->q(a),q(b), ->«(&)}, and

facts(r) = {p(a),->g(6)}. Following the usual conven

tions, we denote a singleton set {V} by ip, the empty

set {} by 0, and the limit ordinal for natural numbers

by 00.

3 FACT PROPAGATION

We first present a simple way to detect some inconsis

tent theories. Consider a boolean function BI, called

the basic inconsistency function, that returns true for

a theory iff the set of facts (i.e., unit formulas) in the

theory is inconsistent. BI detects some, but not all,

logical inconsistencies. For instance, although both

the theories {p(a), ->p(a)} and {p{a) V q(b), p(a) V

-iq{b), ->p(a) V q(b), ->p(a) V ->g(6)} are logically in

consistent, BI can detect the inconsistency in only the

former. However, it can be determined in linear time

whether BI returns true for any given theory.

We now describe a tractable algorithm FPF, called the

fact propagation function [Dalai, 1992a; Dalai, 1992b]

that simplifies any given logical theory by propagating

its literals to other formulas in it. Any new literals that

are generated are also propagated until no more new

literals can be generated or a basic inconsistency is de

tected. For example, given the theory {p(a), -<p(a) V

"^(a). 9(o) v r(<*) V s(a)}, FPF obtains a logically

equivalent theory {p(a), ->g(a), r(a) V a(a)}. For the

ories in conjunctive normal form (CNF), FPF is iden

tical to unit resolution [Chang and Lee, 1973] as well

as boolean constraint propagation [McAUester, 1980;

McAUester, 1990]. For arbitrary formulae, FPF is

more powerful than BCP applied to their CNF form.

FPF can also be viewed as a generalization of a linear-

time algorithm for testing propositional Horn satisfia

bility [Dowling and Gallier, 1984].

Given any theory T in C, FPF applies the rewrite rules

of Figure 1, each of which is a logical identity, in any

sequence until no more changes are possible. Note that

x and y are any constants, t; and w are any sequences

of constants, a is any literal, ip,ipi,... are any sub-

formulas, and [ip]y denotes the result obtained from \p

by substituting each occurrence of y by z?

For another example, consider the theory V =

A theory is viewed as a (possibly infinite) conjunction

of all its formulas. Rule 9 is a simplified version of the

correct rule in which all the a's are required only to be

equivalent under renaming of equivalent constants. Rule 12

uses the total ordering of constants in C.
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{p(a,b), ->p(c,6),o = c V b = c}. FPF first obtains

a t£ c using Rule 11, and then uses rules 5, 7 and

2 to obtain b = c. Assuming b ■< c, Rule 12 sim

plifies the theory further to finally obtain FPF(r) =

{p(a,6), ->p(6,6), o /6}.

By maintaining proper data structures, FPF(r) for

any theory T can be computed in time 0(n(l + 1)),

where n is the size of T and / is the maximum number

of alternations of connectives A and V in any formula

of T. In general, FPF maintains logical equivalence,

i.e., for any theory T,T = FPF(r). For any theory T

and set A of literals, we abbreviate FPF(ru.A) by Ta-

In particular, FPF(r) is denoted by T$.

4 PARTIAL CONSISTENCY

We now combine BI and FPF to obtain stronger meth

ods to detect more subtle inconsistencies in theories.

In particular, we define levels of partial consistency

based on the result of assuming and propagating liter

als in a given theory.

Consider the following logically equivalent theories:

A = {p(a) V q(a), p(a) V -.g(a), M*) V q(a) V r(a)}

and fi = {p(a), q(a) V r(a)}. It can be verified that

A_,p(a) is basic inconsistent, but there is no literal in

nf(fl) that causes such basic inconsistency.3 Thus, in

some sense fi is "more consistent" than A. This notion

is formalized below:

Definition 1 Any theory T is (— Inconsistent. For

any natural number fc, a theory T is fc-consistent iff

-iBI(r8) and for each literal a € lits(nf(r0)), ra ta

(fc — \)-consistent. A theory T is co-consistent iff it

is k-consistent for all k < co. The consistency level

of any theory T is the maximum k such that T is k-

consistent.

Intuitively, a theory is fc-consistent iff propagating any

sequence of fc assumptions, each of which occurs in the

non-facts of the theory after the propagation of earlier

assumptions, does not lead to basic inconsistency. In

the previous example, while the theory A is not even

1-consistent, fi is cc-consistent.

Lemma 1 For any theory T and any natural number

k, ifT is k-consistent then it is also (fc — 1) -consistent.

A theory is basic inconsistent iff it is not 0-consistent.

Any oo-consistent theory is logically consistent. ■

Any consistent theory can be transformed into a logi

cally equivalent theory with an arbitrary high level of

consistency, by first adding a number of clauses and

then doing fact propagation. In the previous example,

applying FPF to A U {p(a)} produces fi, which is an

co-consistent theory. Thus, adding p(a) and propagat

ing it changes the consistency level of A from 0 to oo

without changing its logical content. The algorithm

'Note that nf(«) = (?(o)Vr(o)}.

make-fc-consistent (17):

{input: any theory T;

output: a theory A s.t.

A = Aji = T, and

either BI(A) or

A is fc-consistent}

begin

A := mconsistent(r,fc);

return (ruA)g

end.

inconsistent (F, fc):

if fc < 0 then return 0 ;

A:=0; r:=r0;

repeat

if BI(r) then return A;

select an a 6 lits(nf(T));

A' := inconsistent (ra, fc — 1) ;

if BI((raUA')«)

then add ~q to both T and A

else if A' ^ 0 then

for each ip £ A'

add ~aVtp to T and A

until no more changes;

return A

end.

Figure 2: An Algorithm for achieving fc-Consistency

make-fc-consistent, given in Figure 2, performs this

transformation for any input theory T. Note that for

an inconsistent theory, this transformation may pro

duce {f}.

For example, consider a theory, A = {p(a) V

q(a), p(a) V ->q(a), ->p(a) V --g(a) V r(a), --p(a) V

-19(0) V -ir(a)}. A is not 1-consistent, since A-,p(0) is

basic inconsistent. However, make-l-consistent(A)

produces the theory {p(a), ->q(a)}, that is oo-

consistent. Consider another theory, fi = {p(a) V

q(a), p(a) V ->q(a), r(a) V s{a) V t(a), r(a) V

s(a) V -it(a)}. Make-l-consistent(fi) produces a

1-consistent theory {p(a), r(a) V s(a) V t(a), r(a) V

s(a) V -<t(a)}, while make-2-consistent(fi) produces

an oo-consistent theory {p(o), r(a) V a(a)}. Con

sider the inconsistent theory, E = {p(a) V q(a), p(a) V

-ig(a), -ip(a) Vg(a), -ip(o)V -19(a)}. It can be verified

that make-l-consistent(E) produces a basic incon

sistent theory.

Lemma 2 For any theory T and any natural number

fc, make-fc-consistent (T) always halts and produces

a logically equivalent theory A such that either BI(A)

or A is k-consistent. ■

In [Dalai, 1992b], we show that although there are

other algorithms for achieving fc-consistency, make-fc-

consistent is special since it makes minimal changes

in the input theory. In particular, if BI(r) or T is fc
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Figure 3: Network for C

(1:1 A 2:3) V (1:1 A 2:4) V (1:2 A 2:3) V (1:2 A 2:4)

(1:1 A 3:6) V (1:2 A 3:5) V (1:2 A 3:6)

(2:3 A 3:5) V (2:4 A 3:5) V (2:4 A 3:6)

1:1 V 12 -1:1 V -.12

2:3 V 2:4 -.2.3 V --2:4

3:5 V 3:6 ->3:5 V -1*6

Figure 4: A(C)

consistent, then make-fc-consistent(r) = T. We also

show that a straightforward implementation of this al

gorithm takes 0(mk nl) time and 0(n + mk) space,

where n is the size of T, m is the number of distinct

symbols in T, and / is the maximum number of al

ternations of connectives A and V in any formula of

T. However, by using some additional data structures,

the time complexity can be reduced to 0(mknl), with

out any increase in the space complexity. Thus, for a

fixed k, this algorithm runs in polynomial time.

5 TRACTABLE DEDUCTION

The algorithm make-fc-consistent of the previous

section transforms any theory into a logically equiv

alent theory that is either basic inconsistent or k-

consistent. As we saw in some examples there, some

times the result may be oo-consistent even for a small

value of k. In such cases it is trivial to determine

whether the given theory is consistent. Different the

ories may require different values of A: to achieve this

condition.

Definition 2 The intricacy of a theory, T, is the min

imum k such that make-fc-consistent (r) is either ba

sic inconsistent or oo-consistent. The intricacy of a

collection, S, of theories is the minimum of the follow

ing two: (1) the maximum intricacy of all consistent

theories in S, and (2) the maximum intricacy of all

inconsistent theories in S.

In the previous example, the intricacy4 of A, fi, and

£ are 1, 2, and 1, respectively. In some sense, the

intricacy of a theory is a measure of the difficulty of

determining its consistency. The next theorem shows

that the same holds for collections of theories.

Theorem 1 // the intricacy of a collection, S, of the

ories in C is finite, then the consistency problem for S

can be solved in polynomial time. ■

Thus, intricacy is a parameter which can be used to

identify tractable cases for determining consistency.

[Dalai, 1992b] presents an algorithm, which is a variant

of make-A>consistent, that determines consistency

for such theories in polynomial time. Note that the

4In [Dalai, 1992c], the term "cryptness" was used for

the notion of intricacy.

above theorem gives only a sufficient condition, that

may not be necessary, i.e., there may exist a tractable

collection of theories with unbounded intricacy. How

ever, [Dalai, 1992c] shows that the two most well-

known tractable cases of propositional satisfiability —

Horn clauses and 2-SAT — have finite intricacy.

6 CONSTRAINT SATISFACTION

A constraint satisfaction problem [Mackworth, 1987]

is specified by a finite set, X, of variables {ii , . . . , in}

and a set of constraints on subsets of these variables

limiting the values they can take. A solution is an

assignment of a value to each variable such that all

the constraints are satisfied. As is customary in the

CSP literature, we restrict our attention to those CSPs

where all the constraints are either unary or binary

and are explicitly provided as sets of tuples. It is

well-known that the general problem of determining

whether a CSP has a solution is intractable.

The network representing a CSP problem is a graph

whose nodes represent variables and unary constraints,

and arcs represent binary constraints. Current efforts

[Dechter and Pearl, 1988] to characterize tractable

CSPs rely either on the topology of the underlying

constraint network or the semantics of the constraints

[Deville and Hentenryck, 1991]. In this section, we

present an overview of how intricacy has been used to

develop a new and much more powerful characteriza

tion of tractable CSPs [Dalai, 1992c]. In addition to

the topology of the constraint network, this character

ization also uses the semantics and the syntactic forms

of various constraints in the network.

Any CSP problem C can be directly translated into

a theory A(C) in C such that the size of A(C) is

polynomial in the size of C, and that C has a so

lution iff A(C) is logically consistent. For example,

consider a CSP problem, C, with the network shown

in Figure 3, and where the unary constraints for xi,

X2, and 13 are {1,2}, {3,4}, and {5,6} respectively;

and the binary constraints for the pairs {rri,x2},

{xi,x3}, and {x2,x3} are {(1,3), (1,4), (2, 3), (2, 4)},

{(1,6), (2, 5), (2, 6)}, and {(3, 5), (4, 5), (4, 6)} respec

tively. The formulas of the mapping, A(C), are shown

in Figure 4, where an atom i:j intuitively denotes that

variable Xj is assigned value j. Note that A(C) is not
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in CNF. Although there are other ways to map CSPs

to prepositional satisfiability [de Kleer, 1989], many of

them lead to an exponential increase in size.

Notions of fc-consistency and strong ^-consistency have

been defined for CSP problems [Freuder, 1978]. We

show in [Dalai, 1992b] that, in a certain sense, our

notion of fc-consistency of A(C) is stronger than either

of these notions for C. In particular, we prove the

following lemma:

Lemma Z If a CSP problem, C, with n variables is

strong n-consistent then A(C) is oo -consistent. For

any k > 2, there is a CSP problem, C, that is not

strong k-consistent, but A(C) is oo-consistent. For

any k > 1, there is a CSP problem, C, that is strong

k-consistent, but A(C) is not even 1-consistent. ■

For example, the network, C, of Figure 3 is not In

consistent, since the consistent partial assignment {1:

1,2:3} can't be extended to a consistent assignment

of X3. However, A(C) is oo-consistent, since 2:4 holds

in A(C)i:i, and 1:2 holds in A(C)2:3. Intuitively, the

inconsistencies are detected and corrected earlier in

A(C).

The next theorem shows that intricacy of A(C) is

bounded by each of the topological parameters that

are currently used for identifying tractable CSPs.

Theorem 2 For any CSP problem, C, the intricacy

of A(C7) is less than each of the following parameters

of the network for C: induced-width, the size of the

largest non-separable component, the minimum depth

of a DFS spanning tree, and the size of the smallest

cycle-cutset. ■

It follows that the worst-case time complexity of de

termining whether a solution exists is polynomially

bounded by any of these parameters, a result that's

already known. This theorem is significant, consider

ing the following last line in the survey [Dechter, 1991]:

"We conclude, therefore, that . . . (induced-width) . . .

is the most informative graph-parameter of all, and it

can be regarded, therefore, as an intrinsic measure of

the worst-case complexity of any constraint network." .

Intricacy can also be used to identify tractable classes

of CSPs based on the semantics of the constraints. A

functional constraint [Deville and Hentenryck, 1991]

is defined to be a binary constraint such that for each

value of one variable, at most one value of the other

variable is allowed. A CSP is called functional if its

constraint network contains a spanning tree in which

each edge corresponds to a functional constraint. For

any fixed number k, it is easy to construct a func

tional CSP for which each of the topological parame

ters listed above is greater than k. Since none of these

parameters can be bounded, topological criteria alone

fail to identify functional CSPs as a tractable class.

However, it follows from the next theorem [Dalai,

1992b] that it can be determined in polynomial time

whether any functional network has a solution.

Theorem 3 The intricacy of A(C) is 1 for any func

tional CSP problem C.

We conclude, therefore, that our characterization of

tractable CSPs based on intricacy is a significant im

provement over any such characterization based either

on the topology of the underlying network or the se

mantics of the constraints alone.

7 QUERYING DATABASES WITH

INCOMPLETE INFORMATION

Recent results [Vardi, 1986; Abiteboul et al., 1987]

have shown that allowing representation of even very

simple kinds of incomplete information in relational

databases makes it intractable (CoNP-Complete) to

query them. Although there have been some attempts

(c.f. [Abiteboul et al, 1987; Imielinski and Vadaparty,

1989]) to identify tractable cases of querying, they

are applicable only to databases with very restricted

kinds of incomplete information. For example, the

only kind of incompleteness allowed in [Imielinski and

Vadaparty, 1989] is the presence of certain variables,

each of which can take a value from a pre-specified set

of constants. In this section, we define a very gen

eral model of relational databases with incomplete in

formation, and use intricacy to obtain tractable cases

of querying. We pay no penalty for the generality of

our model, since our tractability results subsume those

known previously.

The Data Model: Consider a first-order logical lan

guage Li with equality but without function symbols

(other than constants). A database DB consists of two

parts — an intensional database IDB and an exten-

sional database EDB. An IDB is a theory in d that

does not contain any existential quantifier. An EDB

is a theory in C& that contains only ground formulas.

Although we denote a DB by a tuple {IDB, EDB),

logically it is the union of the two theories. The do

main D of a database is the set of all constants that

occur in it.

This data model is more powerful than Datalog [Ull-

man, 1988] and can represent various kinds of incom

plete information — simple, restricted and conditional

null values [Codd, 1979; Imielinski and Lipski, 1984],

uniform disjunctions [Imielinski and Vadaparty, 1989;

Borgida and Etherington, 1989], conditional tuples

[Abiteboul et al., 1987], disjunctive rules [Gallaire et

al., 1984], etc. It can also represent restricted forms of

explicit negative information, and integrity constraints

of various kinds. However, this model cannot repre

sent information which involves functions, or which

involves an existential quantifier in the scope of a uni

versal quantifier. Although the closed-world assump

tion [Reiter, 1984] is ignored in this section, [Dalai,

1992b] shows that it can be easily incorporated.
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p
ft

1 X 1 1

2 y 2 1

3 X 1 2

Figure 5: An OR-database

P(l,x) 0(1,1) x = lVar = 2

P(2,y) 0(2,1) y=lVy=2

P(3,x) 0(1,2) -p(A-,r)v-g(y,x)

Figure 6: Tr(DB,g,())

A guery Q is an expression of the form (x).ip(x), where

ip is a formula that does not contain any universal

quantifier, and x is a sequence of all free variables that

occur in \j). The answer Q(DB) is the set {a € £>'*' :

DB |= ^(5)}- The data complexity of a query Q for

an intensional database IDB is the complexity of their

graph, which is defined as:

Gr(IDB,Q) = {(EDB, a) | a e g((IDB,EDB))}

Since IDB and Q are kept fixed, this measures the

complexity of query evaluation in terms of the size of

EDB.

Given any database DB, query Q, and a tuple a, [Dalai,

1992b] presents a polynomial time algorithm that ob

tains a theory Tr(DB, Q, a) in C, which is unsatisfiable

iff a 6 Q(DB). It follows that the problem of querying

databases with incomplete information can be polyno

mial^ reduced to the deduction problem in C. Thus,

we can use the notion of intricacy to identify tractable

cases of querying.

For any query Q = (x).ip(x) and any intensional

database IDB, consider the following set:

r(IDB,Q) = {Tr((IDB,EDB> ,Q,a) | S € D™

and EDB is any extensions! database}

Theorem 4 The data complexity of query Q for on

intensional database IDB is in polynomial time if the

intricacy ofT(TDB,Q) is finite.

Consider the following three special kinds of incom

pleteness and queries:

1. The DB is in CNF, any clause contains at most

two literals, equality predicate is not used (though

inequality is allowed), and the query is a conjunc

tive formula with at most two literals.

2. The DB contains marked nulls (i.e., null values

that can be shared), and conditions that involves

only inequality. The query could be any conjunc

tive formula.

3. Similar to the case 1 above, except that equality

is also allowed.

Querying is tractable in the first two cases, since the

intricacy is finite [Dalai, 1992b]. However, intricacy is

not finite in the third case, for which the data com

plexity is indeed CoNP-Complete.

OR-databases: OR-databases extend relational

data model by allowing explicit representation of dis

junctive information [Imielinski and Vadaparty, 1989].

A tuple may contain OR-objects — variables each of

which is associated with a set of constants, called its

domain. Each OR-database corresponds to potentially

many relational databases, obtained by substituting

each OR-object by some value in its domain. A query,

which is any existentially quantified conjunctive for

mula with no free variables, is true for an OR-database

iff it is true in all the relational databases associated

with it.

Three kinds of OR-databases are considered in

[Imielinski and Vadaparty, 1989]: Type-I (all OR-

objects are distinct), Type-II (an OR-object can be re

peated only in the same column), and Type-Ill (no re

strictions). Databases are further grouped by associat

ing a typing function which specifies the columns that

can have OR-objects. For any kind of OR databases,

and any typing function, tractability of any query can

be determined using a syntactic marking property. For

example, a query is tractable with respect to Type-II

databases iff it is acyclic. Similar results are proved

for Type-I and Type-Ill databases.

Since OR-databases can be represented in our data

model (where IDB is always empty), the translation

Tr(DB, Q, ()) can be defined for any database DB and

query Q. Consider the OR-database of Figure 5, where

both the OR-objects x and y have the same domain

{1,2}, and the query 3x3y{P(x, y) A R{y,x)). Their

translation contains the formulas given in Figure 6,

where the last schema represents all formulas obtained

by substituting each of X and Y by a value in {1, 2} in

all possible ways. In this particular case, the query is

true since Tr(DB,Q, ()) is inconsistent. As an abbre

viation, we define the intricacy of a query Q to be the

intricacy of the set T(0, Q) of logical theories. The fol

lowing theorem shows that all the tractability results

presented in [Imielinski and Vadaparty, 1989] could be

explained using the notion of intricacy:

Theorem 5 The intricacy of any acyclic query for

Type-II OR-databases, or any strongly acyclic query

for Type-I OR-databases, or any simple query for

Type-Ill OR-databases is bounded by the number of

OR-arguments in the query.

A binary query contains at most two literals. Using the

notion of intricacy, we now obtain a new tractability
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result for OR-databases of Type I, where no sharing

of OR-objects is allowed:

Theorem 6 The intricacy of any binary query for

Type-I OR-databases, in which the domain of each OR-

object contains at most two constants and each relation

has at most one OR-column, is 1.

Thus, such databases can also be queried in polyno

mial time. In [Dalai, 1992b] we consider some other

data models that allow explicit representation of in

complete information (for instance, see [Abiteboul et

al.. 1987]) and obtain tractable cases of querying them.

8 QUERYING DISJUNCTIVE

LOGIC PROGRAMS

For the purpose of this section, we restrict to propo-

sitional calculus. A disjunctive logic program consists

of a finite set of program clauses of the form

a «-ft,...,ft (Jfc>0)

where a, ft,..., ft are disjunctions of atoms (called

wfds). q is called the head and ft , . . . , ft is called the

body of the program clause. Similarly, a goal clause (or

a query) is an expression of the form

ft,..., ft (*>0)

A query Q is true in a program P iff Q is a logical

consequence of P.

It is known that the complexity of querying disjunc

tive logic programs is CoNP-Complete [Lobo, 1990].

In this section, we use the notion of intricacy to iden

tify cases of tractable querying. Since we are only in

terested in positive wfds that are logically entailed by

a disjunctive logic program, the definition of partial-

consistency is modified so that a is required to be a

negative literal. The same change is made in the al

gorithm make-^--consistent. The definition of intri

cacy, etc. remains the same.

As in the case of definite logic programs, where each

disjunction contains exactly one atom, a declarative

semantics can be provides to capture the intended

meaning of a disjunctive logic program [Minker and

Rajasekar, 1990; Lobo, 1990; Dalai, 1992b]. The Her-

brand base HB(P) of any program P is the set of all

atoms that occur in P. The extended Herbrand base

EHB(P) is the set of all wfds that can be formed using

the atoms in HB(P), i.e., EHB(P) = 2HB^P\ A state

5 is a subset of EHB(P) that is closed wrt supersets,

i.e.,

Va,/?eEHB(P), (a eSAaCjfl) -►/?€£

A state S is a model-state of a program clause a *-

ft,..., ft iff V«i,...,«fc 6S,aU(«i-A)U...U

(£fc — ft) € S. A state is a model-state of a disjunctive

program iff it is a model-state of each clause in the

program.

Intuitively, the notion of a state (or model-state) is

analogous to the notion of a Herbrand interpretation

(model) for definite programs. For instance, the inter

section of model-states produces a model-state (model-

state intersection property). Thus, the intersection of

all model-states of a program P is also a model-state,

called the least model-state, of P. Following the usual

convention, we denote this model-state by Mp. The

wfds in Mp are precisely those that are logical conse

quences of the program. Thus, Mp can be regarded as

the natural interpretation of the program. It follows

that a query is true for a program iff each wfd in the

query is also in the least model-state of the program.

For example, consider the program P = {aV& «— , c <—

a, c «— 6} containing only three clauses. The Herbrand

base of P is {a,b,c}, whose power set is the extended

Herbrand base. P has four model-states:

Mi = {c,oV6,aVc,6Vc,aV6Vc}

M2 = {a,c,aVi,aVc,bVc,aV&Vc}

M3 = {6,c,aV6,aVc,6Vc,aV6Vc}

MA = {a,6,c,oV6,aVc,6Vc,aV6Vc}

Note that M\, which is the least model-state of P,

captures the intended meaning of the program.

The least model-state of any program P can be al

ternatively characterized as the least fixed-point of a

mapping TP : 2EHB^ -» 2BHB^ that is defined as

follows:

Tp(S) = {a' € EHB(P) : a <- ft, . . . ,ft is a program

clause in P, a U (<$i - ft) U (Sk - ft)

Ca', and {*!,...,£*} CS}

Intuitively, this mapping extends the mapping Tp for

definite programs [van Emden and Kowalski, 1976] to

disjunctive programs by explicitly enforcing the logi

cal dependencies among the wfds. [Dalai, 1992b] shows

that Tp is continuous (and monotonic) for any disjunc

tive program P, and hence Tpfu; is its least fixed-point.

It also shows that this least fixed-point is identical to

the least model-state of the program, which is its in

tended meaning.

For any program P, let head(P) denote the set of

heads of all program clauses whose bodies are empty.

The next lemma shows that for any oo-consistent pro

gram P, its least model-state can be generated us

ing head(P). It then follows that achieving a consis

tency level of intricacy is sufficient to generate the least

model-state of a program.

Lemma 4 For any disjunctive program P

1. if P is oo-consistent then Mp = [head(P)]; and

2. if the intricacy of P is k then Mp =

[head(make-fc-consistent(P))].
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Since any query can be answered using the least model-

state of the program, we obtain the next theorem

which shows that querying programs of finite intricacy

is tractable.

Theorem 7 // the intricacy of a set S of programs is

finite, then the programs in S can be queried in poly

nomial time.

Thus, intricacy is a parameter which can be used to

identify tractable cases of querying. We illustrate its

use by showing two simple examples. Consider a defi

nite program P. Propagating its facts, without making

any assumptions, produces the theory Pg, which is co-

consistent. Thus, the intricacy of P is 0. Note that

head(Pa) is also the least Herbrand model of P. It

follows that any definite program can be queried in

linear time. Consider another program P, such that

each program clause in P contains at most two atoms.

As shown in the example above, such a P may not be

a definite program. In [Dalai, 1992b], we show that

intricacy of any such program is 1, and hence can also

be queried in polynomial time.

In [Dalai, 1992b], we use intricacy to define a notion

of approximating the least model-state of a program.

In contrast to the approximations in [Lobo, 1990], our

approximations are always sound.

9 DIRECTIONAL CONSISTENCY

In this section we improve the results of Sections 4 and

5 by relaxing the notion of fc-consistency. In particular,

we require that the literals are selected in some fixed

order. For simplicity of presentation, we restrict to

propositional calculus.

Definition 3 For any theory T, an ordering, o, of

symbols is a sequence in which each symbol in T oc

curs exactly once. For any literal p, the ordering ov is

obtained from o by removing p and all the symbols that

occur before it.

For example, o = [P,Q,R,S] is an ordering for the

theory {->P V Q V R, RV -.5}. For this ordering,

oq = o-,q = [R, S].5 Directional consistency can be

defined as follows:

Definition 4 Let o be any ordering for a theory T.

Any T is (—1) -consistent wrt o. For any natural num

ber k,T is k-consistent wrt o iff -ibi(r^) and for each

literal p 6 lits(nf(r^,)) such thatp is in o, Tp is (k-1)-

consistent wrt ov. ■

Intuitively, directional consistency does not allow the

selection of literals in an order that violates the given

ordering. In the above example, literal P can't be se

lected after selecting literal ->R. For any k, a theory

5We abuse the notation a little bit by ignoring the dis

tinction between a symbol and its negation, and say that

-<R is in the sequence [P, Q,R,S\.

may not be ^-consistent, but it may be A;-consistent

wrt some particular ordering. Consider the theory

A = {-.P V Q, -.PVnQv ->R, ->R V P V Q}. Since

A{i?,-.Q} is basic inconsistent, Ar is not 1-consistent,

and thus A is not 2-consistent. However, it can be ver

ified that A is 2-consistent wrt the ordering [P, Q,R\.

Intuitively, this ordering precludes selecting the literal

-iQ in Ar, while ->R already holds in A-,q. However,

the following lemma holds:

Lemma 5 For any k, a theory is k-consistent iff it is

k-consistent wrt every ordering. ■

In [Dalai, 1992b], we show that the notions of co-

consistent, consistency level, and intricacy of a theory

can be analogously defined wrt a given ordering. The

directional intricacy of a theory is the minimum in

tricacy wrt any ordering. Directional consistency can

be achieved by modifying the algorithm mconsistent

of Figure 2. The modified algorithm keeps track of

the literals selected so far, and does not allow them to

violate the given ordering. We also show that direc

tional counterparts of Lemmas 1 and 2 hold. Theo

rem 1 can also be further strengthened by introducing

a new notion: an ordering function, of, is a polynomial

function from the set of theories to the set of order-

ings. Intuitively, for any theory, it generates an order

ing of symbols for which it is easier to achieve either

co-consistency or basic inconsistency. The intricacy of

a set of theories is now defined wrt a particular order

ing function, of, so that the intricacy of each theory,

T, in the set is considered wrt to the ordering of(r).

The directional version of Theorem 1 is as follows:

Theorem 8 For any collection, S, of propositional

theories, if the intricacy of S wrt to some ordering

function is finite, then consistency problem for S can

be solved in polynomial time. ■

Since the directional counterpart of Lemma 3 holds for

constraint satisfaction problems, it follows that this

notion of directional consistency of A(C) is stronger

than the notion of adaptive consistency [Dechter and

Pearl, 1988].

10 A GENERAL THEORY

Until now we have been using specific basic inconsis

tency and fact propagation functions. In this section,

we generalize our results by using any such functions

which satisfies certain properties.

A basic inconsistency function is any polynomial time

boolean function on the set of all theories. A basic

inconsistency function, bi, is sound iff for any theory

T, if bi(r) is true then T is unsatisfiable. bi is complete

wrt facts iff for any theory T, if facts(r) is unsatisfiable

then bi(r) is true. A theory, T, is said to be basic

inconsistent iff bi(r) holds. It can be verified that BI

is a basic inconsistency function which is both sound

and complete wrt facts.
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A fact propagation function is any polynomial time

function on the set of all theories. A fact propagation

function, fpf, is sound iff for any theory I\ T |= fpf(r).

fpf is lossless iff any theory T, fpf(r) ^= I\ fpf is sep

arable iff for any theory T, the sets of symbols occur

ring in facts(fpf(r)) and nf(fpf(r)) are disjoint, fpf

is monotonic iff for any theory T, either W(fpf(r)) or

facts(r) C facts(fpf(r)). A fact propagation function,

fpf, is said to be complete wrt clauses iff for any theory

r containing a clause C, if p is a literal in C then T^,

is either basic inconsistent or there is clause D in it

such that p does not occur in D, and all the literals of

D occur in C. For example, if T contains the clause

PVQVR, then T-,p should be either basic inconsistent

or should contain Q, R, or Q V R. It can be verified

that FPF is sound, lossless, separable, monotonic, and

complete wrt clauses.

The results in this paper hold for any basic inconsis

tency function that is sound and complete wrt facts,

and any fact propagation function that is sound, loss

less, separable, monotonic, and complete wrt clauses.

plete information and disjunctive logic programming.

In [Dalai, 1992b], we use the techniques presented here

to obtain tractability results for several other prob

lems like propositional planning, default reasoning,

and subsumption in concept languages.

The techniques presented in this paper have been in

troduced only as theoretical tools to study complexity;

we do not suggest that they be used for actual prob

lem solving. Thus, finding efficient algorithms for the

tractable cases identified in this paper remains a useful

direction for future research.
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11 OTHER RELATED RESEARCH

Gallo and Scutella [1988] develop a hierarchy of classes

of instances of SAT, such that for each class, satisfi

ability can be determined in polynomial time. Our

characterization is stronger than theirs since we can

identify all the tractable classes in their hierarchy. In

particular, the fcth class of their hierarchy has intricacy

(k + 1). They also restrict the formulas to clauses, and

none of their classes contain all the 2CNF formulas.

Ben-Eliyahu and Dechter [1991] introduce the notion

of a "primal constraint graph" for a propositional the

ory — the nodes of the graph correspond to the propo

sitional symbols, and the arcs connect any two nodes

whose symbols appear in the same formula. They de

termine the tractability of a class of theories by the

topological parameters, like the induced-width, of such

graphs. As we have shown in Section 6, this character

ization is weaker than ours since it does not take into

account the semantics of the formulas.

Our approach of obtaining higher consistency levels of

a theory has some similarities to the process of iden

tifying "nogood" sets in an ATMS [de Kleer, 1986].

However, we are not aware of any extension of that

process that achieves results similar to ours.

12 CONCLUSIONS

We defined notions of partial consistency and intri

cacy for logical theories, and used them to identify

many cases of tractable deduction. To the best of our

knowledge, our tractability results are the most pow

erful that have ever been obtained in the areas of con

straint satisfaction problems, databases with incom-
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Abstract

We consider the concept of a local set of infer

ence rules. A local rule set can be automat

ically transformed into a rule set for which

bottom up evaluation terminates in polyno

mial time. The local rule set transformation

gives polynomial time evaluation strategies

for a large variety of rule sets that can not

be given terminating evaluation strategies by

any other known automatic technique. This

paper discusses three new results. First, it

is shown that every polynomial time predi

cate can be defined by an (unstratified) local

rule set. Second, a new machine recognizable

subclass of the local rule sets is identified. Fi

nally we show that locality, as a property of

rule sets, is undecidable in general.

1 INTRODUCTION

Under what conditions does a given set of inference

rules define a computationally tractable inference re

lation? This is a syntactic question about syntactic

inference rules. There are a variety of motivations

for identifying tractable inference relations. First,

tractable inference relations sometimes provide deci

sion procedures for semantic theories. For example,

the equational inference rules of reflexi vity, symmetry,

transitivity, and substitutivity define a tractable infer

ence relation that yields a decision procedure for the

entailment relation between sets of ground equations

[Kozen, 1977], [Shostak, 1978]. Another example is the

set of equational Horn clauses valid in lattice theory.

As a special case of the results in this paper one can

show (automatically) that validity of a lattice theoretic

Horn clause is decidable in cubic time.

Deductive data bases provide a second motivation for

studying tractable inference relations. A deductive

data base is designed to answer queries using simple

inference rules as well as a set of declared data base

facts. The inference rules in a deductive data base

usually define a tractable inference relation. The in

ference rules are usually of a special form known as a

datalog program. A datalog program is a set of first

order Horn clauses that do not contain function sym

bols. Any datalog program defines a tractable infer

ence relation [Ullman, 1988], [Ullman, 1989]. Recently

there has been interest in generalizing the inference

rules used in deductive databases beyond the special

case of datalog programs. In the general case, where

function symbols are allowed in Horn clause inference

rules, a set of inference rules can be viewed as a Prolog

program. Considerable work has been done on "bot

tom up" evaluation strategies for these programs and

source to source transformations that make such bot

tom up evaluation strategies more efficient [Naughton

and Ramakrishnan, 1991] [Bry, 1990]. The work pre

sented here on local inference relations can be viewed

as an extension of these optimization techniques. For

example, locality testing provides an automatic source

to source transformation on the inference rules for

equality (symmetry, reflexivity, transitive, and substi

tution) that allows them to be completely evaluated in

a bottom-up fashion in cubic time. We do not know of

any other automatic transformation on inference rules

that provides a terminating evaluation strategy for this

rule set.

A third motivation for the study of tractable infer

ence relations is the role that such relations can play

in improving the efficiency of search. Many practical

search algorithms use some form of incomplete infer

ence to prune nodes in the search tree [Knuth, 1975],

[Mackworth, 1977], [Pearl and Korf, 1987]. Incom

plete inference also plays an important role in prun

ing search in constraint logic programming [Jaffar and

Lassez, 1987], [van Hentenryck, 1989], [McAUester and

Siskind, 1991]. Tractable inference relations can also

be used to define a notion of "obvious inference" which

can then be used in "Socratic" proof verification sys

tems which require proofs to be reduced to obvious

steps [McAUester, 1989], [Givan et a/., 1991].

As mentioned above, inference rules are syntactically

similar to first order Horn clauses. In fact, most infer
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ence rules can be syntactically represented by a Horn

clause in sorted first order logic. If R is a set of Horn

clauses, E is a set of ground atomic formulas, and $

is a ground atomic formula, then we write E \-r $

if E U R r- $ in first order logic. We write 1-r rather

than \=r because we think of R as a set of syntactic

inference rules and I-r as the inference relation gener

ated by those rules. Throughout this paper we use the

term "rule set" as a synonym for "set of Horn clauses" .

Technically this phrase refers to a finite set of Horn

clauses. We give nontrivial conditions on R which en

sure that the inference relation \-r is polynomial time

decidable.

As noted above, a rule set R that does not contain any

function symbols is called a datalog program. It is well

known that the inference relation defined by a data-

log program is polynomial time decidable. Vardi and

Immerman independently proved, in essence, that dat

alog programs provide a characterization of the com

plexity class P — any polynomial time predicate on

finite data bases can be written as a datalog program

provided that one is given a successor relation that

defines a total order on the domain elements [Vardi,

1982], [Immerman, 1986], [Papadimitriou, 1985].

Although datalog programs provide an interesting

class of polynomial time inference relations, the class of

tractable rule sets is much larger than the class of dat

alog programs. First of all, one can generalize the con

cept of a datalog program to the concept of a superfi

cial rule set. We call a set of Horn clauses superficial if

any term that appears in the conclusion of a clause also

appears in some antecedent of that clause. A superfi

cial rule set has the property that forward chaining in

ference does not introduce new terms. Superficial rule

sets provide a different characterization of the com

plexity class P. While datalog programs can encode

any polynomial time predicate on finite data bases,

superficial rule sets can encode any polynomial time

predicate on first order terms. Let V be a predicate

on first order terms constructed from a finite signature.

We define the DAG size of a first order term t to be

the number of distinct terms that appear as subexpres

sions oft.1 It is possible to show that if V can be com

puted in polynomial time in sum of the the DAG size

of its arguments then V can be represented by a super

ficial rule set. More specifically, we prove here that for

any such predicate V on k first order terms there ex

ists a superficial rule set R such that V{t\, *2i •••**)

if and only if Input(<i, tj, ... ft) r- r Accept

where Input is a predicate symbol and Accept is a

distinguished proposition symbol. The characteriza

tion of P in terms of superficial rule sets differs from

Immerman's characterization of P in terms of datalog

programs in two ways. First, the result is stated in

terms of predicates on terms rather than predicates

1The DAG size of a term is the size of the Directed

Acyclic Graph representation of the term.

on databases. Second, unlike the datalog characteri

zation, no separate total order on domain elements is

required.

Superficial rule sets are a special case of the more gen

eral class of local rule sets [McAllester, 1990]. A set

R of Horn clauses is local if whenever E \-r $ there

exists a proof of $ from E such that every term in the

proof is mentioned in E or $. If R is local then hji is

polynomial time decidable. All superficial rule sets are

local but many local rule sets are not superficial. The

set of the four inference rules for equality is local but

not superficial. The local inference relations provide a

third characterization of the complexity class P. Let

V be a predicate on first order terms constructed from

a finite signature. If V can be computed in polyno

mial time in the sum of the DAG size of its arguments

then there exists a local rule set R such that for any

terms ti, fj, ...ft we have that P(<i, tj, ... ti) if and

only if r-/i P(t\, t?, ... tt) where P is a predicate

symbol representing V . Note that no superficial rule

set can have this property because forward chaining

inference from a superficial rule set can not introduce

new terms. We find the characterization of polynomial

time predicates in terms of local rule sets to be partic

ularly pleasing because it yields a direct mapping from

semantic predicates to predicates used in the inference

rules.

Unlike superficiality, locality can be difficult to recog

nize. The set of four inference rules for equality is lo

cal but the proof of this fact is nontrivial. Fortunately,

there are large classes of mechanically recognizable lo

cal rule sets. A notion of a bounded local rule set is

defined in [McAllester, 1990] and a procedure is given

which will automatically recognize the locality of any

bounded local rule set. The set of the four basic rules

for equality is bounded local. As another example of

a bounded local rule set we give the following rules

for reasoning about a monotone operator from sets to

sets.

X < X

*<!/> y < z => x < z

Let Rj be this set of inference rules for a monotone

operator.

There is a simple source to source transformation on

any local rule set that converts the rule set to a superfi

cial rule set without losing completeness. For example

consider the above rules for a monotone operator. We

can transform these rules so that they can only de

rive information about terms explicitly mentioned in

the query. To do this we introduce another predicate

symbol M (with the intuitive meaning "mentioned").

The rules can be rewritten as follows.

M(/(*))=*M(*)
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x<y=> M(i)

* < V =*• M(y)

M(i) => * < x

M(i), M(y), M(z), x<y,y<z=>x<z

■(/(*)), ■((/(»)). * < y => /(*) < /(v)

Let this transformed rule set be R'j. Note that R'j

is superficial and hence bottom up (forward chaining)

evaluation must terminate in polynomial time.3 Then

to determine if E hn. Ktive determine, by bottom

up evaluation, whether {M(t), M(u)} U E r-jH t < u.

An analogous transformation applies to any local rule

set.

A variety of other bounded local rule sets are given

[McAUester, 1990]. As an example of a rule set that is

local but not bounded local we give the following rules

for reasoning about a lattice.

x < x

x < y, y < z =*• x < z

x < xVy

y < xVy

i < i, y < z =» xVy < z

xAy < x

xAy < y

z < x, z < y => z < arAy

These rules remain local when the above monotonicity

rule is added. With or without the monotonicity rule,

the rule set is not bounded local.

In this paper we construct another machine-

recognizable subclass of the local rule sets which we

call inductively local rule sets. All of the bounded lo

cal rule sets given in [McAUester, 1990] are also induc

tively local. The procedure for recognizing inductively

local rule sets has been implemented and has been used

to determine that the above rule set is inductively lo

cal. Hence the inference relation denned by the rules

is polynomial time decidable. Since these rules are

complete for lattices this result implies that validity

for lattice theoretic Horn clauses is polynomial time

decidable.

We been able to show that there are bounded local

rule sets which are not inductively local, although our

examples are somewhat artificial. We have not found

any natural examples of local rule sets that fail to be

inductively local. Inductively local rule sets provide a

variety of mechanically recognizable polynomial time

inference relations.

2For this rule set bottom up evaluation can be run to

completion in cubic time.

In this paper we also settle an open question from our

previous analysis [McAUester, 1990] and show that lo

cality as a general property of rule sets is undecid-

able. Hence the optimization of logic programs based

on the recognition of locality is necessarily a somewhat

heuristic process.

2 BASIC TERMINOLOGY

In this section we give more precise definitions of the

concepts discussed in the introduction.

Definition: A Horn clause is a first order

formula of the form ¥x A ¥2 A • •• A *„ =>

$ where $ and the ¥t- are atomic formulas.

For any set of Horn clauses R, any finite set

E of ground terms, and any ground atomic

formula $, we write E \-r $ whenever E U

U(R) h $ in first order logic where U(R) is

the set of universal closures of Horn clauses

in R.

There are a variety of inference relations defined in this

paper. For any inference relation h and sets of ground

formulas E and T we write E h T if E r- * for each

*inl\

The inference relation \-r can be given a more direct

syntactic characterization. This syntactic characteri

zation is more useful in determining locality.

Definition: A derivation of $ from E us

ing rule set R is a sequence of ground atomic

formulas *i, *2, ... *„ such that *„ is *

and for each *, there exists a Horn clause

0i A 6j A . . . A 9i => *' in R and a ground

substitution a such that <r[V] is *, and each

formula of the form <r[Qi] is either a member

of E or a formula appearing in earlier in the

derivation.

Lemma: E Ha $ if and only if there exists

a derivation of $ from E using the rule set

R.

The following restricted inference relation plays an im

portant role in the analysis of locality.

Definition: We write E H « $ if there ex

ists a derivation of $ from E such that every

term appearing in the derivation appears as

a subexpression of $ or as a subexpression of

some formula in E.

Lemma: For any finite rule set R the infer

ence relation Hjj is polynomial time decid

able.

Proof: Let n be the number of terms that appear

as subexpressions of $ or a formula in E. If P is a

predicate of k arguments that appears in the inference
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rules R then there are at most n* formulas of the form

P($l, ... »fc) such that E Hyj P(si, ... «*)• Since

R is finite there is some maximum arity over all the

predicate symbols that appear in R. The total number

of formulas that can be derived under the restrictions

in the definition of Hr is order nk where ib is the

maximum arity of the predicates in R. a

Clearly, if E Hjt $ then E r-R $. But the converse

does not hold in general. By definition, if the converse

holds then R is local.

Definition([McAllester, 1990]): The rule

set R is local if the restricted inference rela

tion H r is the same as the unrestricted

relation r-R.

Clearly, if R is local then hR is polynomial time decid-

able.

3 CHARACTERIZING P WITH

SUPERFICIAL RULES

In this section we consider predicates on first order

terms that are computable in polynomial time. The

results stated require a somewhat careful definition of

a polynomial time predicate on first order terms.

Definition: A polynomial time predicate on

terms is a predicate V on one or more first

order terms which can be computed in poly

nomial time in the sum of the DAG sizes of

its arguments.

Superficial Rule Set Representation

Theorem: If V is a polynomial time predi

cate on first order terms then there exists a

superficial rule set R such that for any first

order terms ii , . . . , i„ , we have that V is

true on arguments ti, ..., tn if and only if

INPUT(ti, .... t„) hR ACCEPT.

As an example consider the Acyclic predicate on di

rected graphs — the predicate which is true of a di

rected graph if that graph has no cycles. It is well

known that acyclicity is a polynomial time property

of directed graphs. This property has a simple defi

nition using superficial rules with one level of strati

fication — if a graph is not cyclic then it is acyclic.

The above theorem implies that the acyclicity pred

icate can be defined by superficial rules without any

stratification. The unstratified rule set for acyclicity

is somewhat complex and rather than give it here we

sketch a proof of the above general theorem. The proof

is rather technical, and casual readers are advised to

skip to the next section.

We only consider predicates of one argument. The

proof for predicates with of higher arity is similar. Let

V be a one argument polynomial time predicate on

terms, i.e., a predicate on terms such that one can de

termine in polynomial time in the DAG size of a term

i whether or not V(t) holds. We construct a data base

that represents the term t. For each subterm s of t we

introduce a data base individual c, , i.e., a new constant

symbol unique to the term s. We have assumed that

the predicate V is only defined on terms constructed

from a fixed finite signature, i.e., a fixed finite set of

constant and function symbols. We will consider con

stants to be functions of no arguments. For each func

tion symbol f of n arguments in this finite signature

we introduce a database relation Qj of n + 1 argu

ments, i.e., Qf is a n + 1-ary predicate symbol. Now

for any term t we define E« to be the set of ground for

mulas of the form Q/(c/(, ,...»„), c«,, ..., c,,) where

/(«i sn) is a subterm of t (possibly equal to t).

The set E( should be viewed as a data base with indi

viduals c, and relations Qj . Let T be a set of formulas

of the form S(c,, cu) where « and u are subterms of

t such that S represents a successor relation on the

individuals of Et, i.e., there exists a bijection p from

the individuals of E( to consecutive integers such that

S(s, u) is in T if and only if p(u) = p(«)+l. The result

of Immerman and Vardi [Immerman, 1986], [Vardi,

1982] implies that for any polynomial time property

of the set Et U T there exists a datalog program R

such that E< U T has the given property if and only if

Et U T hR ACCEPT. Since the term t can be easily

recovered from the set E(, there must exist a datalog

program R such that E« U T \-r ACCEPT if and only if

V(t). We can assume without loss of generality that no

rule in R can derive new formulas involving the data

base predicates Qj.

We now add to the rule set R superficial rules that

construct analogues of the formulas in Et and I\ First

we define a mentioned predicate If such that H(s) is

provable if and only if « is a subterm of t.

IIPUT(t) => H(t)

H(f(xu .... xn))=> Kxi

The second rule is a schema for all rules of this form

where / is one of the finite number of function sym

bols in the signature and x,- is one of the variables

*ii • • • i xn. Now we give rules that simulate the for

mula set Et .

M(/(xi, .... xn))=> Qj(f{xx arn), xu ..., ar„)

Now we write rules that simulate the formula set T,

i.e., that define a successor relation on the terms in t.

We start by defining a simple subterm predicate Su

such that Su(s, u) is provable if 8 and u are subterms

of t such that s is a subterm of u.

M(i) => Su(x, x)

M(/(x!, ..., xn)),Su(y, Xi)^Su(y, f(mu ..., *„))
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Next we define a "not equal" predicate NE such that

NE{s, u) is provable if and only if « and u are distinct

subterms of the input t.

K(f(zu .... x„)),M(y(yi, . . . , ym)) =►

NE{f(xu .... x„), g(yu .... ym))

M(/(xi, .

NE(f(xlt

En),

xj, ... X„;

v<> ... *n

NE(xt, Vi)

Xi, ... Xn),

Vi, ■■• *n))

In the first rule / and 3 must be distinct function sym

bols and in the second rule Xi and y,- occur at the same

argument position and all other arguments to / are the

same in both terms. Next we define a "not in" predi

cate NI such that NI(s, u) if s is not a subterm of u.

We only give the rules for constants and functions of

two arguments. The rules for functions of other num

bers of arguments are similar. In the following rule c

must be a constant.

NE{s, c) => NI(s, c)

NE(z, /(x,y)),

NI(z, x),

NI(z, y) =► NI(z, /(«, »))

Now for any subterm s of the input we simultaneously

define a three place "walk" relation W(s, u, w) and

a binary "last" relation L(s, u). W(s, u w) will be

provable if s and u are subterms of w and u is the

successor of a in a left to right preorder traversal of

the subterms of w with elimination of later duplicates.

L(s, u) will be provable if s is the last term of the

left to right preorder traversal of the subterms of u,

again with elimination of later duplicates. In these

definitions, we also use the auxiliary three place re

lation W, which can be viewed as "try to conclude

W, checking for duplicates". Once again, c must be a

constant.

*(/(*, V)) =* W(f(x, y), x, fix, y))

*(/(*, V)X W(u, v, x) =» ^(u, v, f{x, y))

*(/(*, »)), NI(y, x),

L(s, x) =» W(s, y, fix, y))

«(/(*, y)), Win, v, y) => W'iu, v, f(x, y))

W'iu, v, fix, y)),

Nliu, x), NI(v, x) => Wiu, v, fix, y))

W'iu, v, fix, y)Y

W'iv, w, f(x, y)),

Suiv, x) =» W'iu, w, fix, y))

M(/(x, y)), Liylast, y),

Nliylast, x)

M(/(x, y)), Suiy, x),

Lixlast, x)

Lie, c)

Liylast, fix, y))

Lixlast, fix, y))

Liylast, y), Suiylast, x),

Nliy, x),

W'iflast, ylast, fix, y)),

Win, flast, fix, y)) =► Liflast, fix, y))

Finally we define the successor predicate S.

IIPUT(z), Wix, y, z) =*> Six, y)

Let Ef be the the datalog program R plus all of the

above superficial rules. We now have that E« U T h

R ACCEPT if and only if IIPUT(t) \-R> ACCEPT and the

proof is complete.

4 CHARACTERIZING P WITH

LOCAL RULES

Using the theorem of the previous section one can pro

vide a somewhat different characterization of the com

plexity class P in terms of local rule sets.

Local Rule Set Representation Theo

rem: If V is a polynomial time predicate

on first order terms then there exists a lo

cal rule set R such that for any first or

der terms t\, ..., tn, we have that V is

true on arguments t\ , ... , t„ if and only if

l~fl ^*(*i • • - tn) where P is a predicate sym

bol representing V.

Before giving a proof of this theorem we give a sim

ple example of a local rule set for a polynomial time

problem. Any context free language can be recognized

in cubic time. This fact is easily proven by giving a

translation of grammars into local rule sets. We rep

resent a string of words using a constant symbol for

each word and the binary function CONS to construct

terms that represent lists of words. For each nontermi

nal symbol A of the grammar we introduce a predicate

symbol Pa of two arguments where Pa(* v) wiU indi

cate that x and y are strings of words and that y is the

result of removing a prefix of x that parses as category

A. For each production A —* c where c is a terminal

symbol we construct a rule with no antecedents and

the conclusion P4(C0IS(c, x) x). For each grammar

production A —* BC we have the following inference

rule.

Pb(* y) a Pdv *) - PAi* *)

Finally, we let P be a monadic predicate which is true

of strings generated by the distinguished start nonter

minal S of the grammar and add the following rule.

Psix MIL) => P(x)
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Let R be this set of inference rules. R is a local rule

set, although the proofof locality is not entirely trivial.

The rule set R also has the property that \tr P(x)

if and only if a; is a string in the language generated

by the given grammar. General methods for analyzing

the order of running time of local rule sets can be used

to immediately give that these clauses can be run to

completion in order n3 time where n is the length of

the input string.3 We have implemented a compiler

for converting local rule sets to efficient inference pro

cedures. This compiler can be used to automatically

generate a polynomial time parser from the above in

ference rules.

We now prove the above theorem for local inference

relations from the preceding theorem for superficial

rule sets. By the preceding theorem there must exist a

superficial rule set It such that for any first order terms

t\, h, ••• tk we have that V{t\, t*, ... tn) if and only

if IIPUT^!, *2, •■• **) I"* ACCEPT where IIPUT

is a predicate symbol and ACCEPT is a distinguished

proposition symbol. For each predicate symbol Q of

m arguments appearing in R let Q' be a new predicate

symbol of ib + m arguments. We define the rule set Rf

to be the rule set containing the following clauses.

• Input'(i!, ... xk, xi, ... x»)

• All clauses of the form

Qi(ii, ... xk, h,i, ... ti,m,) A--A

Q'n(xU ... Xk, tn,l, ••• *n,m.) =>

W'(XI, ... Xk, Si, ... 8j)

where the clause Qi(*i,i, ... *i,mi) A ••• A

Qn(tn,l, ••• tn,m.)=* Wfa, ... 8j) is in R.

• The clause Accept'(a:i, ... Xk) =*■ P{x\, . . . x*).

Given the above definition we can easily show that

I" R' Q'ih, ••• tk, *i, ••• «m) if and only if

Inpat(<i, ... tk) r-jt Q{su ... sm). Therefore.it

follows that Input(ti, ... tk) \-r Accept if and only

if \-ri P(t\, ... tk). It remains only to show that

R' is local. Suppose that E h/i< $. We must show

that E H Ri $. Let t\ , ...tk be the first Jfc arguments

in $. Every inference based on R1 involves formulas

which all have the same first k arguments. Given that

E \-R> $ we must have that E' hji< $ where E' is

the set of formulas in E that have t\, ... tt as their

first ib arguments. Let E" be and $' be the result

of replacing each formula Q'(ti, ... tk, «i, ...,sm)

by Q(si, ...,«m). Since E' r-jj; $ we must have

{Inputs, . . . tk)} U E" hR *'. But since R is su

perficial this implies that every term in the derivation

underlying {Input(fi, ... ft)}UE" \-R *' either

appears in some i,- or appears in E". This implies that

every term in the derivation appears in either E' or $.

This implies E H ri $.

3 An analysis of the order of running time for deci

sion procedures for local inference relations is given in

[McAllester, 1990].

5 ANOTHER

CHARACTERIZATION OF

LOCALITY

In this section we give an alternate characterization

of locality. This characterization of locality plays an

important role in both the definition of bounded local

rule sets given in [McAllester, 1990] and in the notion

of inductively local rule sets given here.

Definition: A bounding set is a set T of

ground terms such that every subterm of a

member of T is also a member of T.

Definition: A ground atomic formula ¥ is

called a label formula of a bounding set T if

every term in * is a member of T.

Definition: For any bounding set T, we de

fine the inference relation H r^ to be such

that E h jj $ if and only if there exists a

derivation of $ from E such that every for

mula in the derivation is a label formula of

the term set T.

We have that E h r $ if and only if E h rt * where

T is the set of all terms appearing as subexpressions

of $ or formulas in E. The inference relation H aj

can be used to give another characterization of locality.

Suppose that R is not local. In this case there must

exist some E and $ such that E 1/ R $ but E h« $.

Let T be the set of terms that appear in E and $. We

must have E ty R T $. However, since E \-r $ we

must have E H ht' * for some finite superset T' of

T. Consider "growing" the bounding set one term at

a time, starting with the terms that appear in E and

*.

Definition: A one step extension of a

bounding set T is a ground term a that is

not in T but such that every proper subterm

of a is a member of T.

Definition: A feedback event for R consists

of a finite set E of ground formulas, a ground

formula $, a bounding set T containing all

terms that appear in E and $, and a one step

extension a of T such that E H r tu{o} $

but E l^flT $.

By abuse of notation, a feedback event will be written

as E HHTu{a) <&.

Lemma([McAllester, 1990]): A is local if

and only if there are no feedback events for

R.

Proof: First note that if R has a feedback event then

R is not local — if E hRxu{a] * then E r- R $

but if E ty R T $ then E \j* R $. Conversely suppose
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that R is not local. In there case there is some E and

$ such that E 1^ R $ but E H r^ $ for some finite

T. By considering a least such T one can show that a

feedback event exists for R. u

The concepts of bounded locality and inductive local

ity both involve the concept of a feedback event. We

can define bounded locality by first defining Cji(E, T)

to be the set of of formulas * such that E h^j *. R

is bounded local if it is local and there exists a natural

number k such that whenever E HflTU{0j * there

exists a derivation of * from Cjj(E, T) such that ev

ery term in the derivation is a member of T U {a} and

such that the derivation is no longer than k. As men

tioned above, the set of the four basic inference rules

for equality is bounded local and there exists a proce

dure which can recognize the locality of any bounded

local rule set. The definition of inductive locality is

somewhat more involved and is given in the next sec

tion.

6 INDUCTIVE LOCALITY

To define inductive locality we first define the notion of

a feedback template. A feedback template represents

a set of potential feedback events. We also define a

backward chaining process which generates feedback

templates from a rule set R. We show that if there

exists a feedback event for R then such an event will

be found by this backchaining process. Furthermore,

we define an "inductive" termination condition on the

backchaining process and show that if the backchain

ing process achieves inductive termination then R is

local.

Throughout this section we let R be a fixed but ar

bitrary set of Horn clauses. The inference relation

t~* i?,T W'H be written as hT with the understanding

that R is an implicit parameter of the relation.

We define feedback templates as ground objects —

they contain only ground first order terms and for

mulas. The process for generating feedback templates

is defined as a ground process — it only deals with

ground instances of clauses in R. The ground process

can be "lifted" using a lifting transformation. Since

lifting is largely mechanical for arbitrary ground pro

cedures [McAllester and Siskind, 1991], the lifting op

eration is only discussed briefly here.

Definition: A feedback template consists of

a set of ground atomic formulas E, a multi

set of ground atomic formulas T, a ground

atomic formula $, a bounding set T, and a

one step extension a of T such that $ and ev

ery formula in E is a label formula of T, every

formula in T is a label formula of Tu{a} that

contains a, and such that E U T H ru{a} $•

By abuse of notation a feedback template will be writ

ten as E, T H tu{o} *• T is a multiset of ground

atomic formulas, each of which is a label formula of

T U {a} containing a, and such that the union of E

and f allow the derivation of $ relative to the bound

ing set T U {a}. A feedback template is a potential

feedback event in the sense that an extension of E that

allows a derivation of the formulas in T may result in a

feedback event. The requirement that T be a multiset

is needed for the induction lemma given below. Feed

back templates for R can be constructed by backward

chaining.

Procedure for Generating a Template

for R:

1. Let *! A *2 A ■ •■ A *„ ^ $ be a ground

instance of a clause in R.

2. Let a be a term that appears in the

clause but does not appear in the conclu

sion $ and does not appear as a proper

subterm of any other term in the clause.

3. Let T be a bounding set that does not

contain a but does contain every term in

the clause other than a.

4. Let E be the set of antecedents *, which

do not contain a.

5. Let T be the set of antecedents ♦< which

do contain a.

6. Return the feedback template

E,rHTuW *.

We let To[i2] to be the set of all feedback templates

that can be derived from R by an application of the

above procedure. We leave it to the reader to verify

that To[i2] is a set of feedback templates. Now con

sider a feedback template E,T HTu{0j $. We can

construct a new template by backward chaining from

E,T Htu{o} * using the following procedure.

Procedure for Backchaining from

s,rhTuW *

1. Let 0 be a member of T

2. Let *i A*2A-A*„ =>0 be a ground

instance of a clause in R that has 6 as

its conclusion and such that each ¥,- is a

label formula of T U {o}.

3. Let E' be E plus all antecedents *,

which do not contain a.

4. Let F' be F minus 0 plus all antecedents

*, which do contain a.

5. Return the template E'.T' HTu{a} $.

In step 4 of the above procedure, T' is constructed

using multiset operations. For example, if the multi

set T contains two occurrences of 0, then T minus

0" contains one occurrence of 0. We need T to be a

multiset in order to guarantee that backchaining op

erations commute in the proof of the induction lemma

below—in particular, we will use the fact that if a se

quence of backchaining operations remove an element
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0 of T at some point, then there exists a permutation

of that sequence of backchaining operations producing

the same resulting template, but that removes 0 first.

For any set T of feedback templates we define B[T] to

be T plus all templates that can be derived from an ele

ment of T by an application of the above backchaining

procedure. It is important to keep in mind that by defi

nition B[T] contains T . We let ^[T] be B[B[- ■ • B[T]]]

with n applications of B.

Definition: A feedback template is called

critical if T is empty.

If E,0 H- $ is a critical template then'tuM

E HTU{a} <£. If £ l^ T $ then £ HTu^ * is a

feedback event. By abuse of notation, a critical tem

plate E,0 H-ru{o} * 8UCn that E ty T $ will be called

a feedback event. The following lemma provides the

motivation for the definition of a feedback template

and the backchaining process.

Lemma: There exists a feedback event for

R if and only if there exists a j such that

BJ[7"o[ft]] contains a feedback event.

Proof: To prove the above lemma suppose that there

exists a feedback event for R. Let E H tu{o} $ be

a minimal feedback event for R, i.e., a feedback event

for R which minimizes the length of the derivation of

$ from E under the bounding set T U {o}. The fact

that this feedback event is minimal implies that ev

ery formula in the derivation other than $ contains a.

To see this suppose that 0 is a formula in the deriva

tion other than $ that does not involve a. We then

have E HTU{a} 0 and E U {0} hTu{a} $. One of

these two must be a feedback event — otherwise we

would have E h^ $. But if one of these is a feed

back event then it involves a smaller derivation than

E H tu {a} $ and this contradicts the assumption that

£ H Tu{a} * is minimal. Since every formula other

than * in the derivation underlying E Htu{o} * con

tains a, the template E, 0 H tu{o} $ can be derived

by backchaining. ■

The above lemma implies that if the rule set is not

local then backchaining will uncover a feedback event.

However, we are primarily interested in those cases

where the rule set is local. If the backchaining pro

cess is to establish locality then we must find a ter

mination condition which guarantees locality. Let T

be a set of feedback templates. In practice T can be

taken to be ^[Tof/2]] for some finite j. We define a

"self-justification" property for sets of feedback tem

plates and prove that if T is self-justifying then there

is no n such that Bn[T] contain a feedback event. In

defining the self-justification property we treat each

template in T as an independent induction hypothe

sis. If each template can be "justified" using the set

of templates as induction hypotheses, then the set T

is self-justifying.

Definition: We write E,T HTt * if T

contains templates

E2,r2 HTU{0) *a

E*,rk HTuM *t

where each £, is a subset of E, each r, is a

subset of T and EU{*i, *a, ••• **} HT $.

Definition: T is said to justify a template

E,r Hfu{o} $ if there exists a 0 G T such

that for each template E7, P H tu{<*} $ gen

erated by backchaining from E, T H Tu{a} *

by selecting 0 at step 1 of the backchaining

procedure we have E', I" H q- T $.

Definition: The set T is called self-

justifying if every member of T is either crit

ical or justified by T, and T does not contain

any feedback events.

Induction Theorem: If T is self-justifying

then no set of the form B" [T] contains a feed

back event.

Proof: We must show that for every critical template

E,0 HTu{<?} * in B"[T] we have that E HT *. The

proof is by induction on n. Consider a critical template

E,0 H-fu{o} * in B"[T] and assume the theorem for

all critical templates in B3[T] for j less than n. The

critical template E,0 Hxu{a} * must be derived by

backchaining from some template E', P h xu{a} $ in

T. Note that E* must be a subset of E. If I" is empty

then £' equals E and E H x $ because T is assumed

not to contain any feedback events. If T' is not empty

then, since T is self justifying, there must exist some

0 in r such that for each template E", T" H Tu{ai) *

derived from E',r' hTU{0j $ by backchaining on

0 we have E",P' hTr *. We noted above that

backchaining operations commute. By the commuta-

tivity of backchaining steps there exists a backchain

ing sequence from E',P HTU{a} $toE,0 HTu{a} $

such that the first step in that sequence is a backchain

ing step on 0. Let E",P' HTU{0j $ be the tem

plate that results from this backchaining step from

S'.P HTu{a} *. Note that E" is a subset of E.

We must now have £",P' H«j-T $. By definition,

T must contain templates

Ea,r2 HTu{oj *2

E*,T* HTU{0} *t
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such that each E,- is a subset of E", each I\ is a subset

of T", andE"U{*i, tfj, ... **} HT <&. Note that

each E, is a subset of E. Since f\ is a subset of T"

there must be a sequence of fewer than n backchain-

ing steps that leads from E,-, T,- H tu{«} *< to a crit

ical template EJ,0 HTu{o} ¥j. Note that E|- is a

subset of E. This critical template is a member of

&\T\ for j less than n so we have E< hT *< and

thus E hT *,-. But if E hT ¥, for each t«, and

EU{*i, *2, ••• **} HT *, then E HT *• ■

We now come the main definition and theorem of this

section.

Definition: A rule set R is called induc

tively local if there exists some n such that

Bn[T0[R]] is self-justifying.

Theorem: There exists a procedure which,

given any finite set R of Horn clauses, will ter

minate with a feedback event whenever R is

not local, terminate with "success" whenever

R is inductively local, and fail to terminate

in cases where R is local but not inductively

local.

The procedure is derived by lifting the above ground

procedure for computing B"[T[i?]]. Lifting can be

formalized as a mechanical operation on arbitrary

nondeterministic ground procedures [McAllester and

Siskind, 1991]. In the lifted version the infinite set

BJ[7"o[i2]] is represented by a finite set of "template

schemas" each of which consists of a template expres

sion E,T HTu{Q) $ involving variables plus a set of

constraints on those variables.

7 LOCALITY IS UNDECIDABLE

We prove that locality is undecidable by reducing the

Halting problem. Let T be a specification of a Turing

machine. We first show one can mechanically con

struct a local rule set R with the property that the

machine T halts if and only if there exists a term t

such that r- nH(t) where H is a monadic predicate

symbol. Turing machine computations can be repre

sented by first order terms and the formula H(t) in

tuitively states that t is a term representing a halting

computation of T.

To prove this preliminary result we first construct a su

perficial rule set S such that T halts if and only if there

exists a term t such that IHPUT(f) \-sH(t). The me

chanical construction of the superficial rule set S from

the Turing machine T is fairly straightforward and is

not given here. We convert this superficial rule set S

to a local rule set R as follows. For each predicate sym

bol Q of m arguments appearing in S let Q' be a new

predicate symbol of m + 1 arguments. The rule set R

will be constructed so that \-r Q^f, «i, ... sm) just

in case Input(i) \~s Q(*i, ... «m). We define the

rule set R to be the rule set containing the following

clauses.

• Input'(x)

• All clauses of the form

Qi(*,IM, ... ti.mjA-.-A

%(«,tn,i, ...<n,mj =»

W'(X,81, ...»,)

where the clause Qi(titi, ... ti,m,) A ■■• A

Qn(t„,i, . . . t„,m.) => w'(alt . . . »}) is in R.

• The clause H'(x, x) =*• H(x).

Given that h r Q'(t, «i, ... «m) if and only if

Input(t) \-§ Q(»i, ••■ «m) it directly follows that

Input(t) h-5 H(t) if and only if h* H(t). So the

Turing machine T halts if and only if \-rH(t) for some

term t. The proof that the rule set R is local closely

follows the proof of the Local Rule Set Representation

Theorem proven above.

We have now constructed a local rule set R with the

property that T halts if and only if there exists some

term t such that \-RH(t). Now let R1 be R plus the

single clause H(x) => Halts where Halts is a new

proposition symbol. We claim that R' is local if and

only if T does not halt. First note that if T halts then

we have I- r> Halts but 1^ R, Halts so R is not

local. Conversely, suppose that T does not halt. In

this case we must show that R' is local. Suppose that

E \-ri $. We must show that E Hhi $. Suppose $ is

some formula other than Halts. In this case E \-jt< $

is equivalent to E \-r $. Since R is local we must

have E fr r $ and thus E Hh< $. Now suppose $ is

the formula Halts. If Halts is a member of E then

the result is trivial so we assume that Halts is not in

E. Since E \-ri Halts we must have E \-r> H(c) for

some term c. To show E H/j/ Halts it now suffices

to show that c is mentioned in E. By the preceding

argument we have E H r H(c). Since the rule set

R was generated by the construction given above, we

have that every inference based on a clause in R is

such that that every formula in the inference has the

same first argument. This implies that E' H r H(c)

where E' is the subset of formulas in E that have c

as a first argument. We have assumed that T does

not halt, and thus \/r H(c). Hence E' must not be

empty. So E must mention c and since E Hj H(c)

we have E fr ri Halts.

8 OPEN PROBLEMS

In closing we note some open problems. There are

many known examples of rule sets which are not local

and yet the corresponding inference relation is polyno

mial time decidable. In all such cases we have studied

there exists a conservative extension of the rule set

which is local. We conjecture that for every rule set R

such that \-r is polynomial time decidable there exists
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a local conservative extension of R. Our other prob

lems are less precise. Can one find a "natural" rule set

that is local but not inductively local? A related ques

tion is whether there are useful machine recognizable

subclasses of the local rule sets other than the classes

of bounded local and inductively local rule sets?
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Abstract

We present a resolution calculus for an order

sorted logic where sorts can be used as unary

predicates and where constraints about the

disjointness of two sorts can be stated in the

sort signature besides constraints specifying

the subsort-relationship. Besides providing

a detailed completeness proof, we outline a

refinement of the calculus that limits certain

negative effects on the search space compared

to standard order sorted logics.

1 Introduction

Hybrid logics combining a logic describing sorts

with first order predicate logic have been investi

gated extensively in the recent past, e.g., see [Ober-

schelp, 1962], [Walther, 1987], [Schmidt-SchauB, 1989],

[Frisch, 1991], [Cohn, 1987], [Cohn, 1992], [Beierle et

a/., 1992], or [Weidenbach and Ohlbach, 1990]. In

this context one may distinguish essentially two frame

works:

• the substitutional framework [Frisch, 1991],

where the information concerning sorts can be

represented by an axiomatization employing only

sorts;

• the non-substituiional framework,

where no restrictions on the axiomatization about

sorts apply.

Logics of the non-substitutional framework are charac

terized by the fact that they allow sort literals, where

a sort is used as a unary predicate, to occur arbitrar

ily in the formulas. In the substitutional framework,

the sort axiomatization is strictly separated from the

rest of a knowledge base, where sorts are associated

with variables only and are taken into account during

a resolution proof only when unifying literals.

Using sort literals, a logic gains expressive power as

this enables us to impose conditions on the sort mem

bership of a term that can't be expressed with sorts

only. As a drawback, however, one looses efficiency,

as the deductions become more complex. It is beyond

the scope of this paper to discuss the pro and cons

of sort literals in detail. This has already been done

elsewhere, e.g., in [Cohn, 1989].

In this paper we present the Eosi-logic1, a logic be

longing to the non-substitutional framework. The

Sost-logic is an extension of the logic presented in

[Beierle et «/. . 1992], as we allow also disjointness con

straints on sorts, besides constraints specifying the

subsort-relationship between two sorts. In the clas

sical order-sorted framework, disjointness constraints

are useless, as the sort of a term is static. However,

provided that the sort of a term can be defined by ax

iomatic information, they allow us to specify to which

sorts a certain term never belongs.

The inference calculus for the £/>5/,-logic is an im

proved version of the calculus provided in [Beierle et

a/., 1992] by taking into account the disjointness con

straints for sorts and by indroducing the notion of

a maximally general refuting substitution which im

proves the implementability of the calculus.

The main contributions of this paper are twofold:

1. We provide a new completeness proof that cor

rects the faulty lifting arguments in [Beierle et

ai, 1992] and [Weidenbach and Ohlbach, 1990],

c.f. Section 3.3.4.

2. We outline a refinement of the calculus such that

its computational behaviour can get quite close to

that of order sorted logic if the initial number of

(positive) sort literals is low, c.f. Section 3.4.

The paper is organized as follows: first we present the

syntax and semantics of the Eos^-logic and after in

troducing some basic notions we describe the inference

calculus. Then we show its soundness and complete

ness. We conclude with a discussion of related work.

1 "D" stands for disjointness constraints, and "SL" for

sort literals.
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2 Syntax and Semantics of the

A signature within our Host-logic is a quadrupel

E = {S,SC,V,F}, where

• S is a set of sort symbols;

• SC is a set of sort constraints for S of the form

Si < S2 (Si is a subsort of S^) or S1-LS2 (Si and

S2 are disjoint), where Si,S2 G <S;

• V = Ui ^"' where V* is the set of predicate sym

bols of arity i, such that S C V1 ; i.e, sorts can be

used as unary predicate symbols too;

• T = tjj T* , where Tx is the set of function symbols

of arity i, and where every / £ F is associated

with a (range) sort S G S denoted by / : S.

Besides the sort symbols in S we may use T, the top

sort, standing for everything, and ±, the bottom sort

that has no elements. We denote by < the transitive

and reflexive closure of <. Further, let S1LS2, if there

is a sort constraint S3J-S4 € SC (or S4XS3 6 SC) with

Si < S3 and 52 < 54.

Terms and formulas are built in the usual way over

a signature by using this vocabulary together with

sorted variables as well as the logical connectives and

quantifiers. If a literal has a sort as its predicate sym

bol we call it a sort literal. They can occur arbitrarily

in any formula.

The syntactic sort of a term is determined by

the sort of its outermost function symbol; i.e., for

t = f(ti,...,tn) with / : 5 € J7" we have sort(t) = S,

for a variable x : S' we let sort(x) = S'.

An interpretation I of a signature E consists of a uni

verse U and associates with every sort S G S a non

empty set Us C U. The top sort T is interpreted by

Uj = U and the bottom sort 1 by U± = 0. Further,

/ assigns a total function fr-Un—* Us to every n-ary

function symbol / : S in E, and a relation Pj C Un

to every predicate symbol P G V" in E. Sorts being

used as predicates are interpreted such that a G Us iff

(a) £ Sj holds.

/ is a model of E (called E-model in the sequel), if

for every sort constraint Si < S2 G SC we have

Us, C Us, and for every sort constraint S3-LS4 G SC

Us3 H Us, = 0 holds. A signature E is consistent, if E

has a model. An inconsistency arises, if for two sorts

5 and 5' both S < S' and 515' hold, such that we

have Us = 0-

Interpretations are extended in the usual way to terms

and formulas. If a formula F holds under all E-models

we denote it by f=£ F. Further, if all E-models sat-

ifying a formula Fi satisfy also a formula F2 this is

denoted by Fi f=£ F2.

One can show that all E-models satisfy the ax

ioms representing the sort contraints; i.e, we have

=s Vx : Si S2(x) for Si < S2 G SC and

=E Vx : 53 ->54(a;) for 53154 G SC.

If we assume E to be consistent, i.e., if no sort has to

interpreted by the empty sort, we can transform any

formula F to its clausal normal form without chang

ing its satisfiability. In the following, we consider only

such sets of clauses C together with its associated sig

nature E. .

3 A Calculus for the E£)5£,-Logic

3.1 Basic Notions

Let us first introduce some basic notions. We consider

an expression to be either a literal or a term. For

an expression e, var(e) denotes the set of variables

occuring in e.

Given a substitution a = {xi <— ti,...,xn *— <„},

X,- ^ ti, i = l,...,n, we call domain(a) — {xi,...,x„}

the domain of a , range(o~) = {ti,.-.,tn} the rangeofa,

varrange(a) = {j 6 range(o~) \ y is a variable) is

the set of variables being an element of the range of

a. Note this is different from var(range(a)) which

includes also the variables occuring in other terms

of range(a). Further, e denotes the empty substi

tution. The composition <tq of two substitutions a

and q is defined in the usual way (cf. [Loveland,

1978]), such that o~g(e) = Q(<r(e)) for an expression

e. a = {xi <— yi,...,x„ «— jm} is a variable renaming

iff each y< is a variable and jfi ^ y; for i ^ j. The in

verse {j/i *— x\, ..., \fn *— xn) of a variable renaming is

denoted by a-1. Note that aa"1 = a-1, even though

we have for an expression e with var(e)Drange(a) = 0

(aa_1)(e) = e. a' is a variant of <r, if a' = act for a

variable renaming a with domain(a) C varrange(a).

Disjointness contraints have to be taken into account

so that substitutions denote valid replacements. Ob

viously, the sort of a variable and its replacing term

should not be disjoint. Additionally, if two variables

are replaced by the same term, the sorts of the replaced

variables should not be disjoint too.

Definition 1 (DISJ-Substitution) 2

A substitution a is a DISJ-substitution, iff we have for

all I G range(o~) and for all xi, X2 G domain(a) with

xi <— t G o-, x2 <— t G o~:

sort(xi) X sort(t), sort(x2) JL sort(t), as well as

sort(xi) ^sort(i2).

DISJ-substitutions a are not necessarily syntactically

well-typed, i.e., we may have sort(t) j£ sort(x) for

x <— t G o. In such a case, the semantic well-typedness

2 DISJ-substitutions are sort consistent in Cohn's termi

nology, cf. [Cohn, 1992].
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of a depends also on the condition that Sx(t) is a valid

formula for sort(x) = Sx. Therefore, when instan

tiating a clause C by a DISJ-substitution being not

well-typed, the negation of these conditions have to

be added to C.

Definition 2 (Instantiation)

Given a DISJ-substiiution a

[<t]C = <t(C) V -iSL(a) is an instance of C,

where SL(a) is a conjunction of sort literals satisfying

the following condition:

Sx(t) € SL(a) iff

Sx = sort(x), x *— t 6 o and sort(t) ^ sort(x).

For defining the rules of our calculus we need the no

tions of complementarity of literals and refuting sub

stitution.

Definition 3 (Complementarity of Literals)

Two literals L\ and Li are complementary, iff one of

the following conditions holds:

• L\ = -1L2,

• Li = ->Si(<), Li = 52(<)> and S2 < Si,

• L\ = S\(t), Li = Si(t), and S\±Si.

A literal L3 is self-complementary, iff

• L3 = -<S(t) and sort(t) < S, or

• L3 = S(t) and sort{t)±S.

One can show for complementary and self-comple

mentary literals: (=s -<{L\ A Li) resp. [=s ->Lz.

During a refutation proof literals are made comple

mentary by applying substitutions to them. We call

such substitutions refuting substitutions.

Definition 4 (Refuting Substitution)

A DISJ-substitution a is a refuting-substitution of

• two literals L\ and Li iff

o~{L\) and a(Li) are complementary,

• a single literal L3, iff

<r(L3) is self-complementary.

A refuting substitution of two literals L\ and Li is

either a unifier of L\ and -1L2, or, if L\ and Li are

sort literals, it is a unifier of their arguments. If we

disregard the sorts, we know that there is a most gen

eral unsorted unifier. We refer to it by most general

unsorted refuting substitution. Maximally general re

futing substitutions3 which will be defined below are

3 In a strict sense, if we use the notion of "maximally

general" we should define a partial order on the set of re

futing substitutions. Lemma 1 gives us a hint for defining

such a partial order, and it can be shown that, if we de

fine this relation appropriately, maximally general refuting

substitutions satisfy the conditions of Definition 5.

variants of them. The sort of a replacing variable is

essentially a maximal subsort of the sorts of a subset

of the replaced variables. For the completeness of the

calculus it is necessary to consider all such subsets (cf.

Example 6 in Section 4).

Definition 5 (Max. General Ref. Substitution)

A refuting substitution 0 of two literals L\ and Li is

a maximally general refuting substitution iff

• considering 0 as an unsorted substitution it is a

variant of a most general unsorted refuting sub

stitution;

• for any variable y € range(Q), let

X = {x£ domain(Q) | Q{x) = y)

be the set of variables y replaces;

then there has to be a set X' C yY such that

- sort(y) is a maximal common subsort of

{sort(x') I x' G X'},

- sort(y) ^ 1,

- there is no x £ A' such that

X' C {x' € X I sort(x) < sort(x')}4.

0 is a maximally general refuting substitution of a sort

literal L3 iff

• if Lz is self-complementary, then 0 = e;

• if L3 is not self-complementary and the argument

of L3 is a variable x : Sx,

then 0 = {x <— y : Sy} and Sy is a

maximal common subsort of {Sx,Sr} or {Sr},

where Sr ts a maximally general sort such that

{x — y : Sr}(L3) is self-complementary.

We have to consider variants of most general unsorted

refuting substitutions, as the specialization of the sorts

of variables obliges us to introduce new variables.

Concerning maximally general refuting substitutions

for single literals one might miss the case where the

argument of a sort literal is not a variable. However,

this case is covered by the first alternative, as the sort

of a non-variable term being determined by the sort of

its outermost function symbol cannot be specialized by

instantiating it. Concerning the second alternative,

we have Sr = S for L3 = ~<S(x) and Sr = S\ for

L3 = S(x) with S2.Si such that S J.S2 for all S\ < S3.

The following example illustrates our definition:

4This condition restricts the potential number of max

imally general refuting substitutions. It assures also that

these refuting substitutions are maximal according to the

partial order mentionned in the preceeding footnote.
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Example 1 Given £ = {S,SC,T,T) with

S = {Si, 52, 53, 54},

SC — {S3 < Si, S3 < 52,54 < Si,Sa < 52,53X54},

V - V2 with V2 = {Q}, and T = 0.

For Q(x\ : Si,x3 : 53) and ->Q(x2 : S2,x2 : 52)

0' = {xi «— X2,X3 *— x2) is a most general unsorted

refuting substitution. The following variants ofQ' are

candidates for a maximally general refuting substitu

tion:

9i = {xi <-j/i :Si,X2*-yi,X3 <-yi),

02 = {x2 <-!/2 :52,a;2 *-V2,x3 — y2},

©3 = {xi «- Jfe : 53, x2 «- y3, x3 *- 1/3},

04 = {xi —J/4 : S4,x2 *-y*,X3 «- j/4}-

With X = {11,3:21X3} we have for {xi} C X triv

ially that S\ is a maximal common non-empty sub-

sort of sort(xi) = Si. However, for X3 : S3 we have

{x\} C {x € X \ S3 < sort(x)} = X, such that 0i is

not a maximally general refuting substitution. For the

same reason this isn't the case neither for ©2 nor for

©4. The only maximally general refuting substitution

is therefore 03.

The literal ->Si(x2 : 52) has three maximally general

refuting substitutions (Sr = Si):

©5 = {*2 «- Vs ■ S3},

©6 = {x2 «- J/6 : 54},

©7= {x2 *-yi : Si};

and Ss(xi : Si) has only one (Sr = S4):

©8 = {xi <- jfe :54}.

We need the following lemma for proving the lifting

lemma in Section 3.3.4:

Lemma 1 (Decomposition Lemma)

If a is refuting substitution of two literals Li and L2

or a single literal L3 then there is a maximally general

refuting substitution 0 of L\ and L2 resp. L3 and a

substitution g such that

• Qg D °~!

i.e., for every x G domain(a) we have

<t(x) = Qg(x), and

• --gSL(Q)U^SL(g) C ^SL(a).5

Proof: We consider first the case where 0 is a max

imally general refuting substitution of L\ and L2. If

we consider 0 as an unsorted substitution there is a

most general unsorted refuting substitution 0' and an

unsorted substitution g' such that Q'g' — a. Let a be

a variable renaming with domain(a) = varrange(Q')

and range(a) D (var(Li) U var(L2)) = 0, i.e., a re

places the variables in range(Q') by new variables not

occurring in Li and L2, and thus not in ©'. Hence,

©'a-1 = 0' U a-1 D 0' due to domam(a-1) =

range(a) . Thus Q'a~1g' D Q'g', and due to

aa 1 = a l we have Q'aa 1 g' D Q'g'. Hence with

0 = 0'a and g = or-1 g' we obtain Qg D a.

We still have to determine the sorts of the replacing

variables such that on the one side 0 and g are DISJ-

substitutions and 0 satisfies the conditions for a max

imally general refuting substitution and such that on

the other side the statement of the lemma holds. In

the following we denote where appropriate by St the

sort of a term t.

We first show that -*gSL(Q) C ->SL(a) holds. Given

x «— y G 0, we have to consider the following cases:

1. x £ domain(o-),

i.e., we have <r(x) = x; y has to be a variable

and y <— x 6 g. With sort(x) = sort(y) neither

~'SI(y) G -,SL(Q) »or-.Sj,(x) G ^SL(g).

2. x £ domain(a), y is not a variable.

Thus sort(g(y)) = Sy and x <— g(y) G <r.

Consequently Sx £ Sy, as o~ is DISJ-

5The inclusion relation in the other direction has been

proven in [Beierle et at., 1992] already.

substitution. For x' with x' <— y G 0, we

have x' ^ g(y) due to x' «— g(y) G <r. Hence

sort(x') X Sx, and 0 fulfils the conditions for a

DISJ-substituiion.

Concerning the sort literals, ->Sx(y) G -<SL(Q)

entails Sy £ Sx. Hence sort(g(y)) ■£. Sx holds

too, such that ->Sx(g(y)) G ->SL(cr).

S. x G domain(a), y is a variable,

i.e., there is a term z G range(o~) such thai

x «— z G o~ and y <— z G g-

Lei X = {x' G domain(Q) | x' «- y G 0} be the

set of variables y replaces in 0 and let

Xt = {x' G X I S, < sor/(x')}.

// X, £ 0, we set Sy to a maximal common sub-

sort of the sorts of the variables in Xz, unless

there is a variable x G X such that

Xz C {x' G X I sort(x) < sort(x')} and such

that we have sort(x') < sort(x) for no variable

x' G X . In this case Sy = sort(x).

If Xt — 0, Sy = sort(x) with x G X and

sort(x') ^ sori(x) for all x' G X.

Obviously, Sy fulfils the conditions of Definition 4.

The conditions for DISJ-substitutions are also

satisfied. First

(*) X C {x' G domain{a) \ x' *- z G a) U {z}

holds, as x' G X and x' £ domain(<r) leads to

<r(x') =. x' — z due to x' <— z G Qg and Qg D a.

As a is a DIS3-substitution, we have due to (*)

for xi,x2 G A' sort(xi) £ sort(x2) as well as

Sz J.sort(xi). Further, due to our construction of

Sy, we have Sz < Sy or 5y = sort(x), forx G X,

which leads in both cases to sort(xi) J*Sy.

For checking the sort literals let us assume

-^Sx(y) G -<SL(Q) and ->Sx(z) £ ->SL(<r) corre-
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sponding to Sz < Sx. This isn't possible, however,

as St < Sx entails x £ X2 , such that according to

our construction Sy < Sx would also hold.

Note, for determining the sort of y we have con

sidered all the variables y replaces. Thai's why

the arguments above are valid also for the other

variables i'£X with x* ^ x.

We still have to check the sort literals of g, i.e., we

have to show ->SL(g) C -i5L(ff).

0 = Q'a and varrange(Q') = domain(a) entail

varrange(Q) = range(a); Q'g' = a yields with g' C a

domain(g') C domain(o-). Further, a~lg' = g entails

domain(g) C range(a) U domain(g') , such that

domain(g) C varrange(Q) U domain(a).

Now given y *— z € g we have for y € varrange(Q)

according to the construction of the sort of y above

(cases 1 and 3): St < Sy or Sy = sort(x) with

x <— z € c. This covers also the conditions on Sv, if

y € domain(a) as this entails y <— z 6 o.

Thus obviously Sx X^y Fory' *— z £ g Sy J.Sy> holds

too. This can be checked by a simple case analysis.

-•Sy(z) € ->SL(g), i.e., S, ^ Sy, is only possible if

Sy = 8ort(x). As x

too.

z € o~, ->Sy{z) e ->SL{o-) holds

Finally, lei us consider the case where a is a refuting

substitution of L3:

1. If Z/3 is self-complementary, then 0 = t and the

lemma trivially holds with g = a.

2. If L3 is not self-complementary, then the argu

ment of Lz has to be a variable;

i.e., Lz = S{x : Sx) or L3 = -<S(x : Sx),

a = {j «— t}, 0 = {x *— y} and g = {y *— t).

As (t(Z/3) is self-complemtary we have

sort(t) < SR.

(a) sort(t) < St:

Sy is a maximal common subsort of Sx and

Sr.

Hence Sy < Sx and sort(t) < Sy, as sort(t)

is a subsort of Sr and Sx. Thus 0 as

well as g are DISJ-substitutions and we have

-5L(0) = ~>SL(g) = ^SL(a) = D.

(b) sort(t) g Sx:

Sy = Sr.

This together with sort(t) < Sr and

sort(t) J^SX entail Sy J^Sx and sort(t) J-Sy.

Sx ^ Sr as La is not self-complementary.

Hence -i5L(0) = ->St(y), -^SL(g) = D and

iSL(<t) = ^Sx(t).

Example 2 Given £ = (S,SC,V,F) with

S — {Si, 52,53,54},

SC = {53 < Si, S3 < S2 , 5j < Si , 54 < S2},

P = V1UV2 with Vx = {P}, V2 = {Q}, and

T = I* - {a2 : 52, a3 : 53, a4 : 54}.

ForP(x.Si) and -.P(y : 52)

<t = {x *- 02, y *— a2} is a refuting substitution with

^SL(<r) = ^Si(a2),

and these are the maximally general refuting substitu

tions:

0j = {x <— zi : Si, y «— zi) with ->5L(0i) = ->52(zi),

02 = [x «— z2 : 52, y <— 22} with ->5L(02) = ->5i(22),

03 = {x <— z3 : 53, y <— z3) with ->SL(Q3) = D,

©4 = {x *— 24 : 54, y <— 24} with ->5Z,(04) = D.

Lemma 1 holds only for 02 with £2 = {^2 *~ 02}-

For Q(x1 : 5i,:t3 : 53) and ->Q(x2 : 52, x2 : 52)

o~s = {xi — 0,3, X2 «— 03,13 <— 03} as well as

°~4 = {*i <— 04,^2 *— 0.4, x3 *- a4}

are refuting substitutions, and -<SL(o~3) = □ resp.

->SL(ff4) = -i53(a4).

05 = {*i *- Z5 ■ S3,x2 *- Zr,,X3 <- 25}

is the only maximally general refuting substitution (cf.

Example 1) with -i5L(0s) = Q, and the lemma holds

both for o~3 and 04 (for which g^ = {25 <— 04} with

->SL(g4) = ->S3(a4)).

3.2 The Calculus Rules

Now we are able to define the calculus rules for our

Sosi-logic.

Definition 6 (%dsl- Calculus Rules)

Let Ci and C2 be clauses, and let L\ and L2 resp.

LA be literals that can be made complementary by a

maximally general refuting substitution 0. Then the

Ej35i-co/ca/as rules are defined as follows:

* Sz)5/,-resolution:

LiVCi,L2VC2

0(Ci VC2)V-5L(0).

• Eosi-fectorization:

-■Li VL9VC

0(L2 V C) V -5L(0)

* UDSL-eumination:

L3VC

0(Ci)V^5L(0)

Applying the elimination rule on -<Si(x : 52) yields

-*52 (y : Si), if neither Si < 52 nor 52 < Si holds. We

call this instance of the elimination rule the reformu

lation case.
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3.3 Soundness and Completeness

Given an input clause set C we define

Inst(C) = {[<t]C \C € C and a ground},

where [o~]C = o-(C) V ->SL(o~); i.e., Inst(C) contains all

(semantical well-typedness assuring) ground instances

of clauses in C. Further let Idsl(C) be the smallest set

containing C and being closed under applications of

the EjDs/,-resolution, Eo5£-factorization and T,dsl-

elimination rule.

For a set of clauses C whose signature E is known to

be consistent, the soundness and completeness of the

calculus follows from the cycle of implications below:

C satisfiable O^IDSL(C)

Wit IW

Inst(C) satisfiable D g lDSL(Inst(i

(S)

(1) addresses the soundness of the calculus, (2) states

that the satisfiability of the ground instances can be

lifted to the predicate logic level, (3) expresses the

completeness of the ground calculus, and (4) means

that deductions of the empty clause on the ground

level can be lifted to the predicate logic level. The

diagram shows that all four statements are equivalent

and we have in particular

C is consistent iff □ 0 Idsl{C)

as the soundness and completeness statement.

3.3.1 Soundness

First we show the soundness of our inference rules for

the predicate logic level.

Lemma 2 (Soundness of the Calculus Rules)

Let Ci and C2 be clauses, L\ and L2, resp. L3 be lit

erals that can be made complementary by a maximally

general refuting substitution 0. Then we have:

1. Soundness of the Eos£,-rt solution rule:

(Ij V d) A (L2 V C2) \=s 0(Ci V C2) V -SL(0)

2. Soundness of the ^osL-factorization rule:

--Li V L2 V Ci |=s e(L2 V Ci) V -5L(6)

3. Soundness of the Eo5x,-e/jmina/jon rule:

L3VCi (=E 0(Ci)V-5L(0)

Proof: The proof relics on the fact that

C A SL{a) \=z <t{C) leads to C (=E <r{C) V ->SL(o-)

and that we have for two complementary literals L\,

L2, resp. one self-complementary sort literal L3:

(=s ->0(£i A L2) resp. t=s ->0(Z,3)-

The soundness theorem follows from Lemma 2 by in

duction on the definition of Idsl{C).

Theorem 1 (Soundness of the Eosi-Calculus)

// a set of clauses C is consistent then □ ^ Idsl(C).

3.3.2 Lifting Satisfiability

Theorem 2 (Lifting Satisfiability)

For any set of clauses C the satisfiability of Inst(C)

implies that C is satisfiable.

Proof: Let M be a term generated model satisfying

Inst(C). The proof consists of constructing from M a

H-model satisfying C.

3.3.3 Completeness of the Edsj,-

Calculus

Ground

For the ground version of our calculus we use a re

stricted version of the factorization rule, namely that

we allow it to eliminate identical literals only. This

facilitates slightly our argumentation for the lifting

proof.

Theorem 3 (Ground Completeness)

Let C be a set of clauses. If O 0 /o5i(/n*<(C)) then

Inst(C) is consistent, i.e., there is a Y.-model M with

M \=s Inst(C).

Proof: We prove the theorem by constructing a Her-

brand model M satisfying E and Inst(C). The general

idea behind the model construction is to define a model

that satisfies a minimal number of positive sort liter

als on the one side and on the other side a maximal

number of positive non-sort Itterals. The reason why

we construct a minimal model of E is that we want to

avoid that a disjointness constraint forces us to with

draw the positive interpretation of a sort literal.

For a clause C let np(C) be defined as the sum of the

number of negative sort literals and the number of pos

itive non-sort literals in C, i.e., in particular we have

np(C) = 0 if C consists only of positive sort literals

and negative non-sort literals.

Further, let A\, A2, A3, .... be an enumeration of the

atomic formulas in Inst(C) where Si(t) appears after

S2(t), if S2 < S\. Beginning with Mq = 0, we deter

mine inductively the model M„ from M„_i by defining

the truthvalue of An.

• IfAn is a sort literal S(t), S(i) is interpreted false

unless:

— sort(t) < S,

- there is a clause C =

lDSL(Inst(C)) with np(C)

c v s'{t) e

-. 0, S' < S, and

In the ground completeness proof in [Beierle et al.,

1992] a maximal model of E is constructed. This is

sufficient as their sort language allows no disjointness

constraints.
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where we have for all the atomic formulas

Aj of the literals in C: j < n; i.e., they

have been assigned a truthvaluc already, and

• If An is a not a sort literal, An is interpreted

true, unless there is a clause C = C V ->An 6

lDSL{Insi(C)) with np(C') — 0, and where we

have for all the atomic formulas Aj of the literals

in C: j <n and Mn-i (= -C' .

With

M = lim M„

we have to show that M is a "E-model satisfying Inst(C),

or more precisely:

1. M (= E,

2. M \= Inst(C).

First, we prove M \= Inst(C) by showing M \= C for

all C € lDSL(Inst{C)). This is done by induction on

np(C).

1. Let for C e lDSL(Inst(C)) np(C) = 0, and let us

assume M (= ->C. Due to □ £ lDSL(Inst(C)),

C ^ O. Let L be the literal in C whose atom A

occurs as the last one in the enumeration, i.e.,

C = L V C and L = A, if L ts a sort literal

and L = ->A if L is a non-sort literal. For C

our assumption leads us to M (= -<C'. Further

more, as the factorization-rule deletes doublicates

of literals, we may assume that C doesn't contain

L. Hence according to our model construction L

has to be interpreted as true yielding M \= L and

M (= C V L = C.

2. For the induction step, let us assume that the

lemma holds for all clauses C £ lDSL(Inst(C))

with np{C) <N,N>0. ForCe IDSL{Inst(C))

with np(C) = N + 1 we have C = C V L, with

np(C) = N , L = ~<S(t) or L = A where A is a

non-sort atom.

If M ^= L we are through.

If M ^ ->L and L is self-complementary, i.e.,

L = ->S(t) with sort(t) < S, L can be discarded

from C by the elimination rule yielding C. Due

to our induction hypothesis we have M \= C such

that we obtain M (= C V L.

If L is not self- complementary, there has to be

a clause C" V V according to our construc

tion of M with M \= -€", np(C") = 0, and

where V — ->A, if L is a non-sort literal, and

V = S'(t) with S' < S, if L = ->S(t). In

any case, L and L' are complementary, and

C V C" is a resolvent of C V L and C" V V .

C V C" 6 IDSL(Inst(C)) and np(C V C") =

np(C')+np(C") = N + 0 = N yield M (= CMC",

such thai we get M |= C due to M (= -C".

Hence M^C'\lL = C.

We still have to show that M is a T,-model.

1. M |=5(<), ifsort{t) <S.

This holds trivially due to our construction of the

model M.

2. If Si <S2, M\= Si(t) entails M |= S2{t).

If S\(t) is true due to sort(t) < Si this holds triv

ially for S2(t) too. IfSi(t) is interpreted true due

to a clause C V S3(t) with M (= -.C and S3 < Si

the literals in C occur before Si(t) in the enumer

ation. As Si(l) occurs in the enumeration before

S2(t), this is also the case for the literals in C.

Hence S2(t) is interpreted true too.

3. IfSi±S2, M |= Si(t) entails M (= -52(<)-

If sort(t) < Si we trivially have ^= -^(O-

M \= 5i(<) may hold too due to a clause CM S3(t)

with S3 < Si and M \= ->C.

Now let us suppose M \= S2(t):

If sori(t) < S2 S\{t) is self-complementary. This

would lead to C G IDSL(Inst(C)) and M \=C.

If M \= S2(t) due to a clause C V S4(t) with

^(O < S2(t) and M ^ ->C, S^(t) is complemen

tary to S3(t). Hence CvC € lDSL(Inst(C)) and

we have again a contradiction due to M \= CvC.

3.3.4 Lifting Refutations

Not all ground refutations can be lifted to the pred

icate logic level. The reason for this is that negative

ground sort literals may have no counterpart on the

predicate logic side such that inference steps using it

cannot be reproduced there. The following example

illustrates this problem.

Example 3 Given E = (S,SC,T,F) with

S = {Si,S2},

5C = 0,

V^V1 = {P} and

F = r°UF1 with T° = {a : S2} and?1 = {f:Si}.

The set containing the following clauses is unsatisfi-

able:

Ci = ^P(x:S2), C2 = P(f(y: Si)),

C3 = S2(f(a)), C4 = Si(a).

From ike ground instances
Cfr = -P(/(a))V-52(/(a)) and

P(/(a)W-.5i(a),

one gets together with C3 and C4 the following deduc

tion of the empty clause (we indicate also the corre

sponding steps on the predicate logic level and under

line the literals that are resolved upon. V" stands for

"resolution s.ep with"):

C°r
-^P(/(a))V-^52(/(a)) C,

-.5i(a)V^>2(/(a)) r. C2

r. C4 -S7(f(a,)

r. C3 a

r. Cf

^P(x:S2)

-52(/(»:S0)
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The resolution step with C4 cannot be reproduced on

the predicate logic side as ->Si(a) is not an instance of

~'S2(f(y '■ Si)). However, if the resolution step with

C3 is executed first, the ground proof can be lifted:

Cf -./»(/(a)) V -.S3(/(q)) C, -fjx : S2)

t. Cf -.Si(a)V-»5a(/(a)) r. C2 -.&(/(» : Si))

r. C3 -.5i(o) r. C3 i5i(a)

r. C« a R. C4 □

This example demonstrates that it is not sufficient

to delay inference steps on negative sort literals un

til a clause contains no other literals7. But it gives

us the clou for imposing the right restriction on the

ground level deductions such that every deduction of

the empty clause respecting this restriction can be

lifted to the predicate logic level. The main problem is

to avoid inference steps on ground sort literals that are

created by subsequent inference steps on the predicate

logic side.

From the resolution step of C3 on -^(/(y : Si)) which

yields ->S] (a) we see that on the ground side the argu

ment of the corresponding sort literal -^(/(a)) con

tains a as a subterm, which is the argument of the

ground literal that corresponds to the generated sort

literal. Thus, if we perform a ground level inference

step on a negative sort literal whose argument is not

a subterm of any other negative sort literal, we know

that this literal will not appear on the predicate logic

side by subsequent deduction steps.

Now, what happens if the arguments of the sort literals

are equal, like in ->Si(a) V -^(a)? This clause can

be a ground instance of -^(z : Si). But this case

doesn't cause any problems for lifting, even if the first

inference step concerns -<Si(a) since according to the

reformulation case of the elimination rule ~<S2{x : Si)

can be transformed to -<Si(y : S2 )8-

The restriction to be imposed on the ground deduc

tions is clear now:

1. inference steps involving a negative sorted literal

->S(t) are executed only, if there are only negative

sort literals in the clause,

2. further, if an inference step is executed on ->Si(ti)

then there is no other literal -'S^fo) in the same

clause such that ti is a subterm of t2-9

We have to show that this restriction is complete. For

tunately, this is easy, as it can be considered as a

specific instance of the LOCK-resolution refinement

7This has not been recognized neither in [Weidenbach

and Ohlbach, 1990]) nor in [Beierle et al., 1992].

'Actually, the situation is a bit more complex, as the

reformulation case of the elimination rule cannot be applied

arbitrarily, cf. proof of Lemma 4

9Cohn's restriction on the semantic trees [Cohn, 1992]

has about the same effect.

[Boyer, 1971] which can be adapted to the I^dsl-

ground-calculus.

The LOCK-refinement is defined as follows: Every lit

eral appearance in a set of ground clauses is associated

with an index. The lock refinement allows only infer

ence steps (like resolution, factorization) on the literals

with the lowest index in the parent clause(s). The in

dex of the literals in the resultant clause is inherited

from the literals in the parent clauses. Further we as

sume that factorization eliminates only the literal with

the higher index ("merging low").

The completeness proof of the LOCK-refinement for

ground resolution can be easily transferred to the

E£>sz,-ground calculus. It follows the lines of the proof

in [Chang and Lee, 1973, , pages 124-125]. We denote

by Idsl-lock(C) the smallest set containing C which

is closed under the Eos^-inference rules respecting the

LOCK-refinement.

Lemma 3

I/Cg is an unsatisfiable set of ground clauses then □ G

Idsl-lock(Cg)-

Proof: The theorem trivially holds if D G Cg- We

assume therefore □ ^ Cg-

The literal access parameter k(Cc) of Cg is defined

as the difference between the total number of literal

appearences in Cg ond the number of clauses in Cg-

We prove the theorem by induction on Ic(Cg).

Ifk(Ca) — 0, thenCG consists only of unit clauses. For

unit claues we have Idsl(Cg) = Idsl-lock(Cg), «*

lock refinement doesn't represent a restriction on unit

clauses. Due to the completeness of the HosL-calculus

for ground clauses (cf. Theorem 3) we get

a G Idsl-lock(Cg), ifCG is unsatisfiable.

Let us suppose that the theorem holds for all sets of

ground clauses C with k(C) < N, and that we have

Ic{Cg) = N + l forCG- Let L be a literal in CG thai has

the maximal index and C = C'V L a clause it appears

in. IfCG is unsatisfiable, then this is also the case for

ClG =(CG-C)U{C'} as well as CG =(CG-C)L){L}.

For these clause sets we have D £ Idsl-LOCk(Cg)>

i = 1,2, due to k(CG) < N.

Replacing in the deductions from CG C by C = C'V L

leads to LOCK-deductions as L is the literal with the

maximal index. Therefore we have

L € Idsl-lock(Cg) or a £ Idsl-lock(Cg) (L

can be eliminated by factorization). In the second

case we are done. If L e Idsl-lock(Cg) <Aen

C% C Idsl-lock{Cg). Due to U G IDsl-lock{Cg)

we also have □ G Idsl-lock{Idsl-lock{Cg)) =

Idsl-lock{Cg)-

□

For realizing the necessary restriction for liftable

ground deductions we have to choose an indexing

where a negative sort literal ~<S(t) has a higher in-
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dex than every literal being not a negative sort literal

as well as every negative sort literal whose argument

has t as a proper subterm.

Example 4 The following indexing satisfies this

property for the ground literals of the ground clauses in

Example S (we indicate the index values as exponents

of the literals):

-JWi))1, P(f(a))\ 52(/(a))\ Sl(a)1, -52(/(a))2,

-Sx(a)3.

The second deduction of Example 3 is a LOCK-

deduction with respect to this indexing.

Lemma 4 (Lifting Lemma)

Given an indexing I of the literals in Inst(C) with the

following properties:

• negative sort literals have a higher index than all

other literals;

• for negative sort literals ->Si(t\) and -<S2(t2),

where ti is a proper subterm of t2 we have

I(-Si(ti))>I(-52(t2))

Then, for every clause R G lDSL-LOCK(Inst(C))

there is a clause K G Idsl(C) and a ground substi

tution a such thai \o~\K C R.

Proof: We prove this lemma by induction on the def

inition of lDSL-LOCK(.Inst(C)).

Due to the definition of Inst(C) there is for every

ground clause R G Inst(C)) a clause K G C and a

ground substitution a with [ff](A) — R.

For the induction step be

RuRi € IDSL-LOCK(Iri8t(C)) with Ri = AiV Lit

i =1,2, for which there are K\, A2 G Idsl-lock(C)

and ground substitutions o~i,<r2 «"iM [<ri](Ai) C R\

and [<r2](A"2) C R2. L\ and L2 have the lowest index

in their clauses. Further, let R be obtained either from

Ri by an elimination or factorization step over Li or

be obtained from Ri and R2 by a resolution step over

L\ and L2; i.e., we have R = A\ resp. R = A\ V A2.

First, we consider the case that the inference step on

the ground side cannot be reproduced on the predicate

logic side. Without loss of generality we may assume

that the there is no literal M € K\ with o~\(M) = L\.

If L\ & [tri](Ki) we have [<7i](A'i) C A\. Hence

[»,](*!) C R.

If Li € [<ti](A'i), L\ has to be in -^SL(oi); i.e., L\ is

a negative sort literal -<S(t) and we have t <— x G c\

with sort(x) = S. Due to our indexing, A\ as well

as K\ consist of negative sort literals only. Further,

x G var(Ki) and our indexing entail that there is a

sort literal -^S'(x) in K\. There has to be a literal in

A'i conlaing x. If it would be of the form -<S"(t'(x))

then -«Ti(S"(t'(x))) = ->5"(t'(<)) would be in Rt.

However, the argument of -iS"(t'(t)) contains t as a

proper subterm, such that it should have a lower index

than L\ = ~>S(t). But L\ is supposed to have the low

est one. Hence, we have A'i = BiV->S'1(x)V...V->Sll(x)

with x g" var(Bi) and sort(x) = 5.

If there is a common subsort 5* of S[,...,S'„ and S

then all these sort literals can be discarded by the elim

ination rule such that we have B\ G Idsl{C). With

a[ = ox - {x «- 1) we get [o-'l]B1 C Ax C R.

In the other case there is one 5/ with 5 j£ 5,' (other

wise S would be such a common subsort). Let B2(x) =

->5{(x) V ... V ->S'i_l(x) V ->S'i+l(x) V ... V S'n(x) such

that A'i = Bi VB2(i)V-.5;(i). We have to distinguish

the following two cases:

1. SI < S:

Applying the elimination rule on ->5,'(ar) yields:

K[ = Bi V B2{y) with y g" var(Bi) and sort(y) =

S'{. For a'{ = (Vi -{i*- t}) U {y <- t) we obtain

->SL(<r'{) = (->SL(<r) - {-5(<)}) U hS'^t)} and

<(A'{) = ai(A'i) - {-^S'i(t)} such that

[<]AJ = [<n]A"i - {-5(0}. Hence

[<t'{)K[ CAyCR.

2. SI g 5:

Here the reformulation case of the elimination

rule is applicable, and we obtain:

A|' = Bi V B2(y) V ->S(y) with y & var(Bi) and

sort(y) = S-.

For a-" (being defined as above) we have

^SL(o-'{) C (-5L(<ri) - {-.5(0}) U {-5<(0}

(sort(t) < S't may hold or not) and

<t'{{K'{) = (ff1(A1)-{-5;(0})U{-5(0} such thai

As o~i(-iS(y)) = L\ the literal missing in K\

appears now in K[ .

Hence, we may now assume that A'i = B\ V Mi and

A2 = B2 V M2 with ffi(Mi) = L\ and <r2(M2) = L2 .

We consider now the different calculus rules that can

be applied:

1. R = A\ V A2 is a resolvent of Ri and R2; i.e., L\

and L2 are complementary.

We may assume that A'i and K2 as well as o~\

and o2 have no variables in common. There

fore a = o~\ U o~2 is a substitution and because of

a(M\) = L\ and L2 = o~(M2) a is a refuting sub

stitution of Mi and M2. Due to Lemma 1 there

is a maximally general refuting substitution 0 of

M\ and M2 and a ground substitution g such that

eeDc and ->gSL(e) U ->SL(e) C ->SL(a).

Hence we have for A = 0(fli V B2) V ->SL(B)

M A" = qS(Bi V B2) V ^qSL{Q) V ^SL(g) C

(t(5i VS2)V-.5L((t) =

<ri(Bi) V o2(B2) V -.5L(<ti) V ->SL(a2) C

Ai U A2 = R.

2. R = A\ is obtained by the restricted version of

factorization on L\ in R\;

i.e, we have A\ = A\ V L\.

On the predicate logic side, we have to consider
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the following cases:

(a) There is no literal M G B\ with a\(M) — L\.

Hence we have [<ti]A'i C A[ V L\ = R.

(b) Bl = B[W M[ with <ti(M{) = Li;

o~\ is a refuting substitution of -'Mi and M[.

Hence, there is a maximally general refuting

substitution 0 of ->M\ and M[ and

K = 0(Bi) V-.5L(6) i* a factor of Bx. Ap

plying Lemma 1 again we get Qg D ax and

^gSL(Q) U ->SL(g) C ->SL(ai).

Hence we obtain for K:

[g]K = g(e(Bx)) V -<qSL(Q) V -<SL(q) C

^i(Si) V ->SL(<ri) = [<ji]Bi CAi = R.

3. R — A\ is obtained by an elimination step from

Ri — A\ V L\; i.e., L\ is a self complementary

sort literal.

o~\ is a refuting substitution of M\. According to

Lemma 1 there is a maximally general refuting

substitution 0 of M\ such that

K = 0(Si) V->5L(0) is the result of an elimina

tion step, and we obtain analougously to above

[g]K CR.

The proper lifting theorem is now easy to prove:

Theorem 4 (Lifting of Refutations)

For any set of clauses C we have:

° G lDSL{lnst{C)) implies □ G IDsl(Q.

Proof:

QG lDSL(Inst(C)) (LOCK-compl.) =>

°G lDSL-LOCK{lnst{C)) (lifting lemma) =>

O G Idsl(C)

a

3.4 On Refinements of the Calculus

In contrast to ordinary order-sorted logic, unification

never fails here due to the incompatibility of sorts un

less the sort of a variable and its replacing term are dis

joint. In certain cases, this may lead to a prohibitive

explosion of the search space, such that refinements

putting additional conditions on the success of a uni

fication will be useful.

An obvious restriction is that a unification should fail,

if a generated sort literal is not refutable, i.e., if it can't

be "resolved away". In this case, the generated clause

can't contribute to the deduction of the empty clause.

It is clear that determining whether a sort literal is

refutable or not is undecidable in general. But we can

establish sufficient conditions for the non-refutability

of sort-literals.

Sort literals in ->SL(0) are always negative. Hence,

they can be made complementary with positive sort

literals only. Such sort literals aren't generated dy

namically. Therefore, a generated sort literal is not

refutable, if it can't be made complementary with any

positive sort literal of an input clause10. Note, the

generated sort literals have not to be checked for self-

complementarity. A sort literal ~*S(t), where t is a

"real" term, is self-complementary, if sort(t) < S.

Hence, it will not be generated, if a variable x : S is

replaced by t. A sort literal -<S(y : S') with a variable

y can be made self-complementary, if S and S' have a

common subsort. However, it is easy to check that in

this case there is another maximally general refuting

substitution having the same effect where ->S(y : S')

is not generated.11

As these positive sort literals are known beforehand

this subset of non-refutable sort literals can be de

termined or characterized when compiling the set of

input clauses. Such a characterization need not be

complete. On the contrary, simple conditions have the

advantage that they can be checked more efficiently

than the more complex complete ones. E.g., if we look

only at the sorts in the predicate position and disre

gard the arguments, we see that a sort literal ->5(<)

is non-refutable if there is no clause S'(t') V C" in the

input set with S' < S.

Using such a refinement the computational behaviour

of the Eo5t-calculus depends largely on the charac

teristics of the input clause set. There is an inter

esting case to consider. If no input clause contains a

positive sort-literal then all generated sort literals are

non-refutable. Hence unifications should succeed only,

if no sort literals have to be generated. When look

ing at the conditions of Definition 5 we see that this

holds if the sort of a replacing variable y is a great

est common subsort of the sorts of all the variables

in X = {x G domain(Q) \ a(x) = y} being the vari

ables y replaces in 0. Otherwise, there would be a

variable x' G X with sort(y) ^ sort(x'). Thus, if SC

represents a lower semi-lattice, our refinement behaves

exactly like order-sorted resolution [Walther, 1987].

Other refinements are more difficult to obtain. In par

ticular, combining our calculus with the usual resolu

tion refinements leads mostly to incompleteness. This

is the case e.g. for the set-of-support strategy and all

refinements that can be considered as a specialization

of it, like linear resolution or model elimination.

The following simple example illustrates this:

Example 5 Given E = {S,SC,V,F) with

S = {SUS2},

SC = H>,

T = Vl = {P},

10This corresponds to the "pure literal rule" of the con

nection graph procedure [Kowalski, 1975].

nThis observation has the consequence that given an in

put clause set containing no negative sort literals we need

for completeness only the reformulation case of the elimi

nation rule together with the resolution and factorization

rule.
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r = r° = {ai :5i}, and let

Ci = P(oi), C2 = ^P(x : S2), C3 = 52(at).

It is easy to check that {Ci,C2,C3} is unsatisfiable.

{C3} is a set of support as {C2,Ca} is satisfiable.

However, no resolution step is possible neither between

C3 and C\ nor between C3 and C2.

The example above shows that standard backward

chaining procedures are insufficient for the Ej?s£-logic,

as well as for other logics of the non-substitutional

framework. If one wants to be sure to preserve com

pleteness one has to use the level saturation method,

i.e., all possible resolvents have to be computed in a

kind of forward chaining mode from a clause set.

4 Related Work

Cohn presents in [Cohn, 1992] a logic that can

be considered as the most general one of the non-

substitutional framework, as it allows for possibly

empty sorts and imposes no restrictions on the axiom-

atization of the sort theory. However, it is not general

enough such that our calculus can be considered as an

instance of it.

When axiomatizing our sort constraints one gets for

S\(x) < 52(x) Vx : T ->Si(x) V 52(x) and for

53(x)±54(x) Vx : T -£3(x) V -54(x)

The ££>s£-resolution rule is covered by Cohn's binary

resolution rule for non-sort literals and his characteris

tic resolution rule for sort literals being characteristic

literals in his terminology. Since DISJ-substitutions

are sort consistent, no negated sort literals need to be

generated for variables whose sort is possibly empty.

Further, the residues stemming from the sort theory

are always empty as sort literals can be made comple

mentary without further preconditions, except those

about the sort membership of a term.

The EosL-ehmmation rule isn't, however, an instance

of Cohn's evaluation rule, as it is executed without ap

plying substitutions. If a literal has to be instantiated,

the instantiation has to be produced by a preceeding

application of the two resolutions rules or the literal

has to be resolved with itself. On the other hand, the

inverse doesn't hold either. The evaluation rule allows

to infer C V S2(t) from C V Si(t) if Si < S2 holds,

which is not possible by Edsl-elimination. Therefore

it is not possible to use Cohn's results directly for our

logic, i.e., even though certain arguments are similar,

the completeness proofs, in particular, have to be de

veloped from scratch.

From a practical viewpoint, Cohn's calculus is difficult

to implement. Lacking the notion of maximally gen

eral unifier/refuting substitution an implementation

has to "guess" the appropriate instantiation. How

ever, to be fair, one has acknowledge that it is very

difficult to define this notion in such a general setting.

Comparing the E/jsi-logic to Cohn's earlier LLAMA

system the main difference concerns the sort struc

ture. LLAMA requires a complete boolean lattice

being interpreted lattice theoretically, i.e., we have

Us3 = Ust n Us3 for the interpretation of the great

est lower bound 53 of two sort Si and 52. The dis

jointness of two sorts can result implicitly from the

disjointness of the base sorts being located just above

±. In our logic the sort hierarchy is interpreted order-

theoretically, i.e., we have for the interpretation of a

maximal lower bound Us„ C Usx H Us3 ■

Further we impose no restrictions on the sort hierar

chy. These would be of no value, as e.g. we still need

multiple maximally general refuting substitutions if S

wrt. < is a lower semi-lattice. The following example

demonstrates why this is the case:

Example 6 Given E = (S,SC,V,Jr) with

S = {Si, 52,53},

SC = {S3<Si,S3<S2},

v = v1 = {p,q},

T = T° = {0.1 : Si,a2 : S2,a3 : S3}, and let

Cx = -P(*i : Sx) V Q(xi), C2 = P(x2 : 52),

C3 =-iQ(a3),

C4i = -iQ(ai), C42 = S2(ai),

C51 = -,Q(<*2), C52 = 5i(a2).

There are 3 maximally general refuting substitutions

of^P{xi :5i) and P(x2 : 52):

0i = {xi <-yi : 5i,x2 <- yi]

with -.5L(6i) = ->52(yi : Si),

02 = {xi «- y2 : 52,x2 — y2)

wilh^SL(e2) = ^Si(y2 :S2),

03 = {X3 *— 1/3 •' 53, x2 <— jft} with ->SL(Q3) = D.

With 03 we can refute C3 = {Ci,C2,C3}, but neither

C\ = {Ci,C2,C^i,Cn} nor C2 = {Ci,C2,C5i,Cs2}.

This is only possible with 0i and 02 respectively.

Thus in general, given a sort signature together with

an arbitrary set of input clauses, it makes no differ

ence for the computational behavior of our calculus,

whether we have a sort-lattice or not.

If we want to have only one maximally general refut

ing substitution the sort hierarchy needs to be inter

preted lattice-theoratically. With an appropriate ex

tension of our calculus, ©3 will suffice for refuting Ci

and C2. E.g., in the refutation of Ci with ©3 the unit

clause ~<S3(ai) is produced. This literal is comple

mentary under the condition that aj belongs also to

the sort 52. Therefore, applying the extended elimi

nation rule should yield -|52(ai), which is a sound in

ference under an lattice-theoratical interpretation due

to Vx : T 53(x) «-► 5i(x) V52(x). Deducing the empty

clause from ->52(ai) is now straightforward.

The DSPF-logic presented in [Weidenbach and

Ohlbach, 1990] is quite similar to our logic. The two

differ mainly in the interpretation of functions, which
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are partial in the DSPF-logic and total in ours, and

in the definitions of most general unifiers/maximally

refuting substitutions. Further, the DSPF-logic al

lows only sort constraints specifying the subsort-

relationship of two sorts. The partial interpretation of

functions has consequences on the normalization pro

cedure and demands an additional calculus rule for

dealing with terms that are not defined. The most

general unifiers of the DSPF-logic correspond to the

classical ones, where no new variables are indroduced

and old variables preserve their sort, such that one is

sufficient for preserving completeness. However, given

©DSPFi a most general unifier of the DSPF-logic,

and OdsLi a corresponding maximally general refut

ing substitution of the £/}sz.-logic, one can show that

it is always possible to deduce Qdsl(C)V-'SL(Qdsl)

from Qdspf(C) V ~<SL(Qdspf) by elimination and

factorization steps, i.e., the uniqueness of the most

general unifiers does not lead to a reduction of the

search space.

The two calculi can be combined in a straightforward

way. For allowing partial functions in our logic we need

only to add the calculus rule treating undefined terms

and use the normalization procedure of the DSPF-

logic. In this way, we get a calculus for the two logics.

5 Conclusion

Logics of the non-substitutional framework illustrate

the classical tradeoff between expressiveness and effi

ciency, and the £/js£-logic is not an exception. How

ever, we think that our logic is a good basis for a

knowledge representation language suiting for domains

where it is insufficient to have statically declared sorts

or types . The degrading effects on the spearch space

can be limited, if the proposed refinement is used. The

calculus is straightforward to implement, and for the

cases, where the interpretation of the sort structure or

the functions doesn't match the users needs, we have

presented some modifications of our calculus.
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Abstract

An algorithm is presented which eliminates

second-order quantifiers over predicate vari

ables in formulae of type 3Pi , . . . , P„ rp where

V> is an arbitrary formula of first-order pred

icate logic. The resulting formula is equiva

lent to the original formula- if the algorithm

terminates. The algorithm can for example

be applied to do interpolation, to eliminate

the second-order quantifiers in circumscrip

tion, to compute the correlations between

structures and power structures, to compute

semantic properties corresponding to Hilbert

axioms in non classical logics and to com

pute model theoretic semantics for new log

ics. An earlier version of the paper has been

published in [G092b].

Key Words: Quantifier Elimination,

Second-Order Predicate Logic, Circumscrip

tion, Interpolation.

1 Introduction

Automatizing reasoning for second-order predicate

logic is much more difficult than for first-order predi

cate logic. Procedures that transform a given second-

order formula into an equivalent first-order formula

are therefore extremely useful. This transformation is

of course not always possible, but there are important

problem classes where the second-order formulae have

a characteristic structure which allows for a transfor

mation into an equivalent first-order formula.

Several methods have been developed for computing

from a given second-order formula an equivalent first-

order formula. These methods basically fall into two

'This work was supported by the ESPRIT project

3125 MEDLAR and by the "Sonderforschungsbereich" 314,

"Kiinstliche Intelligenz und wissensbasierte Systeme" of

the German Research Council (DFG). The first author is

a SERC Senior Research Fellow.

classes. The first class of algorithms computes or

guesses suitable instantiations for the second-order

predicate variables that are guaranteed to preserve

equivalence [Ack35a, vB84, Sza92, Sim92]. The idea

of the second class of algorithms is to compute suffi

ciently many consequences from the formulae contain

ing the second-order variables and then keeping from

the resulting set of formulae only those without the

second-order variables [Ack35a, KK66, BGW92]. The

algorithm we are going to present falls into this second

class.

The structure of the formulae our algorithm can han

dle is 3Pi, . . . , P„i> where the P, are predicate vari

ables for n-place predicates and ip is an arbitrary

first-order formula. Our algorithm essentially normal

izes V into clause form and generates all (constraint-

) resolvents of the clauses with the predicates Pi.

It is shown that the subset of the generated clauses

not containing predicates P, (which may be infi

nite) is equivalent to the original formula. Since

VPi , . . . , P„rp<& ->3Pi , . . . , P„->tp ( «■ is the equiva

lence sign), the algorithm can of course also handle

universal quantifiers by reducing this case to the case

with existential quantifiers. This algorithm is simple

and it can be realized easily with existing theorem

provers, for example OTTER.

Let us illustrate the SCAN algorithm1 with some sim

ple examples.

It is easy to see that

P\tQ

iPVR
3P

( PVQ\

\-^PVR J

is logically Q y R

equivalent to v

where Q V R is just the resolvent between the two

clauses on the left hand side. The "=>" -direction fol

lows from the fact that Q V R as a resolvent is of

'SCAN means 'Synthesizing Correspondence Axioms

for Normal logics.' We developed this algorithm for a par

ticular application and the name was chosen before we re

alized that it is applicable in a general context.The casual

chain of the papers is the following: First SCAN was intro

duced in [GaOh92a]. This stimulated [Sza92]. Both papers

then stimulated [Sim92].
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course implied by the original formula. To see the

"<="-direction, suppose Q is true in an interpretation.

In this case the assigment for P, which is existentially

quantified, can be chosen to be true also, making the

existentially quantified formula true as a whole. If in

stead, R is true then P must be chosen to be false and

again the left hand side formula is true. Thus, the exis

tentially quantified P can be eliminated by just taking

the single resolvent with P.

A slightly more complex example illustrates that in

fact all (not redundant) resolvents with the second-

order predicate have to be generated.

 

is logically

equivalent to

f QVR\

If Q is false in a model, it is necessary that R and S

are both true in order to choose P such that all three

clauses on the left hand side become true. Falsity of

Q enforces truth of both R and S on the right hand

side only if both resolvents are present.

In the presence of second-order predicates with argu

ments, the resolution rule has to be changed slightly,

as the third example demonstrates.

3P
( P(a)VQ\ is logically a=bz^{QvR)

equivalent to \-» v

Only in models of the right hand side where a and 6

are mapped to the same objects, it is necessary that

one of Q or R must be true in order to satisfy the

left hand side. If a and 6 are interpreted differently,

we may well choose both P(a) and -*P(b) to be true.

That means instead of unification, just a constraint

for the arguments of the resolution literals has to be

generated.

Further examples are given in the applications section.

The SCAN algorithm is defined in the next section and

its soundness is proved. In the third section we give a

more detailed comparison with other approaches. Fi

nally various applications of quantifier elimination are

discussed. We conclude with a section on limitations

of the algorithm and some implementation hints.

2 The SCAN Algorithm

The algorithm is defined and its soundness is proved.

Definition 2.1 (The SCAN Algorithm)

Input to SCAN is a formula a = 3P\ ,... ,Pn xp with

predicate variables P\, . . . ,Pn and an arbitrary first-

order formula yj>.

Output of the SCAN — if it terminates — is a for

mula ipa which is logically equivalent to o, but not

containing the predicate variables Pi , . . . , Pn .

SCAN performs the following three steps:

1. V" is transformed into clause form using second

order skolemization. That means the resulting

formula has the form: 3P\ , . . . , P„ 3f\ , . . . , fni//

where the /,• are the Skolem functions and xp' is a

set of clauses. From the algorithm's point of view,

the quantifier prefix can be ignored. Therefore tp'

is treated as an ordinary clause set with the usual

Skolem constants and functions.

2. All C-resolvents and C-factors with the predicate

variables P\,...,Pn have to be generated. C—

resolution ('C for constraint) is defined as follows:

P(Sl,...,sn)VC />(...) and -iJ>(...)

->P(ti, . . . ,tn) V D are the resolution literals

CVDVsi #<iV...V«„#*„

and the C-factorization rule is defined analo

gously:

(si,..

(si7~

i §n

1 5,1

VP(d,.. ,fn)VC

VCV«1^iV...Vsnii(„

Notice that only C-resolutions between different

clauses are allowed (no self resolution). A C-

resolution or C-factorization can be optimized by

destructively resolving literals x ^ t where the

variable x does not occur in t with the reflex-

ivity equation. C-resolution and C-factorization

takes into account that second order quantifiers

may well impose conditions on the interpretations

which must be formulated in terms of equations

and inequations.

As soon as all resolvents and factors between a

particular literal and the rest of the clause set have

been generated (the literal is 'resolved away'), the

clause containing this literal must be deleted (pu

rity deletion). If all clauses are deleted this way,

this means that a is a tautology.

All equivalence preserving simplifications may be

applied freely. These are for example:

• Tautologous resolvents can be deleted.

• Subsumed clauses can be deleted.

• Subsumption factoring can be performed.

Subsumption factoring means that a factor

subsumes its parent clause. This may be re

alized by just deleting some literals. For ex

ample Q(x), Q(a), where a; is a variable, can

be simplified to Q(a).

• Subsumption resolution can also be per

formed. Subsumption resolution means

that a resolvent subsumes its parent clause,

and this again may be realized by delet

ing some literals [OS91] (see also example

4.4). For example the resolvent between

P,Q and -^P,Q,R is just Q,R such that

->P can be deleted from the clause. (An

instance of this operation is realized as so
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called 'unit.deletion' in the OTTER theorem

prover.)

If an empty clause is generated, this means that

a is contradictory.

3. If the previous step terminates and there are

still clauses left then reverse the skolemization.

A method for reversing the skolemization in a

set F of clauses is (1) to abstract all argu

ments of all occurrences of Skolem functions

by variables, i.e. /(*i,...,*n) is replaced with

/(*!, . . . ,xn) and additional literals i,- ^ s,- are

added to the clause where the x,- are fresh vari

ables and (2) to consistently rename all vari

ables such that the arguments of all occurrences

of the Skolem function are the same. If this is

possible and F[f(xi,...,xn)] is the result then

Vri , . . . , x„3y F[y] is the solution. This process

is repeated for all Skolem functions.

If it is not possible to rename the variables consis

tently, the only chance is to take parallel Henkin

quantifiers [Hen61] (see example 4.5) or leave the

second-order quantification.

<

The next example illustrates the different steps of the

SCAN algorithm in detail. The input is:

3P Vx,y 3z (iP(o)V(?(*))A(P(y)VQ(fl))AP(z).

In the first step the clause form is to be computed:

Ci -P(a),Q(x))

Ci P(y),Q(a)

C3 P(f(x,y))

f is a Skolem function. The second-order quantifier

prefix is therefore 3P 3/ Vi, y. But this is only needed

for the correctness proof below.

In the second step of SCAN we begin by choosing

-<P(a) to be resolved away. The resolvent between

C\ and Ci is C\ — Q(x),Q(a) which is equivalent to

Q(a) (this is one of the equivalence preserving sim

plifications). The C-resolvent between C\ and C$ is

Cs = (a ^ f(x,y),Q(x)). There are no more resol

vents with -iP(a). Therefore C\ is deleted. We are

left with the clauses

C2 P(y),Q(a)

C3 P(f(x,y))

C4 Q(a)

C5 atf(x,y),Q(x)

Selecting the next two P-literals to be resolved away

yields no new resolvents. Thus, C2 and C3 are simply

to be deleted as well. All P-literals have now been

eliminated. Restoring the quantifiers we then get

Vz 3z Q(a) A (a ^ z V Q(x))

as the final result (y is no longer needed.)

Theorem 2.2 (Correctness of SCAN)

If SCAN terminates for a formula a then a is logically

equivalent to SCAN(a)

Proof: The formulae under consideration contain a

prefix of second-order existential quantifiers over pred

icate and function variables as the only second-order

component. In order to prove the equivalence we can

therefore take a standard first-order Tarskian model

theory augmented with assignments of n-ary relations

to n-place predicate variables and n-ary functions to

n-place function variables.

Since we use second order skolemization, clause form

generation as well as reversing the skolemization are

equivalence preserving. Adding a resolvent or a factor

to a clause set is also equivalence preserving. Therefore

the only critical step in the SCAN algorithm is the

purity deletion rule.

Removing a clause cannot make (in an interpretation)

true clause sets false. Therefore every interpretation

satisfying the clause set before the deletion satisfies it

also after the deletion.

What we are left with to prove is that an interpreta

tion satisfying the clause set without the pure clause

also satisfies the clause set with the pure clause. And

this turns out to be the really hard part of the proof

where we have to exploit the second order character

of the problem. What has to be exploited is that the

predicate P is existentially quantified and therefore its

interpretation can be chosen appropriately.

Before we come to the proof for the general case, it is

useful to make some conceptual simplifications.

• Exploiting the equivalence

(P(«i,...,sn)VC)o(P(aJi,...,*n) VCVzi/

«i V . . . V xn ^ sn) it can be assumed that the

predicate P which has been "resolved away" in

the pure clause C has only variables as arguments.

• The proof for an n-place predicate is not different

to the proof for a one-place predicate. Just read

x in P(x) as a vector of variables. W.l.o.g we

assume therefore that P is a one-place predicate.

• Since purity deletion is done after all resolvents

and factors with the pure literal are generated,

it can be assumed w.l.o.g that there is only one

resolution partner in the clause set. If there are n

resolution partners in the clause set then all proof

steps below can be repeated n times.

• The clauses containing no resolution partners do

not contain complementary literals with the pred

icate P. They are not touched during the purity

deletion process. In the sequel they can therefore

be ignored.

• The variables in the clauses can be renamed such

that different clauses share the same variables.
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There are two cases which have to be distinguished.

The first case is that the predicate P occurs in the

pure clause C only with one sign, either positively or

negatively. The second case is that P occurs with both

signs, i.e. C is self resolving. This is the case where

SCAN may loop.

Let us now consider the first case and w.l.o.g assume

the predicate P occurs only positively in C.

Thus, the situation before and after purity deletion

looks as follows:

K =

P(x),C(x) (=*, A)

Factors(A)

-;P(*i), ■ ■ -y-^Mi D(xi>- ■ ■ ■*")

S(x\),. . . , S(xn), D(xi,\ . . , x„)

Factors(A)

K, _ J -nP(x!), . . -.P(xn) D(xu. . . xn)

] 5(a:i ),..., S(z„), D(i1,...,xn)

where C and D denote the remaining literals.

These literals may well contain additional variables.

For the purpose of this proof these variables can

be ignored. C and D may also contain addi

tional positive literals with the predicate symbol P.

S(ari), . . . ,S(xn),D(xi, . ,. ,xn) stands for the 2" —

1 resolvents which are possible between these two

clauses. S denotes either ->P or C. For example if

n = 2 there are three resolvents:

--P(xi), C(x7),D(xux2)

C(x1),-P(x2),Z)(x1,x2)

C(*i), C(x2),L>(xi,x2)

If tautologies are automatically eliminated those resol

vents which are either themselves tautologies or which

are derived from tautologies are not present. We shall

see that the factors of A are needed to take over the

role of those clauses which are derived from tautolo

gies. Subsumed clauses, however, may be deleted with

out any effect on the proof.

Take any interpretation 9 satisfying K' and mapping

the symbol P to a predicate V and the variable x to a

domain element a. If $ satisfies C(x) or P(x) then 9

satisfies K and we are done. If 9 falsifies both we move

to an interpretation 9' by changing the assignment of

P to a predicate V which is like V except that V(a)

is true. Then 9' satisfies P(x),C(x). We have to show

that 9' still satisfies all the other clauses.

Assume 91' maps the variables x,- to some at . Let J be

the set of variables which are mapped to a, i.e. Xj G J

if a,- = a. For these variables, the truth value of -iP(x,)

has changed from true under 9 to false under 91'. For

all other variables nothing has changed. Therefore if

-<P(xj),j & J is true under 9, it is still true under &.

In this case all clauses containing this literal are still

true. Now suppose ->P(xj),j £ J are all false under 9.

If for simplicity we assume J = {«i , . . . , xj }, there is a

clause M = C(xi), • ■ • ,C(xj),->P(xj+i), .. .,-<P(xn),

D(xi, . . . ,x„) among the resolvents. In this clause,

all literals with predicate C and -*P are false under

9. Since 9 satisfies K', it must satisfy D(xi, . . . ,xn).

The interpretation of D has not changed. Therefore

9' satisfies D(x\, . . . , xn) as well. Thus, 9' satisfies all

clauses in K .

It remains to be shown that in case of automatic tau

tology deletion the critical clause M is not deleted.

If M would either itself be a tautology or derived

from a tautology, the clause A would look like A =

P(x),P(y),C'(x,y). In this case the structure of M

would be

M = P(yi),C'(xuyt), ■ ■ ■ ,P(vi),C'(xit^),

->P(xj+i),. . . ,-iP(xn),D(xi, ... ,xn). That means for

example P(yi),C"(xi,yi) would be false for all assign

ments of j/i, in particular for 5(j/i) = a. This as-

sigment would also falsify the factor P(x),C"(x,x) of

clause A, which cannot be the case2.

From this we conclude that both 9' and 9 satisfy

3P K.

The remaining case to be considered is the case where

the clause C is self resolving. Schematically the situa

tion looks as follows:

K =

P(x),^P(y),C{x,y)

^P(x),g(xV

^P(y),D(x),C(*,v)iT\y),

-P(V),

'■ (p-

D(x),C(x,x'),C(x',y)

(possibly infinitely many resolvents)

K'=t

^P(x),D(x)

^P(y),Dix),C(x,y)

-P(y),D(x),C(x,x'),C(x',y)

To simplify things, let us assume, neither C(x,y) nor

D(x) contain negative occurrences of P. If in a given

interpretation 0 which maps x to some an, D(x) is

true, we can choose P(x) to be true without further

conflicts. If D(x) is false, but C(x,y) is true, where y

is mapped to some a\, 9 satisfies K . If both D{x) and

C(x, y) are false then the first resolvent enforces ->P(y)

to be true. That means, P(an) to be false enforces

P(o.i) to be false and therefore it has to be checked

whether the first clause still remains true under the

2This argument does not imply that only binary factors

are needed. Before the factor itself is operated on, its factor

has to be generated. That means all factors are needed.
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assignment x h* <h etc. With the same arguments as

in the base case this is proved with induction on n

using the nth resolvent. That means that in this case

9 again satisfies 3P K.

The case that C(x) contains further negative literals

with P means that there is another recursion loop

which generates new branches of resolvents. Induc

tion on the number of these further literals proves the

statement.

The case that D(x,y) also contains negative literals

with P requires the integration of the arguments we

used to prove the first case into the proof for the second

case. This is technically complicated, but there are no

further proof ideas needed.

Collecting everything together we can finally conclude

a «> SCAN(a). <1

If the formula given to SCAN contains a cycle in the

P-literals, SCAN may keep on producing infinitely

many clauses. In some cases the size of the clauses

remains finite. According to a result of Ackermann

[Ack35a, Ack35b] which can be adapted to our case,

the (possibly infinite) conjunction of the P-literal free

clauses is a solution. It is one of the advantages of

SCAN that in this case a subsumption test on the

resolvents may terminate the process and thus com

pute a finite result whereas otherwise only infinite junk

would be produced.

As an example where this happens, apply SCAN to

the formula:

3P Vx, y (P(x, y) => P(y, x)) A (P(x, y) O Q(x, y)).

Since the symmetry clause -<P(x,y),P(y,x) contains

only a trivial cycle which can easily be recognized,

SCAN stops and returns as expected the symmetry

of Q.

There is, however, no proof that SCAN stops in all

cases where there is a finite solution. If this were the

case then it would be decidable whether a theorem

3x P(x) has finitely many different proofs or not.

As mentioned in the introduction, formulae with uni

versal quantifiers have to be negated before giving

them to SCAN and the result has to be negated again.

The question may arise whether there is a possibility

to treat universally quantified variables directly. Elim

inating P from formulae VP F[P] in some sense means

factoring out the tautological part of F[P]. For exam

ple (VP (P V -iP) A Q) is equivalent to Q, i.e. the P-

part is tautologous. SCAN uses resolution as the basic

operation, and resolution is sensitive to contradictions

and not to tautologies. Therefore it is resolution which

requires negation of the formula and elimination of the

contradictious part.

In applications like circumscription, the structure of

the formulae is VP' Q[P*]=> R[Pm] with a large

Q[P*] and a small R[P*]. In this case it is

much more convenient to negate the formula yielding

3P* Q[P*] A ->R[P*] because the big Q[P*] remains

untouched.

There is a corollary derived from the proof of SCAN

(2.2) which may be of some interest. The proof says

that deleting a clause as soon as one literal is resolved

away preserves equivalence. This may be exploited

to eliminate only certain unwanted formulae. As an

example, consider a PROLOG program containing a

binary predicate P which is symmetric. Adding the

symmetry clause to the program clauses PROLOG to

loop. The corollary allows to eliminate the symme

try clause by generating all non redundant resolvents

with the other PROLOG clauses. That means in this

case that all clauses containing some P(s, t) are dupli

cated with P(t,s) replacing P(s,t) in the copy. For

all queries not containing P, the new PROLOG pro

gram is equivalent to the old one together with the

symmetry clause.

3 Comparison with other Methods

Wilhelm Ackermann gave two procedures for eliminat

ing existential quantifiers. Both eliminate only one

quantifier at a time. The first one requires to bring

the formula into a form

3P Vx {A(x) V P(x)) A A[-.P]

where A[->P] is a formula containing only negative oc

currences of P(x). The result is then A[^4], i.e. all

occurrences of -<P(x) are replaced with A(x) in A.

This method has difficulties in handling problems with

clauses containing several occurrences of P. For exam

ple

3PVx,y (P(x,a)VP(a,x)VC(x))A

(-P(y,a)V-.P(a,y)VD(y))

falls into this problematic class. The SCAN-solution

for this case, however, is simply C(a) V D(a).

In its kernel the second method of Ackermann is ac

tually quite similar to SCAN. Although his notation

is very different to ours, it amounts to generating the

conjunction of all P-free resolvents3.

3 Historical note: On page 401 of [Ack35a] there is the

definition an operation

Jx> x"<z a BPl p"
A'1'

•*» vBPl,",,p*
,S/m V "«1 11

where the subscripts yi stand for P{yi) and the superscripts

i, stand for -*P(xi) in a clause containing also literals A or

B respectively. Thus, contraction on z actually means reso

lution between P(z) and ->P(z). The step to full resolution

as we know it now is not that big.
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It is, however, also restricted to one-place predicates.

Literals P(si , . . . , s„ ) have therefore to be written

as First(xtsi) A ... Anth(x,sn)=> P'(x) before this

method can be applied. "This transformation blows

up the formulae considerably. In fact, if SCAN is re

duced to formulae with one-place predicates where all

arguments are variables and no further simplifications

of the resolvents are applied, you obtain Ackermann's

second method.

Since Ackermann does not use resolution as we do, it is

very difficult to integrate optimization steps like sub-

sumption deletion etc. That means that his method

would not terminate for the above example with the

symmetry clause. Therefore SCAN is much easier

to handle and it behaves better than Ackermann's

method in such pathological cases.

The idea of generating consequences of the formulae

with P and then taking the subset of P-free formulae

is actually the kernel of other approaches to this prob

lem. For example a theorem in [KK66] says that it is

the set of all consequences you have to take. This

is of course too much to be of practical value. A

minimal subset free of redundancies should be suffi

cient. We showed that the set of resolvents without

tautologies and subsumed clauses is sufficient. Bach-

mair, Ganzinger and Waldmann [BGW92] have gone

even one stop further. Their "hierarchical theorem

proving" approach allows the formulation of redun

dancy criteria based on term orderings. Furthermore

they have incorporated equality reasoning by superpo

sition principles. This mechanism can be used to get

rid of existentially quantified predicate and function

symbols.

4 Applications of Quantifier

Elimination

As mentioned in the introduction, the applications we

have in mind are classes of problems where formulae

with the structure 3Pi , . . . , Pn i> or VPi , . . . , P„tp oc

cur. This need not be second-order formulae in the

first place. Even in standard first-order logic there

might be useful applications. Suppose there is an ax-

iomatization of something in terms of a predicate P

and maybe some other predicates, and by some reason

it is known that only theorems not containing P are

to be proved from these axioms. That means

Axioms(P) => Theorem

iff VP (Axioms(P) =► Theorem)

iff (3P Axioms(P)) => Theorem

iff SCAN{3P Axioms(P)) => Theorem

i.e. SCAN can optimize the axioms with respect to

the particular class of theorems not containing P.

Actually the situation is a special case of interpolation.

We have

VQ,R<p(Q,P) =^(P,fl)

iff (3Q<p(Q,P)) ^VR1>(P,R)

iff (SCAN(3Q <p(Q,P)y>^SCAN(3R^4>(P,R))

iff y>'(P) =^'(P)

i.e. SCAN does interpolation.

4.1 Circumscription

Circumscription is a transformation of formulae pro

posed by John McCarthy [McC80] for the purpose of

formalizing non-monotonic aspects of commonsense

reasoning. 'Circumscribing' a predicate means in se

mantic terms minimizing the extension of that predi

cate.

If for example the formula Bird(Tweety) is circum

scribed with respect to the predicate Bird, we want

to formalize that Tweety is the only bird at all, i.e.

Circ(Bird(Tweety), Bird) •»•

Bird(Tweety) A Vx Bird(x) =► i = Tweety.

Analogously C»rc(Va; Bird(x) => fly(x),fly)

<*Vi Bird(x) •«• fly(x), i.e. if birds fly then mini

mizing the extension of fly adds the information that

only birds fly.

Unfortunately circumscription in its general definition

requires a second-order quantifier. For circumscribing

a single unary predicate at a time, the definition is as

follows:

Circ(F(P), P) =

F(P)AVP* (F(P*)AVyP*(y)=>P(y))

=>(Vx P(x)=>P*{x)).

So far only in special cases equivalent first-order for

mulae could be computed [Lif85]. SCAN offers a uni

form way to compute first-order circumscriptions in

most of the cases where there is one at all.

Example 4.1 (For Circumscription)

Circ(P(a), P) = P(a) A VP* {P*(a) A

Vy P'(y) => P(y)) =► (V* P(x) =► P*(z)).

In order to get rid of the second-order quantification,

the VP* . . .-formula is negated to obtain a version with

existential quantifier 3P* . . . which is a suitable input

to SCAN. Clausifying the negated formula yields

3P* 3x Vy P*(a)

P(x)

^P*(x)

Fortunately there is no Skolem function. Therefore

we need not worry about skolemization and unskolem-

ization. We just keep in mind that x is existentially

quantified and therefore to be treated as a constant

symbol.

Resolving P* away yields
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3x P(a)

P(x)

x ^ a

The result has to be negated again such that the final

version is as expected:

Circ(P(a), P) <* P(a) A V* P{x) => x = a.

Example 4.2 (For Circumscription)

C«rc(Vi P(x)^Q(x),Q) =

Vx P(x) => Q(x) A VQ' (Vy P(y) => Q*(y) A

Vy Q*(y) =* Q(y)) =► (V* Q(x) => Q*(*)).

Negation of the VP* . . .-formula and clausification

yields

3Q*3xVy -P(y),Q*(y)

^Q*(y),Q(y)

Q(x)

Resolving Q* away yields

3x Vy ~1-P(a;)

Q(x)

-P(y),Q(y)

Negation again yields:

(Vy P(y) => Q(y)) => (V* <?(*) =► P(x))

Together with Vy P(y) ^ Q(y) this simplifies to

VyP(y)<*Q(y)- <

4.2 Power Structures

An algebra is a set together with some functions oper

ating on this set. A structure is an algebra plus some

additional relations between the elements of the alge

bra's carrier set. A power structure of a structure is

again a structure. Its carrier set is just the powerset of

the structure's carrier set and its functions and rela

tions are obtained by lifting the structure's functions

and relations to operate on sets instead of elements

[Bri92]. For example a binary relation R can be lifted

to a one-place function F:

F(X) = {z \3xeX R{x,z)}

The duality problem is now to find the correspondences

between the properties of the relation and the prop

erties of the lifted function. For example transitiv

ity of the binary relation corresponds to the property

F(F(X)) C F(X). Quite a number of theories in

mathematics, logic, and computer science turn out to

be instances of power structure constructions, duality

theory, or correspondence theory respectively, in logic,

or power domains in denotational semantics of non de

terministic programs, just to name two of them.

With SCAN it is possible to do one direction and

compute from the properties of the lifted function the

properties of the underlying relation. For example in

order to obtain transitivity from F(F(X)) C F(X) we

proceed as follows:

Applying the above definition of F in terms of R,

VX Vz z € F(F(X)) => z € F(X)

is rewritten to

VX (3x x£F(X)AR(x,z))

=> (3x x G X A R(x, z))

and further to

VX Vz (3x (3x' x'eX A R(x', x)) A R(x, z))

=* (3x x G X A R(x, z))

which can also be written as

WX Vz (3x (3x' X(x) A R(x', x)) A R(x, z))

=> (3x X(x) A R(x, z))

and this is now a typical quantifier elimination prob

lem. Negation, application of SCAN and negation

again yields the transitivity of R (c.f. example 4.3).

The other direction, computing from the properties of

the structure the properties of the power structure,

turns out to be a formula synthesizing problem that

can be solved with resolution theorem provers by con

structively proving certain existentially quantified the

orems. We shall report on this in a subsequent publi

cation.

4.3 Correspondence Theory

Many non classical logics are characterized by a basic

Hilbert calculus which corresponds to a model theo

retic semantics in terms of possible worlds. Different

variants of the logic manifest themselves by additional

Hilbert axioms which correspond to particular proper

ties of the possible worlds structure.

For example normal modal logic [Che80] is character

ized by the Hilbert axioms and rules for predicate logic

plus the K-axiom

(DPAD(P=>Q))=>DQ

and the necessitation rule

P

OP'

The semantics of this logic is Kripke's well known pos

sible worlds semantics:

w f= DP iff Vv ft(u>, v)=>v\=P

where V. is the accessibility relation.

The correspondence problem in these logics is to find

for a given additional Hilbert axiom an equivalent

property of the accessibility relation [vB84] . For exam

ple the Hilbert axiom VP DP => P corresponds to the

reflexivity of the accessibility relation. Actually this is

one of the instances of power structure constructions.

The predicates can be identified with the set of worlds

where they are true and the modal operators can be

seen as functions operating on these sets of worlds.

For mechanizing deduction in non classical logics it is

very important to find these correspondences [Ohl91].

So far the method for finding the correspondences was
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mostly by intuition and the verification required com

plex proofs [vB84].

SCAN is the first algorithm which offers a method

for computing the correspondences fully automati

cally. Moreover, since SCAN preserves equivalences,

the computed correspondence axioms are guaranteed

to be complete in the sense that a formula is deriv

able in the Hilbert calculus if and only if it is valid

in the frames which are models of the computed cor

respondence axiom. The idea is as follows: We take

the model theoretic semantics for the operators and

translate the Hilbert axioms into predicate logic (cf.

[Ohl91]).

For example VP DP => P is translated into

VP (Vu>, t; K(w, v) =>• P{v)) => P(w). Application of

SCAN to the negation of this formula and negating

the result again yields the expected reflexivity axiom

Vu; K(w, w).

Notice that this method is applicable as long as the se

mantics of the operators can be formalized with first-

order predicate logic axioms. Moreover since SCAN

preserves equivalence we automatically get soundness

and completeness if the basic semantics is complete.

That means the Hilbert calculus and the semantics to

gether with the correspondence axioms computed by

SCAN define the same logic.

Let us illustrate this application of SCAN with some

more examples from modal logic.

In the sequel H(P, v) means P holds in world t;. For

atomic P it is possible to write P(v) instead of H(P, v).

The semantics of the modal operators are written as

an equivalence in terms of the //-predicate and the

accessibility relation. This equivalence is used as a

rewrite rule for eliminating the operators. As usual,

the O-operator is seen as an abbreviation for -1Q-1.

Example 4.3 (Modal K4-Axiom)

Hilbert axiom: VP DP => DDP

H-Formulation: VP Va H(DP => DDP, a)

Semantics:

VP Vu; //(DP, w) o (Vu H(w, v) => H(P, v))

negated axiom: 3P 3a ->//(QP A 00->P, a)

translated (i.e. Semantics applied as rewrite rule).

3P3a(VvK(a,v)=>P(v))A

36 K{a, b) A 3c ft(6, c) A P(c)

clause form: "^(o, f)> P(")

n(a,b)

72.(6, c) (Quantifier prefix:

-iP(c) 3a,6,cVv)

P resolved away: ""^(a, c)

Tl(a,b)

n(b,c)

unskolemized:

3a, 6, c -.ft(a, c) A %{a, b) A U(b, c)

negated:

Va, 6, c H(a, b) A H(b, c) => U{a, c) (transitivity)

SCAN can also work with quantified versions of modal

logic. The predicate exists(w, x) expresses that the

object x exists in the domain of the world to.

Example 4.4 (Barcan Formula)

Hilbert axiom: VP DVx P(x) =» Vx OP(x)

H-Formulation: VP Va H(D\/x P(x) => Vx DP(x), a)

semantics of V:

w \= Vx P(x) iff for all a in the domain of w

w[x/a] |= P(x).

negated axiom: 3P 3a -.//(DVx P(x) A 3x 0->P(x),t

translated:

3P 3a Vt> K(a, v) => (Vx exists(v, x) =>• P(v, x)) A

3x exists{a, x) A 36 H(a, 6) A ->P(6, x)

clause form: ""^(o. v), ->exists(v, x), P{y, x)

exists(a, c)

K(a,b)

-P(6,c)

P resolved away: H(a, 6)

exists(a,c)

-<exists(b, c)

Here we have resolved with 7J(a, 6).

This is an equivalence preserving simplification

(subsumption resolution.)

unskolemized:

3a, 6, c 7£(a, 6) A -<exists(b, c) A exists(a, c)

negated:

Va, 6 H(a, b) =>■ (Vc exists(a, c) =>■ exists(b, c))

(Increasing Domain)

The next example is the McKinsey axiom. It does not

correspond to a first-order definable property of the

accessibility relation.

Example 4.5 (McKinsey Axiom)

Hilbert axiom: VP OOP =>• OOP

H-Formulation: VP Va H(DOP => ODP, a)

s^m t\ ii t i c> m

VP Vu> H{P, w) <* (Vu K(w, v) =► H(P, v))

negated axiom: 3P 3a H(DOP A DO-.P, a)

translated:

3a Vx K(a, x) => 3u (H(x, y) A P(y))A

Vx K(a, x) => 3y (ft(x, y) A -P(y))

clause form: ->ft(a, x), H(x, /(x))

-,ft(a,x),P(/(x))
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-iK(a,y),n(y,g(y))

-*K(a,y),-iP(g(y))

(Quantifier prefix: 3f,g Vx,y)

P resolved away: ->7J(a, x),1l(x , f(x))

-in{a,y),n(y,g(y))

-<R(a, x), -iTl(a, y), f(x) ? g(y)

unskolemized with second-order Henkin quantifiers:

(ft(a, *)=*#(«, /(*))) A

3a ( 3«v« ) Wa-y)=>^(j'^(y)))A

f(*)*9(v))

negated:

Va ( V»3« W«. W)=>^(». »(»))))=>
\Vg*V J (tt(a,*)Afc(a>y)A/(*) =

*(»))

The reader may verify with SCAN that the axiom

VP OOP =► OOP is equivalent to confluence of K:

Va, 6, c H(a, b) A ft(a, c) => 3d H(b, d) A H(c, d). Com

pared to the McKinsey axiom, slight changes in the

sequence of the modal operators obviously may have

dramatic effects.

Based on Ackermann's first elimination method An-

drzej Szalas has developed an alternative algorithm

for computing correspondence axioms in modal logic

[Sza92]. This algorithm terminates and reports failure

in cases where SCAN loops. This may be an advan

tage. It may also be a disadvantage because sometimes

it is possible to recognize and exploit regular structures

in the loop.

Inspired by the SCAN algorithm, Harold Simmons

has recently proposed another method for comput

ing correspondence axioms for modal logics [Sim92].

His method extends an idea of van Benthem where

it is necessary to guess appropriate instantiations for

universally quantified predicate variables [vB84]. Sim

mons figured out how to determine these instantiations

without guessing.

4.4 Semantics for Hilbert Calculi

There are more and more applications of logic in areas

other than mathematics and classical computer sci

ence. In particular AI approaches to modelling intelli

gent agents are a very interesting area for applications

of logic. Existing logics, however, usually do not cover

all aspects which are needed there (formal notions of

knowledge, belief, actions, causality, probability, time

etc. as well as all kinds of combinations). There

fore there is a need for supporting the development

of new logics and the mechanization of these logics. In

[G092a] we shall present a methodology for develop

ing mechanizations of logics defined via Hilbert calculi.

The main problem here is to find a model theoretic se

mantics which serves as a basis for a translation of the

formulae of the new logic into predicate logic. This can

be done by starting with a very general and therefore

very weak neighbourhood semantics and by proving

certain key lemmata which enable the transition form

a weak semantics to a stronger semantics. A version

of neighbourhood semantics for an n-place connective

Cis:

U)f= <?(/>!,..., P„,U>) iff

tf(w,C.{vi,- ■ ■ , »>n)*c(vi |=i5l,...,«„(=Pn)

which means that the set of all n-tuples t>i , . . . , v„ for

which ^c(vi (= P\,...,vn \= P„) holds forms a neigh

bourhood of w. * is a propositional function such as

=^- , A etc. (For a binary causality operator, for ex

ample, one would choose =$• .)

A relational semantics for n-place connectives is

w£C{Pi,...,Pn,w)iff

(Vt>i, . . . ,vn R(w,vi, . . . ,vn) implies

*c(«i \=Pi,---,vn\=Pn)

where Re is an n + 1-ary accessibility relation.

Semantics of these kind can be used to translate the

formulae of the new logic into predicate logic. Applied

to Hilbert axioms, second-order formulae are obtained

which can be processed by SCAN. The key lemmas

for strengthening the semantics are: Closedness under

intersection and supersets allows the transition from

neighbourhood semantics to relational semantics. If

the accessibility relation collapses to a point relation,

relational semantics can be strengthened to predicate

logic semantics.

We illustrate the idea with an example from

Lukasiewicz. The implicational fragment of propo

sitional logic can be axiomatized by modus ponens:

from P and P —* Q derive Q, and one more axiom

((P _ Q) _ R) _ {{R _ P) _ (5 _ P))

Assume the strongest semantics of the —►-connective

(material implication) is not yet known, but we have

an approximation in terms of possible worlds and a

ternary relation:

x\=P-+Q iff

Vy, z R(x, y, z) implies y \= P implies z |= Q

This semantics can be used to translate the above

Hilbert axiom and modus ponens into predicate logic.

For example the translation of modus ponens yields

VP, Q Vx (P(x) A (Vy, z H(x, y, z) => P(y) => Q{z))

=>Q(x)

If we do this for the above axiom also, we get two

second-order formulae from which SCAN can elimi

nate the quantifiers. The result is:

SCAN(Modus Ponens) =

Vz 3x,yTl(x,y,z)

SCAN(Axiom) = Va, 6, c, d, e, h, k

(n(a, b, c) A H{c, d, e) A H(e, h, k)) =>•

(3u, v {K{b, u, v) A TZ(d, v, k) A

(\fx,yn(u,x,y)=>(k = x))))
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It can now be proved with standard predicate logic

means4 that the conjunction of these two formulae is

equivalent to

Va "R.(a, a, a) A Va, 6, c H(a, b,c)^a = b/\a = c

That means the relation H. collapses to a point rela

tion. This fact is the key lemma from which it is trivial

to show that the —+ connective is actually material im

plication.

That means using SCAN and standard predicate logic

theorem proving, both of which can be automatized,

it is possible to analyze unknown logics and to find

the strongest semantics. This semantics (plus some

further optimizations) in turn serve as a basis for a

translation into predicate logic.

5 Limitations of the SCAN Algorithm

There is a strange phenomenon which requires fur

ther investigation. From modal logic we know cases

where a Hilbert axiom has a semantic property

which is only second-order axiomatizable. Together

with a further axiom, both correspond to a first-

order axiomatizable property of the accessibility re

lation. For example the McKinsey axiom (example

4.5) VP nOP => OOP alone corresponds to a second-

order property of the accessibility relation (reversing

skolemization in the SCAN algorithm needs second-

order Henkin quantifiers). Combined with the transi

tivity axiom OP => OOP (ex. 4.3), however, these two

define atomicity Va: 3y {H(x, y) A Vz H{y, z)=> z = y))

[vB84, page203] which is obviously a first-order defin

able property.

Applied to the McKinsey axiom, SCAN actually com

putes this property if the critical clause which pre

vents reversing the skolemization in the normal way

is replaced with its factor. Although we have some

ideas, why transitivity might in this particular case

enable this operation, we are far from having a gen

eral theory for processing combinations of axioms with

these strange properties. Actually the proof that the

McKinsey axiom together with the transitivity axiom

correspond to atomicity requires the axiom of choice.

Therefore no simple solution of this problem is to be

expected.

The example, however, shows that SCAN is not com

plete in the sense that it computes always a first-order

formula when there is one. It is, however, not clear

whether this has to be the job of SCAN at all. Obvi

ously the conjunction of two formulae, one or both of

which are second-order can be equivalent to a first-

order formula, even if one of them alone is not equiv

alent to a first-order formula. This has to be investi

gated further.

In cases where SCAN loops and produces infinitely

many clauses it is sometimes possible to recognize

some regularities. We can try to recognize these regu

larities automatically and to exploit them for finding

a finite representation of the infinitely many clauses.

6 Conclusion

We have presented an algorithm for the elimination of

second-order quantifiers over predicate variables. The

algorithm is simple and easy to implement by a slight

modification of a standard resolution theorem prover.

In fact, for example the theorem prover OTTER can

be used without any changes [McC90]. The trick is to

encode those predicates which are not to be resolved

upon as $ans-literals. For each 'empty' clause, OT

TER finds, it prints the $ans-literals which are part of

the empty clause. These literals make up one clause

of the result. In order to simulate C-resolution by

ordinary resolution the input literals have to be ab

stracted, i.e. in the clause form the literals P(s) have

to be replaced with P(x)\x ^ s.

Although this works, one would like to have some

changes. For example subsumption must be disabled

because the implemented subsumption algorithm does

not consider the $ans-literals and therefore removes

clauses which actually are not subsumed. Furthermore

there are no simplifications on the $ans-literals. This

may cause the output to be unnecessary long.

An even simpler way for realizing SCAN is to let a the

orem prover exhaustively generate all resolvents and

then to collect manually those clauses not containing

the predicates to be eliminated. This permits the ap

plication of all simplifications. On the other hand, it

sometimes does not prevent the theorem prover from

looping in parts of the clause set which are not to be

touched by the SCAN algorithm.

We have shown that the SCAN algorithm can be ap

plied to really hard problems such as computation

of interpolands or computation of first-order circum

scription. It can also be used to transform Hilbert

axioms for non classical logics into properties of the

semantic structure. This is extremely useful for the

mechanization of these logics because it allows for com

piling formulae of these logics into first-order predicate

logic and using standard predicate logic deduction sys

tems.

Convinced that these are not the only applications of

our new technique we would like to encourage every

body to join our work in this area.

4Thanks to Mark Reynolds who helped finding the

proof.
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Abstract

A number of architectures have been pro

posed for systems that are situated in dy

namic environments and have to reason, plan,

and act under stringent time constraints. In

this paper, we consider architectures based

on the notion of a rational agent, in which

the system is viewed as having attitudes of

belief, desire, and intention, which in turn

influence its decision making and determine

its behavior. A basic interpreter for situated

systems is first described. This interpreter is

then specialized to form an abstract belief-

desire-intention (BDI) architecture, and it is

shown how this interpreter satisfies some of

the theoretical properties of proposed BDI

formalisms. The abstract interpreter is de

veloped further to produce different types of

rational agents, based on variations in their

commitment strategies. Finally, the design of

a practical system is considered, taking into

account the complexity limits on an agent's

deductive and planning capabilities.

1 INTRODUCTION

Researchers in Artificial Intelligence have become in

creasingly interested in the design of systems that are

situated or embedded in a changing environment. The

major difficulty facing the designer of such systems is

that any reasoning or decision making regarding the

selection and execution of tasks is resource bounded.

In particular, the necessity to complete tasks in a

timely way requires an appropriate balance between

time spent deliberating and time spent acting. Too

long spent deliberating may seriously affect the ability

of the system to complete its tasks. Moreover, the ba

sis of the system's decisions is itself subject to change,

providing further motivation for timely deliberation.

Various architectures for such systems have been pro

posed. Some of these attempt to avoid the problem

of real-time deliberation by a "compilation" process

that aims to make all necessary decisions about task

selection and execution prior to operation of the sys

tem [2, 17]. However, there is no evidence to suggest

that these systems can be successfully applied to prob

lems involving complex task management. Further,

they suffer the disadvantage of requiring recompila-

tion (possibly to be performed under stringent time

constraints) if the information upon which the compi

lation was based proves to be innaccurate.

The architectures that, instead, are specifically de

signed to allow real-time deliberation are numerous. A

good review of these systems, though somewhat dated,

is provided by Laffey et. al. [13]. Most of these ap

proaches are based on a blackboard architecture, and

many have the decision procedures "hard-wired" into

the system.

An alternative approach, in which these decision pro

cedures are more transparent and general, is based on

the notion of a rational agent. In this approach, the

system is viewed as having certain mental attitudes

which in turn influence its decision making and deter

mine its behavior. The simplest of these models, called

BDI architectures, are based on attitudes of belief, de

sire and intention. The first two attitudes represent,

respectively, the information state and the evaluative

state of the agent. The last represents decisions the

agent has made at a previous time, and is critical for

achieving adequate or optimal performance when de

liberation is subject to resource bounds [1, 12].

Recently, a number of attempts have been made to

formalize these notions, to describe how these mental

attitudes change in response to the agent's changing

environment, and to show how they determine the ac

tions of the agent [3, 16].

Various computational systems based on these

principles—at least at an intuitive level—have also

been proposed [5, 7] and applied to a number of impor

tant practical problems, such as air traffic control [11],

spacecraft systems handling [6], and telecommunica

tions management [15]. However, these computational
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systems are very complex, and there is little in the lit

erature that attempts to relate these systems to the

formalized models of BDI architectures.

This paper is an attempt to bridge this gap, and grew

out of discussions during the last KR&R conference

where concern was expressed regarding the decreasing

number of papers that make a principled connection

between theoretical ideas and implemented systems.

In Section 2, we first present a basic interpreter for

situated systems. We then specialize the interpreter

to form an abstract BDI architecture, and show how

it satisfies some of the theoretical properties of BDI

formalisms. In Section 3, we develop the abstract in

terpreter further to produce different types of ratio

nal agents, based on variations in their commitment

strategies. Section 4 considers the design of a practi

cal system, taking into account the complexity limits

on deductive and planning capabilities. We conclude

with a brief comparison to other work in this area.

2 ABSTRACT ARCHITECTURE

2.1 A BASIC INTERPRETER

In this section, we describe a basic abstract interpreter

for situated systems.

The inputs to the system are events, and these are

received via an event queue. The events the sys

tem can recognize (i.e., that can appear on the event

queue) include both external events (events occurring

in the environment) and internal events (events occur

ring within the system). External events may directly

generate particular internal events, such as updating

some component of the system state. We assume that

the events are atomic in some sense, and that they are

recognized after they have occurred (rather than, for

example, during their occurrence).

The outputs of the system are actions, which are per

formed by an execute function. Without loss of gener

ality, we assume actions are also atomic. Actions can

be executed either successfully or unsuccessfully, and

the events corresponding to both these behaviors may

be recognized by the system (i.e., may appear in the

event queue). However, in the basic interpreter, there

is no requirement that either of these classes of events

be recognized at all.

The system selects and executes options. Options cor

respond to programs or subroutines of a conventional

programming system. In the general case, they may

be tasks, plans of action, production rules, finite au

tomata, or circuit networks.

Options are generated on the basis of the current sys

tem state and the events appearing in the event queue.

For example, in a conventional programming system,

the option-invoking events would be subroutine calls;

in a forward-chaining production system, they would

be the assertion of possible antecedents of the produc

tion rules.

The abstract interpreter is given below. We assume

the procedures and functions appearing in the inter

preter operate on the system state, denoted by S.

basic-interpreter

initialize-state();

do

options := option-generator(event-queue, S);

selected-options := deliberate(options, S);

update-state(selected-options, S);

execute(S);

event-queue := get-new-events();

until quit.

The interpreter works by continuously performing the

following cycle. First, the interpreter determines what

options are available to be performed or acted upon.

The next step of the interpreter is to decide which

options to adopt (i.e., to commit to performing). This

is achieved by the deliberate procedure.

Once the options have been selected, the system state

is updated appropriately and some set of atomic ac

tions executed. Exactly which atomic actions are exe

cuted will depend on the system state and the defini

tion of the execute function. Thus, while the selected

options determine the transformation of the system

state, and thereby determine which actions get exe

cuted, not all the generated actions may appear as

options.

Finally, the event queue is updated to contain all those

recognisable events that have occurred during the cy

cle.

It is important to note that events are recognized (and

thus able to be acted upon) only once per cycle. This

means that the system's reaction time is bounded,

from below, by the time taken to perform a cycle.

This abstract interpreter can be used as a basis for

most situated systems, including those in which most

of the deliberation among tasks has been performed at

compile time [2, 17]. We discuss these various systems

elsewhere [8]. Here, we specialize the interpreter to a

BDI architecture.

2.2 AN ABSTRACT BDI INTERPRETER

In a BDI interpreter, the system state comprises three

dynamic data structures representing the agent's be

liefs, desires, and intentions. For simplicity, we as

sume that the agent's desires are mutually consistent,

although not necessarily all achievable. Such mutu

ally consistent desires will be called intrinsic goals or

simply goals.

We take each of these to be abstract data struc
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tures allowing, in particular, update and query oper

ations. The update operations in which we are inter

ested include belief-add, belief-remove, goal-add,

goal-remove, intention-add, and

intention-remove. These operations should be

self explanatory but will, in any case, become

clear later. The update operations on beliefs,

goals, and intentions are subject to respective com

patibility requirements, represented by the func

tions belief-compatible, goal-compatible, and

intention-compatible. These functions are criti

cal in enforcing the formalized constraints upon the

agent's mental attitudes.

In addition to refining the notion of system state, we

also refine and extend the interpreter procedures. All

these refinements act to maintain certain constraints

on the dynamics of beliefs, goals, and intentions.

The main interpreter loop is given below. We as

sume that the belief, goal, and intention structures

are global. They are represented by B, G, and I,

respectively. We also assume that the event queue

is global, so that the procedures occurring in the

interpreter can directly update it. The procedure

get-new-external-events now simply collects the

external events (rather than both the external and in

ternal events) that have occurred since its last call.

BDI-interpreter

initialize-st ate ( ) ;

do

options := option-generator(event-queue,B,G,I);

selected-options := deliberate(options,B,G,I);

update-intentions(selected-options,I);

execute(I);

get-new-external-events();

drop-succes8ful-attitudes(B,G,I);

drop-impossible-attitudes(B,G,I);

until quit.

At the beginning of every cycle the option generator

reads the event queue and returns a list of options.

These need not be all the options available to the agent

as determined by the agent's capabilities; rather, they

are the ones chosen for further deliberation and possi

ble execution. Next, the deliberator selects a subset of

options to be adopted and adds these to the intention

structure. If there is an intention to perform an atomic

action at this point in time, the agent then executes

it.

Any external events that have occurred during the in

terpreter cycle are then added to the event queue. In

ternal events are added as they occur.

Next, the agent modifies the intention and goal struc

tures by dropping all successful goals and satisfied in

tentions, as well as impossible goals and unrealisable

intentions.

The main difference between this interpreter and the

basic interpreter is the presence of the last three proce

dures. These procedures eliminate a number of options

that were carried over from one cycle to the next in

the basic interpreter.

Before we can examine the logical properties exhibited

by the above interpreter, we review the representation

language we use to describe the mental attitudes of

the system.

2.3 REPRESENTATION LANGUAGE

The representation language for the architecture [16]

is an adaptation of Computation Tree Logic, CTL* [4].

This language is used as a meta-language for describ

ing the mental state of the system and its behavior.

The actual internal representation of beliefs, goals, and

intentions is not of concern. The only requirement is

that the internal representation have sufficient expres

sive power to enforce the constraints mentioned below.

We assume the existence of multiple worlds, each one

of which is a temporal structure with a branching time

future and a single past called a time tree. A partic

ular time point in a particular world is called a situa

tion [16].

A distinction is made between state formulas and path

formulas: the former are evaluated at a specified time

point in a time tree and the latter over a specified path

in a time tree. State formulas can be either proposi-

tional formulas or first-order formulas. We introduce

two modal operators, optional and inevitable, which op

erate on path formulas. A path formula ip is said to

be optional if, at a particular time point in a time tree,

i\> is true of at least one path emanating from that

point; it is inevitable if ip is true of all paths emanating

from that point.1 The standard temporal operators

O (next), O (eventually), □ (always), and U (until)

operate over state and path formulas.

Action types transform one time point of the tempo

ral structure into another. Primitive (atomic) actions

are those actions directly performable by the agent

and uniquely determine the next time point in a time

tree. Non-primitive actions map to non-adjacent time

points, thus allowing us to model the partial nature of

plans. Their potential for decomposition into primitive

actions can be used to model hierarchical plan develop

ment, which will be investigated further in Section 4.

Agents may attempt to execute some action, but fail

to do so successfully. We thus need to distinguish be

tween the successful execution of actions and their fail

ure. This is achieved by introducing the state formulae

succeeded(a) and failed(a) to indicate a past success

ful attempt and a past failed attempt, respectively, to

perform action a. The formula done(a) represents a

'in CTL*, E and A are used to denote these operators.
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past successful or failed attempt to perform o and the

formula does(a) represents a future attempt to per

form a.

Note that only the agent's actions label the transitions

from one time point to another. External events do not

appear explicitly as transitions. However, their occur

rence can be represented as necessary by introducing

a state predicate, occurred(e), which is true of a state

if and only if event e has just occurred.

All the above propositions can be objects of an agent's

beliefs, goals, and intentions. The fact that an agent

has a belief, goal, or intention towards a proposition

<t> is denoted BEL(<£), GOAL(^), and INTEND(^), re

spectively.

Each of these attitudes is modelled semantically by

introducing a corresponding accessibility relation be

tween possible worlds. An agent is said to believe a

proposition <j> (or have a goal or intention towards 4>)

just in case <f> holds in all belief-accessible (respectively,

goal-accessible or intention-accessible) worlds. We as

sume that the set of beliefs, goals, and intentions are

separately closed with respect to the appropriate logic

(e.g., if the formulas are first-order formulas, they are

closed under first-order logic).

Note that the branching time structure is critical if

we wish to distinguish between the choice of action

available to the agent (represented by the branch

ing time structure) and the uncertainty of an ac

tion's applicability or outcome (represented by multi

ple belief-accessible worlds). In contrast, the possible

occurrences of different external events can be repre

sented simply by different belief-accessible worlds, as

the agent has no direct choice over their occurrence.

2.4 BASIC AXIOMS

We have given elsewhere [16] a semantic structure and

an axiomatization for beliefs, goals, and intentions.

In this section, we review some of these axioms and

show how they are reflected in the abstract architec

ture. The most important of these axioms are given

below:

(All) GOAL(a) D BEL(a).

(AI2) INTEND(a) D GOAL(a).

(AI3) INTEND(does(a)) D does(a).

(AI4) INTEND(^) o BEL(INTEND(<£)).

(AI5) GOAL(<£) D BEL(GOAL(<£)).

(AI6) INTEND(^) D GOAL(INTEND(^)).

(AI7) done(a) D BEL(done(a)).

(AI8) INTEND(^) D inevitableO(-.INTEND(<£)).

Axiom All requires a restricted form of belief-goal

compatibility regarding the options available to the

agent. The formula a is so-called O-formula [16],

which contains no positive occurrences of inevitable (or

negative occurrences of optional) outside the scope of

the modal operators BEL, GOAL, or INTEND. In other

words, if the agent has a goal to optionally achieve a

certain condition, the agent must also believe that this

is an option.

This axiom is realized computationally in the abstract

machine by the function goal-compatible. That is,

Axiom All serves as an abstract specification for this

function. Correctly implemented, this function will

only allow a new goal to be adopted if the agent be

lieves it to be an option.

Axiom AI2 enforces a restricted form of goal-intention

compatibility. Similar to the belief-goal compatibility

axiom, Axiom AI2 serves as an abstract specification

for the function intention-compatible, which only

allows a new intention to be formed if it is a goal.

Axiom AI3 captures volitional commitment [1] by stat

ing that the agent will act if it has an intention towards

a single primitive action a. This is captured in the

abstract architecture by the execute function. Note

that we have not said that the action a will occur suc

cessfully, just that the agent is committed to trying it.

Whether the agent is successful or not depends on the

environment in which it is embedded.

Axioms AI4 and AI5 require an agent to be aware of its

goals and intentions. These axioms are partial spec

ifications for the abstract data structure representing

the agent's beliefs. They are simply implemented by

allowing the function representing the belief predicate

to also return the goals and intentions of the agent.

Axiom AI6 acts in a similar way as a partial specifi

cation for the data structure representing the agent's

goals.

Axiom AI7 specifies that the execute function must

post a description of done(a) on the event queue. Al

ternatively, or in addition, we could adopt a stronger

version of AI7, requiring an agent to know whether

or not it has been successful in performing the chosen

action. This can be realized by requiring the function

get-external-events to post the success or failure of

the action on the event queue.

Other restrictions are placed on the interpreter func

tions. In particular, the abstract data structures rep

resenting the agent's beliefs, goals, and intentions are

required to conform to some update conditions that

ensure they remain consistent.

We denote options by path formula, and require that

the options suggested by the option generator be

goals of the agent. That is, if <f> is an option, then

GOAL(optional <j>) must hold. In addition, we require

that the function deliberate return some subset of

these. Given Axiom AI2, these restrictions prevent

the generation of options that would subsequently be

found to be incompatible with the systems goals.
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The functions drop-successful-attitudes and

drop-impossible-attitudes update the goal and in

tention structures on the basis of newly acquired be

liefs and goals. These must be constructed to ensure

that Axioms All and AI2 are maintained as the system

moves from one BGI state to the next. In addition,

to capture Axiom AI8, drop-impossible-attitudes

must eventually drop any intention that remains un

successful.

Provided each function appearing in the abstract in

terpreter satisfies the specifications given above, it is

not difficult to prove that any behavior of the system

will satisfy Axioms All to AI8.

2.5 EXAMPLE

In this section, we present a simple example to illus

trate the operation of the abstract interpreter. We

assume an abstract machine whose beliefs, goals, and

intentions are represented by formulas in propositional

CTL*. Non-atomic actions are represented by propo

sitions or sequences of actions. A proposition occur

ring in a sequence denotes any action (or sequence of

actions) whose successful occurrence always yields a

world state in which the proposition is true.

In this example, John acquires a goal to quench his

thirst. He believes that he can satisfy this goal in one

of two ways: (a) open the tap, fill the glass, and then

drink water from the glass; or (b) get to a state where

he has soda, fill the glass, and then drink soda from the

glass. In the first case, his means of quenching thirst

involves executing three primitive actions one after the

other; in the second, he has to solve a subgoal (namely,

to have soda) and then execute two primitive actions.

To get to a state where he has soda, John has to open

the refrigerator and remove the soda bottle.

John thus initially has the following beliefs regarding

the effects of these actions:2

BEL(inevitabled(have-soda;xill-glass;drink)

D quenched-thirst)

BEL(inevitableCI(open-tap;fill-glass;drink)

D quenched-thirst)

BEL(inevitabled(open-fridge;remove-soda)

D have-soda)

He also believes that he has the option to carry out all

these action sequences successfully:

BEL(optionalO(have-soda;fill-glass;drink))

BEL(optionalO(open-tap;fill-glass;drink))

BEL(optionalO(open-fridge;remove-soda))

Finally, he believes that the action of removing soda

from the refrigerator cannot possibly succeed if the

2 As all the properties stated here and throughout the

paper refer to successful actions, we will omit the predicate

succeeded when it is clear from the context.

soda is not in the refrigerator:

BEL(inevitabled(-i(soda-in-fridge)

D inevitable-iO(remove-soda))).

(Of course, as a consequence of these beliefs, he must

currently believe that the soda is in the refrigerator.)

In addition, John has the goal of quenching his thirst:

GOAL(inevitableO(quenched-thirst)).

(For simplicity, we will assume that John's goals are

closed with respect to the above beliefs.)

With the above state as the starting condition, we go

through the interpreter cycle once. Assume that the

goal to quench thirst has just been added as an in

trinsic goal. The event queue will therefore include

the event goal-add(inevitableO(quenched-thirst)).

Based on this event and the beliefs of the agent, the

option generator will suggest two different options;

namely, drink water and drink soda. The delibera-

tor has to choose between these two options. Let us

assume that it chooses the option to drink soda, and

therefore adds this to the intention structure. Now

John has the intention to quench his thirst by drink

ing soda. As a result, he also has the intention to

obtain soda and thus to open the refrigerator.

The next step of execution results in the primitive ac

tion of opening the refrigerator. Let us assume that

this action succeeds, but that John then discovers that

the soda is not there. As this implies that the ac

tion remove-soda can never be successful, John will

be forced to drop his current intentions.

In the next cycle, John adopts the only remaining op

tion to drink water. He then proceeds as in the previ

ous cycle.

In Figure 1, we give the state transitions of the ab

stract interpreter for this example. The state is reg

istered at the beginning of each interpreter cycle. We

only record external events, all of which are success

ful. The modal operators are omitted when it is clear

from the context, and only changes to the structures

are indicated. B represents the initial belief state as

described above.

3 MODELLING RATIONAL

AGENTS

So far, while we have discussed various constraints

among an agent's beliefs, goals, and intentions, we

have not required the agent to be committed to its

intentions. Thus, in the example given above, John

could have adopted the option of drinking water after

the refrigerator was opened, even had the soda been

present. Instead, we would like to consider agents who

commit to their intentions, thereby reducing the op

tions that need be deliberated upon.
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EEL GOAL —— |NTEND done succeeded

~B __ O(quenched-thirst) — ~ -

-• O(remove-soda) unchanged - open-fridge open-fridge

unchanged unchanged fill-glass; drink open-tap open-tap

unchanged unchanged drink fill-glass fill-glass

quenched-thirst - - drink drink

Figure 1: State Trace for the Abstract BDI Interpreter

In this section, we review some of the commitment

axioms presented in previous work [16] and show how

they can be realized by the abstract interpreter.

3.1 BLIND COMMITMENT

We defined a blindly committed agent to be one that

maintains its intentions until it actually believes that

it has achieved them. Formally, the axiom of blind

commitment states that, if an agent intends that in

evitably <j> be eventually true, then the agent will in

evitably maintain its intentions until it believes <f>.

(AI9a) INTEND(inevitableO{») D

inevitable(INTEND(inevitableO(^)) U BEL(^)).

To realize the above axiom, the blindly committed

agent must: (a) only consider options that are con

sistent with its current intentions; (b) not entertain

any changes to its beliefs that conflict with its current

intentions; and (c) not entertain any changes to its

goals that conflict with its current intentions.

We accomplish this by adding further requirements to

the abstract specifications for the interpreter functions

given in Section 2.4. First, we require that the option

generator only return options that are consistent with

the agent's current intentions.

In addition, the belief and goal compatibility functions

are further specialized so that new beliefs and goals can

only be added or removed if they, too, are consistent

with the agent's current intentions. More formally,

the function belief-compatible returns false for the

event belief-add(^) if, for any O-formula a such that

INTEND(a), it is provable that the addition of BEL(</>)

yields BEL(->a). Similar requirements hold for the re

moval of beliefs and for the addition and removal of

goals.

The function drop-impossible-attitudes must also

be modified to ensure that, when dropping an inten

tion towards a proposition <f>, the agent believes that <f>

has been achieved (if necessary, by revising the agent's

current set of beliefs to accomodate a belief in <j>).

Consider the previous example, at the point where

John is about to fill his glass with water. Assume that

John normally adopts as goals any requests made by

Mary, and that Mary currently requests that he not

fill the glass. The attempt to add this new goal (of

not filling his glass) will be checked for compatibility.

As this conflicts with John's current intention to drink

the water, the goal-add event will be considered in

compatible and the goal will not be added to the goal

structure.

Similarly, consider the previous example where John

sees that there is no soda in the refrigerator. Despite

what he sees, John will be unable to adopt this new

belief as it conflicts with his current intentions. He

will thus pursue his chosen course of action, eventu

ally coming to believe he has successfully quenched

his thirst even though he may not have.

3.2 SINGLE-MINDED COMMITMENT

A blind-commitment strategy is clearly very strong:

the agent will eventually come to believe it has

achieved its intentions no matter with what informa

tion it is supplied. Relaxing this requirement, one can

define single-minded commitment, in which an agent

maintains its intentions as long as it believes that they

are still options. More formally:

(AI9b) INTEND(inevitableO(«£)) D

inevitable(INTEND(inevitableO(4>)) U

(BEL(0) V -1BEL(optionalO(^))).

We construct such an agent by modifying the function

belief-compatible to always return true and allow

ing drop-impossible-attitudes to drop intentions

that are no longer believed to be options (this latter

situation could never arise for the blindly-committed

agent). All the other functions are as above.

Consider the previous example of John and Mary.

If John is a single-minded agent, he will entertain

changes in beliefs that conflict with his current inten

tions, and hence come to believe that there is no soda

in the refrigerator. As a result he will drop his inten

tion to remove the soda from the refrigerator. How

ever, John does not entertain changes in goals that

conflict with his current intentions. Hence, he will not

drop the intention to fill his glass with water solely

upon Mary's request to do so.

3.3 OPEN-MINDED COMMITMENT

A single-minded agent will not drop its intentions as

long as it believes its intentions are still achievable. In
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other words, a single-minded agent is committed to its

goals (that is, does not allow incompatible goals to be

added or removed) but is open to changes in its beliefs.

We define an open-minded agent to be one that is pre

pared to change its goals as well as its beliefs, but

otherwise maintains its intentions as long as these in

tentions are still part of its goals. The axiom of open-

minded commitment can be stated as follows:

(AI9c) INTEND(inevitableO((£)) D

inevitable(INTEND(inevitableO(4>)) U

(BEL(<f>) V -.GOAL(optionalO(<£)))).

Such an agent can be constructed by modifying

the function goal-compatible to return true ex

cept where the addition or removal of the goal

would violate Axiom All (Section 2.4). The func

tion drop-impossible-attitudes will now drop in

tentions if they are not either belief or goal options.

In the example, if John is an open-minded agent, he

will entertain changes to beliefs and goals that conflict

with his current intentions. As a result, on adopting

the goal requested by Mary, he will drop his intention

to fill the glass with water and consider some other

option instead.

4 A PRACTICAL SYSTEM

ARCHITECTURE

The abstract architecture presented in the last two sec

tions is a useful abstraction of the theoretical model

presented by us elsewhere [16]. It shows the inter

relationships among the beliefs, goals, and intentions

of an agent. More importantly, it illustrates various

components of practical reasoning [1]; namely, option

generation, deliberation, execution, and intention han

dling.

However, it is not a practical system for rational rea

soning. The architecture is based on a (logically)

closed set of beliefs, goals, and intentions and the prov

ability procedures required are not computable. More

over, we have given no indication of how the option

generator and deliberation procedures can be made

sufficiently fast to satisfy the real-time demands placed

upon the system.

In this section, we make a number of important choices

of representation which, while constraining expressive

power, provide a more practical system for rational

reasoning. The system presented is a simplified version

of the Procedural Reasoning System (PRS) [7, 10].

4.1 BELIEFS AND GOALS

The system operates only on explicit beliefs and goals

and not on their closure. Further, we identify a subset

of the agent's beliefs and goals, which we call current.

These are taken to be a ground set of literals (i.e.,

ground predicate formulas and their negations) with

no disjunctions or implications. Intuitively, they rep

resent beliefs and goals that are currently held, but

which can be expected to change over time.

It may seem that such a language is too simple to be

of much practical use. As we will see shortly, however,

implications and variables can be introduced elsewhere

with little loss of expressiveness, but for a substantial

gain in control.

4.2 PLANS

In the previous abstract interpreter, information about

the means of achieving certain future world states and

the options available to the agent were represented as

beliefs of the agent. We now represent these forms of

belief as plans. Intuitively, plans are abstract specifi

cations of both the means for achieving certain goals

and the options available to the agent.

Each plan has a name, its plan type. The method of

carrying out the plan is called the body of the plan

and is specified by a plan graph. A plan graph is a

rooted, directed, acyclic graph in which each edge is

labeled with a simple plan expression. A simple plan

expression is either a primitive action or a proposi

tion describing a world state that is to be achieved by

execution of some other plan.

The conditions under which a plan can be chosen as

an option are specified by an invocation condition and

a precondition . The invocation condition specifies the

"triggering" event that is necessary for invocation of

the plan, and the precondition specifies the situation

that must hold for the plan to be executable. The

successful execution of a plan results in a set of atomic

formulas being believed and a set of atomic formulas

being no longer believed, specified respectively by the

add list and the delete list of the plan.

As described, plans represent not only beliefs about

what sequences of actions achieve certain conditions,

but also what options are available to the agent. That

is, a plan represents, firstly, the belief that, if the in

vocation condition and precondition are satisfied and

each action in the body of the plan is successfully exe

cuted, then the propositions appearing in the add list

will be true at completion of execution. Secondly, hav

ing a plan also means that the body of the plan is

believed to be an option whenever the invocation con

dition and precondition of the plan are satisfied. Plans

thus represent a number of beliefs that we previously

described using complex modal formulae.

Implications can also be represented as plans, with the

premise being the precondition of the plan and the

consequence being the add list. As preconditions are

nothing but complex conditions on the agent's beliefs,

the agent can execute plans to compute new conse
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quences. These consequences can further trigger other

plans and hence be used to infer further consequences.

In this manner, the agent can close its set of beliefs.

This gives the agent greater control as to when to com

pute consequences of its current beliefs and to what

extent to close its set of beliefs, goals, and intentions.

The plans for the running example (slightly simplified)

are shown in Figure 2.

4.3 INTENTIONS

Plans provide a hierarchical structure and allow

tractable real-time option generation and means-end

reasoning. The options produced by the option genera

tor, and selected by the deliberator, are plans. As they

are adopted, they are added to the intention structure.

Thus, intentions are represented as sets of hierarchi

cally related plans.

More particularly, to achieve an intended end (adopted

goal), the agent forms an intention towards the means

of achieving the end; namely, the plan body of an ap

propriate plan. This means-end pair, together with in

formation about variable bindings and control points,

is called an intention frame.

An intention towards a means results in the agent

adopting another end (subgoal) and the means for

achieving this end, thus creating another intention

frame. This process continues until the subgoal can be

directly executed, i.e., until we reach a primitive ac

tion. The next subgoal in the plan is then attempted.

Just as in conventional programming languages con

taining subroutines, a stack of such frames is used to

keep track of variable bindings and control points. We

call this an intention stack. Each intention stack thus

represents a separate process or task. These inten

tion stacks are organized into an intention structure,

which places various ordering constraints on the inten

tion stacks.

It is important to note that intention stacks are created

not just by the adoption of intrinsic goals; any event

that appears in the invocation condition of a plan can

trigger the development of an intention stack. This

capability is important if the system is going to be

responsive to external events without mediating ev

erything through the establishment of intrinsic goals.

4.4 A PRACTICAL INTERPRETER

The main interpreter loop for this system is identical to

the one discussed previously. However, as the system is

embedded in a dynamic environment, the procedures

appearing in the interpreter must be fast enough to

satisfy the real-time demands placed upon the system.

We show below how the choice of representation allows

this to be achieved for the critical procedures of option

generation and deliberation.

Given a set of trigger events from the event queue,

the option generator iterates through the plan library

of the agent and returns those plans whose invocation

condition matches the trigger event and whose precon

ditions are believed by the agent. Note that the prov

ability procedure used here involves simple unification

with the beliefs of the agent.

option-generator(trigger-events)

options := {};

for trigger-event € trigger-events do

for plan 6 plan-library do

if matches(invocation(plan),trigger-event) then

if provable(precondition(plan),B) then

options := options U {plan};

return(options) .

The deliberate procedure can be based on any decision

algorithm that has an execution time whose bounds

conform with the time constraints of the environment.

It can be made sufficiently fast simply by using in

creasingly less complex deliberation methods. In the

extreme, random choice can be used.

Clearly, however, it is sometimes necessary to carry

out lengthy deliberation to select between options.

This kind of deliberation can be achieved by includ

ing appropriate deliberation procedures (called met-

alevel plans) in the plan library of the agent. Thus

the deliberate procedure may select, and thus form

an intention towards, various metalevel plans for per

forming more complex deliberation than it itself is ca

pable. Such a deliberation procedure is adopted by

PRS and is discussed in more detail elsewhere [9]. We

give a simplified version below:

deliberate(options)

if length(options) < 1 then return(options);

else metalevel-options :=

option-generator(belief-add(option-set(options)));

selected-options := deliberate(metalevel-options);

if null(selected-options) then

return(random-choice(options));

else return(selected-options).

Note that there can be more than one metalevel option

which results in the procedure being called recursively

until at most one option remains. In the case that

there are no metalevel options available, the delibera

tor simply make's a random choice.

The process of option generation can be simplified by

inserting an additional procedure,

post-intention-status, at the end of the interpreter

loop. The purpose of this procedure is to delay posting

events on the event queue regarding any changes to

the intention structure until the end of the interpreter

loop. The reason for so doing is that, in a single cycle,

the intention structure can undergo a large number of

changes, many of which become irrelevant in the light
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Type: drink-soda

Invocation!

goal-add(quenched-thirst)

Preconditions have-glass

Add Listi{quenched-thirst}

Body. Q

have-soda

drink

® (•)

Typet drink-water

Invocation!

goa 1 - add(quenched-thirst )

Precondition! have-glass

Add List:{quenched-thirst}

Body.

open-tap

drink

(b)

Typei get-soda

Invocation:

goal-add(have-soda)

Precondition! true

Add Listi {have-soda}

Body! 0

open-fridge

get-soda

© <•>

Figure 2: Plans for quenching thirst.

of later changes. By waiting until the end of the cycle,

only the final changes to the intention structure need

be notified.

In the abstract interpreter, commitment is achieved by

reducing the options generated by the option genera

tor. As events serve the basis upon which options are

generated, the events that appear in the event-queue

have a critical impact on option generation.

In particular, by posting appropriate events to the

event queue, post-intention-status can determine,

among other things, which elements of the inten

tion structure will be noticed by the option gen

erator. In this way, the choice of the procedure

post-intention-status yields various notions of

commitment and results in different behaviors of the

agent.

A simple form of post-intention-status is given be

low.

post-intention-status()

if null(I) then

for goal € G do

event-queue := event-queue U goal-add(goal);

else for stack € I do

event-queue :=

event-queue U goal-add(means(top(stadc))).

It is important to note that this interpreter behaves

differently to the interpreter described in Section 3 in

a crucial way. In the above interpreter, any attempt to

close the beliefs, goals, or intentions of the agent must

take place over potentially an arbitrary number of cy

cles. In contrast, such closure took place in a single

cycle in the previous interpreter. Thus, for the exam

ple given in Section 2.5, it would take several cycles

of the above interpreter before the primitive action of

opening the refrigerator door was attempted, whereas

previously this was done on the first cycle.

Assuming that external events can occur within the cy

cle interval, this means that the above interpreter will

not strictly obey the axioms given in Section 2.4. But

this is exactly what one really wants: if one wishes to

guarantee responsiveness, one must be able to inter

rupt deliberation processes that are potentially time

unbounded. In the limit, where provabilty is deter

mined so fast that no external events can occur during

the process, the axiomatization is correctly realized.

Consider the previous example with plans as shown in

Figure 2. Assume that the goal quenched-thirst has

just been added as an intrinsic goal. The event queue

will contain the event goal-add(quenched-thirst).

As the invocation conditions of drink-soda and

drink-water match with the trigger event and their

context conditions are believed by the agent, the op

tion generator returns both these plans as suitable op

tions.

We will assume that the deliberator first selects the

drink-soda option. As this option is to satisfy a

new intrinsic goal, rather than a subgoal of a previ

ous intention, a new intention stack is created. The

end (goal) for the top intention frame of the stack

is quenched-thirst and the means are given by the

drink-soda plan.

As the first action in this plan is not primitive, no

action is executed. Let us assume also that no external

events occur on this cycle. Hence the only events in the

event queue are the internal events corresponding to

the creation of the new intention for the chosen option.

As the system has not succeeded in any of its goals nor

discovered that any intentions are impossible, it posts

the current intention status. This will result in the

event goal-add(have-soda) being added to the event

queue.

The system then continues with the next cycle. Ini

tially, the option generator will select the plan for get

ting soda from the refrigerator and this will, in turn,

be adopted as an intention. The intention stack will

Strictly, the system distinguishes between subgoals on

the intention stack, or so-called operand goals, and the in

trinsic goals contained in the goal data structure.
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BEL GOAL INTEND done succeeded

have-glass - - - -

unchanged quenched-thirst - - goal-add(quenched-thirst)

unchanged unchanged { have-soda; drink} - goal-add(have-soda)

-i remove- soda unchanged open-fridge open-fridge,

goal-add(qnenched-thirst)

unchanged unchanged { drink} open-tap open-tap

quenched-thirst ~* ~ drink drink

Figure 3: Trace of Practical BDI Interpreter

thus be extended with a new intention frame corre

sponding to this plan. The interpreter will then exe

cute the action of opening the refrigerator door, but

at the next moment will discover that the soda is not

present. It will thus be forced to drop its current in

tention. Finally, the initial intrinsic goal is reposted

by post-intention-status.

On the next cycle, the option to drink water is selected,

and the plan is finally completed successfully over the

remaining cycles. The trace of the execution, including

the goal-add events, is given in Figure 3.

5 CONCLUSIONS

The philosophical and logical foundations of ratio

nal agents have been studied by a number of au

thors [1, 3, 16, 18]. While most philosophical theo

ries treat intentions as being reducible to beliefs and

desires, Bratman argues that intentions play a signifi

cant and distinct role in practical reasoning and hence

lays a philosophical foundation for BDI architectures.

Cohen and Levesque [3] provided one of the first logi

cal formalizations of intentions and the notion of com

mitment. We provided an alternative formalization

by shifting the emphasis of future commitment from

the definition of intentions to the process of intention

maintenance. This allowed us to capture a number of

different rational behaviors [16].

In parallel with the formalizations of BDI architec

tures, a number of system implementations that give

primary importance to the mental attitudes of beliefs,

goals, and intentions have emerged [5, 7].

However, none of the papers on formalizations of BDI

architectures address the issue of how such systems

could be implemented. Similarly, none of the system

implementations try to relate their work to the formal

izations. The only paper, to the knowledge of the au

thors, that attempts to bridge the gap between the two

is by Pollack et. ol. [14]. They describe the different

modules of a BDI architecture and discuss the philo

sophical foundations for each of these modules. How

ever, compared to the abstract interpreter presented

here, their model is at a higher level of abstraction

and is not useful as a practical system.

This paper has attempted to bridge the gap between

the theoretical formalizations of BDI architectures,

in particular our earlier formalization, and an imple

mented system based on the BDI architecture, the Pro

cedural Reasoning System (PRS). The practical sys

tem architecture discussed in this paper is a simplified

version of PRS, which has been used in a number of

complex real-world applications.

Clearly, much of the interesting detail remains to be

filled in. However, we hope that this paper has at least

indicated the way in which suitable formalizations of

rational behavior can be usefully employed as abstract

specifications for building practical reasoning systems.
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Abstract

In Kripke models of logics of implicit belief,

different logics are obtained by altering the

properties of the accessibility relation. In

this paper I argue that no adequate account

of (situation-based) explicit belief is possible

based on an accessibility relation, or on a gen

eralisation of an accessibility relation. If Ba

is read as "a is explicitly believed" , then the

problem is that the modality ->B conflates

two distinct senses, that of not-believing and

that of lack of belief. A specific explicit be

lief logic is proposed, and a new modal oper

ator C is added to the logic to separate these

senses, where Cat is read "a is conceivable".

Properties of the resultant logic are investi

gated and it is shown that the aforementioned

difficulties do not arise.

1 INTRODUCTION

The epistemic notions of knowledge and belief have

most commonly been modelled by means of possible

worlds semantics, employing Kripke Structures. In a

Kripke structure, the fundamental notions are those of

a possible world and of an accessibility relation between

worlds. A possible world is a complete and consis

tent state of affairs. The accessibility relation specifies

those worlds that are accessible, or possible, according

to what the agent whose beliefs are being modelled be

lieves. In such approaches to implicit belief em agent

is logically omniscient, in that it believes all logical

consequences of its beliefs. Thus, if La is used to as

sert that a is implicitly believed, then the sentence

La A L(a D /?) D 1/3 is valid.

Consequently, several approaches have been proposed

to model systems of explicit belief. Such systems are

intended to model finite agents or computers, where

logical omniscience does not necessarily hold. In one of

these approaches, a generalisation of possible worlds,

called situations, is commonly adopted. The general

methodology underlying this approach is to generalise

Kripke structures to capture notions of explicit belief.

In this paper I argue that no satisfactory account of

situation-based explicit belief can be based directly on

Kripke structures. The difficulty is that the accessibil

ity relation leads to problems, as do generalisations of

an accessibility relation. This is unfortunate, since in

possible worlds approaches different logics of implicit

belief are obtained by varying the properties of the ac

cessibility relation. I suggest that the problem arises

because in systems of explicit belief a negated belief is

effectively used in two distinct senses.

In logics of implicit belief, beliefs must be consistent.

This is a direct consequence of the fact that worlds,

which are used to model beliefs, are complete and con

sistent state of affairs. Thus if the sentence -iLa is true

at a world then La fails to be true at that world. How

ever, in a logic of explicit belief this is not the case,

and if -<Ba has true support at a situation, it may also

be the case that Ba has true support.1 This leads to

implausible properties, regardless of how an accessibil

ity relation is defined (or implicitly adopted) in these

logics. I argue that an additional modality is required

in order that these senses be distinguished. This sec

ond modal operator is intended to capture the notion

that something is inconceivable, written -<Ca. This

is a somewhat stronger notion that simple non-belief,

represented by -<Ba. A specific logic is developed, and

the resultant framework is argued to be adequate for

the full representation of explicit belief.

The next section provides a brief introduction to logics

of implicit and explicit belief. Section 3 lists adequacy

criteria for explicit belief logics, and shows that no ex

tant system fulfills these requirements. Also I argue

in Section 4 that no generalisation of these systems,

can fulfill these requirements. Section 5 describes the

proposed solution, while Section 6 provides a brief dis

cussion.

These terms are gone into in more detail in the follow

ing sections.
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2 OVERVIEW OF IMPLICIT AND

EXPLICIT BELIEF

The following subsections summarise recent work in

implicit and explicit belief. For more thorough intro

ductions, [McA88] surveys systems of implicit and ex

plicit belief, while [HM92] provides a comprehensive

introduction to implicit belief, with emphasis on deci

sion problems.

2.1 IMPLICIT BELIEF

A central problem in the modeling of knowledge and

belief is that of determining the full set of beliefs intrin

sic in a base set of beliefs of some agent. This question

has been addressed most frequently in formal models of

belief by means of a possible worlds semantics. In such

approaches an agent's beliefs are modelled by a set of

possible worlds that specify, roughly, how the world

could be, assuming that the agent's base set of beliefs

was in fact true. In these systems an agent is logically

omniscient in that it believes all logical consequences of

its beliefs. Omniscience is easily shown by an informal

argument: if an agent believes some set of sentences T,

then every sentence in T must be true at every world

modelling the agent's beliefs. But since worlds are

complete and consistent, every logical consequence of

T must also be true at every world. Hence, since a log

ical consequence is true at every world, by definition it

is implicitly believed. Similar arguments show that an

agent also believes all logically valid sentences, and if

an agent believes a contradiction, then it believes every

sentence. In order not to seem wholly unrealistic, im

plicit belief is usually interpreted as either modelling

an idealisation of an agent, or else as specifying what

is implicit in an agent's beliefs. The initial work in

this area is [Hin62]; representative work in Artificial

Intelligence includes [Kon84, Lev84a, M008O].

Formally such belief is modelled by a Kripke structure

M =< W, R, P > where W is a set of possible worlds,

R is a binary relation on W giving, for each world, the

set of accessible worlds, and P is a mapping from the

set of atomic sentences P onto subsets of W, specify

ing the worlds at which each atomic sentence is true.

The truth of sentences is given by a straightforward

recursive definition. The interesting case is for an im

plicit belief La, which is true at w iff a is true at all

accessible worlds.

More formally, I will assume throughout that we have

a propositional language, £, for expressing explicit and

implicit belief. This language is formed from a set of

atomic sentences P = {po.Pi,--}, together with the

standard connectives -1 and A for negation and con

junction, and operators B and L for explicit and im

plicit belief respectively. Disjunction and material im

plication are introduced by the usual definitions. Sen

tences of C are specified by the expected recursive def

inition. Lower case Greek letters a, /?, ... stand for

arbitrary sentences of C. The symbolism M,w |= a

asserts that a is true at world w in model M. If a

is true at every world and in every model, a is valid,

written \= a. We obtain:

Definition 2.1

1. M,w\=pi iff weP{p{).

2. M, w (= -ia iff M, w \£ a.

3. M,wt=aA0itt M,w ^ a and M,w\=fi.

4. M,w \= La iff for every w' such that R(w,w'),

we have M , w' ^ a.

There is no universally-accepted logic of implicit be

lief; rather, depending on one's requirements, there are

more (or less) suitable logics. If we begin with a com

pletely unconstrained accessibility relation, we obtain

the base logic of implicit belief, K [Che80]. A proof-

theoretic characterisation of K is given by adding to

classical propositional logic the axiom

L(a DflDLaDLP

and rule of inference

From I- a infer h La.

By imposing various conditions on the accessibility re

lation, other logics are obtained. Thus for example,

if the accessibility relation is reflexive, then La 3 a

is valid. This formula, which states that a believed

sentence is in fact true, is usually taken as distinguish

ing knowledge from simple belief, which may not be

true.2 If the accessibility relation is transitive, then

La D LLa is valid; this relation of positive introspec

tion states that if an agent believes something then it

believes that it believes it. If the accessibility relation

is euclidean 3, then the relation of negative introspec

tion, -iLa D L-iLa, is valid. Note that if an acces

sibility relation is reflexive, transitive, and euclidean,

then it in fact constitutes an equivalence relation.

2.2 EXPLICIT BELIEF

The notion of implicit belief leaves open the issue of

what a resource-bounded, finite agent might believe or

actively hold as true. A variety of systems of explicit

beliefhave subsequently been developed to address this

issue. In these systems an agent is not necessarily

logically omniscient, and so if it believes a and a D (3

then it may not necessarily believe /?. However, given

that an agent's explicit beliefs may not be closed under

The distinction between knowledge and belief will not

concern us here, and I will use the term "belief through

out.

3J2 is euclidean if R(w\, W2) and R(wi, 103) implies that

R(W2, W3)
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(classical) logical consequence, it is unclear just what

explicit beliefs (if any) may follow from a base set.

Systems of explicit belief generally belong to one

of two broad approaches, the syntactic and situa

tional approaches. In the syntactic approach, an

agent's explicit beliefs are modelled by a set of sen

tences. Approaches based on these intuitions include

[Ebe74, FH85, Haa86, Kon84, MH79]. In the most ba

sic of these approaches, an agent explicitly believes a

sentence just when it appears in the set. Logical om

niscience is clearly blocked in these systems, since a

logical consequence of a set of sentences may not ap

pear in that set. Also, this approach represents the

least constrained conception of explicit belief. How

ever this approach is perhaps too fine-grained, in that

the set of sentences which are or are not believed may

be quite arbitrary. Thus, believing that "Mary is a

scholarship recipient and John is a teacher" may not

entail that "John is a teacher and Mary is a scholar

ship recipient" is believed. However, arguably, these

sentences can been seen to represent the same belief,

and the ordering of the conjuncts is an irrelevant syn

tactic commitment. While rules could be introduced

to ensure that, for example, individual conjuncts of

a conjunction are believed, such rules are difficult to

justify without an underlying semantic theory.

The situational approach extends possible worlds se

mantics, and attempts to provide a semantically well-

motivated account of explicit belief. Here an agent's

explicit beliefs are modelled by a set of partial possible

worlds or situations. A situation may support either

the truth or the falsity of a sentence, or both the truth

and falsity, or neither.4 Again an agent may not be

logically omniscient in these systems; for example it

may not believe all the (classical) consequences of its

beliefs.

The original work in Artificial Intelligence in this area

is [Lev84b]. In this approach a model is given by

M =< S,B,T,T > where S is the set of all situ

ations, B is the set of situations which could be the

case given what is believed, and T and T are func

tions from the set of atomic sentences P onto subsets

of S. T specifies those atomic sentences that have

their truth supported at each situation, while T speci

fies those atomic sentences that have their falsity sup

ported. Atomic sentence p,- has its truth supported at

situation s in model M iff s G T(pi). Similarly pi has

its falsity supported at s iff s € ^(Pi)- The fact that

Pi could have neither its truth nor falsity supported

at s reflects the intuition that p,- may have nothing

to so with that particular situation. The fact that p,

could have both its truth and falsity supported at s,

in an incoherent situation, reflects the fact that unfor

tunate as the fact is, contradictions must be expected

and lived with in a large knowledge base. Support of

*A situation here then may be seen as a restricted ver

sion of a situation in [BP83].

truth and of falsity of compound sentences is given by

a straightforward recursive definition. The set W of

worlds is defined to be the set of complete and consis

tent situations. We obtain:

Definition 2.2

1. M, af=T Pi iff «€ T(j>i).

M,8\=FPi iff«€%).

2. M,s ^t ""•<* iff M,s ^=f a.

M,s ^p -xx itt M,s t=x a.

3. M,s\=T a A/? iff M,s^=T a and M,s \=T B.

M,s \=p a A/3 iff M,8 ^=f a or M,s \=f B.

4. M,s^=t aVBittM,8\=Taoi M,s\=T B.

M,s\=FaV0iKM,8 \=F a and M,s fcF P-

5. M, 8 ^=t Ba iff for every t (E B, M,t ^=t <*•

M, s \=F Ba iff M, s ttT Ba.

In this approach, both support of truth (^=t) and truth

(£=) are defined. The former is defined at all situations,

as given above; the latter is defined only at worlds, as

with implicit belief. An agent may not be logically om

niscient in this approach. For example, the sentences

Ba, B(a D /?), and ->£/? are simultaneously satisfiable

and so an agent's beliefs are not closed under implica

tion. In addition the sentences B(a A->a) and ->5/? are

simultaneously satisfiable, and so inconsistent beliefs

can be held without everything being believed. Also

->B{a V ->a) is satisfiable; hence a valid sentence need

not be explicitly believed.

If the semantics were specified in terms of an acces

sibility relation, this relation would be transitive and

euclidean, but not necessarily reflexive: for situation

s, there is a set of mutually accessible situations B,

but it may be that s £ B. The approach also defines

an implicit belief operator. Since it is not germane

to the point at hand (viz. accessibility with respect to

explicit belief), I do not include it in the above defini

tion, nor is it dealt with in the following subsections.

Adding an implicit belief operator to the subsequent

development however is straightforward.

As [FH85] points out, there are difficulties with this

approach. Most importantly, the sentence

Ba A B(a J B) D B(0 V (a A ->a))

is valid. Thus if Ba and B{a D 0) are true then so

is B(B V (a A -vj)). If ->B0 is also true then semanti

cally we are committed to the existence of an incoher

ent situation wherein both a and ->a are supported.

But this seems unreasonable: in general, lack of logical

omniscience seems to have little to do with incoherent

situations.

[Lev85] addresses this problem by extending the ap

proach so that an agent's explicit beliefs are modelled
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by a set of sets of situations {C\ ,Ci,- ■ ■}■ Support for

explicit belief is now given by:

M, 8 \=t Ba iff for some d and every t G C%,

we have M,t ^=t a.

Informally each d models a particular "state of mind"

or "belief context".5 While this approach provides

an alternative to incoherent situations as a means of

blocking omniscience, it leaves the notion of belief con

text largely unanalysed; moreover it does not allow it

erated belief modalities. These issues are addressed

in [Del92], wherein Ba has true support at situation

s just when the explicit proposition represented by a

appears among a set, Wr(«), of explicit propositions

associated with s. This set Nt(s) then consists of the

set of propositions explicitly believed at situation s.

A second set Njr(s) specifies those propositions which

are not believed at s. This approach does not address

the concerns of the present paper however, in that the

notion of an accessibility relation is not employed.

Gerhard Lakemeyer has addressed numerous issues

in explicit belief by considering various extensions to

[Lev84b]. [Lak87] allows reasoning about explicit be

liefs at any level (that is, nesting of belief operators)

provided that all beliefs are at the same level. Thus

for example, not only is B(a A/?) D B/3 valid, but so is

BB(a A /?) D BB0. This is accomplished by introduc

ing two accessibility relations that hold between situ

ations: one relation is used to determine the truth of

unnegated beliefs, while the other is used for negated

beliefs. The rationale for these two relations is that

an agent may use different sets of situations to con

firm or disconfirm a belief. [Lak86] addresses issues in

a first-order logic of explicit belief, while [LL88] con

siders embedding additional modal operators in the

approach of [Lev84b]. However the logics of these pa

pers do not address the aforementioned problems and

so block implication in explicit beliefs via incoherent

situations.

3 ADEQUACY CRITERIA FOR

EXPLICIT BELIEF

In possible worlds semantics the base logic K is mod

elled by the full set of Kripke structures; further logics

are obtained by constraining the accessibility relation.

It might be thought that we could do the same thing

with explicit belief, and so provide a base logic (con

forming to some base semantics), and from this specify

further logics by restricting an accessibility relation.

However this appears to not be the case, and I argue

that no adequate basis for explicit belief is possible

based directly on the notions of situation and accessi

bility relation. In order to demonstrate this, we need

to first specify what would constitute an "adequate

basis" for explicit belief. Arguably, any semantic basis

for explicit belief should satisfy at least the following

criteria. 6

1. Relations involving iterated belief modalities are

specifiable.

2. {Ba,B(a D 0),-<B0} is satisfiable.

3. {Ba, B(a D 0), -<B(0 V (a A -.a))} is satisfiable.

4. {Ba, B0, ->B(a A 0)} is satisfiable.

5. Three degrees of coherence in explicit beliefs are

specifiable:

(a) B(a A ->a) is satisfiable.

(b) -<B(aA-ia) is valid; {Ba, B-<a} is satisfiable.

(c) Ba D -iB->a is valid.

The first criterion states that one should be able to

stipulate, for example, that beliefs are closed under

positive or negative introspection, and so Ba D BBa

and ->Ba D B->Ba, respectively, are valid. [Lev84b]

does not address issues of meta-beliefs; however, since

in the semantics of [Lev84b] we have that either

M,8 ^=t Ba or M,s }=t -iBa, it follows that in

any obvious extension to the system an agent will be

omniscient with respect to its meta-beliefs. Similar

remarks apply to [Lev85].

[Lak87] addresses this difficulty by developing an ex

plicit belief logic incorporating two accessibility rela

tions, one for positive explicit beliefs, and another for

negated explicit beliefs. This permits a flexible specifi

cation of iterated modalities. However the accessibility

relations are constrained to coincide at worlds, and so,

as is discussed below, the other adequacy conditions

are not met. Note that the two accessibility relations

must coincide at worlds; otherwise the resultant sys

tem is inconsistent.

The second criterion states that an agent's beliefs are

not closed under logical consequence; this indeed is

the case in all cited works. However in the above cited

works, with the exception of [Lev85], Ba A B(a D

0) D B(0 V (a A -<a)) is valid, violating the third cri

terion. This last formula effectively requires that, if

an agent's beliefs are not closed under logical conse

quence, then one of the situations the agent believes

possible is incoherent, in which a A -<a has true sup

port. But this seems implausible: if an agent holds

Ba and separately holds B(a D 0) then it is unrea

sonable to require that the only way the inference B0

is blocked is via an incoherent situation. Arguably the

agent may not have "connected" these two beliefs and

so may not hold B0. The fact that 0 is not believed

then would, via this line of reasoning, have nothing to

do with incoherent situations.

&[FH85] presents a similar approach founded on intu

itions for "weak" and "strong" implicit belief.

'While there may be other criteria, these are pertinent

to the discussion at hand.
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This point is expressed in the fourth criterion, where

we require that an agent be able to hold two separate

beliefs, without necessarily holding their conjunction.

It is straightforward to show that the third condition

effectively amounts to the fourth. The fourth condi

tion states that if a and /? are explicitly believed then

their conjunction may not be believed. Arguably this

is how things should be: if an agent has two beliefs,

again, it may not have explicitly "connected" them,

and so may not explicitly hold their conjunction. How

ever, in the previously-cited approaches (with the ex

ception of [Lev85]) BahB0 = B(a A /?) is valid.

The last criterion says that there are three "degrees of

coherence" of beliefs, and that, by suitably constrain

ing the semantics, an approach should allow one to

distinguish these degrees. First, an agent may have

incoherent beliefs (of the form B{a A -•a)); second,

an agent may not have incoherent beliefs, but may

have conflicting beliefs (of the form Ba and B->a);

and third, an agent will not have conflicting beliefs,

and so if it believes a then it will not believe ->a.7

The preceding has argued that no extant system of

explicit belief has satisfied the adequacy criteria set

out at the beginning of this section. It is straightfor

ward to show that no situation-based semantics for

explicit belief incorporating an accessibility relation

can satisfy the adequacy criteria. As mentioned, the

standard notion of an accessibility relation cannot be

imported wholesale into situation-based semantics for

explicit belief without reintroducing omniscience via

meta-beliefs. In addition the obvious extension to

situation-based semantics also violates the fourth cri

terion. To see this, assume to the contrary that we

have some situation-based semantics based on an ac

cessibility relation. If Bp\ and Bpi are both true at

world w then, by the definition of support of truth, pi

and P2 have true support at all accessible situations.

But then p\ A p? has true support at all accessible sit

uations; hence B(pi A pa) is true at the original world.

But this violates the fourth of the adequacy criteria.

A similar argument shows the third criterion is also

violated.

The preceding example however points the way to a

possible solution. Arguably Bp\ and Bp? should not

lead to B(pi AP2) because, informally, p\ and pi may

have nothing to do with each other. For example, I

may explicitly believe that "I am presently working at

my desk" and "the muffler on my car needs replacing" ,

but I may not believe that "I am presently working at

my desk and the muffler on my car needs replacing" . In

the phrasing of [Lev85] an agent may believe one thing

7Note however that while previous situation-based ap

proaches rely on incoherent situations to block logical om

niscience, the discussion in Sections 4 and 5 does not de

pend on the presence of incoherent situations; the same

points apply to situation-based approachs in which there

are no incoherent situations.

in one "belief context" or "frame of mind", and an

other thing in another; there is no a priori reason then

that the agent has "connected" these belief contexts.

Semantically we would want to allow the truth of Bp\

to depend on one set of situations while the truth of

Bpv could depend on another. Thus B{p\ Api) need

not be held, since p\ Ap2 may not have true support at

whatever the appropriate set of situations is for that

belief. Thus we can extend the notion of accessibility

so that, for belief Ba, the set of accessible situations

depends not just on a situation (as before), but also

in some fashion on or.

4 PROPOSITION-BASED

ACCESSIBILITY RELATIONS

4.1 ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES

The natural generalisation of an accessibility relation

is to have the set of accessible situations depend in part

on the proposition expressed by a sentence a. That

is, in possible worlds approaches, it is fairly common

practice [Che80, Sta87] to identify the proposition (or

intension) expressed by a sentence a with the set of

possible worlds in which a is true. If a and /? are true

at precisely the same worlds in a model then a and

/? represent the same proposition. In such approaches

then a sentence a is taken as denoting some propo

sition, and it is this proposition that is the object of

belief. This idea is extended here to that of explicit

propositions, where the explicit proposition expressed

by a is identified with the set of situations in which a

has true support; this is written as ||a||5*. Thus we

have:

Definition 4.1

\\<*\\? = {s<zS\M,s\=t<*}.

For belief Ba, the set of accessible situations depends

on the situation s and on the explicit proposition

(henceforth, proposition) expressed by a; this will be

given by a function /(s, ||af||s^). A model is now a

tuple M =< S, f,T,T> where S, T, and T are as

before, and / is a function from situations and sets

of situations (representing explicit propositions) onto

sets of situations. Again, the function / is a basic

entity in the semantic theory, generalising the accessi

bility relation of Kripke structures.

True support of an explicit belief can be defined as:

M, 8 f=T Ba iff for every t G f(s, IJ0II5'), we have

M,t\=Ta,

or equivalently,

M,s\=T Ba iff f{;\\<*\\?)Q\\<*\\&
\M
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However this semantics is overly weak, in that the

arguably-desirable relation B(aA/3) D Ba is not valid.

To obtain this notion of specificity between proposi

tions we also require that:

H IM1? C HfllS* then /(..HfllS4) C /(»,|H|f ).

A rationale for this relation is as follows. Consider

again the sentences "I am presently working at my

desk" and "I am presently working at my desk and

the muffler on my car needs replacing". The events

described in the second sentence portray a broader or

more general situation than does the first. That is,

the first sentence deals only with my office, while the

second includes my office and car. Thus if true support

of a at a situation requires true support of f3 at that

situation, then a, being more specific than /?, describes

a narrower state of affairs. Based on this observation,

we may require that if an proposition is believed then

so is any subsuming, or more general, proposition.

In the resultant semantics B{a A /?) D Ba is valid,

since ||a A fl\? C \\a\\^, and so if /(«, \\a A 0\\?) C

||orA/3||^ then /(*,||or||^) C ||or||$*. Notably Ba A

B(i D B(a A 0) is not valid. Adequacy criteria 1.-4.

are met; this is discussed once the full system has been

presented.

However at this point we have not yet defined support

of the falsity of an explicit belief (i.e. M, s ^=f Ba).

The difficulty is that, while it is clear how positive

explicit belief should be defined, it is unclear how

negated explicit belief should be defined. At worlds

there is no problem, since we must have M, w f= ->Ba

iff M, w J£ Ba. At situations we have M, s \=t ->Ba

iff M,s ^=f Ba, and so we need to define this last

relation.

There seems to be four possibilities for M, a ^=p Ba.

First, the set of accessible situations may depend on

the explicit proposition expressed by a, or it may de

pend on that expressed by ->a.8 Second, given a set of

accessible situations, we may require either that a sit

uation support the falsity of a or else that a situation

simply fail to support the truth of a.

We have the possibilities:

1. M, s (=F Ba iff M, s £T Ba

(andso/(s,|H|^)g||a||^).

2. M, • \=F Ba iff f(s, \ha\\?) n |M|£* # 0.

3. M, s \=F Ba iff /(«, |ha||£*) g ||o||^.

4. M, s \=F Ba iff f(s, \\a\\f) PI \\->a\\j* # 0.

Some of these possibilities are intuitively implausible.

The first three possibilities can also be shown to have

"The other plausible possibility, of having the set of ac

cessible situations depend on ||aV->a||s , violates criterion

5b in that Ba A B->a = B(a A -><*) is valid.

undesirable formal properties. The fourth, while rea

sonable, requires augmenting the approach with an

other modal operator to be fully useful or expressive.

The intuition underlying the first possibility is that of

classical modal logics: that falsity of an explicit belief

corresponds to non-(support of) truth. We have that

either M, s ^t Ba or M., s ^=7- ->Ba, and so, as with

[Lev84b], an agent is omniscient with respect to its

meta-beliefs.

For the second possibility, the intuition is that the set

of situations relevant to falsity of Ba is determined by

the negation of a, and a belief has false support just

when there is a situation that supports the falsity of

the sentence. Since /(«, HaH^1) C JlaH^* implies that

/(*. IMIS4) n Ntf1 # 0 (assuming that f(s, \\a\\») #

0), we obtain that Ba D ->B->a is valid. Hence, in

non-trivial cases this possibility violates the last of the

adequacy criteria.

The intuition behind the third possibility is that the

set of situations relevant to falsity of Ba is again de

termined by the negation of a; however, the belief has

false support just when there is an accessible situation

that fails to support the truth of the sentence. This ap

proach then extends [Lak87]. However it violates the

fifth criterion. Consider the situation where we wish to

disallow incoherent beliefs. For -*B(aA->a) to be valid

we require that f(s, \\a V ->a\\%i) fl ||a A -'a||^' = 0.

Thus ->B(a A ->a) is valid in the class of models in

which ||a A-iQfH^4 = 0.9 Hence we exclude incoherent

situations in the semantics. ->B(a A ->q) is now valid;

but since ||a||^ n Ih^Hs* = 0, we have that:

If f(:\\<*\\?) C |H|$< then f(8,\\a\\?) £ |M|£<.

This means that Ba D -iB->at is valid also, violating

the fifth criterion. Hence this possibility is too strong.

The last alternative appears to be the most intuitively

and formally appealing of the four. Essentially it states

that ->Ba has true support just when there is a situa

tion, among those relevant to belief in a, that supports

the falsity of o. Note that, in particular, we use the

same set of situations to determine support of truth or

falsity in a sentence a. This system is explored in the

next subsection.

4.2 A PROPOSITION-BASED LOGIC OF

EXPLICIT BELIEF

This subsection discusses the system where support of

truth is given by:

M,8\=TBaittf{,,\\a\\»)C\\a\\».

M, s (=F Ba iff /(«, ||a||£<) n |M|£< # 0.

'Note having /(s, ||ar V -"alls') = 0 is not a satisfactory

option, since it would mean that if inconsistencies are not

explicitly believed then aV-ia is only satisfied in the trivial

case.
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It is worth emphasising that support of truth is distinct

from truth, which is defined only at worlds and in the

expected manner:

M,w \= Ba iff f(w, ||a||f ) C \\a\\?.

M, w |= Ba iff M, w £ Ba.

While truth (and so validity) is defined only at worlds,

the definition of truth for explicit belief is given in

terms of support of truth.

This approach has the rather nice properties that:

1. If \\a A-a||£< = 0 then: if /(s,||a||£<) C ||a||£<

then/(s,|H|^)n|ha||^=0.

2. If||aV-a||^ =5 then: if /(s,||a||^)n|ha||^ =

0then/(,,||a||£<)C||a||S<.

The first item means that, if \\a A -,a||5< = 0, then

if M,s \=t Ba then M,s )£? Ba. The second item

gives the converse. Consequently if S = W (and so

\\a A ->a\\fl = 0 and \\a V ^a\\jf = S for every a) we

obtain that M,s \=t Ba iff M,s )fcf Ba. Thus sup

port of truth and of falsity in this case are equivalent

to classical notions of truth and falsity (and we in fact

obtain the modal logic EM [Che80, p. 236]).

For the first adequacy criterion, relations among ex

plicit belief modalities can be specified in a manner

analogous to possible worlds semantics. Thus, for ex

ample, the statement Ba D a is valid in the class of

models in which s G /(«, Halls*) for every situation

and explicit proposition. That is, Ba D a has true

support at situation s iff /(«, HaH^1) C HorHs* implies

that a has true support at s. This in turn means that

s £ f(s> lulls'1)' corresponding to refiexivity. Positive

and negative introspection is handled in a straightfor

ward, if slightly more complex, fashion.

Adequacy criteria 2.-4. clearly are met, in that sup

port of the truth of Ba and B(i can depend on dif

ferent sets of situations whenever WaWjf ± H/311^.

Since /(s,||a||^) C /(*, ||a A P\\¥), we have that

B(a A /?) D Ba A B/3, but not the converse.

The final adequacy criterion is also met, although not

perhaps in an entirely satisfactory manner. Assume

for the moment that /(«, ||a||s*) ^ 0 for every s and

a. We obtain:

1. B(a A --a) is satisfiable.

2. -<B(aA->a) is valid in the class of models in which

||a A ""all^1 = 0, while {Ba, 5->a} remains satis

fiable.

3. Ba D -iB-<a is valid in the class of models

in which ||a A -ia||^ = 0 and /(s,||a||^) =

/(».ih"im

These semantic restrictions appear reasonable and in

tuitive; however the approach is not without difficul

ties. The problem is that, while we can state that a

belief receives true support or false support, we can

not assert that a belief fails to receive true support.

That is, at worlds, it M,w^= -^Ba then M, w \h Ba.

However, at situations, support of truth and of fal

sity are independent10 and so if M,s ^=t ->Ba then

we may or may not have M,s )£t Ba. This in

turn, informally, means that we cannot "assert" that

f(w, Hall^1) 2 IMfs*) or> as a special case, that

f(w, Hall^) ^ 0. This has two consequences, first,

that we cannot axiomatically provide a seriality con

dition for /, and, second, that we cannot assert that

a belief fails to receive true support. These points are

explored in the remainder of this section.

Consider first the case where we wish to exclude in

coherent beliefs. If we want an agent's beliefs to be

coherent, then first we would want ->B(a A ->a) to be

valid, and so f(w, \\a A -•alls'1) g ||a V -•a||s"< for every

w € W. Consequently f(w,\\a A-'aW^) ^ 0. This

then amounts to a seriality condition for / at incoher

ent propositions and at worlds.

If we want additionally that an agent's meta-beliefs be

coherent, and so ->BB{a A ->a) is valid, then first we

would want f(w, \\B(a A -nx^jf1) g \\B(a A ->a)\\^

for every u; G W. Now, we don't necessarily have

\\B(a A -,or)||5< = 0, since the preceding discus

sion, wherein -<B(a A -<a) is valid, implies only that

||B(aA-a)||£«fW = 0. » Soif/(u;,||fl(aA-a)||^) g

\\B(a A-.a)||£* then for some s e f(tv, \\B(a A->a)\\¥)

wehaveAf.s \£t B(aA~>a), and so f(s, WaA^aW^) g

||ar A ""■alls'. Hence from the above, ->BB(a A ->a) is

valid in the class of models in which ||a A ""oll^ = 0

and f(s, \\a A-iaW^*) ^ 0. This then amounts to a

seriality condition, but restricted to incoherent propo

sitions.

Unfortunately, it appears to be the case that there

is no axiomatic specification of seriality within the

present framework. Consider first logics of implicit

belief, where a formula of the form La D ->L->a is

valid in all serial models: if La is true, then a is true

at all accessible worlds; since -<L-<a is also true, then

it is not the case that at all accessible worlds ->a is

true. Since worlds are consistent, this in turn implies

that there is an accessible world. However we can't

simply adopt Ba D ->B->a as a relation here to obtain

seriality because it is too strong, in that it violates the

,0with the exception of incoherent beliefs, as discussed

below.

n->BB(a A -><*) is valid, clearly, in the set of models in

which \\B(a A -«*)\\? = 0 and f(w, \\B(a A ^a)\\g) jt 0.

However, this does not give us a tight characterisation of

the class of models in which incoherent meta-beliefs are

not held. If we were interested in any class of models in

which the preceding relation held, then we could simply

point to the class of models in which Halls' = 0 for every

a and be done with it. Here then we would like a precise

characterisation.
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fifth adequacy criterion.

What this all amounts to is that, with the exception

of incoherent propositions, we cannot axiomatically

"enforce" seriality. This is perhaps best seen by con

sidering the introduction of a designated atomic sen

tence T that receives true support at every situation.

Thus ||T||£< = S, and since /(«, ||T||^) C ||T||^, BT

has true support at every situation. However there is

nothing preventing /(«, ||T||^*) = 0. If we could ax

iomatically characterise the class of models in which

f(s, HTH51) ^ 0 then we would have a full character

isation of seriality, since by specificity /(«, ||T||j ) C

/(«, Hall^) for every a. It might be thought that we

would obtain seriality in the class of models in which

BT D -1.B-1T is valid. However this is not so: se-

mantically we obtain that if f(s, ||T||j ) C T then

f(»AhT\\si) n IITII^ # <*• This then implies that

/(«, II^TH^1) ^ 0. However, from the discussion of

-iBB(a A ->a) we already have a characterisation of

seriality for incoherent propositions and so this adds

nothing new.

There are two ways around this dilemma. First, we

could declare it to be simply annoying, and deal only

with the class of models in which f(s, Halls*) ^ 0 for

every s and a. Second, we could look on this as be

ing a genuine defect, and ask what might be done to

correct things. The difficulty appears to be that the

framework is too weak to state that at a situation a

sentence (with the exception of incoherent sentences)

does not receive true support. In logics of implicit

belief (and also for truth at worlds) this is not a prob

lem, since M,w \= Ba iff M,w ^= ->Ba. Here how

ever if Ai%8 \=t Ba then it is not necessarily true

that M,s Y^t -'Ba. The problem appears intrinsic to

the approach at hand, and applies to all the previous

systems and variants discussed previously.

Before proceeding to the second alternative, it is worth

noting that if we consider the class of models in which

f(s, Wall's1) ^ 0 for all s and a, the resultant logic can

be described by the following axiomatisation; a proof

is given in the appendix.

Axioms:

1. B(aA0) D BahB0.

2. Ba D B(a V 0).

B0 D B(a V 0).

3. Ba = B-"o.

4. B(a A (0 V 7)) D B((a A /?) V 7).

5. BB(a A -ia) D B->B(a V -.a)

Rules of Inference:

1. From h Ba D B0 and h B0 D By infer h Ba D

By.

2. From \- By D (Ba A B0) infer h By D B(a A /?).

3. From h (Ba V B0) D By infer h B(a V 0) D By.

4. From h Ba D B0 infer h B-*0 D B->a.

5. From r- Ba D B0 infer h BBa D BB0.

The soundness of the last axiom is easily demonstrated

by noting that at situations, if

/MaA-all^CHaA^

then

/(»,||aV-*||^)n||aA-a||$V0.

We also have the theorem

BB(a A ->a) D BBa A B->Ba.

These results may be justified on the grounds that,

if an agent believes that it believes an inconsistency,

then it believes pretty much anything to do with the

inconsistency.

5 A MODAL OPERATOR FOR

CONCEIVABILITY

I have argued that the only formally coherent notion

of accessibility that meets the adequacy criteria of Sec

tion 3 is the approach in which

M, s \=T Ba iff /(•, ||a||£«) C ||a||^ and

M, s (=, Ba iff /(., \\a\\M) D |ho||^ # 0.

nnt.eA Rn A R/? ~> R(n A ff\ ia nnt. valiHAs noted, Ba A B0 D B(a A 0) is not valid in this

system while, given a specificity condition, B(aA0) D

Ba A B0 is. However this approach has the problem

that it is impossible to "prevent" a meta-belief such

as belief in Ba, unless a is incoherent. If we consider

logics ofimplicit belief, it can be seen that the difficulty

arises from the fact that the modality ->L is used in

two distinct ways.

1. Negated belief: The sentence ->La has the reading

that "it is not the case that La is believed".

2. Absence of belief: If -iLor is true, then by con

sistency, La cannot be true. So indirectly ->La

expresses the "absence" of the belief La.

Since ->La is true iff La is not true in logics of implicit

belief, these senses are both expressed by the modality

-iL. However this doesn't work for explicit belief, since

true support of->Ba does not require that Ba not have

true support. Phrased another way, while we may be

able to state that a belief always has true (or false)

support in an explicit belief logic, within the given

framework we cannot state that a belief lacks true (or

false) support.

This does not mean that we are completely out of luck

however. What we require is the definition of a dis

tinct modal operator that will allow us to assert that
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something is not held. In the case where we wish to

assert that Ba lacks any support, then, to introduce a

term, we can assert that a is inconceivable at a given

situation. The intent is to introduce a stronger notion

than -iBa, which asserts only that a is not believed;

rather what we try to capture is that in the set of ac

cessible situations, a receives no support, in that there

is no accessible situation supporting the truth of a.

Now, intuitively, a is conceivable (written Ca) just

when, in the set of accessible situations, there is a sit

uation supporting the truth of o. Conversely, a is

inconceivable (->Ca) just when there is no accessible

situation wherein a receives true support. We obtain

the definitions:

M, s \=T Ca iff /(., ||a||£<) n ||a||? # 0.

M, 8 \=F Ca iff /(«, ||a||£<) n ||a||? = 0.

What this does is effectively separate the two senses

of the modality ->B, the first given by the definition

of support of falsity of B, and the second given in

the above definition of C. In terms of modal logics

in general, we have separated two senses of the notion

of "possibility" . The additional modality gives us the

necessary granularity required to deal with degrees of

incompatible beliefs.

Clearly if something is inconceivable then it ought

not to be believed. Hence we would expect that

-■Car D ->Ba is valid, or equivalently that Ba D Ca is

valid. This last formula is valid if /(«, |M|£*) C ||a||£*

implies that /(«, ||a||^) l~l ||a||^ ^ 0, or simply that

So again we are back at the notion of seriality. How

ever, this time we can deal with it. If we introduce

a designated atomic sentence, T, that has true sup

port at every situation, then since HaH^1 C ||T||^, we

obtain /(*,||T||£<) C /(*, ||a||£<). If /(.,||T||^) * 0

then /(«, Halls1) # 0 for every a. We can axiomat-

ically express seriality simply by asserting that CT.

This means too that in the base semantics

CT D (Ba D Ca)

is valid.

There is a further principle that characterises the logic

of the C and B operators:

From Ba D B0 infer Ca D C/?.

For the remainder of the section I will deal with the

class of models in which CT is valid, and so ->Ca D

->Ba is also.

To begin with, we can disallow incoherent beliefs by

asserting that they are inconceivable, viz. ->C(a A-<a).

Hence, by definition of C,

M, 8 \=T ->C(a A ->a) iff

/(«,||aA-a||^)n||aA-a||^ = 0.

Consequently -<C(a A -<a) is valid in the class of mod

els with no incoherent situations, and so ->B(a A ->a)

is also valid in this class of models. But this also

means that M , s \=t B(a A ->a) can never hold

(since /(«, ||a A -^llis1) C ||a A -,<*||s\ together with

/(», ||a A ""aH^1) ^ 0, contradicts the previous rela

tion). Thus we exclude incoherent beliefs while avoid

ing the difficulties discussed in the last section. Clearly

also, {5a, B-<a} remains satisfiable.

Consider next where we wish to exclude incompatible

beliefs and so have that Ba D -<B-<a is valid. We

obtain that Ba D ->B-<a is valid in the class of models

in which /(«, \\a\\?) n /(«, \\->a\\f) ^ 0 (as would be

expected).

Third, consider the class of models in which -<Ca D

B-<a is valid. This sentence expresses a weakened law

of the excluded middle: if a is inconceivable, then it

must be the case that its negation is believed. This

sentence is not valid in general since, we can have

-<C(a A -<a) be valid in a class of models (where there

are no incoherent situations), but B(a V ->a) does not

have true support at a situation (since neither a nor

->a have true support at that situation). It is valid

however (and not unexpectedly) in the class of mod

els in which /(s, Halls') = /(«, |ha||^*) and in which

at every situation at least the truth or falsity of every

atomic sentence is supported. Since we are assuming

seriality, ->Ca D C~<a is also valid, and so if a sentence

is inconceivable, then its negation must be conceivable.

The relation Ba D -'C-'a, describes an agent with a

great deal of faith in its beliefs: if the agent believes

a then it is inconceivable that -«a. This relation is

valid in the class of models in which /(«, HaH^) =

/(«, H-iall^) and in which at every situation at most

the truth or falsity of every atomic sentence is sup

ported. If we combine this relation with the previous,

then we obtain that -<B->a = Ca and so the two as

pects of modality ->B (captured by ->B and -*C) col

lapse to a single notion of negated belief. We obtain

that this sentence is valid in the class of models in

which /(«, ||a||s*'<) = /(*, |ha||^) and in which at ev

ery situation exactly one of the truth or falsity of every

atomic sentence is supported and so every situation is

in fact a world.

6 CONCLUSION

In semantic models of implicit belief, the most com

mon means of obtaining different logics is by altering

the properties of an accessibility relation in a Kripke

model. In this paper I have argued that the notion of

an accessibility relation cannot be adopted wholesale

into situation-based logics of explicit belief. Based on

a number of presumably-uncontentious adequacy cri

teria, it is clear that no extant logic of explicit belief
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can be fitted with an accessibility relation to yield an

acceptable system, nor does it appear that an entirely

adequate approach can be developed. The notion of

an accessibility relation is generalised, and one of the

possible generalisations is argued to be intuitively and

formally plausible. However, this approach is also not

entirely satisfactory; the difficulty, which is present in

all such logics of explicit belief, is that the modality

->B conflates two distinct senses, which may be char

acterised as negated belief and absence of belief. An

additional modal operator C is added to the logic to

separate these senses; the intended reading of Cot is

"a is conceivable". It is shown that the aforemen

tioned difficulties do not arise in the resultant system.

Arguably then the approach provides a semantically-

justifiable basis from which logics of explicit belief may

be developed by means of this generalisation.
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A Proof of Theorem

I deal with two classes of models: first, Mj =<

S,f,1,T >, as in the body of the paper, and sec

ond, MN =< S,NT,NJr,T,J: >, where S,T,T are

as in the body of the paper, and Nr and Njr are func

tions from S to sets of subsets of S. Nr specifies those

explicit propositions believed by an agent at a situa

tion while Nr specifies those beliefs whose falsity is

not supported. Mn models are developed in [Del92],

and soundness and completeness results are provided.

Members of Mj and Mn will be called /-models and

TV-models respectively. The completeness result for

/-models is shown by proving that there is a 1 — 1 cor

respondence between /-models and a restriction of TV-

models, preserving support of truth and falsity. The

restriction on TV-models is necessary since TV-models

provide a finer-grained (although not by much) seman

tics than do /-models.

Definitions of truth are:

Mj,s \=T Ba iff/(«,N|?) C \\a\\f and

Mj, s \=F Ba iff /(*, ||a||?) n ||-«*||? # 0.

and

In addition we have the specificity constraints on Nr

and N?\

If||a||?C||/?||?then

if ||a||? G NT{s) then \\(J\\f €

Nt{s) and

if ||a||? G Nr(s) then ||/3||? €

Nr(s).

Definition A.l An TV-model is extended if it satisfies

the conditions:

1. S € TVT(«).

If ||a||? = 0 then ||-*||? € TV^.

2. (a) If ||a A -.a||? = 0 then: if ||a||? E NT(s)

then ||a||? £ JV>(«).

(b) If ||a V -.a||? = S then: if ||a||? € Njr(a)

then ||a||? € TVr(s).

3. If \\a A -«*||? € TVr(s) then ||a V -.a||? $ Njr.

The first condition is a non-triviality condition, cor

responding to seriality in /-models. The second con

dition ensures that Nr and N? coincide at worlds.

The final condition captures the semantic import of

the last axiom. Soundness and completeness of TV-

models is given in [Del92], so all we have to show is

the correspondence of the models.

Theorem For every /-model there is a pointwise

equivalent extended TV-model, and vice versa.

Proof:

(-)

Let Mj be a /-model and define TV7- and TV?- by:

IH|^€TVT(s)ifr/(s,|H|^)c|H|^

IHI^€TV^)iff/(s,||a||^)n|ha||l

MS4,

l? = <

That TVr and TV^ satisfy the specificity condition is

shown as follows.

Assume Halls*

/(«,IHI?)-

C ||/?||?; thus /(*,||/?||?) S

A<jv,s|=T5aifr||a||^GTVT(s)

Mrt,8\=F Ba iSM? $ Nr(s).

So if ||a||? G TVT(s) then

/(*. IHIs1) Q Hulls' (from the definition of TVr);

80 f(s> Hulls') £ Hulls' (by set containments); so

\M\? € NT(m).

If ||a||? € N?(b) then /(•,||«||?)n|har||? = 0.

But ||a||? C ||/J||?; so M|? C |M|? (by a

straightforward inductive proof); so /(«, ||/?||?)n

M|? = 9; hence ||/?||? € Nr(s).

The proof that TVr and TV^- satisfy the conditions for

an extended TV-model is straightforward.

We need to also show that a situation supports the

same sentences in each model. The proof is by indue-
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tion on the complexity of a sentence; the only inter

esting case is for an explicit belief Ba.

1. Mj,s \=r Ba iff/(.,||o||^) C \\a\\» iff ||o||^ g

Nt(s) (by definition of Nr) iff Mn, « Nt Ba.

2. Mf,8 fc, Ba iff /(f,||o||^) n ||-*||£* # 0

iff Halls' £ JV>(«) (by definition of Nr) iff

(-)

This gets messy.

Let Mn be an TV-model and define AQ and Qa by

A* = nflhlff I ||7llf G iVrW and ||7||£< C ||a||^},

0O = n{5-|h7||^ I Mf € JV>(») and ||7||$< C ||a||1

Aa is the interstection of all propositions that are be

lieved and that a subsumes; 6a is the interstection

of the complement of the negation of all propositions

that are not believed and that a subsumes. Define /

by:

If ||a||£* € NT(b), \\a\\» $ Jv>(«), then

f(s,\\a\\») = Aa.

If ||a||£< $ NT(8), \\a\\? G Nr(8), then

/(*,INI^) = e«.

If IMIS4 € NT(»), \\a\\f* G N,{»), then

/(«,||a||^) = Aanea.

If \\a\\? 0 NT(s), \\a\\? * JV>(.), then

MINIS*) = $■

A rationale for this definition is as follows:

If Halls' G ^t(') then we require an expression

for / where /(«, ||a||^) C ||a||s*. For starters we

mightsuggest that f(s, ||Qf||^*) = Halls'- However

if IhflF 6 Nt(b) and ||7||£< C ||a||g< then we

require also that f(s,\\a\\^) C /(*, ||t||^*). This

is ensured by the specification of Aa.

Analogously, if \\a\\£* G N?(s) then we want

/('.INIs*) n IhaHt* = 0. Thus, to begin with

we could set f(s, \\a\lf1) = S - Ihalls1. Again

though if M" G Nr{s) and ||7||^ C \\a\\" then

we also want /(s, ||a||s"') C /(s,||7||^). This is

ensured by the specification of 0O.

We need to show that Mj satisfies the specificity

condition: If ||o||^ C ||/?||£< then /(*,||/?||s*") C

/(*, llall^). But this follows easily from the obser

vation that Ap C Aa and Qp CQa.

To finish, we need to also show that a situation sup

ports the same sentences in each model. The proof

again is by induction on the complexity of a sentence;

again, the only interesting case is for an explicit belief

Ba.

For support of truth we have:

1. MN,s (=t Ba iff \\a\\^ G NT(s); hence

/(«. Halls") C ||a||£< (by the definition of/); so

M/,8 \=T Ba.

2. Conversely assume that Mj,b \=t Ba and so

/(«, Nl^) C \\a\]f. I will assume that \\a\\f *

Nt(b) and show that this leads to a contradiction.

The two cases correspond to ||a||^ £ N?(s) and

IM!$*eiv>(«).

(a) If \\a\\f £ NT(s), \\a\\f * Jv>(.) then

/(*.IHI^) = 5. Since /(»,||o||^) C ||a||£<

}. we get that ||a||^ = S. But this contradicts

S G NT.

(b) If ||or||? £ NT(s), \\a\\? G Nr(») then

/(*,IM|?) = 0a = n{5- IKI^ |

Iff G Nr(s) and ||7|ff C ||a|ff}. Sim-

IMIf €

alls' <>'

S-U{\\-n\\? | foft1 G Nr(s) and ||7|ff C

plifying, we get that D{5- |h7||5v' |

N?{8) and ||7|ff C ||a|ff} C

IMin C ||ar||? or U{|h7||f \? €

Nr{8) and ||7||£« C ||a||$*) U ||a|ff = S.

If there is no 7 where WjWs* C Halls' then

IMff U ||o||^ = ||-a V a|ff = S, contra-

dieting the fact that Mn is extended (condi

tion 2b).

Otherwise consider a least \\"f\\s* satisfying

IMIS* 6 Nr(») and ||7||$< C ||o||^. We ob-

tain that 11711^ ^ Nt(s) (since otherwise we

would have that \\a\\f* G Nt(8)), and the

same argument yields ||-i7 V/fHs"1 = 5, again

contradicting the fact that Mn is extended.

For support of falsity we have a similar argument.

1. Mn,b £f Ba iff ||a||g< G JV>(#); so

/(*. I|a||^) n |ha||^ = 0; thus Mj , 8 ^F Ba.

2. Conversely assume that M/,8 \£f Ba; so

/(«» Halls') n IhaH^ = 0. I will assume that

Halls' £ Nr(8) and show that this leads to a con

tradiction. Again, there are two cases.

(a) If IMI^ t NT(8), \\a\\? * N?(8) then

/(«,ll«ll^) = -5- Since f(8,\\a\\») ft

||-.a||s^ = 0 we get that |ha||s^ = 0, and

so Halls' G Njr(s) contradicting the fact that

Mn is an extended model.

(b) If ||a||? G NT{8), \\a\\? $ Nr{8) then

/(«,IHI^) = a0 = n{||7||^ I ||7||^ g

NT(8) and ||7||^ C |H|^}. So n{||7||^ |

||7||^ G JVrM and ||7||$« C \\a\\M) n

H-iaHs* = •■ If tnere is no 7 where \\j\\P C

||a||^ then ||a||^ n |ha||$< = ||a A -a||^ =
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0, contradicting the fact that Mn is ex

tended. Otherwise consider a least H7II5*

satisfying ||7||£< € NT(s) and ||7||^ C

[LL88]

ot
\M
IS . We obtain also that ||t||^ g Njr(s)

(since otherwise we would have that Halls' £

Njr(s)), and the same argument yields H7 A

-i-yll^1 = 0, again contradicting the fact that

Mn is extended.
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Abstract

We present a theory of intention which can be

embedded in the model ofan autonomous agent.

Keeping Cohen and Levesque's global

methodological framework (Cohen &

Levesque 1986, 1990) we highlight problems

which arise in their theory and provide

solutions. In our approach, we adopt a

subjective point of view (in order that an agent

be given autoepistemic abilities (Levesque

1990) and, consequently, an own "existence")

and we provide original notions such as explicit

introspection, relevant choice, and intention in

a multiagent context (which is different from

the notion of joint intention introduced in

(Levesque et al 1990). Moreover, in order to

handle intention from a computational

standpoint, we introduce and formalize a new

concept: need or potential intention, which

bridges the gap between a declarative and an

operational semantics of intention.

1 INTRODUCTION

The concept of intention is of primary interest for

autonomous agent modelling. It has been used in many

works in AI (e.g., (Allen & Perrault 1980),(Appelt 1985),

(Cohen & Perrault 1985), (Perrault & Allen 1980), but

generally with an intuitive semantics or with a

specification which is merely a placeholder for a "real"

theory of intention. Recently, Cohen and Levesque

(1986, 1990) (C&L hereafter) provided a logical analysis

of this concept (referring mainly to Bratman (1984,

1987)'s work, for the philosophical aspects). They

analyzed intention as acomposite concept based on belief,

choice and commitment. The agent's choices characterize

the way the agent "desires" the current world to be (at the

present moment).

C&L carried out their analysis as follows: first of all,

achievement goal is defined: an agent has an achievement

goal whenever she chooses the fact that a property which

is believed to be false will become true. (In the following,

the term "property" will be used to mean "state ofaffairs".)

But an achievement goal does not constrain the agent to

act in order to reach the future she has selected, nor even

to maintain (for a sufficient time) her choice. Thus, the

goal must be a persistent goal i.e., a goal that the agent

will not abandon until she believes it has been satisfied

or she believes it cannot be reached. But, an agent may

indefinitely maintain her goal without ever attempting to

achieve it. C&Ldefine intention as a persistent goal which

urges the agent to take action.

The methodological framework provided by C&L is of

great interest for analyzing the concept of intention and

for formalizing theories about it However, in our opinion,

problems of several kinds arise at various levels of their

theory.

One ofthe problems concerns the logical characterization

of the achievement goal. According to this

characterization, whenever an agent believes that a

property is false yet possible, she is considered as having

this property as an achievement goal. In our opinion, this

is due to an insufficient specification of the (type of)

choice characterizing the achievement goal. In more

general terms, there is a lack of a typology for the concept

of choice.

Another problem concerns the definition of the intention

to bring about a state of affairs. Two aspects of this

definition are debatable. First, in our opinion, it deals with

a nontypical case of intention, namely where the agent is

primarily concerned with achieving the result of her

intention by herself, and not with the result itself; thus,

the fact that this result already holds does not prevent the

agent from intending to achieve it again. Second, the

definition of intention constrains the agent to be the

unique "performer" of the events leading to her goal, i.e.,

it does not enable the agent to plan in such a way that

actions from other agents can be part of her plan.
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In other respects, C&L's approach does not account for

a subjective point of view and is often of an a posteriori

nature. For example, the characterization of certain of the

agent's behaviors referring to "a slice" of her evolution

(such as persistence) does not express the agent's point

of view but that of an external observer examining the

agent's evolution. With this approach, one cannot say

whether, at a given moment, an agent actually has

(respectively, has not) some given mental attitude; one

can only say whether the agent has behaved as if she has

(respectively, has not) some given mental attitude. Hence,

the resulting theory does not necessarily characterize

introspective agents; so, it cannot be straight forwardly

embedded in the operational model of an autonomous

agent (and does not allow for an autoepistemic

viewpoint).

In this paper, we develop a formal theory of intention

which does not have the problems mentioned, and we

extend it to capture a computational view of intention.

2 OUTLINE

After having defined the formalism and its semantical

model, we provide a logical analysis of the concept of

choice and propose a typology of this concept. Then, we

present (in our formalism) C&L's characterizations for

goal, persistence and intention. Whenever necessary, we

highlight the problems which their characterizations

entail and we propose solutions for them. As the theory

is being built, we provide original valid properties which

enable us to have an insight into the logical behavior of

each of the concepts introduced. Then, we examine the

relevance of the intention theory to the commonsense

world. Finally, we show that, from the computational

standpoint, with the strict definition of intention, certain

computation processes ofan agent cannot be justified. To

overcome this limit, we define, within the logic, a new

concept: need or potential intention. This variant of

intention bridges the gap between a declarative

interpretation and a computational interpretation of

intention, and is involved in any logical specification of

a problem solving process and, thus, ofaplanning process.

3 BASES OF THE FORMAL MODEL

3.1 SYNTAX

The logic developed here is formalized in a first order

modal language with equality, termed L. In addition to

individual objects and agents, the universe of discourse

involves sequences of (types of) events. (For our concern

here, as in C&L's model, the same event can take place

in different worlds; thus, events may be thought as event

types. Moreover, only events performed by an agent are

considered. We also assume that there are no

simultaneous primitive events.) To allow for denoting

primitive events, the language involves terms calledevent

descriptors. For simplicity (and in the same manner as

C&L), we consider a logic with no singular terms except

the constant NIL which denotes the void event (type). To

talk about complex "plans", action expressions are

defined (using, in part, dynamic logic operators (see, e.g.,

(Harel 1984) or (Rosenchein 1981)) in the following way:

• event descriptors are action expressions;

• if a, and a2 are action expressions so are "ac&f,

"a, | aj" and "a,*" ; they respectively denote sequence

action, nondeterministic choice action and iterative

action.

• if i denotes an agent and $ a (closed) well formed

formula (wff) then (i , <|>?) is an action expression which

we call introspection-action;

The setof variable symbols involves symbols which range

over the set of event sequences; e,e',...e„C2,.... Note

that the quantification domain cannot include the action

expressions in general. So, as with the formula schemas,

which will be noted 0 or vy, the language includes

schematic variables a^'^.a^a^,... which can be

instantiated with any action expression. The variable

symbols /' and / range over the set of agents; for

conciseness, when they have to be universally bound,

these variables are left free and are intended to be

schematic.

The (semantically primitive) operatorsB, C,EB, Feasible,

Done, Starts and Agent are introduced. In addition to the

wffs built in the usual way with predicate symbols,

equality symbol, terms and the usual connectives and

quantifiers, new wffs are obtained as follows: ifa denotes

an action expression, e and e' sequences of events and i

an agent, and if 0 is a wff, B(i,ty, C(i$), EB(i#).

Feasible(a.ty), Done(a.fy), Starts(e',e) and Agent(i.e) are

wffs. They are respectively understood to mean that 4>

follows from i's beliefs, <|> follows from /' s choices, /'

explicitly believes <|>, a can take place and, if it does, 0 will

be true after that, a has just taken place and <f> was true

before that, e' denotes an initial subsequence of the

sequence denoted by e and, finally, /' denotes the only

agent of the (sequence of) evcnt(s) denoted by e.

32 FORMAL SEMANTICS

The language is interpreted in a possible-worlds based

semantical structure. As is usually the case for belief,

choice and events are characterized by accessibility

relations between possible worlds. A model structure is

a ten-uple {<W, Agt, % C "E, -Evt, 06j, AQ7,XTZ,o): "M^'is"

a set of possible worlds; ® and C are sets of binary

relations on W, both of them are isomorphic to the set of

agents Agt '£isasct ofbinary relations on 'W, isomorphic

to the set of primitive (types of) events "Evt, 06j is a set

of objects; S\QT\% a function from "Lvt to !fyt, 5?lTis a

set of functions from 'Wx !Agt to the powerset of the set

of wffs, is isomorphic to !Agt, JfflT is intended to

characterize the attentional states of the agents as in
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(Fagin & Halpern 1987); finally, a is a set of first order

truth assignments, and is isomorphic to *W. Before

defining the satisfiability relation, let us see how the

accessibility relations for action expressions, between

two worlds w and w' of W, are built using an assignment

V. Given an agent i, a variable assignment v, and action

expressions a, and a2, we have:

• WEyww'itt w' is w ;

• wEy^wlff wE^t)w', if e denotes a primitive event

(type);

' *,£v(./]«2)H''iff WEvwW and wfow"'' • for some *\ !

• w2V(,1i.2)"''iff WEy^w' or h^.,,*' ,

• M>£^(MT))H>'only if w \= EB(i,$) and w' is identical to

w as far as implicit beliefs aboutprimitive propositions

are concerned.

The last assertion, which is a partial definition, can be

explained in two steps: (1) An agent can ("physically")

introspect about a property only if she is attentive to it

(2) The event denoted by an introspection-action may

result in a world which is different from the initial one.

For example, if attention is interpreted as the

computational ability to answer a question in a limited

time and/or space, after an introspection-action, an

artificial agent may have consumed some of its resources

and be in a logical configuration, different from the initial

one, as far as her attentional state is concerned.

Now, given a model M, a possible world w of M and a

variable assignment v, the satisfiability relation, which we

write K is defined as follows: (For conciseness, we omit

the part dealing with the constructs of first-order logic

with equality:

• (M,w,v) t=B(i,$) iff for all w' such that wB^w',

(A/,h>',v)|=<|>;

• (M,w,v) |=C(i\4>) iff for all w' such that w^w',

(M,w',v)^$;

.(Af,w,v)|=Efl(i,4>) iff (A/,h-,v)|=B(/,4>) and

4>e Xl%w,v(i)) ;

• (M,w,v)\=Feasible(a,$) iff for some w\w'EV{a)w'

• (M,w,v) \=Done(a,$) iff for some w',w',£V(a)w and

(M,w',v)\=$;

*(M,w,v)t=Agent(i,e) iff v(i) is identical to

»(M,w,v)\=Starts(e',e) iff vie') is an initial

subsequence of v(e) .

A wff 4 is salifiable if for some (M.w.v), (M,w, v) f= <|>.

A wffis valid iffor every (M.w.v), (M, w, v) \= 4>; this will

be written (= 4>.

33 CONSTRAINTS AND PROPERTIES

The relations in B arc taken to be serial, transitive and

euclidian and those in C are (initially) taken to be serial.

Therefore, for a given agent, the logical model for belief

is a KD45-model (with belief necessitation) and the one

for choice is (for the moment) a ATD-model (with choice

necessitation) (see, e.g., Halpern & Moses 1985): both

beliefs and choices are closed under logical consequence

and are consistent; moreover, agents are positively and

negatively introspective. In other respects, for all the

agents, the property Q0c^0 termed (by C&L) the

realism constraint, is imposed on the model, i denoting

an agent Hence:

\=B(i,V^>C(i,Q

The following abbreviations, introducing temporal

modalities, are needed:

•Possible^) = (3e)Feasible(e,$)

*/
• Henceforth (+) ■ -< Possible (-. $)

•Before($,y) m (ye)(Feasible(e,y)

=» (3e1)starts(e1, e) a Feasible(elt^))

Below, as in C&L, we will term the valid properties of

the model "Propositions", and the formal constraints that

filter only the semantical models which make valid these

constraints valid "Assumptions"; we assume that there is

at least one such model. As regards the proposition proofs,

only guide-lines will be provided. In particular, the use

of the belief sytem (quantified-) KD45 will not be

explicitly mentioned. (For the detail of the proofs, see

(Sadek 1991a).)

Two useful properties:

Proposition 1: |= (Ve)^(e) => (Ve,) (Vc^e,;^

where e, ex and e2 are variables ranging over the set of

event sequences, and <|> denotes any property.

This proposition follows from the definition of an event

sequence. It means that if a property is true for all the

event sequences, then, for each event sequence, it is true

for all its initial event subsequences.

Proposition 2;

(i) \= Before ($, y) a henceforth^ => tf) =>

Before($,y)

(ii) |= Before($,y) a henceforth^ => y) =*

BeforeQ,Y)

This proposition directly follows from the definitions of

the operators Before and Feasible (using the

consequential closure of the operator Feasible).

Action-introspection and belief:

Proposition 3: (i) \= Feasible ((i,W),True)e>EB(i,+)

(ii) h Done((i, ♦?), True) =» B(i, +)
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This proposition directly follows from the defintions of

the operators Feasible, Done, B and EB (True being the

prepositional constant interpreted as usual). Note that

Done((i,f!),True) does not imply EB(i,$).

3.4 COMPARISON WITH C&L'S MODEL

In C&L's model, there is no notion of

introspection-action. However, there is the notion of

test-action, defined as follows: if $ is a wff, <)>? is an action

expression. It is introduced in order to characterize what

holds before or after an event, and then to impose on a

course of events to satisfy a given state of affairs.

Introspection-action denotes an event resulting from the

performance of a particular action. Clearly, this kind of

action is essential when specifying an artificial agent,

because it directly refers to the computational

introspection ability of the agent.

In other respects, there is a basic difference between

C&L's model and ours, even if both are based on the

possible worlds concept. In C&L's model, a possible

world consists of a sequence of events, temporally

extended infinitely in past and future. A formula is

interpreted not only relatively to a world but also to a

temporal index in this world. When an index in a world

is given, so is an inevitable future. The C&L's formula

(happens e) means that the sequence of events e is

(immediately) inevitable. (C&L read it "e happens next".)

The model we adopt is similar, on the one hand, to a

branching-time dynamic-logic model (Hard 1984)

(Rosenchein 1981), and, on the other hand, to Moore's

model for a unified logic of knowledge and action

(Moore 1980). (In our model, a possible world can be

considered of as a C&L's index in a course of events.)

Thus, selecting a possible world does not impose a unique

future. The satisfiability relation can thus only refer to the

possibility of some sequence of events and not to its

inevitability. This is the case for the operator Feasible.

In our opinion, C&L's model leads to a kind of

"semantical determinism" when predicting evolution.

C&L argue that their choice is motivated by the model

ability to support beliefs about what was in fact about to

happen. Strictly speaking, C&L's model is able to support

beliefs about what is inevitable. Their purpose is achieved

at the expense ofa stronger constraint and to the detriment

of the ability to support beliefs about what is possible. In

addition, the conditions under which what is about to

happen has the same meaning as what is inevitable,

seemingly remain to be determined.

Rao & Georgeff (1991) also adopted a branching-time-

based possible-worlds semantics. However, their

approach differs from ours in that in their approach, a

possible world is intrinsically a branching-time structure,

while in ours, the branching-time structure is engendered

by the existence of event accessibilty relations between

possible worlds, and a possible world only corresponds

to an index point in this structure.

4 STARTING THE THEORY

Future and autoreflexivitv:

The agents we are modelling are autoreflexive, i.e., from

their point of view, the world is in keeping with their

beliefs: the schema B(i,(B(i,ty) =><)>)) is valid. This

feature must be preserved in an agent's reasoning model

about the future. For example, an agent who thinks that a

property is not possible must also believe that she will

never believe it To formalize this behavior, we propose

the following constraint:

Assumption 4:

\=B(i,(Feasible(a,B(iM^Feasible(aM)

Note that the validity of the constraint

Feasible (a, B(i,$)) => Feasible(a,$)) is not acceptable

since the operator B is interpreted subjectively.

Corollary 5:

(i) \=B(i,(Ve)(Feasible(e,B(i,$))^>Feasible(e,$)))

(ii) \=B(i,Possible(B(i, <(>)) => Possible®))

(i) trivially follows from assumption 4. As regards (ii), it

is derived from (i) using the valid schema

((Vjc) ($ =» v)) => ((Hx)$ =* (Hi)\|/) and the definition of

the operator Possible. Note that the directions "<=" are

not valid: an agent may believe that there is no sequence

of events after which she will believe <|> and still believe

that <)> is possible.

Is an agent responsible for her acts ?

We consider that an agent achieved an event non

accidentally if, just before that, she (successfully)

achieved the introspection-action concerning this event

feasibility. C&L adopt a weaker characterization (which,

in our opinion, is less realistic, especially from a

computational viewpoint) for the non accidental

achievement of an event: the feasibilty (i.e., according to

them, the inevitability) of the event must be an implicit

consequence of the agent's beliefs.

In general, an agent may achieve an event accidentally.

However, if this possiblity must be ruled out (which

sounds reasonable, for example in the case where the

actions are only linguistic actions, or in the case where

the modelled agent has no physical effectors), the

following property must be imposed on the semantical

model:

\= Done(a) a Agent(i, a) => Done((i ,Feasible(a)l)yi)

In all the cases, an agent must know what she has just

done whenever she knows that she has just done

something. The following property accounts for this

ability:

Assumption fr

\=B(i,(3e)Done(e) a Agent(i,e)) =>

(3e)B(i,Done(e) a Agent(i,e))

Note that this property enables an agent to be the agent

of some agent, unbeknowst to her. In other respects, note

that the direction "<=" is valid.
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5 THE BASES FOR A THEORY

OF CHOICE

5.1 WHAT IS AN AGENT ENTITLED

TO CHOOSE ?

First of all, let us rule out a possible "misunderstanding"

about the concept ofchoice. C&L call "goal" what we call

"choice". Naming "goal" a concept which satisfies the

realism constraint may be misleading. Indeed, the notion

of goal is commonly a future-oriented notion while the

realism constraint also concerns the present (i.e., the

proposition 4> in the realism-constraint schema is not

necessarily of the form Possible^) or Henceforth^)).

Rao &Georgeff (1991) proposed variants of C&L's

theory, mainly based on modifications (e.g., weakening)

of the realism constraint However, it seems that the main

criticism they directed at C&L's theory are based on a

(mis)interpretation of C&L's concept of goal in

identifying it with the concept of achievement goal.

In fact, it is the realism constraint which provides the

accurate interpretation one should have of the concept of

choice (or goal, according to C&L's terminology). The

choices of an agent are "reasonable preferences" about

the current state of the world (i.e., "preferences" as far

as possible according to the constraints of realism and

consistency). These preferences may (and, generally,

will) concern properties referring to the future, e.g.,

Possible(p).

Among the set of worlds she considers as possible, an

agent selects the preferred subset This subset

characterizes the (current) world as the agent desires it to

be. It consists of three parts: realistic choices, i.e., those

due to the realism constraint; free choices, i.e., the

properties the agent desires and about which she is

ignorant. (An agent i is said to be ignorant about 4» if

-iB(i,$) a-iB(z',-i0).) the properties the agent is

indifferent to. The following proposition shows how the

agent's choices are constrained:

Proposition 7: J=C(i, ♦)=*-"* (i.-«40

This proposition follows from the consistency of choices

and from the realism constraint It states that an agent i

can choose 4> only if she does not believe -> ty. (It also

should be noted that (=C(/,fl (/,$)) =* C(/,4») .) In other

respects, an agent's choices are in perfect adequacy with

her mental state:

Proposition 8: (i) |=C(/,fl(/, ♦))<=» «(*.♦)

(ii) |=C(/, -.*(/,♦))«-. «(/,♦)

(ui)|=C(/,fl(/,40)=>C(/,*)

(i) and (ii) follows from proposition 7 and the realism

constraint (iii) is derived from (i) thanks to the realism

constraint also. Note that the direction "<=" in (iii) is not

valid, i.e., the schema C(/, 40 a-i C(/,fl(/,40) is

satisfiable. This is normal since an agent who is ignorant

about p cannot choose B(i,p) (in virtue of (ii) and of the

choice consistency), while she can (freely) choose p.

5.2 CHOICE AND INTROSPECTION

As for her beliefs, an agent must, on the one hand, be able

to introspect about her choices (resp. "non-choices") and,

on the other hand, adopt the right choices (resp.

"non-choices") according to what she believes about

herself on this subject. To formalize this ability, we

propose the following constraint

Assumption 9: (i) \= C(l, ♦)«»«(/, C(/,*))

(ii) K.C(/,««*fl(/,-,C(i.«)

Jointly used with the realism constraint (and with the

choice consistency), this property leads to the following

proposition:

Proposition 10: (i) |= C(i, 40 »C(i,C(i, 40)

(ii) h-.C(i,*)«*C(/,-.C(i,«)

A literal reading of this proposition may lead to a wrong

and non intuitive understanding. For example,

considering the direction "=>" of the schema (i), it should

be noted that an agent whochooses $ because she believes

<(>, does not freely choose to choose 4>. since she cannot

avoid choosing <j>; she realistically chooses to choose <f>.

In case the agentfreely chooses <J>, she alsofreely chooses

to choose <(>. Now, concerning the directions "<=", they

mean that choosing to choose (or to not choose) can be

reduced to merely choosing (or not choosing). (From the

formal point of view, these directions allow for the

reduction ofthe number ofnested choice operators.) With

(the directions "=>" of) proposition 10, the concept of

choice (like the concept of belief) turns out to be

characterized by a KD4S logic (with choice-necessitation

inference rule).

S3 THE RELEVANT CHOICE

A formula such as C(j, 40 does not indicate whether the

choice in question is free or realistic. Some behavior

characterizations require the specification of the choice

type. Note that B (z',40 specifies a realistic choice while

C(i , 40 a-i B (i , 40 specifies a free choice.

However, in certain situations, one is primarily interested

not so much in the type of choice as in how "significant"

this choice is for the agent In other words, if the choice

is realistic, the question is to know whether the agent

would have made it if she had been in a situation in which

she would not have been committed to this choice by the

realism constraint. Precisely, if this question is answered

positively, we call this choice a relevant choice and

formally define it as follows:

Definition 11:

RC(i, 40 m C(i, * a (-, B{i, -, 4>) => C(i, <>)))

An agent relevantly chooses 4> if she (realistically or

freely) chooses 4* and considers that the mere right to make

this choice is a sufficient condition for making it
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The definition of the relevant choice enables to point out

the agent's choices which are actually involved in her

evolution process. In particular, it enables one to

distinguish her real preferences among the agent's

realistic choices.

As far as the agent's mental attitudes are concerned, the

relevant choice has the same properties as the "mere"

choice: propositions 8, and 10 remain true if RC is

substituted for C. Moreover, concerning relevant choice,

assumption 9 becomes a proposition. This result

expresses the fact that the agent's mental attitudes are

"significant" for her evolving process.

5.4 CHOICE AND IGNORANCE

A rational agent must not desire ignorance (or

uncertainty) as a finality per se. Recall that if she is

ignorant about some property, the agent relevantly choose

this attitude. However, an agent must not prefer futures

where she "looses knowledge" without the aim of

"acquiring other knowledge". Formally, an agent can

desire ignorance if the schema following schema is

satisfiable:

C(i, Possible(-.«(/,♦) a->B(i, -, $))) a

(*(/,♦) v B(i,-.«)

Ifwe want to rule out the possibilty for an agent to desire

ignorance whatever be her motivation, the following

property should be valid (having |= + => Possible®)):

C(i, Possible^ B(i,$) a->B(/, -. <») =»

This property is too strong in that it does not allow an

agent to believe that it may exist a sequence ofevents after

which she will become ignorant about a given property.

Also, it prevents an agent from envisaging ignorance as

a "transition state". The following weaker property avoid

this limitations:

Assumption U;

N C(i, Possible^ K(i,$))) a K(i , $) =>

C(i,(ye) [Feasible(e, -, K(i, <|>)) =*

=> (3eVeasible{e;e',K(i, -, $))])

5.5 CHOOSING AND CHOOSING TO KNOW

We consider that if an agent prefers the futures where

some property holds, she necessarily prefers the futures

where she believes this property. (This point may raise

some philosophical discussions about the view an agent

has as regards her limited or unlimited life, and about the

relation between knowledge and life. They are out of the

scope of this work.) Therefore, we propose the following

constraint for the semantical model, which, in practice,

prevents an artificial agent (e.g., a robot) from behaving

like a kamikaze:

ftysnmprinn 13:

|= C(i, Possible®)) => C(i, Possible (B(i,$)))

6 GOAL AND PERSISTENCE

6.1 ACHIEVEMENT GOAL

C&L define an achievement goal as follows:

AG(i,$) a C{i, Possible®) a-i +) a £(/,-■+)

This definition can be formally simplified since the

following equivalence is valid:

(C(i, Possible®) a-i <|>) a B(i, -. M <=>

(C(/, Possible®)) aB(L -, 0))

According to this definition, whenever an agent believes

simultaneously -> $ and Possible®), she is committed to

have <}> as an achievement goal, because of the realism

constraint Fundamentally, this problem is due to a lack

in the characterization of the choice in question. This

choice must be a relevant choice. So, we propose to define

an achievement goal as follows:

Definition 14: AGU.ty) m RC(i, Possible®)) a B(i, ^ +)

With this definition , one can see that the following schema

is satisfiable:

B(i, -, <|> a Possible®)) a-. AG(i, <|>)

62 LOGICAL PROPERTIES OF

THE ACHIEVEMENT GOALS

An agent agrees with her achievement goals (and

"non-achievement goals"):

Proposition 15: (i) \=AG(i,$)e*B(i,AG{i,$))

(ii) |=AG(i,*)»C(i,AG(i,*))

(iii) *=--" AG(i, <|>) » B(i, -. AG(i, *))

(iv) h-.AG(i,0*»C(/,-.AG(/.«)

This proposition follows from definition 14 and

assumption 9. The proof of (iv) uses, in addition, the

validity ofthe schemaC (i,4>) v C(/',y) => C («,<)> v y)and

proposition 10.

An agent cannot have a given property as an achievement

goal without also having the belief of this property as an

achievement goal. This is expressed by the following

proposition, due to corollary S(ii) and assumption 13:

(Note that the direction "<=" is not valid.)

Proposition 16: \=AG(i,f)=*AG(i,B(i,f))

The set of an agent's achievement goals is consistent: it

is easy to show that the schema AG(i, <|>) =>-i AG(i, -i <)>)

is valid. It is not closed under the conjunction: both the

schemas AG (i , <)> a y) a AG(i , <|>) a-i AG(i , y) and

AG(i, $) a AG(i, y) a-i AG(i, ty a y) are satisfiable.
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Now, let us examine the problem of the (non)

consequential closure of the achievement goal, called the

side-effect problem. For the analysis to be relevant, the

"right" circumstances must be assumed, that is, given

AG(i, 4)and£(f, -iy), in which case does /lG(f,y) hold ?

Unless they state valid properties, the cases which do not

characterize a mental attitude ofthe agent are rejected; so

is ty => y. It can be shown that the set of an agent

achievement goals is closed only under the belief of

perpetual equivalence (i.e., B(i, Henceforth® <=>y)))

and, a fortiori, under valid equivalence (i.e., (= <(><=> y ).

Note that the case B(i, Henceforth® =>y)) does not

necessarily entail AG(i,y) since the relevancy feature

concerning the choice of y is not necessarily satisfied.

6J PERSISTENT GOAL

C&L define a persistent goal as follows:

K?(f',+) ■ AG(i,+) a Before((B(i®)vB(i,-, Possible®))),

-1C0',/'oj«We((ti)A--<|>))

First, note that, because keeping or giving up the choice

of -i 4> depends on believing or not believing -> 0, the

persistence condition (i.e., the second term of the

conjunction) is equivalent to

Before((B(i,$)v B(i, -, Possible®))), -,C(i, Possible®)))

C&L's definition ofthe persistent goal is ofan aposteriori

kind: one can never decide whether an agent has or has

not some persistent goal at a given moment; one can just

say whether she had it or not. (Moreover, the persistence

condition may have been fulfilled accidentally.) The

reason for this is that this definition does not express the

agent's viewpoint. So, it does not fit an autoepistemic

perspective. It is easy to be convinced by noting that this

definition does not allow for introspection.

The solution is simple. To be allowed to claim an

achievement goal, an agent has to relevantly choose the

possibility of some property which she believes to be

false; to be allowed to claim a persistent goal, the agent

must also choose to keep this attitude until she thinks that

the desired property has been satisfied or until she thinks

it will never be true. So, we propose the following

definition for persistent goal:

Definition 17:

«/(!,♦) ■ AG(i®) a C(i,Before((B(i,+)vB(i, -, Possible®))).

-iC(i, Possible®) a-.*)))

Cohen & Levesque (1991) remedied the problem of the

lack of introspection of persistent goals with the addition

of a know (defined as usual) enclosing the persistence

condition. However, while this modification works for

handling introspection, it does not seem to be relevant for

characterizing the basic agent's mental attitude when

adopting persistence. Indeed, an agent may know

something about her own behavior without originally

having an internal commitment towards this behavior.

The only attitude that accounts for an internal

commitment is the attitude of choice (or goal). In that

case, the agent "comes to know" because she "chooses"

(in virtue of proposition 3) and not the converse (as it

might have been the case, due to the realism constraint).

In other respects, by using a know instead of a Belief,

Cohen & Levesque (1991) still impose on the course of

events to satisfy the persistence condition (independently

from the agent's point of view), which unfortunately

keeps an a posteriori character to their definition of

persistent goal.

6.4 LOGICAL PROPERTIES OF

THE PERSISTENT GOALS

An agent agrees with her persistent goals (and with her

"non-persistent goals"): the proposition IS still holds if

PG is substituted for AG. This can be proved by starting

from proposition IS and definition 17, and using the same

properties of choice than those used for the proof of

proposition 15.

An agent cannot have a given property as a persistent goal

without also having the belief of this property as a

persistent goal. This is expressed by the following

proposition, due to corrolary S(ii) and the realism

constraint (and using the sound inference rule

(fh=$ then k= Henceforth®)): (Note that the direction

"<=" is not valid.)

Proposition 18: f= PG(i, +) => PG(i,B(i,$))

The persistent goal is first of all an achievement goal; so

it is easy to show that the set of persistent goals is

consistent, i.e., that the schema PG{i, 4>) =*-> PG(i, -> $)

is valid. In other respects, neither PG(i,$ a y) implies

PG(i , <>) a PG(i,y), nor conversely. Finally, for the same

reasons as for the achievement goal, the set of persistent

goals of an agent is closed only under belief of the

perpetual equivalence, and, a fortiori, under the valid

equivalence.

Concerning the consequential closure, C&L carried on an

analysis similar to that we made for achievement goals.

Our conclusions are in most cases different from theirs.

In addition, the justifications we provide, seem to be more

"motivated" than C&L's ones. Indeed, first of all, C&L's

do not assume the "right" circumstances , i.e., they do not

consider that the condition fi(i,y) holds. They appeal to

that condition only for analyzing the cases

Henceforth(B (i , ® => y))) and (= <t> =» y. As regards these

cases, they answer "yes" to the question "Does PG(i,y)

necessarily follow from PG{i,$) Afl(f,-iy) if

Henceforth(B(i, Henceforth® =>y))) holds or if

|= f => y holds ?". Unlike them, we answer "no" to this

question, for the same reasons as for the achievement goal.

As regards the case B(i, Henceforth® => y)) C&L *:laim

that PGO'.y) does not hold. They argue that the agent's

belief may change, and, so, that the agent need no longer

choose worlds in which 0 => y holds, thus needing no

longer have y as a goal; the agent would have dropped
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his "goal" for reasons other than those stipulated by the

definition of persistent goal, and so does not have it as a

persistent goal. We consider that this argument is

inadmissible. The hypothesis saying that the agent's

belief may change accounts for a viewpoint external for

the agent; the agent now thinks that <t> => y will always

hold. The question is to know whether, starting from this

point of view, the agent now has y as a persistent goal.

Before going further, we would like to point out, without

going into detail here, the following problem (which we

call the commitment problem): is an agent committed to

her commitment, and if she is, how is this formally

captured ? For our concern here, we suppose that a "first

level" commitment is (necessary and) sufficient for

characterizing the concept of persistent goal because, in

our theory, it is a distinctive feature of this concept.

7 INTENTION

7.1 C&L'S DEFINITIONS

C&L provide two definitions for intention: the first one

concerns intention to do actions, and the second, intention

to bring about a world state. The problems we address

here mainly concern the sccon dcfintion. But, let us first

examine the differences between these two definitions.

As regards the intention to do actions, C&L give the

following definition, recast within our logical framework:

lx(i,a) s PG(i,Done(a,B(i,Feasable(a)))) *Agent(i,a)

There is a formal difference between C&L's original

definition and this one, worth mentioning: the fact that

the agent intending to do a be the agent of a does not

appear in C&L's definition as a natural prerequisite to be

able to pose such a definition; the agenthood of a is

scattered within the persistent goal argument as an

additional property the agent has to achieve. This sounds

odd: the actions the agent intends to do, intrinsically

specifies their agent(s). Thus, an agent cannot intend to

achieve an event of which she is not the agent

Asregards intention to bring about a property ,C&L define

it as follows:

/(i,4>) ■ PG(i, 3e(Done(e,a(i, «.<(>)) a Agent(i,e)))

where a((, 4>) is the following abbreviation:

a(i, e, t) = B(i,3e\Feasible{e', 4>) a Agent(i, e'))) a

-i C(i, -i Feasible(e, <)>))

The left part of the conjunction a(/,e,4>) is intended to

constrain the agent not to act accidentally; moreover, it

expresses the fact that the agent does not know in advance

the whole sequence of events which will enable her to

achieve <f» (by herself). The right part of the conjunction

is intended to deal with the troublesome case which occurs

when the agent achieves her goal accidentally while

acting to achieve it "intentionally" (see (Searle 1983),

(Bratman 1987), C&L).

12 DO ACTIONS VS ACHIEVE PROPERTIES

The definition of intention /(/',<!>) concerns an agent who

does not beforehand know the sequence of action she will

perform in order to bring about (herself) a world state.

This is different from the context in which the definition

/,(/, a) has to be considered. This definition characterizes

an agent who, this time, knows the actions she intends to

do. Consequently, one must not expect any equivalence

between /,(i,fl) and l(i,Done(a)) A>Agent(i,a).

The hypothesis according to which, apriori, an agent does

not always beforehand know a completely specified plan

which will allow her to reach her goal, is quite reasonable.

Nevertheless, the notion of completely (or incompletely)

specified plan would deserve to be examined. Two cases,

non necessarily distinct, can be explored. (1) The agent

selects an action expression which includes

nondeterministic choice actions and/or conditional

actions. In this case, the action sequence is, a priori, not

beforehand known to the agent (2) The agent selects an

action sequence including partially instantiated and/or

non primitive (if the agent plans hierarchically) "actions",

which will be instantiated or expanded during the

execution process only. In this case, could one say that,

before doing such an action sequence, the agent does not

know what she is going to do ? In other words, knowing

such an action sequence, does it mean for an agent,

knowing a completely specified plan. These questions do

not seem to be trivially answered "yes". We will not go

deeper in this discussion. However, it is worth underlining

that the point here is to know to what extent, regarding to

what is meant by knowing (or not knowing) an action

sequence, the intention to achieve some property can be

reduced to the intention to do an action expression. Let

us therefore examine the case where an agent who has the

intention to bring about some property, beforehand

determines the action sequence she intends to do in order

to achieve her goal. The definition of /(/, <t>) turns out to

be formulated as follows, noting that, by virtue of the

realism constraint and the choice consistency, the schema

B(i, Feasible (e, $)) a-i C(i,-> Feasible(e,$)) is logically

equivalent to B(i,Feasable(e,$)).

/'(i,<J>) a PG(i,(3e)[Done(e,B(i,Feasible(e,®)*

Agent(i,e)])

With this definition, the equivalence between /,(/', a) and

I'{ji,Done(a))/\Agent(i,a) still must not be expected.

Indeed, on the one hand, /'(»', Done(a)) a Agent{i,a) does

not imply It(i,a), since according to the definition of

/,(/', a) an agent cannot have the intention to do a if she

(even intentionally) did the begining of a - say al -: this
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definition require from the agent to think that she can (or,

in the C&L's sense, that she is about to) do a before

starting doing it However, there is no reason to think that

if the agent can (or is about to) do a, the agent can (or is

about to) do a.

In the other hand, It(i,a) does not imply

I'(i,Done(a)) AAgent(i,a), since an agent who intends

to do an action expression a, has the persistent goal that

a be done, before what, she thinks that a is feasible,

without necessarily knowing the action sequence that will

be done; note that this is not the case with the intention

to bring about the fact that a be done: in this case, the

agent knows the action sequence she should do after

which a will be done. In fact, it can be shown that /, (i , a)

implies l\i,Done(a)) a Agent(i,a) only when the action

expression a corresponds to an action sequence.

7J PROBLEMS WITH C&L'S DEFINITION OF

INTENTION AND SOLUTIONS

Now, we concentrate on the problems which arise from

C&L's definition of the intention to bring about a state of

affairs.

(1) To characterize the "non accidental" performance of

an event e by an agent ;, C&L content themselves with

the fact that "e happens next" follows from i's beliefs. But

this fact may be an implicit belief, which is out of the

"scope" of i's attention. In our opinion, an agent performs

an action non accidentally if, just before achieving it, she

introspects successfully regarding the fact that the action

is presently feasible, that is, the agent must be attentive

to this fact.

(2) A particular feature of the agents described by C&L

is the ability to claim an intention in order to bring about

<|> without necessarily having ty as an achievement goal.

Indeed, believing <j> does not prevent the intention of

bringing it about, by oneself. In the characterization

privileged by C&L, the primary interest of an agent is not

the end result of her intention but that she will achieve

this result by herself. In our opinion, this behavior is not

a typically commonsense one. To characterize the

behavior of agents primarily interested in the end result

of their intentions, C&L propose to use the formula

PG(i,$)Al(i,bPG(i,$)) where I(i,$,PG(.i,$)) is the

intention to bring about $ but which can be given up if

PG(i, <J>) no longer holds. In our opinion, this is the typical

case for defining intention. In this case an agent can claim

an intention to bring about a state of affairs only if she

has this state of affairs as an achievement goal. When

defining intention with this view, the (particular) agents

primarily concerned with achieving ty by themselves will

have the intention of bringing about

(3e)(Done(e,Feasible(e,$) a-i <(»)) a Agent(i,e)).

(3) Finally, C&L's definition does not allow for planning

in a multiagent context since it constrains the agent to be

solely concerned with the achievement of her goal. In our

opinion, the intention ofan agent to bring aboutaproperty

has to be defined in such a way that the property in

question may result from a potentially multiagent

sequence of events, that is, it should be possible that the

actions of other agents be a part of the agent's "plan".

Note that neither the notion ofjoint intention introduced

in (Cohen & Levesque 1990b) nor the the definition of

INTEND* in (Cohen & Levesque 1991) rule out the

problem raised here: the first one is concerned with what

it means for agents to have common intentions, and the

second one deals with a partially specified sequence of

events but keeps the uniqueness of the sequence agent

7.4 COOPERATION AND INTENTION:

REDEFINING INTENTION

Following the criticisms above, we propose to define the

intention to bring about a state of affairs as follows:

Definition 19:

/(i , «(>) t PG(i, <|>) a C(i , Coop(i,Q a Persi), <>, Coop{i , 4»)))

where Coop®) and Pers(Coop®)) are the following

abbreviations:

Coop(i,$) = (Ve) [B(i, &>')Feasible(.e-SM a Agent(i,e))

=>C(i,Possible(Done((i,Feasible(ey>);e)))]

Pers{i,$,Coop®)) s Beforei(B{i,$) v fl(i, -, Possible®))),

^C(i,Coop®))))

This definition can be explained in two steps. First, the

agent necessarily has $ as a persistent goal, that is, she

believes -t <t>, she relevantly prefers Possible®) and she

commits herself (for a sufficient time) to this preference.

Second, the agent adopts an active behavior appropriate

to a potentially cooperative multiagent context and

commits herself to this behavior as long as she keeps her

achievement goal. (Note that the two commitments could

have been put together. But for the sake of clearness, we

have preferred highlighting the persistent goal.)

The behavior in question is formalized in the definition

above by Coop(i,ty). This formula means that the agent

will do a sequence of events by herself whenever she

thinks that this sequence will lead her towards her goal.

Moreover, in her "plan", the agent takes the potential

contribution of other agents (represented by e' in the

formula) into account. Indeed, Coop(i,$) says that the

agent considers that the events she performs, potentially

start a multiagent process, the end result of which is her

goal. The contribution of the other agents can be reduced

to nothing in the case where the mere agent's acting is

sufficient to reach her goal. Moreover, it is worth noticing

that, since the agent engages herself to maintain this

behavior (for a sufficient time), it is applied at each step

of the agent's evolution which will lead her towards her
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goal. (In the definition above, this means that the behavior

recursively applies to the subsequences remaining to be

(planned and) done.)

Note that, since the formula Coop(i,$) includes a

condition about the agent beliefs, it urges the agent to

search for the sequences of events possibly leading her to

her goal, i.e., to plan. This meets one of Bratman's

functional roles played by intention (Bratman 1984,

1987): Intention normally poses problems to the agent;

the agent needs to determine a way to achieve them.

Finally, there is a point worth mentioning: the universal

quantification stated in Coop(i.ty) means that the agent

chooses all the futures where she would have acted to

achieve her goal. The agent may plan all the "interesting"

sequences of events and eventually pick one of them to

perform, or she may plan one "interesting" sequence and

perform it. In both cases, the agent will eventually choose

one sequence to be performed and, after having performed

it, obviously she will drop the others since she is no longer

concerned with them.

7.5 APPLICATION TO THE DIALOGUE CASE

Let us consider an agent i who intends to acquire some

information and who believes that her interlocutory holds

this information. According to the definition above, i's

intention engenders the following behavior. The agent i

plans a sequence of events el;e2 where el is a request

from /' toj and el the corresponding reaction of/. In virtue

of Coop (/',$), /achieves el (i.e., requestsj to provide her

with the desired information) since she believes that el

starts a process resulting in her goal and that she is the

agent of this event After this has been carried out, /' does

not cancel her intention since her goal is neither reached

nor impossible. Indeed, there is nothing that i believes she

can do by herself to evolve towards her goal but,

henceforth, she knows that there is a possible event (i.e.,

the reaction ofj, which she has triggered off) which will

normally achieve her goal. Therefore, she waits for the

event to take place.

7.6 LOGICAL PROPERTIES OF INTENTION

An agent agrees with her intentions (and with her

"non-intentions"): proposition 15 still holds if / is

substituted for AG. It can be proven similarly to

proposition 15 for persistent goal, using this proposition

and the definition 12. In other respects, an agent cannot

intend to bring about a given property without intending

to believe it. This is expressed by the following

proposition, due to proposition 1, corrolary 5 and

proposition 2: (Note that the direction "<=" is not valid.)

Proposition 20: (=/('.*) =>/('.A(i.t))

The logical properties concerning achievement goal and

persistent goal (i.e., consistency, non transparency to the

conjunction and the conditions for the consequential

closure) also hold regarding intention, since intention is,

first of all, a persistent goal.

8 RELEVANCE OF THE THEORY OF

INTENTION TO COMMONSENSE

We now explore the way the logical results presented

above account for our intuition concerning the concepts

dealt with here. For this purpose, we examine the basic

principles of the definition of achievement goal.

At a first glance, one may consider the definition of

achievement goal too strong as it sets the belief of -> ty as

a necessary condition to have <(> as an achievement goal.

Let us consider an agent i ignorant about $. According to

the definition in question, even if / desires <|>, she cannot

claim that $ is one of her achievement goals, since she

cannot claim that she believes -i <J>. The question is "What

about a definition which merely requires —<B(i, <)>) instead

of B(i, -i <J>) ?". In other words, to be entitled to claim $

as an achievement goal, is it necessary to specifically

believe -.<)> or is it sufficient to not believe <J> (and,

therefore, to be ignorant about §) ?

It is normal that an agent who is ignorant about <|> cannot

have <j) as an achievement goal since she cannot claim here

desire to achieve a property which is possibly already

satisfied. Therefore, one may say that no matter how

important § is for the agent, she cannot act since shecannot

claim that she has the intention to achieve 4>. In fact, the

explanation for this "problem" can be found in what the

agent is specifically seeking. The agent does not exactly

intend to change the state of <t> (since this state may be the

one she desires) but she specifically intends to change her

beliefabout <J>. Indeed, the agent cannot declare believing

-i <|> but she can declare believing not believing $. The

property the agent desires (or intends to achieve) is not <J>

but fl (/',<(>).

Let us take an example. Suppose an agent / who is at home

and who desires that the external door be closed (i.e.,

CiiJ'ossible(p)) where p ="The door is closed") but who

ignores the real state of the door (closed or open). Recall

that in virtue of assumption 13, i desires to believe that

the door is closed (i.e., CfiJ'ossiblefBfij)))) ). If the agent

decides to achieve her choice and goes to the door, her

actions cannot be justified by the intention to bring about

the fact that the door be closed but by the intention to

bring about the fact that she comes to believe that the door

is closed. Note that if, when she arrives at the door, the

agent observes that it is closed, she would have in any

case achieved her goal since, henceforth, she knows that

the door is closed.
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In a dialogue context, let us consider the case where an

agent i desires that her interlocutor j believes <J> (i.e.,

C(i,Possible(B(j,§))) ) and who is ignorant about /s

beliefs about <(>. So, the agent /' does not believe that y does

not believe $ (i.e., -i B(i, -> B(j, $)) ). Thus, /' cannot act

to achieve B(j,$). However, she can act to achieve

9 NEED OR POTENTIAL INTENTION: A

COMPUTATIONAL POINT OF VIEW

The definition of intention specifies the agent's behavior

engendered by intention but, conversely, no information

is provided about the way intention is engendered by the

evolution process of an agent As far as the specification

of an artificial agent is concerned, this means that the

theory does not exhibit an "inferential mechanism"

enabling the agent to provide itself with "intentions", that

is, to evolve autonomously. Thus, "the loop is not looped".

This remark is clearly justified when adopting a

computational point of view. Suppose that in the planning

process engendered by an intention a backward control

strategy is used, and suppose that an action is selected

(because its effects meet the agent's goal). Afterwards,

the "process" has to check as to whether the precondition

<(> of the selected action is satisfied, otherwise the intention

to achieve it will be inferred. To check whether or not the

precondition is satisfied means to carry out a computation

process resulting in the answer to the question "Is $

believed ?" The problem is that there is no intention

attitude which motivates such a process. (Note that it

cannot be motivated even by the intention to know

whether $, since it is not the case that the agent does not

believe <J>.) In fact, while from the logical standpoint the

transition between a "non-intention" and the

corresponding intention cannot be observed, this is not

the case from the computational standpoint.

To solve this problem, we propose to characterize the

mental attitude which, in the agent evolution, engenders

intention. Thus, we introduce the concept of need or

potential intention. An agent's needs (to believe) $ if, in

the case that $ is not believed, she adopts the intention to

believe (J>. In other words, an agent intends to believe $ if

she needs $ and does not believe <J>.

From a logical point of view, there is a bilateral inference

relationship between need and intention: a non satisfied

need engenders an intention and the achievement process

triggered off by an intention engenders a need. Now, "the

loop is looped". (To see how this relationship underlies a

(speech act) planning process, see (Sadek 1990, 1991a,

1991b).)

The concept of need is a latent form of intention and, so,

it can be logically characterized from (choice,) belief and

intention. We formalize it by the modal operator N and

propose to define it as follows: (in our previous works

mentioning this concept, we note it W it order to relate it

to the usual "Want" notion.)

Definition 21; *(/,♦) - C(i, -.«(/,♦)=» /(/,«(»,♦)))

This definition calls for twocomments. First, the potential

intention is the (necessarily relevant) choice of a certain

behavior. Second, the intention is about B (/,<(>) and not

about <|>. According to this definition, an agent needs + if

the fact that she does not believe $ is a sufficient condition

for intending to believe <|>; it is not said that $ is notbelieved

because —. <p is believed. If this is the case, the intention

ofbelieving <J> remains legitimate and, possibly, engenders

the intention to bring about $.

The definition ofneed is "designed" in such a way toallow

for the two cases concerning the lack of a given property

from an agent's beliefs. Finally, note that behind the

implication which appear in the definition, an equivalence

is hidden.

Logical properties of need:

An agent agrees with her needs (and with her

"non-needs"): the proposition 15 still holds if N is

substituted for AG. In other respects, if an agent needs $

(to hold), she needs to believe 4>, and conversely (unlike

intention). In virtue of definition 18 and of the validity of

the schema (/(/', $) a l(i, $ => y)) => l(i, y), we have the

following proposition:

Proposition 22; h W.») <=>W(/.B(».tf)

If an agent needs 4> and does not believe $, she intends to

believe <J> and conversely.

Proposition 23: |= (Nfl,*) a-,B(»,*)) »/(i,fl (/,<>))

This proposition comes from proposition 8(H) and from

|=/(/,^) <=>C(»,/(/,♦)) (proposition 15 for intention).

Note the computational interest of the inference which

follows from this proposition: if N(i,$) a-.B(/,$) then

infer /(( , B (/ , <(>)). In our opinion, it represents the basis of

any logical specification of a problem solving process

and, therefore, of a planning process.

Unlike intention, an agent may need a property and, at the

same time, believe it (Also, an agent who believes a

property, of course, does not necessarily need it.) It can

be easily proved that the following schemas are

satisfiable: N(Ut) a B (/,<(»), N(i,$) a-,B(/,$),

-.^i,4>)AB(/,«J») and ->N(i,$) a-, B (/,<)>). In other

respects, again unlike intention, an agent who needs two

properties simultaneously, needs each of them:

|=N(»,4> a v) =>N(i,<» AN(i,y).

10 A FUNDAMENTAL PROPERTY OF

THE LOGIC

The agents we have modelled, perfectly agree with

themselves about all their own mental attitudes. This is
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due to the subjective point ofview and to the introspection

abilities. So, an agent believes that she has (resp. has not)

a given mental attitude, if and only if she has (resp. has

not) this attitude, and conversely. Formally, the following

general result can be proved:

Proposition 24: If 4> is a formula where every proposition

or predicate symbol appears in the scope of a modal

operator formalizing a mental attitude of a given agent i,

then:

(i) M«»0(i,+)

(ii) |=4> **C{i,V

(iii) |= *(!,♦)«-, «(/,-.♦)

This proposition, which can be proved easily, exhibits the

reason for which the choice made by an agent of any

behavior about herself, is necessarily a relevant choice.

11 CONCLUSION

We have proposed a theory of intention which can be

embedded into the model of an autonomous agent

Keeping C&L's methodological framework, we have

highlighted some problems which arise in their theory and

proposed solutions for them. We have adopted a

subjective point of view (in order to give an agent

autoepistemic abilities and, consequently, an own

"existence") and provided original notions such as

introspection-action, relevant choice or intention in a

mul ti agent context. Moreover, in order to handle intention

from a computational standpoint, we have introduced and

formalized a new concept: need or potential intention,

which bridges the gap between a declarative and an

opeOrational semantics of intention.
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Abstract

This research investigates the advantages of in

troducing feedback between the processes of rea

soning and knowledge acquisition in the diagno

sis of multiple disorders in human patients. The

introduction of such feedback results in an "hy

brid" system that analyzes the results of pre

vious diagnosis and incorporates their key fea

tures into an associative knowledge base which,

in turn, assists future diagnosis.

In particular, this paper formally investi

gates a new mechanism, called a "diagnostic-

unit" representation, for remembering the re

sults of previous diagnosis. Unlike typical bipar

tite "If-Then" representations, the diagnostic-

unit representation uses a general graph repre

sentation to capture more complex causal re

lationships between disorders and clusters of

findings. The diagnostic-unit representation is

explicitly tailored to facilitate the use of an

educated decomposition-based abductive strat

egy in diagnosing disorders, by providing for

a basis for remembering highly likely relation

ships between disorders and clusters of find

ings that are likely to be representative of high-

level "macro-findings." This paper also investi

gates experience-guided strategies for incremen

tally deriving and updating diagnostic units and

the various relationships among them. The re

sults of previous diagnosis are remembered in a

"decomposed-and-merged" form with respect to

particular disorders.

1 Introduction

Patients suffering from multiple disorders are not

rare in domains like congestive heart failure and Ac

quired Immune Deficiency Syndrome (AIDS). Unfor

tunately, less progress than expected has been made

toward a system capable of competently and effi

ciently performing the diagnosis of multiple disorders.

The slow advancement can be accounted for, largely,

by the difficulty in balancing the issues of represen

tation, knowledge acquisition, and problem solving.

This paper focuses mainly on investigating a repre-

°This research was supported in part by the National

Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute under the grant number

R01 HL33041 and in part by the National Institutes of Health

under the grant number R01 LM04493 from the National Li

brary of Medicine.

sentational scheme for the diagnosis of multiple dis

orders, with an eye for achieving an effective balance

between these issues.

1.1 Motivations

One factor which hinders advancement in the develop

ment of a competent system for the diagnosis of mul

tiple disorders is the need to provide accounts of un

derlying pathophysiologic mechanisms. While a single

listing of the disorders primarily suspected of causing

a given set of findings is computationally less burden

some to generate, oversimplified accounts of under

lying causality provide few insights about how these

disorders are producing the findings, and thus giving

little guidance in providing therapy. It is particularly

important to provide an underlying pathophysiologic

mechanism, when medical therapy is unavailable ei

ther for a patient's complaints or for an elemental

primary disease, but an effectively treatable "cause"

may exist as an intermediate state on a causal path

way from a disease to findings. In addition, without a

pathophysiologic mechanism that explains how find

ings are related to their primary suspected diseases,

it is difficult to determine whether results of diagnosis

"make sense" or are found by accident.

Advancement is also hampered by "knowledge in

undation" which makes diagnosis from first princi

ples computationally intensive. For instance, con

sider causal relationships between disorders and find

ings. Such relationships are often many-to-many,

indirect, and uncertain. As knowledge is added,

entities in a knowledge base are increasingly likely

to interact in uncertain ways with each other. In

an attempt to deal with the complexity of di

agnosing multiple disorders, this research investi

gates an "hybrid" reasoning approach that seeks

to combine the efficiency of association-based tech

niques [BuSh84, PGKS84, MPM84] and the robustness

of model-based techniques [WKAS78, Pat81, Lon89].

The hybrid reasoning architecture investigated in this

research makes use of a relatively robust causal-

model-based component for diagnosis from first prin

ciples and an association-based component for diag

nosing disorders that "have been seen before." In

particular, this research attempts to abstract and or

ganize complex pathophysiologic knowledge in forms
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easily usable by the association-based component for

the efficient diagnosis of multiple disorders.

What to abstract: The question that arises is, then,

what knowledge to abstract. Unfortunately, what to

abstract is not independent of the goal of problem

solving, since it depends heavily on the use to which

we intend to put the knowledge. Abstracting knowl

edge in an intentional vacuum is often too general to

efficiently and effectively lead any particular problem

solving to a solution.

This research attempts to abstract knowledge which

allows search-intensive problem solving to be reduced

to faster retrieval-based problem solving. To do so,

this research observes that the context-sensitivity of

findings can greatly affect overall diagnostic perfor

mance. In most medical domains, findings in isola

tion often have more than one cause, but findings as a

whole can constrain each other's cause, consequently

reducing the number of causes to consider. In ad

dition, the significance of a finding depends on the

other findings that occur together with it. As a con

sequence, changing some findings may even require

findings that remain the same to be explained differ

ently. For example, high cardiac output is often the

most likely explanation for systolic ejection murmur.

If findings that strongly suggest low cardiac output

are present, however, aortic stenosis might be a bet

ter explanation for murmur than high cardiac output.

The main impetus of this research is the desire to

capitalize on the context sensitivity of findings. This

research presumes that findings can be grouped, or

clustered, together in such a way that the findings in

a set, taken together, immediately suggest not only

their most likely disorder but also the pathophysio

logic mechanism that best explains how this disorder

is causing the findings. Such context-sensitive knowl

edge allows diagnosis of multiple disorders to be re

duced to reasoning about how to decompose a set of

findings, collected for diagnosis, into smaller subsets

which can be solved immediately and relatively inde

pendently of each other.

Where to acquire: The next question is where

to acquire rules to guide the finding decomposition

process. A typical method is an interview with a

domain expert. Cognitive and AI Researchers have

found, however, that it is often hard to directly

draw such experiential knowledge even from expert

physicians [Pea88, TvKa77]. This research takes the

view that problem-solving experience is the processes

through which knowledge is structured into a ready-

to-use coherently simplified whole. The intent is to

use diagnostic experience, i.e., results of previous di

agnosis, to acquire operative associative knowledge.

Relationships between disorders and findings that are

critical to a current problem are highlighted in results

of diagnosis, while insignificant ones are suppressed.

The results of previous diagnosis, therefore, can act

as knowledge that reduces search in future diagnosis.

This observation motivates the conception of a system

in which there is feedback between the reasoning and

knowledge acquisition processes. The assessment of a

hypothesis computed by problem solving becomes a

key link in a feedback loop. In particular, such assess

ment gives notice of changes in knowledge, to which

associative knowledge should be adjusted. The dy

namic incorporation of revisions, i.e., new experience,

into an associative knowledge base allows the incorpo

ration of changes prior to beginning a new problem-

solving cycle. This adjustment, thus, feeds forward to

future diagnosis.

How to remember: Because the choice of problem-

solving algorithms and representational mechanisms

often has a significant impact on overall problem-

solving performance, the issue of how to remember

results of previous diagnosis must be raised. Resolv

ing this issue requires one to consider a variety of rep

resentational issues. For example, one needs to de

cide whether to treat each solved case as "atomic"

or decomposable. This choice of a "grain size" can

affect overall reasoning performance and domain un

derstanding. The simplest approach is to store ev

ery solved case as an independent unit, as in case-

based reasoning. While easy to implement, storing

a case as an atom can limit the reusability of pre

vious cases in future problem solving. Remember

ing every solved case independently has the follow

ing drawbacks. First, because even similar cases are

stored separately, inefficient use of memory space can

result. In addition, such "redundancy" can adversely

affect overall problem-solving efficiency. For example,

as solved cases are added to a system, we expect the

system to be able to solve a problem without search,

by directly retrieving a solution to a similar previous

case. In deliberating about what case to use, the sys

tem must consider all the stored cases. If there are

many cases, then simply matching them to find the

best match(es) can be very time-consuming. On the

other hand, if a diagnostic solution is decomposed into

pieces that are too small, then the abstracted search

space would become as big as the original knowledge

base, and there might not be any gain in either rea

soning performance or domain understanding.

This research approaches the issue of how to re

member results of previous diagnosis, by asking the

question "How can we make the results operational

with respect to diagnostic problem solving?" By an

alyzing the results of previous diagnosis with respect

to particular disorders, this research attempts to re

member the results in a decomposed form which cap

tures the context sensitivity of findings. In addition,

solved cases are remembered not individually but in

a "merged" form, where each component of a decom

posed case can be merged with components of other

solved cases to produce a coherent combined whole.

Such merging only occurs, however, if the components
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are instantiations of the same underlying pathophys

iologic mechanism for a particular disorder.

The primary mechanism investigated by this re

search, for remembering results of diagnosis, is a

"diagnostic-unit" representation. Each diagnostic

unit is a general graph that represents an associative

relationship between a disorder and a set of findings

that, taken as a whole, strongly suggest the disorder.

Unlike a typical bipartite representation, each asso

ciative relationship between a disorder and a set of

findings is supported by a highly likely pathophysi

ologic mechanism that underlies the association. By

clustering findings in such a way as to capture context

sensitivity, the diagnostic-unit representation facili

tates the effective use of an educated decomposition-

based abductive strategy in diagnosis. The controlled

clustering avoids sorting through a pile of patient

findings, and facilitates the recognition of promising

"macro-findings" that are solvable immediately and

(relatively) independently of each other. Moreover, a

focused commitment to capture the qualitative rela

tionship of "the most likely" in diagnostic units, via

relationships between them, allows proposing sensible

causal-level diagnostic solutions, by combining partial

solutions to these macro-findings.

This paper focuses primarily on the investigation

of the diagnostic-unit representation and of issues

on experiential-guided knowledge acquisition strate

gies for incrementally deriving and updating diagnos

tic units and the various relationships among them.

The method investigated in this paper is discussed in

the domain of the human cardiovascular system, even

though they are domain-independent and should be

applicable in other domains with similar characteris

tics.

Sections 2 and 3 discuss two types of knowledge rep

resentation, causal representation and diagnostic-unit

representation, that this research uses in its hybrid

problem solving. Sections 4 and 5 attempt to address

issues that arise in incorporating new knowledge (ex

perience) into an existing body of knowledge.

2 Causal Representation and

Diagnosis

This section formally describes a causal representation

of pathophysiologic knowledge, adopted from HF: HF

is a probabilistic causal-model-based reasoner for dif

ferential diagnosis and management of patients with

heart failure [LNCJ87, Lon89]. This section also dis

cusses the complexity of clinical diagnosis based on

causal representation. While causal representation is

not new [Pea88, PR90], the formal investigation of a

causal representation of medical knowledge facilitates

the discussion of representational and acquisitional

approaches explored in this research.

2.1 Causal Representation of Patho

physiologic Knowledge

The basic elements of the causal representation in

clude elemental disorders, intermediate states, find

ings, and causal relationships between them. Elemen

tal disorders and intermediate states are pathophys

iologic states. Pathophysiologic states are states of

living organisms, and their components, arising from

bodily abnormality or failure to function properly.

Elemental disorders are diagnostic states or primary

causes. Diagnostic states are pathophysiologic states

defined at the level needed to distinguish different

manifestations, as defined in HF [LNCJ87, Lon89]. A

primary cause is a pathophysiologic state that does

not require further cause for it. Intermediate states

are pathophysiologic states that are neither primary

causes nor diagnostic states. Findings include pa

tient history, subjective symptoms, and objective vi

tal signs revealed either by observations or by various

special laboratory tests, such as an X-ray examina

tion.

Graphical notations are used to describe the basic

elements of the causal representation. Let V denote a

set of variables that represent elemental disorders, and

J denote a set of variables that represent intermediate

states. Let T stand for a set of variables that repre

sent findings. A black rectangular node represents an

elemental disorder variable in V, an oval node an in

termediate state variable in J, and a rectangular node

a finding variable in T.

Causal mechanisms in a human body are often un

certain. Such uncertainty can be modeled in proba

bilistic terms, with a particular probability being used

to represent the degree of belief in a causal depen

dency between states and/or findings.

Notation (Direct causal relation): For any a £

V U 1 and any b G PUlUJ, such that a is

Pr(»|a)

a direct cause for b, lei a >c b denote a di

rect causal relation from a to b, where given that

a (and nothing else) occurred, a can cause b with

probability of Pr(b\a).

A conditional probability associated with each causal

link represents the strength of a cause in producing

a particular effect. According to probability combin

ing rules based on a noisy-or assumption, it can be

computed, from the evidence collected, how likely it

is that various disorders are present. (See [Lon89] for

details.)

In this research, findings that can cause states or

other findings are handled by creating corresponding

pathophysiologic states. More specifically, for any

finding / in T such that / can be a direct cause

for a finding or state a, f is treated as if it is also

a pathophysiologic state: A variable representing a

corresponding pathophysiologic state i is created in

either V or I accordingly, and a direct causal link
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from i to / is established. In addition, instead of a

direct causal relation from / to a, a direct causal re

lation from i to a' is established, where a' is a, if a is

a state, or is a corresponding pathophysiologic state

of a if a is a finding. For any direct cause b for /,

a direct causal link from b' to i, rather than from 6

to /, is established, where 6' is 6 if 6 is a state, or

is a corresponding pathophysiologic state of b if b is

a finding. Modeling findings that can cause states or

other findings in this way guarantees that findings in

T always appear as effects.

Let C be the set of all possible direct causal links,

Pr(6|o)

i.e., £= {a -e b\aet>Ul,beVUlL>Jr and

3 a direct causal relation from a to 6}.

Notation (£|/>,/,f): For any D C V, P C 1, and

F C T, let C\d,i,f denote the set of all pos

sible probabilistic causal links between elements

in D,P, and F. In other words, C\d,i,f —

Pr(6|a)

{a ►<. b \ a,b € D U P U F and 3 a direct

causal relation from a to b).

To facilitate further formal discussion, this research

adapts a standard graph notation [CLR90] to define a

causal graph. A causal graph G is defined as follows.

Definition 1 (Causal graph): A causal graph G is

a list (D, 7, F, L), where DCD,/CI,FC;,

and L C C\d,i,f ■ D, I, F, and L are called the

disorder set, intermediate state set, finding set,

and causal link set, respectively, of G.

A causal graph is a collection of direct causal depen

dencies between states and/or findings. Let CQ be

the universe set of all causal graphs: In other words,

CQ = {(D, I, F, L) | D C V, I C I, F C T, and

L Q £\d,i,f)}-

Notation: For any causal graph G G CQ, let d(G),

f{G), i(G), and 1{G) denote the disorder set,

finding set, intermediate state set, and causal link

set, respectively, ofG.

Pathophysiologic knowledge that describes the mal

functioning of a human body can be conceptualized

as a causal network of nodes and links, where each

node represents a variable, 1 and each link repre

sents a direct causal relationship between the states

and/or findings represented by the nodes it connects.

Throughout this proposal, the symbol C is used to de

note a causal network that models pathophysiologic

knowledge in a medical domain of concern. Causal

network C is the causal graph {V,T,T, C).

1 Except when noted otherwise, a node and a variable are

used interchangeably.

2.2 Diagnosis of Multiple Disorders

based on Causal Representation

This subsection discusses diagnosis from first princi

ples, based on the causal representation described in

Section 2.1. It also attempts to touch upon some re

lated computational issues.

Additional notations are introduced to describe

value assignments for variables. For any variable x

in C, let Vx denote a set of values that can be as

signed to x. For any v in V^, value assignment x := v

(for example, aortic stenosis := present) represents the

instantiation of the value of x as v. An instantiated

variable is a variable with a value assigned to it. A

finding is an instantiated finding variable in T, an

elemental disorder an instantiated elemental disorder

variable in 2>, and an intermediate state an instanti

ated intermediate state in I. This research assumes

that for any variable x in C, its values can be classified

into two classes: normal and abnormal.

Definition 2 (Instantiated causal graph):

For any causal graph G £ CQ, G is said to be

instantiated if for each node in G, the value of

the node is instantiated.

Similarly, an instantiated set can be defined as follows:

Definition 3 (Instantiated set): For any vari

able set X, X is said to be instantiated if for any

variable in X, the value of the variable is instan

tiated.

Definition 4 (Equality of instantiated sets):

For any two instantiated variable sets X and Y,

X and Y are said to be equal if

1. for any variable x G X, x G V,

2. for any variable y £Y, y G X, and

3. for any variable a G X C\Y, the value of

assignment of a in X is equal to that of a in

Y.

For expository purposes, a fictional causal network

C, shown in Figure 1, is used. Formally,

C = (V,2,Jr,C),'wheie

V= {dudi^ds)

^ = {*1 . «'a , «3, *4 1 »5 , »6 }

T — {h,h, fa, fa,f&, h, fi)

C = a set of direct causal links shown in Figure 1.

Assume that each node in C is a binary variable that

can take on either present or absent. Further suppose

that for any variable x in C present is an abnormal

value of x, and absent is a normal value of x.

Let the symbol * denote a diagnostic problem, i.e.,

a set of findings collected for diagnosis: * is an in

stantiated subset of T. * is also called a patient de

scription. Diagnostic problem solving can be viewed
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Figure 1 : A fictional causal network C used for expository pur

poses

Notation (di(G),dif(G)): For any causal graph

G e CQ, di(G) is the union ofd(G) and i(G), and

dif(G) is the union ofd{G), i(G), and f(G): In

other words, di(G) = d(G) U i(G), and dif(G) =

d{G)Ui{G)Uf{G).

The symbol U used in the above notation represents a

union of variable sets which denotes the conjunction,

not logical disjunction, of events asserted by instan

tiating the variable set union. For example, consider

a variable set A which consists of a variable a which

is instantiated as va , and a variable set B which con

sists of a variable b with vi assigned to it. Pr(A U B)

stands for the probability that a is instantiated as va,

and 6 as Vi - in other words, Pr(a := va, b := vj).

as the task of identifying an instantiation of C that

best explains the findings in *, where C is a causal

network such that

1. C is a subgraph of C that is obtained by remov

ing from C nodes that represent findings not in Vf,

along with any direct causal links to these nodes,

and

2. f(C) is an instantiated set equal to tf.

This research calls C "a tailored causal network ofC to

diagnostic problem * " (or simply "a tailored causal

network of C "). Note that the modeling, as patho

physiologic states, of findings that can cause other

states or findings guarantees that all findings in T al

ways appear as leaves in C. As a result, the finding

removal process to produce a tailored causal network

of C can be performed without considering issues of

how to remove nodes with children. For example, sup

pose that a diagnostic problem * consists of findings

fa '■— present, fa := present, fa := present, and fa :=

present. Figure 2 is a tailored causal network of C to

 

Figure 2: A causal network tailored to diagnostic problem <P

that consists of }z ■= present, /4 := present, /g := present,

and fj := present

The following notation is introduced to facilitate

the discussion of a diagnostic solution.

Definition 5 (Causal explanation): For some in

stantiated subset F ofT, a causal explanation for

the findings in F is an instantiation of a tailored

causal network of C to F.

Due to uncertainty in the domain knowledge itself,

it is often difficult to find a solution to a diagnostic

problem with absolute certainty. For such problems,

probabilities that summarize which disorders are more

likely than others can be used to support diagnostic

judgments. Observe that any instantiation of a tai

lored causal network of (J to a diagnostic problem ^

can be an explanation for the findings in *. Each

of these causal explanations tells us that the patho

physiologic states in the causal explanation can cause

the findings accordingly, but not necessarily do so. It

is critical to find the most likely causal explanations,

particularly when high risk and costs are associated

with treatments. A solution to $t is defined as a causal

explanation SJ, for ¥, that satisfies the qualitative

relationship that for any causal explanation G for $,

the findings in V are more, or equally, likely to be

caused by the disorders in d(S^) via the pathophys

iologic mechanism identified by S£ than by those in

d(G) via the pathophysiologic mechanism identified

by G. This relationship can be articulated as follows.

Definition 6.1 (Ideal diagnostic solution):

For any diagnostic problem 9, the ideal diagnos

tic solution to V is a causal explanation S$ for

$, such that for any causal explanation G for ty,

Pr(di(S$) | *) > Pr(di(G) | *).

Despite of the use of tailoring, C and its instantiations

are often too large to convey useful information to a

user. A user of a diagnostic system is usually more in

terested in abnormal states that produce a given set of

findings. To make a diagnostic solution more informa

tive and insightful, this research attempts to trim the

ideal diagnostic solution in Definition 6.1 by pruning

away nodes with normal values. The following defines

a reduced ideal diagnostic solution.
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Definition 6.2 (Reduced ideal diagnostic solu

tion): For any diagnostic problem 9, the re

duced ideal diagnostic solution to W is a maximal

subgraph G of the ideal diagnostic solution S§ ,

such that

J. dif(G) is a subset ofdif(S^) such that ev

ery node in G is instantiated to an abnormal

value,

8. every node in dif(S^) — dif(G) is instanti

ated to a normal value, and

S. 1(G) = {a — b | a € di(G),b £ dif{G), and

3 a direct causal relation from a to b in S^}.

Suppose, for example, that the instantiated, tai

lored causal network in Figure 3 is the most likely

explanation for fz '■— present, f+ :— present, fa :=

present, and f-j := present.

 

Figure 3: The most likely instantiation of the tailored causal

network of C in Figure 2

Then, the reduced ideal diagnostic solution to our di

agnostic problem is the "trimmed" best instantiation

shown in Figure 4. For convenience, reduced ideal di

agnostic solutions are generally referred to as "ideal

diagnostic solutions," hereinafter.

the primary disorders and findings are related to each

other. In addition, the underlying pathophysiologic

mechanism in a diagnostic solution makes it easier to

reason about the solution and determine if the solu

tion found by a program "makes sense." Finally, the

underlying pathophysiologic mechanism in a diagnos

tic solution makes it easier to detect possible sources

of flaws in a diagnostic solution. This will, in turn,

help confirm or refine the correctness of the knowl

edge base used by a program.

Given a set of findings collected for diagnosis,

a probabilistic causal-model-based reasoner, such as

hf [Lon89], evaluates the state of the causal network

by tracing backward through causal paths from each

finding. Reasoning in the causal network amounts to

the propagation of impacts of findings throughout the

network.

The prevalence of multiple uncertain causations,

however, makes the computation non-trivial. Several

causal paths, none of which are certain, often come

together at a node, and the number of potential ex

planatory paths to consider grows exponentially in

the number of nodes that come together at a node.

The exhaustive enumeration-and-evaluation approach

is, thus, likely to be unwieldy.

Fortunately, the search can be reduced by using

heuristics. For example, HF uses heuristics such as

precomputing and pruning to relieve computational

complexity [LNCJ87]. Despite the use of such heuris

tics, however, HF must calculate an estimated proba

bility for every path, and combine exponentially many

relevant pathways. This research attempts to lessen

the computational complexity of causal-model-based

diagnosis, by incrementally abstracting, from rela

tively unstructured causal knowledge, patterns that

cluster findings according to their most likely dis

orders and underlying pathophysiologic mechanisms.

Such clusters can then be remembered for use in fu

ture diagnosis.

 

Figure 4: The ideal diagnostic solution obtained by trimming

the best instantiation in Figure 3

Note that a highly likely pathophysiologic mecha

nism is returned as a part of a diagnostic solution. A

pathophysiologic mechanism in a diagnostic solution

can provide additional assurance by explaining how

3 Diagnostic-Unit Representa

tion

This section discusses the diagnostic-unit representa

tion of knowledge abstracted from causal knowledge.

The primary constructs of the diagnostic-unit repre

sentation are diagnostic units and links between them.

3.1 Diagnostic Units

Diagnostic units attempt to cluster findings accord

ing to their most likely disorders and pathophysiologic

mechanisms. Additional definitions and notations are

given below to facilitate the discussion of diagnostic

units.
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Definition 7 (Source set of a causal graph):

For any causal graph G G CQ , the source set ofG,

denoted by s(G), is the set of nodes on G which

do not have incoming links in G.

Definition 8 (Ultimate diagnostic unit du*(d, F)):

For some instantiated subset F of T and some

d € V, an ultimate diagnostic unit du*(d, F) of d

is an instantiated subgraph of C such that

1. s(du*(d,F))={d],

2. f{du*(d, F)) = F, and

3. for any instantiated subgraph G of C such

that f(G) = F,

Pr{di(du*(d, F)) \ F) > Pr(di(G) \ F).

In other words, an ultimate diagnostic unit du*(d, F)

is a causal explanation, for F, that is rooted at a single

source d. and satisfies the qualitative relationship such

that for any causal explanation G for F, the findings in

F are more, or equally, likely to be caused by d via the

pathophysiologic mechanism identified by du*(d, F)

than by the disorders in d{G) via the pathophysiologic

mechanism identified by G.

In principle, for any combination of an elemental

disorder and a subset ofT, the corresponding ultimate

diagnostic unit can be computed. The issue is one of

computational resources. The number of subsets of T

to consider grows exponentially in the number of vari

ables in T. To make matters worse, for each subset

F of T, there are exponentially many supersets of F

to consider. This research attempts to deal with such

combinatorial explosions by acquiring diagnostic units

that appear empirically useful. In particular, it views

diagnostic problem solving as a process by which ul

timate diagnostic units and relationships between are

gradually recovered. Section 5 discusses issues that

arise in incrementally recovering ultimate diagnostic

units on an empirical basis.

Different sets of findings can suggest the same ele

mental disorder via different underlying pathophysio

logic mechanisms. For example, myocardial infarction

frequently produces systolic ventricular emptying dys

function with relatively high likelihood. Myocardial

infarction can also be a highly likely cause of dias

tolic ventricular filling dysfunction - though with less

frequency. Each of the dysfunctions has a different un

derlying pathophysiologic mechanism, and thus, cor

responds to a different diagnostic unit. In light of the

possibility that an elemental disorder can have mul

tiple diagnostic units, the set of ultimate diagnostic

units for an elemental disorder is defined as follows:

Definition 9 (Ultimate diagnostic-unit set DU*(d)):

For some d G"D, the ultimate diagnostic-unit set

of d, denoted by DU*(d), is the set of ultimate

diagnostic units of d.

3.2 Links between Diagnostic Units

The definition of an ultimate diagnostic unit does not

mention how an ultimate diagnostic unit is related to

other ultimate diagnostic units. This subsection de

fines two types of links that represent relationships be

tween ultimate diagnostic units. One type of link rep

resents a causal dependency between diagnostic units.

Definition 10 (Causal relation between diag

nostic units): For any two diagnostic

units du*(d\) and du*(d2), du*(di) is said

to be causally related to du*(d2), denoted by

dv,*(di) —'c dv.*(d.2), if there exist an ideal di

agnostic solution S% such that

1. du*(di) and du*(d2) are subgraphs of Sy,

and

2. there exists a causal path Win S$ from d\ to

d-, such that d\ and d^ are the only elemental

disorders in W.

The other type of link represents a dependency be

tween diagnostic units which are not causally related

but still share a common node.

Definition 11 (Non-causal relation between di

agnostic units:) For any two diagnostic

units du*(di) and du*(d2), du*(dy) is said to

be non-causally related to du*{d2), denoted by

du*(d\) —r^ du*(d2), if there exist an ideal di

agnostic solution S$ such that

1. both du*(di) and du*{d2) are subgraphs of

by,

2. there exists no causal path in S£ either from

d\ to ^2 or from d2 to d\, and

3. there exists a node n such that there exist

in S<f a causal path W\ from di to n and

a causal path W2 from d2 to n such that dy

and d2 are the only elemental disorders in

W\ and W2, respectively.

When two diagnostic units are related to each other

both causally and non-causally, a causal relation link

is established between them.

Knowledge represented in the diagnostic-unit rep

resentation can be conceptualized as a graph where

each node represents a diagnostic unit set, and each

link represents a relationship between diagnostic units

in different diagnostic-unit sets. Such a graph is

called an diagnostically-operative causal graph (or sim

ply doc), and is defined as follows:

Definition 12 (Diagnostically-operative causal

graph): A diagnostically-operative causal graph

G is u pair (CU, L), where CU is a set of

diagnostic- unit sets and L is a set of links be

tween diagnosti: units in the diagnostic-unit sets

in CU.
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Each ultimate diagnostic unit represents the most

likely causal relation between a cluster of findings and

a disorder. Findings in a diagnostic unit, taken to

gether, form a distinct clinical indicator of a disor

der and a corresponding particular pathophysiologic

mechanism. In addition, a diagnostic unit captures a

diagnostic context where the occurrence of the find

ings in the diagnostic unit suggests, (relatively) in

dependently of findings not in the diagnostic unit,

the disorder and the corresponding pathophysiologic

mechanism identified by the unit. "The most like-

liness," embedded in diagnostic units, allows causal

dependencies critical to a diagnostic situation to be

quickly identified and readily accessed. If diagnostic

units are available, then future diagnosis can poten

tially generate causal explanations for findings abduc-

tively, without having to duplicate comparatively ex

pensive reasoning.

elemental disorder in d{S$). Since d(S§) consists of

two elemental disorders, S§ is decomposed into ex

actly two components.

  

Figure 5: Components of S£ in Figure 3 resulted from the

decomposition

4 Experience and Acquisition of

Diagnostic Units

Once ultimate diagnostic units are available, a solu

tion to a diagnostic problem can be proposed by se

lecting and combining the diagnostic units relevant

to the problem. In addition, diagnostic units can

enhance understanding of the vital relationships be

tween disorders and findings. The issue that must be

dealt with is, then, where and how to acquire ultimate

diagnostic units. As defined in Section 2.2, the results

of diagnosis highlight causal dependencies critical to a

given problem, while pruning away insignificant ones,

from the detailed causal knowledge in C. Consider a

diagnostic solution S# computed by a system such as

HF, for some set * of findings collected for diagno

sis. Diagnostic solution 5* is a causal explanation,

for *, such that for any (or most, if heuristics are

used) causal explanation G for \P,

Pr(di(S<t) | *) > Pr(di(G) | *),

where Pr(a \ b) denotes a probability estimated by the

system that generated S# . In other words, diagnostic

solution 5* is an approximation of the ideal diagnostic

solution S$ to Vt. This feature suggests the possibil

ity of using computed diagnostic solutions as a source

of incrementally recovering ultimate diagnostic units

and relationships between them.

This research attempts to remember solved cases in

a decomposed form by analyzing them with respect

to elemental disorders. Each diagnostic solution S£

is decomposed into smaller instantiated causal graphs

each of which is obtained by collecting all nodes and

links in S# that are reachable from each elemental

disorder d in d(S£). For example, consider again the

diagnostic solution S$ in Figure 4. S§ can be decom

posed into the components shown in Figure 5. Each

component is a subgraph of S"| rooted at a particular

This research also investigates an approach to

merge the components of a solved case with com

ponents of other solved cases to produce a coherent

"whole" that is remembered for use in future diagno

sis. Components of solved cases can be merged if they

are instantiations of the same underlying pathophys

iologic mechanism of a particular elemental disorder.

The coherent combined whole is, then, remembered.

By remembering similar cases in a merged form, re

sources such as memory space and processing time can

be used more efficiently. The diagnostic-unit represen

tation is the mechanism that provides a basis for re

membering solved cases in a decomposed and merged

form. Section 5 discusses in greater detail issues that

arise in merging.

5 Knowledge Incorporation

This section investigates a method for using diagnostic

experience as a source of recovering ultimate diagnos

tic units and the relationships between. This research

assumes that knowledge acquired from experience is

stored in an associative knowledge base, KAS, that is

initially empty. In other words, no diagnostic units are

known a priori. As diagnostic experience grows, how

ever, empirically useful ultimate diagnostic units and

relationships between them are gradually recovered.

Partially recovered diagnostic units and relationships

between them are stored in KAS to assist future diag

nosis.

Whenever a diagnostic problem is solved, a

"knowledge-incorporating" process assimilates diag

nostic experience into KAS by transforming the di

agnostic solution to a DOC, and then by incorporat

ing it into KAS. The rest of this section discusses

the knowledge-incorporating process, and briefly ad

dresses issues that affect the process.
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5.1 Diagnostically-Operative

Causal Graph (DOC) Transforma

tion Process

The following additional definition is introduced to

facilitate further discussion.

Definition 13 (Restricted finding set f(d\G)):

For any causal graph G € CQ and any d 6 d(G),

the finding set of d restricted to G, denoted by

f(d\G), is the set offindings in G that are reach

able from d. Thus, f{d\G) C f{G).

For each diagnostic solution 5* generated by S, the

corresponding DOC of 5# is constructed as follows.

Step I: For each d in d(Sy), compile an approx

imate diagnostic unit du(d,f{d \ St)) by

collecting all nodes and links in S* reach

able from d.

Step II: For any two approximate diagnostic

units compiled by Step I, establish either a

causal or a non-causal link between them

(See Definitions 10 and 11).

For example, consider the diagnostic solution S£ in

Figure 4. Step I produces two approximate diagnostic

units which are rooted at d2 and da, respectively, as

shown in Figure 5. Step II completes the construction

of a DOC for S%, by establishing a non-causal link

between these two approximate diagnostic units.

5.2 Joining-Up Process

The process of assimilating diagnostic solutions into

/YAJ is called the joining-up process. The following

types of experiential knowledge can be incorporated

into Kts by the joining-up process.

• New compiled diagnostic units and relationships

between them.

• Statistical information such as the frequency with

which findings in a diagnostic unit occur in sup

port of the corresponding elemental disorder.

To facilitate further discussion, the following addi

tional definition is introduced.

Definition 14 (Union of causal graphs):

For any set of causal graphs Gi, Gj, . . . , and Gn,

where Gi = (£>,-, Pj, F,, Li), the union of the Gi 's

is defined as follows:

UT-i Oi = (u:=1 ft, UL, *.ix, 1.UT-, *«>■

Let DOC# denote the diagnostically-operative

causal graph produced by the preceding DOC trans

formation process. Let du(d) and DU(d) stand for a

diagnostic unit and a diagnostic unit set, respectively,

stored in KAS. For each diagnostic unit du(d) in DOC# ,

the following algorithm describes, at a high level, how

du(d) is incorporated into KAS:

• If DU(d) exists in KAS, then

- if there exists du(d) in DU(d) that du(d) can

be incorporated into, then modify the struc

ture of du(d) by unioning du(d) and du(d),

and updating statistical information. The

union of causal graphs is defined in Defini

tion 14.

- Otherwise, update D 17(d) by adding du(d)

to the set.

• If no DU(d) exists in KA„ then create DU(d) with

du(d) as its element.

The incorporation of new diagnostic units raises the

issue of determining whether a new diagnostic unit

should be used to update an existing diagnostic unit

in KAS or be considered to be a new element of the

corresponding diagnostic unit set. In other words, the

question that needs to be answered is whether or not

du(d) and du(d) should be considered to be both a

partial recovery of the same ultimate diagnostic unit.

The resolution of this issue is affected by the issue of

what would be appropriate sizes for individual diag

nostic unit sets (and, consequently, individual diag

nostic units). Since the sizes of diagnostic unit sets

(and of diagnostic units) can affect overall computa

tional efficiency, it may be possible to trade off among

reasoning efficiency, accuracy of solutions, and under

standing of the vital relationships between disorders

and findings.

Dependencies between diagnostic units are also

added into KAS. In addition, the joining-up process

performs bookkeeping for use in later decomposition-

based abductive diagnosis. In general, it is difficult to

know in advance how much weight should be attached

to each finding in a diagnostic unit. Because this

weight represents the "strength" with which a finding

supports the presence of the corresponding diagnostic

unit, it is important that the weight be empirically

well justified. Rather than pre-setting a certain fixed

subjective estimate for each weight, this research in

vestigates the use of frequency of occurrences as an es

timate of a correct weight. As diagnostic experience

grows, the joining-up process updates the frequency

with which an elemental disorder occurs and the fre

quency with which a finding occurs in support of the

elemental disorder. Weights of findings which appear

to be good predictors of a diagnostic unit, then, will

increase over time. Such statistical information pro

vides useful guidance for recognizing the diagnostic

units that are relevant to a problem.

After a diagnostic solution is incorporated, the

chunks of associative knowledge remain in the asso

ciative memory, ready for use in future diagnosis. Di

agnosis can, thus, be made by selecting and combining

diagnostic units relevant to a current problem.

A preliminary experiment was conducted to as

sess the feasibility of diagnostic-unit representation.
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In this experiment, 300 cases were solved by HF.

For each HF-generated solution, the correspond

ing diagnostically-operative causal graph was con

structed. A newly compiled approximate diagnostic

unit on the diagnostically-operative causal graph was

used to update an existing approximate diagnostic

unit, if the structures of the two units match by more

than 80 percent. This simple experiment shows that

the average size of a diagnostic unit set is 3.1 diag

nostic units, and that each diagnostic unit can have

causal and/or non-causal relation links to, on average,

seven other diagnostic units.

5.3 A Property of Knowledge in K^

It was claimed previously that diagnostic units ac

quired through diagnostic experience can be used as

approximations of ultimate diagnostic units. The

following theorem describes a property of diagnostic

units stored in KA$.

Theorem 1: Diagnostic units in KAS are approxima

tions of ultimate diagnostic units.

Proof: For all du(d) in KAS, du(d) is an instantiated

subgraph of C with a single root of d in V. For expos

itory simplicity, let f(du(d)) = F. We would like to

prove that for most instantiated subgraphs G of C such

that f{G) = F, Pr(di{du(d)F) | F) > Pr(di(G)\F).

The definition of probability based on the notion of

relative frequency is employed to prove this. Accord

ing to past diagnostic experience of S, none (few, if

any) of such G has (have) occurred so far. There

fore, for most instantiated subgraphs G of C such that

f(G) = F, Pr(di(dli(d)) | F) > Pr(di(G) \ F). Be

cause of the lack of diagnostic experience, it is possi

ble that other diagnostic units whose finding sets are

equal to F can exist in KAS. ■

Diagnostic units in KAS are expected to be volatile at

first but to be relatively stable in the longer term. The

preliminary experiment appears to empirically sup

port that diagnostic units reach their (relatively) ul

timate values, as the number of occurrences becomes

large.

5.4 Explanation-Based Learning

It is possible to use explanation-based learning to

learn disease concepts. Explanation-based learning is

a technique for learning a concept without the use

of many training examples [GeMo86, MCKKEG89]. It

consists of two steps: generation of an explanation for

a given example, followed by generalization of the ex

planation. A domain theory is used to generalize the

explanation, and it is the domain theory that makes

it possible to learn a concept from only a few train

ing examples. The direct application of explanation-

based learning to disease concept learning, however,

would be problematic without appropriate extensions

to handle the following difficulties.

First, explanation-based learning is generally only

effective in domains where pruning is simple. If a do

main theory consists of causations where each effect

has a single certain corresponding cause, the genera

tion of an explanation is a relatively simple task: The

cause of an effect can be identified with certainty. If

there are many "levels" of uncertain multiple causa

tions, however, exponentially many potential explana

tions need to be considered to generate a good expla

nation. The issue of how to deal with the combinato

rial explosion that arises in generating an explanation,

thus, emerges as an overriding concern.

Second, explanation-based learning generally as

sumes that a complete domain theory is available.

This assumption is motivated by the desire to general

ize explanations into provably correct ones. It is hard,

if even possible, to come by a complete domain the

ory in ill-understood domains like medicine. In such

domains, learning empirically justifiable experience is

likely to be more sensible.

Third, knowledge learned using explanation-based

learning can generally only be applied when exact

matches occur. Within the context of medical diagno

sis, this restriction implies that a learned disease con

cept cannot be used in diagnosis, unless a diagnostic

problem matches the concept exactly. In most med

ical domains, it is not uncommon that patients can

manifest different sets of findings, even when they are

suffering from the same disorder. This characteristic

of medical diagnosis suggests that partial matching

may have greater utility.

Finally, much of explanation-based learning focuses

primarily on learning concepts one at a time, inde

pendently of each other. In most medical domains

where multiple disorders are not infrequent, however,

a disease can have different descriptions, depending

on what other diseases occur with it. Dependencies

among concepts have to be handled appropriately if

useful disease concepts are to be learned.

6 Related Work: Integration of

Problem solving and Learning

What to learn is not independent of the problem solv

ing goal. In the light of the dependency between prob

lem solving and learning, systems such as SOAR cou

pled learning to problem solving, soar is a rule-based

general-purpose problem-solving system which is inte

grated with explanation-based learning [LRN86]. An

explanation-based learning component of SOAR ana

lyzes explanations, and chunks macro rules that sum

marize the explanations [GeMo86, KeKC86].

Another general purpose problem-solving system

which incorporates several learning mechanisms is

prodigy. A good deal of learning in prodigy is di
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rected at automatically acquiring control rules from

experience, to enhance the efficiency of a search pro

cess [MCKKEG89]. PRODIGY differs from SOAR in that

it attempts to learn from its failures as well as suc

cesses. If pursuing an unsuccessful path, the PRODIGY

seeks to come up with an explanation for the failure.

This explanation is, then, used to construct control

rules that will help PRODIGY avoid unprofitable search

paths in later problem solving.

casey [Kot89] is a diagnostic system that ac

quires diagnostic knowledge from experience to im

prove performance in later diagnosis. It is a case-

based, more specifically comparison-based, reasoning

system grounded on the causal-model-based hf. It re

members cases that have been successfully solved, for

use in future problem solving. It solves a new diag

nostic problem by directly inspecting old cases to find

best matches against the new one.

7 Concluding Remarks

This paper has described a framework for structur

ing diagnostically critical knowledge as graphs. Each

graph is such that the causal explanation identified

by the graph can immediately be inferred to be the

best causal explanation for the findings on the graph.

Possible strategies for incrementally acquiring such

graphs by analyzing results of diagnosis with respect

to disorders have been described.

Automated diagnosis of multiple disorders is an in

triguing domain from both medical and artificial in

telligence perspectives. From a medical perspective,

patterns of findings can be useful indicators of dis

orders and corresponding underlying causal mecha

nisms. Expert physicians seem to examine findings

for such indications. A computer program that can

identify such patterns for diagnosis, thus, has great

utility to physicians. This research will help discover

and/or better understand the relationships, between

findings and causes, critical to diagnosis.

From an artificial intelligence perspective, diagno

sis of multiple disorders is a challenging area for ad

dressing complexity and issues, in particular, inter

dependent issues of knowledge representation, knowl

edge acquisition, and reasoning efficiency. Research

is being conducted at the MIT Clinical Medical Deci

sion Making Group to design and implement knowl

edge assimilation strategies and decomposition-based

abductive reasoning algorithms that more completely

address such issues and trade-offs.
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Abstract

Common model-based diagnosis systems as

sume a separation of diagnosis and repair.

More recent work showed the potential of

exploiting repair knowledge already during

the diagnosis phase. We show how to inte

grate this knowledge into diagnosis and re

pair plans minimizing overall diagnosis and

repair costs. Our cost model includes time-

dependent breakdown costs as well as obser

vation and repair costs. Based on this cost

evaluation we develop a set of polynomial-

time greedy algorithms which transform con

ventional plans (without sensing procedures)

into diagnosis and repair plans which include

both actions for repair and observations for

diagnosis. These methods are applied to a

real world example (power transmission net

works) showing the benefits compared to the

conventional approach.

1 Introduction

We have previously stressed the need for integrating

repair actions into the diagnosis process of model-

based reasoning systems. During such a diagnosis

and repair process an intelligent agent has to produce

and evaluate repair schedules including both observa

tions and actions. In this paper we will discuss how

to choose the order of actions and observations ba

sed on the idea of minimizing breakdown and diagno

sis/repair costs.

Recent work in planning [Chrisman and Simmons,

1991], where the agent has no exact state descrip

tion, uses a fixed sensing procedure to avoid the enor

mous increase in complexity introduced by integrating

sensing procedures into conventional plans. On the

other hand model-based diagnosis has developed ef

ficient techniques which choose the best observation

dynamically depending on the current diagnoses to

gain more information about the state of the world [de

Kleer and Williams, 1987, de Kleer, 1991] but do not

consider any repair actions during the diagnosis pro

cess.

We develop a set of greedy algorithms integrating both

sensing and repair actions into a diagnosis repair plan,

which improves the costs of the diagnosis/repair pro

cess compared to conventional model-based diagnosis,

yet neither leads to an increase in complexity in the

planning phase nor in the measurement/action selec

tion phase (i.e. planning complexity is the same as

without sensing and selection complexity is the same

as without actions).

Using a cost estimation function based on such diagno

sis/repair plans including time-dependent breakdown

costs as well as diagnosis and repair costs, we are able

to decrease overall costs. We reduce breakdown costs

by repairing before diagnosis is completed and reduce

diagnosis costs by distinguishing between diagnoses

only when necessary. By clustering diagnoses depen

ding on their repair plans, measurement selection is

guided not only by minimizing measurement costs, but

by minimizing breakdown/measurement/repair costs.

In Section 2 we describe a diagnosis/repair plan in

terleaving observation and repair actions to mini

mize overall costs in a defect power transmission

network. Section 3 discusses the basic concepts of

our approach (as defined in [Friedrich et ai, 1990,

Friedrich et ai, 1991, Friedrich et ai, 1992, Nejdl,

1991]) and the architecture of our diagnosis/repair sy

stem. Section 4 formalizes Diagnosis/Repair Plans and

a cost estimation function based on time-dependent

breakdown costs and diagnosis/repair costs. Section 5

discusses the initial example again to illustrate our me

thod.
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2 Example

2.1 Domain Description

As our example we use a simplified substructure of a

380 kV energy transmission network.1 Though specia

lized algorithms may be available for these networks,

our main point is to illustrate our (domain indepen

dent) concepts and algorithms using a real-world ex

ample. We are currently working with several other

types of systems, including both redundant and non-

redundant systems and circuits.

In Figure 1 generators y,- supply the network with

energy distributed by lines f< and bus bars 6,-. Trans

formers U feed the energy to consumers. Crossings are

possible connections between lines and bus bars esta

blished by power switches. Closed power switches are

represented by dots. We denote end points of lines

by U — bj. Some bus bars are doubled. Generator gx

supplies the transformers ti, <2> and '3 with energy. <4

and 15 are supplied by g^.

 

Figure 1: Energy Transmission Net

Common faults in such energy transmission networks

are short circuits which cause serious damage of com

ponents if the faulty parts are not cut off in time.

Therefore, a protection system monitors loads and

trips the power switches if a dangerous overload is ob

served. Actions and measurements performed by the

protection system are submitted to a central monito

ring station. Voltages and loads of bus bars are measu

red every second. All data received (i.e. all actions and

measurements performed by the system) are stored in

a database, and a subset of them is subsequently used

for fault localization.

Assume the following simplified fault scenario: Due to

a high overload caused by a short circuit in a line the

power switches at l\ — &i, and /3 — 63 are tripped. A

'For a more thorough introduction to diagnosis strate

gies in these networks see [Beschta et a/., 1992].

short circuit at l\ is half as likely as shorts at the other

lines. Shorts at I2 or /3 are equally probable.

2.2 Separated Diagnosis/Repair Approach

Using a separate diagnosis/repair approach we analyze

the data monitored. Considering the tripped switches

we know that l\, I2, or I3 are faulty, since a breaker

is tripped only if energy flow during a short circuit

is toward the line it is connected to. Additional infor

mation can be gained by observing the direction of the

energy flow during the short circuit at breakers. In our

example we consider two breakers /1 —62 and l^ — 64, as

possible places for probing. Since observing the energy

flow at breaker I2 — 64, provides more information than

observing it at l\ — 62 (using entropy based measure

ment selection), we choose I2 — 64,. Using this infor

mation, we recognize that line l\ or I2 are faulty since

the energy flow is towards /2. The next measurement

is the energy flow at breaker /1 — 62. Observing the

energy flow towards /] yields /1 as the only diagnosis.

After the diagnosis step a repair step analyzes the cur

rent status of the network recognizing that transfor

mers <i, *2, and <3 are offline. In order to re-establish

their energy flow various switch actions have to be per

formed. Since bus bar 64, is supplied correctly with

energy, transformer 13 is moved from bus bar 64., to

64, (opening the switch at 64a and closing the switch

at 64^. Similar, I2 is moved to the correctly behaving

bus bar after the switch at l\ — 62 had been opened

and also line /3 after closing /3 — 63.

2.3 Interleaved Diagnosis/Repair Approach

The conventional diagnosis approach tries to minimize

the number of measurements and does not consider

breakdown and repair costs. Since breakdown costs

are enormous, re-establishing the correct behavior as

soon as possible is the main goal. In our example

the breakdown costs per time unit of the energy flow

through transformer <3 and t\ are very high compared

to the observation costs, while breakdown costs for t?

are negligible.

In the described scenario full diagnosis identifying the

most probable diagnosis is not needed in order to re

establish the energy flow through 13. Using informa

tion about the tripped switches we suspect a short cir

cuit either in /1 , I2, or in /3. This is sufficient for perfor

ming immediate repair actions, i.e. moving the trans

former <3 to another bus. Only then, a further dia

gnosis step is required to re-establish the energy flow

through transformer t\ and t^. Since t\ is much more

important than 1 2 we prefer those measurements which

probably will provide us with enough information for

re-establishing the energy flow through t\. This is the

observation of energy flow at /1 — 62- Applying the

standard measurement selection function would pre

fer I2 — 64, ■ Recognizing l\ as the faulty component
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gives us the necessary information to re-establish the

energy flows through the remaining transformers. We

have saved substantial breakdown costs by interleaving

observations and actions.

3 Basic Concepts

3.1 Diagnosis and Repair

Let us first repeat some basic concepts defined in

[Friedrich et al., 1990], [Nejdl, 1991] and [Friedrich et

al., 1992]. We view diagnosis as the process of determi

ning the actual state of a system. Before the diagnosis

process, a diagnostic agent does not have enough infor

mation so the true state of affairs is only known to be

among a finitely describable set of possibilities. The

task of diagnosis is to determine which one of these

possibilities — called possible worlds — corresponds

to the actual world.

Further, the agent usually does not consider all pos

sible worlds, but rather focuses on a subset of these

worlds, called the set of plausible worlds. Most existing

diagnosis systems, among them [de Kleer and Willi

ams, 1989], [Struss and Dressier, 1989] and [Friedrich

and Nejdl, 1990], already use such a focus to increase

efficiency. Each plausible world represents one possibi

lity an intelligent agent considers during the diagnosis

and repair process.

Additionally, the goal of an extended diagnosis and re

pair process is to find and execute a general diagnosis

and repair plan. This plan usually integrates observa

tions and actions to (re-) establish certain properties

of the system which are represented by the system and

repair purpose. Furthermore, the plan should try to be

optimal in the sense that it minimizes system break

down costs as well as diagnosis and repair costs.

We use the term observation procedures for any actions

that lead to new information about the actual state of

affairs (including both simple measurements and com

plicated test procedures), while action procedures are

used to change the actual state. Plans are partially

ordered sets of actions. Each step in an R-Plan cor

responds to one action procedure, whereas DR-Plans

include both action and observation procedures. We

then have the following definition of an extended dia

gnosis and repair algorithm scheme. In this paper we

discuss the generation and evaluation of DR-Plans in

more depth.

These ideas lead to the following definition of an ex

tended diagnosis and repair algorithm scheme already

discussed in [Friedrich et al., 1990] and [Nejdl, 1991J.

In this paper we will discuss the generation and eva

luation of DR-Plans in more depth.

Algorithm Scheme 1 Characterization of diagnosis

and repair process:

1. Start with an initial set of plausible worlds PW.

2. Take the purpose T representing the desired func

tionality after the repair process.

3. Generate DR-Plans consisting of observation/ac

tion procedures, evaluate their utility.

4. // best DR-Plan is empty (no advantageous ob

servations/actions exist),

then stop.

5. Execute the next procedure from the best DR-

Plan, changing PW to PW. goto S

3.2 System Architecture

Plausible World Engine The first component of

an MBR system, which we call a plausible world en

gine, represents the view of the system held by the dia

gnostic agent. It updates its knowledge in response to

new information (made available by information pro

cedures) and in response to actions executed by the

agent changing the system or its environment (repre

sented by action procedures). Its output is a set of

plausible worlds representing the possibilities the agent

is considering.

This plausible world engine is a generalization of dia

gnosis generation engines in current model-based dia

gnosis systems. It can compute not only the impact of

new observations on the current view of the system,

but also the impact of actions. Additionally while

plausible worlds correspond in a sense to leading can

didates in a diagnosis system they do not include only

the mode information of components but represent the

whole system state (either implicitly in form of a hi

story like in [Friedrich et al., 1992] or explicitly like in

[Friedrich et al, 1991, Friedrich and Lackinger, 1991])

which is necessary for computing the impact of obser

vations and actions.

Plan/Selection Engine The second component of

an MBR system, the plan/selection engine, represents

the active planning part of the diagnostic agent. The

possibilities it considers are represented by the set of

plausible worlds. The component uses a set of availa

ble observation and action procedures, as well as a cha

racterization of the system and repair purpose. Its task

is to propose observation procedures to gain new in

formation (restricting the set of plausible worlds) and

action procedures transforming the system to comply

with the system and repair purpose.

The plan/selection engines are rather restricted in cur

rent MBR systems as they consist only of measure

ment selection algorithms proposing observations to

distinguish between the leading candidates (i.e. plau

sible worlds). Two additional extensions are proposed

in this paper: Add a planning component generating

repair plans for the plausible worlds, and propose both
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observation and action procedures depending on which

type of procedure is optimal in the current situation.

Acting and Sensing Given that planning in itself

is a rather difficult endeavor, generating and evalua

ting plans from uncertain initial conditions seems to be

too complex in general (compare e.g. [Chrisman and

Simmons, 1991]). However, while this is true for op

timal solutions, this paper shows that results can be

achieved if we use a satisficing approach. We will use

local optimization as much as possible, and as a result

extend and improve current MBR measurement selec

tion procedures based on one-step look-ahead strate

gies like entropy ([de Kleer and Williams, 1987]) while

still maintaining their good computation properties.

We will concentrate on the novel features of our ap

proach and show how these can be integrated with a

conventional planner. We will therefore assume the

existence of a conventional planning module which is

able to generate repair plans consisting only of action

procedures (R-Plans) for a single world.

For complexity reasons, we will consider only the lo

cally best plan for each world. If computation time

is not critical, our algorithms can be changed easily

to use more than one plan per world. On the other

hand, if computation time is critical because of high

breakdown costs, plans for probable faults may be pre-

computed and stored in a database. Another possi

bility is to store only emergency plans for important

goals (i.e. in safety-critical systems) and to compute

plans for the rest of the goals at runtime.

The remaining task is now to merge such a set of R-

Plans (no matter how and when they are generated)

together with observation (i.e. sensing) procedures in

order to get improved diagnosis and repair plans (DR-

Plans).

Diagnosis/Repair Plans If we use such a planning

module together with the measurement selection mo

dule from [de Kleer and Williams, 1987] the diagnosis

and repair plans (DR-Plans from now on) which will

be generated have two basic steps. First, distinguish

between all plausible worlds (leading candidates). Se

cond, execute the R-Plan for the appropriate world.

The one step look-ahead entropy-based selection func

tion which is used in GDE and described in [de Kleer

and Williams, 1987] has proven very successful and

is applied in many similar model-based diagnosis sy

stems. It is nearly optimal in the sense that complete

look-ahead leads to the same results in many cases

([de Kleer ei a/., 1991]). However, this is valid only

within the assumptions made in conventional diagno

sis systems. If we take repair actions into account it

is often advantageous (as in our introductory exam

ple) to cluster certain leading candidates and execute

(part of) their R-Plans together before continuing to

distinguish between them.

The DR-Plans generated by GDE and similar systems

therefore are suboptimal in two respects. First, they

may execute repair actions later than necessary, as

they do not propose any repair actions until all can

didates are distinguished. Second, they may choose

sub-optimal measurements or make useless distinc

tions between candidates because they never consider

clustering candidates based on their R-Plans.

This paper shows how to improve the selector module

by recognizing advantageous clusters of worlds based

on their R-Plans and thus optimizing measurements

and by proposing both observations and actions based

on utility-based evaluation of different DR-Plans.

The usual measurement selection module does not try

to achieve optimal measurement but rather steers a

middle ground between optimality of measurement se

lection and computational complexity. This will also

be our guideline, which is even more needed in our

case, as the problem of proposing observations and

actions is inherently more complex than pure measu

rement selection.

We will start from the entropy-based measurement se

lection procedure in [de Kleer and Williams, 1987] and

use the resulting diagnosis and repair plan as upper

bound for cost minimization. Using a set of greedy al

gorithms, we will transform this plan into a plan which

interleaves diagnosis and repair and is therefore able

to better minimize the cost of the diagnosis and repair

process.

4 Diagnosis/Repair Plans

4.1 Basic Framework

Assumptions For each plausible world u>, € PW

we have one repair plan consisting only of action pro

cedures. These plans (R-Plans) are provided by our

conventional planning module. The plausible world is

used as initial situation for the planner, a set of repair

goals gj as (partial) specification for the goal situation.

Additionally the planner uses a set of available repair

actions.

An R-Plan is a list of partially ordered sets of repair

actions. We assume each serialization of such a set

is possible, i.e. the partial order is a abbreviation of

all these total orders. Additionally, we have a set of

possible observation procedures obsi that can be used

to distinguish between the plausible worlds u;,-.

Our task is now to take all these R-Plans plus addi

tional observation procedures and integrate them into

one DR-Plan which minimizes the sum of breakdown,

repair, and diagnosis costs.

Structure of DR-Plans Before we can describe

such a transformation procedure, we have to describe

the structure of DR-Plans. The main unit of diagno
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sis in such a DR-Plan is no more the single world

u>i G PW but rather a cluster cluk C PW. We can

distinguish between two alternating phases of the DR-

Plan. First, distinguish between clusters of the cur

rent partitioning (diagnosis phase). Second, execute

an optimal subset of plans in the relevant cluster (re

pair phase).

In each cluster, after having executed some action pro

cedures, we again partition the remaining worlds in

the cluster and proceed to distinguish between these

clusters, etc. As these DR-Plans are only estimates

for an optimal plan and are re-computed after new in

formation is obtained (by observation procedures), we

can simplify their structure by using only a restricted

number of diagnosis/repair cycles to make the whole

transformation process tractable. For our examples we

use a two-step structure including four phases. First,

distinguish between clusters of the first partitioning.

Second, execute optimal subset of plans in the rele

vant cluster. Third, distinguish between the remaining

worlds. Fourth, execute the remaining subset of plans

for the current world.

In the next section we will discuss cost estimates for

the general case, which can be easily simplified for n-

step DR-Plan structures for a restricted n.

4.2 Cost Estimates of DR-Plans

During the time a specific purpose goal is not fulfilled,

breakdown costs occur. These costs may increase over

time and are therefore best estimated by an integral

over time for this purpose goal. The breakdown costs

for one cluster cluk with respect to a set of purpose

goals g, (cj.(<) being the breakdown costs for goal gi

per time unit) which are re-established in this cluster

are therefore estimated by

time needed to execute the actions for gj considering

the actions already executed before to achieve earlier

repaired goals.

The time point where we expect a goal gi to be fulfilled

is the current time point plus the time needed for all

observation and action procedures until gi is establis

hed. The expected costs of a partition par is the sum

of expected breakdown, diagnosis, and repair costs:

cpar(par) = cnot(g)(par) + cdia(par) + crtp(par)

The expected breakdown, diagnosis, and repair costs

are computed by using the following formulas. These

costs are weighted sums of the costs of clusters where

the weight is determined by the (conditional) proba

bility of these clusters.

DR-Plan Breakdown Costs:

Cnot(g)(par) = EcJ«i*€parP(c/u*) X (<V,o<(,)(c/u*)+

Ilclu^cluk P(clUi\cluk) X (C„0((s)(c/ti,) + . . . +

T,pw,€clu; P(pt«lkJuj| ■ • • \clUi\duk)x

Cnot(g){pVl) ■ ■ •))

DR-Plan Diagnosis Costs:

Cdia{pir) = cjobs x (#_o6s(par)+

£eiUi€c/U» P(c/Ui|c/Ufc) X (#Jot«(c/u.-) + . . .)))

DR-Plan Repair Costs:

Crep(par) = Eelujkeporp(c/«t) x (c.plan(cluk)+

Ec/Ui€cJUfc P(clui\cluk) x (c.plan(clui) + ...+

Epu,l6c|Ui P(Pwi\clui\ ■ ■ ■ \clui\cluk)x.

c.plan(pwt) . . .))

ot(g){cluk) = Yl

9i€repaired(clui,)

f'trepaired(gi)

where <r«poired(</«) is estimated by

*repaired(gi) — 'nm»T

Edui.clu^clu,. #-Db8(c/Ui) X tj>bs+

*-'Sj,3j<9i treP(Sj) +trep(Si)

and the purposes (/,• are re-established by a plan exe

cuted in this cluster.

t-obs is the average time to execute one observation

procedure. #_obs(c/u;) is the average number of mea

surements to distinguish between elements (estimated

by the entropy between the clusters) of a cluster. Note,

that the elements of a cluster are also clusters. A clu

ster may comprise all plausible worlds as well as only

one world, cluj < cluk means, that c/tijt is a subclu-

ster of cluj. <jj < </,- means, that the repair actions

for gj are done before the actions for </,-. trep(gj) 1S the

c3i(t)dt where

p(cluk) = J2 P(clui)

ciu,eciuk

cobs are the average costs for one observation. p(pu>j)

are the probabilities of the different plausible worlds.

cplan(cluk) is the sum of the costs of all actions exe

cuted in cluster cluk. cjplan(pw{) is the sum of the

costs of all remaining actions necessary to guarantee

the goals of world pwi.

4.3 Generation of 2-Step DR-Plans

(Partitions)

To generate a DR-Plan which is as optimal as possi

ble without using too much computation time in the

process we use the following greedy algorithm.

Algorithm 1 Generating and Evaluating 2-step DR-

Plans:
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function Generate_DR-Plan;

/* Start from GDE DR-Plan as upper bound,

where each world represents one cluster and

diagnosis therefore distinguishes

between each world. */

current_DR-Plan := GDEJDR-Plan;

loop forever

/* Evaluate the merge of every pair of clusters

by constructing the corresponding variation of the

current DR-Plan and take the best one. */

best_DR-Plan := current_DR-Plan;

for i:=l to number_of_clusters(current_DR-Plan) do

for j:=i+l to

number_of_clusters(currentJDR-Plan) do

new_DR-Plan :=

merge_clusters(current_DR-Plan,ij);

if cost(new.DR-Plan) < cost(best.DR-Plan)

then

best.DR-Plan := newJDR-Plan;

end if

end for

end for

/* // the best merge of two clusters is better than

the current DR-Pan according to the cost function

defined above, take this DR-Plan as the current

one and loop again. */

if cost(best_DR-Plan) < cost(current_DR-Plan)

then

current_DR-Plan := best_DR-Plan

else

/* else output the current DR-Plan as estimate

for the best partitioning and exit the loop. */

return current_DR-Plan;

exit loop

end if

end loop

end function

This algorithm has 0(n3) basic steps, where n is the

number of plausible worlds in PW.

This greedy algorithm represents of course a great

improvement over an exact optimization algorithm,

which would have to analyze all possible partitions. In

mathematics their number is known as Stirling Num

ber of the Second Kind and lies between 2" and n!

([Baron and Kirschenhofer, 1989]).2

While constructing the variation of a DR-Plan corre

sponding to a new cluster, we have to choose which

actions in a cluster are done (in phase 2) before fi

nally distinguishing between all worlds in the cluster

(in phase 3). We use again a greedy algorithm for this

task.

function merge-dusters(originaU)R-Plan,i,j)

current_DR-Plan :=

transformation of originaLDR-Plan,

where the worlds of clusters i and j are merged

into one cluster and phase 2 is set to empty

set_of_goals := all purpose goals;

loop forever

/* for all remaining goals gt do:

Generate the (approximately optimal) merge of all

sub-plans for this goal for all plausible worlds

in the two clusters i,j. Compute the costs of

the DR-Plan resulting from executing this merged

plan in phase 2 */

best_DRrPlan := current_DR-Plan;

forall gt € set_of_goals do

/* merge plans for gt and include them at end

of phase 2 */

new_DR-Plan :=

merge_plans(current_DR_Plan ,<7fc ) ;

/* Choose that DR-Plan, which minimizes

costs. */

if cost(new_DR-Plan) < cost(best-DR-Plan)

then

bestJDR-Plan := new.DR-Plan;

goal.to-bejiierged := gt

end if

end forall

/* If this best DR-Plan has less costs than the

current DR-Plan make this DR-Plan the current

DR-Plan, reduce the goals considered by the goal

moved to phase 2 and loop again. */

if cost(best_DR-Plan) < cost(current_DR-Plan)

then

current-DR-Plan := best-DR-Plan

set_of,goals := setjof,goals - goalJoJbejmerged

else

/* else output the current DR-Plan as estimate for

the best partitioning and exit the loop. */

return current_DR-Plan;

exit loop

end if

end loop

end function

This algorithm has 0(g2) basic steps, where g is the

number of goals.

Our basic plan merging algorithm uses at most 0(n x

m) steps, where m is the maximal number of precon

ditions in a plan. The basic planning paradigm used is

similar to STRIPS. We specify plans by purpose and

action preconditions and by effects. This algorithm is

sufficient for our example. However, we are also expe

rimenting with more complex merging algorithms.

Algorithm 2 Construct Variation of DR-Plan:

2The exact Stirling Number of the Second Kind is

£w....AEi-....*(5<-1>*-ii"

Overall Complexity To summarize, we have a

polynomial approximation algorithm with an overall

complexity of 0(n3) x 0(g2) x 0(n x m) where n is

the number of plausible worlds, g is the number of
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purpose goals and m is the maximal number of pre

conditions. We have therefore extended the measure

ment proposer of [de Kleer and Williams, 1987] to a

measurement/action proposer while adding only a po

lynomial term to the overall complexity. Not included

is the plan generation of R-Plans, which may however

be done at compile time by storing (total or partial)

R-Plans for the most important failures and goals.

5 Example Continued

energy(tl,+)

oj>en{l\ — 62)

mot>e(<2 — 64,)

open(<2 — 62)ope

close(]\ — oi,)

open(l3 - 6«3)

closc{l\ — 61 ,)

energy(t2, +)

move(li — 641)

close(h — 63)

move(l3 — 64l )

close{h — 63)

open(l3 -&43)

repair(h)

close{l\ — iij)

closefo — bi3)

closefo — 63)

energy(<3,+)

move(t3 — 64, )

move(t3 — 64, )

open(l3 - *43)

close(li — 61 , )

Actions Costs Time needed

move(X)T

cIosc(X)t

open(X)T

repair(X)r

2 2

1 1

1 1

100 1000

Observations Costs Time needed

observe(X)T 2 1

Purpose BD/TU"

energy(tl,+)T

energy(t2, +)t

energy(t3, +)T

100

0.01

1000

Take again our example from Section 2. We assume

that the failure probabilities for short circuits are very

low so that it is sufficient to consider only single faults

as plausible worlds. The probability of world l\ (re

presenting l\ is faulty and all other components work

correctly) is 0.2, the probability of world /j (and also

of world /a) is 0.4.

Table 1 shows our cost estimates including costs of

observations and actions and the time needed to carry

them out. The breakdown cost are stated in costs per

time unit.

Table 2: Repair Plans depending on Worlds and Pur

poses

Partition 1: {{/1- < <3,*i,*2 >},

Expected Costs: 4067.23

Partition 2: {{/i,/2,/3- < <3 >}}

Expected Costs: 2626.12

Table 3: Partitions and Their Expected Costs (No

thing Repaired):

"Breakdown Costs per Time Unit

Table 1: Costs in Some Unit

Table 2 shows the repair actions for each plausible

world and purpose we consider in the example3. For

simplicity, we state these repair plans only partially,

taking the current switch positions into account. The

full plans include all switch positions such that the

purpose is guaranteed.

In the following tables we use a notion like {{h, h— <

*ii*2 >}i{'3~ < 'i>*2,^3 >}} to indicate that the

partition consists of clusters {/i,/2} and {I3}. In the

first cluster the energy flow through transformer ti is

re-established before that of t?. All other purposes

are re-established after diagnosis is done. The second

3We omit the temporal index. The temporal properties

can be easily calculated using the number of actions and

their duration

cluster comprises only /3. All three purposes are re

established in this cluster.

Table 3 shows two partitions and their expected costs.

The DR-Plans for these partitions are shown in Ta

ble 4 and Table 5. The second partition where the

purpose of <3 is re-established with respect to all plau

sible worlds has significantly lower costs than all other

possible partitions and is therefore preferred, i.e., 13

is repaired before additional observations are conside

red. The costs are obtained by using our concepts for

generating and evaluating DR-Plans.

Diagnosis: distinguish between

Re-est. <3,ti,fe

i" {M

move(t$ — 64,)

/* I3 on line */

open{l\ — 62)

movefo — 64, )

/* ti on line */

movefo — 64,)

closefo — 63)

/* t2 on line */

Re-est. <3,<i,<2

in {h}

move(t3 — 64,)

/* I3 on line */

open(h — 62)

close(li — fci,)

/* t\ on line */

mo»e(/j — 64, )

c\0St(\.3 — 63)

/* <2 on hne */

M.tM.lM
Re-est. I3 , i\ , I2

in {l3}

open(l3 -643)

close(li — 6i,)

/* <3 on line */

/* t] on line */

repair(h)

close(l3 — fc4a)

close(h — 63)

/* <2 on line */

Table 4: DR-Plan for Partition 1

After re-establishing the energy flow through <3, parti

tions are again evaluated. Table 6 shows the expected

costs of two alternative partitions, Table 7 and Ta

ble 8 show their DR-Plans. The partition using {/2, I3}

and {/1} as clusters has significantly lower costs. Con

sequently, we use this partition to guide the measu

rement selection and therefore prefer observing the

energy flow at l\ — 62 since h — b*3 does not discri-
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Re-est. t3 in {h,l2,h}

movefa — 64,)

I* <3 on line */

Diagnosis: distinguish between fa), {hi, {'3}

Re-est. fi,<2

in </,]

open(li - b2)

move(l2 — 64,)

/* ti on line */

move{}3 — 64,)

close(l3 — 63)

/* t2 on line */

Re-est. ti,<2

in {h}

open(l2 — 62)

cloae(l\ — 61 ,)

/* <i on line */

mot>e(/3 — 64,)

closefa — 63)

/* <2 on line */

Re-est. <i,<2

in {/3}

openfa - 643)

c/ose(/i — 61 ,)

/* ii on line */

repaiTfa)

closefa — 64j )

closefa — 63)

/* <2 on line */

Table 5: DR-Plan for Partition 2

Diagnosis: distinguish between {l\}, {h,hj

Re-est. ti,<2

Mil

itopen(ij — 62)

move(t2 — 64,)

/* (1 on line */

mowe(/3 — 64,)

closers — 63)

/* <2 on line */

Re-est. *i

in {h,h}

%fa — 02
open(/2 — 62)

closefa — 4ii)

/* ti on line */

Diagnosis:

distinguish between {(2)1 {'3}

Ke-est. <2

in fa)

move(l3 — b*l)

closefa — 63)

/* I2 on line */

Re-est.

inJ/3}

open(l3 - 642)

repatr(Ia)

closefa — 62) *

closefa — bt3)

closefa — 63)

/* <2 on line */

minate. If we used Partition 2.1 then measurement

selection would chose l? — &42 as observation point. In

Partition 2.2, the action closefa — 62) (marked with *)

is an example for an action, which was not necessary

in the original state, but has become necessary after

the repair actions done prior to this action.

Partition 2.1: {{h- < ti,t2 >},

{'2-<ti,<2>}, {h-<tut2>}}

Expected Costs: 424.10

Partition 2.2: {{/2,/3- < h >},{/i- <*i,<2>}}

Expected Costs: 344.91

Table 6: Partitions and Their Expected Costs ($3 Re

paired)

Table 8: DR-Plan for Partition 2.2

 

Diagnosis: distinguish between JiMW.lM

Re-est. li , t2

in{M

Re-est. ti,<a

in {l2}

Re-est. U , <2

in {/3}

open(/i — i2)

movefa — 64,)

/* li on line */

movefa — 64,)

closefa — 63)

/* t2 on line */

openfa — 62)

closefa — 61 ,)

/* ti on line */

move fa — 64,)

close(l3 — 63)

/* 12 on line */

open(/3 - 643)

closefa — 61 ,)

/* U on line */

repairfa)

closefa — 643)

closefa — 63)

/* I2 on line */

Table 7: DR-Plan for Partition 2.1

Table 9 shows the actual total costs of our scenario

comparing the conventional separated diagnosis/repair

approach with our method for each plausible world.

The last column represents the weighted sum with re

spect to the normalized probabilities of the three plau

sible worlds. Table 10 shows the sequence of observati

ons and actions actually performed (in the case where

li is faulty) by systems using an interleaved and a se

parated diagnosis/repair approach, respectively.

In all three plausible failure scenarios our diagno

sis/repair method outperforms the separated diagno

sis/repair approach. Cost estimation is close to the

Approach World f] World /2

Separated

Interleaved

4712.09

2610.09

4611.09

2511.09

Approach World /3 0

Separated

Interleaved

3416.05

2620.08

4153.27

2574.49

Table 9: Diagnosis Repair Approaches and Their Ac

tual Total Costs

weighted sum of the actual costs.

6 Comparison

Previous work in our group has mainly dealt with the

logical definition of the concepts involved in the dia

gnosis and repair process and its general framework

([Friedrich et al., 1990], [Friedrich ti ai, 1991], [Fried-

rich et ai, 1992], [Nejdl, 1991]). In [Freitag and Fried

rich, 1992] this framework was used to develop struc

tural focusing techniques exploiting a specified system

purpose. The current paper can be seen as a detai

led specification of utility evaluation and selection of

actions/observations defined in our framework.

Other interesting papers are the ones by Crow and

Rushby ([Crow and Rushby, 1991]) and by Poole and

Provan ([Poole and Provan, 1991], [Provan and Poole,

1991]), though they use a much more abstract notion

of utility. These papers lack the crucial notion of sy

stem or repair purpose and are therefore not able to

discuss purpose dependent repairs. They also include

all appropriate repair plans (reconfigurations in [Crow

and Rushby, 1991] and treatments in [Poole and Pro-

van, 1991]) into their model which is not feasible in

the general case.

An interesting notion in [Poole and Provan, 1991] is

the notion of appropriate actions. In order to iden
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Interleaved Separated

move(l3 — 64,)

/* <i on line */

observe at /l — 62

/* faulty line /1

identified */

open(/i — 62)

movefa — 64,)

/* <i on line ♦/

move(h — 64,)

closed — 63)

/* <2 on line */

observe at I2 — 64 3

observe at l\ — 62

/* faulty line

identified */ h

movents — 64, )

/* <3 on line */

open(/i — 62)

move(h — 64,)

/* t\ on line */

move(h — 64,)

c/oae(/3 — 63)

/* <2 on line */

Table 10:

tions

Actual Sequence of Observations and Ac-

Using a satisficing approach we are able to transform

(in poly-time) a set of conventional plans (consisting

only of actions) appropriate for a set of plausible de

scriptions of the current state into one enhanced plan

including additional sensing operations appropriate for

the current state as a whole. We are able to retain the

complexity of conventional planners working only with

actions in our planning phase and the complexity of

conventional measurement selection procedures which

do not take any repair actions into account.

8 Acknowledgement

We thank Susanne Albinger for implementing parts of

the plan/selection engine.

tify these actions Poole and Provan basically take all

available repair actions and use them (implicitly) to

define static partitions such that the same set of re

pair actions can be applied to all diagnoses in a given

cluster. Diagnosis is then done only up to these parti

tions. Such an approach still finishes diagnosis before

repair and therefore cannot be applied in our example,

where the different diagnoses considered share some

repair actions but not all.

A recent paper by Chen and Srihari [Chen and Sri-

hari, 1992] describes the selection of observations and

replacements of components. No other repair actions

are considered and the utility function does not include

breakdown costs and repair goals.

Our notion of plausible worlds is a generalization of

the leading candidates of de Kleer and Williams ([de

Kleer, 1991]). Compared to a candidate (or diagnosis),

a world not only specifies the defect components but

the whole system (providing a complete initial state of

affairs for the planning step).

7 Conclusions

This paper presents a detailed specification of the

utility evaluation of diagnosis/repair plans continuing

previous work of our group in this area. Our approach

results in a reduction of overall diagnosis/repair costs

by interleaving repair actions and observations. We ex

tend the current model of measurement selection used

in MBD systems by a decision theoretic model usa

ble for a diagnosis/repair process. Our system dyna

mically proposes both actions and observations using

utility functions based on time-dependent breakdown

costs and observation/repair costs. These are defined

using the specific notion of system and repair purposes.

Repair actions include arbitrary actions as specified in

a set of available repair actions. Observation procedu

res include both ordinary measurements and complex

test actions.
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Abstract

While it has been realized for quite some time

within AI that abduction is a general model

of explanation for a variety of tasks, there

have been no empirical investigations into the

practical feasibility of a general, logic-based

abductive approach to explanation. In this

paper we present extensive empirical results

on applying a general abductive system, Ac

cel, to moderately complex problems in plan

recognition and diagnosis. In plan recogni

tion, Accel has been tested on 50 short nar

rative texts, inferring characters' plans from

actions described in a text. In medical di

agnosis, Accel has diagnosed 50 real-world

patient cases involving brain damage due to

stroke (previously addressed by set-covering

methods). Accel also uses abduction to ac

complish model-based diagnosis of logic cir

cuits (a full adder) and continuous dynamic

systems (a temperature controller and the

water balance system of the human kidney).

The results indicate that general purpose ab

duction is an effective and efficient mecha

nism for solving problems in plan recognition

and diagnosis.

1 INTRODUCTION

Finding explanations for events and actions is an im

portant aspect of general intelligent behavior. A di

verse set of intelligent activities, including natural lan

guage understanding, diagnosis, scientific theory for

mation, and image interpretation, requires the abil

ity to construct explanations for observed phenomena.

For instance, in text understanding, a reader infers the

high-level goals and plans of the characters in a text in

order to explain the events and actions described in the

text. Such inference is called plan recognition, which

is known to be an important component of text under

standing [Allen, 1987]. Similarly, in medical diagnosis,

based on the observed symptoms of a patient, a physi

cian infers the possible diseases that may explain the

symptoms. In physical device diagnosis, based on the

observed misbehavior of a physical device, a diagnos

tician infers the possible faults that may explain the

misbehavior.

In this paper, we view explanation as abduction. The

standard logical definition of abduction is: given a set

of axioms T (the domain theory) and a conjunction

of atoms O (the observations), find minimal sets of

atoms A (the assumptions) such that A U T ^= O and

A U T is consistent [Charniak and McDermott, 1985;

Levesque, 1989].1

While it has been realized for quite some time within

AI that abduction is a general model for explanation

[Charniak and McDermott, 1985], there have been no

empirical investigations into the practical feasibility

of such a general abductive approach to explanation.

Many important questions remain unexplored. For

example, is it possible to have a general-purpose yet

efficient algorithm that can be used for making use

ful abductive inference and solving moderately com

plex problems in reasonable time in all the various do

mains? Do we need special-purpose control heuristics

separately tailored for each domain to achieve efficient

abduction? Do the criteria for selecting the best expla

nations vary according to the domain? How difficult is

it to encode the knowledge necessary for constructing

explanations in the various domains?

This paper attempts to address these important issues.

Towards this end, we have built a domain-independent

system called Accel (Abductive Construction of

Causal Explanations in Logic). In our system, knowl

edge about a variety of domains is uniformly encoded

in first-order Horn-clause axioms. A general-purpose

abduction algorithm, AAA (ATMS-based Abduction

Algorithm), efficiently constructs explanations in these

1In this paper, the terms "abduction" and "abductive"

are used to refer to this specific logical formulation as op

posed to the more general notion of any method for infer

ring cause from effect.
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domains. We have applied our abductive system to

two general tasks: plan recognition in text understand

ing, and diagnosis of medical diseases, logic circuits,

and dynamic systems. In plan recognition, ACCEL has

been tested on 50 narrative texts, where each text con

sists of 1—4 short sentences. The system infers the

high-level plans of characters based on the actions de

scribed in a text. In medical diagnosis, Accel diag

noses 50 real-world patient cases using a sizable knowl

edge base with over six hundred symptom-disease

rules. The disorders are damaged regions of a human

brain due to stroke. These cases have been previously

used to test set covering methods [Tuhrim et al., 1991;

Peng and Reggia, 1990]. ACCEL also achieves model-

based diagnosis via abduction, and has successfully di

agnosed a full adder (an example of discrete, combina

tional logic circuits), a temperature controller, and the

water balance system of the human kidney (examples

of continuous dynamic systems).

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Sec

tion 2 gives a brief overview of ACCEL. Section 3,

4, and 5 present empirical results for plan recognition,

set-covering-based diagnosis, and model-based diagno

sis, respectively. Section 6 discusses the results and

presents the conclusions.

2 OVERVIEW OF ACCEL

Given an existentially quantified conjunction of atoms

that encodes the input observations, and a set of first-

order Horn clauses that encodes the domain theory,

the algorithm AAA computes abductive explanations

by backward-chaining on the observations, much like

Prolog. However, even when there is no fact or conse

quent of a rule that unifies with a subgoal in the cur

rent proof attempt, instead of failing, the algorithm

has the choice of making the subgoal an assumption

if it is consistent to do so. The requirement for con

sistency means that abduction is in general undecid-

able. In ACCEL, inconsistency is detected using a pre

determined list of nogoods, and by procedural code (for

efficiency reasons). A nogood is a set of assumptions

that implies falsity, and consistency checking ensures

that an assumed set of atoms is not subsumed by any

nogoods.

Accel can be used to compute all minimal sets of ab

ductive assumptions; however, minimality is generally

too unrestrictive and even in the propositional case,

the number of minimal explanations can grow expo

nentially [Selman and Levesque, 1990]. Consequently,

beam-search is generally used to limit computation to

a fixed-sized subset of the currently best partial expla

nations according to a user-defined evaluation func

tion. In a further attempt to improve efficiency, AC

CEL performs ATMS-like caching of partial explana

tions. Empirical results have shown that caching can

achieve more than an order of magnitude speedup in

run time. More details on Accel and the AAA algo

rithm are given in [Ng, 1992]. (A previous version of

Accel is described in [Ng and Mooney, 1991].)

3 ABDUCTIVE PLAN

RECOGNITION

Given a logical representation of the literal meaning

of a narrative text in terms of an existentially quanti

fied conjunction of input atoms, Accel infers an "em

bellished" interpretation by constructing an abductive

proof in which a set of higher-level plans is assumed

and the assumed plans logically entail the characters'

observed actions. An abductive proof is considered

an interpretation of the input sentences. We do not

focus on the parsing aspect of natural language under

standing, and Accel does not accept natural language

input.

Examples of the 50 narrative texts processed by AC

CEL include: "Bill went to the liquor-store. He pointed

a gun at the owner."; "Bill took a bus to a restaurant.

He drank a milkshake. He pointed a gun at the owner.

He got some money from him." ; "Fred got a gun. He

went to the restaurant. He packed a suitcase."; etc.

The knowledge base axioms are formulated such that

higher-level plans (like shopping and robbing) together

with appropriate role-filler assumptions (like someone

is the shopper of a shopping plan or the robber of a

robbing plan) imply the input atoms representing the

observed actions (like going to a store and pointing a

gun).

In the plan recognition domain, explanations are eval

uated by a criterion called explanatory coherence [Ng

and Mooney, 1990; Ng, 1992]. This criterion attempts

to capture the notion that natural language text is

coherently structured and therefore explanations that

better "tie together" various parts of the input sen

tences are to be preferred. Hence, evaluating expla

nations based on explanatory coherence takes into ac

count the well known "Grice's conversational maxims"

[Grice, 1975], which are principles governing the pro

duction of natural language utterances, such as "be

relevant" , "be informative" , etc.

Specifically, the coherence metric C is defined as fol

lows:

c_ 1<»<J<;

/(/-l)/2

where / = the total number of input atoms; and N,j

= 1 if there is some node n in the proof graph such

that there is a (possibly empty) sequence of directed

edges from n to n,- and a (possibly empty) sequence

of directed edges from n to rij, where n,- and rij are

input atoms. Otherwise, Nij = 0.2 More details of

2The definition of coherence given in this paper is a
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the coherence metric are described in [Ng and Mooney,

1990; Ng, 1992].

In the domain of plan recognition, we have tested Ac

cel on 50 short narrative texts. To facilitate compar

ison between different approaches, the first 25 texts

were taken from Goldman's PhD thesis [Goldman,

1990], where they were used to test a probabilistic ap

proach to text understanding. An additional set of 25

similar narrative texts were created by Ray Mooney

unbeknown to the system developer (Hwee Tou Ng).

The intent is that the additional 25 examples will test

for other novel combinations and sequences of actions

that the knowledge base constructed for the initial 25

examples in principle should be able to handle. We will

call the first set of 25 examples the training examples,

and the second set of 25 examples the test examples.

The plans in the knowledge base include shopping, rob

bing, restaurant dining, traveling in a vehicle (bus,

taxi, or plane), partying, and jogging. Each of these

plans in turn has subplans, and some of the plans con

tain recursive subplans. For instance, traveling by

plane includes the subplan of traveling (in some ve

hicle) to the airport to catch a plane. For each ex

ample, a set of input atoms representing the sentences

is given to Accel. To give a sense of the size of our

examples and the knowledge base used, there is a to

tal of 107 KB rules and 70 taxonomy-sort symbols.

Every taxonomy-sort symbol p will add an axiom (in

addition to the 107 KB rules) of the form inst(X,p)

—> inst(X,supersort-of-p). The average number and

maximum number of input atoms per example are 12.6

and 26 respectively. The knowledge base and the 50

examples are included in [Ng, 1992J.

For each example, the correct explanation was deter

mined based on the authors' intuition before running

the example. To measure the quality of an explanation

computed by Accel, we compared it to the correct

explanation and recorded three error rates: the recall

error rate R = the number of missing assumptions di

vided by the number of assumptions in the correct ex

planation, the precision error rate P = the number of

excess assumptions divided by the number of assump

tions in the computed explanation, and the overall er

ror rate O = the average of the recall and precision

error rates. (We used similar quality measures and

terminology as in [Lehnert and Sundheim, 1991].) If

more than one best explanations are computed for an

example, we take the error rates for the example to be

the average of the error rates over all the best expla

nations.

We ran Accel on the 50 examples using two differ

ent evaluation metrics: the coherence metric (break-

Table 1: Empirical Results Comparing Coherence and

Simplicity.

 

Example

type

Coherence Simplicity

R P 0 R P 0

Training 0.2% 0%

2%

1%

0.1%

2%

1%

26%

39%

32%

25%

38%

31%

25%

38%

32%

Test 2%

All 1.1%

slight modification of the one given in [Ng and Mooney,

1990]. The new definition remedies the anomaly reported

in [Norvig and Wilensky, 1990] of occasionally preferring

spurious interpretations of greater depths.

ing ties based on simplicity, defined as the number of

assumptions made in an explanation) and the simplic

ity metric. The empirical results are summarized in

Table 1, which shows the average recall (R), precision

(P), and overall (O) error rates for the training ex

amples, test examples, and all examples. The average

run time per example is 1.83 minutes on a Sun Sparc

2 workstation.

The empirical results demonstrate that Accel can ef

ficiently process these narrative texts, and it is suffi

ciently general to be able to handle similar plan recog

nition problems not known to the system developer

in advance. Furthermore, coherence consistently per

forms better than simplicity on the examples tested.

Even though our knowledge base does not contain any

probabilistic or likelihood information, the results on

the training examples achieved by Accel are the same

as those of Goldman' system which uses a probabilis

tic approach to language understanding. In the proba

bilistic approach, the primary purpose of a priori prob

abilities is to select a most likely explanation when

there are otherwise multiple competing explanations.

In Accel, we accomplish an analogous effect by writ

ing axioms that only explain some input atom in terms

of a high-level plan but not the other competing plans.

More details are given in [Ng, 1992].

4 DIAGNOSIS BASED ON SET

COVERING

Over the past decade, Reggia and his colleagues have

developed an increasingly sophisticated theory of di

agnosis based on set covering and applied the theory

primarily to medical disease diagnosis [Peng and Reg

gia, 1990]. The basic diagnostic problem in the Gen

eralized Set Covering (GSC) model is defined by four

sets, (D, M, C, M+), where D is a finite set of potential

disorders, M is a finite set of potential manifestations

(symptoms), C C D x M is a causation relation where

(d, m) 6 C means "d may cause m", and M+ C M is

the set of observed manifestations for the current case.

E C D is called a cover of M+ iff for each m 6 M+

there exists d G E such that (d,m) G C. A cover is

said to be minimum if its cardinality is the smallest

among all covers and irredundant (minimal) if none of

its proper subsets is also a cover. Depending on the
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domain, one may consider all minimum or all minimal

covers of the observed symptoms as the best diagnoses.

We can map a GSC diagnostic problem into an ab

duction problem in ACCEL as follows: Let the domain

theory T be the set of axioms {d —► m\(d,m) € C},

and let the input atoms 0 = /\m€M+ m- Suppose

only atoms d G D are assumable (i.e., we use pred

icate specific abduction [Stickel, 1988] in which only

atoms with certain predicates are assumable). It can

be easily proved that the set of covers of GSC is the

same as the set of explanations in ACCEL [Ng, 1992].3

The logical abduction approach, being based on a

more expressive representation language, can accom

modate more naturally "causal chaining" [Peng and

Reggia, 1990], incompatible disorders, and symptoms

caused by combinations of disorders. As GSC diagnos

tic problems can be nicely represented as abduction

problems, the remaining question is whether a general

logic-based abductive system can solve such problems

efficiently. Further, because the GSC diagnostic prob

lem is NP-hard [Reggia et a/., 1985], the issue then

becomes whether a logical abductive system can solve

real problems in reasonable time and is competitive

with existing set-covering algorithms. To address this

issue, we tested Accel on the medical problem studied

in [Tuhrim et a/., 1991], which specifies 25 brain areas

(e.g. right frontal lobe) whose damage can explain 37

basic symptom types (e.g. impaired gag reflex). The

knowledge base is quite large, consisting of 648 rules

of the form d —► m. We were only able to obtain 50 of

the original 100 cases from the authors of the initial

study, each consisting of an average of 8.56 symptoms.

Accel efficiently computed all of the minimal (w.r.t.

subset) explanations in an average of 2.4 seconds per

case on a Sun Sparc 2 workstation. Unfortunately,

we could not compare this result to that obtained in

the original study, since no information on run time

was provided. However, the empirical results strongly

suggest that a general abductive system can solve real

diagnostic problems in reasonable time.

Since abduction computes the same explanations as set

covering when given the same evaluation criteria, AC

CEL should replicate the accuracy results of the origi

nal study. As discussed in the original study, minimal

ity is too unrestrictive to produce useful results (Ac

cel returned an average of 26.6 minimal diagnoses per

case). With minimum cardinality, ACCEL produced an

average of only 4.6 diagnoses per case. In 44% of the

cases, one of these diagnoses matches the expert's ex

actly; and in another 46% of the cases, one of the sys

tem's diagnoses was a subset or superset of the expert's

(called a "close match" in [Tuhrim et a/., 1991]). The

3 Actually, that all minimal covers of GSC are all min

imal explanations in abduction also follows as a corollary

of two published theorems, Theorem 7.1 in [Reiter, 1987]

and Theorem 4.2 in [Poole, 1988].

remaining 10% of the cases have a diagnosis that either

partially matches the expert's (2%) or all of the diag

noses are totally wrong (8%). These results are slightly

better than those reported in the original study: 6.5

diagnoses/case with 40% exact, 38% close, 5% partial,

17% wrong. This is presumably due to the fact that

our results are based on only 50 of the original 100

cases. Two other evaluation metrics reported in the

original study, most-probable and minimum-collapsed,

performed even better. In [Tuhrim et a/., 1991], it is

claimed that, although there have been no direct com

parisons, the results from any of the covering metrics

appear more promising than those obtained from stan

dard rule-based approaches to this problem.

5 MODEL-BASED DIAGNOSIS VIA

ABDUCTION

ACCEL also performs model-based diagnosis, which

concerns inferring faults from first principles given

knowledge about the correct structure and behavior

of a system. Much research in model-based diagno

sis has taken the consistency-based approach and has

been applied primarily to devices with static, persis

tent states such as combinational logic circuits [Davis,

1984; de Kleer and Williams, 1987; Reiter, 1987;

de Kleer and Williams, 1989]. In the consistency-based

approach, a diagnosis is a set of normality and abnor

mality assumptions about device components that are

consistent with the observations and the system de

scription. This is in contrast to the abductive approach

of diagnosis used in ACCEL, where normality and ab

normality assumptions about device components to

gether with the system description must imply or ex

plain the observations.

Poole has proved that the consistency-based and ab

ductive approaches are equivalent for propositional

theories [Poole, 1988], and Konolige has extended the

conditions under which equivalence holds to general

first-order causal theories allowing for correlations, un

certainty, and acyclicity in the causal structure [Kono

lige, 1992].4 In view of such formal equivalence re

sults, issues such as ease of representation and compu

tational efficiency are most important. Our empirical

results suggest that a number of diagnostic problems,

ranging from combinational logic circuits to continu

ous dynamic systems such as a proportional temper

ature controller and the water balance system of the

human kidney, can be effectively represented and effi

ciently diagnosed using an abductive approach.

Research in model-based diagnosis can also be clas-

4 Abduction appears to be better in some cases, as Kono

lige has reported that "the utility of the consistency based

method is open to question" , since in explanatory diagnos

tic tasks, "the answers it produces may have elements that

are not relevant to a causal explanation" [Konolige, 1992,

page 257].
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sified according to whether information about fault

models is utilized in diagnosis. The normality-based

approach of [Reiter, 1987; de Kleer and Williams,

1987] does not utilize fault models and any misbehav

ior differing from the correct functioning of a device

can be diagnosed. However, the lack of fault mod

els may result in hypothesizing implausible faults [de

Kleer and Williams, 1989; Struss and Dressier, 1989].

On the other hand, the work of [Dvorak and Kuipers,

1989] is fault-based in that the fault models are a priori

determined and given to the diagnostic system. Hence,

unanticipated faults are not detected. Accel com

bines both normality-based and fault-based diagnosis

in that information about fault models is used in di

agnosis and any deviation from the correct behavior

can be diagnosed. The diagnostic systems Sherlock

[de Kleer and Williams, 1989] and GDE+ [Struss and

Dressier, 1989] have similar capability.

In the model-based diagnosis domain, Accel uses

predicate specific abduction, where the assumable

atoms include component behavioral mode assump

tions of three types: (1) a component is normal; (2)

a component is in some known fault mode; or (3) a

component is abnormal (but not necessarily in any

known fault mode). Other assumable atoms are "aux

iliary" assumptions including assumptions that the in

put values of a device are as given, and in dynamic

system diagnosis, that some qualitative magnitude

is positive/negative, that two qualitative values obey

some corresponding value constraint, etc. (More de

tails about these auxiliary assumptions will be pro

vided later.) Explanations in this domain are evalu

ated based on simplicity, where the best explanation is

one with the least number of components that are not

normal, which include components that are in some

known fault mode and those that are not. Normality

assumptions and auxiliary assumptions are "free" and

do not affect the simplicity metric of an explanation.

If two explanations have the same number of compo

nents that are not normal, then the one with the most

number of components that are in some known fault

mode is preferred.

5.1 DIAGNOSING LOGIC CIRCUITS

In this section, we describe how the abductive ap

proach of Accel is used to diagnose a full adder which

is representative of standard, combinational logic cir

cuits. Figure 1 shows a full adder which consists of

2 exclusive-or gates (xl, x2), two and gates (al, a2),

and one or gate (ol). We .assume that each gate has

4 behavioral modes: normal (the output bit reflects

the correct gate behavior at all times), stuck-at-0 (the

output bit is stuck at 0 regardless of the input bits),

stuck-at-1 (the output bit is stuck at 1 regardless of the

input bits), and abnormal (the behavior of the gate is

unconstrained).

The knowledge base axiom that describes the correct

 

Figure 1: Full Adder

behavior of an exclusive-or gate is:

out(X,W,T) xorg(X)Ainl(X,U,T)A

in2(X, V, T) A norm{X) A

xor(U, V, W)

The axiom asserts that if X is an exclusive-or gate

(xorg(X)), the first input of X is U at time T

(inl(X,U,T)), the second input of X is V at time

T (in2(X,V,T)), X is normal (norm(X)), and the

exclusive-or of U and V is W (xor(U, V, W)), then

the output of X is W at time T (out(X,W,T)). In

addition we have the facts xor(0,0,0), xor(0, 1, 1),

zor(l,0, 1), and xor(l,l,0). The axioms for and gates

and or gates are similar.

The following axiom describes the fault mode srucifc-

at-0 for all gates:

out(X,0,T) <- inl(X,U,T)Ain2(X,V,T)A

stuck-at-O(X)

The axiom for the fault mode stuck-at-1 is similar.

Note that when a gate is assumed to be abnormal, no

prediction can be made about its output bit. However,

abduction requires that the observations be proved

from the component behavioral mode assumptions (in

cluding the abnormality assumptions). To overcome

this problem, we employ a technique used by Poole to

"parameterize" the abnormality assumption as follows

[Poole, 1989b]:

out(X,W,T) - inl(X,U,T)Ain2(X,V,T)A

ab(X,U,V,W,T)

The antecedent ab(X, U, V, W, T) in the rule is to be

interpreted as "X is abnormal in such a way that at

time T, given input bits U and V, its output bit is W".

Note that for any input bits U and V, and any output
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bit W, the above axiom always allows us to assume

that the component is abnormal by making the as

sumption ab(X, U, V, W, T). This axiom achieves our

objective of being able to prove the output observa

tions from the parameterized abnormality assumption

ab(X,U,V,W,T).

So far, the axioms given are not specific to the

full adder; they are used to model the behavior of

exclusive-or gates, and gates, and or gates. We also

need axioms that specify the connections among the

gates in the given adder, such as

inl(al,X,T) «- inl(xl,X,T)

as well as facts that identify the five components:

xorg(xl),xorg(x2), etc. Furthermore, in order to al

low backward-chaining to terminate at the terminal

input values of the full adder (these terminal input val

ues cannot be further explained in terms of the other

gate values), we need the axiom

»nl(xl, X, T) «- given-inl(xl, X, T)

and two other similar axioms for the second input of

xl and the first input of a'2. We let given-inl(. . .) (and

given-in2(. . .)) be assumable. They are the auxiliary

assumptions, and do not affect the simplicity metric

of an explanation.

To assess the performance of ACCEL, we randomly gen

erated 10 scenarios by assuming that the various be

havioral modes of each gate occur with the following

probabilities: norm 65%, stuck-at-0 15%, stuck-at-1

15%, and ab 5%. Each of the 10 scenarios that was ac

tually generated had one or two gates that were faulty,

and the scenarios included some where a gate was ab

normal (ab). For each scenario, we gave ACCEL I/O

tuples where the input-output bits of the adder dif

fered from those of a correctly functioning adder. (By

an I/O tuple, we mean a particular combination of

input and output values of the full adder.) For each

I/O tuple, we first gave the three input bits and the

two output bits of the adder, and then the output bits

of the three gates xl, al, and a2, in that order. For

each scenario, we stopped as soon as the best diagnosis

found by Accel is the correct diagnosis. We recorded

the number of I/O tuples needed to converge qa the

correct diagnosis for each scenario. On a Sun Sparc 2

workstation, Accel took an average of 17 seconds to

identify the correct diagnosis for each of the 10 scenar

ios tested. The average number of I/O tuples needed

before the correct diagnosis was found is 2.1.

5.2 DIAGNOSING DYNAMIC SYSTEMS

Much research in model-based diagnosis has focused

on diagnosing static, discrete devices like logic circuits.

However, many devices and biological systems are

continuous and dynamic and require reasoning about

changes in behavior over time. Although there has
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Figure 2: Temperature Controller

been a great deal of research on modeling and simulat

ing such systems [Kuipers, 1986; Forbus, 1984], there

have been few attempts to apply general, model-based

diagnostic methods to them. The work of [Ng, 1991;

Ng, 1990] attempts to address this deficiency by diag

nosing dynamic systems using the consistency-based

approach. In this section, we present an abductive

approach to diagnosing continuous, dynamic systems.

We adopt the representation of continuous dynamic

systems used in the work of Kuipers' qualitative sim

ulation (QSIM) [Kuipers, 1986]. The continuously

changing behavior of a dynamic system over time is

represented as a sequence of qualitative states, where

a qualitative state consists of the qualitative values of

the variables of the system. A qualitative value has

two components: a qualitative magnitude (qmag) and

a qualitative direction (qdir). A qualitative magnitude

can either be a landmark value or an open interval be

tween two landmark values, where a landmark value

is a value of special significance that a variable takes

on at some point in time. A qualitative direction can

be one of increasing (inc), decreasing (dec), or steadv

(std).

The behavior of each dynamic system is governed by

a set of qualitative constraints. The qualitative con

straints on the temperature controller (Figure 2) are

as follows (each constraint is preceded by a name iden

tifying that constraint):

1. S:Tft=Ti;

2. K :T?h = T,;

3. d:T,-Ti = e;

4. C2 : m£(e) = a;
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5. O : Poi ■ W = P; and

6. E : a ■ P = HFin

The mj(e) = a constraint asserts that there is a

strictly monotonically increasing function between e

and a. However, the exact form of this monotonic

function is unspecified. This accounts for the quali

tative nature of the constraint. The purpose of this

device is to control the temperature T°h in the room,

so that if the device is connected to a power source

with power Poi, the power switch is turned on (rep

resented as W = on), and the temperature T°b set by

the temperature control knob differs from the temper

ature T°k in the room, heat flow HFin (in the form of

hot air or cold air, depending on the direction of tem

perature difference) will be generated. Furthermore,

the amount of heat flow generated is proportional to

the temperature difference T,°* - T?b.

We have successfully represented QSIM's knowl

edge about the various qualitative constraints (=

, — , •,/, d/d<,mo) in Horn-clause axioms in a way

suitable for logic-based abductive diagnosis. Since

these Horn-clause axioms encode general knowledge

about QSIM constraints, they axe needed in the di

agnosis of every dynamic system. These axioms en

code the various qualitative constraints by denning

a "holds.constraint-type" predicate for each type of

qualitative constraint. For example, one of the 9 ax

ioms that encode the mj constraint is:

holds.m£(F, G, Ml, inc, M2, inc)

pos(Ml) A pos(M2) A corr-mag.mj (F, G, Ml, M2)

The predicate holds.m£(F,G, Ml,Dl, M2,D2) as

serts that mo(F) = G holds with the qualitative

value of the variable F = (M1,D1) and the quali

tative value of the variable G — (M2, D2). The pred

icate pos(M 1) (neg(Ml)) asserts that the qualitative

magnitude Ml is positive (negative). The predicate

corr-mag.mj (F, G, Ml, M2) asserts that m£(F) = G

holds with the qualitative magnitude of F = Ml and

the qualitative magnitude of G = M2. In QSIM,

(Ml, M2) are referred to as corresponding values. The

9 axioms for the mj constraint cover all the distinct

possibilities in which mJ(F) = G holds since the qual

itative magnitude of F can be positive, negative, or

zero, and its qualitative direction can be inc, std,

or dec. The other "holds.constraint-type" predicates,

holds. — , holds.*, holds./, and holds.d/dt, are defined

by 39, 97, 70, and 9 axioms, respectively. The ax

ioms for holds. * (F,G,H,Ml,Dl,M2,D2,MZ,D3)

ensure that, among other things, the first-order deriva

tive constraint FG'+F'G = H' is obeyed. The exact

axioms for all the qualitative constraints are listed in

[Ng, 1992].

Besides the axioms that encode general QSIM con

straints, there are also Horn-clause axioms that en

code knowledge about a specific dynamic system. We

assume in this paper that a dynamic system malfunc

tions because of one or more violated constraints, and

that the task of mapping from violated constraints to

the affected components is done by some other module

external to Accel. The following axioms describe the

normal behavior:

qval(ti,Ml,Dl,T)

norm(s) A qval(ti-ob, Ml, Dl,T)

qval(e,M3,D3,T)

norm(cl) A qval(ts, Ml, Dl , T) A qval(ti, M2, D2, T)A

holds. - (ts, ti, e, Ml, Dl, M2, D2, M3, D3)

The predicate qval(ti,Ml,Dl,T) asserts that the

qualitative value of the variable ti is (Ml, Dl) at time

(qualitative state) T. The first axiom asserts that if

constraint 5 is normal, and the qualitative value of

ti-ob is (Ml, Dl) at time T, then the qualitative value

of ti is also (M1.D1) at time T. This encodes the

equality constraint between the variables ti-ob and ft.

The second axiom asserts that if constraint cl is nor

mal, the qualitative value of ts is (M1.D1) at time

T, the qualitative value of ti is (M2, D2) at time

T, and ts - ti = e holds with is = (Ml,Dl),t» =

(M2, D2), e = (M3, D3), then the qualitative value of

e is (M3, D3) at time T. Similar axioms encode the

other constraints.

Note that atoms with the predicate qval are not as-

sumable. As such, in order to allow backward-chaining

to terminate at the terminal input values of a dynamic

device (these terminal input values cannot be further

explained), we also need the axiom

qval(ti-ob,Ml,Dl,T) «- given-qval(ti-ob,Ml,Dl,T)

and three other similar axioms for ts-ob, p-ob, and w.

We let given-qval be assumable. They are part of the

"auxiliary" assumptions in an abductive explanation.

Note the directionality in which one qualitative value

is explained in terms of other qualitative values. Since

abductive diagnosis requires that the input observa

tions (which consists of the qualitative values of the

variables of a dynamic system) be proved, the axioms

are formulated in such a way that the output val

ues (e.g., qval(hfin, . . .)) of a dynamic system can be

proved from normality assumptions (e.g., norm(s)),

fault mode assumptions, and auxiliary assumptions

about the input values (e.g., given-qval(ti-ob, . . .)) and

the qualitative magnitudes and corresponding values

of the variables (these are introduced when Accel at

tempts to prove the holds.constraint-type atoms).

We also assume that the components corresponding

to the various constraints exhibit the following fault

modes: stuck-at-0-std (S,K,Ci,C2,0,E), stuck-at-

roomtemp-std (5), stuck-at-lst-in (Ci.O), and stuck
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at-2nd-in (C\). Under the fault mode stuck-at-O-std

(stuck-at-roomtemp-std), the output of a component

is (0,std) ((room-temp, std)) regardless of the input

values. Under the fault mode stuck-at-lst-in (stuck-

at-2nd-in), the output of a component is stuck at its

first (second) input. One Horn-clause axiom is used to

encode one fault mode, as follows:

qval(ti,0,std,T) <- stuck-at-O-std(s) A

qval(ti-ob,Ml,Dl,T)

qval(e, M\,D\,T) «- stuck-at-\st-in(c\) A

qval(ts,M\,D\,T)A

qval(ti,M2,D2,T)

The Horn-clause axioms in ACCEL that represent the

qualitative constraints capture the knowledge that

QSIM uses to propagate qualitative values across con

straints in order to complete the qualitative values of

variables in a qualitative state. In Accel, such knowl

edge is used for the purpose of diagnosis. However,

since the knowledge is now encoded declaratively, it

can also be used for simulation purpose by a forward-

chaining inference procedure. In fact, QSIM can be

viewed as a special-purpose theorem prover for pre

dicting the behavior of dynamic systems described by

qualitative constraints. However, not all of QSIM's

knowledge in simulation has been captured in Accel.

Specifically, knowledge of state transition that QSIM

uses to generate the next qualitative state(s) from an

initial qualitative state is not encoded in Accel, since

such knowledge is not needed in diagnosis.

We randomly generated 10 scenarios for the temper

ature controller where each scenario contains one to

two faults and in which no heat flow was generated

into the room. For each scenario, we gave the input

atoms representing the qualitative values of the vari

ables in the following order: T°h ,T?h , Pob, W, HFin at

the initial qualitative state (h); T?i,T?h, Poh, W, HFin

at the next distinguished time-point qualitative state

(^2); and the intermediate variables T,,Ti,e,a,P at

state tj.

In 9 out of the 10 scenarios, ACCEL found the cor

rect diagnosis as its best diagnosis. The one scenario

that Accel failed to find the best diagnosis has two

faults {stuck-at-0-std(cl), stuck-at-0-std(c2)} . In this

case, the best diagnosis that Accel found after pro

cessing all the intermediate variables is {stuck-at-0-

std(cl)}. This is as it should be, since when c\ is

stuck at (0,std), the correct behavior of c2 if it is nor

mal is to output a = (0,std) at all times, which is

indistinguishable from the behavior of c2 if it is in the

fault mode stuck-at-O-std. That c2 is in fact faulty

would be detected when cl is replaced by a normal,

working' component and the controller is still found

to be malfunctioning. Overall, the average run time

per scenario is 4.24 minutes, and the average number

of measurements of intermediate variables needed to

arrive at the correct diagnosis is 4.4.

We also tested Accel on 10 faulty scenarios of the

kidney water balance system, a QSIM model of which

is given in [Kuipers, 1985; Kuipers, 1991]. The sys

tem has 7 qualitative constraints and 10 qualitative

variables. Two of the scenarios tested correspond to

the disorders Diabetes Insipidus and the Syndrome

of Inappropriate Secretion of Anti-Diuretic Hormone

(SIADH), which are disorders found in real patients.

Accel found the correct diagnosis as its best diag

nosis in all the 10 scenarios. The average run time

per scenario is 6.98 minutes, and the average number

of measurements of intermediate variables needed to

arrive at the correct diagnosis is 3.7.

6 DISCUSSIONS AND

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have presented a general-purpose

yet efficient system for making useful abductive infer

ence and solving moderately complex problems in plan

recognition and diagnosis. The comprehensive empir

ical results presented span the tasks of abductive plan

recognition, set-covering-based diagnosis, and model-

based diagnosis of both discrete and continuous dy

namic systems. We believe our approach represents

a good trade-off between generality and efficiency —

Accel is a general-purpose system capable of per

forming all of the above tasks, yet efficient enough to

be of practical utility.

Although Accel provides a declarative approach to

the generation of explanatory hypotheses, it is often

necessary that axioms be formulated carefully so that

the system will perform the desired task correctly and

efficiently. As in traditional logic programming, it is

frequently insufficient to just "state the correct knowl

edge" and expect the desired answers to be inferred.

Appropriate programming methodologies must be de

veloped so that a user knows how to axiomatize a prob

lem to correctly and efficiently compute the desired

answers [Poole, 1989a]. This is also true in "abductive

logic programming" . By successfully applying Accel

to the tasks of plan recognition and diagnosis, we have

demonstrated via many examples how a general ab

ductive system can be used to achieve these tasks.

Our empirical results suggest that the best criterion

for evaluating explanations varies according to the do

main. In diagnosis, the simplicity metric (defined as

making the least number of assumptions in an abduc

tive explanation) suffices, whereas in plan recognition

for text understanding, because of the need to take

into account the importance of text coherence, our co

herence metric is a better criterion than simplicity.

Our results in set-covering-based diagnosis show that

a general-purpose, logic-based abductive system can

effectively represent and efficiently solve large realistic

problems previously solved by the set covering method.
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Consequently, the desirability of the existing special-

purpose approach for such problems is lessened. The

logic-based approach is more general and flexible, yet

capable of efficiently solving problems in this more re

strictive class.

Our empirical results in model-based diagnosis indi

cate that Accel's abductive approach can diagnose

devices and systems previously solved by consistency-

based methods. Although the work of [Poole, 1988;

Poole, 1989b; Konolige, 1992] has revealed some in

teresting relationships between consistency-based and

abductive diagnosis, the extent to which the two ap

proaches coincide and differ, especially in practical

terms such as ease of representation and diagnostic

efficiency, requires further investigation. In addition,

our research does not focus on intelligently gathering

additional measurements to further differentiate and

narrow the diagnostic candidates. Future work needs

to extend Accel to incorporate intelligent experimen

tation.

In summary, this paper has demonstrated via an im

plemented system that general and efficient abduction

for the tasks of plan recognition and diagnosis is in

deed possible, and the future holds much promise for

such a general abductive approach to explanation.
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Abstract

We present a theory of default reason

ing that is specifically targeted to causal

domains. These domains encompass a

wide variety of current applications of de

fault reasoning, but here we concentrate

on model-based diagnosis. The theory is

unique in that it integrates a formal notion

of causality with nonmonotonic reasoning

techniques based on default logic and ab

duction. The main structure of the the

ory is a default causal net (DCN) represent

ing the causal connections among proposi

tions in the domain. The causal net pro

vides a framework for the two nonmono

tonic reasoning techniques of assuming de

faults and generating explanations for ob

servations, allowing them to be combined

in a principled way.

1 Introduction

Knowledge of causation is an important part of com-

monsense reasoning. We use cause-and-effect analysis

to understand everything from why we caught the flu

to how to make a video recorder save our favorite TV

show. Our facility can be characterized by a combina

tion of two main capabilities: the ability to predict the

outcome of a set of causative events; and the ability to

explain given facts by postulating a set of determining

causes.

Causal reasoning is most effective when combined with

another type of commonsense reasoning, the assump

tion of normal conditions under which the reasoning

is valid. While the existence of these assumptions has

been recognized in the philosophical literature on cau

sation, relatively little attention has been paid to the

practical aspects of reasoning involving causation and

normal conditions: for example, what happens when

some causes affect the conditions on which other causes

depend?

In this paper we present a theory that integrates causal

and default reasoning. The main structure of the the

ory is a default causal net (DCN) representing the

causal connections among propositions in the domain.

Default causal nets offer significant representational

advantages over current formal model-based diagnosis

theories.

There have been other proposals to use causation in

formal theories; perhaps the closest to our approach

is the use of causation in Bayes nets [Pearl, 1988].

Our goal is similar: to use causation as a structur

ing concept to guide the application of a formalism

that is, in effect, too general. Large probability dis

tributions are difficult to define in particular domains,

and causation provides an abstract view that struc

tures the probability space with independence assump

tions. Analogously, we use causation to structure

logical theories of defaults, furnishing both a guide

to the application of default reasoning, and a for

mal system that functions at a useful level of abstrac

tion. In addition, we find that a concept of causa

tion provides other benefits: a richer notion of ex

planation, and a computational regime. More specif

ically, we claim the following advantages over current

model-based theories of diagnosis [de Kleer et at., 1990,

Reiter, 1987].

• Our theory distinguishes between the strong ex

planation of the cause of an observation versus

the weaker explanation of an excuse for the con

sistency of the observation.

• Partial fault models [de Kleer and Williams,

1989] are allowed; information about fault modes

can lead to stronger explanations, but complete

information is not required.

• Preferences among explanations based on causal

relations in DCNs can yield better diagnoses than

current model-based theories.

• Because it is based on abductive reasoning,

DCNs admit causal influences that are neither

normal or abnormal, but neutral.
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Figure 1: Three Bulbs Example

To show the utility of causal reasoning in model-based

diagnosis, consider the example of Figure 1 (adapted

from [Struss and Dressier, 1989]). There are three

bulbs in parallel with a source. Let us suppose for

simplicity that the wires always behave correctly. If

we observe that 63 is on while 61 and 62 are off, we

conclude that the battery and 63 are working correctly,

while 61 and 62 are broken. But using a straightfor

ward encoding of the correct behavior of the system,

and applying Reiter's model-based theory of diagnosis

[Reiter, 1987], we get two diagnoses: the correct one,

and one that says both s and 63 are abnormal. The

reason is that an abnormal source is a reason for b\ and

62 being off, and an "abnormal" 63 is on even without

any voltage being present! This was noted by Struss

and Dressier [Struss and Dressier, 1989], and they pro

posed adding fault models (an encoding of what hap

pens when a component is abnormal) to the system de

scription; another, slightly simpler solution is to add

physical impossibility axioms [Friedrich et ai, 1990].

Both solutions have problems. We may not know all

the fault modes; and in such cases fault models are

useless for model-based diagnosis. And for complex

systems, it may be difficult to determine the physi

cal impossibility axioms, since we must enumerate all

combinations of atoms that are physically impossible.

A causal theory offers a more reasoned approach to di

agnosis, simulating the intuitive process by which we

arrive at the correct solution. For the bulb example,

we represent that the source normally causes 61, 62,

and 63 to be on. In seeking to explain the observations,

the most normal explanation is that the source and 63

are working correctly (thereby explaining causally why

63 is on), and that b\ and 62 are broken, thereby excus

ing the normal causation of 61 and 62 being on. There

is no need for fault models or physical impossibility ax

ioms: the process of finding causal explanations and

excuses generates the correct diagnosis.

In the next section we present the main components

of our theory of Default Causal Nets (DCNs): causes,

normal conditions, definitions, and correlations. We

show how DCNs can be used as a representation of

causal knowledge, and how explanations, excuses and

predictions can be generated from them. We have im

plemented the theory using a modification of the tech

niques available with an ATMS [de Kleer, 1986].

2 Default causal nets

Default causal nets (DCNs) are a formal structure that

encodes the concepts of causation, correlation, and de

faults. They consist of a causal theory R, a definitional

theory D, and a correlation or integrity theory I. In

addition there are distinguished sets of propositions C

(the primitive causes) and N (the normal conditions).

The term "net" is used in analogy with Bayesian nets,

because the main structuring concept is the causal re

lation embodied in R.

Definition 1 (Default Causal Net)

A default causal net is a tuple (R, D, I, C, N), where R

is a Horn theory, D and I are first-order theories, and

C and N are disjoint sets of atoms.

2.1 Causation

Formally, we understand causation to be a primitive

relation among propositions. By "primitive" we mean

that, as far as DCNs are concerned, the causation re

lation is part of the parameterization of the net, and

is not derived from any other concepts. This is unlike

the approach of Shoham [Shoham, 1987], for example,

which is a formal theory of causation in terms of other

concepts. Our approach leaves unanswered questions

about how to identify causation in a given domain,

the relation of causation to time, and various other

difficulties about the nature and properties of causa

tion. We will have very little more to say here about

these important questions, other than giving the most

basic (and hopefully noncontroversial) properties (but

see Section 4.2). These properties suffice to develop

the basic outlines of DCNs; further investigations will

have to confront some of the harder problems.

To represent the causal relation, we use a propositional

definite clause theory R over a first-order language C

This theory consists of a set of implications

«i
• an D 6 .

where each of a* and 6 is a ground atom of C. If A

is a set of propositions, then we say that an atom b is

caused by A if there is a proof of b from A in R; we

write this as A \-r b. A is a minimal cause for c if

there is no other cause A' for c such that A' C A.

Example 1 A variation of the S-bulb example is dia

grammed in Figure 2. There is a switch that can be ei

ther open or closed. For each of the other components

Ci, the proposition olc(c,-) means that the component is
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Figure 2: Three Bulbs with a Switch

working, and ab(c,) that it is broken. The theory R is:

closed, ok(s),ok(wi),ok(bi) D on(6i)

closed, ok(s), ok(wi), ok(w2), olc(62) D on(62)

closed, ok(s),ok(wi),ok(u>2),ok(w3),ok(b3) 3 0/1(63)

(1)

We Aave not listed any fault models, although we could.

Here is a partial fault model that we will use in some

examples.

open 3 off(61) open D off(62)

ab(6j) D off(6j) ab(62) D off(62)

ab(u>i) D off(6j) ab(u>2) D off(62)

(2)

The partial fault model is also part of the relation R,

since it represents causation in the abnormal function

ing of the device.

The primitive causes C are {open , closed , ab(c<)} .

Note that, unlike model-based diagnosis, there can be

causes other than the normal or abnormal functioning

of a component. This is useful in representing neutral

situations, e.g., the switch is not normally either closed

or open, but can be hypothesized as either in order to

explain the observations. The propositions ok(x) are

not listed as primitive causes; they are normal condi

tions, explained below.

The important part of the causal relation is that it

captures the functional dependence of the domain vari

ables. If we want to turn 61 on, then we can close the

switch and make sure that s and w\ are working cor

rectly. On the other hand, we cannot make 61 be on as

a means of causing the switch to close. Of course, if we

observe 61 to be on, then we can infer that the switch is

closed; but it is not possible to plan to change the po

sition of the switch by the primitive action of making

the bulb be on. This illustrates the difference between

a causal relation and a merely correlational one. The

causal relation is asymmetric: given that c causes d, it

is not necessarily the case that ->d causes ->c; while if

d is positively correlated with c, -»c is positively corre

lated with ->d. Deduction in a definite clause theory is

one way to represent an asymmetric causal relation.

2.2 Definitions and correlations

Besides causation, there are other types of relations

connecting propositions. Definitional information re

lates propositions that have defined relations within

a domain, e.g., "a 40-watt bulb is a type of bulb" or

"abnormal is the opposite of normal." Definitions can

obviously interact with causation, since from "a broken

40-watt bulb caused the problem" we can infer "a bro

ken bulb caused the problem." For our purposes, we

limit definitions to information about complementary

propositions. Definitional relations are represented by

a first-order theory D; for the bulbs example of Figure

2, it contains the propositions:

open =-iclosed

ab(cj)=->olc(cj)

on(6,)=-.off(6,)

(3)

In this paper, we will just use the definitional theory

to give the complements of propositions. If p ho ~<q,

then we say that q is the complement of p, and write

it as p.

Information about co-occurrences is another form of

non-causal information in a domain, e.g., "Whenever

I clean my car it rains." Correlations can be used

to make predictions, but do not contribute to causal

explanations. Correlations are represented by a first-

order theory I (for integrity theory). All causation and

definition relations are also correlational. We enforce

this restriction by demanding that RCI and DCI.

Example 2 Continuing the bulbs example, suppose

we know that whenever b\ is off and is not broken,

the other bulbs must be off too. We represent this as

off(6i) A oJc(&!) D off(62) A off(63) € I (4)

Correlations may come from many different sources.

As in the case of this example, there may be under

lying but unknown causes that link together several

propositions. Or we may have experiential knowledge

that is the converse of causation: whenever the road

is wet, it normally rained the previous night.

A proposition q is correlationally inferred from a set

of propositions A if it follows logically from the corre

lational theory and A; we write A Hi q. For example,

off(62) is inferred from A = {ok(bi),off(bi)}, but it

is not caused by A. If A causes q, then it also infers

q, since RCI. Note that, unlike the case with the

causal relation, the material conditional can be used

in for "backwards" inference, e.g., if on(b2) is true, we

can infer that one of ab(6i) or on(&i) is true.
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Figure 3: Causal Directionality

2.3 Normal conditions

Normal conditions are propositions that are normally

assumed to hold. They generally represent either the

normal functioning of a component, or a complex set

of conditions, e.g., "if the key is turned and every

thing is normal, the car will start." Formally, normal

conditions are a set of ground atoms N that are not

primitive causes. Primitive causes are hypotheses that

incur a cost to assume; normal conditions are "free"

and assumed to hold by default.

Example 3 Continuing the bulbs example, we let the

set of normal conditions N = {oi(c,-)}. In this case,

the normal conditions just describe the correct func

tioning of the components. We can define other types

of normal conditions, for example to relate causation

among abnormal components. Suppose that normally

when b\ is on, it causes 62 to fail. We would write:

n Aon(6i) D ab(62) (5)

as part of the causal theory R, where n £ N is a new

proposition reflecting a normal causal relation between

b\ and 62. As we will show later, such causal relations

can be used to specify priorities among explanations.

Identifying normal conditions is the key to default rea

soning in causal theories. We will seek to explain a set

of observations by hypothesizing causes that are as

"normal" as possible, that is, conflict with the fewest

normal conditions.

It is helpful to view the causal relation and normal con

ditions as a directed graph. For example, the normal

functioning of the bulbs (Equation 1) and the failure

mode just given (Equation 5) can be diagrammed as

in Figure 3. The arrows show the causal connections

among propositions, annotated with their normal con

ditions (for simplicity we have omitted some irrelevant

normal conditions). The circled arrow indicates that

bulb 1 being on is the cause of an abnormal condition

with bulb 2. The causal directionality is clear from the

diagram.

The choice of what conditions are assumed to be "nor

mal" or part of the causal background is an important

part of the information provided by the theory devel

oper. Depending on the task and the level of exper

tise of the developer, very different choices could be

made, even in the same domain. For example, a typi

cal driver might infer that turning the key causes the

car to start, given the normal condition that the car is

ok. A car mechanic might have a more detailed causal

view: turning the key and having a charged battery

causes the car to start, assuming the starter motor is

working correctly.

2.4 Explanations

We now have all of the elements necessary to develop

the inference operation of explanation within DCNs.

Definition 2 (Explanation)

An explanation for an observation set O is a set of

causes and normal conditions A C C U N such that

A hR O and A U O l/i X.

Example 4 To illustrate the concept of explanation,

we consider the bulbs theory containing the normal

causal rules (1) together with the fault model (2). The

fault model is necessary to provide interesting expla

nations of nonnormal behavior. Suppose we make the

observation that bulb b\ is not lit: off(6i). There are

several explanations for this proposition.

open, ok(s), olc(6i), ok(w\)

closed, ok(s), ab(6i)

etc.

There are usually many explanations for a given ob

servation set, and we seek intuitively preferred expla

nations. To find these, we filter all explanations by a

two-step process.

1 . Normal explanation: those explanations that sat

isfy a maximum set of normal conditions.

2. Ideal explanation: normal explanations that have

a minimal number of primitive causes.

The concept of a normal explanation is complicated

by the presence of causation. An abnormal condition

may be caused by the explanation; when this happens,

we say that the normal condition is exempted. A nor

mal explanation should either consistently include or

exempt as many normal conditions as possible. Here

we are using the concept of causation to structure the

defaults. If a normal condition is not contained in an

explanation, it counts against the explanation, unless

the corresponding abnormal condition is exempted.
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Definition 3 (Adjunct)

Let A be an explanation for observation set O. The

adjunct of A is a set of normal conditions defined as

follows.

• If the complement x of a normal condition x is

in A, then x is in the adjunct.

• If a normal condition x is not in A, and A I/r x,

then x is in the adjunct.

A normal explanation for O is one whose adjunct is

not contained in the adjunct of any other explanation

for O. An ideal explanation is a normal one that is

subset-minimal in the primitive causes.

Example 5 As in the previous example, consider the

bulbs theory (1) together with the fault model (2).

Again, if we make the observation that bulb 6i is off,

we have several candidates for normal explanations:

Explanation Adjunct

ok(s),open,ok(wi),ok(bi)- ■ ■ none

olc(s), ab(u>i), ok(b\) ■ • • ok(w\)

ok(s),ok(wi),ab(bi) ■ ■ ■ ok(bi)

Of these, the minimal adjunct is the first, and so it is

the normal and ideal explanation ofoff(b\): the switch

is open, and all components are normal.

This example illustrates one property of normal ex

planations: as many normal conditions are assumed

to hold as possible. The switch can be either open or

closed; if we assume that it is open, then we have an

explanation for 6i being off that is consistent with the

normal functioning of the circuit. Any other expla

nation will force us to assume that some component

is functioning abnormally. So, normal explanations

consist of a set of primitive causes that explain the

observations, and at the same time respect our ideas

about what normally occurs as much as possible.

In this example, there were no interesting causal rela

tions between normal conditions. In the definition of

adjunct, we used the principle of causal exemption: if

an abnormal condition is caused by the hypothesized

explanation, then it is exempted from consideration in

finding the "most normal" explanation. The following

example illustrates this point.

Example 6 Consider the same fault model as in Ex

ample 5 with an initial condition closed and the addi

tional causal rule (5): n A on(bi) D ab(&2). There

are several candidates for normal explanations of

{off(&2)};

Explanation Adjunct

n, ok(s), ok(w\), ok(b\), ok(w2) ■ • ■ none

n, ok(s), ok(wi), ok(b\), ab(u;2) ■ ■ ■ olc(u;2)

ok(s),ok{wi),ok(bi),ok(w^), ab(62) • ■ • ok(b2),n

etc.

Of these, the first is the only normal explanation, and

hence ideal. The reason it has an empty adjunct is that

the normal conditions and closed cause on(&i), which

in turn causes ab(&2), exempting the normal condition

oA'(6t). Every other explanation violates at least one

normal condition without exempting it. This makes

intuitive sense: if the switch is closed, we expect 6i to

be on, causing 62 to be broken and off.

This example illustrates how directionality in the

causal relation is important in producing causal ex

emption. Referring back to Figure (3), it is easy to see

from following the causal arrows that closed, oi(&i)

and n are a cause of ab(62). On the other hand, closed

and olc(62) are inconsistent with n and ok(b\), but

they do not cause the complement of either of these

normal conditions.

2.5 Excuses

One problem with causal explanations is that they al

ways require a causal model that infers the observa

tions. Without the partial fault model of Equation

(2), for example, there are no explanations for why the

bulbs are off when the switch is closed. In many cases,

it may not be possible to find a causal explanation for

all the observations, given a causal theory with incom

plete fault models. In this situation the weaker concept

of an excuse might be appropriate. The idea here is

that the system, if it were functioning normally, would

produce output inconsistent with the observations. By

hypothesizing some primitive causes, the state of the

system can be changed so that it no longer conflicts

with the observations.

Definition 4 (Excuse)

An excuse for observations O is a set of causes and

normal conditions A C CL) N such that A U O l/i _L.

Excuses are like explanations, except there is no nec

essary causal relation to the observations.

Fact 1 Evei-y explanation ofO is an excuse forO, but

not necessarily the converse.

Normal and ideal excuses can be defined in exactly the

same manner as for explanations. Note that, although

we do not use the causation relation to infer the ob

servations, we still use it to give preferences on the

normal conditions present in excuses, in exactly the

same manner as for explanations.

With excuses, we do not need to define fault models

in order to "excuse" a set of observations. Excuses are

useful precisely in those cases where we do not have

enough information to make a predictive fault model;

all we know is that some component is faulty, and we

no longer can predict that the behavior of the system

is at odds with the observations.
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Example 7 Consider the simple bulbs theory from

Equation (1), with no fault models. There is no ex

planation for off(bi), but there are several excuses:

Excuse Adjunct

ok(s),ok(wi),ok(b\)- ■ ■ none

open,ok(s),ok(wi),ok(bi)- ■ ■ none

closed, ok(wi), olc(6j) • ■ • olc(s)

closed, olc(s), olc(fci) ■ • • ok(w\)

etc.

The first two of these are normal excuses because they

have minimal adjuncts. Of these, the first is ideal,

because it does not have any assumed primitive causes.

Excuses are essentially the idea behind Reiter's model-

based diagnosis method [Reiter, 1987]. In fact, we

can show that his concept of diagnosis is exactly the

concept of an excuse with no causal knowledge. In

Reiter's theory, a system is a tuple (sd, CMPs), where

SD is a first-order theory describing the system and

CMPS is a set of component names.

Definition 5 A diagnosis for observations O relative

to a system (sd, CMPs) is a minimal set of components

A C CMPS such that

SDUOU {ab(c) | c G A} U {->ab(c) | c G CMPS - A}

is consistent.

In DCN terms, the system description corresponds to

the correlational theory, the abnormalities are primi

tive causes, and their complements are normal condi

tions. The causal relation is empty; according to our

analysis, Reiter's theory does not distinguish causa

tion from correlation, all relationships are treated as

correlations. In this case there are simplifications in

the DCN: the adjunct of an excuse A is just the set of

normal conditions not in A, and a normal excuse con

tains a maximally consistent set of normal conditions.

Normal excuses are exactly Reiter's diagnoses.

Fact 2 (Diagnosis theory)

Let (SD, CMPS) be a system. Construct a correspond

ing DCN as follows:

R= 0

I = SD

D = {ab(c) = -<olc(c) | c G CMPs}

C = {ab(c) | c G CMPS}

N = {ok(c) | c G cmps}

Then A is a diagnosis ofO with respect to (SD, CMPs)

if and only if {ok(c) \ c G CMPS — A} is a normal

excuse for O in the corresponding DCN.

Because the model-based theory does not have a cau

sation relation, causal exemption is not possible. Sup

pose we reconsider Example 6, in which the switch is

assumed closed and the observation is 0^(62). Now

assume that the causal rules (1) and (5) are purely

correlational, and the causal theory is empty. Then

we have the following excuses for 0^(62):

Excuse Adjunct

n,ok(s),ok(wi),ok(bi),ok(w2) ■ ■ ■ 0^(62)

n, ok{s), ok(wi), ab(bi), ok(w2), oi(62) ■ ■ ■ ok(h)

ok(s),ok(wi),ok(bi),ok(w2), 0^(62) ■■ ■ n

ok(s), ab(tu:), oic(6i), ok(w2), ab(62) • • •

ok(b2),ok(wi),n

etc.

The first three of these are normal excuses. Either bulb

62 is broken, or something is wrong with bulb 61, or

the normal connection between b\ and 62 doesn't hold.

There are also other normal excuses, in which various

wires or the source is assumed to be malfunctioning.

The correct causal solution is still there, but cannot

be distinguished from the other excuses.

2.6 Lenient explanations

Excuses are weaker than explanations, and we seek

explanations whenever possible, as being more infor

mative. While there may be no explanations for every

member of an observation set O, it may be possible to

find an explanation for a subset of O, while excusing

the rest.

Definition 6 (Lenient explanation)

Let O' C O be a maximal subset of O for which an

explanation exists. Then a lenient explanation for O

is a set of causes and normal conditions A C C U N

such that A is an explanation for O' and an excuse for

O-O'.

Obviously, if O has a causal explanation, all lenient

explanations are explanations. As with ordinary ex

planations and excuses, we can define the concept of a

normal lenient explanation and ideal lenient explana

tion.

Example 8 This is the original bulb example cited in

the Introduction; its causal relation is given by Equa

tion (1), with the proposition closed removed since

there is no switch.

Suppose we observe that bulbs one and two are off, and

bulb three is on (O = {off(6i),off(62),on(&3)}j. There

is no explanation for off(b\) and 0^(62), but there is

for 00(63). So any lenient explanation of O will in

clude {ok(s),ok(wi),ok(iV2),ok(w3),ok(b3)}. In fact

this is the only explanation, since adding either ok(bi)

or 0^(62) will contradict the observations. It is lenient,

normal, and ideal.
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Figure 4: An XOR Circuit

Looking at the excuses for O, we get the following nor

mal ones:

1. ok(wi),ok(w2),ok(w3),ok(bi),ok(b2),ok(b3)

2. ok(s), ok(w2), ok(w3), ok(bi), ok(b2), ok(b3)

3. ok(s), ok(wi), ok(w3), ok(b2), ok(b3)

4. ok(s), ok(wi), ok(w2), ok(w3), ok(b3)

Each of these corresponds to a maximal set of nor

mal conditions that does not infer on(b\) or on(b2) or

off(b3); but only the last one corresponds to the correct

causal explanation.

The lenient ideal explanations (LIEs) of an observation

set are the ones we usually want. LIEs are generated

by the following steps:

1. Find the lenient explanations of O.

2. Of these, choose the ones that are have a minimal

adjunct.

3. Of these, choose the ones that have minimal non-

normal causes. These are the lenient ideal expla

nations of O.

3 Computational methods

We develop some computational methods that can be

applied to generate LIE's for an observation set. These

methods are similar to the minimal conflict methods of

diagnostic theories [de Kleer et al., 1990, Reiter, 1987].

We use the xor function circuit diagrammed in Figure

4 as an example. There are three gates, a, b, and c,

with two inputs (i, j) and one output (o). We let the

atoms i, j, o, x and y stand for circuit logic levels, so

that i means input t is one, i that it is zero. We have

the following causal relation R:

i, ok(a) D x

j, ok(a) D x

i,j,ok(a) D x

ab(a) D x

x,y,ok(c) D o

x, ok(c) D o

y, ok(c) D o

ab(c) D o

i,j,ok(b) Dy

l,ok(b) Dy

J, ok(b) D y

ab(6) D y

The normal conditions are N = {ok(a),ok(b),ok(c)}.

Whenever a gate fails, its output is always

stuck at zero. The primitive causes are C =

{i,i,jj, ab(a), ab(6), ab(c)}.

3.1 Minimal conflicts and regular

explanations

The first step is to consider compact ways to represent

normal causal explanations. One idea is to just con

sider explanations that are minimal in causes, which

is a large reduction in the search space. Normal ex

planations may not be minimal in primitive causes;

nevertheless under certain circumstances we can rep

resent all normal explanations as a combination of a

minimal explanation and a maximally consistent set

of normal conditions.

We will use only a single atom g as the observation; an

observation set O can be accommodated by making a

new atom q, adding the causal rule

oi A ■ • ■ A o„ D q ,

and taking q as the single observation.

Recall that the adjunct of a explanation A for g is the

set of normal conditions not contained in or exempted

by A. The exemptions are a complicating factor, since

they may introduce causes into A that have nothing

to do with the derivation of g. Let us call an explana

tion A asserting no exemptions a regular explanation.

The adjunct of a regular explanation A has every nor

mal condition not contained in A. Also, let us define

an extension of an explanation A as A together with

maximally consistent set of normal conditions. A min

imal explanation A is one that has a subset-minimal

set of primitive causes. The following decomposition

relation holds.

Fact 3 Every regular explanation A can be decom

posed into a minimal explanation A' and a set of nor

mal conditions W, such that A = A' U W . If A is

normal, then it is an extension of A'.

This result is encouraging. It suggests that we can find

normal (regular) explanations for g by looking at its

minimal explanations and comparing their extensions.

Fact 4 If all the normal explanations of g are regular,

then they are exactly the extensions of the minimal

explanations of g.

Example '. We consider the xor circuit with the ad

ditional correlition that if c fails, so does one of a or

b: the correla.iona' theory contains ab(c) D (ab(a) V

ab(fc)). Assuming j and i as initial conditions, there

are three minimal explanations ofo. We list these with
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the normal conditions of their extensions.

Minimal expl Extensions

1. },i,ab(c)

2. J,t,ab(a),ok(c)

3. J,i,ab(&),oJc(c)

ok(a)

ok(b)

ok(c), ok{b)

ok(c),ok(a)

The normal explanations are the extensions of 2 and

3.

Rather than computing all normal extensions of the

minimal explanations of g, we can just compute

the minimal conflicts and candidates [de Kleer and

Williams, 1987, Reiter, 1987], and use these to gen

erate the normal explanations directly. If there are

many normal conditions, the minimal conflict encod

ing is usually a much more efficient means of encoding

all of the extensions of a minimal explanation.

The definitions follow closely those of [de Kleer and

Williams, 1987, Reiter, 1987], but are relativized to a

given causal explanation. A minima/ conflict for an

explanation A is a minimal set of normal conditions

that is inconsistent with A LI I. If A' is an extension

of A, the set of normal conditions not in A' is called

a candidate of A. The candidates of A can be readily

generated from the minimal conflicts of A (candidates

are called hitting sets in [Reiter, 1987]). To form the

candidates, we pick one element from each minimal

conflict.

Fact 5 Suppose all the normal explanations of g are

regular. Lei E be the minimal explanations of g. The

normal explanations of g are exactly the extensions

of elements of E whose candidates are subset-minimal

over E.

From this result, we need only compare the candidates

of the minimal explanations for g, in order to find the

normal ones.

Example 10 Considering again the xor circuit with

the added correlation of example 9, and assuming j and

i as initial conditions, we list the minimal conflicts and

candidates for each of the three minimal explanations

ofo.

Minimal expl Conflicts Candidates

1. J,t',ab(c) ok(a),ok(b) olc(c),olc(a)

ok(c) oJc(c),oi(6)

2. j,i,&b(a),ok(c) ok{a) olc(a)

3. J,i,ab(6),o*(c) ok{b) ok(b)

Explanations 2 and 3 have the minimal candidates, so

their extensions are the normal explanations ofo. In

this case the minimal conflict encoding is as complex

as finding the extensions directly, but as the number

of normal conditions gets larger, the minimal conflict

encoding tends to be much more compact (see [de Kleer

and Williams, 1987]).

If the normal explanations of an observation are not

regular, then the method of comparing candidates of

minimal explanations will not identify them. In the

non-regular case, we must instead look at an expanded

class of explanations, rather than just the minimal

Definition 7 (Active explanation)

Any complement of a normal condition that has an

explanation in a DCN is called an active condition. An

active explanation for an observation g is a minimal

explanation for {g} U W, where W is any set of active

conditions.

That is, the active explanations for g are just the min

imal explanations for g expanded by minimal sets of

causes for some active conditions.

Fact G Let E be the active explanations of g. The

normal explanations of g are exactly the extensions of

elements o/E whose adjuncts are subset-minimal with

respect to all other active candidates for the active ex

planations of g.

Example 11 Consider the basic xor circuit, with the

addition that whenever c is abnormal it causes b to

be abnormal: ab(c) D ab(6) € R- Assuming j and i

as initial conditions, we list the minimal conflicts and

adjuncts for each of the active explanations ofo.

Active expl Conflicts Adjuncts

1. j,t,ab(c)

2. },«',ab(a),oi(c)

3. j,i,ab(b),ok(c)

ok(b)

ok(c)

ok(a)

ok(b)

ok(c)

ok(a)

ok(b)

The active explanations in this case are the minimal

explanations although in general they need not be. The

adjuncts can be computed from the conflicts; the ad

junct of 1 does not contain ok(b), because its comple

ment is caused by ab(c), and so exempted. By compar

ing adjuncts we conclude that the extension of J (con

taining ok(a)) is normal, as well as the extensions of

2 and 3.

At this point we have enough results to form a proof

method for finding the LIE's of an observation set O,

assuming that the causal relation is finite, and all min

imal conflicts are finite and computable.

1. Find the maximal subsets of O that have lenient

explanations; call these the lenient subsets.

=> Find minimal causal explanations for all sub

sets of O, and check whether they are consistent

with O U I. Choose the maximal subsets of O

that have such explanations.
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Problem

Solver

RJACN

ATMS

Minimal

Explanations

Minimal

conflicts

We need two additional structures: an observation set

node, and an active condition set node. LIE's are

found by computing the candidates of the labels of

• |_|E's the conjunction of these two nodes.

We have successfully tried all of the problems in this

paper. The computational properties are good, be

cause the causal relation focuses the ATMS.

Figure 5: A Problem-Solving Architecture

2. Find the active explanations for these subsets of

O.

=>■ Adjoin to O all the possible subsets of the ac

tive conditions, and find all minimal explanations

for each.

3. Find the normal explanations among all expla

nations for the lenient subsets of O.

=> Find the conflicts of the active explanations

of the previous step, and generate the adjuncts.

The normal explanations are the extensions of

the active explanations with minimal active can

didates.

4. The ideal explanations are the normal explana

tions with minimal nonnormal causes.

3.2 ATMS implementation

The proof method just given can be implemented using

a modification of the computational techniques avail

able in the ATMS. Because the full language of the

correlational theory I of DCNs is first-order, and the

causal relation may be infinite, it is not possible in

general to have a complete proof theory (as is also the

case for normal default logic). Instead, the computa

tion of LIE's can be phrased in terms of a dialogue

between a problem solver and the ATMS [de Kleer,

1986], as in Figure 3.2.

The problem solver is an inference engine containing

the DCN theory. It computes two kinds of structures

and sends them to the ATMS. The definite clause cau

sation relation is sent directly as an ATMS definite

clause. These clauses are stored by the ATMS and

used to compute the minimal explanations for all lit

erals c present in the ATMS.

The ATMS keeps track of inconsistent sets of causes

and normal conditions through the use of its NO-

GOOD mechanism. Whenever the problem solver

finds a set of literals whose conjunction is inconsistent

with I, it can send them to the ATMS as a NOGOOD.

The label of a node g in the ATMS is the set of all min

imal A C CU N such that A |=/j g and A is consistent

with the NOGOODS. If the ATMS has the complete

relation R, and the NOGOODS completely cover the

inconsistent causes, then the label of g is the set of

minimal explanations for g.

4 Relation to other approaches

There are two main representational differences be

tween DCNs and model-based diagnosis methods

based on Reiter's consistency technique [Reiter, 1987].

The first is that DCNs use an abductive method for

generating explanations, while model-based methods

use consistency with respect to the domain theory.

The general relationship between these methods was

pointed out in [Konolige, 1992]. From the theorems

presented there, it is easy to show (as we have done in

Fact 2) that if we represent the domain theory using

only the correlational theory I, then excuses in DCNs

correspond to diagnoses in the consistency-based ap

proach.

On the other hand, the representation of causation

available in DCNs leads to encodings of the domain,

and explanations, that are not available in the model-

based approach. In particular, we distinguish between

strong and weak types of explanation: the cause of an

observation versus an excuse for its negation. There

is no counterpart to this in model-based diagnosis,

since causal and correlational information is not distin

guished in the domain theory. This has two benefits:

we can use whatever information is available in partial

fault models to find strong explanations, as in Example

5. And, without using any fault models or "physical

impossibility" axioms, we can solve problems like the

3-bulbs example (8) using a combination of explana

tion and excuses. Making use of the role of causation

in explanation yields a simpler representation of the

domain.

We have also argued that preferences among expla

nations can be based on noting how causation and

defaults interact, as in Example 5. Such preferences

seem to follow commonsense reasoning based on causal

knowledge. In model-based diagnosis, any assump

tions about causation and defaults are implicit in the

representation of components as being normal or ab

normal, and the search for diagnoses as based on ab

normal components. Such a view, we argue, is rep-

resentationally restrictive, and does not give a deep

enough analysis about how defaults interact. For ex

ample, although we can state relations among abnor

malities in the domain (such as ab(o) D ab(6)), these

relations do not necessarily lead to intuitively correct

diagnoses in the consistency-based approach, because

material implications within the framework are not

treated as causal relations.
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It should be pointed out that Reiter's original defini

tion of diagnosis was biased towards system descrip

tions that only axiomatized the normal functioning of

components. It was soon recognized that this defini

tion would not work properly with partial fault mod

els: if the fault models are not exhaustive, nothing

useful can be inferred from a failing component (see

[de Kleer and Williams, 1989]). This is strictly a con

sequence of the consistency-based approach; in an ab-

ductive approach, like that of DCNs, partial fault mod

els are useful.

With exhaustive fault models, the consistency-based

approach will produce useful diagnoses. However, one

of the primary properties of diagnoses, that they are

a parsimonious representation of all possible ways the

system can fail, no longer holds. More recent work [de

Kleer et ai, 1990] has defined the concept of kernel

diagnoses, which in some cases can be a parsimonious

representation. In this paper we have concentrated on

defining the most normal explanation or excuse for an

observation set. If we are interested in characterizing

all excuses, then the ideas behind kernel diagnoses can

be exploited in DCNs. However, this is not the case

with explanations, since the asymmetry of the causal

theory will undermine the this development.

4.1 Other approaches to explanation

Although we have concentrated on the application of

DCNs to diagnosis, they provide a general framework

for representing causation and explanation. Causation

can be used as a unifying concept to understand vari

ous perspectives on diagnosis: excusing vs. explaining

observations, correlation vs. causation, and the inte

gration of normal conditions with explanatory causes.

Although many of these issues have been dealt with

separately in the literature, there have been few at

tempts to draw them together into a single frame

work, and the issues are often obscured by the formal

or computational paradigm. There are many formal

nonmonotonic systems that provide similar capabili

ties, although they are not phrased in terms of causa

tion, e.g., Poole's THEORIST [Poole, 1988]. DCNs are

distinguished by providing a coherent account of cau

sation, correlation, and default conditions. Console et.

al. [Console et ai, 1988] offer a logic-based translation

of an expert system that uses causal knowledge, but

since the translation is into a single first-order theory,

they cannot model the same interaction of causation

and defaults as in DCNs. Perhaps the closest system

is Geffner's theory of causal and conditional reasoning

[Geffner, 1989], which also takes causation as a prim

itive concept, and ties together explanation, defaults,

and causation. He provides a complex but plausible

formal account of these concepts, using a modal ex

pression Ca to represent "a is caused." Although the

formalisms differ, there are many points of similarity

between this work and his. Perhaps the major differ

ence is that the roots of DCNs are default logic and

abductive inference, and thus there are natural com

putational methods using the ATMS.

A good test of the DCN framework is the applica

tion to reasoning about events. We have started this

task, and it appears that the problems of causation,

explanation, and prediction in an event calculus can

be treated within the DCN framework. The approach

is similar to that of Shanahan [Shanahan, 1989], but

the formal machinery is more general, and includes

causation.

4.2 Some remarks about causation

Perhaps the weakest point of the DCN approach is

that the theory of causation is not well developed.

Since causation is treated as a proof-theoretic concept,

there are some obvious problems (or, one might say

opportunities) that arise. We discuss some of these

here; a slightly more detailed treatment can be found

in [Konolige, 1991].

First, there is a deliberate sloppiness about stating

propositions in the causal relation. Most of the ones

used in this paper are statements about a particular

properties, e.g., the switch is closed or the light is on.

But causation also involves events: "closing the switch

caused the light to go on." We are trying to be as

noncommittal as possible about the ontology of events

and propositions, whether states of the world can be

allowed as causes, how to specify the time of events,

and so on. Any consistent defensible set of choices will

do.

The second point is that the definite clauses of R spec

ify all and only the propositions governing an effect.

Closing the switch only turns on the bulbs if they are

ok and the wires are intact. Of course, in any real-

world situation there will be an inordinate number of

such conditions, so any default causal theory will be

relative to a set of background assumptions that do not

enter into the theory. The choice of these assumptions

is conventional.

It is important that only the relevant propositions par

ticipate in the causal relation. If we add an irrel

evant proposition to the antecedent of a clause, the

relation would still be useful in the sense that con

junction of the antecedents produces the desired effect,

but it would be misleading in implying that all the an

tecedents were necessary. In producing explanations,

minimal causal antecedents are required in the causal

relation to ensure that explanations do not contain ir

relevant propositions.

The role of primitive causes is to define the proposi

tions over which, in some sense, we can exercise direct

control. The point at which we choose to define prim

itive causes is partly a matter of convention. Often

bodily movements are taken to be the ultimate primi
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tive causes, but this viewpoint is unnecessarily restric

tive. Any well-defined event or condition that we can

reliably bring about will suffice for a primitive cause,

as long as the purpose of producing explanations is to

give a set of conditions that account for the observed

facts, and over which we have control.

One way to understand the causation relation R is as

a provability relation. The provability relation is com

posed from individual inference steps combined into a

tree; in the same way, the causation relation is spec

ified by combining definite clause inference steps into

a proof. Like classical provability, causation is mono-

tonic:

If A I-r c and B D A, then B Hr c

and cumulative:

If A Hr c and B, c I-r d, then A, B Hr d.

As we have stated, the important part of the causal

relation is that it captures the functional dependence

of the domain variables; this is the main difference

between a causal relation and a merely correlational

one. The asymmetry of causation is represented by

the asymmetry of inference in a definite clause theory.

These remarks leave open the question of whether, in

a particular instance, it is possible to have a causa

tion relation that is symmetric for two propositions,

or more generally to have one that is cyclic, contain

ing a loop that leads from a proposition back to the

same proposition. Other commitments may answer

this question: for instance, assuming that causes al

ways precede their effects in time forces the causal re

lation to be acyclic. The definite clause theory itself

does not enforce any acyclic condition.

There are some further complications in defining a

causal relation that we will mention here, without of

fering any definitive solutions. The first is that of in

ferred causation. We mentioned this briefly in propos

ing the definitional theory in Section 2.2. We use only

a simple form of definitions to represent complements;

any full-fledged theory of causation should at least take

into account abstraction relations among propositions,

e.g., "A 40-watt bulb is a type of bulb."

Another problem arises when our knowledge of the

causation relation is partial. We have already re

marked that we may only know a subset of the actual

causation relation. Other kinds of uncertainty also ex

ist. For example, suppose we know that dialing the

number "911" connects one with either the police or

the fire department, but we don't know which. The ac

tion of dialing 911 is completely determinate, it's just

that we don't know the exact outcome. To express

epistemic uncertainty of this kind, it is necessary to

describe the causation relation in an appropriate lan

guage. If we let c stand for the action of dialing 911, c/

for calling the police, and e for calling the fire depart

ment, then our knowledge is expressed by the state

ment:

Either c I-r d or c I-r e.

DCNs are not expressive enough to state this; a lan

guage that talks about causation, such as Geffner's

[Geffner, 1989], would be necessary.
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Abstract

This paper presents an approach which scales

up current model-based diagnosis techniques

to large, unstructured systems. It is based on

the fact that it is sufficient to consider only a

small part of a system in order to determine

those components which cause its malfunc

tion. By identifying minimal substructures

of the system whose diagnoses are indepen

dent of the rest we reduce the number of di

agnoses to be investigated and restrict be

havior prediction to that part of the system's

structure which is necessary to discriminate

among competing diagnoses. Hence, our ap

proach has the potential to save computa

tional costs significantly and therefore ex

tends the applicability of model-based tech

niques.

1 INTRODUCTION

Over the last decade research in model-based diag

nosis (e.g. [de Kleer and Williams, 1989; Struss and

Dressier, 1989; Friedrich and Nejdl, 1990]) has pro

duced a large number of interesting and innovative

ideas and approaches. Model-based diagnosis has

reached a state, where industrial applications are fea

sible and show promising results because of the advan

tages of this method concerning correctness, complete

ness, and maintainability. However, one source which

may prevent the application of model-based diagnosis

is the size of the models. In many real world applica

tions we have to deal with thousands of components,

[de Kleer and Williams, 1990] deals with such systems

by exploiting a priori failure probabilities in order to

focus on the most probable diagnoses.

However, even the prediction of the system's behav

ior based on explicit models (which is the very basis

of model-based diagnosis) can be too inefficient and

costly. One approach to deal with structural complex

ity is to exploit a hierarchical structure [Hamscher,

1991] of a system in order to reduce the number of

components. Many systems, however, do not exhibit

a hierarchical structure (for instance power distribu

tion networks as described in [Beschta et a/., 1992] or

audio-routing systems as described in [Fleischanderl

and Friedrich, 1991]).

In this paper we present an approach which focuses

on relevant substructures of a device but does not rely

on a hierarchical structure or on probabilistic infor

mation. The basic idea is as follows: Using symptom

information we identify interesting parts of the sys

tem. We focus on these interesting parts by extend

ing them to the smallest substructures of the system

which are independent of the rest of the system. In

dependence in this case means that any further exten

sion does not discriminate among the diagnoses of the

independent substructure and therefore need not be

considered. This decomposition depends on the sys

tem description and the current observations whereas

hierarchical structures provide only a fixed decompo

sition.

Using this approach we perform behavior predic

tion only for independent substructures which include

those components we are interested in. Since these

substructures are normally only a fraction of the sys

tem's structure (e.g. see the example in the next sec

tion) there is the potential to save enormous compu

tational costs. The approach considers different inde

pendent substructures separately and does not com

bine their diagnoses (since they are independent this

is unnecessary), and therefore far fewer diagnoses have

to be investigated.

The paper is organized as follows: the following sec

tion demonstrates the basic ideas of our approach by

an example. Section 3 introduces the basic concepts.

Section 4 presents the focusing strategy and the algo

rithm for structural focusing.
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2 A MOTIVATING EXAMPLE

As an example we use a part of an audio switching

matrix typically used in broadcasting stations for the

flexible connection of studios, recording devices, etc.

This matrix is configured according to the customers'

needs and can include up to 1000 inputs and outputs

and, thus may consist of up to 1,000,000 components.

For our purpose it is sufficient to use a 1 x 1000 matrix

which consists of one input amplifier, 1000 output am

plifiers and 1000 switches. For the sake of simplicity

we represent an audio matrix by buffers and and-gates

which logically produces the same behavior (Figure 1).

Furthermore, we assume wires to be correct and there

fore neglect them. Suppose we observe the following

situation: the input signal is 1, the first and-gate gets

0, all other and-gates get 1 as value at their right in

put. The output of buffer Cb is measured to be 0, the

outputs of all other buffers are 1 .

-^
and

CI C\ C6 C8
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and

•200(

C3~\X CS\X C7\/ C9\X C200l\/

10 11 1

Figure 1 : Logical Representation of a Small Audio Ma

trix

The misbehavior of such an audio switching system is

recognized by continous monitoring (e.g. the operator

recognizes a wrong or disturbed output or he/she gets

an emergency call from some studios). The costs of

such misbehavior are different and the operator has

to fix the correct transmission to the most important

outputs first.

2.1 FINDING DIAGNOSES

According to the behavior of buffers and and-gates one

would expect the output of C3 to be 0 and all other

outputs to be 1. In our example the operator moni

toring the system detects two symptoms with different

priority: the output of Cb is 0 (i.e. there is no audio

signal) and the output of C3 is 1 (i.e. there is some

audio signal although we expected none). The first

symptom is more important than the second one and

therefore has to be fixed first. It is important to note

that these symptoms are detected by the operator or a

monitoring system and not by the diagnostic system.

Applying GDE - a "standard" approach of model-

based diagnosis [de Kleer and Williams, 1987] - to this

problem we can derive the following disjunctions (in

the GDE-terminology also called conflicts) by simulat

ing the correct behavior of components and comparing

the results to the observations: a6(C2) V a6(C3) (be

cause the output of C2 is independent of its left input),

ab(Cl) V a&(C4) V ab(Cb), ab(C4) V ab{Cb) V ab(C6) V

ab(C7) , . . . , ab(C4) V ab(Cb) V a6(C2000) V a6(C200 1 ) .

Clearly, we are not interested in all possible diagnoses

which can be generated from these conflicts, but prefer

to consider only the most plausible diagnoses. The

preference criterion in our example is defined by the

number of suspected components: the set of preferred

diagnoses is a minimal set of minimal diagnoses such

that all non-preferred diagnoses suspect at least two

components more than the worst preferred diagnosis,

i.e. the minimum difference in suspected components

between preferred and non-preferred diagnoses is 2.

Applying this preference criterion to our example

yields the following diagnoses1: [C2.C4], [C2,C5],

[C3,C4], [C3,C5]. All other minimal diagnoses sus

pect at least four components and are therefore ne

glected. These conflicts and diagnoses were obtained

by propagating all observed values through the whole

device structure, which can cause enormous compu

tational costs because of the large number of com

ponents. In the full application the total number of

components may be greater than 1,000,000 depend

ing on the configuration. However, even if we use a

more sophisticated approach than GDE, like e.g. fo

cused SHERLOCK [de Kleer and Williams, 1990J, this

propagation is required.

2.2 STRUCTURAL FOCUSING

The problem can be simplified, however, if we can ex

ploit information about the importance of components

to focus only on a part of the device (e.g. those very

important parts which should be repaired as soon as

possible). Tracing the faulty output of Cb (the most

important symptom) back to its inputs by exploiting

the IO-behavior of components we obtain the conflict

o6(Cl)Vo6(C4)Va6(C5) which provides {C1,C4,C5}

as an initial focused view of the device. Since at least

one of these components is faulty (and therefore must

be repaired in order to reestablish the purpose of the

system), minimal preferred diagnoses for this structure

focus are [CI], [C4],[C5].2

Our diagnosis approach extends this structure focus

by additional components only if they may provide

information for discriminating between diagnoses for

this structure focus. Different diagnoses predict dif

ferent values at the output of CI: [CI] predicts 0

(the observation can be propagated backwards by us

ing only -.a6(C4) and ->ab(Cb)) and [C4] and [Cb]

predict 1 (using -ni6(Cl)). Thus, it may be possi

ble to distinguish between diagnoses by propagating

1 Components mentioned in the diagnosis are consid

ered to be faulty. All other components are assumed to

be correct.

2 Components mentioned in the diagnoses are considered

to be faulty. All other components in the structure focus

are assumed to be correct.
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these values using additional components. I.e. if ad

ditional inferences confirm or refute 0 or 1, some of

these diagnoses are no longer appropriate. (Discrim

ination could also be achieved by directly observing

the output of £71, but this output is not measurable).

Therefore, we extend the structure focus by C6 (below

we will see that it does not matter which of the com

ponents connected to £71 we choose). The diagnoses

propose different values at the output of £76 ([£74] and

[£75] predict 1, [£71] predicts 0) and therefore also C7

is considered which results in the additional conflict

a6(£74) V a6(£75) V o6(£76) V ab(C7).

The minimal preferred diagnoses [£74], [£75], [£71, £76],

[£71, £77] again predict different values at the output of

£71 ([£74], [£75] predict 1,[£71,£76], [CI, £77] predict 0)

and therefore we have to extend the structure focus.

Adding £78 and £79 results in the additional conflict

ab(C4) V a6(£75) V a6(£78) V a&(£79). This additional

information is reflected by extending [£71, £76] and

[£71, £77] by £78 or £79 which results in non-preferred

diagnoses.

Neither of the two remaining minimal preferred diag

noses [£74], [£75] constrains the output of CI which is

the only connection of this substructure to the rest of

the device. As an important consequence, no value

restriction imposed by any other components on the

output of CI leads to a conflict including either C4

or C5. The structure {C1,C4,C5,C6,C7,C8,C9} is

therefore independent of the rest of the device with re

spect to the minimal preferred diagnoses. Each diag

nosis of the rest of the device joined with a diagnosis of

this independent structure is a diagnosis of the whole

system.

Since our main goal is to re-establish the correct trans

mission to the output of C5 we can stop further de

ductions. Only an additional measurement between

C4 and C5 will provide additional discrimination.

Note, that even extending the initial structure focus

{CI, C4, C5} by C2 provides the same result: the out

put of C2 is independent of its left input and there

fore any additional conflict which can be derived by

propagating this output does not contain any of the

components of the structure focus and thus can not

distinguish between these diagnoses. This is also the

reason why conflict ab(C2) V ab(C3) need not be con

sidered for resolving the first symptom.

In a similar way we can treat the second symptom

(the output of C3 is 1), and find out that only an ad

ditional measurement between C2 and C3 can provide

additional discrimination.

The strategy described above identifies interesting sub

structures of the device and extends them until they

are independent of the rest of the device w.r.t. discrim

ination between minimal preferred diagnoses of this

substructure. Compared to unfocused diagnosis this

requires much less components (9 as opposed to 2001)

to be considered. Additionally, since diagnoses of dif

ferent independent subproblems are not combined we

investigated only 9 + 2 preferred diagnoses instead of

9*2 ones.

3 BASIC CONCEPTS

3.1 PRELIMINARIES

We start by some elementary definitions following [de

Kleer et al, 1990]:

• A system is a triple (SD, COMPS, OBS) where:

- SD, the system description, is a set of first-

order sentences;

- COMPS, the system components, is a finite

set of constants;

- OBS, a set of observations, is a set of first-

order sentences.

• A diagnosis is defined as a mode assignment for

each component, i.e. for D C COMPS, A =

{a6(c)|c € D}l){-,ab(c)\c G COMPS\D) is a di

agnosis for (SD, COMPS, OBS) iff SDllOBSl)

A is consistent.

• Furthermore, we define an ab-literal to be ab(c) or

->a6(c) for some c G COMPS. The components

mentioned by a set of ab-literals (or a logical sen

tence) S are denoted by comp(S).

• Finally, a conflict CONFL of (SD, COMPS,

OBS) is defined as a disjunction of ab-literals con

taining no complementary pair of ab-literals s.t.

SD U OBS |= CONFL. A minimal conflict is a

conflict such that no proper subclause is a conflict.

3.2 INDEPENDENT DIAGNOSIS

PROBLEMS

In the example the independence of some substructure

from the rest of the device was crucially dependent on

the notion of discrimination between diagnoses. We

can formally define this as follows:

Definition 1 (Discriminating Extension)

Let (SD, COMPS, OBS) be a system. An exten

sion (COMPS', OBS') of this system is discrim

inating iff there are two diagnoses Ai, A2 for

(SD, COMPS, OBS) and a (possibly empty) set of

ab-literals EXT (comp(EXT) C COMPS') such that

• SD U OBS U OBS' U EXT U Ax satisfiable

• SD U OBS U 055' U EXT U A2 not satisfiable.

According to this definition an additional observation

is discriminating if at least two diagnoses disagree

about this observation. In contrast to [Reiter, 1987;

Mcllraith and Reiter, 1991] (which use only additional
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observations) also an additional component C may be

discriminating if at least two diagnoses disagree about

mode assignments for this component, e.g. one diag

nosis can be extended by -ia6(C), but not the other.

From this definition we can characterize the existence

of a discriminating extension by the following lemma.

Lemma 1 There is no discriminating extension of

some system (SD,COMPS,OBS) iff for every ex

tension (COMPS' ,OBS') and every set of ab-literals

EXT (comp(EXT) C COMPS') the following holds:

SDUOBSUOBS'UEXT is either consistent with all

diagnoses A of (SD, COMPS, OBS) or none of them.

Using this conclusion we can prove the following theo

rem which provides the basis for characterizing device

structures which are independent w.r.t. diagnoses.

Theorem 1

There is no discriminating extension COMPS'3 of

IDP C COMPS (COMPS' C COMPS\IDP) iff

for all diagnoses A; of (SD, IDP, OBS) and A; of

(SD, COMPS \ IDP, OBS) follows that A, U A,- is a

diagnosis for (SD, COMPS, OBS).

The proof of this and all the following theorems can

be found in the appendix.

According to this theorem a system can be split into

two independent subsystems if there is such a sub

set IDP of components which has no discriminat

ing extension. Every combination of diagnoses of the

(smaller) independent subsystems is a diagnosis of the

original system. Of course, every diagnosis of the orig

inal problem can be split into diagnoses for the two

independent (smaller) subsystems by simply restrict

ing the diagnoses to the components of the current

subsystem. Note, that such a partition depends on

the actual observations.

This motivates the definition of an independent diag

nosis problem which uses the following notation.

Definition 2 (A \d) Let A be a set (conjunction) of

ab-literals, D C COMPS a set of components. Then

A \d is the set (conjunction) of all ab-literals in A

which mention components of D. Let DIAGS be a

set of sets (conjunctions) of ab-literals then DIAGS \o

denotes {A \D whereA G DIAGS).

Definition 3 (Independent Diagnosis Problem)

Let (SD, COMPS, OBS) be a system. We call a sub

set IDP C COMPS an independent diagnosis prob

lem iff the following holds:

A \jDp is a diagnosis of (SD, IDP, OBS) and

A \comps\idp is a diagnosis of (SD, COMPS\IDP,

OBS) iff A is a diagnosis of (SD, COMPS, OBS).

3Instead of (COMPS', 8) we often simply write

COMPS'

A minimal independent diagnosis problem is an in

dependent diagnosis problem which is minimal with

respect to this property.

Characterizing independent diagnosis problems by

means of discriminating extensions allows to focus di

agnostic problem solving to those parts of a system

we are interested in and to limit the investigation of

the rest of the system with respect to discriminating

power.

3.3 FOCUS OF ATTENTION

In many diagnosis problems, particularly when diag

nosing large systems (e.g. an industrial plant), di

agnosis is started with a certain goal, i.e. we only

want to consider diagnoses with respect to a specific

set of components. An example for such a set are

those components which are necessary to (re-)establish

a certain purpose of a system [Friedrich et a/., 1992;

Friedrich and Nejdl, 1992]. In this case we are not in

terested in the detection of some other malfunctioning

parts unless we can gain additional knowledge for our

current problems.

Definition 4 (Focus of Attention) The focus of at

tention FOA is a subset of the system components

COMPS.

In our example the focus of attention is the set of com

ponents which should ensure the correct transmission

of asignal to the output of buffer C5, i.e. {Cl,C4, C5}.

Section 4.1 will show how to identify an appropriate

focus of attention.

In order to exploit this focus of attention for limiting

the efforts for behavioral prediction we can use inde

pendent diagnosis problems:

Remark 1 In order to discriminate between the di

agnoses of (SD, FOA, OBS), i.e. the diagnoses of the

focus of attention FOA, it is sufficient to extend this

focus to an independent diagnosis problem IDP such

that FOA C IDP C COMPS.

Consequently, for identifying the modes of components

in the focus of attention FOA the smallest substruc

ture of the system which has to be considered is the

smallest independent diagnosis problem IDP D FOA

which includes all these components. Section 4.2 spec

ifies an algorithm which incrementally expands FOA

until such an independent diagnosis problem is found.

3.4 PREFERRED DIAGNOSES AND

DISCRIMINATION

Since in most cases it is unacceptable to consider the

set of all diagnoses, most diagnosis approaches intro

duce some kind of preference criterion to focus on some

subset of diagnoses which we call preferred diagnoses.
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Definition 5 (Preferred Diagnoses) Let

(SD, COMPS, OBS) be a system, DIAGS be the

set of diagnoses of (SD, COMPS, OBS). The set of

preferred diagnoses PDIAGS is a subset of DIAGS.

Note, that we do not introduce any restriction on the

preference criterion. E.g. it may be defined by using

the number of suspected components (as we did in

our example) or may be based on fault probabilities of

components.

The purpose of a preference criterion is to focus the

problem solving process on the probable cases, thus

distinguishing between preferred and non-preferred di

agnoses. However, we have to make sure that the ac

tual diagnosis (e.g. the actual modes of the compo

nents) is included in the set of preferred diagnoses in

case the diagnosis process stops in order to guaran

tee the correctness of the diagnosis process. Thus, we

require that after the diagnosis process stops the set

of preferred diagnoses only shrinks with additional in

formation which we formally define as reliability of a

preference criterion. A common stop criterion is that

no further discrimination between preferred diagnoses

is possible.

Definition 6 (Reliability of Preference) A preference

criterion for (SD, COMPS, OBS) is reliable w.r.t.

discrimination iff

if there is no further discriminating extension of OBS

and COMPS with respect to the preferred diagnoses

PDIAGS of (SD, COMPS, OBS)

then for all possible extensions (COMPS1, OBS') the

preferred diagnoses PDIAGS' \comps are a subset

of PDIAGS. I.e. a non-preferred diagnosis does not

become a preferred one by additional extensions.

There are two contrary objectives for designing a pref

erence criterion. The preference criterion should be

as selective as possible, in order to provide a useful

reduction of the candidate space. On the other hand

it should avoid the case where additional information

turns a non-preferred diagnosis into a preferred one al

though further discrimination w.r.t. the preferred di

agnoses is not possible. Then the likelihood of misdi

agnosis is low.

E.g. in our example we stopped extending the struc

ture focus because there was no possibility to dis

criminate w.r.t. the preferred diagnoses [CA] and [C5]

whereas there would have been a possibility to discrim

inate between all diagnoses.

This also reflects what engineers do if they use ad

ditional measurement equipment (i.e. extending the

set of components). They use redundant measurement

devices to differentiate because these devices may fail.

But at the point where such a failure is very unlikely,

they stop to use further equipment although there is

the possibility that all used measurement devices have

failed.

3.5 INDEPENDENCE W.R.T.

PREFERRED DIAGNOSES

Based on the reliability of preference criteria we can

infer the two following corollaries:

Corollary 1 Provided that the preference criterion

is reliable then the following equivalence holds:

There is no discriminating extension COMPS' of

IDP C COMPS where (COMPS' C COMPS \

IDP) with respect to the preferred diagnoses of

(SD, IDP, OBS) iff for all preferred diagnoses A< of

(SD, IDP, OBS) and diagnoses A, of (SD, COMPS\

IDP, OBS) follows that A< U A, is a diagnosis for

(SD,COMPS,OBS).

Corollary 2 Let (SD, COMPS, OBS) be a system,

IDP C COMPS an independent diagnosis problem,

and the preference criterion be reliable. If A is a pre

ferred diagnosis of (SD, COMPS, OBS) then A \1DP

is a preferred diagnosis of (SD, IDP, OBS).

Stating it differently, combining the preferred diag

noses of (SD, IDP, OBS) and (SD, COMPS\IDP,

OBS) yields a set of diagnoses of (SD, COMPS,

OBS) which is a superset of the set of preferred di

agnoses of (SD, COMPS, OBS).

4 STRATEGY

4.1 IDENTIFYING THE FOCUS OF

ATTENTION

Our focusing strategy is based on the observation that

diagnosis is mostly performed in cases where a mal

function of a physical system is evident, i.e. there is a

set of measurements which indicates faulty behavior.

Such malfunctioning is recognized by a user of the de

vice or a monitoring system which is not identical with

the diagnosis system in most cases. Typically, such a

monitoring system uses models different to those of the

diagnosis system due to the nature of its task, e.g. dif

ferent abstractions and simplifications, different views

according to physical aspects etc. [Struss, 1991].

The set of measurements supplied by the monitoring

system forms a symptom. The task of diagnosis is to

point out the causes of this symptom. Our system uses

symptoms to generate a first set of conflicts. This can

be supported by causal dependency information and

is easy to compute if the system and its components

have definite IO-behavior. In the case where no initial

symptom is supplied and no causal information can

be exploited, we start the simulation until a conflict is

detected. All components included in these conflicts

form the initial focus of attention. Clearly, there may

be also more sophisticated, domain-dependent strate

gies to identify the initial focus of attention.
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4.2 IDENTIFYING INDEPENDENT

DIAGNOSIS PROBLEMS

Having determined an appropriate focus of attention

our goal is to find the smallest independent diagnosis

problem which includes this focus of attention.

In the following we use the term structure focus SF to

denote the set of components we currently consider.

Definition 7 (Structure Focus)

Let {SD, COMPS, OBS) be a system. A structure

focus SF is a set of components: SF C COMPS.

Furthermore, we assume that the behavior of a compo

nent is described by a set of constraints and constraints

are connected by shared variables.

Let vars(D),D C COMPS be the set of variables

related to all components in D. Let border(SF) =

vars(COMPS\SF)C\vars(SF) be the set of variables

which establish a connection between the components

in the structure focus and the components outside the

structure focus.

The algorithm for an incremental extension of the

structure focus (which initially consists of the focus

of attention) then looks as follows:

Algorithm 1 Structural Focusing

1. SF «- FOA

2. VARS *- border(SF)

3. while VARS ^ 0 do

i <— select one variable of VARS

VARS <- VARS - x

if discrimination-possible-p(x,SF, DIAGS)

then

C *— select one component connected to x

SF «- SF U {C}

DIAGS' *- run-diagnosis(SZ), OBS, SF)

if DIAGS = DIAGS'

then

VARS — VARSU

(vars({C}) n vars(COMPS \ SF))

else

DIAGS — DIAGS'

goto 2.

4. STOP ;;; SF is an independent diagnosis problem

The structure focus is intially set to the focus of atten

tion and is then extended by a component connected

to some border variable if this extension discriminates

between the current diagnoses of the structure focus

(in this case discrimination-possible-p(x , SF, DIAGS)

is true). Diagnoses of the extended structure focus

are computed by run- diagnosis. In case this changes

the current set of diagnoses we have to re-consider all

border variables. This is done until the extension of

SF by any connected component does not allow to

discriminate between the current diagnoses.

The important decision in this algorithm is to find out

whether an extension of SF may discriminate between

diagnoses. Discrimination can only be achieved by ad

ditional conflicts which eliminate some diagnoses or

extend them by some additional components.

Remark 2 Let A be a consistent set of ab-literals

(representing candidates for diagnoses), CONFL a new

conflict. Then there are three different cases to be dis

tinguished:

1. A U {CONFL} is satisfiable.

(a) A |= CONFL.

(i.e. CONFL is already covered by A.)

(b) A fcfc CONFL.

(i.e. A has to be extended.)

2. A U {CONFL} is not satisfiable.

(i.e. A has to be eliminated.)

From the first case we see that a new conflict which

contains at least one ab-literal with the same sign from

each diagnosis is entailed by all diagnoses and does not

change the set of diangoses. Thus, a conflict CONFL

where comp(CONFL) C \JAeDIAGS comp(A) is al

ready covered, where DIAGS is the set of all diagnoses

of the current SF.

A conflict which does not mention any component of

the current SF is not entailed by any diagnosis of

SF, but is consistent with all these diagnoses and

therefore the second case applies for every diagno

sis. Thus, a conflict CONFL where comp(CONFL)D

Uapd/ags comP(A) = 0 contributes to another inde

pendent diagnosis problem.

In the last case A has to be eliminated because it can

not resolve the new conflict.

This motivates the following definition:

Definition 8 (Discriminating Conflict) Let DIAGS

be a set of diagnoses of a structure focus SF. A con

flict CONFL is discriminating w.r.t. DIAGS iff

• 3Ai G DIAGS s.t. Aj (= CONFL and

• 3A2 G DIAGS s.t. A2 £ CONFL

The following theorem relates discriminating conflicts

to discriminating extensions (and thus also to indepen

dent diagnosis problems).

Theorem 2 There is a discriminating extension

COMPS' of SF C COMPS where COMPS' C

COMPS \ SF iff there is a discriminating minimal

conflict of SF. ^

Thus, in order to determine whether discrimination-

possible-p(x,SF, DIAGS) is true for some variable x

we have to find out whether discriminating minimal

conflicts are possible.
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4.3 DETECTING POSSIBLE

DISCRIMINATING MINIMAL

CONFLICTS

Deciding whether a discriminating minimal conflict is

possible at some variable x is done by a kind of look-

ahead procedure which is quite similar to the proce

dure used to assess the results of potential observa

tions. Using constraints (possibly expressed by rules)

describing the behavior of components, the predictive

engine (i.e. the component of the diagnosis system

which is responsible for simulating the behavior of the

system to be diagnosed) derives value restrictions for

variables. A value restriction VR(x) for some variable

x is a maximal subset of its domain DOM(x) s.t. for

each assignment x = v where v G VR(x) the con

straint network is satisfiable. Let CS be a constraint

network then CS (= WveVR(x) x = v where no proper

subdisjunct is implied by CS.

A discrepancy which causes the detection of a con

flict occurs if the predictive engine derives two value

restrictions for a variable which are incompatible be

cause they are disjoint.

The decision procedure has to determine whether a

conflict which can be detected by a discrepancy po

tentially occurring at x would be discriminating.

Corollary 3 A discriminating minimal conflict exists

w.r.t. the current structure focus SF iff there is a

set of ab-literals EXT (comp(EXT) C COMPS \

SF), two diagnoses Ai, A2 of (SD,SF,OBS) and a

variable x s.t. VR(x) = 0 for SDuOBSlS Ai UEXT

and VR{x) ? 0 for SD U OBS U A2 U EXT.

Proof: This corollary corresponds to Theorem 2 by

making the condition for the existence of a discrimi

nating extension of ab-literals explicit. D

For deciding if a discriminating minimal conflict is

possible without investigating other components than

those included in the current structure focus, the fol

lowing condition has to be checked:

Condition 1 A conflict indicated by a potential dis

crepancy at variable x may be discriminating and min

imal w.r.t. the current structure focus SF and diag

noses DIAGS of (SD, SF, OBS) iff

3Ai,A2 G DIAGS and a set of value assign

ments for a subset SUB of the border variables

VA = {xt = v{\xi G SUB C border(SF) -

x,Vi G DOM(xi)} s.t. the value restriction VR\(x) in

duced by AuVA,SD,OBS and VR2(x) induced by

A2, VA, SD, OBS are incompatible.

A discriminating minimal conflict is possible whenever

there is a value assignment to the variables at the bor

der which invalidates one diagnosis of the structure

focus but is consistent with another one.

Condition 1 is also sufficient: if the condition is not

met then there is no discriminating minimal conflict.

This means that the procedure basically has to check

whether diagnoses predict or do not predict a partic

ular value restriction.

The following remark is a special case of condition 1 .

Remark 3 A sufficient condition that no discriminat

ing minimal conflict is possible is:

all diagnoses of (SD, SF, OBS) predict a specific value

for all x G border(SF) and they agree on the value for

each x.

Example 1 Reconsider our example. There are two

preferred diagnoses [C4] and [C5] of the structure fo

cus CI, C4, C5, . . . , C9 both predicting 1 at the output

of CI. Note, that the output of CI is the only border

variable and therefore we are allowed to stop the ex

tension of the structure focus. CI, C4, C5, . . . , C9 is

an independent diagnosis problem.

Using the notion of prime implicates we can rephrase

this condition corresponding to results in [Mcllraith

and Reiter, 1991] for discrimination between diagnoses

using additional observations.

Definition 9 (Prime Implicate) A prime implicate of

a propositional formula E is a clause C such that

1. E|=C

2. For no proper subclause C of C does E |= C

Condition 2 Let DIAGS be the set of diagnoses of

(SD,SF,OBS).

A discriminating minimal conflict is possible at x iff

there are diagnoses Ai, A2 G DIAGS and a value as

signment x — v and value assignments VA = {ii =

Vi\xi G border(SF) — x,Vi G DOM(xi)} and prime im

plicates ->H' V 1 = v and ->H" V x / v of SDL) OBS

where H' and H" are subconjuncts of Hi = Ai A

Ax^VitVA *i = vi and Hi = A2 A A«.=UleVM xi = »•••

This alternative characterization also provides a basis

for an implementation of our procedure: As shown in

[Reiter and de Kleer, 1987] the principal task of an

assumption-based truth maintenance system (ATMS)

[de Kleer, 1986] is the computation of all prime im

plicates of a background theory. Therefore, in cases

where the predictive engine uses an ATMS to record

its inference steps, we can simply exploit the labels

computed by the ATMS to decide whether a discrim

inating minimal conflict is potentially possible.

4.4 DEALING WITH INCOMPLETENESS

We showed in the previous section that the evaluation

of Condition 1 is very efficient if every diagnosis of a
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structure focus predicts a unique value for all border

variables of the structure focus. We only have to com

pare the values of the border variables.

However, if some diagnoses do not predict a value for

some border variables then the costs of deciding if no

discriminating minimal conflict exists for such a vari

able have to be compared to the costs of extending

the structure focus. This decision is related to pre

processing techniques employed in constraint networks

(e.g. [Dechter and Pearl, 1989]). Additionally, there is

a close relation between deciding whether there may

exist a discriminating minimal conflict and the inter-

changeability of values ([Freuder, 1991]) of the border

variables with respect to the diagnoses of the structure

focus.

One strategy to eliminate border variables where no

value is predicted is to show that all constraints which

link a variable to other variables of the actual struc

ture focus are redundant. [Dechter and Dechter, 1987]

deals with removing redundancies in constraint net

works showing the benefits for solving constraint sat

isfaction problems.

In the following we state several conditions for the re

dundancy of causal constraints (defined in [Dechter

and Pearl, 1991], p. 1169) of a constraint network

(e.g. the actual structure focus) SF. Note, that any

assignment to the input variables of a causal constraint

is legal.

1. A causal constraint C is redundant if the output

variables of C are not connected to any other con

straint (Note, that observations are constraints).

2. Let C be a constraint where values are predicted

at the outputs of C and I' C I is the set of input

variables which are connected to other constraints

and where no value is predicted. If any value as

signments to input variables /' are consistent with

the causal constraint C then C is redundant.

3. Let C be a causal constraint where values are pre

dicted at the outputs of C. If we use a rule-based

approach to model functional constraints, then it

is sufficient to check if simulation rules [Davis,

1984], (i.e. rules using some input variables to de

duce the value of an output) are applicable s.t. a

value is assigned to each output, i.e. these rules

are consistent with the value assigned to the out

puts.

The conditions described for removing redundancy are

efficient to evaluate. These conditions introduce a lin

ear time overhead in the number of constraints. Note,

that removing constraints is monotonic, i.e. we can re

use the pruned structure focus if it has to be extended.

Although these conditions are computationally very

easy to evaluate they are powerful for limiting the ex

tension of the structure focus. In the following exam

ple we demonstrate how the simulation of n-bit ripple

carry adder (introduced by [de Kleer and Williams,

1990]) can be limited to four components instead of

5xn components.

Consider an n-bit ripple carry adder depicted in Fig

ure 2. If a component is behaving abnormally, then

the output is either stuck at zero or stuck at one. Fur

thermore, the preference criterion focuses on minimal

diagnoses, e.g. non-minimal diagnoses are not consid

ered.

XOR

Xln-

XOR
Qn 1

il„ 1

L
AND

A2n_

Cn_i

72- - AND

OR

C?r-
XOR

X2„

/In

XOR

Xl„

L
AND

A2n
Cr.

OR

11. AND

Aln

oi„

o

Figure 2: n-bit Ripple Carry Adder

Suppose that all inputs except the most significant bit

are zero, i.e. 71 = 2n_1 and 11 = 2n_1, but the output

Q is 0 and also C„ is 0. Using a monitoring model one

can easily find the wrong output bits:

100000...

+ 100000...

observed

observed

1000000... predicted

0000000... observed

Using signal tracing we identify components Al„, A2n,

Oln, Xln as our focus of attention and initial struc

ture focus. At least one of these components has to

be abnormal. Running the diagnostic engine on this

structure focus leads to two minimal diagnoses [Aln]

and [01n]- Note, that there are two variables included

in the border of the structure focus, i.e. both inputs

of A2„. We call the input connected to the output of

Xln inl and the other in2. Both diagnoses agree on

the value of ml which is 0. However, both diagnoses

do not predict a value for in2. Since a simulation rule

of A2n is applicable, constraint A2„ is redundant and

can be deleted, i.e. in2 is masked. It follows that fn2

can be eliminated from the border. Since all diagnoses

agree on the values of the remaining border variables,

the actual structure focus is an independent diagno

sis problem. After observing the output of Aln, where
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the only discriminating observations are, the diagnosis

process stops.

Combining the monitoring model and our technique

for discrimination-driven focusing we limited the sim

ulation to four components needed in the diagnosis

phase.

5 CONCLUSIONS

We have presented an approach which deals with struc

tural complexity using the concept of independent

diagnosis problems. By focusing on minimal inde

pendent diagnosis problems and considering different

such problems separately we can reduce the number

of components which have to be considered for be

havior prediction and the number of candidates for

diagnosis to be investigated. The algorithm for main

taining the structural focus uses a decision procedure

which can exploit ATMS-labels in ATMS-based diag

nosis systems like GDE+ [Struss and Dressier, 1989] or

SHERLOCK [de Kleer and Williams, 1989] and thus

reduces the additional overhead in such systems. Con

sequently, our approach significantly broadens the ap

plicability of model-based diagnosis.
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APPENDIX: PROOFS

Theorem 1

There is no discriminating extension COMPS' of

IDP C COMPS (COMPS' C COMPS\IDP) iff

for all diagnoses A,- of (SD, IDP, OBS) and A, of

(SD, COMPS\IDP, OBS) follows that A,- U A; is a

diagnosis for (SD, COMPS, OBS).

Proof: (=^) Assume that there is no discrimi

nating extension of IDP and there is a diagno

sis Aj of (SD, IDP, OBS) and a diagnosis Aj of

(SD,COMPS \ IDP, OBS) such that A, U Aj is

not a diagnosis for (SD, COMPS, OBS). Therefore,

Aj U Aj U SD U OBS is inconsistent.

Because there is no discriminating extension of IDP it

follows that all diagnoses of IDP are inconsistent with

SDUOBSl) Aj. Therefore, SDUOBS \= ->Aj which

is a contradiction to the fact that A; is a diagnosis of

(SD,COMPS\IDP,OBS).

(•^) Assume that for all diagnoses Ai of (SD, IDP,

OBS) and Ay of (SD, COMPS \ IDP, OBS) follows

that A, U Aj is a diagnosis for (SD, COMPS, OBS)

but there is a discriminating extension COMPS' of

IDP.

In this case there are two diagnoses Ai,A2 of

(SD, IDP, OBS) such that

• SD U OBS U EXT U Ai satisfiable

• SD U OBS U EXT U A2 not satisfiable

with comp(EXT) C COMPS'.

It follows that SDUOBSUEXT is satisfiable and

therefore there is a diagnosis Aj D EXT of

(SD,COMPS\IDP,OBS). However, A2UAj is not

a diagnosis for (SD, COMPS, OBS) which is a con

tradiction to the presupposition. □

Theorem 2 There is a discriminating extension

COMPS' of SF C COMPS where COMPS' C

COMPS \ SF iff there is a discriminating minimal

conflict of SF.

Proof: (^) Since a discriminating extension

COMPS' exists, there are two diagnoses Ai, A2

for (SD,SF,OBS) and a set of ab-literals EXT

(comp(EXT) C COMPS') such that

• SDU0BS\JEXTUA1 satisfiable

• SD U OBS U EXT U A2 not satisfiable.

Therefore, VteA3 UEXT ""^ 's a conflict set and A2 ^

VleAjUbxt "'L. Note, that Ai and A2 contain

the same ab-literals but at least one sign of an ab-

literal contained in both diagnoses differs. Further

more \ZieExr "'L 's not a conflict since SD U OBS U

EXT U Ai is satisfiable. Therefore every consis

tent extension of EXT by some ab-literals SUB C

{->ab(c), ab(c)\c € SF} which leads to an inconsistency

with SD U OBS has to contain at least one ab-literal

of Ai with opposite sign. Therefore the negation of

EXT (J SUB is a conflict set which is implied by Ai.

Since every conflict of this form is implied by Ai also

the minimal ones are implied.

(<=■) Let DIAGS be a set of diagnoses of a structure

focus SF and CONFL be a discriminating minimal

conflict w.r.t. DIAGS. Therefore, there are at least

two diagnoses in DIAGS such that

• Ai |= CONFL and

• A2 £ CONFL
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A2 is a diagnosis for SF and therefore implies all con

flicts which mention only components of SF. It fol

lows, CONFL is a consistent disjunction of ab-literals

containing some literals not mentioned in Az- We

call EXT = -iCONFL \comps\sf which consists

of ab-literals not mentioning components of SF and

SUB = -iCONFL \sf including the ab-literals men

tioning components of SF.

Since A2 does not imply CONFL, ab-literals of A2

and SUB have same signs. Therefore SUB is a sub

set of A2. This subset is not empty since Ai implies

CONFL and therefore some ab-literals of Ai are con

tained in SUB and have opposite signs.

Since CONFL is a conflict SD U OBS U {-<CONFL}

is inconsistent. Since ->CONFL is a subconjunct of

A2U{->£'XT} there exists an extension to SF s.t.

SD U OBS U A2 U {-<EXT} is not satisfiable.

Finally, we have to show that there exists a diagnosis

Ax of (SD, SF, OBS) s.t. SD U OBSUA:U {^EXT}

is satisfiable. Suppose this set of sentences is unsatis-

fiable, i.e. for every diagnosis A,- of (SD,SF,OBS)

SD\JOBSl)AiU{-iEXT} is unsatisfiable. There

fore, EXT itself is a conflict set. It follows that EXT

is a strict subdisjunct of CONFL because some ab-

literals of CONFL have to mention components of

SF. This is a contradiction to the fact that CONFL

is a minimal conflict set. Q

Corollary 1 Provided that the preference criterion

is reliable then the following equivalence holds:

There is no discriminating extension COMPS' of

IDP C COMPS where {COMPS' C COMPS \

IDP) with respect to the preferred diagnoses of

(SD, IDP, OBS) iff for all preferred diagnoses A, of

(SD, IDP, OBS) and diagnoses A, of (SD, COMPS\

IDP, OBS) follows that A,- U A;- is a diagnosis for

(SD,COMPS,OBS).

Proof: (=>) Assume that there is no discrimi

nating extension of IDP and there is a diagno

sis A,- of (SD, IDP, OBS) and a diagnosis A,- of

(SD, COMPS \ IDP, OBS) such that A,UA;- is

not a diagnosis for (SD, COMPS, OBS). Therefore,

A,- U A;- U SD U OBS is inconsistent.

Because there is no discriminating extension of IDP

it follows that all preferred diagnoses of IDP are in

consistent with SDUOBSUAj. Since Aj is a diag

nosis for (SD, COMPS \ IDP, OBS) it follows that

SD U OBS is consistent and therefore a diagnosis for

(SD, COMPS, OBS) exists. It follows that a diagno

sis for (SD, IDP, OBS) exists which is not in the set

of preferred diagnoses. Therefore, there is an extension

to (SD, IDP, OBS) s.t. a non-preferred diagnosis be

comes a preferred one. This contradicts the reliability

of the preference criterion.

(•^)4 Assume that for all preferred diagnoses

A, of (SD,IDP,OBS) and all diagnoses A, of

(SD, COMPS \ IDP,OBS) follows that A,UA;- is

a diagnosis for (SD, COMPS, OBS) but there is a

discriminating extension COMPS' oilDP.

In this case there are two preferred diagnoses Ai,A2

of (SD, IDP, OBS) such that

• SD U OBS U EXT U Ai satisfiable

• SD U OBS U EXT U A2 not satisfiable

with comp(EXT) C COMPS'.

It follows that SDVOBSUEXT is satisfiable and

therefore there is a diagnosis A;- D EXT of

(SD,COMPS\IDP,OBS). However, A2 U Aj is not

a diagnosis for (SD, COMPS, OBS) which is a con

tradiction to the presupposition. D

Corollary 2 Let (SD, COMPS, OBS) be a system,

IDP C COMPS an independent diagnosis problem,

and the preference criterion be reliable.

If A is a preferred diagnosis of (SD, COMPS, OBS)

then A \idp is a preferred diagnosis of (SD, IDP,

OBS).

Proof: Suppose A is a preferred diagnosis of

(SD, COMPS, OBS) but A \IDP is not a preferred

diagnosis of (SD, IDP, OBS). In this case COMPS\

IDP is an extension to (SD, IDP, OBS) s.t. the pre

ferred diagnoses PDIAGS \idp is not a subset of the

preferred diagnoses of (SD, IDP, OBS) which is a

contradiction to the reliability of the preference crite

rion. D
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Abstract

The functionality of Assumption-Based Truth

Maintenance Systems (ATMS's) have made them

a widely used tool in Artificial Intelligence. But

many tasks such as commonsense reasoning, diag

nosis and dynamic constraint satisfaction require a

form of non-monotonic reasoning beyond the scope

of the ATMS. The Minimality Maintenance System

(MMS) has the same functionality and supports ex

actly the same set of transactions as the ATMS ex

cept that the underlying theory is circumscribed ac

cording to some circumscriptive policy. To build a

MMS we generalize the notion of a support, which is

at the foundation of ATMSs, to that of circumscrip

tive supports. The circumscriptive supports can be

obtained by constructing the prime implicates of

the originally supplied set of formulae augmented

by formulae which characterize the circumscriptive

policy. The MMS has been completely implemented

and tested on many examples.

1 Introduction

Many AI implementations perform non-monotonic rea

soning of some kind. Truth maintenance systems

evolved, in part, to facilitate the implementation of

problem-solvers which needed to perform non-monotonic

reasoning. A key advantage of truth maintenance sys

tems is that they precisely formalize a key inferential

component with no requirement that the rest of the task

be formalized. This property is responsible for the wide

use of TMSs in AI because most actual implementations

are not embedded within a formal or logical framework.

Unfortunately, most TMSs still do not support the

full scope of non-monotonic reasoning required in im

plementations. Hence, many implementations still, with

the help of some form of TMS, perform non-monotonic

reasoning themselves. (Some of the first TMSs were

non-monotonic (e.g., [10]) but their semantics have often

been murky and they have not found widespread use.)

2 Task

For many applications an Assumption-Based Truth

Maintenance System (ATMS) [2; 26] provides the neces

sary functionality. The ATMS is provided a sequence of

propositional clauses interspersed with queries. A query

takes the form of a literal /. The ATMS is expected to

respond with every shortest clause S for which S V / is a

logical consequence, but S is not a logical consequence,

of the clauses transmitted thus far to the ATMS. Two

generic examples of ATMS use are in search and abduc

tion. In abduction tasks, ->S is an hypothesis, which, if

known, sanctions the conclusion /. For efficient search

->S defines a most general context in which C holds.

ATMSs have found widespread use in AI applications

such as diagnosis, qualitative physics, and constraint

propagation.

The ATMS is purely propositional and does not itself

perform any non-monotonic inference — that is left to

rest of the implementation. One of the most important

approaches to non-monotonicity is circumscription [18].

We have developed a Minimality Maintenance System

which has the same functionality of the ATMS except

with respect to some circumscriptive policy. An MMS is

provided a sequence of propositional clauses and amend

ments to the circumscriptive policy (i.e., which literals

are minimized, fixed, or allowed to vary) interspersed

with queries. Given a query /, the MMS is expected

to respond with every shortest clause S for which S V /

is a logical consequence of circumscribing the clause se

quence with respect to the current circumscriptive pol

icy. The advantages of this are twofold: (1) the prob

lem solver can now work with theories which are inher

ently circumscriptive, (2) (non-monotonic) functionality

which used to have to be implemented in the inference

engine can now shifted to the MMS. For example, diag

nostic models which are inherently circumscriptive (such

as [23]) can now be implemented directly. Also dynamic

constraint satisfaction problems (DCSP) (such as [21])

can now be implemented directly. In addition, both of

these systems restrict the form of the models and con

straints to facilitate a special-purpose implementation.

This restriction is removed when using the MMS.

Ginsberg [13] developed a circumscriptive theorem

prover which, given a query Q and a theory T, deter

mines whether Q follows from the circumscribed theory

T. Ginsberg used an ATMS-like mechanism to support

this task, however, he addresses a quite different task

than we do. The MMS is different in three fundamen

tal ways: (1) it performs the abduction task — for each

query it returns a set of clauses which, if true, make the

query true in the circumscribed theory, (2) it compiles

its results so that answers to queries are immediate and
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involve no additional reasoning — this makes queries

very inexpensive, and (3) it is incremental.

We consider a propositional language £ with a finite

set of propositional symbols S. The connectives A, —►,

V and -> are defined in the usual way, as are the for

mulas of the language. A propositional symbol is also

called a positive literal. The negation of a propositional

symbol is called a negative literal. A clause is a dis

junction of literals (positive or negative) with no literal

repeated. A clause containing only one literal is called

a unit clause. Let C and C" be two clauses. C — C de

notes a clause whose literals are those in the difference

of C and C". The empty clause is noted 0. For X C S,

X~ denotes the set {->x \ x € X). Let A be a set of

models of our language and Q be a set of propositional

formulae. We say that A |= fi just in the case every

model of A assigns true to every formula of fi. For a set

of propositional formulae E of C, the set of models of the

language C which assign true to every formula of E is

denoted [E]. For the purpose of defining propositional

circumscription, the set of propositional symbols S is

partitioned into three distinguished subsets: the mini

mized set V, the varying set V, and the fixed set T. A

circumscription policy is defined using minimal models

semantics as follows:

Definition 1 Let M and N be two models of a set of a

set of propositional formulae E. M is smaller than N

noted M < N iff:

1. N assigns true to every propositional symbol of V

for which M assigns true.

2. M and N assign the same truth value to every

propositional symbol of T .

A model M of a propositional formulae E is minimal if

every model smaller than M assigns the same truth value

to every propositional symbol ofV. The set of minimal

models o/E is notated C7#C(E).

In order to extend the functionality of ATMSs for cir

cumscriptive theories it is necessary to restate the defi

nition of a support used in ATMSs [26] .

Definition 2 Let M be a set of models of the propo

sitional language C. A clause C is a M-support for a

clause K if the two following conditions hold:

1. M\=-tC-+K.

2. M£C.

A minimal Af -support for a clause K is a A4-support of

K such that no proper subclause is a M-support of K.

The definition of a Af-support generalizes the defi

nition of a support used by Reiter and de Kleer [26].

For a set of propositional formulae E, a [E]-support is

simply called a support and corresponds to Reiter's and

de Kleer's definition of a support given E. One may con

sider —>C as a "simplest" conjecture which "explains" K

given E. Explanations are conjunctions of literals. A

simplest explanation is one for which no proper sub-

conjunct is an explanation. It is important to observe

that a minimal support clause C for a clause K is relative

to E. If E incompletely characterizes a state of affairs,

then ->C might not be the simplest conjecture which

sanctions K in that state of affairs. Circumscribing E

copes with incomplete knowledge by jumping to conclu

sions which do not follow from E alone. We can ex

ploit circumscription policies to modify the set of expla

nations by considering C//ZC(E)-supports, called here,

circumscriptive-supports. A minimal circumscriptive-

support C for a clause K conjectures that —C is a sim

plest hypothesis which explains K given E and the cir

cumscription policy. Introducing circumscription mod

ifies the set of explanations in various ways. It may

be the case that a clause C is a minimal support for a

clause K although C is not a circumscriptive-support

for K. Therefore, the circumscriptive theory eliminates

->C from the set of explanations for K. Another typical

case is when a minimal support C for a clause K is still

a circumscriptive-support for K but is not a minimal

circumscriptive-support. In such a case the circumscrip

tive theory provides a shorter explanation for K than

the conjunction of literals appearing in ->C. It may also

be the case that a clause C is a minimal circumscriptive-

support for a clause K although C is not a support for

K. Therefore the circumscriptive theory generates the

new explanation ->C for K.

The following examples highlight some of the differ

ences between minimal supports and minimal circum

scriptive supports:

Example 1. Suppose that Ej consists of:

{[/i V Pl V -p2],[/2 V Pl],[/3 V fx V Pi],[p2 vVl]}.

Let us search for explanations for the literals p2, V\ and

-ipi. Considering [Ei] leads us to the following mini

mal supports for them (we use MIN(x) to indicate the

minimal supports for x):

MIN(p2): ->p2, wi-

MIN(ui): p2, ->t>i.

MIN(-pi): pi.

Consider the circumscriptive policy for Ej: V —

{Pi.P2},V = {vi},T - {fi,f2,h}- For simplicity

we identify a model and the corresponding set of positive

literals which are assigned to true: The minimal models

of Ei are: {wi./i./j./s}, {»i,/i,/a}, M3 : {v1,f2,f3},

M4 : {pi.vi./a}, M5 : {pi,t>i,/i,/3}. Every minimal

model of Ei assigns true to ->p2 and true to v\. ->pi

exactly holds in all minimal models of Ei which either

assigns true to the conjunction f\ A f2 or to the con

junction /2 A fz. In particular, CIRC{T,\) sanctions

the following conclusions which do not follow from Ei

alone: -ip2, »i, /i A /2 -» ->pi, /2A/3 -» ->pi. Since

->P2 follows from the circumscription policy there is no

minimal circumscriptive-supports for p2. Since V\ fol

lows from the circumscription policy, the empty clause

is the minimal circumscriptive-support for v\ . Although

the circumscription policy does not conjecture that ->pi

holds, it restricts the cases where pi holds and pro

vides non-trivial circumscriptive supports for ->pi (we

use MINC(z) to refer to the minimal circumscriptive

supports for x):
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MINC(p2): none.

MINC^): 0.

MINC(-pi): pi, -./jVn/j, -/2V-1/3.

This example illustrates the three different ways the

circumscription policy modifies the set of explanations.

The circumscriptive theory (1) eliminates explanations

for P2 (2) shortens explanations for vj and (3) introduces

new explanations for ->pi .

Example 2. Consider a simple circuit comprising two

components: a light bulb and a battery. A diagnosis

engine has to conjecture the potential causes for failures.

To achieve this task the diagnosis engine is given the

following set E3 of propositional formulae involving the

ground literals {ab(battery), ab(bulb), light, current} :

-<ab(battery) —* current,

current A ->a6(6u/6) —» light,

light A ->a6(6u/6) —» current,

light.

MIN(->curren<): current.

MIN(-.a6(6u/6)): ab(bulb).

UlN(-<ab(battery)): ab(battery).

A circumscriptive theory of diagnosis [23; 25] intro

duces a parsimony principle which allows us to jump

to the conclusion that components are not abnormal

when there is no evidence to the contrary. This leads

us to minimize the cases where the literals ab(bulb) and

ab(battery) hold:

V = {ab(bulb),ab(battery)}.

There is a whole spectrum of parsimony principles de

pending on the choice of a particular circumscription

policy (i.e., the choice of the varying and fixed sets).

As the varying set increases and the fixed set decreases

more components are exonerated (i.e., shown to be not

abnormal). The parsimony principle introduced in [25]

is at one end of the spectrum and corresponds to the

choice where the fixed set is empty. [23] motivates the

choice of a different parsimony principle corresponding

to the circumscription policy for which the varying set

is empty:

V = {}, T = {current, light}.

CIRCiT,^) circumscribes the abnormal behavior of the

bulb and the battery to the case where there is no

current allowing us to infer ab(bulb) —► ->current and

ab(battery) —^ -icurrent. As a consequence the circum

scribed theory sanctions the two following conclusions,

called alibis (because the normality of one component

exonerates another) [23], which exclude the manifes

tation of single faults: -'ab(bulb) —» ->ab{battery) and

->ab{battery) —+ ->ab{bulb). Therefore:

MINC(->curren<): current, ->ab(bulb), -<ab(battery).

MINC(->o6(6u/6)): -^current, ab(bulb), ab(battery).

MlNC(->ab(battery)): -'current, ab(bulb), ab(battery).

3 Characterizing circumscriptive

supports

A characterization of minimal supports is given in [26]

using the notion of prime implicates. Reiter and de Kleer

show that there is a direct mapping between minimal

supports for unit clauses and the set of prime implicates.

We generalize this result to provide a useful characteri

zation of minimal circumscriptive supports using prime

implicates. In order to provide such a characterization

we need some intermediate results.

3.1 Circumscriptive implicates

As an intermediate step we introduce the notion of prime

A'f-implicate which generalizes the notion of prime im

plicate.

Definition 3 Let M be a set of models of the proposi

tional language C. A M-implicate is a clause C such

that: M ^ C. A prime M-implicate is an Ai-implicate

such that no proper subclause is a M-implicaie. The set

of prime M-implicates is noted PI(M).

For a set of propositional formulae E, prime

[E]-implicates correspond to the notion of prime-

implicates used in [26]. We call C7ftC(E)-implicates

circumscriptive-implicates. Considering prime M-

implicates provides us with the following characteriza

tion of minimal A'f-supports for unit clauses:

Theorem 1 Let M be a set of models ofC A clause C

is a minimal SA-support for a unit clause {/}, iff there

is a prime M-implicate II ofM such as C = II — {/}.

Let E be a set of propositional formulae. Apply

ing Theorem 1 to CIRC{T>) shows that there is a di

rect mapping between minimal circumscriptive-supports

and prime circumscriptive-implicates. Therefore the

characterization of prime circumscriptive-supports is re

duced to the characterization of prime circumscriptive-

implicates.

Example 1 (continued). Applying Theorem 1

to CIRC{T,\) shows that the (non-trivial) minimal

circumscriptive-supports can be deduced from the fol

lowing set of (non-tautological) prime circumscriptive-

implicates of [Ei]:

{-p2, v1 , hpi v-1/1 v-i/s], [-pi v-/2v-/3], [fsVpi], [h v

/3vPl]}.

3.2 Minimizers

Our basic strategy is to augment the set of propositional

formulae E with an additional set of formulae E' such

that the prime circumscriptive implicates are the prime

implicates of EUE'. E' will include one additional min-

imizer formula for each minimized symbol. Consider a

set of propositional formulae E and a literal p in the

minimized set V. The role of the minimizer for p is to

characterize when the circumscription policy conjectures

->p. Intuitively the minimization process resulting from

the circumscription policy leads us to conclude ->p when
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there is no evidence to the contrary. Therefore, the min-

imizer for p is the 'weakest' DNF formula which ensures

that there is no evidence that p holds. But the min

imal support for p provides an easy way to construct

the weakest such formula. More precisely, let C be a

minimal support for p. Since [E] ^= ->C —» p, ->C is

a minimal condition that must be met in order that E

sanctions p. If all the minimal supports for p hold, then

there is no longer any evidence that p holds. Under the

condition that the conjunction of all minimal supports

for p hold the circumscription policy sanctions ->p. How

ever, the circumscription policy lets some literals vary in

the minimization. Evidence that p holds based on set of

varying literals are disregarded. This motivates the fol

lowing definition of minimizer:

Definition 4 Let E be a set of propositional formulae,

and p be a literal ofV. The minimizer of p, noted n{p),

is the conjunction of all the minimal support clauses of

p with respect to E which contain only literals in VU!FU

Theorem 2 Let E be a set of propositional formulae.

CIRC{Y.) = [E U {/i(p) —p | p G V)\.

Example 1 (continued). There are three prime-

implicates containing the literal pi : ->p\ V p\ , ft V p\

and /i V fz V p\ . Applying Theorem 1 to [E] shows that

MIN(pi)= {--pi,/2,/i V/3}. From the definition of the

minimizer of pj it follows that:

fi(pi) = f2A[f1s/f3].

From theorem 2:

CIRC(Z1)\=^p1 = f2A[hVf3\.

The following Corollary enables the construction of the

MMS:

Corollary 1 Let E be a set of propositional formulae.

A clause C is a minimal circumscriptive support for a

literal I iff there is prime implicate U of [E U {/*(p) —►

T I P G V}], such as C = II - {/}.

4 The non-incremental algorithm

Our incremental MMS algorithm includes a number of

not immediately obvious innovations to preserve as much

previous work as possible. Therefore, we first describe

a direct MMS algorithm which follows the theorems di

rectly. The MMS is given a set of propositional formulae

and asked to produce the minimal circumscriptive sup

ports for unit clauses.

1. The formulae are reduced to their prime implicates,

n.

2. Find all clauses in II containing at least one lit

eral from V where the rest of the literals are from

V U T U T~ . From these clauses construct the mini-

mizers for each p.

3. Construct the formula /i(p) —♦ ->p for each p G V

having a minimizer.

4. Compute the prime implicates of II and the formulae

of the previous step.

The circumscriptive prime implicates can now be read

of directly from the final set of prime implicates.

5 An incremental algorithm

Our incremental algorithm uses the incremental prime

implicate algorithm described in [9]. The fact that the

addition of any formula always reduces the number of

models, makes incremental ATMS algorithms easy to

design. However, the direct incremental analog does not

work for a MMS because the addition of a new formula

can result in more models of the circumscribed theory.

Fortunately, with the use of prime implicates we can pin

point which minimized symbols are affected and there

fore preserve as much as possible of the previous MMS

computations.

In our MMS implementation all symbols are presumed

to vary unless indicated otherwise. We create a new

symbol A(p) for every minimized symbol p. The idea

is that every minimizer we construct for p will be made

contingent on ~>A(p) such that it can easily be changed

as new information is obtained about p. We designate

the set of A(p)'s as A. The MMS maintains a single

data base n of prime implicates.

Our MMS supports the following transactions:

1. Request for the minimal circumscriptive supports for

a literal.

2. Changing a symbol between minimized, varying and

fixed.

3. Adding new formulae.

To find the minimal circumscriptive supports for a

literal / we perform the following steps:

1. Construct Q consisting of all clauses in n which men

tion /.

2. Remove all elements of Al) {/} from the clauses in Q.

3. Remove all clauses from Q which are subsumed by

some other.

Changing a symbol p from minimized to varying is

achieved by removing all clauses from n containing A(p)

and removing A(p) from A. Changing a symbol p from

varying to minimized is achieved by creating the mini

mizer fi(p) and symbol A(p) and updating n by comput

ing the prime implicates of n and ~>A(p) —<■ [/*(p) —► ->p].

The other cases follow similarly and are described in the

long version of the paper.

The following is a sketch of the algorithm to add new

formulae to an existing data base of prime implicates

n. A key to understanding the algorithm is to observe

that the MMS algorithm maintains the invariant that

the minimizer of every A(p) is always empty.

1. The new formulae are reduced to their prime impli

cates 7T.
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2. Using the incremental prime implicate algorithm re

place II with the prime implicates of II U n. If II does

not change, then we are done.

3. Construct the minimizer for every A(p) G A.

Find all clauses in II containing at least one lit

eral from A where the rest of the literals are from

V UAL) FU T~ . All such clauses must be new

clauses resulting from the addition of ir. If there are

none, then we are done. From these clauses construct

the minimizers for the A(p).

4. For each A(p) having a non-empty minimizer, con

struct a new symbol A'(p) and the formula ->A'{p) —►

5. Using the incremental prime implicate algorithm re

place II with the prime implicates of II and the new

formulae produced in the preceding step.

6. Remove each minimized A(p) from A and remove from

II all clauses mentioning it. Then rename each A'(p)

to A(p).

Step 3 incorporates the minimizer formulation intro

duced in this paper. The surrounding steps focus on pre

serving previous work. Thus if a new formula is added

which is propoeitionally entailed, then the algorithm ter

minates at Step 2. In Step 3, if the new formulae do

not affect the minimizers, then the algorithm terminates.

Step 4 only computes the changes to the minimizers in

duced by the new formulae. Thus, symbols which are

unaffected by the new formulae produce no additional

work, and Step 4 constructs only the incremental change

to the minimizers of the affected symbols. Therefore,

we see that circumscription which is often viewed as a

global operation on a theory can, in fact, be reduced to

a sequence of local operations.

Let us do example 1. The circumscriptive policy is:

V = {pi,P2},V = {vx),F = {/x, /,,/,}.

Initially there are no clauses. The minimizer for both

Pi and p2 is thus empty and thus II contains (we will

only include the non-tautologous prime implicates):

{A(pi) V -ip! , A(p2) V ->p2}.

Thus, ->pi and -ip2 hold in the circumscribed theory.

Now the MMS receives the clause: f\ V p\ V ->P2 . This

clause is itself a prime implicate. The other resulting

prime implicate, A{p\) V ->p2 V f\, does not contribute

to the minimizer of A(j>\), therefore no additional min

imizer is needed. Now the MMS receives the clause:

/2 Vpi- This clause is itself a prime implicate. The

other prime implicate A(p\) V /2 will result in a min

imizer for A(pi). Adding the minimizer results in the

following two prime implicates: ->pi V ->/2 V A'{j>\) and

->p2 V/i V ->A'(pi). Now we see that -ipi and ->p2 no

longer hold universally but only under certain condi

tions. For example, ->px holds only when /2 is true which

exactly what we would intuitively expect given that the

clause /2 Vpi has been added. For expository purposes

we will not rename A'{p\) to .A(pi). Now the MMS is

provided the clause /3 V /i V pi . But this clause resolves

with no other so it itself becomes a prime implicate.

However, this clause does affect p\. We have to con

struct another symbol A"{p\) and adding the minimizer

for A'{p\ ) results in the following three new prime impli

cates: -.Pl V -./i V -n/2 V A"(Pl ) , -pi V -/2 V -/3 VA"(pi ) ,

-,p2V/i V->/2Vi4"(pi). Notice that for the first time ->pj

is no longer holds universally. Finally, the MMS is pro

vided the clause p2 Vwi. In addition to itself, this results

in new prime implicates: f\ V ->/2 V ->/3 V i>i V A"(p\),

A(p2) V vi, pi V /i V t»i. However, none of these clauses

affects the minimization. So no new minimizers need be

constructed. A quick check will show that the result

ing set of prime implicates is equivalent to those given

earlier.

6 Conclusions

This paper has described the MMS, a general, efficient

and incremental system for performing abduction on cir

cumscribed theories. It performs exactly the right kind

of analysis required for diagnosis and dynamic constraint

satisfaction tasks. In addition, by being incremental, it

fully supports the sequential character of these tasks —

allowing new observations and constraints to be added

while maximally preserving old work. This is achieved

by recognizing that circumscription, which is usually

thought of as a global operation, can be reduced to a

set of (often) local minimizations and thus only those

minimizers affected by a new observation or constraint

provoke additional computation.
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7 Appendix: Proofs of Theorems

Theorem 1 Let M be a set of models of C. A clause C

is a minimal M -support for a unit clause {/}, iff there

is a prime M-implicate II of Ai such as C = II — {/}.

Proof. =*• Let C be a minimal .M-support of the unit

clause {/}. Consider the clause II = CU {/}. Since C is

a A^-support for {/}, II is a A4-implicate. Let us show

that II is a prime .M-implicate. Assume there is a proper

subclause K of II which is also a .M-implicate. If A" is

a subclause of C then C cannot be a support of {/}. If

K = C" U {/} where C" is a proper subclause of C, then

C" is a Af-support of {/}. Therefore C is not a minimal

M-support of {/}.

<= Let II = CU{1} be a prime .M-implicate. Let us show

that C is minimal .M-support of {/}. Since no proper

subclause of II is a A-f-implicate, C is a jVf-support of

{/}. Moreover if a proper subclause of C is a A4-support

of {/}, then there is a proper subclause of II which is a

A^-implicate.

Lemma 1 Lei E be a set of proposiiional formulae, and

p be a literal ofV.

C1RC&) (= -np = »(p).

Proof. =}> Let M be a model of E. If M assigns true to

->p then M must assign true to all the minimal supports

of p. In particular M assigns true to fi(p). Thus, every

model of E and in particular every minimal model of E

assigns true to -<p —► /j(p).

<= Let M be a minimal model of E. Consider the case

where M assigns true to p. Let us show that M assigns

false to n(p). Let C be the clause comprising exactly the

set of literals in V U T U T~ for which M assigns false.

M also assigns false to C. Since M is a model of E:

[E] ¥= c.

Since M is a minimal model of E, every model of E which

assigns false to C must assign true to the propositional

symbol p:

m\=cvP.

Therefore the clause C is a support for the positive literal

p. Moreover there exist a subclause C of C which is

a minimal support of p. Since M assigns false to the

clause C a fortiori M also assigns false to C . C like C

contains only literals in V\JT\J!F~. By definition of the

minimizer of p, n{p) -* C . Thus, M must assign false

to n(p) and therefore M assigns true to /*(p) —» ->p.

Theorem 2 Let E be a set of proposiiional formulae.

CIRC{Y.) = [E U Mp) - -p | p e V}].

Proof. Let us show that the minimal models of E

exactly correspond to the models of E U {^(p) —* "•P I

pen
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=> Let M be a minimal model of E. Lemma 1 shows

that M is a model of {//(p) —► ->p \ p G V}. Moreover M

is also a model of E. Thus every minimal model of E is

a model of E U {p(p) ->~>p\peV}

<= Let M be a model of E U {M(p) -* -ip\p G V}. M

is a model of E. Let p be a propositional symbol of V

for which M assigns true. M must assign false to /i(p).

By the definition of the minimizer of p, there exist a

minimal support C of p which contains only literals in

P\J?\J T~ , such as M assigns false to C. Let AT be a

model of E smaller than M . N assigns the same truth

values as M to the literals of T U T~ , and N assigns

false to all the positive literals of V for which M assigns

false. Therefore N like M assigns false to C. Since C is a

support for p, N will assign true to p. Thus every model

of E smaller than M assigns true to p. Therefore every

model of E smaller than N assigns the same truth value

to every propositional symbol of V. M is a minimal

model of E.
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Abstract

In many problem domains, solutions take the

form of unordered sets. We present the Set-

Enumeration (SE)-tree - a vehicle for repre

senting sets and/or enumerating them in a

best-first fashion. We demonstrate its use

fulness as the basis for a unifying search-

based framework for domains where minimal

(maximal) elements of a power set are tar

geted, where minimal (maximal) partial in

stantiations of a set of variables are sought,

or where a composite decision is not de

pendent on the order in which its primitive

component-decisions are taken. Particular

instantiations of SE-tree-based algorithms for

some AI problem domains are used to demon

strate the general features of the approach.

These algorithms are compared theoretically

and empirically with current algorithms.

1 INTRODUCTION

Many computer science problems admit solutions

which are elements of a given power-set. Typically,

such sets are required to satisfy some problem-specific

criterion which designates them as solutions. In

many cases, such criteria either include, or are aug

mented with, some minimality/maximality require

ment. Consider, for example, the Hitting-Set (HS)

problem [Karp 72]. Given a collection of sets, solu

tions are required to have a non-empty intersection

with each member of the collection. In applications

of the HS problem, interesting solutions are typically

minimal with respect to set inclusion. In a more gen

eral class of problems, solutions are partial instantia

tions of a set of variables. A hitting-set, for example,

can also be described as a membership-based mapping

from the underlying set of primitive elements to {0, 1}.

'Address for correspondence: Ron Rymon, Computer

and Information Science, Room 423C, 3401 Walnut Street,

Philadelphia PA 19104, e-mail: rymon@linc.cis.upenn.edu.

More generally, variables can be instantiated from an

arbitrary domain.

Researchers in Artificial Intelligence (AI) have also

made use of such abstract problems in their models.

The HS problem, for example, was used by [Reiter 87]

in his formalization of diagnosis. In a newer character

ization, diagnoses are viewed as partial assignments of

state to components [de Kleer et al. 90]. Many other

AI problems are, or could be, formulated so as to ad

mit sets as solutions.

Our goal in introducing the Set-Enumeration (SE)-tree

is to provide a unified search-based framework for solv

ing such problems, albeit their problem-independent

solution criteria. SE-tree-based algorithms for differ

ent problems will share their skeletal structure, but

will each use additional domain-specific tactics. Fur

thermore, at a certain level of abstraction, even those

tactics are general and can be shared across domains.

General tactics identified here include pruning rules

which exploit the SE-tree structure, exploration poli

cies, and problem decomposition methods. Incremen

tal versions of SE-tree-based algorithms can be con

structed for some problem domains. In what follows,

we use particular instantiations of SE-tree-based al

gorithms to demonstrate the general features of the

approach.

Consistency-based formulations of diagnosis will serve

as a working example for most of this paper. Section 2

begins with a formal description of the basic SE-tree.

Section 3 presents an SE-tree-based hitting-sets algo

rithm (SE-HS) for Reiter's original formulation. Being

best-first, it can use any of a number of exploration

policies. This algorithm is first contrasted, as is, with

the original algorithm. The SE-tree structure is then

used to improve SE-HS by pruning away unpromis

ing parts of the search space. We conclude with an

empirical comparison of the two algorithms.

In Section 4, we extend the SE-tree to fit the more gen

eral class of problems, where solutions take the form

of partially instantiated sets of variables. Section 5

presents an extended version of SE-HS for a newer
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characterization of diagnoses [de Kleer et al. 90]. Al

though derived from a very general search framework,

this algorithm corresponds to a prime implicate gen

eration algorithm proposed by [Slagle et al. 70], and

is empirically shown to perform quite well compared

to a recent algorithm [Ngair 92]. Unlike Slagle et al.'s

algorithm, the extended SE-HS can work under diag

nostic theories with multiple fault modes, can use a

variety of exploration policies for focusing purposes,

and has an incremental version. Furthermore, we sub

sequently augment it with a problem decomposition

tactic, thereby obtaining an improved version of Slagle

et al.'s algorithm. Finally, we briefly review potential

use of the SE-tree in abductive diagnostic frameworks.

In Section 6, we contrast features of the SE-tree with

decision trees in the context of learning classification

rules from examples. For lack of space, the scope of

this study is very limited and the reader is referred to

[Rymon 92b] for a more detailed analysis and empiri

cal evaluation.

2 THE BASIC SE-TREE

The Set-Enumeration (SE)-tree is a vehicle for repre

senting and/or enumerating sets in a best-first fash

ion. The complete SE-tree systematically enumerates

elements of a power-set using a pre-imposed order on

the underlying set of elements. In problems where the

search space is a subset of that power-set that is (or

can be) closed under set-inclusion, the SE-tree induces

a complete irredundant search technique. Let E be the

underlying set of elements. We first index £"s elements

using a one-to-one function ind : E —► IN. Then, given

any subset SCE, we define its SE-tree view:

Definition 2.1 A Node's View

View(ind,S) = { e£E \ ind(e) > maxe'GS ind(e') }

Definition 2.2 A Basic Set Enumeration Tree

Let F be a collection of sets that is closed under C

(i.e. for every S€F, if S'CS then S'£F). T is a Set

Enumeration tree for F iff:

1. The root of T is labeled by the empty set;

2. The children of a node labeled S in T are

{ S U{e} € F | e£ View(ind,S) }.

Figure 1 illustrates an SE-tree for the complete power-

set of {1,2,3,4}. Note that restricting a node's ex

pansion to its View, ensures that every set is uniquely

explored within the tree. By itself, the idea of using

an imposed order is not new; it is used for similar pur

poses in many specific algorithms. Our contribution is

in identifying the SE-tree as a recurring search struc

ture, thereby facilitating its use in a general framework

and the sharing of particular tactics.
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Figure 1: SE-tree for P({1,2,3,4})

Notice also that the SE-tree can be used as a data

structure for caching unordered sets, and as an ef

fective means of checking whether a new set is sub

sumed by any of those already cached, [de Kleer 92]

has made such use of an SE-tree and reports significant

improvements in run-time. As a caching device, the

SE-tree is a special case of Knuth's trie data structure

[Knuth 73], originally offered for ordered sets. While

we too use the SE-tree for caching solutions and for

subsumption checking, our main objective in this pa

per is its use in a search framework.

3 AN SE-TREE-BASED

HITTING-SET ALGORITHM

In this section, we demonstrate the use of the ba

sic SE-tree structure for a hitting-set algorithm in

the context of Reiter's theory of diagnosis. We open

with a brief introduction of Reiter's theory, to the

point in which a hitting-set problem is formulated.

An SE-tree-based algorithm (SE-HS) is then con

trasted with the dag-based algorithm proposed by

[Reiter 87, Greiner et al. 89] to show that a large num

ber of calls to a subsumption checking procedure can

be saved. Then, the SE-tree systematicity allows im

proving SE-HS via a domain-specific pruning rule.

Empirical comparison of the improved SE-HS with the

dag-based implementation of [Greiner et al. 89] sup

ports our claims.

3.1 REITER'S THEORY OF DIAGNOSIS

Reiter's theory of diagnosis [Reiter 87] is among the

the most widely referenced logic-based approaches to

model-based diagnosis. For lack of space, we shall only

present the concepts and theorem which Reiter uses to

derive his hitting-set algorithm.

Definition 3.1 A Diagnostic Problem [Reiter 87]

A diagnostic problem is a triple (sd,COMPS,OBS):
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1. SD - the system description, is a set of first order

sentences;

2. COMPS = {c,}"=1 - the system's components, is

a finite set of constants; and

3. OBS - the observations, is also a set of first order

sentences.

The language in which diagnostic problems are ex

pressed is thus first order, and is augmented with an

extra ab predicate (for abnormal).

Definition 3.2 Conflict Set

Given a diagnostic problem, a conflict is a set of com

ponents that cannot all be functioning correctly. Let

CONFLICTS denote the collection of conflict sets.

Theorem 3.3 [Reiter 87] Given a diagnostic problem,

minimal diagnoses are precisely the minimal hitting

sets for CONFLICTS.

Reiter 's algorithm is an implementation of Theo

rem 3.3. In two steps, it first discovers conflicts, and

then runs an HS algorithm on the conflicts discovered.

We shall concentrate on the latter phase.

3.2 DAG-BASED APPROACH

Given a collection of conflict sets, Reiter's algorithm

grows an HS-tree in which nodes represent partial hit

ting sets and leaves represent complete ones. To avoid

highly redundant exploration, Reiter augments this

basic algorithm with a set of rules for reusing and

pruning nodes. [Greiner et al. 89] present a correction

to this algorithm which uses a directed acyclic graph

(dag). It proceeds as follows:

1. Let D represent a growing HS-dag. Label its root

with an arbitrary CGCONFLICTS;

2. Process nodes in D in a breadth-first order. To

process a node n:

(a) Let H(n) be the set of edge labels on the

path from the root to n. If H(n) hits all sets

in CONFLICTS, mark it as a minimal hitting

set. Otherwise, label n with the first set of

conflicts which is not hit by H(n).

(b) If n is labeled by E, generate a downward arc

labeled by any a £ E.

This algorithm is augmented with three types of rules

for expanding a node n:

1. Reusing: If there is another node m for which

H(m) = H(n)\j{a}, do not expand n, but rather

link it to m, labeling that link with a.

2. Closing: If there is a node m which is marked as

a hitting set, such that H(m) C H(n), then close

n, i.e. do not expand it at all.

3. Pruning: If a set E is to label a node n and it has

not been used previously, then try to prune D:

(a) If there is a node m which has been labeled

with a set S' such that ECS', then relabel

m with E. Prune all edges from m with arcs

labeled with os from S'-E.

(b) Interchange 5' and E in conflicts.

3.3 SE-TREE-BASED ALTERNATIVE

SE-HS (Algorithm 3.4) is an SE-tree-based hitting set

algorithm. In a best-first fashion, it explores nodes

in an order conforming to some predetermined prior

ity function. For that purpose, nodes along the tree's

expanding fringe are kept in a priority queue and the

next node to be expanded is accessed via the Next-

Best operation. Prioritization allows implementation

of various exploration policies, to be discussed shortly.

Let us first assume that nodes are explored by their

cardinality; i.e. breadth-first.

Algorithm 3.4 Finding Minimal Hitting Sets

Program SE-HS (CONFLICTS)

1. Let HS *- {}; OPEN-NODES «- {{}}

2. Until OPEN-NODES is empty do

3. Expand (Next-Best(OPEN-NODES))

Procedure Expand(S)

1. Let Window(S) «- { c | c G View(ind,S) }

2. For each c£ Window(S) which is

a member of some set from NYH(S) do

3. Unless there is S'eHS such that S'CSU{c}

4- If SO{c} is a hitting set, add it to HS;

5. Otherwise, add it to OPEN-NODES.

The main SE-HS program simply implements a best-

first search. The algorithm's functionality is embod

ied in its Expand procedure, where the SE-tree struc

ture is used, and where hitting sets are identified.

In choosing viable expansions for a node labeled S,

we restrict ourselves to components within S's View.

Such components are also required to participate in

conflicts not yet hit by S (denoted NYH(S)). Step

3 in Expand prunes away nodes subsumed by mini

mal hitting sets. It corresponds to the closing step in

[Greiner et al. 89]. However, SE-HS avoids the redun

dancy for which reusing rules were devised, and does

not require pruning.

Theorem 3.5 // nodes are prioritized by their label's

cardinality, then SE-HS is correct (produces all and

only minimal hitting sets.)
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3.4 PROJECTED GAIN

The HS-dag algorithm uses three pruning rules, each

of which is computationally expensive and requires nu

merous calls to a subsumption checking procedure. In

examining the purpose of these rules, we note that (1)

Reusing is aimed at avoiding redundancy in search,

i.e. the phenomena that same part of the search space

is repeatedly explored within the HS-tree. It requires

comparing each new node to every previous node; (2)

Closing is aimed at shutting nodes which are super

sets of minimal diagnoses. For that purpose, if the

HS-dag is explored breadth-first, each node will only

have to be compared against previous minimal hitting

sets; finally (3) Pruning is aimed at "correcting" the

HS-dag from the effects of non-minimal conflict sets.

The same effect could also be achieved a priori, by

"sorting" CONFLICTS by cardinality.

As previously explained, while closing cannot be

avoided, SE-HS requires neither reusing, nor pruning.

Avoiding numerous calls to a subsumption checking

procedure results in a tremendous improvement in run

time (see Section 3.7).

3.5 EXPLORATION POLICIES

Due to its potentially exponential size, it may often be

impossible to completely explore the space of sets. In

such cases, it may be beneficial to characterize partial

outputs of an SE-tree-based algorithm, given a variety

of exploration policies

Definition 3.6 Correct Exploration Policy

An exploration policy is a priority function yj, defined

for each set. It is correct if whenever open nodes are

so prioritized, the resulting algorithm is correct.

For the particular case of SE-HS, a variety of explo

ration policies are sensible.

Proposition 3.7 Any monotonic function rj) (i.e.

such that for every S C S' we have ip(S) < vj(S'))

is a correct exploration policy for SE-HS.

We have already seen that exploration by cardinal

ity is correct. Simpler diagnoses are explored first

using this exploration policy. Other interesting poli

cies include exploration by probability {il>(S) =

Prob(S is a diagnosis)), and by utility or some other

monotonic external criterion imposed on sets.

3.6 PRUNING UNPROMISING PARTS OF

THE SEARCH SPACE

So far, nodes were pruned only if subsumed by known

hitting-sets, thereby using the minimality requirement

and the monotonicity of the SE-tree with respect to

set-inclusion. We have not used the systematic order

ing of nodes in the SE-tree for that purpose. That or

dering provides a restriction on node labels which can

occur in a given node's sub-tree. More specifically, let

S be a node's label, then the sub-tree rooted at that

node will only have nodes whose labels are expansions

of S with components from View(ind, S). Thus, in

choosing viable expansions for S, we can restrict our

selves to expansions such that every set that will not

be hit by the expanded set will still contain compo

nents within its View (and thus stand the chance of

being hit by any of that node's descendants).

This is, in fact, a general feature of an SE-tree-based

search program: the systematic enumeration embed

ded in the SE-tree structure allows us to ignore parts

of the space which do not have the potential to lead to

a solution.

To incorporate this pruning rule into SE-HS, it is suf

ficient to modify the node expansion routine.

Algorithm 3.8 Node Expansion (version 2)

Procedure Expand(S)

1. Let Window(S)*-

{ c | cG View(ind,S) } (1

{ c j ind(c)<mins<eNYH(S)maxceS'ind(c') }

2. For each c€ Window(S) which is

a member of some set from NYH(S) do

S. Unless there is S'eHS such that S'CSU{c}

4- If SU{c} is a hitting set, add it to HS;

5. Otherwise, add it to OPEN-NODES.

This algorithm is identical to Algorithm 3.4, except

for the additional restriction in line 1. This change is

an example of a domain-specific SE-tree-based prun

ing rule. The algorithm remains correct, but fewer

nodes need be explored. We demonstrate this in the

next section by way of an example, and via empirical

experiments.

3.7 DEMONSTRATED GAIN

To demonstrate the advantages of SE-HS over the dag-

based algorithm, we will first work through a complete

example (taken from [Reiter 87]), and will then present

the results of extensive empirical experiments.

Example 3.9 Consider the following collection of

conflicts {{2,4,5}, {1,2,3}, {1,3,5}, {2,4,6}, {2,4},

{2,3,5}, {1,6}} [Reiter 87]. Figure 2 depicts the cor

responding HS-dag, where O's mark hitting sets, and

X's denote closed nodes. The rightmost branch from

the root was pruned by the last node to be explored

(itself a descendant of that branch).
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Figure 2: An HS-dag

In contrast, figure 3 shows an SE-tree for the same

problem. In comparing, note the difference in nota

tion: nodes in the HS-dag are labeled with the set

that is chosen to be hit next whereas the SE-tree's la

bels are partial hitting sets. In the HS-dag the partial

hitting sets label the path from the root to the partic

ular node. The new pruning rule results in fewer nodes

being explored: 16 in SE-HS versus 34 in HS-dag.
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Figure 3: An SE-tree

In addition, we have empirically compared SE-HS's

performance with that of an HS-dag implementa

tion which was provided to us by Barbara Smith

[Greiner et al. 89]. The run-time and number of nodes

generated by each of the two implementations were

tested on hundreds of randomly generated test cases.

Test cases were generated using three parameters:

number of conflicts (denoted #conf), number of com

ponents in each conflict (#lit), and overall number

of components (#comp). Figures 4 and 5 use loga

rithmic scale to present one-way sensitivity analyses

with respect to each of the parameters and with re

spect to both run-time (CPU seconds) and nodes gen

erated. SE-HS's performance is indicated by the shad

owed squares, and that of HS-dag by the open ones.

Each data point was obtained by averaging each al

gorithm's performance on 10 random cases with same

parameters.

4 THE EXTENDED SE-TREE

Sometimes the space being searched consists not of

sets of components, but rather of sets of partially in

stantiated attributes (variables). We next extend the

SE-tree accordingly.

Definition 4.1 Partial Descriptions

Let ATTRSd= {A}?=i be a set of attributes, with do

mains {Dom(Ai )}"=i- A partial description is a sub

set of ATTRS, each of which is instantiated with one

value from its domain. It is complete if all attributes

are instantiated.

Consider, for example, the space defined by 3 boolean

attributes. The set {A2=T} is a partial description

in that space. {A1=T,A2=F,A3=F} is a complete de

scription.

As with its basic counterpart, to define the extended

SE-tree we first impose an ordering (tnrf) on ATTRS,

and define a node's View as all attributes ranked

higher than the highest ranked attribute participating

in that node. Then,

Definition 4.2 An Extended Set Enumeration Tree

Let F be a collection of sets of attribute instantiations

such that each set contains at most one value for each

attribute and such that F is closed under C, then T is

an extended SE-tree for F iff:

1. The root of T is labeled by the empty set;

2. The children of a node S in T are

{SU{(A=v)} eF I AeVtew(ind,S), v£Dom(A)}.

Figure 6 depicts an extended SE-tree for the complete

space defined by three boolean attributes. Note the

use of reduced notation where t stands for {Ai = T) ,

and —i represents {Ai = F}.
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Figure 6: Complete SE-tree for 3 Boolean Attributes
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5 SE-TREE-BASED PRIME

IMPLICATE ALGORITHM

In this section, we present an extension of SE-HS and

demonstrate its use for the diagnostic framework of

[de Kleer et al. 90]. We begin with a short descrip

tion of the extended theory where kernel diagnoses

are characterized as prime implicants of the (newly

defined) set of conflicts. An extension of SE-HS, pre

sented next, can be used to find those kernel diag

noses. The extended SE-HS has other useful prop

erties: it can be flexibly focused; it can work with

multiple behavioral modes; and it has an incremen

tal version. A two-mode restriction of this algorithm

corresponds to an old prime implicate generation algo

rithm [Slagle et al. 70]. We first demonstrate the em

pirical performance of this restricted version compared

to a recent prime implicate generation algorithm. We

then augment it with a new problem decomposition

tactic, thereby obtaining an improved algorithm for

prime implicate generation.

5.1 EXTENDED THEORY OF DIAGNOSIS

[de Kleer et al. 90] extended Reiter's theory with the

notion of kernel diagnoses. Rather than having a diag

nosis represent only faulty components (with the im

plicit assumption that all other components function

properly) , the new theory allows a diagnosis to explic

itly specify working and non-working condition, with

out any presumption about other components' state.

Definition 5.1 AB-Clause [de Kleer et al. 90]

Let an AB-literal be ab(c), or ->ab(c) for some

cGCOMPS. An AB-clause is a disjunction ofAB-literals

containing no complementary pair of AB-literals. An

AB-clause is positive if all its AB-literals are positive.

Definition 5.2 Conflict [de Kleer et al. 90]

A conflict is any AB-clause entailed by SLKJOBS. A

conflict set is its underlying set of AB-literals.

Note that the new definition extends Reiter's original

definition which, roughly speaking, allows only posi

tive conflicts. We shall interchangeably speak about

conflicts and their underlying sets.

Definition 5.3 Partial Diagnosis [de Kleer et al. 90]

A partial diagnosis is a conjunction of AB-literals P

such that P is satisfiable (does not contain complemen

tary pairs), and for any other satisfiable conjunction

<f> covered by P, SL\iOBSJ<f> is satisfiable.

In other words, not only is P consistent with the sys

tem description and the observed behavior, but also

any extension of P that assigns either AB, or -iAB to

components not mentioned in P, is also consistent.
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Definition 5.4 Kernel Diagnosis [de Kleer et al. 90] Algorithm 5.8 Node Expansion (version 3)

A kernel diagnosis is a partial diagnosis such that the

only partial diagnosis which covers it is itself.

[de Kleer et al. 90] use the notion of prime implicants

to characterize kernel diagnoses:

Definition 5.5 Prime Implicant [de Kleer et al. 90]

A conjunction n of AB-literals, containing no comple

mentary pairs, is an implicant of SDUOBS if it entails

every formula in SDUOBS. It is a prime implicant if

it is not covered by any other implicant.

Theorem 5.6 [de Kleer et al. 90] The kernel diag

noses are precisely the prime implicants of SDUOBS.

There are several early algorithms for computing

prime implicants (or prime implicates)1, used pri

marily for Boolean minimization (e.g. [Tison 67,

Slagle et al. 70]). Recent interest in the Al commu

nity, for tasks such as ATMS encoding and circum

scription, has yielded new algorithms (e.g. [Ngair 92])

as well as improvements to old algorithms (e.g.

[Kean & Tsiknis 90, de Kleer 92]). Next, an extension

of SE-HS will be shown to find kernel diagnoses, and

therefore to generate all prime implicants of a CNF

formula.

5.2 SE-HS EXTENDED

[de Kleer et al. 90] characterize kernel diagnoses as

the prime implicants of SDUOBS. Alternatively, kernel

diagnoses can be defined in terms of hitting sets.

Theorem 5.7 Kernel Diagnoses and Conflicts

Let CONFLICTS be the collection of conflict sets. The

kernel diagnoses are precisely those minimal hitting

sets for CONFLICTS that do not contain complemen

tary pairs of AB-literals.

Two important implications are (a) that SE-HS can

be modified to find kernel diagnoses, and (b) that

the modified algorithm can also serve to find prime

implicants (implicates) in other settings. The proof

for an extended version of this theorem can be found

in [Rymon 92a]. Algorithm 5.8 presents the extended

version of SE-HS's Expand procedure; the main pro

gram remains as previously described.

'Prime implicates are the disjunctive counterparts of

prime implicants. Although for the purpose of diagnosis,

we will be interested in prime implicants, most algorithms

can compute both.

Procedure Expand(S)

1. Let Window(S)*-

{ c | c€ View(ind,S) } n

{ c j ind(c)<mins'eNYH(S) maxe> appeart in s'ind(c') }

2. For each c£ Window(S) for which there exists

some BE {ab, ->ab} such that B(c) participates

in some set from NYH(S) do

3. Unless there is S'eHS such that S'CSU{B(c)}

4. If SU{B(c)} is a hitting set, add it to HS;

5. Otherwise, add it to OPEN-NODES.

The new Expand procedure assigns state (ab or -<ab)

to a new component, not yet in the expanded set. The

algorithm's correctness is easy to verify.

Besides its simplicity, being derived from a general SE-

tree-based framework, SE-HS enjoys the following fea

tures:

1. Focusing facility. Due to the possibly overwhelm

ing number of hypothetical diagnoses, much re

search on ATMS-based diagnostic programs has

centered on methods for focusing on the most

probable solutions (e.g. [Forbus & de Kleer 1988,

de Kleer 91]). [Provan & Poole 91] advocate a

preference criterion that is based on a diagnosis'

use. Exploration policies, as in Section 3.5, can

be used for that purpose.

2. Fault models. The importance of explicit

models of faulty behavior has been recog

nized in the model-based diagnosis community

(e.g. [Holzblatt 88, de Kleer & Williams 89]). In

[Rymon 92a], we extend the diagnostic theory of

[de Kleer et al. 90] to multiple behavioral modes

and prove that kernel diagnosis in the new theory

can still be characterized in terms of hitting sets.

SE-HS can be easily extended to any number of

behavioral modes.

3. Incrementalism. [Rymon 92a] outlines an incre

mental diagnostic framework that is based on a

variation of SE-HS which can incrementally refine

its hypothesis as conflicts arrive.

5.3 PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

We have implemented the extended SE-HS algorithm

and have compared its performance to that of a PHI-

based prime implicate generation algorithm [Ngair 92].

As before, the two algorithms were run on hundreds

of examples that were randomly generated according

to the three parameters (#conf, #lit, #comp). Due

to the relative strength of both algorithms, we used

larger examples in this experiment. As a side note,
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the SE-HS implementation is general in that it can

take any number of behavioral modes. This general

ity is not useful in the experiment, where examples

are bi-modal. Figure 7 depicts two one-way sensitivity

analyses (for #conf, #lit) and one three-way analysis.

Again, shadowed squares correspond to SE-HS perfor

mance, open ones to that of the PHI-based algorithm.

5.4 PROBLEM DECOMPOSITION

As so far presented, we could draw a correspondence

between nodes explored by the bi-modal version of the

extended SE-HS algorithm and the operation of an

old prime implicate generation algorithm proposed by

[Slagle et al. 70]. This is important for two reasons:

first, it reveals the general SE-tree-based features of

Slagle et al.'s algorithm, but more importantly, our

next improvement to SE-HS will result in an improved

version of their algorithm.

Where feasible, problem decomposition (also referred

to as divide-and-conquer) is a well known strategy

to sharply reduce problem solving costs (time, space,

etc.) In the context of diagnosis, such an opportunity

may arise when a fault is composed of a number of un

related, or partially related sub-faults. [Wu 90] shows

tremendous gain in utilizing problem decomposition

techniques in diagnosis.

In the context of multiple fault diagnosis, in addition

to potential saving of time and space, decomposition

may also lead to more compact representation of a so

lution. In many cases, a solution can be written more

compactly if it is factored. For example, a solution of

the form x"=1 { AB(c2,_i), AB(c2i) }, when expanded,

consists of 2n minimal diagnoses. Put differently, like

formulae, some solutions can be represented compactly

as CNF whereas others are more concise in their dis

junctive form. This is, roughly, the intuition behind

the following heuristic.

Theorem 5.9 Problem Decomposition

//conflicts can be partitioned into two disjoint sub

sets C and C, such that no component appears in

both subsets, then the minimal hitting sets (MHS) for

CONFLICTS are given by:

MHS(conflicts) = MHS(C') x MHS(C)

If a partition exists, it can clearly save significant work.

Recursive application of SE-HS to each of the two par

titions can cut the exponential search space into two

smaller search spaces. The notion of partitioning can

be extended to any number of partitions, making the

latter equivalence classes and making the partitioning

unique. The solution in such case is the Cartesian

product of the sub-solutions.

Fortunately, if one exists, there is a simple, almost-

linear, algorithm that finds a partitioning for a col

lection of sets (e.g., using a union-find strategy

[Tarjan 83]). Moreover, even if there is no facilitating

partitioning to begin with, it is possible that one exists

when a node's particular view is considered. Given a

node S, recall that any of S's descendants will only ex

pand with respect to View(ind,S). Thus, it is enough

to look for a partition in the restriction of NYH(S)

to View(ind, S).

Algorithm 5.10 An Amendment to Expand

1. Let T be the restriction of NYH(S) to components

in View(ind,S).

2. If there is a partitioning r=-x*=lr,- then

S. Run SE-HS on each of the T,- independently.

Let Hitting(Ti) be the corresponding results,

merge {5} x (xf=1 Hitting(Ti)) into HS

while checking for possible subsumption.

4- Otherwise, expand S as usual.

Exact prioritization is a problem in the augmented al

gorithm since every node in a new tree represents only

part of (possibly many) solutions. For similar reasons,

subsumption has to be more aggressively monitored

(although this is easily done when hitting sets are

cached in an SE-tree-based data structure). Before,

subsumption was avoided by the subsuming solution

being discovered prior to the subsumed one. Now, it

is possible that a solution node in the original SE-tree

will be subsumed by some but not all of the solutions

in which a given node in some new tree participates.

Nevertheless, problem decomposition is still attractive

since it is particularly effective in problems which ad

mit highly disjunctive solutions. Those are hardest for

the original SE-HS algorithm. The following example

demonstrates the effectiveness of the problem decom

position heuristic.

Example 5.11 Consider the following collection of

conflicts: { {ab(1),->ab(3),ab(4)}, {ab(5),ab(6)},

{ab(3),ab(4)}, {ab(2),->ab(6)}>. Figure 8 illustrates

the SE-tree explored by SE-HS without decomposition.

As before, O's denote hitting sets, X's mark closed

nodes. Exploration for the same problem with de

composition is depicted in Figure 9. There, the first

step involved partitioning the collection of conflicts

into two disjoint sets. Thereafter, two sub-problems

are solved, and the solution is the cross-product of

the respective results, i.e. {{ab(1),ab(3)}, {ab(4)}}

x {{ab(2),ab(5)}, {ab(2),ab(6)}, {ab(5),-ab(6)}}.

The reductions in time and space are obvious.

5.5 ABDUCTIVE DIAGNOSTIC MODELS

In [Reggia et al. 85], diagnosis is formulated as a gen

eralized set covering (GSC) problem. In their basic
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Figure 8: SE-tree without Decomposition

model, a diagnostic problem is represented in a bi

partite graph in which symptoms and disorders form

each of the respective partitions. Each disorder in the

graph is linked to all of its symptoms via a causes re

lation. Given a set of observed symptoms, a diagnosis

is denned as a minimal set of disorders which covers

all symptoms.

A most-probable-first search algorithm for that prob

lem is described in [Peng & Reggia 87]. It searches the

space of sets of disorders for such sets which cover all

symptoms. This algorithm, however, is redundant in

that partial hypotheses may be discovered repeatedly

during search. That redundancy could be avoided if

an SE-tree framework were adopted.

Alternatively, the problem can be turned into a hitting

SE-HS(({AB<l).-ABO),AB<4)}.

(ABOXAB<4))))

(AB<1)) ■ 
-(AB(1)AB<3)) O

SE-HS<((AB<5),AB<6))

(ABaX-AB(6)|))

(AB<2XAB<5)) O

(AB(2XAB(6)) O

(AB<5X-AB<6)) O

Figure 9: SE-tree Exploration with Decomposition

set problem. [Reiter 87] presents a transformation of

a GSC representation of a diagnostic problem into his

own framework. There is, in fact, a better transfor

mation which avoids the conflict generation part of

Reiter's theory by mapping the GSC problem directly

into an HS one. Then, we could simply use SE-HS.

Given a set of symptoms S{ , we could define a "con

flict set" for each symptom:

conflict(sj) = {d \ d is a disease, d causes s,}

Presented with s< , the conflict asserts that it is impos

sible that none of its causing disorders are present. It

is easy to prove that a set of disorders is a minimal set

cover iff it is a minimal hitting set for such conflicts.

In [Peng & Reggia 87], hypotheses are explored by

their likelihood. The SE-tree-based framework allows

such exploration, as well as a variety of other explo

ration policies. In [Peng & Reggia 87], non-minimal

hypotheses are also explored. This is easily done in

SE-HS by removing the subsumption requirement (Ex

pand, step 1). In addition, pruning rules (cf. Sec

tion 3.6) can be used to avoid unpromising parts of

the search sppce. Problem decomposition (cf. Sec

tion 5.4) may also be helpful in reducing time and

cost. Finally, it seems that other models of diagno
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sis in which solutions are defined in terms of sets, e.g.

[Bylander et al. 91, Poole 91, Console & Torasso 91],

can also use an SE-tree-based search framework in

their implementations.

6 LEARNING MINIMAL

CLASSIFICATION RULES

Decision trees are an important tool, and serve as

an underlying representation in many problem solv

ing tasks. Significant research in Machine Learn

ing has used decision trees in architectures for induc

tion of classification knowledge from examples. Best

known are ID3 [Quinlan 86] and its descendants. In

[Rymon 92b], we present an SE-tree-based character

ization of the induction task, contrast it from classifi

cation and search perspectives with the decision-tree-

based framework, and compare the two empirically.

Here, we will only contrast features of the two repre

sentations, concentrating on search aspects.

Definition 6.1 Rules

A training set (TSET) is a collection of examples.

Each example is a complete description for which a

correct classification (denoted ir) is known. A rule is

a partial description R such that if t,t'€TSET are such

that RCt,t', then x(t) = Jr(t'). It is minimal if none

of its subsets is a rule.

The objective of a learning system is to learn rules

that can be expected to perform well not only on the

training set, but also on new examples. While there is

no consensus as to the precise composition of such a

collection, it is fairly acceptable that general (minimal)

rules are preferable to specific ones. We shall therefore

concentrate on finding minimal classification rules2.

6.1 PROPOSED SOLUTION

ID3 constructs a decision tree in which internal nodes

are labeled with attributes, edges with instantiations

of these attributes, and leaves with a class prediction.

Briefly, the tree is constructed by successively parti

tioning the set of training examples until all remaining

examples are equally classified. Such node becomes a

leaf and is labeled with that class.

While construction of an arbitrary decision tree that

correctly classifies the training data is straightforward,

it is well known that the success of decision-tree-based

algorithms on future data is crucially dependent on the

particular order in which the attributes were chosen

in the successive refinement steps [Fayyad & Irani 88,

2We simplify here. Motivation for learning all minimal

rules, variations of an SE-tree-based algorithm that learn

subsets of this collection, and empirical results are given in

[Rymon 92b].

Goodman & Smyth 88]. As Quinlan notes, one can of

ten not afford to generate all possible decision trees in

order to choose the best one. Thus, ID3 (as do other

algorithms) uses a heuristic to guide its choice of at

tributes. One prominent heuristic is based on entropy-

minimization, using Shannon's information-theoretic

measure.

6.2 SE-TREE-BASED ALTERNATIVE

Aimed at all minimal rules, SE-Learn (Algorithm 6.3)

uses an SE-tree-based framework. As before, open

nodes sire prioritized, facilitating various exploration

policies. In the context of learning, these will be used

to represent bias and will be briefly discussed in the

end of this section. As before, SE-Learn exploits the

systematic ordering to prune away unpromising parts

of the search space (i.e. nodes which cannot lead to

minimal rules).

Definition 6.2 Candidate Expansions

Let S be a node, TSET(S) d= {teTSET \ SCt}.

We say that (A=v) is a candidate expansion of

S if A£View(ind,S), v£Dom(A), and in addition

TSET(SL){(A=v)}#TSET(S). A node S will be called

impotent if either (1) TSET(S) is empty; or (2) there

exist t,t'£TSET(S) disagreeing on their class, and

only differing in their assignment to attributes not in

View(ind,S).

Algorithm 6.3 Induction of Minimal Rules

Program SE-Learn (TSET)

1. Let RULES «- {}, OPEN-NODES «- {{}}

2. Until OPEN-NODES is empty do

3. Expand(Next-Best(OPEN-NODES))

Procedure Expand(S)

1. For each candidate expansion (A=v), let

Rd= SU{(A=v)}, do

2. If R is not impotent, nor is it

subsumed by any R'SRULES then

S. If R is a rule then add it to RULES;

4. Or else add it to OPEN-NODES.

Theorem 6.4 // open nodes are prioritized by their

label's cardinality then SE-Learn is correct (produces

all and only minimal rules.)

Given the incompleteness of the examples with which

they are presented, learning programs may often

have to choose among a number of candidate clas

sifiers, all of which are consistent with the training
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set. External preference criteria, also referred to as

bias [Mitchell 80], may be necessary for that purpose.

Within an SE-tree-based framework, exploration poli

cies can serve in the implementation of such bias. In

programs such as SE-Learn, where all rules are ex

plored during the learning phase, an exploration pol

icy will serve in the classification of new objects by

guiding preference over possibly conflicting rules. In

variants of SE-Learn in which only a subset of the

rules are learned, an exploration policy will implement

a preference among possible subsets. As was the case

for SE-HS, any exploration policy that is monotonic

will result in a correct algorithm. Important policies

include (1) exploration by cardinality, where a prefer

ence is given to simpler rules; (2) by probability (us

ing either a known distribution or frequency in the

training set), resulting in preference to characteriza

tion of denser parts of the search space; (3) using Shan

non's information-theoretic measure, preferring more

discriminating rules; and (4) by utility or some other

monotone preference criterion.

decision trees. More specifically, all decision trees in

which attributes are chosen monotonically with re

spect to some arbitrary indexing, are topologically and

semantically equivalent to a tree formed from a subset

of the SE-tree's edges.

Complexity-wise, the SE-tree's exhaustiveness and rel

atively large initial branching factor are deceiving. Its

complexity is fairly close to that of a single decision

tree:

Theorem 6.5 SE-Tree Size

If all attributes are b-valued, then the number of nodes

in a complete decision tree is £"=0&' > bn. In sharp

contrast, the size of a super-tree in which all decision

trees are embedded is significantly larger: bn ■ n\. The

size of a complete SE-tree is only (6 + l)n .

7 Summary

6.3 PROJECTED GAIN AND COST

Three related problems arise when a decision tree is

used as a framework for search and representation of

minimal rules:

/. The minimality problem - rules will often not be

discovered in their minimal form;

8. The multiplicity problem - a minimal rule may be

discovered repeatedly, disguised in a number of its

minimal subsets; and

S. The incompleteness problem - some minimal rules

may not be discovered at all.

The minimality problem is often addressed by sub

sequently pruning the rules extracted from the de

cision tree [Quinlan 87]. The replication problem,

a special case of multiplicity in which sub-trees are

replicated within a single decision tree, has been

addressed by several researchers, e.g. [Rivest 87,

Pagallo & Haussler 90]. The more general multiplic

ity problem, however, may take many other forms.

Incompleteness is the result of the mutual exclu-

siveness property of decision-tree-based rules (see

[Weiss & Indurkhya 91]).

In contrast, the SE-tree-based framework does not suf

fer from these problems:

1. Rules are always discovered in minimal form;

2. Minimal rules are always discovered uniquely; and

3. All minimal rules are discovered.

The fact that any given decision tree may suffer from

those problems suggests that none is globally optimal.

The SE-tree, however, can be shown to embed many

Many problems in which partial sets or partially in

stantiated set of variables are targeted share a com

mon structure when viewed as search problems. We

presented the Set-Enumeration (SE)-tree as a sim

ple, complete and irredundant vehicle for represent

ing and/or enumerating sets in a best-first fashion. As

such, it can serve as the basis for a search-based frame

work for many such problems.

To demonstrate its usefulness and effectiveness, we

presented SE-tree-based algorithms for the hitting-

set problem, in the context of consistency-based di

agnosis. We used the particular instantiations of

these algorithms to demonstrate general features of

the paradigm, and compare it with current algorithms.

Throughout this process, we developed several add-on

tactics including SE-tree-based pruning rules, explo

ration policies, and problem decomposition methods.

Besides their particular incarnations in the SE-HS al

gorithms, those methods are general and can be shared

across many problem domains. In the last part of this

paper, in the context of rule induction, we compared

features of an SE-tree-based representation with one

that is based on decision trees.
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Abstract

The minimal conditional logics correspond

ing to the preferential systems V (Kraus-

Lehmann-Magidor), H and TVR. (Lehmann-

Magidor) are identified as the Generalized

Horn-flat counterparts of the systems B

(Burgess), V (Lewis) and b[V (Delgrande),

respectively. It is shown that the innova

tive use of states instead of possible worlds

in preferential models is inessential for a com

plete and sound characterization of these sys

tems. The map is finally compared with re

lated works in the field.

1 INTRODUCTION

The syntactic similarities between the systems of con

ditional and nonmonotonic logic are apparent to any

one familiar with these two fields. It is striking, for

example, that the classical inference patterns that fail

in conditional logic, such as the strengthening of the

antecedent, transitivity and contraposition, also fail at

the metalevel when a deviant notion of consequence is

introduced to represent commonsense reasoning. The

failure of the strengthening rule for the conditional

connective '>' is a clear counterpart of the nonmono-

tonicity of the notions of consequence used in non

monotonic logic.

Although the counterfactual conditional '>' lacks some

of the undesirable properties of '—»' to represent de

faults, it is nonetheless too strong. The offending rule

which is valid for counterfactuals but not for prima

facie inferences can be expressed formally as: (MP)

(A > B) —* (A —* B). Obviously a formal system

of conditional logic having this rule and the classical

modus ponens would allow for the detachment of B in

the presence of A, given A > B.

This result is unacceptable for those who wish to use

the *>' to construct a purely logical framework for the

representation of defaults. In fact, researchers inter

ested in the construction of such a framework, such as

James Delgrande in [9], have developed formal treat

ments of the connective '>' that allow for formulas

of the following shape to be jointly satisfiable while

having true antecedents.

(1) Raven(Pete) > Black(Pete)

(2) Raven(Pete) A Albino(Pete) > -. Black(Pete)

It is clear that in a logic which has the rule (MP) for

'>', the joint assertion of (1) and (2) together with

their antecedents will lead to inconsistency. There

fore, one of the saliences that characterize the condi

tional systems used for representational purposes in AI

is that they characteristically lack some of the axioms

usually associated with the counterfactual interpreta

tion of conditionals, like (MP). As we will see they

coincide formally with conditionals traditionally asso

ciated with a deontic interpretation.

In the last five years, several researchers have tried

to build a uniform approach to nonmonotonic logic

without appealling to conditional logic. Shoham [19],

Gabbay [10], Makinson [17], Kraus, et al. [13], and

Lehmann, et al. [15], among others, have developed

both syntactical systems (usually expressed at the level

of the metalanguage using a Gentzen-style sequent op

erator) and a possible-worlds semantics for these uni

fied nonmonotonic calculi which reflect the general

patterns used in commonsense reasoning.

Nevertheless, the interest in exploring the relationships

between the conditional-based approaches and the sys

tems reflecting the general patterns used in everyday

nonmonotonic reasoning is very recent. In particular,

a general and exact characterization of the conditional

systems corresponding to the family of preferential sys

tems studied by Kraus, et al., and Lehmann, et al., is

lacking in the literature. In this article we will provide

such a characterization.
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2 CONDITIONAL LOGIC

In this section, we will review several systems of condi

tional logic that have been proposed by researchers in

the computer science and philosophical logic communi

ties. Our task will be somewhat complicated not only

because of the various axiomatizations extant in the

literature, but also by the variety of semantical char

acterizations used by these conditional logicians. The

systems discussed vary not only on the level of model

construction but also on the level of truth definitions.

This overview will have both a syntactic and seman

tic agenda. On the syntactic side, we will review

the various axiomatic structures of the more popular

systems of conditional logic and, then, define a new

class of conditional logics by considering the General

ized Horn-fiat counterpart of these existing systems.

Semantically, we review some of the formal features

of the conditional models with which we are dealing

and demonstrate that, at the level of model structure,

James Delgrande's conditional system AfV can be rep

resented using a system of spheres semantics. Finally,

we develop and present a unified framework in which

all of the conditional systems can be compared.

2.1 Syntax

The Conditional Logic MV

The conditional logic AfV, proposed by James Del-

grande in [9], is the smallest logic containing the stan

dard propositional calculus and closed under the fol

lowing axiom schemata and rule of inference:

ID A>A

CC ((A > B) A (A > C)) -» (A > (B A C))

RT {A > B) — (((A A B) >C)->(A> C))

CV -.(4 > B) -» ((A > C) — ((A A -.£) > C))

CC {(A >C)A(B> C)) -+ ((A VB)>C)

RCM If h B -> C then r- {A > B) -* (A > C)

The Conditional Logic V

The conditional logic V of David Lewis[16] is the small

est logic containing the propositional calculus, closed

under ID, CC, CC, CV, RCM and the following

CSO {{A > B) A (B > A)) -» ({A > C) ~ (B > C))

Observation 2.1 The system obtained by adding the

axiom CM: ((A > B) A (A > C)) -> ((A A B) > C)

to the system MV is equivalent to the system V.

The Conditional Logic SS*

The conditional logic SS* is the smallest logic contain

ing the propositional calculus and closed under ID,

CC, CC, CM, RCM, and the following rule of in

ference:

RCEA If h B <-* C then h (A > C) «-► (B > C)

Observation 2.2 The system SS* is obtained by sub

tracting CV from the system V.

Observation 2.3 The system SS* is equivalent to

the system B presented by Burgess in [8].

The system SS* is a weaker version of the well-known

system SS studied by John Pollock in [18]. In order

to obtain the system of Pollock, it is sufficient to add

the following axioms to SS*:

MP (A > B) -> (A -* B)

AS {A A B) -» {A > B)

The systems SS*, V and AfV will be the minimal con

ditional systems that we will correlate with the pref

erential systems of Kraus, et al. and Lehmann, et

al. Notice that SS* and MV are weaker versions of

V. The first is obtained by dropping CV from V and

the second is obtained by dropping CM from V. In

the section following the next, we will propose seman

tics for the formal systems presented here and we will

clarify the relations among SS*, V and AfV (and some

enriched versions of them) under a semantic point of

view.

Absolute and Universal Extensions

The logics SS* and V can be extended to SS*TA and

VTA by the addition of the following two axioms:

T DA^A

A 0{AVB)A(AVB> ,B) -* 0(0(AVB)A{AVB >

'This axiomatization is due to Katsuno-Satoh[12].

where the necessity operator is translated to the con

ditional as follows: DA = ->A > A.

Notice that we have not specified any absolute and

universal extensions for the system AfV. As we will

see in the section on semantics, ->A > A is not an

appropriate interpretation of the O for the MV family

of systems. Hence, any attempt to translate the (T)

axiom with conditionals as is done above will not be

valid in MV systems.

2.2 Generalized Horn-flat Conditional

Systems

In this section, we will define an interesting fam

ily of conditional logics, obtained by restricting the
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standard conditional language and converting the ax

iomatic structure of the above formalism to a Gentzen-

style deduction system whose rules of inference are

constrained to follow a certain pattern ('Generalized

Horn-fiat'). As we will show later in the paper,

these Generalized Horn-flat counterpart systems are

the conditional logics that can be mapped to the non

monotonic formalisms of Kraus, et al. and Lehmann,

et al.

We will assume a basic stock of propositional variables

p,q,r,..., as well as the classical connectives and the

sign '>'. A, B, . . ., are the schemata-variables ranging

over the formulas of the language. Also, we will take

the wff_, to be the standard well-formed formulas of

the propositional calculus.

Definition 2.1 1) If A and B are wff_'s, then

A > B is a wff>

2) If A is a wff> , then ->A is a wff>

Definition 2.1 provides a specification of the non

nested conditional fragment of the language. Any

boolean combination of sentences, aside from the nega

tion of a wff>, in which the sign > appears is for

bidden. We will call the 'non-boolean flat fragment'

of any conditional logic the fragment characterized by

Definition 2.1; 'flat', because clause (2) of Definition

2.1 eliminates the possibility of having nested condi

tionals, and 'non-boolean', because the definitions dis

card the possibility of having any boolean combination

of conditional sentences or any combination of condi

tional and classical sentences, such as (-> A > A) —* A.

The patterns of the shape: {{A\ > Bi), ...,(An >

Bn)) h (A > B), where all expressions belong to wff>,

are usually called 'Horn-flat' [hereinafter HF] in the lit

erature. Since we will allow negations in the left hand

side (but no any other boolean combination of condi

tional sentences and their negations) we call these new

patterns 'Generalized Horn-flat' [hereinafter GHF].

It is a trivial exercise to reformulate the conditional

systems presented above in a Gentzen-style system,

such that each axiom is transformed into a rule of

inference of the form: ((Ai > B%), . . ., ->(At >

Bi),...,{An > Bn)) r- {A > B) (e.g., the axiom

schema CM becomes A > B,A > C \- A A B > C).

We will also allow within these systems any contra

position of a GHF pattern. Therefore, theses with a

negation of a wff> on the right-hand side of the '(-' can

be derived in a counterpart system just in case they

are equivalent to some GHF pattern. The importance

of the GHF systems of conditional logic will be im

mediate for the reader after seeing, in Section 3, the

syntax of the preferential systems.

2.3 System of Spheres Semantics

In this section, we will introduce a unified semantics

for the systems V and AfV, utilizing the system of

spheres semantics developed by David Lewis in [16].

Definition 2.2 A spheres model is a double (/,$),

where J is a non-empty set of worlds, $ a function

(called a system of spheres) that assigns to each world

t € I, a nested set $j of subsets of I.

Definition 2.3 A valuation for (7, $) is a map P that

assigns to each variable a subset of worlds in I. P

is classical for the non-conditional fragment, and can

be extended for the conditional fragment as follows:

P(A > B) is the set of worlds of all i G I such that

either:

1) no A-world belongs to any sphere S in $j

or

2) A —► B holds at every world in the smallest

A-permitting sphere in $j

Definition 2.4 For any given spheres model S, |=s

A> B iSI = P(A>B).

A sentence or sentence schema is valid unconditionally

if it is valid in every spheres model of the kind spec

ified above. Nevertheless, certain constraints can be

imposed over the spheres models. In this case, we will

say that a sentence is valid under a combination of con

ditions iff it is valid under every spheres interpretation

that satisfies these conditions.

The following is a list of constraints that will be used

later on in the paper:

(L) Limit Assumption VA € LVi G J, if the

proposition corresponding to A cuts U$«, then

there is some smallest member of \J $, that over

laps the proposition A

(C) Centering Vi G I,{i} G $<

(T) Total Reflexivity Vi G /, i e (J $<

(A) Absoluteness Vi, j G /,$. = $j

(U) Uniformity Vi,j G I, (J$< = U$;

(UT) Universality Vi G I, \J$i = I

The system V presented above is complete and sound

with respect to the class of system of spheres models

constrained by (L). Notice that the models used by

Lewis in [16] to construct his official semantics for V

are different from the models used here. Lewis does

not need to impose an (L) requirement on his models

because he uses a different truth definition than the

one given above. The system V is sound and com

plete with respect to 'pure' spheres models (without

the constraint (L)) if the valuation P is extended with

the alternative truth definition given by Lewis. Never

theless, Lewis proves in [16] that when one uses Defini

tion 2.3 as one's truth definition with (L) models, the

class of valid sentences that arise from this mixture is

equivalent to the the use of his truth definition with

models that do not necessarily obey the limit assump

tion. Hence, we are justified in using the above truth
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definition with the (L) models throughout this paper

and referring to this system as Lewis' V.

Unfortunately, the spheres-type of semantics is not

universally used in the literature for model construc

tion. For example, the semantics of the system AfV

is given in terms of a selection-function. We will first

explain the basic facts about this semantics and then

present an alternative semantics for AfV using systems

of spheres.

Definition 2.5 A selection-function model is a double

(W, /), where W is a set of possible worlds, / is a func

tion / : W x V(W) -» V(W), where V is a valuation,

V : L —► 2W . A classical V can be extended in the

following manner:

V(A > B) is the set of worlds such that for

aHiel f(i,V(A))C V(B).

In the case of the system AfV, f is constrained by the

following set of conditions:

i) f(w,V(A))CV(A)

ii) If f(w,V(A)) C V(B), then f(w,V(A)) C

f(w,V(AAB))

iii) If f{w, V{A)) £ V(B), then f(w, V(A A ->B)) C

f(w,V(A)).

iv) f(w, V(A V B)) C f(w, V(A)) (J /K V(B)).

Notice that the following condition that intuitively

represents (L) using selection functions is not satisfied

by the function characterized by conditions (i)-(iv).

(L*) If f(w, V(B)) 0 V(A) jt 0, then f(w, V(A)) ? 0

To see this, consider the following definition of the

selection function given by Delgrande in [9]:

Definition 2.6 Let f(w, V(A)) = {iui : w% < w, w\ \=

A, and for all w^ such that w^ < w\ and w? (= A, we

also have t«i < u>a}.

Delgrande proved in [9] that if / is denned in this way,

then it satisfies (i)-(iv). To construct a countermodel,

take the relation < as being a relation among rationals

in the interval (0,1]. Let V(A) = (0, .9] and V(B)

= {.5}. The antecedent of (L*) is satisfied but the

consequent is not.

The same style of proof can be used to show non-

equivalence of V and AfV.3 Consider the theorem of V:

(A > -<A) —* (B > -iA). The antecedent is satisfied

because there are no closest A-worlds, yet the conse

quent is false because the only B-world is an A-world.

2To see a more complete account of the behaviour of

(L*) in the richer setting of epistemic semantics of condi

tionals, and the relation of the condition with some of the

axioms of V, see [1].

Furthermore, the above countermodel demonstrates

the inappropriateness of translating OA as ->A > A

for systems like NP, whose models do not satisfy (L*).

For example, in the above countermodel, ->A > A is

satisfied, yet not all the worlds in the model are A-

worlds. Hence, the (T) axiom will not be valid in

some AfV models, if the □ is defined in terms of the

'>' in the standard way. Since the correct translation

of the necessity operator in terms of the conditional

for AfV-like systems is currently unknown, we will not

deal syntactically with the universal and absolute ex

tensions of MV. This does not, however, preclude our

using the universal and absolute models for AfV. Our

use of these models will be crucial for the subsequent

mappings.

The non-equivalence between V and AfV also suggest

that the system AfV can be characterized in terms

of sphere semantics by a pure set of sphere models

(dropping the constraint (L) that characterize V). In

order to prove this conjecture we will show that the

set of sphere models (without further constraint) is

complete and sound with respect to AfV.

To give an alternative semantics, a constructive proce

dure will be followed: a function /$ will be constructed,

defined from an order among worlds represented by a

spheres model, and it will be proven this function is

exactly the function / characterized by the axioms (i)-

(iv) of Delgrande.

Definition 2.7 If (UMn^U) # "> then let

ft(w,V{A)) = f]{S € $„ : Sf)V{A) ? 0}. Other

wise, let ft(w,V(A)) = 0.

Theorem 2.1 Let (I, $) be any spheres model. If

f%(w, V(A)) is defined for every world w € I and sen

tence A 6 L by Definition 2.7, then the axioms (i)-(iv)

are satisfied.

Theorem 2.2 Let f be any function satisfying axioms

(i)-(iv) of AfV. Then there is a spheres model, and a

function f% defined off of it, satisfying: f(w, P(A))

— ft(wiV(A)) for any world and sentence A of the

language.

Proof: Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 are proved in [2]. •

Theorem 2.2 states that for every AfV selection func

tion /, there exists a corresponding selection function

/$ defined in relation to a spheres model. Hence, we

are justified in using spheres models to represent the

models of AfV just in case the selection function used

is the one set forth in Definition 2.7. Moreover, we are

justified in using a truth definition for V models that

employ selection functions. Hence, when dealing with

V and AfV, we may use spheres models with a selection

function truth definition. Notice further that Theorem

2.2 does not require that the equivalent spheres model

be one that satisfies the limit assumption, hence con

firming that the models ofAfV are not coincident with
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those of V.

2.4 Ordering Semantics

In the last section we developed a unified semantic ac

count for the systems AfV and V in terms of system

of spheres semantics. This semantics will prove to be

quite useful in the mappings with the nonmonotonic

systems. Nevertheless the above system of spheres se

mantics does not provide a way of constructing a uni

fied semantics for the V, MV and SS* family of con

ditional logics. Such a framework is essential if the

various conditional systems are to be related one to

another. Via the mapping in Section 4, we will then

be able to show that the nonmonotonic systems form

the same type of hierarchy as do the conditional logics.

Following Burgess in [8], we will present the unifying

semantics using a ternary relation among worlds, in

stead of a system of spheres function $.

Definition 2.8 An ordering model is a triple (I, /, P)

where J is a non-empty set of worlds, R is a ternary

relation on I, and P is a classical valuation whose ex

tension for the conditional fragment of the language is

given as follows:

For x G J, we set Ix - {y : 3zRxyz V Rxty}.

Then P(A > B) is the set of all worlds

x G I such that Vy G (Ixf\P(A))(Vz 6

(Ixr\P(A))^Rxzy)^y€P(B).

We will now list a set of restrictions over the ordering

models that will be useful in the following discussion:

ftxyw j

A ~<Rxiw

(Tr) Vx G 7, Vy, z, w G I. {Rxyi A RX1

(N Tr) Vx G I.Vy.z.to € UipRxyz

(Irr) VxeI,VyeIxH*syy)

(C) Vx G I(x €IXA Vyelx(y £ x -+ «,„, )

(T) Vx G I(x G /«)

(U) Vx,y€l(Ix=Iy)

(A) Vx,yG/,Vz,iuG/yVz,toG I*(.R«„ -» Rytvi)

(L) Vx G riy G M3z G M-.3r G Af (z < y A r < z)

where Af = (4 fl P(*))

Theorem 2.3 (a) The set of ordering models con

strained by (Tr), (Irr) and (L) is sound and complete

with respect to the system SS *.

(b) The set of ordering models constrained by (Tr),

(irr), (L) and (N Tr) is sound and complete with re

spect to the system V.

(c) The set of ordering models constrained by (Tr),

(irr), and (N Tr) is sound and complete with respect

to the system AfV.

In the diagram below we present a hierarchy of sys

tems. The diagram is intended to be interpreted as

follows: Whenever one system is connected to another

by a path of upward lines, the higher one is an exten

sion of the other. The basic systems are V, J^V and

SS*. The path from SS* to V symbolizes the addition

of negative transitivity as a constraint on the ordering

relation. The path from MV to V is effected by the

addition of (L). The system SS*' included in the dia

gram is no immediate interest but has been included

for the sake of symmetry. The (T), (TU) and (TA)

extensions of V, AfV and SS* are also represented.

VTA

AfVTA

AfVTU

 

3 PREFERENTIAL AND

RATIONAL LOGICS

In [13], Kraus, et al., present the following definition

of a preferential model:

Definition 3.1 A preferential model W is a triple

(5, /, <) where S is a set, the elements of which will be

called states, / : S —► U is a labelling function which

assigns a world from the universe of reference to each

state and < is a strict partial order on S (i.e., an ir-

reflexive, transitive relation) satisfying the following

smoothness condition: for all a belonging to the un

derlying propositional language L, the set of states:

a = {5 : « G S, s ^ a} is smooth.

The smoothness condition can be defined in the fol

lowing manner:

Definition 3.2 If PC S and < is a binary relation

on 5, P is a smooth subset of S iff Vt G P, either there

exists an s minimal in P such that s < t or t is itself

minimal in P.

The symbol '^' is characterized by the following defi
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nition:

Definition 3.3 In a given nonmonotonic model

(S, I, <), for a state s and a formula a we write s^ a

and read * satisfies a iff l(s) \= a, where '[=' is the

classical notion of logical consequence.

The definitions introduced above allow for a modifi

cation of the classical notions of entailment and truth

compatible with the idea of nonmonotonicity. The fol

lowing definition shows how this task can be done:

Definition 3.4 Suppose a model W = (S, I, <) and

a, b € L are given. The entailment relation defined by

W will be denoted by \~w and is defined by: a\~wb

iff for all s minimal in a, s^ b.

Note: afcwb iff there exists an s minimal in a, s |£ b.

Kraus, et al., then introduce the notion of preferential

entailment, which is indistinguishable from the classi

cal, Tarskian conception of logical consequence.

Definition 3.5 Let K be a set of conditional asser

tions. We say that K preferentially implies (P-implies)

the conditional assertion a\~b iff a |~ y 6 for all pref

erential models V for which

assertions of K.

\~ v contains all of the

The preferential models were used in [13] to define a

family of preferential logics. In [13] it was also claimed

that all reasonable nonmonotonic logics could be ade

quately described as preferential entailment relations.

Nevertheless in [15], Lehmann and Magidor focused on

a subfamily of preferential models - the ranked mod

els.

Definition 3.6 A ranked model W is a preferential

model (5, /, <) where the strict partial order < may be

defined in the following way: there is a totally ordered

set W (the strict order on W will be denoted by L) and

a function r : S —*W such that 5 < t iff r(s) L r(t).

The effect of the function r is to rank the states, i.e.

a state of smaller rank is more normal than a state of

higher rank. Lehmann, et al., also introduce ranked

models where the ordering of the states does not obey

the smoothness requirement.

Observation 3.1 A strict partial order < is ranked

iff it is negatively transitive, i.e., if ->(x < y) and

-i(y < z) then ->(x < z).

Definition 3.7 A rough ranked model V is a preferen

tial model (5, 1, <) for which the strict partial order <

is ranked and the smoothness requirement is dropped.

The entailment relations induced by ranked and rough

ranked models can be defined in the same form as in

Definition 3.4 and the notion of rational entailment

can be characterized in the same way that preferential

entailment was characterized in Definition 3.5.

From the syntactical point of view, Kraus, et al.,

proved a representation theorem for the following sys

tem V in terms of the above preferential models.

(R) A\~A (LLE)

\=A~B, A^C

B\~C

\=A-+B,C\~A A\~B,A\~C
(RW) — ■ ! (CM)

C\~B AAB\~C

A\~B,A\~C A\^C,B^C
(AND) - !—■ (OR)

A\~BAC AVB\~C

Lehmann, et al., prove that the system 11, complete

with respect to ranked models, can be obtained adding

the following rule of rational monotony to the above

set of rules.

(RM)

A\~C, -.(A |—<B)

AAB^C

Finally, Lehmann, et al., in [15] suggested that the

syntactic system TZTZ obtained from "R by dropping the

rule (CM) is sound and complete with respect to rough

ranked models. They obtain this conjecture from the

work of James Delgrande in conditional logic. We will

have the occasion to prove this conjecture true.

The surface similarities between conditional logic and

the nonmonotonic logic of Kraus, et al., and Lehmann,

et al., should now be immediate. Semantically, both

conditional and nonmonotonic models involve strict

partial orders over the domains of the models. Satis

faction of conditional assertions such as a |~ b or a > b

involve the determination of whether the minimal ele

ments of the domain that satisfy a also satisfy b. The

syntactic resemblences would lead one to conjecture

that (the HF or GHF fragment of) many conditional

systems coincide with the theses of V, ~R and TfR.

In the following sections we will show that these sur

face similarities are not deceiving, and that deep equiv

alences can be forged on both the semantic and syn

tactic level.

4 MAPPINGS

In the literature of nonmonotonic logic, the trend has

been to use sets of possible worlds, instead of states,

when dealing with preferential and rational mod

els. See, e.g., Shoham[19], Boutilier[7], and Katsuno-

Satoh[12]. Kraus, et al., have argued that their states
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cannot be equated with maximal sets of propositions.

They point out that whenever a model contains two

states which bear the same label (i.e, the labelling

function maps the two states to the same world), there

does not exist an equivalent model with the same do

main in which the labelling function is the identity

function.

In the following section, we will show that while states

are distinguishable from worlds, it is always possible

to find, for rough ranked models in which the domain

is a set of states, an equivalent rough ranked model

in which the domain consists of possible worlds. This

result will then be used to show that the states are

eliminable for preferential models as well.

The states are eliminated using a two step process.

First, it is shown that for each rough ranked model

with states using the binary relation <, there exists

one and only one equivalent spheres-like model with

states. Second, these 'generalized' spheres models will

be mapped to equivalent spheres models which contain

only worlds. The restricted spheres models will be

shown to be MVTA models.

In order to accomplish these mappings, we first intro

duce the following taxonomy of spheres models:

Definition 4.1 S is a nested set of sets iff VJ7, V G

S, U C V or V C U.

Definition 4.2 Let a Generalized-spheres model [GS-

model] be a triple (D, f, I) , where D is a non-empty set,

/ is a function / : D —» 22 , where VS £ ran(f), S is

nested, and I is a labelling function / : D —* V (where

U is the universe of reference).

Definition 4.3 Let a Generalized-absolute-spheres

model [GAS-model] be a GS-model, where / is a con

stant function.

Definition 4.4 Let a Generalized-universal-absolute-

spheres model [GTAS-model] be a GSA-model, where

\Jran(f) = D.

Definition 4.5 Let a Restricted-spheres model [RS-

model] be a GS-model, where D is a set of possible

worlds and / is the identity function.

We can then extend the taxonomy of GS-models for

RS-models by defining RSA, RTAS models as we did

above (definitions omitted).

We can show that for every non-trivial rough

ranked model (i.e., a rough ranked model whose do

main is non-empty), there exists one and only one

Generalized-universal-absolute-spheres model, and

vice versa.

Let RR- be the class of all non-trivial rough ranked

models and GTAS be the class of all GTAS-models.

To prove that there exists a one-to-one correspondence

between RR~ and GTAS, it is necessary to produce

a bijective mapping from RR- to GTAS. We first

propose the following two definitions:

Definition 4.6 Let (D,<,1) be an rough ranked

model. Then /' is a function /' : D —► 22 , such

that Vd G DJ'(d) = {S* : x G D}\JD, where

S, = {y G D : y < x}.

Definition 4.7 Let {D, f, I) be an GTAS-model. Then

dj. <' d2 iff 3V £ f(d){di G V A d2 <£ V), for some

deD.

Definition 4.6 defines a function that maps every state

in the domain of a non-trivial rough ranked model to

one nested set of sets. The order of inclusion in the

nested set is induced by the ranked relation of the

rough ranked model. Definition 4.7 defines a binary

relation between states by using the ordering of states

induced by the nestedness of the system of spheres of

a GTAS model.

Lemma 4.1 Let D be any non-empty set, f defined

as in Definition 4.6, and I be any labelling function.

(D,f',l) is a GTAS-model.

Lemma 4.2 Let D be any non-empty set, < ' defined

as in Definition 4-7, and I be any labelling function.

(D, <', I) is a non-trivial rough ranked model.

We now propose the two main mapping functions be

tween RR- and GTAS:

Definition 4.8 Let g be the function g : GTAS —+

RR- such that g((D,f,l)) = (D, <',/), where <' is

denned as in Definition 4.7.

Definition 4.9 Let h be the function h : RR- —»

GTAS such that h((D,<,l)) = (D,f',l), where /' is

denned as in Definition 4.6.

Lemma 4.3 g is the inverse function of h.

Proof: It must be proven that that g(h((D, <,/))) =

(D, <,l). Since D and I are left unchanged by defini

tions 4.8 and 4.9, we need only show that if g(h((D, <

,/))) = (D, <',l) then <=<'. (1) <C<' : Assume, for

contradition, that for some x,y £ D,->(x <' y) and

x < y. By Definition 4.7, V5(x G S -» y G S). Two

cases are possible - a) For some k,x G S^. Hence, for

any arbitrary k, if x G St, then y G Sj. By Definition

4.6, it follows that if ->(y < ife) then -<[x < k). Consider

the case of k = y. Since -i(y < y), by irreflexiveness,

->(x < y), contradicting x < y. b) For all k, x £ S*

but x G D. Hence, by Definition 4.6, Vz G D, z < x

or (->(z < x) A ->(x < z)). Consider the case of z = y.

This contradicts x < y. (2) <'C<: Assume, for con-

tradition, that for some x, y G D, ->(x < y) and x <' y.

By Definition 4.7, there exists an St such that x G Sk

and y ^ St. By Definition 4.6, x < k and ->(y < k).

Since (x < ife A ->(y < k) —+ x < y), we conclude x < y.

Contradiction. •
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Lemma 4.4 h is the inverse function of g.

Proof: We must prove that h(g((D,f, I))) = (D,f,l).

Since D and I are left unchanged by definitions 4.8

and 4.9, one need only show that if h(g((D, f, I))) =

(D,f',l) then Vx G D,f(x) = f'{x). We first assume

h(g((D, /,/))) = (D,f',l) and by the previous theo

rem we know that g((D, /', I)) = (D, <', I). Therefore,

we now know that the models containing / and /', re

spectively, can be mapped to the same rough ranked

model which contains <'. Hence, by Definition 4.7,

Vx, y G D(x <' y « 35 € f(x)(x G S A y $ 5)) and

Vx,y G D(x <' j h 3S £ /'(*)(* G 5 A y £ S)).

By pure logic, Vx,y G D((3S G f{x)(x G S A y $

S)) «-► (3S G /'(x)(x eSAyj! 5))). It is imme

diate, however, that this condition holds if and only

if Vx G D, f(x) = /'(x) (since / and /' are constant

functions and map to only one nested set). •

Theorem 4.1 RR- and GTAS can be correlated

one-to-one.

Proof: By lemmas 4.3 and 4.4, both maps g and h

are one-to-one and surjective by the existence of the

corresponding inverse functions. Hence, g and h are

bijective functions. •

We now show that the mappings introduced above are

truth-preserving, i.e., if a (~ b is satisfied in a model in

the domain of g or h, then the a |~ b will be satisfied in

the image of those functions. In order to accomplish

this, we first show that minimality is preserved by the

mapping.

Definition 4.10 For any GS-model, X, and for

any proposition a G L, the a-minimum elements of

(d) in X, for some d 6 D, is defined as follows:

= //a//n(n{5 € f(d) : Sf\//a// * 0}), if

IK/WO //«//) * •, where //a// = <d € D : 1(d) \=

a}.

Definition 4.11 For any rough ranked model, RR,

and for any proposition a G L, the a-minimal elements

of RR are defined as follows: a** = {d G D : d G

//o//andVee//o//l-.(e<d)}-

Theorem 4.2 let X fee o GTAS-model and Y = g(X).

Vd G .D, Va G £, <i M on a-minimum element of f(d) in

X iff d is an a-minimal element of < in Y.

Proof: First assume by contradiction that x G aRR,

but x i aGS. Then x g //a//D(ri{5' G /(d) :

Sf)//a// £ 0}). Thus, there exists a T such that

3TI//«// # «, and x ^ T. Let y G Tf]//a//. By

Definition 4.7, y < x. But since x G {d G D : d G

Ijail and Ve G //a//, -.(e < d)}, -(y < x).

Second assume by contradiction that x $ a-R-R, but

x G aGS. Then there exists an element y such that

y G //a//, and y < x. By Definition 4.7, there exists

an S G /(d), such that y £ S and x £ 5. In addition,

Sf)//a// ^ 0. By assumption, x G fiGS, i.e., x is a

member of all 5' G /(d), such that S'f\//a// £ 0.

But as we showed above, there exists an S G /(d),

where Sf\//a// j- 0 and x £ 5. •

Theorem 4.3 £et Y be a non-trivial rough ranked

model and X = h(Y). Vd € D,Va E L, d is an a-

minimal element of < in X iff d is an a-minimum

element of f(d) in Y.

Proof: Similar to above proof. •

Definition 4.12 o (« sb where S is a GTAS-model iff

/N/C\(T\{S G /(d) : SO//-// * 0}) £ Ilb/1.

The sign 'f^s' has been introduced because, stricly

speaking, ' \*> s ' was defined only for models with a

binary relation and not for spheres models, and the

satisfaction of the operator '>' was defined for models

that contain possible worlds, not states.

Notice that by Theorem 4.2 it follows trivially that if

X is a GTAS-model and Y = g(X), then afcxb iff

a (~yfc. The biconditional holds as well if the h func

tion is used to map the non-trivial rough ranked mod

els to the GTAS models. Hence both g and h are truth-

preserving maps. Since the maps are truth-preserving,

they must also preserve validity of conditional asser

tions. Moreover, as the next theorem shows, the maps

can be used to show the preservation of GHF patterns

between GTAS and the class of all rough ranked mod

els.

Definition 4.13 ai ^bi, . . .,atj(vbi, . . .,an }=s&n

GTAS-implies a \zb iff for all GTAS-models 5 where

ai N s^i> • • •' ai/fcs^»> ■ • • i a« Ns^ni it is also the case

that a \&sb.

Theorem 4.4

ai N&ii •• •i°«/N^»» •• Man N^n GTAS-imphes a^ab

iff <»i h* h, ■ ■ ■ i at Jt~ °i, ■ ■ ■ , a« h bn RR-implies a^b.

Proof: Immediate for non-trivial rough ranked mod

els based on the one-to-one correspondence between

GTAS and RR-. We need only show that every

GHF pattern valid in GTAS is also satisfied in the

trivial rough ranked model. This claim is immediate,

however, because the only way that a GHF pattern

can fail is if the right-hand side of the pattern is not

satisfied. But all conditional assertions are satisfied in

the trivial model. •

We now show that for every Generalized-universal-

absolute-spheres model, there exists an equivalent

Restricted-universal-absolute-spheres model, i.e., a

spheres model that is universal and absolute but which

consists only of possible worlds.

Definition 4.14 Let (D,f,l) be an GTAS-model.

Then W = {w:3seD, l(s) = w}.

Definition 4.15 Let {D,f,l} be an GTAS-model.

Then /* is a function /* : W -► 2aWr, such that for
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some d G D and Vtu 6 W,f*(w) = {Ts : S G /(d)},

where Ts = {v : 3a G S and v — l(s)} and VT is

defined as in Definition 4.14.

In order to construct an equivalent RTAS model from

a GTAS model, we take as the domain W the set of

labels of the states in the GTAS model, as is done in

Definition 4.14. The function /* of Definition 4.15 is

the constant function that maps from each world in

the domain to a set which contains, for every sphere

of states in the image of the / function of the GTAS

model, a corresponding sphere composed of the labels

of those states.

Lemma 4.5 Let W be a set defined as in Definition

4-14i f* defined as in Definition 4-15, and I be any

labelling function. (W,f*,l) is a RTAS-model.

Let RTAS be the class of all RTAS-models. We now

propose the following mapping function from GTAS

to RTAS (the map from RTAS to GTAS is trivial

because RTAS is properly contained in GTAS).

Definition 4.16 Let p be the function p : GTAS —►

RTAS such that p((D, f, I)) = (W, /*, I), where W is

defined as in Definition 4.14, and /* is defined as in

Definition 4.15.

As we did before, we now show that the mapping func

tion p is truth-preserving.

Definition 4.17 For any RS-model Y, and for any

proposition a G L, the a-minimurn elements of f(w)

in Y, for some w G W, is defined as follows:

aflS = MfUMs € /(») : sn/«/ / 0}), if

U(/Wfl/«/) # ">> where H = {wEW: l(w) (= a}.

Lemma 4.6 Vd G D, if d G aGS then 1(d) G aRS .

Lemma 4.7 VwGff, if w G aRS then 3s G D, s €

aGS , where l(s) = w.

Theorem 4.5 Let X be a GTAS-model and p(X) =

(W, /',/). Then Va, b G L, aGS C //&// iffaRS C /&/.

Proof: In order to prove the 'only if' side of Theorem

4.5 we assume for contradiction that aGS C //b//,

and for some w G aRS and w 4 /b/. By Lemma 4.7, if

w G aRS then 3s G D, s G 5 , where l(s) = w. Since

there exists a state 5 which is a member of aGS , s is

a b-state by the initial assumption. Hence, l(s) is a

b-world. Contradiction.

The 'if part is proved in a similar manner. We assume

for contradiction that aRS C /b/, and for some state

d G aGS, d $ /lb//. By Lemma 4.6, if d G aGS then

1(d) G aRS. By assumption, 1(d) is a b-world. Hence,

d G ffhff. Contradiction. •

By Theorem 4.5, if X is a GTAS-model and Z = p(X),

then a\~xb iff ^2 <*■ > b. Thus, the mapping (via

the p function) from GTAS models to RTAS is truth

preserving, and a fortiori, validity preserving. How

ever, even though the mapping between GTAS and

RTAS is truth-preserving, it is obviously not one-

to-one. Hence, the preservation of GHF theorems

through the mapping is not as immediate, although

the proof is simple.

Definition 4.18 ai > bi,...,-i(a{ > bi),...,an > bn

RTAS-implies a > b iff for all RTAS-models T where

[=T ax > bit . . . , \£t Oi > bit . . . , |=t On > bn, it is also

the case that f=r a > b.

Theorem 4.6

ai H^ii • ■ •i°»/l~&«> •• -i0™ (~^n GTAS-implies a\~b

iff «i > bi,...,-i(ai > bi),...,an > bn RTAS-implies

a> b.

Proof: Immediate in the 'only if' direction be

cause all RTAS-models are GTAS-models. In

the 'if direction, we assume for contradiction

that ai > &!, ....-.(a* > bi),...,an > bn

RTAS-implies a > b but for some GTAS-model

S,ai (~ sbi,...,a.ijf~sbi,...,an |~s&„ and afc sb. By

Theorem 4.5, there exists an equivalent RTAS-model

T such that (=t Oi > &i, ..., ^t a» > Sfe, — a \=t On >

bn and ^t a > b. Contradiction. •

5 Minimal Logics

In the previous section, it was proven that every rough

ranked model with states is equivalent to an RTAS

model composed solely with possible worlds. Based

on the discussion of conditional logic in Section 2, it

is clear that these RTAS models are the absolute and

universal extensions of Delgrande's AfV models, since

both types of models do not obey the Limit Assump

tion (see Theorem 2.2). What we have shown, there

fore, is that the universal and absolute extensions of

MV models validate the same GHF patterns as RR

models do.

This result provides two benefits. First, since minimal

ity is preserved from rough ranked models to GTAS

models (See Theorem 4.3) and from GTAS models to

RTAS models (See Lemmas 4.6 and 4.7), if a rough

ranked model is stoppered (i.e., obeys the smoothness

constraint), then the equivalent RTAS model identi

fied by the mapping with also be stoppered (and vice

versa). Based on the discussion in Section 2, we can

identify stoppered RTAS models as the VTA models

of Lewis. Moreover, since by Theorem 2.2, selection

function semantics and the Lewis truth definitions are

equivalent, we know that the theorems of the GHF

counterpart of VTA are coincident with the theses of

the system V..

Second, as the next theorem shows, RTAS models can

be mapped to RS models, with respect to GHF pat

terns. This will allow us to show that MV and V

are the minimal classical conditional logics whose GHF
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counterparts correspond to TVR. and 1Z.

Definition 5.1 ai > 6lt ...,->(ai > bi), ...,an > b„

RS-implies a > 6 iff for all RS-models U where \=u

ai > bit .. ., t^i/ Of > 6j, — , ^=y On > bn, it is also the

case that |=r/ a> b.

Theorem 5.1 oi > fci, . ..,-1(0; > fci),...,an > 6n

RS-implies a > b iff ai > bi, . . . , ->(a< > bi), . . . , on >

bn RTAS-implies a > b.

Proof: Immediate in the 'only if' direction because

all RTAS-models are RS-models. In the 'if' direction,

we assume for contradiction that a\ > 6i,...,-i(aj >

bi ),..., an > bn RTAS-implies a > b but for some

RS-model U = (W,f,l), \=v ox > &i,..., |£r/ oj >

6i,...,[=[; a„ > 6n and J£r/ a > 6. Hence, there

exists some world of reference w £ W, such that in

f(w),a?s C /h/,...,a?s 2 /bi/,...,*™ g /6n/

and afl5 2 /*/• Consider the model T = (W,/0,/),

where f° is defined as: Vv G W, f°(v) = /(to) \JW. T

is therefore a RTAS-model. In addition, it is the case

that in /°(v), for any V G W,a?s C /^/.....af8 2

/&</, . . . , a*s C /bn/ and a*5 g /&/. This contradicts

the assumption that a% > fcj, . . ., -i(aj > 6<), . . . , a„ >

6n RTAS-impUes a > b. •

According to Theorem 5.1, RTAS and RS models are

equivalent with respect to GHF patterns. By similar

arguments used at the beginning of this section, it fol

lows that the theses of 11 and TZTZ are coincident with

the theorems of the GHF counterparts of V and MV.

This theorem also proves that the universal and ab

solute extensions of V and MV are non-creative with

respect to GHF theses.

The result of the above mappings can be extended,

showing that at\ > bi,...,an > bn RS-implies -i(a >

b) if and only if ai |~ &i, . . . , an |~6n RR-implies afc b.

This holds trivially—consider the trivial rough ranked

model and a conditional model with an empty system

of spheres.

These mappings also allow us to find the minimal con

ditional logics for the preferential system V. We ac

complish this task by showing that the HF theses of

V (i.e., GHF theses which do not allow for negated

snakes on the left side of the 'P-implies') are coinci

dent with the theses of the HF counterpart of SS*TA

(i.e., the universal and absolute extensions of SS*).

Definition 5.2 a\ > bi,...,an > bn <S«S*T.4-implies

a > b iff for all <S.S*T.4-models V where |=v «i >

&ii ■ • ■ i N v an > bn, it is also the case that \=v a > b.

Theorem 5.2 aj [~ &i , . . . , an |~ bn P-implies a f~ 6 iff

ai > b\, . . . , an > bn SS*TA-implies a > b.

Proof: Immediate in the 'only if' direction because

all iS.S*T.4-models are T'-models. This follows be

cause for SS*TA models, the ternary relation is

inessential and the models are equivalent to mod

els with a binary relation (i.e., a 'P-model con

sisting only of worlds). In the 'if' direction, we

assume for contradiction that ax > 61,...,an >

bn SS*TA-'\mp]ies a > b but that for some P-model

P <»i |~pi>i,...,an (~p6„, and ajf~pb. By Lemma

18 of Lehmann, et aL [13], for every "P-model P

where a\ \~pb\, ...,an \~pbn, and ajf~pb, there ex

ists an 7£-model R where a\ |~ Rb\, . . . , an (~ Rbn, and

aj(~ Rb. By Theorem 4.5, this 7?-model R with states

(GTAS-model) is equivalent to some VX4-model V

with worlds (RTAS-model). Because all VTA mod

els are GTAS models, there exists a 7?-model R',

by Theorem 4.2 and 4.3, which is equivalent to that

VTA model V. This ft-model R' (which might be

different from R) will consist of a domain of states

where the states can be identified with worlds. We

also know that this 72-model R' is also an SS*TA

model. Hence, there exists some SS*TA model where

(=v Oi > bi, ..., ^=y On > &m and \fcv a > b. Contra

diction. •

A consequence of this theorem is that states are com

pletely eliminable for preferential models as well. The

mapping between 1Z and Tl'R. allowed us to derive this

conclusion without finding the equivalent models that

contain only worlds. It follows that, in order to derive

the HF theorems of V, it is only necessary to use the

SS*TA models.

Nevertheless, SS*TA is not the minimal logic in the

SS family of conditional systems. It can easily be

shown that SS* is the minimal logic that corresponds

to V in the same manner that V and AfV were shown to

be the minimal logics for TZ and HH. One needs only

to show that the HF theorems of SS*TA are coincident

with those of SS*. In one direction, the proof is imme

diate because all <S«S*T.4-models are .S«S*-models. In

the other direction, the proof is again by contradiction.

One assumes that a HF pattern is a theorem ofSS*7A

but not of SS*. If the HF pattern is not a theorem of

SS*, then for one model and for one world of reference

w in the domain W of that model, the ternary relation

R induces an ordering among worlds such that the set

K of conditional assertions and the conditional asser

tion (a > b) do not fall in the relation '55*-implies.'

But then it is possible to recover a binary relation from

the ternary relation by ignoring the first position that

w occupies, i.e., Vaj, y € W, R'xy «-» Rwxy. This new

binary relation R', coupled with the labelling function

and the domain W, can be used to form an SS*TA

model where the ordering among worlds will satisfy

the conditional assertions of K but not (a > b), which

is a contradiction.

6 RELATED WORKS

We have showed that the (non-trivial) preferential

models "R and TZTZ 'are' absolute and universal ex-
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tensions of V and MV models, respectively. These

structures, then, have the power of validating patterns

which contain nested conditionals, although Kraus, et

al., and Lehmann, et al., do not utilize this extra

power. Nevertheless, the intuitive and formal char

acterization of nonmonotonic patterns of this type is

still an open problem. Some conditions like 'defeasible

centering' (A > (B —* (A > B))) are not validated

by RTAS models, and these models validate patterns

whose nonmonotonic interpretation is quite unclear.

Some authors have observed that other models that are

capable of validating specific nested axioms can also

provide a complete characterization of T-extensions of

V and 71 (in general, these authors did not analyze the

problem of 7171). In fact, Craig Boutilier in [7] and

Philippe Lamarre in [14] proved independently of each

other that the flat fragment of a suitable conditional

presentation of the modal system <S4 is capable of such

a characterization. It is interesting to notice that the

rewritten conditional version of 54 (C4 in Lamarre's

terminology) can be expressed as our system SS* en

riched with additional nested axioms. According to

these authors, the flat fragment of C4 coincides with

T-extension of V; however, as we have shown, in or

der to get V, only the models of SS* are needed. It

thus appears that the nested axioms only play the role

of guaranteeing a complete coincidence of CA with 54,

but that they do not play any interesting role with

respect to the characterization of V. If the goal is to

find a minimal conditional system coincident with V

it is not necessary to use CA when you can directly use

SS*. Nevertheless, the expression of the T-extensions

ofV and 71 as fragments of modal systems seems to be

useful under a computational point of view, taking into

account certain recent works in decision procedures of

conditional logic (see for example [11]).

Katsuno and Satoh in [12] provided a three-way map

ping, connecting belief revision operators, nonmono

tonic consequence relations and the >'s of conditional

logic. They provided a mapping only for stoppered

consequence relations (thus they did not consider the

system 7Z7Z and its conditional counterpart). The con

ditional counterparts they selected for 71 and V are not

minimal (they are stronger than V and SS*, respec

tively). In addition, they are not intuitive as systems

for the defeasible conditional either. In the case of R ,

the correspondent conditional system is Lewis' VW

obtained from V by the addition of (MP). We already

argued that modus ponens for '>' is unnatural when

'>' is interpreted as defeasible implication. Nonethe

less, it is true that the GHF counterparts of VW and

V coincide (this surprising result is shown in [3]). It

is not entirely clear whether Katsuno, et al., are using

our GHF fragment as the conditional counterparts of

71 and V. If they are, their result is formally correct,

although not very compelling under an intuitive point

of view.

John Bell analyzed the problem of the relation between

nonmonotonic and conditional logic in two recent ar

ticles ([4] and [5]). In [4], he proposed Pollock's SS

(called C by Bell) as the logic of preference logics. But

it is clear that SS will not do. In fact, the pattern (M)

-i(T > ->A) —> (T > A) is derivable from the axiom

(AS),3 but it does not hold in any preferential system.

In proposition 5.2 of [5] Bell proposed some correspon

dences between conditional and nonmonotonic sys

tems. Some of the correspondences established coin

cide with the ones proposed here, but others are in-

corrrect. First, Bell claims that 71 corresponds to the

GHF counterpart of Lewis' VC. But this is false, since

the pattern (M) that belongs to GHF counterpart of

VC does not hold in any preferential system. Secondly,

Bell claims that 71 corresponds to the GHF counter

part of AfV,4 but the pattern (A > -.A) -» (B > ->A)

does not have any correlate in the GHF counterpart

of AfV. Finally, Bell argues that V corresponds to the

GHF counterpart of C, but, again, (M) belongs to the

GHF counterpart of C, and this pattern does not hold

in -P.

7 CONCLUSION

We have shown that the systems of conditional logic

that correspond to V, 7Z and TZTi, are deontic, which is

to say non-centered, systems. Hence, the rules (MP)

and (AS) are not valid inference schema for these log

ics. The fact that (MP) and (AS) are invalid in the

nonmonotonic systems of Kraus, et al., and Lehmann,

et al., cannot be ascribed, therefore, to the limitations

of the language that these authors impose. While it is

true that the inference patterns used in detaching the

conditional cannot be represented in V, 7Z and 7171, ex

tending the language will not validate these inference

patterns. The preferential models themselves are not

centered and hence cannot be employed as semantic

structures which sanction an actual 'jump to a con

clusion.' The analogue in deontic conditional logic is

clear - if a state of affairs B ought to be the case if A

were to be the case, it is not necessarily true that B

will be the case when A is the case.

From knowledge of A and A |~ B, a reasoner who only

has a preferential system at his disposal has no manner

of extracting a conclusion of the type 'in the normal

course of events B'. In addition, from the knowledge

that A (or A holds in the normal case) and A\~B, she

cannot conclude B is true either.

The parallels between the conditional logic approach

and the one based on consequence relations now be

comes clearer. Both approaches offer the possibility

'We owe this observation to David Makinson.

'This observation is probably based on the fact (see [6])

that Bell believes (wrongly as we proved before) that V and

MV coincide.
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of constructing an appropriate representational frame

work for defaults. In fact, the use of a non-classical

preferential relation offers the possibility of represent

ing the joint satisfaction of sequences of conditional

assertions (with true antecedents) that obey the fol

lowing pattern: as the antecedent is strengthened, the

consequent flips to its negation. Significantly as well,

both approaches do not contain mechanisms for draw

ing conclusions about the actual world from default

rules. Thus, the deontic conditional and nonmono

tonic consequence relation approaches can offer (1) an

adequate representational tool and (2) an inferential

apparatus appropriate for purely prototypical reason

ing (from knowledge of the normality of A and A |~ B,

we can of course conclude the normality of B, for ex

ample). In addition, the conditional and preferen

tial models used for representational purposes can be

exploited in order to supplement these systems with

appropriate inductive procedures. Whether the ad

equate pragmatics for such 'jumping' should employ

the methods of statistics, belief revision theory, de

fault logic, or a combination of all of these approaches

remains an open problem for both the AI and philo

sophical communities.
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Abstract

Recently some general frameworks have been

proposed to classify and represent non-monotonic

inference relations. In this paper, following on from

these researches, a complete and general proof is

given of the equivalence between some classes of

non-monotonic inference relations and conditional

logics. It is based on a systematic translation of

expressions of one system into expressions of the

other. Using the well-known conditional logics

semantics, representation theorems follow without

any difficulty. A comparison is made between

conditional logic semantics and the semantics

proposed by Katsuno, Satoh [Katsuno 91] and Bell

[Bell 91]. Preferential systems are considered as a

study case for the application of our general result

1 INTRODUCTION

Since the concept of 'non-monotonic reasoning' was

introduced in the computer science field, in the early

seventies, many different non-monotonic logics have been

developped (see [LeaSombe 89] for a survey of these

formalisms).

Recently, D. Gabbay [Gabbay 85] suggested studying non

monotonic systems via the properties of the non-monotonic

deduction relation they define1 . This idea has been very

fruitful. Many results have been obtained, especially with

regard to the order and the classification of the different

non-monotonic logics families. One of the main research

lines has been to define "representation theorems" which

In fact, these relations differ from the monotonic one, not

only because they do not satisfy monotonicity, (as the deduction

relations of relevant logics or linear logic do) but also because

they are incompatible with what is known as the cut rule in the

logic field (i.e. the addition of the cut rule does not give a

conservative extension of the system). The failure of this property

has often incited logicians to deny the status of "logic" to these

systems as it seems to imply the collapsing of all notions of

derivation and a substantial opacity of the meaning of the

connectives.

associate semantics to non-monotonic deduction relations

[Kraus 90] [Freund 91] [Lehmann 89] [GSrdenfors 91b].

Basically, these semantics represent the non-monotonic

inference relations, i.e. a model corresponds to an inference

relation (and vice versa). These theorems use technical

devices that can be very different according to the

properties which have been considered to define the

inference relation. Even if, for some of them, simple and

unified semantics were given (based on preferential

relations over states as first proposed by Shoham [Shoham

88]), it was still a little disappointing to have so many

different semantics (and so complicated) for simpler

systems.

More recently, general semantical frameworks have been

defined for some different non-monotonic systems [Nejdl

91] [Bell 91] [Katsuno 91]. Nejdl constructs a ternary

relation. Katsuno and Satoh define structures, based on

possible worlds, with pre-order and total pre-order over

them (preferential relation or accessibility relation)2. This

gives a model structure for preferential and rational3

inference systems. This structure is a slight modification of

sphere semantics defined by Lewis for counterfactuals

[Lewis 86] (a total pre-order on possible worlds exactly

defines a sphere system, and a pre-order may be seen as a

generalization of it). Nevertheless as the model is based on

an accessibility relation (as in [Kraus 90] [Lehmann 89]

[Freund 91]), even if it was possible to describe systems

which are less strong than cumulative ones, the needed

structure would be much more complicated.

Bell defines a 'pragmatic canonical model' as a set I of

interpretations, a meaning function and a selection function.

The only difference with the models defined by Lewis in

[Lewis 86] and extended to other conditional systems in

Nute [Nute 80], is that the starting world (or the actual

world) is not a parameter of the selection function. This is

possible since Bell only considers formulae which are

Boolean combinations of flat conditionals. Nested

2This structure is extended to families of ordered structures: to

each world is associated a family, just in a same way as in Lewis'

semantics, a sphere system is asociated to each world .

-'See [Kraus 90] for the definition of these non monotonic

inference relations.
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occurrences of the conditional operator, combinations of

classical and conditional formulae are not allowed. Using

this structure Bell sketches some correspondence theorems

for some non-monotonic systems.

This paper follows on from these previous works. We give

a complete and general proof of the equivalence between

conditional logics and definitions of non-monotonic

inference relations by their properties. Our proof is based

on a translation of non-monotonic expressions in

conditional ones. Using the well-known semantics of

conditional logics, representation theorems follow without

any difficulty.

The connection between non-monotonic inference relations

and conditional logics has been discussed in [Kraus 90]

and [Bell 91]. It was first noted by Van Benthem (as

reported in [Shoham 87]) and improved in [Van Benthem

88]). It is also fundamental in [Bell 90] and [Delgrande

88]. Nevertheless, even if all these authors recognize that

the conditional connective '=>' encodes a non-monotonic

deduction relation in the language, they do not use directly

conditional logics to obtain a unifying semantical

framework. The two main criticisms against considering a

large class of non-monotonic inference systems as only a

typographical variant of the corresponding well-known

conditional logics are presented in [Kraus 90] and [Bell

91]. They can be summarized in the following terms:

a) Nested non-monotonic symbols do not have any

meaning while conditionals can be nested.

b) The conditional semantics evaluation refers to the actual

world while this does not make any sense within the

framework of non-monotonic inferences.

These two problems are strictly linked. Indeed, if the

language is restricted to Boolean combinations of flat

conditionals, keeping or dropping the actual world index

does not change anything. Among these two points, the

second is the most restrictive one since it removes nested

conditionals and also formulae of the form

(A=>B)-KA-»B). But let us gently polemize for a while.

It is true that from a syntactical point of view, (AI~B)I~C is

a strange construction, but no more than (Al-B)l-C, that is

normally written (A-»B)-»C. The real problem is to give

an acceptable intuitive meaning to this construction and we

think that there is no conclusive reason to claim that there is

none. For example, take the following reading

"Considering that A is a sufficient ground to assert that B

leads us to affirm C". The kind of information which could

be extracted from these constructions, depends on the way

nested conditionals are axiomatized, but this is another

matter. Note that these remarks have also been introduced

in the conditional logics literature. Lewis and Nute express

some reserves for nesting conditionals since nested

counterfactuals are not common in natural language.

Delgrande agrees with them arguing that the meaning of

nested conditionals is not clear [Delgrande 88]. So he

restricts the language of his conditional logic NP to

formulae without nested conditional operators. However,

just consider the intuitive reading he gives of " A=>B":

"normally if A then B". The formula (((A=>B)aA)-»B) is

not NP-valid. Indeed, it is possible to know that "Normally

if A then B" and also "A" but to be in such an exceptional

case that B is not true. Considering the same hypothesis,

and assuming that the considered case is as normal as

possible, it would be intuitive to conclude that B is true.

This can only be expressed using a nested conditional as in

(((A=>B)aA)=>B). It is very interesting to note that this last

formula is valid considering S4.3 (which allows nested

operators) instead of NP. This latter system has been

presented by Delgrande as the modal logic equivalent to

NP4, the accessibility relation translating some preference

notions over possible worlds [Boutilier 90] [Lamarre 91].

Many different strategies have been proposed to avoid

dealing with nested occurrences of conditionals: the

language can be restricted; the semantics can be adapted,

the index for the actual world can be erased; axioms can be

added to analyze nested conditionals. However all these

strategies may be done inside of the framework of

conditional logics so there is no particular reason to

abandon them.

The great advantage of conditional logics is that they have

already been well studied, and they have clear syntactical

metaproperties such as decidability, compactness and so

on. Some of the results concerning conditional logics (such

as minimal axiomatisation, inclusion relations between

different systems, different possible semantics,

correspondence with modal logics, ...) can be usefully

applied to the study of non-monotonic properties.

The outline of this paper is the following. In section 2 we

define a rewriting function '*' which transforms non

monotonic properties into conditional theorems or

conditional rules. In section 2, using this translation we

give a general equivalence theorem between valid formulae

in a conditional model and general properties of a class of a

non-monotonic relations. Then representation theorems can

be trivially obtained using the completeness theorem of

conditional logics. In fact one of the main interests of

conditional logics is that, given a set of axioms and rules, it

is very easy to find a sound and complete semantics in

terms of the selection function. It is also possible to

transform this latter into another different semantics such as

sphere semantics, or relational ones. Section 3 contains an

example about how to apply our general representation

theorem to preferential systems. We compare the model

theory obtained via our approach with those given in the

literature.

2 CONNECTIONS

Firstly, in order to illustrate the close connection between

conditional logics and non-monotonic inference relations

4To obtain the correspondence, the conditional operator is

translated into modal language by (A=* B) ■

D(A-»0(AaD(A-»B))).
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we will visually compare some rules used to express

properties of non-monotonic deduction relation and some

conditional axioms. For example: Reflexivity (A r~ A) and

ID-axiom (A=>A), but also Left Logical Equivalence

,r-A<->BAI~C , ___. , r-A<-*B .

( ) and RCEA (—— —),

BhC

Equivalence (
Ar-B BI~A AI~C

Br-C

hA=>C-*B=>C

) and CSO

((A=>B)a(B=»A))->((A=*C)<->(B=>Q), Rational

Monotonicity ( ) and CV

' AaBKC

((A=*Qa-^(A=>^B))-XAaB=*Q).

2.1 A FORMAL CONNECTION

All the previous examples show that there is at least a

strong similarity between properties of non-monotonic

deduction relation and conditionals. Some authors have

already proved that this is more than a similarity, and that

some formal correspondence can be found. For example, in

[Lamarre 91] a formal equivalence is proved using

semantics between preferential non-monotonic inference

relations as defined in [Kraus 90] and a particular

conditional logic, named C4. Bell [Bell 90] [Bell 91],

Kaisuno and Satoh [Katsuno 91] have sketched some

correspondences including a large class of non-monotonic

inference relations. Here, we give a general, formal and

complete proof of that correspondence: given a definition of

a non-monotonic class of inference relations, it will be

possible to obtain the exact corresponding conditional

logics and semantics.

Let us begin with some formal definitions of notions

commonly used in non-monotonic literature and which will

be used in the proof of the equivalence theorem.

Definition 2 . 1 A non-monotonic deduction relation

'h ' is a set of pairs (A,B) such that A and B are

classical formulae. We will note Ah- B when the pair (A,

B) belongs to the relation, and AI/-B in the opposite

case.

A property of non-monotonic inference relations will have

the form of a rule—'—g—"-, where each Aj and B are of

the form HX or X]J~X2 such that X, Xi and X2 are

classical formulae. If n=0, the rule is called an axiom. In

the sequel we will say that a property (or equivalentely a

non-monotonic inference rule) is satisfied by a relation 'l~ '

iff when the premises of the rule belong to the relation or

are classical tautologies, then the conclusion belongs to the

relation or is a tautology too. It is not difficult to see that all

classical operations (contraposition, cut, ...) are available

on these rules.

We will now introduce the notion of characteristic set of

properties and general properties of a class of non

monotonic inference relations.

Definition 2.2 A set of properties P is said to be

characteristic of a class C of non-monotonic relations

iff: all non-monotonic inference relations of C, and only

them, satisfy every property in P (l~ e C iff r- satisfies

every properties in P).

Definition 2.3 A property p will be said to be a

general property of a class C of non-monotonic

relations iff: every non-monotonic inference relation of

C satisfies p (for every h-e C, l~ satisfies p).

In order to prove that the visual similarity is an equivalence,

we must define the kind of rules used to describe the

properties of non-monotonic deduction relations:

Definition 2 . 4 A non-monotonic property p will be

said to be of

• type 1 if and only if the monotonic deduction symbol

(H) does not appear in it;

• type 2 if and only if the monotonic deduction symbol

appears only into its hypotheses;

• type 3 if and only if the monotonic deduction symbol

appears into its conclusion.

As we will see in the following, properties of type 1

correspond to axioms of conditional logics, properties of

type 2 correspond to conditional inference rules, and

finally, properties of type 3 do not correspond to anything

ever used in logic in general. This last type can be

considered as expressing a crucial difference between

conditional logics and non-monotonic inference relations.

In order to state formally the connection between non

monotonic deduction relations and conditional logics, we

will replace the non-monotonic deduction symbol by the

conditional operator. Let us call this operation "*". In the

following, two languages and a rewriting operation

between them are defined.

Definition 2.5 Let us define 3U nm to b* classical

propositional language (a, v, -i, -»,...) and

metalanguage (r- ) plus the usual non-monotonic

symbol h connecting classical formulae. S&nm is the

language used to express non-monotonic properties.

°£- Cond is defined adding the conditional connective

"=>" to the classical language.

Definition 2 . 6 Let F be an expression of ^nm-

F* will be the rewritten expression of F in S6, Cond

obtained in the following way:

• for every classical expression F, F* = F

• for every expression Fs AI~B,F* = A=>B

• for every expression FsAI/-B,F**-i(A=»B)

• for every property of type 1 F« —*—<f>' (n>0),

F*s (Ai*AA2*A...AAn*)-*C*

• for every property of type 2,
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Fa H»ihB2...l-B,A1A2...Am (n>Q ^

m^),tfienF*B_J^lt?2^=Bn_

h-Ai*AA2*A. . .AAm*-*C

for every property of type 3,

r-B1r-B2...r-BnA1A2...Am ^

thrnr»_ HBi hB2...l-Bn ^C
then F* a

r-^(A1*AA2*A...AAm*)

Note that, as said previously, if p is of type 1 or 2, the

form of the obtained expressions (respectively axioms and

inference rules) arc well-known but if it is of type 3, neither

an axiom nor an inference rule is obtained. In fact, it is a

negative inference rule which logicians never use. An

example of property of this kind is "consistency

Ahi.
preservation": [GSrdcnfors 91a]. In the following we

focus on properties of type 1 or 2.

2.2 EQUIVALENCE THEOREM

This section contains the main result of this paper. We

establish an equivalence theorem between general

properties of a class of non-monotonic relations and valid

expressions of a corresponding conditional logic obtained

by the translation '**.

Let (Pi,2 be a set of characteristic properties of type 1 or 2,

defining a class of non-monotonic relations C, and

containing all classical tautologies. We define 2* 1,2 as a

logical system containing all the axioms of classical logic,

closed under classical inference rules and under the

translations by '*' of the non-monotonic properties o f

fPl.2.

Theorem 2 . 1 Let S be a semantics which has been

proved sound and complete for the system 2*1,2.

Then p is a general property of (Pi,2 iff its translation p*

is valid in S.

Proof:

Part 1: if p is a general property of (Pi,2, then p* is valid in

2*1.2.

Suppose that p* is not valid in S. Then there exists a model

M of S such that M does not satisfy p. Considering this

model, we will define a non-monotonic relation I~m such

that (1) it belongs to the class of non-monotonic relation C

and (2) it does not satisfy p. Let's construct it as follows: A

KMBiffMi=A=>B.

(1) r~M belongs to the class C If it were not the case, there

would exist some characteristic property of C, call it p\

such that Km would not satisfy p'. By definition of (Pi,2,

p* is of type 1 or 2.

(l.a)Ifp' is of type 1

(A1hB1-Apl~Bp,..,C1l^...,Cj/rAn) Then)

E h-F

hypothesis, there are some formulae such that the

hypothesis of the rule are true, but not the conclusion. Thus

the pairs (Ai, B^ ... (A„, BJ belong to the relation I ~m. the

pairs (Ci, D!),...,(Cm, DJ do not belong to it but the pair

(E, F) does not belong to I~m- So by definition of h-j^

Mt=A!=>B, Mt=An=»Bn, M^=-!(Ci=>Di)

Mt=-i(Cm=*Dm), but Mtf=E=>F. Furthermore, the

axiomatic of the system 2*1,2 is obtained by translating

characteristic properties of (Pl,2. So p'* is an axiom of this

system. Then M l= (A,=>Bi a A„=>Bn a -^C^D,) a

^(Cn^DJ ) -» (E=>F), which contradicts the fact that

MnfcE=>F.

(Lb) p' is a property of type 2

KGi...r-Gn At I ~Bt ...An 1-B.QIfD, ... CJ ffl.

E h-F

Then there are some formulae such that the hypotheses of

the rule are true but not the conclusion. The only difference

to note with the previous proof is that if the G, are classical

tautologies, they are also tautologies in the conditional

system which includes classical logic.

(2)r-\i does not satisfy the general property p.

(2.a) p is of type 1. By hypothesis p* is not valid in the

system 2**1 .2. So there is a model M such that Mtf=p*. So

the model M satisfies all the premisses of p but M does not

satisfy its conclusion. Then by definition of the relation

f-M. the general property p is not verified by I~m-

(2.b) p is of type 2. The proof is similar to the one of the

previous step.

So there exists a non-monotonic relation (t~m) which

(1) belongs to the class C, defined by the considered set of

caracteristic properties for 2^,2, and

(2) does not satisfies p. So p is not a general property of

SPU2.

Part 2: if p* is valid in 2*1,2, then p is a general property

of (Pi ,2.

We will assume that p is not a general property and then

prove that p* is not valid.

If p is not a general property then there is a relation K

belonging to the class C defined by (Pi,2, such that l~ does

not satisfy p. Let F be a set of formulae defined by: F=

(A=*B : AhB}U{ -<A=>B) : AI fB).
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(1) The set F is closed under the rules and axioms of the

system T 1,2 as far as flat conditionals are concerned. If it

were not the case, there would be a formula A=> B or

-i(A=>B) which could be deduced, using the system

2*1,2. The axiom or the inference rule used to draw this

conclusion is a translation of a general property of (Pi ,2.

And so, this rule is not satisfied by the relation l~ . This is a

contradiction with ihe fact that h belongs to iPl.2.

(2) F is a consistent set of formulae. If it were not the case,

there would be a pair of formulae A=>B, and -i(A=*B)

which could be deduced form F. By (1) they would belong

to F, and then by definition of F: Ah-B and AI/-B, which is

impossible by definition of a non-monotonic inference

relation.

So there is a model M satisfying F, and such that it does

not satisfy p*. So p* is not valid.

The previous theorem enables us to write representation

theorems using semantics of conditional logics for many

deduction relation classes.

From a logical point of view, note that theorem 2. 1 gives

us some results on "validity" (truth in every interpretation).

So representation theorems obviously follow from it since

they use a weaker notion to represent a non-monotonic

deduction relation: "satisfiability".

Corollary 2.1: General Representation Theorem.

Let 2*1,2 be a consistent set of properties defined as

previously. Let 2*1,2 be the associated conditional

logic, and assume that some completeness theorem has

been established.

Then h is a deduction relation verifying all properties of

2^,2 if and only if there is an inierprctaion M of 2*1,2

such that Ah-B iff \ft=A=>B.

Note that the most general semantics known for conditional

logics is the semantics based on selection function as

defined in [Lewis 86] and generalised in [Nute 80]. In this

semantics a model is a triple <W, f, v> where W is a non

empty set of possible worlds, v a valuation function, and f

a selection function which associates to each couple (world,

subset_of_possible_words) (a formula is caracterised by

the set of worlds satisfying it in the model) a set of possible

worlds. This semantics can be used for a very large class of

conditional logics: all normal conditional logics. So it

would be a powerful tool to represent and study non

monotonic inference relations.

A comparison of the result presented here with other works

on the same subject will lead us to some questions. Why to

use a semantics based on a selection function, and not a

semantics based on an accessibility relation over possible

worlds as in [Katsuno 91]? The answer to this question is

that we prefer the semantics which is able to capture as

many systems as possible. The semantics based on a

selection function is probably more difficult to manipulate,

but it is also more general. Indeed, in our opinion it would

be very difficult to find a semantics using an accessibility

relation for conditional logics strictly included in the one

corresponding to cumulative systems. Another advantage

of a semantics using a selection function is that a condition

corresponds to each particular axiom independently of the

context, in such a way that given a set of axioms, it is very

easy to find the corresponding semantics.

Furthermore, the index is necessary if we are interested in

the exact semantics corresponding to a conditional logic

associated to a non-monotonic inference system. Even if a

restricted language is considered (Boolean combinations of

flat conditionals) the semantics continues to deal with

formulae which have been removed from the language.

This introduces a gap between syntax and semantics. This

gap explains why so many different semantics can be used

to give representation theorems for the same non

monotonic systems. The following example shows how it

is possible to find a conditional logic with a full

correspondence. Some examples illustrating this gap will

be discussed at the end of the following section.

3 APPLICATION TO PREFERENTIAL

SYSTEMS

The following example shows how to apply the connection

presented in chapter 2, to find a simple representation

theorem for the preferential inference system.

De £ init ion 3 . 1 [Kraus 90] A consequence relation is

a preferential relation if and only if it satisfies all the

instances of:

Reflexivity axiom Ah A

and is closed under the inference rules of

¥ ,T . 1T, . , hA<->B AhC

Left Logical Equivalence:

Right Weakening:

Cut

Cautious Monotonicity:

Or

Br-C

AhB r-B->C

Ar-C

AaBt-C AI~B

Ar~C

AhB AI~C

AaBt-C

AhC BI~C

AvBHC

Applying the rewriting operation '*', we obtain :

hA=>A

K(A=>B)a(AaB=>Q)-HA=*C)

H(A=>B)a(A=>Q)-»(AaB=*Q

H(A=>C)a(B=>C))->(AvB=>C)

r-A<-?B

hA=>C<-»B=*C
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l-(B->Q

l-(A=>B)-HA=>C)

Adding this set of rules and axioms to classical logic gives

us an equivalent axiomatisation for the conditional logic

WC§, (the logic WC defined in [Nute 80] without the

conditional axiom MP (A=>B)-»(A-»B)) [Crocco 92b].

The semantics associated with this system is given by:

Definition 3.2 A model of WC§ is a triple M

=<W,f,m> where : W is a non-empty set of worlds, m

is a meaning function and f is a selection function

(W*2w->2™) satisfying the conditions :

• f(w, IADCIAI 5

• if f(w, IAI)CIBI then f(w, IAI)= f(w, IAaBI).

• f(w, IAvBI)Cf(w IAI)Uf(w, IBI)

The satisfiability relation 0=) is defined as usual, in

particular M,wt=A=>B iff f(w, IAI)£|B|

Representation theorem 3.1

A deduction relation I- is a preferential relation if and

only if there is some WC§ model M and some world w

such that Ah-B iff M,wl=A=>B.

The proof is direct from corollary 2.1 and the completeness

theorem for WC§.

Katsuno and Satoh [Katsuno 91] have proposed another

axiomatic to obtain a correspondence between preferential

deductions and conditional logics. Their system (TO)

includes the axiom MP: (A=*B) -> (A->B) which is not

necessary. Indeed, MP is not a theorem in the system WC§

which is proved to be sufficient to give a representation

theorem (Theorem 3.1). Furthermore, using the

contrapositive, it is possible to prove -i(A-»B) ->

-i(A=>B), and then using some substitution: T -»

-i(T=>±), or more simply -.(T=>±). But the

corresponding non-monotonic property Tl^-1 is not a

general property of preferential relation. The only

preferential relation satisfying this property is the trivial one

(Ah-B for any formulae A and B). Since this relation does

not present a real interest, it is not a very important

problem, and the semantics based on a partial preordcr over

interpretations is easier to manipulate.

Bell [Bell 91] argues that Preferential Inference Relations

correspond to the system SI of Burgess [Burgess 81] but

also to the system P of Veltman [Veltman 85] and to his

system C [Bell 90]. This last correspondence is doubtful as

the system C contains the axioms MP and CS: (AaB) -»

(A=>B). This last axiom, even if the language is restricted

only to Boolean combinations of flat conditionals, has

some bad consequences. Indeed, using the classical

tautology (TaA)v(Ta-iA), and CS it is possible to derive

(T=>A)v(T=>-iA). But there are some non-monotonic

inference relations which do not satisfy the non-monotonic

property — corresponding to this C-theorem.

Tr-A

In a similar way, if we consider the correspondence

established by Boutilier [Boutilier 90] or in a [Lamarre 91],

the axiom (-iA=>A)-»A is valid in both of these systems.

This is probably very intuitive considering the semantics

associated to these kinds of inference relations, via a

representation theorem given by Kraus and al. [Kraus 90]

which is very near to the semantics of S4. But addding this

axiom is not necessary. As MP, this axiom allows to

deduce TlfJ. which, as we already said, is not a general

property of preferential inference relations. Furthermore,

the conditional logic presented in [Lamarre 91] uses nested

conditional axioms. They are necessary to obtain

soundness and completeness with S4-semantics, but, none

of them are valid in WC§ which is the minimal conditional

logic to obtain such a correspondence.

All these comments illustrate the remark at the end of

paragraph 2. There are many different possibilities (at most

five proposed by different authors) to establish

representation theorems. Only one is minimal, with a full

correspondence on a full language.

4 CONCLUSION

Conditionals can be seen, then, as a unifying frame for

non-monotonic deduction relation properties. They allow to

give very simple representation theorems, a clear syntactical

monotonic counterpart of the non-monotonic relations

classes6, a simple classification for all the systems defined

in the literature. They can be used to define new non

monotonic relations class especially for those included in

the cumulative ones. In fact there is a large set of

conditional logics that can be defined, strictly included in

the conditional logic associated to cumumative inference

relations.

Nevertheless there are at least two criticism to the semantics

proposed in this paper. Firstly, it seems that the conditional

models for the preferential inference relations are not as

simple as the semantics based on preferential relations over

states. This is probably true but connections have been

proved between some conditional logics and normal modal

logics (semantics of which are based on relations between

worlds). So a systematic method could be found to obtain,

given a conditional logics, the corresponding semantics in

terms of properties of an accessibility relation over worlds.

This is not surprising as there is an intuitive relation

between the necessary operator and the conditional one (see

[Chellas 75]). Furthermore, theorem 2.1 allows to use any

semantics provided that it have been proved sound and

5Where IXI is the subset of possible worlds satisfying X.

° Deduction systems for some Conditional logics have been

defined in a tableaux like presentation [Lamarre 92] and in a

sequent system form [Crocco 92a].
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complete with the considered axiomatic. There is no

restriction on the form of this semantics.

Secondly, there is no direct syntactical conditional

translation of properties of type 3, such as consistency

preservation. However, it is possible to add a condition to

these models to satisfy these properties.

Our opinion is, for the two objections, that the advantage of

having a unifying semantical tool for representation

theorems, giving a full equivalence between models and

non-monotonic relations, is not negligible.
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Abstract

Normal conditional logics have been shown to be

appropriate to formalize a large number of com

mon-sense assertions such as prototypal proper

ties, obligation, possibility, non-monotonic

inference relations, .... The basic language of

these logics is the classical one augmented with a

conditional operator '=>' which has been first

introduced to capture sentences of the form "If it

were the case that .... then it would be the case

that ...". In this paper, we present a tableau-like

theorem prover for a subclass of these logics.

Given a formula, the approach is to find an

assignment falsifying it. It is shown sound and

complete with the considered systems. The partic

ular model computed via the procedure (couter-

model) is then used to define a non-monotonic

inference relation which is proved to be equiva

lent to Pearl's system Z. Then a mutation changes

our theorem prover into a non-monotonic prover.

1 INTRODUCTION.

It is now generally admitted that a large variety of common

sense expressions cannot be captured within classical

logic. For example, defaults rules, prototypical properties,

revision and possibility notions cannot be represented very

easily using material conditional. Conditional logics have

been proved to be a powerful tool for these notions ([Chel-

las 75] [Lewis 86], [Nute 80,84], [Delgrande 88,89],

[Nejdl 91], [Farinas 91]...). The main principle of these

logics is to introduce a new operator, '=>' called variable

conditional, in addition to classical connectives. It is

exactly the same method which is used in modal logics

when the classical language is augmented with a necessity

operator. As in modal logics, the semantics is usually given

in terms of possible worlds. The truth of the conditional is

linked not only to the actual world, but also to a set of pos

sible worlds which are considered as interesting according

to the conditional hypothesis, and the actual world.

This paper presents a method determining the validity of

formulae in a subclass of conditional logics. The main idea

is to attempt to build a model for the negation of the consid

ered formula, like in the semantic tableau method [Smully-

an 68] [Hughes 68]. If such a model can be obtained, then

the formula is not valid. In the other case, it is valid, or in

other terms, using soundness and completeness, it is a the

orem.

In next section, we will briefly recall what are normal con

ditional logics (axiomatic, semantics, meaning of the con

ditional operator). In section 3, the theorem prover is

presented, in two different forms: in an algorithmic form,

and in a tableau-like presentation. Using some well-known

correspondences between conditional logics and non

monotonic inference relations, section 4 shows how this

theorem prover can be used to study common properties of

non-monotonic rational inference relations. Finally, in sec

tion 5, we will mute our prover into a non-monotonic one.

2 NORMAL CONDITIONAL LOGICS

The family of formal systems named "Conditional Logics"

has been introduced at the end of the 60th in the aim of giv

ing a formal account of linguistic structures of the form "If

it were the case that ..., then it would be the case that ...".

Different analyses of these sentences, named "Couterfactu-

als", give different systems [Lewis 86] [Stalnaker 68] [Nute

80]. Generally, these sentences are close to revision no

tions. Indeed, as elaborated by Stalnaker [Stalnaker 68],

Ramsey's rule for evaluating conditionals is:

. . . first, add the antecedent (hypothetically) to your

stock of beliefs; second, make whatever adjustments

are required to maintain consistency (■without mod

ifying the hypothetical belief in the antecedent); fi

nally, consider whether or not the consequent is

then true.

But couterfactuals can be understood in some other ways.

Indeed, the first part of a couterfactual "If it were the case

that . . .", may refer, not to the situation(s) obtained by revis

ing the actual one, but to the most normal one(s) according

to the antecedent With this understanding, the couterfactu

al may also be read "Normally, when it is the case that ...,

then it is also the case that . . .". This way has been explored

by Delgrande [Delgrande 87].
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The gap between these two approaches is not large, and

there are a lot of bridges. The language is common (prepo

sitional one augmented with a binary conditional operator

=»). All conditional logics used to formalize these ap

proaches are normal, i.e. they contain the system CK.

Definition 1 System CK [Chellas 75]

The minimal normal conditional logic CK is the

smallest system which contains the classical propo-

sitional axioms, and which is closed under Modus

Ponens, and the following two rules:

RCEA:

h-q<->p

r-(a=*x)<-KP=»x)

RCK:

I-Pja ... Aft,->p

H(a=>p,)A ... A(a=*pta))-Ka=>p)

(n>0).

And, another important common point is that the semantics

of these logics can be given in terms of possible worlds and

selection function.

Definition 2 CK-Model [Chellas 75]

A CK-Model is a triple M = {'W, f, v), such that 'W

is a non-empty set of worlds, v is a valuation func

tion as in Kripkc models for modal logics, and f is a

selection function: W*2W-* 2^.

The satisfiability relation is defined as usual for classical

operators, and as expected for the conditional operator:

M,wt=a=>P iff f(w, lalM)£ipiM where lx<M (or simply l%l

when there is no ambiguity on M) is the set of worlds of TV

satisfying % (or %- worlds). Intuitively, the selection func

tion picks up the worlds which are the most interesting ones

according to the actual world and the considered hypothe

sis. The main interest of this semantics is that, for each con

ditional axiom, there exists a semantical condition on f

which exactly corresponds to it. Moreover, it can be applied

to a large class of conditional logics.

In the following, we will focus on a particular class on con

ditional logics: logics presented by Lewis [Lewis 86] to

capture revision and the logic proposed by Delgrande to

deal with normality [Delgrande 87]. These logics have the

system V as a common part

Definition 3 System V [Lewis 86]

The system V is the smallest system containing CK

and die following axioms:

ID:a=>a

CSO: ((a=»P)A(p=>a)) -* ((a=>x)<-»(P=>X»

CA: ((a=*xMP=*X)) -* «otvP)=*x)

CV: ((a=*xK-i(a=»-,R)) -> ((OAp)=>%)

As we said, the semantics of this system can be given in

terms of a selection function. To each of these axioms cor

responds a semantical condition on f: id: "f(w, lal) £ led";

cso: "If f(w, lal) £ ipi and f(w, ipi) £ lal then f(w, lal)=f(w,

Ipl); ca: "f(w, lavpl) £ f(w, kxl)Uf(w, Ipi)"; cv: "If f(w, lal)

<t I—.pi then f(w, laApi) £ f(w, lal)**. But the semantics can

also be given in term of spheres:

Definition 4 Sphere semantics [Lewis 86]

A sphere model is a triple M = (W, S, v), such that

•jVand v are respectively a non-empty set of worlds

and a valuation function; and S is a function

W~>22 which associates to each world w of Wa

sphere system S(w) such that:

PI - Nested: If sxe S(w) and s2e S(w) then s, Ss2 or

P2 - S(w) is closed under union,

P3 - S(w) is closed under non-empty intersection.

Note that there is no link between a world and its associated

sphere system. Furthermore, there is no constraint between

two sphere systems so that nested formulae do not have any

particular property.

The main interest of this semantics is that models can be

drawn on a graphic in such a way that they are much easier

to manipulate.

S(w)

 

Figure 1: Sphere system

From a revision point of view, considering w as the actual

world, the intuitive meaning is that the closer to w is some

world, the smaller is the sphere to which it belongs. In a

similar fashion, from a normality point of view, the more

normal is a world, the smaller is the sphere to which it be

longs. According to these intuitive readings of a sphere sys

tem, the satisfiability relation is defined by:

Definition 5 Satisfiability relation in a sphere model

[Lewis 86]

In a sphere model, the satisfiability relation is

defined as usual for the classical operators. The

only interesting case is for the conditional operator:

If M is a sphere model, and w one of its worlds:

M,wt=a=>P iff (1) a-»P is true in all the worlds of

the smallest sphere which contains at least one

world w' satisfying a, or (2) there is no world satis

fying a in any sphere.

This definition implies that each time there is a world satis

fying a in some sphere, there is a smallest sphere contain

ing at least one a-world. Indeed, system V is sound and

complete with respect to such models [Lewis 86], but this

means that models with infinite sequences are not allowed.

To be able to consider such models, just replace the condi

tion (1) of the conditional's satisfiability definition by

"there is some sphere containing an a-world such that all its

worlds satisfy a-»P". These two definitions are clearly

equivalent considering finite models, but the second is

more general since it deals with infinite sequences.
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Now, just consider how revision and normality approaches

differ. On the one hand, characteristic axioms generally

added to obtain some revision notions are:

N: -,(T=>±);

MP: (a=>P)-Ka-*P);

CS: (OAp)->(a=>p).

Their associated semantical conditions are respectively:

n: sphere systems are not empty, Us * 0,

"weakly centered": S(w) *■ 0 and If se S(w) then we s,

"likely centered": If JJs * 0 then (w}eS(w).

When both MP and CS are present, the system is said "Cen

tered": (w)eS(w).

Lewis defines systems VN, VW and VC by adding to V re

spectively N, MP, and (MP and CS).

VW Sphere System

 

Figure 2: Sphere systems.

On the other hand, Delgrande's conditional logics NP [Del-

grande 87], dealing with normality notions, may de defined

as V plus the axiom (-iOt=>a)-»a the semantical condition

of which, in sphere terms, is: there is some sphere s such

that se S(w), and we s.

CK •- V VN- NP- VW VC

Figure 3: Systems hierachy

This axiom does not appear explicitly in [Delgrande 87], but the

author argue that semantics of NP can be given in terms of possible

worlds and accessibility relation, and that the corresponding modal logic

it S4.3. Since in this context -> a=>a is nothing else than Da (necessary a),

this axiom must be present since it correspond to modal axiom T of S4.3.

Note that, in a next paper (Delgrande 89), the author has added this

axiom to this logic.

3 A THEOREM PROVER FOR A CLASS

OF CONDITIONAL LOGICS

In this part, we will first present a theorem prover for the

conditional logic V which is the common basis of the two

approaches presented above. In a second step, we will see

that it is not difficult to modify this prover in order to obtain

theorem provers for VN, NP, VW, VC, ....

Our theorem prover is founded on the semantics, and as

usual for such methods, to prove that a formula a is a theo

rem, we prove that no model exists for its negation. So, giv

en a formula (->ct), the problem is to find one of its models.

To simplify a little this problem, let us write this formula in

its equivalent "normal disjunctive form": -.a = Nv#^ pi(j,

where each p;j is either a literal or a conditional "formula

(i.e.: a formula with the conditional operator as main oper

ator (<|>=>\|/), or a negation of such a formula -i(<t>=>V)).

Since it is not difficult to prove that -i a is consistent if and

only if some of its disjunct is, in the following, we will only

consider formulae of the form /fa p.. Given such a formula,
we try to build a model. Clearly,Jif there is a classical incon

sistency, we can conclude that there is no model. But, if

there is no classical inconsistency, we have to build a sphere

system.

3.1 SYSTEM V: PRELIMINARY NOTIONS.

To build a sphere system, the general principle is to com

pute it sphere by sphere beginning by the smallest one. A

sphere will be characterized by a set of formulae: those

which are true in all its worlds. Let us begin by the smallest

one2. It is computed considering the conditionals of /& Pj.

• Let R be a positive conditional (<t>=>vy). Looking at the

satisfiability of such a formula, two cases must be con

sidered. First, if there is a world in some sphere satisfy

ing the hypothesis <J», then <}>—>y is true in all the worlds

of the smallest sphere which contains at least a world w'

satisfying $. Since spheres are nested (PI of Definition

4), the smallest sphere is included in the smallest sphere

containing at least a world w' satisfying $. So <{>->\j/ is

true in all the worlds of the smallest sphere. Second case:

there is no world satisfying § in any sphere. So trivially,

each world of the smallest sphere satisfies <|>-»y.

To conclude: if <J>=>V is some pj then <j>->y is true in all

the worlds of the smallest sphere.

• Let Pj be a negative conditional -i(<]>=>vj/). Considering

the definition of the conditional, such a formula is true iff

in the smallest sphere containing a <}>-world (such a

sphere must exist), there is a world satisfying both <j> and

-i\jf. Now suppose that in the smallest sphere, there is no

world satisfying <]>a-i\|/, then there is no world satisfying

<{>. If it were the case, it would contradict what we have

just said about the smallest sphere containing a <>- world.

These remarks give us a method to compute the character

istic formulae of the smallest sphere: the Core.

Remember that system V is sound and complete with respect to mod

els without infinite descending chain of spheres.
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Definition 6 Core ofa set offormulae.

Let fa Pj be a conjunction of classical literals and

conditionals (positive or negative ones).

The set Core^ Pj), is defined by:

Coreo (fa Pj) = { <)>-**# " <t>=>V «s some Pj in fa Pj }

Corei^Pj) = Corei.i(/^ft) U {-.<)>} if there is
some -iJ(<(>=>y) of^ Pj such that 4>A-iy is not con

sistent with Core/.](A PJ, else Corej^pj) =

Then Core(A pj) = ^ Core^/Kvpj)

The consistency test which is necessary here will be done

using the procedure presented in the next section. Note that

at each recursive call, the degree of formulae decreses by

one. Then, this definition is constructive. Indeed, given a set

of conditionals, the first part of the core is easily computed

considering positive conditionals. The second part corre

sponds to negative conditionals, and is a little more difficult

to compute. If there is some conditional -.(<)>=>y) such that

<|>A->y is not consistent with the core as computed at this

step, -i 4> must be added to the core. Then consistency of the

hypothesis of the other negative conditionals with this set

must be tested. If a formula were not consistent with the

previous set, it would not be consistent with this one, but a

formula consistent with the previous set may no longer be

consistent with the new one. If considered formulae are

classical ones, checking consistency does not present any

problem. But if a conditional operator occurs (this is possi

ble when nested conditionals appears in the original formu

la), the method presented here must be applied recursively.

Lemma 1 Core: a constant set in any model.

Let fa Pj be a conjunction of classical literals and

conditionals (positive or negative ones).

Let Core be the set of formulae defined as in Defini

tion 6 considering fa Pj.

For each model M1 and each world w such that

M,wt=fa Pj, if s is the smallest sphere of S(w), then

each world w' of s satisfies each formula of the set

Core.

The proof is by induction on i (Core, of the definition)

[Lamarre 92].

Definition 7 Captured conditional

A conditional, (<t>=>y) or -,($=*\|/) is said captured

in a sphere s if and only if there is some world w in

s such that M,wt=<J>.

Indeed, by definition of the conditional, the truth value of

this conditional only depends on this sphere (or included

ones), and is not modified whatever the bigger spheres con

tain. So intuitively, captured conditionals can be forgotten

to compute the including spheres

So, considering conditionals, to build the whole model we

build it sphere by sphere beginning by the smallest one.

Each sphere contains as many worlds as possible such that,

to know if a conditional is captured or not, we only have to

check if its hypothesis is consistent with the core. And at

each step captured conditionals will be picked up.

3.2 SYSTEM V: DECISION PROCEDURE.

PROCEDURE V-Consistent;

IN: T = Set of conditionals and classical formulae;

OUT: the answer to the question "is T consistent";

BEGIN

D := Conditionals of T;

C := Classical formulae of T;

IF C is consistent3 THEN

IF D = 0 THEN the answer is 'YES*

ELSE BEGIN

REPEAT

Compute the Core N Of D; % as explained ill the

previous seclion%

Compute the set CD of captured conditionals in

the sphere characterised by N;

D := D\CD

UNTIL (D=0) OR (CD=0);

IF there is some uncaptured negative conditional

THEN the answer is 'NO'

ELSE the answer is *YES'

END

ELSE the answer is "NO"

END.

Definition 8 Deduction via the procedure

Let a be a formula.

|-proc v a iff for each disjunct of the normal dis

junctive form of -i a, the answer of the procedure

V-Consistentis'NO'.

Theorem 1 Soundness/Completeness

Let a be a finite4 formula. Then hp^y a iff hy a-

The "if part, using the contrapositive, is equivalent to: "If

-.a is consistent, then there is a disjunct such that the an

swer is 'YES'". The method used to prove that point is to

consider the disjunctive normal form of -id and, consider

ing a disjunct, to prove that "if it is consistent, then the an

swer is 'YES*". Or, using the contrapositive once more "If

the answer is 'NO' , then the disjunct is not consistent". This

is done inductively on the nested degree of formulae. Triv

ially, this is true for classical formulae. Now, assuming that

this property is true for a degree n, suppose that the answer

is 'NO', and that the disjunct (of degree n+1) is satisfiable,

i.e. a model M, w of it exists. Considering the procedure, if

the answer is 'NO', there is a set of uncaptured condition

als, 11C, containing a negative one. By hypothesis: M,w

satisfies all of them. Now considering the procedure, no

world satisfying CorcCZVQ can satisfy any conditional hy

pothesis. So, by Lemma 1 , the smallest sphere of the sphere

system S(w) does not capture any conditional. Then the

model obtained from M removing this smallest sphere is

also a model of these conditionals. This can be applied re

cursively until S(w) = 0. But here is a contradiction. In

deed, the final model is a model of 11C, but there is some

negative conditional in this set, and such a formula cannot

'Classical method like tableau method for prepositional logic can be

used here.

^Without this hypothesis, the procedure may not finish in a finite time.
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be satisfied (by definition) in an empty sphere system. So

the property is also true for n+1 and then for all formulae.

The "only if part is obtained building a model of a disjunct

when the answer of the procedure is 'YES' for a particular

disjunct of the normal disjunctive form of -> a. Intuitively

this model is as big as possible. We have prove that each

formula of the core must be satisfied in all the worlds of the

smallest sphere of any model. If we define the smallest

sphere as the set of all worlds satisfying the core, it is the

maximal smallest sphere. So as many conditionals as pos

sible will be captured in the smallest sphere, and as few

conditionals as possible will be considered to compute the

core of the including sphere. Then this core will be as small

as possible, and the sphere as big as possible, .... By defini

tion, it is not difficult to see that each captured conditional

is satisfied in this model, and since there is no uncaptured

negative conditional, all conditionals are satisfied. So we

have build a model corresponding exactly to the "trace" of

the procedure and which satisfies the disjunct.

3.3 ADAPTATION TO OTHER SYSTEMS.

To build theorem provers for the other systems presented

here is not difficult. Since their semantics also use sphere

systems, the main principle is not changed. We only have to

consider the characteristic conditions of these systems to

modify the procedure.

Let begin with system VN. Remember that the semantical

condition added to obtain the semantics is: Us * 0.

So it is not possible to have an empty sphere s'ystem. Con

sidering the principle used previously, to obtain an empty

sphere system is possible iff the first computed core is not

consistent. So to obtain a theorem prover for VN, a consis

tency test has to be added to the first computed core, and if

this set is not consistent, the answer is 'NO'.

For system NP, we have to check the consistency of classi

cal formulae with the core of the biggest sphere. Indeed, if

classical formulae are not consistent with the core of the

biggest sphere, they are not consistent with the core of any

sphere. So, in the procedure, we check the consistency of

classical formulae with the core of the uncaptured condi

tionals. If they are not consistent, the answer is 'NO'.

Now consider VW. The actual world must be in all spheres,

or equivalently in the smallest one (nested property of Def

inition 4). So we have to add a consistency test between the

first computed core (characteristic formulae of the smallest

sphere) and classical formulae. If this test shows that these

two sets are not consistent, the answer is 'NO'.

For the system VC, the modification is a little more impor

tant. The smallest sphere only contains a world: the actual

one. So we have to modify the method to compute the first

core. This particular core initially contains calssical formu

lae. The positive conditionals are treated as previously, but

the negative conditionals must be treated in some different

way: if —i (<|)=>v) is a conjunct, then <j>Ay or -. ty is in the first

core. If this core is not consistent, the answer is 'NO'.

3.4 A TABLEAU LIKE PRESENTATION, NP-

EXAMPLE.

We are going to prove that ((a => P) a (P => y) a (a ^ ->i)

a -i(a => -i a)) -» a is not a theorem of NP. The normal

disjunctive form of the negation of this formula is: (a => (3)

a (j$ => •y) a (a => -.7) a -.(a => -.a) a -,cl So we will

look for a model of this last formula The method presented

here is exactly the one used in the V-Procedure modified as

explained in section 3.3. Only the form differs.

First, given a set T of classical literals and conditionals, we

write all these formulae under a double line ordering them

in the following way: first the positive conditionals (<)>=>y),

secondly the negative ones -i(<|>=>\|/), and finally the classi

cal formulae.

a=>P p=>y a=>-iY -i(a=>-ia) -ia

To compute the core of this set, we begin to write a simple

line. Under each positive conditional, we rewrite it, replac

ing the main conditional operator (=>) by a material impli

cation.

ct=>P p=>y a= ^Y -i(a=»-»a) -ia

a-

But this set is not the core in its whole: negative condition

als have not been considered yet. Given a negative condi

tional -.(<)>=>\|/), we have to test if <(> a -iy is consistent with

the (temporary) core. If an inconsistency appears, the sym

bol ♦ is used. This is done for one negative conditional. If

it is consistent, another one is tested until all of them are

considered. If <|> a -.y is not consistent with the core, we

add -i<|> to the core. But before, we put another simple line

to note that there is a modification at this step, and we write

under it all the formulae known to belong to the core. When

all negative conditionals have been considered, the core is

totally computed.

q=>p p=>Y a=>-.Y -i(a=>-.a) -ia

P-»Y o-S-vy

ll

aA-,-,a:a;P;Y;3Y

~a^$ j^yy" a-»-iY ->ol

Remember that captured conditionals are the ones whose

hypothesis are consistent with the core. Clearly, negative

conditionals are captured iff they do not have the symbol

♦ under them. So only positive conditionals have to be

tested. Under such a conditional, we write its premise to test

consistency with the core. When this is done we can say that

the conditionals without a ♦ under them are captured.
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^P MY a= ->y -<(a=>-.a) -ia

a->P P-»Y o-hy

aA-,-io:a;p;j;=a

II II II

a P;y a

To compute the just including sphere, only uncaptured con

ditionals are considered. They are rewritten under a new

double line, the new core is computed, and so on. These op

erations must be repeated until all conditionals are cap

tured, or none can be captured any more.

a=>p P=>Y a=>-iy -i(a=>-.a) -.a

a-»p P->Y a->-.Y

a-»p

II

P->Y

II

II

a a -1-1 a: a; P; x< =iY

II

1
P;y

i

a=>p a=>-.Y -i(a=>-.a) -.a

"a^ a-»-iY

a; P; ny a; P;->Y otA-na; a; P; -«y

Remember that if there were some uncaptured negative

conditional, no model could be found. Here we have to go

on. Since we are interested in conditional logic NP, the con

sistency of classical formulae with the core of uncaptured

conditionals must be checked. This is done under a large

single line. Here, since there is no uncaptured conditional,

we simply put under the large line all the classical formulae

and the final "tableau" is:

a=>p P=*Y a=>-iY -i(a=*-iOt) -ia

a-»p My a->->Y

II

aA-,-,o^a;P;Y;=iY

a-»p My
II

a-»-iY =lA

IIII

1
P;y

i

a=>p a=>-!Y -i(a=>-ia) -ia

a-»p a->-iY

II II II

a;P;-iY aA-,-,a;a; P ;-iYa ; P ; -.y

-■a

consistent

There is no failure here, so some model can be found for

this formula. In fact, it is not difficult to extract. Each dou

ble line corresponds to a new sphere. Let us build it by cre

ating a world, for each conditional without ♦ under it. We

obtain:

 

Figure 4: Coutcrmodel

This NP-model, which can be simplified, satisfies the nega

tion of ((a => P) a (P => y) a (a => -iY) a -i(a =» -ia)) -»

a. So we can conclude that the formula is not a theorem.

3.5 COMPARISON WITH OTHER

APPROACHES.

Some correspondences have been checked or proved be

tween couterfactual logics and modal logics [Delgrande

87] [Boutilier 90] [Lamarre 91] such that it is possible to

use modal methods to prove theorems of conditional log

ics. The semantics of modal logic S4.3 is very close to the

sphere semantics presented here. In fact, the conditional

used here can be defined in terms of modal operators:

a=*P =0^ D(a-»0(aArj(a->P))), and using this definition,

some correspondences exist. If only formulae without

nested conditional operators are considered then k^ a iff

h§4 3 a5. If only Boolean combinations of flat conditionals

are considered, then hyN a iff K^ a iff hjp a. If we

were only interested in such formulae, it woula be possible

to use an S4.3 theorem prover such as a tableau method

[Zcman 73], [Hughes 84], or a sequent system [Gor6 92].

But this approach is limitted: very few logics can be con

sidered, the type of formulae is restricted, and in addition

the translation is a bit complex.

But some theorem provers for conditional logics have been

studied. Groeneboer and Delgrande [Groenebocr 88] have

presented a theorem prover for some normal conditional

logics, but their method is based on the correspondence

with Kripke models for modal logics. Indeed they first

compute an S4-model (a tree) and complete the accessibil

ity relation to make it forward connected (if w,Rw2 and

W[Rw3 then W2Rw3 or W3RW2), in order to obtain an S4.3

model. This method is similar to the one proprosed in

[Hughes 68] to obtain an S4.3 theorem prover. So, the same

comments can be done.

4 MONOTONIC PROPERTIES OF NON

MONOTONIC INFERENCE

RELATIONS

The study of non-monotonic properties of common-sense

knowledge and reasoning is a main problem in artificial in

telligence. Indeed, because of these properties it is not pos

sible to capture such notions only using classical

To consider full language, nested axioms must be added to NP, see

[Lamarre 91].
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(monotonic) logics. So different formalisms have been pro

posed to deal with this problem (see [Leasombe 89] for a

survey). More recently, non-monotonic inference relations

have been studied considering their properties. For example

Kraus and al. [Kraus 90] have defined a class of non-mono

tonic inference relations. Rational inference relations have

been defined in these terms. Lchmann and al. [Lehmann 89]

have proved a representation theorem for these relations

which gives some semantics based on preference relations

in Shoham style [Shoham 87]. It has been shown, using se

mantics, that this definition is close to conditional logics

[Kraus 90] [Nejdl 91] [Bell 90] [Katsuno 91], and more re

cently, using a systematic translation, that system V exactly

corresponds to this definition [Crocco 92]. This makes us

able to claim:

Theorem 2 A theorem prover for monotonic properties of

non-monotonicity

Let a be a conditional formula obtained by transla

tion6 of a non-monotonic property.

hp^ v a iff the non-monotonic property associated

to a is verified by all rational inference relations.

So, the procedure presented in this paper is a tool to study

rational inference relations via their common properties.

5 A NONMONOTONIC PROVER

But this theorem prover can also be modified in order to

have a non-monotonic behavior. This could be seen as a

definition of a non-monotonic system based on conditional

logic as in [Nute ??], [Delgrande 88], .... Let us consider

the following particular model:

Definition 9 Big Normal Model

Let T be a set of conditionals without nested condi

tional operators and classical formulae.

Let us consider the following definition:

c0=r.

Sj = (w: w is a classical interpretation, and

wl=Core(Ci) }

Q+i = Q\ {9 : 9 is a conditional captured by s; }

The model M = {*W, S, v) is defined by:

S(w) =l{ Sj : Sj is defined as previously } for any

wofJtf

v is defined as expected.

This corresponds to the particular model computed by the

procedure Consistent So, if T is consistent, there is a world

w such that M,wt=r. The particularities of this model is that

it contains as many worlds7 as possible and that each world

is in a sphere as little as possible. In some other terms, each

sphere, beginning by the smallest one, is as big as possible.

Now we can define a non-monotonic inference relation as

follows:

Definition 10 Non-monotonic inference relation: Normal

inference relation.

Let r be a set of flat conditionals and classical for

mulae.

Let M = CW, S, v> be the Big Normal Model of T.

Let a be a formula

T l-yCt 8iff M,wt=a for any world w of "M^such that

M.w^r9.

The procedure may be modified in order to implement this

definition. It is not very difficult to see that \-\o. iff 1-vOj for

some i such that oq is a disjunct of the normal disjunctive

form of a, as for monotonic inference relation. Building the

Big Normal Model of r sphere by sphere aspreviously done

in the procedure V-Consistcnt, at each step we have to test

if conditionals of cq are captured by the sphere, and if it is

the case, if they are satisfied in it Since in logic V there is

no link between conditional and classical formulae, the

classical formulae of oq will only be checked with classical

formulae of T: "do classical formulae of r entails classical

formulae of 0^?".

Example 1

We are going to prove that: (oi=>P)a(P=>x) l"v(«^X)- mtu"

itively, this can be the translation of the non-monotonic

rules: "Penguins are birds", "Birds have bills", "Penguins

have bills".

(a=>P)

Core= { (o->P)

(P=»X)

(P->X>)

a;P;x P;z

(a=*X)

II

a;p;x

Captured

Core|-(a-»x)

is a valid

classical inference

The left part exactly corresponds to the procedure used to

compute a model for (cc=>P)a(P=>x)- The new part is the

right one, and it corresponds to the non-monotonic behav

ior. Indeed, conditionals of the right part are not considered

to compute the core, but we check if they are captured, and

if they are, we check if they are satisfied. In this example,

we can conclude that the non-monotonic entailment is ver

ified since the conditional is captured and satisfied.

Example 2

We are going to prove that (o=»P)a (oc=»-i8)a (P=>x)A

(p=>8) ry a=>x is not a correct non-monotonic inference.

Intuitively, this can be the translation of the non-monotonic

6See [Crocco 92].

7I lere we don't make any difference between worlds and classical in

terpretations, this is possible since there is no nested conditional operator.

Here the non-monotonic inference relation is defined on V models as

mentioned by subscript letter, but it can also be defined using other condi

tional logics.

'This quantification is not necessary if classical formulae are not con

sidered.
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rules: "Penguins are birds", "Penguins don't fly", "Birds

have bills", "Birds fly", "Penguins have bills".

a=*p a=>-i8 P=>X p=>s a=>x

Core={a-»p a-»->8

II II

ot; P; ^fi; 5 idem

P->x Mi
II ii II

a;P;=&S

♦ ♦

P;x;« P;x;8
Not captured

a=*p a=>-.8 o=>X

Core=(a-»P a->-15)

II II

a;P;-.5 a;P;-.8

II

a; p; ^8

Captured

Core|-(a->X)

is not a valid

classical inference

0

In the first sphere, we don't have to test if (a-»x) is classi

cally entailed by the core since the conditional is not cap

tured.

This result is less expected than the previous one. Indeed,

the fact that Penguins do not fly does not seem relevant with

their bills. This shows that this non-monotonic inference re

lation is not completely correct according to our intuition.

But it does not mean that it is not an interesting one. For ex

ample, it can be linked to Pearl's system Z [Pearl 90], which

from a natural ordering (Z-ordering) on interpretations (in

Shoham style [Shoham 87]), on default rules (positive con

ditionals), and on consistent classical formulae, defines a

non-monotonic inference relation noted k.

Theorem 3 Correspondence with Pearl's System Z.

Let T be an e-consistent10 set of positive condition

als without nested conditional operators.

Let a and P be classical formulae such that oaP

and OA-.p are consistent.

ar-jP with respect to T iff T hv(a=>P)

This approach can also be used to generalize Pearl's system

Z in different ways. Considering the procedure, any V-con-

sistent set of conditionals can be used. ciaP and cca-iP have

no longer to be consistent (and not only e-consistent sets).

The language, and then the expressive power can be aug

mented in order to deal with negative conditionals, nested

conditionals and also classical formulae. Indeed, the proce

dure deals with any kind of formulae such that we don't

have to restrict the language to positive conditionals. The

main interest of these possible modifications, is to obtain a

formalism with a greater expressivity. Another main inter

est is maybe that the basis of the non-monotonic inference

relation may be changed. Indeed, the inference relation pre

sented above is based on the conditional logic V, but VN.

NP, VW, VC, . . . may also be used since the theorem prover

can be adapted to other semantics using the sphere notion.

^-consistency is more restrictive than V-consistency. See [Pearl

89,90] for more details. (- is defined under £ -consistency restriction.

6 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

This paper has presented a method to theorem proving for

the class of conditional logics using sphere semantics. As

these logics can be used to represent a large and useful class

of notions such that revision, normality, possibility, our the

orem prover has a wide range of applications. Moreover it

can be expressed in a tableau style.

In a second part, we have also shown how this theorem

prover can be used in the non-monotonic area. Indeed, the

theorem prover is a tool to study common properties of

non-rational inference relation. And, with some little mod

ifications it defines, and implement, a particular non-mono

tonic inference relation.

This last point is not yet totally explored. Indeed some other

possibilities exist to adapt this theorem prover. For exam

ple, it would be possible to associate a number to each con

ditional. And at each sphere computation, instead of

abandoning all captured conditionals, it would be possible

to abandon only those, among captured ones, the associated

number of which are minimal (or maximal depending on

the meaning of this number). This could be a way to make

non-monotonic deductions closer to the intuition. Maybe, a

non-monotonic system defined in this way would be very

close to the system Z+ [Goldzmidt 91], or to possibility the

ory.
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Abstract

We investigate the effect of restricting in

trospection in nonmonotonic modal logics to

formulas of bounded modal depth. First

we show that mechanically restricting intro

spection to objective sentences (which leads

to the well-known notion of a "grounded

nonmonotonic logic" ) produces systems with

logically counterintuitive properties. Then

we show that if the underlying monotonic

modal logic contains the axiom schema Kip D

KKrf>, then full negative introspection con

tains some restricted form of positive in

trospection (which we call "belief introspec

tion") and can be reduced to both negative

knowledge introspection and positive belief

introspection w.r.t. objective formulas. For

a wide class of modal logics full negative in

trospection can be reduced to negative intro

spection w.r.t. objective formulas if the set of

initial assumptions (axioms) does not contain

nested modalities.

1 Introduction

In the knowledge representation theory there has

been considerable interest in the reasoning of ratio

nal agents with self-reflection capabilities ([MD80,

McD82, Moo85, Lak92] a.o.). It means that an an

agent is capable of reasoning not only about the world,

but also of reasoning about its own knowledge and be

lief about the world. It is interesting to understand to

what extent it is essential to assume that a rational

agent is capable of reasoning about knowledge about

knowledge about knowledge ... asf. In other words,

how natural (or essential) is setting a boundary on the

depth of introspection?

This problem has been thoroughly investigated for the

case of several reflecting agents. In this case agents are

capable of reasoning not only about their own knowl

edge and belief, but also about knowledge and belief

of other agents. It is well known that in the case of

several agents it is impossible to restrict introspection

by any finite depth (see, e.g., [HM90]).

However in the one-agent case the issue is not quite

clear. Lakemayer [Lak92] argues that the epistemic

state of an agent should be uniquely determined by the

set of objective beliefs of the agent. Similar arguments

can be given in favor of the opinion that objective in

trospection in the one-agent case should determine the

higher depth introspection.

In the present paper we investigate to what extent the

depth of introspection can be bounded in the modal

nonmonotonic logics which were introduced by McDer-

mott and Doyle [MD80, McD82] and Moore [Moo85]

as formalizations of the one-agent introspective rea

soning.

First recall the basic ideas of these approaches.

Let C be the usual propositional modal language, i.e

the propositional language augmented by the modal

necessity operator K. The intended interpretation of

K\\> is "V> is known" . The basic notion of McDermott

and Doyle's logic is an expansion of a given axiom set.

Let S be any monotonic logic in C. By an S-expansion

of A we mean a set T of formulas such that

T={<p:AU{^K^:xl><ZT}\-s <p}- (1)

An expansion of a given formula set A can be un

derstood as a candidate for a set of epistemic conse

quences of A. The term {~>Kip '■ ip £T} expresses the

negative introspection of an agent: if a formula V> is

not in agent's belief set, the agent knows that it does

not know ip.

Note the presence of a monotonic modal logic as a

subscript in (1). This is a great advantage of McDer

mott and Doyle's approach: by varying the underly

ing monotonic logic we can capture different aspects

of reasoning about knowledge and belief. These no

tions are very complicated and rather vague (see, e.g.

Lenzen [Len78] for a comprehensive survey), so we

hardly can expect to get just one logic working well

for all purposes. The paper [MST91] contains a com
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prehensive investigation of the dependence of the non

monotonic logic on the underlying monotonic modal

logic; however the problem of bounded introspection

remains uninvestigated.

McDermott and Doyle's approach is rather powerful.

If we interpret the modality K as "is provable" , then it

captures the notion of negation as failure [Rei78] (see

also [Tru91b] for more information about the relation

ship of negation as failure to McDermott and Doyle's

approach). If we interpret K as "is known", or "is

believed" , then it naturally captures introspective rea

soning. It is also capable of capturing default logic

[Tru91a]. Moore's autoepistemic logic is a special case

of McDermott and Doyle's logic [Shv90].

We concentrate in this paper on the introspective as

pects of the modal approach to nonmonotonic logic.

The introspective aspects seem to be important. If we

interpret A as a knowledge base, then the ability to

express the relationship between the real world and

the knowledge implicit in A increases the expressive

power of the knowledge base. Lifschitz [Lif91] argued

in favor of data bases admitting epistemic queries like

"Does KB know, whether p holds?".

R. Moore [Moo85] argued that McDermoott and

Doyle's equation (1) captures only negative introspec

tion, and proposed the following modification to that

equation:

T = {<p : A U {->K4> : rp $ T) U {KrP : t/> € T) \-s <p},

(2)

where 5 is the propositional calculus in the modal lan

guage. The term {Kip : ip € T} represents the positive

introspection of an agent. Solutions to equation (2)

with the propositional calculus as S are called stable

expansions of A , and the logic based on the notion of

a stable expansion is known as "autoepistemic logic" .

Note that, in principle, we could also consider equation

(2) with an arbitrary modal logic S. Moore proved

that the class of solutions to (2) does not change,

if we consider S to be any modal logic contained in

K45 (that is, S5 without the axiom schema Kip D <p)

instead of propositional calculus. In [McD82] it was

proved that S5 is a bad basis for nonmonotonic logic:

nonmonotonic S5 collapses into the monotonic S5. (It

was proved for the formulation (1), which does not

contain positive introspection. By using that fact the

same property can easily be obtained for equation (2)

with S = S5.) It was also proved in [McD82] that if

a logic S contains the necessitation rule (from <p infer

Kf) then all .^-expansions are closed under S5. Each

5-expansion is trivially closed under S. Segerberg

[Seg71] described all the logics properly containing S5;

they are, in a sense, degenerate, so it makes no sense

to consider logics not contained in S5 as a basis for

nonmonotonic logic.

By the modal depth m((p) of a formula <p we call the

maximal depth of nesting the modal operator K in

ip. More precisely, we define m(<p) by recursion on

the complexity of <p as follows: rn(p) = 0 if p is

a propositional variable; m(<p A ip) = m(¥> V VO =

max(m(tp),m(ip); m(->^) = m(ip); m(Lip) = m(<p) + l.

By Cn we denote the fragment of C consisting of for

mulas xp with m(ip) < n. Clearly, Co is exactly the set

of all objective (that is, not containing K) formulas.

Konolige [Kon88] proved that equation (2) is equiva

lent to the following one:

T = CnK45(A U{^K<p:<peC0\T}

U{A>:y>e£0nT}).

In other words, if we take K45 as an underlying logic

rather than just the propositional calculus, then full

introspection can be reduced to introspection w.r.t.

objective formulas only.

Moore's logic produces some expansions which are

commonly considered as ungrounded. For example,

the theory {Kp D p) ("if p is known then p") has a

stable expansion containing p, which seems to be quite

counterintuitive. In order to get rid of ungrounded ex

pansions, Konolige considered the equation (1) for K45

restricting negative introspection to the objective for

mulas only. Expansions obtained in this way are called

moderately grounded. The same restriction of negative

introspection to objective formulas for S5 was consid

ered by Tiomkin and Kaminski [TK90, Kam91]. We

examine this way of restricting introspection in Sec

tion 3 and argue that it is logically unsatisfactory: the

notion of a grounded expansion is unstable w.r.t in

troduction of explicit definitions: adding formulas of

the form q = <p, where q is a new propositional vari

able, to an initial assumption set A, may affect the

consequences of A not containing q.

In Section 4 we show that the unrestricted negative

introspection given by (1) can be reduced to both neg

ative and positive introspection w.r.t. objective formu

las only. But the positive introspection of (2) needs to

be modified: in place of {Kip : ip € T} we need to use

{-iK->Krp :ipeT}.

This form of introspection admits a very natural epis

temic interpretation. There has been much written,

both in the philosophical and AI literature, about the

relationship between knowledge and belief (see, e.g.

[Hin62, Len78, Len79, MS89, Voo91]). The both no

tions are vague and can be understood in many differ

ent senses. We will consider so called rational belief.

A rational agent believes A if it is convinced that A

is true, and it is also convinced that it can justify the

truth of A. We can say that the rational agent thinks

that it knows A. Thus, the agent does not distinguish

between its own knowledge and belief; it is an omni

scient external observer who can distinguish between

agent's real knowledge and just beliefs.

This understanding of rational belief may seem too

strong. We could call it "very rational belief . Lenzen
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in [Len78] introduced for such "very rational belief

the special modal operator C to distinguish between

Btp (the agent believes that <p) and Cip (the agent

is convinced that <p). We will refer to the epistemic

notion corresponding to C as "(very) rational belief .

Lenzen [Len78] argued that the following correspon

dence between knowledge and rational belief is true:

Cip = ^K^Kip.

At first look, this correspondence seems to be unjus

tified, especially the implication from the right hand

side to the left one. But if we rewrite it in the log

ically equivalent form -<Cip = K->Ktp, then it be

comes intuitively quite acceptable. Thus, our main

result can be formulated as follows: for a wide class

of modal logics (namely, for all logics between

K4 and S5), unbounded negative introspection

may be reduced to objective negative introspec

tion w.r.t. knowledge and objective positive in

trospection w.r.t. rational belief.

Note that because all S-expansions are stable, we have

for each 5-expansion T of any A, {-*K^K\p : \p G

T} = {->K-^Kip : ^Kip $ T), so positive belief in

trospection w.r.t. V formally corresponds to negative

knowledge introspection w.r.t. "xp is unknown" - this

explains how in principle negative introspection can be

reduced to positive introspection.

The reason why different authors ([Kon88, TK90,

Kam91]) have tried to save as much as possible of S5 is

probably that, at first look, all the modal axioms of S5

seem to be reasonable under the interpretation of K

as "is known" (see, e.g., [HM85]). On the other hand,

the desire to restrict negative knowledge introspection

to introspection with respect to objective propositions

only seems to be quite natural.

Lenzen [Len79] argues that S5 is inappropriate as a

logic of knowledge, and suggests the logic S4.2 for that

role. We show that for a wide class of logics which in

cludes S4.2, S4 and many others (but does not include

KD45), if the set of initial assumptions A itself does

not contain nested modalities, then the full negative

introspection in (1) can be reduced to just negative

introspection w.r.t. objective formulas - that is, in

this case all expansions are grounded in the sense of

[Kon88, TK90].

2 Preliminaries

Monotonic modal logics under discussion contain

modus ponens and the necessitation rule as the only in

ference rules, all instances of propositional tautologies

in the full modal language, and some axiom schemata

from the following list:

K: K(>p D*P)D (Ktp D KxP)

4: Ki> D KK^>

T: Kip D tp

5: ^Kip D K-iKrP.

K is the logic containing schema K only, T is K with

schema T, S4 contains schemata K, T and 4, K4 con

tains schemata K and 4, K45 contains schemata K, 4

and 5. S5 contains all the schemata listed above.

By \~s we denote the derivability relation in a logic S

by using modus ponens and the necessitation rule. By

Cns(A) we denote the set {<p : A \~s <p}- If S is the

classical propositional logic in the modal language, we

will skip S in the subscript.

We consider the possibility modality M as an abbre

viation of -i/C-"

Remark 2.1 To avoid possible confusion, let us note

that in the literature, both in classical modal logic and

in AI, the notation A \~s ip is used in different senses.

In popular monographs [HC84, Che80] and in many

papers it is used to denote that rp is derivable from A

and the theorems ofS by using modus ponens only. We

follow [Fey65, McD82, Moo85] and use this notation to

denote that rp is derivable from A and the axioms of

S by means of both modus ponens and necessitation.

Of course, this is just a notational difference, and all

the results of our paper can be reformulated in terms

of the alternative notation.

A set of formulas, T, is called stable if: T is closed

under tautological consequences; for each formula ip £

T, ->Kip e T, and for each formula ipeT,KipeT. In

other words, T is stable if it is deductively closed, and

closed under both positive and negative introspection.

Clearly, each 5-expansion of A is stable, but not vice

versa: it does not follow from the fact that a set is

closed under introspection rules that it can be obtained

from the initial assumption set by means of these rules

and axioms of S. The notion of a stable set is the

central one in the theory of introspective reasoning.

It was proved in [Moo85] that for any set A of ob

jective formulas there is the unique stable set whose

objective part coincides with the tautological closure

of A. We will denote this unique stable set by E(A).

Moore [Moo84] proved that a set T is stable if and only

if there is a Kripke model M with the universal acces

sibility relation, such that T = {ip : M ^ V>}. This

fact implies that each stable set contains all instances

of all axiom schemata of S5 (which was proved by Mc-

Dermott [McD82]). McDermott [McD82] proved also

that if S and T are modal logics containing the neces

sitation rule and S C T C S5, then each 5-expansion

is an T-expansion as well. We will use the above facts

throughout the paper without special references.
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3 Grounded expansions and explicit

definitions

Here we argue that the straightforward restriction of

introspection to objective formulas leads to a notion

which possess logically undesirable properties.

Several researchers (see [Kon88, TK90, Kam91,

Tru91a]) have considered a restricted form of equa

tion (1), which corresponds intuitively to restricting

negative introspection to objective formulas only:

T={ip:AU{->Krj>:i>eCo\T}\-s<p}. (3)

Konolige [Kon88] considered the equation (3) for the

case S = K45. Solutions to that equation are called

moderately grounded expansions of A. The motiva

tion for introducing this notion was the existence of

K45-expansions (i.e. stable expansions) which Kono

lige considered intuitively ungrounded. The most typ

ical example of an ungrounded expansion is the fol

lowing. Consider the theory {Kp D p). This theory

has two stable expansions, T\ = E(9) and Ti = E(p).

The latter one is considered in [Kon88] as ungrounded:

the only reason to include p in the belief set is that p

would be true if believed.

But this "ungroundness" seems to be superficial. Con

sider the theory B = ^4U{g = Kp}. In other words, we

introduce a new denotation, q for Lp. The introduc

tion of a new denotation should not influence logical

properties. And the extended theory has two stable

expansions, E(-<q) and E(p,q), which naturally corre

spond to 7] and 7-2 respectively. Both the expansions

are moderately grounded. Thus, the introduction of a

new definition may convert an ungrounded expansion

into a grounded one. (Here we do not consider the

strongly grounded expansions introduced in [Kon88],

because we believe that that notion treats autoepis-

temic logic as a system of rules rather then as a logic.)

Nonmonotonic logic S5, investigated by McDermott

[McD82], collapses to monotonic S5, hence is an un

satisfactory formalization of nonmonotonic reason

ing. But on the other hand, all modal axioms of

S5 seem to be natural if we interpret the modality

K as "is known", and researchers have continued to

use S5 as the basis for nonmonotonic logic, especially

when interpreting modality K as "is known" (see e.g.

[HM85]). Tiomkin and Kaminski [TK90, Kam91] in

vestigated solutions to (3) for the logic S5. The so

lutions to (3) are called ground .^-expansions, and

the corresponding nonmonotonic logic is referred to

as ground nonmonotonic S. Ground nonmonotonic S5

does not collapse into the monotonic S5, as (unground)

nonmonotonic S5 does.

Let us consider the empty theory. It has E(9) as the

only ground S5-expansion. Now, let us introduce an

explicit definition, q = Lp. The theory {q = Kp) has

two ground S5-expansions: E(q) and E(->q) (the latter

is generated by the only expansion of 0).

Thus, we have the following situation. We have no

axioms, and have the unique knowledge set, in which

nothing objective is known but tautologies, which is,

of course, quite natural. Then we add an axiom, which

is nothing but a new denotation for Kp. And we get

two knowledge sets, in one of which p is known. So in

troducing a denotation makes it possible for an agent

to know something objective. We consider this situ

ation quite unnatural from the logical point of view.

Introducing denotations must not lead to acquisition

of new objective knowledge.

As we mentioned in the introduction, for nonmono

tonic K45 (Moore's autoepistemic logic) a reduction

of a similar nature has been provided by Konolige

[Kon88]. Namely, he proved that T is a stable ex

pansion of A if and only if

T = CnK45(A U{->Kip :<peC0\T}

U{KiJ;:il>eConT}).

The positive introspection is expressed here by the

term {Kif> : rf> G T D Co}. We can say that for non

monotonic K45 full negative introspection can be re

duced to both negative and positive objective intro

spection. This reduction fails for logics K, K4, S4

and many others, since we can obtain superfluous ex

pansions (e.g. we obtain the "ungrounded" expansion

E(p) for the theory {LpD p}).

4 Reduction to objective introspection

In this section we prove that if an underlying logic

contains K4, then full negative introspection can be

reduced to negative and modified positive introspec

tion w.r.t. objective formulas only, but that fails, if

the logic does not contain the schema 4.

The following technical lemmas imply the desired re

duction almost immediately.

Lemma 4.1 If T is stable and consistent then for

each t) $T,

{^Ktp : v? G C0\T}U{^K^Ktl> : V € C0nT} hK4 -Jfy

Proof. See Appendix. D

Lemma 4.2 Assume that S is any logic between K

and S5, T is consistent and satisfies the equation

T = Cns(A U{^K<p :<p€C0\T}

U{^K^Kip:ip£C0nT}).

Then T is stable.

Proof. See Appendix. □

Proposition 4.3 Let S be any normal modal logic

contained in S5 and containing K4. Then T is an S-

expansion of A if and only ifT satisfies the following

equation:

T = Cns(AU{^K<p : <j> G C0\T}l){MKtJ> : tf> G To})-

(4)
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Proof. If T is an 5-expansion of A then (4) follows

immediately from Lemma 4.1 and the fact that ip G T

implies -<Kip £ T.

The converse implication follows from Lemma 4.2. □.

It was proved in [Shv90] that stable expansions are

exactly K45-expansions. But we have l~K45 MKip =

Kip, hence the reduction given by Proposition 4.3 is

equivalent to

T = Cns{A U {->Kip :<j>eC0\T}U{KiP:iP€ T0})

which is exactly the reduction to objective introspec

tion provided by Konolige [Kon88].

Schema 4 is essential for the Proposition 4.3. Without

Schema 4 we cannot, in general, restrict the introspec

tion in (1) to any bounded depth of nesting L. Let

us call T an n-bounded S-expansion of A, if T satisfies

the equation

T = Cns(A U {-<K<f> : m(<p) <n, <p £ T}).

Proposition 4.3 implies, in particular, that if 5 con

tains K4, then each 5-expansion is a 1-bounded ex

pansion. We show that axiom 4 is essential for this

reduction.

Proposition 4.4 For each n, there is a theory A such

that A has a K-expansion (hence an T-expansion)

which is not an n-bounded T-expansion of A (hence

not an n-bounded K-expansion of A).

Sketch of the proof. By Kn<p we denote formula

obtained by adding n K-s in front of <p.

Consider the theory A = MKn+lp D p. Clearly T =

E(p) is the only /("-expansion of A and the only T-

expansion of A. Using the standard Kripke models

technique, it is not hard to prove that

p £ CnT(A U {->K<j> : m(<p) <n, <p £ T}).

The full proof is presented in the Appendix. □

5 Groundedness for theories without

nested modalities.

The previous results show that if a logic contains

Schema 4, then all expansions are 1-bounded, and

for normal modal logics not containing 4 we cannot,

in general, bound the depth of 1 negative introspec

tion by any natural number. But the reader may

note that our counterexample MLn+1p 3 p does not

seem to be very natural. If we are interested in con

sidering bounded introspection, why should we admit

unbounded nesting of modalities in the axioms? We

show in this section that for a wide class of modal

logics, if we restrict the depth of nested modalities

in axioms by n, then all expansions will be (n — 1)-

bounded. As a consequence we obtain that if A does

not have nested modalities, then each expansion is

a 0-bounded expansion, i.e. a grounded expansion

([TK90, Kam91, Tru91bj). This result seems to be im

portant. When formalizing common sense reasoning

patterns, we usually obtain formulas without nested

modalities (see e.g. [Gel89, Mor89]). In such cases re

stricting to objective negative introspection maintains

the power of the unrestricted negative introspection.

We need to recall some results of [Shv90, MST91]. For

a large class of modal logics, a complete characteriza

tion of 5-expansions was given there.

By AK we denote the set of all subformulas of A which

begin with K. Let T be a consistent 5-expansion of

A. Then T is stable. Let * = AK D T, $ = AK \ *.

If Kip G * then ip eT, and if Kip G $ then ip $ T.

T is closed under propositional consequences, hence

S - Cn(A U {-.A> : <p G $} U * U {V- : KiP G *}) C

T. We denote the unique stable set whose objective

part is So by Wa,*- It was proved in [Shv90] that for

many modal logics S, any 5-expansion of A is equal

to some Wa^. Namely, $ is said to be 5-admissible

for A, if A U ->$ is consistent with S, and for each

Kip G *, A U ->* r-5 V- It was shown in [Shv90]

that for any logic S containing the necessitation rule

and contained in S5, if $ C AK is ^-admissible for

A, then Wa,* is an 5-expansion of A. In addition,

for a wide class of modal logics, each 5-expansion is

Wa,q for some 5-admissible for A set $. We will say

that a modal logic 5 is canonically characterized iff

for each A, each 5-expansion of A equals Wa,* for

some 5-admissible for A set $. In [MST91] a sufficient

condition for a logic to be canonically characterized is

given. Almost all well-known modal logics (contained

in S5) are canonically characterized: K, T, K4, S4,

S4.2 and many others. Logic S4F, which has recently

found interesting epistemic interpretations both in its

monotonic and nonmonotonic variants (see [Tru91a,

Voo91, ST92]) is canonically characterized too. This

class is defined in terms of some elementary properties

of Kripke models for 5.

Among "usual" normal logics, contained in S5, only

S5, K45, KD45 and S4.4 are not canonically charac

terized.

We need the following auxiliary lemma which is anal

ogous to Lemma 4.1.

Lemma 5.1 // T is consistent and stable, then for

each r) eT,

(Tn£0)U{n^:^£o\T}HK n.

Proof is presented in Appendix. □

Proposition 5.2 Let S be any canonically character

ized normal modal logic. Let m(<p) < n + 1 for each

formula (p G A. Then each S-expansion of A is n-

bounded.
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Proof. Assume that T is an <S-expansion of A. Then

for some «S-admissible for A set <&, To = (Cns(A U

\-<K<j) : K<p € $}))o- Hence and from Lemma 5.1,

using the fact that stable sets are closed under S5, we

obtain

T = Cns(AU{^Kip : Ki> € 9}\J{->Kil> : V G £0\T}).

But if Kip e $, then m(ip) <n. D

Corollary 5.3 // logic S is canonically character

ized and A does not contain nesting modalities, then

each S-expansion of A is a ground (i.e.O-bounded) S-

expansion of A. D

The latter corollary applies to a wide class of modal

logics: K, T, K4, S4, S4F and many others. It does

not hold for S5 and K45, which is demonstrated by

Konolige's examples of ungrounded expansions.

Thus, for canonically characterized modal logics, if

a set of initial assumptions does not contain nested

modalities, then we get a reduction even stronger than

the reduction given by Theorem 4.3. Namely, in this

case full negative introspection can be reduced to ob

jective negative introspection. That is, all expansions

are grounded in the sense of [Kam91].

6 Conclusions

We have examined the effect of restricting introspec

tion to the formulas of low modality depth in the

framework of McDermott and Doyle's modal approach

to the formalization of nonmonotonic reasoning. It

turns out that those effects depend on the monotonic

modal logic which serves as the basis for the nonmono

tonic logic.

We considered first the most popular nonmonotonic

modal logics, namely Moore's autoepistemic logic and

S5. We showed that the formal restriction of nega

tive introspection to objective formulas leads to logics

with a property we consider undesirable: introduction

of explicit definitions may result in essential changes in

the sets of nonmonotonic consequences. On the other

hand, it is known that in these cases restricting to the

negative introspection w.r.t. formulas without nested

modalities, or restricting to both positive and negative

introspection w.r.t. objective formulas maintains the

whole power of unrestricted introspection. But non

monotonic S5 with unrestricted introspection is known

to collapse into monotonic S5, and unrestricted non

monotonic K45 provides the so called ungrounded ex

pansions which are commonly considered rather coun

terintuitive.

Then we considered other logics. The most important

technical result we obtained is that, for any normal

modal logic containing axiom schema (Krj> D KKip)

(and contained in S5), restricting to negative intro

spection w.r.t. formulas without nested modalities

maintains the power of full introspection. Negative in

trospection w.r.t. the formula ->Kip may be considered

as the positive introspection w.r.t. ip: for a stable set

T, ip ^ T if and only if ->Kip G T. If we express posi

tive introspection in a belief set T as {MKiJ> : ip 6 T},

then we can reduce unrestricted negative introspection

to both negative and positive introspection w.r.t. ob

jective formulas only.

This result admits a natural epistemic interpretation.

The modality MKip can be interpreted as "ip is ratio

nally believed" (or "the agent is convinced that ip"),

which seems to be intuitively justified. Then we can

say that the unbounded negative introspection can be

reduced to the negative knowledge introspection and

positive belief introspection with respect to objective

formulas.

For weaker logics, which do not contain schema Kip D

KKip, the reduction to introspection bounded by any

depth of nesting modalities is in general impossible,

which we have demonstrated by an example.

For a class of theories especially important for applica

tions, those without nested modalities, for a wide class

of modal logics including such well-known and impor

tant ones as K, T, K4 and S4 (but not S5 or K45!), we

have an even stronger reduction: full negative intro

spection can be reduced to negative introspection for

objective formulas.

7 Appendix. Proofs

In this section we present technical proofs omitted in

the main body of the paper.

First we recall some elementary facts about derivabil-

ity in modal logics containing K and 4.

Proposition 7.1 (i) I~k Mip A Kip

(ii) r-K K((p Dip)D (Mip D Mip);

(Hi) MKip, MKtp I-K4 MK(<p A ip);

(iv) Mip, MKip I-K4 M(ip A Kip).

M{<pAiP);

Proof. Parts (i) and (ii) are obvious and very well

known. We sketch the proofs of (iii) and (iv).

(iii). From premises by using necessitation we obtain

KMKip, using (ii) and the schema 4 we get M KKip.

Hence by (i), M(MKip A KKip). Again by (i), (ii)

and necessitation, MM(Kip A Kip), hence using the

theorem of K K<p A Kip D K(tpAip) and the dual form

of schema 4 (MMtj D Mi)) we obtain MK(ip A ip).

(iv). We obtain from premises, by Nee and 4, KMipA

MKKip, hence by (i) M(Mip A KKip), again by (i),

MM(ipAKip), hence by 4, M(ipAKip). □

Lemma 4.1//T is stable and consistent, then for each

{->K<p :<peC0\T}U {MKip :ipeC0nT} r-K4 -A'r;.

(5)
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Proof. We prove by induction on the depth of nesting

of K in 77 that if 77 g T then (5) holds, and if 77 G T,

then

{^K<p : <p e Co\T}U{MKrp : V G C0nT} hK4 M/f^.

(6)

Assume that (5) holds for each 77 ^ T with tti(t)) < n,

and (6) holds for each 77 G T with 771(77) < n-

First, we assume that 771(77) = n and 77 ^ T and prove

(5). We may assume without loss of generality that 77

is in conjunctive normal form, 77 = (p\A.. .A<pm, where

each (pi has a modal depth not larger than n and is of

the form

il> V Krj! V . . . V KT)k V --KCi V ... V ->KCi (7)

where \j> is objective and that lfor each i,j 771(77,) <

n, m(C;) < n. Clearly, some <pi is not in T. Assume

that such tpi is of the form (7). Clearly each disjunct

in (7) is not in T. T is stable, hence

*IT, t,,- i T, 0 G T

for each i,j.

Denote { K<p :tp€C0\T}U {MKip : i/> G £0 n T} by

fl. By the induction hypothesis and the definition of

B we have

B (-K4 ->K^>, B h -.#77,-, S h M/CCj

for each i, j. Rewriting ->K as M-> and applying (iv)

of Proposition 7.1 several times, we obtain

B r-K4 A/(->V A #<i A . . . A K<j). (8)

By necessitation we have for each i, B l"K4 K->Kr)i.

From this fact and (8) applying (i) of Proposition 7.1

several times, we obtain

B I-K4 M(->V A -^Ktji A ... A ^Knk A KC,i A . . . A #£)

which may be rewritten as

B r-K4 ->K(i/> V AT 771 V ... V #77* V -i/iTCi V ... V -.lo).

which is just B l~K4 ~<K(pi which implies B H-K4 -•A' 77.

Now we assume that 77 G T and 771(77) = n and prove

(6). Again, we can assume without the of generality

that 77 is in a conjunctive normal form, 77 = <pi A . . . A

<pm, and that each (pi is of the form (7). Clearly each

(pi is in T. By Proposition 7.1, (iii), it is sufficient to

prove that for each (pt, B \~H4 MKipi.

Assume that <p,- has the form (7). If for some j,

t)j G T, then we have, by the induction hypothesis,

B I-K4 MKrjj, but Krjj D <j>i is a theorem of K4. Ap

plying the necessitation rule, schemata 4 and K and

(ii) of Proposition 7.1 we easily obtain B l~K4 MK<pi.

If for some j, Q £ T, then by the induction hypothe

sis, -<K(,j is derivable from B. Applying necessitation

twice we get KK->KC,j A M->C,j, hence by (i) of the

Proposition 7.1, M{K^KC,j A -<,•), hence MK-^KQ,

hence MK<pi.

Thus, the only remaining case is if for each i,j, 77,- ^ T,

(j G T. But then using the stability of T we get ip G T,

ip is objective, so MKip G B, hence B Hk4 MK(pi. □

Lemma 4.2. Assume that S is any logic between K

and S5, T is consistent and satisfies the equation

T = Cns(A U{^K(p:<peC0\T}

U{^K^Kxl>:il>e£0nT}).

Then T is stable.

Proof. Clearly T is closed under propositional logic

and the necessitation rule. It suffices to prove that for

each 77 ^ T, -<Kt} G T. We prove this assertion by

induction on m(?7).

Assume that for each 77 with 771(77) < n, 77 ^ T implies

->Kn G T. Assume that (p $ T, m((p) = n. We can

assume, without loss of generality, that (p is in con

junctive normal form, <p = (p\ A . . . A <pm , that each <pi

has a modal depth not larger than n and is a disjunc

tion of atoms, modal atoms and their negations. T is

closed under S, hence for some »', (pi fc T. Let (pi have

the form

V> V A771 V ... V Knk V ->KC,i V ... V ->KC,.

Clearly, each disjunct here is not in T. T is closed

under the necessitation rule, hence, for each j,

m i t.

By the induction hypothesis, we have

-^Kru G T,

hence

K-^Krti G T.

We have for each j, m(Cy) < n, hence, applying the

induction hypothesis, we obtain Cj G T, hence KKQ G

T. Now, we have M->rl> £ T. Applying Proposition

7.1(i) k + / times, we obtain

M(->V A -.#77! A ... A ->Knk A KCi ■ ■ . A KQ) G T,

which means ->L(pi G T, hence -*L(p G T, which com

pletes the proof. D

For the next proof we need the basics of Kripke mod

els which we assume to be known (see, e.g. [HC84,

McD82]). A Kripke model M is a triple (M, R, V),

where M is a set of worlds, Ft is an accessibility rela

tion, and {Va}a£M is a family of propositional valua

tions. If R is a universal accessibility relation (that is,

for all a,/? G M , a/?/?), then we will write (M, V) in

stead of (M, R, V). By (A4, a) ^ %l> we denote the fact

that a formula xp is true in a world or of M. We write

M. ^ t/) to denote that for each a G M, {M, a) (= t/j.

Proposition 4.4. For each n, there is a theory A

such that A has a K- expansion (hence an T-expansion)

which is not an n-bounded T-expansion ofA (hence not

an n-bounded K-expansion of A).
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Proof. By Kntp we denote the formula obtained by

writing n L-s in front of <p.

Consider the theory A = {MKn+1p D p). Clearly

T = E(p) is the only K-expansion of A and the only

T-expansion of A. We prove that

p <£ CnT(A U {^K<t> : m(y>) < n, <p $ T}). (9)

By the soundness theorem for the modal logic T, it is

sufficient to construct a Kripke model with a reflexive

accessibility relation (a T-model), in which A and all

formulas ->Kijj with m(i/>) < n,\j> £ T are true, but p

is false in some world of the model.

Since T is stable, T is an S5-set, i.e. the set of all

formulas true in a Kripke model with the universal

accessibility relation, say M = (M,V), where M is

the set of worlds and V = {Va}a^M is the family of

valuations. Each world in M is accessible from any

where in M. Consider the following Kripke model

Af = (N,R,U). As a set of worlds, N, we put

the set consisting of n + 1 disjoint copies of M plus

some distinguished world w. More formally, we put

N = {u}\J {(n,/3) : 0 < n < n + 1, /?€ M}. Put

U(n,p){<l) — Vp{l) f°r eacn propositional variable q,

and put Uu(q) = 0 for each propositional variable q

(including q = p). Define the accessibility relation R

as follows. Put wft(n,/3) iff n = 1. Put (m,/3)R(k,y)

iff k = 0 or k = m or (1 < m and k = m + 1). Put

(m,/3)Ruj iff m = n + 1. Put uRu. Clearly, R is

reflexive, so the constructed model is a T-model.

We can describe model Af informally as follows. We

have n + 2 clusters of worlds numbered by numbers

0,. . ., n + 1. Each of them is a copy of the model

M in which T holds. We have also a distinguished

world u> in which p fails. We will call worlds which are

in clusters the regular worlds. Worlds in the cluster

number 0 we call the final worlds. Worlds in a cluster

number m > 0 we call worlds of level m. (Note that

we do not call the final worlds the "worlds of level 0".)

Thus, each world is accessible from any world in the

same cluster. Also, from each world of level m, m> 1,

we can access all worlds of the next level (if one exists),

as well as "jump" to any final world. From worlds of

the maximal level n + 1 we can either jump to final

worlds, or drop to the distinguished world w. From

the final worlds we can access only final worlds. And

finally, from the distinguished world w we can access

the level 1 worlds only (it is the only world we cannot

access the final worlds from).

First, MKn+lp D p is true in all worlds: it is true in

all worlds but w because p is true in those worlds. It is

true in w because MKn+ip is false in w. (Note that if

the final worlds were accessible from w, then MKn+1p

would be true in w, so the entire implication would be

false.)

Next we prove that if V> $ T and m(V>) < n, then ->Kil>

is true in M. If i> £ T, then for some world a £ M,

(M,ot) (= -.^. Clearly, then (Af,(0,a)) |= ->V>- But

(0, a) is a final world, it is accessible from anywhere

in N but w. Thus, for any /? € N different from w,

{Af, /?) (= ~>Kij). It remains to prove that w ^ ->Kil>.

Since all 1-worlds are accessible from u>, it suffices to

prove that (N, (1, a)) ^ ->\l). The last is an immediate

corollary of the following claim.

Claim 7.2 For any formula tj, for any m, 1 < m <

n + 1, if m(i}) < n + 1 — m, then for any m-world

(m,P), {Af,(rn,P)) \= r, if and only if(M,/3) \= r,.

Proof. Induction on the complexity of 77. The only

nontrivial case is in the induction step, when 77 has the

form KC,. Assume that (Af,(m,f3)) ^ K£. Since all

final worlds are accessible from (m, /?), we have for any

final world 7, {Af, 7) \= £, hence , obviously, {M, P) ^

Conversely, assume that (M,/3) ^ K(^. Then for each

7, (A4,7) \= C- Hence for each final world 7 of N, we

have <JV, 7) (= <• We have m(C) < n + 1 - (m + 1) <

n+1—m, hence using the induction hypothesis we have

for each 7 G M, both (Af, (m,7)) f= £ and (Af, (m +

1,7)) ^= C- Thus for each 7 which is accessible from

{m,p), we have (Af,f) ^= C, henceforth (Af, (m, /?)) f=

KC- a

Thus, all formulas ->K\p with rj) ^ T and m(V>) <

n are true in each world of the model Af, as well as

MKn+1p D p is, but p is false in u. Thus, (9) has

been proved. Q

Lemma 5.1. // T is consistent and stable, then for

each ijgT,

T0\J{-iKiI>:xI>€C0\T}\-kt,. (10)

Proof. We prove simultaneously by induction on the

depth of nesting L in tj, that if rj G T then (10) holds,

and if r] ^ T, then

{->K<p:<p€Co\T}\JT0\-K->Kri. (11)

Assume that (10) holds for each 77 G T with m(rj) < n,

and (11) holds for each r) £T with m(T}) < n.

Assume that m(r)) = n and r) £ T and prove (11).

We may assume without loss of generality that r; is in

conjunctive normal form, 77 = ipi A . . . A pm , that each

<fi has a modal depth not larger then n and is of the

form

rl> V Krji V . . . V Kt)k V -./CCi V ... V -yKC,u (12)

where t/> is objective and for each i,j, 771(77,-) <

n,m(C>) < 71. Clearly, some y>,- is not in T. Assume

that such ipi is of the form (12). Clearly each disjunct

in (12) is not in T. T is stable, hence

i>$T,T,itT, C; G T

for each i,j.
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Denote {Kip : ip € C0\T}UT0 by B. By the induction

hypothesis, the necessitation rule and the definition of

B we have

B h|C4 "dWi B I" ^-"^W, 5 I" ##Cj

for each i,j. Applying (i) of Lemma 7.1 several times

and rewriting -*K as M-> we get

fl h kM{-*1> A -■A'tji A ... A -.tfn* A KC,\ A . . . A A"Ci)

which may be rewritten as

B h K->K{rl> V Kr/i V . . . V tfnA V -.#6 V ... V ->KC,i),

which is just B \~k -'Kipt which implies B I~k ->Ki}.

Assume now that ^GT and m(ij) = n and prove (10).

Again, we can assume without loss of generality that

r; is in conjunctive normal form, 77 = ip\ A. . .Aipm, and

that each ipi is of the form (12). Clearly each <pi is in

T. It is sufficient to prove that for each ipi, B I~k fi-

Assume y?,- has the form (12). If for some j, r/j g

T, then we have by the induction hypothesis B I~k

t)j, hence using the necessitation rule and K we easily

obtain B hj< <Pi- If for some j, Q $ T then by the

induction hypothesis, ->K(, is derivable from B, hence

flr-K fi.

Thus, the only remaining case is if for each i, j, 77, $

T, Q G T. But then using the stability of T we get

1>€T0. a
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Abstract 1 Introduction

In previous work on semantics of logic pro

grams, we have associated to any semantics a

nonmonotonic entailment relation " \~ " and

considered its abstract properties. We have

shown that two important properties, known

in the context of nonmonotonic logics, tur

ned out to be useful: Cumulative and Ratio

nal Monotony. Among all known semantics,

only the wellfounded semantics WFS satisfies

both properties. Our main aim in this paper

is to present a set-up which makes it possi

ble to prove statements of the following kind:

Any reasonable semantics satisfying certain

properties is uniquely determined by these.

To this end, we first list some new conditi

ons that should be satisfied by any semantics:

Relevance, Modularity, Reduction, Isomor-

phy and PPE. A semantics satisfying these

(and some more properties) is called reaso

nable. We then present a semantical frame

work Mnf for defining and comparing se

mantics of logic programs. This framework

is weak enough to represent all of the known

semantics of logic programs, including se

mantics based on Clark's completion. It can

be strengthened to ensure that any seman

tics coincides with the supported semantics

of Apt, Blair and Walker when restricted to

stratified programs. The system is still weak

enough to represent all known extensions of

the supported semantics. We argue, that any

reasonable semantics fits into our framework.

WFS is the weakest semantics representable

in our framework. We claim that a represen

tation theorem holds, showing that there are

no cumulative and rational extensions of the

stratified semantics other than WFS and a

certain extension WFS' of WFS.

There has been done much work both in the Logic

Programming (LP) and in the Nonmonotonic Reaso

ning (NMR) community for finding the "right" seman

tics for logic programs containing negation. While one

concentrated in LP on variants of SLDNF-resolution

and on Clark's completion (which means that a query

? — p asked to the program "p «— p" never gets an

answer) the intuitions underlying NMR were different:

->p should follow from "p <— p" .

In LP three-valued semantics were introduced to avoid

shortcomings of Clark's completion. We showed in

[Dix91b] that these are more regular than their two-

valued predecessors, because they satisfy Cumulativity

and Rationality.

In the NMR community various other semantics,

more suitable for nonmonotonic reasoning tasks, have

been proposed: the supported semantics M™pp (see

[ABW88]) for stratified programs, the default "DE

FAULT" or stable "STABLE" semantics (see [BF89]

and [GL88]), and finally the well-founded "WFS" se

mantics (see [vRS88]), the generalized well-founded

"GWFS" semantics (see [BLM90b]), and various se

mantics for disjunctive programs.

Of all these semantics, the supported semantics of Apt,

Blair and Walker plays a fundamental role: all rese

archers agree, that M'pPP is the only reasonable se

mantics for stratified programs. Since there are non-

stratified programs that also could be assigned a mea

ning (a unique intended model), the question arises:
What are reasonable extensions of Mpupp to the whole

class of programs?

In previous work ([Dix91a], [Dix91b]) we began to clas

sify semantics of logic programs by considering ab

stract properties of their induced nonmonotonic entail

ment relations l~ . The overall aim is to get a clear

picture of the various existing semantics of logic pro

grams and their mutual relations, by looking at the re

quirements their h- -relations meet. It turned out that

the properties of Cumulativity and Rationality played
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an important role. We already claimed in [Dix91a]

that WFS is completely determined by these two pro

perties (our construction of WFS+ and WFS' in sec

tion 4 shows that this claim was too hasty). To make

such a statement precise, we need a strictly defined

semantical framework where any reasonable semantics

fits in. Given such a definition, we can formally ask for

a description of all cumulative and/or rational seman

tics and eventually prove a representation theorem of

the following kind:

Any semantics, the l~ -relation of which satisfies

certain conditions, is uniquely determined by these.

In this paper, we develop such a framework and prove

a representation theorem and conjecture a characteri

zation.

Two competing approaches, defined for the class of all

normal programs, are the wellfounded semantics WFS

and the stable semantics STABLE. Some people argue,

that WFS is overly careful and should be extended to

also solve the floating conclusions problem. GWFS of

Baral, Lobo and Minker is such an extension. We show

that GWFS has a serious shortcoming (the failure of

PPE), but that a more cautious approach yields a cu

mulative and rational extension of WFS that satisfies

PPE: WFS+ and WFS'.

Our method of defining the semantical framework

is related to and partially inspired by [KLM90] and

[Mak89]. Kraus, Lehmann and Magidor defined va

rious abstract conditions for a relation l~ , defined

a semantical framework (£/,-<), and showed various

representation theorems. The main difference to our

framework is that our l~ -relation is not a relation

between arbitrary (sets of) formulae, but a relation

between (sets of) atoms and literals. In addition,

l~ is always defined with respect to a fixed program

P: |~ = }~P.

In Section 2 we introduce some terminology which is

needed later on, state some interesting properties of a

nonmonotonic relation " K " due to Kraus, Lehmann,

Magidor and Makinson, and introduce the sceptical

entailment SEMpep( of a semantics SEM.

In Section 3 we motivate the supported semantics

Mp"PF by showing some shortcomings of the comple

tion approach. We also define the wellfounded seman

tics WFS and illustrate its properties.

In Section 4 we introduce the stable semantics and the

floating conclusions problem (which lead to the defi

nition of GWFS) to motivate the need for extensions

of WFS. We also introduce our first condition, PPE,

the principle of partial evaluation, and argue that any

semantics should satisfy it. We present a program P

showing the failure of the PPE for GWFS, and define

WFS+ and WFS', two cumulative and rational exten

sion of WFS.

Section 5 summarizes our results from [Dix91a,

Dix91b] and shows the relations between the semantics

considered so far. These results are important, since

they show which kind of representation theorems are

possible.

In Section 6 we consider the question "What are re-

asonble properties that should be satisfied by any se

mantics?" . We introduce and discuss some new condi

tions and argue, that any reasonable semantics should

satisfy them.

In Section 7 we present our semantical framework and

illustrate that any of the known semantics fits into it.

We also state our main results: characterizations of

various semantics by means of simple properties of the

partial order -< used in our framework.

Section 8 indicates that our conditions are also inter

esting for disjunctive programs and may be easily ad

apted. An extension of our semantical framework, ho

wever, still needs to be worked out.

We end in Section 9 with some additional remarks and

a short outlook.

2 Notation and Terminology

A general normal logic program consists of rules that

allow arbitrary positive clauses to appear in their

heads:

A <— B\, ...jBm,->Ci, ...->Ci where n > 1 .

If / = 0, the program is positive (or definite). When

we use the notation PUU, U stands for an (infinite)

set of atoms positive facts we want to distinguish from

the facts in P. That is, P contains rules and positive

facts, but U only contains atoms. Pin$t stands for

the (infinite) sets of fully instantiated rules and facts

(ground clauses). A program is, in addition, called

propositional or Datalog, if it does not contain any

function symbols, but only propositional variables and

their negations. It is convenient to assume that all

programs are fully instantiated, i.e., we consider only

propositional programs in this paper. This can be done

without loss of generality: all our results generalize to

the class of arbitrary programs.

We denote the Herbrand-base with respect to a pro

gram P by BcP, or simply Bp: the underlying lan

guage Cp is given by the symbols in P. T7i($) denotes

the classical closure of the set of formulae $ and Fml

denotes the set of all formulae. Let MIN-MOD(T)

denote the class of all two-valued minimal Herbrand-

models of T.

We also need some notions from 3-valued logic. We

use truth values t "true", / "false", w "undefined",

and the Kleene connectives V,A,-> and ♦— . <— is the

weak implication, where "u <— u" is considered to be

true. Additionally, we can use two different orderings
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of the truth values: the lattice 3t defined by / <t u <t

t (truth-ordering) and the semi-lattice 3* defined by

«<t'i u <k f (knowledge-ordering).

Given two 3-valued models A and A', we denote by

A fit A' their rit-intersection:

A nk A' = {/ : / a literal with / G A and / G A'}.

We will consider 3-valued models as sets of literals and

vice versa. A set {a, ->6, c, -id} will therefore also be

denoted by < {a,c};{6, d) > and can thus be seen

as a three-valued structure: the first part describes

the atoms that are considered true, the second part

describes atoms that are considered to be false. <

T;F ><k< T'\F' > therefore means, that T C 7"

and F C F' .

When we say that a semantics SEM extends another

semantics SEM', we have to distinguish between two

different notions:

• SEMi <t SEM2: this means that SEM2 classifies

more atoms as true or false than SEMi, or

• SEM2 is defined for a class of programs that

strictly includes the class of programs for which

SEMi is defined and for all programs of this smal

ler class, the two semantics coincide.

The first notion also makes perfectly sense for seman

tics defined for the same class of programs.

2.1 Kraus, Lehmann and Magidor' s Rules

The following structural properties for an entailment

relation " h- " between single formulae were considered

by Kraus, Lehmann and Magidor:1

a A/? h- 7.

a l~ 7.

a A 0 I~ 7.

The property Cut is uncontroversial: it is satisfied by

any known nonmonotonic system. Cautious Monotony

(C. M.) combined with Cut is the following condition,

called Cumulativity

Ua\~0 then: a (~ 7 iff (a A 0) r- 7 .

It states that, whenever a fomula 0 has been derived

from a, 0 can be used as a "lemma" and does not

affect the set of formulae derivable from a alone. If

this condition is not valid, intermediate lemmas are of

no use: this indicates that reasoning in non-cumulative

systems may be more expensive.

Obviously, Rationality implies Cautious Monotony.

Since Cut is always satisfied, we will in the sequel

CM. ah- 0 , a h- 7

Cut ah-/? ,, aAjJK)

Rat. aP'-tf . a r~ 7

use the terms "cautious" and "cumulative" interchan

geably.

The next section states the precise definitions we are

using later on. The greatest difference to the formula

tions in this section is that we do not have " l~ " as a

relation on the whole set of formulae.

2.2 Sceptical Semantics SEM'peept(U)

We now introduce a precise terminology for our ab

stract notions of Cumulativity and Rationality in the

context of general disjunctive programs and give some

general remarks.

Model-theoretically, all the semantics we will be pre

senting are defined as subsets of M0D3(P U U) (the

set of all 3-valued models of P U U). More precisely2

• SEMp(U) C MOD3(PUU).

For all semantics it is possible to define a sceptical

notion SEMp"p (U) of entailment for arbitrary literals

L:

P| {L : Lisa, literal with: M |= L}

M€SEMp(U)

We also write SEM(P) instead of SEMp"p'(0). Thus,

SEM(P) can be seen as a three-valued model. We will

also use the notation SEM(P)(x) = t (resp. = /,

resp. = w) to mean that x G SEM(P) (resp. ->x G

SEM(P), resp. neither x nor ->x are contained in

SEM(P)).

Compared with the " K " framework of Kraus, Leh

mann and Magidor, each of our semantics induces such

a " K "-relation between sets of atoms (positive lite

rals) on the left hand side, and sets of arbitrary literals

on the right hand side:

•OlA...Ao„ l~/iA...A/m :iff {/i,.../m}C

SEM'P"p,({a1,...an})

Rationality is in any sceptical semantics a stronger

form of Cautious Monotony because "a K /?" implies

"not a K -./T.

3 comp(P), MsPupp and WFS

comp) In Logic Programming the first semantics to

derive negative literals from a definite program was

defined by Clark: comp(P) (see [Llo87]). comp(P) is

a first-order theory but it is already inconsistent for

simple programs containing negation3. In addition,

1 tt l~ " can be extended to a relation between finite sets

of formulae using A.

2 For most semantics, we consider three-valued

Herbrand-models of the underlying language Cpuu-

3E.g. up <— -"p": In [Prz88a], various problems with

comp concerning the treatment of loops were discussed.
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even for a consistent comp(P), cumulativity does not

hold:

Example 3.1 (COMP not cautious)

Peomp '■ a <— ~>P comp(P) : a «-► -ipV6

a «— 6 p «-► a V 6

p <— a 6 «-> 6

p - 6

6 - 6

comp(Pcomp)=Th({a,b,p}) implies a, b and p. But

comp(Pcomp U {p}) is the conjunction of a *-» (-*p V 6)

and p «-» (aV6V<rue), so ii ts exactly Th({p, a *-* b}),

from which a (nor b) no longer follows.

Fitting considered comps(P), a three-valued formula

tion of the completion, to solve this inconsistency pro

blem and showed that there always exists a unique

<*-least, minimal (three-valued) Herbrand model of

comp3(P). This model is the least fixpoint of a <t-

monotone operator $:

$P : 3*' 3k' *p(I)

t, if there is a clause

A <— Li , . . . , Ln in Pin)t with:

- Vi < n we have:

* I(Lt) = t.

$p(1)(A) = { f, if for all clauses A «- Lx , . . . , Ln

6 Pin>t we have:

- 3i < n with:

* l(Li) = f.

u otherwise

But there is still a problem with this three-valued com

pletion: From the standpoint of nonmonotonic reaso

ning, programs containing positive loops, such as

P — P

a — -.p

were not handled correctly: while comp(P) does not

derive ->p nor a, any reasonable semantics should do

this, since p can never be derived. This intuition can

be extended to programs of the form

P. trot P

b

*- ->q

- -.6

- 6

Note that p depends negatively on q, q depends negati

vely on 6 and 6 does not depend negatively on another

atom. It seems reasonable to first minimize 6, then q

and finally p. This yields the model {->&, q,~<p}. The

important notion to formalize this intuitive reasoning

is the dependency-graph:

Definition 3.2 (Dependency-Graph Qp)

For a normal logic program P, the dependency graph

Qp is an infinite directed graph whose set of vertices is

the Herbrand-base Bp. There is a positive (respecti

vely negative^ edge from a to a! :iff there is a clause

in P with a in its head and a' occurring positively

(respectively negative) in its body.

We say that

• a depends on a' if there is a path in Qp from a to

a' (by definition, a depends on itself),

• a depends negatively on a' if there is a path in Qp

from a to a' containing at least one negative edge.

A program is called stratified, if there are no atoms de

pending negatively on themselves: the supported se
mantics Mpupp of Apt, Blair, and Walker (which is

cumulative and rational, see [Dix91a]) is defined for

this class of programs. Their definition is analogous

to our construction of {-<b,q, ->p}, which is the sup

ported model of P,trat-

The wellfounded semantics WFS extends the suppor

ted semantics to the class of all logic programs. We

need an extension of 3>p :

*% : 3,J
3,
BP.

•£(*)

*i{i)(A) =

t, if there is a clause

A *- L\, . . ., Ln in Pin.t with:

- V» < n we have:

* J(Lt) = t,

or

* Li is positive, J(Li) ^ f

and J(L.) = t.

f, if for all clauses A «— L\ , . . . , L„

€ Pimt we have:

- 3» < n with:

* J(Li) = f

or

* Li is positive, J(Li) ^ t

and 2(Li) = f.

u otherwise

3 represents the safe knowledge: True(,7) and

False(,7) never decrease. I stands for the current

knowledge; applying $£ to 2 and iterating this further

gives us new information (False(Z) decreases). Positive

and negative information is handled symmetrically4.

Przymusinski proved that for all three-valued interpre

tations J , the operator <t>p is <t-monotone on 3tBp

and has a unique <t -least fixpoint:

lfp(*2) = *gr. where *£t°=< 9,BP> .

Note, that $j£ is also <t-monotone.

4 As before, negative literals are only evaluated by J\
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He then denned the </t-monotone operator Clp

fip;3tBp~ 3kBp: J ^-* *$]» ■

Qp is also <i-monotone, thus it has a unique <t-least

fixpoint, which is exactly the well-founded model from

van Gelder, Ross and Schlipf:

WFS(P) = lfp(SlP).

This least fixpoint is a consistent three-valued model,

because it is the iteration of a consistency preserving

operator.

4 STABLE and Extensions of WFS

To define the stable semantics (and also to formulate

our principles of Modularity and Reduction in the next

sections), we need the notion of

reducing a program using a set of literals M.

The following definition captures this idea

Definition 4.1 (P reduced by M)

"P reduced by M" is the program

PM := {ruleM : rule G P),

where {A — Bx, ..., fl„,->Ci, ...-€m)M «'* defined by

f true tf3j :Cj€M or ->Bj G M

\ rule' otherwise

Here, rule' stands for the clause "A <— B\, ..., B'ni,

-.C"i,...->C'm-", where the set {B'{ : i G /'} (resp.

{-iCi : i G I'}) is just an enumeration of the set

{Bi :Bi€l}\M (resp. {-C, : ^d G /} \ M).

This notion of reduction closely resembles the Gelfond-

Lifschitz transform to define stable models. The dif

ference is, that Gelfond-Lifschitz reduce with a set N

of atoms and implicitly assume that all atoms not in

N are false. We are more cautious and reduce only

those literals, that are explicitly contained in M. In

addition, our reduced program still contains negation:

the Gelfond-Lifschitz transform is a positive program.

Using our reduction, the stable models of a program

P can be defined as follows:

Definition 4.2 (STABLE)

N C Bp is a stable model of P, if the least Herbrand

model MpNxj-N of UP reduced by N U-<N" equals N.

STABLE(P) is therefore the set of all literals true in

all stable models. A serious shortcoming of STABLE

(besides the failure of cumulativity: see [Dix91a]) is

the failure of Relevance as discussed in the next sec

tion. This is due to the fact that stable models need

not always exist: programs containing negative loops

"p < >p" do not have stable models. On the other

hand, some people argue that STABLE behaves more

regularly on examples where floating conclusions play

a role. This can be motivated by the following program

which shows that any sceptical semantics based on the

intersection of two-valued models (like STABLE) inhe

rits disjunctions:

Example 4.3 (Floating Conclusions)

Pi : a *- -.6

6 <— ->a

p ^ a

p - 6

Although neither a, nor b can be "derived" in any

semantics based on two-valued models (as STABLE

for example), the disjunction a V 6, thus also p, is

true: STABLE(PX)=< {p};0 > WFS(Pi), however,

is empty: WFS(P\)=< 0;0 >.

The simplest way to augment WFS for this task is by

using minimal model reasoning. There are, however,

various possibilities. The simplest one is first evalua

ting WFS and then adding all literals, that are true

in all minmal models extending WFS(P): this defi

nes EWFS, a precursor of WFS+ defined in [Dix91b].

Now, this procedure may add new literals in such a

way, that a further application of WFS still yields new

literals: Cut is not satisfied. In order to get some

"closure" of this process, Baral, Lobo and Minker de

fined GWFS (see [BLM90b]). While GWFS satisfies

Cut but not Cautious Monotony, EWFS is cautious

but fails to satisfy Cut. GWFS has another strange

behaviour: it does not satisfy the principle of partial

evaluation. We now give the precise notions.

The exact realization of the intuitive idea of extending

WFS by adding all literals true in all minimal models

extending WFS is by using the operator

Slp\3kBp ^3kB" :J^

which is based on the definition of

$£ :3,Bp —> 3,Bp; li

as defined in the last section.

rtr,

H(i)

Note, that WFS(P):= lfp(ftp). GWFS is then defined

as follows:

Definition 4.4

For a three-valued interpretation J, let J—MIN-

MOD(P) denote the class of all minimal two-valued

Herbrand models of P that are consistent with J . Fur

thermore, let

• T(J) := True( J-MIN-MOD(P)) and

F(J) := False( J-MIN-MOD(P)).

Here, for a set S of Herbrand models, True(S) (resp.

False(S)) stand for the set of all ground atoms A,

which are true (resp. the negations of which are true)

in all models in S.

We define

EWFS(P):= WFS(P) + <T( WFS(P)), F( WFS(P))>.
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GWFS(P):= lfp(Q$),

where the operator fip is defined as follows:

n$;3kBp —> 3kBp : J •—> *gr +<T(J), F(J)>.

EWFS is stronger than WFS (WFS <k EWFS) and it

is also cautious (see [Dix91a]). That it does not satisfy

Cut can be seen with the following counterexample:

P: a <— ->a

3 *— ~>x,a

y - -.0

z — ->y

We have WFS(P)={-<x} and therefore

EWFS(P)={a, /?, --*} but WFS(PU {/?})={-.y,;,/?}

and therefore EWFS(P U {/?}) = {a, 0, ->x, -*y, z}.

Thus, by adding a derivable atom ("/?"), we are able

to derive more atoms than without: Cut is not satis

fied.

The failure of Cautious Monotony for GWFS can be

illustrated with the following

Example 4.5 (GWFS is not cautious)

P

b

c

a

-6

c

p,-*a

-6

occur only positively in P. Lei c *— rhsi, ... c «— rhs„

be all the rules of P with c in their heads. Assume

further that rhs\, ...rhs„ do not contain c.

We denote by Pc the program obtained from P by dele

ting all rules with c in their heads and replacing each

rule "head <— c,body" containing c by the rules:

head <— rhs\ , body

head <— rhsn , body

The principle of partial evaluation PPE states, that

SEM(Pe) = SEM{P) \ {c, -^c}.

PPE can significantly decrease the complexity of com

puting a semantics, since it allows us to reduce the pro

gram by making the underlying Herbrand base smal

ler: in general, less assignments of elements of Bp have

to be taken into account. We argue that PPE should

be satisfied by any reasonable semantics.

EWFS satisfies PPE, but Cut and Rationality do not

hold. On the other hand, GWFS adds too much lite

rals. There is, however, also the possibility to add only

positive literals true in all minimal models5 (after the

computation of WFS) and iterating this further until

no new literals can be derived. This yields a semantics

WFS+ that extends WFS but still is cumulative and

rational.

GWFS(P2) entails ->c, because MIN-MOD(P2) con

sists of { {p,a}, {6} } and thus also ->6, p and a.

But MIN-MOD(P2l){p})={ {p,a}, {p,c,6} }, thus

GWFS(P2 U {p}) does not entail ->c.

Note that intuitively, P2 can be seen as an extension-

by-definttion of the program P2c, resulting from P2 by

amalgamating the two clauses b *— c and c <— p,-<a

into b *— p, ->a, but GWFS(P2) neither implies p nor

a. We consider this to be a serious shortcoming.

V
— -6 Pic'- V

— -6

b — c b — P.-'a

c

a

p,->a a ' -6

t -6

a :

Note that c occurs only positively in P2 and all occu

rences have been replaced by the rule defining it, but

yet the semantics of P2 and P2c differ: P2 derives p

and a while P2c does not.

Our principle of partial evaluation, PPE, states that

this should not happen: any semantics should assign

the same meaning to a program P and a partial eva

luation of it.

The formal definition is as follows:

Definition 4.6 (PPE)

Let P be an instantiated program and lei the atom c

Definition 4.7 (WFS+)

Let P be a normal program, Mo := 0 and

Mi+l :=T(WFS(Pl)Mi)).

The sequence Mi is clearly increasing and there is an

7 such that M7 = My+\. We define

WFS+(P) := WFS(P U My)

Thus, the idea is to add, in contrast to GWFS, only

positive atoms true in all twovalued minimal models

of P that extend WFS(P U Mi).

To prove rationality and cumulativity of WFS+, we

need first a technical lemma stating some useful pro

perties of WFS+ . Let us consider the following simple

property of the wellfounded semantics. WFS(P) is al

ways a threevalued model of P, but not necessarily

a twovalued one. It is, however, possible to extend

WFS(P) to a twovalued model of P: just declare all

atoms a with neither a G WFS(P) nor ->a € WFS(P)

to be true. The resulting twovalued model is obviously

a model of P, since in the head of the rules only positive

atoms occur. We have therefore:

P\=x implies -.* g WFS{P) (*)

'this amounts obviously to adding all atoms true in

Th(P)
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Lemma 4.8 (Properties of WFS and WFS+)

a) In definition 4-7, we have:

WFS(PUMi) <k WFS{PUMi+i)

b) Let M, M' be sets of atoms with M C A/'.

Vm' G M' : -m' g" WFS+(PU M))

implies

Vx' eT(WFS(PuM')):

-x' g WFS+(P U T( WFS(P U M)))

Proof: a) The proof is immediate by rationality of

WFS (see [Dix91b]).

b) The assumption implies in particular WFS(P U

M) <k WFS(P U M') by rationality of WFS (and

since WFS+ is an extension of WFS). We have the

refore T(WFS(P U A/)) C T(WFS(P U A/')).

We now prove that

WFS(P U T(WFS(P U A/))) <*

<t iyF5(PUT(WFS(PuM'))).

Again, by rationality of WFS, it suffices to prove Vx' G

T(WFS(PUM')) :

->x' g WF5(P U T(WFS(P U A/))).

For atoms x' that are already true in WFS(P U A/')

this is immediate, since we have WFS(P UM) <i

WFS(P U A/'). Let therefore x' be undefined in

WFS(P U A/'). If -V G WFS(P U T(VVF5(P U

A/))) then (recall that, by assumption, V?n' € M' :

-m' g WFS+(P U A/)) we have -x' G I^F5(P U

A/' U T(WFS(P U A/))) <t WrFS(P U T(WFS{P U

A/'))): this would contradict the assumption x' €

T(WF5(PUA/')).

This argument can be iterated to prove

WFS{P U T(WFS(P U T(WFS(P U A/)))) <t

<t WFS(P U T(WFS(P U T( WFS(P U A/'))))))

and so on. This gives us

WFS+(P U M) <k WFS+(P U A/')

from which the condition to be proved follows.

Theorem 4.9 (Rationality of WFS+)

WFS¥(P) is a rational extension of WFS that satisfies

Cut, i.e. a cumulative and rational extension of WFS.

Proof: We first consider Rationality. Without loss

of generality, it suffices to prove "not h* ->/? and h- 7

imply /? f~ 7-". We denote by A/,- the sets with respect

to P and by Aff the sets with respect to PU {/?}. We

show by induction on i:

Mi C A/f and Vm G A/f U{/?} : -nn $ WFS+(Pl)Mi)

For i = 0, we have obviously Mo = 0 = Aff and the

whole statement is trivially satisfied.

For » + 1, we have Mi+1 :- T(WFS(P U Af,)) and

A/f+1 := T(WFS(PUA/f)). By induction hypothesis,

W'FS(P U Mi) <k WFS(P U {/?} U A/f), therefore

M,+i C Mf+1. Again by induction hypothesis, we can

apply lemma 4.8 b) and get the desired result.

By rationality of WFS, our condition implies

WFS(P UMi)<k WFS(P U {/?} U Aff)

from which WFS+(P) <k WFS+(P U {0}) follows.

Let us now prove Cut. Let l~ 0, i.e. there is a 7 such

that 0 G My . We show by induction on i

Mf C A/7+I, Vm G A/7+1- : -.m g WFS+(PU{/?}UA/f )

For i = 0 we have to prove Vm G Af7 : ->m ^

WFS+(PU {/?}). Let m G M7, in particular m G

iyF5+(P). By rationality of WFS+ and since ->0 g

WFS+(P), we have m G WFS+(PU {/?}) and there

fore -.m g WFS+(P U {/?}).

For i + 1 by induction hypothesis WFS(P U Aff) <*

WFS(PUA/7+i) so that A/f+1 C A/7+,+i. The induc

tion hypothesis also allows us to apply lemma 4.8 b)

to get the desired result.

By rationality of WFS, our condition implies

WFS(PU{0}l)M?)<k WFS{PUM1+i)

which implies WFS+{P U {/?}) < WFS+(P).

WFS+ derives a from programs containing "a < >a".

A more sceptical variant where such literals are not

derivable (they are assigned u) can be obtained by

considering not all minimal models extending WFS,

but only models A' that satisfy certain conditions CI

- C4 (we discuss them in the next section) and are

<fc-maximal with respect to

WFS(P U Mi)) <k A' <k A G T(WFS(P U Mi)).

We denote the respective semantics by WFS' . It can

be shown along the same lines, that WFS' is a cumu

lative and rational extension of WFS.

5 The Relations Between the

Semantics

The program P\ in Section 4 shows that STABLE

^t WFS. We motivate in the next Section, that it is

much more regular to define STABLE(P) to be equal

to WFS(P) in case there are no stable models. Due to

this modification we also have

WFS <k STABLE.
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O = rational and cumulative

STABLE

COMP ,> (COMP

 

GWFS

LP Semantics NMR Semantics

PPE not satisfied for GWFS

Figure 1: Semantics for Normal Logic Programs

As to normal programs, we can summarize our results

from [Dix91b, Dix91a] (and the properties of WFS+

obtained in this paper) in Figure 1.

It is obvious that WFS and COMP are incomparable

with respect to <* , since already simple loops are diffe

rently handled. For the program P consisting of p <— p,

we have

comp(P) = Th({p - p}) & {-p} = WFS(P)

while for Pcomp (see Example 3.1) we get

WFS(PComp) = {--6} £* {a,6,p} = comp(Pcomp).

It is also obvious that COMP3 <k WFS and

COMP3 <fc COMP since WFS(P) is a three-valued

model of P and COMP3 is the least such one: the

definition of <* is important here.

All these relations are illustrated in Figure 1 toge

ther with some more relations concerning WFS+ and

WFS'.

6 What Is a Reasonable Semantics?

All the known semantics (see Figure 1) are defined by

declaring some of the (three-valued) models of P as the

intended models. It turns out that the supported mo

del, the stable models (which are two-valued) and also

the wellfounded model satisfy the following conditions

(this was noted by L. Pereira and explicitly stated in

[PAA92]): (let A be such a model)

CI: If a «- rhs 6 P and A (= rhs, then A \= a.

C2: IfA \= a then there is a <— rhs G P with A r= rhs.

C3: If all rule bodies for a are false in A then A \= -<a.

C4: If A ^= ->a then all rule bodies for a are false in

Note that we are always interested in the associated

sceptical semantics SEM*"P< which is given by the

(It-intersection of all intended models. We want to

list reasonable properties of SEMlcep' in order to de

scribe particular semantics as uniquely determined by

these properties. Any sceptical semantics SEMJ"P*

such that SEM is based on models satisfying CI - C4,

also satisfies CI and C3 but not necessarily C2 and C4.

We consider CI and C3 as reasonable properties that

should be satisfied. WFS+ (and also GWFS) do not

satisfy C3 because WFS+({a — -.a}) = {a}. WFS'

however satisfies C3.

From now on, when we use the notion SEM, we mean

the sceptical version, given as a set of literals.

We already mentioned in the last section, that PPE

is not satisfied for GWFS. There are still other in

teresting properties that should be satisfied by any

reasonable semantics. To state these conditions, we

need the notions of the "Dependency-Graph" and of

P reduced by M as defined in the previous section.

The condition Relevance , also uses the two notions:

• dependencies.of(X) := {.A

and

X depends on A},

• rel.rul{P, X) is the set of relevant rules of P with

respect to X, i.e. the set of rules that contain an

A € dependencies.of(X) in their head.

Given any semantics SEM and a program P, it is per

fectly reasonable that the truthvalue of a literal L, with

respect to SEM(P), only depends on the subprogram

formed from the relevant rules of P with respect to

L.6 This idea is formalized by:

Definition 6.1 (Relevance)

The principle of Relevance states, that for all literals

L: SEM{P)(L) = SEM(rel.rul(P,L))(L).

Note that the set of relevant rules of a program P

with respect to a literal L contains all rules, that could

ever contribute to L's derivation (or to its nonderiva-

bility). In general, L depends on a large set of atoms:

dependencies.of(L) := {j4 : L depends on A}. But ru

les that do not contain these atoms in their heads, will

never contribute to their derivation or non-derivation.

Therefore, these rules should not affect the meaning of

Lin P.

STABLE does not satisfy this principle. This is due to

the nonexistence of stable models by adding a clause

"c <— ->c" to a program. Let us consider the program

P = { a — -.6 }

6let dependencies-of(-iX) := dependencies.of(X),

and reLrul(P^X) := rel.rul(P,X).
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and P' obtained from P by adding "c < >c"

P' = {o .6, c ^->c}.

While P has the unique stable model {a}, P' has no

stable models and therefore does not derive ->b (or, de

pending on how one interprets the empty set, derives

anything). We consider this a very undesirable fea

ture of STABLE. This can be repaired be modifying

STABLE when no stable models exist and defining

STABLER P) to be

WFS(P)

STABLE(P)

if no stable models exist

otherwise

The next principle, Modularity, has some similarities

with PPE. It enables us to compute a semantics by

modularizing it into certain "subprograms" (formed

of the relevant rules). The semantics of these modules

can be computed first and the semantics of the whole

program can be determined by reducing this program

with literals that were already determined.

Definition 6.2 (Modularity)

Let P be instantiated, P = Pi U Pi, BPl n Bp2

and P2 = reLrul(P,A).

Then: SEM(P) = S£A/(PiS£A/(P3) U P2).

M)

We showed in [Dix92a] that the stationary approach

of Przymusinski does not satisfy Modularity. We do

not know of any semantics for normal programs that

fails to satisfy Modularity. Note that, in conjunc

tion with the next property, Modularity implies: If

A € SEM(P-i), then SEM(P) = SEM(PX U {A}) U

SEM^Pi) (under the assumptions made in the last

definition).

There is another natural property satisfied for all se

mantics in the literature. Suppose we add a set. TV of

atoms to a program P. Independently of whether some

of the atoms or their negations are derivable from P

alone or not, the semantics of PuN should be the same

as the semantics of "P reduced by AT" , augmented by

N . The formal statement is

Definition 6.3 (Reduction)

Given a set of atoms N C Bp, the principle of Reduc

tion states that SEM(P U N) = SEM(PN)U N.

A straigthforward generalization would be to allow not

only sets N of atoms, but arbitrary sets M of literals:

this possibility will be worked out elsewhere.

We still need a condition to ensure that equivalent pro

grams are assigned the same semantics. But this no

tion of equivalence depends on the underlying seman

tics: we therefore have to model a very weak form of

equivalence, true for all possible semantics. Consider

two programs P and Q. If Q is just a renaming of

the constants in P, then P and Q should obviously be

equivalent, i.e. the renaming of SEM(Q) should equal

SEM(P).

Formalizing the equivalence of two programs P and Q

(SEM(P)=SEM(Q)) by

"MOD3(P) is isomorphic to MOD3(Q)",

i.e. the associated classes of all three-valued models

are isomorphic, is, however, too strong: the two pro

grams P, defined by p — -*q, and Q, defined by

q ♦— -<p, are not equivalent7, but yet their classes of

three-valued models are even identical: MODs(P) =

MODz(Q). We therefore need, in some way, the de

pendencies between the atoms.

But again, the dependency-graph alone is not the

right tool, even for stratified programs: Qp may be

isomorphic to Qq without P and Q being equiva

lent. Just consider P consisting of a <— 6, a «— ->c,

6 «— 6 and Q consisting of a <— 6, ->c and 6 *— 6:

SEM(P)={-6,-c,a} and SEM(Q)={-.6,-.c,-.a}. The

examples suggest that the pair (Gp, Mod$(P)) is a bet

ter tool, but again, we can construct counterexamples.

The next condition, Isomorphy, formalizes the mini

mal intuition:

Definition 6.4 (Isomorphy)

Let P and Q be isomorphic, i.e. there is an isomor

phism I from BcP onto BcQ s.t. I(P) = Q.

The principle of Isomorphy states thai I(SEM(P)) =

SEM(Q).

Together with the property Relevance and our PPE-

principle, Isomorphy also applies to more complex pro

grams that need not be isomorphic but consist of iso

morphic subprograms and thus can also be proved to

be equivalent.

We are now in a position to define what a reasonable

semantics is:

Definition 6.5 (Reasonable Semantics)

A reasonable semantics SEM is a mapping

{P : P a program]
^Lit

such that the following conditions are satisfied: Re

levance, Reduction, Isomorphy, Modularity, PPE and

Cut. In addition SEM(P) should be a three-valued mo
del of P, satisfy C3 and coincide with MpUpp for stra

tified programs.

Further work is needed to derive other properties that

are implied by our conditions. Our idea is that fixing a

semantics on a reasonable class of programs (for exam

ple axiomatically requiring SEM(Pi)=0, SEM({a «—

->6,6 «— -<c,c < ia})=0 and further axioms) already

determines these semantics using our conditions. It is,

however, possible that still more conditions have to be

used.

'SEM(P)={p,-9} and SEM(Q)={?, -.p}
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7 The Semantical Framework

For any program P we define not.in.head(P) as the

set consisting of all atoms that do not occur in any

head of P.

We are now able to present our semantical framework:

Definition 7.1 {Mnf)

Let NF-Mod(P) be the subset of all 3-valued models A

of P that satisfy CI - C4- Let -<p be a partial order on

NF-Mod(P), such that for every A there is a B <p A

that is -<p -minimal. We define

Mnf '■= {< NF-Mod(P),<p>: P a program).

Definition 7.2 (SEM induced by Mnf)

The semantics SEM induced by Mnf associates with

any program P the f\k-intersection of all -^-minimal

models of NF-Mod(P).

Let us list some interesting local properties for A, A' £

NF-Mod(P).

E0(A,A'): A<kA',

E,i(A,A'): 3x e Bp(Vy € BP : x does not depend

neg. on y, and A |= -'X, A' \fc ->x ),

E2(A,A')i A' <kA.

Theorem 7.3

Let Mnf be given.

a) Any semantics SEM is a <k-extension of Fittings

compz semantics: for all P, comp3(P) <k SEM(P).

b) Any semantics SEM that satisfies at least

E\(A,A') => A -<p A'" coincides for stratified pro

grams with the supported semantics Mpupp and is a

<k-extension of the wellfounded semantics WFS: for

all P, WFS(P) <k SEM(P).

c) Any semantics SEM satisfying UE\(A,A') or

E2(A,A') => A<P A'" is a <k-extension of WFSf:

for all P, WFS' XP) <* SEM(P).

Any of these local properties E, induces a semantics

SEMBl by defining a relation -<£,: just interpret the

"=>" in the previous theorem as "<=>" . The frame

work based on Eq is still very weak, it corresponds to

3-valued completion comp$\

Theorem 7.4 (Representations)

a) The semantics SEMEo induced by Eq coincides with

compz .

b) The semantics SEMEl induced by E\ coincides with

WFS.

c) The semantics SEME* induced by E2 coincides with

WFS'.

The stable semantics can also be represented in our

framework: we only have to choose -</> in such a way,

that the -<p minimal models are exactly the stable

models of P.

We claim that the following conjecture is true:

Conjecture 7.5 (Charact. of WFS, WFS')

Besides WFS and WFS', there are no other rational

and reasonable (in the sense of Definition 6.5) seman

tics SEM that are induced by some Mnf-

8 Disjunctive Logic Programs

While there is only one canonical semantics for posi

tive programs without disjunctions, the least Herbrand

model, the situation changes when disjunctive heads

are allowed: we can interpret "V"

• exclusive, this leads to GCWA, or

• inclusive, this leads to WGCWA (or, equivalently,

to the DDR-rule).

In both cases, it is an interesting question and a field of

active research to ask for extensions of the respective

semantics to larger classes of programs, eg, to the

class of stratified disjunctive programs or, finally, to

the whole class of all disjunctive programs. Recently,

various semantics have been proposed:

• the "WGCWA" (or, equivalently, the DDR-rule

as introduced in [RT88]), that interprets V inclu

sive ([RLM89]), and the "GCWA" ([Min82]) that

interprets V exclusive, for positive disjunctive pro

grams,

• the perfect "PERFECT" and "GCWAS" (see

[Prz88b], and [MLR91]) for stratified disjunctive

programs,

and some semantics defined for general disjunctive pro

grams:

• the stationary semantics "STATIONARY" of

Przymusinski ([Prz91]),

• the "GDWFS" and the "WF3" of Baral, Lobo and

Minker ([BLM90a] and [BLM91]).

These semantics for disjunctive programs are consi

dered in [Dix92b]. It is straightforward to adapt the

formulations of our conditions to the case of disjunc

tive programs. Obviously the conditions CI - C4 also

have to be modified. We will elaborate on this in a

forthcoming paper.

9 Conclusions and Outlook

We have presented, to the best of our knowledge for

the first time, a semantical framework for defining and

reasoning about semantics of logic programs. This ma

kes it possible to ask for all instances satisfying certain
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properties and allows us to prove representation theo

rems of the kind stated in the last section.

We are currently extending our framework to the case

of disjunctive logic programs and hope to get similar

representation theorems.

Recently, Pereira et al. ([PAA92]) defined an exten

sion of WFS by adding suitable negative literals. They

argue, that from

a < <a

c <— ->a

->c should follow. They also derive {->p, q) from

a <— ->a

p <— ->a

q*--f

which shows that their semantics is not rational: ->a

is not derivable from P, -ip is derivable from P but

yet p is derivable from P U {a} (and therefore -<p is

not derivable, as Rationality would require). Their

semantics also does not satisfy C3 and, indeed, is not

even a model of P: c is false but all rule bodies of c are

undefined.

The author learned from Pereira et al.'s work only af

ter this paper was already finished and so could not

incorporate their semantics and determine its proper

ties.
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Abstract with the default

Languages of declarative logic programming

differ from other modal nonmonotonic for

malisms by lack of syntactic uniformity. For

instance, negation as failure can be used in

the body of a rule, but not in the head; in

disjunctive programs, disjunction is used in

the head of a rule, but not in the body; in ex

tended programs, negation as failure can be

used on top of classical negation, but not the

other way around. We argue that this lack

of uniformity should not be viewed as a dis

tinguishing feature of logic programming in

general. As a starting point, we take a trans

lation from the language of disjunctive pro

grams with negation as failure and classical

negation into MBNF—the logic of minimal

belief and negation as failure. A class of the

ories based on this logic is denned, theories

with protected literals, which is syntactically

uniform and contains the translations of all

programs. We show that theories with pro

tected literals have a semantics similar to the

answer set semantics used in logic program

ming, and investigate the expressiveness of

these theories.

1 Introduction

Investigations on the semantics of negation as fail

ure have shown that declarative languages of logic

programming are closely related to the nonmonotonic

formalisms developed in Artificial Intelligence. It is

known, for instance, that general logic programs can

be reduced to default theories in the sense of [Reiter,

1980] by identifying a rule

A0 *-Ai,...,Am,not Am+i,...,not A„ (1)

*This research was supported in part by NSF grants

NCR-9004464 and IRI-9101078.

Ai A . . . A Am : -vlm+i , . . . , ->An / A0

[Bidoit and Froidevaux, 1987]. Alternatively, general

logic programs can be viewed as a special case of

autoepistemic theories [Gelfond, 1987].

These ideas have a profound significance for the the

ory of knowledge representation. They show that rep

resenting knowledge in declarative logic programming

is very similar to representing knowledge in default

logic or in modal nonmonotonic logics. A particularly

striking example can be found in research on the frame

problem. It is known that expressing temporal persis

tence by the formula

Holds(f, s) A ->Ab(f, a, s) D Holds(f, Result(a, s))

leads to difficulties [Hanks and McDermott, 1987].

This fact prompted several authors ([Eshghi and

Kowalski, 1989], [Evans, 1989], [Apt and Bezem,

1990]) to experiment with the corresponding logic pro

gramming rule

Holds(f, Result(a, s)) «- Holds(f, s), not Ab(f, a, s).

(2)

Independently, Morris [1988] proposed to express the

same principle of reasoning by the default

Holds(f,s) : ->Ab(f,a,s) / Holds(f,Result(a,s)).

It is clear that this default is the counterpart of (2)

under the Bidoit/Froidevaux translation.

Although general logic programs are a special case of

default theories, it is not true that declarative logic

programming as a whole is merely a subset of default

logic. This can be demonstrated on the example of
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"disjunctive logic programs." Gelfond and Lifschitz

[1991] discuss disjunctive rules of the form

L\ | ... | Li *— If/+i, . . .,Lm, not Lm+i,. . ., not L„,

(3)

(n > m > / > 0), where each Z,, is a literal (an atom

possibly preceded by ->). It is not clear how to repre

sent such a rule by a default or by a set of defaults; ap

parently, default logic and the language of disjunctive

programs only partially overlap. Disjunctive default

logic [Gelfond et a/., 1991] was proposed as a non

monotonic formalism which can serve as a common

extension of these two languages.

The logic of minimal belief and negation as failure

(MBNF)1 is another such formalism. It uses two

independent nonmonotonic modalities: the minimal

belief operator B and the negation as failure operator

not. A default

is represented in this language by the formula2

Ba A not->Pi A ... A noi-./?m D By. (4)

A disjunctive rule (3) can be identified with the

formula

BLj+i A ... A BLm A not Lm+i A ... A not Ln

D BLi V...VBZ,,.

(5)

It is also possible to embed a rather general form of

circumscription into MBNF [Lifschitz, 1992]; circum

scribing a predicate P is expressed by the axiom

Vr(no< P(x) D B->P(ar)).

These facts show that the logic of minimal belief and

negation as failure is very expressive. We should note,

'See [Lifschitz, 1992]. This is a modified version of

the system described in the preliminary report [Lifschitz,

1991]. The description of the propositional fragment is

reproduced in Section 2 below. The system is a modifica

tion and extension of the "logic of grounded knowledge"

introduced by Lin and Shoham [1990], The concept of

minimal belief (or "minimal knowledge," or "maximal ig

norance") was formalized earlier, in various ways, by sev

eral authors, including Konolige [1982], Halpern and Moses

[1984], Shoham [1986] and Lin [1988].

2In the propositional case, this formula represents the

meaning of the default as originally defined by Reiter

[1980]. In the presence of variables, it corresponds to the

modification of default logic proposed in [Lifschitz, 1990].

however, that the interesting concept of "strong intro

spection" [Gelfond, 1991] is apparently not expressible

in it.

The embedding of logic programs into MBNF stresses

the epistemic character of the "connectives" <— and

|. The rule L\ «— L? is different from the implication

Lj D Ii; it is rendered by the combination BL>2 D

BZ*i, which includes both the classical connective D

and the epistemic operator B. The rule L\ \ Li *— is

different from the disjunction L\ V Li\ it is rendered

by the epistemic combination BLi V BLi.

Another reason why this embedding may be of interest

is related to the fact that the syntax of MBNF is

uniform. Propositional connectives and the epistemic

operators B, not can be applied in formulas of MBNF

any number of times and in any order. The syntax of

rules (3) is, in this sense, different. Each rule contains

only one occurrence of <— ; we are not allowed to form

a "nested" rule by applying <— to two rules formed

earlier. Epistemic disjunction is allowed in the head

of a rule, but not in the body. Negation as failure can

be used in the body, but not in the head. Classical

negation can be applied to atoms only—never on top

of not, | or «— .

In this paper we argue that this lack of uniformity

is not an essential feature of logic programming. We

define a class of formulas of MBNF that includes all

formulas (5) and is syntactically rather uniform, and

show that such formulas are, in a sense, "semantically

similar" to logic programming rules. If all axioms of a

theory T belong to this class, we call T a "theory with

protected literals," or a "PL-theory." We hope that

the study of PL-theories will help us better understand

the place of declarative logic programming among

nonmonotonic formalisms in general.

At this stage, we restrict our attention to the proposi

tional case.

The semantics of rules (3) is defined in [Gelfond and

Lifschitz, 1991] in terms of "answer sets." An answer

set of a program is a set of literals. The semantics

of MBNF is defined in terms of Kripke-style sets of

"possible worlds." The relationship between the two

systems is described in [Lifschitz, 1992] by establishing

a simple correspondence u> between sets of literals and

sets of possible worlds. If the axioms of a theory have

the form (5), then the sets of worlds that appear in its

models have the form w(E), where £ is an answer set

of the corresponding program.

We show that u serves as a correspondence between

the answer sets and the models not only for disjunctive

programs, but for all PL-theories. This theorem

suggests that theories of this type, in spite of the

relatively general syntactic form of their axioms, can

be viewed as logic programs.

Next we want to compare the expressive power of
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arbitrary PL-theories with the expressive power of

disjunctive programs. Two theories are said to be

equivalent if they have the same models; in the case

of PL-theories, we can alternatively say, "the same

answer sets." Given a PL-theory, can we always find

an equivalent disjunctive program?

The answer to this question is no, because of an

interesting syntactic feature that one can find in a PL-

theory: The operator not may occur in the axioms

positively. (It is clear that all occurrences of not in a

disjunctive rule (5) are negative.) We give examples

of PL-theories that are not equivalent to disjunctive

programs.

2 Propositional MBNF

The review of the propositional fragment of MBNF

below follows [Lifschitz, 1992], except that, in this

presentation, the language is assumed to include the

propositional constant T ("true"). We start with a

set of propositional symbols, atoms, which includes T.

Formulas are built from atoms using the propositional

connectives -> and A and the modal operators B and

not. The other connectives are defined in terms of

-> and A in the usual way; F ("false") stands for the

literal ->T. A theory is a set of formulas (axioms).

If a formula or a theory does not contain the operator

not, we call it positive. This terminology is suggested

by the use of the word "positive" in logic program

ming, and it is not related to the distinction between

positive and negative occurrences, familiar from clas

sical logic. In MBNF, the sign of an occurrence of

a symbol in a formula can be defined as follows: An

occurrence is positive if it is in the range of an even

number of ->'s and not's, and negative otherwise.

An interpretation is a set I of atoms such that T £ I. A

structure is a pair (7,5), where 7 is an interpretation,

and S a set of interpretations.

The relation < between structures is defined as follows:

(I,S) < (I',S') if 5 is a proper subset of 5'. The

maximality of a structure relative to this relation

expresses the idea of "minimal belief : The larger the

set of "possible worlds" is, the fewer propositions are

believed.

We define when a positive formula F is true in a

structure (I,S), as follows.

• If F is an atom, F is true in (/, 5) iff F G J.

• -<F is true in (7, 5) iff F is not true in (7, 5).

• F A G is true in (7, 5) iff F and G are both true

in (I,S).

• BF is true in (7, 5) iff, for every J G 5, F is true

in (J, 5).

A model of a positive theory T is any structure

maximal among those in which the axioms of T are

true. For instance, the models of {Bp}, where p is an

atom, are the structures of the form (/, {J :p€ J}),

where 7 is any interpretation. The models of {B-ip}

have the form (7, {J : p g' J}). The models of

{Bp V Bq} have the forms (I , {J : p G J}) and

(/, {J : q G J}). The models of {B(p V q)} have

the form (7 , {J : p € J or q G J}).

A positive formula F is a theorem of a positive theory

T if F is true in every model of T. This relation

is nonmonotonic. For instance, -<Bq is a theorem of

{Bp}, but not a theorem of {Bp, Bg}.

In order to extend the definition of a model to

nonpositive theories, we first need to extend the

definition of truth to nonpositive formulas. In the

presence of both B and not, truth will be defined

relative to a triple (7, Sb, 5"), where Sh and 5" are

sets of interpretations; Sb serves as the set of "possible

worlds" for the purpose of defining the meaning of B,

and 5" plays the same role for the operator not.

For an interpretation 7 and two sets of interpretations

5*, 5", we define when a formula F is true in

(I,Sb,Sn), as follows.

• If F is an atom, F is true in (7, Sb, 5") iff F G /.

• ->F is true in (7, Sb, 5") iff F is not true in

(7,5»,5").

• FAG is true in (7, Sb, 5") iff F and G are both

true in (I,Sb,Sn).

• BF is true in (7,5*, 5") iff, for every J G Sb, F

is true in (J.S'.S**).

• not F is true in (7, 5*, 5") iff, for some J G 5",

F is not true in (J, Sb, 5").

This definition is a generalization of the definition of

truth for positive formulas, in the sense that a positive

formula is true in (I,Sb,Sn) iff it is true in (7,5*).

For any theory T and any set of interpretations 5, by

r(T, 5) we denote the set of all maximal structures

(7, 5') such that the axioms of T are true in (7, S' ,S).

Intuitively, T(T, 5) consists of the structures that can

be considered the models of T provided that the

negation as failure operator is interpreted relative to

the set of possible worlds S.

A structure (7,5) is a model of T if (7,5) G r(T,5).

It is easy to check, for instance, that the models

of {not p D Bg} are the structures of the form

(7 , { J : q G J})- For positive theories, this definition

is equivalent to the one given before. The reader is

referred to [Lifschitz, 1992] for further examples.

3 Answer Sets

Let £ be a set of literals. By TP we denote the set of

atoms that belong to E, and by E" the set of atoms
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whose negations belong to E, so that

E = E* U {-.4 : AeE"}.

Furthermore, w(E) stands for the set of interpretations

I such that E* C 7 and En D 7 = 0. For example,

"({P.-*}) = w({T, !>,-«}) = {/ : P € I,q £ I},

«({P,-P}) = "({F}) = 0.

We want to define, for theories T of a possibly more

general form, when a set of literals £ is an "answer

set" of T, in such a way that the models of T will be

the structures of the form (7,w(E)). For example, this

can be done for the theory {Bp} by declaring {p} (or

{T,p}) to be its only answer set. It can be also done

for {B-ip}, {Bp V Bq} and {not p D Bq}, but not for

{B(pV,)}.

What is different about the last axiom is that a

connective is applied in it to two atoms directly,

without first "protecting" them by a modal operator.

This observation suggests the following definitions.

Protected literals are formulas of the forms BL and

not L, where L is a literal, and the atom T. (Including

T in this definition is convenient, but not essential.) A

formula F is a formula with protected literals, or a PL-

formula, if each occurrence of an atom in F is a part of

a protected literal. Alternatively, PL-formulas can be

characterized as the formulas that can be built from

protected literals using -i, B, not and A. For instance,

every formula of the form (5)—and, more generally,

every propositional combination of protected literals—

is a PL-formula. Clearly, not B-ip is a PL-formula also;

p and B(p V q) are not PL-formulas.

A theory with protected literals, or a PL-theory, is

a theory whose axioms are PL-formulas. We will

define the concept of an answer set for arbitrary PL-

theories. This will be done in three steps. First, we will

consider the theories whose axioms are propositional

combinations of positive protected literals (that is,

of protected literals that do not contain not). This

class covers the translations of positive disjunctive

programs. Then the definition will be extended to the

combinations of arbitrary protected literals. This class

covers the translations of all disjunctive programs.

Finally, the definition will be extended to arbitrary

PL-theories.

By Lit we denote the set of all literals. A set E C Lit

is closed if it satisfies two conditions:

• T€E.

• If E contains a pair of complimentary literals, then

E = Lit.

Note that, for any closed set of literals E, F € E if and

only if E = Lit.

The satisfaction relation between a set E of literals and

a propositional combination F of positive protected

literals is defined inductively, as follows:

• E(=T.

• E \= BL iff L € E.

• E |= ->F iff E £ F.

• E[=FAGiffEf=FandE|=G.

The Definition of Answer Sets, Step 1. Let T be

a theory whose axioms are propositional combinations

of positive protected literals. A set E of literals is

an answer set of T if it is a minimal (relative to set

inclusion) closed set such that, for every axiom F of

T, E |= F.

For instance, the only answer set of {Bp} is {T,p}; the

only answer set of {Bp D Bq] is {T}; the answer sets

of {BpVBtf} are {T,p} and {T,q}. The only answer

set of {BF} is Lit; {F} has no answer sets.

For any propositional combination F of protected

literals and any set E of literals, the reduct of F relative

to E is the formula F£ obtained by replacing each

subformula of the form not L in F by F if L € E,

and by T otherwise. For instance, if F is not p D Bq,

then F* is T D Bq, and F<p> is F D Bq. This is a

generalization of the procedure used in the definition

of "stable models" [Gelfond and Lifschitz, 1988].

If the axioms of T are propositional combinations of

protected literals, then Ts stands for {FE : F G T}.

For theories of the form Ts, the notion of an answer

set was defined in Step 1.

The Definition of Answer Sets, Step 2. Let T be

a theory whose axioms are propositional combinations

of protected literals. A set E of literals is an answer

set of T if it is an answer set of TE .

It is easy to check, for instance, that the only answer

set of {not p 3 Bq} is {T, q}. The theories {not p D

Bp}, {-mot p] and {not T} have no answer sets; the

only answer set of {not F} is {T}.

For a theory corresponding to a set of disjunctive

rules (3), this definition is essentially equivalent to the

one given in [Gelfond and Lifschitz, 1991]; the only

difference is that an answer set as defined here includes

T, and, if it is inconsistent, also F.

For any PL-formula F, let F* be the propositional

combination of protected literals defined inductively,

as follows:

• F* is F, if F is a protected literal.
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• (-.F)' is ->F\

• (FAG)' isF'AG*.

• (BF)* is F* V BF, if F is not a literal.

• (not F)* is -iF* A not F, if F is not a literal.

For any PL-theory T, T* stands for {F* : F € T).

For theories of the form T* , the notion of an answer

set was defined in Step 2.

The Definition of Answer Sets, Step 3. Let T be

a PL-theory. A set E of literals is an answer set of T

if it is an answer set of T* .

Take, for instance, T = {B(BpA-iBp)}. The definition

tells us that T has the same answer sets as

(Bp A not r) D Bs,

(not q A not r) D Bs.

This is similar to the transformation of logic programs

proposed in [Lloyd and Topor, 1984]. Note, however,

that this reduction may lead to the exponential growth

of the axiom set.

A disjunction of protected literals and their negations

can be written as a disjunctive rule (5) if

• it contains no positive occurrences of not , and

• it contains no occurrences of BT, BF, not T, not F.

The following theorems show that the second restric

tion is inessential.

{(BpA-.Bp) VBF}. (6)

Consequently, the only answer set of T is Lit. We see

that T is not equivalent to the theory {BpA->Bp}—the

latter has no answer sets.

The following theorem shows that we have achieved

the goal stated at the beginning of this section.

Theorem 1. A structure (I, S) is a model of a PL-

theory T if and only if S — w(E) for some answer set

E ofT.

The proofs of theorems are given in the appendix.

4 Disjunctive Rules

A disjunctive rule is a formula of the form (5) in which

none of the literals Lj is T or F. We would like

to compare the expressiveness of the theories whose

axioms are disjunctive rules with the expressiveness of

arbitrary PL-theories.

The definition of answer sets for arbitrary PL-theories

(Step 3) reduces the axioms to propositional combina

tions of protected literals by a simple transformation,

which does not change significantly the syntactic struc

ture or the size of the formula. Consequently, without

loss of generality, we can restrict our attention to the

theories whose axioms are propositional combinations

of protected literals.

Furthermore, a propositional combination of protected

literals can be replaced by its "conjunctive normal

form"—a set of disjunctions of protected literals and

their negations. For instance,

((Bp V not q) A not r) 3 Bs

will turn into the pair of disjunctions which can be

written as

Theorem 2. Let T be a theory whose axioms are

propositional combinations of protected literals, and

let T" be obtained from it by substituting T for all

occurrences of BT, and F for all occurrences of not T,

in every axiom. Then T and T* have the same answer

sets.

Theorem 3. Let T be a theory whose axioms are

propositional combinations of protected literals, and

let T* be obtained from it by substituting F for all

occurrences of BF, and T for all occurrences of not F,

in every axiom. For any set of literals E other than

Lit, E is an answer set ofT ifand only ifit is an answer

set ofT.

The answer set Lit may be lost as the result of the

last transformation, as can be seen from the examples

{BF} and (6).

On the other hand, the first restriction—the absence of

positive occurrences of not—turns out to be essential.

Axiom sets without positive occurrences of not have

the following property.

Theorem 4. If the axioms of a PL-theory contain

no positive occurrences of not, then it cannot have

two answer sets of which one is a proper subset of the

other.

This is a generalization of Lemma 1 from [Gelfond

and Lifschitz, 1991]. It is similar to the minimality

of extensions property in default logic ([Reiter, 1980],

Theorem 2.4).

Corollary. If the axioms of a PL-theory T contain no

positive occurrences of not, and Lit is an answer set

ofT, then T has no other answer sets.

This is a generalization of Proposition 1 from [Gelfond

and Lifschitz, 1991]. It is similar to Corollary 2.3 from

[Reiter, 1980].
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Using Theorem 4, we can show that a PL-theory

may have a combination of answer sets that would be

impossible without positive occurrences of not in the

axioms. For instance, the theory

{Bp V not p} (7)

has two answer sets, {T} and {T,p}. By Theorem

4, it is not equivalent to any set of disjunctive rules.

Moreover, a PL-theory can have Lit as one of several

answer sets. For instance, the answer sets of the theory

{Bp V not p, B->p V not-<p}

are {"0. {T.P}> U^p) «"1 Lit.

5 Discussion

1. Where is the line separating the languages of

"declarative logic programming" from other modal

nonmonotonic formalisms? Our view on what is

essential about logic programming is that its semantics

can be described in terms of sets of literals—objects

that are much simpler than Kripke models.

Another possible view is that a logic programming lan

guage, unlike nonmonotonic formalisms of other kinds,

always comes equipped with a standard query evalu

ation method; it has a procedural semantics, in ad

dition to the declarative one. From this perspective,

sets of rules of the form (1) can be counted as logic

programs because one can execute them using a Pro

log interpreter. But if we intend to use the language

for the purpose of representing knowledge, and not for

programming, then there is no reason to ascribe any

special role to the Prolog search strategy. Much work

has been done on alternative query evaluation meth

ods, such as the "magic set" method of [Bancilhon et

al., 1986], which may produce an answer when Pro

log would not terminate. The development of better

query evaluation procedures in logic programming is

similar to the development of more powerful theorem

provers for other kinds of nonmonotonic formalisms.

The existence of incomplete, but useful query evalua

tion procedures is not a distinguishing feature of logic

programming.

2. The use of (some syntactic variant of) nested combi

nations of protected literals may give representational

advantages over a "flat" syntax, similar to the advan

tages of the extension of Prolog described by Lloyd and

Topor [1984]. There are several differences between

our proposal and theirs. First, the answer set seman

tics has grown from the use of minimal models by van

Emden and Kowalski [1976] and from the generaliza

tions of this idea in [Apt et al., 1988], [Przymusinski,

1988], [Gelfond and Lifschitz, 1988], rather than from

the completion semantics of [Clark, 1978]. Second, we

include rules with disjunctive heads. Third, we distin

guish between negation as failure and classical nega

tion.

3. A disjunction of protected literals and their

negations can be written in the form

BLj+i A ... A BLm A not £m+i A ... A not L„

DBLi V...VBLi Vnoi Lt+iV...Vno< Li,

or, in "logic programming notation," as

Ii | . . . | Lk | not Lk+i | ... | not Ij

«— Li+i,. ..,Lm,not Lm+i,.. .,not L„

For example, (7) is, in this notation,

(8)

p | not p <— .

This rule has two answer sets; one of them includes p

("p is true"), and the other includes neither p nor -<p

("the truth value of p is unknown"). It remains to be

seen whether rules like this may have applications to

knowledge representation.

4. There is a possibility that including a rule of

the form (8) in a program may be computationally

advantageous, when this rule is redundant from the

point of view of the declarative semantics. Let II be

a set of rules (1) which includes, among others, the

positive rule

q,r.

If we know that q succeeds, but p fails, then we can

conclude that r fails. This reasoning can be formally

represented as using the "contrapositive" rule

not r <— q, not p.

We have shown that such rules can be given a declar

ative semantics. It is easy to prove that adding this

rule to II does not change its answer sets.

This idea was suggested to us by the informal discus

sion of "contrapositive rules" in [Kowalski and Kim,

1991]. About the rule

demo(T,Q) <- demo(T,or(P,Q)), demo(not(P))

Kowalski and Kim observe that it would be useful also

"in its contrapositive form"
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not demo(noi(P))

<- demo(T, or(P, Q)), not demo(T, Q).

"Such use of contrapositives, however, is not possi

ble within currently available logic programming sys

tems." The generalization of answer sets proposed in

this paper may provide a theoretical foundation for the

use of contrapositives.
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Appendix. Proofs of Theorems

Al. Preliminary Lemmas

The following facts are used in the proofs of Theorems

1-4.

Lemma 1 [Lifschitz, 1992]. Let E,E' be closed sets

of literals.

(a) w(E) = 0 iffE = Lit.

(b)H.
/6w(E)

7 = 57.

(c) U/ewfE) ' = ^" waere £n denotes the comple

ment of Zn.

(d) E C E' iffw{Y,') C w(E).

(e) E = E' iffw(E) = w(E').

As defined in [Lifschitz, 1992], two sets of interpreta

tions Si , S? are equivalent if

f|/= f)l*nd U'= U'"

Lemma 2. Let I, J be interpretations, and S,Si,S-j

sets of interpretations. If Si and S2 are equivalent,

then, for any PL-formula F,

F is true in (I, Si, S) iff F is true in (J, S2,S).

This is a generalization of an observation made in

[Lifschitz, 1992]. The assumption that F is a PL-

formula is essential; a simple counterexample is B(p V

q), with Si = {{p},{q}} and S2 = {{},{p,q}}.

Proof. By structural induction.

(1) Base case. Protected literals.

• T. Straightforward.

• BA, where A is an atom.

BA is true in (7, Si , S)

iff V K G Si : A is true in {K, SUS)

iff VA"€Si :AeK

iff {set theory}

^en.l/fes, K

iff {Si equivales S2}

AeH
K€S3

K

iff {set theory}

V K G S2 : A e K

iff V K G S2 : A is true in (K, S2, S)

iff BA is true in (J, Sj,S)

• B->A, where A is an atom.

B-1.4 is true in (/, Si,S)

iff V K G Si : -A is true in (K, Si, S)

iff V K G Si : A is not true in (K, Si, S)

iff VK£Si:A$K

iff {set theory}

A*\J
Kest

K

iff {Si equivales S2}

*t\JKes3K

iff {set theory}

V K G S2 : A $ K

iff V K G S2 : A is not true in (K, Si,S)

iff V K G S2 : ->A is true in {K, S2, S)

iff B-iA is true in (J, S2 , S)

• not L, where L is a literal.
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not L is true in (I, S\ , 5)

iff 3 K G S : L is not true in (K, Si, S)

iff 3K £S:L$K

iff 3 K € S : L is not true in (AT, 52) 5)

iff no/ L is true in (J, Sj , S)

(2) Induction step. The formula has one of the forms

->F, BF, not F or F A G, where F and G are PL-

formulas. Straightforward. O

Using Lemma 2, it is easy to observe that (/, S) is a

model of a PL-theory T if and only if (J, 5) is a model

ofT.

Lemma 3 [Lifschitz, 1992]. For any set ofinterpreta

tions S, there exists a closed set of literals E such that

w(E) contains S and is equivalent to it.

A2. Proof of Theorem 1

A PL-formula is basic if it is a propositional combina

tion of protected literals. For example, not p D Bp is

a basic PL-formula, while B not p A Bp is not. A basic

PL-theory is a PL-theory whose axioms are basic. We

prove Theorem 1 via two steps. In step 1 (Part A),

we establish the theorem for basic PL-theories. Then

in step 2 (Part B), we extend the theorem to all PL-

theories using Part A as a lemma.

Lemma 4. Let I be an interpretation, S a set of

interpretations, E a closed set of literals, and L a

literal. Then

not L is true in (I, S, w(E)) iff L <£ E.

Proof.

Case 1. L is A, where A is an atom.

not A is true in (/, 5,w(E))

iff 3 J G w(E) : A is not true in (J, S, w(E))

iff 3 J G w(E) : A $ J

iff {set theory}

A & llyew(E) J

iff {Lemma 1(b)}

iff A^Y,

Case 2. L is -u4. where A is an atom.

not ->A is true in (I,S, w(E))

->.A is not true in (J, 5, w(E))

A is true in (J, S,w(E))

A€J

iff 3 J e w(E)

iff 3 J G w(E)

iff 3 J G w(E)

iff {set theory}

A e Ujgw(E) ^

iff {Lemma 1(c)}

AGE^

iff -.;4 0 E

Lemma 5. Let / be an interpretation, S,S' sets of

interpretations, E a closed set ofliterals, and F a basic

PL-formula. Then

FE is true in (^S,?) iff F is true in (7,5,w(E)).

Proof. By structural induction.

(1) Base case.

• T and BL.

These are positive PL-formulas, hence F^ is

identical to F. It remains to notice that the truth

of positive formulas relative to a triple (I,S,S')

does not depend on S' .

• not L, where L is a literal.

Recall that

(not L)E is r t, if

\ F, if

Lg-E,

LGE.

Thus

(not Lf is true in (/, S, S') iff L <£ E.

By Lemma 4, we obtain

(not L)s is true in (I,S,S') iff not L is true in

(i,sMm

(2) Induction step. The formula has the form -*F or

F AG, where F and G are PL-formulas. Straightfor

ward. D

Lemma 6. Let 7 be an interpretation, S a set of

interpretations, E a set of literals, and F a positive

basic PL-formula. Then

E (= F iff F is true in (J,u;(E),5).

Proof. By e ructural induction.

(1) Base case. Protected literals.

• T. Straightforward.
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• BA, where A is an atom.

BA is true in (7,w(E),S)

iff V J G u>(E) : A is true in (J, w(E), 5)

iff VJ€«(E):>l€J

iff {set theory}

■^ e Mjea((r) ^

iff {Lemma 1(b)}

AGS'

iff AGS

iff E\=BA

• B->A, where A is an atom.

B-iA is true in (7,w(E), S)

iff VJe w(E) : ->A is true in (J,w(E), 5)

iff V J G w(E) : A is not true in (J, w(E), 5)

iff V .7 G w(E) : A g J

iff {set theory}

■^ £ Ujgu>(£) ^

iff {Lemma 1(c)}

AGE"

iff -vA G E

iff E (= B-.A

(2) Induction step. The formula has the form ->F or

FAC, where F and G are PL-formulas. Straightfor

ward. Q

Let T be a PL-theory, and E a set of literals. We define

an operator similar to T as below:

r0(T,E)= IE' CLii

E' is a minimal

closed set such that

VFGT: F

is true in

(7,u,(E'),u,(E))

Note that 7 is an arbitrary interpretation; recall that,

by Lemma 2, the choice of 7 has no effect on whether

or not F is true relative to a triple (7, S, S').

Lemma 7. Let I be an interpretation, and S a set of

interpretations. Then (I, S) is a model of a PL-theory

T if and only if S has the form w(E) for a closed set

of literals E such that E G r0(T,E).

Proof. We first define a predicate $ as follows:

*(X) = V F G T : F is true in (7, X, S).

Clearly, if Si and 52 are equivalent then $(Si) =

*(S2).

Left to right: Let (7, S) be a model of T. Thus,

(7, S) G r(T, 5), which means that (7, S) is a maximal

structure such that S satisfies $. That is:

(i) $(5) holds, and

(ii) if S $ S', then $(S') does not hold.

By Lemma 3, there is a closed set E of literals such

that S C w(E) and S, w(E) are equivalent.

We want to show:

(1) 5 = u,(E).

Suppose the contrary, that is, S Q w(E). From

the fact that S and w(E) are equivalent and (i),

we conclude that $(w(E)) holds as well, which

contradicts (ii).

(2) EGr0(r,E).

To prove this, we need to show that E is a minimal

closed set such that $(w(E)) holds. From (1) and

(i), w(E) satisfies $. It remains to show that E

is minimal. Assume that E' C E. By (1) and

Lemma 1(d), S = w(E) C w(E'); by (ii), it follows

that *(w(E')) does not hold.

Right to left: Let E be a set of literals such that

E G ro(T, E). This means that E is a minimal closed

set such that w(E) satisfies $. That is:

(i) *(w(E)) holds and,

(ii) if E' g E, then *(w(E')) does not hold.

To prove that (7,w(E)) is a model of T, we need

to show that (7,w(E)) G r(71,w(E)), which means

that (7,u(E)) is a maximal structure such that u(E)

satisfies $. We know from (i) that w(E) satisfies $.

Assume that w(E) C S'. By Lemma 3, there exists a

closed set of literals E' such that S' C w(E') and S'

is equivalent to w(E'). Then w(E) £5'C w(E'), and

it follows by Lemma 1(d) that E' £ E. Then, by (ii),

w(E') does not satisfy $. Since this set is equivalent

to 5', we conclude that S' does not satisfy $ either.

D

Lemma 8. Let T be a positive basic PL-theory, and

E a set ofliterals. Then To(T, E) is the set ofall answer

sets ofT.

Proof. Using Lemma 6, we can restate the definition

of To as

r0(r,E) = < E' C Lit

E' is a minimal

closed set such that

V F G T:E' \= F

> .

Clearly, the condition for being an element of To(T, E)

is exactly the same as that for an answer set of T. □

Lemma 9. Let T be a basic PL-theory, and E a closed

set of literals. Then

r0(TE,E) = r0(T,E).
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Proof. By definition

r0(Ti-,z)=i
E' C Lit

E' is a minimal

closed set such that

VFGTS:F

is true in

(7,u,(E'),W(E))

> .

Since Ts stands for {FE : F G T), this can be

rewritten as

r0(TE,E) = <
E' C Lit

E' is a minimal

closed set such that

VF€ T:FS

is true in

(7,W(E'),W(E))

Lemma 5 shows that the right-hand side is equal to

r0(T,E). D

Theorem 1 (Part A). A structure (7, 5) is a model

of a basic PL-theory T if and only if 5 = w(E) for

some answer set E ofT.

Proof. By Lemma 7, it is sufficient to show that,

for any set of literals E, E is an answer set of T iff

E G ro(T,E). By the definition of answer sets for

basic PL-theories, E is an answer set of T iff E is an

answer set of T . By Lemma 8, this can be expressed

as E G ro(rE,E). By Lemma 9, this is equivalent to

EGToCT.E). a

Lemma 10. Let I be an interpretation, 5, 5' sets of

interpretations, and F a PL-formula. Then

F* is true in (I, S, 5') iff F is true in {I, 5, &).

Proof. By structural induction.

(1) Base case. Protected literals. F* coincides with F.

(2) Induction step.

• ->F. Straightforward.

• BF. Using Lemma 2, we can conclude that

F is true in (I, S, 5') iff BF is true in (J, 5, 5')

(9)

for any PL-formula F, any nonempty 5, and any

5'.

(BF)* is true in (I, 5, 5')

iff F* V BF is true in (I, S, 5')

iff F* is true in (7,5,5') or

BF is true in (1, 5, 5')

iff {ind. hyp.}

F is true in (7,5,5') or

BF is true in (7, 5, 5')

iff F is true in (7, 5, 5') or 5 = 0

iff {(9)}

BF is true in (7, 5, 5') or 5 = 0

iff BF is true in (7, 5, 5')

• not F. Using Lemma 2, we can conclude that

-.F is true in (7, 5, 5') iff not F is true in (J, 5, 5')

(10)

for any PL-formula F, any 5, and any nonempty

5'.

(not F)* is true in (7, 5, 5')

iff ->F* A not F is true in (7,5,5')

iff -iF*, not F are true in (7,5,5')

iff {ind. hyp.}

->F, not F are true in (7, 5, S1)

iff -«F is true in (7, 5, 5') and 5' ^ 0

iff {(10)}

not F is true in (7, 5, 5') and 5' ^ 0

iff not F is true in (7, 5, 5')

• FAG. Straightforward.

Lemma 11. Let I be an interpretation, S a set of

interpretations, and T a PL-theory. Then (1, 5) is a

model ofT if and only if (1, 5) is a model ofT*.

Proof. Immediate from Lemma 10. □

Theorem 1 (Part B). A structure (7,5) is a model

of a PL-theory T if and only if S = w(E) for some

answer set E ofT.

Proof. By Lemma 11, T* and T have the same

models; by the definition of an answer set, they have

the same answer sets. Consequently, the statement of

the theorem follows from Theorem 1 (Part A). D

A3. Proofs of Theorem 2 and Theorem 3

Lemma 12. Let F be a basic PL-formula, and X, E

closed sets of literals. Let F' be the formula obtained

from F by substituting T for all occurrences of BT,

and F for a/7 occurrences of not T. Then

X |= F2- iff X \= (F')
/\E
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Proof. It is clear that (F')E can be obtained from FE

by substituting T for all occurrences of BT. □

Theorem 2. Let T be a basic PL-theory, and let

T" be obtained from it by substituting T for all

occurrences of BT, and F for all occurrences of not T,

in every axiom. Then T and V have the same answer

sets.

Proof. Clearly, V = {F' | F G T}. Let E be a closed

set of literals.

iff

iff

iff

iff

iff

iff

X £F

E is an answer set of T'

E is an answer set of (T")E

f VFGfD^E^F, and

\ for each X £ E, 3F G (T')E

( V F G T : E f= (F')E, and

\ for each A- £ E, 3F G T : X £ (F')E

{Lemma 12}

J V F G T : E |= FE, and

\ for each X £ E, 3F G T : X £ FE

E is an answer set of TE

E is an answer set of T

Gi A ... A Gn,

where all occurrences of not in each Gi are preceded by

a negation. Thus it follows easily that, for any closed

set of literals X, if X (= G? then X |= G? . Hence if

X t= FE then X |= FE'. D

Theorem 4. If the axioms of a PL-theory contain

no positive occurrences of not, then it cannot have

two answer sets of which one is a proper subset of the

other.

Proof. It is sufficient to prove the theorem for basic

PL-theories, because not occurs positively in a general

PL-theory if and only if it occurs positively in the

basic PL-theory T*. Let T be a basic PL-theory whose

axioms contain no positive occurrences of not. Let E,

E' be two answer sets of T such that E C E'. As E

is an answer set of T, we have, for all axioms F G T,

E ^= FE. By Lemma 14, this implies for all axioms

F G T, E |= FE'. This contradicts the minimality of

E' among all closed sets satisfying the axioms of TE .

Lemma 13. Let F be a basic PL-formula, and X, E

closed sets of literals. Let F' be the formula obtained

from F by substituting F for all occurrences ofBF, and

T for all occurrences of not F. Suppose E ^ Lit. Then

A'|=FEiffA' \=(F'f.

Proof. If E ^ Lit, then F £ E, and consequently

(F')E can be obtained from FE by substituting F for

all occurrences of BF. D

Theorem 3. Let T be a basic PL-theory, and let

T' be obtained from it by substituting F for all

occurrences of BF, and T for all occurrences of not F,

in every axiom. For any set of literals E other than

Lit, E is an answer set ofT ifand only ifit is an answer

set ofT.

Proof. Similar to the proof of Theorem 2, except that

only answer sets different from Lit are considered. □

A4. Proof of Theorem 4

Lemma 14. Let F be a basic PL-formula that con

tains no positive occurrences of not, and let E, E' be

two closed sets of literals such that E £ E'. Then, for

any closed set ofliterals X, ifX \= FE then X (= FE'.

Proof. Since F is a basic PL-formula, we can rewrite

it in conjunctive normal form as
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Abstract

This paper presents two results in path-based

defeasible inheritance theory defined with

off-path without reinstatement preemption.

First a definition of an extension in this the

ory through a fixedpoint equation and a poly

nomial algorithm to compute it are given.

Second RS theory, Really Skeptical theory,

is defined, which is intended to make up for

the deficiencies of previously proposed ap

proaches.

1 INTRODUCTION

In Knowledge Representation systems, knowledge is

often organized hierarchically in the form of sim

ple or multiple inheritance graphs, with or with

out exceptions. In this paper, I consider the prob

lem of defining and computing the conclusion set

of a multiple inheritance graph T with exceptions.

Different theories have been proposed to solve it:

path-based theories, by D.S.Touretzky, J.F.Horty

and R.H.Thomason ([Tou86], [Hor91a], [THT87],

[HTT90], [TTH91], [Hor91b]), E.Sandewall [San86],

B.Selman and H.J.Levesque [SL91], E.Gregoire

[Gre90b], L.A.Stein ( [Ste91], [Ste89]) and K.Schlechta

([Sch90], [MS91], [Sch92]) and methods based on non

monotonic logics, by R.H.Thomason and J.F.Horty

[TH89], E.Gregoire [Gre90a], D.L.Poole [Poo85] and

G.Brewka [Bre87].

In this paper, I will study path-based defeasible cred

ulous and skeptical inheritance theories, defined with

construction by upward concatenation and off-path

without reinstatement preemption. I will first show,

as an answer to Touretzky et al. [TTH91], that an

extension of T in such a theory can be defined through

a fixedpoint equation and efficiently computed.

It has been originally pointed out by Touretzky et al.

[THT87] that skeptical theory is not so skeptical as

one could expect, as ambiguities are blocked instead

of being propagated upwards. E.Gregoire [Gre90b]

and L.A.Stein [Ste89] have tried to improve skepti

cal theory by ambiguity propagation. L.A. Stein and

K.Schlechta define the ideal skeptical conclusion set as

the intersection of credulous ones. K.Schlechta proves

that computing this intersection is untractable, and

impossible under some natural assumptions [Sch90]

[Sch92]. L.A. Stein proposes a polynomial algorithm

to compute it, but with a different notion of extension

from the one used in this paper [Ste89]. I will define

RS theory (Really Skeptical theory), verifying the fol

lowing property:

A conclusion of T in this theory is a conclusion of any

credulous extension of T,

and discuss the difficulty of computing the intersec

tion of the credulous extensions or conclusion sets of

T, thus completing K.Schlechta's results.

2 NOTATIONS AND BASIC

DEFINITIONS

Let T = (X, U) be a multiple inheritance graph, i.e. a

finite directed acyclic graph.

The elements may represent classes, instances of

classes, types, objects, etc... according to the appli

cation.

Let x and y be two vertices of T.

x —► y denotes a positive link in T from x to y (relation

of type 'is-a').

x —► y denotes a negative link in T from x to y (relation

of type 'is-not-a').

a : x —► y denotes a positive path in T from x to y

(every link of a is positive)

(a may be reduced to a point).

a : x —> y denotes a negative path in T from x to y

(the last link of a is its unique negative one).

In path-based theories, one draws from T a set of pos

itive and negative paths, called extension of T and

noted $, and the conclusion set C of T is defined as
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the set of conclusions supported by $, i.e.:

C = C($) = {x —► yf there is a positive path in $

from x to y} U {x —♦ y/ there is a negative path in $

from x to y}

Cp (i,y) denotes the set of not reduced to a point

positive [negative] paths in T from x to y.

(subscript T' will be omitted when there is no ambi

guity)

$+l~l(a:)y) denotes the set of positive [negative] paths

in $ from x to y.

V(x,y) = {x-+y,x-+y}nU

Cr{x,y) = C£(x,y)uCr(x,y)

*(*, y) = *+(x, y) U $~ (x, y)

Cr(x) [$(x)] denotes the set of not reduced to a point

positive and negative paths in T [$] from x.

A formula with x —► y (resp. C+(x,y), $+(x,y))

implicitly admits a dual formula with x —*• y (resp.

C-(x,y), <&"(x,y)).

C($) is thus defined by:

x^yeC(*)ifT*+(x,y)^0

$ is a set of not reduced to a point positive and neg

ative paths in T defined as follows:

1. Credulous theory:

C-inheritability in $ is defined by:

Let a be an element of C+(x, y) .

case 1: a is a link

Then a is C-inheritable in $.

case 2: a is a compound path

y
a : x —» z ■

We define:

• a is constructible in $ iff ai G $

(construction by upward concatenation)

• a' contradicts a iff a' 6 C~(x,y)

• a is contradicted in $ iff there is a' in $ such

that a' contradicts a.

• a is preempted in $ iff there are zt,oc'l,a'i such

that:

\}z'±z

2)z'^y£U

3)x

•l I "3

z G *

(off-path preemption)

• a is C-inheritable in $ iff:

C.l) a is constructible in $

C.2) a is not contradicted in $

C.3) a is not preempted in $.

$ is a credulous extension of T iff for any vertices x,y

of T and any path a of C+(x, y):

a G $ iff ct is C-inheritable in $.

2. Skeptical theory:

A skeptical extension is defined from S-inheritability

as above, just replacing conditions C.1),C2) and C.3)

by S.l), S.2) and S.3):

5.1) a is constructible in $

5.2) a is not preempted in $

5.3) Any compound path constructible in $ and con

tradicting or is preempted in $.'

It will be shown in section 3 that T has a unique skep

tical extension.

Proofs will often go by induction on degp(x,y), which

denotes the maximum length of a path in T from x

to y. By convention, if there is no path from x to y,

degr(x,y) is equal to -1.

<1: (resp. :1>) marks the beginning (resp. end) of

the proof of Proposition 1.

<1.1: (resp. :1.1>) marks the beginning (resp. end)

of the proof of lemma 1.1.

3 A POLYNOMIAL ALGORITHM

TO COMPUTE AN EXTENSION

J.F. Horty, R.H.Thomason and D.S.Touretzky propose

a polynomial algorithm to compute the unique skep

tical with reinstatement extension of T, using par

allel marker propagation [HTT90]. In [TTH91] 2,

they consider that without reinstatement preemption

is semantically more correct, but less efficiently com

putable than with reinstatement one. They think that

it cannot be computed using parallel marker propaga

tion with a bounded number of markers and they do

not know any definition of a skeptical without rein

statement extension through a fixedpoint equation. I

have given such a definition in section 2 and will now

show that it can be efficiently computed using parallel

marker propagation with a bounded number of mark

ers, just marking links instead of vertices. (I will not

explicitly develop this parallel algorithm, but it will be

straightforward from Horty et al.'s algorithm [HTT90]

and following results.)

We first show Proposition 1:

'Above definitions imply without reinstatement pre

emption. Reinstatement is studied by Touretzky et al.

[TTH91] and G.Simonet [Sim91]. To get with reinstate

ment definitions, just replace conditions C.3) and S.2) by:

C.3) i —► y € U or there is a compound path of C+(x,y),

constructible in $ and not preempted in $.

S.2) x-ytU.

Horty et al. in [Hor91a] and [HTT90], Selman et al. [SL91]

and E.Gregoire [Gre90b] implicitly define credulous (resp.

skeptical) theory without (resp. with) reinstatement.

2 Article [TTH91] is a short one referring to [Hor91b]

for more details. In particular, the definition of a skeptical

extension without reinstatement is not given in [TTH91].

Unfortunately, I cannot find article [Hor91b].
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Proposition 1:

In any defeasible credulous or skeptical theory using

construction by upward concatenation and (off-path

or with reinstatement preemption), for any exten

sion $ and vertex x of T, there is a subgraph r(x) of

T such that:

*(*) = Cr(x)(x)

<1: We show that such a theory verifies property Q

below (lemma 1.1), which is a sufficient condition of

existence of T(x) (lemma 1.2).

Property Q:

If a : x —+ z —* y, a, G $ and o' : x —i z —► y, a\ G $,

then (a€* iff a'G $).

(Note that theories using on-path and without rein

statement preemption verify neither property Q nor

Proposition 1.)

Lemma 1.1:

Any defeasible credulous or skeptical theory using con

struction by upward concatenation and (off-path or

with reinstatement preemption) verifies property Q.

<1.1: We suppose a£$. Let us show thata' G $.

a' verifies C.l) and S.l) because a\ G $■

a' verifies C.2) and S.3) because a verifies them,

or' verifies C.3) and S.2 because a verifies them and

preemption is off-path or with reinstatement.

So o' G *.

We have in the same way: if a' G $ then a G $. :1.1>

Lemma 1.2:

In any defeasible theory verifying property Q and using

construction by upward concatenation, for any exten

sion $ and vertex x of T, there is a subgraph r(x) of

T such that:

*(*) = Cr(,)(*)

<1.2: We note:

T(x) = (X, £/(*)), U(x) = U U(x, y), y£X,

where U(x, y) is the set of links of U(x) into y.

We define U(x,y) by:

U{x, y) = {z^ y[y]/3a : x ^ z - y[y], a G *}

Let us show by induction on degr(x, y) that for any y

in X, *(*, y) = Cr(r)(z, y)

If degr(x, y) < 0 then it is trivially true.

We suppose it is true for degr(x,y) < k (k > 0). Let

us show that it is true for degr(x, y) = k + 1.

*(*.y) = V"(x,y) U {a : x ^i z — y[y],ai G

$+(x,z),z —► y[y] G U(x,y)} (from property Q and

construction by upward concatenation)

*(*.y) = V(x,y) U {a : x ^i z — y[y],ai G

Cr(x)(x> z)> z ~* y[v\ e U(x> V)) (induction)

*(*,y) = Cr(x)(x,y) :1.2> :1>

In this paper, I will study off-path without reinstate

ment preemption. Analogous results are obtained in

the case of off-path with reinstatement preemption,

using either link-marking (as in this paper) or vertex-

marking (as Horty et al. did in [HTT90]).

Let us show that an extension of T can be efficiently

computed.

We note:

ST(x,y) = {z€ X/3a : x 2l z - y,ai G <*}

SF(x,y) = {z G X/3a : X 21 z - y,ai G <*}

STi(x,y) = {z G ST/3a : x ^ z -* y,ai G * and a

is not preempted in $}

5Fx(x,y) = {:£ SF/3a : x ^i z -» y,ai G * and a

is not preempted in $}

In the following, 5T (resp. SF, STi, SFi) will implic

itly denote ST(x,y) (resp SFi(x.y)).

We have:

If V(x,y) = {x —► y, x —► y} then any compound

path constructible in $ is preempted in $ by the link

contradicting it, S7\ = SFi = 0, and U(x,y) = {x —►

y,x-*y}-

If V(x,y) = {x -♦ y} then SFi = 0 and C/(x,y) =

{x-y}u{z^y,zG5T1}.

If V(x,y) = {x — y} then ST^ = 0 and tf(x,y) =

{x^y}u{z^y,zG5F!}.

If V(x,y) = 0then:

If STi = 0 and SFi = 0 then U(x, y) = 0,

If STi £ 0 and SFX = 0 then C/(x,y) = {z — y,z G

SIi},

If 5Ti = 0 and SFi ^ 0 then U(x, y) = {z -* y, z G

5Fx},

USTi^H and 5Ft ^ 0 then:

In credulous theory:

Two values are possible:

U(x,y) = {z — y,z GS7i} or U(x,y) = {z — y,zG

SFi}

In skeptical theory:

tf(x,y) = 0.

We immediately obtain the following recursive defini

tion of U(x,y):

Function U(x,y):

If STi = 0 or SFi = 0 then t/(x, y) = V(x, y) U {z —

y.zGSTOufz^y.zGSFi}

else {V(x,y) = 0} {conflict}

In credulous theory:

Two values are possible:

U(x> y) = {* ~> V,z € STi } or U(x, y) = {z -♦ y, z G

SF,}

In skeptical theory:

f(x,y) = «

The recursivity comes from the computation of STi
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and SF\ from the equivalence:

va : x —> z —► y,

aj G$ iff Vu :z'-*j/ link of <*!,«£ tfOr.y')

Termination of the recursivity is insured by the fact

that:

Vu : z' —► \f link of ai , degr(x, j/) < degr(x, y)

We can see from this algorithm that there is a unique

skeptical extension of T, and at least one credulous

one, with more than one iff T contains at least one

conflict.

Complexity:

Leaving aside the computation of STi and SF\ , com

puting U(x,y) is polynomial. Can STi and SFi, be

polynomially computed? One shows that the sets ST,

SF, STi and SFi may be rewritten as follows:

ST = {z G X/z —* y 6 U and U(x, z) contains a

positive link}

SF = {z G X/z —* y € U and U(x,z) contains a

positive link}

STi = {z€ ST/x — y $ U and SF n D(«, r) = 0}

SFi = {ze SF/x — y g {/ and ST n D(x, z) = 0}

where D(x, z) = {w € X/C+(x)(w, z) ^ 0}

We may rewrite function U(x,y) as follows:

Function U(x, y):

For every z s.t. 3a : x ^ z —* y[y] and £/(a:, z) has not

been computed yet do compute U(x, z)

Computation of ST and SF from the sets U(x, z)

{ At this step, for any w in X s.t. there is a positive

path in T from z tott and a path in T from w to

y, U(x,w) has been computed, so that for any z in

STVSF, D(x,z) is directly computable. }

Computation of STi and SFr from ST, SF and the

sets D(x, z)

Computation of U(x, y) from the sets ST\ and SF\

In that form, computing U(x, y) is clearly polynomial.

Therefore, computing a credulous or the skeptical ex

tension or conclusion set of T is of polynomial com

plexity.

4 IS SKEPTICAL THEORY

REALLY SKEPTICAL?

The answer is 'no', as Touretzky et al. originally

pointed it out [THT87]:

In figure 1,where T(x) corresponds to the skeptical ex

tension of T, one draws the conclusion that an x is not

an y, whereas an x might be a z and an y. This situ

ation is inadmissible if one wants the theory to adopt

 
 

Figure 1 : Is Skeptical Theory Really Skeptical?

a really skeptical attitude. Suppose, for instance, that

the vertices in figure 1 represent classes of mushrooms,

and y the class of poisonous ones. Imagine what may

be the consequences of concluding that a mushroom of

class x is not poisonous whereas it is ! The ambigu

ity between x and z is blocked at vertex z, whereas it

should be propagated upwards and introduce a conflict

between x and y.

E.Gregoire and L. A.Stein have tried to improve

skeptical theory through ambiguity propagation.

E.Gregoire, in [Gre90b], makes it more expressive, but

not more skeptical, as the conclusion set is unchanged.

In [Ste89], L.A.Stein proposes ambiguity propagating

inheritance and improves it into ideally skeptical in

heritance (see section 5) to make up for the deficien

cies of ambiguity blocking inheritance , but her defini

tions of extension and preemption are quite different

from those used here. She uses a variant of on-path

preemption, and I think, as it comes out of a discussion

of Touretzky et al. [THT87], that off-path preemption

should be preferred to on-path one.

5 WHAT SHOULD BE THE IDEAL

SKEPTICAL THEORY?

The anomaly in figure 1 can be expressed in other

words as:

x —► y is a conclusion of the skeptical extension of T

whereas there is a credulous extension of which it is

not.

or

a : x —» zj —► z' —* y is a path in the skeptical ex

tension of r whereas there is a credulous extension in

which it is not.

So we implicitly consider that the ideal skeptical the

ory should verify:

PIC: The skeptical conclusion set of T is the intersec

tion of the credulous ones,

or

PIE: The skeptical extension of T is the intersection

of the credulous ones,

the set of credulous extensions of T representing the

set of 'possible cases'.
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Both formulations are found in the literature: PIE

one by Horty et al. [HTT90] and L.A.Stein (ambi

guity propagating inheritance [Ste89]) and PIC one

by L.A.Stein in [Ste89], where a polynomial algorithm

is given to compute the ideally skeptical conclusion

set verifying PIC, but, as already mentioned, with

quite different definitions of extension and preemption

from those used here. PIC property should be pre

ferred to PIE one, because, as discussed by L.A.Stein

[Ste89]and D.Makinson and K.Schlechta [MS91], a

conclusion drawn in every credulous extension of I\

but supported by different paths ('floating' conclusion

in [MS91]), should be drawn in the skeptical extension

of T (supported by which path? A partial answer will

be given to this question in Proposition 5.)

Another question could be: does the set of credulous

extensions cover all possible cases?

For instance, in figure 1, in every credulous extension

of T, either conclusion i-»zor conclusion x —► z is

drawn. Should not we consider a third possibility: an

x is neither a z, nor not a z, so that no conclusion is

drawn between x and z?

We are thus led to define a 3-credulous extension of

T, where function 1/3(1, y) is obtained from function

U(x,y) defined in section 3 by considering 3 possible

values of Us(x,y) in case of conflict: {z —* y,z £ 5Tj},

{z —► y, z 6 SFi) and 0. A 3-credulous extension can

be defined as follows:

$ is a 3-credulous extension of T iff there is a subset

Z of X2 such that

V(*,y) G Z (resp. X2 - Z), Va 6 C+(z,y),

a € $ iff a is C-inheritable (resp. S-inheritable) in $.

The set of possible cases is covered by the set of 3-

credulous extensions rather than credulous ones. But

it follows from proposition 2 below that we do not

lose anything if we only take credulous conclusion sets

(resp. extensions) of T into account.

One shows:

Proposition 2:

The intersection of the 3-credulous conclusion sets

(resp. extensions) of T is equal to the intersection of

the credulous ones.

(Note that we would still have the equality, replac

ing 3-credulous by 4-credulous, in case we wished to

consider a fourth possibility in case of conflict between

x and z: an x is both a z and not a z.)

We could of course obtain a skeptical conclusion set or

extension verifying PIC or PIE by computing all the

credulous extensions of T, but we exclude this possi

bility, as we want tractability and the number of cred

ulous extensions may be exponential in the size of T.

In the following:

$ denotes the skeptical extension of I\

$' denotes a credulous extension of T.

C (resp. C(9')) denotes the conclusion set of $ (resp.

*')•

STi (resp. ST\($')) denotes the set ST\ associated to

$ (resp. $') (vertices x and y being given).

SF\ (resp. SFi($')) denotes the set SFi associated to

$ (resp. $') (vertices x and y being given).

U(x,y) (resp. U*'(x,y)) denotes the function U(x,y)

associated with $ (resp. $').

7$ denotes the intersection of the credulous extension

ofT.

U$ denotes the union of the credulous extension of T.

3

^X€{C,STl,SF1),

IX denotes the intersection of the sets X(&), <$' cred

ulous.

UX denotes the union of the sets X(&), <&' credulous.

Csk denotes UC - IC.

Properties PIC and PIE can be rewritten as:

PIC: C = IC

PIE: * = /$

We show that:

Proposition 3:

If $ is the skeptical extension of T, then:

C D IC and $ D 7*

<3:

CD p| C(*') = IC and $ D f] <*' = /$,

*' 3-cred. *' 3-cred.

where the inclusions follow from the fact that $ is a

particular 3-credulous extension of T and the equali

ties from Proposition 2. :3>

Figure 1 provides a counterexample of the reverse in

clusion.

The two following propositions show the difficulty of

defining a skeptical theory verifying PIC or PIE.

Proposition 4:

Computing the intersection (or union) of the credu

lous conclusion sets or extensions of T is NP-hard.

<4: we have to prove the NP-hardness of IC (resp.

UC, /*, tf*)-computing problem. That of IC-

computing problem has been proved by K.Schlechta

from a simple reduction from SAT-problem [Sch92].

That of l/C-computing problem follows from the same

reduction. Those of 7$ and {/^-computing prob

lems can be proved from the following reduction from

IC(x,y) and UC(x, y)-computing ones, whose NP-

hardness immediately follows from that of IC and UC-

computing ones.

Let T = (X, U) be an inheritance graph and x, y two

3A path of l/$ — 19 is called a 'zombie' path by

D.Makinson and K.Schlechta in [MS91].
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Figure 2: (Proof of Proposition 4)

distinct vertices of T. Let T' = (XU{zuZ2},UU{x ->

Zx,y —* zi,y —> z~2,Zi —* z?}), where zi and z-i are not

in X, and let a : x —► z\ —» 22 (see figure 2). We have:

x — y € 7C in T iff a g" U<ff in T'

x — y G C/C in T iff a g 7$ in T :4>

Proposition 5:

If the definition of $ verifies:

a)x — yGCiff<&+(x,y)^0

b) If a is a compound path and a 6 $, then a is

constructible in $,

(resp. verifies:

c) If a 6 $ then any compound path constructible

in $ and contradicting o is preempted in $,)

then property PIC (resp. PIE) is not always true.

<5: Suppose conditions a), b) and property PIC are

always true.

In figure 3, «i —► yi € IC, xt —► z2 & IC, x\ —► z3 g

IC.

We have:

*i —► y\ € C (property PIC)

$+(xi, yi) ^ 0 (condition a))

$+ (x\,Z2) ^ 0 or $+(x\,zz) ^ 0 (condition b))

* l —*■ *2 G C or x\ —» 23 6 C (condition a))

xi —► 22 € 7C or xi —► 23 G IC (property PIC)

Contradiction.

Suppose condition c) and property PIE are always

true.

In figure 3, a : x —* z —* y € 1$ and V/i : x -4 2 -*

z',fi<jLI<f>.

We have:

a£$ (property PIE)

a' : x —► z' —► y is preempted in $ (condition c))

3/x : x ^i 2 ^ z',n G 7* (property PIE)

Contradiction. :5>

Concerning property PIC, K.Schlechta proves a some

what technical stronger result: assuming some more

 

Figure 3: (Proof of Proposition 5)

complex, but less restrictive prerequisites than condi

tions a) and b), the intersection of the credulous ex

tensions of T cannot be captured [Sch90] [Sch92].

As we will only consider theories verifying conditions

a), b) and c) and in which C and $ are polynomially

computable, it follows from Proposition 4 or 5 that

properties PIC and PIE will not always be true. We

will define a really skeptical theory, i.e. only drawing

conclusions that are drawn in every credulous exten

sion (in other words, verifying the inclusion C C IC),

trying to approach property PIC as closely as possible.

6 RS THEORY

6.1 DEFINITION

It follows from Proposition 1 that:

. 7*(x) = C/r(,)(x),

where 7I\x) = (X,IU(x)), IU(x) = U IU(x,y),y €

X, IU(x,y) = n Uv(x,y),$'credulous

• U*(x) C Cut(x)(x),

where UT(x) = (X, UU(x)), UU{x) = U UU(x, y), y G

X, UU(x,y) = U Uv(x,y),$'credulous

We show Proposition 6 below, where 7$(a) is defined

as follows:

va : x -* z —► y,
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7$(a) = {/Ji G Cp(x,z)/Vu : z' —* 1/ link of (n,u is a

link of c*i or « € 7[/(x, y')}

Proposition 6:

z -+ y G IU(x,y) iff ((2 =

(USFi =0andze/STi))

z -ye UU(x,y) iff ((z =

z G J75Ti)

z and x —* y G U)

x and x —► y G £/)

or

or

7S7\ D{z G X/3a : x ^i z

not preempted in 1/$}

-* y.<*i 6 7$ and a is

E/STi C{:£ X/3a : x ^ z

not preempted in 7$(a)}

-*l/,«i G £/$ and a is

(The reverse inclusions are not always true.)

<6: If z = x then the two equivalences are trivially

true.

If z •£ x then we have:

1) z —► y € IU(x,y) iff V$' credulous, z —+ y G

£/*. (x,y)

z — y G IU(x,y) iff V$' credulous, z G 5Ti(*') and

SW) = 0

(If SFi ($') was not empty, there would be a credulous

extension $" s.t. z -* y £ U^"(x,y))

z-*ye IU(x, y) iff (USFi = 0 and z G 7S7i)

2) z -* y G UU(x,y) iff 3*' credulous s.t. z -» y G

U*'(x,y)

z-+ye UU(x, y) iff 3*' credulous s.t. z G 5Ti(*')

z-^yG^f/(x,y)iffzGf/5Ti

3) Let or : x —* z —► y s.t. a\ G 7$ and a is not

preempted in U$. Let $' be a credulous extension.

Let us show that z G S7i($').

oi€$' and a is not preempted in $' (because 7$ C $'

and UQ D $')

zG5T!(*')

4) Suppose z G UST\. Let us show that there is

a : x -♦ z —* y, ai G £/$ and a is not preempted

in 7$(a).

3*' credulous s.t. z G 5Ti($')

Let a : x —* z —* y s.t. ai G $' and a is not preempted

in*'

qi G £/$ (because $' C £/$)

To show that a is not preempted in I$(a) it is suffi

cient to show that $' D 7$(a).

Suppose /ii G 7$(a). Let us show that /ii G $'.

Vu : z' —► y1 link of /ii, w is a link of «i or u G IU(x,yl)

Vu : z' —* ]/ link of /ii,u G [/*'(x,y/) (because ai G *'

and7l/(x,y')CC/*,(x,y'))

/iXG*'

So $' D 7$(a), and therefore a is not preempted in

7*(a) :6>

Note that 7* can be defined through a fixedpoint equa

tion. Defining I-inheritabiliiy (resp. U-inheritability)

in $ as C-inheritability in $, replacing conditions C.2)

and C.3) by 1.2) and 1.3) (resp. U.2)):

1.2) USFi = 0 U.2) z G USTi

1.3) z G 7STi

we have:

o G 7* iff a is I- inheritable in 7$.

If o G f/$ then a is U-inheritable in {/$.

We are thus led to define (or redefine already defined

sets $, T(x) and C) the sets:

*, /?[/*, T(x), RUT(x), C, RUC, RCSK, RISTi,

RISFi, RUSTi and RUSFi

as approximations of:

7*, U9,IT(x), UT(x),IC, UC, CSK, ISTU 75FX,

USTi and USFi respectively as follows:

• $ is the RS (Really Skeptical) extension of T (the

adverb 'really' will be justified later) defined as

the skeptical one, replacing S-inheritability by

RS-inheritability, where conditions S.2) and S.3)

are replaced by RS.2) and RS.3):

RS.2) RUSFi = 0

RS.3) z G RISTi

• RUQ is the set of 'possible' paths A defined by:

a G RUQ iff a is RU-inheriiable in RU$.

where RU-inheritability in $ is defined as C-

inheritability in $, replacing conditions C.2) and

C.3) by RU.2):

RU.2) z G RUSTi

. T(x) = (X,U(x)), U(x) = U U(x,y),y G X,

U(x,y) is defined by:

z -+ y G U(x, y) iff ((z = x and x -» y G U) or

(RUSFi = 0 and z G RISTi))

RUT(x) = (X,RUU(x)),

RUU(x) = U RUU(x, y), jeX, RUU(x, y) is de

fined by:

z -+ y G RUU(x, y) iff ((z = x and x -♦ y G tf)

or z G RUSTi)

• C = C(*), 7tf/C = C(RUQ), RCSK = RUC-C

• RISTi = {z G X/3a : x ^i z -» y, «i G * and o

is not preempted in RU$}

RISFi = {z G X/3a : x ^i z — y, a! G * and a

is not preempted in RU$}

• RUSTi = {z G X/3a : x ^ z — y,ai G RU*

and a is not preempted in $(a)}

RUSFi = {z G A"/3a : x ^i z — y, ai G 7?[/$

and a is not preempted in $(<»)},

where $(a) is defined as 7<&(a), replacing

IU(x,yJ) by V(x,t/).

We have:

*(*) = Cr(x)(x)

4A 'possible' path may be compared to a 'not totally dis

carded' path differently defined by E.Gregoire in [Gre90b].
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RU*(x) = CWr<«)(*),

Therefore, the definitions of U(x, y) and RUU(x, y)

are recursive in the same way as U(x,y) in skeptical

or a credulous theory (see section 3).

6.2 COMPLEXITY

Can RISTi, RISFly RUSTi and RUSFi be polyno

mial^ computed? Let ST, SF, RUST and RUSF be

the sets defined by:

ST={z€ X/3a :i^z^y,a,6*}

SF = {z € X/3a ii^z-y.aiG*}

RUST ={ze X/3a : x ^i z — y, ax G /*[/$}

7W5F = {j£ X/3a i^z-^y.^G 7W$}

One shows that all these sets may be rewritten as fol

lows:

ST = {z e X/z -* y G U and U(x,z) contains a

positive link}

RUST = {z € X/z -» y G U and RUU(x, z) contains

a positive link}

i?/S7\ = {z G 5T/x — y g [/ and JHJSF n

Jtf/D(x,z) = 0}

where RUD(x, z) = {w £ X/C£ur(x)(w, z) / 0}

i^5Ti = {z G RUST/CwsTTfrA*'*) * ^

where RUSTTi(x,y) = (X,RUSTUi(x,y),

RUSTUi{x,y) = {u : z' ^ y1 E U/u €

RUU(x, j/),z' ->y<jLU and SF n D(x, y1) = 0} and

D(x,y') = {u.GX/C1t(x)(u))y')^0}.

(idem for SF, RUSF, RISFi and 7W5Fi)

Function U(x, y) may be rewritten in the form of a pro

cedure returning two results, U(x,y) and RUU(x,y),

as follows:

Procedure U - RUU(x, y; var U(x, y), RUU(x, y)):

For every z s.t. 3a : x
"i

y[y] and U -

RUU{x, z, U(x, z), RUU(x, z)) has not been called yet

doU-RUU(x,z,U(x,z),RUU(x,z))

Computation of ST, SF, RUST and RUSF from the

sets U(x,z) and RUU(x,z)

{ At this step, for any w in X s.t. there is a pos

itive path in T from x to w and a path in T from

w to y,U — RUU(x, w, U(x, w), RUU(x, w)) has been

called, so that for any z in ST U SF (resp. RUST,

RUSF), RUD(x,z) (resp. Cmrsnv.,,)(*, *),

CjtusFr^r.y)^.*)) is directly computable. }

Computation of fl/ST!, fl/SFi, RUSTi and Jtf/SFi

from 5T, SF, RUST, RUSF and the sets RUD(x, z),

Crti/s7T,(x,y)(z>*) and C/tusFr,(x,y)(x, z)

Computation of U(x,y) and RUU(x,y) from the sets

fl/STi, ii/SF!, fll/5Ti and flf/SF!

In that form, computing U(x,y) is clearly polynomial.

Therefore, computing the RS extension or conclusion

set of T is of polynomial complexity.

6.3 COMPARISON WITH CREDULOUS

AND SKEPTICAL THEORIES

Following proposition 7 shows that RS theory is more

skeptical than credulous and skeptical ones.

Proposition 7:

If $ be the RS extension and $' the skeptical or any

credulous extension of T, then we have:

V(x,y)GX2,

U(x,y) C IU(x,y) C U*.(x,y) C UU(x,y) C

RUU(xty)

$(x,y) C 7*(x,y) C *'(x,y) C *7*(x,y) C

<?r/r(,)(*,y)C /«/*(*, y)

/i/5Ti C ISTX C 5Ti(*') C USTi C TWSTi

7275F! C 75Fi C 5Fi(*') C t/SFi C RUSFi

<7: Let us prove the inclusions:

U(x,y) CU*.(x,y) C RUU(x,y)

RISTi C ST^*') C flf/ST!

/i/SFj C SFiiV) C TiC/SF!

(The other inclusions are trivial consequences of these

ones.)

The proof goes by induction on degr(x,y).

If degr(x, y) < 0 then the inclusions are trivially true.

We suppose they are true for degr(x,y) < k (k > 0).

Let us show that they are true for degr(x,y) = k + 1.

1) Suppose z G RISTi . Let us show that z G STi(*')-

Let a : x —♦ z —► y s.t. ari € <£(x, z) and a is not

preempted in RU$(x,z).

Qi G $'(x,z) and a is not preempted in $'(x,z) (be

cause $(x,z) C $'(x,z) and RU$(x,z) D $'(x,z) by

induction hypothesis)

zGS7\($')

2) Suppose z G 5Ti(*')- Let us show that z G RUSTi.

Let a : x -+ z —► y s.t. ai G $'(x, z) and a is not

preempted in $'(x, z)

ai G RUQ(x,z) (because *'(x,z) C RUQ(x,z) by

induction)

To show that a is not preempted in $(a) it is sufficient

to show that $'(x, z) D $(a).

Suppose /ii G $(a). Let us show that /*i G $'(x,z).

Vu : z' —► y1 link of /ii , u is a link of aj or « 6 t/(x, j/)

Vu : z' -+ y* link of /*i , u G i/+'(x, t/) (because ai G $'

and U{x,yl) C C/+-(x,y/) by induction)

(H G*'(x,z)

So *'(x, z) D $(a), and therefore a is not preempted

in $(a)
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RUC-UC

C-IC

Figure 4: What we would Like to Have

RUC 

Figure 5: What we Have

z G RUSTi

We prove in the same way that RISFi C SFi($') C

RUSFi

3) Suppose :-»!/£ U(x,y). Let us show that z —*

y€ U*>(x,y).

If z = x then z —► y € U$i(x,y).

If z ^ x then we have:

RUSFi = 0 and z G RISTi

SFi(&) = 0 and z G S7i(*') (from the inclusions

proved in 1) and 2))

z -+y G U*>(x,y)

4) Suppose z —* y G U&(x,y). Let us show that z —►

yeRUU(x,y).

If z = x then z -► y G RUU(x, y).

If z ^ x then we have:

zeSTi(V)

z G RUSTi (from the inclusion proved in 2))

z^yeRUU(x,y) :7>

Note that if z G ST, then (z € flC/S^ iff * G S7\).

Therefore, as preemption in $ is more simple than pre

emption in $(a), in order to spare computing time,

RUSTi should be computed as the union of STi and

SKSTi , where:

STi = {z G ST/3a : x ^ z -» y, <*i G * and a is not

preempted in $}

SKSTr = {zEX- ST/3a : x ?X z ^ y,<*i £ RU*

and a is not preempted in $(a)},

i.e.

ST1={zE ST/x — y <£ U and SF D £>(*, z) = 0}

StfSTx = {z G fttfST - ST/CRUSTriiz,y)(x, z) ± 0}

(idem for RUSFi as union of SFi and SKSFi).

Concerning the conclusion sets of $ and RU$, it fol

lows from Proposition 7 that:

C = C(*) C C(/*) C /C

RUC = C(RU$) D C(UQ) = UC

(The reverse inclusions are not always true.) (see fig

ures 4 and 5.)

We have therefore:

Proposition 8:

If $ is the RS extension of T, then:

C C IC and * C /*

6.4 HOW COULD WE IMPROVE RS

THEORY?

Could we improve the approximations of ISTi , USTi ,

/$ and t/$?

We have the inclusions:

RISTi C ISTi, RISFi C ISFU

USTi C JKfSTi, f/5Fi C RUSFi,

* C /$ and J7* C RUQ

(Prop. 7). For each of these inclusions, let us

consider some counterexamples of the reverse one

and discuss how we could improve the approxima

tion. For that purpose, we will suppose that the

six equalities RISTi(x,w) = ISTi(x,w), ... and

U$(x, w) — RU$(x, w) are true for any vertex w such

that degr(x,w) < degr(x,y) and see for what reasons

they may not be true for (x,y).

1) Figure 3 provides a counterexample of the inclu

sion RISTi D ISTi: yi G ISTi(x,z'), but yi g

RISTi(x,z'), as there is no path in $ from x to

yi. This will happen to any vertex z in ISTi such

that the conclusion x —* z is supported by different

paths in the different credulous extension of T (called

'floating' conclusion by D.Makinson and K.Schlechta

in [MS91]) because in that case z is not in RISTi, as

$+(x,z) C I$+(x,z) = 0. Is there another reason

of difference between RISTi and ISTi ? We suppose

that the six above equalities are true for any vertex w

such that degr(x,w) < degr(x,y). We have:

z G RISTi iff (3a :i^:-ty,ai 6$ and a is not

preempted in RUQ)

z G RISTi iff (3a : x —♦ z —► y, ai G /$ and a is not

preempted in U&)

z G RISTi iff ((3a : x ^ z — y, ai G /*) and not

P(z,U*)),

where P(z,U$) means: 3z' ,a'l,a'2 s.t. z' ^ z, z' —►
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Figure 6: Insufficiency of $(a)

y € U and x ^ z' ^ z € V*.

On the other hand:

z € /5Ti iff (V$' credulous, 3o:i^z-»y,ai G$'

and a is not preempted in $')

z € ISTi iff (V*' credulous, 3a : x ^i z -♦ y, qj € *'

and not P(z, $'))

z € ISTi iff ((V$' credulous, 3a : x ^ z — y, <*i € $')

and not P(z,U<f>))

Therefore, concerning ISTi , the introduction of an er

ror comes from the problem of 'floating' conclusions

and I can see no way of doing better,

(idem for ISFi)

2) Figures 3 and 6 provide counterexamples of the in

clusions USTi D RUSTX and USFi D RUSFi: in

figure 3, z' G RUSF\ — USF\, and in figure 6, where

Ti(x) and r2(x) are the subgraphs associated with the

two credulous extensions of T, z G RUSTi — USTi

(note that there is no 'floating' conclusion in figure 6).

In both counterexamples, the error comes from the

unsufficiency of the set $(a). We suppose that the

six equalities are true for any vertex w such that

degp(x,w) < degr(x,y). We have:

z G USTi iff (3*' credulous, 3a : x ^ z -* y, ai 6 $'

and a is not preempted in $')

z € USTi iff (3*' credulous, (3a : x ^ z -» y, ai €

$') and not P(z,*'))

On the other hand:

z G RUSTi iff (3a : x ^i z — y, ai G RUQ and a is

not preempted in $(a))

z € RUSTi iff (3a : x ^i z -> y, ai G I/* and a is not

preempted in 7$(a))

z G RUSTi iff (3a : x y, (3$' credulous,

 

Figure 7: $(a) is Better than a and $

closely as possible is not easy. To prove Proposition 7,

we need the implication:

If the inclusions of Prop.7 are true for any vertex y7

such that degrix,^) < degr(x,y) then

V$' credulous, Va : x —1 z —► y, if ai G $' then

*(a)C$'(x,z)

$(a) defined as the set {ai}, $+(x,z) or as in this

paper verifies above implication. The latter is the best

one, because, as it contains the two others, it makes

RISTi and $ bigger and RUSTi and RUQ smaller,

with inclusions of Prop.7 still true. For instance in

figure 7, where USTi = 0, if we define $(a) as {ai}

or $+(x,z) then z G RUSTi, but not if we define it

as in this paper. For the same reason, any set $2(a)

verifying, under the same conditions as above:

<*(a) C $2(a) C $'(x, z)

would come as an improvement of $(a) as defined in

this paper. For instance, let us define $2(0) as follows:

Va : x -1 z —► y,

*2(a) = {fti G C$(x,z)/Vu : z' -* j/ link of m,u

is a link of ai or u G U(x,y>) or (x —► y* £ [/ and

fl[/SF(x,y') = 0)}

We have:

V$' credulous, Va' : x -+ z' —► y*, if a\ G $' and (x —►

I? g tf and RUSF(x,t/) = 0) and SF(*')(:r-y') C

RUSFix,^) then a' G*'

as a' verifies C.l), C.2) and C.3), and therefore:

If the inclusions of Prop.7 are true for any vertex y7

such that degrix,^) < degp(x,y) then

a! G *') and not P(z, M>(a)))

Defining $(a) so that RUSTi approaches USTi as

V$' credulous, Va : x

*(a) C $2(a) C *'(x, z)

"I

z —► y, if ai G $' then
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Note that if we replaced <&(a) by $2(01), >n figure 6, z

would not be in RUST\ , because a : x -i Zi —* z —* y

is preempted in $2(0), as a' : x -+ z\ —► z' —► z is

in $2(01) — $(a). But just adding vertex z-i and links

z\ —* zi and 22 —► z' would make z fall into RUST\

again. Moreover, though the definition of 92(a) does

not look much more complex than that of 9(a), com

puting RUSTi using $2(0;) instead of 9(a) becomes

NP-hard. This can be proved from a reduction from

the NP-complete problem 'Path With Forbidden Pairs'

(PWFP) defined by Gabow, Maheshwari and Oster-

weil in 1976 (see Selman et al. [SL91]).

Note that RUSTi-computing would still be NP-hard,

replacing condition '(x —+ y1 £ U and RUSF(x,yl) =

0)' in the definition of $2(0) by simple condition 'there

is no negative link into %/ ' (same reduction as above),

(idem for i2[/SFi-computing)

It comes out of that reduction that the polynomial-

ity of RUSTi-computing using 9(a) comes from the

implication:

If U+(x, y1) # 0 then C+r)(x, jf) ± 0,

so that Va : x y, if a' : x z' -$ z e

$(a) and z' £ a\ then U+(x,z') ^ 0, which entails

Cjt Jx, z') ^ 0. (In the reduction, it reduces each

'forbidden pair' to a 'forbidden singleton'.) Therefore,

in order to keep polynomial complexity, we could try

to improve 9(a) by defining $3(0) verifying:

Va : x
"1

y,

$3(a) = {fi\ € Cp (1, z)/Vu : z' —> y1 link of n\ , u is a

link of ai or u € Ua(x, tf)}

and if U3+(x, tf) # 0 then C+ (x)(x, j/) # 0,

where r3(x) = (X, %(*)), %(*) = U %(*, y),y6X

and Wcredulous, V(x,y) e X2, U(x,y) C U3(x,y) C

£/*<(x,y)

I can see no way of doing better than $(a).

3) Figure 3 provides a counterexample of the inclu

sion 9 D 19: a : x —+ z —+ y € /$ — 9. As we

have: $(x) = Cr(x)(x) and 7$(x) = C7r(r)(x), the

difference between 9 and 19 comes from that between

the sets U(x,y) and IU(x,y), i.e. between the sets

RIST[F]i and IST[F]! on one hand, and RUST[F]i

and t/5T[F]i on the other hand, which has been stud

ied in 1) and 2). Note that if he six equalities are true

for any vertex w such that degr(x, w) < degr(x, y) and

a: x^z->y€l9-9 then z e RISTi and the er

ror comes from the non-emptyness of RUSF\ (called

'floating' acceptance by D.Makinson and K.Schlechta

in [MS91]).

4) Figures 3 and 6 provide counterexamples of the

inclusion U9 D RU9: in figure 3, a' : x —► z' —►

y € RU9 — U9, and in figure 6, a : x —♦ z\ —►

   

r-uRxi-Runx)

Figure 8: A Path in UT(x) is Not Always in U9(x)

z —■ y € RU9 - U9. As we have: U9(x) C

Cur(x)(x) and RU9(x) = Cjtur(x)(x), the difference

between Cur(x)(*) and RU9(x) comes from that be

tween the sets UU(x,y) and RUU(x,y), i.e. between

the sets UST[F]i and RUST[F]U which has been

studied in 2) (called 'floating' defeat by D.Makinson

and K.Schlechta in [MS91]). A difference maybe intro

duced from that between U$(x) and Cur(x)(x)- For

instance, in figure 8, where Ti(x) and T2(x) are the

subgraphs associated with the two credulous exten

sions of T, path a : x —\ z' —* z —► y G Cur(x)(z) —

U9(x). In that case, there is no graph whose set of

paths from x is equal to U9(x), and I cannot see

how we could do better than approaching U9(x) by

CWr(x)(*). within polynomial complexity.

Concerning the difference between the conclusion sets

C and IC, and UC and RUC, we introduce an error

by approaching IC by C(9), as C(l9) C IC, with

strict inclusion in case of 'floating' conclusion, but not

by approaching UC by C(RU9), as UC = C(U9).

6.5 DISCUSSION

I showed in section 5 that searching a conclusion

set equal to the intersection of the conclusion sets

of the credulous extensions of T is intuitively correct

(Prop.2), but untractable (Prop.4) and cannot be ob

tained from an extension in a natural way (Prop.5).

I defined RS theory, verifying the inclusion:

c(9) c n c<*')

♦' ereduloui

(Prop.8), which is the reverse inclusion of the one ver

ified if $ is the skeptical extension of T (Prop.3).

RS theory is therefore preferable to skeptical one when

ever it is important to adopt a really skeptical attitude

, i.e. whenever it is better not to draw a 'valid' conclu

sion (in the sense of 'drawn in any credulous extension

of T'), than to draw an 'invalid' one (see poisonous

mushrooms interpretation of figure 1 in section 4).
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We know from Prop.4 that IC, UC,IQ and [re

computing problems are NP-hard. What about the

complexity of UST\ and IST\ -computing problems?

They are proved to be NP-hard from the reduction

from IC(x,y) and t/C(a:,y)-computing ones defined

in the proof of Proposition 4. In that reduction we

have:

x

X

y G IC in T iff zx g USTi in T

y € UC in T iff zx $ ISTi in T'

(The NP-hardness of USTi-computing problem can

also be proved from that of t/C-computing one and

the equivalence:

x — y e UC iff (x - y <= U or USTi / 0)

7 CONCLUSION

RS theory is really skeptical, as it only draws conclu

sions that are drawn in every credulous extension of

T.It is polynormally tractable, and provides an heuris

tics to compute the ideal skeptical conclusion set of

T, defined as the intersection of credulous ones, which

is untractable. It remains to evaluate and improve

its performance by experiments and further research.

At a higher level, is the definition of a credulous ex

tension of T chosen in this paper (construction by

upward concatenation, off-path without reinstatement

preemption) the best one? And for which graphs? In

heritance graphs are diverse and may need different

treatments.
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Abstract

The ability to "define" propositions using de

fault assumptions about the same proposi

tions is identified as a source of additional

computational complexity in nonmonotonic

reasoning. If such constructs are not al

lowed, i.e. the knowledge base is stratified,

a significant computational advantage is ob

tained. This is demonstrated by developing

an iterative algorithm for propositional strat

ified autoepistemic theories the complexity of

which is dominated by required classical rea

soning. Thus efficient subclasses of stratified

nonmonotonic reasoning can be obtained by

further restricting the form of sentences in

the knowledge base. As an example we de

rive quadratic and linear time algorithms for

specific subclasses of stratified autoepistemic

theories. The results are shown to imply ef

ficient reasoning methods for stratified cases

of default logic, logic programs, truth main

tenance systems, and nonmonotonic modal

logics.

1 INTRODUCTION

Nonmonotonic reasoning is an important aspect of

many knowledge representation systems. Nonmono

tonic reasoning is applied because it is hoped that

knowledge representation and reasoning problems can

be solved more effectively than using classical (mono-

tonic) reasoning. Recent results suggest that non

monotonic reasoning is in fact computationally more

complex than corresponding classical reasoning [Got-

tlob, 1991]. Furthermore, even very restricted sub

classes of nonmonotonic reasoning where required clas

sical reasoning can be done efficiently turn out to be

computationally intractable. Examples of this are,

e.g., simple cases of default logic [Kautz and Selman,

1991], truth maintenance systems [Elkan, 1990], and

logic programs [Marek and Truszczyriski, 1991] which

have NP-complete decision problems. Thus reducing

the computational complexity of required classical rea

soning does not yield the expected efficiency in non

monotonic reasoning. A typical aspect of the sub

classes of nonmonotonic reasoning with disappointing

computational properties is that propositions can be

"defined" in terms of default assumptions about the

same propositions. This seems to result in a situation

where finding the correct order of applying defaults

(conflict resolution) is computationally very complex.

In this paper we investigate stratified knowledge bases.

The notion of stratification has its origins in the logic

programming community [Chandra and Harel, 1985;

Apt et al., 1988; Van Gelder, 1988]. A knowledge base

is stratified if it can be partitioned into a set of levels

(strata) such that on every level default assumptions

are made only about propositions which have already

been "defined" on lower levels. This restriction reduces

expressivity at least in the sense that it rules out multi

ple extensions: a stratified knowledge base has exactly

one possible set of correct conclusions. However, we

show that the restriction provides notable computa

tional benefits. In stratified knowledge bases the con

flict resolution task can be solved efficiently and the

overall complexity of reasoning is dominated by the

complexity of the classical reasoning task.

Stratified propositional autoepistemic theories [Marek

and Truszczyriski, 1991] are chosen as the basis of

the research because autoepistemic logic offers a uni

fied approach to several other types of nonmono

tonic reasoning (or at least substantial fragments of

these) [Konolige, 1988; Gelfond and Lifschitz, 1988;

Elkan, 1990]. Thus efficient decision methods devel

oped for autoepistemic logic can be immediately ap

plied to other forms of nonmonotonic reasoning. First

we develop an iterative algorithm for reasoning in

stratified autoepistemic theories. From this we derive

a quadratic and a linear time algorithm for limited sub

classes of stratified theories. The result are shown to

imply fast reasoning algorithms for stratified cases of

default logic, logic programs, truth maintenance sys

tems, and nonmonotonic modal logics.
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2 AUTOEPISTEMIC LOGIC

To obtain the language Cae of propositional autoepis-

temic logic we extend the language C of the proposi

tional calculus by a monadic operator L which is read

"is believed" . Autoepistemic logic models the beliefs of

a fully introspective ideally rational agent. The agent

reasons according to a consequence relation |= which

is a simple extension of the propositional consequence

relation where the new L<j> formulae are treated like

atomic formulae in the propositional calculus. Given

a set of premises a set of correct autoepistemic conclu

sions is denned as a set of beliefs of the agent with the

premises as the initial assumptions of the agent. A set

of beliefs is called a stable expansion of the premises

and it is defined by the following fixed point equation.

Definition 2.1 (Moore [1985]) A is a stable ex

pansion o/E iff

A = {^|£ULAU-.LA"M} (1)

where LA = {L<f> \ <j> G A}, -iA = {-«t> \ <b G A}, and

A = Cae - A. Thus ->LA = {-iL<j> \ $ G Cat - A}.

Stable expansions are infinite sets of formulae. A fini-

tary characterization is needed for handling expansions

computationally. Niemela [1990] has presented a com

pact characterization of stable expansions using the

notion of a full set. The basic idea is to use the L<j>

subformulae of the premises to characterize the stable

expansions. If the set of premises is finite, the corre

sponding full sets are finite. In this case infinite stable

expansions can be represented finitely.

We use the following notations. SfL(<j>) denotes the

set of subformulae of the form Lx of <j>. SfL(<t>) is the

set of L\ quasi-subformulae of <j>. Quasi-subformulae

are subformulae in the usual sense except that Lx for

mulae do not have any further quasi-subformulae. For

a set of formulae E, SfL(E) = Q^6s SfL(<f>) and sim

ilarly for Sf>L{Z).

Definition 2.2 A set offormulae A is E-full if it sat

isfies the following conditions.

1. ACS/L(E)U-S/L(E).

2. L<j>€AiffY.\jA\=<j>for all Li> G SfL(E).

S. -L^G A i#EU A ^ 4> for all L<f> € SfL{£).

For a set of premises E, the E-full sets are in a one-

to-one correspondence with the stable expansions of

E [Niemela, 1990]. The unique stable expansion in

duced by a full set can be characterized with the aid

of the consequence relation ^l which is defined re

cursively using the underlying consequence relation ^.

The new consequence relation determines the member

ship in a stable expansion of E when the corresponding

full set A is known (Definition 4.1 and Theorems 3.15

and 4.2 [Niemela, 1990]):

Definition 2.3 For E C Cae and <j> G Cae,

Z\=L<f> tiTEUSBB(*)M

where SBs(<j>) = {LX G SfL(<j>) | E \=L X} U {^LX G

-*SPL{4>) | E \£L x).

Theorem 2.4 Let A be a E-full set. Then A =

SEE(A) = {<j> | E U A \=L <j>) is the_unique stable

expansion of E such that A C LA U ->LA.

Example 1 Let E = {Lp —<• p,->Lp -* q), where p

and q are atomic. There are two candidates for E-full

sets: Ai = {Lp} and A2 = {->Lp}. Both are E-full.

Ai is full as E U Ai ^ p and A2 is full as E U A2 ^ p.

So E has exactly two stable expansions SE^({ Lp})

and SEs({-iLp}). L-*Lq belongs to the former but

not to the latter because E U {Lp} ^l L->Lq but

E U {-'Lp} ]^L L-iLq. E.g., E U {Lp} \=L L->Lq

can be verified as follows. As SBeu{£j>}(?) = 0 and

EU{Lp} £ q, Eu{Lp} £z, q. Thus SBEu{ip}(-L9) =

{->Lq}. So E U {Lp} U SBEu{x,p}(-.Lg) |= -.Lg which

implies EU {Lp} \=l ->Lq. Hence SBEu{ip}(L-iLg) =

{L->Lq} and thus E U {Lp} \=L L-*Lq. ■

3 STRATIFICATION

Marek and Truszczynski define a notion of a stratified

set for propositional autoepistemic logic.

Definition 3.1 ([Marek and Truszczynski, 199l])

A set of formulae E is stratified if

1. the formulae <b G E are of the form a(<f>)Ao(4>) —*

c((j>), where the subformulae o(<b) and c(<j>) do not

contain the operator L and o(<j>) may be missing,

and a{<j>) is a formula of the form L<j>iA- ■ AL<j>TA

->Lip\ A • • • A ->Lip, where r, s > 0.

2. The set {c{<f>)\4> G E} is satisfiable.

3. There exists a set of indices I = {1, . . . , n} or I =

{1, . . .} and a partition of E = IJie/ ^« such that

for all j E. I the propositional variables occurring

in {c(^)|^ G Ej} do not occur in E;- in the scope of

an L operator or in Ej- (where E£ = \Ji=a E,).

If a set of premises is stratified, it has a unique sta

ble expansion [Marek and Truszczynski, 1991, Theo

rem 5.l]. However, a non-stratified set can have sev

eral stable expansions. In fact there can be up to 2n

stable expansions for a set of premises with n Lx sub-

formulae [Niemela, 1990]. On the other hand, it is not

necessary for a set to be stratified to have a unique

stable expansion. The set {p, ->Lp —* p} is a simple

example of this.

The notion of stratifiedness reduces expressivity be

cause it rules out premises for which the agent has
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multiple competing sets of beliefs. When formalizing

commonsense reasoning premises with multiple sta

ble expansions seem to occur (e.g. [Gelfond, 1988]).

Kolaitis [1991] discusses the expressivity of stratified

logic programs which are closely related to stratified

autoepistemic theories. Stratification can be seen as

an attempt to find a useful trade-off between the ex

pressivity of a knowledge representation language and

the computational complexity of the required reason

ing effort. On one hand, stratification excludes mul

tiple expansions and reduces expressivity and, on the

other hand, it leads to efficient nonmonotonic reason

ing methods as will be shown in this paper.

The reasoning methods developed in this paper use the

stratifications, i.e. the partitions of the formulae in the

stratified sets. In the general case the computation of a

stratification or testing whether a set of autoepistemic

formulae is stratified is exponential time because of

the satisfiability testing of {c(<£)|<£ € E}. In the poly

nomial time cases developed in this paper Condition 2

of stratification can be tested in linear time. For test

ing Condition 3 efficiently Marek and Truszczyiiski de

fine the notion of ct-stratifiedness which coincides with

stratifiedness. A finite set E is a-st ratified if it satisfies

conditions 1 and 2 of stratification and there is a par

tition P\,...,Pn of the propositional variables P in E

that fulfills the following condition. For each pair of

variables p £ Pi , q £ Pj such that p occurs in a(4>) and

q in c{<j>) for some ^ £ E, i < j, and for each pair of

variables p € P%,q E Pj such that p occurs in <f> and q

in c(<j>) for some <j> £ E, i < j.

Theorem 3.2 ([Marek and Truszczyiiski, 199l])

A finite set of formulae E is stratified if and only if E

is a-stratified.

The test for the existence of the partition of variables

can easily be reduced to the computation of the strong

components of a graph. The characteristic graph of a

set of formulae is a graph representing the constraints

imposed on the partition of the propositional variables

by the definition of a-stratifiedness. In the character

istic graph there is an edge from the variable p to the

variable q if for some <f> £ E p occurs in c(<f>) and q

anywhere in <j>. The edge is an L-edge if there is an

occurrence of q in a(<j>).

Theorem 3.3 ([Marek and Truszczyiiski, 1991])

A finite set offormulae E is a-stratified if and only i/E

satisfies Conditions 1 and 2, and no strong component

of its characteristic graph contains an L-edge.

Example 2 The set

r A ->Lp —* h

q A-iLh -* p

is not a-stratified and consequently it is not stratified.

The characteristic graph has three strong components.

The variables r and p occupy singleton strong compo

nents, and since there are edges both from h to p and

from p to h, p and h are in the same strong compo

nent. The set is not a-stratified - and consequently

not stratified - because the edges between p and h are

L-edges. ■

Example 3 The set

L->Lr Ap —* q

q->p

is a-stratified. Variables p and q belong to the same

component and there are no L-edges between them, s

and r both occupy a singleton component. ■

For the tractable classes of autoepistemic reasoning

investigated in this paper, we present a linear time

algorithm that computes a stratification if the set is

stratified, and for sets that are not, detects this fact.

The algorithm is based on Theorem 3.3. Marek and

Truszczyiiski [199 1] sketch a similar algorithm for arbi

trary sets of autoepistemic formulae that fulfill Condi

tion 1. Another algorithm for computing a stratifica

tion which is based on strong components is presented

in [Lassez ei al., 1987].

In the general case the size of the characteristic graph

is quadratic on the size of E, and consequently the

traversal of the graph for finding the strong compo

nents takes quadratic time. However, if the form of

the subformulae c(<f>),<j> £ E is restricted the compu

tation becomes linear time.

Linear time complexity results in this paper, e.g. the

linearity of our stratification algorithm, rest on the

following assumption.

Assumption 3.4 Each propositional variable is as

signed a unique number so that data structures with

constant access time (arrays) can be used for storing

various data related to them.

Taking a set of formulae E as input and assigning a

number for each propositional variable can be done in

0(n\ogv) time where n is the size of E and v is the

number of distinct propositional variables in E.

Proposition 3.5 Let E be a set of formulae that ful

fills Condition 1 of stratification, and for each <f> € E

there are occurrences of at most one propositional vari

able in c(<j>). Under Assumption 3.4 the computation

of a stratification for E or detecting that E is not strat

ified is 0(|E|) time.

In this restricted case Condition 2 of the definition of

a stratified set can be tested in time 0(|E|).
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By Theorem 3.3 testing Condition 3 of stratification

can be implemented as a computation of the strong

components of the characteristic graph together with

detection of L-edges inside the strong components. For

this purpose we give a variant of Tarjan's [1972] well-

known algorithm for the strong components of a graph

as presented in [Aho et a/., 1974]. Tarjan's algorithm

runs in time 0(n + e) where n is the number of nodes

and e is the number of edges, and it has the useful

property that the strong components are produced in

an order that qualifies as a stratification, i.e. the first

component the algorithm emits consists of the vari

ables in c(<j>) for formulae <j> £ Ei that can be taken as

the lowest stratum of a stratification E", and so on.

The size of the characteristic graph is linear on the

size of £ because for each <f> G £ there are occurrences

of at most one propositional variable in c(<j>) and con

sequently there is at most one edge for each variable

occurrence in {a(<j>) A o(<f>)\<f> £ £}.

For the computation of the strata the following arrays

and variables are needed.

formulae[p] the list of formulae <j> in which the vari

able p appears in c(4>). This array can be initial

ized in linear time by traversing the set of formu

lae once.

edges[p] the list of variables q that appear in a{6) A

o(<l>) for a formula <f> in which the variable p ap

pears in r(<p). The initialization can be done in

linear time. First initialize the elements to empty

lists. Then for each p the list of formulae [p] is

traversed and for each occurrence of a variable q

an auxiliary array of flags is tested whether q al

ready is in edges[p]. If not, it is added in the head

and the auxiliary array is updated.

l-edges[p] the list of variables q that appear in a{4>)

for a formula <(> in which the variable p appears

in c(<j>). This array is initialized the same way as

edges.

ccount a counter for the strong components. Initial

ized to zero.

componentft] the list of formulae in stratum ».

stratum[p] the number of the stratum to which for

mulae <f> having p in c(<f>) belong.

The following variables are part of the original strong

components algorithm (see [Aho et al., 1974] for de

tails):

count a counter for numbering the nodes of the graph

in the order of depth-first traversal.

dfnumber[p] the number assigned to the node p dur

ing depth-first traversal.

lowIink[p] an array which is used for recognizing

strong components during the traversal.

SEARCHC is called repeatedly for unmarked vari

ables until all variables are marked old. If the error

NOTJSTRATIFIED is signalled then Condition 3 can

not be fulfilled and the set is not stratified.

procedure SEARCHC(v);

begin

mark v "old"

dfnumber[v] := count;

count := count + 1;

lowlinkfv] := dfnumber[v];

push v on stack;

for each vertex w on edges[v] do

if w is marked "new" then

begin

SEARCHC(w);

lowlink[v] := min(lowlink[v],lowlink[w]);

end

else

if dfnumber[w] < dfnumber[v] and w is on stack

then lowlinkfv] := min(dfnumber[w],lowlink[v]);

end if

end for

if lowlinkfv] = dfnumber[v] then

begin

ccount := ccount + 1;

components[ccount] := empty.list;

initialize stack2 to empty;

repeat

pop x from top of stack;

push x to stack'2;

stratum[x] := ccount;

until x=v;

while stack2 not empty do

pop x from stack2;

for each y in l-edges[x] do

if stratumfx] = stratum[y]

then signal NOTJSTRATIFIED;

end for

concatenate formulae[x] to components[ccount];

end while

end

end

The first half of the algorithm traverses the character

istic graph depth-first and maintains the data struc

tures for detection of the strong components. Like

Tarjan's original algorithm it works in 0(n + e) time

where n and e are the number of nodes and edges,

respectively. All our modifications are in the if state

ment that forms the second half of the algorithm.

First, for the formulae in the new component a new

element is reserved in the array components. The re

peal loop assigns each variable in the component the

number of the component. Finally the while loop tests

the component for the containment of an L-edge and

concatenates the list of formulae belonging to the stra

tum to the array components. Constructing the lists
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of the array components is O(n) where n is the size

of the set of formulae, since each formula belongs to

exactly one stratum and we restrict c{<j>) for each <j> to

contain occurrences of at most one propositional vari

able. The tests for the containment of an edge through

an L operator are within the 0{n) bound as for each

propositional variable p the presence of L-edges inside

the stratum ofp is tested exactly once, and the number

of elements in the lists of the array l-edges is linearly

bounded by the size of the set of formulae.

Example 4 Our algorithm computes for the set in

Example 3 the stratification shown below. The first

column contains the numbers of the strata, the sec

ond contains the variables in the corresponding strong

components of the associated characteristic graph, and

the third the strata, i.e. the sets of formulae <j> in which

the variables of the respective strong component occur

in c{<j>).

3 s L(p «-» q) — s

2 P.? q —* p, L->Lr A p —> q

1 r 0

Because there are no formulae <j> with r in c(<f>) the

lowest stratum is empty, and can be ignored. ■

4 A DECISION PROCEDURE FOR

STRATIFIED THEORIES

The next theorem gives an iterative algorithm for com

puting the E-full set of an arbitrary stratified set E.

Because of the results of Marek and Truszczyriski and

on the other hand of Niemela, the E-full set character

izes the unique stable expansion of E.

Theorem 4.1 Let E = E? be a stratified set. Then

A = A„ defined by

Ao = 0

A<+1 = A,U

{LX\LX G S/L(E,-+1) - SfL(E[), E« U A, \=L x}U

hLx\LX G 5/i(E,+1) - Sfl(V[), S\ U A, ££ *}

(0 < t < n) is E-/«// and SE^(A) is the unique stable

expansion o/E.

For proving Theorem 4.1 the following lemma is essen

tial.

Lemma 4.2 Let E = E" be stratified and A,- as in

Theorem J.l. Then for all i,0 < i < n and for all

LX G 5/£(El+1), Ej U A< (=L X iffX{ U A; \=x X

where \=x is |= or ^l, i < j < n.

Proof: By induction on i. When » = 0, Ej = 0 and

Ao = 0- Otherwise as in the inductive case.

(i > 0) We prove E\ U A,- (=£ x iff EJ U A, \=x x by

induction on the L-depth s of x- The L-depth of a

formula is the maximum nesting level of L operators

in it. The proof for the base case s = 0 is included in

the proof of the inductive case as the only difference

is that when s = 0 the sets 5,flE*uAk(x) for ib G {»', j}

are empty.

We have to show that for all Lx G 5/£(E1+i), E'j U

A,U5BE.uAi(x) N X iff E{uAy \=x X, i<j< n. First

note that A. SB%iuAi(x) = S2?siuA.(x) by *ne induc

tion hypothesis on s and the definition of SB-z(x)- B.

sbs\vaSx) Q A,+i (and furthermore S£2;uAl(x) Q

Ah for h > j) because for each L<f> G SB^iufit(x) there

is it < j such that L<f> G (5/L(Ejt+1) - S/L(E{)) and

by the induction hypothesis on »', E* U At \=i </>, and

by the equations of Theorem 4.1 L<f> G At+i. Similarly

for ->L4> € 5'fls.uAi(x). By A and the monotonicity

of ^ we get the implication => for \=l, and by mono

tonicity and B for ^.

(<=) We show that E\ U A* \fcL X implies E{ U A, \frx

X- Let M be a model such that M \= E\ U A,- U

55E.uAi(x) and M \£ x- Let M.' be a model con

structed by modifying M to satisfy Ej+1 U (A;- — A,).

This modification is possible without falsifying Ej be

cause the set of propositional variables in {c(<£)|<£ £

E^+1} is both disjoint from the propositional variables

in EJ U {x} and satisfiable according to the defini

tion of stratification. Hence, E^ U A;- ^ x- Although

5flE.uAi(x) is not disjoint from Aj, it is contained in

it because of B above. Then by A SB^,ufi (x) C A;-

and therefore E{ U A,- \fcL X- a

Proof of Theorem 4-1: A is E-full because it satisfies

the conditions of Definition 2.2. Condition 1 is imme

diate, and Condition 3 is true if Condition 2 is, since

by construction for all Lx £ SfL(E) exactly one of Lx

or ->Lx is in A. Condition 2 holds because Lx G A iff

there is j < n for which Lx G (5/L(E,+i) - S/L(E}))

and E\ U A< \=L x and by Lemma 4.2 EJUA^v. By

Theorem 5.1 of [Marek and Truszczyriski, 1991] and

Theorem 2.4 SE^(A) is the unique stable expansion

of E. □

The following two lemmata are needed for Theorem

4.5 which shows how the unique stable expansion of

a stratified set E can be computed more efficiently

without explicitly constructing the E-full set A.

Lemma 4.3 Let E be a set of formulae of the form

Lx\ A • • • A Lxn A ~>Lxn+i A • • • A -^Lxn+m A xp -+ rp'

where ip,ip' G C, and let A be a set of formulae of the

form L<f>, ->L<p that contains exactly one of Lx, ~~>Lx

for each Lx G 5/L(E). Define Red(E,A) = {rp -►

xp'\((pAip —* ip') G E and the conjuncts of <j> are in A}.

Assume that for all L<f>,->L<j>' £ A, E U A \=l <p and
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E U A £i <p'. Then for all \ € Cat,

Red(E,A)f=Lx i/fSuA^iX.

Proof: Taking into account the equivalence <p A

xp —► rp' = <p —* {ip —► rp') we actually prove

the lemma for Red(E.A) = {rp\(<p — ip) €

E and the conjuncts of <p are in A}, where ip is writ

ten instead of V1 —► rp'. The proof is by induction on

the L-depth s of x- The base case s = 0 is included in

the inductive case s > 1 as the only difference is that

55Red(E>A)(x) = SBeuaM = 0 when s = 0.

(^•) Suppose E U A t^L X> i-e- there exists a model

M such that M \= E U A U SBeua(x) and M £ x-

By the definition of SjB and the induction hypothe

sis 5BRed(EiA)(x) = 5BSuA(x)- Let (^ - V) € E.

If ^ € Red(E, A), then the conjuncts of ^ are in A

and M \= <j>. Now M. |= rp because M ^ <p —♦ rp.

This shows that X f= Red(E, A)USflRed(E a)(x) and

RedCE.A^x-

(■^) Suppose Red(E,A) \£l X> 'e- there exists a

model M such that M |= Red(E, A)U 5BRed(E1A)(x)

and A< ^ x- By the definition of SB and the in

duction hypothesis SBRed(E,A)(x) = SSeua(x). an<*

A4 1= 5flSuA(x)- Let M' be A4 modified to sat

isfy A. This modification is possible without affect

ing the truth values of Red(E, A), Si?Red(E,A)(x)> and

X because Red(E.A) C £, for L<p G (5/«L(A) D

5/«L(5SRed(s,A)(x))), ^ e A iff L^ € 5flRed(E.A)(x)

by the definition of 5S and our assumption (similarly

with -<L<t>), and because the truth value of no prepo

sitional variable in x changes and the L<f> subformulae

of x stay unchanged because the sub-beliefs of x also

do.

We still have to show that M' \= E. For (<p — rp) € E

if all conjuncts of <p are in A then rp G Red(E, A) and

therefore M. \= rp, and further, M! |= <f> —► rp. If at

least one conjunct of <f> is not in A then <j> is false in M'

(because then the complement of the conjunct is in A)

and again M' ^ <f> -* rp. Therefore E U A )£l X- D

Lemma 4.4 Let <p be of the form L<p\ A • • • A L<pn A

->Lipi A • • • A ->Lipm and E C C. Then E \=L <j> iff

E \=l <Pi for all », 1 < * < n and E j£t rpj for all

j, 1 < j < m.

Proof: (^) Suppose that for some i, E \f=L <Pi,

or for some j, E ^=£ ^. Then one of Lfc or

->Lipj is not in SBz(<p) and E J^l ^. (^) Sup

pose that the antecedent is true. Then SB^(4>) —

{L<j>\, . . .,L<p„,->Lip\, . . .,->Lrpm}, and therefore EU

SBz(<p) f= 4> and E \=L (p. Q

Let A be the E-full set corresponding to the unique

stable expansion S£e(A) of a stratified set E. The

following theorem gives an algorithm for computing

directly the set Red(E, A) C £ which characterizes the

stable expansion SE^(\).

Theorem 4.5 Lei E = E? be a stratified set. Let

R = Rn be defined by

Re = 0

Ri+1 = RiU Red^Ei+i , Rt), 0 < «' < n

where Redx,(E,A) = {o(4>) - c(<P) | <P 6 E,A \=L

a(<P)}- Then R = Red(E, A), where A is the unique

E-/«// set, and {<p \ R \=i <f>} is the unique stable ex

pansion o/E.

Proof: We show by induction on i that for all i =

0,...,n,

ffc = Red(Ei,A,). (2)

For i = 0, Ri = Red(E,1,A1) = 0. (C) By

the induction hypothesis Ri-\ = Red(Ej~ ,A,-_i)

and therefore R\-i C Red(E\,A<). Let o(^) —*

c(4>) G Redt(E<, /?,_!). Thus #,_i \=L «M- By

the induction hypothesis Red(E'1~ ,A,-_i) ^=£ <*(<!>)■

The formula a{<p) is of the form L<p\ A ■ ■ • A L<pr A

-<Lipi A ■ ■ ■ A ~<Lip, and by Lemma 4.4 for each

Li^j, Red(E'1~1, Aj_i) ^=l <Pj and for each -<Lrpj,

Red(E*1~1,A,_i) \fcL xpj. By Lemma 4.3 E^-1 U

A,_i \=l <Pj and E^-1 U Aj_i \£l *Pj- For each L<pj

there is some ib < » such that L<pj G 5/i(Et) —

5/L(E*_1). By Lemma 4.2 E{_1 U At_i \=L <pj and

thus L<pj G At C Aj. Similarly it can be shown that

-vL^j e A,-. Thus o(<P) -> c(<p) G Red(Ei,A.) and

fl, CRed(Ei,A,).

(2) Let of» - c(^) G Red(E'1,Ai). If <P G E'f1,

then o(<A) — c(4) G Red(E*f l, A,) = Red(E'1"1, A,_i).

Therefore by the induction hypothesis o{<p) —* c(<p) G

Ri-i. Let <p G E,. The conjuncts in a(^) are in A,-

where a(<j>) is of the form L<p\ A • • • A L<pT A -"LV1! A

• A ->L\p,. By Lemma 4.2 E'-1 U Aj_i \=l o} and

E\-1UA,-_i )£l Tpj for each L<pj , ->Lrpj. By Lemma 4.3

Red(E*1-1,A,_1) (=L ^ and Red^E'f1, A,-_,) ^£ V>;

and by the induction hypothesis /fc_i \=l a(4>)-

Thus o(^) — c(<p) G Redi(Ei,/2j_i) C r\. Hence

Red(Ei,A,)C/Jj.

We have shown that R„ = Red(EJ,An). Thus

R„ \=L <P iff Red(E?,An) \=L <P iff E? U A„ (=L 0

by Lemma 4.3. Thus by Theorem 4.1 {<p \ R„ )^L <p)

is the unique stable expansion of E. □

Example 5 The table below demonstrates the com

putation of A by the algorithm in Theorem 4.1, and

the computation of R = Red(E, A) with Theorem 4.5.
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i E,- A R

2 L(p «- g) _> s L(p ♦-+ q) s

1 L-iLr Ap —► q

9— P

->Lr, L-iLr
p — q

g — p

5 COMPLEXITY RESULTS

We write \<f>\ for the length of a formula <f>, |E| for the

sum of lengths of the formulae in a set E, and ||E|| for

the cardinality of a set E.

As a basis of analyzing the complexity of computing

the stable expansions of stratified sets we use the algo

rithm in Theorem 4.5 for computing a set R C C that

characterizes the unique stable expansion of a strati

fied set. By the next lemma the explicit construction

of the sets SB^(x) can be avoided in the ^i tests of

the algorithm. As a result all consequence tests are for

sets of formulae in which no L operators appear.

Lemma 5.1 Let EC£ and x(L<f>) be a formula in

which the formula L<j> possibly occurs and x(T) the

same formula where all occurrences of L<j> have been

replaced by the constant true T. Now E U {L<f>} |=

X\I4) 'ifSN x(T), and E U {-iLtf} (= X{L<p) iff

E |= x(J-), where _L = -iT.

Proof: (■$=) Suppose EU {L<f>} ^ x(^). i-e- there is a

model M such that M \= E U {L<j>} and M \£ x(L<j>)-

Clearly M fi x("T). (=>) Suppose E £ x(T), i.e.

M \= E and M fc x(T). Since the truth value of L</>

is independent both of other formulae of the form Lip

and of propositional variables, T can be replaced by

Ld> in x and therefore E U {L<j>} ^ x{L<l>)- Similarly

for ->L<\> and _L. O

Lemma 5.2 F(x,E) in Equation S gives the amount

of resources needed for testing the \=i consequence of

an arbitrary formula \ from a set of formulae EC£.

R(z) is the amount of resources needed for performing

a consequence test of size x.

F(x,E) = i?(|x|+|E|- £ H) +

L4€SfiL(x)

(3)

£*es/«i-(x)

and the equation with recursion removed is

F(x,E) = *(|x|+|E|- £ M) +

Proof: The second summand of the rhs of Equation

3 corresponds to the computation of the members of

SBz(x) using \=l. The first summand corresponds to

the consequence test E \=i x, i-e. the test of satisfia

bility of {->x} U E U 55s(x). By Lemma 5.1 the con

sequence test can be made by replacing L<j> in x by T

for all L<j> € SBs(x), and by J_ for all ->L<0 <= 5BE(x),

thus obtaining x' G C aBd then testing the conse

quence E |= x'- This is why £L^e5/,i(x) W is sub

tracted. □

Next we give an upper bound for the amount of re

sources needed for consequence tests in the computa

tion of the algorithm in Theorem 4.5. Let E = E"

be a stratified set and let there be an enumeration of

the formulae <f>i £ E, 1 < » < r such that if the stra

tum of <j>i is lower than that of <j>j then t < j. Let

m = \a(<j>i)\ and mi = \o(<bi) —► c(</>,)|. Ignoring the

exact boundaries between the strata is an acceptable

approximation since we are primarily interested in an

alyzing the upper bounds of complexity. The size of a

stratified set is the sum of the sizes of its formulae:

£(n,- + "»< + !) (5)

>=i

and an upper bound for the resources needed for the

consequence tests is

£FW«)'UW;)-^-)}) (6)

i = l J = l

LttSf-M L*ZSf"-(<t>)

Tractable classes of stratified sets of autoepistemic for

mulae can be found by restricting the syntactic form

of the formulae in such a way that the classical the

orem proving task becomes tractable. As an exam

ple we present a tractable class SHC„e based on Horn

clauses, i.e. disjunctions of literals of which at most

one is positive. For the members of this class the (=

consequence can be tested by using the linear time al

gorithm of Dowling and Gallier [1984] and for SHCae

the algorithm of the previous section runs in polyno

mial time.

Definition 5.3 A formula x »' ,n ^e class HFae if

it is a disjunction of conjunctions of formulae of the

form p, ->p, L<j>, and ->L<j> with at most one ->p in each

disjunct, where each p is a propositional variable and

each <j> is in HFat.

Definition 5.4 SHCat is the class of finite stratified

sets offormulae <j> of the form a(<j>) Ao(<j>) —► c(<f>) where

a(<j>) is a conjunction of zero or more formulae of the

form Lx or->Lx where x »* •'« HFat, o(<f>) is a conjunc

tion of zero or more propositional variables, and c(<j>)

is a propositional variable or a negated propositional

variable.
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The following are examples of the syntactic form of

the formulae in sets in SHCa«-

oAJ-»c

-<L(LLp V q V -ir V (t A ->u) V (x A y)) —• ->a

Theorem 5.5 For a set E in SHCat the set

Red(E,A), where A is the unique E-/u// set, can be

computed in time 0(n2) where n= |E|.

Proof: By Proposition 3.5 a stratification can be deter

mined in C?(|E|) time, and the rest of the computation

of the algorithm in Theorem 4.5 is clearly dominated

by the consequence tests. All consequence tests reduce

to satisfiability tests for formulae that are in conjunc

tive normal form with at most one positive literal in

each conjunct, so that the linear time satisfiability al

gorithm of [Dowling and Gallier, 1984] can be used.

For logical consequence tests in the computation of the

algorithm in Theorem 4.5, instantiate R(x) — ax + c

to the second equation of Lemma 5.2:

F(x,E) = a(|X|+|E|- £ \4>\) +

t*es/«i(x)

c+ J2 (a(H+iEi- £ M)+c)

By reordering the terms:

F(x,E) = a(|X| + |E|+ £ |E|) +

L<t>€Sf-(x)

(c+ £ c) + a(- £ H+ £ |*|

£#es/'(x) L4,esfiL(x) L<t>€Sj<-(x)

- E £ H)

The value of the third summand is zero since the length

of each L<j> € SfL(x) is added and subtracted exactly

once. From this we get the upper bound

o(lxl + |E| + \\SfL(x)\\ ■ |S|) + c(l + ||S/L(X)||)

<a(|X|+|E|-(l + ||S/*(x)||)) + c|x|)

<a(|xl+|E||xl) + c|x|

<(a + c)(|x|+|E|.|x|)

for F(x, E). Using this and Equation 6 (by the defini

tion of O the constant factor a + c appearing in each

term can be left out).

«-i r r

»'=i j'=i i=i i=i i=i

<(^ni)2 + 2(^n,)(^m,) + (^m,)2

«=i t=i

r

< (%2 "•■ +m> + !)2

i=l «'=1

\2

i=l

i = l

Thus, we obtain the 0(n2) upper bound for the logical

consequence tests. D

Theorem 5.6 Given Red(E, A) where E G SHCat

and A is a E-/u// set, the membership in the unique

stable expansion o/E {0|Red(E,A) ^=l <j>} for formu

lae <j> in HFae can be decided in time 0(n2), where

n=|E| + h4|.

Proof: By the second equation of Lemma 5.2 the

amount of resources needed is bounded by |E| • |->4I +

\-«j>\ as shown in the proof of Theorem 5.5, and this is

0{n2). a

Theorem 5.7 Let E 6e in SHCae. The membership

problem of the unique stable expansion of E for for

mulae <j> in HFae is solvable in time 0(n2) where

n=|E| + |-*|.

The line taken in establishing the above result sug

gests further tractable classes based on other subsets

of propositional logic for which polynomial time sat

isfiability tests are available, like those presented in

[Schaefer, 1978; Gallo and Scutella, 1988]. Next we

investigate an even more restricted class for which the

logical consequence testing does not have to be done

separately for each formula inside L.

Definition 5.8 A formula \ is in CFae if it is a con

junction of one or more formulae of the form p, L<j>,

and -<L4> where each p is a propositional variable and

each <j> is in CFae.

Definition 5.9 SPCae is the class of finite stratified

sets of formulae <j> of the form a(<j>) A o(4) —* c(<j>)

where a(<j>) is a conjunction of zero or more formulae

of the form L\ or -<Lx and each \ is in CFae, o(<j>) is

a conjunction of zero or more propositional variables,

and c{<j>) is a propositional variable.

The following formulae illustrate the form of formulae

in sets in SPC„e:

->L(a A 6 A c A ->Ld) —* e

L(p A Lq A ~>Lr) A ->I,(->£s) At —* u

In [Dowling and Gallier, 1984] two linear time algo

rithms are given for testing the satisfiability of a set

of Horn clauses. We modify the first one of these to

be used in linear time tests for the membership in the

unique stable expansions of sets in SPCoe . By The

orem 4.5 explicit construction of the sets A,- can be

avoided and instead of separately testing the logical

consequence of each formula inside L in a(4) the whole

set of consequences for one stratum of a stratification

can be computed by one run of the algorithm.
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The function DG is the basis of the efficient algorithm

for SPCoe and can be implemented as a variant of Al

gorithm 2 of [Dowling and Gallier, 1984]. Dowling and

Gallier's algorithm works with arbitrary Horn clauses,

but ours is restricted to program clauses, i.e. disjunc

tions of literals exactly one of which is positive. Some

times program clauses are written as a\ A • • • A o„ —► 6

instead of ->ai V •• • V -ia„ V 6.

In our algorithm sets of propositional variables are rep

resented by their characteristic functions or equiva

lent^ arrays. For array indexing the Assumption 3.4

is essential.

Proposition 5.10 Let E be a set of program clauses

and v a set of propositional variables. Then

2Xj(E, v) = {p|p is a propositional variable, EUf ^ p)

can be computed in time 0(|E|).

Proof: The computation of DG for a set of program

clauses E and a set of propositional variables v uses

the following arrays:

poslitlist Each element n is initialized to the proposi

tional variable appearing in the positive literal of

the clause i^„6E. The initialization can be done

by one traversal of the set of formulae, which is

linear time.

clauselist The element n is the list of clauses of E

in which the variable in the positive literal of <j>n

appears in a negative literal. Initialization can be

done in linear time.

numargs The element n is initialized to the number

of variables p in the negative literals of <t>n for

which v(p) = 0.

The function is computed by the following procedure.

function DG(E, v:array of {0, 1}) : array of {0, 1};

begin

initialize poslitlist, clauselist, numargs;

initialize queue to the list of clauses n

for which numargsfn] = 0;

for each c in queue do v(poslitlist[c]) := 1;

while queue ^ empty do

clausel := pop(queue);

for each clause2 in clauselist[clausel] do

numargs[clause2] := numargs[clause2] - 1;

if numargs[clause2] = 0 then

n := poslitlist [clause2];

if v(n) = 0 then

v(n) := 1;

queue := push(clause2,queue);

end if

end if

end for

end while

return v;

end

Under Assumption 3.4 the computation is linear time

on the size of E. The amount of computation inside the

while loop is proportional to the number of negative

literals in E. D

Computing Redi(E, v) = {<f> —► 4>'\{L\i A • • • A Lxn A

->Lx„+i A • • • A -<Lxn+m A <j> -f <f>') G E, v \=L

Xl V \=l Xn,v ]^l Xn+1,--,V £/. Xn+m) can

be done in linear time on |E| for members of SPCae.

The consequence tests t; ^l X> X m CFoe can be done

in linear time on |x| by using the following algorithm.

v \=l X >ff

{if 4> is atomic then <j> G v

if <)> = Lxp then v ^l rp

if <j> = -iLrp then v \£l tp

The following two lemmata are needed for establishing

Lemma 5.13 which describes how to compute in 0(|E|)

time the set of propositional variables in the unique

stable expansion of a set E in SPC0e-

Lemma 5.11 Let x &e ,n CFat, E C C, and v =

{p\p is a propositional variable, E ^= p}. Then v ^=i x

Proof: By induction on the L-depth s of x- Let s = 0.

Suppose E \£l x, i-e- there is a model M. for which

M. f= E and M |£ X- Because v is the set of proposi

tional variables true in every model of E, also M \= v,

and v )£l x- Suppose E \=i x- Because x ls a con

junction of propositional variables each of which is a

logical consequence of E, obviously v ^l X- Let » > 1.

By the induction hypothesis SBv(x) = SB^(x), and

replacing members of SBv(x) (and 5Bs(x)) according

to Lemma 5.1 by T or L, x can be reduced to x' of

L-depth 0 for which v (= x' iff E ^= x', which can be

shown as in the case s = 0. □

Lemma 5.12 Lei E be a set of program clauses and

r = {p|p is a propositional variable, E ^= p} . Let A

be a set of program clauses such that the propositional

variables in the positive literals of A do not occur in

the negative literals of E. Then for all propositional

variables p, EUA|=pi#ruA|=p.

Proof: Suppose E U A \fc p, i.e. for some model M,

M \= E U A and M £ p. Clearly M |= T U A and

therefore T U A ^ p. Suppose T U A ^= p, i.e. there is

a model M, M \= T U A, M ^ p. M' is M modified

to satisfy E U A in the following way. Formulae <j> =

-ioiV- • -\/->an\/b,<t> G E can be false if M. \= a\f\- ■ -Aan

and M )fc b. Now M.' can be modified to make <j> true

by making one of <Zj, 1 < i < n false. This can be done

without falsifying formulae in T U A because i) not all

a»i 1 < * < n can De logical consequences of E. If they

were, then 6 G T. And ii) as propositional variables in

the positive literals of A do not occur in the negative
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literals of E, this modification falsifies no formula in

A. Therefore M' \=Zl)A and EUA £ p. □

Lemma 5.13 For E = E" in SPCae and formulae \

in CFae, vn \=i X iff X belongs to the unique stable

expansion o/E, where v„ is defined by

vo = 0

vi+i = £>G(RedL(E,+i, «<). ".)> 0 < i < n.

Furthermore, vn, which is the set of propositional vari

ables in the unique stable expansion o/E, can be com

puted in time 0(|E|).

Proof: We prove t>,- ^=x, x iff Red(E\, Aj) \=l X> where

A* as in Theorem 4.1, by induction on i. Let i = 0.

Immediate as vo = Red(E5,Ao) = 0. Let i > 0. For

all propositional variables p,

vt\=p iff Vi-i U Redi(E,-, r,_i) j= p

iff RedCE'fSA.-OURedLCEi.v.-.i) |= p

iff RedCE'f1, A,_i) U Red(E,-, A,) |= p

iff Red(Ei,Ai)NP-

The first equivalence is by the definition of «,-, the

second and the third by A and B below, respec

tively. A. By the induction hypothesis r,_i |= p

iff Red(E'1_1, Aj_i) ^= p. We get the equivalence

by Lemma 5.12 taking A = Redi(E,-,n,_i),r =

«j_i , E = Red(E,1-1 , A,). B. By the definitions of Red

and Redi a formula <j> is in Redi(Ej, v,_i) if (ip —►</>) G

E,- and for the conjuncts Lx,-<Lx' of xj>, t^_i (=i x

and v,_i ^£ x', and in Red(E,-,Aj) if Lx,~>Lx' 6 A,-.

By Lemmata 4.2 and 4.3 Red(E*1~1, A,_i) ^L x and

Red(E'1~1, A,_i) t^i x' ■ By the induction hypothe

sis Vi-X \=L x iff RedCEi-'.A,-!) \=L X- Therefore

RedL(E,-,t;<_1) = Red(El-,A,).

By Lemma 5.11 we get the induction step, i.e. for all

X in CFoe, vt \= X iff Red(E\, A<) \= X-

By Theorem 2.4 and Lemma 4.3 x £ CFae is in the

unique stable expansion of E iff t;,- ^l x-

By Proposition 3.5 stratification can be computed in

linear time, and using Assumption 3.4 the computa

tion is C?(|E|) time because computing Redi(Ej,Vj_i)

is linear in |E,-| and this is done exactly once for each

Ei C E, 1 < i < n. The size of Red/,(E,-,t;,_i) is

smaller than or equal to that of E,- and therefore the

respective computation with DG is linear in |Ej|. □

Theorem 5.14 Let E be in SPCae and x '»» CFae.

The membership of x in the unique stable expansion

o/E can be decided in time 0(n), where n = |E| + |x|-

Proof: By Lemma 5.13 the computation of the set vn

for E = E" is C?(|E|). The membership in the unique

stable expansion can be tested by v„ ^=£ x> and this

is 0(|x|). " D

6 APPLICATIONS

Autoepistemic logic is closely related to McDermott

and Doyle style nonmonotonic modal logics. Marek

et al. [1991] show that for a wide range of modal log

ics S, S-expansions coincide with stable expansions in

the stratified case. Thus all the methods and results

obtained for stratified autoepistemic logic are directly

applicable to these logics.

Theorem 6.1 (Marek et al. [l99l]) Let E C Cat

be stratified. Then for each logic S such that N C S

and S C KD45 or S C S4 the unique stable expansion

o/E is the unique S-expansion o/E.

Reiter's [1980] default logic is one of the leading

formalizations of nonmonotonic reasoning. Kono-

lige [1988] shows that under a suitable translation of a

default theory extensions of the theory correspond to

stable expansions of the translated theory satisfying a

special groundedness condition. In the case of strat

ified default theories the special groundedness condi

tion is not required. So the iterative algorithm in The

orem 4.5 yields efficient methods for computing exten

sions of stratified default theories based on subsets of

propositional logic for which efficient satisfiability tests

are available. As a straightforward example of this we

show that the linear time algorithm in Lemma 5.13

implies a linear time algorithm for a similar class of

stratified default logic.

We call (D, W) a stratified Horn default theory if

1. W is a finite set of propositional program clauses

and

2. D is a finite set of default rules a:^"l"» where

the prerequisite q is a conjunction of propositional

variables and each justification /?, is a disjunction

of negated propositional variables and the con

clusion 7 is a propositional variable and there is

a partition D\ , . . . , Dn of D such that if 7 is a

conclusion of a default rule in D,- , then 7 does not

appear in D\ U . . .U D{-\, in negative literals in

W nor in any prerequisite or justification in Dj.

Lemma 6.2 Let (D, W) be a stratified Horn default

theory. Then E = An C is the unique extension of

(D, W) where A is the unique stable expansion of the

stratified autoepistemic theory

W U {La A ->L-./?i A . . . A ->L-*/3n — 7 |

Q:^1'----/?" G D}. (7)
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Theorem 6.3 Let (D, W) be a stratified Horn default

theory. Then the atomic part of the unique extension

of (£>, W) can be computed in linear time.

Stable model semantics [Gelfond and Lifschitz, 1988]

and well-founded semantics [Van Gelder et al., 1991]

are the leading declarative semantics for general logic

programs. For stratified propositional logic programs

the stable model semantics and the well-founded se

mantics coincide. Logic programs can be seen as sets of

autoepistemic formulae, e.g. using the following trans

lation proposed by Gelfond and Lifschitz [1988].

trt,p(a0 «— oi,. . .,am,notam+i, . . .,notan) =

(ai A . . . A am A ->Lam+i A ... A ->Lan) -* a0 (8)

When using this translation stable models and sta

ble expansions are closely related in the stratified

case. The correspondence is described in the follow

ing lemma which a direct consequence of the results of

Gelfond and Lifschitz [1988].

Lemma 6.4 Let P be a propositional stratified gen

eral logic program. S — A fl At is the unique sta

ble model (well-founded model) of P where A is the

unique stable expansion of tiLp{P) <"»</ At is the set

of propositional variables.

Deciding whether a propositional logic program has a

stable model is NP-complete in the general case [Marek

and Truszczyriski, 1991]. Kautz and Selman [1991]

propose a cubic algorithm for computing the stable

model of a stratified logic program using a translation

to default logic. This result can be improved using the

algorithm in Lemma 5.13.

Theorem 6.5 Let P be a stratified general proposi

tional logic program. The unique stable model (well-

founded model) of P can be computed in linear time.

Elkan [1990] shows that the justifications in a non

monotonic truth maintenance system (TMS) can be

seen as a propositional general logic program and that

the grounded model computed by the TMS is a stable

model of the corresponding logic program.

Corollary 6.6 Let J be a stratified set of justifica

tions. Then the unique grounded model of J can be

computed in linear time.

7 CONCLUSIONS

The attempts to find subclasses of nonmonotonic rea

soning which can be implemented efficiently by lim

iting the computational complexity of required clas

sical reasoning have produced very disappointing re

sults [Kautz and Selman, 1991; Elkan, 1990; Marek

and Truszczyriski, 1991]. In this paper we follow a

different approach. We identify the ability to "define"

propositions using default assumptions about the same

propositions as a source of additional computational

complexity in nonmonotonic reasoning. Disallowing

such constructs, i.e. requiring the knowledge base to

be stratified, gives a significant computational advan

tage. We demonstrate this by developing an iterative

(non-backtracking) algorithm for stratified autoepis

temic theories the complexity of which is dominated by

required classical reasoning. Thus efficient subclasses

of stratified nonmonotonic reasoning can be obtained

by restricting the form of sentences in the knowledge

base. As an example, we develop a quadratic and a lin

ear time algorithm for limited subclasses of stratified

autoepistemic theories. The results are shown to imply

fast reasoning methods for stratified cases of default

logic, logic programs, truth maintenance systems and

nonmonotonic modal logics. E.g., deciding whether a

propositional logic program has a stable model is an

NP-complete problem in the general case but for the

stratified case we give a linear time algorithm which

computes the unique stable model.
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Abstract

We propose a formalization of only-knowing-

about, which captures the idea that some

thing is all an agent knows about some sub

ject matter. The work extends a previous

formalization of only-knowing by Levesque.

Besides discussing some of the logical prop

erties of the new concept, we also address

the issue of computing what is known about

some subject matter for a given knowledge

base. In this context, we are able to relate

only-knowing-about to deKleer's ATMS. Fi

nally, we show that only-knowing-about is ef

ficiently computable, if we weaken the under

lying model of belief.

1 All I know about. . .

In [Lev90], Levesque proposes a formalization of the

concept of only-knowing. This notion, which captures

the idea that something is all an agent knows,1 has

proven very valuable in characterizing the knowledge

of a fully introspective agent. In particular, Levesque

uses it to reconstruct and in fact generalize Moore's

autoepistemic logic within the framework of a classical

(monotonic) logic.

While a logic of only-knowing is thus very useful from

a theoretical point of view, being able to talk about

all an agent knows does not seem very relevant from

a practical point of view, say, as part of a query lan

guage. After all, hardly anybody is interested in all

I know.2 A much more useful concept in this regard

seems to be the notion of only-knowing-about, where

one is interested in all the agent knows about a certain

'We will freely use the terms knowledge and belief in

terchangeably. While all of the logics discussed here allow

an agent to have false beliefs, none of our results hinges on

this choice.

2 Besides, for a knowledge-based agent it is a trivial mat

ter to tell a user all it knows. It only needs to hand over a

copy of its knowledge base.

subject matter. Thus queries like is this all you know

about Tweety or what do you know about Tweety seem

very appropriate.

Another application is a multi-agent scenario where

agents reason about other agents, possibly applying

defaults. For example, assume there are two agents,

Jack and Jill, with the default that birds fly unless

known otherwise being common knowledge. If Jill

knows that all Jack knows about Tweety is that he

is a bird, then Jill knows that Jack knows that Tweety

flies. Notice that, while it is unreasonable to assume

that an agent knows all another agent knows, it is quite

possible that an agent knows all another agent knows

about a certain subject. For example, Jill may just

have bought Tweety and now tells Jack that Tweety

is a bird.

In this paper, we propose a formalization of only-

knowing-about in the prepositional case. We do so by

extending the existing logic of only-knowing developed

by Levesque [Lev90]. Besides discussing general prop

erties of only-knowing-about, we also address the issue

of computing all an agent knows about a subject mat

ter and relate it to deKleer's ATMS [deK86]. Finally,

we show how, by weakening the underlying model of

belief, this computation can be carried out efficiently.

To our knowledge, this is the first formalization of

only-knowing-about that has been studied in detail.

Levesque, in his paper on only-knowing, also suggests a

definition of only-knowing-about which unfortunately

has serious deficiencies. We will get back to this later.

Preliminary results of our work appears in [Lak92].

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we

introduce Levesque's logic of only-knowing. In Sec

tion 3, we extend Levesque's logic by introducing the

concept of only-knowing-about and discuss some of its

properties. Section 4 addresses the issue of comput

ing all that is known about some subject matter for

a given knowledge base. Section 5 shows how all that

is known about some subject matter can be computed

efficiently if we weaken the underlying model of be

lief appropriately. Finally, Section 6 summarizes the
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results and discusses future directions.

2 The Logic OL

In this section, we introduce a propositional version of

Levesque's logic of only-knowing.3

The primitives of the language are a countably infinite

set V of atomic propositions (or atoms), the connec

tives V, ~i, and the modal operators L and O. For

convenience we also include a special atom □, which

always denotes falsity. Sentences are formed in the

usual way from these primitives.4

Literals are either atoms or negated atoms. Clauses

are disjunctions of literals. A clause c is contained in

a clause d (c C c') if every literal in c other than □

occurs in c'. We write c C J instead of c C c' and

c' 2 c- A sentence is called objective if it contains

no modal operator, subjective if every atom occurs

within the scope of a modal operator, and basic if it

contains no O's.

The semantics of OL is based on the notion of a world,

which is simply a truth assignment of the atoms.

world w and a set of worlds M (M, w\=a) is defined

as follows:

Definition 1 (Worlds)

A world w is a function w : V

u/(D)=f.

{t,f} such that

Belief (L) is interpreted possible-world style.5 The

idea is that an agent imagines a set of worlds all of

which are compatible with what the agent believes

about the world. In other words, the agent believes

a sentence just in case that sentence is true in all the

worlds he or she imagines.

In order for Oo to capture the intuition that a is all

that is believed, we require that a not only holds at all

the worlds that are imagined, i.e., that a is believed,

but also that the set of worlds is as large as possible.

In other words, we could not possibly add more worlds

to the set and still believe or. If a is objective, there is

a unique M that has this property, namely the set of

all worlds where a is true. If a itself contains modal

operators, there may be multiple M or none at all,

a phenomenon that corresponds precisely to the fact

that a sentence may have multiple stable expansions

or none at all [Lev90].

Let p be an atom and let a and /? be arbitrary sen

tences, The truth of a sentence a with respect to a

3Levesque considers the more general case of a first-

order language with quantifying-in.

4 We will freely use other connectives like A, D and =,

which should be understood as syntactic abbreviations of

the usual kind.

5 Possible-world semantics goes back to Kripke [Kri63].

Its application to epistemic notions is due to Hin-

tikka [Hin62].

M, u>^=-ia

M, w\=a V /?

M,w^=La

M, w\=Oa

w(p) = t

M,w\fca

M, u>|=a or M, w^fi

for all w' eM, M,w'\=a

for all w\ w1 € M iff M, w'\=a

Note that the only difference between L and O is that

the (implicit) if . . . then is replaced by iff. As a nota-

tional convenience, we often write M\=a if a is sub

jective, since the truth of a depends solely on the set

of worlds M. Similarly, we write w\=a for objective or.

A set of sentences T logically implies a sentence a

(T\=a) iff for all worlds w and sets of worlds A/, if

M, tu[=7 for all 7 € T, then M, w\=a. a is valid (\=a)

iff ON*-

2.1 Some properties of OL

The reader is referred to [Lev90] for a sound and com

plete axiomatization of OL. Here we only touch on

some of the main aspects of the logic.

It is well known that, given a globally accessible set

of worlds M, the properties of L are precisely those

of weak S5 [HM85], that is, beliefs are closed under

logical implication ((=La A L(a D /?) D L/?) and pos

itive as well as negative introspection (^=La D LL«

and ^-iLq D L->La).

As far as the operator O is concerned, its properties

are probably best explaine by noting its tight connec

tion to the stable expansions of autoepistemic logic as

proposed by Moore [Moo85].

Definition 2 (Moore) Stable Expansions

A set of sentences T is a stable expansion of a set

of sentences AiffT satisfies the fixed-point equation:

T = {a I a is basic and

a u {lp 1 0 € r> u {-l/? 1 p i r}K„,ot},

where ^=Uut denotes tautological consequence, that is,

logical consequence of classical propositional logic.

Definition 3 Belief Set

A set of basic sentences is a belief set for a set of

worlds M iff T= {a \M\=La).

Although belief sets contain non-objective sentences, it

turns out that it suffices to consider only the objective

ones in order to distinguish between different belief

sets.

Lemma 2.1 Belief sets are uniquely determined by

the objective sentences they contain.

Proof: A proof can be found in [HM84]. ■
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The following corollary will be useful in the next sec

tion.

Corollary 2.2 Belief sets are uniquely determined by

the objective clauses they contain.

Proof : Follows directly from the fact that beliefs

have equivalent conjunctive normal forms and that

|=L(Aa,) = ALa.. ■

The next theorem demonstrates that OL subsumes

Moore's autoepistemic logic provided we restrict our

selves to a finite set of premises (understood conjunc

tively).

Theorem 1 (Levesque) For any basic a and any set

of worlds M, M\=Oa iff the belief set of a is a stable

expansion of {a}.6

3 The Logic OLa

In this section we extend OL in a way that allows us

to express the fact "this is all I know about a finite set

of atomic propositions t" . For that purpose, we add

an infinite number of modal operators 0(w) for each

finite set of atoms 7r to the language. If we refer to a set

extensionally, we usually leave out the curly brackets.

For example, we write 0(p, q) instead of 0({p,q}).

Our task is now to define the semantics of 0(7r)a, that

is, given a set of worlds M, when is it the case that or is

all M knows about the atoms in it? We approach this

question by first defining a set of worlds M\„ that has

the same knowledge about 7r as M but knows nothing

else. In a sense, M\* is obtained from M by forgetting

everything that is irrelevant to ir. With that construc

tion, it seems that believing only a about a subject

7 at a set of worlds M reduces to believing only a

(without any further qualifications) at M\„. It turns

out, however, that this definition sometimes has the

effect that one believes only a about tt without actu

ally believing a, which seems counterintuitive.7 This

problem is caused, roughly, by the fact that an intro

spective agent who forgets not only loses knowledge

but also gains knowledge, namely about his or her in

creased ignorance. In order to circumvent this prob

lem, we simply add the restriction that a must be be

lieved to the definition of 0(jr)a. We now turn to the

formal definitions.

M\, is defined as the set of all worlds that satisfy pre

cisely the known objective sentences about n. The

6 Levesque also shows that we can drop the condition

that sentences are basic if we generalize the notion of stable

expansions appropriately. Also, for reasons independent of

this theorem, Levesque restricts himself to so-called maxi

mal sets of worlds, a complication which we simply ignore

here.

'An example is given in Section 3.1.

question is, of course, how to get at just those known

sentences about jr. First, by Corollary 2.2, it suffices

to consider only the known clauses instead of arbi

trary sentences. Furthermore, we only need to look at

clauses that are minimal in the sense that they do not

already follow from other known clauses:

Definition 4 M -minimality

Given a set of worlds M, a clause c is called

M-minimal iff M^=Lc and for all clauses J C c,

M^Lc7.

By restricting ourselves to Af-minimal clauses, we rule

out clauses that mention the subject matter but do not

really tell us anything about it. For example, let the

subject matter be p and assume all we know is q, that

is, Af = {w | w^q}. Then we certainly also know

(p V j), which is not M-minimal because q is known

as well. While (p V q) mentions the subject matter p,

it does so, in a sense, only accidentally, since it does

not convey us what is really known about p, namely

nothing. The only M-minimal clause mentioning p is

(pV -<p), which gives us the right information.

In general, what is known about a subject matter fl

at a set of worlds M is captured by those Af-minimal

clauses that mention any of the atomic propositions in

t. The only exception occurs when M is empty. In

this case M knows every sentence and has, in partic

ular, contradictory about the subject matter, which is

characterized by D, the only M-minimal clause if M

is empty. This leads us to the following definition.

Definition 5 M-ir-minimality

Given a set of worlds M and a subject matter n, a

clause c is called M-T-minimal iff c is M-minimal

and, in addition, c = □ or c contains either p or -<p

for some p £ t.

M\„ is now simply the set of all worlds that satisfy all

M-7r-minimal sentences.

Definition 6

Given a set of worlds M and a subject matter ir,

M|» = {w | w\=c for all M -i( -minimal clauses c}.

Given M|„, we are now able to characterize the mean

ing of O(tt) in terms O and L:

M, w\=0(ir)a <=$■ M\r,w\=Oa and Mf=La.

Logical implication and validity in OL" are defined as

in OL.

This completes the semantics of the extended logic

OL".

3.1 Some properties of 0La

So far, we have not obtained a complete axiomatiza-

tion of 0La. In the following, we present examples
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that demonstrate that the new concept 0(ir) has in

deed reasonable properties. (The proofs are deferred

to the end of this subsection.) A more concise pic

ture of what 0(7r) is all about will emerge in the next

section, where we show a strong connection between

only-knowing-about and the ATMS.

Let a and /? be sentences and p and q distinct atoms.

1. |=0(jr)a D La,

that is, if a is all I believe about jr then I surely

believe a. However, . . .

2. (^O(t)o: D Oa (unless [=-iO(?r)a),

since I could also believe q for any atom not in it or

a. On the other hand, if ir contains all the atoms

occurring in a, only-knowing and only-knowing-

about coincide, that is, ^0(ir)a = Oa.

3. If (=a = /?, then f=0(*)a = O(ir)/?.

If all I believe about a- is a, then the syntactic

form of a is immaterial.

4. |=0(p)(pVg)D(-LpA-L9).

This is because if I knew either p or q, then p V q

would be contingent information and thus, in ei

ther case, would not capture what I really know

about p. Similarly,

5. \=0(p)(pVq) D (-.L-.pA-.L-.tf).

For if I knew ->p, I would also know q because I

know (p V q). Thus (p V q) would once again not

capture what I really know about p. (Similarly, if

I knew -<q.)

6. \=0(p,q)PDO(q)(qV^q).

If all I know about p and q is p, then I know

nothing about q.

The following example treats a case where it is

absurd to say this is all I know about p.

7. N-O(P)?-

In other words, something totally independent of

p cannot be all I know about p. For example, it

does not make sense to say that all I know about

Tweety is that roses are red.

8. As Theorem 1 shows, only-knowing captures au-

toepistemic reasoning. The following example

indicates that the weaker assumption of only-

knowing-about in fact suffices for this purpose.

Let p denote the proposition Tweety flies. Given

the assumption that Tweety flies unless known

otherwise, autoepistemic reasoning lets us con

clude that Tweety flies. Formally,

(=0(-.L-.p Dp)D Lp.

Later, if we discover that Tweety indeed does not

fly, we retract our previous conclusion, that is,

\=0(->p A (--L-.p D p)) D -.Lp.

However, it is intuitively clear that we need not

require that the assumption is all we know to get

the desired conclusion, but that the weaker re

quirement that this is all we know about Tweety

suffices. And indeed, our formalization gives us

just that. (The subject matter about Tweety in

this case is simply {p}.)

\=0(p)(-iL^pDp)DLp.

NO(p)(-p A (--L^p D p)) D -Lp.

9. The following example concerns the case of sen

tences with multiple stable expansions. Again,

the weaker requirement of only-knowing-about

suffices to make the same distinctions as regular

autoepistemic logic.

|=0(p)(Lp Dp) = (O(p)p V 0(p>(p V -*)].

In other words, believing only Lp D p about p is

the same as believing either only p or nothing

about p.

Proofs:

1. \=0{x)a D La.

Follows immediately from the definition of O(t).

It is worth noting that the property does not hold

in general, if we omit the condition 'Af^=La' from

the definition of 0(ir). Here is an example. Let

M* = {w | u;f=g}. Then M* knows absolutely

nothing about p, that is, M*\=0(p)(p V ->p) or,

equivalently, M*^=0(p)-.Lp because M*\p = Mo-

Note that Af*|pf=0->Lg, since it knows nothing

about q. However, M*(^L->Ltf.

2. (^O(ir)a D Oa (unless (=-.0(w)a).

Let a = p, r = {p}, and let M = {w \ w\=p A q}.

Since the only M-minimal clause that mentions p

is p itself, M\w = {w \ w^=p}. Since M\=hp and

M|,|=Op, we obtain M(=0(ir)p, but M^Op. In

fact, M\=0{p\q).

3. If (=a = /?, then (=0(x)a = O(t)/?.

Let \=a = /? and let M be a set of worlds such that

M|=0(?r)a. We need to show that M^=0(t)/?.

(The reverse direction is completely symmetric

and is omitted.)

By assumption, M\=La, that is, for all w € M,

M, iu|=a. Since (=a = /?, we obtain that for all

w G M, M,w^0, which implies that M^=L/J.

Since, by assumption, M|T(=Oa, we obtain that

for all worlds w, w € M|T iff M|T,u;^=a. Since

\=a = /?, this is the same as for all w, w € M\w iff

M\*,w\=l3 and, therefore, M\x\=0/3.

Since M|=L/? and M\x\=Op, M(=0(tt)/3 follows.

4. (=0(p)(pVg)D(-LpA-L?).

Let M|=0(p)(pVg). Then M|pf=0(pVg), that

is, M\p = {w | w\=(pV q)}. Assume that M\=Lp.

Then M|p^=Lp, since p is M-minimal. However,

M\„ contains a world u;* such that w*^=q yet

w*\fcp, a contradiction.
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Now assume that M\=Lq. Then none of the M-

minimal clauses that mention p contains q as a

literal. (In particular, (p V q) is no longer M-

minimal.) As noted before, M\p contains a world

w* such that w*\=q yet w*\fcp. By definition of

M \P , w* f=c for all M-minimal clauses c that men

tion p. Let w** be exactly like w* except that

w**\=-<q. Note that w**(=c for all M-minimal

clauses c that mention p, because none of those

c contains the literal q. Thus w** G Af |p, but

w**\fc(p V q), a contradiction.

5. |=0(p)(pVg)D(-iL-ipA-.L-.«).

Let M\=0(p)(pVq). Then M\p\=0(p V q), that

is, M\p = {w | w\=(p V g)}. Assume M\=L->p.

Then, since M)=L(p V q), M\=Lq follows, con

tradicting the previous property. Similarly, if we

assume that M\=\j-<q, then Af ^=Lp follows, a con

tradiction.

6. \=0(p,q)pDO(q)(qV-iq).

Let if = {p, q} and M^=0{ir)p. Assume

M\£0(q)(q V ->q). Thus Af |,(j£0(g V ->q) (since

Af |=L(g V ->q)) and, hence, Af |, ^ Afo (the set

of all worlds). In particular, there is a clause c*

which is M-minimal and mentions q and which is

not a tautology. Note also that c* does not con

tain the literal p because p itself is M-minimal.

By the definition of Af|T, M\T\=Lc*. But Af|, =

{w | w\=p). Thus there is a world w* G M \„ such

that w* \fcc* (since c* does not contain the literal

p), a contradiction.

7. t="-0(p)g.

Assume, to the contrary, that there is an M such

that M\=0{p)q. Then M|p(=Og, that is, M\p =

{w | w\=q}. Since M\=liq, q is M-minimal and no

M-minimal clause that mentions p contains q as

a literal. Thus there exists a w* that satisfies all

M-minimal clauses mentioning p and vu'tyq. But

w* G M\p, a contradiction.

8. |=0(p)(-.L^p Dp)D Lp.

Let Mf=0(p)(-.L->p D p). Then

M|p|=0(-'L-<p D p) and thus M\p — {w \ w\=p},

that is, Af |p^=Lp. Since Af C M\p, M\=Lp holds

as well.

(=0(p)(-.p A (-.L-p D p)) D -Lp.

Similar to the previous case, if we as

sume that Af|=0(p)(-<p A (->L->p D p)), then

M|Pt=0(-.p A (--Lip D p)) and thus

M\p — {w | w\=-ip), which implies that M\=h->p

and Mj=->Lp.

9. |=0(p>(LpDp) = [0(p)pVO(p)(pV-p)].

First we prove that

t=0(p)(Lp Dp)D [0(p)p V 0(p>(p V -p)].

Let M\=0(p)(LpDp). Then M|p(=0(Lp D p).

It is easy to see that there are only two cases:

(a) M\p = {w | w\=p} and (b) M\p = Af0.

In case (a) we obtain Af|=Lp, Af|p£=Op, and,

hence, Af^O(p)p. In case (b), M\=L(p V ->p),

M|p(=0(pV->p), and, hence, Af |=0(p)(p V--p)-

To prove

f=[0(p)p V 0(p)(p V -p)] D 0(p)(Lp D p),

let us first assume that Af ^=0(p)p. Then Aff=Lp

and Af |p|=Op.

Therefore, Af^=L(Lp D p) and M|pf=0(Lp D p),

which implies Af|=0(p)(Lp D p). Now let

us assume that Af^=0(p)(p V -•?). Then

Af ^=L->Lp and, hence, Af ^=L(Lp D p). Also,

since M\p^=0(pV ->p), M\p\=0(Lp D p) holds as

well. Again, Af^0(p)(Lp D p) follows. ■

3.2 Levesque's Proposal

As mentioned before, Levesque suggests a definition of

O(t) in [Lev90], yet without analyzing it in any depth.

We now briefly discuss Levesque's proposal and point

out some of its problems.

In our notation and restricted to the propositional

case, Levesque's definition goes as follows:

M(=0(7r)Q for all ifl, w G Af iff Af, w^a and

there is a w' G M such that

for all atoms p, if w(p) ^ w'(p),

then p G x.

The extra condition (compared to the definition of O)

amounts to saying that w must be an element of Af un

less it violates knowledge about something other than

x.

At first glance, this definition looks quite appealing be

cause of its simplicity. It also shares many of the prop

erties with our definition of 0(ir). Unfortunately, it

also has some rather counterintuitive properties. Here

are two examples. In the following, we abbreviate the

condition u. . . and there is a w' G M such that for all

atoms p, ifw(p) ji w'(p), then p G x" by (*).

1. Let M = {w | tu^g}. Intuitively, Af knows noth

ing about p. However, according to Levesque's

definition, M^O{p)q, that is, Af claims to know

something totally irrelevant about p.

Proof: First, let w G Af. Obviously w^=(pW q).

The condition (*) is satisfied simply by choosing

w' — w. If w £ M, then w\fiq and we are done.

2. Let M be as before. Then Af>0(p)(p D q). This

seems even more misleading, since Af's alleged

knowledge about p seems at least plausible.

Proof: For any w G M, w\=q and w satisfies (*).

Conversely, let w £ Af . We have to show that

if u>f=(p D q), then (*) is violated. Thus let us

assume that w^(p D q). Then u>|^p and w\fiq.

Therefore, any w' G Af is such that w(q) ^ w'(q),

but q <£ {p}.

While it seems possible to filter out occurrences of ex
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ample (1) by adding a suitable restriction that forces

a to be relevant to x, case (2) cannot be resolved by

looking at a and tr alone.

4 Computing all that is known about

some subject matter

Having denned what it means for a to be all an agent

knows about a certain subject matter ir, it seems nat

ural to ask how to compute or from the agent's knowl

edge base (KB). In this section we will provide an

answer for the special yet important case of objective

KBs, that is, no modal operators are allowed in the

KB. This case is particularly interesting because com

puting all that is known about r reduces to abductive

reasoning and, in particular, to computing explana

tions in the sense of an ATMS [deK86] for the atoms

in 7r and their negations. Thus we are able to relate

only-knowing-about to more familiar notions in knowl

edge representation.

Following [Lev90], a sentence a is said to explain a

sentence /? just in case a D /? is believed and ->cv is not

believed. If L is our model of belief and the beliefs are

represented by an objective KB,8 Levesques has shown

that his definition coincides with previous definitions

of abduction such as Poole's [P0088], where a explains

/3 iff KB U {a}\=0 and KB U {a} is consistent.

An ATMS then computes the set of all simplest

explanations9 for a given KB and /?.

As an example, let us consider a simple minded medi

cal KB which only knows that hepatitis causes jaundice

and that the patient has a fever, represented as

KB = {(hepatitis D jaundice), fever}.

An ATMS, asked for the explanations of jaundice, re

turns both hepatitis and the trivial explanation jaun

dice itself, denoted as

atmsfk'B, jaundice] = {jaundice, hepatitis}.

Notice that hepatitis D jaundice is all that is known

about jaundice according to our definition. We can

reconstruct this information systematically using the

output from the ATMS as

a = A (c D jaundice)

c£&tlUS[Kft jaundice]

It is easy to verify that

f=OKB D 0{jaundice)a

because

a = (jaundice 3 jaundice) A (hepatitis D jaundice)

8The beliefs represented by KB are characterized by the

set of all worlds that satisfy KB.

9Roughly, an explanation a is simpler than /? if the

literals in a are contained in fi.

= (hepatitis 3 jaundice).

In the following, we examine the general case of com

puting all that is known about a subject matter using

an ATMS (Theorem 2).

To simplify matters, we assume that the subject mat

ter x consists of a single atom p. All of the following

results generalize in a straightforward way to arbitrary

sets due to the following lemma:

Lemma 4.1 Let ir\ and ir2 be two sets of atoms and

a and 0 objective sentences. Then

(=0(iri)a A 0(t2)/? D 0(xi U w2)(a A 0).

Proof : Let M be a set of worlds such that

Af|=0(iri)o: f\O(*2)0- By the semantics of O(jti) and

0<t2), M\=La and Af>L/? and hence A/(=L(a A/?).

Let t = xi U Tj. We still need to prove that

MUf=0(aA/?).

First we show that M|T = M\Tl 0 M|,3. If M = {}

then M\r — A/|,, = A/|T3 = {} and we are done.

Now assume that M is not empty. Then M\„,

A/I*,, and M |T3 are not empty either. To show that

M\w^O(a A 0), let w be any world, w G M\„ iff w^c

for all M-minimal clauses c that mention some p G x

iff w^c for all M-minimal clauses c that mention some

p € *\ and w\=c for all M-minimal clauses c that men

tion some p G *2 iff w G M|Tl l~l M|T3.

By assumption, M|Tl^Oa and A/|,r3(=0/?. Since

a and 0 are objective, Af|», = {w \ w^=a} and

MUa = iw I wN?}- Therefore M|T = \w | w^a} n

{w | w^0}. From this it is straightforward to show

that M\T\=O(aA0). ■

Notation: For any clause c, let c denote the comple

ment of c, that is, the conjunction of the complements

of the literals contained in c. Also, from now on KB

denotes a finite set of clauses. Whenever the formal

ism requires a sentence instead of a set, we write KB

as well and mean the conjunction of all the clauses in

the knowledge base. Let SJ[KB] = {tu|u;^=KB}, that is

St[KB] represents the beliefs that follow from KB.

The following definitions are mainly adapted

from [Lev89].

First we need to define what it means for a sentence

to be a simplest (or minimal) explanation.

Definition 7 Simplicity

The set of literals contained in an objective sentence

is defined as follows:

LITS(n) = {};LITS(p) = {p};

LITS(-a) = {/ 1 / G LITS(a)};

LITS(a A 0) = LITS(a) U LITS(/3).

a is simpler than 0 (a<0) iff LITS(a) £ LITS(/?).

Definition 8 Explanations and minimal explanations

Let a and 0 be objective sentences. Then
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1. a explL 0 wrt. KB iff $t[KB]\=L(a D /?) A-.L-.ct.

2. a min.expljj /? wrt. KB iff a explj^ /? wrt. KB

and for no a*-< a, a* explj^ /3 wrt. KB.

We now turn to Reiter and deKleer's formalization of

an ATMS [RdK87].

Definition 9 An ATMS

1. IMPS[KB] = {c\c is a clause and KB|=c}.

2. fiIMPS[KB] = {c | c £ IMPS[KB] and

for noc'Cc.c'e IMPS[KB]}.10

3. Let c be a clause. Then

atms[KB, c] = {(qi A . . . A qk) \ k > 0 and

(qi V . . . V qi V c) € /iIMPS[KB]}.u

Note that atms returns explanations in a special

syntactic form, namely as conjunctions of literals.

Levesque's definition of simplest explanations, on the

other hand, does not worry about how an expla

nation is represented. Nevertheless, as shown by

Levesque, the two notions are equivalent at the level of

propositions,12 that is, the propositions expressed by

atms[KB, c] are the same as the propositions expressed

by the simplest explanations of c with respect to KB.

Given Definition 9, we are now able to prove that

all that is known about p by KB is completely char

acterized by atms[KB,p] together with atms[KB,->p].

First, we note a straightforward connection between

IMPS[KB] and the notion of £[KB]-minimality (Defi

nition 4).

Lemma 4.2 For any clause c, c 6 /<IMPS[KB] iff c is

3?[KB]-m»ntmo/.

Proof : Note that 3t[KB](=La iff KB|=a for all ob

jective sentences or. The lemma follows now imme

diately from the definitions of 3ft[KB]-minimality and

/iIMPS[KB]. ■

Theorem 2 Let p be an atom, I";, = atms[KB,p], and

rF = atms[KB,-.p]. Then

|=OKB D 0(p)[ /\ (c D p) A /\ (c D -*)].

e€r, e€l>

Proof:

Let a = Acer (c ^ P) A A«gr-(c ^ T)" (Note that

(c D p) and (c D ->p) really are clauses, since c is a

conjunction of literals.) First, it is not hard to show

10In the terminology of Reiter and deKleer, j*IMPS[KB]

contains the prime implicantsoi KB.

11 Actually, given deKleer's original formulation of an

ATMS [deK86], this came out as a theorem in [RdK87].

,2The proposition expressed by a sentence or can be

thought of as the set of worlds that satisfy a.

that both Tp and Tj are finite so that a is in fact a

well-defined objective sentence. Let M = {w \ w\=a).

Then M = {w \ w\=(c D p) forallc€rp}n

{w | u)^(c 3 ->p) for all c G Tp-}. By Lemma 4.2,

rp = {c | (c D p) is 3?[KB]-minimal} and T7 =

{c | (c D ~>p) is 3?[KB]-minimal}. Note that, by Defi

nition 6,

*[KB]L =

{w | wf=(c D p) for all £[KB]-minimal (c D p)} n

{w j w^=(c D ->p) for all &[KB]-minimal (c D ->p)}

Thus »[KB]|p = M and, hence, 9?[KB]|pf=Oa. Obvi

ously, M(=La holds as well and, therefore, M^O(p)a.

[Note that in the case where KB is consistent and

KB^p, atms[KB,p] = {-,D}, in which case a =

(-iD 3 p) = p (similarly for KB^->p). If KB is incon

sistent, then atms[KB,p] = {}. Thus a is the empty

clause, represented as □.] ■

5 The Logic OB1

While the previous section demonstrates how only-

knowing-about can in principle be computed using an

ATMS, the result also entails that the computational

cost is considerable since the ATMS is inherently in

tractable [SL90].

The source of this complexity lies in the very power

ful model of belief that we adopted, which requires

belief to be closed under modus ponens, that is,

(=Lo A L(a 3 /?) D L/?. In particular, this means

that even computing the objective beliefs of 3J[KB]

is intractable. Levesque has called this type of be

lief implicit belief and contrasts it with explicit belief,

which should take into account a reasoner's limited re

sources [Lev84]. In [Lev89], Levesque suggests a par

ticular form of explicit belief,13 which does not only

yield a tractable deductive reasoner, but which lends

itself to the definition of a tractable form of abduc

tion or limited ATMS. Given this result, we are able

to show that an agent can efficiently compute all that

he or she explicitly knows about some subject matter.

First we modify the logic OL" in order to incorporate

the notion of explicit belief along the lines of [Lev89].

For this purpose, we replace the operator L with a

new operator B (for explicit belief). B and O in this

new logic are variants of the same operators in [LL88].

Also B extends Levesque's notion of explicit belief

in [Lev89] (which, in turn, is a variant of Levesque's

logic of explicit belief in [Lev84]) by allowing arbitrary

nestings of modal operators.

The semantics of this new logic OB0 is defined just like

the semantics of 0La except that B and O are inter-

13This is a variant of the type of explicit belief defined

in [Lev84].
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preted with respect to so-called situations instead of

worlds and 0(?r) is defined in terms of B and O. While

worlds assign a truth value to every atomic proposi

tion, situations, in contrast, assign truth values to all

the literals with the restriction that either p or ->p is

assigned true. This gives us the following important

difference between worlds and situations: while a lit

eral and its complement always have complementary

truth values at a world, they may both have the value

t at a situation.

Definition 10 Situations

A situation s is a function 8 : Literals —► {tjf} such

that s(0) = f and for every atom p, either s(p) = t or

s(-<p) = t.

The definitions for Af-minimality, M-*r-minimality,

and M\T carry over from implicit belief to explicit be

lief in the obvious way. Note that those definitions rely

on the fact that belief sets are uniquely determined by

the objective clauses they contain. Lemma 5.1 below

verifies that this is indeed the case for explicit belief

as well.

Definition 11 M -minimality

Given a set of situations M, a clause c is called

M-minimal iff M\=Tlc and for all clauses d £ c,

MtfBd.

Definition 12 M -x -minimality

Given a set of situations M and a subject matter ir,

a clause c is called Af-ir-minimal iff c is M-minimal

and, in addition, c = D or c contains either p or ->p

for some p G ?r.

Definition 13

Given a set of situations M and a subject matter ■k,

M\-, — {s\s is a situation and

s\=c for all M-ic-minimal clauses c).

Since situations assign independent truth values to lit

erals and their complements, the semantic rules for

arbitrary sentences must define truth support for sen

tences and their negations. Let p be an atom, a and

0 arbitrary sentences, s a situation, and M a set of

situations. M\„ is defined as in Section 3 except that

worlds are replaced by situations.

M, s\=p <=> s(p) = t

M, s^=-ip •<=> s(->p) = t

M, *f=-i-w)f <=> M, s\=a

M,s\=aV/3 <=» M, s\=a or M, s\=P

M, sf=-i(a V ft) <=> M,s\=->a and M, s\=->P

M, s|=Ba <=> for all «' G M, M, d\=a

M, s^=Oa <=> for all s' , s' € M iff M, s'\=a

M,s\=0(*)a •<=>• M\*,s\=Oa and M,s|=Ba

Let <£ be any of the operators B,0, or O(w).

M, s\=->$a <t=> M, s\fi$a

Since we are interested in situations only as far as ex

plicit belief is concerned, we define truth and logical

implication, as usual, with respect to worlds only. Let

w be a world and M a set of situations. A sentence a

is said to be true at w and M just in case M, w^=a.

For a set of sentences T, T\=a iff for all worlds w and

sets of situations M, if M, w^y for all 7 £ T, then

M,w\=a. Validity (\=ct) is defined as usual as {}^a.

5.1 Some properties of OB°

As said before, explicit belief (B) and explicitly only-

believing (O) are variants of similar notions in [LL88]

(and also extensions of [Lev84, Lev89]). Thus we

will not discuss the properties of B and O in detail

here. What makes implicit belief interesting for our

purposes is that it allows for tractable reasoning in

the sense that, if we have an objective KB and an

objective a, both in conjunctive normal form, then

deciding whether Ba is logically implied by BKB is

tractable [Lev89]. The algorithm is very simple and

relies on the following fact. Ba is logically implied by

BKB iff for every clause c in a one of the following

properties holds:

1. c is tautologous, that is, it contains complemen

tary literals.

2. There is a clause d in KB such that d C c.

The corresponding algorithm, of course, can be com

puted in time 0(|KB|, |a|)-14 Notice that modus po-

nens is ruled out as a valid inference rule, that is, an

agent who believes p and pD q does not necessarily

believe q.

Let us now turn to 0{%) in the context of explicit be

lief. Our approach to defining the meaning of O(t)

presumes that the beliefs at a set of situations are

uniquely determined by the objective clauses they con

tain, just as in the case of implicit belief. The following

lemma verifies that this is indeed the case.

Lemma 5.1 The beliefs at a set of situations M are

uniquely determined by the clauses that are believed at

M.

Proof : It suffices to prove that (1) the beliefs at

M are uniquely determined by the objective sentences

that are believed at M, (2) every belief can be trans

formed into an equivalent conjunctive normal form,

and (3) [=B ^a, = A^a«- Proofs of these properties

in the case of the logic of [LL88] carry over to OB° in

a straightforward way. ■

In Section 3.1, we proved properties of 0(7r) in the

case of implicit belief. Except for property 3, all of

those hold in the case of explicit belief as well. In fact,

14 Apart from testing for tautologous clauses, the algo

rithm in fact computes tautological entailment, a form of

relevance logic [AB75, Dun76].
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the proofs carry over simply by replacing worlds by

situations and L by B.

To see that property 3 no longer holds, let

a = p A (p 3 q) and /3 = pAq. Obviously, ^a = /?.

Let M = {a \ s is a situation and «^=a}. It is easy to

see that Mf=0(p, q)a, but M contains a situations s*

such that «^p, 8^-<p, and s\fiq. Thus M|^B/? and,

hence, M\£O{p,q)0.

The following weakened form of property 3 holds, how

ever, in the case of explicit belief:

3' If for any situation s and any set of situations M ,

M,s\=a iff M,s\=0, then |=0(7r)a = O{x)0.

(The proof is very similar to the proof of 3.)

5.2 Computing all that is known explicitly

about some subject matter

In order to compute what an objective KB knows

about some subject matter based on explicit belief, we

use Levesque's definition of a limited form of abduc-

tive explanation, which is obtained from Definition 8

simply be replacing L with B. Also, we need to char

acterize the beliefs of an objective KB now in terms of

situations rather than worlds. Therefore, let

&[KB] = {s | s is a situation and s|=KB}.

Definition 14 (Levesque) Explanations and mini

mal explanations for explicit belief

Let a and /? be objective sentences. Then

1. a explB /? tort. KB iff%[KB]\=B(a D /?)A-.B->a.

2. a minjexplg (3 wrt. KB iff a oxplg /? wrt. KB

and for no a*-< a, a* expljj 0 wrt. KB.

Similarly, Levesque defines a limited version of an

ATMS by replacing IMPS with EXPS, which is the

set of clauses explicitly believed at 5R[KB].

Definition 15 (Levesque) A limited ATMS

1. EXPS[KB] = {c | c is a tautologous clause or

3c* GKB,c* Cc}.

2. /iEXPS[KB] = {c | c G EXPS[KB] and

for no d C c, J G EXPS[KB]}.

S. Let c be a clause. Then

lim^atmsfKB, c] = {(qi A...Aqk)\k>0 and

(li V . . . V qj V c) G /<EXPS[KB]}.15

As in the case of implicit belief, Levesque shows that

minimal explanations and the result of lim.atms co

incide if viewed as propositions [Lev89]. lim.atms,

15 Levesque considers the more general case of objective

sentences in conjunctive normal form as the second argu

ment to linuatms, which he calls abd.

while considerably weaker than atms, has the benefit

of being efficiently computable.

Theorem 3 (Levesque)

For any clause c, lim_atms[KB, c] is computable in

0(|KB| x |c|).

Coming back to our original goal of defining a tractable

notion of only-knowing-about, we note that lim.atms

gives us the right characterization of what is known

about some atom p (we will look at an arbitrary t in a

moment) for a given KB, just as atms does in the case

of implicit belief.

Theorem 4 Letp be an atom, Tp = lim_atms[KB,p],

and Tjr = lim_atms[KB, ->p]. Then

(=OKB D 0(p)[ /\(Op)A/\(cD -*)].

eer, eery

Proof : The proof is a straightforward adaptation

of the proof of the analogous result for implicit belief

(Theorem 2). ■

More importantly, given the previous two theorems, it

is not hard to show that all that is known about p is

computable in time linear in the size of KB.

Theorem 5 All that is known about p with respect to

KB 15 computable in 0(|KB|).

Proof : By Theorem 3, Tp and T^ can be computed

in time 0(|KB|). Also, the size of

ct = /\ (c O p) A /\(cD^p)

cer, eery

is bounded by the size of KB, that is, a can be con

structed in time 0(|KB|). ■

The general case of an arbitrary subject r is not much

harder. First, note that Lemma 4.1 also holds in the

case of 0B° . Thus, in order to compute what is known

about * we only need to compute what is known about

each p G * and conjoin the results. This can be done

in 0(|KB| x |t|).

Finally, it is perhaps instructive to look at an example

that clearly exhibits the reasons why it is so easy to

compute what is known about x.

Example 5.1 Let KB = {p, (s D q), (pAq)D r} and

let * = {r}. Then OKB D 0(?r)[(p A q) D r], that is,

in order to find out what is known about r we only

need to go through the clauses (which are written as

implications here) and collect those that mention r.

Note that under implicit belief, we would also have to

include (* 3 r) since OKB D L(« D r). In other words,

we would have to apply full resolution to find all the

relevant clauses.
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6 Summary and future work

In this paper, we proposed a formalization of only-

knowing-about, that is, the notion that something is

all an agent knows about some subject matter, where

subject matter was taken to be a set of atoms in a

propositional logic. We explored some of the logical

properties of this notion and were able to show a tight

connection to deKleer's ATMS. Furthermore, by weak

ening the underlying model of belief, we arrived at

a form of only-knowing-about that is efficiently com

putable.

As for future work, 0La needs an axiomatization to re

ally understand all of the properties of only-knowing-

about. Furthermore, the logic needs to be generalized

to the first-order case. This is not at all straightfor

ward, since the propositional case relies heavily on the

fact that we can restrict ourselves to clauses rather

than arbitrary sentences, an assumption that does not

work in the first-order case. Another issue is the multi-

agent scenario, where only-knowing-about plays an im

portant role as indicated in the introduction. However,

so far there is not even a multi-agent formalization of

only-knowing!
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Abstract

We distinguish between two ways of thinking about de

faults. The first way, in which defaults augment known

premises by 'strengthening' the underlying logic, is

the traditional approach taken by most existing for

malisms. In the second way, defaults are represented

in the set of premises, but obtain their default sta

tus by having a reduced priority relative to the known

premises. In this paper we:

1. Compare and contrast the approaches. We argue

that the second approach makes for simpler represen

tation of defaults and their interactions.

2. Describe a syntax and semantics for the second, less

well-known approach; we introduce the notion of or

dered theory presentation (OTP) to represent theories

with defaults.

3. Show how ordered theory presentations can rep

resent familiar examples of interacting defaults in an

intuitively clear and simple way; we give the Tweety

example and the Yale Shooting example. We also show

that the OTP framework is particularly well suited to

inheritance examples.

4. Show formal properties of OTPs, in particular cu-

mulativity, and suggest connections with circumscrip

tion.

5. Show how OTPs may be used to model belief revi

sion and compare the result with the standard theory.

1 Introduction

Most systems for reasoning with defaults treat them

as a way of strengthening the underlying logic. For

example, in circumscription defaults are represented

by the policy of minimising certain predicates. Mod

els of the circumscribed theory are those models of the

original theory which have minimal extensions of those

predicates. In particular, anything that can be proved

without the defaults (i.e., without the minimisation)

can also be proved with them; thus, the process of min

imisation strengthens the deductive power of the logic.

The same is true in, for example, negation as failure

viewed as a default system; the default mechanism (in

which the defaults are the negations of atomic formu

las) allows us to derive more from a set of clauses than

is classically derivable.

There is another view of defaults which is less widely

known, although it has been described before [Bib85,

Bre89, P0088]. Whereas on the first view we had too

few consequences of a theory, and used the default

mechanism to add to them, on the second view we

have too many consequences and the default mecha

nism reduces their number. In the second view, de

faults are represented as sentences in the theory in

stead of as a means of augmenting the logic. The set

of facts together with the set of defaults is in general

contradictory. But the defaults are assigned a lower

status, or reduced priority, than the other more cer

tain sentences in the theory; this avoids contradictory

conclusions. Much of this paper will flesh out both the

syntax and the semantics of this 'reduced priority'.

We consider that the second view of defaults is prefer

able. Firstly, it provides a clearer way of specifying

the default information. The fact that defaults are

expressed as ordinary sentences using the full range

of logical operators obviates the need for coding tricks

which are often necessary in, for example, circumscrip

tion. Secondly, it treats defaults as part of the knowl

edge being represented, instead of as part of the logic.

This gives improved knowledge representation.

In this paper we describe a system for representing

defaults which falls into the second view of the two

described above. In that system, a theory is presented

as a partially-ordered set of sentences. (The exact def

inition is given in §2.) All of the sentences which we

wish to represent are included in this set. That some

of them are defaults and some are not is represented by

their position in the ordering. The lower a sentence is

in the ordering, the less of a default it is, and the min

imal sentences are those which are not defaults at all.

In the system we describe, we can have several levels
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Figure 1: Three OTPs
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2 Ordered theory presentations

An ordered presentation of a theory is a partially or

dered multi-set of sentences. Sentences lower in the

ordering take priority over those above. Earlier we

simplified by saying that it was a partially ordered set,

but we have to consider multi-sets because the same

sentence may occur twice, in different places in the or

der. An informal syntax of graphs for OTPs was used

in §1, which is used for much of the paper; a more

formal notation is introduced in §2.2.

of defaults—those below in the ordering override those

above, if there is a conflict. Sentences can be a default

relative to one sentence but not relative to another.

We can specify which sentences are to override exactly

which others.

This way of presenting a theory we call an ordered

theory presentation, or OTP for short. Consider the

first example of an OTP in figure 1 to make the above

discussion of priority a little more concrete. In that

ordered presentation, there is one 'fact', namely fa. It

has a greater priority than the other sentences. The

others are defaults, but still, some are stronger than

others. For example, fa is stronger than $5, weaker

than <f>2 and incomparable in strength with ^4. Thus,

the arrow is read as 'is stronger than' or 'dominates'.

This information is part of the knowledge being rep

resented.

If a sentence dominates another, that means that it

can override it if the two conflict. The meaning of the

second OTP in figure 1 is <j>Axj) if <j> and rp are mutually

consistent; otherwise it is xfr with as much of <j> as is

consistent with ip. Thus, if they are inconsistent, xp

overrides <f>. But this overriding, when it happens, is

in general only partial. V doesn't override all of </>,

just those bits which conflict with it. The machinery

needed for this is described later in the paper.

OTPs were first described in [Rya91], where they were

called 'structured theories'. This paper is self con

tained, but some technical details and many proofs

have been omitted here to leave space for new re

sults. The most complete account of OTPs to date

is [Rya92a] , copies of which are available from the au

thor.

The remainder of the paper is organised as follows. In

§2 we give examples of ordered theory presentations

and define their semantics. In §3 we examine some

standard examples of default reasoning using OTPs,

and in §4 we show the relation with other default sys

tems. Finally, in §5 we show how to use OTPs for

belief revision.

2.1 Examples and motivation

This section is intended to illustrate by example the

intended behaviour of OTPs. The reader can check

the examples against his or her intuitions. All of them

work out successfully in the formalism described in the

paper. While reading these examples, it is important

to keep the following points in mind:

1. In an OTP, sentences lower in the ordering take

precedence over those above.

2. When a sentence lower in the ordering contradicts

a sentence above it in the ordering, the lower sen

tence overrides the higher one. But in general,

this overriding is only partial. The lower sentence

does not cancel the effect of the higher one com

pletely.

3. In evaluating an OTP (that is, in working out the

theory it presents), the idea is to use as much of

the available information as possible but to avoid

contradictions.

We take the underlying logic (classical prepositional

logic or classical predicate logic) as given.

Example 2.1 Here are two OTPs and the ordinary

sentences to which they are equivalent.

pAq

t = ->pA?

pAq

t = p~->q.

->p V-17

In the first case, the OTP consists of the sentences ->p

and p A q, but with the former overriding the latter.

Thus, pAq is a default relative to -ip. The OTP means

that we want ->p first and foremost, and subject to

that, as much of p A q as possible. But p A q conflicts

with ->p, so we can't have it all; we can only have the

q component. Therefore we get ->p and q.

In the second case, the default (pAq) is the negation of

the given sentence (-,p V->g). The overall effect of the

OTP is to give us the certain sentence (the ->p V -<q),

and then as much of the default as is consistent. Of

p A q, we can have either p or q but not both. That is

why we end up with p «-» ->g.
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Example 2.2

P

t

t
->pV-.g

-.pAg

This is like the second case of example 2.1, except now

there is a priority expressed between p and g. This

priority is expressed by their location in the ordering.

The bottom sentence (the most important) says that

we want one of p and q to fail; but subject to that we

want q. This gives us -.pAg, since they are consistent.

Then, subject to all that, we want p. But we've ruled

that out by now, so we end up with ->p A q.

Example 2.3 This example will turn out to have im

portance in §5.

p A q A r

f
-npV-.gV-.r- = (p _> g) A (p «_ _,r)

(p 4-+ q) V -ir

To see this is correct, separate the cases of r and ->r.

If r, then we must have p «->• g in order to satisfy the

most important sentence (the bottom one). To satisfy

the next sentence, we must have ->p or -tq. Since we

already have p <-► q, this means we have ->p A ->g. Now

we have determined the value of all three atoms, for we

have -ip A ->q A r. On the other hand, if t then both

the bottom sentence and the middle one are satisfied.

We want as much of the top one as possible, which is

p A q. Therefore, we get p A q A ->r. The presentation

is thus equivalent to (->p A -<q A r) V (p A q A ->r) , which

is elementarily equivalent to (p «-► g) A (p <-+ ->r).

Example 2.4

Vx.p(x)

3x. -'p(i)

= 3x. (--p(x) A Vy. (x^y — p(y)))

The more important sentence (the bottom one) says

that there is at least one individual which has not got

the property p. But, subject to satisfying that, we

want to satisfy as much of the upper sentence as pos

sible; it says that all individuals have the property p.

We conclude therefore, that precisely one individual

fails p; all the others satisfy it. This is stated by the

theory on the right.

The examples illustrate the intended behaviour of or

dered presentations. Our aim in the next section is to

define their semantics formally. We do so in a logically

clean way, so that our definitions do not interfere with

the mechanism of the underlying logic.

2.2 The semantics of ordered theory

presentations

We will define the models of ordered theory presenta

tions. Since the sentences of an OTP are in general

inconsistent, we cannot expect its models to satisfy all

the sentences. Instead, they should satisfy the lower

ones, and then as much of the higher ones as possi

ble. To achieve this we define for each OTP an or

dering of the interpretations of the language. This

ordering ranks interpretations according to how well

they satisfy the sentences of the OTP; and this rank

ing respects the ordering of the sentences in the OTP.

Then models of the OTP are taken to be the maxi

mal interpretations. This strategy of ordering mod

els is well-known in the default reasoning literature

[Bes88, McC80, Sho88]

First, it is necessary to have a more formal notation

for OTPs than the graphs of the last section. We have

seen that an ordered theory presentation is a collec

tion of sentences equipped with a partial order. But

to cover the case that the same sentence occurs sev

eral times in different places in the presentation, it is

necessary to posit a 'carrier set' on which the order is

defined and whose points are labelled by sentences.

Definition 2.5 An ordered theory presentation T is

a tuple {X, ^, F) where X is a finite set (the carrier

set), ^ is a partial order on X, and F is a function

mapping X to sentences.

The intuitive meaning of the ordering is: if x < y then

the sentence F(x) has greater priority (or more influ

ence) than F(y). This information is used when F(x)

and F(y) conflict. We will assume that we are work

ing with a fixed language L over propositional logic

or predicate logic with equality1, with interpretations

M. and a satisfaction relation lh C M. x L between

interpretations of the language and sentences.

As already stated, to define the models of an ordered

theory presentations T we define an ordering E? on

interpretations in M which measures how well an in

terpretation satisfies T. M E? N shall mean that N

is as good (or better) than M at satisfying T. Models

of T are then taken to be maximal interpretations in

this ordering2. The definition of the ordering relies on

orderings E^, one for each sentence <j> of the language.

'in fact, the definitions and results presented here work

with other logics, including modal and intuitionistic logics.

But in this paper we restrict ourselves to classical logic.

2The technique of ordering interpretations which is

used in in this paper is well-established in the litera

ture. It originates in McCarthy's first circumscription pa

per [McC80], and has been generalised in various ways

[Sho88, Bes88, KLM90, Vel91, etc.]. In all of those pa

pers, the ordering works in the opposite way to the one we

have used for OTPs, that is, M < N means M is better

than N; and therefore, one is interested in minimal models.

The reader may wonder why we chose to fly in the face of
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The relation C^ grades interpretations according to

how well they satisfy <f>. To define C^,, it is necessary

to define a notion which we call 'natural entailment',

written (=. This definition in turn relies on the notion

of the monotonicities of a sentence. We start there

fore with the definition of monotonicities. Then we

proceed to the definition of |=, then C^, then Cr.

The positive monotonicities of a sentence are the pred

icates whose extension can be increased in any model

of the sentence. The negative monotonicities are the

predicates which can be decreased in the model. We

define this formally as follows:

Definition 2.6 1. In predicate logic, the extension

of a predicate symbol p in a model is the set of

tuples of which p is true in the model. In proposi-

tional logic, the extension of a proposition p in a

model is a singleton {*} if p is true in the model;

if p is false, it is 0.

2. Extensions are naturally ordered by inclusion. We

define M ^p N if M and N are exactly alike

except that the p-extension of M is included in

that of N.

3. If <j> ^ J. then <j> is monotonic in p (written

p G <t>+) if M ^p TV and M \r <j> imply N \r <j>.

Similarly <j> is anti-monotonic in p (p £ <f>~) if

N ^p M and M \\- <j> imply N lh <j>. The case that

<f> = _L is handled separately, for technical reasons

which will become clear; we define 1_+ = ±~ = 0.

That is to say, p £ ^+(~) if increasing (decreasing) the

extension of p in any model of <f> results in another

model of <f>.

Example 2.7 Let (L,M) be classical prepositional

logic over {p, q}. For several examples of <j>, the sets

4>+ and <j> are shown in the following table.

this well-established convention, in choosing to order inter

pretations in the opposite sense and therefore to seek Cr-

maximal interpretations. There are two reasons. The first

is that the fact that other workers order models in the op

posite way is for the historic reason that in circumscription

one wants to minimise abnormality predicates; this reason

does not apply in the more abstract setting of OTPs. On

the contrary, it is more intuitive to move upwards in an

ordering when one is moving to better and better models.

The second reason is that one typically looks at ascending

chains and maximal elements in domain theory and infor

mation systems theory, where we see links with our work.

Cf. proposition 2.19.

</> <i>+ <t>~

T {p,q} {p»?}

P {p, 9} {?}

7 {p. 9} {p}

pAq, pVq {p.?} 0

p — q {?} M

p~q 0 0

_L 0 0

Example 2.8 Let (L,M) be classical predicate logic

over p (unary) and q (binary).

<t> <t>+ r
Va;.p(i) {P.?} u\
3x.p(x) {P.?} {?}

Vx.3y.q(x,y) {P. l) {p}

Vx.(p(x)->3y.q(x,y)) M {p}

Va;.Vy.(9(i,y) — q(y,z)) {P} {p}

In classical logic we may characterise ^ more syntac

tically, by means of positive and negative occurrences.

Recall that p occurs positively in <j> if it occurs in <j>

within the scope of an even number of negation opera

tors, after the operators —* and <-+ have been unpacked

in terms of their standard definitions. Similarly, if in

such circumstances it appears in the scope of an odd

number of negation signs then it occurs negatively.

Proposition 2.9 p G <p+(~' iff 4> can be written with

only positive (negative) occurrences of p.

Notice that the definition is semantic in the sense that

it is not sensitive to the way <j> is written. That is,

writing ^=^^if<^^=^i and V" |= <f>, we have that

4> ^^ V implies </>* = x/j±.

Having defined monotonicities, we turn to the defini

tion of natural entailment. Let <j> and ip be sentences

ofL.

Definition 2.10 <j> naturally entails t/>, written <f> (=

V>, if <t> |= ip, and <f>+ Ctl>+, and <f>~ C ip~ .

Natural entailment is a sub-relation of ordinary entail

ment; in addition to ordinary entailment we require

that the monotonicities of the premise be preserved

by the conclusion.

Remark 2.11

lation.

1 . [= is a reflexive and transitive re-

2. We have that pAq (= p and pAq (= pVq, but pAq |£

p «-» q and p p= p V q. Moreover, J. (^ <j> for all <f>.

(That was the reason for requiring ±* = 0.) The

full picture for natural and ordinary entailment

for propositional logic with the predicates p, q is

given in figure 2.
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Figure 2: The ordinary and natural consequence rela

tions over {p, q)

3. Also, Vz.p(x) (= %l> implies xl> can be written with

no negative occurrences of p and no occurrences

of any other predicate.

Natural entailment is something like 'relevant entail

ment'; it stops us adding irrelevant disjuncts in our

conclusions. The simplicity of the definition and the

fact that it is based on satisfaction by models ensures

that there is nothing untoward going on. In particu

lar, if <j> and rp are classically equivalent then they are

naturally equivalent; indeed

MM iffMM-

Our interest in natural entailment is in order to

achieve the definition of C^, to which we now turn.

As stated, M Qj, N means that N is as good at satis

fying <j> as M is. It is not just that N satisfies <f> and M

does not; perhaps neither satisfy <j>, but N more nearly

does. For example, let M be a propositional interpre

tation which assigns false to both p and q; and let N

assign true and false to p and q respectively. Then

M CpAj N, while N 2pA? M. Neither satisfy p A q,

but at least N satisfies p; M doesn't satisfy either of

p and q.

This example shows that one has to look at which

consequences of <f> are satisfied by M and N. How

ever, defining M C^ N to mean that N satisfies all

the consequences of <j> which M does gives us precisely

the bipartite ordering rejected in the preceding para

graph. This is because <j> has too many irrelevant con

sequences; we should just look at the natural ones.

Definition 2.12 M satisfies <j> no worse than N , writ

ten M C^ N, if for each \l> such that <f> ^ %l>, M If- V"

implies N It- ip.

Examples will be given shortly. It is easy to verify that

Proposition 2.13 1. C^ is a pre-order, that is to

say, it is reflexive and transitive.

2. If <j> ^ -L, the maximal elements of C^ (which are

in fact maximum) are just the models of <t>.

3. If <m\=il> then C^ = C^.

We have defined, for each sentence tf>, an ordering on

interpretations C^ which measures the extent to which

interpretations satisfy <j>. If M satisfies <j> to the fullest

extent (that is, if it simply satisfies it) then M is C^-

maximum. If M does not fully satisfy <f> then it may

satisfy it to a greater, lesser, equal or incomparable

extent than some N which perhaps also fails fully to

satisfy <f>. We now define Cr in terms of C^ as follows.

Definition 2.14 M Qr N if for each i G X, M £F(x)

N implies there exists y ^ x such that M tlF(y) N.

One can read this as saying: N is as good as M overall

[M Cr N] if whenever it appears not to be so at a point

i [M \£x N] then there is a more important point y

[y ^ x] where N is doing better than M [M Cy N].

Informally, the definition says: if things appear to go

wrong at a particular x, then they go well at some y

in a more important position than x.

Remark 2.15 The definition of Cr is more perspicu

ous if T is linear. Let T be the third OTP of figure 1.

Then Er is the lexicographic combination of the C^.s,

i.e.

M Cr N iff M C* N

or (M Qjn N and M C^3 N)

or (M C^,,^ N and M C^, TV)

or . . . or

(MC^.^JVandM^^).

Proposition 2.16 Cr is also a pre-order.

Finally, we define the models of T. They are simply

the interpretations which are rated maximally by Cr.
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Definition 2.17 M \\- T if M is Cr-maximal.

These definitions represent the guts of the system we

propose. Before turning to examples, we present some

results.

Proposition 2.18 If <j> and ip are mutually consistent

then

<l>Alli

Proposition 2.19 Let T be an OTP and M G M.

There exists N

Cr-maximal.

G M such that M Cr N and N is

Proposition 2.20 If T \= <j> then <j> ^ _L.

The last of these says that no contradictions may be

concluded from any OTP. This may seem surprising,

but is really quite rational!

The proofs of these propositions may be found in

[Rya92a]. They rely on the compactness of the un

derlying logic (which in this paper we have assumed is

classical propositional or predicate logic).

We now turn to some examples, applying the defini

tions given so far.

Example 2.21 The working for example 2.3 is given

in figure 3. For each sentence <f> in the OTP, the order

ing C^ is shown. Then these are combined in the man

ner of remark 2.15 to yield the final model ordering,

whose maximal elements are 001 and 110. The formula

with precisely these models is (p <-+ q) A (p «-> -v).

In figure 3, we show the ordering on interpretations by

means of similar diagrams to the ordering of sentences

in OTPs. It is hoped that this is not confusing. If

such a diagram has sentences at its nodes, it is an

OTP. If it has interpretations at its nodes, it is the

diagram corresponding to an ordering C^ or Cr for

some sentence 4> or OTP T.

Further examples of C^ and Cr for propositional and

predicate logic are given in [Rya92a].

3 Representing defaults in OTPs

We will concentrate on two classic examples, one about

inheritance and one about temporal reasoning. To the

reader acquainted with default systems they will be

very familiar. Although hackneyed, they are excellent

examples for showing the key differences between for

malisms.

Inheritance example. We will consider the well-

known example concerning birds and penguins and

whether they can fly. The class of penguins is a sub

class of the class of birds. But the property of be

ing able to fly, which holds of birds by default, is not

inherited by penguins. In the usual formulation of

this example, we have the factual premise 'Penguins

are birds', together with the defaults 'Birds can fly'

and 'Penguins cannot fly'. Using predicates to repre

sent the obvious classes, we have Vx. (p(x) —► b(x)),

Vx. (6(x) —► /(x)), and Vx. (p(x) —► ->/(x)).

We want the following results:

1 . If Fred is stated to be a bird (whether he is also a

penguin or not is not stated), we want to conclude

that he can fly.

2. But if it is stated that he is a penguin, we want

to conclude that he cannot fly.

The reason this example is interesting is that there are

two defaults which compete in certain circumstances.

It is easy to get result 1 correctly, but it is in the case of

result 2 that the defaults conflict. Our intuition that

the second of the two defaults should have priority

and block the application of the first is based on the

specificity principle, which states that defaults about a

specific class of objects take priority over defaults about

a more general class. We use this principle to order

the sentences, obtaining for case 1:

Vx. (6(x) -+ /(*))

t

Vx. (p(x) - ^f(x))

t

Vx. (p(x) - t(x))

A 6(Fred)

This OTP proves /(Fred) as required. The OTP for

case 2 of the example has p(Fred) instead of t(Fred),

and proves -i/(Fred).

This shows the fundamental difference between the

two approaches to default representation discussed in

the Introduction. We have here a set of sentences

which we wish to represent, but like much of what

is taken to be common knowledge, they conflict with

each other. To handle this, we regard some as being

weaker than others. The stronger sentences may par

tially override the weaker ones. These are the basic

principles of this second way of representing defaults.

Multiple inheritance The framework of ordered

theory presentation is much better suited to inheri

tance examples than the above analysis indicates. In

stead of expressing the fact that penguins are birds by

the formula Vx. (p(x) —♦ 6(x)), we construct a specifi

cation for birds, and then construct a specification for

penguins by stating that they inherit the properties of

birds.
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Figure 3: The working for example 2.21

Our specification for birds is

/Ac

meaning that they /ly and lay eggs. Now we con

struct the specification of penguins by inheriting the

properties of birds and overriding as necessary:

/Ae

-/

The ordering for the OTP comes straight from the

inheritance ordering.

Although our examples of OTPs in this paper have

been linear, the definitions allow the sentence ordering

to be partial. (Examples of partially ordered theory

presentations are given in [Rya92a].) In that way we

can handle multiple inheritance. For example, a ren

dering of the familiar inheritance situation for Nixon

is given in the first of the following diagrams (in which

the arrows mean 'is-a'), while the second shows the

corresponding OTP, in which we have propositions ex

pressing the properties ftiped, pacifist, believer in God,

supporter of .flush, and being named iVixon.

person

quaker republican pAG ipAB

Temporal example. We will describe our solution

to the Yale Shooting problem. We assume familiarity

with the description of the problem and with the well-

known pitfalls in representing the facts and defaults

in a way which yields the correct prediction [HM86,

Kau86, Sho88, Bak91, Sha92].

At the basis of the problem there are two competing

defaults, one expressing the persistence of the loaded-

ness of the gun and the other the persistence of the

man's aliveness. The essence of a large class of solu

tions focusses on the idea, due to Y. Shoham [Sho88],

that defaults relating to earlier states of the system

should take priority over defaults relating to later

states. Thus, we may stipulate a principle for per

sistence defaults3, analogous to the specificity princi

ple for inheritance defaults. The chronology principle

states that: defaults about an earlier state take priority

over defaults about a later stale.

We can use this principle directly in the context of

ordered theory presentations. To illustrate this, we

shall dramatically simplify the problem by coding it

in propositional logic with three states, which we rep

resent by indices on the propositions4.

N

3 It is important to note that this principle is appro

priate only when using defaults to predict the outcome of

action sequences, i.e. for 'prediction problems'. It is not

appropriate for other examples of uses of persistence de

faults, such as 'explanation problems' where it is desired

to account for a known outcome, in which this principle

manifestly gets the wrong answer. An example of this is

H. Kautz' 'stolen car problem' [Kau86].

4This is not the coding of the example given in Re-

iter's logic by Hanks and McDermott in the usual paper.
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Let the three states be represented by the set {1, 2, 3},

in which 1 is the result of the loading action, 2 is the

result of waiting and 3 results from the shoot action.

Let £i and a* mean respectively that the gun is loaded

and the man is alive in state i. We have the facts

and we have the defaults

d -ia3

a> ai+1 ti~*ti+1 (*'€{!, 2})

Notice that we have not represented the fact that being

loaded in a state is an exception to the persistence

of alive in the state which follows a shoot action—as

was done in the original coding of [HM86]. We do not

need to do this, because that fact is represented by the

chronology principle, which says that the persistence of

earlier fluents shall have priority over the persistence

of later ones. We use this to arrive at the ordered

theory presentation:

<*2 —► 03

(ai -* a2)

iiAaiA

(/j - -as)

This OTP proves -103 as required.

We do not intend to conclude from this analysis that

the logic of ordered theory presentations is superior

to all the other default systems because it obtains the

correct answer to the Yale Shooting Problem. Such

a conclusion would be naive for many reasons. For

example, our solution is a crude application of the

chronology principle, but, as H. Kautz' stolen car ex

ample shows [Kau86], this is not appropriate for all ex

amples of reasoning about actions. We have illustrated

that the theory of OTP given in this paper does cor

rectly implement prioritisation of defaults in a natural

way which allows for clear knowledge representation.

We also hope that we have shown that the representa

tion of defaults, and interacting defaults in particular,

is clearer in the theory of OTPs than in many of its

rivals.

We have simplified rather dramatically by using a propo-

sitional language and making explicit the identities of the

states. This simplification is justified since the same prob

lem occurs in this simpler setting as occurred in Hanks

and McDermott's, but the simpler setting is rather easier

to understand. However, it is true that the simpler setting

may not do justice to some of the subtler solutions to the

problem which have appeared in the literature. As these

are not the main interest of this paper, I feel this is not a

significant loss.

4 Relation with other default systems

4.1 Circumscription

PRELIMINARY REPORT

The aim of this topic, which has not yet been achieved,

is to provide theorems which show how to translate

between OTPs and circumscriptive theories. In this

section we give the story so far by means of results,

examples and conjectures.

We assume familiarity with the ideas of circum

scription [McC80, Lif85], prioritised circumscription

[Lif87], and also with propositional circumscription.

Circumscribing a proposition in a theory means try

ing to make it false, just as circumscribing a predicate

means trying to make its extension as small as possi

ble. It is easy to show that the circumscription of a

set of propositions (allowing another set to vary) in a

propositional theory is again a propositional theory.

We also adopt the following notation:

• Circp;z (<f>) is the circumscription of p in <f>, allowing

z to vary and keeping everything else constant, p

and z may be tuples of propositions or predicates.

• CirCp(^) is also the circumscription of p in <f>, but

keeping z fixed and allowing everything else to

vary.

It turns out that OTPs translate into circumscriptive

theories in which everything is allowed to vary, so we

will often be interested in the special case Circp {(j>),

which we abbreviate to Circp(^).

From circumscription to OTPs. The simplest

case is Circp(^) where p is a single proposition or pred

icate. The corresponding OTPs are respectively

-.p Vi.-'pte)

4 <t>

This follows from the facts that:

• If p is a proposition, M Q-,p N iff TV II- p implies

M Ir- p.

• If p is a predicate, M CVx.-,p(£) N iff M, N are

isomorphic structures in terms of the functions of

the language and (modulo that isomorphism) the

p-extension of N is included in that of M .

The parallel circumscription of several propositions or

predicates CircPl...Pn(^) is respectively

->pi ... ~7>„ Vi.-.pi(i) ... Vx.-ipn(i)
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and the prioritised circumscription CircPl> ...>Pn(<j>) be

comes

-"Pn Vx.-ipn(i)

-7>i Vx.--pi(x)

0 *

since, as implied by [Lif87, eq. 9], in the context of the

given priorities we have

pCp* iff Pi C Pj

or (pi Q p'x and p2 C p'2)

or (pi,2 E Pl,2 and P3 H P3)

or . . . or

(Pi...n-i C p'j .„_! and p„ C p^).

Compare remark 2.15. Here, p2 < pi means that pi is

circumscribed with a greater priority than p2, while

P Q P' (j> £ P1) means that the extension of p is

(strictly) included in that of p'.

A corollary of this analysis is the obvious definition of

'partially prioritised circumscription', in which predi

cates are circumscribed with priorities specified by a

partial order.

Definition 4.1 Let < be a partial order on the tuple

p of predicates p\ , . . . , p„ . Then p C jf if for each i

with pi C p'{ there exists j with p, ^ pj such that

PjC Pi-

Compare definition 2.14.

From OTPs to Circumscription. The situation

in this direction is rather more complicated. We will

consider only the simplest case of

Vx.0(i)

It will not be hard to generalise. Let T be this

OTP. The basic idea is to split <j>{x) into 'components'

<j>i(x) A ... A 4>n{x) and consider the circumscription

Circabl...ab„(^' A f\(~4i(*) ~* ab<(x)))

i

But what constraints should there be on the way <j>

is split into components? As a minimum one would

expect to require conjunctive normal form, but this is

not good enough, as we now show.

Example 4.2 Suppose <j> = p A q. There are several

normal forms, two such being pAq itself and pA(->pVg).

We have

T = Circabi aba(V A (p - abO A (q - ab2))

whatever rp may be, but we also have that

r ^ Circab„aba(V' A (p - abx) A (-p V q - ab2)).

For example, set rj> = ->p. Then T = ->p A q, but the

right-hand side is simply -ip.

The example shows that we probably also require that

the split of <f> must not contain unnecessary occur

rences of propositions or predicates of the 'wrong' po

larity. It is a consequence of Lyndon's Theorem [CK90]

that:

Proposition 4.3 For any formula <j> there is an equiv

alent formula <j>' such that every predicate occurring

positively (negatively) in <f>' occurs positively (nega

tively) in every formula equivalent to </>.

In other words, we can find for every <j> an equivalent

<f>' with no eliminable occurrences of predicates. We

conjecture that this is the normal form we seek.

4.2 Formal properties of OTPs

The study of default systems has been transformed

by a new concern, namely the formal properties of

the generated consequence relation. The first default

systems introduced in the 1980 special issue of Ar

tificial Intelligence [AIJ80] did not even have well-

defined consequence relations. Gabbay and Clark

[Gab91, CG88] first observed that, instead of focussing

on the negative properties of such consequence rela

tions, that is, their non-monotonicity, one should in

stead ask what positive properties they have. They

gave the name 'cautious monotonicity' to the property

This property, which is weaker than full monotonicity,

has become widely accepted as a desirable property for

default systems.

The story of the properties of default conse

quence relations has been pursued in the work of

Kraus/Lehmann/Magidor [KLM90, Leh89] and also

by Makinson [Mak88, Mak92]. Makinson's [Mak92]

is, in my opinion, the most authoritative and system

atic study to date. He describes and motivates a set of

conditions on a default consequence relation and anal

yses existing systems according to whether they have

the conditions. In this section we outline his principal

conditions and check the theory of OTPs of this paper

against them.

In Makinson's work, the expression $ (~ ip should be

read as: ip follows from $ in the context of an under

stood set of defaults. It is unfortunate (and detracts

slightly from Makinson's systematic study) that these

defaults are nowhere made explicit. Consequently, the

behaviour of the consequence relation under variations
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of the defaults—and for that matter, questions of de

fault representation—are not examined at all in his

work.

Makinson's conditions also refer to classical conse

quence, written |-. $ |- ijj is to be read as rp follows

from $ without using the defaults. The understood

set of defaults can be thought of as augmenting clas

sical consequence to default consequence. Therefore,

the first property we may expect is

Supraclassicality:

$ f~ ip

It says that anything which can be derived without the

defaults can also be derived with them.

The next three conditions are together called 'cumu-

lativity'. The first is simply

Inclusion: if V' G $ then <I> (~ 0.

The next two are weak forms of the standard Tarski

conditions of cut and monotonicity:

Cautious monotonicity:

* f~ <j>, for all <j> G * $ f~ V

Weak cut:

$ f-- <f>, for all <j> G * $, * h i>

$ \*> %l>

For the justification of these principles in intuitive

terms, we cannot do better than quote Makinson.

"Cut may be seen as expressing a determination not

to allow the length, intricacy or manner of a derivation

of a conclusion to reduce the freedom with which it is

used in further inference. There is no 'diminution of

usability' with respect to distance from origins. Once

inferred, a proposition may be called upon in conjunc

tion with the original information, unless genuinely

new (i.e. uninferable) information is also added. Cau

tious monotonicity, on the other hand, may be seen

as expressing a certain irreversibility in the drawing of

conclusions. Once inferred, a proposition may be re

tained irrespective of what other inferred propositions

are added to the stock of usable information. We need

never go back unless, once more, genuinely new infor

mation is brought in" [Mak92].

The next condition we will consider is

Distributivity: If $ and $ are (—closed sets of sen

tences (that is, $ \~ <j> implies <j> G $, and similarly

for *) then

Makinson considers other conditions, but these are the

principal ones.

We have already noted that Makinson's conditions

make no reference to the set of defaults which are im

plicit in the relation (~. On the other hand, one of the

attractive features of the framework of Ordered The

ory Presentations as a default system is that there is

no difference between defaults on one hand and 'sure

facts' or facts on the other, except the priority they

are given in the ordering. We view this as a desirable

feature since we believe that, philosophically, the so-

called sure facts and the defaults have the same prove

nance. They should all form part of the theory from

which we make deductions. A sentence does not have

the status of a default in isolation, but only in relation

to other sentences; to be precise, it is a default relative

to those sentences which can override it.

Nevertheless, we can go quite some way in examining

Makinson's conditions in the context of ordered theory

presentations over classical logic. In order to emulate

variation of the facts with a fixed set of defaults, we

can consider the consequences of the following ordered

presentation with A fixed and $ varying:

(A)

t
$

This is the OTP A with $ appended at the bottom,

which we will write as A * $ until the end of this sec

tion. We can think of this OTP as a way of represent

ing that which in other default formalisms might be

called 'the theory $ with defaults A'. Notice that A

is itself an OTP; that is, we are still allowing defaults

with different priorities. Using this idea we can define

a consequence relation (~ which embodies the defaults,

as in Makinson's work. The obvious thing to do is to

let <& |~ V mean A * $ (= \j). However, we know from

proposition 2.20 that _L does not have its classical be

haviour in the context of OTPs. We can get improved

results by setting:

Definition 4.4 $|~^ifA<$ = J_orA*$f=V'-

That is to say, if $ is contradictory then it entails ev

erything; otherwise, it entails just what the illustrated

OTP entails.

Recall that the technique of model ordering which

originates in McCarthy's first circumscription paper

[McC80] has been generalised in various ways [Sho88,

Bes88, KLM90, Vel91, etc.]. It is further generalised

by Makinson in [Mak92], where he proves that prefer

ential model structures which satisfy a condition which

he calls 'stopperedness' generate inference relations

which satisfy each of the conditions on inference re

lations defined above. We therefore need simply show

that the relation |~ of definition 4.4 is such a relation

to prove that
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Proposition 4.5 |~ satisfies supraclassicality, inclu

sion, cumulativity, and distributivity.

This is indeed the case, the condition of stopperedness

following from our proposition 2.19. As before, the

full proofs are spelled out in [Rya92a]. We thus have

shown that OTPs over classical logic can yield a de

fault inference relation in the sense of Makinson, with

good formal properties.

5 Belief Revision

Ordered theory presentations have significant applica

tion in belief revision, whose basic question is: how

should new information be incorporated into a belief

state to result in a belief state which contains the new

information and as much of the original belief state as

is consistent? The best-known work on this subject

is called the AGM theory (after its originators, C. Al-

chourron, P. Gardenfors and D. Makinson) [Gar88].

A full account of the AGM theory and the belief re

vision functions obtained from ordered theory presen

tations is given in [Rya92b] and [Rya92a]. We sum

marise our main findings below, but the interested

reader should consult the more expansive references.

The AGM theory represents belief states as

deductively-closed sets of sentences. Let K be such

a belief state and <j> a sentence. The revision of K by

<t> is written K*<j>. The AGM theory sets out eight pos

tulates which a belief revision function * must satisfy,

known as K1-K8. (These may be found in any of the

standard references; we repeat them in a generalised

form below.)

We argue, however, that the eight axioms are neither

sound not complete with respect to intuitively rational

belief revision. Of course such a statement is necessar

ily imprecise, because 'intuitively rational' belief revi

sion is not amenable to mathematical description. The

argument to show lack of soundness is to give 'coun

terexamples' to K4 and K8, which are given later in

the paper. My argument against completeness is the

following proposition, which shows that Kl-8 admit

revision functions which fail to preserve any of the

original belief state in many cases.

Proposition 5.1 The revision function

„ , /Cn{#U

K** = {cnU
<j>} if ~4 $ K

otherwise

satisfies axioms Kl-8.

In addition to this undesirable property of the AGM

system, there is the further fact of that system that one

cannot perform revision more than once. Repeated or

iterated revision is not constrained by the axioms, and

none of the models proposed for the AGM axioms (like

revision by selection functions and epistemic entrench

ment [Gar88]) define it5.

Before considering how belief revision works in the con

text of OTPs, we have to generalise the AGM axioms.

As things stand, they rely on a particular representa

tion of belief states (namely, deductively closed sets

of sentences). Therefore, direct comparison with the

ories of belief revision which use other representations

of belief states is impossible. To overcome this we can

we rewrite the axioms in a more general way, which

assumes only the following:

1. A set of belief states, together with a subset of

'contradictory' belief states.

2. A function * (revision) which takes a belief state

and a sentence to a belief state;

3. A function | • | (extension) which takes a belief

state and returns the set of sentences true in it.

Here are the axioms rewritten in this way. We

will write K for a typical 'abstract' belief state.

Kl K, * <f> is a belief state;

K2 <f> e \K * <t>\;

K3 |/C*^|C \K\ + <t>;

K4 If-«£g |JC| then \K\ + <t>C \K.*<f>\;

K5 K * <i> is contradictory implies <j> = ±;

K6 If t= 4> «-» ^ then \K * 4>\ = \K * r/>\\

K7 \K*(<j>Ail>)\C\)C*<f>\ + il>;

K8 If --V $ \K * <t>\ then \K * <f>\ + ip C \K * (tf> A t/>)\.

We now turn to the belief revision theory offered by

the OTP framework. We define

belief states = ordered theory presentations U{-L}.

As belief revision gives rise only to linear OTPs we

can write them with a more succinct notation. The

OTP of example 2.2 will be written [p, q, ->p V ->q].

Revision on these belief states is defined as follows:

fl if <j> = ±

r * <f> = i [fi] if <j> ^ ± and T = _L

(, T appended with <f> otherwise

The general case, therefore, is that we simply append

the revising sentence. In other words, belief states are

(usually) just revision histories.

sFor the expert reader, we remark that there are pro

posals to allow repeated revision using EE orderings, either

by keeping a single EE ordering for all belief states or as

suming the existence of a function which, for every belief

state, gives an EE ordering [Rot, Sch91]. But as neither

the single ordering nor this function is itself revised in the

course of belief revisions, it is easy to find examples which

are in contradiction with intuitions about iterated belief

change [Han9l].
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We argue that this function performs intuitively cor

rect belief revision. As well as allowing repeated re

vision, it has the 'persistence' requirement mentioned

above. However, this belief revision function, while

satisfying /CI, /C2, Ki, ZC5, /C6 and Kl , fails to satisfy

/C4 and /C8. The counterexample to these two is given

by example 2.3 and figure 3 of this paper, by setting

K — [p A q A r, ->p V ->q V -r] and 4> = (p *-* q) V ->r

for K4; and /C = [pAjAr], ^ = -<pV ->qV ->r and

^i = (p «-► 5) V -ir for K4. An explanation in both tech

nical and intuitive terms of this counterexample may

be found in the references already cited.
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Abstract

We describe a ranked-model semantics for if-

then rules admitting exceptions, which pro

vides a coherent framework for many facets

of evidential and causal reasoning. Rule pri

orities are automatically extracted form the

knowledge base to facilitate the construction

and retraction of plausible beliefs. To rep

resent causation, the formalism incorporates

the principle of Markov shielding which im

poses a stratified set of independence con

straints on rankings of interpretations. We

show how this formalism resolves some classi

cal problems associated with specificity, pre

diction and abduction, and how it offers a

natural way of unifying belief revision, belief

update, and reasoning about actions.

1 Introduction

This paper is a culmination of several attempts to give

conditional knowledge bases (with exceptions) empiri

cal semantics in terms of infinitesimal probabilities, to

be regarded as qualitative abstractions of an agent's

experience. This semantics can be described in terms

of rankings on models, where higher ranked models

stand for more surprising (or less likely) situations.

At the heart of this formulation is the concept of de

fault priorities, namely, a natural ordering of the con

ditional sentences which can be derived automatically

from the knowledge base and which can be used to

answer queries without computing explicit rankings of

worlds or formulas. The result is a model-theoretic ac

count of plausible beliefs that, as in classical logic, are

qualitative and deductively closed and, as in probabil

ity, are subject to retraction and to varying degrees of

firmness.

The first part of this paper (Section 2) gives a brief

summary of this rank-based semantics and describes a

query-answering system called system-Z+ which em

bodies this semantics in effective computational pro

cedures. The main thrust of the paper (Section 3) is

the introduction, within the basic framework of rank

ing systems, of a simple mechanism called stratification

for the representation of causal relationships, actions,

and changes.

The lack of a mechanism for distinguishing causal re

lationships from other kinds of associations has been a

serious deficiency in most nonmonotonic systems [28],

the classical illustration of which is given by the now-

famous Yale Shooting Problem (YSP) [20]. In its sim

plified version, the YSP builds the expectation that if

a gun is loaded at time to and Fred is shot with the

gun at time ti, Fred should be dead at time ti, despite

the normal tendency of being alive to persist. Many

formulations — including circumscription [26] , default

logic [34], rational closure [23], and conditional entail

ment [13] — reveal an alternative, perfectly symmet

rical version of reality, whereby somehow the gun got

unloaded and Fred is alive at time t^ ■

The inclination to choose the scenario in which Fred

dies is grounded in notions of directionality and asym

metry that are particular to causal relationships. In

this paper we show that these notions can be de

rived from one fundamental principle, Markov shield

ing, which can be embodied naturally in preferential

model semantics using the device of stratified rankings.

Informally, the principle can be stated as follows:

• Knowing the set of causes for a given effect renders

the effect independent of all prior events.

In the YSP, given the state of the gun at time t\,

the effect of the shooting can be predicted with total

disregard for the gun's previous history.

We propose a probabilistically motivated, ranked-

model semantics for rules of the form "typically, if

cause! and ... and cause,,, then effect", which incor

porates the above principle under the assumption that

"causes" precede their "effects". As a by-product,

our semantics exhibits another feature characteristic

of causal organizations: modularity. Informally,
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• Adding rules that predict future events cannot in

validate beliefs concerning previous events.

This is analogous to a phenomena we normally asso

ciate with causal mechanisms such as logical gates in

electrical circuits, where connecting the inputs of a

new gate to an existing circuit does not alter the cir

cuit's behavior [7].

Although several remedies were proposed for the YSP

within conventional nonmonotonic formalisms [35, 13,

37, 2, 24], the formalism we explore in this paper

seeks to uncover remedies systematically from basic

probabilistic principles [29, pp. 509-516]. We show

that incorporating such principles in the qualitative

context of world ranking yields useful results on sev

eral frontiers. In prediction tasks (such as the YSP),

our formalism prunes the undesirable scenarios, with

out the strong commitment displayed by chronological

minimization [35] and without the addition of exter

nal causal operators to the conditional interpretation

of the rules [13]. In abduction tasks (such as when

Fred is seen alive at t?), our formalism yields plausi

ble explanations for the facts observed (e.g., similar

to [37], the gun must have been unloaded sometime

before the shooting at ti). This suggests that the prin

ciple of Markov shielding, by being grounded in prob

ability theory (hence in empirical reality), can provide

a coherent framework for the many facets of causa

tion found in commonsense reasoning. Moreover, given

the connection formed among causation, defaults, and

probability, we can now ask not merely how to reason

with a given set of causal assertions but also whether

those assertions are compatible with a given stream of

observations.

In the last part of this paper (Section 4) we demon

strate how rank-based systems can embody and unify

the theories of belief revision [1] and belief updat

ing [21], two theories of belief change that have been

developed independently of research in default and

causal reasoning. Basically, theories of belief change

seek general principles for constraining the process by

which a rational agent ought to incorporate a new

piece of information <f> into an existing set of beliefs

ip, regardless of how the two are represented and ma

nipulated. Belief revision deals with new information

obtained through new observations in a static world,

while belief update deals with tracing changes in an

evolving world, such as that subjected to the external

influence of actions.

We show that system-Z+ offers a natural embodiment

of the principles of belief revision as formulated by Al-

chourron, Gardenfors and Makinson (AGM) [1], with

the additional features of enabling the absorption of

new conditional sentences and the verification of coun-

terfactual sentences and nested conditionals. We then

show that the addition of stratification to system-Z+,

by virtue of representing actions and causation, also

provides the necessary machinery for embodying be

lief updates consistent with the principles proposed by

Katsuno and Mendelzon (KM) [21].

2 Rankings and System-Z+: Review

We assume throughout a finite set X = {x\, . . .,xn}

of atomic propositions. The greek letters <p, ip, ct, <p will

denote well-formed formulas (wff) built from the ele

ments in X. A possible world u is a truth assignment

to the propositions in X . The satisfaction of a wff ip by

an world u is defined as usual and denoted by w (= <p.

If u satisfies <p then we say that w is a model for ip.

A defeasible conditional or default is a formula "<p —►

ip" , where <f> and ip are wffs (built from X), "—►" is a

new binary connective, and 6 is a non-negative inte

ger. The intended reading of <p —► ip is "typically, if

<p then expect ip (with strength 6)" } The connective

"—►" imposes preferences among the possible worlds

u, requiring that if <p—*ip, then ip must be true in all

the most preferred models for <p. In order to represent

these preferences, we introduce ranking functions on

the set fl of possible worlds.

Definition 1 (Rankings) A ranking function k is

an assignment of non-negative integers to the elements

in Q, such that k(u>) = 0 for at least one w € CI. We

extend this definition to induce rankings on wffs:

K(<p)

-{

min^Y, k(w) if <p is satisfiable

oo otherwise
(1)

Similarly, for a pair of wffs ip and ip we define the

conditional ranking K(ip\<p) as

K(lp\<p) •{$(ip Aip) — it(tp) if k(<p) ^ oo

otherwise
(2)

Preferences are associated with lower »c, and surprise

or abnormality with higher *c. Thus, ic(ip) < n(<p) if

ip is preferred to <p in k, or equivalently, if <p is more

abnormal (surprising) than ip in k. Intuitively, K(ip\ip)

stands for the degree of surprise or abnormality asso

ciated with finding ip to be true, given that we already

know ip. The inequality K(-np\tp) > 6 means that,

given <p it would be surprising (i.e., abnormal) by at

least 6+1 ranks to find ->ip, and it is equivalent to

n(ip A <p) + 6 < n(->ip A (p) which is precisely the con

straint on worlds we attribute to <p —+ ip.

Definition 2 (Consistency) A ranking k is said to

be admissible relative to a given A, iff

K(<pi A ipi) + 6i < K(<pi A ->ipi) (3)

(equivalently K(-npi\ipi) > 5,) for every rule <pi -A ip{ g

A. A set A is consistent iff there exists an admissible

ranking k relative to A.

'The special case of 6 = oo corresponds to a strict con

ditional, to be denoted by =>.
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Consistency can be decided in (5(|A|2) satisfiability

tests on the material counterparts) of the defaults in

A, and it is independent of the 6-values assigned to the

rules in A [15]. Eq. 3 echoes the usual interpretation

of defaults, according to which ip holds in all minimal

models for <p. In our case, minimality is reflected in

having the lowest rank. If we say that u falsifies or vi

olates a rule <p —► i> whenever u |= <ph-<ip, the param

eter 6 can be interpreted as the minimal degree of sur

prise (or abnormality) associated with finding the rule

<p —♦ vj violated, given that we know <p. In probabilis

tic terms, consistency guarantees that for every e > 0,

there exists a probability distribution P such that if

<Pi -^ i>i e A, then P(V>i|y>i) > 1 - ce6' (see [17]).

2.1 The most normal ranking: k+

Given a set A, each admissible ranking k induces a

consequence relation f^, where 4> |~ a iff «(<r A <j>) <

k(-i(t A 4>). A straightforward way to declare a as

a plausible conclusion of A given <j> would be to re

quire 4> \% a in all k admissible with A. This leads

to an entailment relation called e-semantics [29], 0-

entailment [31], and r-entailment [23], which is recog

nized as being too conservative. The approach we take

here, following [31, 15, 23], is to select a distinguished

admissible ranking, in our case k+, and declare a as

a plausible conclusion of A given <f>, written <ft |~ y, iff

n+(<t> A <r) < n+((f> A -><t).3 The distinguished rank

ing k+ assigns to each world the lowest possible rank

permitted by the admissibility constraints of Eq. 3

(Def. 2), thus reflecting the assumption that, unless

we are forced to do otherwise, each world is consid

ered as normal (likely) as possible.

Definition 3 (The ranking «+) Let A = {r< | r< =

<P\ -* i>i} be a consistent set of rules. k+ is defined as

an admissible ranking function that is minimal in the

following sense: Any other admissible ranking function

must assign a higher ranking to at least one world and

a lower ranking to none.

Theorem 4 ([17]) Any consistent A has a unique

minimal ranking k+ given by

any rule in A, . .

otherwise, * '

+ / > _ f 0 ifui does not falsify an
(u) ~ \ maxu,|=¥!.A-,v,>[Z+(ri)] + 1

where Z+(ri) is a set of integers defined on rules (pri

oritiesj which can be computed from A.

Thus, the default rule priorities Z+ constitute an eco

nomical way of encoding the ranking /c+, linear in the

2The material counterpart of ifi —► i> is the wff <p 3 tp.

3 If we are concerned with the strength S with which

the conclusion is endorsed, then <j> |^- y iff k+(^ A <r) + 6 <

K+(<j> A-.CT).

size of A, from which the k+ of any world can be

computed according to Eq. 4. In [17] we present an

effective procedure, Procedure Z.rank, for computing

Z+ , as well as answering queries. In the special case

of a flat A, that is all 6's = 0, the procedure is as fol

lows: We first identify all rules r< : y>,- —► V» in A for

which the formula

<Pi A V»i l\ <Pj D $j (5)

i&Sjtb

is satisfiable. Next we assign to these defaults pri

ority Z+ = 0, remove them from A, and repeat the

process, assigning to the next set of defaults the pri

ority Z+ = 1, then Z+ = 2,... and so on. Once

Z+ is known, the rank k+ of any wff <f> is given by

K+(<j>) = minimum i such that

<f> /\ <fij D V>; (6)

;:Z+(r;)>i

is satisfiable

Theorem 5 ([17]) Given a consistent A, the compu

tation of the Z+ priorities requires 0(|A|2 x log |Aj)

satisfiability tests. Moreover, given the Z+ priorities,

determining the ranking k+ of a wffr(> and the strength

6 with which an arbitrary query a is confirmed, given

the information <f>, that is <f> fy a, requires 0(log|A|)

satisfiability tests.

Another important result implied by Eqs. 5 and 6 gives

a method of constructing a propositional theory Th(<f>)

that implies all the conclusions y that plausibly follow

from a given evidence <f>, i.e., <f> |^ 7. Such a theory is

given by the formula

Th(<p) = /\ n D rl>i (7)

i:Z+(rf)>«+(*)

Clearly, if the rules in A are of Horn form, computing

the priority ranking Z+ , k+ of a given tp, and deciding

the plausibility 6 of queries (<j> \% a) can be done in

polynomial time [9]. The resulting system for default

reasoning based on k+ and Z+ is called system-Z+ [15,

17].

System-i/+ can also be used to reason with soft evi

dence or imprecise observations such as when the con

text 4> of a query is not given with absolute certainty,

and all we have is a testimony saying that "4> is sup

ported to a degree n." In [17] we establish two strate

gies processing such reports. The first strategy, named

J-conditionalization, is based on Jeffrey's Rule of Con

ditioning [30]. It interprets the report as specifying

that "all things considered," the new degree of disbe

lief for -«p should be k'(-'<j>) = n. The second strat

egy, named L-conditionalization, is based on the vir-

tual evidence proposal described in [29]. It interprets

the report as specifying the desired shift in the degree

of belief in <p, as warranted by that report alone and
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"nothing else considered" . Both interpretations yield

semi-tractable procedures (i.e., polynomial for Horn

theories) for assessing the plausibility of <r, free from

the computational difficulties that plague most non

monotonic systems.

Section 4.1 demonstrates how the computational pro

cedures of system-Z+ can be employed in the context

of belief revision. Next we strengthen the admissibility

condition with an additional requirement which gives

a causal character to the defaults in A.

3 Stratified Rankings

Let c\ , . . . , cm and e be literals over the elements of X.

A rule is defined as the default c\ A. . .Acm —» e,4 where

the conjunction "c\ A . . .Acm" is called the antecedent

of the rule and "e" its consequent.5

Given X and a set A of rules, the underlying charac

teristic graph for (X,A), is the directed graph Tj^^j

such that there is a node u,- for each z,- 6 X, and there

is a directed edge from Vi to Vj iff there is a rule R

in A where x< (or —>ar») is part of the antecedent of R,

and Xj (or ->Xj ) is the consequent of R. We say that A

is a causal network (or network for short) if T{x,&) is

acyclic (i.e., r(*,A) is a DAG). Iftv. ■ ■ -,v, are the par

ents of vt in F{x,A) > *^en tne set {Xf> • • • ' *•) '8 caHed

the parent set of xt and the set {xr, . . . , x, } U {xt} is

called a family. Intuitively, the parent set of an event

e represents all the known causes for e. A network A

induces a strict partial order "-<" on the elements of

X where Xi -< Xj iff there is a directed path from «,•

to Vj in T^x.a) • We will use O(X) to denote any total

order on the elements of X satisfying -<.6 Intuitively,

-< represents a natural order on events where causes

precede their effects.

Definition 6 (Stratified Rankings.) Given a net

work A, an admissible ranking /c, and an ordering

O(X); let Xi (1 < i < n) denote a literal variable

taking values from {a:,-, ->«<}, and let ParXi denote

the conjunction Xr A ... A X, where {Xr, . . .,X,} is

the parent set of Xi. We say that k is stratified for A

under O(X), if for 2 < i < n, and for any instantiation

4We only consider flat causal rules in this paper.

5The form Ci A ... A Cm -* « does not restrict the de

velopment of this paper but it clarifies the exposition. A

causal rule may take on the general form a(ci, . . . , cm) —►

f}(e\, . . . , en) where a and /? are any Boolean formulae.

Any a(ci,...,cm) can be simulated by a set of simpler

rules, each containing a conjunction of atomic antecedents.

Moreover, any rule o(ci,...,cm) —» fi(ei, . . . ,e„) can be

represented by the following set of rules: ar(ci, . . . ,cm) —►

e', /0(ei, . . .,e„) => e', and -<f)(t\, . . . ,en) =*• ->«', where e'

is a dummy variable and =*• is a strict conditional

8 Note that, in particular, any ordering 0(X) induced

by a topological sort on the nodes of T^a), where Xi < Xj

if Vi precedes v} in the topological sort, satisfies -<.

of the variables X\ , . . . , Xi, we have

K(Xi\Xt.i A .. . A Xi) = K(Xi\ParXi) (8)

Eq. 8 says that in a stratified ranking the degree of

(ab)normality of an event r, given all its prior events

must, be equal to the degree of (ab)normality of z,

given just the set of events constituting its parent set.

This condition of stratification is closely related to

the Markovian independence conditions embodied in

Bayes Networks (BN) [29]. A BN is a pair {D,P)

where D is a DAG and P is a probability distribution.

Each node t>,- in D corresponds to a variable X, in P,

and P decomposes into the product:

P(Xn,...,Xl) = Y[P(Xi\Parx>) (9)

»=i

which, similarly to Eq. 8, incorporates the assumption

that the parent set of any given variable Xi renders

Xi probabilistically independent of all its predecessors

(in the given ordering). Causal networks can in fact

be regarded as an order of magnitude abstraction of

BN's, where exact numerical probabilities are replaced

by integer-valued levels of surprise («), addition is re

placed by min, and multiplication is replaced by ad

dition (see [17, 36, 32]). Note that Eq. 8 can be re

written to mirror Eq. 9 as:7

m(Xn,...,Xl) = ^K(Xn\ParXu) (10)

t=i

We shall show that this requirement augments admis

sible rankings with the properties of Markov shielding

and modularity (see Theorems 8 and 9 below), that

we normally attribute to causal organizations.

The following theorem states that the stratification cri

teria (Eq. 8) does not depend on the specific ordering

O(X). This implies that in order to test whether a

given ranking k is stratified relative to a network A,

it is enough to test Eq. 8 against any ordering O(X).

Theorem 7 Given a network A, let 0\(X) and

Oi(X) be two orderings of the elements in X according

to A. If k is stratified for A under 0\(X), then k is

stratified for A under Oi(X).

3.1 c-entailment

Similar to the case of defaults (Sec 2.1), given a net

work A each stratified ranking k defines a consequence

relation ||~ where <j> |[~ a iff n{a A <f>) < «(-><r A <j>) or

if n(<f>) = oo. A consequence relation is said to be

7An even coarser abstraction of Eq. 9 in the context of

relational databases can be found in [7], where the strati

fication condition is imposed on relations and then used in

finding backtrack free solutions for constraint satisfaction

problems.
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proper for <f> \% o~ iff «(<£) ^ oo. A network A c-

entails a given <j>, written <j> \\% a, iff <j> \\^ tr in every

k stratified for A, which is proper for <f> \% a. In other

words, given A, we can expect a from the evidence

<f>, iff the preference constraint conveyed by <j> —♦ a is

satisfied by every stratified ranking for A. We remark

that c-entailment is not to be interpreted as stating

that <j> is believed to cause a. Rather, it expresses an

expectation to find a true in the context of <f>, having

given a causal character to the rules in A.

Since the set of stratified rankings is a subset of the

admissible rankings, by the results in [22], all the infer

ence rules that are sound for cumulative logics [25] and

^-semantics [13] are also sound for c-entailment [18].

These inference rules however, are known to be too

weak to constitute a full account of plausible reason

ing. The next two theorems provide additional in

ference power (reflecting the stratification condition)

which emanates from the causal structure of A. They

establish conditions under which these inference rules

can be applied modularly to subsets A' C A with the

guarantee that the resulting inferences will hold in A.

Theorem 8 Let A be a network, and let {pr, . . .,p,}

be a set of literals corresponding to the parent set

{xT x,} of Xt (each pi, r < i < s, is either n

or ->Xi). Let eXt denote a literal built on Xt, and let

y = {ya , . . . , ym} be a set of atomic propositions such

that no {/,• &y is a descendant of xt in Tix,a)- Let <t>y

be any wff built only with elements from y such that

4>Y A pr A . . . A p, is satisfiable. If pr A . . . A p, |[~ ex,

then 4>Y A pr A . . . A p, |k eT, .

Theorem 9 Let A' C A and X' C X such that if

x' G X' then all the rules in A with either x' or ->x'

as their consequent are also in A'. Let <p and i< be

two wffs built with elements from X'. If <p\\^,^l> then

These theorems confirm that stratified rankings ex

hibit the properties of Markov shielding and modu

larity. As a corollary to Theorem 9 it is easy to see

that c-entailment is insensitive to irrelevant proposi

tions, moreover, given two networks with no causal

interaction, their respective sets of plausible conclu

sions will be independent of each other. To obtain

a complete proof theory for c-entailment the four ax

ioms of graphoids [29, Chapter 3] need to be invoked.8

However, Theorems 8 and 9 cover the essence of these

axioms and are sufficiently powerful for the purposes

of this paper.

To demonstrate the behavior of the proposed formal

ism, and the usefulness of Theorems 8 and 9 as infer

ence rules, consider the following example:9

*The conditional independence defined

by k(Xs\X2, Xi) = k(X3\Xi) is clearly a graphoid since

k represents infinitesimal probabilities.

'This example is isomorphic to the YSP [13].

 

Figure 1: Underlying graph for the causal rules in Ex

ample 1

Example 1 (Dead battery) The network A =

{tk —» cs, tk A bd —► -ics, lo —* bd} encodes the in

formation that "typically if I turn the ignition key the

car starts" , "typically if I turn the ignition key and

the battery is dead the car will not start" , and "typi

cally if I leave the head lights on all night the battery

is dead". The underlying graph for this network is

depicted in Figure 1. Given A, and the fact the we

left the head lights on all night, we don't expect the

car engine to start once we turn the ignition key (i.e.,

lo A tk |fx ->cs). As in the case of YSP, an unintended

scenario exists, in which the car engine actually starts

and the battery is not dead after all. Table 1 contains

an example of a stratified ranking for A, from which

we can conclude that lo A tk \\% ->c« as intended. A

formal derivation of this conclusion is given in [18].

The key intermediate steps in this derivation rely on

worlds

(-i/o, ->bd, tk, cs), (~<lo, -•bd, -<tk, -*csj

{lo, bd, tk, ->cs), (lo, bd, ->tk, ->cs),

(-ilo, bd, tk, ->cs), (-'lo, bd, ->tk, -<C3)

(lo, ->bd, tk, cs), (lo, -'bd, ->tk, -ica)

Rest of the w's

Table 1: Stratified ranking for {tk

-ics,lo -* bd}.

Theorems 8 and 9:

C8,tk A bd

• tk Alo |[x bd. This follows from the proposition

tk and applying Theorem 9 to the sub-network

A' containing only the rule lo —► bd.

• tkAbd |(x -•cs and tkAbdA lo |fe -ic«. The for

mer follows directly from e-semantics, and the lat

ter from applying Theorem 8 to the rule tkAbd—*

-<c, and the proposition lo.

The next example presents a simple abduction (or

backward projection) problem. We contrast the be

havior of c-entailment with that of chronological min

imization [35].
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Example 2 (Unloading the gun.) Consider A =

{'o —* /i, /i —► h, • • ., /n-i —► '«} standing for the var

ious instances of "typically, if a gun is loaded at time

ti, then it is expected to remain loaded at time <i+i"

(0 < * < n). We say that a rule /,• —► /,+i is falsified

by u> iff u \= /,• A ->/i+i; a stratified ranking k relative

to A can be constructed as follows:

/c(w) = number of rules in A falsified by u> (11)

Given that the gun is loaded at t0 and that it is

found unloaded at time tn (i.e., /o A ->/„ is true), the

scheme of chronological minimization will favor the

somewhat counterintuitive inference that the gun re

mained loaded until <n_i (i.e., l\ A ... A /n_i is true),

c-entailment on the other hand, only yields the weaker

conclusion that the gun must have been unloaded any

time within <i and <n_i (i.e., ->(/i A ... A /„)), but the

exact instant where the "unloading" of the gun occurs

remains uncertain.

A full account of explanation and abduction using

stratified rankings can be found in [18].

c-entailment and chronological minimization are ex

pected to yield the same conclusions in problems of

pure prediction, since enforcing ignorance of future

events is paramount to the principle of modularity,

which is inherent to c-entailment. They differ how

ever in tasks of abduction, as demonstrated in Ex

ample 2. In this respect, c-entailment is closer to

both motivated action theory [37] and causal entail

ment [13]. However, contrary to the motivated action

theory, c-entailment automatically enforces specificity-

based preferences, which are natural consequences of

the conditional interpretation of rules.10

We end this section by discussing the strict version

of a causal rule denoted by =*■, which will be useful

in representing non-defeasible causal influences in Sec

tion 4. Semantically, strict rules impose the following

constraints on the admissibility condition (Def. 2): for

each ip => \l> in the knowledge base,

k(V> A <p) < k(-hj> A ip) = oo, and n(tp) < oo. (12)

Intuitively, a strict conditional voids interpretations

that render its antecedent true and its consequent false

by assigning them the lowest possible preference; a

rank « equal to infinity. The following are two prop

erties of strict rules:

Theorem 10 Let C\ A . . . A C„ => E 6 A

J. (Contraposition) // there exists a stratified

ranking for A where k(-<E) < oo then

-£|k-(C1A...ACn)

2. (Transitivity) If<p |fx rp and rp |= (Ci A. . .AC„)

then <p\\%E

These properties mirror the behavior of the material

implication "D", however, they are not entirely iden

tical to those governing a wff of propositional logic.

In order for contraposition to hold, there is the ad

ditional consistency requirement that the negation of

the consequent of the rule must be "possible" in at

least one ranking. The precondition for transitivity to

hold is governed by tp |f^ if) and not by <p ^ ip. The

semantic difference though between a strict rule c =*■ e

and the wff c D e is that the former expresses nec

essary hence permanent constraints while the latter

expresses information bound to the current situation.

Thus, the former participates in constraining the ad

missible rankings while the latter is treated as an "ob

servation" formula -<c V e, and can affect conclusions

only by entering the antecedents of queries.11

3.2 c-consistency

Parallel to the notion of admissibility (Def. 2), we can

define a notion of c-consistency as follows:

Definition 11 A network A is c-consistent iff there

exists at least one stratified ranking k for A

An example of a c-inconsistent network is the follow

ing: A = {tk —* cs, tk A bd —» -<cs, tk —► x, x —* bd}.12

The lack of an appropriate causal representation for

this set of rules is not surprising. If we accept that

tk causes cs, we should expect ->bd to hold by default

when tk is true. On the other hand if there is a causal

path from tk to bd, we should expect bd to hold in the

context of tk. Note that this trouble case is admissible

as shown by the ranking in Table 2.13 This ranking

depicts a situation in which the act of predicting the

consequences of turning the key seems to protect the

battery against the damage inflicted by x and such a

flow of events is indeed contrary to the common un

derstanding of causation.

Another admissible yet c-inconsistent set is A = {a =*•

c, 6 => ->c} which might possibly arise when we physi

cally connect the outputs of two logic gates with con

flicting functions. A stratified ranking for A would

imply that

n(a A 6) = K(a) + k(6) (13)

In other words the abnormality of a should be indepen

dent of the abnormality of 6. However, if each time we

10We remark that the formalism in [37] deals with a much

richer time ontology than the formalism presented here,

and with a first-order language.

See [14] for further discussion of strict rules vs. mate

rial implication.

,2This is the network used in Example 1 augmented with

two rules tk —>■ x and x —<■ bd.

13This ranking is not stratified for A since n(bdAxAtk) =

2, but K(bd\x)+K(x\tk)+K(tk) = 1 which contradicts Eqs. 8

and 10.
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worlds

(-'ft, i, bd, -ica)

tk, x, ->bd, cs)

tk, x,bd, ->cs)

est of the u»'s

Table 2: Admissible ranking for {tk —► cs,tk A bd —►

->cs, iifc —► x, x —► 6d}.

observe a we should expect c, but each time we observe

6 we should expect not c, a and 6 must be mutually

exclusive, hence negatively correlated events. Indeed,

since /c(aA6Ac) = /c(aA6A->c) = oo then «(aA6) = cc

and Eq. 13 cannot be satisfied unless either a or 6

is permanently false, thus defying the "possible an

tecedent" requirement for strict rules (Eq. 12).

3.3 The most normal stratified ranking

In Section 2.1 we showed that the constraints provided

by the default rules need to be supplemented with an

additional assumption, so as to obtain a unique pre

ferred ranking. The incorporation of this "most nor

mal" assumption in the context of stratified rankings,

results in a substantial increase of expressiveness as

discussed in [18].

Note however, that contrary to the case of system-

Z+ (see Theorem 4), the most-normal stratified rank

ing may not be unique; for example the network

A = {a —* c,b —* ->c} has two minimal rankings [18].

Thus, we now need to define entailment in minimal

rankings, denoted by |^*, with respect to the conse

quence relations of all most-normal stratified rankings.

4 Belief Revision and Updating

In this section we demonstrate how the semantics of

model ranking, together with the syntactic machin

ery developed for processing queries, can be applied to

manage the tasks of belief revision and belief update.

In both tasks we seek to incorporate a new piece of in

formation 4> into an existing set of beliefs tp. In belief

revision <j> is assumed to be a piece of evidence while in

update <f> is treated as a change occurring by external

intervention. We first apply the evidence handling ca

pability of system-Z+ to belief revision and then use

stratified ranking and its representation of actions and

causal relations to govern the dynamics of belief up

date.

4.1 Belief revision

AGM have advanced a set of postulates that have be

come a standard against which proposals for belief re

vision are tested [1]. The AGM postulates model epis-

temic states as deductively closed sets of (believed)

sentences and characterize how a rational agent should

change its epistemic states when new beliefs are added,

subtracted, or changed. The central result is that the

postulates are equivalent to the existence of a com

plete preordering of all propositions according to their

degree of epistemic entrenchment such that belief re

visions always retain more entrenched propositions in

preference to less entrenched ones. Although the AGM

postulates do not provide a calculus with which one

can realize the revision process or even specify the con

tent of an epistemic state [3, 10, 27], they nevertheless

imply that a rational revision must behave as though

propositions were ordered on some scale.

Spohn [36] has shown how belief revision conforming

to the AGM postulates can be embodied in the context

of ranking functions. Once we specify a single rank

ing function k on possible worlds, we can associate

the set of beliefs, with those propositions /? for which

«(-■/?) > 0. It follows then that the models for the

theory ip representing our beliefs (written Mods{tf>))

consist of those worlds u for which k(u>) = 0. To in

corporate a new belief <b, one can raise the k of all mod

els of -<<j) relative to those of <f>, until k(-«f>) becomes

(at least) 1, at which point the newly shifted ranking

defines a new set of beliefs. This process of belief revi

sion, which Spohn named a-conditioning (with a = 1

for this particular case), represents the ranking equiva

lent of Jeffrey's rule of probability kinematics [29] and

was shown to comply with the AGM postulates [12].

It follows then that the process of revising beliefs in

all three forms of conditioning also obey the AGM

postulates. Ordinary conditioning amounts to setting

a = oo, J-conditioning amounts to a = J, while L-

conditioning calls for shifting the models of <j> relative

to those of -i^ by L units of surprise. If we denote

by k^(w) the revised ranking after conditioning (with

a = oo), then the dynamics of belief is governed by

the following equation:

Mw) ■{:
(w).

oo

k(4) ifw (=<£,

otherwise.
(14)

Accordingly, testing whether a given sentence 0 is

believed after revision amounts to testing whether

«0(-1/?) > 0 or, equivalently, whether k(-i0\4>) > 0.

The unique feature of the system described in this pa

per is that the above test can be performed by purely

syntactic terms, involving only the rules in A [17].

These computations are demonstrated in the follow

ing example.

Example 3 (Working students) The set A =

{« —► -iw,8 —* a, a —* w} stands for "typically stu

dents don't work" , "typically students are adults" , and

"typically adults work", respectively.14 The Z+ prior

ities on the rules (computed according to Eq. 5) are:

Z+(a — u>) = 0 and Z+(s -* -no) = Z+(s — a) = 1,

14 Note that all Si's are 0 for this example
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from which the initial k+ ranking can be computed

(Eq. 4), as depicted in Table 3. The rankings in Ta-

K+ Possible worlds

0 (-*«, a, to), (->j, -<a, w, ), (->«, ->a, ->w, )

1 (-ia,a,->w), («,a,->u>,)

2 (s,a,w), (s,-ia,->w), (s,->a,to)

Table 3: Initial ranking for the student triangle in Ex

ample 3

bles 4 and 5 show the revised rankings after observing

an adult («„) and a student («,) respectively.

«;
Possible worlds

0 (-is, a, w)

1 (->«, a, -<w), (s,a,->w,)

2 (s,a,w)

Table 4: Revised ranking after observing an adult

4 Possible worlds

0 (s,a,-<w,)

i (s,a,w), (s,-.a,-itu), (s,-ia,u»)

Table 5: Revised ranking after observing a student

The beliefs associated with these rankings can be com

puted from the worlds residing in k+ = 0. Thus, in kJ

"an adult works" , whereas in «+ "a student is an adult

that does not work". These beliefs can be computed

more conveniently by syntactic analysis of the rules

and their Z+ priorities, either by using Eq. 6, or by

extracting from A a propositional theory that is maxi

mally consistent with the observation using Eq. 7. For

example, the beliefs associated with observing a stu

dent s are given by the theory {s,s D a, 8 D -<w}.

These two implications mirror the rules s —» ->w and

s —► a which are the unique set of rules that are max

imally consistent with s.

4.2 Discussion and related work

There are several computational and epistemological

advantages to basing the revision process on a finite

set of conditional rules, and not on the beliefs, or on

the rankings or the expectations that emanate from

those rules. The number of propositions in one's belief

set is astronomical, as is the number of worlds, while

the number of rules is usually manageable.

This computational necessity has been recognized by

several researchers. Nebel [27] adapted the AGM the

ory so that finite sets of base propositions mediate

revisions. The basic idea in these syntax-based sys

tems is to define a (total) priority order on the set of

base propositions and to select revisions to be max

imally consistent relative to that order as exempli

fied in the nonmonotonic systems of Brewka [5] and

Poole [33] and in Example 3. Nebel has shown that

such a strategy, can satisfy almost all the AGM ax

ioms. Boutilier [3] has further shown that, indeed, the

priority function Z+ corresponds naturally to the epis-

temic entrenchment ordering of the AGM theory.15

Unfortunately, even Nebel 's theory does not com

pletely succeed at formalizing the practice of belief re

vision, as it does not specify how the priority order on

the base propositions is to be determined. Although

one can imagine, in principle, that the knowledge au

thor specify this priority order in advance, such spec

ification would be impractical, since the order might

(and, as we have seen, should) change whenever new

rules are added to the knowledge base. By contrast,

system-Z+ extracts both beliefs and rankings of be

liefs automatically from the content of A; no outside

specification of belief orderings is required.

Finally, and perhaps most significantly, system-Z+ is

capable of responding not merely to empirical obser

vations but also to linguistically transmitted informa

tion such as conditional sentences (i.e., if-then rules).

For example, suppose someone tells us that leaving

the radio on also tends to render the battery dead;

we add this new rule to our knowledge base (verifying

first that the addition is admissible), recompute Z+,

and are prepared to respond to new observations or

hearsay. In Spohn's system, where revisions are lim

ited to a-conditioning, one cannot properly revise be

liefs in response to conditional statements. The AGM

postulates, too, are inadequate for describing revision

due to incorporation of new conditionals.16

The ability to adopt new conditionals (as rules) also

provides a simple semantics for interpreting nested

conditionals (e.g., "If you wear a helmet whenever you

ride a motorcycle, then you won't get hurt badly if

you fall"17). Nested conditionals cease to be a mys

tery once we permit explicit references to default rules.

The sentence "If (a —* b) then (c —» d)n is interpreted

as

"If I add the default a —► b to A, then the con

ditional c —* d will be satisfied by the conse

quence relation f~,of the resulting knowledge

base A' = A U {u — 6}".

I5The proof in [3] considers the priorities Z+ resulting

from a flat set of rules as in system-Z [31]. Boutilier [4] also

shows that an entrenchment ordering obeying the AGM

framework obtains from the Z priorities of the negations

of the material counterpart of rules.

leGardenfors [12] attempts to devise postulates for con

ditional sentences, but finds them incompatible with the

Ramsey test (page 156-160).

17An example due to Calabrese (personal

communication).
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which is clearly a proposition that can be tested in the

language of default-based ranking systems. Note the

essential distinction between having a conditional sen

tence a —► b explicitly in A versus having a conditional

sentence a —<• 6 satisfied by the consequence relation

of A. This distinction gets lost in systems that do

not acknowledge defaults as the basis for ranking and

beliefs.18

4.3 Belief update

The introduction of stratified ranking adds the capa

bility for implementing a new type of belief changes,

named update by Katsuno and Mendelzon, which re

sult from external influences, and which act differ

ently from those reflecting new evidence. Katsuno

and Mendelzon [21] have shown that the AGM pos

tulates are inadequate for describing changes caused

by updates, for which they have proposed new sets

of postulates. The basic difference between revi

sion and update is that the latter permits changes in

each possible world independently, as was proposed by

Winslett [38]. 19

This type of belief change can be embodied in a strat

ified ranking system using the following device: For

each instruction to "update the knowledge base by <j>"

we add a set of rules that simulates the action udo(<j>),

leaving everything else constant (whenever possible)" ,

and then condition /c on the truth of do(<j>). The fol

lowing set of causal rules embody the intent of this

action, where <f> and <f>' stand for "<f> holds at t" and u<j>

holds at t' > t", respectively:20

* - V (15)

~*4 —* ->4>' (16)

do(4>) =► 4>'- (17)

The following example (adapted from Winslett [38])

demonstrates how this device differentiates between

update and revision.

Example 4 (XOR-gate) A XOR Boolean gate c =

XOR(a, b) is examined at two different times. At time

t, we observe the output c = true and conclude that

one of the inputs a or 6 must be true, but not both.

At a later time t' we learn that V is true (primed let

ters denote propositions at time t'), and we wish to

change our beliefs (in a and a') accordingly. Natu

rally, this change should depend on how the truth of

18 Belief revision systems proposed in the database lit

erature [11, 6] suffer from the same shortcoming. In

that context-defaults represent integrity constraints with

exceptions.

19In the language of Bayesian networks, the difference

between updates and revisions parallels the distinction be

tween causal and evidential information [28].

20The two persistence rules, Eqs. 15 and 16, are pre

sumed to apply between any two atomic propositions at

two successive times.

 

do(b)

Figure 2: Graph depicting the causal dependencies in

Example 4

b' is learned. If we learn 6' by measuring the voltage

on the b terminal of the gate, then we have a belief

revision process on our hands, and we expect a' to be

false. On the other hand, if we learn that 6' is true

as a result of physically connecting the 6 terminal to

a voltage source, we no longer expect a' to be false,

since we have no reason to believe that the output c

has retained its truth value in the process.

In the stratified ranking formulation, the knowledge

base corresponding to this example will consist of three

components:

1. The functional description of the XOR gate at

times t and t' ,

a A 6 =>■ -ic ; ->aA->b=>->c (18)

aA->6=^c ; ->a/\b=>c, (19)

and an equivalent set of rules for a', 6', c'.

2. The persistence rules: For every x in {a, 6, c},

x -+Z1 ; -ijt -► ->x'. (20)

3. The action do(b), which represents the external

influence on 6':

do(b) =► 6'. (21)

The underlying graph for the network A corresponding

to this knowledge base is depicted in Figure 2.

Initially, after observing c, our evidence consists only

of c. The minimal stratified ranking kc for a A con

sisting of rules in Eqs. 18-21 is depicted in Table 6.

To represent belief revision, we add b' to our evidence

set and query whether c A 6' \\£ ->a'.21 In contrast, to

represent belief update, we add do(b) to our evidence

set and query whether (c A b' A do(6)) |fx* ->a'.

It can be shown that the first query is answered in the

affirmative, as the second in the negative. The left-

hand side of Table 7 shows the ranking resulting from

21 Recall that ||^* denotes the consequence relation of

the minimal stratified ranking for A (see Sec. 3.3), which

is unique for this example.
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Kc -.(fo(6) do(i)

0 (-a,l,-*',V), (a, -ft, a', -ft')

1 (-a, 6,o', 6'), (a, -6, -a', -6'), (a, -6, a', 6') (-a.ft.-a'.ft'), (a,-ft,a',ft')

2 (-.a, 6, a', -.6'), (a, -.6, -.a', 6'), (-a, ft, a', ft'), (a, -6, -v.', 6')

CO models for ->c models for ->c

Table 6: Minimal stratified ranking for Example 4 after c is observed

Revision Kc(Lj6Ty
Update Kc{ui\do

haX^t'lb1)
(-q,t,-al,y),(o,^,a,,y

(->a, 6, a'y b')t (a, -»6, a', b')
i. ■■■■-.. — '■ »"T-r, ■ — ■ '

(-■a, ft, a', 6'), (a, -.t, --a', tf)

(a, --ft, -'a', ft'),

models for ->6 models for ->do(b)

Table 7: Rankings after observing 6, and after "doing" b

the revision of the ranking in Table 6 by 6' (first query),

while the right-hand side shows the ranking of worlds

after updating by do{b) (second query). Note that in

the revised ranking the only world in the zero rank is

a model for ->a! , while the updated ranking shows an

additional world which is a model for a' (the state of

the output c in this world changed as a consequence

of the action). The action do(b) establishes the truth

of 6' but has no effect on what we believe about the

second input a'. Since neither a nor ->a were believed

at t, they remain unbelieved at t'.

4.4 The dynamics of belief update

The example above demonstrates that, given a ranking

k and a network A, it is possible to predict a system's

behavior under external interventions. For example, if

we wish to inquire whether event e will hold true after

we force some variable A to become true, we simply

add to A the rule do(a) => a,22 recompute the re

sulting stratified ranking k', and compute K'(e\do(a)).

It can be shown [16] that there is a simple relation

between /c(e|a) and K'(e\do(a)), which is best repre

sented as a transformation between two ranking func

tions, k(u) and k'(u), the latter being an abbreviation

of K'(w\do(a)). We simply replace the term /c(a|Par,i)

in the sum of Eq. 10 with the term /c(a|<fo(a)), repre

senting the new influence do(a) that now governs a:

«'(») =
{ :

(w) - n(a\ParA(w))

oo

if u ^= a.

if w |= ->a.
(22)

In other words, the k of each world w satisfying a is

reduced by an amount equal to the degree of surprise

of finding A = true, given the realization of Para in w

(the k of each world falsifying a is of course oo) . Such

independent movement from world to world is shown

in Example 4, where /c(w) is depicted on the left-hand

side of Table 6 and /c'(w) is depicted on the right hand

22We use lowercase to denote the instantiation of variable

A to a truth value.

side of Table 7. If A has no parents (direct causes),

then k' is obtained by shifting the k of each u ^ a by

a constant amount k(o), as in ordinary conditioning,

and k'(w) would be equal to «(w|a), as expected. How

ever, when the manipulated variable has direct causes

Para, the amount of shift would vary from world to

world, depending on how surprising it would be (in

that world) to find a happening naturally (without ex

ternal intervention). For instance, if ^4 is governed by

persistence rules, a(t — 1) —► a(t), ->a(< — 1) —► -<a(t),

then worlds in which a(t — 1) hold will shift less than

those in which a(t — 1) is false, because a(t) is expected

to hold in the former and not in the latter. Note that

the amount of shift subtracted from k(u) is equal pre

cisely to the fraction of surprise /c(a|Par^(w)) that

A = true contributes to k(u) and that now becomes

explained away (hence excusable) by the action do(a).

4.5 Relation to KM postulates

It can be shown [16] that when the update by a formula

<f> ib given as a conjunction of literals (representing con

current or sequential actions), then the movement of

worlds toward k = 0 will yield a set of updated beliefs

consistent with the KM postulates.23 More specifi

cally, for every world u ^ -«l> that is currently in

"Updates involving disjunctions require special treat

ment. If they are to be interpreted as a license to effect

any change satisfying the disjunction, then the final state

of belief is the union, taken over all disjuncts, of worlds

that drift to k = 0. In this interpretation, the instruction

"make sure the box is painted either blue or white" will

leave the box color unknown, even knowing that the box

was white initially (contrary to the postulate (U2) of KM).

However, if the intention is to effect no change as long as

the disjunctive condition is satisfied, then the knowledge

base should be augmented with an observation-dependent

strategy udo(<f>) when <j> is not satisfied", instead of us

ing the pure action do(<j>). Conditioning on such a strat

egy again yields a belief set consistent with the KM pos

tulates. The first interpretation is useful for discrediting

earlier observations, for example, "I am not sure the em
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k = 0 there is at least one image world w* ^ <j>, hav

ing k(w*) > 0 that will end up at k'(w*) = 0 ac

cording to Eq. 22. In an image world w*, every term

it(xi\Parx,(u*)) > 0 represents a violation of expec

tation that would be totally excusable were it caused

by an external intervention such as <j>. Intuitively, the

image world corresponds to a scenario in which all the

unexpected events are attributed to the intervention

of 4> but otherwise the world follows its natural, un

perturbed course as dictated by the prediction of the

causal theory.

That updates resulting from Eq. 22 comply with

the KM postulates can be seen by the following

consideration.24 KM have shown that their axioms

are equivalent to the existence of a function mapping

each possible interpretation world w to a partial pre-

order <,,,, such that for any interpretation w', ifw ^ u'

then w <u, w'. Then the set of models for the update

of a formula t/> (representing our current beliefs) by a

formula <j>, written rj> o<j>, is found by taking the union

of the minimal models for <j>, with respect to each one

of the pre-orders defined by the models for xl>:

Mods(ip o<j>) = (^J min(Mocfo(^), <w).

ui£Modt(ip)

(23)

It is not hard to show that the image w* as described

above is indeed a minimal element in the order <w,

defined as follows:

Definition 12 (World orderings) Let

O = x\, X2, . . . , xn be any order of the variables that

is consistent with the dag T^a) . Given three worlds

w,wi, and W2, we say that wi <,„ u>2 iff the following

conditions hold:

1. w disagrees with u>2 on a literal that is earlier (in

O) than any literal on which u disagrees with wi.

2. If a tie occurs, then wi <„ w2 if k(u>i) < k(w2).

4.6 Related work

The connection between belief update and theories of

action was noted by Winslett [38] and has been elab

orated more recently by del Val and Shoham [8] using

the situation calculus.

Unlike del Val and Shoham [8], we would not claim

that "the KM-postulates need not be postulated at

all, but can instead be derived analytically". While

the KM postulates can indeed be derived from our

formulations of actions, persistence, and causation, the

interesting power of these postulates is that they cover

a wide variety of such formulations, from a simple the

ory such as ours to the intricate machinery of the sit

uation calculus. Our analysis offers the KM postu

lates an intuitive, model-theoretic support that is well

grounded in probability theory, where the distinction

between observations and actions can be formulated

naturally and tractably. It also offers a simple unifica

tion of revision and update, since both are embodied

in a conditioning operator, the former by condition

ing on observations and the latter by conditioning on

actions.

Grahne et. al. [19] showed that revision could be ex

pressed in terms of an update operator in a language

of introspection (intuitively, observing a piece of evi

dence has the same effect as causing the observer to

augment her beliefs by that very evidence). Our anal

ysis shows that the converse is also true: belief up

dates can be expressed in terms of a conditioning op

erator, which is normally reserved for belief revision.

The intuition is that acting to produce a certain ef

fect yields the same beliefs as observing that action

performed. This translation is facilitated by the spe

cial status that the added action => effect rules enjoy

in stratified ranking, where actions are always repre

sented as root nodes, independent of all other events

except their consequences. This ensures that the im

mediate effects of those actions are explained away and

do not reflect back on other events in the past. It is

this stratification that produces the desired distinction

between observing an action produce an effect and ob

serving the effect without the action.25
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Abstract

A key issue when reasoning with default rules is

how to order them so as to derive plausible

conclusions according to the more specific rules

applicable to the situation under concern, to

make sure that default rules are not

systematically inhibited by more general rules,

and to cope with the problem of irrelevance of

facts with respect to exceptions. Pearl's system Z

enables us to rank-order default rules. In this

paper we show how to encode such a rank-ordered

set of defaults in possibilistic logic. We can thus

take advantage of the deductive machinery

available in possibilistic logic. We point out

that the notion of inconsistency tolerant

inference in possibilistic logic corresponds to the

bold inference i— j in system Z. We also show

how to express defaults by means of qualitative

possibility relations. Improvements to the

ordering provided by system Z are also proposed.

1. INTRODUCTION

In the last five years many works dealing with the formal

study of non-monotonic reasoning have appeared. These

works go beyond early attempts which proposed specific

non-monotonic reasoning systems because they now

address the more fundamental issue of determining the

natural properties of a non-monotonic consequence

relation, likely to achieve a satisfactory treatment of

plausible reasoning in the presence of incomplete or

partially inconsistent information. Typical of this kind of

research are the works of Gabbay (1985), Makinson

(1989), Makinson and Gardenfors (1991), Gardenfors

(1991) and Kraus et al. (1990). It is now widely

acknowledged that the semantics of many non-monotonic

logics can be described in terms of a preference relation on

possible worlds (or interpretations) as first claimed by

Shoham (1988). At the same time, logics of uncertainty

such as probabilistic and possibilistic logics turned out to

be related to non-monotonic reasoning. Pearl (1988) has

suggested that Adams (1975)' logic of infinitesimal

probabilities was a good basis for non-monotonic

reasoning, and indeed the core axioms of non-monotonic

reasoning are present in Adams' logic. In order to get a

less conservative inference. Pearl (1990) has introduced

system Z which computes a natural priority ordering

among defaults and enables the problem of irrelevance

(from p K' q deduce p a r ^ q for irrelevant r) to be

coped with. This is again a well-behaved non-monotonic

reasoning system.

Independently, two of the authors of this paper have

developed, since 1987, possibilistic logic, a weighted

logic that handles valued formulas of classical logic,

where the weights express levels of certainty belonging to

a totally ordered set (usually taken as the unit interval);

see (Dubois and Prade, 1987). This logic is capable of

coping with partial inconsistency, and the inference

machinery turns out to express preferential entailment as

in Shoham (Dubois and Prade, 1991b). Hence

possibilistic logic is another system of non-monotonic

logic that handles a total ordering of interpretations.

In this paper, we pursue the preliminary investigations of

Dubois and Prade (1991a, b, c) by relating possibilistic

logic and system Z of Pearl (1990). The following results

are obtained, and explained:

- Given a set of defaults rank-ordered by system Z, these

defaults can be encoded in possibilistic logic. The

corresponding possibilistic knowledge base exactly

yields the same deductions as the set of defaults ordered

by system Z;

- At the semantic level, the minimal ranking function on

models defined in system Z is shown to be equivalent

to the so-called least specific possibility distribution on

models that is the basis of the semantics of

possibilistic logic;

- Defaults rules of Adams-Pearl conditional logic can be

directly encoded under the form of a partially defined

qualitative possibility relation on formulas (or

equivalenUy a partially defined expectation ordering, in

the terminology of Gardenfors and Makinson, 1992).

The converse is true, and the two kinds of inference \-q

and h- 1 (respectively conservative and bold) in system

Z can be expressed in terms of completions of partially

defined orderings of formulas. The minimum
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specificity ordering is described and leads to the bold

inference of system Z.

A new approach to ordering defaults in system Z is

proposed where shortcomings pertaining to property

inheritance are tackled.

2 . POSSIBILITY THEORY

Let £2 be a set of possible worlds. If needed, Q can be

identified with the finite set of interpretations of a

propositional logic language. A possibility distribution is

a mapping tc from ft to a totally ordered set S which is

also a complete lattice. For simplicity we assume S =

[0,1]. n is said to be normal if 3 co e Q, such that

tc(co) = 1. By convention tc represents some background

knowledge about where the real world is; Tt(co) = 0 means

that co is not possible, and tc(oo) = 1 that nothing

prevents co from being the real world. When 7t(oo) >

tc(co'), co is a preferred candidate to co' for being the real

world. tc is thus a convenient encoding of a preference

relation that can embody concepts such as normality,

typicality, consistency with available knowledge,

qualitative likelihood, etc.

A possibility distribution leads to evaluate, in two

respects, subsets of possible worlds as to their containing

the real world:

- a degree of possibility FKp) = sup{Tc(co) I cot=p) which

evaluates the extent to which p is consistent with the

available knowledge expressed by it (Zadeh, 1978);

thus we have:

VpVq n(pvq) = max(n(p).n(q))

- a degree of necessity (or certainty) N(p) = inf{ 1 -

n(co) I co t= -p) which evaluates the extent to which p

is entailed by the available knowledge.

The duality between certainty and possibility is expressed

by N(p) = 1 - ri(-ip). Possibility and certainty degrees can

thus be used to induce ordering relations on the set of

formulas of a language, from the knowledge of a

possibility distribution on possible worlds, considering a

formula as the set of possible worlds where it is true. The

converse is true as well. A qualitative necessity (resp.:

possibility) relation on a Boolean algebra is defined for

any pair of propositions p and q as p >q q <=> N(p) > N(q)

(resp. p >j-j q <=> Yl(p) ^ IKq)). Necessity relations are

complete transitive relations such that T >q 1, where T

and 1 represent tautology and contradiction respectively,

and >q the strict part of the C-ordering >c (we will

similarly distinguish in notation strict and non-strict

relations for other orderings in the following)

T*pac±,Vp

and p >c q => r a p >q r a q, Vr.

In the finite case, the only numerical counterparts to

necessity relations are necessity measures, such that

N(p a q) = min(N(p),N(q)) (Dubois, 1986). Qualitative

possibility relations are dual to necessity relations in the

sense that p >q q «=> -iq >pj -.p. They satisfy the

characteristic axiom p >r| q => r v p >j-j r v q, Vr.

Qualitative necessity relations are very close to epistemic

entrenchment relations of Gardenfors (1988); see (Dubois

and Prade, 1991a).

Another important issue in possibility theory is the

principle of minimum specificity. A possibility

distribution it is said to be more specific than another n'

if and only if n < tc'. In other words, tc is more

informative than tc'. Given a set of constraints restricting

a feasible subset of possibility distributions, the best

representative is the least specific feasible possibility

distribution, which assigns the highest degree of

possibility to each world, since it is the least committed

one.

Lastly, a purely ordinal notion of conditioning can be

defined for possibility and necessity measures, by means

of an equation similar to Bayesian conditioning (Dubois

and Prade, 1990)

n(pAq) = min(II(qlp),n(p)) (1)

when ri(p) > 0. Tl(q I p) is defined as the greatest solution

to (1) in accordance with the minimum specificity

principle. It leads to

n(qlp) =lifri(pAq) = n(q)

= Il(p a q) otherwise

when n(p) > 0. If Tl(p) = 0, FKq I p) = 1. Vq. The

conditional necessity measure is simply defined as

N(q I p) = 1 - ri(-.q I p). Thus N(q I p) = N(-,p v q)

provided that N(q I p) > 0. This notion of conditioning

contrasts with Dempster rule of conditioning, whereby

min is changed into product in (1) viewing a possibility

measure as a special case of Shafer (1976)'s plausibility

function.

3. POSSIBILISTIC ENTAILMENT

Given a possibility distribution it on fi, a notion of

preferential entailment t=n can be defined in the spirit of

Shoham (1988)'s proposal:

P*=tc<1~

all the worlds which maximize tc, among those which

satisfy p, satisfy q.

We restrict this definition to propositions p such that

n(p) > 0. It can then be established that (Dubois and

Prade, 1991b)
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p^q if and only if {cof=p I n((o) = IKp) > 0} c

{ca=q}

if and only if N(q I p) > 0

if and only if N(-.p v q) > N(-ip v -q)

if and only if n(p a q) > FKp a -<j).

In this section we assume for simplicity that FKp) > 0,

V p * ±. It has been shown in Dubois and Prade (1991b,

c) that the inference relation t=n is non-monotonic. It was

shown to satisfy the three axioms suggested by Gabbay

(1985):

Cut: if p t=n q and p a q t=n r then p t=n r

Cautious Monotony (CM):

if p \=n q and p i=n r then p a q t=n r

OR: if p (=„ r and q t=rt r then pvqt=nr.

Moreover the following properties also hold:

Restricted Reflexivity (RR): if p * 1 then p t=rt p

Nihil ex Absurdo (NA): ->(± t=re p)

Left Logical Equivalence (LLE):

if p <-» q = T, p t=n r then q \=n r

Right Weakening (RW):

if -ip v q = T then r 1=^ p implies r t=n q

AND: if p t=n q and p (=n r then p t=rt q a r

Rational Monotony (RM):

if —i(p t=n -.q) and p \=n r then p a q t=n r.

Most of these properties, studied by Kraus et al. (1990)

belong to what Gardenfors and Makinson (1992) call

"extended set of postulates for non-monotonic inference".

There are slight differences however; supraclassicality

(p i= q implies p t=rt q) is not taken for granted, but

changed into restricted reflexivity, and the NA assumption

is present; namely, we do not allow inferences from a

contradictory statement (p = 1) in the sense of preferential

entailment. While 1 entails anything, it should

preferentially entail nothing. This is consistent with the

fact that IKp 1 1) = 1, Vp for conditional possibility. All

these properties trivially hold for possibilistic entailment,

except for rational monotony which comes down to

proving

if N(q I p) > 0 and N(-.r I p) = 0 then N(q I p a r) > 0.

Indeed, the two premisses are equivalent to Il(p) >

IKp a -.q) and ri(p) = IKp a r); then IKp a r) >

FI(p a ->q) = max(ri(p ahja -ur), I~I(p a ->q a r))

therefore li(p a r) > FKp a r a -iq) which is equivalent to

N(q I p a r)>0. Moreover, note that from N(q I p)>0 and

N(q I p a r)>0 we have respectively N(q I p) = N(-ip v q)

and N(q I p a r) = N(-.p v -j v q) and from -.pvqi-

-ip v -ir v q we have N(-.p v -.r v q) > N(-ip v q); then

we conclude that N(q I p a r) > N(q I p) also holds.

As properties for non-monotonic inference, it is obvious

that RM implies CM of which it is a strong form.

Moreover Kraus et al. (1990) have proved that the rule

Conditionalization (C): if p a q i=n r then p t=n q -» r

follows from LLE, RW, AND, OR, CM, and reflexivity;

hence it holds here if p a q * 1 as a consequence of LLE,

RW, AND, OR, RM, RR, NA. Using C, AND and RW,

the Cut rule is also a consequence of these axioms. Lastly

another property can also be derived, namely

Consistency Preservation (CP): -i(p t=re 1)

Proof: If p = JL, CP is a particular case of NA. If p * 1

then p t=jj p (RR). It is enough to apply RM with p' = p,

q' = -ip and r' = 1: from -<p a -ip \=n 1) (this is NA) and

-r-<p t=rt p) we conclude ->(p l=n 1). Q.E.D.

As seen above pt=nq is equivalent to p a q >rj p a -iq

where >j] is the strict qualitative possibility relation

induced by tc. Conversely p >pj q, comes down to a

possibilistic entailment relationship.

Lemma 1: p >j\ q is equivalent to p v q t=n ->q.

Proof: Note that the strict preference relation >[-] verifies

the property pvr>rjqvr^p >jj q. Hence p >rj q

entails p a -iq >j-j q (where r = p a q). Letting a = p v q

and (3 = -q, p a -q >j-j q reads a a P >j-j a a -,p. This is

equivalent to a t=n p, i.e. p v q t=n -iq. Conversely,

p v q t=n -iq is equivalent to (p v q) a -<j >j-j (p v q) a q,

i.e. p a -.q >j-j q which, along with p >j-j p a -iq

leads to p>[jq. Q.E.D.

Lemma 1 is closely related to Gardenfors and Makinson

(1992) representation results for non-monotonic inference

by means of expectation orderings which correspond to

qualitative necessity relations, except that T >q 1 is not

requested. Conversely it is possible to prove that any non

monotonic inference relation ^ between propositions in a

Boolean algebra satisfying the above properties can derive

from a possibility distribution on Q. Again, this result is

closely related to Gardenfors (1988) representation

theorem for belief revision operations in terms of

epistemic entrenchment, restated in terms of non

monotonic inference by Gardenfors and Makinson (1992).

Theorem 1: Given a non-monotonic inference relation

^ on a finite Boolean algebra (of subsets of CI), satisfying

OR, RR, NA, LLE, RW, AND and RM the relation >

defined by

p > q if and only if p v q t* -.q

is one of qualitative nossibility.
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Proof: We have to show that relation > satisfies all

axioms of a qualitative possibility relation (see Dubois,

1986)

i) Non-triviality: T > 1 expresses that T ^ T (RR)

ii) p £ 1 or equivalently -.(1 > p), i.e. ->(p I .p).

Indeed assume p ^ ->p then if p * 1, using RR and

AND leads to p l~ A. which contradicts CP. 1^1

follows from -i(_L t~ p), with p = T;

iii) Completeness: p > q or q > p, or equivalently

-i(p > q and q > p). It states that we cannot have

p v q t~ -iq and pvq^ ->p. Indeed, otherwise using

"AND" leads topvq^-ipA-iq which violates CP

again;

iv) Transitivity: q £ p and r > q implies r > p. It

amounts to proving the inconsistency of -i(p vqH'

-.q), -.(q vr^ -j) and pvr^ -j. As in Gardenfors

and Makinson (1992) we first prove pvqvr^-j,

applying OR to p v r *~ -J and -* a q ^ -j; the

latter holds from RR and RW provided that -ir a q *

-L If -j a q = J. then r v q = r and by LLE applied to

pvri-'-ir, pvqvr^-J. Next, pvqvrl~-.qA

-j obtains via contraposition of RM applied to p v

qvr^-ir and ->(q v r I—j) (letting p' = pvqvr,

q' = q v r, and r" = -j). Lastly RM can again be

applied topvqv r l~ -kj (that follows from p v q v

r K' -q a -j) and -i(p vq^ -,q) in the same way, to

conclude pvqv rl ipA ->q. Combining the

results by the AND rule leads topvqvrK'-.pA-rfj

a -ir which in tum is not compatible with CP;

v) rvp>rvq implies p > q . It amounts to prove

that pvqvri—iqA-j implies pvq^ -q. First

note that pvqvr^-rfjA-ir is equivalent to

p v (q v r) i~ -i(q vr), This writes p > r v q.

Moreover we have r v qS q because it expresses that

-«(r v q K' —>q a -j) which is due to CP. The result

follows by transitivity.

Q.E.D.

In the finite setting, the existence of a qualitative

possibility relation >j-j on the Boolean algebra 2*^

ensures the existence of a corresponding possibility
distribution n such that n(co) > n(a>r) »p>rjq where p

and q are the propositions whose only models are co and

co' respectively (Dubois, 1986). Some results in the non-

finite case are given in Gardenfors and Makinson (1992).

Lemma 1 ensures that the qualitative possibility relation

obtained from Theorem 1 leads to a possibilistic inference

that coincides with the original nonmonotonic inference.

Clearly the set of 7 postulates in Theorem 1 can be called

the basic postulates of possibilistic inference.

4. POSSIBILISTIC LOGIC

A possibilistic knowledge base (IlKB) is a finite set of

weighted formulas B = {(pj aj), i = l,n} where oij

represents a lower bound on the degree of necessity N(p;).

The fuzzy set of models of a FIKB has for membership

function the least specific possibility distribution 713

which satisfies the set of constraints N(pj) £ 04, i = l,n.

This possibility distribution exists and is defined by

(Dubois, Lang and Prade, 1989)

V co e ft, tcb(co) = minj-i „ {1 - 04, co t= -pj}. (2)

This possibility distribution is not necessarily normal and

suPcoe Q nB^ IS called the degree of consistency of the

nKB.

Inference at the syntactic level in possibilistic logic is

performed by means of a weighted version of the

resolution principle (Dubois and Prade, 1987):

(p v q, a)

H>vr,p)

(q v r min(a,P))

Proving (p a) from a IlKB B comes down to deriving the

contradiction (1 |J) from B u {(-ip 1)} with a weight

P > a. It will be denoted by B 1- (p P). We can also

compute the degree of inconsistency of B as max (a I B 1-

(1 a)} = Inc(B). This inference method is as efficient as

classical logic refutation by resolution, and has been

implemented in the form of an A*-like algorithm (Dubois

et al., 1987).

More important is the fact that this inference method is

sound and complete with respect to the possibilistic

semantics of the F/IKB (Dubois, Lang and Prade, 1989,

1991b). Namely Bn(pa) if and only if the degree of

consistency of the possibility distribution associated to B

u {(-<p 1)} is less than 1 - a. Equivalently, N#(p) > a

in the sense of kq.

Preferential possibilistic entailment can also be captured

at the syntactical level, and we can prove (Dubois and

Prade, 1991b)

p t=rt q for re = 71b if and only if B u {(p 1)} t- (q a)

witha>Inc(Bu {(pi)}).

In other words possibilistic logic offers a syntactic

inference device for a class of non-monotonic logics and a

computerized tool (POSLOG, see Dubois et al., 1991a)

for computing non-monotonic inferences whose

complexity is similar to classical logic. Clearly

possibilistic reasoning copes with partial inconsistency

by yielding non-trivial conclusions.

It also corresponds to what Satoh (1990) calls "lazy non

monotonic reasoning" since non-monotonicity appears

only in the presence of inconsistency.
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5 . ENCODING SYSTEM Z IN

POSSIBILISTIC LOGIC

A limitation of possibilistic logic is its inability to

account for default rules in its language. Namely, it is not

possible to express that N(q I p) > 0 in a FIKB, in a direct

way. Pearl (1990)'s system Z turns out to be very close to

the framework of possibility theory but offers one method

to handle defaults. Following Pearl (1990), a default rule

is of the form p -» q where -> is a non-classical arrow

relating two Boolean propositions. In the whole paper the

arrow -> has this non-classical meaning, the material

implication being written as a disjunction. A default rule

is interpreted as being verified by a possible world (if

CO t= p a q), satisfied (if to 1= ->p v q) or falsified (if

co t= p a -iq). Thus, default rules are very similar to so-

called conditional objects, denoted by q I p, qualitative

counterparts of conditional uncertainty measures such as

Prob(q I p), which are either true (co t= p a q), false

(co t= p a -.q) or inapplicable (co t= -.p), and which can be

viewed as the set of formulas entailed by p a q and

entailing -ip v q. The similarity between conditional

objects and non-monotonic inference rules has been

pointed out (Dubois and Prade, 1991c).

Given a set of default rules R = {pj -» q, I i = 1 jm) , Pearl

gives a method to rank-order them such that the least

specific rules (i.e. with most general antecedents) get the

least priority. The ideas is to partition R into an ordered

set {Rrj, Rj, ..., Rfc} such that rules in Rj are tolerated

by all rules in Rj+i u... u R^. A rule p -> q is tolerated

by a set {p, -» qj, i = l,m) if and only if {p a q, -ipi v

qj, .... -ipm vqm) is consistent. From this partition,

Pearl attaches to each rule d e Rj the weight Z(d) = i e

IN . This ranking of default rules induces a ranking of

possible worlds. The rank K(co) of a possible world co is

the rank of the highest-ranked rule falsified by co,

augmented by the unit, i.e.

K(co) = max{Z(dj) + 1, co (= pj a -^} (3)

This ordering of models induces, in turn, an ordering of

formulas using a function z such that z(p) = min{K(co) I

to t= p}, which is a disbelief function in the sense of

Spohn(1988). Pearl defines a non-monotonic inference

concept denoted h- i such that

p i- 1 q <=* z(p a q) < z(p a -,q).

The following example illustrates these definitions:

Example

Let R be the following set of defaults

b

P

dl

d2

d3

► f

.-if

>b

(birds fly),

(penguins do not fly),

(penguins are birds).

It can be easily verified that the rule di is tolerated

by d2 and d3, since the following interpretation {b =

1, f = 1, p = 0} verifies dl and satisfies both d2 and

d3. This contrasts with the other rules for which it

is not possible to find an interpretation which

verifies d2 (resp. d3) and satisfies both di and d3

(resp. d] and d2). So, we have Z(di) = 0 and Z(d2) =

Z(d3)=l.

Let us add the facts {p, b} to this base, and we are

interested to know if -if is a plausible consequence

of this system. From the system Z we can infer this

consequence since minw (K(co), co t= b a p a -if} =

1 is lower than mino { K(co), coi=bApAf}=2.

The relationship between system Z and possibilistic logic

(and its non-monotonic inference t=n) is made clear by the

following:

Theorem 2: Let n be the possibility distribution built

from the model ranking function K, letting

jc(co) = 1 -
K(co)

k + 2

where k = max j Z(dj). Then the following results hold:

i) z(p) = (k + 2)(l-n(p))

ii) the world ranking function K computed by system Z

using (3) corresponds to the minimally specific

possibility distribution that is obtained using (2)

from the possibilistic logic program {(-ipj v qj, 04),

i=l,n} where a\ is obtained from Z(dj) = (k + 2)04 -

1

iii) p f=j q if and only if p t=re q.

Proof: By definition we have:

i) z(p) = min{K(co), co t= p}

= min{(k + 2)(1 - Jt(co)), co t= p]

= (k + 2)[1 - max{jr(co), co t= p}]

= (k + 2)(l-ri(p)).

ii) 7t(co) = 1 -
K«a)

k

= 1 - max

using (3).

JZ(dj)+!

I k + 2

On the other hand, the least specific possibility

distribution that satisfies N(-ipj v qj) £ 04, i = 1 ,n is, due

to (2)

tc'(co) = 1 - max{oii , co 1= pj a -.qj}

then, jt = tc' provided that

ai = Z(di) + l ■

k + 2
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iii) p t=j q <=> z(p a q) < z(p a -.q)

<=> (k+2)(l - II(pAq)) < (k+2)(l - n(pA-q))

<=> n(p a q) > n(p a -o

« P N,c q Q.E.D

As a consequence, once the default ranking function Z has

been computed, the set R of default rules can be

represented by a I1KB: B = {(->pj v qj otj), i = l,n} with

Oi-SffiLt!

k + 2
and reasoning with a set of defaults can be

achieved by means of the inference machinery of

possibilistic logic. Clearly, the minimally specific

possibility distribution on interpretations corresponds to

the notion of compact ranking by Pearl (1990).

Example (continued)

Notice first that the possibilistic knowledge base X

equivalent to the set of defaults R constructed from

the theorem 1 is £ = {(-.b v f 1/3), (-ip v b 2/3),

(->p v -if 2/3)}. Then the following derivation

gives the optimal degree of inconsistency of Xu

{(p 1), (b 1)} which is equal to 1/3 where:

(-

 

(--bvf 1/3)

(-.pvf 1/3) (-ipv-.f 2/3)

hp 1/3) <P !>
 

By refutation, the following derivation shows that

-if is truly a logical consequence of £ u {(p 1), (b

1)} since adding the piece of information (f 1) we

find the degree of inconsistency equal to 2/3 which

is higher than 1/3:

(-

 

(f 1)

(-L 2/3)

Theorem 2, and the link between z(p) and Il(p) explains

why Boutilier (1991) found that the relation z(-ip) £ z(-.q)

is an epistemic entrenchment relation. Note that the two

orderings encoded by K and 7t are oriented in opposite

ways. Lastly, Theorem 2 gives a strong justification to a

previous hint made by the authors (Dubois and Prade,

1988) about encoding defaults as weighted formulas in the

sense of possibility theory.

Remark: It is easy to see that rc-entailment (and therefore

1 -entailment) overcomes the principal drawback of Adams'

logic of conditionals called by (Geffner, 1989; Geffner and

Pearl, 1992) irrelevant feature. Indeed, if we have in our

knowledge base £ the rule (p -» q a) then we can

conclude pAr-»q since £u((p 1), (r 1)} t= (q a) with

a > Incons(E u {(p 1), (r 1)}) = 0. This result is not

surprising since both n-entailment and 1 -entailment verify

the rational monotony postulate.

6 . REASONING WITH PARTIALLY

DEFINED POSSIBILITY

RELATIONS

While possibilistic logic offers a natural deductive

machinery for system Z, the latter has more prima facie

expressive power because it enables default rules to be

described as such. The priority ranking of defaults is done

by system Z while in possibilistic logic, the weights of

formulas must be given by the user. Hence the two

approaches are complementary. Here we show that in

order to endow possibilistic logic with an expressive

power equivalent to the Z-system, we must be able to add

the qualitative possibility (or necessity) relation to the

language.

A qualitative possibilistic knowledge base (QJlKB) is a

set of constraints C of the form (p, >jj qj, i = l,n} where

Pi and qj are prepositional formulae. A weak order >n

(reflexive, complete, transitive) on Q is said to be

compatible with C if and only if V i = l,n sup{co I co t=

Pj) >n sup (co I co t= qj}. >K is called a qualitative

possibility distribution (QIlD) on Q.

Specificity ordering among QITD's makes sense. Namely

any QI1D induces a well-ordered partition of Q,

{Ei, ..., Ejj} such that V co e Ej, V co* e Ej, i < j,

co >n co' holds. >n is said to be less specific than >rt' if

and only if the well-ordered partitions {Ej, .... E^} and

{E"!, ...,E'k'}, satisfy

V j - 1, max(k,k') , (Ji=l j E'j c Ui=i j Ej (1)

(for j > min(k,k') we use E; = 0 for k < k'). This notion

corresponds to the concept of specificity for numerical

ji's.

Theorem 3: Given two possibility distributions n and

n' such that n £ n', the ordering S^ induced from n is

more specific than >tf induced from n'. Conversely, if ^

is more specific than ^ then, if we let

7t((0) = Jt'(ci>') if 0) E Ej, w' € E j,

7t((o) > n(co') if to e Ej, ©' e E;, i < j,

Jt'(w) > Jt'(W) if co e E'j, to' 6 Ej, i < j,
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then re 5 jc'.

Proof: re 5 «' implies (1) is obvious since (J i= i j Ej

corresponds to the level-cuts of jc, i.e. are of the form

{co I tc(©) > a}, V a e [0,1]. As for the converse let

(0 £ E'j. Then from (1), © e Ej for i £ j. Hence tc'(©) =

jt(ci)') for any co' e E; and jc'(co) = 7t(co') > Jt(co). Q.E.D.

Representing a possibility distribution in terms of classes

of equally possible worlds, it is clear that the less specific

re, the more numerous are the elements in the classes E;

of low rank j. Hence minimizing specificity comes down

to minimize the number k of equivalence classes, so as to

assign as many worlds as possible to classes of low rank,

i.e. to the most compact ranking of worlds, in the

terminology of Pearl (1990).

The following theorem establishes the links between

system Z and qualitative IlKB's:

Theorem 4: A rule base R in system Z is equivalent to

a set of constraints C forming a QFlKB. Namely each

default rule pj -> qj in R can be translated into a

constraint pj a qj >rj pj a -nqj in C. Conversely, any

constraint pj >rj qj in C expresses a default in R of the

form pj v qj -» -qj.

Proof:

• Let us first show that each default in the system Z can

be represented by a constraint in C. Indeed, in the

system Z from each default pj -» q; we can conclude

Pi •— 1 Qi. then fr°m Theorem 2 pj i-j qj is equivalent

10 Pi A Qi >U Pi A -^i.

• That each constraint pj >j-j qj in C expresses a rule in R

of the form pj v qj -» -.qj is an obvious consequence of

Lemma 1 and (=„ = i-i, as per Theorem 2. Q.E.D.

Any finite consistent QI1KB induces a partially defined

QJID >n on ft, that can be completed according to the

principle of minimum specificity. The idea is to try to

assign to each world co the highest possibility level (in

forming a well-ordered partition) without violating the

constraints. Before giving an algorithm which constructs

the well ordered partition of ft, we transform the set of

constraints C = (pj a qj >rj pj a -.qj) obtained from rules

Pj -> qj into the set of constraints C = {max(co, co f=

Pi A Qi) > max(co', ©' t= pj a -iqj)} on models. The

following procedure computes the desired partition of ft:

a. Let Eo be the empty set.

b. While ft is not empty repeat b.l.-b.3.:

b.l . Put in Ej every model which does not appear

in the right side of any constraints of C,

b.2. Remove the elements of Ej from ft,

b.3. Remove from C any constraint containing

elements of Ej.

Example:

Let R be the set of the following defaults R = (di:

b -¥ f, d2: p -» -if, d3: p -> b) , which is translated

into the following set C of constraints:

bAf>rj.bA-if

p a -if >rj p a f

p a b >fi p a -.b

And let ft be the following set of possible models

ft ■ {©0: ->b a -if a -,p, coi: -ib a -if a P. ®2:

-ib a f a -ip, a>3: -ib a f a p, co4: b a -if a -ip,

©5: b a -if a p, ©6: b a f a -ip, ©7: b a f a p) ,

Then the set of constraints C on models is:

C'l: max (cc»6,C07) >n max (©4,0)5)

C'2: max (©5,©i) >n max (©3,©7)

C'3; max (©5,©7) >\\ max (©i,©3)

Let us apply now the previous algorithm, the

models which do not appear in the right side of any

constraint of C are {©0,©2.W6l. we call this set

Eo. We remove the elements of Eo from ft and we

remove the constraint C'l from C (since assigning

to ©6 the highest possibility level makes the

constraint C'l always satisfied). We start again the

procedure and we find successively the two

following sets {©4,05} and (c01.aj3.co7}. Finally,

the well ordered partition of ft is:

{coo=©2=©6} >n {g>4=g>5} >n {©i=©3=<07}.

Note that for instance it is possible to apply rules of

inference such as

(p a q >j-j p a -q and pat >j-[ p a -f) implies

p a q a r >y[ p a q a -j and p a q a r >j-j p a -iq a r

to go down from formulas to models. Indeed, the two first

premisses are equivalent to p >j-j p a -q and p >j]

p a ->r. Hence, p =n (p a -iq) v (p a q) =fT (p a q).

Finally, p a q >rj p a -ir >r] p a -j a q; in other words

we have p a q a r >pj p a q a -j.

We can prove that the ranking of models obtained by the

above algorithm is the same as the one computed by Pearl

(1990) from his rule-ranking algorithm.

Theorem 5: Given a set R of defaults {pj -> qj,

i = l.n), and the corresponding QIIKB inducing a

minimally specific QI1D >n, then the rank ordering

function K on models, as defined in (3) is such that

K(©) <, K(©') if and only if © ^ ©'.
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Proof: Consider C = {pj a q, >j\ Pj a -iqj, i = l,n).

Consider co e Eq ; co is such that V i = l,n, -.(co t= p, a

->qj). And co is maximal for >^. Then K(co) = 0 since the

maximizing set in (3) is empty. Now let Cq be the set of

constraints such that co l= pj a qj for some co e Eq.

Clearly any constraint i in Cq is such that for some

co € Eq, co t= {pj a qj} u {-ipj v q:, j * i}. Hence default

dj is tolerated by the others. The converse is obvious.

Hence the set of constraints Cq removed at step b.3

corresponds to the set of defaults Rq such that Z(dj) = 0.

The next run of step b is thus applied to the constraints

corresponding to R-Rq. The models found next by our

algorithm would thus have K(co) = 1 using Pearl's

procedure and would be maximal for >n on A-Eq and

strictly dominated by Eq. A simple recursion can end the

proof.

Q.E.D.

Concluding, the well-ordered partitions corresponding to

the minimally specific QIlD built from C and to the

ranking function (called "compact" by Pearl) of models

obtained by the system Z procedure are the same.

Remark

Pearl (1990) also considers a less adventurous consequence

relation h-Q such that p i-q q if and only if the set R u

{p -» -iq) is inconsistent. The corresponding consequence

relation in QriKB's has been recently studied by Fariflas

del Cerro et al. (1992). Namely, they have considered the

consequence relation t=y such that p t=y q if and only if

p a q >jt p a -.q for all qualitative possibility relations

>rr induced by a feasible QJID >„. with respect to C.

It should be pointed out that p t=y q is equivalent to

p i- q q. Indeed observe that p i- y q requires the

inconsistency ofCu {p a -*j >j-[ p a q}. Besides Pearl

(1990) has shown that p i-q q guarantees that p a q >pj

p a -iq to be valid in all qualitative possibility relations

>Yl induced by a feasible QIlD ^ with respect to C

(Pearl stated this in terms of K function, namely

"0-entailment guarantees that z(p a q) < z(p a -<q) holds

in all admissible ranking functions K"; indeed each QIlD

was called feasible admissible ranking in (Pearl, 1990)).

The problem of reasoning with QFlKB's at the syntactic

level without resorting to a preprocessing of defaults,

remains open, although inference rules can be built as

suggested above. Moreover QFlKB's are equivalent to

numerical riKB's only with respect to the consequence

relation t=n. We have no access to consequence relation

^=y in a numerical FIKB's because the set of QFP's more

specific than the least specific QFID with respect to C is

larger than the set of feasible QflD's.

7. POTENTIAL INCONSISTENCY

AND DEFAULT RULES

The definition of "tolerance" given by Pearl, can be

interpreted in the following way. A default d is said to be

tolerated if and only if putting its antecedent side to true

we preserve the consistency of the knowledge base.

Indeed, if a default d: p -» q is tolerated then by definition

there exists a world which makes p and q true (verifies d)

and satisfies the other defaults, therefore when the

antecedent side of d (p) is true the knowledge base is still

consistent (the converse can be shown in the similar

manner). Tolerance checking is thus related to the

problem of computing, for a given classical knowledge

base X, the set of formulas, built from special literals

called "inputs", which make it inconsistent when added.

This set will be denoted by P-Incons (Potential

Inconsistencies). The interest of detecting potential

inconsistency has been stressed by Yager and Larsen

(1991).

Let £ be a classical knowledge base built from the set of

defaults R by changing p —> q into -.p v q. Ante(d)

denotes the set of literals in the antecedent side of a default

d. We suppose that Ante(d) is a conjunction of literals. E

denotes the set of all such literals or their negation, taken

as inputs to L. Let P-Incons = (A, A u I h 1 and

AcE). Once P-Incons is computed, deciding if a given

default d is tolerated requires only to check if its

antecedent side does not contain any element of P-Incons:

Lemma 2: V d e R, d is tolerated by R- (d) iff

2 A e P-Incons such that A c Ante(d).

Proof: Indeed, suppose that d is tolerated; in other words

if Ante(d) is true then the knowledge base £ will be still

consistent and therefore we cannot deduce the

contradiction from Ante(d) u Z nor from any subset of

Ante(d), and therefore there does not exist a subset of

Ante(d) which belongs to P-Incons. The second part of

the proof goes in a similar way. Q.E.D.

Clearly the notion of tolerated default is thus closely

linked to the discovery of potential inconsistencies in

classical knowledge bases caused by the arrival of inputs.

When the antecedent side of d can be, as in (Pearl, 1990),

any formula, Ante(d) represents the set of configurations

of literals which make the antecedent side of d true, and if

there are several configurations then it is enough to find

only one which does not contain any element of P-Incons

for the default d to be tolerated.

For the need of the application (see the next paragraph)

the structure of P-incons is enriched to contain pairs

(A Neg(A)) rather than only sets A, where Neg(A)

contains the "label" of -.A in the terminology of ATMS

(De Kleer, 1986), viewing defaults as assumptions.

Neg(A) contains the minimal subsets of formulas in £

that contradict A. They correspond to all the minimal
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subsets of defaults in R which have allowed us to deduce

-iA. Clearly this can be done by means of an ATMS if

we associate to each clause Q of the knowledge base Z a

specific assumption which controls Cj; namely the

symbol dj represents default dj and appears every time, Q

is included in some resolution step. The set P-Incons

must be minimal, namely it must not contain two

elements (A Neg(A)) and (A' Neg(A*)) such that A c A'

(then only A is kept).

More precisely, we construct first a knowledge base X =

(Ci) from the set of defaults R = {p, -» qj) where Q

represents the clausal form of pj -> qj, and then we

change X into £' = {(->di v Q)} and finally we compute,

using the ATMS, the nogoods of X', which are of the

form:

Nogood = (XuA/XuAuI'h ±, where X contains

assumptions dj only and A input literals) .

And consequently: (A, Neg(A)) e P-Incons means AcE,

A u X e Nogood and Neg(A) = {X, A u X e Nogood} .

Another use of the ATMS is in checking the

inconsistency of a set of defaults as we see it in the

following proposition:

Theorem 6: If 3 (A, Neg(A)) 6 P-Incons and 3 X e

Neg(A) such that V d e X, A c Ante(d) then the

knowledge base £ is inconsistent

Proof: Indeed, let X correspond to a set of defaults where

the antecedent side of every default contains a set of

literals A such that Auli-l. Then no default of X is

tolerated (from Lemma 2), and therefore the set X is

inconsistent and by consequence the knowledge base is

also inconsistent. (X is called a Clash in (Geffner, 1989)).

Q.E.D

These results indicate the usefulness of an ATMS for

implementing a default ranking procedure.

8 . FREE DEFAULTS AND THE

INHERITANCE PROBLEM

The principal drawback of the system Z is its inability to

solve the problem of the blocking of property inheritance.

For example, from the set of defaults R = (dl: b -> f,

d2: p -» b, d3: p -> -if, d4: b -> w) where b = bird,

p = penguin, f = fly, w = wings, the inference p i- 1 w

(penguins have wings) is not valid, while the only

undesirable property for the penguin is "flying". In other

words the only conflict between the general class (that of

birds) and the specific class (that of penguins) concerns

the property "flying" and the characteristic "having

wings" should be outside the conflict.

This problem has been addressed by Geffner (1989) using

a partial ordering of defaults, which makes the inference

difficult to handle at a practical level.

We propose here to set aside defaults that are not involved

in any potential inconsistency of the knowledge base E

attached to a set of defaults R. These defaults will be

called free defaults and they form the set Free(R). Notice

that a free default always has a minimal Z-rank (the

lowest priority) regardless of the way it is written, the

converse is not true; indeed in the last example the

defaults b -> f and b —» w have both the lowest priority

but only the default b -> w is free. The set Free(R) can be

computed from P-incons as the set of defaults that do not

belong to any set X in any Neg(A) for any (A Neg(A)) €

P-Incons, i.e.

Free(R) =

(d I d e ui [Neg(Ai)] where (Aj Neg(Aj) € P-Incons)

When translating Z-rankcd defaults into possibilistic

clauses, we propose here to assign interval-valued weights

to the corresponding free clauses. The value associated to

free defaults is itself free and will then be chosen in the

interval so as to derive appropriate conclusions. The

following hierarchy shows how the set of defaults is

partitioned and summarizes the values assigned to each

default:

R (Initial ft! of defaulti)
 

Ro (Free ml«) K'o (Tolerated tula)

Z(R»fc [Ojn] ZfRo>=0

 

R i (Free rulea) R'i (Tolerated rules)

Z(RlH

R-eR-e-Ri-R-

R".l=RVlR»l-R'i

Liu)R.(Free

Z(R>)-n

In the above example, the default d4: b -> w is free and

we assign to it the value "S 0" then the inference p •— i w

becomes valid because we are then allowed to raise the

Z- value up to 2. It is then possible to use possibilistic

logic again in order to compute this inference.

Example

Let R be the following set of defaults:

di: na-»ce

d2: ce -> mo

d3: na -* co

d4: mo -» co

d5: ce -» -co

(nautilus is a cephalopod)

(cephalopod is a mollusc)

(nautilus have shell)

(mollusc have shell)

(cephalopod have no shell)

Notice that with system Z the relation na i- 1 mo is

not valid. d4 is the only tolerated default by R and

then Z(d4) = 0. There are no free defaults.
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When we remove d4 from R, the defaults d2

becomes free which means that Z(d2) ^ 1 (for

example Z(d2) = 2). The defaults d5 is tolerated by

R-{d2,d4) then Z(ds) = 1. And finally, Z(d3) =

Z(di) = 2. With these assignments, the inference

na i- 1 mo becomes valid.

In this section we have proposed a default ranking

procedure which overcomes some drawbacks of system Z.

But this algorithm still requires some refinements. Indeed,

if we add to the set of defaults R = (di: b -> f, d2: p -»b,

d3: P -> ->f) the defaults (d4; lb -» b, d5: b -» 1;

d6: lb -» -J} where "lb" means legless-bird and 1 "1"

means legs, then the relations p h- i -J and lb t— if cannot

be infered because {di; b -> f, d5: b -» 1} are not free. We

can refine the Z-ranking, by strictly ordering defaults

which belong to the same set of tolerated defaults. This

refinement, similar to what is done in the Z+ system

(Goldszmidt and Pearl, 1991b) is not satisfactory because

the defaults to which a low priority is given will be

cancelled by the others even if they are not logically

related to them.

In other to overcome this problem, we slightly change the

definition of Free defaults to be a set of defaults which are

not involved in any inconsistency (rather than in any

potential inconsistency) of the knowledge base Z. In other

words, the set E (inputs of Z) is restricted to be the set of

observed facts. The following schema (Fig. 1)

summarizes the procedure of infering plausible

conclusions:

R={(di Z(di))

Initial set of defaults

with computed rank

C
Revising the value

of Free defaults set

1 1
of facts I

Possibillstlc prover

POSLOG

Set of

plausible inferences.

Figure 1

Example

I Let R be the previous set of defaults:

R = {di: b -» f, d2: p -» b, d3: p

lb -* b, d5: b -* 1; d6: lb -> -.1}

-.f, d4:

The system Z assigns the value 0 to the defaults dj

and d5 and the value 1 to the other defaults.

Let F = {p} be the set of facts, and let Z the

knowledge base built from R by changing each

default p -> q by the corresponding clause -ip v q.

It is easy to check that Z u F is inconsistent. The

minimal set of clauses which is responsible of the

inconsistency of Z u F is composed of the clauses

corresponding to the defaults dl, d2 and d3 and

obviously the fact p. Then, the set of Free defaults

is:

Free(R)={d3,d4,d5}

It is easy to check if we do not revise the ranking of

the free defaults then the inference p i- 1 lb will not

be valid, while revising values of the free defaults to

be 1 the desired inference holds (the new value of

free defaults must be at least larger then the degree

of inconsistency of the incoherent knowledge base;

in our case the degree of inconsistency is equal to 0

(in the sense of Pearl)).

Sull another way of solving the problem of the blocking

of property inheritance is to properly use the possibilistic

knowledge base Z equivalent to a Z-ranked set of defaults

(where free defaults are distinguished). Indeed a given

input will create a partial inconsistency and all formulas

with a weight lower than the inconsistency level are

cancelled by possibilistic resolution. This is where the

problems come from. Then it makes sense to inhibit only

those formulas whose weight is equal to the inconsistency

level and restore consistency without deleting the other

formulae. There may be several ones to delete since there

may be several inconsistencies. But if here are no two

defaults which have the same weight, this way of

proceeding will correspond to select a particular

maximally consistent knowledge sub-base, the "most

entrenched" one. In this way the above suggested

refinement procedure then no longer creates a problem.

The weight becomes a "tag" to analyze inconsistencies.

Dubois, Lang and Prade (1990) propose some solutions to

the problem of selecting the best maximal consistent sub-

bases of an inconsistent knowledge base. One of the

solutions was shown to be equivalent to what (Brewka,

1989) calls "Preferred subtheories" (see Benferhat et al.,

1992). Moreover Boutilier in a recent paper (Boutilier,

1992) uses Brewka's preferred subtheories in the system Z

to define a new nonmonotonic inference relation. The idea

is to view the set of defaults with computed rank as a

layered set of defaults R = Rn u Rn_i u... u Ro where

Rj contains only rules of weight equal to i. A preferred

subtheory D of R is constructed from the set of observed

facts F and adding as many formulas of the set Rn as

possible (with respect to consistency criterion) then as

many as possible formulas of the set Rn-1. and so on.

Lastly, Boutilier defines the set of plausible conclusions
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as a set of assertions which hold in all preferred

subtheories of R.

9. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE

WORKS

We have seen how possibilistic logic can be used to

implement the bold inference of system Z, and that the

notion of qualitative possibility relation can be used to

model default rules. Strict defaults of Goldszmidt and

Pearl (1991a) can also be accounted for. Namely p => q

(expressing Prob(q I p) = 1) can be handled as J. >j-[ p a

—>q and p a q >j-[ p a -,q. These results are one more step

to promote a unified view of uncertainty management and

non-monotonic reasoning that seems to emerge presently.

An interesting subsequent issue is to relate Pearl's results

on default reasoning to the nonmonotonic logic of

conditional objects (Dubois and Prade 1991c). Further

research will also focus on the relationship between

system Z+ and possibility theory. Namely, using the

links between the Z+ system and Spohn's ordinal

conditional functions (Spohn, 1988) on the one hand, and

the links between the latter and possibility theory

(Dubois and Prade, 1991a), we can prove that the notion

of conditional possibility at work in system Z+ derives

from Dempster rule of conditioning (Shafer, 1976),

turning min into product in (1). We may then express a

5

default p -* q with strength 8 in system Z+ as an

inequality

k • Il(p a q) > ri(p a -<i)

where k € (0,1) is a function of the integer 8 e OS.
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Abstract

We explore the relationship between theories of

nonmonotonic inference and belief revision us

ing modal and conditional representations. We

demonstrate that the logics governing beliefrevi

sion and conditional default reasoning are iden

tical by showing that the normative and subjunc

tive conditionals, defined in a modal logic CO* in

earlier work, have precisely the same formal truth

conditions. This can only be achieved by a strict

adherence to the Ramsey test in our formulations.

Hence, we must take pains to avoid the celebrated

triviality results. We explain this formal similar

ity, the practical considerations that distinguish

the two types of reasoning, and how default rea

soning can be viewed as a special case of belief

revision. We then show that autoepistemic logic

can be generalized within this framework and dis

cuss the relationship between autoepistemic, nor

mative and subjunctive defaults.

1 Introduction

Default reasoning is the process of drawing conclusions in

the face of incomplete information or based on premises

that allow exceptions. The defeasible nature of default rea

soning undermines any guarantee that these conclusions are

true, and new evidence may force a change in the belief of

such. For this reason the process is nonmonotonic. Belief

revision focuses on changing beliefs that are mistaken, and

how to include or discount new information in a principled

manner. Since default conclusions can be mistaken, the two

types ofreasoning complement each other quite nicely, a de

fault theory allowing one to make mistakes and a theory of

revision specifying how such mistakes are to be corrected;

but they also seem somewhat distinct and the study of these

problems has traditionally remained somewhat isolated.

Some researchers have insisted that they have a much

deeper connection than this simple symbiotic relationship.

This connection is implicit in the recent approaches to de

fault reasoning using "normative" conditional logics (e.g.

(Boutilier 1990; Boutilier 199 1 ; Kraus, Lehmann and Magi-

dor 1990; Lehmann 1989; Delgrande 1988)), all of which

appear to be more or less the same (Boutilier 1990; Kraus,

Lehmann and Magidor 1990; Pearl 1990). These logics

share certain properties with counterfactual and subjunc

tive logics (Lewis 1973; Ginsberg 1986), which can be

viewed via the Ramsey test to capture a form of belief re

vision (GHrdenfors 1988). But differences remain: "[sub

junctive] conditional logic refers implicitly to the actual

state of the world whereas [normative conditionals] do not"

(Kraus, Lehmann and Magidor 1990, p. 170). However, as

Lehmann has observed, we should not be surprised if the

two logics turn out to be the same. The connection be

tween belief revision and nonmonotonic logic has been ex

plored in detail by Gardenfors and Makinson (1990; 1991),

where these types of reasoning are viewed as "two sides

of the same coin." They describe how the logic of theory

change can be used to characterize nonmonotonic conse

quence relations, and how conditions on revision operators

correspond naturally to conditions on nonmonotonic logics.

We pursue this connection further here. We will explore the

differences between default reasoning and belief revision,

claiming that this dichotomy reflects primarily pragmatic

considerations that distinguish the two. In particular, the

formal structure of the two processes is identical. This con

nection is developed within a uniform semantic framework

based on a bimodal logic CO*. To get started we quickly

review CO*, within which we have recently developed a

KB KB

subjunctive conditional —►. A —► B is read "revising

(an agent's implicit belief set) KB by A results in belief in

B" (Boutilier 1992d). We have shown that this approach

satisfies the AGM postulates for revision (Section 2.2). We

also examine the normative conditional => that has been

defined in CO* in earlier work (Boutilier 1990; Boutilier

1991) for default reasoning (Section 2.3). We read A => B

"A normally implies B" and treat these as default rules.

These have been shown to capture a number of approaches

to default reasoning, including (Pearl 1988; Pearl 1990;

Lehmann 1989).

To demonstrate the equivalence of revision and default rea

soning we proceed in two stages. First we discuss the truth

KB

conditions for—► and show that it respects the Ramsey test.
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This stands in apparent contradiction with the Gardenfors

(1986; 1988) triviality result, which states that no subjunc

tive conditional can be defined in terms of the Ramsey test

and respect the ACM postulates. We argue that once we

permit conditionals (and beliefs) in our belief sets the key

postulate of AGM revision must be weakened somewhat.

Our adherence to the Ramsey test and the expressive power

of CO* distinguishes our subjunctive logic from existing

logics and provides us with some rather different patterns of

inference. It is precisely the patterns of inference we reject

for the connective -^ that have traditionally distinguished

default reasoning from revision. Second, we compare the

normative and subjunctive conditionals. What is surprising

KB

is the fact that =► and—► have precisely the same definition

in CO*, or the same formal truth conditions. The condi

tionals and logics underlying default reasoning and belief

revision are therefore identical.

Finally, we examine the practical considerations that dis

tinguish the two types of reasoning and argue that default

reasoning can be viewed as the revision of a theory of ex

pectations. Since our approach to revision relies heavily

on the ability of CO* to represent "only knowing," we

can also show that CO* generalizes autoepistemic logic.

This has certain implications for the distinction between

autoepistemic and normative or subjunctive defaults. It

also demonstrates the importance of allowing beliefs and

conditionals in belief sets.

2 Normative and Subjunctive Conditionals

2.1 The Modal Logic CO*

The semantic framework we adopt for the unification of

default reasoning and belief revision is a standard Krip-

kean possible worlds model. However, we use an extended

bimodal language, allowing considerably increased expres

sive power compared to the usual modal language with a

single modal operator. In this section, we review the bi

modal logic CO* and define a normative and subjunctive

conditional within the logic. The presentation is brief and

we refer to (Boutilier 1990; Boutilier 1991) and to (Boutilier

1992d) for further details and motivation.

The modal logic CO is based on a propositional language

(over variables P) augmented with two modal operators □

and 6. Lot. denotes the propositional sublanguage of this

bimodal language LB. The sentence Da is read in the stan

dard way as "a is true at all accessible worlds." In contrast,

5a is read "a is true at all inaccessible worlds." A CO-

model is a triple M = (W, R, <p), where W is a set ofworlds

with valuation function <p and R is an accessibility relation

over W. We insist that R be transitive and connected.1 We

note that CO-structures consist of a totally-ordered set of

1R is (totally) connected if wRv or vRw for any v, w € W

(this implies reflexivity ). This restriction is relaxed in (Boutilier

1992a), where we develop a weaker logic CT40 based on a re

flexive, transitive accessibility relation.

clusters of worlds, where a cluster is simply a maximal set

of worlds C C W such that wRv for each w, v e C (that

is, no extension of C enjoys this property). This is evident

in Figure 1, where each large circle represents a cluster of

mutually accessible worlds.

Satisfaction of a modal formula at world w is given by:

1. M \=w Da iff for each v such that wRv, M \=v a.

2. M \=w 5a iff for each v such that not wRv,M (=„ a.

We define several new connectives as follows: Oa =#

->D-ia; Oa =df -»B-«a; 6a =# Da A Da; and Oa =as

Oa V Oa. It is easy to verify that these connectives have

the following truth conditions: Oa (Oa) is true at a world if

a holds at some accessible (inaccessible) world; 6a (Oa)

holds iff a holds at all (some) worlds. CO is captured

axiomatically as follows.

Definition 1 (Boutilier 1991) The conditional logic CO

is the smallest S C Lb such that S contains CPL

(and its substitution instances) and the following ax

iom schemata, and is closed under the following rules

of inference:

K D(,4 DB)D (OA D OB)

K' 6(4 DB)D (5A D 6fl)

T OADA

4 OAD OOA

SAD OOA

H 0,(OAAOB)DO'(AVB)

Nes From A infer 6A

MP From A D B and A infer B.

Provability and derivability are defined in the standard fash

ion, in terms of theoremhood.

Theorem 1 (Boutilier 1991) hCo a iff ^co <*•

Here we consider the extension ofCO based on the class of

CO-models in which all propositional valuations are repre

sented in W. For all w € W, let w* be the map from P into

{0, 1} such that tu*(i4) = 1 iff w e <p(A); in other words,

w* is the valuation associated with w. Then a CO*-model

is a CO-model M = (W, R, <p) where

{/ : / maps P into {0, 1}} C{xv*:w€W}

CO* has a rather non-standard axiomatization, using a

schema adapted from Levesque's (1990) logic OL.

Definition 2 (Boutilier 1991) CO* is the smallest exten

sion ofCO closed under all rules ofCO and containing

the following axioms:

NB 6a D -iDa for all falsifiable propositional a.2

Theorem 2 (Boutilier 1991) \-Co* a iff \=co* a.

2Alternatively, we could use Oa for all satisfiable a.
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12 Revision and Subjunctives

An important and well-studied problem in philosophical

logic, database theory and artificial intelligence is that of

modeling theory change or belief revision. Suppose K is

a deductively closed set of beliefs. Revising K is required

when new information must be accommodated with these

beliefs. If K ^ ->A, learning A is relatively unproblematic

as the new belief set Cn(K u {A}) seems adequate for

modeling this change. This process is known as expansion.

More troublesome is the revision of K by A when K \=

-u4. Some beliefs in K must be given up before A can

be accommodated. The problem is in determining which

part of A' to give up, as there are a multitude of choices.

Furthermore, in general, there are no logical grounds for

choosing which of these alternative revisions is acceptable

(Stalnaker 1984), the issue depending largely on context.

Fortunately, there are some logical criteria for reducing this

set of possibilities.

The main criterion for discarding some revisions in def

erence to others is that of minimal change. Informational

economy dictates that as "few" beliefs as possible from K

be discarded in order to facilitate belief in A (Gardenfors

1988). By "few" we intend that, as much as possible, the

informational content of K is kept intact. In particular, if

KB is a finite representation of K, we do not require that

as few sentences as possible from KB be given up, only

that the information implicit in these sentences is minimal.

While pragmatic considerations will often enter into these

deliberations, the main emphasis of the work of Alchourron,

Gardenfors and Makinson (1985) is in logically delimiting

the scope of acceptable revisions. To this end, the AGM

postulates below are maintained to hold for any reasonable

notion of revision (Gardenfors 1988). We will use KA to

denote revision of K by A, K\ to denote expansion, and

1 to denote the identically false proposition.

(Rl) K\ is a belief set (i.e. deductively closed).

(R2) A e K*A.

(R3) K\ C K\.

(R4) If -v4 g K then K\ C K\.

(R5) K\ = Cn{L) iff (= ->A.

(R6) If ^ A = B then K\ = K%.

(R7) K'aab C (K\)+.

W)V->BtK\Hm{K\)+CK'AAB.

Wecan useCO*-models to represent therevision ofapropo-

sitional theory K. The interpretation of R is as follows:

wRv iff v is as plausible as w given that K forms our belief

set. Plausibility is a pragmatic measure that reflects the

degree to which one would accept w as a possible state of

affairs given that belief in K may have to be given up. If

 

More

Plausible

I
K-worlds

KB

3Indeed, we do not require that the revised set be equal to

the closure of any subset of KB (contrast (Nebel 1989) where the

syntax, and not the semantic content, of KB is crucial).

Figure 1: A ^-revision model for A —► B

v is more plausible than w, loosely speaking, v is "more

consistent" with K than w. We can think of each cluster

of a CO*-model as the set of worlds having a specified de

gree of plausibility, with worlds in one cluster being more

plausible than those in another just when the second cluster

sees the first

We must insist that those worlds consistent with our belief

set K are exactly those minimal in R. That is, vRw for

all v g W iff M \=w K. This condition ensures that

only worlds consistent with K are maximally plausible,

and that all K-worlds are equally plausible. We call such

models K-revision models. The model in Figure 1 is a

if-revision model, the bottom cluster consisting of all K-

worlds, and those worlds falsifying some element of K

distributed among the nonminimal clusters, We refer to

these minimal worlds as (epistemically) possible and others

as impossible. Such a constraint can be expressed as

S(KB D (OKB A B-JEB))

for any K that is finitely expressible as KB. We abbreviate

this 0(KB) and intend it to mean we "only know" KB (see

Section S). 0(KB) partitions a model into two sets of

worlds, possible and impossible as described above.

Given this structure, we want the set of minimal A-worlds

to represent the state of affairs believed when K is revised

by A, since these are the most plausible worlds, the ones we

are most willing to adopt, given our acceptance of A. The

KB

conditional A —► B is taken to indicate that belief in B

results when revision by A occurs, and thus should hold just

when B is true at each minimal A-world. This is illustrated

in Figure 1. The shaded region is the set of minimal (or

most plausible) yl-worlds. If B holds at each of these, then

KB

A —► B is true of the model. However, even when there

KB

are no minimal A-worlds, A —► B should still hold if, at

any point on the chain of more plausible worlds, B holds at

some A-world w and at all A-worlds more plausible than

w. This is captured in the modal language as:

B =df B-u4 V §(A A a(A D B)). (1)
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In this manner, we avoid the Limit Assumption (Lewis

1973); there need not exist a most plausible A-world for the

subjunctive to be meaningful. (Compare Grove's (1988)

related semantics for revision where limits are required.)

We define for any A 6 Lcpl the belief set resulting from

revision of K by A as follows:

Ka" = {Be Lcpl : M \= A -2» B}. (2)

We can show that * satisfies the AGM postulates for belief

revision and any AGM revision operator has an equivalent

formulation as such a *.

Theorem 3 (Boutilier 1992d) Let M be a K-revision

model and *Mthe revisionfunction determined by M. Then

* M satisfies postulates (Rl) through (R8).

Theorem 4 (Boutilier 1992d) Let * be a revisionfunction

satisfying postulates (Rl) through (R8). Thenfor any theory

K there exists a K-revision model Msuch that KA = KA

for all A.

Thus, we can use the logic CO* to represent the revision of

a theory KB, and reason about the results of this revision, in

a manner respecting the AGM postulates. In fact, CO* ap

pears to be the first purely logical characterization ofAGM

revision in the sense of providing an explicit language and

consequence operator for revision. (Contrast the models

discussed in (Gardenfors 1988) and Grove's (1988) purely

semantic account.)

The question of how to revise a theory is important not just

in the presence of changing information, but also when we

want to investigate questions of the form "What if A were

true?" A subjunctive conditional A > Bis one ofthe form4

"If A were the case then B would be true." Subjunctives

have been widely studied in philosophy and it is generally

accepted that (some variant of) the Ramsey test (Ramsey

1931; Stalnaker 1968) is adequate for evaluating the truth

of such conditionals:

First add the antecedent (hypothetically) to your

stock of beliefs; second make whatever adjust

ments are required to maintain consistency (with

out modifying the hypothetical belief in the an

tecedent); finally, consider whether or not the

consequent is true. (Stalnaker 1968, p.44)

The connection to belief revision is quite clearly spelled

out in this formulation of the Ramsey test: to evaluate a

subjunctive conditional A > B, we revise our beliefs to

KB

include A and see if B is believed. On this view, A —► B

is nothing but a subjunctive conditional where the (implicit)

KB represents our initial state ofknowledge, and will be true

exactly when B € KA , in accordance with the Ramsey test.

CO* can be used to represent statements like "If the match

were struck it would light" as M -^ L and "If the match

*At least, in "deep structure."

were struck but wet, it would not light" as M A W —► ->L.

The connective is an appropriate representation of such

statements, and in (Boutilier 1992d) we develop a frame

work for subjunctive query answering that improves on

existing accounts. In particular, it extends Lewis's (1973)

counterfactual logic VC by accounting for factual informa

tion in KB reasonably, as a simple example illustrates.

Example Suppose KB = {B}, a belief set consisting of

a single prepositional letter. If we were to ask "If A

then £?" intuitively we would expect the answer YES,

when A is some distinct atomic proposition. With

no constraints (such as A > ->B), the postulate of

consistent revision (R4) should holdsway and revising

by A should result in KB' = {A, B}. Hence, A > B

should be true of KB. Similarly, ->(A > C) should

also be true of KB for any distinct atom C.

In VC there is no mechanism for drawing these types of

conclusions. The crucial feature of CO* is once again its

ability to represent the fact that KB is all that is known. In

this case, given 0(KB), both A -^» B and -.(A -^ c)

are derivable in CO*.

2J Normatives and Default Reasoning

We can use CO* for default reasoning as well. In order

to define a normative conditional, we impose the follow

ing interpretation on the accessibility relation R: world v

is accessible to w (wRv) iff v is at least as normal as w.

Thus, R is an ordering of situations respecting the degree

to which an agent judges them to be "normal" or unexcep

tional. Clusters now contain worlds with identical degrees

of normality rather than plausibility. The truth conditions

for A => B can be stated as "In the most normal situations

in which A holds, B holds as well:"5

A =► B =df 8->A V $(A A 0(A D B))

We write default rules like "birds fly" as B => F. Such

rules permit exceptions, since, for instance, B A ->F is con

sistent with this rule. In (Boutilier 1990; Boutilier 199 1) we

show that this logic subsumes other conditional approaches

to default reasoning. The preferential and rational logics of

(Kraus, Lehmann and Magidor 1990; Lehmann 1989) are

equivalent to the simplefragments of CO and CO*, where

we restrict our attention to simple conditionals of the form

A => B for A, B G Lcpl- Similarly, the calculus of e-

semantics (Adams 1975; Pearl 1988) is also equivalent to

this simple fragment. Though based on probabilistic intu

itions, the semantics of this system is remarkably similar

to that of CO*. Furthermore, CO* can be used to cap

ture axiomatically the extra-logical solutions proposed for

5Again, this is only a rough formulation, for it presupposes the

Limit Assumption, which is not a property required by our defini

tion. There need not be a set of most normal worlds satisfying A.

The conditional A =>■ B is still meaningful in this circumstance.

See (Boutilier 1991; Boutilier 1992d) for details.
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the problem of irrelevance, 1 -entailment (Pearl 1990) and

rational closure (Lehmann 1989).

3 The Ramsey Test and Triviality

KB

The results of the last section show that —► may be inter

preted as a subjunctive conditional through appeal to the

Ramsey test, relying on a notion of revision respecting the

eight AGM postulates. We note an important condition

implied by these postulates, preservation:

(PR) If K £ A then K\ = Cn(K U {A})

Thus, if A is consistent with our beliefs, none should be

given up when A is learned. This reflects the maxim of

informational economy.

While these results seem rather harmless, it soon becomes

clear that they stand in apparent contradiction with the

Gardenfors (1986; 1988) triviality result. Suppose we al

low our belief sets to contain conditionals and insist that

these be "believed" in accordance with the Ramsey test:

(RT) A>B€K iff B e K*A.

The triviality result states that (under some natural assump

tions) (PR) and (RT) are incompatible. We describe below

a slightly stronger and more concise version of Gardenfors'

result due to Rott (1989).

Let us say a belief set K is AB-ignorant if no contingent

truth-functional combination of A and B is in K.6 A re

vision system is trivial if it can sanction no AB-ignorant

belief sets, for any propositions A and B. Clearly, trivial

revision systems are of little value, for we must allow an

agent to abstain from belief in a number of atomic propo

sitions. Unfortunately, once we permit conditional beliefs,

all revision systems are trivial if we insist that our revision

system satisfy both (PR) and (RT); that is, each belief set

must contain some belief about A or B. Gardenfors takes

this to indicate that the Ramsey test is not an appropriate

acceptability test for conditionals, and this result has at

tracted much attention (Rott 1989; Grahne 1991; Grahne,

Mendelzon and Reiter 1992). It is important to notice at

this point that our revision models determine (in general)

non-trivial revision functions * M.

In light of triviality, we must examine our results regarding

—► and the associated revision functions * M carefully. The

reason CO* does not fall prey to triviality is that our function

* M is defined only on prepositional belief sets while the

triviality result requires that we allow conditional beliefs.

While the revision of K determines belief in conditionals,

these are not considered to be part of K itself.

To logically model the elements of a belief set, we will

require a belief operator of the type found in standard epis-

temic logics. Indeed, CO* is a reasonable epistemic logic,

as well. We can define a modality for belief H, reading Ha

as "a is believed." This sentence will hold just when a is

true at each epistemically possible world, those minimal in

the plausibility ordering R. Hence, we define belief as:

Ha =df <?Da

This means that at some world in the model, a is true at all

accessible worlds. This can only be the case when a is true

at each world in the minimal cluster (which is accessible to

every world).7 We will have occasion to use this modality

here, and we note that it behaves according to the usual weak

S5 interpretation of belief (Levesque 1990). For example,

the introspection properties are valid:

HaDBBa and I a D H-> H a

For any CO*-model, we can define the objective belief set

associated with it to be those prepositional sentences that

are "believed" in the model.

Definition 3 Let M be a CO*-model. The objective belief

set associated with M is

K = {a e Lew. : M \= Ha}

We will sometimes refer to this as the prepositional beliefset

or simply the belief set for M. Naturally, the belief set for

any /sT-revision model is just K. We will be more interested

in "subjective beliefs" associated with a revision model,

those sentences that are believed and involve some modal

operators. Of particular concern are those conditionals that

are believed by an agent. We therefore extend the notion of

belief set to cover arbitrary sentences in Lb.

Definition 4 Let M be a CO*-model. The extended belief

set associated with M is

E = {a 6 LB : M \= Ha}

For any CO*-model with belief set K and extended belief

set E, we have K C.E.

While extended belief sets may includebelief sentences, the

truth of a belief sentence is determined solely by the set of

epistemically possible worlds and not by the world at which

it is being evaluated. This is standard in epistemic logics,

and in weak S5 in particular. Since CO* (using H) captures

a weak SS model of belief, truth of a proposition at the

"actual world" has no influence on whether that proposition

is believed, for the actual world may not be considered

epistemically possible by an agent. In weak S5 (and CO*)

AA H-ii4 is consistent, that is, an agent may have "mistaken

beliefs." Similar remarks apply to the conditionals in a

belief set. The truth of a conditional is influenced only by

the relative ordering of worlds, not by the actual world at

which it is being evaluated.

6None of A V B, -A V B, A V ->B or -•A V ->B are in K

7The explicit use of a "belief modality is also adopted in

(Nejdl and Banagl 1992), who also provide an epistemic view of

subjunctive queries.
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It is desirable to allow extended belief sets containing state

ments of belief (as in autoepistemic logic below) and con

ditionals. It is easy to see that once simple (unnested)

conditionals are permitted in a belief set we automatically

have at least one level of nested belief; for belief in A can

be expressed as T > A for prepositional A (Rott 1989).

Allowing explicit beliefs of the form G3a in a belief set is

not a novel feature once conditionals are considered. Also

notice that if M is a A'-revision model generated by KB

(i.e., M |= 0{KB)) then the full introspective ability of our

model ensures that ®A e E if KB |= A and -i B A e E

otherwise. It is this fact that defeats the intuitivemotivation

for (PR) once we allow conditionals in our belief sets.

The preservation criterion states that if A is consistent with

the elements of a belief set K, then K\ should be deter

mined by simply adding A to K (including any further

logical consequences). This is quite compelling for propo-

sitional belief sets, for it reflects the maxim of informational

economy. Preservation, applied to objective sets, holds for

CO*-models. To see this notice that the minimal .A-worlds

mustbe epistemically possible, found in the minimal cluster

of worlds, whenever K £ ->A (Boutilier 1992d).

Now, let M be a if-revision model where K j£ A and K fi

->A. We assume that £ is the extended belief set for M. It

should be clear that -> H A e E, but also that A is consistent

with E. As is usual in logics of belief, it may be that truth

and belief do not correspond. The preservation criterion

(PR), if applied to the extended set E, insists that we must

simply add A to E and close E under logical consequence.

This is clearly inappropriate, for adding A to a belief set

during revision means adopting A as a belief (Rott (1989)

takes a similar view). But assuming introspective powers

of our agent, we should not insist that the belief -> G3 A

be maintained, even though logically A and -> 8 A are

consistent.

There is a conflict between (PR), which incorrectly insists

that -i G3 A be retained, and the natural introspection condi

tions, which insist that -• G3 A be rejected in favor of HA

It is, however, a simple matter to retain the "essential na

ture" of (PR) while resolving this conflict. We should not

label a revision by A a "consistent" revision unless &2A is

consistent with the extended belief set E. Explicitly al

lowing belief sentences to be part of a belief set implies

that we use a different criterion for testing consistency. We

can formalize this with the following stronger postulate of

preservation for beliefs. Let E now be an extended belief

set, A € Lcpl, and Cn be (say) consequence in CO*.

(PRB) If E £ -i El A then E*A = Cn(E U {A})

This is a minimal condition of course, since we ought also

include the sentence ®A explicitly in the revised belief set

and so on. However, this definition requires no further

exploration since it is vacuous.

Theorem 5 Let E be an extended belief set. Then E £

-.EAiffE^WL

In other words, if it is consistent to add EA to a belief set

then it is already present This discussion can be summa

rized as follows: once we allow beliefsentences or condi

tionals in beliefsets there can be no "consistent" revisions.1

This demonstrates that the subjunctive -^ satisfies the

Ramsey test, and that it violates only the "letter of the law"

imposed by the postulates. But again, this is only with re

spect to the "straightforward" extension of the postulates

to extended belief sets. Certainly the "spirit" of condi

tion (PR) is retained in our formulation. Indeed, though

we no longer have consistent revisions once we make the

move to extended belief sets, we still satisfy (PR) on the

propositional fragment of these sets. We can define a rather

ii

impoverished notion of a revised extended belief set EA

M

that extends the definition of K*A in a straightforward way.

For any £"-revision model M:

E'A = {B 6 LB : M t= A -^ B). (3)

Proposition 6 Let M be a E-revision model with objective

belief set K C E. For any A e Lcpl. if K \f A then the

M M

objective component ofEA is Cn(K U {A}) = KA .

One may notice that since a revision model is suited for

ii

a fixed set of beliefs only, the revised extended set E\

does not include "new" beliefs or conditionals. Naturally,

the true essence of a revised extended set requires that we

move to a new revision model M' suitable for KA . Such

a system would take us too far afield here, but can be found

in (Boutilier 1992c).9 The semantics of Nejdl and Banagl

(1992) provides an account of revised (and updated) belief

states, and how these may be changed, thus accounting

for changing subjective and conditional sentences. This is

achieved by providing an ordering relation for each possible

world (for update), and each set of possible worlds (for

revision). We can think of the revision component of their

semantics as a move to a new CO*-model that reflects the

new belief set. Their ordering for the new belief set need

notbear any relationship to the old ordering, allowing rather

arbitrary changes in conditional beliefs. In contrast, the

treatment provided in (Boutilier 1992c) preserves as much

of this ordering as possible.

While sacrificing (PR) is reasonable in this epistemic set

ting, it also allows us to keep (RT). It is precisely our strict

adherence to the Ramsey test that distinguishes our subjunc

tive logic from traditional logics, for example, that ofLewis

(1973), and allows us to demonstrate close ties to logics for

*The undesirable monotonicily property entailed by RT

(Gardenfors 1988) asserts that if K C I then /f^ C L\. This too

is vacuous, since for any extended belief sets, K C L iff K - L.

9We are also investigating a system that allows revision of

a belief set by subjective sentences and conditionals. We have

in mind here only objective updates. A nice property of this

objective update model is that any nested conditional (sequenceof

updates) can be reduced to a simple unnested conditional (single

conjunctive update), and this reduction can be computed quite

easily).
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default reasoning. Before examining this connection, we

will explore these differences.

3.1 Comparison to VC

Perhaps the best-known analysis of subjunctives is that of

Lewis (1973) (see also Stalnaker (1968)). Our account

bears a close relationship to his. Roughly, Lewis maintains

that a subjunctive A > B is true if B holds at the .A-worlds

most similar to the actual world. Each world has its own

similarity ordering (much like a plausibility ordering), with

any world w being more similar to itself than any other

world. This semantics leads to conditional modus ponens:

CMP A, A > B\- B.

It is usually claimed that CMP must be valid for the sub

junctive conditional. Imagine the subjunctive "If it were

raining I would be carrying my umbrella" is true (say,

R > U). This states that at the most similar worlds to

the actual at which R holds, U holds as well. If R is true,

clearly the actual world is the most similar world at which

R holds. Therefore, for R > U to hold U must be true. In

deed, CMP is valid in most subjunctive logics (e.g., (Lewis

1973; Stalnaker 1968)).

Somewhat at odds with this assessment is the fact that CMP

is not valid in CO*:

A,A-2*B\/co. B.

In fact, CMP is inappropriate for our "Ramsey style" sub

junctives. To be a valid rule of inference, the conclusion

of the rule must be true in all situations where the premises

hold. This includes both situations considered epistemi-

cally possible by an agent and those given little or no plau

sibility. Formally, this means that for any CO*-model M,

KB

at each world w in this model, whenever A and A —► B

hold, so does B. This is not the case in CO* because of the

epistemic nature of the subjunctive conditional. Recall that

the truth of A -^» B is nermined solely by the relative

ordering of worlds, not by the particular world w at which

it is being evaluated. If B is true at the most plausible

A-worlds, then A -^* B holds at each world in the model.

The fact that A and ->B may be true at w is irrelevant. In-

KB

deed, any A A ->5-world in a model M satisfying A —► B

(for example, the model in Figure 1) violates the rule CMP.

The key point is that we evaluate a subjunctive by appealing

to an explicit reading of the Ramsey test, whereby a sub

junctive is believed just when its consequent is present in

the state of belief (hypothetically) achieved by obliging the

antecedent. In other words, we do not attempt to determine

worlds most similar to the actual world at which the an

tecedent holds. Rather we determine worlds that are most

plausible given the agent's actual state of belief. This is a

crucial distinction since an agent's beliefs can potentially

bear only a superficial resemblance to the actual world. We

detach the truth of A -^ B from the truth of A and B

precisely as we detach the truth of RA from the truth of A.

To return to the umbrella example, given the nature of our

KB

connective, R —► U is true in some world just when it is

true at all worlds in a CO*-model. This is due to the fact

that a CO*-model is suitable for a fixed set of beliefs only.

But this means that the truth of R —► U is independent

of the world at which it is being evaluated, and specifically

independent of the truth of R and U at any given world.

The conditional is evaluated with respect to a given state of

belief, whether these beliefs are true or not. Even ifan agent

KB

maintains that R —► U, it might be the case RA->Uis true

— all that tells us is that the agent's beliefs are mistaken

(in particular, it believes R D U, which is false). Even

in worlds where I have forgotten my umbrella on a rainy

KB

day R —► U holds given this particular state of belief.

Imagine being shut up in a windowless office without your

umbrella, believing (counterfactually, in your opinion) if

it had rained today you would have your umbrella, and

not realizing that it started raining as soon as you arrived

at work. This account of hypothetical deliberation asserts

that the truth of a subjunctive (for an agent) is determined

completely subjectively. Thus, CMP is inappropriate for

this subjunctive conditional.

This is certainly not to suggest that other types of subjunc

tives cannot be based on or related to the truth of facts in the

actual world rather than epistemic states. There must cer-

KB

tainly be subjunctives other than those (like —►) based on

the Ramsey test, conditionals that validate, say, CMP. For

example, update semantics proposed for reasoning about

revision due to changes in the world instead of changes in

belief (Winslett 1990; Katsuno and Mendelzon 1991) might

require this rule of inference, and might validate different

portions of VC. The logic of Grahne (1991) contains a con

nective of this sort and bears a strong relationship to VC.

Grahne, Mendelzon and Reiter (1992) and Nejdl and Ba-

nagl (1992) also provide an update semantics (combined

with revision) of this type. But the Ramsey test proffers a

different type of conditional, one whose "truth" is subjec

tively determined relative to particular belief states.

KB

Given the link between the truth conditions for —► and the

Ramsey test, this suggests that whenever both R —► U

and R are believed, U is believed as well. This is quite

different from CMP, which refers to the truth of R and U.

Indeed this is valid for CO*:

KMP ®A,A -^ B hco. SB

KB • « •

Thus CO* and —► conform more exactly to the intuitions

underlying the Ramsey test than do other subjunctive log

ics, e.g., Lewis's VC. Some expressive advantages of this

approach are discussed above and in (Boutilier 1992d).

4 Unifying Normatives and Subjunctives

Aside from providing a view of subjunctives different from

the Lewis approach, adopting the Ramsey test allows us

to show strong connections between default reasoning and
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belief revision. It is somewhat surprising to notice that the

definition for the normative conditional => provided in Sec-

KB

tion 2 is identical to thatof—►. In other words, the subjunc

tive and normative are formally identical and determine the

same inference relation among sets of sentences. A number

ofpeople have argued that subjunctives have a natural inter

pretation as default rules (Ginsberg 1986; Kraus, Lehmann

and Magidor 1990; Nejdl 1991; Katsuno and Satoh 1991),

but formally identifying the two has been problematic. This

is precisely because the classical subjunctive logics satisfy

CMP, while logics for normative conditionals typically do

not (Kraus, Lehmann and Magidor 1990; Delgrande 1988;

Pearl 1990). Indeed, normative conditionals must not verify

CMP, for our defaults must allow exceptions. We should

be able to say that birds normally fly while a particular bird

or class of birds does not.

By adopting the Ramsey test for -^, we are able to jus

tifiably give up CMP and develop natural normative and

subjunctiveconnectives that have precisely the same formal

properties. In this sense, we maintain that the logics govern

ing revision and default reasoning are identical. Assuming

that the formal structure of normatives and subjunctives

can coincide, the question remains: how do normative and

subjunctive reasoning differ? We claim that the distinction

lies not in the logic but in the way the logic is applied to

reasoning tasks.

4.1 Pragmatic Differences

Consider the evaluation of a normative conditional. To

effect this process we must, to some degree, impose an

ordering on worlds reflecting the extent to which they are

judged to be uniform or unexceptional. The actual world

might not be especially homogeneous, but we can imagine

what it would be like if it were. In a certain respect, we

are aspiring to some idealized norm, some state(s) of affairs

that are deemed most normal, at which (for instance) all

"defaults" are true and no exceptions exist. It is just these

worlds that are minimal in our ordering, and situations that

conform more exactly to these uniform states are consid

ered more normal than those that correspond less exactly.

Most certainly our knowledge won't allow us to achieve

this "epistemic ideal," for inevitably we must give up cer

tain expectations when the real world fails to "cooperate."

But to the extent our beliefs are consistent with normality

we take advantage, holding onto as many expectations as

possible. In this way we are still able to exploit our expecta

tions of the how the world normally (or probably) is, given

our knowledge, and make more adventurous predictions.

This is precisely the province of default reasoning.

Consider now the evaluation of a subjunctive conditional.

Once again we rank states ofaffairs, but in this casewe forgo

the ideal used in normative reasoning. We order worlds

based on their conformation to the actual state of affairs

rather than some unexceptional ideal (or more precisely

our state ofbelief about the actual world), relating them to

the way things are rather than the way things should be.

We take (what we believe about) the actual world to be

the "most normal" or most probable and consider how the

world might change given new information.

As normatives constrain expectations at the most normal

worlds, so too do subjunctives constrain beliefs at the

most plausible (epistemically possible) worlds. A premise

bird —► fly ensures that bird D fly is believed. It

must be entailed by KB for any CO*-model of 0{KB) veri

fying the conditional. When we revise ourbeliefs to include

new facts F, we adopt as the new belief state those worlds

satisfying F that are minimal in the plausibility ordering.

If the new facts are consistent with KB, all beliefs in KB are

retained. If not, we are forced to abandon certain beliefs in

KB, retaining only those that are verified in the new state of

belief. For example, revising by F = {bird, ->fly} re

quires that the beliefbird D flybegivenup.butrevising

to include bi rd alone would ensure that fly is believed.

The analogy to the process of default reasoning should

now be clear. When reasoning by default, we attempt to

reconcile our information F with the expectations encoded

by our default rules. If F is consistent with this set of

expectations, each of them is retained; but this is nothing

more than revising the set of expectations to include F,

since revising a by a consistent sentence is simply adding

it to the belief set (in this case, the set of expectations).

Similarly, if F is inconsistent, we must relinquish certain

expectations. Certain of these will be retained, depending

on the ordering of normality that is represented by our

normative conditionals. Again, this is nothing more that

revision, for an inconsistent fact forces certain beliefs to be

given up, but others are retained according to the ordering

of plausibility implicit in our subjunctive premises.

We can formalize this analogy using the normative and sub

junctive conditionals in CO*, and show that default reason

ing is just the revision of a theory of expectations. Before

showing this, we must first illustrate how default priorities

and entrenchment of beliefs determine exactly the order in

which beliefs or expectations are abandoned.

42 Priorities and Entrenchment

LelKBc be a conditional knowledge base, or a set ofdefault

rules Ai => B,-. We can view the set of material counterparts

Ai d Bi of these rules as a theory ofexpectations. We use

KB to denote this corresponding set of expectations. If the

world were as normal as possible,each ofthese expectations

would be true.10 Any CO*-model of the rules KBc satisfies

KB at the most normal worlds in that structure. These

worlds form our "epistemic ideal." Indeed, given no other

knowledge, it seems reasonable to believe each one of these

expectations.

Proposition 7 KBC \=co* ®KB

If we are to view default prediction as revision of the theory

KB, however, then it should notbe the case thatKB is merely

10 Unconditional expectations can be represented as T =*• B,.
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believed. As discussed in Section 2, the object of revision

should be all that is believed. Unfortunately, just as a set of

subjunctivepremises does not determine the beliefset being

revised, neither does a set normative conditionals logically

determine the set of expectations , the set of sentences true at

all most normal worlds. This is precisely why the problem

of irrelevance arises in conditional approaches to default

reasoning. A premise bird => fly can be satisfied by a

CO*-model with a single most normal world where bird,

fly, and ->green each hold. Thus we cannot infer that

green birds fly with this as our only premise. While bird D

fly must be an expectation, the conditional does not rule

out additional expectations like ->green.

In (Boutilier 1991) we show that default reasoning based

on Pearl's (1990) method of Z-ranking can be captured in

CO*. Roughly, default rules, possible worlds, and logical

formulae are ranked according to their degree of normality.

This ranking (and a corresponding CO*-model) is deter

mined uniquely by a default theory (or set of rules) KBc.

System Z gets around the problem of irrelevance by ensur

ing that worlds are as normal as possible in the preferred

model Zkb (the Z-model for default theory KBc). We

can have no more expectations than are compelled by the

conditionals KBC-

Theorem 8 Zkb f= 0{KB)

When attempting default prediction, we ask what is true at

the most normal situation satisfying some known facts F.

In other words, if F =*• a is derivable, a is a reasonable

default conclusion. (We assume F is now prepositional.)

If F is consistent with this set of expectations, then each

expectation is true at the most normal F-worlds. Default

prediction in this case is equivalent to simply adding the

expectations to F. In other words, F => a iff F UKB I- a.

Of course, this is exactly the same as revising KB by F;

since F U KB is consistent, revision is simply the addition

KB

of F to KB, and F —► o just when F => a. If F is

inconsistent with KB the most normal F-worlds cannot

satisfy KB. The epistemic ideal must be relinquished, and

certain expectations given up. But once again, we can view

this as revision ofthe theory ofexpectations. Since FuKB is

inconsistent, revising KB by F requires that certain beliefs

(in this case, expectations) be given up. Again, we will

haveF aiffF-^a.

KB

Theorem 9 ZKB |= A =* B iffZKB |= A -=* B.

Although seemingly trivial, the key point of this theorem is

that the KB being revised implicitly in the sentence A —►

B is the theory of expectations KB based on KBc. This

equivalence is only possible once we adopt the Ramsey

test for conditionals. But together with Theorem 8, this

demonstrates that default reasoning can be viewed as a

special case of belief revision, namely, the revision of a

theory of expectations to include known facts. Thus we see

how die Ramsey test can be applied to default reasoning.

In belief revision deciding which beliefs to keep is

determined by an ordering of epistemic entrenchment

(Gardenfors 1988). When conflict arises, an agent will

give up those beliefs that are less entrenched, keeping those

of more importance. A revision function can be specified

by means of such an ordering (Gardenfors 1988). In default

reasoning deciding which defaults to violate is determined

by means of priorities. It turns out that the entrenchment

of beliefs can be defined quite naturally in CO* (Boutilier

1992b); and in (Boutilier 1992e) we define priorities for

=$■ and show the definition to be correct (but distinct from

Pearl's Z-ranking of rules). We also show that priorities

correspond to the entrenchment of expectations, the key

result being summarized as follows:

Theorem 10 (Boutilier 1992e) The priority ordering on

default theory KBc induced by System Z satisfies the en

trenchment postulates of(GUrdenfors 1988). Furthermore,

this entrenchment ordering corresponds to the revision

function determined by Zkb-

The entrenchment of beliefs in CO* provides an important

generalization of autoepistemic logic (see Section 5).

Another (extra-logical) view of the relationship between

default reasoning and belief revision has been put forth by

Gardenfors and Makinson (1990; 1991) and it is compati

ble with our perspective on the identity of the connectives

KB

=> and —►. They also propose interpreting nonmonotonic

inference in terms of revision of one's expectations. Sup

pose we have some set of defaults KB we are willing to

adopt whenever possible. When we wish to determine the

nonmonotonic consequences of a sentence A the idea is

to revise our expectations KB to include A. The resulting

theory is the belief set we are willing to accept given a

belief in A. The nature of revision is such that we give

up as few defaults as possible from KB to accommodate

A. The emphasis of Gardenfors and Makinson is some

what different from ours. They take the set of expectations

to be primitive and to this add degrees of entrenchment,

providing the order in which sentences should be given up.

While entrenchment of expectations can be explicitly pro

vided in CO*, we adopt the view that expectations and their

associated degrees of entrenchment arise primarily epiphe-

nomenally from an agent's acceptance of default niles or

conditionals. From a set of default rules, expectations and

entrenchment are automatically derivable.

A similar viewpoint, based on expectations or hypotheses,

is adopted for default reasoning by Poole (1988). Unfor

tunately, Poole's Theorist framework does not provide an

account of default priorities, thus entrenchment must be

specified explicitly. In CO*, entrenchment and priorities

can be derived from our defaults.

Some interesting connections are brought to lightby the for

mal equivalence of subjunctive and normative conditionals.

Concepts used in one type ofreasoning can be expressed and

used by the other. For example, the notion of entrenchment

and plausibility, commonly used in revision, can be applied
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Figure 2: An (a) OL-model and (b) CO*-model

to defaults. In the default domain these concepts correspond

to the relative degrees of normality of sentences, or the rela

tive expectation associated with each. Integrity constraints,

also used in belief revision (Winslett 1990; Katsuno and

Mendelzon 1991; Boutilier 1992d), especially for database

update applications, can also be used in default reasoning.

In conditional approaches to default reasoning, as described

briefly above, irrelevant information has proven problem

atic (Delgrande 1988;Lehmann 1989; Pearl 1990; Boutilier

1991), yet this has not been identified as a problem in the

revision literature. Given a premise bird —► fly, one

cannot infer that bird A green -^ fly. Updating with

irrelevant information can paralyze logical inference, and

requires solutions of the type used for default reasoning.

5 Generalized Autoepistemic Logic

Often default statements can be thought of as expressing

facts about the consistency of sentences with an agent's

current beliefs. Autoepistemic logic (Moore 1985) has

been used to model default rules in this way. Levesque

(1990) provides a modal logic OL and semantics for au

toepistemic logic. An OL-model is determined by a set

V C W of possible worlds (W being the set of all worlds).

V represents those worlds an agent considers epistemically

possible, while the remaining worlds T = W - V are epis-

temically impossible (see Figure 2 (a)). The language Lol

has two modal operators. The sentence Ba is read "a is

believed" and is true just when a holds at each possible

world. For a fixed structure (V, w) (where w e W is the

actual world), let ||a|| be the set {v e W : (V, v) |= a};

that is, the set of worlds satisfying a. Believing a means

only q-worlds (those in ||a||) are considered possible. In

other words:

(V,w)\=Ba iff 7>C||a||.

The sentenceOa is read "only a is believed," andrepresents

the fact that an agent believes a, but believes nothing more

than a. If an agent knows more than a, it must exclude

certain a-worlds from its epistemic state. In particular, it

must exclude from V those worlds that make this additional

knowledge false. If an agent knows nothing more than a,

then all a-worlds must be considered possible. If some a-

world were excluded from V, some additional knowledge

would exist corresponding to this exclusion. Thus we say

"only a is believed" just when a is believed, and all a-

worlds are possible:

(P,w) \=Oa iff Ps=||o|J.

In fact, Levesque defines Oa in terms of a third connective.

Na is read "at most ->a is believed" and holds just when a

is true at all impossible worlds W — V.

(P,w) (=Na iff JC||a||.

Given this, Oct can be defined as Ba A N-ia.

CO*-structures and OL-structures share a great deal in that

each consists of a set V of possible worlds and a set J

of impossible worlds. CO*-models generalize OL-models

since the set 2" is itself ordered to reflect degrees of im

possibility or plausibility (see Figure 2). This relationship

enables CO41 to duplicate the autoepistemic reasoning of

OL. We can define analogues of the connectives N and B in

our language. Ba corresponds to a being true at all (possi

ble) worlds in the minimal cluster of M, exactly when Ba

holds. Similarly, Na corresponds to the truth of a at all

(impossible) worlds that are not in the minimal cluster. We

read Ha as "At most ->a is believed," defined as:

Ha =df OOa.

This simply means that, at every world, a is true at all

inaccessible worlds. In particular, since all nonminimal

worlds are inaccessible from the minimal worlds, a holds

at all nonminimal (impossible) worlds.

We can now translate sentences from Lol to L« in the

obvious manner

Definition 5 Let a 6 Lol- The translation of a into Lb,

denoted aTr, is defined inductively as

(1) a1* = a for atomic proposition a

(2) (-a)Tr = -(a)Tt

(3) (a D ft* = (a)Tr D (/*)*

(4) (Ba)Tr = H(a)Tr

(5) (Na)1" = ifa)1"

If we take Oa in CO* to mean Ha A H-ia, we then have:

Theorem 11 For any a, /? e L0l, ^ol Oa D B/? iff

Hco. 0(0*) D 3)8*.

This demonstrates that autoepistemic reasoning, in the form

of queries Oa D B/? in OL (Levesque 1990), can be faith

fully reproduced in CO*. However, the "grades of im

possibility" allowed on worlds in CO* determine an en

trenchment ordering on beliefs and have implications for

the representation of default rules in autoepistemic logic.
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A typical default rule such as "birds fly" is represented au-

toepistcmically as B A ->B->F D F. Unfortunately, this

representation has some undesirable properties. One of

these is the fact that B A E A -.B-.F D F is derivable,

seeming to indicate that emus E also fly by default. Fur

thermore, if -*B is believed then the default rule is believed

vacuously. Thus, ->B also entails the opposite rule "birds

do not fly," B A ->BF D ->F. These qualities are due to the

inability of autoepistemic logic to deal with states of belief

other than the actual. "Birds fly" should not be believed

just because ->B is believed. Rather, we ought to consider

states of belief that include B when evaluating the default.

An autoepistemic reading that accounts for other states of

belief is the following: "If an agent were to believe B, then

it would believe F." In other words, if an agent revised its

beliefs to include the fact B, the resulting belief set would

include F. This implies that the belief B D ->F is less

entrenched (or more willingly relinquished) than B D F.

(both believed vacuously due to ->B).

This indicates that certain autoepistemic defaults are more

naturally viewed as subjunctive defaults, for example,

B -55» F. On this view, the actual state of belief does

not have undue influence over the agent's assent to various

default rules. This has the added advantage of allowing

certain intuitive inferences. New defaults can be derived

in a much more reasonable manner. For example, consider

the standard "Unemployed Grad Student" example from the

default reasoning literature. Reading A, E and S as adult,

employed and student respectively, in autoepistemic logic

the standard (or straightforward) theory is written as

KB

-{

A A ->B->E D E

S A ->BE D ->E

S A S->A D A

Unfortunately, from this theory we can derive defaults stat

ing that student adults are both typically employed and

unemployed; both of

KB hoL SAAA ->BE D -.£

KB \-ol SAAA ->B->E D E

hold. In CO*, however, the natural expression of the theory

doesn't give rise to this anomaly. Only S A A -^ ->E is

derivable from

KB= <

A

S

s

KB

E

KB

Defaults that are naturally read epistemically can also be

represented in CO*. For instance, Etherington's (1988)

example about criminal suspects can be written as

has-motive A -> El -iguilty D suspect

This so-called "default" has nothing to do with revision of

beliefs. If someone's guilt is consistent with an agent's be

liefs (and the agent believes there is a motive) then they are

a suspect. If the agent believes --guilty then suspect

cannot be inferred. Being a suspect has nothing to do with

potential slates of belief; it is solely a function of the current

epistemic state. In this manner wecan "mix and match" (tra

ditional) epistemic statements (which are not really default

rules at all, as argued by Moore (1 985)) with subjunctive de-

KB

faults. We can show that belief in the subjunctive A —► B

entails (in CO*) belief in the corresponding autoepistemic

rule, but not vice versa.

Proposition 12 A -^ B hCo. ®(A A -> H ->B D B).

Thus, it may be subjunctives that give rise to autoepistemic

"rules", which themselves are not sufficient representations

of general defaults. The subjunctive nature of the condi-

KB

tional —► is discussed in (Boutilier 1992d) where we show

that epistemic notions are crucial for counterfactual reason

ing. Indeed, even subjunctives do not seem to be default

rules in the usual sense, as they refer to belief states and

not (presumably true) facts about the domain in question.

Rather they are more like reason-guiding norms adopted

because of the truth of certain (normative) defaults, and

themselves evoke other autoepistemic norms.

6 Concluding Remarks

We have presented a logic in which one can represent

normative conditionals, subjunctive conditionals, and au

toepistemic statements. This framework has permitted a

rigorous comparison of these three types of "default rules"

and we have discussed some strong relationships among

these. We have shown that the logical behavior of nor-

matives and subjunctives is identical, suggesting a view

of default reasoning as revision of a theory of expecta

tions, and that normative and subjunctive defaults logically

entail belief in the "corresponding" autoepistemic default,

suggesting that autoepistemic beliefs may arise from condi

tional default rules. These connections were made possible

by our strict adherence to the Ramsey test for conditionals,

which we claim is tenable in the AGM framework. We

simply should not expect (or want) the AGM postulates, as

specified, to capture revision of conditional belief sets.

Much work remains to be done to complete the connections

discussed here. A reasonable notion of revised extended

belief sets E\ , proposed here simply to illustrate that (PR)

holds for objective sets in CO*, is currently under investi

gation (Boutilier 1992c). This provides a reasonable (and

non-trivial) semantics for iterated conditionals and revi

sion. The relationship between the orderings of normality

and plausibility also needs to be explored. Certainly one's

expectations are different from one's beliefs. Beliefs (Ba)

must be true at the most plausible worlds, but need not be

true at the most normal worlds for an agent. Thus condi

tionals in a KB must be treated as either subjunctives or

normatives, but not both. To reason with both types re

quires two distinct orderings and is beyond the capabilities

of CO*. But these sets and the associated orderings should

closely related and a "combined" logic should be feasible.
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Abstract

The AGM rationality postulates for belief re

vision play an important role in the formali

zation of subjunctive queries over knowledge

bases. However, the well known triviality re

sults by Gardenfors in connection with the

Ramsey Test make defining a query seman

tics corresponding to these rationality postu

lates a difficult task. While existing approa

ches avoid the triviality results by restricting

the postulates in certain ways, we show that

an exact translation into a query semantics is

possible. The resulting semantics allows for

the first time the integration of subjunctive

queries evaluated according to a revision se

mantics corresponding to the AGM rationa

lity postulates with an update operator corre

sponding to the update semantics formalized

by Katsuno, Mendelzon and Grahne. Addi

tionally, the query semantics extends usual

conditional implication by defining the con

cepts of possibility and necessity relative to

a knowledge base.

1 Introduction

With the progress in the area of knowledge bases the

area of nonstandard query semantics has gained con

siderable interest. A recent introduction are subjunc

tive queries ([Demolombe et al., 1991]) which express

questions about what the knowledge base deems plau

sible, were certain facts different from what they are

now or more specified. Evaluating such subjunctive

sentences using conditional implication (A => B) has

a long history in various areas starting with [Stalna-

ker, 1968] and [Lewis, 1973], up to [Gardenfors, 1988],

[Winslett, 1988], [Boutilier, 1990], [Katsuno and Men

delzon, 1991], [Grahne, 1991], [Nejdl, 1991b] and many

others.

In many cases, the rationality postulates for belief re

vision developed by Gardenfors and colleagues (see for

example [Alchourron et al., 1985], [Makinson, 1985]

and [Gardenfors, 1988]) have been used as a yard

stick to compare the different semantics. However,

despite apparent similarities between belief revision

and the evaluation of sentences containing conditio

nal implication the well-known triviality results (see

e.g. [Gardenfors, 1986] and [Gardenfors, 1987]) have

made it a difficult task to come up with a semantics

for conditionals fulfilling all eight AGM postulates. All

semantics developed so far restrict the postulates in

some way in order to avoid triviality.

However, this is not the only possibility. After discus

sing the causes for the triviality results in some detail,

we show that it is possible to formalize a query se

mantics agreeing with all rationality postulates. The

semantics is based on the concepts of possibility and

necessity with respect to the knowledge base and pos

sible revisions and updates thereof. As a side effect,

the expressiveness made possible by our semantics al

lows not only subjunctive queries including conditional

implication, but also the concepts of possibility and

necessity.

Section 2 shows three examples motivating the need

for both revision and update semantics in the sense

of [Katsuno and Mendelzon, 1991]. Section 3 discus

ses the triviality result and its causes in some depths

as well as different ways out of this dilemma inclu

ding short comparisons with existing work. In Sec

tion 4 we formalize a query semantics based on the

concepts of possibility and necessity relative to be

lief states and a corresponding conditional implication

connective. This semantics allows us to use queries

using both update and revision semantics. The update

semantics satisfies all Katsuno/Mendelzon postulates

from [Katsuno and Mendelzon, 1991] while the revi

sion semantics satisfies all AGM postulates summari

zed in [Gardenfors, 1988] whose translations into our

semantics are included. Finally, we discuss the rela

tionship of our semantics to five interesting approa

ches of Grove [Grove, 1988], Katsuno/Satoh [Katsuno

and Satoh, 1991], Grahne/Mendelzon/Reiter [Grahne

et al, 1992], Morreau [Morreau, 1992] and Boutilier
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(who share parts of our motivation but use different

ideas and concepts).

2 Introductory Examples

Let us discuss three scenarios in a travel agency. We

will consider the travel agent and his database to be

one intelligent entity, a view which may become reality

in not too far a future, where we seek information from

intelligent travel information systems.

Scenario 1 I have told my travel agent, that my va

cation starts either on Friday or Saturday and that I

want to arrive in Sidney (Australia) on Saturday eve

ning at the latest. After having been told, that this

date cannot be guaranteed, I ask the travel agent: "If

I were able to depart from Vienna on Friday morning,

could my arrival date be guaranteed?" In this case

the truth value of the antecedent is not known (as I

cannot depart before my vacation starts). If this hypo

thetical question is answered positive, than the exact

start of my vacation does matter and I should check

when my vacation really begins. Otherwise this piece

of information is worthless. The query therefore deter

mines if it is worthwhile to get some additional piece

of information or not.

Scenario 2 In this scenario I have told the travel

agent, that my vacation starts on Saturday and have

been told, that my arrival date cannot be guaranteed.

My question: "If I were able to depart on Friday, would

I be able to arrive in Sidney on time?" In this case the

antecedent is assumed to be false. If the question is

answered positive, I would consider checking if my va

cation really started on Saturday as I cannot believe

that I overlooked the impossibility of arriving in Sid

ney on time when planning my vacation. A positive

answer therefore determines if I should reconsider the

validity of a known piece of information.

Scenario 3 This scenario is quite similar to the se

cond one, except that we both know for certain that

my vacation starts on Saturday. The travel agent, sen

sing that I am to leave his office in despair without

having booked a flight, offers me the following bit of

advice: "Well, if you could somehow move your vaca

tion to Friday, you would not miss your appointment

in Sidney." In this case the antecedent is definitely

false, but can be changed by an action such that in

the resulting state of affairs I am able to fly on Friday

and thus arrive in Sidney on Saturday. This positive

answer therefore leads to a set of actions (a plan) that

fulfills my goals.

Discussion The three scenarios use different seman

tics to answer these hypothetical queries. Scenario 1

and 2 use revision semantics, scenario 3 uses update

semantics.1 Revision semantics uses a global ordering

of worlds (i.e. relative to a whole belief set) to de

termine the set of most plausible worlds given some

antecedent is true, while update semantics uses an or

dering local to each world (model) to determine this

set.

In order to give the correct answer in all 3 scenarios,

a query semantics both for revision and update is re

quired. As scenario 2 in our example uses only one

world to describe the current state of affairs, revision

and update semantics coincide. However, unless spe

cial constraints are placed on the plausibility ordering

for each world, scenario 1 cannot be handled by using

update semantics.

3 Triviality Results

3.1 Introduction

Since the reconstruction of Lewis logic for counterfac-

tuals, VC, by Gardenfors in [Gardenfors, 1986], the

triviality result has played a prominent role in trans

lating rationality postulates on the revision of belief

sets like those of [Gardenfors, 1988] into formaliza

tions compatible to philosophic-linguistic accounts of

counterfactual statements (like [Stalnaker, 1968], [Le

wis, 1973] and [Nute, 1984]). We will review these re

sults and (extending the arguments from Levi in [Levi,

1988]) discuss the causes leading to triviality and the

potential candidates for avoiding triviality.

The task seems simple enough. On the one hand, we

have a set of rationality postulates on the revision of

belief sets as defined by [Gardenfors, 1988], on the

other hand we have propositional logic extended with

an additional connective (conditional implication =>),

where A =$■ B stands for the sentence "If A were true,

B would be true". The eight rationality postulate of

[Gardenfors, 1988] are shown below:2

(K*l)

(K*2)

(**3)

tf*4

\K + 5)

(K*6)

(Jf*7)

(**8)

K\ is a belief set

Aei<*A

^A $ K D K\ C K\

K\ = Kx iff N ->*

\=(A = B)D KA = KB

K'aab Q Wa)+b

-BiK*AD (K\)% C KAAB

We have now to design a semantics that enables us

'The difference between these semantics are formalized

in [Katsuno and Mendelzon, 199]] and have been discussed

informally independently by [Keller and Winslett, 1985]

in the context of relational databases, [Winslett, 1988] in

the context of reasoning about action, and [Friedrich et

a/., 1991] and [Nejdl, 1991a] in the context of model-based

diagnosis and repair.

2The postulates are explained later in this paper.
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to evaluate conditional sentences. Gardenfors (in

[Gardenfors, 1988]) gives a set of axioms for => fol

lowing his rationality postulates K * 1 to K * 8. The

resulting logic is equivalent to VC, the conditional lo

gic formalized by [Lewis, 1973] for evaluating counter-

factual sentences. However, as an exact translation of

the rationality postulates leads to an inconsistent set

of axioms (leading to a series of well known triviality

results summarized in [Gardenfors, 1988]), Gardenfors

replaces K * 4 by K * 4u> and K *8 by K * L as shown

below:

(K * Aw) AEKAK^K±DK C K\

(K * L) -iA =>^B)eKD (K\)+B C K'AAB

While this translation shows the strong affinity bet

ween belief revision and formalizations of counterfac-

tuals, the question remained as to whether an exact

translation would be possible in case certain (implicit)

assumptions were dropped.

We will proceed to analyze some important assump

tions underlying this triviality result (extending the

assumptions listed in [Gardenfors, 1988] and [Levi,

1988]).

In the following we will use K to represent a knowledge

base independent of its actual structure (such as belief

sets, belief states etc.). We will make a finer distinction

only if necessary.

3.2 Ramsey Test

The translation from belief revision postulates to

axioms for conditional implication is usually done

using the Ramsey Test formulated in [Ramsey, 1950].

It can be summarized by the following rule:

(RT) Accept A =>■ B in a belief state K

iff the minimal change of K needed to accept

A also requires accepting B.

Gardenfors formalizes RT by

{RG) (A=>B)£ AT iff B€K\

and shows that it is incompatible with an exact trans

lation of his rationality postulates.

Another translation of RT is the one by Levi ([Levi,

1988]):

(RL) (A => B) is accepted in K iff B € K\

-.(A =» B) is accepted in K iff B £ KA

The difference to RG is that conditional sentences are

not included in K but rather represent judgements of

possibility. Further, RL defines the acceptability of

negated conditional sentences while RG does not.3

3If RG did include a similar clause for negated condi

tionals, even the weakened axioms K*4u> and K * L would

be too strong and lead to inconsistency.

Excluding conditional sentences from K proves to be

a sufficient measure to avoid triviality as discussed al

ready by Levi ([Levi, 1988]). As we do not need condi

tionals in the knowledge base, this principle will help

us to avoid triviality for our query semantics without

weakening the rationality postulates. In fact, we can

show an exact translation of RL into our semantics,

and this work can therefore be viewed as an extension

and generalization of Levi's initial suggestions.

3.3 Preservation Criterion

(K * P) The Preservation Criterion K *

P states that propositions B valid in K are

also valid in an updated knowledge base K\

provided A is consistent with K.

In conjunction with RG it leads to triviality as it is

applied to conditional sentences. K * P follows from

K * 4 and is therefore a rather logical criterion to as

sume. The force of K * P however depends on the

contents of K, therefore the contents of the knowledge

base plays a prominent role in the avoidance of the tri

viality result. If we use a Ramsey Test like RL, K *P

is only applied to propositional sentences and does not

lead to triviality.

3.4 Contents of the Knowledge Base

(O) K includes sentences containing jud

gements of possibility and necessity (expres

sed by =>, O or U).

Although it may seem advantageous to include these

sentences in K, they have to be treated with care in

order to avoid triviality if we want to achieve an exact

translation of the rationality postulates. If we define a

semantics for queries over a knowledge base, it seems

safe to exclude them from K.

Another possible use for them is to constrain the plau

sibility ordering of all possible worlds, an option we

are currently investigating. In this case they would be

treated differently from ordinary facts.

In the context of default reasoning Boutilier ([Bouti-

lier, 1991b]) seems to use them in a similar way. Howe

ver, as Boutilier treats facts and conditional sentences

alike, he either gets wrong results for certain conditio

nals or has to weaken the rationality postulates (see

Section 3.7).

(PROP) K includes propositional

sentences.

This is not valid for some theories of non-monotonic

inference operators such as [Kraus et a/., 1990]. Of

course, defining a query semantics for knowledge bases

assumes PROP.
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3.5 Scope of Conditionals

(IND) Acceptabi

lity of conditional sentences is denned with

respect to a knowledge base containing inde

terminate information.

This is the difference between (global) revision seman

tics and (local) update semantics. Conventional for

malizations of conditional logics (like [Lewis, 1973]) as

well as query semantics using update semantics (like

[Grahne, 1991] and [Grahne and Mendelzon, 1991]) de

fine acceptability of conditional sentences with respect

to worlds (equivalent to propositional models, able to

express only complete information).

On the other hand, if we want to define a revision se

mantics corresponding exactly to the AGM rationality

postulates the acceptability of conditional sentences

and judgements of possibility has to be defined over

knowledge bases containing indeterminate information

(i.e. over sets of worlds).

3.6 Expressiveness

(NEG) The semantics of negated condi

tionals has to be specified.

This seems plausible, at least if it does not result in

inconsistencies (which is the cause why it has to be

excluded from RG).

(POS) The query semantics defines con

cepts of possibility and necessity.

The query semantics should include concepts of possi

bility and necessity. Indeed, as we show later, condi

tional implication can be defined using these concepts.

This observation has been made already by [Boutilier,

1990], although in the different context of absolute or-

derings, where we are not able to include these con

cepts in our query semantics.

(ITER) Conditional sentences can be ite

rated arbitrarily.

Although this may seem as an advantage at first sight,

it is hard to give a plausible semantics to all kinds

of iterative sentences. In this paper we do not allow

iterations at all, but our semantics can be easily exten

ded to include some plausible kinds of iterations (i.e.

(A =*• (B => (C => D)))). Even the opinion that no

iteration is necessary is supported by not implausible

arguments ([Levi, 1988]).

3.7 Relative vs. Absolute Orderings

(REL) Conditional sentences are evalua

ted relative to a given knowledge base K .

This is the difference between belief revision and de

fault reasoning. Belief revision semantics is defined

with respect to a given knowledge base K which may

change in time. As a change of the knowledge base

usually implies also a change of the preferred worlds,

the plausibility ordering has to depend on the know

ledge base and cannot be absolute. This becomes even

more clear when we visualize a knowledge base under

going both revisions and updates.

On the other hand, the idea of default reasoning is that

the same set of defaults applies independently from the

contents of the knowledge base. Therefore an absolute

ordering is sufficient (see also [Nejdl, 1991b]).

This is the reason why the semantics defined by Bou

tilier in [Boutilier, 1991a] and [Boutilier, 1991b] based

on an extension of the modal logic 54.3 has intere

sting applications in default reasoning, but leads to

problems when applied to belief revision.

As an example, let K = (A V ->A) A B. K consists

of the two worlds {A, B}, {->A, B} which are both mi

nimal (and where K corresponds to an 55-structure).

Additionally, both worlds include Oyl A 0->v4. If we

revise with A, Boutilier's definition of the conditional

A => B simplifies to 0(A A Q(A D B)). We therefore

include also A => O-iA which is certainly not what

we expect. Disallowing possibility and necessity in the

conditional is a way out of this trouble, but gets us

rid of the expressibility of the modal logic as well (an

expressiveness we want to keep as much as possible

in our approach). Correspondingly, according to Bou

tilier's comments in his conclusion, he seems to drop

K * P and therefore K * 4. The resulting logic, howe

ver, also does not confirm to Katsuno and Mendelzon's

update semantics, so that its exact semantics remains

somewhat unclear to us at the moment.

3.8 Structure of the Knowledge Base

(STATE) The structure of the knowledge

base supports both global (revision) and local

(update) semantics.

In [Gardenfors, 1988] belief sets are used which include

only those propositions whose truth-value is known.

Therefore A £ K represents A is known to be true,

while ->A G K represents A is known to be false. If

neither A nor ->A are in K, the truth value of A is

unknown.

A quite different notion is that of a possible world. For

every sentence of a given language, either the sentence

itself or the negation is true at a certain world t. An

exception is the so-called inconsistent world which con

tains all sentences of the language. Lewis' logic VC

([Lewis, 1973]) is based on possible worlds.

As discussed in [Gardenfors, 1991], belief sets can be

translated to sets of possible worlds and vice versa.

However, due to the greater granularity of possible
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worlds, some details are lost when translating them

into belief sets. In order to support STATE, we there

fore have to work explicitly with sets of possible worlds

(which are basically equivalent to 55 modal structu

res).

We will call such an 55 structure representing a know

ledge base a belief state. Although the states used in

[Kraus et a/., 1990] have the same structure, they are

not suitable for our semantics as their plausibility or

dering is not defined on the underlying worlds, but on

the states themselves.

In order to support STATE, the assumption IND has

to be supported as well. This is why systems which

define the semantics of conditionals local to each world

are unable to express general revision (e.g. [Lewis,

1973], [Grahne, 1991], [Grahne and Mendelzon, 1991]).

4 Query Semantics for Revision and

Update

We now define a query semantics conforming to the

ideas advocated in Section 3 and discuss the exact

translation of the AGM rationality postulates for revi

sion as well as other relevant postulates into (sound)

axiom schemas for our semantics. This semantics in

cludes connectives for possibility, necessity and condi

tional implication relative to belief states as well as an

update operator.

4.1 Definitions

Knowledge bases will be represented by belief states,

which are sets of possible worlds (corresponding to 55-

structures). Revision semantics will be formalized by

using a plausibility ordering on worlds depending on a

belief state K (<k)> update semantics will be forma

lized by using a plausibility ordering on worlds depen

ding on each world i (<i).

Definition 1 (L) L denotes the language of preposi

tional logic.

Definition 2 (Universe W) The universe W is a set

of possible worlds t. It includes the inconsistent world

_L where all prepositional formulas are true.

These first two definitions are very common, though

some approaches do not include the inconsistent world

1.

Definition 3 (Belief States) A belief state K is repre

sented by a set of worlds (i.e. K C W) (corresponding

to an 55-structure of models of L). The inconsistent

world X is always a belief state and is called the in

consistent belief state (denoted by K±).

Definition 4 (<k) A strong plausibility ordering <k

for a belief state K is a reflexive, transitive and almost-

connected ordering on W.

Defining belief states and an ordering of worlds de

pending on these belief states is the prerequisite

for defining our belief revision semantics. Almost-

connectedness is defined as usual as the property that

all worlds x,y related by <% are comparable (x <k

yVy<K x).

Definition 5 (mtn<K) Let X an arbitrary subset of

W (X C W) and K~& belief state. Then i £ min<KX

iff

Vj £ (X \ min<KX) : (i <K j A j £K i)A

V; £ min<KX : (»' <K j A j <K »')

Definition 6 (Belief revision ordering) Let K be a

belief state. A belief revision ordering is a relation

<K such that

(BROl) VK:(K?KX)D(K = min<K W)

\BR02) VKVi £W:(i £±) D (i <K£) A (±£K i)

A belief revision ordering satisfies two additional pro

perties, i.e. that the minimal worlds according to <k

are those in K and that the inconsistent world is the

most implausible one.

Definition 7 ( || || ) The valuation function | || assi

gns to each proposition A G L a set of worlds : € W,

such that ||i4|| = {» € W : A € »'}•

Remark 1 For an arbitrary A £ L, the set ||i4|| is

always nonempty, because ±€ ||j4|| ■

The valuation function | || fulfills the following addi

tional conditions, where A,B £ L:

(VNl) hA\\=W\\\A\\U±

(VN2) |Uab|| = ||4I n ||4|

These definitions for the valuation function are the

usual ones.

A revision function takes the minimal elements with

respect to a belief set K where some new information

A is true.

Definition 8 (rev) Let K be a belief state and A £ L.

Then rev(K, A) = min<K \\A\\ .

Analogous to rev we define an update-function upd,

expressing the update of information in the knowledge

base. For every world i 6 W, let <,• denote a relation

that has the same properties as <k (i.e. we have the

special case where K = {i}).

Definition 9 (upd) Let i G W , A £ L, and K a belief

state. Then upd(K,A) = \Ji€K min<i \\A\\ .
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4.2 Query and Update Types

Using these definitions, we can now define how sub

junctive queries are evaluated over a knowledge base

KB and how new information is added to it. The ASK

and TELL functions we use as primitives for our query

language have the following abstract definitions:

• ASK(KB.Query) — yes/no

where the possible queries will be defined in the

next paragraph.

• TELL(KB,A,Type) -+ KB

where A is a propositional formula and Type is

either "revision" or "update".

The following queries and updates are possible:

Definition 10 (Necessity with respect to K) Let K

be a belief state and A £ L.

ask(k,o^) = {^ •g«;if«J

In a more concise notation:

DKAitt VieK :A£i

Definition 11 (Possibility with respect to K) Let K

be a belief state and A 6 L.

TELL(K,A,update) = upd(K.A)

KovA = upd(K,A)

The answer to queries containing propositional connec

tives follows from the definition of the valuation func

tion and corresponds to the usual theorems in propo

sitional logic. For example

If (ASK(K,A) = yes) and (ASK(K.B) = yes) then

(ASK(K,A A B) = yes).

This can be rewritten as

OkAA OkBD Ok(AAB)

which in fact subsumes all combinations of yes/no ans

wers for the combination A A B. Similar axiom sche

mata can be found for the other connectives.

Besides these axiom schemata which include only que

ries for the current state of the knowledge base, the

second important class of axiom schemata are those

which relate queries for the state of the knowledge base

after revisions and updates. In Section 5 we will list

the valid axiom schemata of this second class. We will

use the short form for axioms (using Djf.Ojf etc.)

instead of the long form (using ASK and TELL).

ASK(K, OA) = | JJ jf l\ I \ ;^ . 5 Axiom Schemata

or

OkA iff 3» € K : A e »

Definition 12 (Conditional Implication wrt K) Let

K he & belief state and A,B € L.

ASK(K, A =>K B) =

f yes if ASK(rev(K,A), D B) = yes

1 no if ASK(rev(K,A), DB) = no

or

A=>K 5 iff Orev(KA)B

In the same way we can also define an update con

ditional with respect to the worlds in K. As this is

quite straightforward once we defined everything else,

we will not do it in this paper (see also Section 5.2).

Definition 13 (Integrating New Information in K)

Let K be a belief state and A £ L.

TELL(K,A,revision) = rev(K,A)

or

K oRA - rev(K, A)

Considering our motivation to define a query semantics

confirming both the AGM rationality postulates for re

vision as well as the rationality postulates of [Katsuno

and Mendelzon, 1991] and [Grahne, 1991] for update,

we will first discuss a translation of the AGM postula

tes into our semantics and then do the same with the

most important update rationality postulates of [Kats

uno and Mendelzon, 1991] and [Grahne, 1991].4 We

have therefore the desired result of a query semantics

including both revision and update semantics, which

is the first such result as far as we know.

5.1 Revision Semantics

5.1.1 Translation Rules

To make the translations clear, let us begin with a brief

description of the notation used in [Gardenfors, 1988].

We have two operations on belief sets, revision and

expansion. K\ denotes the result of revising the be

lief set K with sentence A, yielding a new belief set.

K\ is defined to be the set Cn(K L){A}), where the

function Cn denotes the closure under logical conse

quences. Hence, to build K%, we simply add A to K

Definition 14 (Changing Information in K) Let K

be a belief state and A € L.

*The second part is easier, as our update semantics is

defined rather similar to [Grahne, 1991].
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and compute all consequences of this set (i.e. expand

by A).

Kx denotes the inconsistent belief set, i.e. the unique

set that contains all wffs of the language L.

A sentence A is in a belief set K iff A is true at every

world of the belief state that corresponds to K , i.e.

A G K iff □ KA. Conversely, A g K iff -i D KA.

We model the revision KA by choosing the new belief

state to be the set of all A-minimal worlds. Thus, KA

translates to rev(K, A), given the definitions above.

Finally, B G K% translates to DK(AD B), i.e. B G

KA iff in all worlds of the belief state corresponding

to K , B is a logical consequence of A.

5.1.2 Axiom Schemata

In the following we will translate the AGM postula

tes K * 2 to K * 8 into axiom schemata for our query

language (K * 1 is trivial). Additionally, we will trans

late some additional postulates discussed in Section 3.

Note, that K, rev(K,A) and similar expressions de

note belief states, whereas A, B, C etc. denote wffs in

the propositional language L. The axiom schemata are

sound except where otherwise noted. The soundness

proofs are included in the longer version of this paper.

K*2 to NB2:

(K*2) AeKA

Meaning: If we revise a belief with a sentence A, this

sentence is contained in the revised belief set.

Translation: A G KA iff A G rev(K, A) iff □ „„(«•,*)A

iff

{NB2) A=>KA

K*3 to NB3:

(ff*3) KACK+

Meaning: Revising K with A, the revised belief set

contains no sentence that is no consequence of adding

A to K.

Translation: KA C K\ iff B G K\ D B G K\ iff

Orev{KiA)BD DK(ADB)iS

(NB3) {A =>K B) D D K(A D B)

K*4 to NB4:

(K * 4) ^A^KDK+QKA

Meaning: If the negation of a sentence A is not in our

belief set, that is, we do not know that A is false,

then all sentences obtained by adding A to K and

performing a closure under consequences are in the

revised belief set.

Translation: ->A £ K D K\ C Ka iff ->D K-nA D

(B G KX D B G Ka) iff ->Ok-,A AB eK% D B e

a:; iff

(NB4) -i Q K->A ADK(ADB)D(A=>K B)

Remark 2 If we exclude K = K±, we can substi

tute ->0K-<A by OkA. However, in the case of

K = K± , we need the formulation exactly as above, as

-iD^ ->A is not true and we prohibit therefore the de

rivation of arbitrary conditionals (according to K * 5).

Remark 3 Note, that NB3 establishes =>k to be wea

ker than strict implication (defined by modal neces

sity). NB3 together with NB4 shows it to be equivalent

to strict implication in the case where A is possible in

K. In the case where A is not possible in K, strict im

plication does not imply our conditional implication,

which helps us to avoid axioms like transitivity, contra

position and strengthening antecedents, which would

otherwise follow.

K*5 to NB5:

(K * 5) |= -.A iff K*A = K±

Meaning: It is impossible that A is true if and only if

revision by A produces an inconsistent belief set.

Translation: |= ->A iff |W|| = {1} iff m«'n<K ||A|| =

{L} iff rev(K,A) = {L} iff ar„(KiArAlS[ A =>K

->A.

KA = Kx iff K\ C Kx A K± C K\ iff (because

Kx = L and of course K\ C L) Kx C KA iff B G

Kx D B G K\ iff B G L D B G K\ iff (since always

B G L) B G KA iff A =>K B.

Hence, K*5 translates to

(NBb) (A =>K ^A) D (A =>K B)

Remark 4 The other direction — (A ^k B) for all

B implies (A =># ->A) — is trivially true.

K*6 to NB6:

(K*6) \=(A = B)DKA=K*B

Meaning: If A and B are logically equivalent, it does

not matter whether we revise with A or B.

Translation: \= (A = B) iff ||A|| = ||S|| iff (be

cause the set K of all belief states is a superset of

WB , i.e. the set of all singletons {»'} such that

» G W) VK G K min<K \\A\\ = min<K \\B\\ iff

°miniK ||4| B A O^ m A iff n~v(K,A)B A

O rev(K,B)A iff (A =>K B) A (B =>K A).

KA = K'B iff K\ C KB A KB C KA iff C €

KA = C G KB iff Orev{KiA)C = Dre„(A-,fl)C iff

(A =>* C) = (B =>K C).

Thus, K * 6 translates to

(7VB6) (A =>K B) A (B =>K A)

D ((A =>K C) = (5 =j-a- C))
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Remark 5 Another, more direct translation is:

(NB&) WA = B)=>K(A = B))

D ((A =>K C) = (B =>K O)

K*7 to NB7:

(K*7) KAaBC(Ka)+

Meaning: All sentences obtained by revising with A

and B are also obtained by revising with A and then

adding B.

Translation: KAAB C (KA)% iff C G rev(K,A A

B) D C £ (rev(K,A))+ iff Or„iKiAAB)C D

(NB7) (AAB^KC)D {A =>K (B D C))

K*8 to NB8:

(**8) ^B^KAD(KA)+CKAAB

Meaning: Provided that we do not believe that B is

false after revising with A, all sentences obtained by

revising with A and adding B are also obtained by

revising with A and B.

Translation: ->B g KA D (K\)% C KAaB iff

rev(K,AAB)) iff (A i>K -*B) D (Orev(KiA)(B D

C)D artv(KrAAB)C)iS

(NB8) (A £K -5) A (A =>* (B D C))

D(AAB=>KC)

K*4w to NB4w:

(K*Aw) AeKMC?Kj.DKCKA

Meaning: This is the weaker version of K * 4 used

in Gardenfors reconstruction of VC. It is also used in

Grahne's counterfactual logics using update semantics,

as K * A degenerates to K * Aw if K consists of only

one world and therefore includes either A or ->A (as

it is the case when we use the update semantics). We

will translate the equivalent version

(K * Aw')A eKD(KCKAVK = Kx)

Translation: A G K iff OkA.

K C K\ iff B G K D B G KA iff □ KB D (A =>K B).

K = /fx iff °kC.

Therefore, K * Aw translates to

(NBAw) DKAD((DKBD(A=>K B))VOKC)

Remark 6 If we formulate NB4w as

( D KAA D K{A DB)D(A =>* B))V( D KA D D KC),

we see immediately that NBAw implies NBA.

K*P to NBP:

(K * P) ^A#KABeKDB€KA

Meaning: This is the preservation criterion discussed

in Section 3. It is implied by K * A.

Translation: ->A g K iff -i Ok-,A.

B £K iff OkB.

BeKAiftA=i>K B.

Hence, K * P translates to

(NBP) -<aK-,AAaKBD(A=>K B)

Remark 7 As OkB implies Ok(A D B), NBP fol

lows from NBA. Like NBA, NBP may be instantiated

only with propositional sentences A, B, if we want to

avoid triviality or meaningless results.

K*M to NBM:

(K * M) K C K' D KA C K'\

Meaning: This is the monotonicity criterion which

follows from Gardenfors formalization of the Ramsey

Test, RG, and leads to triviality together with K * P.

Translation: K C K' iff B G K D B G K' iff aKB D

UK,B.

KACK'*AiffCeKADCe K'\ iff (A =>* C) D

(A =>K> C).

Thus, K * M translates to

(NBM) (DKBD DK'B)

D ((A =>K C) D (A =>K, C))

This axiom is of course not sound in our semantics (it

was the one which lead to the triviality result in the

first place.) However a weaker version of it is sound:

(NBMw) 0KAA(aKBD UK.B)

D {(A =>K C) D (A =>K. O)

It follows from NB3 and NBA.

K*L to NBL:

(K * L) -iA => -£) € K D (KA)B C KAaB

Meaning: This axiom is the weaker version of K * 8

which Gardenfors uses in his axiomatization of VC to

gether with RG. However, K * 8 and K * L are equiva

lent if we define the semantics of negated conditionals

like in RL.

Translation: ->(A => ->B) G K translates simply to

A fix ~<B and must not be translated to n K(A J>k

-iB), because formulas containing =>k, °k, ^k *re

not included in K .

Therefore, K * L translates to

(NBL) (A&K-^B)A(A=>K(BDC))

D(AAB=>KC)

which is in fact NB8.
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5.1.3 Connections to Nonmonotonic Logic

A connection to properties of nonmonotonic inference

operators is implied by an interesting paper by Makin-

son and Gardenfors ([Makinson, 1991]). They trans

late the AGM rationality postulates into axioms for

nonmonotonic inference relations and get for example

the following translation for K * 4:

(MGA) (T Y>)-.A) A(T\~(AD B)) D(A\^C)

Using the fact that in our semantics K = rev(K,T),

-<Ok-,A = iQ^jifjj-'A = -i(T =>K -<A) and

DK(A D B)= Qf^r,T)(i4 3 B) = T =>K (A D

B) the following translation yields exactly our axiom

schema NBA:

(T M-^A) A (T h- (A D B)) D (A h C) iff

(T &K -,A) A (T =>* (A D B)) D (A =*K B) iff

^«»(k,t)^A nreviKT)(A DB)D{A =>K B) iff

(NBA) -.Djf-'AA Ok(AdB) D(A=>kB)

Indeed, all postulates from [Makinson, 1991] can si

milarly be translated into the corresponding axiom

schemata for our query semantics for revision with the

exception of NMb and NM6. These two seem basi

cally equivalent to our axiom schemata, but cannot be

translated using the translation rules described above.

After reflecting upon these similarities between sub

junctive conditionals and properties of nonmonotonic

inference operators this equivalence should not be too

surprising and was already discussed in another con

text in [Nejdl, 1991b] and [Nejdl, 1992] (though we

concentrated on update like conditionals in these pa

pers).

5.2 Update Semantics

As our semantics for updates is based on the same

ideas as Grahne's update operator and counterfactual,

all axioms listed in [Grahne, 1991] containing only the

update operator are valid in our logic. Axioms con

taining Grahne's counterfactual operators have to be

reformulated by using our necessity operator, which is

however a rather straightforward task. An update con

ditional defined similarly to our definition of ^k, but

using the update function upd, would basically lead to

the same axioms as Grahne's conditional, i.e. VC2,

although some small differences exist, if we defined it

relative to a set of worlds K and not to an individual

world i.

In particular, the axioms Ul to U8 for update algebras

mentioned in [Grahne and Mendelzon, 1991] (first for

malized in [Katsuno and Mendelzon, 1991]) are valid

for our query semantics as axiom schemata for update

(after appropriate translation, instantiating them only

with propositional sentences).

As an example, postulate (78

(US) (A\/B)oC=(AoC)\f(BoC)

translates into

NBU8 OupdiKlUK3>A)B

= D upd{Ki,A)Uuf>d(K3,A)B

or, using our update operator oUt into

NBU8' (Ki V K2 ovA) = (Kx ovA) V (K2 ovA)

Especially interesting is the connection of update and

revision in our semantics. As connection between up

date operator and update counterfactuals Grahne uses

the following translation of the Ramsey Test:

(RR) ((K oA) DB)D(KD(A=> B))

Using our revision operator we get

(NBRRR) ((K oRA) DB)D(A =>K B)

and therefore

°rev(K,A)BD(A=>K B)

whose soundness follows immediately from our defini

tion of rev.

Using our update operator the translation yields

(NBRRu) D upd(KiA)B D (A =>K B)

which is of course not sound. However, a weaker ver

sion is sound

(NBRRuw) - □ K^A A □ uPd(_K,A)B D (A =>K B)

which gives us the connection between update and re

vision in our query semantics.

6 Additional Related Work

This section is devoted to a short discussion of five

other interesting approaches which have been develo

ped independently from the approach discussed in this

paper, but share parts of our motivation though using

different ideas and concepts. They have been develo

ped by Grove [Grove, 1988], Katsuno/Satoh [Katsuno

and Satoh, 1991], Grahne/Mendelzon/Reiter [Grahne

et o/., 1992], Morreau [Morreau, 1992] and Boutilier

[Boutilier, 1992].

The main intention of Grove as described in [Grove,

1988] is to give a semantics for the process of belief

revision as defined by Gardenfors and colleagues, not

for subjunctive conditionals. He therefore does not

have to consider issues such as the triviality results.

His construction is based on a system of spheres that is

very similar to the system of Lewis, the main difference

being the spheres centered on a set of worlds, rather

than on one world. Grove's main result is to show that

the AGM-postulates are satisfied by his construction.
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A second kind of modeling discussed in his paper based

on ordering wffs is basically equivalent.

In contrast, we give a semantics for subjunctive queries

guaranteeing a set of theorems for subjunctive condi

tionals corresponding to the AGM postulates. This

allows us to define a query semantics for these condi

tionals, based on either belief revision or update se

mantics.

In a similar vain to Grove, Katsuno/Satoh in section

4.2 and 4.3 of [Katsuno and Satoh, 1991] define orde

red structures and families of ordered structures and

use them to define semantics for revision and update

operators, respectively. Again, because they do not

consider conditionals they do not have to worry about

the Ramsey test.

Morreau (in [Morreau, 1992] ) develops a belief revi

sion type semantics for conditionals, so he also faces

the triviality results. He claims that the additional as

sumption "the class of belief sets is closed under expan

sion" is responsible for them. Belief sets in his paper

include both propositions and conditional sentences.

Now, as we have expressed with our semantics, the

truth value of conditional sentences is uniquely deter

mined by the propositional sentences present in the

knowledge base. It follows, that not all combinations

of conditional sentences and propositional sentences

are possible. So Morreau 's assumption can be seen as

encoding this consequence of the special relationship

of propositional and conditional sentences.

To determine the result of a belief-revision-operation,

Morreau uses a technique called "imaging", which is

based on an update-ordering (i.e. local order relati

ons). By enforcing the special property "expansiven-

ess", revision semantics is obtained. In contrast to our

approach Morreau does not define an operator based

on update semantics.

The results of Grahne/Mendelzon/Reiter in [Grahne

et al., 1992] are to be seen in the light of a certain

philosophical meta-level-concept: Performing a revi

sion by an agent is conceived as update from a view

point outside the agent's universe. His revision pro

cess changes his knowledge base and is therefore to

be modeled as an update-operation on the meta-level.

Thus, semantics for update-models have to be consi

dered: Constructing the model-structure, two essential

elements are employed. First, local order-relations to

define update-semantics in the usual way and second,

the Levesque-operators N,B,0, which represent the

agent's beliefs. The central result of GMR states that

for every belief-revision-system there exists an update-

model, such that exactly those sentences x are logical

consequences of <j>ORtp, for which 0<f>ouBip D Bx is

valid in the update-model (where O is the "only-know"

operator and B is the "believe" operator). In a sense

this is similar to Morreau's construction, which is also

based on a local update ordering to define the global

revision ordering.

The approach by Boutilier described in [Boutilier,

1992] is based on the modal logic CO* and defines a be

lief revision conditional using suitable possibility and

necessity operators. Boutilier's approach also avoids

the triviality results by restricting his revision models

to propositional sentences (also excluding possibility

and necessity). However, his operators for possibility

and necessity are not indexed by the knowledge base,

so that the logic CO* is only suitable for evaluating

conditionals for a fixed knowledge base.

Let us remark finally, that none of these approaches

is suitable for the task defined in Section 2 needing

conditionals with revision as well as update semantics.

7 Conclusion

We formalized a query semantics which allows for the

first time the integration of a revision function ac

cording to the rationality postulates of Alchourron,

Gardenfors and Makinson with an update function ac

cording to the rationality postulates of Katsuno and

Mendelzon. This query semantics includes concepts

of necessity, possibility and conditional implication re

lative to the knowledge base and the corresponding

queries and axiom schemata for revision and update.

We are currently extending these results by writing

down a complete set of axiom schemata, by (partially)

specifying the plausibility ordering using conditional

sentences without including them in the knowledge

base and by investigating the complexity of different

queries in the average case based on existing worst case

results ([Eiter and Gottlob, 1991]). As an additional

extension we want to vary the properties of our plausi

bility ordering according to [Nejdl, 1991b] and investi

gate the consequences as well as analyze the semantics

of iterated conditional sentences in more detail.

An extension to a multi-level model structure which

allows us to accommodate both factual knowledge as

well as beliefs about how to revise this factual know

ledge will be included in the longer version of this pa

per. Also, a solution to specifying how conditional

sentences change after updating or revising the know

ledge base is discussed.
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Abstract

Systems for non-monotonic reasoning, argu

ment, probabilistic acceptance, and social

choice all must define how conclusions arise

from conflict. This paper separates the un

derlying mechanisms that generate conflict

and preference from the principle used to

resolve conflict. We identify the first-order

language in which most principles of conflict

resolution can be specified, and we describe

the alternatives that result from rearranging

quantifiers and connectives. Amazingly, a

large fraction of the simple alternatives are

reasonable and can be identified in the ex

isting literature. We taxonomize the alter

natives by their boldness, and note a duality

relation between skeptical and credulous at

titudes toward residual conflict.

1 Introduction

Non-monotonic reasoning, systems of argument, prob

abilistic acceptance rules, and voting rules all must

define how conclusions arise from conflict. In each

case, the attitude toward the conclusion and the na

ture of the conflict differs. But similar principles for

resolving conflict have occurred in the literatures on

each. One prevalent principle is that the conclusion

be warranted according to each of the sources, where

the sources may be maximal consistent subsets, de

fault theories, or agent preferences. Another principle

introduces stratification and seeks agreement among

preferred sources. There are other reasonable varia

tions that do not introduce new concepts.

Designers of systems usually choose one way of re

solving conflict without much discussion of the prag

matics that led to that choice. The various principles

can be ordered according to boldness, and this order

is independent of the mechanisms for producing con

flict or preference. There are also systems that are

permissive toward conflicting possible conclusions and
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Washington University

Campus Box 1045

St. Louis, MO 63130

loui@ai.wustl.edu

systems that enforce consistency among conclusions.

Skepticism and credulity in inheritance systems is one

manifestation of this choice.

This paper separates the underlying mechanisms that

generate conflict and preference from the principle

used to resolve conflict.

A consequence relation (CR) is a binary relation that

relates a set of beliefs and a conclusion that follows

from it. A consequence specification is a description (a

shorthand) of such a CR. In this paper we are not in

terested in the details of a specific CR, rather we would

like to study the relationships among CR's, their spec

ifications and in particular their relative cautiousness.

Cautiousness is a partial order defined on CR's. A

CR is more cautious than another iff the CR's are not

equal and every conclusion entailed by the first CR is

also entailed by the second one.

The study of cautiousness is important since different

degrees of cautiousness may be associated with dif

ferent styles of decision making. For example, some

applications may be forced to make a decision that a

certain kind of prudence would not allow. A decision

for such an application is critical and there may not

be time nor resources to gather more information when

there is an ambiguity. In addition, different degrees of

cautiousness may result in different degrees of compu

tational complexity. Thus, we may consider using a

CR bolder than the ideal, just because it is faster to

compute.

Recent literature discusses only two types of

cautiousness: skeptical and credulous reasoning

[Touretzky et al. 87]. Probabilistic acceptance rules

can vary their cautiousness by changing the threshold

of minimum acceptable probability; e.g., accept s iff

Prob(s) > k. In this paper, we claim that the space

of CR's has an interesting dimension of cautiousness

that is not just binary, and is not metrically generated

either. Consequence relations may be taxonomized ac

cording to their cautiousness.

A language for specifying simple CR's that have oc
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curred in the literature is given, and operators are de

fined that relate and tie together these classes. The

result is a taxonomy of new and existing reasoning

paradigms that separates the underlying ideas of con

flict and stratification from the many variations for

generating conclusions.

2 Consequence relations

Let L be a finite set of well formed formulas (WFFs

from either prepositional or predicate logic).

A consequence relation (CR)1 is a two-place relation

defined over V(L) x L (where V(L) is the power set of

L). We use the notation WRip to denote a pair that

belongs to the CR R, where * is a finite subset of L

and if is a WFF in L. The subset * is used as a knowl

edge base while <p is called the conclusion that follows

* in R.

A consequence specification is a description of a CR

in some non-procedural specification language. It is a

shorthand used to describe a CR instead of enumerat

ing all the pairs of the relation.

Before proceeding with formal notation, consider sim

ple examples: Given a possibly inconsistent set of

WFFs, the CR of classical logic entailment (h), triv

ially entails everything, if indeed there is an inconsis

tency in the set. However, a more plausible princi

ple may use the following inference procedure: 1) find

all maximal consistent subsets; 2) take the closure of

each such subset under classical entailment; 3) con

clude only the WFFs that are in the intersection of all

the closures.

Several systems use this kind of skeptical principle

(which we call Ro). This includes some systems deal

ing with inconsistency [Rescher, Manor 70 ] and some

social choice (voting systems) with the Pareto relation

[Campbell 79]. This is how Kyburg [Kyburg61] ap

proaches inconsistency among sentences accepted on

high probability. A restricted form of Reiter's non

monotonic logic [Reiter 80] may also be seen as using

the same conflict-resolution principle, if we consider

extensions instead of closures of maximal consistent

subsets.

Now consider a generalized notion of negation-as-

failure on the consequences of Ro; i.e, conclude <p from

a set ¥ iff the negation of <p cannot be concluded from

* in Ro. If the set of beliefs * is complete2 (e.g.

when using a closed world assumption) then negation-

as- failure produces the same set of conclusions as the

1CR's may be defined in a more general and abstract

way (like in Scott's information systems [Scott 82]); how

ever for simplicity we prefer to use a restricted by more

familiar form.

2* is complete in R iff for all ip either VRtp or ¥#-><?.

original CR (Ro). However, if * is incomplete, the re

sult is a very bold CR: it concludes *p from a set * iff

there exists a model that satisfies both a maximal con

sistent subset of * and the WFF ip. We call this CR

the dual3 of Ro and use the notation Rq. Derthick's

"mundane" reasoning ([Derthick 88]) may be seen as

a variation on the dual of Ro-

Ro is much more cautious than R^; any conclusion

made by Ro is also concluded by its dual, and clearly

they are not equal. The dual of Ro is also not safe be

cause both tp and -><p may be concluded from some *t.

However, if we clear the dual from all these ambiguous

conclusions we obtain again the original (and safe) Ro.

The duals of safe CR's are good candidates for sys

tems that allow a non-deterministic choice of conclu

sion. For example, Etherington and Reiter [Ether-

ington] allow any conclusion in any extension, non-

deterministically, so long as the result is consistent. In

stead of regarding this as a non-deterministic choice of

CR, let an unsafe CR represent the non-determinism.

Similarly, x may be socially preferred to y if no one

prefers y to x (no veto). This principle may be in

tended to produce a partial order social preference by

adopting only one of x < y or y < x when either would

be acceptable, by choosing the first option presented.

Again, the non-determinism could be in the (unsafe)

CR, not a choice of CR's.

Principles that generate unsafe CR's are not only

conflict-resolving disputes among prima facie war

rants; they also produce conclusions where there was

no warrant at all. These CR's can introduce conflict

instead of resolving it.

3 Operations on CR's and their

properties

Formally define the cautiousness relation, duality and

the clear operation.

Cautiousness is a partial order defined over CR's:

Definition 3.1 We say that Ri y R2 (R\ is more

cautious than Ri) iff Ri C R2-

If R\ is more cautious than R2 , then every conclusion

available by R\, is also available by R2. However, R2

contains some conclusions that Ri is too cautious to

conclude.

Definition 3.2 The dual of a CR R, written as R^ ,

is the set of of all pairs <V,ip > such that

3Since a CR is not a binary relation (its domain is not its

co-domain), we are not dismayed that our duality is not the

same as duality for graphs. While it is true that relations

and objects are not exchanged under this operation, it is

still a kind of duality.
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< V,-i<p >g R; i.e, ¥#t<? iff-,(VR-«p).

The dual of a relation corresponds to a generalization

of the principle of negation-as-failure. We conclude

the negation of a proposition if we can't conclude the

proposition itself in the original relation R, and we

conclude a proposition in the dual if its negation can

not be concluded in R.

Definition 3.3 The clear operation clears the am

bivalent conclusions from the relation; that is, it

deletes from R all pairs WRy, when both VtRtp and

*R-*p; i.e., clear(R) =R-{9Rip \ VR-«p}.

The dual of the clear of R might be called the hedge

of R, but we will not discuss this combination further.

Figure 1 shows one way of visualizing the clear and

dual operations.

We say that R is safe if it includes no ambivalent con

clusions; i.e., if ty Rip, then ->(*#-><£>).

The CR's that are generated using the clear and

dual operations possess the following properties

([Pinkas, Loui 91]):

1 . The dual of a dual is the relation itself; i.e R* =

R;

2. The clear of a relation is equal to the clear of the

dual of the relation; i.e, clear(R) = clear(Ri);

3. clear(clear(R)) = clear(R);

4. A conclusion is entailed in clear(R) iff it is en

tailed by both R and its dual; i.e., clear(R) =

flnflt;

5. The clear of a relation is no less cautious than the

relation itself or it dual; i.e, clear(R) y R. In fact

clear(R) = RC\R).

6. If /?.] is more cautious than R%, then the dual

of i?2 is more cautious than the dual of R\ ; i.e,

#i y R2 iff r\ yR[.

7. If R is safe then clear(R) = R; R is safe and

complete iff R = R* .

These properties apply to any CR independently of the

algorithm or the specification that is used to generate

it.

4 A language to specify classes of

CR's

In the specification4 of a CR, we would like to distin

guish between the warrant-producing mechanisms that

4 We don't aspire to specify all possible CR's. Instead

we would like the language to help us find interesting or

useful classes of CR's.

create conflict, and the principle used to determine the

CR from those mechanisms (the specification rule). A

complete specification of a CR in our language must

have both the inference mechanisms and the principle.

Our taxonomy is composed of classes where every class

is induced by a principle. A CR is mapped into a class

if it is possible to identify mechanisms that together

with the class principle fully determines the CR. Note

that this allows considerable freedom of interpretation.

Some CR's can be interpreted as belonging to multiple

classes, depending on what is taken to be the mech

anism that provides prima facie warrant. To spec

ify principles, consider the language of predicate logic

with the standard predicates, functions and axioms for

set theory augmented by the following predicates per

taining to:

• Satisfiability: x\=ftp holds iff x is a model that

satisfies ip in standard model-theory.

• Theories: THEORY (¥,T) is a predicate that as

serts that T is a consistent subset of the beliefs

in *. For example a theory may be just a plain

consistent subset (as in [Rescher, Manor 70 ], or

it may be a subset of beliefs that generates an

extension (as in [Reiter 80] or [Touretzky 86]).

• Preference order: > is a transitive, irrefiexive,

asymmetric order defined on the theories of Vf.

We call T "better" than V iff T > V . Two the

ories are equally good or non-comparable if no

preference order between them exists. Note that

preferences could be probabilistic, refer to social

rank, or be purely syntactic, such as specificity

among defaults.

The details of the predicate THEORY and the pref

erence order are determined by the mechanism. We

assume that the mechanism is fixed; i.e., we know the

set of theories and their order for any given $. The

particular way to identify theories and their order is

not what interests us in this paper; rather, we would

like to study the properties of the CR's generated by

a variety of principles and independently of the details

of the mechanism.

Using the above basic predicates we can define new

useful notations:

• Entailment: V\=(p holds iff all the models that

satisfy ¥ also satisfy <p (classical logic entailment).

• Entailment by consistency: VOtp holds iff there

exists a model that satisfies both * and <p. i.e, *

and ip are consistent (note that O is the dual of

(=, since ~>(9\=-vp) iff ¥Op).

• Preferred theories (P-theories): P(V,T) holds iff

T is a theory of * and there is no theory of If

"better" (>) than T.

• The majority quantifier ((Mcx)Q(x)) denotes

that Q(x) holds for the majority of the x's for
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which C(x) holds5. The dual (M) denotes not-

minority; i.e., {Mcx)Q{x) iff -<((Mcx)->Q(x)).

For example, Ro is specified by: VRotp iff

{VT)THEORY(V, T)-*{T\=<p), which reads: (p is con

cluded from * in Ro iff all the theories of * en

tail ip. Similarly, R0 is specified by: ~9Rq<p iff

(3T)THEORY(*,T) A(TO<p). By using Reiter's ex

tensions as the underlying mechanism, we obtain the

skeptical version and the "brave" (credulous) version

of Reiter's default logic [McDermott 82].6 Figure 2

shows several classes of CR's and their relationships.

Once a mechanism has been determined, the figure

shows the relations among the CR's generated using

the different principles. The compact notation in the

boxes of figure 2 is itself a shorthand: T represents a

theory and P represents a preferred-theory. We there

fore use VT^y> to denote that all the theories entail <p,

and SP^tp to denote that at least one preferred the

ory must entail <p. Figure 2 shows all the CR-classes

mentioned in this paper: A solid arrow denotes the

cautiousness relation; a dotted arrow denotes the clear

operation; the right part of the figure presents the du

als of the left part.

Observation: The language is closed under the "clear"

and "dual" operations since *P'y> iff ->(^/R-«p) and

* clear(R) (p iff (¥Py>) A (tf flt^).

5 Other interesting principles

In this section more examples are given for principles.

Each box (denote P,) in figure 2 represents a class of

CR's; however, we will treat the P,'s as CR's.

EXAMPLE 5.1 R2 is a safe CR defined as follows:

VR2<p 'ff all the P-theories (preferred theories) of *

entail <p; i.e, (VT)P(¥,r)-»(T ^<p). It is a cau

tious CR, but many researchers find it attractive:

[Rescher, Manor 70 ] suggested indexing methods to

determine the preference relation among the maxi

mal consistent subsets. Also, most skeptical nonmono

tonic systems may be looked as implementing R? (eg.

[Touretzky 86]).

The dual of R? can be described by: ¥P4v iff there ex

ists a preferred theory P that is consistent with <p; i.e,

(3P)P(¥,P) A {PO<p). Note that this is the CR that

Derthick uses for his "mundane" reasoning. Another

example that can easily be mapped is consistency-

based diagnosis [Console, Torasso 91], where minimal

sets of abnormality assumptions are found that are

consistent with the observation. R\ is still a very bold

CR and of-course R2 y R\ holds. The clear of both

R2 aQd its dual is R2 itself since R2 is a safe relation.

We can also observe that Ro >• R2 y R2 >• P~J ■

Example 5.2 The relation R3 is defined as follows:

*i?3^» holds iff there exists a preferred theory P of <P

that entails <p while the rest of the preferred subsets

are consistent with <p. Although bolder than R2, this

new CR is still safe and therefore has an advantage

over CR's (like the credulous R4), where a conclusion is

justified based on a single preferred theory. The dual of

R3 is: VlR\<p iff all the preferred theories are consistent

with <p or at least one preferred theory entails (p.

Example 5.3 VR^tp holds iff any theory of * entails

ip and all better or equally good theories are consistent

with (p. Argument systems like Geffner's [Geffner90]7

may be seen as using R'4: An argument (which is a

proof based on some consistent subset of beliefs) wins,

unless there is a better or equally good (>) theory

that proves the negation. A variation of this CR is

described in [Packard, Heiner 83] where a conclusion

is made if a consistent subset entails <p and all better

or equally good consistent subsets are consistent with

The dual of R'A is rather weird: ^R^ip holds iff either

all theories are consistent with <p or if one entails the

negation of <p then there exists a better (or equally

good) one that entails (p. It is still a safe CR although

bolder than R3. Note that R0 y Ri y R2 y R3 y

R'4yR'^yRlyRlyR\y flj-

Example 5.4 VR+tp holds iff a preferred theory of *

entails <p; i.e., (3T)(P(*,T) A (T\=<p)).

It is not a safe CR; however credulous nonmonotonic

systems as in [Touretzky et al. 87] correspond to it.

The dual of P4 is: VR\tp iff all the preferred theo

ries are consistent with ip. The inference is done by

searching for at least one model consistent with <p for

any of the preferred theories. Although quite bold, R\

is more cautious than Derthick's R\. There is no order

of cautiousness between P4 and its dual and since R4

is not safe, its clear (or the clear of its dual) is P3.

Some other interesting examples are:

• Ri'. There exists a theory that entails <p and

all theories are consistent with ip (mentioned in

[Packard, Heiner 83], [McDermott 82]).

• R\: All P-theories entail <p and all the theories

are consistent with <p.

5 Majority is expressed in terms of cardinality:

(Mcx)Q(z)ift\ {x I C(x)AQ(x)} |>| {x | C(x)A-Q(x)} J.

sRestricted of course because of our too simplistic

definitions.

7More sophistication is needed from our specification

language in order to capture the nuances of a complex ar

gument system like [Simari, Loui 90]. For example we will

need recurrence to capture recurrent reinstatement.
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• R2. A P-theory entails tp and all the theories are

consistent with tp.

• Rs: A theory entails tp and all better (>) theories

are consistent with <p.

• R^: At least one theory entails ip [Reiter 80].

• M: The majority of the theories entail ip.

This safe CR is useful for social choice systems

based on democratic voting (see for example in

[Campbell 79]). The dual of M is based on the

quantifier "not-minority" (M)] i.e, at least half

of the theories are consistent with ip.

• M'\ The majority of the models that satisfy any

P-theory also satisfy <p. Although, not even a

single theory has to classically entail tp, this CR

is safe. Its unsafe dual insists that this prop

erty holds for at least half of the models (not-

minority).

Finally, from a look at figure 2, we can identify three

columns: The CR's from the left are called "conser

vative", since we can find at least one theory that

(classically) entails the conclusion. The CR's from the

right are called "speculative" since a conclusion is in

ferred based on the ability to find at least one plausible

model that satisfies the conclusion. The third column

includes principles that are based on majority (or not-

minority) of models.

6 An example: Variations on the

maximum entropy mechanism

Due to space limitations we cannot formally map each

of the many paradigms that were mentioned in the

previous sections. In this section we elaborate on one

recent system whose mechanism is not trivially iden

tified. Our purpose is to identify the principle and

then to generate a variety of related CR's along the

cautious-bold dimension. Doing so reveals a tight re

lationship with another recent nonmonotonic system.

In [Goldszmidt, et al. 90], given a set of propositional

beliefs ty — {<Pi}, costs (pi) are computed for each

belief, using maximal entropy and epsilon-semantics

considerations. Once costs are associated with beliefs,

a ranked model [Shoham 88] is constructed in the fol

lowing way: Let Vrank*(2) = J^^kt W i-e-> *ne

rank of a model (if) is the sum of the costs associ

ated with beliefs, violated by the model. A conclusion

<p is entailed from V iff all the models with minimal

violation (preferred models) satisfy tp.

It is possible to show that the above principle may be

classified as R2 (as with most nonmonotonic systems):

If instead of ranking models, we rank consistent sub

sets (theories) of beliefs, we obtain a syntactic rank

ing function on theories: Trank(^/,T) = £^ g#-T P*>

that is based on summing the costs of beliefs that

are not included in the theory. The rank induces a

preference order among the theories; i.e., T < T" iff

Trank(T) < Trank(V). In [Pinkas 91c], [Pinkas 91h]

we proved that tp is entailed using preferred models iff

tp is entailed by all the preferred theories. Therefore

[Goldszmidt, et al. 90] can be classified as R2.

Having identified the mechanisms used in

[Goldszmidt, et al. 90], a variety of CR's can be gen

erated with the various principles. For example, the

credulous version of [Goldszmidt, et al. 90] is based on

finding one maximal consistent subset that minimizes

the rank and that also entails the conclusion.

The dual of [Goldszmidt, et al. 90] is the system that

entails tp iff there exists a preferred theory consistent

with tp. Taking again the model-theoretic view, a con

clusion is entailed in the dual iff there exist a pre

ferred model that satisfies <p; i.e., there exists a model

that minimizes the violation of beliefs and satisfies tp.

Surprisingly, this is exactly the mechanism suggested

in [Derthick 88] . Therefore, if the costs computed

in [Goldszmidt, et al. 90] are taken as the certainties

of [Derthick 88], the resulting CR is exactly the CR

generated by our generalized notion of negation-as-

failure on [Goldszmidt, et al. 90]. In addition, using

Levesque's ideas about vivification, if the number of

preferred models is reduced to one, then the CR's of

[Derthick 88] and [Goldszmidt, et al. 90] collapse and

become the same.

Derthick uses a connectionist network to implement

his CR. In fact we have shown elsewhere ( in

[Pinkas, Loui 91], [Pinkas 91g]), that all of the CR's

mentioned in this paper (except for the majority-based

CR's), can be implemented in a constraint satisfac

tion network (with soft constraints) which includes

Dert hick's connectionist architecture as well as other

general paradigms like Boltzmann machine and Mean-

Field-Theory.

7 Summary

We have shown a taxonomy of consequence relations

for reasoning within conflicting beliefs based on their

cautiousness. A partial order and several operations

defined on CR's reveal an elegant structure that under

lies the taxonomy and shed light on the relationships

among them. Many existing systems can be mapped

into this taxonomy. A simple language demonstrates

the separation between the mechanisms for warrant,

conflict, and preference and the principles that convert

these into a CR. Some interesting new classes (new in

ference mechanisms) are revealed that deserve further

consideration (e.g., R\, R^,R3, R.\, R$, M'). Some

of them are bolder than the pure skeptical mecha

nism; yet, they are safe and therefore more attrac

tive than credulous systems. Finally, we have con

sidered a case study of a recent nonmonotonic sys
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tern whose inference principle is not trivially identi

fied. Our analysis reveals a tight relationship between

two systems that look very different on the surface:

[Goldszmidt, et al. 90] and [Derthick 88] use the same

inference principle; however, one is the dual of the

other and may be generated using negation-as-failure.

System designers, who focus on mechanism and are

then faced with the choice of principle, and the in

evitable clash of intuitions on principle, can take heart.

Depending on the pragmatics of the situation in which

the inference system is deployed, any of an ensemble

of principles could be specified.
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clear dual hedge

 

Figure 1. One way of conceptualizing the clear, dual, and hedge (dual of

clear) operations. Each subfigure depicts the operation's effect on a single <X>

for fixed *P. The node label represents (a) that both *PRd> and ^R-id>} or

just one of the two (b, c), or neither (d). The arc shows how the situation is

transformed.
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Figure 2a. Conservative CRs.

Shaded CRs are unsafe. Their clears are indicated by

thin arcs. The cautiousness ordering is indicated by

tailed arrows.
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Figure 2b. Speculative CRs.

All are unsafe, hence shaded. Their clears are not

shown here. The cautiousness ordering is indicated

by tailed arrows.
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Figure 2c. Majority CRs.
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Abstract

Revising a knowledge-base so that it no

longer implies a proposition is called contrac

tion. In this paper, a model of contraction

is presented based on extending the set of

classical truth-values to reflect a flat partial-

order. The top elements in the partial-

order constitute the classical truth-values;

the least element '±' is interpreted as 'no

information'. Contracting a proposition is

then viewed as losing information about the

proposition's classical truth. A major con

tribution of the approach is that semantic

distinctions emerge with respect to contrac

tions on inconsistent bases. A comparative

analysis with other approaches is presented,

including a general analysis covering several

topics relevant to KR.

1 INTRODUCTION

This paper considers general semantic problems in

volved in the operation of revising (propositional)

knowledge-bases. The major obstacle in extending up

dates to closures is resolving ambiguities with respect

to contraction operations. To illustrate, consider

a A (a D /?) t- 0,

where a classical language is assumed. To contract /?,

either a or (a D /?) must be removed from the left-

hand side of 'h\ However, what are the circumstances

by which a is removed before (a 3 /?)? Furthermore, it

is not clear that only a or (a D /?) should be excluded

in the update. For example, for arbitrary A,

(/? V A) A (/? V -A) h 0.

Hence, to contract /?, what are the circumstances by

which /? V A is removed before /? V -<X, or by which

neither is preserved at all? Finally, note that

(i) a A (a D /?) (ii) a A /?

are equivalent: the set of consequences connected with

either (i) or (ii) is the same. Therefore, (i) and (ii) can

be viewed as alternative ways of presenting the same

information. Intuitively, contracting /? in either case

should result in the same update. However, while re

moving a to obtain an update is intuitive in (i), it

is counterintuitive in (ii). Furthermore, identical up

dates are not guaranteed by removing the same propo

sition. For example, removing a as a conjunct in (ii)

does not even constitute a valid contraction of j3.

The objective of this paper is to present a contrac

tion operator for classical propositional logic (CPL).

Our proposal is that a satisfactory semantic account

is possible by regarding contraction as a monotone op

erator over a partially-ordered set {0, 1} U {J-}- The

least element in the partial-order ('-L') represents 'no

information'. Informally, the approach interprets the

contraction of a by /? to mean 'a with no informa

tion about /?'. That is, the contraction is regarded as

the information expressed by a under valuations of /?

to _L. By applying a set of distribution properties, a

completeness result can be obtained for the operator,

providing an algorithmic basis for computing the clas

sical formula equivalent to a contraction.

In this paper, contraction is viewed as an informa

tional loss operation on classical bases, rather than

as a collapsing operation on classical theories. Ac

cordingly, the operator's governing role is to be able

to selectively update all of the information which is

available through query. A principal case involves the

situation where information has been introduced into

a knowledge-base which renders it inconsistent. One

of the benefits of the approach is that semantic dis

tinctions are possible with respect to contractions on

inconsistent bases. Hence, contractions on distinct in

consistent bases by the same proposition do not have

to be equivalent.
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2 PREVIOUS WORK

2.1 GARDENFORS' POSTULATES

Early investigations by Gardenfors, Alchourron, and

Makinson (1985 ei al.) considered two operations:

contraction, and its dual, revision. Their approach

has been to propose various intuitive properties

('Gardenfors' Postulates') in the dynamics of theory

change, and to study the class of operators to which

these properties correspond. Let 'Jfcft — /i' refer to the

contraction of kb by ft; and 'kb+fi', to the revision of

kb by ft. Notably, kb+fi can be regarded as an ab

breviation for (kb — -i/i) A ft. That is, to revise kb by

fi, kb is contracted by ->/i prior to accepting fi. For

CPL, Gardenfors' Postulates for contraction may be

summarized as follows (Katsuno, Mendelzon 1990b):

(CI) kb h kb - ft (inclusion)

(C2) if kb \f fi then kb - ft = kb (vacuity)

(C3) if \f n then kb — /i 1/ fi (success)

(C4) if Wo = kb\ and fiQ = fi\ then kbo—fio = kbi —fii

(preservation)

(C5) (kb — ft) A h h ifcfc (reco«e»T/)

By inclusion, every consequence of kb — fi is also a

consequence of Jfc6, i.e. contractions remove but do not

add propositions. By vacuity, if fi is not a consequence

of kb, then kb — fi has all of the original consequences

of kb. By success, the contraction of kb by fi always

excludes fi in all but the limiting case where fi is valid.

By preservation, contractions on equivalent bases by

equivalent propositions are always equivalent. Finally,

by recovery, if kb is contracted by fi, and then ex

tended by fi, all of the original consequences of kb are

recovered.

An important property of Gardenfors' Postulates is

the class of operators they admit. Ideally, the class

would have only one member, and therefore contrac

tion and revision would be defined uniquely. In fact,

Gardenfors' Postulates admit a class whose cardinal

ity is the same as the language in which contractions

and revisions are expressed. For example, the possible

contractions on

(a A 6) -6

correspond to every formula implied by (a A 6) with

consequence (~>b V a) which does not itself imply b.

For CPL, this set is countably infinite. One of the

problems with axiomatic approaches in general is their

limitation as an explanatory vehicle in the absence of

analytical models to justify their existence. Arguably,

credence to axiomatic properties should not be lent a

priori, but should reflect an independent semantic ac

count which explicitly identifies the essential features

governing an operation.

2.2 (PROPOSITIONAL)

KNOWLEDGE-BASE REVISION

A model-theoretic analysis of recent Database and AI

proposals for revision (Borgida 1985), (Dalai 1988),

(Satoh 1988), (Weber 1986), (Winslett 1988) has been

provided by Katsuno and Mendelzon (1990a, 1990b).

Foremost among the collective approaches used to de

fine kb+fi is the intuition (borrowed from Gardenfors)

that revising kb by fi should involve only the minimal

change to kb required to accommodate fi. The model-

theoretic counterpart to this idea is that the mod

els M(kb+fi) of kb+fi should be close to the models

M(kb) of kb. The analysis of kb+fi provided by Kat

suno and Mendelzon (1990a) is based on pre-orders

<itj over Ai(kb): given every model of Af (kb+fi) is

also a model of M(fi), M(kb+fi) is said to represent

the set of models of M(fi) which are minimal with

respect to <jtj, i.e. 'closest' to M(kb). Classifying

models as 'close together' is representative of a dis

tance measure. As a group, therefore, the approaches

in this category might be referred to as distance or

metric approaches. For example, Winslett (1988) has

proposed a revision operator called the possible mod

els approach (PMA), where the distance between two

models is measured by the set of propositional letters

on which they differ.

One comment that can be made regarding metrics has

to do with situations where Jfc6 is unsaiisfiable. By

definition, M(kb) = 0 whenever kb is unsatisfiable, i.e.

kb has no models. According to Winslett 's proposal

(1988), M(kb+fi) is defined as the union of the models

of M(fi) closest to m, for m G M(kb). Therefore,

M(kb+fi) — 0 whenever M(kb) = 0; that is, kb+fi

is unsatisfiable whenever kb is, for arbitrary fi. Thus,

it is not possible to revise an inconsistent knowledge

base so that it becomes consistent. Not all metrics are

limited in this way. But it does point to a limitation of

metric approaches in general: all inconsistent kbs must

be treated uniformly (since, in all cases, M(kb) = 0).

However, there are often good reasons for wanting to

differentiate between, for example, (a A ->a)-i-a and

(6 A ->b)+a, even though the unrevised formula in each

case is inconsistent. Notably, (a A -<a)+a can be

equated with a, since the revision to accept a should at

least lose the information about ->a, while (6 A ->b)+a

might be equated with (6 A -^6), since losing informa

tion about ->a can be considered independent of the

information about 6 or -<b.

To illustrate, consider two universities which use the

same DBMS to record student information. Several

records are kept on each student, and information is

shared among them. For example, 'year-in-progress'

is maintained in two separate database records. At

the first university, Queen's, a student has her year-

in-progress listed once as lst-year and once as 2nd-

year. At the second university, King's, a student has

her year-in-progress listed once as 2nd-year and once
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as 3rd-year. In both cases, year-in-progress is assumed

by the DBMS to be unique. Assuming a classical se

mantics for the DBMS, the recorded year-in-progress

information renders the databases at both Queen's and

King's inconsistent.

For recording consistent metric updates dbq+^Q and

dbx+PK at Queen's and King's, two options present

themselves. One is to replace dbq and dbj< by /iq and

Hk, respectively, as the updated databases. The other

option is to admit a consistent but uniform update.

However, in this case, the information expressed by the

databases at either Queen's or King's must be exactly

the same after the update is performed. The proper

updates, therefore, lie outside the model's scope.

2.3 'INFORMATIVE' PARTIAL-ORDERS

In the pre-order account of contraction, a < 6 is in

terpreted as saying that a is at least as 'close' as b to

some semantic object S. However, metrics are about

distance and not about information. Arguably, it is

not the metric (or pre-order) which is fundamental to

a semantic explanation of revision, but the notion of

information which underlies it. Rather than regard '<'

as an ordering of distance, it might instead be regarded

as an ordering of information (Scott 1972, 1982). That

is, a < b would be interpreted as saying that a is at

least as informative, or at least as good a description

of S, as 6. What kind of properties should then be

expected of '<'? First, every element should be un

derstood to be at least as informative as itself:

(i) for all x, x < x (reflexive).

Also, it should be expected that if y is at least as

informative as x, and z is at least as informative as y,

then z should be at least as informative as x:

(ii) if x < y and y < z, then x < z (transitive).

Of course, these are just the properties required of a

pre-order. What makes orderings of information differ

ent than orderings of distance? Because the elements

intuitively correspond to 'information', one would ex

pect that if x is at least as informative as y, and y is

at least as informative as x, then x and y correspond

to the some information:

(iii) if x < y and y < x, then x = y (anti-symmetric).

A set P together with a binary relation < which

satisfies (i), (ii), and (iii), for all x,y,z £ P, is

called a partially- ordered set (or poset). By defini

tion, partially-ordered sets are also pre-ordered sets,

(iii) represents the formal counterpart to the idea that

metrics are not about information, even though they

may be defined over semantic objects like models. For

example, two models x and y can both be the same

distance from a model z even though they do not rep

resent the same information.

3 A NEW APPROACH

In this section, a new approach to contraction is pre

sented, where '— ' is regarded as a monotone operator

in a language £ complete with its own semantics. To

ward this end, let

a-0

be interpreted as 'a with no information about /?'.

3.1 PRELIMINARIES

3.1.0 Definition.

(i) If P is a poset then the least element ±p of P is

defined as the least element z £ P s.t. z < x for

all x£P.

(ii) For sets P, let PX = (PU {J.}, <), where for all

x, z £ P, x < z => (x = J_) or (x = z), i.e. _L < x

for all x £ P, and x •£ z whenever x ^ z, for

X,Z € P- Pi. is called the flat poset on P.

(iii) If P is a poset, and S C P, then the least upper

bound of 5, denoted by \_\P S, is defined as the

least element z £ P s.t. i < z for all x £ S.

Note that \_jp S and JLp are unique whenever they

exist. Subscripts may be omitted whenever there is no

ambiguity.

3.1.1 Definition.

(i) A function / : P —► P' between two posets P and

P' is said to be monotone iff for all z, x' £ P,

x <p x' implies f(x) </>/ f(x').

(ii) For two posets P and P', the montone function

space [P —* P'] denotes the set of all monotone

functions between P and P' with the pointwise

order, i.e. for f,g £ [P -> P'] and x £ P,

f <[P~P'] 9 iff /(*) <P< 9(x)-

3.2 VALUATIONS

3.2.0 Definition. Let T = ({0,1, ±r},<r). where

<r is defined by

1
 

-Lr

T is the flat poset on classical truth-values. Intuitively,

a proposition p valuates to 0 whenever it is false, val-

uates to 1 whenever it is true, and valuates to ±7-

whenever there is no information about whether p is

true or false.
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3.2.1 Definition. Let $ = {p0, . . . ,pt, . . .} denote a

countable set of propositional variables, and let £($)

be the least set of formulas closed under ->, V, A, D,

and —. Therefore, whenever a and /? are in £($), then

so are -<a, a V /?, a A /?, a D /?, and a — /?.

Let $x denote any finite set of elements of $, where

x G M. A valuation is any monotone function $x —+ T.

Sets of valuations are ordered pointwise:

3.2.2 Definition. Vx =[*,-+T], *x C * is finite.

Note that since $x and T are both finite, Vx is finite.

By definition, for v,v' G Vx, v <yx t/ iff for all

atomic propositions p € $x, v(p) <r v'(p)- The

elements of V^ can be considered 'possible-worlds',

with an accessability relation between worlds provided

by <vx- For example, consider Vx on the two ele

ment set given by <£x = {a, 6} (Figure 1). Accord

ingly, the set of possible-worlds identified with an ar

bitrary v € Vx is obtained by way of its upper set

t>T= W G Vx | t; <v, v'}. For example, the 'state of

the world' given by v$ is that a is J. (no information),

while 6 is 0 (false). The possible-worlds according to

i>5, therefore, include vo, where a and 6 are both 0

(false), and v?, where a is 1 (ir«e) and 6 is 0 (false).

3.2.3 Definition. A valuation v G Vi is said to be

classical iff v(p) G {0, 1} for all p € &x; otherwise v is

said to be non-classical.

Note that the set of classical valuations in Vx corre

spond to the set of maximal (or '<op') elements in Vx.

3.3 []-FORMULA MEANINGS

A formula meaning is any monotone function Vx —► T.

Sets of formula meanings are also ordered pointwise:

3.3.0 Definition. Mx = [Vx -► T], *x C $ is finite.

Note that since Vx and T are both finite, Mr is finite.

Let £($x) denote the subset of formulas of £($) all

of whose propositional variables are contained in <I>X.

For notational convenience, the formula meaning asso

ciated with an arbitrary formula /? G C($x) is denoted

by \0\x\ that is,

[flx : Vx - T.

First, the semantics of classical formulas is considered.

Initially, the truth-tables for the classical connectives

-•, V, A, and D are each provided with a monotonic

3-valued analogue. These are defined as follows: 1

3.3.1 Definition.

—1

1 0

0 1

1 X

V 1 0 ±

1 1 1 1

0 1 0 1

J- 1 1 1

A 1 0 J_

1 1 0 1

0 0 0 0

1 1 0 1

D 1 0 J.

1 1 0 ±

0 1 1 1

1 1 1 1

The principle which underlies how each of the tables

has been defined is to map to the classical truth-values

{0,1} whenever a classical interpretation is possible,

and to otherwise map to J. whenever there is ambi

guity. Thus, 1 V X maps to 1, since independent of

whether J. were to denote 0 or 1, the value of the

expression itself would still map to 1 classically. Simi

larly, 0 V J. maps to _L, since if _L were to denote 0 the

expression would map to 0, while if J. were to denote

1, the expression would map to 1. Hence, it follows

that ->_L is X, while 1 A J. is J_, and 0 A X is 0.

3.3.2 Definition. For a,/?G £($*), and v G Vx,

\p\x(v) = v(p), whenever p G $x

h«]«(f) = ->[«]«(»)

[a V /?]*(„) = [alx(i,)V|[/?]x(i>)

[aA0}x(v) = {a]x(v)Alfl]x(v)

[a D /?]x(f ) = [«],(«) D \fi\,(v)

Note that the kind of valuations on classical formu

las provided by the Kleene approach are always deter

mined by strictly 'local' considerations. That is, when

ever all of the propositional variables in a formula map

to Lt, then the formula itself maps to Xr, indepen

dent of its logical structure. For example, whenever

p£$t valuates to Xr , then both classical tautologies

and classical inconsistent formulas based on p, such as

(p V ->p) and (p A ->p), also valuate to Xr .

Each partially-ordered set of formula meanings Mx can

be expressed by a truth-table. For example, consider

the truth-table generated by some formula meanings

of Mx, where $x = {a, 6}:

1 Note that the truth-tables introduced are equivalent to

ones presented in a 3-valued logic by S.C. Kleene (1938);

see also, Blarney (1986).

Mx Mr [-a], [a V 6]x [a A 6]x [a D b]x

NO 0 0 1 0 0 1

V\ 0 1 1 1 0 1

v2 1 0 0 1 0 0

«3 1 1 0 1 1 1

t>4 0 X 1 X 0 1

V5 X 0 X X 0 X

t>6 X 1 X 1 X 1

V7 1 X 0 1 X X

V8 X X X X X X

By definition, all formula meanings m G Mx are mono

tone, and therefore m(v') <r m(v) whenever v' <yx v.
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wo 0 0

v4

vi 0 1

0 1 us I 0

t>2 1 0 V3 1 1

 

t>6 ± 1 V7 1 J_

 

^8 1 _L

Figure 1: Vm = {a, 6}

Hence, the rows of the truth-table are themselves

partially-ordered: the maximal ('top') elements cor

respond to the set of classical formula meanings. For

example, v? denotes a classical valuation, with i>2, «7,

and v% partially-ordered as follows:

Mi [b]x [-^Ir [a V b]x [« A 6]x [a D b]x

V-i 0 0 0 0

v7

Mx [bh hah [aVfe]r ja/\b]x [a D b],

Mx [b]x {-ia]x [aVt], [aA6]|r [apt],

v8 ± J- -L -L 1 1

3.3.3 Proposition. For a,/?, A € £($i),

(i) [-*-<a]x - [a]x

(ii) [aV(/JA A)]E = [(a V /?) A (a V A)Jr

(iii) [a A (/? V A)]x = [(a A /?) V (a A A)]x

(iv) H<* V /?)], = [-a A -/3JX

(v) h(aA/?)]I = [-aV-/3]r

(vi) [a D /?]* = [-a V fl.

3.4 CONTRACTION

For a,/? € £(**)> information is conveyed about [a]x

and \(5\x at each valuation t; € Vi, encapsulated by the

projections [ajj^v) and [/?]r(r). To obtain a seman

tics for [or — /?]r, that is, to contract [ajx's informa

tion by \0\x, the idea is, for each v 6 Vx, to evaluate

[a]x not at t>, but at some 'less informative' valuation

v' <v, v where [/?]x(f') = -Lr> i.e. where there is no

information about [/?]«. Of course, there may be many

worlds v' <vx v where [/3]r(v') = J-r, ie. where there

is no information about \0\x. Therefore, [a—(3]x(v) is

evaluated as the least upper bound among the elements

[a]s(v')> where v' <vx v and [/?]«(«') = J-t- Intu

itively, the least upper bound provides a summary of

the information about [a]x encapsulated by v' worlds,

which all share the property that none of them provide

any information about [0\x-

3.4.0 Definition. For a,/? G £(**)> and v € vx,

[a-0\x(v) =

Ur{M*(v') I V <v. v and lP]x(v') = _LT}.

To illustrate the semantics, consider valuations on

[(a A 6) — 6]r, presented in the table below. Note that

valuations can be determined tracing along the partial-

order outlined in Figure 1, e.g. |(aAfc)—b]x{v2) = J-r is

obtained by noting that 1/7 is a maximal element below

t>2 where [6]r valuates to Lr and [a A b\x{v7) = Lj.

[ah [b]x [a A 6Jr
[(«

A6)--fcjx

vo 0 0 0 0

Vl 0 1 0 0

V2 1 0 0 1

V3 1 1 1 1

VA 0 -L 0 0

t>5 -L 0 0 1

f6 1 1 1 1

V7 1 1 1 1

t>8 1 1 1 1
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According to the semantics, [a — 0]x <Mt [a]T; under

<Aft , therefore, [(a A 6) — 6]r is no more informative

than [a]r.

3.4.1 Proposition. For a,/? G £($*),

[a — /?]r : Vc —+ T is monotone, i.e. [a — /3]r G Mx.

Finally, some general properties about '— ' are pre

sented. These will be useful when semantic conse

quence is considered in 3.6. For <p € £($x), let $v

denote exactly the set of propositional variables of <&x

which appear in ip.

3.4.2 Proposition. For <p, ip, A G £($*), and v G Vx,

(i) [<p - <p\x = ±m,

(ii) [<p - X]x <Mx [f\x

(iii) [p-(\-\)h = l<ph

(iv) [<p-\]x = l(<p-\)-\]x

(v) [<p - X\x = [(f\x, whenever $,, n $a = 0

(vi) Hv>-A)]r = [-v-A]r

(vii) [(y> VV) - A]x(v) = fc> - A],(«) V H> - X\x(v)

(viii) [(y> A V) - A]s(t;) = [y? - A]r(t;) A [V- - AJx(i;)

(ix) [v-A]x = [^--A]r

3.5 C[]-FORMULA MEANINGS

It is notable that classical consequence '^=' does not

correspond to '<Af,'i for example, although (aA6) |= a,

[a]x Hmx [a Afc]r. Also, while classical formulas map

to classical truth-values at classical valuations, this is

not true for non-classical formulas, e.g. by 3.4.2(i),

\<p — v]r(v) = J-r for all t; G V,. Hence, \= cannot

be applied to [J^-formula meanings directly to obtain

a definition of semantic consequence; nor is <mx a

generalization which presents a conservative extension

to CPL. The next topic to be considered is how to

'recover' classical |= for non-classical elements in Mx.

3.5.0 Definition. A formula a G £($*) is said to be

unsatisfiable at v G Vx whenever [a]r(v) = 0; other

wise, a is said to be satisfiable at v. Hence, a is satisi-

fable at v whenever a is not false, i.e. [a]r(u) ^ 0; or

equivalently, [a]r(r) G {l,±r}- Finally, a is said to

be valid whenever a is satisfiable at v, for all v G Vx.

Note that [a]x(±v.) = J-r, for all a G C($x), and

so there always exists a world v G Vx for every or G

C($x) such that a is satisfiable at v 2. However, not all

formulas are classically satisfiable; that is, satisfiable

at some v G Vx where t; is classical. For example,

although \pf\->p}x and [pV ->p\x are mapped 'locally'

by Ly, to It, it is evident that in every world v where

there is 'more information' about p, e.g. Lvx <v, «

and v(p) = 0 or v(p) = 1, that [pA -,p]a;(t') = 0, while

[pV->p]r(u) = 1. Of course, (p^/~ip) is valid.

3.5.1 Definition. Let '«' be an equivalence relation

on Mx, s.t. for p,p' G Mx, p « p' iff for all v G Vx,

p(u)G{l,J-r}<»P»G{l,J-r}.

For a G £($*), the ejwjwo/ence c/ass [a]c generated by

[ajr is called the C-class of a.

The interesting property about C-classes is that when

ever p as p' then p is satisfiable at v G V* iff p' is

satisfiable at v. For example, [p — pjx as [p V -"plx-

Also, [(a A 6) — 6]j; « [aj; hence, a is satisfiable at

v G Vx whenever (a A b) — b is, and vice versa. In the

classical model, tautologies are assigned to the same

truth-value at every valuation. Hence, no semantic ba

sis exists by which to distinguish them. This property

has an analogue under T: all tautologies are assigned

by 'fa' to the same C-class.

However, although (p — p) and (p V ->p) belong to the

same C-class, ~<(p—p) and ->(pV-ip) do not. Similarly,

->[(aA&)— b] and ->a do not belong to the same C-class.

In fact, ->(p - p), -.[(a A 6) - 6], and [(a A 6) - b] D b

are all valid. This can be viewed as a general prop

erty of non-classical formulas in C($x): their classical

negation and implication structure is vacuous. To ob

tain a semantics where it is possible to contract classi

cal inconsistent formulas such as(pA -ip), there must

exist a valuation v G Vx where [p A ~<p\x(v) = J_r,

i.e. [p]*(w) = J-r- But then, J_r A ->J-r = -Lt, and

so ->J-r = J-r- However, if negation is to operate this

way, then little should be expected from contradic

tion arguments based upon a formula and its negation,

which is exactly the semantic justification for classical

implication.

Even though -i[p — p] is valid, every element has a

complement in Mx. Formally,

3.5.2 Definition. For p G Mx, let —p be the least

element -7? <mx —p s.t. for classical v G Vx,

p(v) V —p(v) = 1 and p(v) A —p(v) = 0.

—p is said to be the complement of p in Mx.

Note that —[a] = -'[aj whenever a is classical; also,

p ss p, for p G Mx. This is reminiscent of the

classical property that ->->p = p. (p— p)'s complement

may be obtained as follows: for v G Vx, let

-U(«>=a
i/v G Vr «s classical

otherwise.

■Pn},

2Note that £($*) has no constants for 1 and 0.

Then, -\p-p\x = -"-La- Note, for <J>r = {p0

i-A = [(po V ->p0) A ... A (p„ V -npn)]!-

-i±a is the complement of [p — p]x and J.a in Mr,

although only ±& is the complement of ->J-a- Hence,\p — p] = J-a, e.g. [p — p] is classical, and

[P-P] <MX ~- [P-Pli

Like all C-classes, [p — p]c corresponds to a lattice in

Mx ; the classical tautologies represent a lattice interior

to [p — p]c- J-a is the least element in this sub-lattice.
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Alternatively, ±a expresses as the least element

among those in [p — p]c, where, for classical v G V*,

-La(v) G {0, 1}, i.e. the least element [p —p]„ <a/x J-a

in [p—p]c which 'recovers' properties of classical nega

tion. Note that a similar property is extended to

[(a A 6) - b]x in [(a A 6) - b)c, e.g. [(a A 6) - b]x =

[a]r A 1a, and [a] A J.a is classical.

3.5.3 Definition. For p G Mx, let Ap be the least

element p <mx Ap s.t. p « Ap; and,

Ap(v) G {0, 1}, for classical v G Vi.

Ap is called the C-class representative of p in Mx.

Note that —p = ->Ap; or equivalently, p = Ap.

By construction, A recovers classical formula mean

ings from non-classical ones, e.g. for v G Vx,

A[(a A 6) - b]x(v) = [a]x(v) A lA(v).

Hence, A[(aA6)—6]r recovers [a] up to ismorphismon

classical tautologies. For classical valuations v G Vx,

A[a]r(r) = 0 whenever [a]x(f) = 0, and A[ct]j;(t;) =

1 whenever [a]s(v) = 1 or [ajj:(t>) = i-r- Hence,

A[a] = [a] whenever a is classical; and, in general,

-iA[a]x ^ A->[aJr only if a is non- classical.

Parallel to 3.3.2, but for C-class representatives, let

'C[]x' extend '[•],' as follows:

3.5.4 Definition. For a,/? G £($*), and v G Vx,

C\p\x(v) = v(p), whenever p G $x

Ch«l«(v) = ^C[a]x(v)

C[a V 0]x(v) = C[a]x(v) V C[/?)x(v)

C[a M3]x(v) = C[a]x(v) AC[p]x(v)

C[a D 0]x(v) = C[a]x(v) D C[/?Jt(v)

C[a-/?]r(V) = A[a-/?]r(t,)

3.5.5 Proposition. For a G £($*),

C[a]r : Vx —► T is monotone, i.e. C[a]r G Mx.

To recover classical semantic consequence, [= shall be

defined over C[]x (versus [•]«).

Recall Hy>-A)]r = [->y?-A]x by 3.4.2 (vi). However,

For example, C\->a — a]r belongs to the C-class of all

tautologies, while C[->(a — a)\x belongs to a C-class

of classically unsatisfiable formulas. Of course, this

is necessary in order to obtain the required 'fix' for

modus ponens (3.5.2).

3.6 SEMANTIC CONSEQUENCE

3.6.0 Definition. For T C £($,) and <p G £(**),

r |= <p iff for all classical valuations v G Vx ,

CHx(v) = 1, for all 7 G T => Cy\x(y) = 1.

(£($), \=) is called the logic C of contraction. Notably,

'^' considers only classical valuations, i.e. only '— ' has

access to non-classical members in Vx . Hence, by 3.6.0,

3.6.1 Proposition.

C is a conservative extension of CPL. D

3.6.2 Proposition. For <p, rp,X G £(*r),

(i) \=tp-tp

(ii) cp (= <p - A

(iii) ip - (A - A) \= <p

(iv) (p-A)-A^-A

(v) (<p-\)A<p-(<p-\)\=(p

(vi) |= (v? A V>) - ¥> - V>

(vii) <p — \\= <p, whenever <bv C\ $a = 0

(viii) ->(y> - A) f= -iy> — A

(ix) |=(v?VV)-A = (^-A)V(V-A)

(x) h(vAV)-A = (^-A)A(V-A)

(xi) h(V^A) = (v»^-A)

(xii) \=\-(<pMp) =

(A - v?) - vj A (y> D (A - V)) A (V D (A - *>))

(xiii) (=A-(v?VV) =

(A - v?) - i> A (-.p D (A - ip)) A (-.^ 3 (A - ?))

By (i), (y>— y>) is valid in C for all (p G £($*)• (ii) shows

that contractions are always 'less informative' than

their uncontracted counterparts. By (iii), contracting

the least informative element is an identity operation,

and (iv) shows that — is a fixpoint operator in Mx.

(v) constitutes C's axiom of recovery: tp — (ip — A) can

be regarded as expressing the information contracted

from tp by A. By (vi), the information expressed by

any conjunction is removed by first contracting it by

one of its conjuncts, and then the other.

By (vii), if two formulas share no propositional vari

ables, then the contraction of either one by the other

is an identity operation, (viii) expresses the left dis

tribution law for '->'. Note that its converse does not

hold. By (ix), (x), (xii) and (xiii), — distributes over V

and A on both the left- and right-hand sides. Hence,

a completeness result can be obtained for the oper

ator by providing an algorithm for 'computing' the

classical formula to which a contraction corresponds

(Lownie 1992). (xi) runs counter to Gardenfors' Pos

tulate (C2) vacuity, with semantic justification: if one

has no information about A, then one has no informa

tion about ->A; hence, contraction by a formula or its

negation is equivalent under (=.

As shown by the example involving inconsistent formu

las, classically equivalent propositions do not, in gen

eral, determine equivalent contractions. Additionally,
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propositional variables cannot be substituted by well-

formed formulas to obtain equivalent contractions. For

example, while (a A 6) — b f= a,

(aAo)-a [to.

That is, a cannot be substituted for b in (a A 6) — b.

4 A COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS

Briefly, an analysis of C is presented, comparing it to

other work.

4.1 INCONSISTENT BASES, RECOVERY

By 3.6.2 (vii), (y? — A) (= ip whenever $v n $>, = 0;

that is, whenever ip and A share no propositional let

ters. Consequently, distinctions emerge in C among

contractions to inconsistent bases. For example, while

(o A ->a) — 6 is inconsistent, (6 A -16) — 6 is valid:

C[a]x C[6]r C\{a A->a)--b\x C[(b/>» -6) - 6]r

vo 0 0 0 1

t>l 0 1 0 1

V2 1 0 0 1

V3 1 1 0 1

t>4 0 1 0 1

t>5 1 0 1 1

f6 1 1 1 1

«7 1 1 0 1

t>8 1 J_ 1 1

Hence, losing information about b is considered inde

pendent of the information about a or ->a. Also, a is

equivalent to [a A (6 A -16)] — b; and

[(a A ->a) A (6 A ->b)] - b (= (a A ->a),

although [(a A ->a) A (6 A ->6)] - a - 6 is valid.

As the previous example has shown,((6A->6)—6)A6 ^

(6 A ->b), and so Gardenfors' recovery Postulate (C5)

is not validated by C. Instead, C's recovery axiom is

expressed by 3.6.2 (v):

{<p - A) A <p - (<p - A) \= ip.

Note that (y? - A) expresses the information available

to <p after contracting by A, while <p — (<p — A) expresses

the information actually contracted from <p by A. For

example, (a A 6) — 6 ^= a, and

(oAfr)-((aAt)-6)(=6.

Similarly, (a A ->b) — -*b |= a, and

(a A -.6) - ((a A --6) - -.*) f= -6.

Also, where <p is (6 A ->6) and A is b,

(b A -.6) - ((6 A -.6) - b) \= (b A -.6).

Hence, C admits its own unique version of recovery.

4.2 UPDATE AND ERASURE

Consider an example presented by Katsuno and

Mendelzon (1990b):

4.2.0 Example. Let kb = (a A ->6) V (-ia A 6) and

assume p = a. Now, suppose a room contains a table

and two objects, a book and a magazine. Let a be

interpreted 'the book is on the floor', and 6, 'the mag

azine is on the floor'. Then, kb states that either the

book is on the floor, or the magazine is on the floor,

but not both. A person is then instructed to enter

the room and ensure the book is placed on the floor.

The new state of the world, therefore, corresponds to

kb+fx. Since kb is consistent with fi, by Gardenfors'

Postulate (R2), the revision should be equivalent to

kb A n, or a A ->6. But why is it reasonable to assume

that the magazine is not on the floor?

According to Katsuno and Mendelzon, this example

helps to illustrate the difference between belief revi

sion and database update. In their view, belief revision

has to do with fixing inconsistent theories; that is, cor

recting a theory kb so that it expresses an accurate pic

ture of the world consistent with what is known about

it. Conversly, database update is regarded as recording

changes which occur in a world; for example, having

the book placed on the floor. In this case, kb should

not be interpreted as incorrect with respect to what

it has been intended to represent, but outdated with

respect to a change which has occurred in the world.

Hence, 'update' refers to the operation of having this

change reflected in kb. By this argument, (R2) is not

an appropriate assumption to make regarding updates,

because the world under consideration changes each

time.

Two sets of postulates, alternatives to those presented

by Gardenfors for revision and contraction, are pre

sented by Katsuno and Mendelzon (1991b) for a new

class of operators called update and erasure. For ex

ample, the update postulate corresponding to (R2) is

(U2) if kb implies fi then kb+fi is equivalent to kb

Note that (U2) is weaker than its corresponding revi

sion postulate (R2): it says that whenever fi can be ob

tained from kb then kb+fi is the same as kb, while (R2)

says that whenever {kb,n} is satisfiable, then kb+p is

the same as kb A \i. For example, Winslett's PMA

operator (1988) provides the intuitively correct result

for Example 4.2.0 (i.e. kb+a is equivalent to a), and

therefore would be classified as an update rather than

a revision operator.

It is worthwhile noting that (U2) has an important

consequence: whenever fcft is inconsistent, then kb+fj

is inconsistent for any /i. Notably, this should be re

garded as another illustration of the difference between

update and revision. An inconsistent knowledge-base

is the result of an inadequate theory; updates are

about recording changes in a world. By definition, an
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inconsistent knowledge-base describes no world and so

there can be no change to a world which corresponds

to it. Hence, there is no update to record it.

The problem with this view is that neither revision

nor update alone is considered adequate to handle all

of the changes required for a knowledge-base. Instead,

a hybrid approach must be advocated.

Consider a variation on Example 4.2.0:

4.2.1 Example. Let kb = [a A ->b) V (-.a A b) and

assume \i = a. Now, suppose a train is traveling west

ward toward a forked juncture. Let a be interpreted

'the fork is switched to the left', and 6, 'the fork is

switched to the Tight'. Then, kb states that either the

fork is switched to the left, or the fork is switched to

the right, but not both. A train engineer is then in

structed to ensure the fork is switched to the left. The

new state of the world, therefore, corresponds to kb+[t.

Since kb is consistent with /i, by Gardenfors' Postulate

(R2), the revision should be equivalent to kb A /i, or

a A ->6. However, switching the fork to the left cor

responds to an event occurring in the world, and so

the change should be recorded by update rather than

revision. However, updates do not guarantee a A ->6.

But why is it not reasonable to assume that the fork

is not switched to the right?

Example 4.2.1 illustrates one case where revision guar

antees the proper update while update does not, even

though the situation has to do with recording a change

in the world rather than fixing an inconsistent theory.

Alternatively, the semantics for C refer only to chang

ing information. No epistemic position has been taken

with respect to whether 'information' refers to beliefs

or to events in a world. Is it possible to apply C's se

mantics uniformly to kb+[i (and kb—fi) without regard

to epistemic interpretations on kb or /i ?

First of all, note that the semantics for C provide the

same answer to Example 4.2.0 as Winslett's PMA op

erator; that is, [(a A -<b) V (->a A b)]+a is equivalent

to a. Hence, + does not validate Gardenfors' Postu

late (R2). However, + also does not validate (U2), as

the example involving inconsistent bases has shown.

Therefore, C's version of '+' is neither a revision op

erator, in the sense of Gardenfors (1985), nor is it an

update operator in the sense of Katsuno and Mendel-

zon (1991b).

Of course, there is still the problem of how to model

both Example 4.2.0 and Example 4.2.1 relying on only

a single operator '+'. At first glance, it looks as though

two separate updates are required of the same opera

tion

(a = b)+a,

depending on what interpretation is given to a and 6.

However, the problem becomes easier if it is recognized

that while

(book-on-floor = -imagazine-on-floor)

can be considered a statement contingently true, and

therefore subject to change,

{fork-set-to-left = -<fork-set-to-right)

can be considered a statement which is true by defini

tion, or an integrity constraint. That is, it is never the

case that the fork can be set both to the left and the

right, or set neither to the left or to the right.

Integrity constraints have priviledged status within a

database system because they are considered immune

to database updates. Hence, they are statements ex

pressed by a database which are defined to always

be true. Informally, they might be ascribed to have

the same information as the tautologies (or valid sen

tences) underlying a logic. For example, assume C

'database queries' have the form:

\=kbDa.

To express 0 as a database integrity constraint, the

idea is to include it alongside the set of tautologies

which are implicitly represented on the left-hand side

of '(='; that is,

0 (= kb D a.

In this way, /? remains independent of all operations

on kb involving '— ' or '+'; for example,

/? (= (M - n) D /?, for all 3, p € £(*,).

By way of integrity constraints, Examples 4.2.0 and

4.2.1 can be modeled in C as follows: for 4.2.0,

|=Jfc6-i-a

validates a, but not a A ~<b. However, in the case of

4.2.1,

(a A -.6) V (-.a A 6) (= kb+a

validates o A ->6 for arbitrary propositions kb.

4.3 GARDENFORS' LEMMA

Consider Katsuno and Mendelzon's Postulate (U8) for

disjunction (1990b):

(U8) (kb0 V kb^+p = (kb0+n) V (*6i+/i)

It says that updating two knowledge-bases kbo and £6j

by \i, and then obtaining what is common between

them, is the same as first obtaining what is common

between them, and then updating this by fi. (U8)

validates an interesting monotonicity property:

4.3.0 Proposition. If an update operator + satisfies

(U8) then

(kbo+p) r- (kbi+n) whenever kbo I" Mi

(monotonicity).
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The CPL proof is as follows. Assume (U8), and let

kb0y- kbi. Then,

= (kb0+n) V (Wi-i-A*)-

that is, (kb0+n) h (kbi+fi). D

This property forms the basis of Gardenfors' 'impos

sibility lemma1 (1988), which shows that there is no

non-trival revision operator which satisfies both mono-

tonicity and Gardenfors' Postulates (R1)-(R4) 3.

A curious property of Cs version of '+' is that it vali

dates (U8), but as the examples involving inconsistent

bases show, it does not validate monotonicity. Yet,

this would seem to violate Proposition 4.3.0 above. In

CPL, whenever kbo r= kb\, then kbi and (kb0 V kb\)

denote the same formula meaning. In C's poset model,

they do not, even though it is still the case that ifcfco

and kbo V kb\ are equivalent under '^'; that is,

kbo V kb\ ^= fi iff kbi N A4. f°r arbitrary /i.

Hence, the semantics support the (U8) distribution

law, without validating monotonicity. Aside from

other considerations, this property makes it impossible

to provide any meaningful semantic analysis of revision

to inconsistent bases, since any revision of an incon

sistent proposition kb by /i must imply every other

revision kb'+fi of every other proposition kb' by \i.

4.4 'INFORMATION GAIN'

In general, classical equivalence is not preserved by

'—'. Notably, this property extends beyond inconsis

tent bases. For example, in C,

(a A 6) - a £ [a A (a D 6)] - a.

Of course, a A (a D 6) and (a A 6) are classically equiv

alent. The only difference in their formula meanings

occurs where [a](v) = ±r and [b](v) = 0. Then,

[a A (a D b)]x{v) = _LT, while [a A 6Jx(t>) = 0. How

ever, this difference becomes more pronounced when

each is contracted by a: (a A 6) — a is equivalent to b,

while (a A (a D 6)) — a is equivalent to (a — a), i.e. it is

valid.

An informal reading of this example is that — 'sees'

6 in (a A 6), but not in a A (a D 6), i.e. — does not

make implicit information explicit prior to contracting

a proposition. This is evident given how — operates

on inconsistent bases: if the operator were based on

the consequences of a formula, then all inconsistent

bases would have to be treated uniformly. The im

position of supervahations (Van Frassen 1966) would

force [(a A 6)]r and [a A (a D b)\x to be equated in

Mx. In this approach, a is assigned to 0 (resp. 1) at

v if among the set of classical worlds possible for v, a

A revision operator '+' is called trivial for kb whenever

(kb+n) = fi for all /i.

is always assigned 0 (resp. 1). By definition, superval-

uations assign inconsistent classical formulas such as

(a A ->a) to 0, i.e. there is always information about

them at every 'world'. Accordingly, there is no way

to contract an inconsistent proposition since there is

no world t; available in Vx where (a A -ia) is mapped

to J-r, ie- there is no way to 'lose' this kind of in

formation. Also, the expectation should now be that

computing the contraction will require more work since

— must assume an inference component. And, indeed,

this is the case. For example, left distribution by 'A'

(3.6.2(x)) is no longer valid; that is,

[a A (a D 6)] - a ^ (a - a) A (a D b) - a.

Instead, a more general set of properties aimed at enu

merating the consequences of a contraction must be

adopted rather than a set of distribution properties to

construct it (Lownie 1992).

A problem often cited in connection to Kripke-style

possible-worlds semantics is logical omniscience: ev

ery agent's 'state of knowledge' is closed under logical

consequence. Hence, if an agent is said to know a and

(a D 6), it is assumed the agent also knows 6, and ev

ery other proposition which is a consequence of a and

6. However, this view does not account for computa

tional limitations which might exist for an agent or for

computational variance between agents. One way to

interpret this problem is that the inference from a and

(a D 6) to 6 is not regarded as contributing additional

information to an agent's state of knowledge. When

judged from this standpoint,

a A (a D b) and a A (a D 6) A 6

are identical. However, this is not the case in C:

a A (a D b) is strictly less informative in Mx than

a A (a 3 b) A 6; or equivalently, a A 6:

[a A (a D 6)Jr <Ml [aA6Jr.

Hence, the inference from aA(a D 6) to (aA6) describes

real information gain, even though the two lead to the

same set of consequences under ^. Also, this view of

information gain is 'graded' in Mx:

<Mt [aA6Ac]r

<Mx [a A 6 A (6 D c)]t

[a A (a D 6) A (6 D c)]r

Note that even though aAi^a, [a]x ^m, \u A 6]x,

and so ^ does not coincide with <mz- Instead, <p \= ip

whenever

[V'A^Jr <Mx [<p]x.

In C, therefore, there is a perspective by which con

traction can be viewed as an information loss opera

tion, and inference as an information gain operation.

Hence, logical omniscience is not built into the model;

instead, the model reflects some limitations on com

putational resources.
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4.5 RELEVANCE

Among Anderson and Belnap's (1977) proposals on

relevance, the logic Ti. has been reviewed by Belnap

(1977) as one with possible benefits to Computer Sci

ence. Some notable properties of "R. include:

(i)aA-ia(tt (ii) a A (a D 6) \k b (iii) a £ b V ->6

By (i), classical inconsistencies do not relevantly imply

all formulas; and, by (ii), not all classical implications

are relevant ones. By (iii), not all formulas relevantly

imply all classical tautologies. 71 is said to describe

a more practical model for information systems be

cause inference degrades in the presence of inconsis

tent propositions, unlike the classical model, where it

is generally vacuous. Another advantage of 7Z is that it

has been shown to have better computational proper

ties than its classical counterpart. This fact was used

by Levesque to consider computational resource limi

tations in a model of 6e/ie/(1984).

An interesting property about Belnap's system 7Z is

that one formula relevantly implies another only if they

share at least one propositional variable. This prop

erty is reminiscent of 3.6.2 (vii) which states:

<p — A h <p, whenever <&v D $a = 0-

That is, contractions actually involve losing informa

tion only if they share at least one propositional vari

able. Belnap's 7S semantics is based on a 4-valued

lattice (1977) regarding what has been 'told' about a

proposition p. An interesting question is to what ex

tent the semantics for H, can be assumed by T.

Kleene's 3-valued logic (1938) satisfies properties (ii)

and (iii) but does not satisfy (i). However, the account

does not consider partial orderings over the truth-

values themselves. Therefore, with respect to T, what

conditions should be placed on semantic consequence

to ensure relevant implications?

First, to say that (p relevantly implies A, i.e. <p ^t A,

it should be the case that whenever <p is true then A

is true; hence, it should not be the case that <p is true,

and A is false or no information is available about A.

Secondly, whenever tp is satisfiable then A should be

satisfiable; hence, it should not be the case that tp is

true or no information is available about tp, and A is

false. This can be summarized as follows:

4.5.0 Definition. For <p, A G C($x), let

<p ^r A iff for all valuations v € Vx ,

ChpUv) = 1 => CfXUv) = 1,

C[X]x(v) = 0 => C[<p]s{v) = 0.

With the exception of variable sharing, \=r validates

every other axiom of 71. In fact, so does CPL. How

ever, like 71, (=r satisfies none of the classical prop

erties indicated by (i), (ii), and (iii). Also, violations

of sharing by \=r are strictly governed: only if tp is

classically inconsistent and A is a tautology is sharing

not satisfied:

4.5.1 Proposition. For <po . . .<pt, V'o • • -i>n € C($x),

assume *v>0a...a^» n **0v...v^« = 0 and

<po A . . . A ipk \=-r ^o V . . . V ipn.

Then, for all classical v € Vx,

C[<p0 A ... A <pk]x(v) = 0 and Ctyo V ... V ^„Jx(i;) = 1 .

Hence, a large part of Belnap's 71 relevance structure

is admitted through T's partial-order.

4.6 DATABASE SECURITY

An important topic in database theory is how to hide

information, e.g. for security purposes. For tradi

tional systems, this is generally accomplished by grant

ing access to specific entity-relations expressed by the

database. Queries which attempt to access an entity-

relation without the correct privileges generate an ex

ception. However, in extended database environments,

the security problem is complicated by the more pow

erful information-handling available. In this case, the

problem is that although priviledged information may

not be explicitly resident within a database, various

non-permitted conclusions might be obtained through

inference. This is especially true of distributed en

vironments, where each local site itself might be re

garded as secure, but access to two or more sites might

constitute a security breach.

There would seem to be a close connection between

security issues regarding access and contraction. For

example, we might define a database kb as secure with

respect to <p whenever

kb — (p ^= kb.

Similarly, we can generate the database which is like

kb except that it is secure with respect to <p. This, of

course, is just

(kb-<p).

Furthermore, in C at least, we can determine the local

site databases which are globally secure with respect

to <p. For example, for sites kbo...kbn, the 'global'

database which is secure with respect to tp is given by

(Jkio A...Akbn)-<p-

In C, 'A' distributes over '— ', and so the local secure

sites correspond to

(kbo-p) ... (kbn-ip).

Note that access to any sub-collection of local sites

does not lead to a breach with respect to <p.
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5 CONCLUSIONS

This paper has presented a model of contraction,

where contracting a proposition is understood as los

ing information about its classical truth. The model

constitutes a conservative extension of classical propo

sitional logic (CPL). A major contribution of the ap

proach is that non-equivalent updates are possible

when contracting distinct inconsistent bases by the

same proposition.

Several topics warrant further consideration; for ex

ample, looking at derivatives of the operator satisfy

ing special properties. Also, the work on inference

as 'information gain' is preliminary, and requires fur

ther study. Finally, the research has connections to

conditional logic which have not been explored in this

paper.
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Abstract 1 INTRODUCTION

Revision can be seen as any operation that

turns a cognitive state CSt into a subsequent

cognitive state CSt'. Two kinds of change can

be considered: in the "belief change" case, the

cognitive states represent beliefs on a world;

they are revised in response to the getting of

new information about a static world. In the

"world change" case, the cognitive states

represent known facts on a real world; they arc

revised in response to change in this dynamic

world. In the following we focus on the world

change case and propose a way to keep up to

date with a dynamic world. Reasoning about

change requires predicting how the world will

change along time. In absence of a predictive

model of evolution, the commonsense law of

inertia has been currently used and justifies the

minimal change approach to the frame problem.

We propose here to use an explicit transition

model, which will be used as a predictive

evolution model. Dean and Kanazawa[89]

propose to use a probabilistic model of

persistence and causation. We propose in this

paper to use a symbolic model of transition by

directly encoding expectations. In the first two

sections, we describe the formalism that we

propose to explicitly encode the transition

model and its axiomatisation. We give then a

formal definition of the revision operation

using a transition model and discuss what can

be a contraction operation in the context of

world change. An illustrative example is

presented and in the last section, our approach

is compared to other related works.

Revision can be seen as any operation that turns a

cognitive state CSt into a subsequent cognitive stale

CSt'. This change is generally triggered by a "triggering

event", which can be the arrival or the retraction of

information. Two kinds of change can be considered: in

the first case, the cognitive states represent beliefs on a

world; they are revised in response to the getting of new

information about a static world. This case, which we

will call "belief change", has been largely studied in

revision theory. In their foundational work, Alchouron,

Gardcnfors and Makinson [85] proposed rationality

postulates for three revision operations: expansion,

contraction and revision. In the second case, the cognitive

states represent known facts on a real world; they are

revised in response to change in this dynamic world. The

first references relative to the "world change" problem

were concerned with database updates [Fagin et al.83]

[Winslctt88a] and theory of action [Ginsberg-Smith87]

[Winslctt88b]. The theory of revision, worked out for

"belief change", was also applied to the "world change"

problem [Rao-Foo89]. It was recently stressed [Moreau]

[Katsumo-Mendelzon89] that these two cases of revision

have better to be distinguished. Katsumo and

Mcndclzon[91] argue that Gardenfors's postulates are

well-suited for revision (belief change case), but propose

some different postulates more adequate for updates (world

change case).

In the following we focus on the world change case and

propose a way to keep up to date with a dynamic world.

Reasoning about change requires predicting how the

world will change along time; it requires then predicting

the tendency for propositions describing the world to

persist along time. In absence of a predictive model of

evolution, the commonsense law of inertia has been

currently used. It states that a proposition remains true

unless it can be proved to be false. It justifies the

minimal change approach to the frame problem
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[McCarthy-Hayes69]: giving a description of a world at

time t, CSt, and a set of observations describing the

triggering event at time t', the description of the world at

time t\ CSt', is the closest world to CSt accounting the

observations. This minimal change principle is the basis

of the syntax-oriented approach (PWA) proposed by

[Ginsberg-Smith87] as well as the model-oriented

approach (PMA) proposed by [Winslett88b] or that of

Brewka and Herzberg [90].

We propose here to use an explicit transition model,

which will be used as a predictive evolution model. As

remarked by [Dean-Kanazawa89], given perfect knowledge

of the world and a complete predictive model, it will be

easy to infer the persistence of propositions. In most

circumstances howewer, both are imperfectly and

incompletely known and commonsense prediction has to

be made under incomplete information.

[Dean-Kanazawa89] propose to use a probabilistic model

of persistence and causation. In this paper we propose to

use a symbolic model of transition. Directly encoding

expectations allow us to symbolically reason about the

persistence of information along time and then to update

a state CSt in its succeeding state CSt'.

Non-monotonicity will result from the incompleteness

of the transition model. It can be shown that using

integrity (or transition) constraints, as used for database

updates, [Fagin et al.83] [Cholvy86] for example, is a

restricted case of our transition model and that the

minimal change principle used to solve the frame

problem in the theory of action [Schwind87]

[Hanks-McDermott86] [Brewka-Hcrzberg90] can also be

modelled in our framework.

It can be noticed that research on temporal issues is

mainly concerned with reasoning about time as can be

overviewed in [Special Issue of the International Journal

of Intelligent Systems on Temporal Reasoning, vol 6, 5,

91, eds Wiley] but that very few results have been

published, as far as we know, on representing how

information tends to change along time.

In the first two sections, we describe the formalism that

we propose to explicitly encode the transition model and

its axiomatisation. We then give a formal definition of

the revision operation using a transition model and

discuss what can be a contraction operation in the context

of world change. An illustrative example is presented and

in the last section, our approach is compared to other

related works.

2 FORMALISM OF THE TRANSITION

MODEL

In the following, a cognitive state CSt describes the state

of a world at time t. It is represented by a set of first order

logical formulas closed by deduction. A formula F

belonging to CSt is a formula true at time t. The

revision process is triggered by a "triggering event " that

conveys information about the world at time t'. This

event can be the addition of a formula, corresponding to

an observation, and which is asserted to be true in the

succeeding state CSt'; it can also be the retraction of a

formula asserted to be no longer true in the succeeding

state CSt'. As usual, retracting a formula is different from

adding the negation of this formula

Revising a state CSt requires predicting how the world,

and hence how its representation, will change along time.

Our proposition is to have an explicit model of the

transition between two succeeding states and to use it to

revise a state CSt in its succeeding state CSt'. The

transition model expresses then how information is

supposed to change along time.

2.1 SYNTAX

The transition from a state CSt to a state CSt' is

described by a set of elementary transitions on formulas.

Each of these elementary transitions is expressed by a

triplet < I, {Api}, F> where I, Api, and F are first order

logical formulas. As classically in prepositional default

logic, these formulas are open formulas without

quantifier; the free variables in these formulas can be

interpreted as universally quantified.

- I describes the preconditions of the elementary

transition on state CSt,

- F describes the effects of the elementary transition

on state CSt',

- {Api} (application conditions) expresses the

conditions on CSt' under which the elementary transition

can take place. (Api) will be satisfied iff each formula of

{Api} is consistent with CSt'(-iApi e. CSt'). In the

following, we will note {Api} by AP; AP is said to be

consistent with CSt' iff each formula of AP is consistent

with CSt'.

Such a triplet can be glosed by: if I is true in a cognitive

state CSt and if AP is consistent with the succeeding

cognitive state CSt', then F should be true in CSt'. As it

can be seen, AP gives a non monotonic aspect to this

formalism and triplets can in some way be seen as

temporal defaults.

This model allows us to express constraints (or protected

formulas). A constraint F is a formula which is always

true. It does not depend on time. It will be expressed by
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the triplet <True, True, F>!.

For example <True, True, Female(lulu) v Male(lulu)>

expresses that Female(lulu) v Malc(lulu) has to be true in

the world at any time.

The model enables us also to express two elementary

types of time-dependent formulas: persistent and remanent

formulas.

A formula is said to be persistent if: if F is true in CSt,

then it remains true in CSt'. As soon as a persistent

formula has become true, it remains true along time.

A persistent formula will be described by the triplet: < F,

True, F >. For example, <DeadGohn), True, Dead(john)>

or <Female(lulu), True, Femalc(lulu)> expresses that if

you know at time t that "John is dead" or "lulu is a

female", you will consider it true in all the succeeding

states. A constraint can also be expressed as a persistent

formula iff the formula belongs to the initial state.

A formula is said to be remanent if: if F is true in CSt,

and if it is not contradictory for F to be true in CSt', then

F is true in CSt'. A remanent formula will remain true as

long as possible.

A remanent formula will be described by the triplet: < F,

F, F >. For example, <Married(lulu), Married(lulu),

Married(lulu)> or <On(cube, A), On(cube, A) , On(cube,

A) > expresses that if you know at time t that "lulu is

married" or "the cube is on A", you will consider it as

being true as long as you cannot prove that it is false.

Also the model allows us to express other typical types

of change along time such as:

< F a G, 0, F > expresses that the formula F is

persistent under condition G,

< F a G, F, F > expresses that the formula F is

remanent under condition G,

< F, True, G > and < G, True, F> can be used, taken

together, to express a "flip-flop",

< F, True, G > corresponds to a transition: if F is

true in t, G will be true in t',

< F, G, G > corresponds to a default transition: if F

is true in t, and if it is possible for G to be true in t\

then G will be true in t' . . .

Let us see on examples how different kinds of

time-dependent information can be expressed using the

transition model.

example 1:

"Someone is either single or married or divorced or

widow" is a constraint; this expressed in the transition

model TM by the following triplet:

<True, True, Single(x) v Married(x) v Divorced(x) v

Widow(x) >.

"A person is supposed to remain married along time, as

long as the contrary is not known" expresses the

remanence of the predicate Married; this corresponds to

the following triplet:

< Married(x), Married(x), Married(x) >.

It is clearly the same for Divorded, Single and Widow

which correspond to similar triplets.

"As soon as you are married (or divorded or widow), you

cannot be anymore single" can be expressed by the

persistent information:

<Married(x) v Divorced(x) v Widow(x), True, Married(x)

v Divorced(x) v Widow(x) >.

"Ifyou are married and your spouse died, you becomes a

widow person" expresses a certain transition:

<Married(x) a Spouse(x, y), True, Died(y) ->

Widow(x)>.

example 2:

"When a watcher is in the nth room, and there is no

alarm, he generally goes to the n+lth room" corresponds

to a default transition:

<in-room(n), in-room(n+l), in-room(n+l)>.

"An alarm is on" is a persistent information:

<alarm, alarm, alarm>.

"When the alarm is on, the watcher generally

stays in the room where he is" corresponds to a

remanence under condition of the predicate in-room:

<alarm a in-room(n), in-room(n), in-room(n)>.

"When the alarm is on, the watcher does stay in the room

where he is" corresponds to persistence under condition of

the predicate in-room:

< alarm a in-room(n), True, in-room(n)>.

2.2 AXIOMATISATION

Some formulas are neither constraints nor persistent nor

remanent; they will be true at time t' if and only if they

can be deduced from other information known to be true

at time t': they are contingent formulas.

* When AP is composed of only one element, it will be

noted Ap instead of { Ap) by sake of simplicity; here we note

<True, True, F> instead of <True, (True}, F>.

Three operators are defined on transition triplets, namely

a and v and a, which define an algebra on the triplets.

Let T, Tl and T2 be triplets belonging to a transition

model TT.

T: < I, AP, F > , Tl: < II, API, Fl >, T2: < 12,

AP2, F2>

a,v and a are defined by:
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a (Tl, T2) = < II a 12, API * AP2, Fl a F2 >

API * AP2 denotes the cartesian product on the sets API

and AP2; if API = {Api / i e 1} and AP2 = {Apj / j e

J}, then API * AP2 = (Api a Apj / i e I and j e J}.

v (Tl, T2) = < Ilv 12, API u AP2, Fl v F2 >

API u AP2 is satisfied when each formula of API and

each formula of AP2 are consistent with CSt'.

a(T) = < al, aAP, aF > where a is a substitution on

the free variables of T.

If TM is a given set of transition triplets, TM* is the

closure of TM under these three operations.

It can be noticed that the instantiation operator and the

conjunctive operator preserve the remanence and the

persistence of information. This is not the case for the

disjunctive operator. The disjunction of two remanent

formulas is not remanent. Each term of the disjunction

has to be consistent with the succeeding state: if On(TV,

ductl) v On(TV, duct2) is true in the state CSt, it will be

true in CSt' if and only if On(TV, ductl) is consistent

with CSt' and if On(TV, duct2) is also consistent with

CSt'. This point is illustrated by the example 2 in IV.

examples:

Let <On(x, y), On(x, y), On(x, y)> be a triplet of TM,

expressing the remanence of the predicate On for all x and

y-

- By the substitution operation ovx _ jy\, the triplet

<On(TV,y), On(TV,y), On(TV, y)> belongs to TM*.

- From the two triplets, obtained by substitution

operations, <On(TV, ductl), On(TV, ductl ), On(TV,

ductl )> and <On(TV, duct2), On(TV, duct2 ), On(TV,

duct2 ) >, the following triplet is obtained by the a

operation:

<On(TV, ductl) a On(TV, duct2). On(TV, ductl) a

On(TV, duct2), On(TV, ductl) a On(TV, duct2) >.

Therefore, it also belongs to TM*.

- From the two same triplets, <On(TV, ductl), On(TV,

ductl ), On(TV, ductl ) > and <On(TV, duct2), On(TV,

duct2 ), On(TV, duct2 ) >, the following triplet is

obtained by the v operation:

< On(TV, ductl) v On(TV, duct2), {On(TV, ductl),

On(TV, duct2)}, On(TV, ductl) v On(TV, duct2) >. It

belongs then also to TM*.

3 REVISION USING

TRANSITION MODEL

THE

The transition model allows us to give a formal

definition of the revision operation in the case of world

change.

Let us first define the revision of a cognitive state CSt by

the addition of an observation A. A is a first-order

formula. The succeeding state CSt' is noted CSt' =

Add(CSt, A).

1) The succeeding possible worlds PSt' are given by the

solutions of the equation:

PSf = Th(A u {F/< I, {Api}, F > e TM* and I e

CStandVi-,Apie PSf}).

2) The succeeding state CSt' is defined by:

- if the set of the possible worlds PSt' is empty, then

CSt' = CSt

- otherwise CSt' = n PSt'.

In the first case, the revision is rejected: the observation

cannot be taken into account by the transition model; the

observed facts are not compatible with the evolution of

the world as it is given by the transition model.

In the second case, the revision is accepted and a skeptic

approach is chosen: the succeeding state contains the

formulas true in every succeeding possible worlds.

The case of contraction (or suppression) of an

information is more subtle. The semantic of contraction

in a world change context is not so clear and different

interpretations can be given. It can even been argued that

it has not to be considered in the world change context* a

change in the world is triggered by observed facts and not

by not-observed facts.

We have considered three definitions for the succeeding

possible worlds when the change is triggered by the

suppression of a formula A:

a) PSt' = Th( {F / < I, {Api}, F> € TM* and I € CSt

and Vi -.Api g PSt'u-.A})

b) PSf = Th({F / < I, {Api}, F> e TM* and I e CSt and

Vi -Api t PSfand A <t PSf})

c) PSf=Th({F / <I, {Api}, F> e TM* and I e CSt and

Vi -^Api e PSf and (FAApi ->A) <t PSf}).

These three cases differ in the way they consider the

requirement of not having A in CSf versus the

evolution of the world as specified by TM*. In case a) for

example, the transition triplets are applied as if ->A was

added to CSt; this does not mean that A will not belong

to CSf. If the triplet <A, True, A> belongs to TM*, and

A belongs to CSt, then A will belong to CSf. In case

b), the suppression will be rejected if it does not conform

to the evolution as specified by the transition model.
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Another way is to define contraction by means of the

revision operation as it is done by

[Katsuno-Mendelzon91]. The erasure operation as defined

by [Katsuno-Mendelzon91] could be described by: CSt' =

Add(CSt, True) v Add(CSt, -A) and the symmetric

erasure by: CSt* = Add(CSt, A) v Add(CSf, -A) (where

the v operator denotes here an union on the models of the

two resulting theories). We will use this last definition of

contraction in the following.

4 AN ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE

The transition model TM is then composed of the

following triplets:

<True, True, Blocked(ductl) a Blocked(duct2) -> Stuffy >

<True, True, On(x, ductl) -> Blocked(ductl)>

<True, True, On(x, duct2) -> Blocked(duct2)>

<True, True, On(x, y) a On(x, z) -> y = z>

<True, True, On(x, ductl) a On(y, ductl) -> x=y>

<True, True, On(x, duct2) a On(y, duct2) -> x=y>

<True, True, On(x, y) a On(z,y) -> x = z v y=floor> ...

< On(x.y), On(x,y), On(x,y)>.

TM* is the closure of TM under the three operators,

substitution, a and v.

This example is the well-known example concerning

Aunt Agatha's living room taken from [Winslett88b]. We

want to show on this example how our formalism can be

used to model the change of a world triggerred by

executed actions. A restricted version will be considered:

two ventilation ducts are in the living room, and three

objects, a television, a newspaper and a magazine, can be

moved by Tyro, the robot .

This living room is described at time t:

- by constraints which have to be satisfied by the

description of the world at every time: if an object is on a

duct, it is blocked; if both ducts are blocked, then the

room becomes stuffy; there can be only one object at a

time on a duct, an object can only be on the floor or on

the ducts, . . .

- and by facts which are known to be true at time t.

As we have seen before, the transition model describes

how information about the world persists along time.

The set of constraints K = {Ki}, which correspond to

protected formulas in [Winslcu88b], are expressed as

constraints by triplets <True, True, Ki> :

<True, True, Blocked(ductl) a Blocked(duct2) -> Stuffy >

<True, True, On(x, ductl) -> Blocked(ductl)>

<True, True, On(x, duct2) -> Blockcd(duct2)>

<True, True, On(x, y) a On(x, z) -> y = z>

<True, True, On(x, ductl) a On(y, ductl) -> x=y>

<True, True, On(x, duct2) a On(y, duct2) -> x=y>

<True, True, On(x, y) a On(z.y) -> x = z v y=floor> . . .

The remanence of the predicate On is expressed by the

following transition triplet:

<On(x,y), On(x,y), On(x,y)>, meaning that if something

is located somewhere, it is reasonable to suppose that,

unless it is inconsistent, it will stay at the same place

along time.

The predicates Blocked and Stuffy correspond to

contingent formulas: they can be deduced from other

formulas but do not persist along time from their own.

example 1.

Let us suppose that, in the initial world, the TV is on the

ductl and the magazine on the duct2. The initial

description of the world CSlO is given by the deductive

closure of {On(TV, ductl), On(magazine, duct2), K},

where K are the constraints.

CStO = Th(On(TV, ductl), Onfmagazine, duct2), K).

It can be noticed that Stuffy, Blocked(ductl),

Blocked(duct2), as well as On(newspaper, floor) ... are

true in CStO.

If the observation On(TV, floor) is added at time tl,

(Tyro is asked to put the TV on the floor), we obtain

CStl by Add(CStO, On(TV, floor)):

CStl = Th(On(TV, floor), On(magazine, duct2)

On(newspaper, floor) , K).

Following the transition model, the constraints K persist

from tO to tl. The triplet <On(TV, ductl), On(TV,

ductl), On(TV, ductl)>, which results from the

instantiation of <On(x,y), On(x,y), On(x,y)> cannot be

applied because On(TV, ductl) is not consistent with

CStl; this is why On(TV, ductl) does not belong to

CStl. On the other hand, the triplet <On(magazine,

duct2), On(magazine, duct2), On(magazine, duct2)> can

be applied and On(magazine, duct2) does belong to CStl.

It is the same for On(newspaper, floor). Stuffy and

Blocked(ductl) cannot be deduced anymore and thus do

not belong to CStl.

example 2: remanence of the disjunction.

Let us now suppose that the initial world is CStO =

Th(K). The TV and the magazine are not in the room.

At time tl, Tyro is asked to put the TV on ductl or on

duct2. We get:

CStl = Add(CStO, On(TV, ductl) v On(TV, duct2))=

Th(On(TV, ductl) v On(TV, duct2), K).

At time t2, On(magazine, floor) is added. We get

CSt2 = Th(On(magazine, floor), On(TV, ductl) v

On(TV, duct2), K)
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The disjunctive and instantiation operators are applied on

the triplets expressing the remanence of On: we obtain

<On(TV, ductl) v On(TV, duct2), {On(TV, ductl),

On(TV, duct2)), OnfTV, ductl) v On(TV, duct2)>.

OnfTV, ductl) and On(TV, duct2) are both consistent

with CStl; the disjunction persists then from CStl to

CSt2.

At time t3, Tyro is asked to put the TV on ductl:

On(TV, ductl) is added. We get

CSG = Th(On(magazine, floor), On(TV, ductl), K).

On(TV, ductl) v On(TV, duct2) belongs to CSt3 but by

deductive closure and not by remanence of the

disjunction: On(TV, duct2) is no longer consistent with

CSf.

If Tyro is now asked to remove the TV from ductl, by

adding -iOn(TV, ductl), we obtain at time t4:

CSt4 = Th(On(magazine, floor), -On(TV, ductl), K)).

On(TV, ductl) is not consistent with CSt4 and cannot

persist; this is the same for On(TV, ductl) v On(TV,

duct2) which was true at t3; On(TV, ductl) is not

consistent with CSt4 and then the disjunction cannot

persist at time t4. Nothing can be said about the location

of the TV except that it is not on the ductl.

If the disjunction On(TV, ductl) v On(TV, duct2) was

considered as having to be persistent or remanent along

time, this would have to be explicitly expressed in the

transition model by adding an adequate triplet. On(TV,

ductl) v On(TV, duct2) would then belong to CSt4 as

well as On(TV, duct2) by deduction.

5 RELATED WORKS

In [Dean-Kanazawa 89], the model of persistence is

represented by probabilistic information. Fluents

(propositions that tend to persist whenever they become

true) are distinguished from events; whether or not a

fluent P will be true at time t' depends on whether or not

P was true at the preceding time t. This dependency is

represented using conditional probabilities p(holds(P, t')/

holds(P, t)) and p(holds(P, t')/ holds(-iP, t)). These kinds

of "survivor functions" encode the change expectation of

a fluent remaining true over the course of time.

Knowledge of cause-and-effect relations is expressed in

terms of conditional probabilities; it requires to give all

possible causes for each possible effect and the

probability of each effect for every possible combination

of possible causes. This model of persistence can be seen

as the probabilistic equivalent of our symbolic transition

model.

In absence of a predictive model of evolution, the

commonsense law of inertia has been currently used (a

proposition remains true unless it can be proved to be

false) and justifies the minimal change approaches.

[Winslett88b] used a minimal change approach, the

so-called PMA as Possible Model Approach. It is

possible to model her approach by specifying "protected

formulas" as constraints and all other predicates as

remanent. For the "Aunt Augusta" example, this

corresponds to specifying On, Stuffy and Blocked as

remanent predicates. No distinction is then done between

the non-protected formulas in the way they persist along

time, which was shown in [Winslett88b] to be not quite

satisfactory. She proposed then to use prioritized

predicates. The transition model seems to be a more

expressive way to achieve this by directly encoding the

different ways formulas persist along time: as seen in

example 1, only the On formulas will be specified as

remanent, which means that Stuffy and Blocked formulas

will be treated as contingent formulas.

Another approach to make a distinction between remanent

formulas and contingent ones is by defining the notion of

maximal conformity on partial modelsas it is done in

[Brewka-Herzberg90]. The revised theory does not

depend on the set of formulas describing the theory as in

[Ginsberg-Smith87] but depends on the set of atoms

composing the partial models. The language chosen for

the partial models has to be appropriately chosen in order

to model the persistence of the formulas. It must

correspond to what is explicitly defined as remanent

formulas in our transition model.

It can be stressed that revision using the transition model

is syntax-independent as it is the case with the two

model-based approaches that we mentioned before:

[Winslett88b] and [Brewka-Herzberg90]. Revision on two

equivalent cognitive states will yield the same revised

theory. This is clearly not the case with [Ginsberg-Smith

87]. As it can be seen in example 1, the fact that

On(Newspaper, floor) does or does not belong to the set

of formulas describing CStO does not modify the results;

it belongs to the deductive closure and, being remanent,

belongs then to CStl.

The semantics given to the disjunctive operator by its

axiomatisation is based on a possible worlds based

approach of the disjunction as in

[Katsumo-Mendelzon91]: it corresponds to using a

case-based reasoning approach and, considering each

possible world at time t, to looking for the way it

changes from t to the succeeding time t'. We can see on

the following classical example that we obtain results

corresponding to what is intuitively wanted, as it is the

case for [Winsleu88b] and [Brewka-Herzberg90].

Let CStO be:

Th({Open(door) v Open(window)));
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Let us suppose that Open was define as remanent n the

transition model. If we close the door, we get

Add(-Open(door),CStO) =Th((-nOpen(door)}).

Closing the door does not imply opening the window as

it is the case with the Ginsberg-Smith approach and will

be the case if Gardenfors's consistency postulate was

verified.

This example is similar to the "apples and bananas"

example proposed by [Morreau].

In this paper we are concerned with proposing a way to

predict how information will persist along time, but an

interesting point is to look to the way our model can be

used to model actions. The consequences of an action can

be specified by using the revision operation (Add) and the

contraction operation (Sup) as it is done in the add-list

and delete-list in a STRIPS-like approach. Ambiguous

outcomes of actions can also be modelled as it can be

seen on the following example taken from

[Brewka-Herzberg90].

Tossing a coin means taking the coin which can be on

head side (p) or on tail side (q) and throw it; you cannot

predict what will be the actual result, except that it will

be p or q. The consequences of tossing a coin can be

expressed by: Add(p) v Add(q). This is close to the

solution proposed by [Brewka-Herzberg90] where the

outcomes of this action will be given by the two partial

models (p) and (q) . It should be noticed that in the case

where p and q are exclusive, as it is the case here, Add(p)

v Add(q) corresponds to Add(p) v Add(-ip) which is

exactly the definition of the retraction operation given at

the end of section III, i.e of the symmetric erasure as

defined by [Katsuno-Mendelzon91]. Tossing a coin has

as only effect to retract the information that was available

about the coin.

In this paper, we focus on representing uncertain

expectations on evoluting situations; we do not make

comparison with works on reasoning on facts referring to

time intervals (often called persistent facts) as it is done

for example by [Decker88] or [Guckenbiehl91].

6 CONCLUSION

In this paper we propose to use an explicit transition

model, which directly encodes expectations on the

evolution of the world and will be used to update (or

revise) a cognitive state when changes in the world are

observed. This symbolic transition model can be

compared with the probabilistic persistence model

proposed by [Dean-Kanazawa 89]. A formalism for this

model is defined and an axiomalisation by three operators

is given. The semantics given to the disjunctive operator

by this axiomatisation is based on a possible worlds

approach which was shown to be adapted in a world

change context [Katsumo-Mendelzon91]. It can also be

noticed that the revision process does not depend on the

representation used to describe the world, i.e the revision

is syntax-independent The fact that an information, true

at time t, remains (or does not remain) true at the

succeeding time, is explicitly expressed in the transition

model.

The main approaches to the frame problem do not use an

explicit model of evolution and are based on the general

minimal change principle, which is simple but limited.

Our formalism is powerful enough to model these

approaches and proposes a more flexible way to represent

and to predict the way information tends to change along

time.
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Abstract

We present syntactic characterizations of

propositional update operators based in the

PMA approach [Winslett, 1988a; Winslett,

1988b]), and develop algorithms for comput

ing the updated database on the basis of this

characterization. Unlike any other previous

work in this area, the methods presented here

do not require direct manipulation or explicit

storage of complete models of the database.

They also appear to be easily extensible to

other update operators based in the idea of

minimal change.

1 INTRODUCTION

Much recent work has been devoted to giving ac

counts of belief revision based on the work of Al-

chourron, Gardenfors and Makinson ([Alchourron et

a/., 1985], [Gardenfors, 1988], [Gardenfors and Makin

son, 1988]), who try to formalize the notion of a min

imal belief change through a set of postulates that

every revision operator should satisfy. [Katsuno and

Mendelzon, 1991] recently suggested that revision is

not the only way in which new information can be in

corporated in a database. They propose to distinguish

between revision and update, propose postulates for

the latter, and provide a model theoretic character

ization of update operators satisfying the postulates.

Loosely speaking, revision can be seen as the operation

to be performed when new knowledge about a static

situation arrives, whereas updates record a change in

the world. In the former, the new information might

show that our initial beliefs were wrong and in need of

revision, whereas in the latter our initial beliefs were

correct, but the world has in the meanwhile evolved

and the beliefs must be updated. More recently, [Del

Val and Shoham, 1992] showed that there is a very

close connection between non-monotonic theories of

reasoning about action and change and a subfamily of

the KM-operators, thus providing a strong foundation

for the semantics of this subfamily.

In this paper we consider some operators in this

subfamily, specifically Winslett's 'possible models ap

proach' (PMA) update operators ([Winslett, 1988a;

Winslett, 1988b]). We present syntactic characteri

zations and algorithms for the basic and prioritized

version of the PMA update operators; incremental al

gorithms for these operators in the presence of domain

constraints; and "anytime" versions of the algorithms.

Two types of results are reported in this paper, where

we restrict our attention to propositional databases:

first, syntactic characterizations of the result of up

dating an arbitrary formula with another arbitrary

formula; without loss of generality, both formulas can

be assumed to be in disjunctive normal form (DNF),

and the methods compute the updated database also

in DNF; second, algorithms based on these results.

Very efficient algorithms for databases represented as

a set of models or as a DNF formula can be imme

diately derived from them. However, storing a DNF

database will often be unfeasible, so we need meth

ods that work with more common formats, such as

conjunctive normal form (CNF) or negation normal

form (NNF). Databases stored in these formats are

thus the most natural input and output for a realistic

algorithm —- in particular, the modified database must

be in the same format as the original one if we want

it to efficiently support other database functions such

as queries. We provide algorithms for updating arbi

trary CNF and NNF databases with arbitrary update

formulas, returning also a CNF or NNF database. To

our knowledge, these are the first results of this kind

that have been reported. All previous results in this

area either involve direct manipulations on complete

models of the database or make essential use of having

these models explicitly stored; since the set of models

of a clausal database can easily be exponential in the

size of its clausal representation, this is a significant

limitation.

From a theoretical standpoint, there are several advan

tages to working with a database and update formula
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in DNF. The most important is that DNF disjuncts

can be seen as partial models of the database, which al

lows for manipulation of whole sets of models at once.

Second, from a syntactic point of view, the update

problem is reduced to the much easier problem of up

dating conjunctions of literals. In particular, this type

of update is independent of symbols not occurring in

the update formula. For clausal databases, this allows

us to focus our attention in a very restricted subset of

the database, a fact which is crucial for the efficiency

of the algorithms presented in this paper. The algo

rithms presented here do incur in a very significant cost

in conversion to DNF format; yet this restricted focus

allows it to deal with far larger problems, it appears,

than those which previously reported procedures can

handle.

The structure of this paper is as follows. Section 2 and

3 contain the basic results on the syntactic characteri

zation of PMA and prioritized PMA update operators.

Section 4 is devoted to algorithms based in these char

acterizations. In section 5 we consider the problem of

update in the presence of domain constraints or "pro

tected formulas" . Section 6 introduces anytime algo

rithms. In section 7 we discuss experimental results

as well as some modifications to the basic algorithms

that are crucial for a practical implementation. Re

lated work is discussed in the concluding section.

In the rest of the paper, we assume a propositional

language with a finite set V of symbols. Update op

erators are represented by o, possibly subscripted, tp

always denotes the database and ft the update formula,

both of which are assumed to be satisfiable. Negation

normal form formulas are those obtained by closing

the set of literals (rather than the set of propositional

letters) under disjunction and conjunction. If xj) is in

CNF or NNF, it consists of clauses or top level con-

juncts C{,Cj, (Any NNF database can be written

as c\ A . . . A c„ , where each c, is a disjunction of formu

las which are themselves in NNF. It's these Cj's which

we will refer to as "top level conjuncts"; every CNF

database is also a NNF database, with the clauses as

top level conjuncts.) DNF(V>) represents some formula

in disjunctive normal form equivalent to rp and consist

ing of the conjunctions of literals rpi , rpy-,, . . . We require

that all these conjunctions be satisfiable. ft is assumed

to be in DNF, and its disjuncts will be denoted by

Hi,Hj, ■ ■ ■ Literals are represented by /,/,, /,-, With

a slight abuse of notation, if there is no ambiguity a

conjunction of literals will be treated interchangeably

as a set of literals, and a DNF (CNF,NNF) formula as

a set of disjuncts (conjuncts).

We also use Props(s), for a literal or set of literals s,

to denote the propositional symbol or set of symbols

occurring in s. Mods(4>) denotes the set of models of

the formula <f>. Finally, for any set S and ordering

relation <, Min(S,<) represents the set of s 6 S such

that s is minimal in < with respect to S (i.e. such that

there is no s' € S with s' < s but s ^ s').

2 SYNTACTIC

CHARACTERIZATION

PMA UPDATE

OF

Intuitively, PMA update operators can be seen as se

lecting a set of models of the update formula in terms

of those which are "closer" to some model of the origi

nal database. Let Diff(I,J)be the set of propositional

letters on which interpretations I and J differ, i.e.

Diftl.J) = Props({p 6 V 1 1 1= p iff J t= -p}),

and consider the ordering on interpretations induced

by a model M by the relation:

/ <M J iff Difi{I,M)Q Diff(J,M).

Winslett's basic PMA update operator o can then be

formally defined as follows:

Modsty o ft) = [J Min(Mods(fi), <m).

MiModsty)

Example 1. Let i}> = (6 A c) V (->a A ->b A c) and

ft = (a A -<6) V (->& A ->c). There are three models of

ip, namely, M\ = {a,b,c}, M2 = {-^a,b,c} and A/3 =

{->a,->6,c}, and three models of ft, N\ = {a,-<b, c},

N2 = {->a,->b, ->c} and N3 = {a,->6, -ic}. Only N\

is minimal with respect to Mi; with respect to M2

both N\ and N2 are minimal, and similarly with re

spect to A/3. N3 is not minimal with respect to any

of the models of xl>, and is thus ruled out. Thus,

Mods(tp o ft) = {NUN2}. O

The syntactic method we are about to propose gener

ates, for each tpi £ DNF(^>) and each disjunct ftj 6 ft,

a DNF formula f(rf>i,ft,ftj). The updated database

is the disjunction of all such formulas. Notice first

that this function is independent of any other disjunct

xj)j; that is, each disjunct in DNF(ip) can be updated

independently1.

If ft consisted of a single disjunct ftj , then it is easy to

see that the desired value for this function should be

the formula 6 = /\((ipi — Difl{il>i,ftj)) U ftj). For it is

clear that in this case, for any model M of ipi the only

"closest" model N of ftj with respect to M would be

the one differing from M in exactly the set of symbols

(if any) which make ^ and ftj inconsistent; thus N

must satisfy as many literals in 0,- as are consistent

with ftj, and thus be a model of 6. However, in the

presence of other fit € ft, this is no longer sufficient.

N might well be minimal with respect to Af in the

set of models of ftj , but not in the set of models of

ftj V ftk • The way to solve this is to add to 6 some

'This is a property shared by all KM-operators,

corresponding to KM-postulate (U8): (V>i V V2) *

ft is equivalent to (V"i * /*) V (^2 o ft).
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literals so as to make it inconsistent with (some of) the

other disjuncts pt-. The completeness of the method

is achieved by doing this in all possible ways. We now

make this precise.

Define the difference between two conjunctions of liter

als xpi and (ij as the set of literals in %l>i whose negation

is in fij , i.e

Diff{rt>i,Hj) = {/ G ft | --/,• € m).

For any pj G p and ft G DNF(V>), define

The idea here is that we can ignore disjuncts (in the

sense that we do not need to negate any of its literals to

add it to the formula computed for fit) whose models

must differ from any model of rpi at least in as much

as models of pj itself. Next, for any two Pj,pt G p

and any rpi G DNF(0), define:

neg+iiPktHj) = {-*l\l€pk -(tpiUpj)}.

This identifies literals in pt which can be profitably

negated and added to the formula for pj. Note in

particular that this will prevent us from negating any

literal in ZtyflVi,/^)- Finally, if p%{(pj) = {pi,...,pi}

then

neg^(p*{pj)) = {p*k G neg^,(pupj)x- ■ xneg^^p^pj)

| (i% is satisfiable},

where each p^ is treated as a conjunction2. This sim

ply makes sure that we add some complementary lit

eral for every useful disjunct, as is made precise in the

next result. (I'll drop the subscript ^,- from now on

when using any of these functions, since the context

will always make clear the appropriate subscript.)

Theorem 1 (Syntactic equivalent of PMA update.)

\l>op = \J J{4>i,p,pj),

V,€DNF(V)

where f(ipi,p,Pj) =

false

ifp*(pj) = 9

Thus, taking the disjunction of these formulas, we ob

tain tp o ft = (a A ->6 A c) V (->a A -<6 A ->c), as de

sired. Notice that in the second line, where we are

computing the formula corresponding to V>i = 6Ac and

pi = ->&A-ic, we have that /\((tl>\-Diff{ipi,pi))Up2) =

->6A-<c. Without the addition of {->a} G ne</(|i*(/ij)),

this formula would yield an incorrect model. D

We show next that, for the special case of clausal

and NNF databases, it suffices to compute the update

of the subset of the database consisting of clauses or

top level conjuncts sharing some propositional symbols

with the update formula.

Lemma 2 // V'i is a conjunction of literals, then for

any xpu C {I £ Vi I Props(l) g Props(p)}, ipiS =

ft - fti,

ft o/i = (feo/i)A^u.

This lemma tells us the result of updating a conjunc

tion of literals ft with an arbitrary formula p depends

only on the set of literals in ft whose negation occurs

in p. Now we can prove:

Theorem 3 Lei ip be a database in conjunctive (nega

tion) normal form, with clauses (top-level conjuncts)

ci,c2,...,cn. Let Vs = {ci G V> | Props(a) n

Props(p) ^ 0} be the set of top level conjuncts shar

ing some propositional symbols with p, and let ft/ =

ip — fts . Then

ij>op = (ips <>/*) Aft/.

It is easy to see that this theorem has a dramatic ef

fect on the cost of computing the update. Update

formulas will typically be rather short; assuming that

any particular symbol occurs only in a few number of

clauses or top level conjuncts, this makes the cost of

the update largely independent of the total size of the

database, since all other conjuncts can be ignored.

3 PRIORITIZED PMA UP

DATE

V A((^ - DiM^i^:)) U Pj U p%) otherwise

Example 2. Let V and p be as in example 1. Then

f(b hc,p,af\-*b) = aA-<6Ac

f(b A c,/i,->6A ->c) = ->aA->6A-'C

/(ia A -<6 Ac,/i,a A-i6) = aA~>6Ac

f(-<a A ->6 Ac,p,->b A ->c) = ->aA->6A->c

ifneg(p*(pj)) = 0 We will often want to treat some facts in the world as

less likely to change than others, and minimize changes

in the former before minimizing changes in the latter.

With this purpose, [Winslett, 1988b] defines a priori

tized version of PMA update. Formally, we partition

the set of symbols in the language into sets or strata

»!,...,«„ in descending order of priority, i.e. p G s,

has higher priority than q G sj iff i < j3. By extension,

we will say that a literal is in a stratum if its symbol

2 Alternatively, nejVi (/**(/*.>)) can De defined as

3 We can also use this device for associating priorities

with a formula tj> rather than only with symbols. To do this,

we introduce a new symbol p and add the protected formula

p = 0 to the database, assigning p to the desired priority

level. Protected formulas are introduced in section 5.
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is in it. Let I\\, represent the restriction of interpre

tation I to the set of symbols s. Define the difference

at stratum s* between two interpretations I and M as

Diffk(I,M) = Di&I\\.>M\.>), and let

PDtff[I,M) = {DxMLM), ■ ..,Diffn(I,M))-

For any interpretations M, I, J, we say that / <j^ J

iff for every 1 < Jb < n

if I\\ti = J\\t. for every 1 < t < k, then

DiffuVM) C Diffk(J,M)-

(As usual, I <& J iff / <& J but J £& /.). Then

op is defined by:

Modsty oP n) = (J Min(Mods(n), <£).

M€Mods{<(i)

We can obtain a syntactic characterization of priori

tized PMA update by modifying the definitions in the

previous section to make them sensible to the priority

ordering.

For two conjunctions of literals rpi and fij define:

PDiftnj ,th) = (DiffiUtj ,i>{), ..., Diffn{Hj ,&))

We can again order the various PDiffdij ,^>,) by <£ . ,

defined as: PDiff{^,%l>i) <£ PDiff(n?,\l>i) iff there ex

ists 1 < h < n such that Diffh(t*i,ipi) C Diffh(l*2,ii>i)

and for every 1 < j < h, Diffj(m,ipi) C Diffjfatfi).

We can now redefine the function /i*(/ij) (dropping, as

usual, the subscript xpi):

fpiHi) = {A** € ii | PDiRiijrti) g£ PDiftpk,1>i)}*.

Define

negh((ik,fij) = Wi € «a | /i € Hk - (V"i U/i,)}.

(This differs from neg^t as defined in the previous sec

tion in the restriction to literals in a given stratum.)

For each /i* € l*p(f*j)i there must exist some h < n

such that Diffh(rpi,(ij)£ Diffh(ipi,fik), since otherwise

PDiftjijdi) {$. PDiffjik,1>i) entails PDiftfij ,*) =

PDiff(nk,ipi)- For each such /it, let fcmj„ be the small

est integer with this property. Then

negp(fik,fij)= (J negh{nk,fij).

l<A<*mM>

Finally, if /iP(/i;)= {pi,...,/*j} then

neg(ii*P(nj)) = {/4 G neg(fiunj) x • • • x neg(m,tij)

| /4 is satisfiable}.

4We write PDi£f{n},il>i) <£ PDiff(nk,il>i) iff ei

ther PDiffin,^,) = PDifttik,!/,,) or PDiffitij^i) <£

/>£#(/*, ,V>.)

Theorem 4 (Syntactic equivalent of PMA prioritized

update.)

\I>0PH= \f fp{il>i,H,Hi),

Vi€DNFM

wAere//>(V>,-,/i,/ij) =

( A((lfc - fli/Rfc ,/ii )) U n ) if /ipifij ) = 0

false if neg(n*p(fij)) = 0

V /\(Wi ~ DiM4>i ,N )) U /ij U pt ) oiAertcwe

Note that fp(ipi,(i,fij) is exactly like f(ipi,n,(ij) in

theorem 1. However, in general fip(fij) C fi*((ij) and

similarly ne</(/*f> (/*;)) C ney(/i*(/ij)). Thus the num

ber and size of the formulas generated in prioritized

update will often be smaller than in the basic case.

Again, we can restrict our attention in clausal form or

NNF databases to top level conjuncts sharing propo-

sitional letters with the update formula.

Theorem 5 Let xj) be a database in conjunctive (nega

tion) normal form, with clauses (top-level conjuncts)

ci,c2,...,c„. Let Vs = {ci € rp \ Props{a) (~l

Props{n) ^ 0} be the set of top level conjuncts shar

ing some proposiiional symbols with fi, and let ipu =

ip-ips. Then

ipoppi = {ipsopf*) A^y.

4 ALGORITHMS

The syntactic results of the previous section can be

easily transformed into algorithms for computing the

updated database, both in the basic and the prior

itized case. For the sake of exposition, we describe

first a simple algorithm which directly translates the

results in the previous sections; we consider later im

provements over this basic structure.

The top level procedure simply iterates over each ipi €

DNF(V\s), with the main work being done by Update-

Conj, which computes the update for each disjunct in

the DNF formula.

Procedure PMA-Update^,/*)

Input: An NNF database rj>, with top conjuncts ct,Cj,. .

A DNF update formula fi, with disjuncts /i;,/i,,,

Output: The updated database ifio/i in CNF or NNF,

where o represents Winslett's PMA update operator.

1. Index the disjuncts of fi by the literals occurring in

each of them.

2. fa ■= {c, G i> | Propsia) D Props(n) ^ 0}

3. i>u ■= V> - V>5

4. Formulas := 0
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5. Compute one V"i G DNF(^s)

6. Formulas := Append(Formulas,Update-Conj(V>i,/*))

7. Go to step 5, until no more V>,'s remain.

8. Unmark the literals of ft.

9. Return rpu A V(NewFormulas).

This returns a NNF updated database. Replace

V(NewFormulas) by CNF(NewFormulas) in line 9 if

the desired output format is CNF.

Procedure Update-Conj(V,t,A*)

/* Output: ViO/i /*

1. Formulas := 0

2. For each fij £ ft do

3. InitForm := A((V-< - DifttPi ,w )) U n )

4. Diff= Dijftfijrfi)

5. If Diff = 11 /* fi*{fij) must be empty too. /*

6. then Formulas := Push(InitForm,Formulas)

7. else Formulas := Append(Formulas,

Get-Final-Formulas(/i,/ij,Dirf,InitForm))

8. Return Formulas

Procedure Get-Final-Formulas(/j, /ij,Diff,InitForm)

/* Output: The set of formulas f(tpi,fi,fij)./*

1. Neg := Get-Neg(^M,-,DirT) /* neg{fi*{H)) /*

2. If Neg = NIL /* fi*(iij) = 0 /*

3. then return (List (InitForm))

4. else if Neg = 0

5. then return NIL

6. else NewFormulas = 0

7. for each /ij G Neg do:

8. Push(InitForm A/iJ .NewFormulas)

9. Return NewFormulas.

Procedure Get-Neg(/i,/jj,Diff)

/* Output : neg{ft*{N)) /*

1. A»*(Pj) =={/**€ Ml Diff £fik)

2. If/i*(/i,) = 0

3. then return NIL

4. else NegSets := {neff(/it,/ij) | fik G /**(/*>)}

5. If Member(0,NegSets)

6. then return 0

7. else return DNF(NegSets)

An algorithm for prioritized PMA update can be ob

tained by using PDiffcfij,\l>i) instead of Dijftfij ,ipi)

throughout, and modifying Get-Neg to compute

fip(fij) and neg(fip(fij)) instead of fi*{fij) and

neg(fi*(fij)). In the next subsection we provide details

of how to do this without any increase in complexity.

4.1 COMPLEXITY

There are many possible improvements over this basic

structure, but the analysis of its complexity is suffi

cient to bring out the major factors affecting the per

formance of the algorithm. We will ignore the cost of

retrieving V"s and assume that the desired output for

mat is NNF rather than CNF (so that we don't need

to convert tf>s o/i to CNF). The worst case complexity

of both algorithms when the input database is in CNF

is bounded by:

o«ni«i)(M<*-.)w-1)). (i)

Vs

Here |c,| represents the size (number of literals) of the

clause cj, with the product taken over all clauses in

V's; Umax is the maximum size of a disjunct in fi, and

\ft\ the number of disjuncts in ft. Since ft will typically

be quite small, the crucial factor is clearly F] . |c,|,

which represents the worst case number of disjuncts in

DNFtys).

In general, the size of rps will be very small relative

to the total size of the database. Still, the cost is es

sentially exponential on the size of ^5 , and the ques

tion is whether V's will be sufficiently small in absolute

terms to make this affordable. The question is thus not

whether the algorithms can be used in all situations,

but how large are the problems they can handle. The

answer depends on whether the database is sufficiently

"local", in the sense that any particular symbol will

occur only in a few clauses. In that case, and given

that the update formula will typically be quite small,

</'s will also be small, and the problem appears fea

sible. To what extent this assumption of "locality"

is satisfied in practice is an open question. At least

for random databases, our experimental results sug

gest that rather large databases can be handled, as

discussed later. Notice also that the introduction of

priorities, which does not affect complexity, can have

a positive effect on the feasibility of a problem.

Equation (1) should be seen only as a very rough up

per bound. First, clauses in V's will by definition tend

to share symbols, which means that many potential

disjuncts of its DNF will be either inconsistent or sub

sumed by others. Second, the analysis that follows

will often sacrifice lower bounds for the sake of a more

readable final result. The second point is mostly of

theoretical interest, since it affects only the cost of

Update-Conj. The first point, in contrast, has major

practical implications.

The cost of PMA- Update is the sum of the costs of

marking and unmarking ft (lines 1 and 8), plus the cost

of computing DNF(V"s)i plus the cost of Updaie-Conj

times the number of iterations. The latter is the same

as the size of DNF(V>s), whose worst case is FJ . \q\.

DNF(rps) can be computed by a depth first search of

the so-called "matrix" representation of a set of clauses

[Blasius and Burckert, 1989]. In this representation,

clauses are seen as ordered, and as consisting of a set

of nodes (one for each literal occurrence) with outgo

ing edges linking each literal in a given clause to each

literal in the next clause. The cost of this traversal

equals the worst case size of the DNF formula, and it,
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together with the cost of marking and unmarking, will

disappear after simplification.

In fact, using a clever scheme of markers the traversal

can be made at the same asymptotic cost while en

suring that a good number of subsumed disjuncts are

not generated, that no inconsistent disjunct is gener

ated and that, when we are done generating a given

path (disjunct), the propositional letters occurring in

the disjunct are all marked with the truth value cor

responding to whether they ocurr positively or nega

tively in the disjunct. Similarly, the goal of line 1 in

PMA-Update is to ensure that we can test in unit time

whether a given symbol occurs positively or negatively

in a given fij G ft.

The cost for each iteration in the main loop of PMA-

Update is the cost of Updaie-Conj , which in turn iter

ates over each fij G ft- The cost for each pj is the cost

of computing InitForm and Diff, plus possibly the cost

of Get-Final-Formulas. We assume that each path is

split into two sets, one containing literals with letters

which occur in ft, and the other containing all other

literals. Then InitForm can be computed simply by

traversing the first subset (of size at most \ft\ftmax),

collecting those literals whose symbols do not occur in

fij ; this occurrence can be checked in unit time. After

collecting these literals, appending fij and the second

set to the result gives us the desired formula. Diff can

be computed in pace with this traversal, since occur

rence in ips can also be checked in unit time as a side

effect of the depth first traversal. So the cost for this

part is 0{\fi\fimax) per iteration.

The cost of Get-Final-Formulas is the cost of Get-Neg

plus the number of formulas returned by this proce

dure. To compute ft* {fij), Get-Neg can simply tra

verse Diff for each fit; checking whether / G Diff is

in fit is again unit time, and thus computing ft*{ftj)

takes a total of \fi\fimai- To compute Neg-Sets, we

compute neg(fik,fij) for each /j* G ft* (fij)). For

this, it suffices to traverse fik, since the literals are

marked both by their presence in fij and by their

presence in fa. So NegSets takes again 0(\fi\ftmax)

time. Finally, we have the cost (/imar)''i ^^' <

(/Jmax)''4'-1 of computing DNF(NegSets), for a to

tal cost for Get-Neg of 0{\ft\ftmax + (^ma*)1"1-1)-

Since DNF(NegSets) returns at most (/imM)l"*(',')l <

(/'mai)''1'"1 formulas, Get-Final-Formulas is thus

0(\ft\fimai + (/im..)!"!"1). Putting all together,

Update-Conj takes timeO(|/i|(|/i|/imai+(^max),*'l~1)),

which simplifies to 0(|/i||/ima*|''J'-1) for sufficiently

large values. Equation (1) then immediately follows.

To show that the prioritized update algorithm has the

same complexity, we assume that PDiffcfij ,fa) is com

puted just as Diff{ftj,tpi), with its ordered structure

kept implicit in the priorities of the symbols occur

ring in it. Then it suffices to show that ftp(ftj) and

neg(fip(ftj)) can be computed at the same cost as

its non-prioritized counterparts. For the former, tra

verse Diff(ftj ,fa) as before, testing for each of its lit

erals its membership in fit, and recording Jbm,„ (as

defined earlier) during this traversal. Set fc = jfcm,„ if

DifKt*j,fa) <£ fik, or set k = n + 1 otherwise. Then

traverse fit- It is easy to see that PDifftfij ,fa) <£

PDiff^ftie ,fa) iff there is some literal I E fit with / G sm

for m < Jb such that ->l G fa but / £ fij; for in this case

(and only in this case) we have that for every h < m,

Diffhihj >il>i) Q Diffh(fik,4>i) and at the same time

Diffmifij ,fa) C Diffm(pk,fa)- If no such / is found,

then PDifKfij,\l>i) = PDifi{fik ,fa) iff * = n + 1. Thus,

we can tell whether ftK G ftp(fij) by two traversals, at

a cost 0(\ft\fimax) to compute the whole fip(fij), as

it was in the case of standard update. Jfcmi-n is com

puted as a side effect of this, at no extra cost, and the

elements of Neg-Set can then be computed as before,

except for ignoring literals in strata higher than jtmin .

4.2 OTHER DATABASE

REPRESENTATIONS

As discussed in the introduction, there are good rea

sons for focusing on CNF and NNF databases in the

design of update algorithms. It should be obvious from

the technical results presented that if the database is

instead stored in DNF format in the first place then the

cost of the update is linear in the size of the database

(and exponential in the size of the update formula,

but this size can be assumed to be bounded by a con

stant.) Alternatively, we can take a "model check

ing" approach ([Halpern and Vardi, 1991],[Grahne and

Mendelzon, 1991]), representing the database as a set

of models, each consisting of a collection of facts. We

can see each of the disjuncts in a DNF formula as an

specification of a partial model, and thus under the

model-checking approach our approach is again linear

in the size of the database.

5 PROTECTED FORMULAS

Any formula in the original database can become false

as a result of PMA update. This is often undesirable.

There will typically be some formulas which play the

role of domain constraints, which we want to "protect"

from becoming false.

Let the database %j> = fay U fao , where fa° is a set of

protected formulas and fay is the set of "manipulable"

formulas. An update operator ©c under constraints

can be simply defined as:

\l>oCfi = Vo(/*AVp)5,

'This definition, which is suggested by [Katsuno and

Mendelzon, 1989] in the context of revision rather than

update, is equivalent to the definition of PMA under con

straints in [Winslett, 1988b], and is supported by the con

struction presented in [Del Val and Shoham, 1992].
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i.e. we want to select interpretations in which both ft

and the protected formulas ipp are true, choosing those

in this set which differ minimally from the models of

the database. (Here, © can be either the basic or the

prioritized operator.)

Clearly, the algorithms in the previous section are in

adequate for this task; in particular, the assumption

that the size of the update formula is small would be

violated if we used this definition directly. We present

here some results which allow us to design suitable in

cremental algorithms with the potential to save a lot

of work.

Using the fact that PMA update satisfies the KM-

postulates and some results in [Katsuno and Mendel-

zon, 1991], we can show:

Lemma 6 // ip o ft implies ipp then ip o (ft A ipp) =

(ipoft) hipp.

Lemma 7 Let ip = ippUipM- For any ipp, if ipp f= ipp

and ip o (ft A ipp) implies ipp, then

ip o (ft A ipp) = ipp A(xpo(/i /\il<P)).

In terms of a database ip in clausal form, this implies

that any subset of the clauses in tpp can be conjoined

with ft to compute the update; the result is guaranteed

to be correct whenever the resulting formula entails

\pP.

One incremental algorithm using these facts could go

as follows. Check first that the update is legal, i.e.

that ft A ipp is satisfiable. Then select some (possibly

empty) ipp C tpp, and compute ipso(t*hipp) (where ips

is defined as in section 2, but in terms of ft Aipp rather

than ft alone), liipv A(ips<>((tA ipp)) entails ipp, then

exit: this is the result of the update. Else, add some

additional protected clauses to \pp and repeat.

Notice that the updated database ip o (ft A tpp) en

tails the constraints iff for each constraint c,- € ((ipp —

tpp) H ips), the formula (ipo(ftA ipp)) A -<Cj is unsatisfi-

able. Thus, we only need to check for constraints in ips

which are not in ipp, since constraints in ipu remain in

tact in the database, and those in ipp are guaranteed to

be entailed by the modified database. (Notice though

that tps varies in each iteration.) Furthermore, the

procedure is guaranteed to terminate with the correct

update when ipp = ippc C ipp, where ippc is the set of

protected clauses which are connected to the update

formula ft, in the sense that they share propositional

symbols with ft or with another connected clause.

To show this, define the set of connected clauses ipc

and the set of connected protected clauses ippc as fol

lows:

rp% = {ci £ ip | Props(ci) f~l Props(fi) ? 0}.

Vpc = i* € V-P I Props(a) 0 Props(rP0f A ft) # 0}.

rPc = {* e V I Propsia) D Props{i>np-J) ? 0}.

4>PC = ici £ tpp I Prop**) n Propsia) j4 0}.

tpc = ipQ for any n such that V"c = ^c+1-

rppc = ippc for any n such that ipPC = tpp^1-

Assuming a finite number of clauses in ip, both tpc and

ipPC are well defined and finite. The following lemma

tells us that ipc plays the same role with respect to

ft A ippc as ips with respect to ft.

Lemma 8 ipc = {c{[ € ip

rppc) * 0}-

Props(ci) fl Props{fi A

Theorem 9 Let ip = ip\f U ipp be a clausal form

database with ipp the set of protected clauses. Let ippc

and ipc be as defined above, and let ipv = ip — ipc-

Then

ipo(ftAipp) = ipph{ipo(ftAippc)) = tppAipuA(tpco(n^i>Pc))-

Thus, if the proposed incremental algorithm ends up

computing ip © (ft A ippc), then the conjunction of ipp

with the result is guaranteed to be the result of the

update.

The procedure described here might look expensive,

but checking that a database satisfies the constraints

is in general intractable. An incremental algorithm can

be seen as providing successive approximations which,

if we are lucky, might save us a lot of work. Nev

ertheless, much more research is needed in this area.

First, how should ipp be chosen at each stage so as

to maximize the chance of success while minimizing

cost?. Second, extensive preprocessing of constraints

is likely to be needed. Finally, there is a question of

whether we really need to use ft A ipp, thus effectively

reinserting part of the constraints in each update, or

we can instead use them as a filter for the set of formu

las generated by the normal update with ft, without

reinserting them. Notice that if the database is stored

as a set of models, rather than as a CNF or NNF for

mula, then checking for entailment of constraints is

polynomial, which greatly simplifies the task.

6 ANYTIME ALGORITHMS

Real-time constraints may require the interruption of

the update operation before it is completed. Under

these circumstances, we want to guarantee that a good

approximation to the intended result can be returned

at any stage of the execution of the algorithm, if it has

to be interrupted, and that the approximation gets

better with time. This requires the development of

"anytime" versions of the algorithms, in the sense of

[Dean and Boddy, 1988]. The answer can be approx

imated, for example, by providing an upper or lower
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bound on the set of models of the updated database.

Our algorithms are very well suited to providing this

lower bound. The set of models determined by the al

gorithms as correct grows monotonically in each itera

tion, and no incorrect model is ever generated. Thus,

the algorithms can be interrupted at any point, re

turning the answer accumulated so far. Notice how

ever that since some of the disjuncts xpi £ DNF(if>s)

will be inconsistent with ipu , some of the formulas re

turned by the algorithms will also be inconsistent with

xpu . Thus, if the algorithm is interrupted before pro

cessing some V"i G DNF(ips) consistent with V>t/, then

the resulting database will be inconsistent (and the

"lower bound" provided will be the empty set of mod

els). Preprocessing techniques appear most promising

in order to ensure that one such ipi is processed in the

first iteration.

This anytime procedure applies both to standard and

prioritized update. For protected formulas, we can use

a similar procedure, since no matter what \pp C xppc

we are using, we have that (rp o (fi A ipp)) A rpp entails

xp o (fi A rpp), and thus the accumulated result at any

point of execution will be at least as strong as the final

result, thus providing the desired lower bound of the

set of models of the update.

Notice also that rpy A fi provides an immediate upper

bound on the models of the updated database. At

this point, however, we do not know how to improve

this bound other than by computing the update to

completion.

7 EXPERIMENTAL

RESULTS

In this section we present some preliminary experimen

tal results about the performance of the algorithms

presented in this paper. To obtain those results, how

ever, some changes need to be made in order to obtain

an efficient implementation. We describe them next.

7.1 IMPLEMENTATION

The major problem with a simple-minded implementa

tion of the algorithms presented in this paper is that

they will often generate a huge, extremely memory-

hungry DNF. Many of the generated disjuncts, fur

thermore, will be subsumed by others, and therefore

could be safely ignored. But just because of this huge

size, checking for subsumption is out of the question.

Rather, we need to prevent subsumed disjuncts to be

generated in the first place. Furthermore, we should

take advantage of every opportunity to simplify Vs

previous to computing its DNF. After all, removing a

6-literal clause might reduce the size of the DNF by a

factor of 6!

In the implementation, rps wa* simplified after re

trieval by repeatedly applying the rewriting rules

(/ AH V c)) — /Ac;

('A(IVc)) - /;

where / is a literal and c a disjunction of literals. Both

rewriting rules preserve equivalence, and thus do not

affect the result of the update. Applying these rules is

essentially the same as running unit-resolution on rps,

and can be implemented in linear time. To maximize

its effect, the simplification was performed employing

all unit clauses in the database, plus the clauses in V;s-

In addition, as a result of this procedure some clauses

might be replaced by clauses which do not longer con

tain any occurrence of variables of ft. These clauses can

be removed from rps and stored back in the database.

We found this procedure extremely effective in reduc

ing the cost of computing updates.

A second procedure, somewhat more costly but also

very effective, was designed to prevent the generation

of subsumed disjuncts. The procedure is as follows.

After applying the rewriting rules, but before begin

ning the depth first search, we mark every literal /j,

in rps which occurs in more than one clause Cj £ rps

with the set C/(/fc) of clauses in which it occurs (rep

resented as a bit-vector). Whenever one such literal

is added to an evolving disjunct rpi, we store Ci(lh)

with V"i. Let C(rpi) be the set of sets of clauses thus

stored with rpi , and let Cj be the next clause to be pro

cessed. If Cj € \JC(rpi) then Cj can be skipped. (This

is equivalent to skipping a clause c;- whenever it con

tains a literal which is already present in the evolving

disjunct, and a more simple minded procedure would

include an equivalent test.) Otherwise, before adding

a literal It G Cj to rpi, we require that /* either occurs

in only one clause or both:

• Q(lk) n {Cl, . . .,€,_!} C \JC(rl>i); and

• For every C, G C(V>.), C;n{ci, . . . , c7_j} g Ci(lk).

It is not difficult to show that if /* fails any of these two

tests then there is a path (partial disjunct) through the

clauses up to the current one which strictly subsumes

*Pi U {'*}. and thus rpi U {Ik} can be pruned. Experi

mental tests on small random databases suggest that

this method eliminates a very large proportion of the

subsumed disjuncts that a more simple minded pro

cedure would generate. Again, this procedure has a

major effect on the efficiency of the implementation of

update. This is so because the size of rps will typically

allow for (bit-vector) subset tests which take a single

word operation, and thus take constant time.

There are many other small improvements over this

basic structure which cannot be described here in any

detail. The computation of the DNF of a clausal

database can be seen as a search for satisfiable paths

in the "matrix representation" of clausal databases

used in the connection method of theorem prov

ing (see [Blasius and Burckert, 1989; Bibel, 1987;
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Stickel, 1988]), which allows to import a whole set of

techniques for more efficient computation of the DNF

(these are not incorporated in the current implementa

tion). There are also ways to catch in advance formu

las in f{il>i,(i,Hj) which would be subsumed by other

formulas also generated by the procedure. In addi

tion, there is no need to store the complete DNF. For

example, if the update formula is a conjunction, we

only need to store, for each Vi, the set Li C ipi of

literals which do not occur in /i. The conjunction

of the update formula with the disjunction of these

smaller conjuncts is guaranteed to give the result of

the update. In fact, L< would only need to be stored

if it is minimal under the set inclusion with respect

to the corresponding Lj 's of other disjuncts. This has

the potential to greatly simplify the task of converting

the computed result to CNF if this is the desired out

put format. Slightly more complicated procedures can

be used for more complicated update formulas. Pre

liminary experiments suggest however that the cost of

checking for minimality is again too high.

7.2 RESULTS

In this section we present the experimental results of

performing updates with the basic PMA operator on

random databases. In designing the test suite, we

made the following considerations. First, since it is the

size of 4's rather than the total size of the database t/'

that matters, we fix the size of tp at a number high

enough to demonstrate that the algorithm can work

with large databases. The size of </'.s- is not chosen

explicitly, since this would defeat this same purpose.

Rather, we control it indirectly by varying the ratio

of clauses to variables and the size of the update. We

considered languages of 300, 600, 900 and 1200 sym

bols, and for each of them generated 50 databases with

1000 clauses. Each clause has a number of literals cho

sen randomly between 1 and 5 (except in the case of

the 300-symbol language, where we augmented this to

6 for reasons detailed below), with each letter negated

with probability 1/2. By varying the ratio of clauses to

variables, we potentially affect the number of models of

the database, and also the expected number of clauses

in which each symbol occurs, both properties with a

potential effect on the size of rps- The databases were

not checked for satisfiability, since this is not essential

for testing performance, except in so far as this would

make the update problem trivial. This is so when

the unit resolution-like procedure described above de

tects the unsatisfiability of the union of tps with the

database unit clauses. If this happened with respect to

any of the two updates with which the database was to

be tested, then it was replaced by a new database. The

reason for allowing 6-literal clauses in the 300-symbol

language was simply to make it easier for databases to

pass this test.

For each database, we randomly picked a 3-literal and

Table 1 : Experimental results: 1000-clause databases.

Max Best 40

Sym M H Median(50) Av. SD Fail

300 6 3 0.008 0.008 0.003 1

600 5 3 0.012-0.016 0.017 0.019 1

900 5 3 0.008 0.012 0.011 0

1200 5 3 0.012 0.013 0.014 0

300 6 6 0.016-0.020 0.024 0.023 0

600 5 6 0.414-0.484 0.800 1.276 4

900 5 6 0.590-0.934 1.813 2.758 3

1200 5 6 0.340-0.359 1.149 2.478 4

a 6-literal conjunction from the given vocabulary, and

computed the result of updating it with each of them,

returning an NNF database. The algorithm, with the

modifications described above, was implemented in

Lucid Common Lisp and tested in a DEC-5000 work

station with 16Mb of memory. The results, summa

rized in Table 1 , suggest that indeed the algorithm for

basic PMA update greatly enlarges the set of feasible

problems6. Most test problems were solved very fast,

though a few of them exhausted the system memory

and were interrupted before completion. Occasionally,

a problem would take very long but was still solvable

before our patience ran out. Including these prob

lems in the averages would artificially inflate them.

We report instead the median time for updating the

50 databases (including failures) for each choice of pa

rameters, together with the average and standard de

viation for the best 40 results. These results are re

ported (in seconds) in columns 4, 5 and 6 in the table;

the last one indicates how many problems were inter

rupted before completion. Columns 1, 2 and 3 indicate

the parameter values: number of symbols in the lan

guage, maximum number of literals per clause, and

number of literals in the update formula.

These results clearly suggest that small updates can

usually be very efficiently handled even in large

databases. In the few cases in which the problem gets

out of hand, the availability of anytime algorithms en

sures that some useful results can be obtained. We

remark that the main problem is the memory require

ments of accumulating the result more than the ef

ficiency of the procedure, which is able to generate

very large results very efficiently. Storing the results in

disk as it is computed may alleviate this problem, but

the deeper problem is that, at least for NNF output,

database growth can be very large. We have not tested

yet the algorithms for CNF output. We conjecture

that database growth can be greatly limited in this

case, since the disjuncts generated by the procedure of

ten share most symbols. Though the conversion from

DNF to CNF is isomorphic to the opposite conversion,

6 Retrieval time for i/>s is not included. Rather, V>s was

precomputed and loaded as needed, to avoid filling memory

with irrelevant garbage.
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the procedures for CNF to DNF conversion described

in the previous subsection are only efficient when the

initial set of clauses is small (for DNF to CNF, when

the initial set of disjuncts is small); but since the ini

tial set of disjuncts generated by the update algorithm

is often very large, these procedures do no longer work

efficiently. We remark however that from the problem

solver or query processor perspective, what matters

most is that a correct updated database is available

for queries (and for further updates) as soon as pos

sible. Thus, we can generate the NNF output so that

the query processor can use it, and leave conversion

to CNF to a later process. If, as expected, conversion

to CNF greatly reduces the size of the update, then

database growth would only be a temporary problem,

one that we could live with in return for faster avail

ability of the updated database.

8 DISCUSSION

In this paper we have presented syntactic charac

terizations and algorithms for various update opera

tors. The characterizations are interesting in their own

right, and appear to be easily adaptable to other up

date operators based in the notion of minimal change

(e.g. operators based on cardinality counting of dif

ferences between models). We don't know of previous

work of this kind in this area. As described in [Del Val,

1992], closely related characterizations are also possi

ble for some AGM-like revision operators. The main

difference is that for revision some of the disjuncts in

the DNF database must be ignored, which can be seen

as a "model pruning" operation, and has (for CNF

and NNF databases) a significant negative impact in

complexity.

We have also provided algorithms to compute these

operators. These procedures greatly enlarge the set

of feasible update problems. Previous algorithms for

PMA update are all based on direct computation on

complete models. [Forbus, 1989] describes, in the con

text of qualitative physics simulation, a procedure that

appears to be an implementation of a variant of PMA

update based on cardinality counting. The method is

based on computing all possible states (models) during

the process of 'envisionment', and it is unclear whether

it can be used outside of this context. In a much more

general setting, [Chou and Winslett, 1991] have re

cently provided an architecture for model based revi

sion and update operators, for essentially propositional

databases . The details are rather tricky, but the basic

idea is to compute, for each model M of the database

ij; = ipp A ipM, a set of "result models", i.e. models of

%I>P A/i; and then remove those result models which are

not minimal with respect to M under the particular

measure of distance used. The remaining (or "final")

7[Chou and Winslett, 1992] report some more recent

results for restricted subsets of predicate calculus.

result models are exactly those in Min{Mods(n), <m)-

The complexity analysis they provide considers only

the generation of result models from a single model

of the original database. Thus, it ignores the genera

tion of models of r/>, the possibly exponential number

of such models, and the cost of testing result models

for minimality. Their analysis is difficult to interpret

intuitively in terms of readily ascertainable properties

of the database, but is exponential in the number of

literals changed in M by the update and in the height

of the search tree traversed during the generation of

result models. Finally, [Grahne and Mendelzon, 1991]

consider the problem of PMA update of a database

represented as a set of sets of "facts" , each such set un

der the closed world assumption. They present an al

gorithm for non-prioritized PMA update without con

straints which is linear in the size of the database thus

represented. They also observed that, in the absence

of protected formulas, the update of a given model is

independent of symbols not occurring in /i. Since the

models of the database restricted to the symbols of ji

are directly available, they can simply generate models

of n and test them for minimality with respect to the

database model on the letters of /i being processed. As

already mentioned, our algorithms can also be applied

under this "model checking" approach, and we expect

them to have better performance.

Procedures based on direct manipulation of the mod

els of the database might be adequate in situations of

almost complete information, in which there are only

a few models. The work of Chou and Winslett is par

ticularly interesting in this regard; due to its exten

sive preprocessing of constraints, their method might

well be better suited than ours to handle situations in

which there is a large set of constraints but only a few

models. Exploring techniques based in preprocessing

of constraints in our framework is one of the topics for

future research.

However, in situations of incomplete information (as

most common sense reasoning problems are), the num

ber of models can be exponential with respect to an

equivalent clausal representation of the database; in

these circumstances, the power of all previous meth

ods is quite limited. This is the problem that this

work begins to address. Though we did not actually

compute the number of models of our test databases,

it is easy to see that some of them (e.g. those in the

1200-symbol language) quite likely have a number of

models which we could not even think about storing

explicitly.

Other issues for further research are the extension of

the techniques described here to predicate calculus,

and the problem of subjunctive queries, i.e. the prob

lem of determining whether a formula follows from

the result of an update (without necessarily comput

ing the updated database). Grahne and Mendelzon

provide complexity results for subjunctive queries (see
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also [Eiter and Gottlob, 1991]) as well as algorithms

to answer these queries under their model-checking

approach. Given the close connection between PMA

update and circumscription ([Winslett, 1989; Del Val

and Shoham, 1992]), we are investigating the appli

cability of circumscriptive theorem provers (reviewed

in [Brewka, 1991]) to answering subjunctive queries in

clausal databases.

Acknowledgements Thanks to Yoav Shoham and

Marianne Winslett for detailed comments on a previ

ous version of this paper.
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Abstract

The objective of this research is to deter

mine what degree of synergistic behavior

can be achieved from combining reasoning

methodologies in a proper framework, where

the strengths of one methodology compen

sate for the weaknesses in another, and re

sult in a level of performance not achievable

by any of the methods individually. We se

lected four complementary reasoning meth

ods (case-based reasoning, rule-based reason

ing, procedural reasoning, and model-based

reasoning) for research. The integrating

architecture modifies the traditional black

board problem-solving model to allow mul

tiple reasoning approaches to be combined.

A control algorithm for the system is derived

from heuristics for employing each of the in

dividual reasoning methods and established

blackboard control principles. A prototype

demonstrates the production of a synergistic

effect by diagnosing faults in a subsystem of

the Hubble Space Telescope. Four aspects of

the synergism are noted: cooperation, confir

mation, refutation, and follow-up. We define

these terms and discuss the power gain pos

sible with a integrated reasoning approach to

a problem-solving task.

1 Introduction

Earlier research [Skinner 88, Skinner & Luger 91]

strongly suggested that the best approach to many

problem-solving tasks may not be through a single

method of reasoning, but rather by allowing several

reasoning methods to be blended together. This view

is compatible with that of researchers in the larger

field of hybrid representation in which systems employ

two or more integrated subsystems, each with distinct

representation languages and inference systems. Re

searchers often cite the ease of expression and increase

in efficiency from allowing specialized languages as the

major advantages of using hybrid representation [Mc-

Skimin k Minker 79, Cohn 89, Frisch 89].

The blending of reasoning methodologies raises ques

tions about the relationship between diverse knowl

edge representations and the control of an architec

ture for their integration. In our current research

we analyze selected reasoning methodologies and use

this analysis to design a system that benefits from

their individual strengths while minimizing their re

spective weaknesses. The belief is that combining rea

soning methodologies in the proper framework can re

sult in synergism. We have designed such a frame

work through modifications to the traditional black

board problem-solving model.

We developed a prototype for diagnosing faults in

the Hubble Space Telescope Reaction Wheel Assembly

and observed synergism through interactions best de

scribed as cooperation, confirmation, refutation, and

follow-up. The remainder of this paper provides an

analysis of the reasoning methods employed, a descrip

tion of the prototype, an explanation of the interac

tions observed, and an analysis of their benefits.

2 Synergistic Reasoning

Synergistic reasoning occurs when a system employ

ing multiple reasoning methodologies is able to solve

problems that cannot be solved by any single method.

To develop such a system it is necessary to select rea

soning methods that are complementary, as opposed to

redundant, and to design and develop a structure capa

ble of supporting their use in an opportunistic manner.

The four reasoning approaches selected for integration

are: case-based reasoning (CBR), rule-based reasoning

(RUR), conventional (or procedural) reasoning (CR),

and model-based reasoning (MBR). We designed an

architecture for integrating the reasoning methodolo

gies by modifying the traditional blackboard architec

ture. We call the resulting system the Synergistic Rea

soning System (SRS).
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The difference between SRS and the traditional black

board model can be understood by contrasting analo

gies. A common analogy used to describe the tradi

tional blackboard model is that of a group of people

trying to assemble a jigsaw puzzle on a large sticky

blackboard. Each member of the group looks at his

or her pieces to see whether any fit with the pieces al

ready on the blackboard. If so, those with appropriate

pieces go up to the blackboard and update the evolv

ing solution. The new updates cause other pieces to

fall into place, allowing additional pieces to be added.

The entire puzzle can be solved in complete silence -

there is no need for direct communication between the

individuals. The apparent cooperative behavior is me

diated by the state of the solution on the blackboard

[Engelmore 88, Luger k Stubblefield 93].

An analogy for SRS is a person taking a closed-book

test. All of the knowledge to be used during the test

is self contained. However, the person is likely to use

several different methods of reasoning while taking the

test including relying on past experiences, employing

heuristics, following procedures, or developing a men

tal model of a problem. These approaches roughly

correspond to the machine reasoning methods of CBR,

RBR, CR, and MBR respectively.

Implementing this approach requires a fundamental

modification to the blackboard model. Rather than

partitioning the domain knowledge functionally into

knowledge sources, SRS segments the problem-solving

approach into reasoning modules, with each individual

module employing one of the reasoning methodologies.

The system dynamically switches between the reason

ing modules as necessary to solve the problem.

This approach produces a synergistic effect through

cooperation, confirmation, refutation, and follow-up.

Cooperation allows the individual reasoning modules

to post partial solutions, enabling the system to solve

problems that could not be solved by any single mod

ule. Thus, one module posts a partial solution not ob

tainable by any of the other modules, and while this

module might not be able to generate the entire so

lution, one of the remaining modules, also unable to

generate the desired solution from the original prob

lem, is able to do so based on this new result.

Confirmation allows reasoning modules to verify re

sults from other modules. As an example, when the

RBR module recommends a tactic for solving a prob

lem, the CBR may be able to provide past cases in

which the tactic was successful. Confirmation is used

to increase confidence in the conclusion or to choose

between two competing tactics for problem solving.

Refutation is the ability of one reasoning module to re

fute conclusions of another module. That is, while in

complete information may cause one reasoning module

to arrive at an incorrect conclusion, a second module

may have information that disputes this conclusion.

Using the same example as above, the CBR may be

able to demonstrate that past attempts at solving the

problem with the tactics proposed were unsuccessful.

Again, this is used to increase confidence in a conclu

sion or to select between competing proposals.

Follow-up searches for trends in the conclusions of the

system indicative of deeper problems. As an example,

CBR may be used to detect repeated adjustments to

a system that alleviates a problem only temporarily.

This repeated occurrence of the problem is then seen

as symptomatic of a deeper problem.

A Survey of the Selected Reasoning

Methodologies

We wished to design an architecture that capitalizes

on the strengths of each reasoning methodology while

compensating for their individual weaknesses. As an

initial step, each of the four selected reasoning method

ologies were evaluated; a summary of their character

istics is shown in Table 1. A detailed analysis and

explanation of the table can be found in [Skinner 92].

Obviously this is a partial list, one which will grow

as research continues. The table reveals advantages

unique to each individual reasoning method. Specif

ically, CBR employs historical knowledge and offers

shortcuts, error checking, and insight. RBR employs

experiential knowledge and offers speed, high perfor

mance in a limited domain, and modularity. Conven

tional reasoning employs procedural knowledge and

offers simplicity, correctness, and verifiability. MBR

employs structural knowledge and offers robustness,

transferability, and causal explanations.

The disadvantages of each reasoning methodology in

Table 1 can often be compensated for by one of the

other reasoning modules. Cases can supplement in

complete or inconsistent rules by providing exceptions,

interpretations, examples, and explanations; and can

reduce the time requirements for MBR by recording

results or explanations for future use. Rules can im

prove performance of CBR in almost all aspects of the

process (i.e., bootstrapping, anticipating problems, in

dexing, modifying cases, verifying solutions) and can

enable a MBR system to respond faster, search mod

els more efficiently, include experiential knowledge,

and focus reasoning. Models can improve CBR with

causal explanations and can improve the robustness

and explanation capabilities of RBR. In addition, each

methodology can act as a backup in case of failure of

the other methodologies.
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Table 1: Characteristics of Reasoning Methodologies (Summary).

Method Advantages Disadvantages

CBR ability to employ historical knowledge lacks fundamental knowledge of domain

complexity issues with large case base

hard to define criteria for matching

hard to define criteria for indexing

difficult to construct/maintain index

allows shortcuts in reasoning

avoids past errors

no domain model required

existing cases for some domains

knowledge acquisition relatively easy

coding relatively easy

clever indexing can add insight

RBR ability to employ experiential knowledge

modularity eases construction k. maintenance

high performance possible in limited domain

simple method of providing explanations

rules map naturally onto search space

rules are easier to trace and debug

steps in process are open to inspection

separation of knowledge/control

lacks fundamental knowledge of domain

cannot solve unforseen problems

rapidly degrades near edges of domain

explanations often inadequate

knowledge is task dependent

difficult to verify heuristics

multiple experts may disagree

CR ability to employ procedural knowledge

correct answers when problem is constrained

proven V&V techniques exist

simple implementation

must have algorithm for task

difficult to incorporate heuristics

MBR ability to employ structural knowledge lacks experiential knowledge of domain

robust CPU/ time intensive

knowledge transferable between tasks requires an explicit domain model

can provide causal explanations

versatile

Controlling Multiple Reasoning

Paradigms

We derived a control algorithm suitable for a syner

gistic approach by combining principles for controlling

blackboards with the findings from the survey of the

reasoning methodologies. This algorithm is exercised

by an Executive Module (EM) which is responsible for

coordinating the problem-solving process.

In blackboard terms, scheduling knowledge sources to

minimize the number of steps in a problem-solving ses

sion is known as the focus of attention . The developers

of HEARSAY-II identified five fundamental principles

for controlling the focus of attention [Hayes-Roth 77].

While these principles are defined in terms of knowl

edge sources, we have adapted them to the control of

reasoning modules. The principles are:

(1) The competition principle: the best of several local

alternatives should be performed first. This governs

behavioral options which are locally competitive in the

sense that a definite outcome of one may obviate the

others.

(2) The validity principle: knowledge sources oper

ating on the most valid data should be executed

first. Everything else constant, the preferred knowl

edge source should be the one working with the most

credible data.

(3) The significance principle: knowledge sources

whose responses are most important should be exe

cuted first. This principle ensures the most important

steps are performed first.

(4) The efficiency principle: knowledge sources which

perform most reliably and inexpensively should be ex

ecuted first.

(5) The goal satisfaction principle: knowledge sources

whose responses are most likely to satisfy processing

goals should be executed first.

When applied in the context of SRS, these principles

led to the following set of general heuristics. From

Principle (1), recommendations should be followed in

order of their specificity, likelihood, and frequency.

From Principle (2), recommendations should be exe

cuted according to their confidence values. From Prin

ciple (3), suspected catastrophic or time critical rec

ommendations should be capable of preempting other

tasks. From Principle (4), the most efficient reason

ing modules should be used first. From Principle (5),

top-level goals should have priority over sub-goals.

Additional heuristics derived from the advantages of

each methodology as given in Table 1 suggest that:
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(1) CR should be used whenever a polynomial-time

algorithm exists; (2) CBR should be used if no specific

recommendation is present, and as a means of error

checking; (3) each of the reasoners should be used as a

failure backup to the others; (4) RBR should be used

for quick fixes, if no causal explanation is required, or if

time constraints are strict; (5) MBR should be used if

a causal explanation is required, but only if adequate

time is available; and (6) the results of the sessions

should be stored by the CBR module.

The resulting guidelines for a diagnostic application

are shown below grouped by the principle from which

they were derived. These guidelines are by no means

static - the intent is for the set to grow and to be

refined as dictated by results of continuing research in

integrating reasoning paradigms. While no priority is

intended, we chose to implement them in the order of

appearance.

From the efficiency principle:

(a) If two reasoning modules can perform a task,

choose the most efficient for that task.

(b) If status is nominal,

employ the CR module.

(c) If more than one reasoner can act on a goal,

employ in the order of RBR, CBR, MBR.

(d) If no specific recommendation is present,

employ the CBR module.

(e) If no specific recommendation exists &c CBR fails,

employ the MBR module.

(f) If no recommendation exists L CBR, MBR fail,

employ the RBR module.

From the competition principle:

(g) If multiple components are suspected,

diagnose the most specific (lowest level).

(h) If multiple recommendations exist,

perform the one closest to isolating a fault.

(i) If multiple components are suspected,

diagnose the least reliable.

(j) If multiple components are suspected.

diagnose the one with the most recommendations.

From the significance principle:

(k) If a symptom could be catastrophic,

diagnose that symptom first.

(1) If a recommendation is time critical.

perform it first.

From the strengths of the individual methodologies:

(m) If time is constrained,

employ RBR.

(n) If no causal explanation is required,

employ RBR.

(o) If causal explanation required & time allows,

employ MBR.

(p) If the diagnosis session is complete,

employ CBR to store session results.

From the goal satisfaction principle:

(q) If multiple goals exist,

act on the top-level goals first.

From results of current research:

(r) If a fault has been diagnosed,

initiate confirmation, refutation, &; follow-up.

Guideline (a) states the most efficient and reliable rea

soning module will be used to solve a problem; this is

the general case for all reasoning modules. Guidelines

(b)-(f) implement (a) for ordering the recommenda

tions of the four selected reasoning modules and se

lecting between competing modules to achieve goals.

Guideline (b) is the specific case in which no fault has

occurred. In this case, conventional algorithms ex

ist capable of handling the situation at a lower cost

(in terms of time and space requirements) and with a

higher reliability than any other reasoning method.

Guideline (c) presents the criteria for choosing be

tween competing reasoning modules to perform a task.

The priority used is to rely on RBR, then CBR, then

MBR. In general, robustness increases and efficiency

decreases in order of CBR, RBR, and MBR. By favor

ing RBR, a balance between robustness and efficiency

is achieved. CBR is selected second because it can be

executed quickly.

Guidelines (d), (e), and (f) handle the situation when

no specific recommendations are present. Under these

circumstances, the reasoning modules are prioritized

as CBR first, then MBR, then RBR. The Executive

Module forms a goal for the CBR to match on the list

of symptoms in the current session; the CBR module

returns a recommendation to diagnose the faulty com

ponent from a similar past case. Next, a goal is set

for the MBR to diagnose each of the components in

the list of suspected components (if the list is empty, a

goal is created to diagnose the model of the entire sys

tem). Finally, a goal is created for the RBR module to

diagnose the current list of symptoms and return ap

propriate recommendations. The rationale behind the

prioritization is that the information available favors

CBR over MBR, and MBR over RBR. At least one

symptom is guaranteed to be present (otherwise the

CR module would be in control), and the case base is

indexed by symptoms. The list of suspects provides a

focus for the MBR to diagnose the fault. While the

RBR may be able to diagnose the symptom, it was

unable to do so with the information available at the

time the symptom was first recorded.

Guidelines (g) and (h) are implemented by tracking

the level of the subcomponent suspected. The entire

system under diagnosis is designated Level 1 with all

direct subcomponents assigned to Level 2, and in gen

eral, subcomponents of a component on Level n are

assigned Level n+1 • Under this scheme, a fault iso

lated to Level n is at a lower level and more specific

than a fault isolated to Level n-1. For purposes of this
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research, a heuristic is employed that faults isolated

to a lower level are closer to isolating the fault; this is

strictly true only if all subcomponents have the same

number of levels.

Guideline (i) advises that the least reliable of the com

ponents suspected be diagnosed first because this is the

component most likely to be the cause of the fault.

This is implemented by comparing the values of the

Reliability slots of the components. Reliability is ex

pressed as the mean time between failure, in hours, for

the component.

Guideline (j) favors the most frequently proposed rec

ommendation. It is implemented by counting the num

ber of occurrences pending for each recommendation

and executing the recommendation with the highest

number of occurrences.

Guidelines (k) and (1) are from the significance princi

ple; catastrophic or time critical events should be han

dled first. Guideline (k) is implemented by diagnosing

catastrophic symptoms first. Guideline (1) is imple

mented by considering time-critical recommendations

first. Both catastrophic symptoms and time-critical

recommendations are application dependent and de

termined a priori.

Guidelines (m)-(o) arise from the strengths of the rea

soning methodologies and require knowledge of the

user's desires. They are implemented through mes

sages posted on the blackboard. That is, a user may

post that a causal explanation is required or that time

is constrained on the blackboard. The default values

are that a causal explanation is not required and time

is not constrained.

Guideline (p) dictates the problem-solving information

be stored for use in future diagnostic sessions. This is

accomplished by the CBR module.

Guideline (q) is due to the goal satisfaction principle.

Goals in the system are stored hierarchically; a top-

level goal may have sub-goals. This guideline is im

plemented by acting on top-level goals first (i.e., goals

without links to higher level goals).

Guideline (r) is a result of this research and the dis

covery of how SRS can produce synergism. It is imple

mented by posting the three goals when a diagnosis is

reached. Each module then responds according to its

ability.

5 The SRS Prototype

We constructed a prototype of the Synergistic Reason

ing System for diagnosing faults in the Hubble Space

Telescope (HST) Reaction Wheel Assembly (RWA).

The function of the HST RWA is to point the Space

Telescope at the proper area of the sky and keep the

telescope locked onto its target. The RWA functions

according to the principle of conservation of angular

momentum. When the telescope is stationary, the re

action wheel moves at a small speed to counteract the

torque caused by Earth's gravitational field. To move

the telescope, the speed of the reaction wheel is in

creased, causing the telescope to spin in the opposite

direction. When the telescope nears its proper orienta

tion, the spin is reversed and the telescope slows down.

There are four reaction wheels aboard HST, and the

sum of the torque forces generated by these wheels en

ables the telescope to rotate about an arbitrary axis

[Keller 90].

5.1 Structure for a SRS Prototype

The SRS prototype was implemented in a commer

cial shell known as the Generic Blackboard (GBB), a

toolkit based on the Common LISP Object System

(CLOS) [BBT 91]. GBB provides the facilities re

quired to construct a typical blackboard application

including the blackboard database, knowledge sources,

and the control shell.

SRS is a modified blackboard architecture with a hier

archical blackboard database, four reasoning modules

(i.e., CBR, RBR, CR, and MBR), and an Executive

(control) Module. The blackboard database has one

root blackboard and four blackboards as interior nodes

(one each for the individual reasoning modules). The

root blackboard has seven spaces: Status, Symptoms,

Suspects, Actions, Diagnosis, Recommendations, and

Goals. The interior blackboards each have a single

space to record local information.

The CBR module is implemented through GBB's

pattern-matching facilities. We currently maintain a

case base that includes a case number, the source of the

case (either actual or hypothetical), the list of symp

toms, the suspected components, the diagnosis, the

list of actions taken to correct the fault, and the result

(success or failure). The identification number comes

from a LISP function call to universal time; the case

number therefore serves not only as a unique identifi

cation number, but a means by which the CBR module

can employ temporal reasoning during follow-up.

The RBR module uses the embedded GBB/OPS infer

ence engine as a means of implementing a rule-based

system. The RBR module treats the symptoms and

goals of the problem-solving session as facts, assert

ing them into its knowledge base. It begins a data-

driven inference resulting in the creation of recommen

dations or actions to be taken. As it fires each rule,

the RBR module records its consequence on the RBR

blackboard.

While the CR module can be involved in the diag

nosis process, its primary purpose is to reason about

the domain in the absence of any faults. During nor

mal operation, the CR module posts messages from

the user on the blackboard concerning expected out
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ages or anomalies. When a fault is detected, the CR

module posts the symptoms on the blackboard and

surrenders control. The CR module for our prototype

is implemented in CLOS.

The MBR module diagnoses the suspected compo

nents to determine the likely cause of the symptoms.

The MBR module is implemented in CLOS and uses

the principle of locality. This principle considers how

components are connected (mechanically, electrically,

physically) to determine how behavior of one compo

nent can be influenced by another component [Davis

85].

The Executive Module (EM) exercises explicit control

over SRS by determining the order in which the rea

soning modules work on the problem and coordinat

ing the problem-solving process. It is implemented

through a combination of GBB's control shell, knowl

edge sources, and CLOS.

5.2 Cases for the Domain

Cases were constructed based on consultations with a

satellite analyst [Campbell 92]. A sample case is shown

below. The case number is universal time, representing

the number of seconds since midnight, January 1, 1900

GMT. The case number will be used as a unique identi

fication number and a means by which the CBR mod

ule can reason temporally during the follow-up phase,

searching recent actual cases for trends in diagnosis.

This rule states that if the sensor for RCE-bearing

is abnormally high, and nearby sensor readings are

normal, then there must be a malfunction within the

RCE-Bearing [Keller 90].

5.4 Procedures for the Domain

As noted in the section on control guidelines, the con

ventional reasoner is responsible for reasoning about

the environment as long as the status of the system is

nominal. For the HST RWA, the knowledge required

is the set of control algorithms that are currently used

onboard the vehicle. For purposes of the prototype,

the CR module implements a simulator for the atti

tude control system that enables the satellite to main

tain its correct position and attitude. The simulator

allows the user to change the attitude of the satel

lite relative to the Earth or to change the path of the

satellite around the Earth. The simulator fires the

thrusters as necessary to achieve the new position and

reflects the changes through graphics on the screen.

The CR module also acts as the interface between the

user and SRS. It allows the user to post messages con

cerning scheduled maintenance on the blackboard and

to induce a fault in any of the components of the HST.

The CR module provides access to the GBB graph

ics facilities which allow the user to view the objects

posted on the blackboard, examine their slots, and fol

low links from one object to another.

Case-Number: 2902248000 ;;; Dec 20 1991 1500

Symptoms: ((:weak-signal)

( xalibrate-pointing unsuccessful) )

Suspect: none

Actions: ((:cr :symptom-posted :weak-signal)

(:em -.check-prior-messages :none)

(:rbr :adjust-antenna :unsuccessful)

(:cr xalibrate-pointing unsuccessful)

(:mbr :diagnose-acs :acs-faulty))

Diagnosis: attitude-control-system

Result: successful

Source: actual

5.3 Rules for the Domain

The rules are a set of diagnostic associations relating

the readings of the temperature sensors to the possibil

ity of faults in the bearings or electronics. An example

of one such rule concerning the rotor control electron

ics (RCE) is:

IF Temperature of RCE-Bearing-Sensor is High,

and Temperature of RCE-Sensor is OK,

and Temperature of Tunnel-Sensor is OK

THEN Set Malfunction of RCE-Bearing to True.

5.5 Models for the Domain

The primary knowledge source for the models used in

the prototype of the SRS was a set of papers written

by researchers from NASA Ames and Stanford [Keller

90, Gruber 90] that cover the structural and func

tional models for the HST RWA. Secondary sources

were used to provide details for constructing models.

The structure and function of additional components

on which the RWA depends were taken from a satel

lite design manual [Wertz 91]. In addition, we held

knowledge engineering sessions with a satellite oper

ator [Garnham 90] and a satellite analyst [Campbell

92] to determine how failures in the system may reveal

themselves as symptoms. The resulting set of models

is a composition of the knowledge from these sources.

6 Sample Operation of SRS

We developed a scenario to test the operation of SRS

in which the onboard sensors detected a weak signal

from the ground station. The response of the system

is useful in depicting the four aspects of synergistic be

havior. The state of the blackboard at various points

is shown in the figures. An explanation of the events

that led to these states follows.
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6.1 Diagnosis of the RWA

The scenario begins during normal operations, with

the CR module active. When the signal strength falls

below a predetermined level, the CR module posts the

symptom on the blackboard and surrenders control.

The creation of a symptom causes the status to change

to a fault condition which, in turn, triggers the EM.

After determining the symptom is not due to sched

uled maintenance, the EM posts a goal to diagnose

the symptom. The RBR responds using a set of rules

that it has concerning the antenna adjustment which

allow it to increase the gain by ten percent or to cali

brate pointing. The RBR recommends an increase in

gain which boosts the signal and alleviates the prob

lem. The diagnosis is low-gain and (it would seem)

the diagnostic session is complete. The posting of the

diagnosis causes the EM to add three goals: confirm

the diagnosis, refute the diagnosis, and follow-up on

the diagnosis. This is SRS's method for error checking

and increasing confidence in the conclusion. The state

of the blackboard at this point is shown in Figure 1.

Status: fault

Symptoms : ( I : signal-weak) ( :gain-boosted-twice)

: calibrate—pointing :unsuccassful) )

Suspect : tttc

( ( : cr : symptom-posted

( : em : cneck-pnor-massage

( : rbr : adjust-antenna

< : cr : increase-gain

( : cbr : confirm

( :cbr: refute

( : cbr: follow-up

( : rbr : adiust-antenna

( : cr : calibrate-pointing

: weak-signal)

: successful)

: successful)

!ii
: continue-diagnosis)

: successful )

: unsuccessful) )

Diagnosis : none

Recommendations : ( : diagnosis : tt 6c)

Goals: none

increase-gain : antenna

calibrate : antenna

Conventional

symptom : signal-weak 1015)

symptom : pointing-failed1019)

Casef2908728000

Symptom : weak-signal

Diagnosis : low-gain

 

Figure 2: Sample Operation (cont'd). Through

follow-up and cooperation additional symptoms have

been identified. The CR module has recommended

that the TT&C subsystem be diagnosed.

Status: fault

Symptoms: (: signal-weak)

Suspect : antenna

((:cr : symptom-posted : weak-signal)

( : em : check-prior-message : none)

(: rbr: adjust-antenna : successful)

(:cr : increase-gain successful))

Diagnosis: low gain

ndations: none

Goals :((: refute :low-gain)

(: confirm : low-gain)

( : follow-up : low—gain) ) 

Figure 1: Sample Operation. The upper portion of

the figure shows the contents of the seven major spaces

of the top-level blackboard. The lower four boxes re

veals the contents of the individual modules.

The CBR confirms the actions taken are the correct

response for the given symptom by finding a past case

which resulted in success. Next, the CBR attempts

refutation, but cannot find any cases in which this

tactic was unsuccessful. During follow-up, the CBR

discovers that the gain has been increased twice in the

last three hours. This trend, seen as indicative of a

deeper problem, is posted as a new symptom and di

agnosis is continued.

The RBR recommends calibrating the pointing of the

antenna, but the CR module reports that calibration

failed. This is added as a new symptom and causes the

Tracking, Telemetry, and Control (TT&C) subsystem

to be suspected. The state of the blackboard at this

point is shown in Figure 2.

The MBR module constructs a model of the TT&C

subsystem and checks each point, but no fault is found.

At this point, the EM has no specific recommendations

and must rely on the predetermined guidelines. The

CBR module is used to search for past cases, retrieving

a case in which the antenna could not be calibrated due

to a fault in the attitude control system (ACS).

The MBR builds a model of the ACS and isolates the

fault to the RWA. It cannot, however, find any mal

function in the components of the RWA model. The

RBR module uses experiential knowledge to determine

the faulty behavior is due to a high ambient temper

ature in the bay and recommends opening a louver to

the outside to allow heat to dissipate; closed louver

is posted as the diagnosis. Once again, confirmation,

refutation, and follow-up are posted as goals.

No confirmation is found, but the CR refutes the di

agnosis - according to its data the louver is open. The

EM relies on the MBR to resolve the contradiction.

In diagnosing a model of the thermal control system

(which contains the louver), the MBR determines the

input to the louver motor is good, but the louver is

closed. The motor is determined to be bad and a

backup motor is employed. The final state of the black

board is shown in Figure 3. The results are stored by

the CBR module, the blackboard is scrubbed, and con

trol is returned to the CR module.
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Status: fault

Symptoms: ( { : weak-signal) ( :gain-boosted-twice)

] : cal ibrate-pointing-unsuccess ful )

' : ambient-temperature—high :rwa> )

Suspect : actuator- otor-A

Actions: {(:cr : symptom-posted

: am : cneck-pnor-messaga

: rbr : adjust-antenna

:cr : increase-gain

:cbr: confirm

: cbr : rafuta

: cbr : follow-up

: rbr : adlust-anterma

: ex : calibrate—pointing

: mbr : diagnosa—tt fcc

: cbr : racomaend

. : mbr : diagnose-acs

( : rbr : diagnose-rwa

(:cr : refute

( : mbr : diagnose-tbermal

{ : cbr : confirm

' : cbr: refute

: cbr : follow-up

: cr : switch—to

: weak-signal)

mono)

: successful)

: successful)

®
: continue-diagnosis )

: successful)

: unsuccessful)

:verified-sound)

: diagnose-acs)

: rwa-faulty)

: closed-louver )

: open-louver )

: actuator-faulty)

:0)

:0)

:none)

: actuator—B) )

 

signal-weak 1015)

pointing—failed

1019)

Caset2»08728000

Symptom: weak-signal

Diagnosis : low-gain

Casel290224B0O0

Symptom : calibrate- failed

Diagnosis : faulty—scs

antenna

amplifier

phase shifter

power-supply
ground ■ output

ace

earth-sensor

sun-sensor

rate—gyro

rwa

louver

actuator-A

actuator-B

Ice

sensors

 

Figure 3: Sample Operation Final State. The

fault has been isolated to the actuator motor. The

results will be stored by the CBR module for use in

future sessions.

6.2 Four Aspects of Synergism

This example illustrates the four aspects of synergistic

behavior: cooperation, confirmation, refutation, and

follow-up. While the original symptom was a weak sig

nal, the actual cause was the failure of an actuator mo

tor in the thermal control system. This failure caused

the louver to remain closed, thereby overheating the

reaction wheel assembly. This in turn prevented the

attitude control system from maintaining the correct

attitude, causing the antenna to be improperly cali

brated. As a result, the signal strength continually

degraded, and a weak signal was observed.

Individually, none of the reasoners would have re

sponded with a correct diagnosis. Both the CBR and

RBR modules would have attributed a weak signal to

low-gain. The CR module had no algorithm to solve

the problem. The MBR module would have diagnosed

the TT&C model, only to find all components were

sound. Yet, the reasoning modules were able to pro

duce a proper response by collaborating on the prob

lem.

Cooperation is the ability to construct a solution from

partial postings. Cooperation was apparent as the rea

soning modules worked together to isolate the prob

lem. The CBR used historical knowledge to determine

the inability to calibrate the antenna could be due to

a fault in the ACS. The MBR used structural knowl

edge of the ACS to isolate the problem to the RWA,

but, since heat flow was not included in the model, was

unable to determine the cause of the faulty behavior.

The RBR used experiential knowledge to identify the

source of the problem as a closed louver.

Confirmation, the ability of one reasoning module to

verify the results of another module, was demonstrated

by the use of the CBR module to increase the confi

dence of the decision to increase the gain of the an

tenna. While this was only a temporary fix, it was the

correct response for the available information.

Refutation was exercised when the CR reported that

the louver was already open. The RBR module had

incomplete knowledge of the current configuration of

the system, leading to an erroneous conclusion that

the louver was closed. The additional information pro

vided by the CR led to mediation of the contradiction

by the MBR.

Finally, follow-up is the ability to identify trends in

dicative of deeper problems. This aspect of synergistic

behavior occurred when the CBR noted the repeated

gain increase. Had this not been noted as a symp

tom of a deeper problem, an autonomous system might

have continued to increase the gain, without address

ing the underlying thermal problem which could even

tually cause permanent damage.

7 Conclusions

We have designed an architecture that allows diverse

reasoning paradigms to be integrated in a cohesive

manner. We have enhanced the advantage of this in

tegration by selecting four reasoning methods that are

complementary in that they provide a convenient man

ner to gather and represent contrasting knowledge.

During the knowledge engineering phase of develop

ment, the use of multiple approaches allows the prob

lem to be viewed from many angles, resulting in a more

complete picture of the domain. During execution, the

system employs this diverse knowledge in a collabora

tive fashion to capitalize on the collective advantages

of the methods shown in Table 1, while diminishing

the effect of their individual weaknesses.

The combination of the paradigms provides an ability

to employ historical, experiential, procedural, causal,

and structural knowledge during a problem-solving

session and thus enables SRS to solve all problems

solvable by any of the four reasoning methodologies

individually. The control guidelines developed from

established principles of blackboard control and our
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research of reasoning characteristics allow the system

to produce a synergistic effect through cooperation,

confirmation, refutation, and follow-up. The proto

type demonstrated this synergistic effect by solving a

problem that none of the individual reasoning method

ologies could solve.

While we have presented SRS as an approach to diag

nostics, it represents an efficient and robust problem-

solving model that can be applied to any domain suit

able for one or more of the four reasoning method

ologies employed. It also provides a basis for future

research in integrating reasoning paradigms.
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Abstract

As the demand for ever-larger knowledge

bases grows, knowledge base management

techniques assume paramount importance.

In this paper we show that large, multi-user

knowledge bases need concurrency control.

We discuss known techniques from database

concurrency control and explain their inad

equacies in the context of knowledge bases.

We offer a concurrency control algorithm,

called the Dynamic Directed Graph (DDG)

policy that addresses the specific needs of

knowledge bases. The DDG policy exploits

the rich structure of a knowledge base to

support the interleaved, concurrent execu

tion of several user requests, thereby improv

ing overall system performance. We give a

proof of correctness of the proposed concur

rency control algorithm and an analysis of its

properties. We demonstrate that these re

sults from concurrency control interact in in

teresting ways with knowledge base features

and highlight the importance of performance-

oriented tradeoffs in the design of knowledge-

based systems.

1 INTRODUCTION

Very large knowledge-based systems will soon

be commonly upon us. With this, issues that

have occupied the database world will come

to concern KR developers, although perhaps

complicated in interesting ways by the logical

interpretation of KR languages.

- Ron Brachman, AAAI-90 Invited Lecture.

As we build ever larger knowledge bases, it is reason

able to expect that the time will soon arrive when it

will no longer be viable or desirable to maintain mul

tiple copies of the same knowledge base for each one

of its users, nor will it be economically feasible to re

strict access to the knowledge base to one user at a

time. Instead, it is expected that multiple users will

share a single knowledge base which receives queries

and updates and interleaves their execution against the

knowledge base, thereby optimizing the deployment of

computing resources, both CPU cycles and space.

To make the problem more concrete, consider the con

struction of a large knowledge base, part of which is

stored in the primary storage and the rest in the sec

ondary storage1 . If query/update requests from users

are processed sequentially, the system will remain idle

while waiting for a disk access to complete (see Figure

1(a): dark dots and vertical lines correspond to the re

quests of two different users). However, if requests are

processed in an interleaved fashion, i.e., concurrently

as suggested in Figure 1(b), the idle periods can be re

duced resulting in a higher system throughput2 and a

quicker response time to the user (see Figure 2). This

improvement in throughput or response time will grow

with the number of users until resources available to

the system become saturated3. Beyond this point, in

terleaved execution of user requests does nothing to

enhance the system performance and may cause it

to deteriorate because of the overhead of concurrency

control.

In addition to improving the performance of a system,

concurrency promotes sharing of knowledge, which is

expected to be increasingly important in the future

(Neches et al. 1991).

In the present paper, we concentrate on the problem of

concurrency control. We propose a concurrency con

trol algorithm that suits the requirements of knowl-

JIt will not be possible to fit a large knowledge base

such as CYC (Lenat and Guha 1989) in main memory.

Measured by the number of user requests executed on

average per unit of time.

'Concurrent processing can lead to arbitrary improve

ments in performance — sometimes of the order of one hun

dred times (Gray 1992). Even when there are no disk waits,

performance studies indicate that a round robin schedul

ing discipline that allows interleaved processing of user

requests gives best overall performance (Lazowska et al.

1984).
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Processing one request at a time Processing requests concurrently

Disk waits

llll llll mi ■mi

(a) (b)

Figure 1: Concurrent processing reduces idle times

Throughput

 

Reponse t

Tim*. I
Time

Number of Users

No Concurrency

Number of Users

Concurrency

Figure 2: Concurrent processing improves performance

edge bases. We analyze its correctness and discuss

how the interaction between the design of this algo

rithm and knowledge base features.

The organization of the paper is as follows: Section

2 contains a quick overview of concurrency control al

gorithms for databases and difficulties that arise in

applying them to knowledge bases. In Section 3, we

present a new algorithm for concurrency control for

knowledge bases. We conclude the paper in Section 4

with a discussion on related work, the impact of con

currency control considerations on the design of future

knowledge-based systems and a summary of the paper.

2 THE CONCURRENCY CONTROL

PROBLEM

In this section, we give an example knowledge base,

describe the problems caused by arbitrary interleaving

and the concurrency control problems that need to be

solved for knowledge bases.

2.1 AN EXAMPLE KNOWLEDGE BASE

For the purposes of this paper,4 knowledge bases

are assumed to support an object-oriented represen

tational framework with an assertional sub-language

4 For an extensive survey, see (Brachman and Levesque

1985).

used for both deductive rules and constraints. Also,

possibly, they might support facilities for represent

ing special kinds of knowledge (for example, temporal

knowledge, incomplete knowledge, etc.). Where we

need to talk about a specific knowledge representation

notation, we will be using the language Telos (My-

lopoulos et al. 1990).

As an example, consider a knowledge base that has

a class Employee which is a specialization of class

Person. The class Employee has attributes lame,

Manager and Salary. Each Salary attribute indicates

the salary of an employee during a certain time inter

val (for example, before 1989). EmpOl is an instance

of Employee and is an identifier for the employee Adam

whose Manager is John. The salary of Adam takes two

different values in the history — 20000 during time

interval II and 30000 during time interval 12. These

intervals in the history, II and 12, are left unspecified.

There is an integrity constraint that requires that the

value of the salary must always increase and, therefore,

we can infer that II must precede 12. In addition, it

is assumed that the the knowledge base contains the

following deductive rules:

DEI: Vp/Employee,Vs/Salary, Vtl/Timelnterval

Salary(p, s)(at tl) A GreaterThan(s, 25000) =>■

WellPaid(p)(at tl)

DR2: Vp/Employee,Vtl,i2/Timelnterval

WellPaid(p)(at t2) AStartsBefore(t2,il) =>

VellPaid(p)(at tl)
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Figure 3: The knowledge base KB\ and its structuring dimensions

The first rule states that if an employee's salary is

over 25000 then the employee is well-paid. The second

rule asserts that if an employee is well-paid during a

time interval i2, she remains well-paid during any time

interval that starts after r2. Finally, the knowledge

base contains a class called Automobile which has at

tributes Regn-no and Make. For rest of the paper, we

will refer to this knowledge base as KB\.

Figure 3 shows a semantic net representation of KB\.

This knowledge base is a directed graph with five dif

ferent types of edges, each corresponding to a differ

ent structuring dimension. The observation that most

knowledge base features can be visualized as graphs

has been the driving force in our research. As we

will describe in later sections, we have taken graphs

as an abstract representation for knowledge bases. We

have selected our solution techniques in such a way

that they are most suitable for graph structures. Such

an approach helps us in understanding the interaction

between knowledge base characteristics, which are ab

stracted in graph-theoretic terms, and the concurrency

control requirements.

2.2 PERILS OF ARBITRARY

INTERLEAVING

Suppose two users want to simultaneously access KB\ .

The first user, called T\, wants to change the defini

tion of DM to DR3, asserting that if an employee is a

manager then she is well-paid:

DR3: Vp, g/Employee, V< 1/Timelnterval

Manager(p, g)(at il) => WellPaid(g)(at tl)

The second user, called T2, wants to find all WellPaid

employees during the time interval 12.

Ti and T2 will perform these operations using UITELL,

TELL and ASK commands (Mylopoulos et al. 1990).

Consider the following interleaving of their operations:

1. Ti executes an UHTELL removing DR1 from the

knowledge base.

2. Ti executes an ASK to find all WellPaid em

ployees. Currently, the knowledge base contains only

DR2. Therefore, T2 gets an answer that there are no

WellPaid employees.

3. Ti completes its job by a TELL command and adds

DR3.

If we execute the operations of Ti and T2 without any

interleaving and in the order Ti after T2, we get an

answer Adam. If the order is T2 after Ti , we will get an

answer John. The answer returned in the above execu

tion does not correspond to any state of the knowledge

base and, therefore, such an interleaving is incorrect.

The notion of correctness of concurrent executions has

been formalized through the concept of serializability

(Eswaran et al. 1976; Bernstein et al. 1978; Papadim-

itriou 1979). Let transaction refer to the execution

of a user program on a knowledge base. Two execu

tions are equivalent if they leave the knowledge base

in the same state, and if each operation returns the
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same value in both executions. An interleaved execu

tion of transactions is serializable if it is equivalent to

some serial execution of the same collection of trans

actions. This example shows that not all concurrent

interleaved executions of transactions are correct (se

rializable). The mechanism that controls the order in

which the operations of concurrent transactions are

processed, so that the overall execution is serializable,

is called concurrency control algorithm or policy. The

next sub-section describes some concurrency control

algorithms from databases.

2.3 CONCURRENCY CONTROL

ALGORITHMS FROM DATABASES

There is a vast body of literature on concurrency

control algorithms (Papadimitriou 1986; Bernstein,

Hadzilacos and Goodman 1987). There are three

broad classes of such algorithms: locking, timestamps

and serialization graphs. For each of these classes,

there are variations based on multiple versions and op

timistic methods. Locking-based algorithms have been

most successful in practice and their performance is

better understood. They also have special solutions

for graph structures — the abstraction of knowledge

base that appears to be the most appealing. There

fore, we have adopted the locking class of methods for

knowledge bases. In the rest of the paper, we will fo

cus on locking algorithms. The discussion on the other

methods can be found in (Chaudhri, Hadzilacos and

Mylopoulos 1992).

We will describe here two well-known locking algo

rithms. The first, known as two phase locking, does

not make any assumption about the structure of the

underlying data. The second, known as the DAG pol

icy, assumes that the underlying data is structured as

a directed acyclic graph.

Two-phase locking (2PL) (Eswaran et al. 1976) in

simplified terms works as follows:

TP1. Associated with each data item is a distinct

"lock". A transaction must acquire a lock on a data

item before accessing it.

TP2. While a transaction holds a lock on a data item,

no other transaction may access that data item.

TP3. A transaction cannot acquire any additional

lock once it has released some lock (hence the name

two-phase locking).

It can be shown that two-phase locking ensures se-

rializability. In the example of the previous section,

T\ will lock WellPaid before changing its definition

so that Ti will not be able to read the partially up

dated value. This prevents the incorrect execution. If

a transaction must acquire a lock (because of the rule

TP1), but cannot do so (because of rule the TP2), it

must wait until the transaction that owns that lock re

leases it. It is easy to construct scenarios in which locks

are acquired in such a manner that a deadlock arises

(Yannakakis 1982b): a cyclical sequence of transac

tions each waiting for the next to release a lock it must

acquire. Such deadlocks may be resolved by choosing

one of the transactions, aborting it (i.e., undoing any

effects it had on the knowledge base state), releasing

its locks and restarting it at a later time.

The DAG policy may be specified by the following

rules (Silberschatz and Kedem 1980):

Dl. A transaction may begin execution by locking

any item.

D2. Subsequently, it can lock an item if it has locked

all the predecessors (i.e., parents) of that item in the

past and is currently holding a lock on at least one of

them.

D3. It may lock an item only once.

Unlike 2PL, the DAG policy is deadlock-free, that is,

if transactions follow the DAG policy then a dead

lock never arises. Furthermore, the DAG policy al

lows a transaction to release certain locks before it has

acquired all locks it will ever need. The freedom of

transactions to release locks earlier, often results in a

greater degree of concurrency than would be possible

under 2PL.

The next sub-section explores the applicability of these

two locking policies to knowledge bases.

2.4 INADEQUACIES OF EXISTING

METHODS AND FOCUS OF

PRESENT WORK

Both 2PL and the DAG policy are possible candi

dates for a concurrency control algorithm for knowl

edge bases. However, as we describe below, both of

them are inadequate for direct application to knowl

edge bases.

2PL requires that a transaction must hold all its locks

until it has finished acquiring all of them. This has

serious performance implications for the type of trans

actions likely to be applied to knowledge bases. For

example, in the knowledge base KB\ (Figure 3), while

proving a goal through backward chaining (Genesereth

and Nilsson 1987), a transaction is likely to access all

the items that are below that goal in the inference

graph, potentially a set including all deductive rules.

Other examples of such potentially global knowledge

base operations include truth maintenance systems

(de Kleer 1986), temporal reasoning (Allen 1983) and

recursive queries (Naqvi and Tsur 1989). In such situ

ations, if we use 2PL, transactions will end up locking

large portions of the knowledge base for long periods

of time, thus significantly reducing concurrency.

The DAG policy, which holds only a small number of

locks at any given time, could be a possible answer

to this problem. We can use the DAG policy, if we

view the underlying structure of the knowledge base
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Ti= ((D (WellPaid, Greaterthan)) (D (WellPaid, Salary)) (I (WellPaid, Manager)) )

Figure 4: An example transaction

Tl: (D (VallPaid.Greaterthan)) (D (WellPaid .Salary)) (1 (WellPaid, Manager))

T2: (A WellPaid) . . .

Figure 5: An example schedule

(for example, through the presence of generalization

hierarchies or deductive rules structure) as a graph.

However, the DAG policy assumes that there are no

cycles in the underlying structure and the structure

does not undergo any change (Yannakakis 1982a). Un

fortunately, the structure of a knowledge base will con

tain cycles (e.g., in the inference graph generated for a

collection of recursive rules) and will undergo change

(e.g., when rule definitions are changed or rules are

added or deleted). This means that the DAG policy

cannot be directly applied to knowledge bases.

Thus, 2PL is not likely to give good performance for

knowledge bases whereas the DAG policy does not of

fer enough functionality. Motivated by this, in the first

phase of our research, we have extended the DAG pol

icy to the Dynamic Directed Graph (DDG) policy that

can handle cycles and updates in a knowledge base. In

the next phase of our research, we plan to undertake a

performance analysis of this policy which will give us

guidelines for tuning the knowledge base structure for

a multi-user environment and the comparative evalua

tion of the DDG and 2PL policies. The present paper

describes the Dynamic Directed Graph (DDG) policy

and its properties.

3 DYNAMIC DIRECTED GRAPH

POLICY — AN ALGORITHM

FOR KNOWLEDGE BASES

We begin this section by describing our assumed

framework. Then, we describe the Dynamic Directed

Graph (DDG) policy and its formal properties. We

conclude this section by giving a locking policy that

allows more concurrency than the DDG policy — but

only under special circumstances.

3.1 AN ABSTRACT MODEL OF

KNOWLEDGE BASES

We assume that a knowledge base is a directed graph

G = (V, E) where V is a set of nodes Vi (for ex

ample WellPaid), and J? is a set of edges which

are ordered pairs (vi,Vj), of nodes (for example,

(WellPaid, Salary)). We will use the generic term

entity to denote both nodes and edges. A more pre

cise representation of the knowledge base KB\ , shown

in Figure 3, would have been a directed graph whose

edges are of different colors, corresponding to the dif

ferent types of relationships between the nodes. In the

initial phase of our investigation, we do not distinguish

amongst different types of edges.

A user interacts with the knowledge base by means

of transactions. Each transaction is a sequence

of TELL. UITELL. RETELL and ASK operations (My

lopoulos et al. 1990). These operations are

implemented by means of more primitive opera

tions. For example, in terms of a graph repre

sentation, the transaction 7\ of Section 2.2 con

sists of several primitive operations: delete the edges

(WellPaid, Salary), (WellPaid, Greaterthan) and

insert the edge (WellPaid, Manager).

In our model, we will represent only these primitive

operations and we will consider them to be atomic.

Formally, an operation is a pair (a e), where a is an

action (one of INSERT, ACCESS, DELETE, abbreviated

by I, A and D respectively) and e is an entity, which

is a node or an edge. For example, the transaction T\

of Section 2.2, that changes the definition of the rule

DR1 to DR3, could be specified as in Figure 4.

In addition to the operations introduced above, we also

define lock and unlock operations for an entity e, de

noted (L e) and (U e) respectively. (L e) denotes the

acquisition of that lock and (U e) the release of that

lock. A locked transaction is a sequence of ACCESS,

INSERT, DELETE. LOCK and UNLOCK operations. All

the locked transactions are well-formed in the sense

that a transaction cannot perform any operation on

an entity unless it holds a lock in it. It is possible to

generalize our results to the case of non-well-formed

policies (Yannakakis 1982a) but we make this assump

tion to keep the model simple and intuitive.

We say that a transaction T (or an operation (a c)) is

defined in a knowledge base state D if it does not insert

(delete, access) an entity that already exists (does not

exist) in the knowledge base.

A transaction system is a finite collection r of transac

tions. A schedule S of a transaction system r, at some

instant t, is an ordering of the steps of some transac

tions of r that preserves the order of actions of each

transaction. The interleaving discussed in Section 2.2,

and as shown again in Figure 5, is an example of a

schedule. We assume that all the schedules are legal in

the sense that while a transaction holds a lock on some
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Figure 6: An example of non-serializable schedule produced by the DAG policy

entity, no other transaction may acquire a lock on that

entity. A schedule is proper if all the steps of all the

transactions are defined in the knowledge base state

they are executed. A partial schedule 5 of a transac

tion system r is a legal and a proper schedule of any

prefixes of the transactions of r.

In our model, the correctness of a schedule is equiva

lent to serializability. Serializability of a schedule can

be easily decided as follows (Papadimitriou 1986). Let

e denote the set of nodes in an entity e (recall that

an entity is a node or an edge). Construct a directed

graph D(S) by associating a node Vi with each trans

action Ti and including an arc (v,-,v;) if in schedule

S, Ti acts on an entity ex before 7} does on entity ey

and cx PI ey ^ 0. For the sake of clarity, the arcs of

D(S) are labelled with the entities in ex f~l ey . S is

serializable if and only if the digraph D is acyclic.

3.2 A NAIVE APPLICATION OF THE

DAG POLICY TO DYNAMIC

GRAPHS

In this section, we illustrate by means of an example

that the DAG policy might produce incorrect results

in face of updates to the underlying DAG structure.

Figure 6(a) shows a knowledge base which is manipu

lated by three transactions T\,Ti and T3 running by

the locking rules D1-D3 of the DAG policy. The sched

ule Sdag produced by these transactions is shown in

Figure 6(c) ((L 2,3,4) is a compact representation of

three operations: (L 2), (L 3) and (L 4). The other

operations in this schedule should be interpreted in

a similar way.). When Ti begins execution, the edge

(4,3) is non-existent. The DAG policy pre-computes

the locked transaction, requiring T\ to be holding a

lock on node 2 at the time it acquires a lock on node

3. In the meantime, T? inserts the edge (4, 3) and T3

completes a part of its execution. If T\ continues using

the lock steps that it has pre-computed, we will get the

schedule Sdag as shown in Figure 6(c). The serializ

ability graph of this schedule is shown in Figure 6(b)

which contains a cycle and thus Sdag is not serializ

able. With this motivation, let us give the description

of the DDG policy which in addition to handling cy

cles, overcomes this problem of updates.

3.3 DESCRIPTION OF THE DYNAMIC

DIRECTED GRAPH (DDG) POLICY

A locking policy is a collection of rules which specifies

how the transactions should acquire locks. Formally, a

locking policy P is a relation such that P(T,T), only

if transaction_T is a subsequence of well-formed locked

transaction T.

The locking rules of the DDG policy assume that the

underlying graph is always connected and has a sin

gle root5. In the first sub-section, we will show how

any arbitrary graph is converted and maintained in

this restricted form. In the second sub-section, we will

specify the locking rules of the DDG policy.

3.3.1 Restricting the Knowledge Base to a

Rooted and a Connected Graph

Restricting the knowledge base to a rooted and a con

nected graph is a two step process. First, the knowl

edge base has to be in this form to start with, and

second, this shape has to be maintained as the knowl

edge base undergoes updates. The first step is imple

mented by pre-processing rules and the second step

by structure maintenance rules. We will specify these

rules and then give justifications for keeping the graph

rooted and connected.

5Root is a node with no incoming edges.
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Pre-processing Rules

The pre-processing rules are applied when the knowl

edge base is initially started. These rules take directed

graph G of the knowledge base as input and generate

a graph G as output. They compute some informa

tion which is later used by locking rules and ensure

that the graph has a single root and is connected. In

specifying these rules and in the rest of the paper, we

will deal with a cycle by considering the strongly con

nected component (SCC) which contains all the nodes

on that cycle.

PI. Partition G into Gi(Vi,Ei) 1 < i < k, where the

underlying undirected graph of each G, is a connected

component of the underlying undirected graph of G.

For each component, identify the non-trivial strongly

connected components6 Gij 1 < j < 6j. For each

connected component »', identify the sources s,-j, 1 <

j < h-

P2. For each Gi(Vi,Ei), add a control node c,-. Add

edges (ci,Sij) 1 < t < k, 1 < j < /,-. Add another

control node C and the edges (C, c,) 1 < i < k.

P3. Call the resulting graph G(V\ E). Thus, V =

V U {c,|l < i < k} U {C} and E = E U {(c,-, «y)|l <

i</<,i<t<*}u{(C,c)|i<t}.

For example, if we apply the above process to KB\,

we will need to add nodes ci and C2, one for each

connected component, and a control node C for the

whole graph. G will contain the original graph G, cor

responding to the knowledge base KB\ of Figure 3

and the following edges: (ci, Person), (cj, WellPaid),

(c2, Automobile), (G, c\) and (C,Ci). The resulting

graph G is rooted and connected.

Structure Maintenance Rules

Insert and delete operations applied to G may cause it

to become dis-connected or to acquire new sources.

Furthermore, the information about the connected

components of the graph needs to be updated. All

this is implemented by the following rules.

Ml. When a new source, «,-, is created in the con

nected component, Gj, add the edge (cj,8{)

M2. When an existing source, s,-, is removed from the

component Gj, remove the edge (cj, Si). If the removal

of 8i results in the creation of new sources, then do as

in Ml.

M3. Two connected components G< and Gj are

merged. This will happen if an edge (v,-, Vj) is inserted

with Vi G Gi and Vj € Gj. Let «ii>«i2, • • •»»/< and

sjit8j2f ■ -sjlj De tne sources of Gi and Gj respec

tively. Remove c, (and therefore the edges, (C, Cj)

6 A non-trivial strongly connected component is a

strongly connected component that has more than one

node. From now on, whenever we mention a strongly con

nected component, we will assume that it is non-trivial.

and (cj,Sjm) 1 < ra < fy). Recompute the sources

of the merged component as: {«i,i, «i,2, •••*«*} U

{*iii*i2»---»ily} - {vj}. Add edges (cj.a^) for the

new set of sources.

M4. A connected component Gi(Vi,Ei) is split into

Gj(Vj, Ej) and Gt(Vt, Ek). Compute new sources and

add or delete appropriate edges.

M5. As there are updates in the graph, keep updating

the information on connected components7.

For example, if we want to store in KB\, the in

formation about the automobiles owned by an em

ployee, we can define Vehicle as an additional at

tribute of Employee and make it an instance of

Automobile (achieved by inserting a node Vehicle

and adding the edges (Employee .Vehicle) and

(Automobile, Vehicle)). This will merge the two

components of the graph G. After applying M3, the

new G will no longer have the control node C2 and

instead, will have the edge (ci ,Automobile). The re

sulting graph is still rooted and connected.

Now, let us give some justification for this process.

If the graph corresponding to a knowledge base is

not connected, a transaction can span more than one

component. To guarantee the correctness of all, the

schedules in such a situation, we will have to ensure

that the transactions that access some components in

common follow the same serialization order in these

components. This could be achieved by maintaining a

graph external to the knowledge base, in which there

is a node v,- corresponding to each transaction I}, and

an edge (v{,Vj) if 7J precedes Tj in some component.

Assuming the executions are serializable within each

connected component, the schedules produced in such

a situation will be correct if this external graph is

acyclic. This external graph is not necessary if there is

only one connected component in the knowledge base.

Thus, if we keep the underlying graph of the knowledge

base connected at all times, we save the cost of main

taining and checking cycles in this external graph. On

the other hand, we incur some cost in pre-processing

and structure maintenance which is comparable to the

cost of maintaining the external graph. Overall, our

proposed design results in a net saving, and therefore,

is computationally more efficient.

In the above construction, we assume that there will be

only two levels of control nodes — one level of control

node for each connected component and one control

node for the whole graph. The number of levels of

these nodes can be varied to improve the performance

of the knowledge base. The exact improvement will

depend on the environment in which the knowledge

7One can use incremental graph algorithms. Such al

gorithms can dynamically maintain certain kinds of infor

mation about a graph in the face of updates to the graph

without recomputing the information from scratch (ItaJ-

iano 1986; Italiano 1988).
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base will be used. We plan to explore this issue in our

future research.

From now on, we will assume that the knowledge base

is always connected and has a single root.

3.3.2 Acquiring Locks

The rules presented in this section are the core of the

DDG policy as they specify how the transaction should

acquire locks.

There are two key differences between the locking rules

of the DAG policy and the DDG policy. First, the

locking rules of the DDG policy are applied to the

current state of the graph, whereas the locking rules

of the DAG policy are applied to the state of the graph

when the transaction begins execution. In case of the

DAG policy, there is no need to distinguish between

the initial and the current state of the graph, because

the graph never changes. As we saw in the schedule

Sdag of the previous sub-section, this results in an

undesirable behaviour in face of the updates. Second,

the locking rules of the DDG policy provide a solution

for cycles. It is easy to see that using the locking

rules of the DAG policy, it is not possible to lock any

node on a cycle. The DDG policy solves both of these

problems.

Let us first give some definitions and then specify the

locking rules.

Let R(T) be the set of nodes to be accessed by a trans

action T. Let us define a dominator of a set of nodes

U in a rooted and connected graph to be a node d,

such that all paths from the root node to each node

v G U pass through d. The root node dominates all

the nodes in the graph, including itself. Entry point of

a strongly connected component (SCC), Gij, is a node

v of dj, such that, there is an edge (to, v) of G so that

w is not in Gij .

Locking Rules

LI. The first node to be tacked by T is D, a dominator

of R(T) with respect to G.

L2. Before T performs any operation (IISERT/DELETE

or ACCESS), on a node v (or an edge (u, v)), T has to

lock v (both u and t>).

L3. A node v can be locked ifand only if all its prede

cessors in the present state of G, that do not lie on the

same non-trivial strongly connected component as v,

have been locked by the transaction in the past, and

the transaction is presently holding a lock on at least

one of them. All the nodes on a strongly connected

component are locked together in one step, provided

all the entry points of that SCC have been locked. A

node that is being inserted can be locked at any time.

L4. Each node can be locked at most once.

For example, the transaction 1\ of Figure 4 would start

by locking WellPaid. Then it would lock Salary and

then the edge (WellPaid, Salary). After deleting this

edge, T\ could release the lock on Salary and proceed

to lock Greaterthan. Thus, the transaction is able to

acquire locks even after releasing some of the locks —

a clear improvement over two-phase locking.

In the example of Figure 6, T\ will not be allowed to

lock node 3 in the new state of the knowledge base un

less it has locked node 4 as well. This will prevent the

incorrect schedule Sdag- In the next sub-section we

will prove that this is true for any schedule produced

by the DDG policy.

This completes the description of the DDG policy.

3.4 PROPERTIES OF THE DYNAMIC

DIRECTED GRAPH (DDG) POLICY

We will begin this section by showing that that the

DDG policy always produces correct schedules. Then,

we will prove that the DDG policy is deadlock-free and

well-structured.

3.4.1 Correctness

The correctness of a locking policy can be formalized

by the notion of safety.

A locked transaction system is safe if any legal sched

ule S of it is correct. A locking policy P is safe

if for any transaction system r = {7i Tm} and

t = {Ti Tm) where P(Ti,Ti) for all 1 < i < m,

the locked transaction system r is safe.

We will first state a theorem that characterizes the

unsafe transaction systems. Intuitively, this theorem

says that if a locked transaction system is not safe

then it is always possible to construct a canonical

non-serializable schedule, which is legal and proper,

and in which all transactions except one are executed

serially. This result is the generalization of a simi

lar result for transaction systems that do not contain

insert/delete operations (called static systems) (Yan-

nakakis 1982a) to systems that contain insert/delete

operations (called, dynamic systems). For the static

systems, the structure of the serialization graph corre

sponding to the canonical schedule is linear whereas,

for the dynamic systems the corresponding graph is

not necessarily linear — it can be a general graph.

This characterization of canonical schedules is a very

useful tool in proving the correctness of the policy.

The interaction graph G(t) of a transaction system r

is an undirected graph with one node Ti correspond

ing to each transaction of r and an edge between any

two nodes whose corresponding transactions have an

entity in common. We can now state the theorem on

canonical schedules.
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Theorem 1 A transaction system r is not safe if and

only if there are transactions Ti , . . . , T* in r (k > 1^

and entities A\, . . .,At, not necessarily distinct, such

that

(J) A subsequence ofT\,...,Tk forms a chordless cy

cle in the interaction graph G(r).

(2) In T\ the entity At is locked after Ai is unlocked.

(3a) The following partial schedule is legal and proper.

Let Tj be the prefix of T\ up to the ( L Ai,) step,

and Tit for » ^ 1, the prefix ofTi up to and in

cluding the (V Ai) step. S is the serial execution

ofTy,..., T't in this order.

(3b) Furthermore, S can be extended to a complete

schedule, that is, can avoid deadlock.

The details of the proof of this theorem can be found

in (Chaudhri, Hadzilacos and Mylopoulos 1992). □

Theorem 2 Dynamic Directed Graph policy is a safe

policy.

Proof Outline: Suppose it is not. Then, choose trans

actions Ti,...,T]fc, entities Ai,...,Ak and the corre

sponding schedule S as in Theorem 1.

The serialization graph D(S ) of the schedule up to

(but not including) the (L A*) step of 1\ is an acyclic

graph over T\ , . . . , 7i . Let d be the length of the short

est path from Ti to T* in the serialization graph D(S ).

Let Bi be the first entity locked by the transaction Ti

and Gi be the state of the graph when Ti begins ex

ecution. By induction on d, it can be shown that for

1 < i < Jfc, Bi is a descendant of At in G». Let Gt+i

be the state of the graph after Tjt finishes its execu

tion. Then, B\ is a descendant of At in G\, which is a

contradiction to the fact that T\ holds a lock on a par

ent of At in Gi+i. Hence the assumed non-serializable

schedule as claimed does not exist and the DDG policy

is safe. D

3.4.2 Deadlock-freedom

As described in Section 2.3, a deadlock is a situation

when a cyclical sequence of transactions are each wait

ing for the next to release a lock it must acquire (Yan-

nakakis 1982b). Such deadlocks may be resolved by

choosing one of the transactions, aborting it (i.e., un

doing any effects it had on the knowledge base state),

releasing its locks and restarting it at a later time.

Thus, if a locking policy is deadlock-free, it would

mean that it will never have to abort any transaction

unnecessarily.

Let us consider a typical case of deadlock for a set r

of transactions. Deadlock arises in a partial schedule

S of r when every transaction wants to lock an entity

in the next step that is already locked by some other

transaction. This means that there is a set of trans

actions {Ti,...,Tt} such that the next step of Ti is

(L £,•) where r,- is currently locked by Ti+i (where we

take k + 1 = 1).

Thus, in the partial schedule S, transaction 71 accesses

Xj_i before Ti_i; if S could possibly finish in any way

then the resulting schedule would not be correct. In

other words, deadlocks prevent some wrong schedules

from finishing. Let us show that the DDG policy is

deadlock-free using this fact.

Theorem 3 The Dynamic Directed Graph (DDG)

policy is deadlock-free.

Proof Outline: In the deadlock state, none of the trans

actions can release the locks on entities that are caus

ing the deadlock. This means that these entities must

be parents of the entities that need to be locked. But

this would imply that these entities lie on a cycle.

The DDG policy locks a cycle in one step which could

not be locked by different transactions simultaneously.

Hence, the DDG policy must be deadlock-free. O

3.4.3 Well-structured-ness

A locking policy P is well-structured if it allows a

transaction to access an arbitrary set of entities in the

knowledge base. Formally, P is well-structured if for

any set of entities D in the knowledge base and any

transaction T, such_that T is defined m D8, there is a

locked transaction T such that P{T, T) and T is also

defined in D.

Theorem 4 The DDG policy is well-structured.

Proof Outline: It will be possible for T to lock an arbi

trary set of entities in the underlying graph if we can

identify one entity by starting from which the lock

ing rule L3 will be satisfied for all the entities in the

transaction. Since the rules P1-P3 and M1-M5 ensure

that the graph is always connected and has a single

source, the node C of G satisfies this property for all

the nodes in the graph. Hence, the DDG policy is

well-structured. D

3.5 A MORE LIBERAL VARIANT OF

THE DYNAMIC DIRECTED GRAPH

(DDG) POLICY

The locking rule L3 of the DDG policy requires that

once all entry points have been locked, nodes of a

strongly connected component (SCC), and therefore,

all the nodes on a cycle, should be locked together in

one step. This will not permit any concurrency within

8 Recall that a transaction T is defined in a knowledge

base state D if it does not insert (delete, access) an entity

that already exists (does not exist) in the knowledge base.
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Figure 7: Permitting concurrency within cycles

the cycles. A natural question is whether this is the

best one can do or is there a locking policy that can

allow concurrency within cycles. We present a rule L3'

which permits concurrency within an SCC.

L3' If a node does not lie on an SCC or it is not an

entry point of an SCC, it can be locked if and

only if all its predecessors in the present state of

G have been locked by the transaction in the past

and the transaction is presently holding a lock on

at least one of them.

If a node is an entry point of an SCC, it can be

locked if and only if all its predecessors in the

present state of G, that do not lie on the same

SCC, have been locked by the transaction in the

past and the transaction is presently holding a

lock on at least one of them.

Replacing L3 by L3' in the DDG policy gives a lock

ing policy DDG', which allows concurrency within cy

cles. For example, consider a graph G, shown in Fig

ure 7. This graph has one non-trivial strongly con

nected component namely 4,5,6,7,8. The DDG' pol

icy will permit transactions T\ — ((A 2,4,5)) and

Ti = {(A 3,6,7)) to concurrently access this SCC.

However, transactions T3 = ((A 2, 4, 5, 6)) and T2 = ((A

3,6,7,4)) cannot concurrently access this SCC. Each

of them will begin execution by locking the node 1.

Suppose, T3 locks the node 1 before T4 locks it. T3 will

be able to lock the entry points 4 and 6 before T4 and

it will not release locks on them until it has finished

processing the whole SCC. Thus, T3, will be the only

transaction executing within the SCC (Similar argu

ments can be made when T4 locks node 1 before T3.).

Thus, the DDG' policy permits concurrency within an

SCC to a limited extent. The DDG' policy satisfies

the same properties as the DDG policy:

Theorem 5 The DDG' policy is a safe, deadlock-free

and well-structured policy.

Proof Outline: A simple generalization of the proofs

for the DDG policy works for the DDG' policy. □

Let us analyze the relative merits of the DDG and the

DDG' policies. The DDG policy is intuitive and sim

ple as it treats strongly connected components (and

cycles) as a unit of locking. In the presence of up

dates, the DDG' policy will require more bookkeeping

effort than the DDG policy, and therefore, the DDG

policy appears more suitable for the case of updates.

Furthermore, in knowledge base applications such as

recursive rules, it is highly likely that a transaction will

access all the entities on a cycle and probably access

them more than once. Since, a transaction is allowed

to lock an entity only once9 (L4), it means that it will

have to retain all the locks on an SCC until it has fin

ished processing it. Thus, if an SCC has only one entry

point, then there is no difference in the concurrency

permitted by the two policies. Furthermore, when an

SCC has more than one entry point, the concurrency

within an SCC is possible only if some nodes can be

accessed through different entry points. Therefore, we

feel that, in general, we cannot take advantage of the

more concurrency allowed by the DDG' policy. Based

on these arguments, we have adopted the DDG policy

as our initial design.

4 RELATED WORK,

CONCLUSIONS AND SUMMARY

There has been very little work on concurrency control

with a specific reference to knowledge bases. (Raschid,

Sellis and Lin 1988) uses concurrency to improve the

performance of rule execution in the context of the

OPS5 system (Forgy 1982). Their proposal is to paral

lelize the inference process of one user, whereas our fo

cus is on parallelizing the operations of different users.

Similar efforts have been made in (Filman 1989; Ishida,

Yokoo and Gasser 1990; Schmolze and Goel 1990).

(Garza and Kim 1988) studies concurrency control

problem for object-oriented databases and proposes a

locking method that has provisions for variable units

of locking. (Elkan 1990) looks at deductive databases

and proposes efficient algorithms for checking conflicts

between transactions. Neither of these papers ad

dresses the problem that the large portions need to

be locked in knowledge bases, and that the internal

structure of a knowledge base may be used to do more

efficient concurrency control. There is a flurry of work

on flexible transaction models (Berghouti and Kaiser

1991) focusing on the problems that arise in domains

such as software engineering and CAD.

Multidatabase concurrency control looks at the situa

tions when a transaction can span more than one sys

tem (Breitbart, Garcia-Molina and Silberschatz 1992).

This research will be useful for knowledge bases be

cause we can easily visualize situations when a part of a

"This condition is necessary to guarantee the safety of

a locking policy (Yannakakis 1982a).
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transaction is executed in a knowledge base (inference)

and a part in a database (data retrieval) (Brodie 1989).

We do not address the problem of multidatabase trans

actions in our research.

According to our knowledge, concurrency control has

not received the attention of AI community.

The design of locking policy for cycles is an exam

ple of how the knowledge base features might interact

with techniques such as concurrency control. The dis

cussion in Section 3.5 illustrates that, in general, our

locking policy will not allow transactions to concur

rently access entities along a cycle. This means that for

performance reasons, we should try to design a knowl

edge base with few and small cycles. This suggests the

existence of an expressiveness vs performance tradeoff

meaning that good performance considerations dictate

ruling out certain knowledge base designs (for exam

ple, a knowledge base with too many large cycles).

The expressiveness vs performance tradeoff is anal

ogous to the expressiveness vs tractability tradeoff

(Levesque and Brachman 1985) where complexity con

siderations dictate ruling out certain knowledge base

designs. Performance, measured in terms of through

put and response time (Lazowska et al. 1984), is a

measure of desirability, similar and related to complex

ity — but may be of more pragmatic nature. Further

more, the designs ruled out by the complexity consid

erations are not likely to be the same as those ruled out

for performance reasons. For example, negations cause

intractability in the reasoning (Levesque and Brach

man 1985; Nebel 1988), but it will be possible to view

the knowledge base containing negations as a graph

and use the algorithm presented in this paper. On

the other hand, the reasoning with cycles is tractable

but the presence of cycles has a potential of causing

performance bottlenecks. We suggest that, in addition

to the complexity considerations, performance require

ments should be a design criteria for knowledge-based

systems of future.

There seem to be many interesting extensions to this

work which we believe will affect the way we think

about the design of knowledge-based systems. For ex

ample, we are beginning work on the development of a

performance model that will tell us the desired features

of a graph for the best performance. This will give us

recommendations on structuring of a knowledge base

for optimal performance in a multi-user environment.

We are planning to generalize this algorithm to han

dle graphs with edges of different "colors" and to have

more general locking modes. We are also considering

to implement this algorithm as part of a knowledge

base so as to verify its applicability in a knowledge

base environment. Further down the road, we expect

that issues of fault tolerance such as recovery (Bern

stein, Hadzilacos and Goodman 1987) will play an im

portant role in the extension of our research results.

To summarize, this paper has argued that concurrency

control is a necessity for large multi-user knowledge

bases. The paper then focused on a locking-based ap

proach that seems most viable from a practical view

point. A locking algorithm, called the Dynamic Di

rected Graph (DDG) policy, was presented that ex

ploits the structure of a knowledge base and selec

tively locks only a small number of entities at any one

time. The DDG policy can handle situations where the

knowledge base contains cycles and undergoes changes

over time. Our results include a proof of correctness

of the proposed algorithm, an analysis of its properties

and a discussion of how concurrency control require

ments might affect the knowledge-based systems of the

future.

In conclusion, we would like to claim that the

paradigms for the design of knowledge-based sys

tems should include expressiveness vs performance

tradeoffs, where performance is measured in terms of

throughput and response time. We believe that algo

rithms such as the ones presented in this paper consti

tute a modest contribution towards this direction and

can provide an important enabling technology to the

goal of knowledge sharing, as articulated in (Neches

et al. 1991).
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Building knowledge-based systems today usually en

tails constructing a new knowledge base from scratch.

Even if several groups of researchers are working in

the same general area, such as medicine or electronic

diagnosis, each team must develop its own knowledge

base from scratch. The cost of this duplication of ef

fort has been high and will become prohibitive as we

build larger and larger systems. Furthermore, lack of

methodology for sharing and communicating knowl

edge poses a significant road-block in developing large

multi-center research projects such as DARPA/Rolm

Laboratory Planning and Scheduling Initative [21]. To

overcome these barrier and advance the state of the

art, we must find ways of preserving existing knowl

edge bases, and sharing, reusing, and building on

them.

The Knowledge-Sharing Effort, sponsored by the De

fense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA),

The Air Force Office of Scientific Research (AFOSR),

the Corporation for National Research Initiative

(NRI), and the National Science Foundation (NSF), is

an initiative to develop the technical infrastructure to

support the sharing of knowledge among systems. [27]

The goal of this effort is to develop a technology that

will enable researchers to develop new systems by se

lecting components from library of reusable modules

and assembling them together. Their effort will be fo

cused on creating specialized knowledge and reasoners

specific to the task of their system. Their new sys

tem would inter-operate with existing systems, using

them to perform some of its reasoning. In this way,

declarative knowledge, problem solving techniques and

reasoning services could all be shared among systems.

The reusable modules in the library them-selves will

benefit from refinements that are only possible through

extensive use. This would facilitate building larger

systems cheaply and reliably. The infrastructure to

support such sharing and reuse would lead to greater

ubiquity of these systems, potentially transforming the

knowledge industry.

The work in the Knowledge-Sharing Effort began with

the identification of the impediments to knowledge

sharing and corresponding needs for the development

of technology to overcome these impediments. Four

key areas were identified for the initial effort. They

are: (1) mechanisms for translation between knowl

edge bases represented in different languages; (2) com

mon versions of languages and reasoning modules

within families of representational paradigm; (3) pro

tocols for communication between separate knowledge-

based modules, as well as between knowledge-based

systems and databases; and, (4) libraries of "ontolo

gies," i.e., pre-fabricated foundations for application-

specific knowledge bases in a particular topic area.

A detailed discussion of the impediments, and an anal

ysis of the issues that motivated us to focus on these

four types, appears in [27]. That article also describes

the working groups (comprised of researchers from

the DARPA AI community and other volunteers) that

were established to address these issues. The next four

sections describe the progress made by each of the four

working groups in addressing these issues through the

development of draft specifications, implementations

and experiments.

1 AN INTERLINGUA FOR

KNOWLEDGE INTERCHANGE

For a knowledge-based system to incorporate encoded

knowledge from a library or to interchange knowledge

with another system, the knowledge must either be

represented in the receiving system's representation

language or be translatable in some practical way into

that language. Since an important means of achiev

ing efficiency in application systems is to use special

ized representation languages that directly support the

knowledge processing requirements of the application,

we cannot expect a standard knowledge representa

tion language to emerge that would be used generally

in application systems. Thus, we are confronted with a

heterogeneous language problem. We may, however, be

able to deal with that problem by developing a knowl

edge interchange language that would be commonly

used as an interlingua for communicating knowledge
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between computer programs.

Given such an interlingua, a sending system could

translate knowledge from its application-specific repre

sentation into the interlingua for communication pur

poses and a receiving system could translate knowl

edge from the interlingua into its application-specific

representation before use. In addition, the interlingua

could be the language in which libraries would pro

vide reusable knowledge bases. An interlingua eases

the translation problem in that without an interlingua

one must write N pairs of translators in order to com

municate knowledge to and from N other languages.

With an interlingua, one need only write one pair of

translators into and out of the interlingua.

1.1 KIF - A KNOWLEDGE INTERCHANGE

FORMAT

The Interlingua Working Group, chaired by Richard

Fikes and Michael Genesereth, is attacking the hetero

geneous language problem by developing and testing

a language for use as an interlingua called the Knowl

edge Interchange Format (KIF)[16]. The group began

its work by observing that an interlingua needs to be

a language with the following general properties:

• A formally defined declarative semantics;

• Sufficient expressive power to represent the

declarative knowledge contained in typical appli

cation system knowledge bases; and

• A structure that enables semi-automatic transla

tion into and out of typical representation lan

guages.

The working group then merged ongoing language de

sign efforts to produce a preliminary version of the

KIF language which could be used as a straw man

interlingua in knowledge interchange experiments and

design discussions. Since then, the language has been

continually evolved and expanded based on feedback

from ongoing e-mail discussions, formal design reviews,

translation of example knowledge bases, and interop-

eration experiments.

KIF is an extended version of first order predicate

logic. The current 3.0 version of KIF has the following

features:

• Simple list-based linear ASCII syntax suitable for

transmission on serial media. For example, the

following is a KIF sentence:

(forall ?x (=> (P ?x) (q ?x)))

• Model-theoretic semantics with axiomatic char

acterization of a large vocabulary of object, func

tion, and relation constants.

• Function and relation vocabulary for numbers,

sets, and lists.

Support for expression of knowledge about the

properties of functions and relations. Functions

and relations are included in the universe of dis

course as sets of lists so that they can be argu

ments to relations (e.g, transitive and one-one)

and functions (e.g., inverse and range). In addi

tion, a holds relation is included that is true when

its first argument denotes a relation that has as

a member the list consisting of the items denoted

by the remaining arguments. So, for example, one

could define transitivity as follows:

(<*> (transitive ?r)

(=> (holds ?r ?x ?y)

(holds ?r

(holds ?r

?y ?z)

?x ?z)))

• A sublanguage for defining objects, n-ary rela

tions, and n-ary functions that enables augmenta

tion of the representational vocabulary and spec

ification of domain ontologies. Definitions can be

complete in that they specify an equivalent ex

pression or partial in that they specify an ax

iom that restricts the possible denotations of the

constant being defined. For example, the follow

ing is a complete definition of the unary relation

bachelor:

(defrelation bachelor (?x) :=

(and (man ?x) (not (married ?x))))

and the following is a partial definition of a bi

nary relation above which specifies that above is

transitive and holds only for "located objects":

(defrelation above (?bl ?b2)

:=> (and (located-object ?bl)

(located-object ?b2))

: axiom (transitive above))

• Support for expression of knowledge about knowl

edge. KIF expressions are included as objects

(i.e., lists) in the universe of discourse, and func

tions are available for changing level of denota

tion. For example, the following sentence says

that Lisa has the same belief as John about the

material of which things are made:

(=> (believes John '(material ,?x ,?y))

(believes lisa '(material ,?x ,?y))

and the following sentence says that every sen

tence of the form (=> <f> <j>) is true:

(=> (sentence ?p) (true '(=> ,?p ,?p)))

• A sublanguage for stating both monotonic and

nonmonotonic inference rules. For example:

(«= (flies ?x)

(bird ?x) (consis (flies ?x)))

A KIF reference manual describing the entire language

in detail is available through anonymous FTP from
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hudson. Stanford. edu[17]. The working group ex

pects the current language design to remain relatively

stable and for future versions to be essentially exten

sions to the existing language. Extensions under ac

tive consideration include support for uncertain knowl

edge and contexts, and additional support for default

knowledge.

KIF is intended to be a core language which is expand

able by defining additional representational primitives.

For example, one can define a frame language vocabu

lary of classes, slots, number restrictions, value restric

tions, etc. (as Gruber has done in [19]) so that knowl

edge can be expressed in a form directly analogous to

a frame language. Thus, given suitable definitions, one

could define a "guest meal" as being a meal in which

there is at least one guest and the food is gourmet as

follows:

(defrelation guest-meal (?m)

:=> (and (meal ?m)

(at-least-f illers ?m guest 1)

(all-fillers ?m food

gourmet-food) ) )

1.2 KNOWLEDGE INTERCHANGE

EXPERIMENTS USING KIF

The problems involved in interchanging knowledge

bases are not yet well understood, and there is open

debate as to whether a generally useful interlingua can

be specified. The Interlingua Working Group is at

tempting to inform that debate by developing KIF as

a candidate interlingua and by promoting knowledge

interchange experiments designed to substantially test

the viability and adequacy of KIF as an interlingua.

Several small scale experiments have been conducted

thus far and multiple projects are underway to build

and test KIF translators. These activities, though

still in preliminary stages, have already been very pro

ductive in identifying issues that need to be resolved

and technology that needs to be developed in order for

knowledge interchange to be a practical reality. We

describe three examples of such activities below.

Ramesh Patil built translators to an early version

of KIF from CLASSIC [4] and from LOOM [22].

He then used those translators to produce KIF ver

sions of simple CLASSIC and LOOM knowledgebases.

As expected, such translation experiments highlighted

weaknesses in KIF and motivated evolution of the

language. In general, producing KIF translations of

a wide range of sample knowledge bases is an effec

tive means of evaluating the expressive adequacy of

KIF and focusing its continuing development. Build

ing the translators themselves does not appear to be

problematical. The primary issue is whether KIF has

sufficient expressive power to represent the declarative

knowledge expressible in the source language.

Translating knowledge out o/KIF is in general an in

tractable problem because any given proposition can

be expressed in KIF in many equivalent but syntacti

cally different forms and the recognition grammar for

a target language will only be able to recognize some

subset of those forms. The translation task, therefore,

involves applying equivalence preserving rewrite rules

to transform unrecognizable sentences into recogniz

able forms. Despite the worst-case complexity of logi

cally complete translation, effective translation may be

achievable in most situations by logically incomplete

techniques combined with interactive direction from

the user. To explore that hypothesis, Fikes and Van

Baalen are building a translator development "shell"

which will contain a grammar-based recognizer, a goal-

directed rewrite rule interpreter, a library of general-

purpose rewrite rules, facilities for hand translation of

problematic sentences, etc. [12]. Initial versions of the

basic components of that shell have been implemented

and have been used to successfully translate simple

KIF knowledge bases into CLASSIC.

A knowledge interchange capability is important both

to enable incorporation of knowledge into a knowledge-

based system (e.g., during system development) and to

enable interoperation of knowledge-based systems so

that they can cooperatively perform tasks and solve

problems. KIF is being used as the knowledge level

inter-agent communication language in multiple inter

operation experiments, including those conducted by

Mike Genesereth using the Designworld system [15]

and those being conducted by participants in the Palo

Alto Collaborative Testbed (PACT).

Designworld is an automated prototyping system for

small scale electronic circuits built from standard parts

(TTL chips and connectors on prototyping boards).

The design for a product is entered into the system

via a multi-media design workstation; the product is

built by a dedicated robotic cell; and, if necessary, the

product, once built, can be returned to the system

for diagnosis and repair. The system consists of eigh

teen processes on six different machines. Each of the

eighteen programs is implemented as a distinct agent

that communicates with its peers via messages in a

KQML-like Agent Communication Language (ACL)

that uses KIF as the "content" language.

PACT is a laboratory for exploring the use of knowl

edge sharing technology and agent-based system inte

gration architectures to support concurrent engineer

ing. Participants include research groups at Stanford

University, Lockheed AI Laboratory, Hewlett-Packard

Laboratories, and Enterprise Integration Technologies.

The initial experiments integrated four preexisting

concurrent engineering systems into a common com

putational framework and explored engineering knowl

edge exchange in the context of a distributed simula

tion and simple incremental redesign scenario [9]. In

those experiments, each of the individual systems was
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used to model one or more components of an exam

ple programmable electro-mechanical device, a small

robotic manipulator. The systems interact via soft

ware agents which use KQML as the "performative"

language and KIF as the "content" language during

knowledge interchange.

Although these experiments have not yet placed severe

demands on KIF as an interlingua, KIF successfully

provided what was needed, namely a clearly specified

logical sentence language for interchange of assertions,

queries, and simulation inputs and outputs.

2 THE KNOWLEDGE

REPRESENTATION SYSTEM

SPECIFICATION

Even within a single family of knowledge represen

tation systems (e.g. KL-ONE) minor differences

in syntax and semantics between systems pose sig

nificant barriers to knowledge sharing. The goal of

the Knowledge Representation System Specification

(KRSS) group is to develop common specifications for

the representational component of families of knowl

edge representation systems. These specifications will

help facilitate the transfer of collections of knowledge

between knowledge representation systems in the same

family, by reducing the representational differences

among systems in the family. The intent of the group

is to produce, by-and-large, descriptive specifications,

although reconciliation of some syntactic differences

will almost certainly be required.

Specifications produced by the group will concentrate

on the representational components of the family of

knowledge representation systems. Thus, they will

provide a complete definition of the representation lan

guage underlying the family, but will not include a

complete definition of the interface functions that are

required in a useful knowledge representation system.

Instead the specifications will only define a minimal in

terface, one that is sufficient to create knowledge bases

and query them in limited ways. Also, specifications

will completely ignore user-interface issues.

These specifications will definitely not be interlinguas.

The representation formalism in the specifications will

be specific to the family of representation systems un

der consideration, and will not be general-purpose rep

resentation logics. The specifications also have to be

concerned with the computational properties of the

formalism they define (i.e., how hard inference in the

formalism is), as the aim of the group is to specify

knowledge representation systems, and not just ab

stract formalisms.

known as frame-based description languages, termino

logical logics, etc.). These systems include BACK [31],

CLASSIC [6], KRIS [2], and LOOM [22]. This group

of systems was chosen partly because there is a large

number of systems that are based on description log

ics (see above), partly because there was already some

interest in the community of developers of such sys

tems for a common specification [1], partly because

many of the people in the initial group gathered to

gether at the start of the DARPA Knowledge Sharing

Initiative were working with such systems, and partly

because such systems have a formal basis that is read

ily amenable to a well-defined specification. There has

also been considerable study of the formal properties

of reasoning in systems based on description logics.

This includes studies of how reasoning should proceed

in such systems [26] and the computational complex

ity and decidability of reasoning in description logics

[5, 25, 10, 30]. The presence of such a large body of

formal work makes the specification process much eas

ier.

Although there is a common background for all knowl

edge representation systems based on description log

ics, there is surprising variance in several dimensions

in the systems. First, different systems have different

input syntaxes. One goal of the initial KRSS effort

is to minimize differences in this dimension. Second,

different systems have different interfaces, both func

tional and user interfaces. Another goal of the initial

KRSS effort is to minimize differences in the portion of

the functional interface used to construct and directly

query knowledge bases. However, the rest of the inter

faces of the various systems will not be incorporated

into the specification, as it is outside the goals of the

KRSS group.

The main difference between the various systems is

that they take different positions in the trade-offs

among expressive power, completeness of inference,

and resource consumption. Some systems try to be

as complete as possible in a less-expressive descrip

tion logic while consuming as few resources as possible,

trading off expressive power for computational bene

fits. Some systems implement complete inference in a

moderately-expressive but decidable description logic,

trading off possible resource consumption for better

expressive power. Some systems implement only par

tial inference in an expressively-powerful description

logic, trading off completeness for expressive power.

Many points in this set of trade-offs are reasonable, so

a specification has to allow for both the current set of

trade-offs, and also for possible future trade-offs. This

means that the specification will not be a complete

specification nor even a nearly complete specification.

The initial effort of the KRSS group is the development

of a specification for knowledge representation systems

based on what are now called description logics (also

The approach that has been taken in the specification

is to define an expressively powerful description logic,

including both a syntax and a semantics, incorporate
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ing those constructs whose meaning has been gener

ally agreed upon by the community. Along with the

description logic is a set of interface functions that al

low for the construction, manipulation, and querying

of description-logic knowledge bases. These functions

allow

• the formation of descriptions and sentences;

• the definition of concepts and roles from descrip

tions;

• the assertion of sentences, including ground facts

about individuals and simple rules about con

cepts;

• the creation of individuals and reasoning about

their identity;

• the making of local closed-world statements;

• the making of default statements about instances

of concepts;

• the retracting of previously-told assertions; and

• the querying of knowledge bases.

The non-query functions are defined by their effect on

an abstract knowledge base, which is a collection of

statements in the description logic. The results of the

query functions are (mostly) defined by semantic rela

tionships between the knowledge base and the query.

Because it is impossible to efficiently perform infer

ence in the full description logic, conforming systems

are not required to completely implement it. Conform

ing systems are free to recognize only a subset of the

syntax of the logic, and need not even perform com

plete reasoning in the subset that they do recognize.

However, such systems must use this logic as the ideal

meaning of their knowledge bases, and must perform

"sound" reasoning with respect to the logic.

Conforming systems are not completely free in what

portion of the logic they choose to address. There is

a core portion of the logic that all conforming systems

are required to implement; in this way a minimal com

petence is required for all conforming systems. The

core is not just a syntactic subset of the full logic—

complete inference on even very minimal subsets of the

logic is very difficult—but is instead a set of constructs

that must be recognized, along with a set of inferences

that must be performed on these constructs.

Most of the debate on the specification has involved

the details of this core. The constructs to include in

the core, the inferences to perform on them, and how

to specify these inferences have all been subjects of de

bate. This was to be expected, as the specification of

the core is where the specification is making decisions

on matters that have been decided in different ways by

different systems. Devising a core that is both reason

able and non-trivial is an interesting exercise in how

to balance various representation and implementation

concerns.

There is now (July 1992) a second draft of the com

plete specification that has been distributed to inter

ested parties. Some changes still need to be made to

this draft. First, formal work in description logics has

advanced, and should be incorporated into the specifi

cation. Second, there are portions of the draft, partic

ularly in the inferences required in the core, that are

objectionable to some parties. By September 1992,

there should be a third draft prepared and discussed,

and by the end of October 1992 a final version of the

specification should be available. Also, a method for

demonstrating compliance with the specification will

be developed.

Future work in the KRSS group effort on description-

logic based systems will then consist of augmenting

the specification as new formal work on description

logic produces relevant results and as new implemen

tation techniques make it possible to extend the core.

Also, other families of knowledge representation sys

tems may be given the same treatment, provided that

developers are interested.

3 KNOWLEDGE QUERY AND

MANIPULATION LANGUAGE

(KQML)

The External Interfaces working group was originally

charged with addressing the general problem of defin

ing standard high-level interfaces for knowledge repre

sentation systems. This was seen as including such di

verse interfaces as those to other KR systems, DBMSs,

active sensors, and human users. Over the past two

years, this working group has focused on and experi

mented with a somewhat narrowed and more focused

problem - designing a common high-level language

(KQML) and associated protocol which can be used

by software systems for the run-time sharing of infor

mation and knowledge. This section briefly describes

the current status of the effort to specify KQML and

experiment with its use in several testbeds.

3.1 OVERVIEW

The Knowledge Query and Manipulation Language

(KQML) is both a message format and a message-

handling protocol to support run-time knowledge shar

ing among agents. KQML can be used as a language

for an application program to interact with an intel

ligent system or for two or more intelligent systems

to share knowledge in support of cooperative problem

solving. KQML focuses on an extensible set of perfor

matives, which defines the permissible operations that

agents may attempt on each other's knowledge and

goal stores. The performatives comprise a substrate on

which to develop higher-level models of interagent in

teraction such as contract nets and negotiation [8, 33].
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Mechanics of communication: fender,

recipient, unique Id, synchonklty, etc

Logic of Communication: speech act

type, qualifications, etc

Content of communication as an

expression In some agreed upon

KK language (e.g, KIP).

Figure 1: KQML expressions can be thought of as consisting

of a content expression encapsulated in a message wrapper

which is in turn encapsulated in a communication wrapper.

In addition, KQML provides a basic architecture for

knowledge sharing through a special class of agent

called communication facilitators. These agents co

ordinate the interactions of other agents by providing

such functions as:

• identification of other agents with which to com

municate both explicitly via "names" or "ad

dresses" or implicitly via declared topics of inter

est or capabilities,

• maintaining registration databases of knowledge

services offered and sought by agents,

• communication services (e.g., forwarding informa

tion from one agent to other interested agents),

and

• content translation to bridge semantic and onto-

logic differences between end agents.

These functions are embodied in special performatives

(which take messages as arguments), and in the way

that facilitators treat messages received from applica

tion agents.

The ideas which underly the evolving design of KQML

are currently being explored through experimental

prototype systems which are being used to support

two testbeds: the Palo Alto Collaborative Testbed

(PACT) [9] which is focused in the concurrent engi

neering domain, and the DARPA/Rome Planning Ini

tiative (DRPI) which deals with military transporta

tion planning [13].

3.2 KQML EXPRESSIONS ARE LAYERED

KQML expressions consist of a content expression en

capsulated in a message wrapper which is in turn en

capsulated in a communication wrapper, as shown in

Figure 1. Thus the language is thought of as being

divided into three layers: content, message and com

munication. The content layer contains an expression

in some language which encodes the knowledge to be

conveyed. The format of this expression is unimpor

tant to KQML; it can carry any type of content ex

pressed in any representation language which follows

some general syntactic constraints (currently, the con

tent expression must be an s-expression). However,

there are emerging conventions for knowledge repre

sentation (e.g., Interlingua, KIF [17], etc) and stan

dards for persistent objects (e.g., the OMG Object Re

quest Broker) which may prove to be very valuable in

the near future.

The primary purpose of the message layer is to identify

the speech act or performative that the sender attaches

to the content, such as an assertion, a query or a com

mand, and any of a small set of qualifiers that may be

appropriate to that performative. In addition, since

the the content is opaque to KQML, this layer also in

cludes optional features describing the content's lan

guage, the ontology it assumes and a descriptor nam

ing a topic within the ontology. These features make

it possible for the protocol implementation to analyze,

route and properly deliver messages even though their

content may be inaccessible.

The final communication level adds a second layer of

features to the message which describe the lower level

communication parameters, such as the identity of the

sender and recipient, a unique identifier associated

with the communication and whether the communi

cation is meant to be synchronous or asynchronous.

These are used by the network layer which provides

reliable transfer of bytes between processes on a net

work.

3.3 KQML PERFORMATIVES

The message layer is used to encode a message that one

application would like to have transmitted to another

application and forms the core of the language, de

termining the kinds of interactions one can have with

a KQML-speaking agent. It can be thought of as a

"speech act layer", since an important attributes to

specify about the content is what kind of "speech act"

it represents - an assertion, a query, a response, an

error message, etc.

Structure. Conceptually, a KQML message consists

of an operator or performative, its associated argu

ments which constitute the real content of the message

and a set of optional arguments which describe the

content in a standard, language-independent manner.

For example, a message representing a query about the

location of an particular airport might be encoded as:

(ask (geoloc lax (?long ?lat))

: number.answers 1

: ontology drpi_geo)

In this message, the KQML performative is ask,

the content (i.e., knowledge being sought) is

(geoloclax(?long?lat)), the number of answers re

quested is 1, the language in which the content is ex

pressed is (by default) kif and the ontology to be as

sumed is that named by the token drpigeo. The same
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general query could be conveyed in using standard Pro

log as the content language in a form that requests the

set of all answers as:

(ask "geoloc(lax, (Long.Lat))"

: language standard_Prolog

:number_answers all

: ontology drpi_geo)

Semantics. It is our intention to allow the set of

KQML performatives to be extensible. We will iden

tify a core set of performatives that will have a well

defined meaning. An KQML-speaking agent need not

implement or handle all of the performatives in this

core, but for those it does, it must adhere to the stan

dard semantics. Moreover, it is our goal to provide a

standard mechanism by which one can define the se

mantics of new performatives, allowing the set to be

extended. The semantics of the core performatives

will be defined in terms of a smaller set of primitive

performatives. The semantics of these primitive per

formatives are defined with respect to a simple and

general model of agents in which each agent as a store

of information structures (i.e., "belieF' like items) and

a store of goals structures (i.e., items which may effect

the agent's future behavior).

Primitive Performatives. We are currently work

ing with a set of four primitive performatives from

which we believe the core and various interesting ex

tensions can be defined. These four primitives pro

vide operators to present an agent with items to add

(ADVISE) and remove (UNADVISE) from its in

formation store and to add (ACHIEVE) and remove

from (FORGET) its goal store. These four perfor

matives are primarily used as a means to specify the

semantics of the larger core performatives.

Core Performatives. The core set of performatives

is expected to include several dozen operators which

most KQML-speaking agents will support. If an agent

accepts a message with a core performative, it must

adhere to its agreed upon semantics. Some of these

performatives will accept optional arguments which

serve as qualifier. Figure 2 shows some examples of

performatives that are in the current specification.

Messaging via Facilitators. Any substantial col

lection of interacting agents will require some struc

ture on information flow [20, 28, 32]. For this reason,

KQML introduces a class of communication facilitator

agents that help manage the message traffic among ap

plication agents. Facilitator agents can route perfor

matives to appropriate agents (MONITOR performa

tives in particular), record the performative-processing

abilities of new agents, and bridge the capabilities of

superficially incompatible agents (through buffering,

translation, and problem decomposition). These fa

cilitation functions will be reflected in new core per-

• (ASSERT P) - Add P to the agent's information

store, performing whatever reasoning the agent

can perform.

• (RETRACT P) - Remove P from the agent's

information store if present, signalling an error if

not present and performing whatever reasoning

the agent can perform.

• (ASK P) - Query the agent's information store

to find answers matching query P. The number

of answers returned is governed by an optional

argument.

• (GENERATOR P) - Reply with a generator

that the recipient can use to elicit a stream of

answers to the query P.

• (MONITOR P) - Modify the agent's goal store

to cause it to inform the sender whenever a sen

tence matching P becomes true.

Figure 2: These are a few of the core KQML performatives.

formatives, e.g., (FORWARD agent-name message)

and (DISTRIBUTE message).

Software Architecture. As Figure 3 shows, a typ

ical KQML-speaking agent will be built using two

reusable pieces - an interface between the agent's sys

tem language (e.g., LOOM or Prolog) which ties com

munication actions to system actions, and a router

which handles the low-level communication chores nec

essary to talk to other agents. These might all be done

within a single process (e.g., in Lisp) or might include

several processes (e.g., the router might be done in C

or Perl).

3.4 STATUS AND OPEN ISSUES

The ideas which underly the evolving design of KQML

are currently being explored through experimental

prototype systems which are being used to support

KQML Speaking Agent

System Language

 

Figure 3: A typical KQML-speaking agent will be built using

two reusable pieces - an interface between the agent's system

language (e.g., LOOM or Prolog) which ties communication

actions to system actions, and a router which handles the low-

level communication chores necessary to talk to other agents.
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Figure 4: KQML will be used as communication language

among the various agents which make up the DRPI testbed.

It will be used, for example, to support the interchange of

knowledge among the planner, the plan simulator, the plan

editor and the DRPI knowledge server which is the reposi

tory for the shared ontology and access point for common

databases.

two testbeds: the Palo Alto Collaborative Testbed

(PACT) [9] which is focused in the concurrent engi

neering domain, and the DARPA/Rome Planning Ini

tiative (DRPI) which deals with military transporta

tion planning.

KQML use in PACT. The Palo Alto Collabo

rative Testbed (PACT) uses KQML as its medium

for agent interaction in support of concurrent en

gineering. PACT participants modified several ex

isting knowledge-based engineering systems to speak

KQML and thereby exchange design and manufac

turing knowledge of mutual interest. (For example,

the mechanical modeler sends the controls modeler

knowledge regarding the dynamics of the design; the

power modeler sends the manufacturing process plan

ner knowledge regarding a motor replacement.) These

agents find each other in part through facilitators,

which handle message forwarding, content-based rout

ing, and simple format translations.

KQML use in DRPI. The DARPA/Rome Plan

ning Initiative is using KQML as the communication

language among the various agents that make up the

testbed and feasibility demonstrations. Figure 4 shows

KQML being used, for example, to support the in

terchange of knowledge among the planner, the plan

simulator, the plan editor and the DRPI knowledge

server, which is the repository for the shared ontology

[21] and access point to common databases through

the Intelligent Database Interface [23, 29]

Open Issues. The design of KQML has continued

to evolve as the ideas are explored and feedback is

received from the prototypes and the attempts to use

them in real testbed situations. We mention here a few

of the important issues that we expect to be addressed

in the coming year.

The core set of performatives is still undergoing re

vision as we experiment with its use. This set needs

to be stabilized and well specified. In particular, we

need to refine the model of what a communication fa

cilitator is and what services it might offer so that we

develop a good set of performatives to support their

effective use.

A method for defining new extensions to the core set

needs to be worked out. This includes a method for

defining them for humans as well as a method to allow

one agent to define a new performative to another.

The basic model of a knowledge representation agent

that we have been working with is quite simple. One

of several extensions that may be needed, for example,

is a mechanism to define contexts within an agents

information and goal stores.

An important part of KQML will be the protocols as

sociated with the different performatives. There are

some general issues which go beyond defining the se

mantics of particular performatives that must be ad

dressed. These general protocols include such things

as refusing to accept a message, error reporting, secu

rity, and transaction oriented processing.

4 SHARED, REUSABLE

KNOWLEDGE BASES

The SRKB Working Group (Shared, Reusable Knowl

edge Bases) of the DARPA Knowledge effort is work

ing on the problem of sharing the content of formally

represented knowledge. Sharing content requires more

than a formalism (KIF) and communication protocol

(KQML). Of course, understanding the nature of what

needs to be held in common between communicating

agents, or between the author of a book and its reader,

is a fundamental question for philosophy and science.

The SRKB group is focusing on the practical prob

lem of building knowledge-based software that can be

shared and reused as off-the-shelf technology. The

charter of the group is to identify the technical bar

riers to the sharing and reuse of formally represented

knowledge by AI programs, and to provide a forum for

experimentation with possible approaches.

4.1 STRATEGY: COMMON ONTOLOGIES

AS A SHARING MECHANISM

The strategy is to focus on common ontology as the

sharing mechanism [27, 18]. What is a common ontol

ogy? Every knowledge-based system is based on some

conceptualization of the world: those objects, pro

cesses, qualities, distinctions, and relationships that

matter for performing some task. A program (or

its programmer) makes ontological commitments to a

conceptualization by embodying these concepts, dis
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tinctions, etc. in a formal representation and using

knowledge formulated in that representation during

problem solving. By common ontology we mean

an explicit specification of a the ontological commit

ments of a set of programs. Such a specification is

an objective description—interpretable outside of the

programs—of the concepts and relationships that the

programs assume and use when interacting with other

programs, knowledge bases, and human users.

Operationally, a common ontology can be specified

as a set of definitions of representational terms used

to construct expressions in a knowledge base, such

as classes, relations, slots, and object constants. To

make a common ontology shareable, the definitions

should consist of human-readable text and machine-

enforceable, declarative constraints (i.e., axioms) on

the well-formed use of the terminology. The set of

terms in a common ontology need not include all

the terms used internally in participating programs.

Rather, the shared vocabulary defined in a ontol

ogy is used for specifying the coupling between pro

grams and knowledge bases (at design time) and for

knowledge-level communication among agents (at run

time). We hope to enable large-scale sharing and reuse

of knowledge bases and knowledge based systems by

making common ontologies available as open specifi

cations, much like interchange formats and communi

cation protocols.

The initial activities of the working group have been to

explore the research issues in knowledge sharing, and

to identify areas where it might be practical and useful

to specify common ontologies. The Summer Ontology

Project, held at Stanford in 1990, studied the collabo

rative, multi-disciplinary development of reusable on

tologies for describing electromechanical devices and

their designs. One outcome was the observation that

several approaches to device modeling, from digital cir

cuit modeling to rigid body dynamics, seemed to make

commitments to lumped-element models of physical

devices. In a lumped-element model, the behavior of a

device is described in terms of values of functions (state

variables) that map a single independent variable (e.g.,

time, but not space) to physical quantities (position,

force, etc.). A preliminary ontology was proposed to

formalize these concepts.

In March of 1991, the SRKB group met at Pajaro

Dunes to characterize some of the research issues.

There was some controversy about whether it is pre

mature to "standardize" ontologies of any sort, espe

cially those designed to be comprehensive over tasks

and domains. Instead, a series of collaborative, grass

roots experiments were proposed, in which two or

more research groups identify potential candidates for

knowledge sharing.

In the past year, several collaborations have begun,

and a set of ad hoc subgroups have been formed

to study these ontological niches. Each subgroup is

tasked with identifying, collecting, making available,

and analyzing ontologies for knowledge sharing. We

will describe the efforts of these groups within a frame

work of models of sharing and reuse.

4.2 MODELS OF KNOWLEDGE SHARING

AND REUSE

Three models of sharing and reuse are being explored,

and in each, common ontologies play an enabling role.

First is the library model, in which bodies of for

mally represented knowledge are available as off-the-

shelf products, like books in a library. In this model,

knowledge bases are designed artifacts, and the role of

SRKB to help make them available and reusable.

Two ad hoc subgroups are currently active within the

library model of sharing. One is an effort by repre

sentatives of projects in qualitative physics to spec

ify a common language for model fragments. Model

fragments are conceptual building blocks for programs

that formulate and assemble engineering models of de

vice behavior, using techniques such as compositional

modeling [11]. For example, idealized components

such as resistors and physical processes such as liq

uid flow are represented by model fragments, which

are composed to produce simulation models of com

plete systems. The language under development is a

unification of model formulation and simulation sys

tems such as QPE, DME, and QPC, and should enable

a community library of model fragments that can be

directly executed by these systems. The axiomatic se

mantics of the language will be expressed in KIF, and

the ontological commitments of these programs will be

specified as an ontology.

A second subgroup, following up on the Summer On

tology Project, is developing a family of ontologies for

specifying various styles of engineering modeling. It is

formalizing the classes of algebras used in constraints

(e.g., with or without differential equations; quali

tative operators), the assumptions underlying com

ponent/connection topologies, and the various styles

of dynamics analysis (e.g., Newtonian, LaGrangian,

Kane's method). This work is complementary to the

composition modeling effort; any of these styles of

modeling can be formulated using the model fragment

language.

A preliminary finding is that the ontological commit

ments of a given approach to modeling may be fac

tored into separate ontologies. These ontologies form

an inclusion hierarchy, where each ontology can inherit

(by set inclusion) the definitions of included ontolo

gies. For example, the original proposal for a lumped-

element ontology has since been divided into sev

eral ontologies, including continuous-state-space (com

mits to describing behavior using state variables) and

hierarchical-component-assembly (objects are struc

tured into components related by connections and
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part-of relations). To specify how state variables are

associated with components, one writes a third ontol

ogy that includes the other two, adding a few addi

tional constraints. To support this sort of modular

partitioning of ontologies, the interlingua committee

is considering context mechanisms such as Cyc's mi-

crotheories.

A second mode of sharing and reuse under investiga

tion is the software engineering model. A standard

approach to making software reusable is to decompose

complex programs into modular pieces, and to provide

a formal specification of the inputs, outputs, and func

tion computed by each piece. Knowledge-based sys

tems are like other software in this respect, except that

they operate on a special input called the "background

knowledge base" or "domain theory." Reusable mod

ules are designed so that the same code can be used

on several knowledge bases. However, to write these

knowledge bases the developer needs to understand

the ontological assumptions and commitments made

in the code. An ontology that defines the vocabulary

with which to write the knowledge bases can help de

termine which software module to use on a given prob

lem, how to provide it the necessary domain knowl

edge, and whether the knowledge base meets the input

requirements of the software.

A significant effort is under way in the knowledge ac

quisition community to formally characterize the tasks

being performed by knowledge based systems, and to

design modular problem-solving methods that can be

combined to address these tasks [24]. For example,

complex, amorphous tasks such as diagnosis and plan

ning have been decomposed into more generic sub-

tasks that can be solved with reusable methods such

as simple classification, abductive assembly, and va

rieties of constraint satisfaction. An subgroup led by

Mark Musen is studying ways to describe these tasks

and methods, and has begun to define ontologies that

specify the input and output assumptions of reusable

methods.

A second subgroup, headed by Ed Hovy and Doug

Skuce, is identifying and analyzing the comprehen

sive, top-level ontologies that are intended to be gen

eral across domains and tasks. A motivating applica

tion for such ontologies is natural language process

ing. NLP techniques needs a way to couple to do

main knowledge bases (for something to talk about)

without committing the programs to particular sub

ject matter areas. For example, the Penman language

generation system's "Upper Structure" ontology [3] di

vides the world up according to the major type distinc

tions made in English and German (Objects of various

types, Processes and Relations of various types, Qual

ities, etc.). A developer customizes Penman to a par

ticular application domain by defining the domain's

concepts as specializations of the appropriate Upper

Structure concepts. As a result, the domain concepts

inherit the necessary linguistic annotations from their

Upper Structure ancestors. In general, such top-level

ontologies can be viewed as a software reuse mecha

nism for programs parameterized by large knowledge

bases.

Another subgroup is looking at ontologies that spec

ify semiformal representations of decision making and

design rationale (Jeff Bradshaw, Jin Tae Lee, and

Charles Petrie). In semiformal rationale support sys

tems, users organize text describing design decisions in

to a hypertext document that supports a fixed vocab

ulary of node types (classes) and link types (relations).

For example, in the gIBIS ontology [7], decisions are

described in terms of issues, arguments, and positions,

and these node types are linked by relations such as

supports and objects-io. The documents structured by

these terms are called semiformal or semistructured,

since only the node and link types are machine inter-

pretable and the contents of the nodes are not formal

ized. Several methodologies for developing semiformal

documents, and tools to support them, are based on

these ontologies of node and link types.

A third kind of sharing and reuse is the reference

model, typically used to define an integration frame

work for a family of application programs. A reference

model defines the concepts in a domain and/or prob

lem area that are common to the set of application

tasks. For example, a reference model for digital cir

cuits includes a formalism for describing the netlist,

which is a representation of circuit topology. The ref

erence model ontology commits the participating tools

to the existence of shared objects such as components

connected by ports in a netlist; this is necessary to

enable tools to exchange data.

An international standards effort called PDES/STEP

is working on a family of reference-model ontologies

for product data, starting by defining primitives for

geometry and working toward high level descriptions

of behavior and functionality. The DARPA knowl

edge sharing effort is exploring avenues for collabora

tion with the PDES organization.

Within the SRKB working group, ad hoc subgroups

are studying reference-model ontologies for user in

terface toolkits (Jim Foley and Bob Neches), man

ufacturing enterprise models (Mark Fox), and plan

ning/scheduling (Don McKay, Masahiro Hori).

4.3 TECHNICAL SUPPORT FOR

ONTOLOGIES - ONTOLINGUA

Each of the subgroups of the SRKB are charged with

identifying and collecting ontologies, and making them

available in a form amenable to analysis and possible

reuse. However, existing ontologies are either incom

pletely formalized or written in a specific knowledge

representation tool. To address this problem, a system

called Ontolingua has been developed [19]. Ontolingua
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is a mechanism for defining ontologies portably, that

is, independent of specific representation systems. It

allows the definition of classes, relations, and distin

guished objects using KIF sentences, and translates

these definitions into several implemented representa

tion systems.

Ontolingua's design demonstrates the use of a com

mon ontology to facilitate sharing and reuse (in this

case, of ontologies). Translation from a very expressive

language (KIF) into restricted languages is inherently

incomplete. Therefore, Ontolingua supports a subset

of legal sentences that can be translated into a class

of commonly-used representation systems: the object-

centered or frame-based systems. These implemented

systems commit to particular ways of organizing and

specifying knowledge about objects, such as inheri

tance hierarchies and slot descriptions. These ontolog-

ical commitments are captured in the Frame Ontology,

which defines a vocabulary for describing classes, bi

nary relations, and second-order relationships among

them (e.g., subclass, instance, class partitions, slot-

value restrictions). Ontolingua recognizes the use of

Frame Ontology concepts in KIF sentences, and trans

lates them into the special syntax of each target rep

resentation system. The Frame Ontology, on top of

a syntactically restricted KIF, defines a language for

portable ontologies. The Ontolingua software opera-

tionalizes the language by providing automatic trans

lation into implemented representation systems.

5 SUMMARY

Moving beyond the capabilities of current knowledge-

based systems will require development of knowledge

bases that are substantially larger than those we have

today. It will require knowledge-based systems to

communicate with other knowledge-based systems and

conventional software systems in carrying out their

functions. Meeting these challenges on a broad scale

will require development new knowledge-sharing tech

nology and shared conventions. The on-going efForts

in the Knowledge Sharing Effort represent steps in this

directions. The efforts underway are neither complete

nor comprehensive - they represent an initial first steps

that will result in valuable experience and understand

ing, will identify shortcomings in current methods and

point to new research directions, will encourage others

to focus on solving problems encountered in knowl

edge sharing, to explore alternatives and to enhance

the state of the art.
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Twelve Years of Nonmonotonic Reasoning Research: Where (and

What) Is the Beef?
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It has been twelve years since the publication of the

AIJ Special Issue on Nonmonotonic Reasoning. This

event had two important consequences: it focussed the

attention of the research community at large on the

phenomenon of nonmonotonicity in AI, and it marked

the beginning of a KR subculture devoted to explor

ing the applications and formal properties of these rea

soning patterns. Today, this subculture is flourishing,

with its own workshops, and a technically sophisti

cated literature, much of which, alas, has become inac

cessible to the average AI practitioner (and not a few

KR specialists as well!). No apologies are necessary

for this state of affairs; it simply means that there are

many interesting conceptual and mathematical prob

lems here. In any event, this situation is no different

than in other branches of computer science which, like

AI, have a strong engineering component, for example

databases or programming languages. Nevertheless,

the remoteness of this literature from the typical AI

system-builder (together, no doubt, with a more gen

eral ambivalence within AI about the relevance of logic

or even, these days, of symbolic processing) has led

many researchers to wonder what on earth this stuff

is good for. So maybe it is time to step back and try

to assess exactly what has been accomplished during

this twelve year period.

Perhaps not surprisingly, I am more optimistic than

most. In support of my rosier outlook, my talk will

provide examples where I think that nonmonotonic

theorizing has provided important insights about, and

solutions to, many outstanding problems, not only in

A I but in computer science in general. Among these

are:

• Semantics for logic programs.

• Logic programming implementations of nonmono

tonic reasoning.

• Solutions to the frame and ramification problems

in the situation calculus and their relevance to

database update transactions, program verifica

tion and software specification.

• The remarkable convergence of probabilistic and

nonmonotonic formalisms for default reasoning.

• Abduction and diagnostic reasoning.

• Foundations for truth maintenance systems.

• Nonmonotonicity and theories of belief revision.

• Introspection and reasoning about belief.

• Educating the next generation of AI students.

One of the real tests of theorizing in any science is the

extent to which it provides a unifying perspective on

what had previously been seen as a wide variety of dis

parate phenomena. Reasoning about blocks and about

flying birds involve the same nonmonotonic principles.

We should celebrate this insight, and the remarkable

fact that we have some ideas about how it can be for

mally described.
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